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UMASS SALARY RAISES STILL UNDECIDED IN SENATE;

CONGLOMERATE BILL CAUSES ADDITIONAL DELAY

Field of the Guidance Office talks with Freshman Parents
during the Summer Orientation program. Talks were given to

orient parents with UMass life.

Centennial Class— '63

Tested And Oriented
Gone ar« the summer week ends

of greeting, testing, and socializ-

ing the entire freshman ch In

a beanieless, placardless, unhar-

ried atmosphere the Centennial

Class of 1963 was duly oriented

into the stream of campus life.

In the heat of a long, hot sum-

mer, groups of two hundred fresh-

men were tested by the Guidance

Office staff and received indoc-

trination in campus traditions and
regulations from the Deans of

Men and Women.
The parents of the freshmen

were briefed on the expectations

of the University with regard to

the conduct—both academic and

social—of their sons and daugh-

ters. An explanation was given of

the guidance, counselling and stu-

dent services available at the T T ni-

versity.

Thp testing program was con-

ducted very smoothly, according

to staff observers. Scores were

available to the freshmen to aid

in therr ourse selection and place-

ment.
n. William MaMa r»:-—*~t- -'
ajL, ft iiaaia x icius, u it n wi \jx

Guidance, commented: "The suc-

cess of this program can only be

measured in terms of the success

of the individual student in his

college experience. More students

received 'advanced placement' this

year than ever before."

(Ed. Note; Freshmen who dem-

onstrate required proficiency in a

given subject are allowed to by-

pass the introductory course in

that subject and start immediate-

ly with an advanced course.)

With the aid of departmental

advisors, freshmen were given the

opportunity to fill out their own
schedules. Tuesday, Thursday and

Saturday classes were mandatory
in most cases.

Each week end program was

climaxed by a "Co-rec" night in

the Women's Physical Education

Building. Dean Helen Curtis and

(Continued on page 5)

Smith Prexy Mendenhall

Speaks To Student Leaders
Over 150 students, faculty and

administrators attended the

Eighth Annual Student Leaders'

Conference last Friday in the SU.

Student leaders representing all

major campus organizations

sought new knowledge of the cam-
pus community at various work-

shops.

Keynote speaker Dr. Thomas
Mendenhall, the new president of

Smith College, spoke prior to the

workshop sessions, on "Leaders

and Leadership on the. College

Campus."

He called for a "clearer realiza-

tion of the central purpose of an

academic institution by keeping

the 'extra' in extracurricular".

He also encouraged a "broader

appreciation of where leadership

can be developed in an institu-

tion."

Suggestions were made in the

workshops for alleviating certain

campus problems ,and for a look

at the plans for the coming year.

Including among the topics

were: "Honor and Service Socie-

ties", "Recognized Student Or-

ganizations Policy", "Student
Government", "Student-Organiza-

tion Communications," "General
Athletic Policy", and "Public Re
lations."

The Conference committee
which organized the meeting was
headed by Dennis Twohig '61.

Other cornmittee members were
Judy Madden 'fit, Carol Jones '61,

Mary Lou O'Keefe »61, David
Mraz '61, and Russell Irving '60.

Statewide Salary Fate

Hinges On Comm. Decision
hy RICHARD MacLEOD '60, Editor in Chief

A conglomerate bill combining State Teachers Colleges'

and all state employees' raises with the UMass Salary hike

was still in committee at 3 p.m. today and a decision is not

expected until tomorrow or Wednesday.
The House had passed the bill last Wednesday by a 160

to 47 after eliminating all non-teaching positions.

It was in the Senate that the original bill, H1030, which

provided only UMass faculty raises, was defeated earlier

this month after having passed the House by a 104-99 vote.

While the university coaches, sident John Powers that ALL
doctors, athletic directions, etc,

along with the administrative

staffs of the 10 teachers col-

leges were eliminated from the

final bill, almost 1300 teachers

would have become eligible for

raises ranging from $403 to

$1261 per year had not Power's

$1,000 ceiling been adopted.
HAD LiVEh OF A CAT

The original bill, as amended

on the flooi of the house, was
defeated in successive reconsi-

derations but was revived with

skillful regularity by its sponsor

Rep. Sumner Z. Kaplan (D-

Brookline) and UMass Trustee

Rep. Philip Whitmore (R-Sun-

derland).

One representative was heard

to comment that "this... bill

has more . . . lives than a . . . cat."

The insistance of Senate Pre-

state employees be given a pay

raise if the teachers received one

was the cause for the original

Senate defeat of the bill.

The campaign had been given

imputus by an alumni drive to

"let the Legislature know" public

feeling on the bill. Also, a letter

which called for support on the
measure, was sent to the parents

of 6000 students by Senate Pre-

sident Robert Zelis '60 and Col-

legian Editor-in-Chief Richard

MacLeod '60.

Legislators reported today

that the reaction to the contro-

verscy was overwhelming. Sena-

tor Powers was quoted as say-

ing: "If everyone wants the

raises, they're going to have to

pay for them." Payment would

presumably be in the form of

additional state taxes.

Faculty Vote Backs
Prexy 9

s Prohibition
Prohibition has been introduced

to the University of Massachu-

setts campus.

By a vote of 413-33, the faculty

approved President Mather's rec-

omendation that alcoholic bever-

ages be banned "at any Univer-

sity social function, on University

property, and any housing which

accommodates students in resi-

dence."

In instituting this policy, the

administration pointed out that

the student body has shown its

inability to administer any policy

consistent with the liquor laws of

the Commonwealth of Massachu-

setts. According to a memo from

South College, "Every Fraternity

president admitted that every so-

cial event or party of these or-

ganizations has been in violation

of these laws for years."

The president stated that after

"discussing the matter with the

Executive secretaries of all the

National fraternities, with all the

Presidents of the New England

State Universities, and with many
other mature and responsible in-

dividuals, T am convinced that

failure to institute firm policy in

this area ... is not even educa-

tionally sound."

"By removing this problem as

an issue with which the adminis-

tration has to deal," Mather con-

tinued, "creative energies will be

free to develop a broadened Uni-

versity social program.

"Our weakness in lack of such

a policy has continuously hamp-
ered a full development of the

University by placing an undue

emphasis on alcoholic beverages as

a central concern of social func-

tion," he continued.

One University official explain-

ed that the new policy is aimed at

breaking the fraternity monopoly

of campus social life.

Mather also said that there will

be no "police" efforts, save those

developed by the individual organ-

izations. His remarks indicated

that each individual student has

a moral obligation, in his volun-

tary association with the Univer-

sity, to honor the commitments
involved. Also, disciplinary action

will be taken whenever violations

are brought to the attention of

the administration.

The final discipline for drunk-

eness or disorderly conduct is ex-

pulsion.

Mather
Resigns Post

In Protest

Over Politics
President Mather's mid-summer

resignation, coming as a result of

the defeat of the faculty pay in-

crease bill in the State Senate on
August 16, has oeen cited as

"courageous" by many top edu-

cators. Abram L. Sachar, Presi-

dent of Brandeis University, com-
mented: "Well, good for him."

The resignation, which will be-

come effective June 30, 1960, was
the only move Mather said he
could make to help the sons and
daughters of Bay State residents

and the future development of the

University.

He announced his resignation
10 months in advance to avoid

"all this personal monkey busi-

ness." He explained, "I don't want

Vcner Reed

PRESIDENT MATHER

to be responsible for ruining a

whole program and the future of

a bunch of kids."

One of these personal attackers

called Preside^ Mather the edu-

cator "with ma.d!? and chauf-

feur." (Mather has one maid; a
non-uniformed university mechan-

ic occasionally drives his car.)

Mather is also the nation's low-

est paid public university presi-

dent ($15,000 a year) and he is

the only one that has to pay rent

for his house ($100 a month >.

President Charles W. Cole of

neighboring Amherst College

said. "He's done a grand job aiid

it will be hard to find a replace-

ment."

Pres. Mather has headed the

University for the^past five years.

He was responsible for the pro-

gram of expansion that trans-

formed UMass into a major edu-

cational institution.
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Good Aim; Poor Means

President Mather's new policy in regard

to the use of alcoholic beverages by under-

graduate students we recognize to be a Bin-

cere effort on the part of the faculty and the

administration to improve the social climate

on campus ; we also declare that the means

adopted, of which means the new regulation

ifi a significant part, are not wise.

The new policy would impose upon the

University undergraduate students a ruling

more stringent than the law itself; it

denies those having reached the legal age of

majority what the law declares to be their

privilege.

It appears to us that if the faculty and

the administration wish to take steps to

broaden the scope of University social life,

it need not have to abandon a policy border-

ing on license only to replace it with the

other extreme of complete absistence. Surely

between the One and the other alternative

there must lie a middle way.

J. A. M.

\Vodno*dav. A Middlp Way ...

Education Without Politics

President Mather's resignation was ex-

pected by many students — it was not ex-

pected this June, however. His early resigna-

tion was a direct consequence of the rejec-

tion by the Senate of HI 030.

It seems almost absurd that a university

president should have to take such an active

part in a state's political merry-go-round; it

is absurd that ho should be forced to do so,

and then, to resign in order to attain a de-

sired end.

With the salary improvements secured,

President Mather will at least have the

knowledge that his resignation was effective

in arousing public support. Perhaps with the

new interest currently being displayed on

the part of a number of Legislators, Proxy

will even bo able to welcome his succeaor to

a healthy educational atmosphere

Such an atmosphere could be possible

only in the absence of the intense political

activity which has necessarily characterised

recent TMass administrations.

If, when the new chapter is Opened in the

1'Mass history book in June, there are pros-

pects of an educational atmosphere that is

free of politics; and if the faculty may find

security in the future here at tIMass—then,

perhaps President Mather may feel that his

administration has ben a successful one.

Richard MacLeod '60

Editor-in-Chief

The COLLEGIAN editorial staff will

hold its first meetinp tonipht at 7:00 P.M.

m tkt COLLEGIAN offin . All freshmen and

appcrrfassnien intrrested in editorial and

U ature writ in (j are inrited to attend. No pre-

>ns ( xperienee is *neeessary.

•»»

•t»

•..

v«

"I understand this is a dry campus'

A Freshman's Impression

Of Frosh Weekend
by VERN PERO *63

"To the class of 1963 at the University of Massachusetts,

WELCOME!" As one of the Class of '63, I lost count of the number
of times this overworked greeting was used. At last, in desperation,

I referred to the master of trite usage, Noah Webster, to find his

thoughts on the situation. He said that to welcome was to greet with

cordiality and/or courtesy. I guess a thank you or two is in order.

While browsing inquisitively among the people to which the

thought was extended I found a group of alert, intelligent and of

course thoroughly welcomed people They and I were wandering

around (and are probably still doing so) with a sense of complete

acceptance into the college community. Unfortunately there was

nothing else for us to do but wander around for several hours of the

day and listen to welcome speeches the rest of the time.

Perhaps the administration is of the opinion that once boredom

sets in, the student is so glad to get a rhance to work that the results

will be more gratifying than otherwise. It could be too that the prob-

lem of getting settled in a new way of life is supposed to occupy most

of the freshman's time. In any case the average newcomer to whom
I spoke seemed to be suffering from what has become a common al-

lergy, lack of something to do.

But by turning the coin over I found it has its pleasant side too.

All of those to whom *I spoke seem* I right at home in their new
surroundings. Everyone, including the upperclassmen who we some-
how expected to be ogres with an eye toward making life miserable

for us to further their own amusement, turned out to be a sociable,

cooperative and, in general, thoroughly interesting and likeable people.

The desire to help others and 1>p of service has run rampant, and it

hasn't gone unnoticed among us new citizens. We smiled, accepted

the hand that was offered ami tried not to act like the rough-cut and

unpolished diamonds with which President Mather compared us.

Thp reaction to the cami tug was harder to come by. I asked

and received the usual number of everyday comments: "It's so big."

"It's not nearly so impersonal as we thought it would be." "I'll know
better how I like it after I've been here a while." "It's fine, but where
are we going to put the third guy in our room?" "My room-mate is

such a sweet girl." The list ii i ndless.

Hut when I put it straight to them, asked them how they felt

about the whole experience so far, they were suddenly quiet. There's

no reason at all to ask why; the answer is obvious. We just don't know.

"Ask me again in a month," was the general comeback, and be the

good Lord willin' and if the crik don't rise, we will.

In the meantime let's hope the drop-out rate for the class of '63

comes nowhere near the anticipated levels. Let's hope that each and
every freshman becomes a well-adjusted and integrated part of our

college community. Let's hope that the conditions of political tension

under which the faculty and administration are laboring at present

will resolve themselves and that everyone will be able to pursue his or

her individual labors under conditions conducive to better than aver-

age results.

Pm glad to be here, I think most of my class is too. "Welcome"
may be overworked, but for my part it sounded much better than "do
ten push-ups."

FROSH PROBLEMS
Item.- that freshmen didn't think to bring, but could utilize very
nicely:

Ear plugs (for welcome speeches)

Portable chairs (for waiting on lines . . . and more lines .

more lines)

Compass, sextant, and map book (reason's obvious)

Rope elevator (short cut to the fourth floor).

and

Memo From The President
This memorandum will serve as your official notification institut-

ing policy on the use of alcoholic beverages by students at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts. This policy was recommended by the President

and approved by a vote of the Faculty (under provisions of Article XI

of the By-Laws of the Board of Trustees) at a meeting of the Faculty

on September 10, 1959.

This regulation is effective immediately and reads as follows:

A. Unergraduate students, regardless of age, are not permitted

the use of alcoholic hcverages;

1. at any University social function;

2. on University property;

3. in any housing which accomodates students

in residence, i.e., those not living with

parents or spouse.

B. All students, regardless of age, will be held

responsible for appropriate conduct with re-

ference to the use of alcoholic beverages.

In instituting this policy the Administration re-

cords its position in the remainder of this memoran-

dum.

The first and most obvious reason for the policy

is that the record is patently clear that the student

body (as individuals or through on-campus or off-

campus organizations) has increasingly demon-

strated its inability to successfully administer any

policy consistent with the liquor laws of the Com-

monwealth of Massachusetts. By written statement,

for example, every Fraternity president at this

University, in answering the President's question-

naire of May 1959, admitted that every social event

or party of these organizations has been in viola-

tion of these laws for years. Further no chit system

or method yet conaeived makes legal the serving

(or distribution) of alcoholic beverages to minors

and every Fraternity president further admitted a

preponderant number of each and every Fraternity

to be under twenty-one years of age. Section 34 of

the general laws of the Commonwealth, Chapter

138 provides: . . . "whoever makes a sale or delivery

of any such (alcoholic) beverages or alcohol to any

person under twenty-one years of age, either for

his own use or for the use of his parent or any

other person . . . shall be punished by a fine of not

more than two hundred dollars or by imprisonment

for not more than six months, or both."

After discussing this matter at length during

the past summer with the Executive Secretaries

of all the National Fraternities in conference dur-

ing July, with all the presidents of the other state

universities in New England, and with many other

mature and responsible individuals I am convinced

that failure to institute firm policy in this area in

the past by this and previous administrations, is

not even educationally sound. Our weakness in lack

of such policy has continuously hampered a full

development of the university's social program by

placing a narrowing and undue emphasis on alco-

holic beverages as a central concern of social func-

tions. It is our firm conviction that, by removing

this problem as an issue with which administration

or leadership has to deal, creative energies will

be free to develop a broadened University social

program.

The matter of enforcement will be an issue

from the moment this policy is made public. You
should know our philosophy and plans in this regard.

The relationship between any individual or rec-

ognized student organization and any university

community is a voluntary one. In seeking the priv-

ilege of this relationship, people commit them-

selves to meet the responsibilities that are concomi-

tant with that privilege. Basic among these re-

sponsibilities is a continuing moral commitment to

the unique sot of policies, rules, regulations, or

laws tnat define the nature of that community.

Since the association is a voluntary one, it is the

clear responsibility of every individual to deter-

mine for himself whether he can honor the com-

mitment involved. If he cannot, as a moral person

he should not accept the privilege tendered.

Each student and each organization on campus

will be expected to assume the responsibility for

self-discipline with regard to the new policy. No
signed statements commiting either individuals or

groups will be required. Instead, it will be assumed

that the continued existence of an organization on

campus will be commitment enough.

Responsible self government as a vital dimension

of student life will continue. Groups or individuals

who have problems of self-discipline with regard

to this or any other University policy will find

several offices on campus ready to assist them.

Finally you should know no "police" efforts,

save those developed by your own organizations,

will be instituted. Disciplinary action, however,

whenever violations are brought to the attention

|
of the University. Very simply, the final discipline

for drunkness or disorderly conduct at the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts is expulsion. And the

violation by organizations of University policy pro-

vides the same administrative recourse.

We are sincerly convinced that when you have
given serious consideration to the policy outlined

above, you will accept it in the spirit in which it

has been developed and adopted—with a firm convic-

tion that it sets a standard and defines a social

climate which is in the bcrt interest, educationally,

of the University of Massachusetts.

J. Paul Mather,

President of the University

Co-Rec Nite
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Yesterday's Campus Today Mail Party
EVochmpn are invited to i<

Compiled by

ANN SLAYTON *63 and CAROLYN SIZIO '63

FIFTY YEARS AGO
"On Wednesday, September 15,

the largest class in the history of

the College, was registered.

"Of one hundred twenty-three

students, one hundred and six

reside in the state while seventeen

hail from neighboring states."

FORTY YEARS AGO
"Enrollment of freshmen this

year is below the normal mark,

claiming only 118 men as against

163 in 1916.

"For some unknown reason the

entering class this fall is consid-

erably smaller than the average

entering classes of the pre-war

period.

"The Seniors number at present

is 108, the Juniors, 100 and the

Sophomores, 112."

THIRTY YEARS AGO
190 Neophites invade campus!

"On September 16 one of the

largest classes ever to enroll in

the four year course at the college

registered as freshmen at the

Registration office with a total

of 190, 40 of whom are girls. The

class of 1933 seems to be a well

selected and apparently able

group which will uphold the

standards of the State College."

20 YEARS AGO
229 Men, 111 Women are

Entered in the Class of

1943

"Official count at the Dean's

office lists 340 members of the

class of 1943—which makes the

ratio of men and women a little

better than two to one.

10 YEARS AGO
"Record Frosh Class of 600

Jump I'M Enrollment to

Approximately 4000"

"For the first time in the his-

tory of the University the Fresh-

man class number 600 students in-

stead of the traditional 400 of

the past dozen years—out-of-

state students were not accepted

this year although more than a

thousand requests for admission

to the freshman class were re-

LIBRARY HOURS
Mondays through Fridays

8:00 a.m. — 10:00 p.m.

Saturdays

8:00 a.m. — 4:30 p.m.

Sundays and Holidays

2:00 p.m. — 10:00 p.m.

Closed Sunday before a holiday

when the holiday falls on Mon-

day.

W.M.U.A.
WMUA, the big sound on cam-

pus will begin broadcasting opera-

tioni for the 1959-60 school year

today, announced station Man-
ager Hal Dutton t0.

The station operates at 91.1 on

the FM dial but can be received

in the dormitories at 790 on your

l-egular AM radio.

Monday and Tn«*day
1 :00 Cimpni Caper

Carom* Caper (Con.)
Dinner Pat*
New* and Sport"
CItH Defense
Platter Party

5:#0
5:05
5:30
C:S0
0:45
7:00
7:S0
9:00
9:05
10:00
10:05
11:00
11:05
12:00

Moalrale
New*
Showraae
News
Sound* of Jast
Newa
Shoe* Off Soasion
New* and Siajn Off

Frosh Orientation . .

.

(ConttfMttw! from page 1)

Michael Laine, Student Program

Director, directed this activity

with the aid of upperelass student

counselors.

With the ID photos taken and

the parents' seminar ended, the

quiet assimulation of the Cen-

tenial Class of 1963 to UMass
was completed.

Freshmen are invited to join

with regular Collegian staff mem-

bers tonights to wrap and mail

copies of today's "Special Frosh

Issue" to their parents.

As part of a new subscription

drive to allow parents to learn

first hand about their sons' and

daughter s' "home-away-from

home," one free ropy of this issue

will be s jnt to each frosh family.

Tn the Collegian Office in the

SU from 7 p.m. 'till they're done.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

ceived from out-of-state. Plans

for 800 freshman were made for

next year."

Jeffrey Appointed Dean;

Replaces Sieling As

Agriculture Dept. Head
Fred P. Jeffrey, associate dean

of the Stockbridge School of Agri-

culture at the University of Mas-

sachusetts was appointed as act-

ing dean of the College of Agri-

culture on July 1, 1959, accord-

ing to an announcement made by

President Mather.

Dean Jeffrey will continue in

his new position for an indefinite

period. He wll also serve as act-

ing director of the Massachusetts

Agricultural Experiment Station

and of the Cooperative Extension

Service.

The position was vacated by the

resignation of Dr. Dale H. Siel-

ing, who was appointed scientific

director of the U.S. Army Quar-

termaster Research and Engineer-

ing Command at Natick.

In announcing Jeffrey's ap-

pointment, President Mather said

that the university administration

was "eminently satisfied with the

programs and policies instituted

by Dr. Sieling. It is our intention

to continue these programs in the

general direction in which they

have been moving."

President Mather said that this

meant expansion and integration

of experiment station, extension

and control-law activities. "It

means, further, a strengthening

and forwarding of the general

trend of the College of Agricul-

ture toward the food science area

—that is, the marketing, distribu-

tion and processing of foods and

fibers in addition to the primary

emphasis on production agricul-

ture."

The new acting dean holds de-

grees from the Pennsylvania

Free
Bus Rides
The Amherst Chamber of Com-

merce Vins announced that it will

renew its free bus service to and

from the University and the Am-

herst business district starting

this Friday, September 18. The

service is offered on Friday and

Saturday afternoons.

On Fridays the first bus leaves

the women's residence area at

3:10 p.m., after which the busses

shuttle back and forth every

twenty minutes. The last bus

leaves at 7:15 p.m. for Amherst

and does not make a return trip.

On Saturdays, the first bus

leaves the University from the

same area. Other busses make the

trip at the same times. The last

bus leaves the area at 5:50 p.m.

and does not return.

A representative of the Cham-

ber of Commerce announced that

". . . the free service is provided

by some . . . business men ... of

Amherst . . . (who) are interested

in (building) good relations be-

tween University personnel and

the business and professional

(people) of Amherst, . . . (who)

believe the students of the Uni-

versity may find it (worthwhile)

to get acquainted with what the

tovn . . . has to offer."

S.O.S. Schedules

First Meeting
The first meeting of the Stu-

dent Organization for Scholar-

ship will be held Wednesday night

at 7 p.m. in the SU.

N.O.S. is a group of students

who dedicate their time to raise

money for scholarships. Last year

they gave out four $200 scholar-

ships to needy students.

This year the group, under the

ro-chairmanship of Sandy Wil-

liams '#i, and Don Croteau '01,

plans to expand its services and

provide scholarship information to

."11 interested students.

Any interested student is wel-

come to attend.

nTMose faLow$ irt 7W mme& d£pa£tm£nt will erop
AT NOTHING "TO 0UU.D UP THBlK. ENROLLMENT. "

State University and the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts. Before

joining the staff here in 1944 as

head of the poultry department,

he conducted research and taught

at Rutgers University.

A member of several scientific

organizations, including the

American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science, the Ameri-

can Eugencis Association, and the

Poultry Science Association, Jef-

frey had published numerous

articles in the fields of heredity

and poultry science and is the co-

author of a book on commerical

poultry production.

Jeffrey is chairman of the Uni-

versity Scholarship Committee

and also of the Amherst Regional

School Committee.

Intramurals

—

be
the richer

for reading elje Neto jjork ®ime*

There's no finer way to enrich your

college days and studies tlian hy

reading this rohust newspaper. It's

world-wide in scope, alive with in-

formation, colorful in description,

ami always accurate and reliable.

Every day you'll sec tilings with fresh

eyes and fresh ideas when you read

The Times. You'll sharpen your un-

dcr-tanding of current events, you'll

get more enjoyment out of your

f.ncritc interests.

Your campus conversation will take on

sparkle and variety. You'll he ahle

"to talk of many things: of shoes and

ships and scaling wax"—of hig and

tittle thing:—of the national deht or

the National League—world tensions

or tlic World Scries—food and fash-

ions—music and the movies, theatre

and television—hooks and everything.

Yes, you will he the -richer for read-

ing The New York Times. You'll like

the feeling of always heing fully in-

formed ahout people, places and

events in the off-campus world.

For delivery of The New York Times throughout the school year

see your campus representative:

SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE

NORMAN GROSSMAN
Box 653, Amherst, Mass. AL 3-7900
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Fifty Candidates At

Opening Grid Drill

by JOE LIPCH1TZ '62

Approximately 50 varsity foot-

ball candidates reported for the

opening day of pre-season prac-

tice on September 1, it was an-

nounced by head coach Charlie

O'Rourke.

The group, headed by Captair

Ralph Maloney, an end from Lex-

ington, includes seventeen letter-

men, one of the lagerst group of

veterans that O'Rourke has had

during his tenure at the Univer-

sity.

The Redmen will open their

nine-game schedule this Satur-

day as they host the University

of Maine in a Yankee Conference

game at Alumru Field.

However, lack of experience at

certain positions looms as one of

the big problems for O'Rourke

and his coaching staff.

Those expected to return for

Coach O'Rourke's eighth year at

UMass are:

En<L

Ed Forbush, E. Longmeadow

Dave Harrington, Holyoke

Ralph Mahoney, Lexington

Dave Swepson, Roxbury

Harry Williford, Greenfield

John Burgess, Weymouth
Bill McKenna, Attleboro

W. McGuirk, Jr., Amherst
Tackles

Carmen Scarpa, E. Boston

Dick Thornton, Milton

Ed Bumpus, Brockton

John LaFontana, Gt. Bar'ngton

Bob McGlone, Melrose

Dick Riley, Lowell

Mike O'Brien, Pittsfield

Al Cavanaugh, Medford

Guards

John Kozaka, Pittsfield

Armand Caraviello, Medford

Ben Fernandes, E. Boston

John Ottaviani, Haverhill

Wayne Morgan, Braintree

Richard Eger, Holyoke

John Kilkoyne, Watertown

Jerry Cullen, Woburn

Centers

Vin Caputo, Winchester

Charles Crevo, Franklin

Roger Kindred, Auburndale

Quarterbacks

CpjI Elmstrom, Maiden

Jack Conway, No. Reading

Len LaBella, Everett

John McCormick, Belmont

Pete Sullivan, Winchester

Halfbacks

Jim Hickman, Brighton

Roger Benvenuti, Adams
Armand Sabourin, Northbridge

Mike Salem, Wakefield

Walt Glinski, Rockland

Bernie Barret, Carver

Bill Reynolds, Mansfield

Mike Andrews, No. Carver

John Murphy, Winchester

Bob Roland, Nahant

Tom Delnickas, Westfield

Fullbacks

Mike Long, No. Reading

Dick Hoos, Rockland

John Gasourian, Fitchburg

"The Captain
))

Shown above is UMass Csptsin Ralph Moloney, 6'3M senior from

Lexington. Moloney was the starting right end last season and

Is one of the squad's most capable flankmen.

"The Leader"

amia

UMass Shows Much
In BC Scrimmage
The Redmen football team

scrimmaged Boston College last

Saturday, Sept. 12, at Chestnut

Hill.

Despite BC's 36-18 victory, the

Eagles were not very impres-

sive, considering that their first

two games are against Navy and
Army.

JOHN BURGESS

The UMass tallies were scored

by halfback Roger Benvenuti,

quarterback Lenny LeBella and

end John Burgess.

Burgess, playing defense, stole

the ball from an Eagle back on

the Redmen's twenty-yard line,

and galloped to pay dirt.

59 Season Will See
NCAA Grid Changes

Maine vs. UMass,

YanCon Opener
by AL BERMAN '62

The Yankee Conference, com-

prising the six New England

state universities, will launch

its 1959 season on Saturday,

September 19th, when Maine and

UMass meet at Amherst. Con-

necticut, the defending cham-

pion, is again favored to retain

the "Bean Pot."

The*Scheduls:

gnt. i»-Mih^Hiui it Anker*
•pi. 2« -M»in*-R I. at Kingston

Oct. I—Vermont-Maine st Oreno
N H R.I at KlnrrtoD

Oct. IS—M.m -Conn, at 8tarn
Malna*N.H. at Durham

Oct. 17—Conn.-Main* at Orono
II I. Ma— at Anhorat

Oct. »1 -N.H -Conn, at Sftorra

m—Mm-N.R. at Darfcaai
R.I. -Conn, at Slam

Intramurals
All fraternity intramural foot-

ball rosters are due on or before

Monday, September 21 at five

o'clock.

Independent and dorm rosters

are due on or before Monday,

September 28, at five o'clock.

Anyone interested in officiating

intramural football should contact

Mr. Cobb at the Physical Educa-

tion Building.

CROSS-COUNTRY
All Freshmen interested in

Cross-Country should contact

either Coach Cobb or Coach

Footrick in the Physical Edu-

cation building as soon as

possible.

Practice will begin shortly.

by VIN BASILE '62

College football for 1959 pro-

mises to be more complicated

than ever before. Anyone fami-

liar with the NCAA football rule

book will find that five new
changes have been added to the

grid iron bible.

The Rules For '59

Now let's look at the changes

and see what they mean.

1—The width of the goalposts

has been widened almost five

feet. This makes the goal posts

span 23 feet, 4 inches. This will

certainly increase the number of

field goal attempts.

2—The number of time outs

has been changed from 4 to 5.

This can be good or bad, depend-

ing upen who needs the extra

time.

3—Free substitutions of a

single player when the clock is

stopped for such things as an in-

complete pass or an out of

bounds kick. This will help to

bring back the specialists of the

two platoon days. The new rule

also puts an additional burden

on the officials.

4—The team trying for the

extra point will be given an op-

tion of talcing the penalty and

kicking or running again for the

extra point, or taking their point

or points and having the other

team penalized yard age on the

kickoff. That's a tricky one.

Much Needed Change

6—Penalties will now be half

the distance if the distance

called for reaches the goal line.

This prevents giving the offen-

sive team a chance of scoring

from the one. This is a much
needed rule change. For years

the defending teams have been

hampered by this rule. A penal-

ty to the one could lead to a loss

lead to a first down, but a penal-

ty to the one could lead to a loss

of six to eight points.

These five new rule changes,

although they will certainly lead

to confusion, promise to bring

new additions to NCAA football.

TOM DELNICKAS

Benvenuti scored on a pass

from John McCormack, while

LaBella tallied on an end around

play.

NOTICE
There will be a meeting for

all members of the Collegian

sports staff on Thursday,

Sept. 17, in the Collegian of-

fice, at 11 a.m.

All members are urged to

attend.

Those interested in joining

the sports staff should also

attend the meeting.

Save Yourself Money! Order Your
Magazines at the Low Student Rate!
PLAYBOY (Nov.June 43f a copy $3.50
PLAYBOY (1 yr.) 40* a copy 5.00
PLAYBOY (2 yr.) 36f a copy 9.00
TIME (27 wks.) 7«/2 # s copy 1.97

TIME (I yr.) If s copy 3.87

TIME (2 yr.) 7f a copy 7.00
NEWSWEEK (34 wks.) 7f a copy 2.50
NEWSWEEK (lyr) 6* a copy 3.50

U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT (39 wks.) 9< s copy 3.67
FORTUNE (1 yr.) 62f a copy 7.50
LIFE (21 wks.) 9f a copy 1.91

LIFE (8 mos.) 9* a copy 3.00

LIFE (1 yr.) 7«/i# a copy 4.00

LIFE (2 yr.) 7f a copy 7.00

LOOK (1 yr.) 13< a copy 3.50

SATURDAY EVENING POST (39 wks.) !0f a copy 3.90

READER'S DIGEST (1 yr.) 25* a eopy 3.00

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED (17 wks.) 9< a eopy 1.50

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED (6 mos.) lOf s copy 2.50

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED (1 yr.) 7f a copy 4.00
ESQUIRE (8 mos.) 37f a copy 3.00

ATLANTIC MONTHLY (8 mos.) 37* s copy 3.00

THE NEW YORKER (8 mos.) 9f a copy 3.00
HARPER'S (1 yr.) 37< a copy 4.50

SATURDAY REVIEW (1 yr.) 7f a copy 3.88

THE REPORTER (10 mos.) 33f a copy 3.27

HOLIDAY (9 mos.) 39* a copy 3.50

AMERICAN HOME (9 mos.) 25f s copy 2.25

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL (9 mos.) 28* s eopy 2.50

VOGUE (1 yr.) 25< a copy 5.00

HOUSE & GARDEN (1 yr.) 29* a copy 3.50

GLAMOUR (1 yr.) 21 f a copy 2.50

HARPERS HA/AAR (1 yr.) 25* a copy ....

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING (2 yr.) 17* a copy
HOUSE BEAUTIFUL (2 yr.) 25* a eopy

• • * *

3.00
3.98
6.00

TV GUIDE (66 wks.) 9* a copy 5J5
GOLF DIGEST (5 mos.) 20* a copy 1.00

EHONY (I yr.) 16* a copy 2.00

POPULAR MECHANICS ( 20 mos.) 15* a copy 2.98
SPORTS AFIELD (20 mos.) 15* a copy 2.98

SCIENCE DIGEST (20 mos.) 15* a eopy 2.98

STUDENTS' SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE
2133 Norwood Street Los Angleles 7, California

PLEASE SEND THE ABOVE UNDERLINED MAGAZINES TO:
i^l f\ 1*1 *• 4 * •• I I t Mill H *..##*#»#**•**«**#•*•••••••*«#•*•••»*<**
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE ... STATE
UNIVERSITY OR COLLEGE CLASS OF. . .

.

D Payment enclosed, send me FREE pen Bill me Renewal

a

Movie

Thurs.

Littlest Outlaw
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Pensive Presidential Poses PAY HIKE BILL PASSES
Mather Cites Horizons,

Welcomes Prohibition
by DON CROTEAIT

Managing Editor

Rally Sets Off
Football Season

This year's first football rally will be held this

Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the rear of the SU.

Highlights of the evening will be introductions

of the football team, cheers lead by the cheer-

leaders, a speech by Evan Johnson, Director of the

(Continued an vaae S)

President Mather opened the

Academic year at UMass with His

Opening Convocation address
yesterday at 11 a.m. in the Cage.

About 3,000 students and facul-

ty heard the President reiterate

his 1953 opening address on

"Horizon People" and further

strengthen his stand on the cam-

pus drinking ban.

He stated that the typical prod-

ucts of this University think

ahead because, "As they learn the

*how' and 'what' of things, they

are taught to reason 'why'; sec-

ond, they are educated to tough-

mi ndedness by the thinking re-

quired of courses 'in' things; and

third they have mastered them-

selves against extremes as a nec-

essary product of the first two

attributes.

Continuing on this subject,

Mather pointed out the impor-

tance of a larger and expanding

faculty to provide our growing

type of leadership to realize this

student body with the correct

aim.

He admitted, however.- that

tl ere are certain restraining fi-

nancial "road blocks" that will

prevent "at least a comparable

portion of the coming generations

from the educational heritage

granted you."

"Somehow the entire Common-
wealth," he said, "must come to

realize that the University of

Massachusetts cannot take its

planning or operating policy, its

cues, its promptings, or its lines,

from Amherst College, or Tufts,

or Williams, or any other private

institution which exercises the

right to limit enrollment by en-

dowment and gift income."

As an added note to the ad-

dress, Mather read his memo-
randum of the 11th, which was
sent to the presidents of all

campus organizations concerning

the new drinking regulation

which goes into effect this year.

In simplifying the regulation

itself, Mather stated that "This

policy establishes the basic

ground rule that the only place

authorized to serve alcoholic

(Continued on vaqe S)

Fraternity Workshops Stress Unity,

Formal 'Dry Campus' Acceptance
by MIKE KLEINERMAN

Publicity Editor

The fraternities wiii adhere to

to set the example for the entire

pleteiy snd wholeheartedly.

It was decided to promote more

unity among the fraternites and

sororities. Further plans in this

direction will be discussed at

future Fraternity Presidents As-

sembly and IFC meetings.

At other sessions in the worl

shop progress was made in in-

ter-fraternity unity. Rushing
problems were discussed and

were in part solved.

At this meeting the rush chair-

men of each house agreed to meet

each month to make more head-

way in rushing situations.

The stewards' meeting ended in

the suggestion that bread and

milk be added to the communal
purchasing program. Also, a com-

mittee of house treasurers, stew-

ards, and managers was formed

to look into the problems of com-

munal buying. Gfotfft savings can

be made through this program.

Although no definite plans were

made for hiring a fraternity msn-

ager, all of the houses agreed

thst such a position will even-

tuslly become necesssry snd de-

sirable.

The workshop appeared suc-

cessful in that progress was made
in clearing up both university and

fraternity policy.

President Jean Paul Mather ad-

dressed the fraternity presidents

at the IFC workshop last Sunday
primarily to inform them about

the various rules concerning the

dry campus.

President Mather's rules, and try

campus by abiding by them com-

DURING AN HOUR LONG
SESSION, HE EXPLAINED
HOW THE NEW DRINKING
REGULATIONS PERTAINED
TO THE HOUSES THEM-
SKIVES AND LEFT NO
DOUBT THAT THERE WOULD
BE NO ALCOHOLIC BEVER.
AGES SERVED AT FRATER-
NITIES WHATSOEVER.

The students depicted above are but a few of those who found

problems plaguing them at registration. Though some had diffi-

culty, most freshmen found the registration a relatively simple

process.

Advice To Frosh Women
FROM: Richard Weiner

RUDER & FINN INCORPORATED
130 East 59th Street

New.York 22, New York

Plaza 9-1800

FOR: EMMONS JEWELERS, INC.

HOW TO TRAP A CHAP—BAIT FOR THE ANGLING WOMAN
Love has been called a game and there's no game so constantly

and delightfully in season as the marriageable male.

Sighting the Quarry

(A) It pays to advertise. Let family and friends know you're

looking; you can always use talent scouts.

Bringing Him Closer

(B) EVERY NOW AND THEN. DISCOVER THAT YOU'D
LOVE TO GO FOR A WALK—OR UNEARTH THEATER TICKETS
YOUR PARENTS CANT POSSIBLY VFK.

(C) Ask his advice from time to time.

(D) Laugh at his jokes all the time.

(E) Tell him he's handsome. He'll believe you even if all evi-

dence points to the contrary.

Landing Him
(F) Early in your courtship, tag some melody as "our song."

(G) Bon't discuss former boy friends (or ex-husbands, if any)

Encourage him to talk about his old girl friend so you can avoid their

mistakes.

(H) Double-date occasionally with a happily married couple.

(I) Try to convey the impression that you find him both ir-

resistible and indispensable. Few men can resist Otter devotion,

NOW FOR THE SERIOUS PART. You can find a man, hut are

you sure you really want one? Many single girls really prefer it that

(Continued on page ft)

by RICH.4RD MacLEOD '60, Editor-in-Chief

The entire .nate-employed working force at

UMass will receive salary raises on March 1, 1960.

This was provided in a bill passed by both houses

of the Genera] Court last night.

All state employees were included, along with

state teachers colleges and technical schools, in the

bill as prepared and reported favorably by the

Senate Ways and Means Committee yesterday after-

noon.

In a special night session the House voted 201-14

to accept the bill which had been sent to them by a

28-2 Senate vote late in the afternoon.

With this last obstruction cleared from its path,

the General Court would have attained prorogation

for this legislative session early this morning. A late

Special Message from the Governor prevented this.

The sum total for the "conglomerate" salary

bill will cost the Commonwealth more than 12 mil-

lion dollars in the full year starting July 1st.

The two opposing votes in the upper house were

cast by Senators Phillip A. Graham (R-Hamilton)

and Leslie B. Cutler (R-Needham). Both had favored

the faculty salary raises for UMass, and the state

teachers colleges and technical schools, but voiced

opposition to the inclusion of all state employees.

In fact, it was the voice of Senator Graham that

was heard above all others chastizing the Senate

leadership for its "dark of night" vote which killed

the original UMass salary bill earlier this month.

In yesterday's debate, Graham charged that

there was no foreseeable revenue to meet the full

12 million dollar expense. He challenged the Senate

to vote a sales tax to provide revenue for the bill.

Although the Senate debate lasted over two

hours in the afternoon, the House entertained little

discussion. Rep. Theodore Vitses (R-Melrose) was
one of the most outspoken opponents of the bill.

4850 Enrollment

For Cent. Year
A record-setting 4850 students

were registered last Monday,

with the figure increasing when
those students who haven't

turned in their registration cards

return them.

This is the highest number of

students ever registered at the

University according to Registrar

Marshall O. Lanphear. Last Sep-

tember, 4267 .students were reg-

istered. These figures include

only ful-time undergraduate stu-

dents.

Lanphear said that there are

approximately 700 women and
1050 men in the class of 1963.

Lanphear, commenting on the

operation of registration, stated,

"T thought that it went off very

well." He added that there were
some long lines in the SU ball-

room but these were chiefly the

result of students wishing to

change courses. He admitted that

the 40 freshmen students who
missed the uummer orientation

sessions had a lot of trouble be-

cause all of the classes were full.

Many students, particularly up-

porclassmen, reported favorably

on registration. One senior was
quoted as saying "It certainly

was a lot faster and easier than

the old system in the Cage."
Lanphear denied a campus

rumor that 200 students had been

accepted and then sent letters

saying that there was no room
for them. "When we learned that

the double mens' dormitory in

front of Kappa Sigma wasn't go-

ing to be ready in September, we
were forced to stop admitting stu-

dents. We had to move some boys
into the Abbey, but we would
m-ver deny admittance to a stu-

dent after we have promised ac-

ceptance," Lanphear said.

Chorale Requests

Student Singers
The first performance of

the University of Massachusetts

Chorale, under the direction of

Dr. John R. King, will be Octo-

ber 21.

Since this date is fast ap-

proaching, the Chorale asks all

students inte-ested in singing in

it during the coming year to con-

tact Dr. King, whose office is on

the second floor of Mem Hall.

The Chorale is a select group

of men and women who give per-

formances both on and off cam-

pus. In the first concert, the ma-

jor work to be presented will be

CaHtsimi'l beautiful "Jeptha"

In addition, several folk songs

and madrigals will be included.

Carissimi's beautiful "Jeptha".

The Chorale wishes to main-

tain and enrich its reputation. In

order to do this, the officers feel

that the organization must util-

ize the host available voices. For

this reason, all those interested

are urged to contact Dr. King as

soon as possible.
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Sportalk

Redmen Open Nine

Game Slate vs Maine
by Hai Dutton '60

Thii Saturday the Redmen will

embark on their first nine game

schedule in nearly two decades

when they entertain the Univer-

sity of Maine at Alumni Field.

As Charlie O'Rourke heads into

his eighth season at the helm, the

first batch of "Canteen Kids" en-

ter their Junior year with a fun

season of varsity experience be-

hind them. The schedule includes

the same eight clubs faced a year

sgo, plus Harvard. Even with

more experienced personnel in the

fold, we feel that the best UM
followers can hope for is a 4-5

season.

About the opposition

Maine opens the slate again

this year with the all-time series

even at 2-2-1. Harvard returns to

the schedule for the first time

since 1955. Hereabouts they still

talk about THE GAME in 1954

when we upset the Crimson 13-7

in the vast stadium. They usually

don't add the fact that John Har-

vard returned the favor a year

later 60-6.

Delaware makes its first ap-

pearance here in October. The

Redmen played their finest game

in a losing cause at Newark last

November. UConn will be out for

their fifth straight over the Red-

men at Memorial Stadium.

Last fall we pushed Rhode Is-

land all over Meade Field and

lost 24-8. The Rams wiil be here

to try and spoil another home-

coming.

Northeastern plays host to us

for the first time in four years.

Two years back the flu epidemic

postponed the game. BU appears

at Alumni Field this year on Oc-

tober 31st. If the Terriers don't

lose ten fumbles again, it could

be a rough afternoon.

Brandeis will bank their of-

fense on the Dave Walker to Mike

Long passing combination. It did-

n't work at Gordon Field last

October, and it won't work here

come November.

New Hampshire hosts the Red-

men at Cowell Stadium on Yan-

kee Conference Day. We squeezed

out a 25-24 count a year sgo.

This season it shouldn't be as

close.

YsCon Outlook

UConn made it three in a row

last season. The Huskies havent

lost a conference game since

since 1955. With a fine frosh team

moving up, chances are they

won't lose one this year.

Maine hopes to give the Storrs-

men a run for their money. Hal

Westerman has eighteen letter-

men and eight starters from last

year's squad back in tow. All

signs are pointed towards Octo-

ber 17th when the two titans

clash.

Rhode Island has the entire

backfield returning, but the Rams
forward wall is weak. Herb

Mack's club had 203 points scored

on them in eight outings last

fall.

Vermont is out oi contention

with only one confe. nee game

booked.

Up in Durham, New Hamp-

shire's Blue Wildcats are hoping

for better luck. They haven't won

a conference game in the past

two years.

Stronger Conference

In summary, the conference

looks stronger once again this

year. Look for UConn and Maine

to battle for the title.

Below the two leaders just

about anything could happen. The

Redmen could fare well provided

they weather their first four

games. Roy Pearson, Rhode Is-

land's one-man-gaig, has the

ability to offset a weak line. New
Hampshire has a flock of letter-

men, but a lack of over all depth.

Vermont won't be in the running

for the Beanpot till they play

four games against conference

foes That will he three years

House 113.

CAtMCOHW

*l WI5M VOO S&HKM5 WO&PNT HAUL AtOONP

THf fACULTY APVfJfW INfeff/*

FOR RENT

FURNISHED HEATED

APARTMENTS

3, 4, and 5 Rooms

-Alto- »

SINGLE ROOMS
and OARAOES

Call Atpina 3-3294

LUTHERAN
CLUB

First Meeting

September 20

7:00 p.m.

Student Union

Shown above are Jim Keelon and Dick Atkinson, co-captains

of the cross-country team. The two senior lettermen prepare for

their first triangular meet of the season, to be held on October 3.

Cross-Country
Course will Be
Less Confusing

by Joe Lipchitz

This year's cross-country team

will be captained by two return-

ing senior lettermen, Jim Keelon

and Dick Atkinson.

Coach Footrick will have five

returning veterans and seven

sopohomores who proved them-

selves to be at least adequate last

fall. Practice has begun with only

one change in the course; the big

loop around lovers lane will be

circled twice and the steep Baker

hill only once. This change has

been made with the hope of ob-

taining a- less confusing course

and the use of fewer road guides.

This may or may not appear a

certain New England coach who
took the trouble to express his

views on the subject.

Briggs Meets Sixteen

Soccer Candidates
The university soccer team

started the season with regular

practices beginning the Wednes-

day before the opening of school.

Coach Larry Briggs was pleased

to see about sixteen potential

regulars report for this early con-

ditioning session.

Among the returning starters

and lettermen are: Grant Bow-

man, George Lust, Ed Robinson,

Intramural
Deadlines

Intramural Director Justin
Cobb requests that all fraternity

intramural football rosters be

handed in on or before Monday,

September 2 at five o'clock.

Independent and dorm rosters

should be turned in on or before

Monday, Sept. 28. at five o'clock.

Mr. Cobb is very interested in

a popular athetic activity.

Anyone wishing to in officiate

at intramural football should con-

tact Mr. Cobb at the Physical

Education Building.

Jim Rosenberg, Dick Scofield,

Jerry Steinberg, Phil Grand-

champ, Chuck Hulett, Andy Psi-

lakis, and Charles Repetta.

Captain Jerry Steinberg ex-

pects the team to improve on its

already fair record by starting

the year with a victory over the

alunmi.

The Alumni game will be play-

ed at the new soccer field, next

to the tennis courts this Satur-

day at 11:00. Many campus resi-

dents have never seen a soccer

game, so if you want exitement

with plenty of fast moving ac-

tion, come out and support the

team this Saturday.

Grid Schedule
The Redmen varsity football

teeam will lift the lid on the 1959

season Saturday against Maine.

The full slate follows:

Date Opponent '58 score

Sept. 19 Maine (H) 6-19

Sept. 26 Harvard (A) DNP
Oct. 3 Delaware (H) 14-28

Oct. 10 Connecticut (A) 14-28

Oct. 17 Rhode Island (A) 8-24

Oct. 24 N'eastern (A) 0-12

Oct. 31 Boston Univ. (H) 14-28

Nov. 7 Brandeis (H)- 36-14

Nov. 14 New Hlamp. (A) 25-24

NOTICE

There will be a sports staff

meeting in the Collegian of-

fice Thursday, Sept. 17, at 11

p.m. Old Staff members and

those wishing to join the

sports staff, are urged to at-

tend.

CROSS-COUNTRY
All Freshmen interested in

Cross-Country should contact

either Coach Cobb or Coach

Footrick in the Physical edu-

caation building as soon as

possible.

Practice will begin shortly.

a Swingline
Stapler no

bigger than a
pack ofgum!

98«

FREE

BUS SERVICE

(Including
lOOOttapto)

To and from the University

and Amherst Center

SWINGLINE 'TOT'

Millions now in use. Uncondi-
tionally guaranteed. Makes book
covers, fastens papers, arts and
crafts, mends, tacks, etc. Avail-

able at your college bookstore.

SWINOUNf
"Cwb" StopUf $t.|f

FRIDAYS — 3:10 to 7:50 p.m.

SATURDAYS — 1:10 to 5:50 p-m.

EVERY 20 MINUTES

BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 18

INO.

ION0 UlAND CITY, NIW VOM, N. ?•

Sponsored by the Amherst Chamber of Commerce

Don't Forget, Ran/ Tonight

-of

FAIR, COOL

Band

Controversy

(See p. 2)
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Are You Going To The Rally?

"Fight fi-yi-yight Massachusetts," resounds in the background as

Sandy Hill '61, shoulder rolls over cheering teammate Joel Lerner

'62, in a practice session readying the cheering squad for tonight's

rally. It will start at 7 p.m. with a parade from Chadbourne dorm.

Rev. Claussen

New Ass't Chaplain
Rev. Russell Claussen, a 1059 graduate of Yale Divinity School,

has been appointed Assistant Protestant Chaplain at the University of

Massnchus - ;

t (TM innounced recently by Benjamin Ricei, Jr.,

chairman of the United Christian Foundation, Inc., which sponsor*

Protestant work on esUHJHI*. Mr. Claussen is living in Amherst and

Springer graduated last year

Maine Visits Alumni Field;

No UMass Band To Play
by DON CROTEAU '61, Managing Editor

This Saturday, for the first time in many years, the UMass football team will play a

home game without the -support of the Redmen Marching Band or the Precisionettes be-

cause of administrative difficulties.

The two main problems which face these organizations are the conflict between

Joseph Contino's position as Director of Bands and the administrative ruling that limits

C.A. Sponsers

Frosh Picnic

began his work Sept. 1, 1959.

As assistant chaplain, Mr.

Claussen will carry major re-

sponsibility in advising the Chris-

from Andover Newton Theologi-

cal School, and Mr. Bcrger came

to Amherst from a parish in Ply-

mouth, N.H.

The annual Frosh picnic,

sponsored by the Christian As-

sociation, will be held this Sun-

day at 4 p.m. in the President's

Gardens. Several hundred fresh-

men and upperclassmen are ex-

pected to attend.

The picnic is an informal

affair which helps to familiarize

the freshmen with the CA and

the many programs it sponsors

throughout the year.

There will be several informal

games and accordian music. A
picnic supper will also be served.

In the past the picnic has been

a highlight of the year and has

been enjoyed by ad *hat attended.

Tickets for the supper are 50*

and may be obtained at either

the CA office or at the picnic.

Tn easp of rain, the picnic

will be held in the Women's
Physical Education Building.

faculty participation in students'

activities to advisory only. Also,

the present system of allocating

funds to the University Bands;

i.e., the Student Senate reviews

the proposed budget and allo-

cates funds.

Contino, defending his position,

said yesterday; "I had been a

self appointed director. If I had

been an advisor, they (Bands)

Facu

Take
lty-Senate

ForwardStep

REV. RUSSELL CLAUSSEN

tian Association. He will work
with the student leaders and

major committees of this organi-

zation in planning and executing

its entire program. He will also

assist Rev. Albert L. Seely in

counselling and advising individ-

ual students on campus.
Mr. Claussen was born in Chi-

cago and graduated from De-

Pauw University in 1955. Be-

tween his second and third year

at Yale, he served as Youth As-

sociate of the Evangelical and
Reformed Church.

Mr. Ricci also announced two
new part time appointments. As-
sociated with Rev. Seely will be

Rev. J. Lynn Springer, Univer-
sity Pastor at the First Congre-
gational Church, who has re-

placed Rev. David E. Moore, and
Rev. Jere S. Berger, Episcopal

Chaplain, who has replaced Rev.

and Mrs. Ivan T. Kaufman. Mr.

A step forward in student

faculty relations has taken place

at the University. At the first

meeting of the Student Senate

Wednesday night in the S.U.

Senate President Robert Zelis '60

announced that nine University

committees will have students on

their roster this fall.

"I feel that it is a great step

forward in expanding the stu-

dent's role in university policy

formation," continued Zelis.

When asked for a comment,

Provost McCune said, "We were

glad to see that many of our

recommendations have been
taken. We think students can

play a good role in policy forma-

tion. The future of this policy

depends on how responsible the

students are. I believe the stu-

dets can and will do a competent

job."

The students must be appointed

by President Mather with the

recommendation of the Senate

President. All candidates for

these committees are invited to

consult with Bob Zelis.

Also considered were motions
calling for an amendment to the

Student Government Association

Constitution and a recommenda-
tion that the Dining Commons
weekly publish a menu on the

Friday of the preceding week.
The former motion calls for

the reapportioning of the number
of senators. If passed by the

Constitutional Convention in its

present form, this amendment
would change the ratio of one

senator per 150 students to one

senator per 225 students in res-

idential areas; i.e. dormitories,

fraternities, sororities, commu-
ters, and married students.

A residential area would be

entitled to an additional senator

for every additional 150 students.

The maximum number of sena-

tors allowed for one residential

area would be six for any num-
ber of students exceeding 824.

In setting forth the Commons
recommendation, Sen. Joe Patten

'61 said that it had been sug-

gested to him by quite a few

students currently eating off

campus that the Commons
should publish a weekly menu.

Added Senator Patten, "There

should be no trouble in that the

Commons works from a master

menu."

In taking a stand against the

proposal Senator Rob Armstrong
'60 said, "Printing menus in

advance will cause more people

to eat there (in the Commons).
This might cause a person who
owns a meal ticket to be left

out." Senator H. Warren Hender-

son '61 pointed out, however,

that a great deal of the profit

RICHARD DRAPER '60

that the Commons shows comes

from people who come in and

buy meals. The recommendation

was sent to the Senate Service

Committee for further study.

The Senate was reminded that

elections will take place in three

weeks. Applications will be

available in the Office of the

Dean of Men within two weeks.

The following is a list of

University Committees prepared

to accept student candidates for

this year:

Advisory Board to Foreign Stu-

dents

Audio-Visual Council

Calendar Coordinating Board

Discipline Board

Fine Arts Council

Health Council

Library Committee

R.S.O.

wouldn't be here now."

In his opinion the administra-

tion had formerly felt that the

students themselves could not

completely control the directing

of the bands but has now realized

that it is necessary for a trained

faculty member to lead the pro-

gram.
This was accomplished. through

the efforts of Dick Draper '60

Manager of the Marching Band,

and Don Witkoski, '60, Preci-

sionette Drillmaster, who ap-

proached the administration on

the problem by stressing the im-

portance of Contino in the bands'

program. According to Draper

the Bands "can't get along with-

out him."

Because of this, Contino has

consented to return as Director

on the assumption that a solution

will he worked out.

The other difficulty facing the

University Bands is the manner
in which they receive their oper-

ating funds.

Last year, when the Senate cut

their budget, precipitating Con-

tino's tentative resignation, be-

cause of a "vote of no confl-

uence " the "uestion of a new
system was raised.

Contino in speaking for some
new system, cited, that the Sen-

ate assumes too tight a control

over funds to the extent that

"the senate controls you." He al-

so accused the Senate of Splay-

ing politics" which is in his opin-

ion "unnecessary for student gov-

ernment."

Draper extends his sentiments

with the statement: "What the

Srtiate doesn't seem to realize is

that the UMass Bands (Redman
Rand, Concert Band, Precision-

ettes and Dance Band) carry in

their performances both here and

throughout the State more favor-

able publicity for the University

than any other organization on

campus and should act according-

ly."

(Continued on page t)

DON WITKOSKI '60
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Where Lies The Blame...

Like everyone else, the Collegian is

pleased that Mr. Contino has agreed to re-

turn as director of the University bands. We

agree with him that any policy that would

reduce him to the position of advisor is fool-

hardy Mr. Contino is as much needed by his

organization as a football coach is by his

team. Yet, would the administration think ot

having the football squad coached by the

captain while Charlie O'Rourke served as an

advisor?

But the Collegian does not agree witn

Mr. Contino's charges against the Senate.

Unlike the football team, which receives its

revenue from the sale of tickets and the Ath-

letic Fund, the Marching Band and Preci-

sionettes must depend on their support from

the Student Activities Fund. When Mr. Con-

tino complains that the Senate has too tight

a control on money alloted to the Band, he

is merely saving that the Senate is doing

its job very well. For the legislators have

not only a 'right but an obligation to keep

tight control on the students' money, which

they are entrusted to allot. The Marching

Band has no more right than any other RSO

organization to gain special privileges from

the Senate.

In the future, let's hope that an amicable

solution to the Band's problems can be

peached in the spring so that the students

m« <mp it nerform on the football field in the

fall.
T -M '

A Student Must Question

The raw material was tossed into the

machine, twisted and ground, pressed and

rolled, sanded and polished and out came the

finished product. A i'reshman enters college

and is confused and bewildered, pushed and

pulled, glorified and humiliated and out

comes a college graduate. The finished prod-

uct may be twisted, mutilated, and com-

pletely useless or perhaps even harmful to

its prospective owner. This (of course, is not

the desired end, but it is possible. It is equal-

ly possible that a student might be graduated

twisted and warped in his views on life and

rtirely useless or more likely harmful in

his relations with other people.

The only inconsistency in this analogy is

that the raw material has not control over

its fate, while a college student should have

full control over his development Are not

his Ideas a composite of the Ideas of all those

who have taught him? This is true of a poor

student who accepts all and questions

nothing. This type of student may graduate

with an excellent academic average and still

be entirely useless to himself, future employ-

ers and acquaintances. He is incapable of

thinking for himself.

How may a studenf control his develop-

ment? A student will receive the most from

his education if he questions all ancTaccepts

those ideas this questioning reveals to be

valid. He derives from these ideas a belief

and an outlook on life that will benefit him-

If and all who come in contact with him in

later life. K.B.

Senator Powers' Life Story

For its record size and the distinguished persona present, the

testimonial dinner given recently in the Hotel Statler Hilton ballroom

to Sen. John B. Powers, the first full-term Democratic president of our

state Senate, will long be remembered in our political history.

The occasion brings up the little-known, inspiring career of the

senator, a man who always has shied away from personal testimonials

save for a humble gathering of some 25 friends in a South Boston

restauranf when he, a youth of 26, was first elected to the House in

1938.

The background of the story is best epitomized in two incidents

about his mother, who died two years ago at the aage of 84.

When she was an immigrant girl of 12 years she worked as a

charwoman at the foot of Beacon Hill in the home of Dr. DeBlois. At

the age of 82, at 1 o'clock in the morning, she came to the top of the

hill to the Ashburton pi. headquarters to throw her arms around her

son.

It was the happiest moment of their lives, for it was September,

1955, and he had just been nominated for mayor.

The ascent has been long and hard, for the story of Powers is a

Horatio Alger one.

Powers' father, an engineer for the old Boston El, was killed in

an accident on Thanksgiving Day, 1918, when the future Senator was

a boy of eight. He was the youngest of four children. He became a

breadwinner. He dug clams at $4 a barrel, sold seaworms, too, to

fishermen at the Point. That was in the Summertime.

Winters, he set pins (3 cents a string) in the school basement of

old St. Eulalia's, now St. Bridget's. That was after school hours, and

all day Saturdays.

At age 14, after two years at English High (and he got all A's),

he left to go to work. Another reason: He couldn't afford the uniform

needed for drill, though he was then a leader, being captain of his

freshman and sophomore baseball teams.

In the depression years he became interested in social work and

got a job under Walter McCarthy at City Hall. Pay: $18.20 a week.

A bom speakerT opinion-former and leader, he helped others in

campaigns, and saw public office as a means to help solve people's

problems and meet their needs.

So he ran for the House, one of 17 in the contest which included

another fellow of the same name, E. J. Powers. He won handily, and

will never forget it, for the next day came the famous hurricane of

1938.

On the hill he has risen steadily, as a Democratic leader in the

House during former Gov. Herter's Speaker days and now as Senate

President after being Democratic leader in the Senate for a record

nine years.

On the Hill, Powers has become distinguished for his ability as a

debater, speaker, master of parliamentary procedure. Self-taught, he

has spent at least an hour every night for years with books on govern-

ment and administration. He is chairman of the national legislator's

conference.

On his office walls are inscribed pictures from many he has helped

in public life, the late Gov. Dever. U.S. Sen. Kennedy, and many others.

The proceeds from the dinner, at his wish, went to charities in

which he has always been interested.

A picture taken of him and his mother that happy morning in

1955 is in a cabinet in his office. Nearby are inscribed pictures from

Bishops Wright and Weldon. And just a few days ago the Cardinal

sent a new picture of himself in his new robes. On it is inscribed:

"Hon. and Mrs. John E. Powers and family, with love, blessings and

abiding gratitude, Richard Cardinal Cushing." For the friendship has

been life-long.

(Reprinted from the Boston Daily Globe)

WHOM TO SEE

The Band Controversy;

Conflicting Viewpoints
Editor's Note: Last June Mr. Richard Draper,

Director of the Redmen Marching Band, and Mr.

Donald Witkoski, DriUmaster of the Precisionettes,

wrote Provost Shannon McCune concerning the res-

ignation of Mr. Contino and the decision of the stu-

dents in the Marching Band and Precisionettes not

to perform without their director.

Witkoski and Draper to McCune
Dear Mr. McCune:

After due consideration regarding the issues at

hand concerning the future of the University Bands,

we feel that it is fair that you should be informed

as to our opinions on this matter.

You are probably now aware of the work that

goes into planning and administering the programs

of the Redman Marching Band and Precisionettes.

You are also aware that in the past we have de-

pended on the more or less autonomous directorship

of a man backed up by many years of formal edu-

cation and nine years of actual experience in order

to maintain and improve the high quality of the

University Bands' programs.

If, therefore, our director is reduced to the posi-

tion of adviser of the University Bands, it is obvious

that the technical skills involved, upon which we

have relied so heavily, will be lost in our organiza-

tions. Consequently, it our organizations are with-

out this technical skill, and certainly we do not have

it in our student leaders, we will not attempt to

organize and train the groups. The task is too great

for students to handle alone.

It is our feeling that we should not perform on

the football field or on the stage if our performance

is bound to be less than is expected and especially,

if our quality has to take a back seat to the very

existance of the groups.

Sincerely,

Donald E. Witkoski

Drillmaster, Precisionettes

Richard A. Draper

Manager, Redmen Marching Band

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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McCune to Witkoski and Draper
Dear Mr. Witkoski and Mr. Draper:

This letter is in reply to your letter of May 29th.

I am sorry to have been delayed in sending a reply,

but the busy Commencement activities interfered.

I am taking the liberty of sending a copy of your

letter with my reply to Mr. Robert Zelis, President

of the Student Senate.

In your letter you stress that the Director of the

Marching Band and the Precisionettes was being

"reduced" to the position of adviser of the Univer-

sity Bands. We could get into a great deal of seman-

tics here, but I think it is more important to stress

that it is my view that it is time that the students

of the University take some responsibility in these

matters. I feel, myself, that there is no task in the

field of student activities "too great for students to

handle alone." Much depends upon what the stu-

dents, themselves, feel they should have in reflec-

tion of student concern and interest.

The University Bands have been purposely

among the Recognized Student Organizations of the

University and have been dependent for funds from

the tax revenues of the Student Senate. For a num-

ber of years the University has been helping the

Bands by providing from our less-than-adequate

teaching resources personnel to help in their prep-

aration and their program. It is time, I feel, that

the Bands and the Precisionettes begin to stand

(and march) on their own two feet. The University

is glad to consider as a part of the service load of

an individual staff member the position of adviser,

but it is not able, at this particular time, to provide

a full-time director or his equivalent for these stu-

dent activities.

After conversations with Dean Cahill and others,

the Colleges of Arts and Sciences and the Depart-

ment of Music is considering that during the fall

semester of 1989-60, a significant part of the serv-

ice load of Mr. Contino will be devoted to the Uni-

versity Bands. As the Department of Music expands

its rurricular offerings in future years, the matter

of service loads will be reassessed.

What is the upshot of this situation? You say

that you "should not perform on the football field

or on the stage." Very well, you will not do so, but

it is up to you rather than up to the University

Administration as to whether you do this or not. We
are not going to be put into a position of urging

you to carry on a student extra-curricular activity

against your desire. It seems obvious to me that

through theM years we have evidently been trying

to give you too much help. It is perhaps time for

you to take more responsibilities yourselves. There-

fore, I feel that, though it will be tragic in many
respects not to have the Mai.«.hing Band and the

Precisionettes perform nt a very high level or not

perform nt all on our fields next year, this is some-

thing for whirh the students, rather than the Uni-

versity Administration, should be concerned.

Sincerely yours,

/s/ Shannon McCune, Provost

The Campus Beat
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By Jerry Gallagher '62

What is one of the main prob-

lems on campus today? No room

in the Hatch. The "campus lead-

ers", in planning their "massive

expansion program" have over-

looked this facet. There is a way

out!

Double decker tables could be

built. The only drawbacks are:

(a) spilled coffee (resulting in

scalded passerby)

(b) dropped book (resulting in

concusion of passerby)

(c) uncoordinated student (re-

sulting in broken neck)

(d) male dominance of lower

seats (resulting in severe eye

strain)

Another solution is to put

tables in the corridors, Braves

and Squaws rooms, etc. This

would add considerable atmos-

phere (particularly in Braves

and Squaws rooms).

A third solution is to tear

down the obsolete, dilapidated

S.U. and build a larger one.

Oh, yes, a few announcements!

There are some corrections in

the bus schedule as printed in

Monday's Collegian. The last bus

Friday leaves the woman's resi-

dence area at 7:50 p.m. On Sa-

turday the first bus leaves at

1:10 p.m.

The Chess Club will hold an

organizational meeting on Mon-

day, Sept. 21, in the S.U.—7:30

p.m. Everyone interested is in-

vited to attend.

Automobile registration will

take place Tues., Sept. 22, at the

Ticket Office, South Parking Lot

for grads, seniors, juniors and

specials from 7a.m. to 5 p.m.

Everyone else will register on

Wed., Sept. 23, same time and

same place.

There will be a dance tomor-

row night, in the S.U. Ballroom

from 8:00-12:00 p.m. Stag 35^,

Drag 60*\ Skag 76e, etc.

Don't forget the rally will

start at 7:30 tonight behind the

S.U. with a dance to follow from

8:00 to 11:00 p.m. in the S.U.

Ballroom. The evening will con-

clude with the massacre of the

entire Freshman Class, thus end-

ing the evening on a festive note.

Next Week— "The Perils of

Prohibition."

L\~- • • •

Dear Freshmen,

The upporclassmen are already familiar with my column, but I

fed that I must tell you about it now. I am your "aunt" Ruthie. Hav-

ing attended numerous colleges and universities for periods of up

to two months, I feel that I am well acquainted with the problems of

campus romance. This is what I am here for: to help you with any

problems of a romantic nature that may arise while you are on cam-

pus.

Som e may say that I am a copy-cat of "Dear Abby." but I fee!

that I am singularly unique in that 1 sera »• the prob-

lems of which are quite different from those of working girl. (This

does not mean that hoys are excluded from the advice I render.)

I'll be looking forward to hearing from you soon. Please address

all Utters to 'Aunt Ruthie", care of The Collegian office, or drop a

letter Under the office door.

Bye for now,

"Aunt Ruthie"

Here are two sample letters which arrived too late to be printed

in last year's paper.

Dear Aunt Ruthie,

I am a very mixed up young man. For the past few months I have

have been dating two different girls, both of whom I like very much.

My problem is that I don't know which of them I like better. Both

have qualities which I prize very highly, but these qualities are dif-

ferent in each girl. What should I do?

"Bewildered Soph"

Dear Readers,

We are leaving this letter unanswered in hopes that you will

help out this young man by writing in your solution to this problem.

Sincerely,

"Aunt Ruthie"

Dear Aunt Ruthie,

I am a freshman girl. Since the early part of this year I have

been dating a senior. The week before I met him he broke off with his

girlfriend at home. She has now written to him asking him to come

home to see her. He is going down to see her this weekend and this

has upset me very much. Aunt Ruthie, what shall I do? I like him

very much and yet I realize that he likes this girl back home.

Sincerely,

"All-Shook"

Dear "All-Shook",

Stop shaking, honey. Graduation time is near. If the girl back

home means more to him than you do, then you might as well start

looking forward to your sophomore year; if not, then you can still

look forward to your sophomore year anyway. Don't forget, also, that

the summer will do wonders for your shaky nerves, See you in the

fall.

Sincerely,

Aunt Ruthie

Breakdown of Pay Hike

For UMass Faculty
The Bay State budget officials

Wednesday announced the break-

down of the -general pay raise,

voted Tuesday for 35,000 state

employees, including the faculty

of the University of Massachu-

setts.

The hill's overwhelming ap-

proval by the Legislature means

that the raises will he effective

Feb. 28.

Teachers and academic deans

will reeeive pay jumps ranging

from §351 to $1261 annually.

The package bill, which was
roll called through the House by

a 201 -to- 11 vote and the Senate

28-to-2. was sent to Gov Fnrcolo

for his signature the day before

yesterday.

Pres. J. Paul Mather of this

university, who resigned three

weeks ago after the UMass pay

bill was first killed by the Senate,

said he was "delighted" by

Wednesday's action.

Commissioner of Education

Owen B. Kiernan called the

bill's passage "a significant step

forward in placing us in a com-

petitive position with other pub-

lic ami private colleges in hiring

teachers."

Following are the maximum
and minimum pay levels being

received now. along with the new

pay levels, according to the Bos-

ton Globe:

Instructor: Now reci

to $5564. Under new schedule will

I
,-t $4666 to $5967.

Assistant Prof; Now §5070 to

$6474, Will get $5460 to $7020.

A ociate Prof: Now $5889 to

$7627. Will get $6833 to $8125.

Fall Prof: Mow $6812 to $8684.

Will get $1644 to $9828,

U MASS SCHEDULES

Provost: Now 611,024 to $1 L-

111, Will get $12,051 to $15,105.

(This means that the provost,

ranking second to the president,

will get a maximum range high-

er than the president's statuatory

$15,000.)

Dean of liberal arts and science

and dean of the school of engi-

neering: Now $9594 to $12,246.

Will get $10,582 to $13,546.

FREE

BUS SERVICE
To and from the University

and Amherst Center

FRIDAYS — 3:10 to 7:50 p.m.

SATURDAYS — 1:10 to 5:50 p.m.

EVERY 20 MINUTES

BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 18

Sponsored by the Amherst Chamber of Commerce

,i

the T

Write

the P

Prentiss Joins

Eagle Staff

Robert G. Prentiss of 50 Hun-

gerford St., Pittsfield. joined The

Eagle staff today and has been

assigned to the Lee news bureau.

Mr. Prentiss, son of Mf. and

Mrs. James I. Prentiss last week-

completed a four year college cur-

riculum in two years, seven

months, at the University of

Massachusetts by attending sum-

mer sessions and taking extra

courses during the regular semes-

ters. He will receive his B.A. de-

gree from the U. of M. later this

month. He is a Pittsfield High

School graduate.

Collegian Editor

He served as executive editor

of the Massachusetts Collegian,

the university newspaper, was as-

,•,. editor of the Quarterly,

the student literary magazine, a

contributor to Ya Hoo, the gto-

humor magazine and an an-

rt WMUA. the student

station He was senator-at-

hairman of public rela-

the Student i at

, of M,. chairman of the

r*a Workshop, a member of

olitical Science Assn., the

International Relations Club and

Press Club.

While at the university he was

a campus reporter for the Spring-

field I'nion, did rewrite work for

the Amherst Journal-Record and

the Northfield Press as well as

the U. of M. news office,

Mr. Prentiss entered the U.S.

Marine Corps in July, J 953, and

was honorably discharged in

July. 1956, with the rank of cor-

poral.

Dean of college of agriculture:

Now $10,088 to $12,986. Will get

$11,024 to $14,144.

Dean of men: Now $7203 to

$9280. Will get $8125 to $10,387.

D.an of women: Now $6812 to

$8684. Will get $7644 to $9828.

Dept. heads on 12-month wage
scale: Now $8567 to $10,985. Will

get $9594 to $12,246.

Dept. heads on nine-month

scale: Now $7644 to $9828. Will.

get $8567 to $10,985.

Division heads: Now $9594 to

$12,246. Will get $10,008 to $12,-

896.

Athletic director: Now $9594

to $12,246. Will get $10,008 to

$12,986.

Head football coach: Now
$7641 to $9828. Will get $8125 to

$10,387.

Ass, director of athletics: Now
$7202 to $9230. Will get $7644 to

$9828.

A*st. football coach: Now
$6812. Will get $5460 to $7020.

Ass. athletic coach: Now $5020

to $64"4. Will get $5460 to $7020.

(These positions are still paid

below similar eoaching positions

held in a number of the Greater

Boston high schools.
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One Way To Get A
College Education

By JUDY DICKSTEIN '63

From the day students enter

this great institution of learning,

they are faced with one problem:

how to he a success at this busi-

ness of acquiring a college edu-

cation. Here are some helpful

hints:

(1) Appear to pay attention in

class. Don't get the wrong idea;

you dont have to pay attention,

just give that general impres-

sion. One favorite device is to

um> lecture time to write letters.

This will give the appearance

that you are taking notes and

will enable you to answer your

letters sooner, too.

(2) Develop an awareness of

vocabulary. "Don't panic." You

don't have to know- what they

mean, just learn how to spell a

few long, impressive words and

display them neatly in essay

questions.

(3) Appear at ease. Watch the

clock from the corner of your

i ye, and he sure to hand your

paper in first. Stroll casually up

to the desk, smile, and say, "You

had me worried— for a while!"

A wist ruck by your confidence,

the instructor won't even bother

to correct your paper.

If successful, you mighc em-
ploy some automatic answering

devices. In past day this was dis-

dainfully known as "cheating,"

but now some favorfte methods

may he publicly revealed:

(1) Cribbinjr. Obsoletely known
tfi parents as "making ponies."

This involves bits of paper filled

with answers supplied by a

friend who took the same test

earlier that day. Recently, this

ROBERT ZELIS *fiO

Bands . .

.

[Continued from page 1)

Robert Zelis, President of 'he

Student Senate defending the

Senate said yesterday: "Even if

the Senate had given them what
they wanted, they would not be in

the Maine game this Saturday."

As it stands now, the organiz-

ers of the two organizations are

shooting for the Delaware game
for their first appearance.

This is the length of time

iccessary for organization and

rehearsals before they can be

ready. One of the difficulties they

aie running into is the lack of

personal contact with the fresh-

men usually accomplished at ori-

entation which was neglected

th's year.

Although the Redmen Band will

not play at Alumni Field Satur-

day, there will he a band repre-

senting t'Mass. The Hadley High

School Band is scheduled to ap-

pear at half-time during the

Maine ramr. They will not march,

hut will play out on the field.

The band will start practice

on Monday. Draper "has invited

all students interested in the

musical or technical end to attend

practice at 5 p.m. at Memorial

Hall.

form has been abandoned for

more elaborate ones, such as

cribbing on the shirt sitting in

front of you, or, ideally, your

own person.

(2) Coalition, copartnership,

or reciprocity. In this technique,

used by two students with lim-

ited study time, each learns half

the material and, by ingenious

signals, unselfishly shares his

knowledge. If properly mastered,

this system can be foolproof.

How is the unsuspecting peda-

gogue to know that when John

scratches his ear, he is cueing

Tom that Andrew Johnson was
the seventeenth president of the

United States, was a Unionist,

succeeded Lincoln after his as-

sassination, and tried to follow

Lincoln's plan for reconstruc-

tion ?

(3) Duplication or reproduc-

tion. Vulgarly referred to as

"copying." Here at UMass, this

has been rendered difficult and

fairly impractical by a new style

seating arrangement, whereby

each student finds himself sur-

rounded by empty chairs. The

despondent student finds his last

hopes dashed when it is an-

nounced that different test book-

lets will be distributed to stu-

dents in alternate rows — hori-

zontally AND vertically! Conse-

quently, this has become a lost

art, save among those students

with 20-20 vision.

(4) Play dumb. So you don't

know the answer; don't despair.

Ask the instructor leading ques-

tions about the interpretation of

th"! teat material. As a rule, it is

impossible to clarify the ques-

tion without giving a good-sized

clue concerning the answer. Gen-

erally, the kindhearted peda-

gogue will feel guilty about

phrasing the question so ob-

scurely, especially when helpful

colleagues chime in, "Yes, I was
wondering about that also."

You will notice that, in order

to successfully execute most of

these plots, a confederate is

needed, so choose your friends

wisely. And remember the words
of the immortal someone who
said, "United we pass; divided

we flunk!"

Air Force Has

A New Book
A new kind of book about the

United States Air Force which

has special significance for Air

Force Reserve Officers Training

Corps students has just been

published by Military Publishing

Institute, Inc., of New York City

.

It is being distributed nationally

through college bookstores and

Air Force Base Exchanges to be

useu as a reference book.

"The Air Force Blue Book"

has been recommended to Air

Science professors as supple-

mentary reading for AFROTC
units by Headquarters, AFROTC
at Air University, Montgomery,

Alabama. In its review of the

book Headquarters, AFROTC
noted that Thi; Blue Book's

"selection of Air Force stories

gives the reader an insight into

the human aspects of Air Force

life in a manner which is rarely

achieved by a single text."

A chapter on AFROTC itself

is a feature of The Blue Book.

The chapter discusses changes in

the AFROTC curriculum and the

AFROTC's place in the Air

Force.

NOTICE
The Precisonettes ate back

this year under the leadership

of Don Witkoski. Their Brat

practice will be held Friday,

September 18, at 5 p.m., in the

girls' drill team field. They will

make their first appearance at

the Delaware game, here on

October 3. Besides appearing at

all the home games, they will

accompany the Redmen to U.N.H.

and Delaware.

The Hokkaido Bear
A gift from the students of

Hokkaido University, Japan to

the students at UMass received

a bronze plaque at a brief

ceremony in the S.U. lobby

yesterday.

President Mather, Provost

McCune, several 8.U. Adminis-

trators and some student

leaders greeted the Provost of

Hokkaido University and wel-

comed him to UMass. (Ed.

Note: Watch future Collegian*

for the historic story about

this recent famous UMass
legendary figure).

University Honors Listed
Spring Semester, Year 1958 - 1959

At the beginning of each

semester the Registrar posts a

list of those students who during

the previous semester made a

grade points average of 3.0 or

highe'*. Three groups are recog-

nized as follows:

First Honors 3.8 or higher

Second Honors 3.4 to 3.7 inclusive

Third Honors 3.0 to 3.3 inclusive

The following Honors List is

for the. classes of 1989, IMO, 1961,

1962 and 1963 as of August 25.

1959.

Group I Average of

Class of 1

R. Betta <;

E. Borsare A.

R. Bouchard C.

N. Camptail M.

Mrs. S. ChisholmM.

J. Clark

P. Connolly

N. Cook
.1. Coppola

R. Dickinson

]'. F.hnes

M. Ellam

J. Enos
D. Farwell

I)

A.

M.
J.

N
R.

G.

J.

w

3.8 or Higher

959

Johnston

Kaplan

Katz

Kratz

Kratz

La belle

Lanipi

Lewing
Manning

I 'ease

Pratt

Putnam
1'ysz

. Rebaud, Jr.

C. Federer III A. Richards

D. Guarnaccia, A. Rubin

R. Hau.sain.naun G. Ryder

R. Henshaw I). Saltiei

D. Hill R, Somes
B. Horner 1). Strathdee

D. Jenkins M. Withington

Until yesterday, the new wom-
en dormitories Mary Lyon and

Dwight lacked furniture for its

main lounge.

Wind, rain, and mud had pre-

vented previous delivery of the

furniture. When the girls re-

turned from summer receas, they

walkrd into an empty lounge.

Now the lounge looks like a

model room from the pages of

a magazine. The orange, blue,

and cocoa brown Danish furni-

ture against pale green walls pro-

vides a pleasant atmosphere for

relaxation.

Mrs. Pennington, housemother

of Mary Lyon had "expected to

be housemother of Van Meter"

but says she is delighted with

residing in her "lovely new dorm."

Class ,r tnen

R. Albrecht R. Jones

A. Brackney ,1 Keelon

H. Briegel R Loring

P. Brown W. Manuel

J. Carlson D. Melikan

D. Dixon R. Patenaude

G. Dydek J. Satrape

R. Gaberman D. Savage

R George R. Snow
B. Gregory S. Steel.'

P. Holmes A. Thompson
A Me R. Wilh-y

Class of 1961

R Babitlia 8. Lazarus

J. Balboni B. Mason
.1.

( 'amphell .1. M •Clung, .It

J. Cor si G. McDonald
R. Desfosses M. Mould

E howling IV O'Connell

S. Gallagher G. Osbaldeston

c. Getchell J PaRatola
.1 Glickman W I'll.dps

R Guerrero \ Reaeigh

B. How land 1 Shapiro

K Kelley E Tin-odor.

I) Kinne R. White

.1. ^'oung

Class of 1962

E. Alifi-n a L Parad)

M Atkins J. Rode,.-!

P. Conway R. Sargent

M . Crane I Tv mi n ski

J. Dubia 1
' V.-no

.1 ^ oung

(lass of 1963

F. G III HpV

1 1 roup II Average !••! to 3,7

Inc listve

Class of 19.11

M Adams Mm R Magoon
K Allaire, Jr !*, Mailman

I. \ ndei sun I) Margolin

M i D Bnbineou W M« ki 1

/( 'ontinuet / mii on if \}

HONORS . .

.

(Continued from page 4)

A. Bedrosian T. Ohnesorge

l\ lierardi

L. Blanchard

R. Brennan, .It

B. Britt

B. Brown
H. Brumer
C. Brunei 1

R. Campbell

L. Cantori

R. Capolupo

E. demons
S. Clough

R. Conte

H. Damon
B. Dickinson

R. Dow
R. Dube
L. Favello

E. Green

A. Gruskin

A. Orofino

J. Parker

T. Pieard, Jr.

L. Piscitelli

C. Rose

N. Rothstein

P. Rudman
D. Russo
Mrs.G.Silvestri

R. Smith

Y. Solomon
H. Stein

E. Stewart

S. Strong

N. Sullivan

J. Tabak
C. Teeter

P. Tela

D. Torres

S. Wales

CAMfU* comw

Mrs. G. HaywoodJ. Whitehead

J. Hollister

N. Houston

M. Hoyle

R. Hynes
L. Katz

W. Lavallee

-A

C, Wilhelm

C. Wilkins

D. Winterhalter

I. Wolfson

R. Zanini

F. Zarlengo

tt

OH, I'M WOT TAKING ANY COW
OH THE STUDENT COUNCIL

the nwtfAttt, rue WARP

T«l* T««. I'M

,wri ccwMiTTee,

Professor Beth

Publishes Book

Longyear
Class of 1960

S.

s.

M

Anderson
Barr

Borden

G. Borstell

R. Bourdelais

J. Brightman

B. Burke

G. Caggiano

R. Carlson

N. Cole

J. Cooley

C. Correia

D. Crotty

L, Delvental

A. Dersarkisian

J. Evans
T. Foster

B. Freeman

J. Carpenter, Jr. Mrs. N. Frost

N. Gauthier R. Prescott

E. Grant

R. Grasso

Mrs. S. Gregory

C. Hannon
R. Hare
A. Hubbard
H. Irving

S. Kane
P. Kemp, Jr.

E. Kopf, Jr.

J. Larkin

A. Lawson
J. Linscott

G. Lust
ET wnl..

. ^j ......

C. Marchetti

:\ I'uhala

M. Rezendes

F. Richards

R. Roys
I. Russell

V. Russo

U Sawyer
R. Sevrens

A. Simons

S. Smith

R. Somes
S Soja

S. Tessier

R. Tripp, Jr.

A. Wallace

L. Warburton

The American Theory of

Church and State is the title of a

y published hook authored

Uy Dr. Loren P. Bath, professor

of government at the University

of Massachusetts.

The book, published by the

University of Florida press, for-

mulates a comprehensive theory

justifying the I e p a r a t i o n of

church and state in America

based upon political and social

principles. As evidence, the vol-

ume offers a systematic account

of the origin of separation as an

idea in England during the 17th

century and of the application of

the idea in the English-American

colonies during the 18th and 19th

centuries. The book also indicates

the impact which U.S. Supreme

Court decisions have had on

church-state relations since 1940.

From reviews of available

ofliterature and an snalys

American political thought and

constitutional law, the details of

church-state relations In America

emerge in s new light in Che hook.

Dr. Beth is professor of fovern-

ment at the I n f. He re-

ceived his <l" torate at the Uni-

versity of ' o and has taught

at Bradley University, Vander*

bilt, Harding College, Boston

University, the University of

Florida, and the University of

Leicester (England), where he

Served as a Fulbright Lecturer

during 1957-58.

Dr. Beth has taught American

political thought and American

constitutional law, and has also

contributed numerous articles and

hook reviews to such journals as

the American Political Science

Review. Social Science, the Jour-

al of Politics, and the New Re-

public.

L.

J.

J.

S.

8.

R.

S.

B.

M.

E.

J.

H.

S.

D.

J.

J.

E.

A.

C.

J.

D.

R.

P.

P.

C,

A

Bfartenson NT
. Weinstock

Miner J. Wertz

Peck M. Whiteman
Pieehota Philip Wood
Needel E. Youngling, Jr.

Class of 1961

Allen

Baran, Jr.

I'.ragiel

Brown
Cole

Copeland

Diekerson

Doyle

Drude
Dunleavy, Jr.

Finnell, Jr.

Godleski

Gorodetsky

Hahnenstein

Hebert

Hopkins

Iacovelli

Jenkins

Jezyk
Jones

Julin

Keane

P. Keene
W. Kent, Jr.

A. Khoury
C. Knight

H. Labb
R. Lavallee

L. Mabie
P. McCarron
R. McCarthy
3. McConnell

M. Metivier

D. Morin
C. Noetzel

W. Oakland
M. Page
F. Pelchar

W. Redonnet
S, Saitto

A. Shutty

P. Silverman

E. Sokokrff

E. Wallenius

J. Adam
V. Anderson

Brownhill

Buchholz

Christiansen

Cooper
W. Cote

A. Crago

R.

A.

L.

P.

Class of 1962

S. Baird

E, Bartlett

M. Kaplan
J. Kelley

G. Lcpine

J. Longo
B. Lukow

D. Moschos

R. DeFilippi

D. Duval

S. Fishman

J. Flagg, Jr.

A. Grace

J. Giulianelli

T. Gross

S. Harris

R. Harrison

E. Murphy
M. Papp
J. Parker

J. Pattern

r. Paydos

W. Sirota

D. Soja

T. Souliotis

W. Tenney

J. Hebert

R. Henderson

L. Hennessey

W. Honey. Jr.

R
C.

B.

Hussey
Jacobs,

Jantz

Jr

M. Theran
W. Urban
V. Venti

I?. Waye
J. Williams

J. Wojtkunski

L. Zimmer

Class of 1963

T. Taylor

Faculty—Staff Subscriptions
Again this year the Collegian is offering a special low subscrip-

tion rate to staff and faculty members at UMass. In order to attract Regular Rate 53.50

a larger readership from your groups there will be a greater effort
$ ia , Facu |ty anc|

to include news and information of interest to you.

Staff Rate 2.00

..... YOU SAVE $1.50

Return to. Subscription Manager, Massachusetts Collegian

Student Union, Amherst, Massachusetts

Name

****

Campus Address

Make all cfn ek

Remit $2.00 to the

Collegian For One

Full Year's Subscription

twvabte to: The Massachusetts COLLEGIAN.

Salem's new cigarette paper discovery
"air-softens" every puff!

. menthol fresh •rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too

NOWMOM
THANEVER Salem refreshes your taste
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REDMEN OPEN GRID SEASON AGAINST MAINE!!

DICK RILEY, Left Tackle BEN FERNANDEZ, Left Guard VIN CAPUTA, Center JERRY CULLEN. Right Guard DICK THORNTON. Right Tackle

UMASS FACES MAINE
AT ALUMNI FIELD

by VIN BASILE, '62

Sports Editor

The Redmen football team,

'with sophomore John McCormick

at the quarterback's slot will

open its 1959 season against

Maine on Alumni Field, tomor-

row, afternoon, at 1:30.

The clash with the Black Bears

will be only the fifth encounter

between these two Yankee Con-

ference foes. Maine evened the

series last year with a 19-6 vic-

tory.

Following almost thre« weeks

of preseason drills, O'Rourke in-

dicates that his starting team

will be comprised of .one senior,

eight juniors and two sophmores.

O'Rourke has selected John Ga-

zourian, a sophmore from Fitch-

burg for the starting fullback's

job.

Other starters are ends Dave

Swepson and John Burgess;

tackles Dick Riley and Dick

Thornton; guards Ben Fernan-

dez and Jerry Cullen; center

Vin Caputo; and halfbacks Jim-

my Hickman and Billy Reynolds.

Others who will see plenty of

action are fullback Dick Hoss,

halfback Tom Delnickas and

tackle Carmen Scarpa.

O'Rourke, who is starting his

eighth season as football mentor,

regards this year's team as one

of the best in a long time. "For

the first time in many years I

feel we have the material and

depth to be considered a real

threat for the 'Bean Pot'," he re-

cently stated in a poll taken of

coaches from the six New Eng-

land states.

Maine will have nine letter-

men in its starting lineup when
it invades Amherst tomorrow.

End Donald Desroches is the

only sophomore who has been

able to crack the veteran com-

bination of seniors and juniors.

Tomorrow's game will be

closely watched by other con-

ference foes as Maine, last

year's runner-up and Massachu-

setts, tabbed a "dark horse", are

rated as strong challengers to

end the TJConn dynasty.

'The General' Sixty Candidates

For Frosh Football

E & S AWARD
The E & S Campus Cleaners

will once again present an out-

standing UMass football player

with a five dollar cleaning certi-

ficate.

As in the past the most out-

standing Redmen gridster of

every game will be given the

prize. Two of last year's winners

who will return this year are

Jerry Cullen and Ralph Maloney.

John McCormick of Belmont is

Coach Charlie O'Rourke's choice

for starting quarterback. A
6'2", 205 lb. sophomore, McCor-

mick has the coaching staff

very enthused over his passing

ability.

The Freshmen football season

was launched last Thursday, when
sixty hopefuls turned out for the

initial frosh practice. Coach Dick

MacPherson was pleased with the

turnout and invited all interested

freshmen to try out for the team.

Coach MacPherson, a graduate

of Springfeld College, and a

former member of the Univ. of

Illinois coaching staff, replaces

Noel Reebenacher as head coach

of the freshmen squad.

MacPherson will be assisted by

line coach Lou Varrichione, one

of last year's Redmen standouts,

and Don Johnson, captain of the

'55 UMass grid team.

.Although it is too early for any

prediction, "Mac" made it plain

that he is sure the frosh have

plenty of fire and determination.

The freshmen will play five

games this year, but will meet

only one foe on home territory.

The frosh will be paired against

Boston University, Springfield

College, the Univ. of Conn., and

the Univ. of New Hampshire.

Their one home game will be

against Brown.

THE SCHEDULE
Oet. 10 Borton Univ.
Oct. 16 Brown Univ.
Oct. 23 Springfield
Nov. 6 Univ. of Conn.
Nov. 14 Univ. of N.H.

awiy
home
•way
away
away

Meet The Coach—Charlie O'Rourke

CAmW CQMtPY
&—ei L £L.

Tennis Tourney
The first round of the tennis

tournament will begin on the

week of the 28'th. All men on

campus including faculty mem-
bers are eligible, if not already

on the varsity team. The winner

of two out of three sets in the

single elimination tournament

will be presented with a trophy.

All entries check with the in-

tramural office, in room 10A of

the Physical Education Building,

or with David Crotty, 318 Wheel-

er Hall for entry blanks. The
blanks must be in by Thursday,

Sept. 21 Entries must supply

their own rackets; tennis balls

will be supplied by the Phys. Ed.

Dept.

Charlie O'Rourke the head

football coach here at the Uni-

versity was one of the greatest

halfbacks in the history of foot-

ball at Boston College and is one

of few New England athletes to

win All-American honors on the

gridiron. The famed "Thin Man"
of the Heights will start his

eighth season as Redmen head

coach this Fall and will attempt

one of the mo«t nrged schedules

in recent years at the University.

O'Rourke came to the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts ia 1952

after several seasons of playing

both college and professional ball

and coaching his favorite sport.

In his first season as Redmen
mentor O'Rourke produced the

first winning football team at

Massachusetts in seven years and

the University's first little All-

American in end Tony Chambers.

Perhaps Charlie's greatest
coaching achievement came in

1954 when an underdog Massa-

chusetts eleven upset highly

ranked Harvard 13-7. But rather

than take the credit himself he

stated, "It was a team victory."

Charlie used 22 piayers and as

O'Rourke added, "They weren't to

be denied."

Charlie has a record of 18 vic-

tories, 34 defeats, and 3 ties.

Ml? A JtfAt fftfftJ TMftTAT MA*. WWt HB &*T\

tiff AAU WV ft** «W0W WMflrHfft hs WILL.

r%U COW* rVriM, OK *0H THt ft**** WAY."

Harvard tickets on sale

Ticket* for the University

of Massachusetts-Harvard
game on September 26 are on

sale at the Student Union lob-

by counter. Reserved tickets

are $3.00 and general admis

sion is $1.50.

Cheerleaders—A Group With Spirit

LUTHERAN
CLUB

First Meeting

September 20

7:00 p.m.

Student Union

Top row, left to right: Sandy Hill '§1. Joyce Rollins 'M, Alaie

Edgerton '62. Second row: Anne Sherman '60, Diann Coyle '62,

Barbara Stowell '60, Barbara Wiuslow '62. Bottow row: Don

Saari '61, Sandy Gates '61. Joel Lerner '62, Neil Scott '62, Shirley

Bush '60 and Don Croteau '61.

A View

Of Harvard

(See p. 2)
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REDMEN SKIN BEARS TO

—Photo by l.ronard

'Beer
9 Prevents

Parched Throats
Root Beer and Ginger Ale are the fraternities' answer to Presi-

dent Mather's ban on alcoholic beverages.

"Prohibition" parties, hold at Alpha Gamma Rho, TEP, and

TKE last Saturday evening, were characterized by one fraternity

man as "proof that the fraternity system is not solely a drinking

Institationi ai loma seem to think."

The parties were the result of Mather's recent ban on the use

of alcoholic beverages at University social functions, on University

property, and iri "any housing which accommodates students in resi-

dence," Under this ruling the serving of alcoholic beverages at fra-

ternities is forbidden.

Reaction to the new type of party was varied. Some commented

that they found the party to bo boring. A few stated that they "had

never had so miserable a time al fraternity party."

Beverages were generally root beer, ginger ale, and punch. No
alcoholic beverages were in evidence at any of the three houses

having the Prohibition Parties.

Many viewed the ban on drinking at fraternities as an attempt

by President Mather to destroy the fraternities. One student com-

mented that he thought drinking should be allowed in the fraternity

houses and that "it should he up to the students to make their own
rules."

A girl who attended stated 'the people who didn't drink anyhow
enjoyed it. The people who did drink had a miserable time."

One fraternity man pointed nut that the Prohibition Parties were
proof that fraternities "did not have to be only a barroom, but

that they could make a significant contribution to campus life."

Maine Caught In Final Quarter;

Redmen Aim For Harvard, Beanpot

Debators Plan

Banner Year
The initial meeting of the Uni-

versity Debating Society will be

held this Tuesday, Sept. 22 in the

ttmi'i'Mt'i rviifii oi lue CHUuem
Union. Former members will

greet any person of the campus
community who is interested in

the activities of the Society. This

year the advisor to this organ-

ization, Mr, Savereil, will be

aided by Mr. Angel who just

joined the University faculty. He
was formerly the debating coach

of Princeton University.

Victor Gagon '60, will outline

the plans for the Debating So

eiety for this year. They include

Intervarsity COmpetitiajtS with'

Vermont, M.l.l", Boston Univer-

sity, Dartmouth, and New York
University. Highlighting the

intervarsity competition is the

New England Forensic Tourna-

ment in which noted colleges in

the Fast participate.

The expansion of the inter-

mural debating program will also

be discussed, A coffee hour will

follow.

by VIN BASILE '62. Sports Editor

Charlie O'Rourke's Redmen opened what promises to be one of
their most successful seasons in recent years, when they defeated fa-

vored Maine. 21-16, Saturday at jam-packed Alumni Field.

The Redmen, who trailed Maine throughout most of the game,
rallied for eight points in the third quarter and thirteen more in the
final frame to clinch the UMass victory.

The end of the first half

Chemistry Dept.

Sched. Lectures

The Chemistry Department will

offer series ef lectures to be

held in doessmann Addition,

room l">2. starting tomorrow at

11 :00 a.m.

The first of the series will be

"Some Reactions of i'eroxydisul-

furyl Diflnoride and Fluorine

Fluorosulfide" by Dr. John E.

Roberts.

'Crintitiiixi nn pneje i)

seemed like a repeat of previous

UMass elevens. Penalties and
bad breaks gave the Black Bears
a seven point lead when the buz-

zer sounded the end of the half.

The Redmen's first TD came
when junior Bill McKenna
caught what was intended to be

a McCormick to Harrington pass.

Harrington bobbled the ball, and
McKenna who was nearh y,

nabbed the ball in the air and,

with an open field ahead gal-

loped to pay dirt.

Tom Delnickas carried the ball

over for the two points after

and the scoreboard read 1<

Delnickas opened the fourth

quarter with a TD to climax a

twenty-six yard pass play from
quarterhack John McCormick.

McCormick carried for the two
extra points but was stopped
just short of the line.

With veteran John Conway
replacing McCormick at the

lot's spot, the Redmen began
sixty-six yard march which was
climaxed by sophomore halfback
Billy Reynold's thirty-four yard
touchdown run.

The march, the longest UMass
ground attack of the afternoon
saw Reynolds and Roger Hen-
venuti alternating as the ball

carriers.

(Continued on popr !,)

Stockbridge Senior

In Exposition Play
Warren Shepard of West"

a Stoekbridge senior, has the

leading role in the musical pag-

eant. We're On Our Way, rep

resented by the 4-H at the East-
..... QfatAa I!«iumMaii
i I .1 oVulva uApOsluOn.

He captured the lead in a

statewide competition. Accord-

ing to Shepard, "The pageant

portrays how youth has played an

important part in our nation's

history, from its discovery to the

present."

A 1-H member for eight years,

Shepard has built an outstanding

record of membership and service

A fter graduation, Shepard
plans to work in floral design.

—Photo hy WMthfrf
WARREN SHEPARD
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Harvard Speaks

To The Forlorn

by CLAUDE WELCH, Harvard f>l

Editor's Note: the opinions expressed in this

column are DEFINITELY NOT the opin-

ions of the Massachusetts Collegian.

For 324 years, Harvard men have been busily

constructing a myth about themselves (and their

college). Thej have made an ivory tower second to

Done in the nation—and are proud of it. Those mak-

ing the pilgrimage eastward this weekend will

tin.l Harvard a Strang.- place, libertine in some

respects, merely exciting in others

Take liquor, for example. Students may keep

any number of bottles in their rooms, legally. Wom-

en can stay in men's rooms Until 9 p.m. on football

Saturdays, midnight on other Saturdays of the

year. Cuts, for all students, are unlimited.

But all is not so blissful. Liquor is banned from

Harvard Stadium; and by an informal agreement

among the students', cheering is minimal and even

non-existent. There is no rah-rah at Harvard, ex-

cept among a few uninitiated freshmen. The Hai*-

vard men seem to think themselves above such en-

deavors.

It is easy to see that a football weekend away

from Amherst can be a great delight. For those

who journey to Cambridge, hern is a short guide of

places to go and things to see.

First reminder: Harvard is Jam-packed in the

middle of a thriving city. As a result, there are NO
parking places within a mile or two, no pleasant

grassy areas, no relief from the noise of the sub-

way. The first landmark is Harvard Square—crowd-

ed, dirty, packed with jaywalking students in their

Harris tweed outfits. (The large pockets prove

convenient for plastic flasks which can be hidden

behind football pro B*).

To reach the Stadium, merely follow the crowds

from the Square, over the Charles River and into

the horseshoe-shaped structure. I

v occupies the

east side, facing Into the sun, but not freezing like

the poor men of Harvard.

For night-time entertainment, the big city of

Boston is eight minutes and twenty cents away via

subway; downtown nightspots range from expen-

sive to more expensive. Since Harvard classes do

not start until September 28—two days after the

contest no dances will be held on campus. The

tweedy fellow on th. next bar stool will be celebrat-

ing the Harvard victory while you mourn the U-

Mass loss; but all are friends once the l

' is

! and the bottles uncapped.

Editor's Note — Mr. Welch, a meynber of the

Junior Hoard of the Harvard Crimson, is OH rain-

pus to gather information for a feature article on

hath tin social mill academic life at I'M" . Al-

though ", can't ugret with Mm on tht results of

next Satu fin n' '"ill an "i . in hare allowed him

to t '
i rpinion %0 matt' r heir mist/uided.

\nother articli hu Mr. Welch will appear in

Friday*** Collegian in which he expoufifu tht foot

hall prOWSSt "I Harvard vermin the "inadequa-

of tin h'lilmen. HV hope you "ill hear with him.

REPORT:
ON PROHIBITION

by Lloyd J. Teran '62

This weekend marked the first social weekend of the

Fall, 1950 semester. Ii also marked the first time that a

real observation could be made on "the effects of prohibi-

tion on the student body of the University of Mass/' Having

Scouted around campus, here's the way things look to me.

Freshmen

With the vast majority of fresh having never par-

ticipated in campttS social activities, wet or dry, the decree

simply means, that when they are allowed to attend such

activities, they will never realize what, if anything, is miss-

ing. Few freshmen attended beer parties while in high

school anyway!
In the case of veterans . . . well, every vet knows the

meaning of the words "off limits."

Upper Class Men

By planning {food parties, social directors of frater-

nities and sororities can eliminate the need for alcoholic

beverages. This, I was able to observe myself Saturday

night. If directors lack ideas, as one resort, I refer them to

a fine book by Alexander Van Rensselaer, Party Fun and

Games.
A recent poll has shown that the majority of college

students are not habitual alcoholics, and could, if necessary,

curtail their intake of such beverages even off campus. As

for the minority not mentioned . . . they would drink even

if there were again national prohibition.

Football Team

The results of prohibition on the football team have al-

ready been made obvious!

Editor's Note—The opinions expressed i)i this column are entirely

those of Mr. Teran, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the

Massachusetts Collegian.

ON BENTHAMISM
IN BOSTON

by JAMES A. M FBI NO '60

Editor** Not* tht opinhne •ayrsssad in this column

!,, thnsf of Mr. Merino, and do not nec-

essarily reflfct the opinions of the Massachusetts

Collegian.

Jeremy Bentham was. as labeled *»J some his-

torians, a "Philosophic Radical", one of a group of

social and political thinkers of early nineteenth cen-

tury England. Bentham formulated the basic prop-

ositions of a socio-political system known as

Utilitarianism. He attracted disciples who clarified

his ideas, and who influenced the reform of the Poor

Laura, which occurred during the 1830's. The re-

forms w. re enacted on the idea that no 'Utility'

attached to pauper relief in the form of doles; that

the better system would be to make the necessity

of accepting relief from the State degrading enough

such that paupers would choose rather to take gain-

ful employment than to be a financial burden upon

the State.

It may b-— I shall not set the following forth as

a dogma, only as a thought—that certain legisla-

tors in Boston do not agree as to the 'Utility' of

our University. It may be that Boston's obstinance

in refusing to grant reasonable raises to UMass
faculty arises out of the idea that eventually most
of the better faculty will be driven away; that after

this, the competence of the general faculty being at

a low, students will hesitate to enrol at UMass;
that as a result, fewer and fewer citizens of the

Commonwealth will put themselves in a position of

being a financial burden upon the State. It may even

occur that In the future the university administra-

tion will finally reflect the apparent feelings of Bos-

ton, and make attendance here more obnoxious with

more intolerable petty regulation and restriction.

It will make clear again, however, that I am not

Betting forth the above proposition as indubitable

fact, but only as humble speculation.

/ / Lary said hello—
by PAT WARD '61

A girl named Mary <-ame up to me one day, smiled, and

told me she was glad to see me. She asked me to play cards

with her, and she won one game, and I won the other.

There's nothing unusual about this, except that Mar.\

is a patient in the Northampton State Mental Hospital. Slu

is a catatonic schizophrenic, and on every other visit there

that I had made with the University student volunteer

group, she had been sitting silent and motionless in a corner.

The University volunteer group is one of several col-

lege groups which go to the hospital twice a month. For a

'rent many patients whose families have forgotten them,

we are the only visitors.

Talking to us is the onlj chance they have for ordinary

conversation, since the ho
i

tal is overcrowded and under-

staffed. You cannot realiz how much your visits mean to

them until you have been th Me, and seen their faces light

up when you come in.

They like to sing. They like to play games. They enjoy

planning holiday parties. But they like to talk the most.

They are interested in your courses, and in hearing what

you want to be. They will tell you about themselves.

They need your help very badly, so won't you pay them

at least <>ne visit this year? It will take only two hours of

your time.

The University group is making its first visit this year

on Thursday, September 211h, at 6:00 p.m., leaving from

Skinner parking lot. Transportation Is provided, and no

orientation is i
. . try. Contact Carol Clifford at Sigma

Kappa for full her Information.

Editor' tifoti In previous yea, tht Collegian has supported the

activities of this group. Tin j/toi we again recognize their work and

wish them good luck. Wt hopi that many of you will takt tnlvantage

Of this tint nppart unity to visit the Northampton State Mental Hos-

pital.

Fuli tor's Note; "Whom to See" for News Publica-

tions teas incorrectly stated in Friday's issue. Di-

rector of Publications and News Editor is Wil-

liam Deminoff.

THE POLL BEARER
by MEL TOKEN '60

Photo* by Joel Tillman '63

Question: How do you feel about the Precisionettes

and the University Marching Rand not appear-

ing at half-time? (Poll taken at UMass vs. Main."

game)

Jim Hampston '62, Fall River:

"The failure of these two groups

to appear at half-time takes a

lot of the •''"! otrl of the game.
Besides this, this is bad for

school spirit."

Mary J. Coco Td, Springfield:

\\ too bad an agreement

couldn't be reached at this time.

It's a shame they have to wait

until the Delaware game to

perform."

Martin Duhy '68, Cast Boston:

"Half time was very boring
without the appearance of these

two University groups."

Joan Ramm TO, Methuen: "The

Precisionettes and the Univer-

sity Marching Band have been

pai t of the School tradition, and

ought to appear."

Volanda Rusxo, '60, Deerfirld:

"It's a big disappointment not

Seeing these two groups at h.'ilf

time. They are a big addition to

any game."

Steve Israel '6.'?, Mat ta pan:

"The game, although very thrill

ing, teemed to lack something
because the IWO groups did not

appear."

NEWMAN CLUB
First Meeting - Tuesday, Sept, 22, 7:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY COMMONS

GUEST SPEAKER:

MSGR. FRANCIS J. LALLY
Editor of Boston Pilot

Chem. Lectures
(Continual from page 1)

The second will be presented on

Tuesday, September 29 by Dr.

John L Ragle. It will be "Use of

the Nucleus As a Probe to study

Electronic Structure." •

On Tuesday, October 6, Dr. Al-

lan Kropf of Amherst College

will talk on "Photochemistry of

Visual Pigment."

The last of the series will be

held on Tuesday, Oct. 13, when
Dr. John A. Chandler will talk on

"Reaction of Titanium Tetra-

fluoride with Some Amines."

mrogram ^rreviewo>,
by Marie Foley »62

For the benefit of all Frosh

and transfer students, WMUA,
91.1 on your radio dial, is the

student voice of the University.

It is owned and operated by the

students. Although the station

broadcasts on an FM frequency,

those of you who have AM radios

can hear WMUA over 790 because

of specially installed converters

in the dorms.

From its studios in the Engi-

neering Building, WMUA will be-

On Campus
with

MajcSliuJrnan

[By th> < utJor of
uRaU} . 'ouvd ." t'ha, 1 o ,

"/ Was a Tan-aiji Dwarf", <tc.)

FASTER, FASTER!

College enrollment continues to spiral upward. The need for

more classrooms and more teachers grows more desperate daily.

But classrooms, alas, do not spring up like mushrooms— nor

teachers like May flies. So what must we do while we build more

classrooms and train more teachers? We must get better use out

of the classrooms and teachers we now have. That's what we

must do.

This column, normally a vehicle of good-humored foolery,

will today forsake laughter to examine the crisis in higher

education. My sponsors, the makers of Philip Morris Cigarettes,

as bonny a hunch of tycoons as you will see in a month of Sun-

days, have given cheerful consent to this departure. Oh,

Splendid shape they are— the makers of Philip Morris, fond of

home, mother, porridge, the Constitution and country fiddling!

Twinkly and engaging they are, as full of joy, as brimming with

goodness, as loaded with felicity as the cigarettes they bring

you in two handy packages— the traditional soft pack and the

crashproof flip-top box.

How can we make better use of existing campus facilities? The

answer cm be given in one woni— speedup! Speed up the educa-

tional process— streamline courses. Eliminate frills. Sharpen.

Shorten. Quicken.

ZSZikxX''

7kjmr6?/?te6trMWO&&<?r<f.......:.

Following is a list of courses with suggested methods to speed

up each one.

PHYSICS—Eliminate slow neutrons.

PSYCHOLOGY LAB-Tilt the mazes downhill. The white

mice will run much faster.

KNfJIXKKRINC- Make slide rules half as long.

MUSIC Changs all tempos to allegro. (An added benefit

BQ be gained from this suggestion is that once you speed up

waltz time, campus proms will all be over by ten p.m. With

students going home so early, romance will languish and mar-

riage counsellors can be transferred to the Buildings and

Groundfl Department. Also, houses now used for married

students can be returned to the School of Animal Husbandry.)

ALGEBRA—If X ahrays equals twenty-four, much time-

consuming computation ean be eliminated.

DENTISTRY Skip baby teeth- they fall out anyhow.

P< )E THY — Amalgamate the classics. Like this:

Hail to thee hlithe spirit

Shoot if you must this old gray head

You ain't nothin' hut a hound dog

Smiling, tht boy ft H diad

You see how simple it is? Perhaps you have some speedup

ideas of your own. If so I'll thank you to keep them to your-

selves. ©1959 Max Shulman

The Philip Morrln Company, maker* of Philip Morrin, Marl-
boro* and Alpine, hare no inlerenl in npeedup. We age our
fine lohacvos slnu and easy. And I hat'* the way they nmoke
— "Itoi and ea*y and full of natural tobacco gomlne**.

gin broadcasting daily at 4 p.m.

and sign off at 12 p.m. Sunday
thru Thursday. Fridays when
Crazy Rhythms, the all-request

show, originates from the Hatch

at 8 p.m. the sign off time is 1

a.m. On Saturday, Dancing In

The Dark will provide party

music from 8-12 p.m.

This Saturday with the Har-

vard game, WMUA will begin its

special sports coverage of away
games. If you are unable to be

there, be sure to tune in at 2:20

p.m. for a play-by-play broad-

cast.

Every willing student is eligi-

ble to be a member of the WMUA
staff in any capacity from record

libes and secretaries on the busi-

ness end to operators and an-

nouncers on the technical end.

Drop in and visit us herp at the

WMUA studios anytime during

our regular broadcasting hours.
Monday and Tuesday

4:00 Campus Caper
5:00 News
5:05 Campus Caper (Con.)
5:30 Dinner Date
6:30 News and Sports
6:45 Civil Defense
7:00 Platter Party
7 :30 Musicale
9:00 News
9:05 Showcase
10:00 News
10:05 Sounds of Jazz
11:00 News

Shoes Off Session
News and Sijm Off

11:05
12:00

Daffynitions
Ashtray — something you look

for while your ashes fall on the

floor.

Cat — a soft, indestructable

creature provided by nature to be

kicked when domestic matters go

awry. Also, a conglomeration of

fur, claws, and bones designed to

repulse female zoo students.

Mosquito—mobile blood bank.

Narrow-minded—having a nar-

row mental scope.

Broad-minded typical male.

Prohibition—alcoholics anony-

mous.

Fraternity fifty men who used

to drink thesams kind of beer.

Sorority fifty girls who used

to mooch the same kind of beer.

Freshman—a person not yet

convinced of his ignorance.

Alumni Soccer
The annual game between the

University soccer team and the

alumni will be played at Alumni
Field instead of the lacrosse field

as previously announced. This

game will be held at 11 a.m. to-

morrow morning.

The Campus Beat
bv JUDY DICKSTEIN *6.<

It all began with Susan B.

Anthony. In case you may still

be ignorant it was she who was

the major proponent of women's

rights. Yet here at t .Mass this

"unnatural selection" persists:

the Senate has never had a wom-
an president, and the female of

the species has not written the

Campus Beat for as long as I

can ascertain.

But now this era has come to

an end, and a female has finally

infiltrated the ranks of "Beat"

reporters.

To celebrate this advent, I'll

begin today's column with the

following notice for women stu-

dents:

The Dames Club, the social

organization for student wives,

will hold its first meeting of the

season on Thursday, September

24th at 8 p.m. in Skinner Hall.

The program will feature a dis-

play of plastic ware, and door

prizes will be awarded.

To show that I bear no grudge

toward the Senate for Its preju-

dice in excluding women from

the top executive positions in

past years, I'll comply with

Secretary Bill Knowlton's request

to make the following announce-

ment:

The attendance of all class

officers is required at a meeting

with the Senate for a Constitu-

tional Convention at 7 p.m.

Wednesday evening in the coun-

cil chambers of the S.U.

Wednesday evening will be a

busy one at the Union. Also at

7 p.m., but in the Hampden
Room, there will be a meeting

of the International Club. All

members are requested to attend.

New foreign students and others

who are interested are welcome.

As if someone has insidiously

determined to have all students

in the Union Wednesday even-

ing, there is still another meet-

ing to absorb those remaining

students who optimistically

thought they would have free

time to sit and socailize in the

Hatch.

The first regular meeting of

the Orthodox Club will be held

on Wednesday, September 23rd,

at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Un-
ion. Freshmen as well as upper-

classmen are urged to attend.

For those commuters who com-

mute at the time most commut-
ers commute and are not busy
commuting at the time, there

will be a chance to meet other

commuters (who are not busy
commuting) at the first meeting
of the Commuters Club Thurs-

day morning at 11 o'clock in the

Nantucket Room in the Union.

New officers will be elected.

The Geology Club will hold

its meeting on the shores of the

glacial Lake Hadley on Wednes-
day September 23rd. Those in-

terested, please contact Fernald
Hall for the hour and exact loca-

tion.

Mademoiselle

Contest
Mademoiselle magazine is now

accepting applications from un-

dergraduate women for member-
ship on ita 1959-1960 College

Board.

A girl who is accepted to this

board will receive one assign-

ment during the college year to

develop her own abilities and job

interests, and to develop her criti-

cal and creative talents. These

assignments are on Campus life.

fashion, fiction, and general fea-

tures.

The top twenty members will

win a Mademoiselle Guest Fdi-

torship, Winners will be brought

to New York this June to edit

the August College issue.

Further information ean be ob-

tained by writing College Board

Contest, Mademoiselle, 575 Madi-
son Avenue, New York, 22, New
York.

\yhtmko

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

When your best's not good
enough,

Say to hell with such foolish

stuff.

But such foolish stuff is not

doomed to hell

Though you are.

The saddest words I h've heard

this year,

Are these: I was to he an engi-

neer.

E& SAward
Dick Riley, Redmen left tack-

le, is the winner of the E & S

Campus Cleaners award for his

outstanding play in Saturday's

game against Maine.

Riley is a n*2", 230 lbs. sen-

ior from Lowell. For the past

two years he has been plagued

with minor injuries but appears

to be a likely candidate for a

starting tackle assignment.

Riley won the award because

"f his fine downfield blocking

and effective defensive play.

" The E & S award entitles Ri-

ley to five dollars worth of free

cleaning.

'NOW WrW$ A etUPBNT WHOU OO T\hC£6.«

INTRAMURALS
TO START

Intramural Director Justin
Cobb reminds those Interested

that all fraternity intra-mural

football msters are due today at

five o'clock. Independent and
dorm rosters should be turned in

to Coach Cobb before Monday.
Sept. 28 St five o'clock.

Mr. Cobb is actively interested

in this popular athletic activity

and requests that anyone wishing

to officiate intramural football

games contact him at the Physi-

cal Education building.
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REDMEN UPSET MAINE; SPARK YANCON HOPES

McCormick, Reynolds

Head Late UMass Rally
(Continued from page 1)

Conway kicked the conversion

and the Redmen were in control

for the rest of the game.

The first Maine tally came

late ir the first quarter. The

Redmen were deep in their own

territory and Jimmy Hickman

went back to punt. The ball,

however, did not get into the air

but instead hit a UMass lineman

and rolled back to the six yard

line. The Bears scored two plays

later when quarterback Manch

Wheeler went over from the one.

This was followed by Arthur

Miles extra point kick.

In the third quarter a UMass

fumble gave Maine the ball on

the Redmen twenty. Miles then

kicked a field goal and the Bears

were ahead eleven to nothing.

Later in the same period, a

twenty-five yard pass play from

Wheeler to end Dale Hanson

gave Maine its final score of the

day.

At this point Maine was lead-

ing sixteen to nothing.

nandez, Cullen, Caputo, Thorn-

ton, Riley, Crevo, Cavanaugh,

Burgess, Swepson, Kozaka, Scar-

pa, Forbush, Harrington, Willi-

ford, McKenna, Morgan and cap-

tain Ralph Maloney was unbeat-

able.

However, a few weak spots

could be noticed in the pass de-

fense.

r •

BILL REYNOLDS

TOM DELNICKAS

The Redmen's determination to

win was summed up by Coach

O'Rourke when asked what he

thought about the victory.

"They're just a bunch of guys

that wouldn't quit. They don't

have 'quit' in their vocabulary."

FOR THE RECORD
Penalties hampered both

teams. In the first half the Red-

men were penalized five times

for illegal use of hands. This

gave them a total losage of

seventy-five yards.

Maine was penalized eighty

yards for penalties resulting

from illegal use of the hands,

roughing the kicker, unsports-

manlike conduct, and delay of

the game.
Defensively UMass looked

good. The line composed of Fer-

Vin Caputo, the starting cen-

ter played a great game defen-

sively.

Sophomores Carmen Scarpa,

Ed Forbush, John Kozaka, and

Dave Harrington look like fine

prospects for future UMass grid

teams.

Sophomore quarterback John

McCormick gave a grand demon-

stration of his passing skill,

while veteran play-caller Jack

Conway showed his adeptness in

spearheading the R e d m e n's

ground assault.

Halfbacks Benvenuti, Delnick-

as, Reynolds, and Hickman, and

fullbacks Hoss and Gazourin all

ran well.

The victory, UMass' third in

five games against the Black

Bears from Orono, now brings

the Yankee Conference "Bean

Pot" a step closer.

Connecticut is still the team

to fear, but Coach Charlie

O'Rourke and his boys have

brought a little ray of hope to

this little town.

SUMMARY
REDMEN starting lineup LE-

Ralph Maloney, LT- Dick Thorn-

ton, LG Ben Fernandez, C-Vin

Caputo, RG .Terry Cullen, RT-

Dick Riley, RE-John Burgess,

QB-Jack Conway, FB-John Ga-

zourian, RH-Bill Reynolds, LH-
Jim Hickman.

It Was A Struggle

.

.

.

T

ifiiW
Shown above is the bleak outlook that faced UMass supporters

late in the third quarter of Saturday's football game against Maine.

The Redmen, at one point in the third quarter down 16-0, had come

back with two touchdown* to within two points of their opponent*.

It Was One Upset After Another

Above is shown an example of the excellent defense exhibited by the Redmen during Saturday's game

against Maine. Here a Maine back is smothered by several UMass players, including halfback Ron

Sabourin (12). Coming in from the distance to deliver the coup de grace is tackle Dick Thornton <71).

Play by periods

Team 12 3

UMass
Maine 7

Touchdowns—UMass
Delnickas, and Reynolds. Maine:

Wheeler and Hanson. Field Goal-

Maine: Miles (30 yds.)

4 Tot

8 13 21

9 16

McKenna,

Usually it was the other way
around, but this time halfback

Roger Benvenuti is shown get-

ing the heave ho from a Maine

linebacker. It was the UMass
ground game that was respon-

sible for the victory over the

Bears. On the other hand,

Maine's backs had a hard time

getting by the Redman line.

SPORTALK
by HAL DUTTON '60

Spotting the Black Bears 16 8, amassing 367 yards

points Saturday, The Redmen
roared bark to their first opening

day win in four years, 21-16.

The depth of the Redman for-

ward wall, a point that has been

sorely missed in recent years,

served notice that we will be a

team to reckon with in Beanpot

play.

Four future opponents raised

the curtain over the weekend. U-

Conn rolled over Springfield 35-

...But We Made It

in total

offense. Rhode Island nipped

Northeastern 8-6, and Ithaca

(NY) College buried Brandeis

58-6.

Harvard looms next as the two
teams clash in the vast stadium.

Based on the comeback victqry

Saturday, a large contingent of

UMass supporter's is expected to

make the trek to Cambridge.

With a victory under their belts

and the support of the school be-

hind them, the squad will defi-

nitely be up for the game. Per-

haps another 1954 is in the mak-
ing.

Odds and Ends

The coach of the champion
Montreal Canadiens figures hip

team can be as good as last year.

Toe Blake welcomed 56 players to

camp shortly after signing an un-

precedented three-year contract

with the National Hockey League
team. Last year Les Canadiens
broke their own scoring record

with 258 goals while winning 39
games. The second place team
was nine full games behind them.
Says Blake, "I don't see any rea-

son why we shouldn't do just as
good as last year if not better."

Two former cage greats are
among those named to the Nai-
smith Memorial Basketball Hall
of Fame at Springfield College,

which is now under construction.

They are former Stanford All

American Hank Luisetti, who
popularized basketball's moat
potent weapon—the one hand
jump shot; and George Mikan,
Mr. Basketball of DePaul and
Minneapolis Laker fame.

Although the time was short, the Redmen were not through.

They succeeded in scoring again to provide their fans with a major

upset of the YanCon season. The final score, shown above, is all the

impetus needed to charge up the Kedmen for their game agalnat

Har'.ard this Saturday.

FOR SALE

1953 NASH STATESMAN

Good Condition

Reasonable

Contact-

Rod Farnham

921 Lincoln Apts.

Tel. ALpine 3-2449

Li bjary

U. u£ U.

L

u. s.

Views &
World Retort

(See p. 2)
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S.U.G. Board Bans
Breakfast Blare

by ALAN FINKELSTEIN '61

Senate Reporter

Rock and Roll music has officially been banned

from the Hatch during the breakfast hour. The pol-

icy went into effect this morning.

At the first meeting of the SU Governing Board

Bob Zelis '60 set forth a motion to have the juke

box shut off between the hours of 7 and 8:30 a.m.

will be piped into the Hatch over the intercom

system.

The motion was carried by general consent. In

place of the juke box recordings light classical m us it-

will be piped into the Hatch over the intercom sys-

tem.

"Many people complained about rock and roll

during breakfast. They claimed that they could not

enjoy their meal with rock and roll blasting in their

ears," said Flo Steinberg '60, Motarboard's rep-

resentative on the SUG Board.

Made up of leading students and faculty advi-

sors, the SUG Board defines the

general policy for the building.

The Hatch juke box is owned

by a private person from North-

ampton who gives 50% of the

profits to the University, which

reportedly amounts to an income

of $2,400 annually for the Univer-

sity.

The workmen shown are making pipe-holes in the lawn in front of

the SU. Poster stands, such as the one in the right foreground, may
be put in these holes with the permission of Mrs. Montgomery in

the Calendar office. With Student Senate elections coming up, it is

expected that these holes will be quite in demand. No poster.-; may
be put in the lawn, so get your post -hole now.

—Ph«U by Leonard

Boston Busses Set

To Roll Saturday
Through bus service between Amherst and Bos-

ton is scheduled to start this Saturday morning at

9 a.m. The Peter Pan Bus Co. of Springfield an-

nounced yesterday that the Department of Public

Utilities had approved their application requesting

such an extension of service.

Previously, busses from Boston ran only as far

as Northampton. The new series will start just in

time to give students round trip transportation to

the football game between Harvard and the Uni-

versity.

The bus will pick up and discharge passengers

at the Student Union daily. Students who want to

take the bus are advised to use the S.U. exit next

to the Post Office.

Starting Friday tickets will be on sale at the

lobby counter in the SU. The price will be approxi-

mately $4.00 each way. A book of ten commuter
tickets which must be used within a period of thirty

days will be made available at

RSO Commences Sixth Year
As Committee To President

Mr. William Scott, SU director

stated, "This is a trial run. It re-

mains to be seen how this policy

will work out."

When asked what effect this

new policy would have on revenue

Mr, Scott sbM, "We eannot tell

as yet. The heavy playing hours

are not affected, however."

Senator Joe Patten '61 has been

working on this problem for the

past year. Last year he suggested

in the Senate that classical and

light classical records be sub-

stituted for Rock and Roll in Hit

juke box.

The cost of replacing all the

records was prohibitive, but some

new ones were put in as a com-

primise measure. Currently a poll

is being taken to find out how-

well these records have fared in

competition with the "popular"

rock and roll records of the day.

The Committee on Recog-

nized Student Organizations,

known familiarly to old faces on

campus as the R.S.O., acts as an

advisory and regulatory com-

mittee to the President of the

University on all extra-curricu-

lar activities, excluding those of

fraternities, sororities and athle-

tics.

R.S.O., implemented by Presi-

dent Mather, while acting as

provost on July 1, 1954, is com-

prised of 175 recognized campus

organizations. They are grouped

under the categories of publica-

tions, dorms, honorary societies,

musical, professional interest,

social, certain religious groups

and student government. Each

of these organizations has a stu-

dent manager or treasurer who

looks for advice to the Assistant

Director-Student Activities, Mr.

Edward Buck.

No student organization, un-

less recognized, is permitted the

use of university facilities with

by CAROL ZANGKILLI '62

out the sanction of R.S.O.

The membership of the R.S.O.

Committee consists of adminis-

tration, faculty and students.

The students who arc in a ma-

jority ratio, are recommended

by the president of the Student

Senate and like the administra-

tion and facu v are named by
the President of the University.

The Committee meets at var-

ious interval- throughout the

ED MUCK

year to discuss matters pertain-

ing to student organizations. It

passes on the Constitution of all

new student organizations and
all changes in these constitu-

tions. However, R.S.O. does not

dictate policies or financial op-

erations of any member group.
A.nvor.g tHo vther operate, ns

which it supervises are the for-

mation of new organizations,

their membership, election of of-

ficers and financial procedure.

The Committee on R.S.O.. lo-

cated in the Student Activities

office, also provides banking,

book-keeping and auditing ser-

vices for student organizations

under the direction of Supervi-

sor of R.S.O. Accounts, Mrs.

Elizabeth Versailles. Mrs. Dona
Mennella serves as office secre-

tary.

Mr. Buck and these members
of his staff offer counsel on plan-

ning, budgeting, purchasing and

other aspects of the affairs of

(Continued on page 3)

a savings of 30%.
Tickets will be transferable so

that a group will be able to take

advantage of these savings.

"We know that the proposed

service is needed in the interest

of the students at the Univer-

sity. One of the best assets of

any community is good transpor-

tation facilities. It is our inter-

est to provide good transporta-

tion for the students of the Uni-

versity and the town of Am-
herst," said Peter Picknelly Jr.,

president of the Company.
This service has been brought

about mainly through the efforts

of the Student Senate. LaM Apr it

a bill was introduced into the

Senate by Bob Armstrong '60

calling for Senate support of the

petition to the Department of

Public Utilities from the Peter

Pah Bus Lines to make such

service available. The Senate

passed the bill unanimously.

On Friday April 24, a group
of approximately fifty students

led by Bob Zelis '60 President of

the Student Senate travelled to

a hearing in Boston in order to

go on record as being in favor

of the proposed service.

Zelis, in speaking for the ser-

vice, said, "With the University

expanding this bus service is not

only a convenience but a neces-

(Continued on page .i

)

Trustees Formally Accept

Dr. Mather's Resignation
President Jean Paul Mather's resignation from the University of

Massachusetts has been accepted by the Board of Trustees. Following

is the text of the announcement by the Board of Trustees:

Jean |Paul Mather, Fourteenth President of the University o{

Massachusetts, has served in that office with high distinction and

great dedication for more than five of the most crucial years in the

University's history.

He has during that half-decade raised the institution in enroll-

ment, curriculum, faculty and staff, and research to a position in the

first rank of universities performing the highest public service to the

nation's youth and citizenry at large.

Ilia selfless devotion to the task of championing the principles

underlying the whole concept of public higher education have had

atrong impact on the thinking of educators throughout the great

American community.

He has shown the courage of pioneers in the way he has given

direction to educational aims and aspirations in this Commonwealth
and has shown a sense of high responsibility in maintaining that

direction for the benefit of the Commonwealth's youth.

The Board of Trustees, faced with the voluntary and irrevocable

resignation of the President, effective on or before June 30, 1960,

accepts hia decision hut only with the greatest regret; for it is the

conviction of this Board that the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

has lost an educator humanitarian whose career will he a determinant

in the shaping of the future of education.

Parachute Club

Plans First Jump
A meeting be University of

Massachusett i 5poH Parachute

Club will be h 1 this Thursday

Sept. 24 in the Middlesex Room

of the Student I "ion. This initial

meeting will h an exploratory

uch interest may
>rt Parachuting,

Free-Fall Para

one to see how

be raised in S

Sky Diving,

chuting.

The club [a • be started under

the tutelage of Dana P. Smith,

iO'A Mills Kous Dana Smith has

over 2f>0 free

jumps am)

licensed instru<

States He wan

United State*

which compete

Czechoslovakia

Sky-Diving i

the United 3

aiStS of fr-

ill parachute
>no of the three

•rs in the United

i member of the

Parachute Team
in PnMCC and

n 1958.

a new sport in

'». The jump con-

parachuting, the

body il controlled in flight before

the chute open* n much the same

manner BJ plane. The jump-

er may exeeut< urns to the right

ami left, barrel oils, forward and

(Cuntnnifl on pagt &)

Psychiatrist Leaves Here;

Effective October First
It is perhaps unfortunate that many of us will be unable to make

the acquaintance of Dr. Vaughn, the University psychiatrist, who is

leaving us as of October 1st.

A quiet, firm person, who minces no words, Dr. Vaughn did his

undergraduate studies at the University of Michigan after which he

received bis Masters at Birmingham Southern. From there he went

to the Universtiy of Alabama and UCLA for further graduate work.

He came to us from the Massachusetts Division of Mental Hy-

giene at the iequest of that body and the Administration for two

reasons; one being a desire for research and the other the compile-

ment of a report to the Division of Mental Hygiene on the need of

a psychiatrist.

It is interesting to note that there are only six fully maintained

psychiatrists on the University level in the entire country. Asked
what he thought of this situation, Dr. Vaughn, replied that clinical

work of this sort is essential to this type of community.

Some of the commoner problems with which Dr. Vaughn is con-

fronted are, roommates, consistent lateness, depressions, marital dif-

ficulty, panic over exams, discipline and social adjustment. However,
he is very impressed with the sense of responsibility on the part of

his patients, and found them "fairly well motivated."

After October 1st, he will be associated with Boston University

and the Boston State Hospital in a full-time research program for a

period of two years. He will also aid in a training program for men-
tal hospital attendants—a much needed innovation.

It is with regret that we see Dr. Vaughn leave, but all extend
best wishes for him in his new position.
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DANGER:
Use Caution

U.S. VIEWS and WORLD RETOR1 ^*
, lJocro^n.^.

At present the United States is in a

rather precarious situation involving Rus-

sian politics.

Soviet Premier Khrushchev, in his ad-

dress to the United Nations, presented a

Four Year Plan of Disarmament which he

said will eventually bring about world peace

It would be foolish not to study the proposal,

for the neutral nations of the world would

accuse the United States of forestalling set-

tlements of peace, though it is our primary

concern.

The Communists, however, are infamous

for their revision of agreements to suit their

own purposes. This was evident at the Yalta

conference in 1945.

Instead of the restoration of freely

elected democratic regimes in central and

southern Europe which had previously been

decided upon by the Big Three, Stalin and

his foreign minister, Molotov. interpreted

the agreements and such words as "democ-

racy" exclusively in terms of Communist

ideology. Hungary and Bulgaria were forced

to make territorial concessions and pay rep-

arations to Russia. By the time the treaties

were signed in 1947, the original agreements

had been deomlished and these countries

were well on their way to Communist dom-

ination.

It is therefore incomprehensible that we

could even consider political coexistence with

the Soviet Union if the Four Year Disarma-

ment Plan or a similar plan were adopted.

Particularly since, in the past, Khrushchev

has formally declared the United States a

formidable enemy working against formula-

tion of Russian policy. Such trust in the

Soviet Union would be comparable to taking

a bite of the poisoned apple.

The State Department has advised cau-

tious treatment of Khrushchev and his pro-

posals while he is in this country. "Cautious

treatment" was also exercised when the

Communists agreed to take their forces out

of Hungry .luring the 1956 revolt. Here

again the Soviets revised an agreement for

their own purposes. The troops returned, and

today. Hungary is still enslaved.

The free countries of the world must stop

giving Russia second chances. The "cautious

treatment" amounts to pampering. They

must take the initiative to stand up and do

something about her ever-present, threat of

total dominance.
A. S.

This is your Washington corespondent, Drew Winchell, report-

ing on Russia's latest god (spell backwards). Premier ...oh wha

was his name? ... it was right on the tip of my tongue but I sp.t it

out. Oh, yes ... Niki Crookshev, the Vitallis man.

As our Red guest stepped from his Russian jet (he refused to

fly by U.S. plane . . . can't *t*nd accidents), he was greeted by Presi-

dent Eisenhower reading a welcoming address written by Herbert

Fillbrick. Ike gave as reason for not memorizing the speech that his

mind was concerned with other matters, such as the farm, Mamies

diet, the previous day's golf score, et a!.

Ride With "New Ike"

Niki and the "new Ike" then rode away in the President's car I

say the "new Ike" because he's been making derisions for himself

of late . . . like switching from Mum to Veto. On the ride from the

airport, Mamie was obligated to ride separately from Mrs. C- since

the Red Lady took up the entire back seat of her car Meanwhile in

Ike's car Niki kept complaining of a pain in his back. Ike thought the

open top might have caused a draft hut later they found he was sit-

ting on Ike's 5 iron.

Later that day, Ike took him on a helicopter ride (to be seen

next week on "Whirlibirds") over Washington residential areas. Dur-

ing the tour, Niki asked, "Don't you have any barren or underpriv-

ileged areas?" Ike answered quickly. "Of course! There you can see

the homes of the UMass faculty and students . . .
underprivileged and

DRY."

At the formal dinner that night, our honored guest appeared with-

out tails and in a black business suit which was inexcusable since

there is an HFC office within the sound of my voice.

Blessing on Capitalists

That Wednesday he appeared before the press club where he of-

fered to swear on a Bible. The following day he also asked God's

blessing on all capitalists. All this proves that Billy Graham's Mos-

cow crusade was more successful than his tour of London's parks.

Next week, Look magazine will feature Niki in, "Will His Religion

Interfere With the Premiership," bj J. Kennedy.

Veep Nixon was unable to attend any of the ceremonies because

there was a county fair opening and the Washington Nats had a night

game to play.

That night, Ike and Mamie were entertained at the Russian Em-

bassy. Niki again wore his business suit (it's a fetish with him) while

his wife's outfit was very becoming ... an old tent donated by Oral

Roberts. I don't want to say she vas large ... but everytime she

got into a car the driver took her to the hospital. The menus at the

dinner included "Smoked Hungarians," and "Baked Beria." Musical

arrangements included Niki's favorite "Who Threw th$ Overalls in

Comrade Stalin's Borsht". Ike's favorites were also played, "How Ya

Gonna Keep Ezra Down on the Farm", "How Ya Gonna Keep Ike Off

the Farm", and "Heart of My Heart'' by Dr. Paul Dudley White.

While Niki was in New TOT*, 7300 police guarded him. Every-

thing went along smoothly till he decided to visit the men's room and

the 7300 tried to follow him. While in N.Y. he revealed he had received

several letters inviting him to visit the U of M campus in hopes that

he would grant a drinking amnesty while there. Walt Disney relin-

quished some of his TV time in order that Niki could broadcast this

UN message which was mistakenly listed in many papers as "Fan-

tasyland".

While in Hollywood, Nina Crookshev was given a toSr escorted by

Frank Sinatra who kept calling her, "Mother." Marilyn Monroe, on

t one day furlough from the hospitals, was down to say hello for

Arthur. Dean Martin was down, too . . . so they helped him up.

This is Drew Winchell predicting: within one week after Niki's

departure, Russia will announce that they've stolen the plans for a

Bufferin.
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A Fair Compromise

i eaterday'a vote by the Student Union

Governing Board seems to be a step in the

right direction. The jukebox in the "Hatch"

has been blaring Rock and Roll all day, every

day Since the day the Union opened. It is

time for something to be done about it.*

Since there are many people who prefer

this type of music to a softer line, a com-

promise must be made somewhere.

The decision by the Governing Board

Seems to be such a compromise. No longer

will students be subjected to loud rock and

roll music during the early morning hours

or Sunday mornings. These were the times

at which loud music was most offensive. At

the same time, rock and roll enthusiasts will

not be deprived of their right to hear the

music of their choice at a more reasonable

hour. —L. R.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

A.IU.U,

J

« EDITORIAL STAFF MEETING
There vill !>< a meetine of all tutorial

nnrl frnliin- wrttort nt tl A.M. tomorrow in

tin Norfolk room of the Sluilent Union.

KINGSTON TRIO
by VERN PERO '63

In recent years Americana bave become more

and more fond of the form of entertainment provided

by hifh fidelity equipment. The teenager huys

quantities of single records, while the college stu-

dent leans more toward long-playing. It is financial-

ly necessary to the manufacturers of these albums,

to produce a product to please the college-age con-

.-* I « I 1 * • I

What will this consumer buy?

For a long period, which we shall call a dry

spelT, no single preference was put forth. Then, one

,l:,v about two years ago, the people at Capitol

R«onl quietly released an album of adapted and

Interpretive folk music by a rising young vocal

group known as the Kingston Trio.

Presto, that was it! The lives of these three

Mting entertainers has not been quite the same

Binee To be sure they had not replaced Brubeck and

Milt Jackson in the hearts of the Jazz ndvocate.

Similarly they had not become the rage in the eyes

of raneiers <>f Onaaildy and Munch or Legrand and

ftostslsnstl. Instead they had struck a norm, a level

of entertainment on which all record lovers could

congregate Mid be happy. They sang together, on

k.y. with a strict regard for harmony and other

essentials O* good music. Their material had its

foundation and basis in the folk music which is an

important part <>f the heritage of this and of every

other nation, it was almost universal in appeal and

found f:.vor among all age groups, principally

among the college-age "men and women of America.

The members of the Kingston Trio do not con-

sider themselves "folk singers" in the strictest sense

of the word. A large number of the songs they sing

are of that variety, but the boys adapt these and In

doing so injeet a flavor which is really all their own.

This explains why a large number of selections,

having their basis in many different cultures, sound

equally good when the Trio performs them.

While the reason for their popularity does not

lend Itself easily to analysis, the fact that they are

popular cannot be denied by anyone. At one time

th-y were rated in three national surveys as the

most popular recording group of their type in the

country. During the same period, nil three of the

:ilhums which they have rerorded to date were ap-

pearing 111 several lists Of the top ten record albums

throughout the country. These three boys have be-

come rich men.

And no wonder they have become rich men. They

are more enjoyable every time they find their way

to your turntable. The Kingston Trio, The Kingston

Trio from the Hungry i, and The Kingston Trio At

hunt' all make for really fine listening.
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The Campus Beat
by ED HAMMOND '63

and ERNIE MANDER '60

Say Shad, did you ever take

history? I have some problems

due for tomorrow and I'm stuck.

Yea Clod, when I was a fresh-

man. I doubt if I can help.

What's the problem?

Just some multiple choice.

Who sa ;d, "Let them eat cake

Marie Antoinette or Betty

Crocker?"
The housemother came up

when she heard the screams.

While she was there I reminded

her that the housemothers'

bridge party has been postponed

until October 14th.

Clod, I've been worried about

your future here at the univer-

sity. You know, college even for

engineers today isn't just learn-

ing to Pasqual's triangle or

Khrushchev's law. Aren't you in-

terested in some of the activities

being held this week?

Like what, Shad ?

Well, there's the Special Ev-

ents Committee meeting in the

Franklin Room of the Union to-

morrow night at 7 p.m. which is

open to everyone.

How about that Index staff

meeting in the Index office at 7

p.m. tomorrow?

I hate to miss that James

Dean "Rebel Without A Cause"

at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Union.

You can't go to everything,

Shad.

That's what worries me, Clod.

I'm supposed to be at the Phi

Eta Sigma meeting, also tomor-

row night at 7 p.m., in the Nor-

folk Room. All sophomore and

junior members are invited to

help plan the coming year's pro-

gram.

Is that the same as the APO ?

No, Clod. APO is a national

service fraternity on campus.

They perform services like build-

ing things.

What, for instance?

Well, they made that bridge

over the brook by the football

field and I think they also built

Arnold and Baker.

By the way Shad, I under-

stand the record list at the SU
lobby counter is missing. Prob-

ably a student inadvertantly

picked it up off the counter along

with his books. I enjoy listening

to records there so I hope every-

one will check among their books

for it.

To get back to your future,

Clod, the Redmen Band and Pre-

cisionettes are in need of a

movie-cameraman. If you're in-

terested call Anne Reseigh at

Arnold House.

I used to have a Brownie at

home, Shad.

Well, then this camera busi-

ness ought to interest you.

Yea, I used to wait outside

school till her troop came out

and . . .

A short series of right jabs

took care of him.

THE POLL BEARER

UMass Plans

H. S. Day
The University of Massachu-

setts is readying plans for wel-

coming approximately two thou-

sand secondary school students

at the annual High School Guest

Dny on November 7.

Principals and guidance offi-

cers at public, parochial and

private secondary schools in Mas-

BaehnsettS will receive invitations

next Week for the students at

their schools. Parents of high

They kept warning me this would

happen if I didn't think of some super

way to describe that absolutely unique

good taste of Coca-Cola. So who's a

Shakespeare? So no ad . . . that's bad!

But, there's always Coke . .

.

and that's good I

Drink

Question: W
States ?

by MEL YOKES '60

Photos by Joel Tillman '63 •

do you think of Khrushchev's visit to the United

—Photo by Zuzko

MRS. RUTH PEIRCE

Dan Ilnicky *61. Hadley: f thh

breed food relationship b

-'
. far it has been WQ

to be having a good time."

Boh Shea *60. Springfield: 'He's just trying to

pull something over America, and trying to act

innocent in doing this. I don't think his visit will

do a lot of good."

the t •-) eoon-

:mil he seems

(m&&

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

a newly ap-

i, Ruth Peirce.

to Alpha Sig

<u<t tour of

Alpha Sig Has

New Hostess
Gamma Chapt • of Alpha

Sigma Phi fratern::y is extremely

pleased to Introduce to the cam-

pus community
pointed hostess, Mr

Mrs. Peirce comes

after a vaeatfoi

Europe where she spent consider*

able time in Italy. Switzerland,

and France enjoying the attrac-

tions of the continent.

Prior to her retirement, Mrs.

Peirce held positions at prominent

schools including Wheaton Col-

lege and Chapel Hill School for

Girls. She studied at the New
England Conservatory of Music,

and taught piano and voice pro-

fessionally. Mrs. Peirce is not a

stranger to our campus. She has

a grandson, George "Tim" Peirce

who studies here at the Univer-

sity.

All are cordially invited to

visit Alpha Sigma Pm lo meet

our charming hostess and help

welcome her to the UMass cam-

pus.

school students are also urged to

attend.

Purpose of the Guest Day pro-

gram is to acquaint secondary

school students—particularly sen-

iors- with the I Diversity campus,

admissions procedure and cur-

riculum.

Students, parents ami teachers

will visit with representatives of

thi University's colleges, schools

and divisions and hear an ex-

planation of admissions proce-

dures by members of the Regis-

trar's Off!< • Main speaker at the

event wi Dr. Jean Paul

Mather, University president.

All participants in the Guest

Day program will be invited to

attend the football game sched-

uled for November 7 between

Bfassachui r'd Brandeii Uni-

versiy at Alumni Field on the

University campus.

Sue Brooks '61, Gardner*: "His coming to the

U.S. is a good idea, but he shouldn't expect peo-

ple to welcome him with open arms."

Rosemarie Contarino *60, Methuen: "I feel this

trip is a profitable one for Mr. K. It will smooth

up some differences among the two countries."

Mike Hanifan '63. Methuen: 'This visit of K's

has been long overdue. The leaders of the two

mtries should have gotten together long before

this."

Bob Fujczak '60, Holyoke: "I believe that his

visit here will influence his decisions in the fu-

ture whether they be political, military, etc."

Richard Burns '63, Ipswich: "K's visit should

do some good to bring the two nations closer to-

gether."

R.S.O. . .

.

{Continued front paf/c 1)

the student rganizations. They

work with the officers and facul-

ty advisors of the student or-

ganizations to help attain their

goals and best serve the Uni-

versity.

Bus Service . .

.

(Cnntiri'f.l from page 1)

sity. This will not only be a ser-

vice to the University, but to the

entire Amherst community."

A schedule for the service

appears on page 4.

Fashion Fanfare
by JUDY BLASKIE '60

From head to toe, bright new color combinations and styles her-

ald the ietu i 11 of fall. Classics have more emphasis than ever. There

are no drastic style changes. The shapes are back to normal, empha-

sizing the waistline rather than forgetting its pi*esence.

Sportswear is important, featuring the no-color look this season

in loden green, camel, gold, brown and grey. The most popular skirt

is the hip-stitched version in both solid colors and striking plaids.

Skirts are still short, or should be, yet personal choice seems to be

the guiding mark for hemlines on campus. Sweaters are all lengths

this season. The long ones extend to the hipbone, many of them

bulky, in knitted plaids or popcorn knits, usually worn over shirts.

The long sweaters are often belted, with belts both wide and narrow,

or for a newer touch tucked into the skirt and belted. The short

sweater is waist length in both cardigans and pullovers.

Shirts haven't changed. Most popular is the plain cotton tailored

shirt featured in fall's smart new colors. An important look is the

shirt with the tucked front to be worn for both casual and dressy

occasions. For special dates a plain silk shirt w ;th neat tucks is

always a perfect choice.

A striking feature is being shown in two-piece coordinates and

casual dresses, called by "Glamour" magazine, the "diplomatic look."

This means any of the well-cut jackets, suits, or skirts in fabrics

borrowed from the men. Braid outlines many of the sporty jackets.

Jewelry often "makes" the otherwise plain, diplomatic styles. Huge,

chunky bracelets, many with authentic oW coins in both gold and

silver, the eagle pin, the maltese cross, golden star pins, or a bright

golden /ooster are all popular supplements to any wardrobe.

Fur fabrics are big news. Wild and wooley coats of orlon pile,

warm, yet light and comfortable are a striking new look in colors of

bright red, white and loden green. There are fur touches everywhere,

especially raccoon, shown as collars of both poplin and camel coats.

Fur again on collars and cuffs of dresses, small furry bags for even-

ing wear, or warm gloves for cold winter days.

The casual, sporty styles for fall seem designed especially for

collegiate wear. Good shopping everyone!

Bottled under authority of The Coco-Cola Company by

Coca-Cols Bottling Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Mass

Government Research

Has A New
Publication

A n«'w publication of the Bu-

reau of Government Research

was announced today by William

G. O'Hare, Jr., director of the

llureau. The six-page Bureau of

Government Research Bulletin is

RECORD LIST

The person who took the rec-

ord list from the Student In ion

Lobby Counter by mistake is

asked to return it as soon as pos-

sible.

If the list is not returned in

the near future, the record lend-

ing service at the Lobby Counter

will have to be stopped until the

records rim be reclassified to a

new list.

The Record List is a black loose

leaf notebook. It disappeared

from the

Friday.

Lobby Counter last

intended as an adjunct to the Bu-

reau's government information

function.

The first issue of the Bulletin

contains a municipal calendar.

Bridge Club
The Bridge Club announces its

affiliation with the American
Contract Bridge League. The of-

ficial commencement of the
league wiil be Thursday at 6:45

in the STJ, It will he an open in-

vitational duplicate bridge, and

all members of the University

family are invited.

news articles, and an article on

reapportionment by Gerald J.

Grady, assistant director of the

Bureau, who is editor of the Bul-

letin.
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Tech Sgt. Mark VV. Brenzo listens attentively to one of many question* asked by an-

guished AFROTC students. "Sarge" has been barking commands for over three years

now at the University. He hopes to have all the men "shaped up" by November 3,

the day of the Fall Review.

Do llbuThinkibrYburself?
(SHARPEN YOUR WITS ON THIS!*)

Do you think the- statement

"It's always darkest before

the dawn" Is (A) an astro-

nomical truism? (B) a good
reason for getting home
early? (C) a piece of hope-

ful philosophy? (D ) an argu-

ment for night watchmen?

a BQCDDD
Do you think that a man
who can pole-vault 16 feet

but doesn't like to, should

(A) go out and do it any-

way? (B) keep the whole

thing to himself? (C) do a

bit of self-analysis on why
he doesn't like to go so high?

(D) have the bar set lower?

ad bdcd DD
When you choose a filter

cigarette, do you (A) ask all

your friends, and take their

word for what's best? (B)

take the one that makes
the loudest claim? (C) in-

vestigate the facts, then use

your own judgment? (D)

go for the filter that gives

you taste plus filtering?

It's a wise smoker who depends on his own

judgment, not opinions of others, in his

choice of cigarettes. That is why men and

women who think for themselves usually

smoke VICEROY, they know only

VICEROY has a thin kin ft
man's filter— the

filter with more research behind it than

any other . . . the filter that changed

America's smoking habits. And only

VICEROY has a smokinn man's tosh-.

*// you hare ducked (D) in three out offour

questions, you're pretty sharp . . . but ifyou

picked (C)—man, you think for yourself!

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows

-

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER ... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE I

• tOM). trmnl WIIII»m»o« To».«rr» Corp.

Extra-Curricular Activity

Is Quite Important Too!
Just as important as academic

attainments to the student in the

process of achieving a iiberal edu-

cation are exti*a-curricular activi-

ties. As a service to the student

body, the Collegian offers the fol-

lowing suggestions on how to be

a success at extra-curricular ac-

tivities.

First of all, you must become

a joiner. The very fact that you

have the initiative to participate

in a lot of clubs will automatical-

ly raise your status. Then look

around for the most prominent

group on campus — and avoid it.

You don't want to be their pawn:

you want to be a leading figure

in your own club. Enlist in some
obscure society; if there are none

to fill your needs, you may have

to resort to organizing a new
chapter of the National String-

Saving Movement.

There are several ways of se-

curing members for your outfit.

.Some people will join anything

because a long string of member-
ships will look impressive in the

yearbook Other loyal friends will

join because they know that

you're stronger than they are,

and "if ya can't beat 'em, join

em!" In an emergency, members
may be kidnapped or imported

from other organizations.

You now have an official char-

ter from national headquarters,

and the dean has recognized the

existence of your group. As soon
as you have democratically ap-

pointed yourself dictator of the

organization, start a drive for a

"Save Your String" Day. This

should impress the faculty with

apparent zeal. From there on,

it's all politicking.

Now you are the well-known

president of the University of

Massachusetts Chapter of the Na-

tional String-Saving Movement,

with a faculty advisor and all!

Don't let this success go to your

head; keep up the indefatigable,

work.

The next big step is nominating

yourself to Senate office. Select

a comparatively insignificant

position that no one wants any-

how, and run unopposed. Accord-

ing to the latest reports from the

Bureau of Statistics, your chances

of being elected are excellent. It

is of little importance that your

position is insignificant; nothing

is too lowly for a beginning. As
a member of the paramount

Senate, you will have access to

that top secret affair, the Senate

meeting. Show your initiative.

Make radical motions. Volunteer

for committees. In no time at all,

elections will roll around and you

will find yourself elected to the

presidency by an overwhelming
majority of 50.001 percent.

Now you are important. You
are influential. You have the ex-

clusive power to make vital deci-

sions. You ABOLISH ALL EX-
TRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVI-
TIES! No one ever liked them in

the first place; everyone agreed
they took up too much study time.

No one can possibly criticize a

student for not belonging to any
clubs; there are none! Every stu-

dent can unobstructedly devote

himself to obtaining a 4.0 aver-

age, which will then become not
only desirable, but the only cri-

teria for BUceett and esteem. The
gang will ove you. Then, and
only then, will you be a sucess
at extra-curricular activities!

NOTICE
To All Senators and Class Officers

The proposed amendments listed below will be taken up at the
meeting of the student senate tonight at 7:00 P.M. All officers and
student senators are asked to attend this very important convention.

CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION
SSO. Moved that the following amendments and additions be incorporated Into

the University of Massachusetts Student Government Association Constitution in ac-
cordance with Article VI, Section I:

1) Article II Section 6B shall be amended to read:
(The Vice-President of the Senate) The Vice-President of the Student Sen-
ate shall assist the President at his duties.

2) Article II Section 6K shall be amended to read:

1. Succession to the Office of President—In the temporary or permanent
nature absence of the President the succession to the office of President
will occur in the following order: Vice-President, Treasurer, the Chairman
of each Senate Committee in the order listed in Section 7 following.

2. If the absence of the President is determined to he of a permanent nature,
the successor to the office of President will assume the full duties and re-
sponsibilities of the Prenident until the President shall return. If the ab-
sence of the President is determined to be temporary, the acting President
will preside as Chairman «t ali Senate meetings and Executive Committee
meetings and will assume none of the Presidential powers.

3. Except in the event of death, resignation or withdrawal from school, no
absence of the President shall be considered of a permanent nature unless
so indicated by a two-thirds vote of the attending Senators at a Senate
meeting. (Art: Twohig)

< 'INSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
Moved that the Student Senate amend the Student Government Association Con-

stitution by striking out Article II Section 3 subsection A and replace it with:
A. The numher of senators shall be determined according to the following

method

:

I. There shall he nine senators elected at large, three each from the junior.

sophomore, and freshman classes. Senators at large shall be elected at the

same time as class officers.

1. In the residential areas there shall be one senator for an area having less

than 225 residents and 374 under normal capacity, three senators for an
area between 375 and 524 and four senators for over 524 residents

S. The Elections Committee shall announce for the year the number of Ren-
ators for each residential area prior to the Fall elections.

4. Senate Vote: In the event a dormitory Is vacated and/or a new dormitory

la filled during the schoo* year the Elections Committee shall determine tho

status of the senator(s) in the vacated dorm, announce the numher of the

senators In the new dorm, and arrange for necessary elections, and the

approval of the Student Senate.

8. The residential areas are aa follows: each dormitory, the fraternities, the

sororities, the commuters, and the married students.

PROPOSED AMHERST-SPRINGFIELD-BOSTON
BUS SCHEDULE

AMHERST — SPRINGFIELD —BOSTON
Lv. Amherst 9:00 am 1 :00 pm 5:00 pm 7:45 pm 10:00 pm M2:00M
Lv. Nthmtn. 9:15 am 1:15 pm 5:15 pm 8:00 pm 10:15 pm *12:15am
Ar. Spfld. 10:00 am 2:00 pm 6:00 pm 8:45 pm 10:50 pm * 12 :55 am
Lv. Spfld. 10:15 am 2:15 pm 6:15 pm 9:05 pm 11:00pmt
Ar. Boston 12:30 pm 4:30 pm 8:15 pm 11:20 pm 1 :30 amt

BOSTON — SPRINGFIELD — AMHERST
Lv. Boston 9:00 am 12:30 pm 3:00 pm 6:30pm 8:30 pm
Ar. Spfld. 11:00am 2:45 pm 5:15 pm 8:45 pm 10:55 pm
Lv. Spfld. 8:00 am 11:30 am 3:10 pm 5:35 pm 9:00 pm Ml :00 pm
Ar. Nthmtn. 8:40am 12:10 pm 3:50pm 8:15 pm 9:40 pm Ml :40 pm
Ar. Amherst 8:55am 12:25pm 4:05pm 6:30pm 9;55pm Ml :55pm
•Friday, Saturday, Sunday A Holidays only tSunday only

Parachute . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

backward loops, while falling at

a speed of 125 miles per hour.

The parachute is then activated

at an altitude of 2,000 feet above

the ground, with no opening

shock, and the jumper slowly

descends to the ground. The land-

ing is equivalent to jumping from

a chair two feet high.

This is a sport for men and

women both. Many of the best

parachutists are girls and women.

This is more true in Europe

where the sport is over ten years

old than in the U.S.A., but there

may be an American Women's

Team in the 1960 International

Competition which will be held in

Bulgaria.

SirIsaac Newton is struck

by anothergreat ideal

IT'S

UP FRONT

As sure as little apples, Newton knew that what goes up must come down.

But when it comes down to a

really pleasurable filter ciga-

rette, it's what goes up— in front

of the filter, that is— that makes

the difference!

And there's where Winston

had an inspired idea — Filter-

Blend! Winston specially selects

choice, mild tobaccos, then spe-

cially processes them for filter

smoking. The result: Filter-

Blend up front of a modern fil-

ter. That's what makes Winston

Si complete filter cigarette.

Filter-Blend also makes
Winston America's best-selling,

best-tasting filter cigarette/Fake

it from Sir Isaac:

11 You don't have to be hit on the head to know that

Winston tastes good like a cigarette should!"

a.j.BCVNOlDn TOSACC0 C0..*imTON-*Alll».M.C.

Home Ec. Club To Hold

A Meeting This Sunday
The School of Homo Economics at Skinner Hail welcomed thirty

six freshmen to the UMass campus this year. The girls eome from

various parts of .Massachusetts— plus three from out of state.

The Edna Skinner Home Ec Club executive board held a meet-

ing last Wednesday, conducted by President Judy Brown '61, with

Miss Merriam, faculty advisor, and board members present. Plans

were made for the first meeting of the year, to he held September 27,

at 6:30 p.m. The meeting will primarily be a get-acquainted one for

present club members and the new freshmen. Elaine Gwodz '60, who

represented the Edna Skinner Club at the National Home Economics

Association Convention in Milwaukee this past June will give an ac-

count of her experiences. Another feature will be the introduction of

foreign students on campus who are studying Home Economics. And

refreshments are served I

In reference to the "Dictionary" in last week's Collegian—pseudo-

major for Home Ec—"Husband Hunting"— For our defense, it is a

well known fact that Home Ec majors KEEP them!

The Greek Alphabet
As Seen By

JUDY DICKSTEIN '63

ALPHA—used to mean half of.

Ex: Alpha pint of cream,

please.
* * *

BETA—ought to. Ex: You beta

beat it before the cops come.
* * *

GAMMA—baby-talk for grand-

ma. Ex: What big teeth you

have, Gamma!see
DELTA—used in cards. Ex: He

delta hand of pinochle.
* * *

EPSILON—foot bath. Ex: Go
soak your feet in epsilon salts.

* * *

7 ETA—to repeat a phrase. Ex:

Zeta again, Virginia Dare,
s * e

ETA—to devour. Ex: I eta

grape.
* * *

THETA—to devour (plural). Ex:

Theta whole cow.
* » *

IOTA—a duty. Ex: Iota slap

your face.
* * *

KAPPA—a pair. Ex: We dou-

bled with a kappa broads.
* * *

LAMBDA—a pugilist phrase. Ex:

So I lambda guy on the snoot.
* * *

Mary said

hello
A girl named Mary came up to

me one day, smiled, and told me

she was glad to see me. She asked

me to play cards with her, and

she won one game, and I won

the other.

There's nothing unusual about

this, except that Mary is a patient

in the Northampton State Mental

Hospital. She is a catatonie schiz

ophrenie, and on every other visit

I made there with the University

student volunteer group, she had

been sitting silent and motionless

in a corner.

MU—love song of a cow. Ex:
Mu, moo.

* * *

NT— recent. Ex: What's nu ?
* *

XI—dialect EX: Xi in love? I

is.

* * *

OMICRON—expression of pain

while dancing. Fx: Ouch!
micron!

* * *

PI—the great American dessert.

Ex: Gimmio a piece of cherry
pi.

* * *

RHO—form of exercise. Ex:
I'm tired, You rho for a while.

• $ Sj

SIGMA—part of a warning. Ex:
Look out or I'll sigma dog on
you.

* *

TAU — preposition. Ex: Won't
viiti come tnu party?

* * *

UPKILOV—an explanation. Ex:
See the acrobat. Upsilonded on
his head.

* * *

PHI — expressed condition. Ex:

I'd g" away phi had the money.
* * *

(HI -slang for man. Ex: He's a

good chi.

* * #

PSI — cockney for an American
song. Ex: Psi ft Isn't So.

* * *

OMEGA pari of a prayer. Ex:

Omega me pass my finals.

Adclphia, Revelers

Meet Tomorrow
Adelphia and Revelers will hold

a production meeting on Thurs-

day evening at 7:00 p.m. in Old

Chapel Auditorium. All those in-

terested in the production phase

of the show (make-up, costumes

etc.) are cordially invited to at-

tend this meeting. Casting will

take place around the 5th of Oc-

tober. The setting of this year's

show will be Greenwich Village.

Mexican Grad Student Win
$1200 Exterminating Plants

a

William Ziener of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts is $1200

richer this semester for knowing

how to rid a lake of pretty but

pesky water hyacinths.

Ziener, a native of Mexico,

competed with rtOO other con-

testants seeking a 15.000 peso

($1200) prize offered by a Mexi-

can newspaper for the "most ef-

fective, economical and rapid"

means of ridding Lake Chapala

in the state of Jalisco of the

plaguey hyacinths. The plants,

which choke waterways and dis-

rupt the lake's mutual relations

between organisms and their

environment, are considered an

economic liability by Mexican

authorities.

Announcement of the top prize

awarded to Ziener was made
recently In El Informador, the

newspaper which sponsored the

project. News of the award was

made public at the Universily by

Mr. John H. Lilly, head of the

department of entomology and

plant pathology.

Ziener, who holds an agricul-

ture engineer's degree from Ihe

Escuela Particular de Agricul-

tura. Mexico, is an entomology

major beginning his second year

of advanced study at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts. Currently

completing his thesis for a mas-

ter of science degree, he will re-

main at the University for his

doctorate in entomology.
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FACTS N FIGURES
by DICK BRESCIANI '60

The UMass Redmen run into Harvard's highest rated eleven in

year, on Saturday. The Crimson, loaded with sophs from a very suc-

cessful frosh dub, are even being picked by some observers to win

the Ivy League crown.

But. th«- impetus given the Redmen by their thrilling final period

come-back last weekend against Maine should enable them to really

give Harvard quite a battle.

The quality of football played in the Yankee Conference has

steadily improved during the past few years. Certainly the YanCon

could gain a tremendous amount of prestige this weekend if the Red-

men upend the Crimson, and Connecticut defeats Yale. Our upper-

crust Ivy Leaguers would ptobably never recover (emotionally) from

a double setback on a single Saturday by their lowly neighbors.

UMass Bonus Boys Have Big Seasons

Two former UMass baseballers, who signed for bonuses, had

outstanding seasons with their respective minor league teams this

past summer.
Ralph (Lefty) Lumenti, signed by the Washington Senators for

$35 000 in SepW of 1967 off the UMaca campus, compiled a 13-8 rec-

ord with the Charlotte, S.C Hornets of the Class A Sally League. He

was called up by the Senators and is supposed to start at least one

game. .

Last week Lumenti was selected as the top major league pitching

prospect in the league and was also named as the left-handed hurler

on the loop's official All-Star team. The speed-baller tossed a no-

hitter in June and finished with the third best earned run average.

Steve Ryder, who signed with the Milwaukee Braves' organiza-

tion after his frosh year in June 1958, rolled up a resounding .346

average in 125 games with the Eau Claire, Wis. Braves of the Class

C Northern League.

The slugging outfielder finished third in the batting race. He

clouted 12 home runs and drove in 90 runs. This performance could

boost Ryder into at least Class A ball next year.

Around The Major Leagues

Little Luis Aparicio, Chicago White Sox speed-demon, has stolen

54 bases, the highest tocal since George (Snuffy) Sternweiss pilfered

61 for the Yankees back in 1945.

Aparicio's total is higher than that of any team in the American

League except the Boston Red Sox who have 66 thefts to their credit.

Slugger Ernie Banks of the Chicago Cubs is known for his hit-

ting ability, but the veteran shortstop may set two new Major League

fielding records this year. Banks has committed just 11 errors and his

fielding average is .985.

A continuation of this pace in the final week of the campaign

will give Ernie two new records. Since he also has the r.b.i. crown

sewed up and is tied with Eddie Mathews in the homer derby at 43, it

could be quite a banner year for Banks.

"Game For Animals?"

Ronnie Knox, once highly-rated quarterback who played for three

different high schools and several N.F.L. clubs, quit the Toronto Ar-

gonauts recently.

A passion 10 become a poet and movelist caused Knox to run and

turn his back on more than $11,000 he would have made at Toronto.

"It's a game for animals and I like to think I'm above that,"

Knox stated. "The better things in life interest me more."

Harvard Tickets Sell Fast
Tickets for the Massachusetts

vs. Harvard football game this

Saturday at Cambridge, are cur-

rently on sale at the Student

Union lobby counter from 8:30

a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

The price for the tickets are

$3 for reserved seats and $1.50

for general admission.

It has been reported that the

tickets are going fast.

Last week's Redmen victory

over Maine is believed to have

been a factor in the student rush

for tickets.

With the student support

aroused, a huge UMass cheering

section is exected to occupy part

of the immense Harvard coli-

seum.

Direct Bus Service

To Springfield & Boston

Via Mass. Turnpike

5 TRIPS MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY

6 TRIPS FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY

9 A.M. Schedule To Boston

Saturday For HARVARD GAME
Via Peter Pan Bus Lines

AM M PM PM PM PM

leaves Amhvrit 9 00 1 00 5 00 7:45 10:00 11:59

Arrive* Sprin»rUM 10:00 7 00 400 • 43 11:00* 1159

Arnv»t lesion la.so 4:S0 • 15 11:10

l»iv#» •••ten 0:00 11:10 3 00 4:10 1:10*

leave* Springfield • 00 1130 1:10 5:IS 9 00 11:00*

Arrive* Amwent Jl 11M 4 05 4:10 MM 1155*

'Operate* Friday, Saturday, Sunday Only

R5MEM6E8 (564/,/

JvBnirfRfc

Saturday's Redmen victory over Maine has given new impetus

to the UMass eleven. UMass, a 19-0 underdog, came from behind to

skin the Black Bran* from Orono.

This week the Redmen travel to Cambridge where they will try

to turn the tables on Ivy League Harvard.

It was back in 1954 that an underdog Massachusetts eleven upset

highly ranked Harvard, 13-7.

The Harvard upset has been regarded as Coach Charlie O'Rourke's

greatest coaching achievement, and no doubt the "Thin Man" of the

Heights will be looking forward to a repeat performance.

'Mighty Trio 9

The fate of the Redmen Frosh grid team is in the hands of

three former collegiate gridsters. The trio includes head coach

Dick MacTherson (center), a graduate of Springfield College

and a former member of the University of Illinois coaching staff;

line coach Lou Varrichione (left), v « of last year's starting

Itedmen guards and a YanCon all-star ct«. '
« for the 117 and '58

seasons: and hackfield coach Don Johnson (ri&. "*. captain of the
'15 UMass eleven.

BOOTERS BEAT
ALUMNI, 3-0

by DAVE MRAZ '61

The varsity squad handed the

Alumni soccer team a solid

trouncing by winning Saturday's

opener 3-0. Although not a reg-

ularly scheduled encounter, the

game was the first opportunity

this season for the varsity to

meet organized opposition.

Even though the Alumni had

a good defense, they couldn't

come through with the scoring

punch. On the other hand, the

Redmen had good depth in de-

fense combined with accurate

passing to make the offense line

click.

Jim Rosenberg led the front

line by scoring two goals, while

the halfback line was sparked by

Grant Bowman, who scored the

third goal to cap the morning.

Coast Guard Next

Defeating the Alumni got the

team off to a good start for the

season and h**s put them in the

proper spirit to give the Coast

Guard a smashing defeat.

The Redmen will play the

Coast Guard Academy this Satur-

day; the game starting at 2:00

p.m. on the field next to the ten-

nis courts. Those who aren't go-

ing to Harvard, should come on

out and support the team—they'd

appreciate your backing.

E&S Winner

Dick Riley, a 6'2", 230 lb. tackle

from Lowell is the E&S Cam-
pus Cleaners award winner for

the week.

Riley won the award because

of his fine downfield blocking

and effective defensive play in

last week'a game against Maine.

Meet The Coach—
Chet Gladehuck
Chet Gladchuk joined the U

Mass coaching fraternity with

Charlie O'Rourke seven years

ago. A native of Bridgeport,

Conn., Chet won all sectional

honors at Harding High School

and later went on to become an

Ail-American at Boston College.

He also was an A II -Professional

center for the New York Giants

for two years.

In 1950, Chet became the first

football coach at the University

of Bridgeport.

In 1951, he joined the Montreal

Alouettes as player-lino coach

and led his team to the division

title.

Since joining O'Rourke in 1952,

Chet has turned out some top-

notch line men at the University

of Massachusetts. In 1954 guard

Don MacPhee won honorable

mention on the Little All Ameri-

can squad and Lou Kirseh was

named to the Yankee Conference

eleven.

Besides heing a football coach

at the University, Chet is also

the varsity and frosh golf coach.

The Gladrhuks make their home
in Amherst.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
C^M ft

U

FOR RENT
FUSNISHID HIATIO

A'ARTMINTS
1, 4, and S teem*

Alto -

SINGLE ROOMS
and OARAOES

Cat! Alpine 11104

"You Knew Very Well WHAT Signals!'

The proprietor of the Dirty Dog Saloon con-

gratulates the football team on its great victory

over Maine.

Saturday

UMass 28

Harvard 21

I

I

A Voice

from the Past

(See p. 2)
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Senate, Officers

Pass Two New
Constitution Amendments

by ALAN FINKLESTEIN

Senate Reporter

With the coming of Senate elec-

tions in two weeks, a constitu-

tional convention consisting of the

Student Senate and all class of-

ficers passed two amendments to

the Student Government Con-

stitution last Wednesday night in

the S.U.

One amendment passed un-

animously, calls for reapportion-

ing the number of senators in

residential areas. This amendment

changes the ratio of one senator

for every 150 students to one

senator for every 225 students. A
residential area will be entitled to

an additional senator for every

additional 150 students. The

maximum number of senators al-

lowed for one residential area

will be six for any number of

students over 824.

Earlier, the convention passed

an amendment seeking to safe-

guard the powers of the Senate

president. Passed by a role call

vote of 32 to 2, this amendment

declares that if the Senate Presi-

dent is absent temporarily, the

acting president will preside as

chairman, but will assume no

presidential powers such as the

power to make committee ap-

pointments.

Dennis Twohig '60, in speaking

for the amendment said, "It has

come from the General Court that

we need this amendment. Any-

one who votes against it takes

the responsibility for getting an

amendment on the floor if it is

necessary."

All students interested in run-

ning for the Senate please take

notice. All dormitory and married

students will participate in elec-

tions scheduled for Wednesday,

October 7, between 8 and 11 P.M.

in the dorms. The fraternity,

sorority, and commuting students

will hold elections from 10 to 5

A.M. in the Union lobby. At this

time an election for a Senator-at-

Large for '62 will be held.

Applications will be available

in the office of the Dean of Men

on Monday, September 28, and

will be due back on October 5 at

4:30 P.M. A drawing for posi-

tion on the ballot is scheduled for

5 P.M. on the same day.

At the regular Senate meet-

ing, which was held directly after

the constitutional convention,

Senate President Rob Zelis '60

announced that there are still a

few openings for students on the

Fine Arts, LaDrary, aim i uum.

Health Committees. All students

interested should contact Zelis as

soon as possible.

SU Has Continued

Expansion Policy
by JEANNE S

The Student Union, a major

center of activities fur the student

body, is operating under the

policy of continued expansion. As

Director of the Student Union,

Mr. William I>. Scott is respon-

sible for the entire operation of

the Union huilding.

Under the direction of Mr.

Scott, the University Conference

Coordinator, Mr. Harold Durgin,

heads such activ the cam-

pus c 1 e n d a r, non-academic

scheduling, and conferences.

Effective July 1, 19*9, Mr.

Scott received the title of Co-

ordinator of Student Activities.

Mr. William D. Seed, (It) recently named Coordinator of Cam.

pus Activities and Mr Michael Lnine, (L) Program Advisor, have

played an important part in the success of the Student Union.

Keep Homecoming Dry

IFC Warns Alumni
by LARRY RAYNER *61, News Editor

The Inter-Fraternity Council

made it clear tha the campus

fraternities will Strictly abide by

the administration' "no drinking

policy" at their weekly meeting

last Wednesday night,

Mark Nelson (P^K) introduced

the discussion by pointing out

that the fraternities would have

a very serious proh'< m preventing

alumni from drinking in the

houses on Homecoming Weekend.

Mike Dube (KS) took the view

that all fraternity members
should be on the lookout for this

AULNIER '62

In this capacity, he heads the

office of Student Activities, which

is operated by his assistant,

Mr. Edward A. Ruck.

All the services emanating

from the Union building are

coordinated by Mr. Scott. He

Serves ftl a member of the follow-

ing committees: Campus Calen-

dar Hoard, Recognized Student

Activities, University Conference

Hoard, Committee on Social Ac-

ivities, Provost Student Person-

nel Activities Council, and is

chairman of the Student Union

Planning Council,

An ex-officio member of the

problem, but "it i.c impossible to

be on the watch every minute."

It was pointed out that a num-

ber of houses are sending out

letters to alumni who are plan-

ning to visit on Homecoming
Weekend telling them that there

will be absolutely no drinking in

the fraternities. Mike Dube posed

the question, "If a guest drinks in

the house, is the house respon-

sible?" IFC President Tom Camp-

bell (TO answered, "Yes, each

house is responsible. We don't

want any fraternities punished]

Richard Cabcrman (AEPH, left, treasurer of the II- < .
Thorns

Campbell (Theta Chi), center, president, and Michael Dube (KS.,

right, administrative vice-president of the I EC, are shown usCUSelng

IFC plans for homecoming.

because of two or three alumni

who can't wait for a drink until

they get off campus. The adminis-

tration said that there will be no

drinking. It's in black and wbite

in the University rules and IFC

By-laws."

In other business, Don Adams,

(PMD) rushing chairman for the

IFC, suggested that all fraterni-

ties sit in one section of the

stands at home football games.

Mike Dube brought up the fact

that the members of each house

would want to sit together.

Adams answered that this was

possible under this motion. "The

members of the individual houses

could still sit together but all

WOUld bet sitting in the same

general area in the stands."

Steve Sackmary (PSD) pointed

out that this would require that

the IFC reserve a section of the

stand. "I don't think that the

administration would give us per-

mission and even if they did, we

would be sitting in the same

people by reserving such a large

section."

The majority of the members

eed that each house would

•efer to (it where they chose.

Another motion, brought up by

Ron Perry (TC), IFC Athletics

Chairman, from the Council oi

I

•
, , proposed that the

Intra fraternity football schedule

be set up on a five year basis BO

eh fraternity will be assured of

playing every other fiaternity

within a five year period. In the

mtinui d an page -U

Student Union Hoard of Gover-

nors, Mr. Scott also participates

in the recommendation of policies

for the use of I'nion facilities.

Program events occurring with-

in the LInion are under the direc-

tion of the Program Advisor, Mr.

Michael Lame, 'ho also serves

as a faculty advisor.

In this role is advisor, Mr.

Laine is affiliated with the Stu-

dent Union Planning Council. Fi-

nancially, this I >uncil operates

under the established procedure

of the RSO. Composed of six jun-

iors and six ophomores, the

Council is a group of volunteers

elected for their interest in the

program of the I nion. Last year

the total committee memher.ship

was 126, an average of ten to

twelve students pet committee.

Under Mr. I aine's guidance,

one of the most active and suc-

cessful committees was the Spe-

cial Events PI ommittee spon-

sored the popular "My Last 1
-

ture" series, which has been wide-

ly acclaimed on the campus.

Beca'j w ' sincere interest

of Mr. Scott end Mr. Laine, last

year was a very successful one

for the Student Union. All

revenue sres v,,d percent-

age Increase in traffic and gross

receipts. The a< olemic year of

i 1 19 i
!»'.(

)

l prove thai the

l it ion work

UM Motorcade Plans

Challenge Harvard Spirit

ing relation!

! to the

hi he a valuable

, campus,

by DICK BRESCIANI '08

A large motorcade will travel

to Harvard Stadium tomorn

morning to cheer the 1 Ms

football team in its big clash

with Harvard.

The motorcade will leave South

parking lot (in front of the I age)

at 9:30 with tWO cars carrying

the cheerleaders in the lead.

Campus police chief "Red"

Hlasko will escort the caravan

out of town. The group will

travel to Harvard >ia Route 2.

Special Parking Lot

With parking space near the

Stadium difficult tO find, arrange-

ments have been made with Har-

vard officials to reserve a large

parking lot for members of the

motorcade.

Tickets to gain admi ision to

the special 1'Mass motorcade

parking lot will he given out at

the Cage parking lot before tin-

group leaves for the game.

Since University rules do not.

allow unscheduled holidays, no

classes will be cancelled tomor-

row morning.

However, it is hoped that close

to 100 cars will take part in the

motorcade, the first at UMass
sine,. 1956.

'»n that occasion, spirit was

high

for UMass fans by rolling up a

»">n »', decision.

When the Redmen take the

field for the opening kickoff to-

morrow they will be 11 point un-

derdogs. But with a solid UMass
cheering section spurring them

the Redmen could upset the

applecart.

RD's To Present

Our Town In Nov.
Thornton W I Id t r*s Pulitizer

Prize winner "Our Town" will

be presented on campus Novem-
ber H>, 20, and 21 by the Roister

Doisters. Try outs for the drama

will be held this Monday and

Tuesday, September 2Xth and

29th, in Barnstable and Franklin

rooms of the Student In ion from

7 to !>;:<0 p.m.

"Our Town", currently enjoy-
• .hi ss as an off Rroad-m

was previously

•am pus by the

can •- of the 19M Redmen,

Upsel over Harvard, 13-0. Hut

the Ivy LesgUers spoiled the day

way revival,

presented <»n

Roister Doisters in the spring of

L989 Mr, Henry Pierce of the

Speech Department will direct the

fall production,

The Tina! results of the try-outs

will be anounced at the general

RD meeting on Thursday, October

1, at 1 1 a.m. Members, associates,

and interested persons are invited

to attend
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Look in the Mirror

WHat happened to the queen of the high

school prom? What happened to Mr. Big of

Small Town High? What happened to the

student who breezed through high school and

came to college only to find that he has to

Btudy hard to earn grades that he considers

inferior to his high school marks? This is the

land wlu-re good men meet their superiors

and the best men meet their peers.

In a recent issue of Cosmopolitan maga-

zine it was pointed out that this struggle

to maintain their high school standing in

college has led to the mental and emotional

breakdown of many college students, espe-

cially freshmen. More often, and in some

ways more serious than the cases of com-

plete mental breakdown, are those incidents

where students become frustrated in their

attempts, and as a result become depressed

only to fall short of their potentialities

into the pit of mediocrity.

Cosmopolitan went on to explain that the

real failure in this problem is the failure on

the part of college freshmen to mature. Too

many freshmen tail to realize that recogni-

tion will not come as a result of high school

achievement (nor will it be hampered as a

result of lack of high school achievement).

The important mt n on campus are important

because they made themselves so—alone.

K.B.

Fight Fiercely

UMass
Tomorrow the Redmen meet Harvard

in one of the toughest games in their sched

ule. If they are to give their best on the field,

they deserve the best in support from the

stands.

For year- ihe football team has been the

target of general campus criticism This

jrear, h<» •

,
has been different The team

Hiade an impressive start against Maine.

Mam hours of hard work have teen put m
on the practice field. This work has reflected

in the quality of playing, as the Maine Rears

found mil to their dismay hist weekend.

Constant hard work by the team has

given us a winning chance. As such, that

team deserves our whole-hearted support.

Nothing is more discouraging to the men on

the field than to know that their campus is

not supporting them. Nothing is more dis-

heartening than to look up at your college's

Section and find half-empty stands.

Ybur support of the team tomorrow will

be reflected on the field. A good team, which

we have together with wholehearted sup-

port from the stands, can and will mean a

win over the Crimson. Let's make sure that

v,c do our part in insuring this victory* Tho

motor cavalcade foi Harvard will leave from

ih Cage at approximate!) 9:JUJ tomorrow

morning. Let's see everyone there*

Voice From The Past
by TED MA EL '60

Amid all the hullaballoo surrounding Khrushchev's vis-

it, I doubt many of you read about a speech made last

Wednesday in Woodford. England. An 8 1-year-old gentle-

man campaigning for Parliament declared: "We must avoid

all temptation to buy a temporary peace at the price of sur-

render of vital interests." This declaration sounded like a

voice from the past. Twenty-one years ago, this same voice

was making similar statements to warn his fellow country-

men against appeasing that ravenous lunatic, Hitler. But

the British did not heed the appeals of Sir Winston Church-

ill and, consequently, had to call on him to save them from

defeat and devastation.

However, Sir Winston's experiences with dictators did

not end with Hitler. During the war, he was allied with

another—Joseph Stalin. As wartime allies with Stalin or

"Uncle Joe", as he was affectionately called, Americans and

Britons were willing to let bygones be bygones. They for-

got that in the '30's, Uncle Joe was responsible for the

death of about 10 million Russians. They forgot that Uncle

Joe had signed a non-aggression pact with Hitler in 1939

to pave the way for World War II. Moreover, Uncle Joe

was murmuring phrases about Christ and God, peace and

friendship. Undoubtedly, he had seen the errors of his ways

and had reformed.

But Sir Winston did not trust Stalin. The Prime Minis-

ter warned Roosevelt against giving the Russian boss too

many concessions. FDR, however, thought his English

friend was too pessimistic. For this was the new Stalin.

By 1948 it was clear that the only difference between the

old and the new Stalin was that the "new" Stalin controlled

East Germany, Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Albania,

Bulgaria, Rumania, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania as well

as the Soviet Union.

Today Uncle Joe's successor, "Cousin Niki", is touring

the United States. Our jolly Cousin Niki, who poses as a

combination Santa Claus and Messiah, also murmurs

phrases about Christ and God, peace and friendship. And

again many Americans are indicating by their cheers and

warm greetings that they are willing to let bygones be by-

gones. It is so easy to forget that Cousin Niki had less than

six months ago given us an ultimatum to get out of Berlin

or else and that Cousin Niki only 2 weeks ago gave sanc-

tion to a Communist Uprising in Laos.

Sir Winston Churchill must be overly pessimistic just

as he was with Hitler ami Stalin. This is the new Khrush-

chev. All he wants is Berlin and the Middle East. (For now,

anyway.)

of

Red China:

Deadlock In The U.N.
by VIRGIL B. DIXON

Kditor'-! Note: The opinions expressed in this article arc thosi

the author anil do not necessarily reflect the policy of the C«Uegian.

Earlier this week, the United Nations General Assem-

bly once again refused admis ion of Red China into its body.

This year the vote. It to 29 with nine abstentions, was a

reiteration Of the last year's vote, casting a poor light on the

U.N. Assembly. It is my opinion that all the nations of the

Assembly, except the United States and Russia, are giving

little consideration to this case in point. In view of this

theory, We ran also summarize that these nations are too

busy with their problems. Or, perhaps they believe that the

U.N. is running smoothly without Red China? So, why be

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

The Rumble And The Crash
To the Editor:

The following unsigned, printed note was slipped

under my door Wednesday when I was at the Senate

meeting:

"Rock and Roll" will have its revenge against

radicals who deprive normal people of their free-

dom of choice. Try reading the U.S. Constitution

sometime.

In reply I submit:

To the anomalous gentlemen:

The Student Union Governing Board, which has

a student majority, sets all policy with regard to the

use of Student Union facilities; this includes setting

policy pertaining to juke box usage. The Board

generally tries to reflect campus opinion in setting

policy while doing, what it considers, the best serv-

ice to the campus community. Most "normal peo-

ple", that is, students at the University with some

intellectual capacity reflected in their eclectic musi-

cal aptitude, will place both "Rock and Roll" and

"Classical" music in their proper perspective and

appreciate each at a suitable time. The Student

Union Governing Board felt it was reflecting the

will of the "normal people" (c.f. anomalous) in sub-

stituting something musically more suitable than

the juke box selections during the early morning

hours. If you agree with us, if you disagree with

us, there is a suggestion box outside of the "Hatch"

almost exactly behind the juke box. The S.U.G.

Board will consider the will of the student body

when establishing a permanent policy in this mat-

ter.

Might I also add that I am always influenced by

the wishes of the majority, but never by an anony-

mous individual.

Robert Zelis '60

President of the Student Senate

rami i ion':

i
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No Escape?
Joseph Wood Krutch in Grand Canyon:

How long will it be before there is no quietness

anywhere, no escape from the rumble and the crash,

the clank and the screech which seem to be the in-

evitable Accompaniment of technology? Whatever
man does or produces, noise seems to be an un-

avoidable by-product. Perhaps he can, as he now
tends to believe, do anything. But he cannot do it

quietly.

William Sloane Associates

Reprinted from The Render'a Itiyeat

bothered bringing her into the U.N. and
starting an endless cycle of trouble?

This year the United States introduced a

two part resolution which prevented Red
China's entrance. The first part was actual-

ly a defeat of an Indian request to put the

Red China question on the General Assembly
agenda. In part two of the resolution the As-
sembly agreed not to replace the Nationalist

Government of China with the Communist
regime.

This whole issue of Red China's admit-

tance to the United Nations raises an old

and well argued question of "Should the

United States Recognize Red China?" This
is the backbone of the whole matter in that

if the U.S. does acknowledge her, this Com-
munist state will, more than likely, become
the 83rd member of the United Nations. The
U.S.A. has refused for over ten years to

recognize the Chinese gov-

ernment. What the United

States is attempting to

prove, I do not know. But we
should at least realize this:

even without the United
states' recognition, she has

existed and maintained her-

self as the stronger of the

two Chinese governments. I

do not advocate United

States recognition of Red
China or continued non-rec-

ognition. All I ask is n rec-

onsideration of the situation

in the true light of its worth.

Next year, as in years

past, Red China will prob-

ably be refused entrance to

The Campus Beat With The Fraternities
by JERRY GALLAGHER 62

'fte scene: Ancient Rome. The players: Matherius, commander

of one of the armies, and Powor, a leader in the Roman Senate

Matherius: I say Powor, my captains are restless and full of dis-

pute. They crave nunc comely women, more wine and more loot.

Powor: Wine? Though I, thy eampius diy!

Matherius: May Brandeis defeat us! Eorgoteth the wine, I beg

of you.

Powor: The comely women, forgeteth them too?

Matherius: By the dorm that sits in the middle of Baker Hill

Road, thou art the rudest of men. Wouldst I slay thee now with my
bronze tipped Parker '51 Pen. were not it overbrimming with ink

and I care not to refill it again.

Powor: May thy legions sleep on the floor! May they sleep three

to a room for evermore! Emperor Furculoius shall h<\ar of this. That's

for shore!

(Just then, a herald announces that the Senate is about to vote

on the matter. As both men walk off they draw daggers and Rive each

other a friendly pat on the back.)

Enter a second herald:

Congratulations to the following, newly elected house councils in:

Chadbourne:

President—Jerry Orlen '62

Treasurer—Norm Greenfield 'f>:$

Athletic Chairman—Rick Alger '62

Social Chairman—Carl Palmer '61

Greenough:

President—John Rizos

Vice-Pres.—Clarence Green

Secretary—Charles Getchel

Treasurer—Calvert Eck

Athletics Chairman—Richard Catalini

Social Chairman—Ray Sundlin

Their will be an Outdoor Sing and Dance, this Saturday in the S.U.

Parking Lot for members of the Freshman Class from 7:00 to 11:00

P.M. (Real).

Anyone interested in attending the first meeting of the Swim Club

is invited to an organizational meeting in the Campus Pond.

The Bird Club is once again attempting to organize. All birds are

invited to a luncheon to be heid at Grinnel Arena.

Beta Eta Eta Rho Fraternity will hold a Get Acquainted Party for

all upperclassmen this Sunday at 8:00 P.M. Refreshments will
f
be

served.

Contrary to popular belief, there is no rally scheduled for tonight.

(Attention you knuckleheads! All articles for the Campus Beat should

be placed in the Activities Editor's Box in the Collegian Office at

least two days before desired appearance of the article)
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OfTwo Minds
On the one hand, you have Thirsty G. Smith.

Good taste to him means zest and zip in a

beverage, sparkle and lift and all like that . .

.

On the other hand, T. Gourmet Smythe

perceives good taste as the right, fit and proper

refreshment for s Discriminating Coterie

So? . . . Have it both ways! Coca-Cols

... so good in taste, in such good taste.

Dl.nl.

CmQa

by SAM RLYTHE, SPK
This page marks the first time

in the history of the Colleyinn

that fraternity and sorority news

items are being presented to-

gether. The Greek page will ap-

pear weekly in order to inform

the campus in general about fra-

ternity and sorority activities end

accomplishments.

AEPi

AEPi started off the new year

with a vigorous cleanup campaign

under the leadership of the new

slate of officers: Richard Gaber-

man, master; Gerry Steinberg, It.

master; Neil Goldman, scribe;

Steve Kaplinsky, treasurer; and

our new advisor, Dr. Van Steen-

berg of the History Department,

Social-wise, we started off suc-

cessfully with a "Thirst-First"

party highlighted by pizza, root

beer, a skit, and a jazz band. On
the sports scene, our football

team has been practicing hard,

and is looking forward to a suc-

cessful season in the IFC League.

AGR
We started the social season

off on the right foot with a dif-

ferent three way "Prohibition"

party with TKE and Tr?P which

included dancing, folk singing, a

jazz band, and the "usual re-

freshments". Ropes are high this

year for the IFC sings and Dick

Draper has been working hard

getting the house ready. On the

sports scene, the football team

has been practicing hard every

afternoon for the IFC season

opening this next week.

ASP
Last Saturday night a party

was held in "mourning" for the

newly-disposed-of bar. Sports-

wise, our football team is shap-

ing up in practice for the season's

opener. Cppere'.aas rushing is un-

der way with a smoker already

under our belt

ATG
Pledging season has begun at

Alpha Tau Gamma as Thursday

evening a successful smoker was
held for students pledging the

fraternity. Our first party, with

theme "The Casual Beatnik", will

he held this Saturday evening.

KS

Kappa Sig has been practicing

for their season's opener in the

IFC football league. The brothers

have displayed their talents very

well and we should definitely be

a threat for first place.

PSD

Phi Sigma Delta's social year

got off with a bang last Saturday

night with a party highlighted by

community singing with the fine

piano accompaniment of Mel

Yoken. We would like to officially

welcome our new resident hostess,

Mrs. Margaret Sangree. We hope

that she will enjoy her new posi-

tion. On the sports scene, we have

had good turnouts at our foot-

hall practices in preparation for

the IFC league opening.

QTV

Our football team has been

working out for more than a week

in preparation for the coming

season. On the improvement side,

the house has been rewired and

the entire third floor lined with

fire-proof plasterboard to comply

with fire protection regulations.

Also, plans are underway for the

first annual QTV Parents' Week-

end to be held early in November.

SAE

Congratulations to all the

brothers who made such a fine

showing in the Maine game: Vin

Caputo, Tom Delnickas, John

MeCormaek, and Carmen Scarpa!

Likewise, our best wishes to the

several brothers married during

the summer and to Pete Sullivan

and Tom Delnickas on their

recent pinnings. Hot news flash

—

Jerry Cullen will inevitably be-

come the manager of Boston'.-

famed University Club!

SPE

The Sig Eps, after a week of

impressive football drills in prep-

aration for their defense of the

IFC football title, are looking

forward to their trip this week-

end. A large aggregation of

brothers will travel to Boston to

take in the University of Bias*

sachusetts vs. Harvard football

game. Saturday night, after the

game, the brothers will gel to

Direct Bus Service

To Springfield & Boston

Via Mass. Turnpike

5 TRIPS MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY

6 TRIPS FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY

9 A.M. Schedule To Boston

Saturday For HARVARD GAME
Via Peter Pan Bus Lines

Et vous? SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

leaves Amherst

Arrives Springfield

Arrives Boston

Leaves Boston

Leaves Sprinqfield

Arrives Amherst

AM PM »M PM PM PM

9:00 1:00 500 745 10:00 11:59

1000 2:00 600 845 11 00* 1259

12 30 4 30 8:15 11:30

900 12:30 300 6:30 830'

too 11:30 3:10 5 35 900 1 1 .00*

855 1225 405 430 9:55 11:55*

'Operates Friday. Saturday, Sunday Only

(Continued mi pan*' H)
Bottled under authority of The Coco-Cola Company by

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Mast
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—FOR SALE—
1 Olds Hydromatic '49

§
= Rocket 9H— MOO Honei-t Miles g

: Exceptional — Asking $2."»0
j

lei. ALptae 3-r>007

SiiimiiiniimiMiHinimiiimiinimiimir;

FOR RENT
FURNISHED HEATED

APARTMENTS
3 4, and 5 Room*

— Alto —
SINGLE ROOMS
and GARAGES

Call Alpine 3-3394

gether si tome spot in the Bos-

ton srea Slid then return to the
•

campus early Sunday morning.

Oa the tighter side, just what is

the effect of the "Moon" on the

brothers at SPE?

TEP
TEP Introduced a now first in

parties this past weekend — a

"Prohibition" party along with

AGR ami TKE. Entertainment
was provided for by folk singing

with Bob Levy in tho load. Tho
brothers welcome a now houso-

mother, Mrs. Rockwell. (>n the

athletic scene, tho bouse football

t.-am anticipates a fine season
due to their fino showing in pre-

season practices.

TKE
Down Toke way, the hrothors

onjoyefl the past woek's threo way
party with TEP and AGR. Turn-
ing to the athletic side, we ex-

pect a groat football team this

year, so opponents bewarol We
would also like to welcome our
now housemother, Mrs. Wagstaff,
and we hopo sho will fit in well

with the brothers of TKE.

Red China . .

.

(Continued from page 2)

the LT.N. and probably again

due to a I'.S. resolution. The
problem will eventually be

solved, but let's not hold our

breath until it is.

I.F.C. Meeting . .

.

(Continued from ]myc 1)

past, Perry pointed out, they have

been set up on the basis of the

previous year's standings. Tho
unit ion was rarried with almost

no discussion.

Steve Sackmary asked the

other members if they had had

any previous doalings with the

Rejo Corp. He said that his house

manager had ordered one can of

wax, one Itottlo of floor oloanor,

and an applicator. Tho company

sent "18 cans of wax, Ifi bottles

of floor cleaner, and a cheap ap-

plicator along with a bill for

$100.-

Wayne Lynch (TKE) said that

his fraternity had done business

with them previously, hut advised

all fraternities ami sororities to

avoid this "high pressure" or-

gani/.a! ion.

Pan-Hello
Beesuss of tho groat opportu-

nity which this page offors us,

all the 'lady-Greeks" will be in

the news too. Every Eriday, you

iV iiinan WOtnen will have ,i

Chance to observe somo of the

sorority activities and become

acquainted with some of the

aspects of sorority life before the

big "rush" begins second sejo

ter. If you have any questions

about ihe Pan-Hellenic Tea, the

Intor-fratornity Sing and De-

claration, or Round Robins, just

"tune in" and we'll try and keep

you posted. In the meantime, I

might add that upperclass rush-

ing begins next Tuesday, Septem-

ber 29. A schedule of the suc-

ceeding parties should bo posted

in the dorms by that time. Next

Week we'll begin having articles

From each house which should be

of interest to all of us. See you

then!

LOST & FOUND
Will the person who found a

K&E slide rule in E-22 Machmer
nlease contact Charles Dyer, 22.'l

Mutter-field House,

Will the person who found a

21 charm sterling silver bracelet

in D Pemald Hall, please contact

Gretchell Shultts, 112 Hamlin
House.
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^T^N~CO~AFTKR HARVARD SCALPS
by VIN
Sports

The Massachusetts Redmen,

fresh from their thrilling upset

victory over Maine last week-end,

will invade Cambridge this Satur-

day where they meet the Harvard

eleven at the Harvard coliseum.

Charlie Ravenel and halfback

that he will use almost the same

starting lineup as he did last

week. However, the fact that

O'Rourke has not committed him-

self to name a definite starting

team has led to speculation that

there may be one or two changes

in the backfield. or perhaps even

in the line.

Saturday's conflict against the

Crimson will once again see the

Redmen taking the underdog's

position. This year's Harvard

squad is predicted to be one of

the best in recent years.

Harvard's mentor John Yovfc-

sin has a squad of forty-four

candidates led by sixteen return-

ing lettermen.

The Crimson offense will offer

a one-two punch of quarterback

Charlie Ravenel and halfback

Chet Bourlis. Ravenel is picked

as one of the finest play callers

in the Ivy League, while Boulris

is an All-Ivy star.

The Crimson, whose season will

officially open with the grid-bat-

tle against UMass, scrimmaged

BASILE
Editor

Williams last Friday and out-

scored the Ephs, 38-12.

Harvard coaches witnessed last

week's Redmen victory over the

Black Bears and Yovicsin had

much praise for quarterback John

McCormick, referring to him as

a nifty passer.

The Redmen, after their dem-

onstration last week, proved that

they can be a winning ball club.

However, they will have to over-

come the penalties and fumbles

which plagued them in the first

half.

The game promises to be a

thriller from start to finish with

Harvard trying hard to open the

season with a victory. The boys

from Amherst, meanwhile, will

be trying to repeat the 1954

UMass upset over Harvard.

Shown above are quarte/back John McCormick, Coach Charlie O'Rourke, and end Ralph

Maloney. Both players are probable starters in Saturday's game with Harvard and should be decisive

factors for the Redmen.

SPORTALK
by HAL DUTTON

By the time you read this ar- row afternoon

tide Charley O'Rourke's Redmen

will have completed a workout in

Harvard Stadium in preparation

for The Game. Our hosts will be

looking for their first winning

season in many years when they

open their 1959 campaign tomor-

Redmen Must

Stop Ravenel
by CLAUDE WELCH

Editor's Note — Mr. Claude

Welch is a member of the Junior

Board of the Harvard Crimson.

The opinions expressed here are

his own and definitely not those

of the Collegian.)

Harvard football fans have

waited five long years for a win-

ning team. At last they have

one; this fall's Crimson eleven

has both the depth and talent

which coach Charlie O'Rourke

lacks on his Redman squad. His-

Coach John Yovicsin's squad

runs from a split-T formation,

relying extensively on dive and

slash plays. Ravenel _ passing is

at present the Crimson's weak

offensive point, and O'Rourke

will doubtedlessly jam the line

to halt the ground attack.

Graduation claimed nearly all

the star Harvard line of last sea-

son, which averaged nearly 215

pounds per man between the

tackles. Over half the members

tory may repeat itself, but those of the squad are sophomores

who expect a repeat of the 1954

upset will meet with disappoint-

ment.

Quarterback Charlie Ravenel

is one of the finest in the Ivy

League. He runs fast and hard,

uses an effective belly-series op-

tion play, and has an uncanny

without varsity experience, and

the success of the Harvard squad

depends almost entirely upon the

showing of these new players.

In a scrimmage last Friday

against Williams, the Crimson

trounced the Eph eleven, 38-12,

with Ravenel scoring three toueh-

know'edge of weak points in the downs on runs of 20, 25, 30 yards

opponent's line. His backfield re-

turns intact, and includes big

halfhack Chet Boulris, an All-

Ivy performer and leading ground

gainer on the team.

If the UMass* defense cannot stop

him, the game is as good as lost,

by two or three touchdowns. But

if Ravenel can be halted, an upset

could be in the making.

Coach John Yovicsin has a

fine veteran backfield headed by

quarterback Charlie Ravenel and

halfback Chet Boulris. Up front

however, things aren't so rosy.

Captain Hank K» »hane is the

only returning starter from last

year's forward wall. The line

play of the Redrmn, led by stal-

wart tackle Dick Riley, was a

major factor in the comeback vic-

tory against Maine. It could be a

major factor again this week.

Pro Loop Opens

The National Football Leagv e

begins its fortieth season tomor-

row night when the Los Angeles

Rams play host to the New York

Giants in the spa» >us Memorial

Coliseum.

The eleven other clubs in the

league will be out to usurp the

defending champion Baltimore

Colts. They can be beaten, as the

lowly Chicago Cardinals proved

in a Louisville exhibition garde

i a? t week 31-17.

The American Professional

Football Association, the fore-

runner of the present NFL, was

formed in Canton, Ohio with

eleven members. Of the original

clubs only the Decatur (111.)

Staleys (Chicago Bears) and their

cross-town rivals the Cardinals

still remain.

Gridiron Glints

Never in all football history has

there been a player who created

a more fantastic saga of "From
Campus to Cash" than Harold

"Red" Grange. In his first sea-

son in the pro ranks the incred-

ible "Galloping Ghost" earned

some $30,000. And that, mind

you, was in 1925 Not bad for a

guy who spent Iim undergraduate

summers hauling ice.

Back in 1890, Wisconsin's
Badgers charged onto the grid-

iron to face the Gophers of Min-

nesota wearing top hats. It was

the only formal football game
ever fought. Who won? Why, the

opposition, of course, 63-0.

VARSITY BASEBALL
Varsity baseball candidates

who are not out for fall sports

will meet in Rm. 10 at Cage on

Monday Sent. 28, at. 5 p.m.

WMUA ON THE AIR
Tomorrow's big clash be-

tween the Hodmen and Har-

vard will be aired over WMUA
beginning at 2:20.

Hal Dutton, "The Voice of

the Redmen," will be bringing

the action to UMass followers

who can't make the trip to

Cambridge. Howie Wilson will

handle the color.

Spotlighting

The Redmen
by PETE TEMPLE

i The headline of the Boston

American's football extra read

"Harvard Oig Favorite", and BO

they were; a three touchdown

favorite, in fact.

Despite the Redmen 32-27 win

over AIC the previous week,

Charlie O'Rourke and his squad

were considered no match for

this powerful Crimson team.

But on that steaming October

afternoon in 1 954 the spirited

Redmen were not to be denied,

though it appeared for a while

that their role as 18 point under-

dog was justified.

While the men from UMass
played littie better than school-

girls, John Harvard jumped off

to an early first period lead.

Moving 28 yards in four plays

after a pass Interception, the

Crimson pushed across a tally,

and the experts felt secure in

u >
i r p

!

v.. il iff inn

The second quarter saw the

O'Rourke-men come to life. With

sub-quarterback Jack Noble at

the helm, the Redmen marched

deep into Harvard territory. A
screen pass from the youthful

signal caller to Red Johnson push-

ed the ball to the Harvard two

yard line, and on the next play

Soph halfback Roger Barous

smashed over for the score. But

the try for point after failed and

the Redmen trailed by a lone

point, 7-6.

Neither team was able to move
the ball at the start of the second

half until Harvard, late in the

third canto, put on a sustained

drive, only to have it sputter on

the UMass 13 yard line.

With play now in the final

stanza and the Ret!men still trail-

ing, Noble again took over the

quarterback duties. After moving

the team to a first down on their

own 24, the slim signal caller,

ironically a native of Cambridge

and a past frequent visitor to the

Stadium, swung around right end

on an option play, kept the ball,

and raced 02 yards before being

hauled down on the Crimson 11

yard line. Again Noble worked

the keeper, this time to the left,

and advanced within a yard of

pay dirt

Barous was called on for the

finishing touch to the Redmen
march. The Soph back s^ain

crossed Harvard's goal and Phil

Surgeon calmly split the uprights

for the extra point The Redmen

now held a 13-7 lead with minutes

remaining.

But the Crimson team was not

yet dead. Driving steadily, in a

now heavy rain, they advanced

to the Redmen 8 yard line. First

and goal to go. A touchdown was

a tie, possibly a win.

No one, however, was to take

this victory from the Redmen.

Four Harvard plays netted them

four losses as the men from

UMass, spear-headed by Surgeon

and Cappy Kidd, put on a magni-

ficent goal -line stand.

Seconds later the game was
over. Nearly 4,000 loyal Massach-

usetts fans went crazy. Twenty-

three spirited m*»n from UMass
had done the impossible—they

had toppled mighty John Har-

vard.

UMAKH BACKFIELD IN ACTION

CLOUDY, WARM

See

Poll Bearer

(Page 5)
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Parachutists Jump
To Publicize Club
Wednesday
By SU Pond
An exhibition, double-exit pa-

rachute jump from 3,000 feet

will be made Wednesday at 4:00

p.m. on the lawn beside the Stu-

dent Union to publicize the se-

cond meeting of the University

of Massachusetts Sport Para-

chute Club.

Dana Smith, president of the

club, and Elsworth Getchell,

safety officer, will make their

exit from the light aircraft si-

multaneously, free-fall 1,000

feet, and open their chutes to-

gether, descending as close to

the SU as possible.

This jump will be difficult be-

cause of the small landing area

and the presence of trees and

water, according to Smith.

In caee of inclement weather

conditions, the jump will be ex-

ecuted the following day at the

same time.

Captain Killion, club advisor,

will announce the jump from the

SU.
The club meeting will be held

Wednesday in Mackmer, room E
17, at 7:00 p.m.

Late Redman Rally Fails

To Catch Harvard Eleven
11,500 See McCormick
Throw 3 Scoring Passes

by VIN BASILE '62, Sports Editor

A late Redmen rally failed to overcome a 36 point Har-

vard lead as UMass lost to the Crimson 36-22, before 11,500

spectators from Amherst and Cambridge at Harvard Sta-

dium Saturday.

The UMass line makes a goal

The University line emiverged on

Half back, on the four yard line.

—Photo by Leonard

line stand lste ... th« first quarter,

no. 14 Lawrence Repsher. Harvard

Chris Connors Inaugurates 959- 960
Concert Season Next Tuesday At 8
Chris Connor, internationally

known jais artist, will inaugu-

rate the 1969-60 season of the

University of Massachusetts Con-

cert Association, Tuesday, Octo-

ber 6, at 8 p.m. in Curry Hicks

Gymnasium.

During the course of the sea-

son, some of the country's well-

known musical talent is sched-

uled to perform in programs

ranging from jast to chamber

music.

The Juilliard String Quartet,

whose performances of chamber

music have been acclaimed as

outstanding, will appear in Bow-

ker Auditorium, Monday, Nov.

23, at 8 p.m.

On Tuesday, Dec. 8, Yehudi

Menuhin, violin virtuoso, will

present a varied program of

"classical and modern music for

the violin.

The Roger Wagner Chorale,

widely known for its blending of

distinguished solo voices, will

appear Wednesday, Feb. 10.

On Thursday, March 17, the

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra,

under the direction of its new

conductor, Peter Herman Adler,

will offer a program of instru-

mental and vocal selections from

the operas of Verdi and Wagner.

Soloists for this occasion will be

Frances Yeend. soprano, and
Charles O'Neil, tenor.

The Nieuw Amsterdam Trio, a

chamber ensemble, will present

its interpretation of trio master-

works at a concert in Bowker
Auditorium on Thursday, March

24.

The Concert Association will

conclude its season Tuesday, Ap-

ril 5, in Curry Hicks Gynasium,

when Alec Templeton, will pre-

sent a program projecting his

musical interpretation of several

(Continued oTi page 8)

UMass Gels New Reactor

Prof. Lindsey demonstrates insertion of an ahrmimim-cncased
uranium slug to Lawrence Soule '81 (C), and Robert Finnerty '61

(r). both chemical engineering majors.

Guild Plans
New Series
The Operetta Guild is spon-

soring a new activity this year

in addition to its annual Broad-

way production. This program

will consist of a series of six

or seven srrn^s from various

musical theater productions.

Scenes from previous Guild

productions of "South Pacific",

"Carousel", "Brigadoon", and
"Damn Yankees" plus selections

from light opera may be present-

ed.

These performances will pro-

vide more opportunities for

those interested in musical thea-

ter to participate. The Guild

hopes to continue this program
by performing both on and off

campus.

Singer-actora. dancers, and
back stage workers are asked to

come to Mem Hall for interviews

on Wednesday, September 30,

and Thursday. October 1, from

4:00 to 6:00 and from 7:00 to

9:00.

The Redmen got all their

points in the fourth quarter.

UMass got its first TD when

quarterback John McCormick

threw a 16-yard pass to senior

halfback Billy Reynolds. An
extra point pass to end Ed For-

bush was good.

Minutes later McCormick hit

halfback Jim Hickman with a

53-yard pass play which saw

Hickman eluding three defend-

ers and then going over for the

marker. McCormick then passed

to end John Burgess for the

points after.

A short time later end Harry

Williford grabbed McCormick's

pass and sprinted 60 yards to

paydirt.

Harvard, using various vers-

ions of the
4T\ got off to an

early lead, scoring 22 points in

the fiTst half. The Crimson got

their first tally at 8:29 of the

first quarter when halfback Al-

bie Cullen crossed over the goal

line to complete a 43-yard pass

play from quarterback Charlie

Ravenal. Fullback Glenn Haugh-

(Continued on page 6)

UM Morgans Cop Honors
In Exposition Showing
Morgan horses took high hon-

ors Monday in the Intercollegi-

ate competitions at the Eastern

States Exposition in Springfield,

Bay State Estrelita, a two

year old who was first in her

class, also took grand champion

mare and senior champion mare.

Another two year old, Bay

Stare Endonia. took second in

the class. The third UMass two

year old, Bay State Elect, took

reserve senior champion stallion

and first in his class.

In the group showings, V-

Mass won the stallion and three

mares class with Elect, Estrelit-

a. Debbie, and Classic, as well as

second, third, and fourth in the

produce of mare class showing

the offspring of Optic, Damsel,

and Narcissa.

Three daughters of U.S. Pm-
ez took third in the get-of-sire

class.

In the remaining contests U-

Mass took second in both the

mare foal and yearling stallion

classes, second and fourth in

mare and foal, and third and

fourth in the aged mare group.

-Photo bt Pit!

Work approaches completion on new Liberal Arts Building. It

will provide an auditorium of approximately 400 seats, a large num.
ber of rlaxsrooms. and Rtaff offices.
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THOUGHTS
ON EDUCATION

Undoubtedly, many of you asked your-

selves, "Why am I herer or "What is the

value and purpose of a college education?"

In your discussions with your parents, you

may have come to the conclusion that you

Are here so that you may be trained for a

future vocation.

But a university is more than a glorified

trade school and the goal of a college educa-

tion cannot be measured by any wage scale

or Bel of statistics. The main purpose of any

college is to help you enjoy life more fully.

Just as you can enjoy baseball only when

you have a knowledge of the game, so you

can appreciate the world we live in only

when you have some understanding of nat-

ure and human Society. Thus, when an en-

gineering major takes a history course or an

English major elects botany, he is widening

his field of knowledge so that he can com-

prehend and, consequently, better enjoy life.

You'll find jrOttr college courses much dif

ferent than your high school curriculum. In-

stead of just memorizing facts, your subjects

will require you to form and express your

own opinions hated on relevant facts. By

developing your thinking process, these

courses should help you to solve problems

you will encounter once you have graduated.

Finally, you will come to appreciate the

complex. Jes of this world and should be

more open minded about life in general. For

example, how many of us know the philos-

ophy of Communism? Most of us are opposed

to Communism: hut why are we opposed? By
studying this theory, we can better under-

stand it. If are still opposed to it, then we

can give a rational, not an emotional, ex-

planation of our opposition.

Seldom are worthwhile attributes gained

isily. but hard work makes the reward all

the greater.

THE VALUE
OF CRITICAL DISCUSSION

Education during the past several years, particularly

with the advent of spectacular scientific advancements, has

been subject to the pushings and pullings of theories which

proclaim to place American education on a competitive level

with Russian education. This surge forward has in many

respects failed. Many attempts to offer more and more

courses to a broader range of students have not been suc-

cessful education-wise, because the validity of the subject

in relation to America's needs has not been given much

consideration.

Notably, high school students are happily taking

courses of all types, with no thought of concentration in any

particular field. It seems that many of those interested in

the problem of' education are "keeping up with the Rus-

sians" lather than giving attention to the cultivation of

critical attitudes necessary for good judgment and thinking.

So many of the subjects offered today are taken by

students merely for the credit. The final outcome is that he

jv she does not derive even a general understanding of that

particular field. In short, the school departments often have

been showing little discretion in the choice of courses. As

Dr. Lou LaBrant pointed out, there are many courses being

taught which are not as "imperative as knowledge of

Moslem customs or religion, or what languages are needed

and for what ends."

'The science out of which questionings come is taught

in school; but discussion of its philosophical implications

is taboo, 'controversial,' and restricted to generalities ac-

ceptable to the most primitive sects." Dr. Lou LaBrant, past

president of the National Council of Teachers of English,

in a Saturday Review editorial, "The Dynamics of Educa-

tion", stressed the ever-growing need for critical thinking

by the individual—the man-on-the-street. No longer can

hazy sentimentalities govern man's decisions. And yet, criti-

cal thinking is avoided and discouraged by the masses. Most

educators, we believe, realize that one cannot shy away
from these critical issues and discussions.

Yesterday's editorial in the \nr York Times spoke of

eminent scholars meeting for the fifth general assembly of

the International Council for Philosophy and Humanistic

Studies. It is their conclusion and ours that the humanities

will "give a fresh insight into both Western and Eastern

thought . .
." They continued that, "to the layman . . . dis-

cussion such as this is Important because it indicates that

our scholars are helping us to think our way into a chang-

ing world."

Atomic Courtesy
To smash the simple atom

all mankind was intent . . .

Now any day

The atom may
Return the compliment.

—Ethel Jacobson

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

School Spirit

Is Not Dead
by LLOYD TERAN '62

While attending the Mass-Harvard football game

Saturday, a couple of incidents caught my atten-

tion, which have prompted me to believe that school

spirit is still very much alive at UMass.

During half-time, with UMass. losing in a shut-

out, fans were "entertained" by the Harvard band.

In the Crimson "sportsman-like" way, their band

ridiculed some of the recent actions and events at

UMass by spelling out the words-"No Dough," "No

Prez," "No Booze," "No Band," and "No Score." For

accompaniment, they played "I've Got Plenty of

Nothing."

At the exhibition's completion, several UMass.

students, led by another student wearing an Indian

head dress, marched out onto the field and pro-

ceeded to play "Fight Massachusetts." Whether this

maneuver was done in "school spirit", or in 'Mack o^

spirit" is difficult to say, but it certainly seemed to

arouse the UMass. fans' spirits.

Not meaning to offend the regular "Redman"

band but, never did "Fight Massachusetts" sound so

vital and mean so much as then, while we were

being ridiculed about our present controversies.

Everything about the Harvard-UMass. game

showed spirit . . . from the large turnout of Mass.

rooters to the way that the fans, at times, out-

cheered the cheerleaders.

Student support is greatly needed by the adminis-

tration in this time of controversy and criticism, and

for the first time since I've been here, I have seen

traces that such support exists. Neither Harvard,

nor any other school, should be able, when speaking

of UMass, to spell out "No Spirit".

Need For Exchange Visits

by JON DAITCH '63

Many people in both the United States and

abroad have said that the present visit to America

by Premier Khrushchev is not only useless but

downright dangerous to the U.S. and her allies. How
Mr. K's tour could be harmful, I cannot understand.

We are certainly not going to turn into Com-

munists if we look at the Russian boss and I rather

doubt that he has any intention of becoming a Billy

Graham of Marxism-Leninism. By the same token,

he is not going to go out and buy 1,000 shares of

preferred G.M. stock. It is the same thing as saying

that when President Eisenhower goes over to visit

the U.S.S.R., he will become an ardent "party man",

or that he will return with 200 million Madison Ave.

worshippers in grey flannel suits.

First Hand View Important

By coming here, Mr. K. will be able to get a first

hand view of his foes, understand the attitude of

the people, and see the differences and similarities

between his country and America. These comparisons

could never be made at Geneva. At summit confer-

ences, individuals, not groups, are involved. The

individual can put on a front; but try as they might,

groups cannot hide the everyday occurrences that are

a part of their culture. These little traits will be

noticed by both men, and will give an excellent in-

sight by which they can form their judgments.

Mutual Trust a Possibility

The exchange visits between President Eisen-

hower and Premier Khrushchev may lead to the

foundation of mutual trust between the Communist
bloc and the Western nations. We must realize that

unless public opinion is behind these visits, the

President and other free world leaders are working

in vain. Only through acceptance by the general

populace can a truly free world ever"become a reali-

ty.

THE STUDENTS THANK . .

.

The COLLEGIAN has received many letters

from students expressing their thanks for the free

bus service to the shopping center of Amherst. Be-

cnuse these letters express essentially the same sen-

timent, the COLLEGIAN has decided to give its

thanks in behalf of all the students who benefit from
this service. We are indebted to the merchants' of

Amherst and the Amherst Junior Chamber of Com-
merce. This bus service is just one of many ways
in which the Town and the University co-operate

•with each other.

I JU$T HEARP A MZX\0LZ POvYTg.—THAT THE ~l*U&rB€*
WILL GapUlKE ALL PKOfe$5C4& TO ?&$ TH' ZWWCt BXAtA."

SHAW'S KEY TO SUCCESS
George Bernard Shaw: Few people think more

than two or three times a year. I have made an In-

ternational reputation for myself by thinking once
or twice a week.

I
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Starting Sunday October 4

WMUA 91.1 F.M. in conjunction

with WAMF U8.fi F.M., the Am-

herst College station will begin

stereo broadcasting. With two

radio sets placed to form an

equilateral triangle with the lis-

tener as the third corner you

can achieve stereophonic sound.

This Sunday and every Sun-

day following can be an adven-

ture in sound. At 7 p.m. there

will be a four college newscast,

followed by the programming of

semi-popular music, leading up

to classical music. Normal broad-

casting will he resumed by both

stations at 9 p.m.

Got a heavy study schedule-

then listen to the UMass-Dele-

.ware game at the dorm. Air time

Saturday is 1:20 p.m.

If you are in the Hatch Fri-

day nights any time from B p.m.

on. go over to see Barry Brooks

in the Metawampee corner and

ask him to play your favorite

record. He'll be broadcasting the

all request show, Crazy Rhvthms

directly from the S.t'. at that

time.

There is always the controvei-

sy over what the listener wants

to hear when. Do you like rack

and roll confined strictly to

weekends, and classical music

daring study hours? We here at

WMUA would like to have your

comments.

Chamber Of Commerce
Welcomes New Teachers
"Welcome to Amherst" will be

the slogan at the breakfast

including Amherst College, the

Amherst public school system

the new teachers in Amherst

and the University «>f Massa-

chusetts on Tuesday. October 6,

arranged by the community ser-

vice committee of the Chamber

«f, Commerce. It will be served

at the Amherst Regional High

School at 8:46 a.m. and it will

be over in good time for the

teachers to get to any classes

they may have at B a.m. indi-

vidual invitations have been sent

to each of the new teachers to

come as the guests of the mem-

bers of the Chamber.

This is the first year the

Chamber has undertaken to wel-

come the new teachers in this

way. It is a step to make the

newcomers feel at home in Am-

herst and to get to know the

many good things Amherst has

to offer them while the| are

here. Amherst seeks to be

friendly town and newcomers are

,..,- daily w 'lcomed. Even the

early boa? of o:4!S a.m. will not

keep away those who wish to be

good neighbors. A canvass of the

members of the Chamber has re-

en a Veiy goon icspunst <.--

providing such a welcome to the

stranger who has come to live

with us. Over a hundred mem-

bers and guests are expected to

attend.

Scholarship Open

For Armenians
The Hai Guim Scholarship

(leant is awarded yearly to a

student of Armenian parentage

who was bora in the United

States, resides in greater Bos-

ton, and is attending a Massa-

chusetts college or university.

This scholarship is awarded

preferably to freshman for

the second semester. All appli-

cations should be submitted hf

fore December 1, 1959.

For applications, write to:

Mrs. Nimon Zulailian

105 Radcliffe Road

Belmont, Massachusetts

FOR RENT
FURNISHED HEATED

APARTMENTS
3, 4, and 5 Rooms

— Also —
SINGLE ROOMS
and GARAGES

Call Alpine 3-3294

Peyre To Give

Lecture Here
Henri Peyre, professor of

French at Yale I'nivorsity, will

be the first guest b.turer at the

University of Massachusetts

i tench Institute. September 30

at 8 p.m. in Skinner Auditorium.

Prof, Peyre, who has written and

lectured extensively on contem-

porary literature, will speak on

aspects of the modern French

novel.

The lecture, to be delivered in

French, is primarily intended for

teachers attending the Institute

but is open to all interested per-

sons.

The University's Institute is

the first year-long program es-

tablished under the National De-

fense Education Act for second-

ary school teachers of French.

The Institute, which was opened

on September 14, is being con-

ducted by members of the Ro-

mance language department un-

der the genera! direction of Dr.

Robert R. Johnson, associate

professor in cl large of the de-

partment's French section,

The 38-week s< ssion is geared

to provide training for the es-

tablishment of improved lang-

uage programs, techniques, su-

pervision, and the preparation of

materials at tlv secondary level.

Included are intensive refresh-

er work in the French language,

the study of modern methods

and techniques of language in-

struction, linguistics and its ap-

plications, a thorough study of

cultural problems and special

studies as dictated by individual

needs. There are also extra-

curricular programs in the form

of lectures, panel discussions,

and movies.

Another guest lecture by an

eminent scholar will be given on

October 14 when Professor Ger-

maine Rree of New York Univer-

sity will discuss the modern

French writer Albert Camus.

The Campus Beat

LOST & FOUND
LOST Black "Parker" with
gold top. (;. E. Parker engraved

on barrel 1. If found, please return

to Geogia E. Parker, Hamlin

House.
SeCOtlO semesiei. nu ciptru —— ^^ *K •= J« »3Z

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

WKKfSH * OGMfi*
Hi.*-:Stf

M»> ^WWWWWW^A'.V^V.'.W11!
The best tobacco makes the best smoke!

R. t Rnnnldi TohtcnCo., Wlnean-Stlcm. N. C

by IUD* DUKSTKIN '63

With ovei ~ ,)<> recognised stu

dent organization! on campus, it

is almost inevitable that prac

tically everyone with whom JTOO

come into eontact is a member

nay, an active member — Of si

hast one of them. This innocent-

[ooking statistic, however, can

quite conceivably lead to unfoic

seen difficulties.

For instance, your roommate

may unsuspectingly enter the

room. You pounce: "I MIST bor-

row your typewriter tomorrow to

do my theme!"

He counters, "Well, okay,

but--" and proceeds to tell you

that you MIST be present at to-

night's meeting of the Outing

('lub (7 p.m. tonight in the Nan-

tucket Room of Ike S.U.). It

seems that he's a wheel in this

organization '^^ wants everyone

to attend, especially freshmen,

even if he must abduct them per-

sonally. So what can you do?

You're stuck . . .

You can't escape it. wherever

"ou go, there > s lomeone who

wants you to join his organiza-

tion. Even if yon have already

been shanghaied, yon are not

free: now the noble organizations

want all members to ''end meet-

ings regularly. Go by the bulletin

board opposite the Hatch; there

you'll see such notices as the fol-

lowing:

The fir**t meeting of the Hod

and Gun Flub will be held on

Tuesday* September 29 at 7:30

p.m. in the Wildlife classroom of

the Conservation Building. The

wildlife students who worked in

Alaska thi« summer will describe

their experiences in our 49th

state. Color movies will also be

shown. All students are invited.

OR

The E. E. Club sponsored by

the joint IRE-AIEE will hold its

first meeting tomorrow, at 7 p.m.

in the Council Chambers of the

Student Union. All electrical en-

gineers are invited. Dr. Scheck

els, the now department head, will

be introduced. Door prizes, a

movie, coffee, cider, and dough-

nuts are all included in this one

hour program.

OR

The Government Department

C o I I oq u i it m will take place

Wednesday. September N at 4

p.m. in the Commonwealth Room

of the Union. Professor John

I enton of the government depart-

ment will speak on the subject

"Is There a Catholic Note?" The

public is invited to attend.

.lust in case you don't frequent

the Hatch (and there's not much

to be said for you if you dont),

a duplicate of this bulletin board

is loocated to the right of the in

formation desk as you enter the

Union. And if you are one of

those a&t] social people who never

even enter the Student Union, the

clubs still have you in their

clutches. Everyone has to live

somewhere. So in each dormitory

usually strategically close to

the mail slots—there is yet an-

other large bulletin board bear-

ing such items of interest as:

The Operetta Guild is holding

a meeting for all students inter-

ested in dancing in this year's

Guild productions. Norm Boucher

will again act ss choreographer

and will meet with all prospective

dancers Tuesdsy evening, Sep-

temher 29 at 6 p.m. in MemorisI

Hall. There will be a discussion

of this yesr's Guild plans for

dancers and arrangement will

be msde for dance rehearsals.

Dj nil

OK
:iv tl

I bad more

people in yOUl room than drawers

in the bureau? H<» JTOU wonder

which of your roommates went

OUl with your date Saturday

night? And what they did?

Come to the C A. general

meeting on inter-personal rela-

tions on Wednesday. Sept em her

N at 7:30 p.m. in line No. I of

the Commons. Or. Kobert S.

Feldman of the psychology de-

partment will discuss the topic

from a scientist's point of view;

Mr. Leland L. Varley of the Eng-

lish department fmm that of a

humanist: and the Rev. David S.

King from that of a Christian

theologist. Freshmen women can

obtain special permission to at-

tend this event.

Another device to corral stu-

dents into club meetings la the

"spaghetti board" by the north

Stairs of the Union. It carries

such terse notices as:

Thursday. Oct. 1; 11 a.m.;

Debating Society business meet-

ing.

OR

Wednesday, Sept. 30; 4 p.m.;

Plymouth Room; Movie Commit-

tee meeting. (All those interested

are urged, begged, and coaxed to

attend.)

Naturally, word-of-mouth is an

effective way of spreading pro-

paganda, and rumor has it that

certain students are employed

just to walk around and tell peo-

ple. "All juniors who are inter-

ested in Winter Carnival com-

mittees can still sign up at the

S.U. lobby counter."

Opposite the south stairs of the

Union, thcr > vtill an ier hoard

which carries announcements

Known as the Campus Calendar,

it, -neatly displays the times and

location* of such meetings as the

following:

The Education Club will hold

an informal "get-acquainted" tea

on Wednesday, Sept. 30 from 4

to 5 p.m. in the Colonial Lounge.

Freshmen are invited to attend,

as well as upperclassmen, who

may pay their dues at this time.

OR
I be I're-Med Hub will meet to-

morrow at 7:80 p.m. in the Rerk-

shire Room. Plans f'"" the year

will be made. Freshmen will be

welcome; membership is open to

all Pre Med, Pre-Dent and Rre-

Vet students.

Once these clubs get fully or-

ganized they begin to hold more

meetings and elect officers. For

example, last Thurs. (Sept. 24)

the Commuters Club elected the

following officers:

Rres.—Judy Goodell

V.|\_Char!otte Marcotte

Sec.—Cyrilla Garvey

Tres.—Henry Rastallis

Social Chairmen—Gail Mowry
Stewart Ashley

Publicity Chairman — Mary K.

Heath

After all these efforts, the

least you can do is participate.

Remember: somewhere there's a

club that needs YOU!

Chris Connors . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

piano selections.

All performances will begin at

8 p.m.

Ticket orders for these musi-

cal presentations msy be placed

at the Student Actirities Office,

Student Union Building. Univer-

sity students will be admitted

by presenting their, I.D.

No seats will be reserved, In

accordance with the policy of the

Concert Association.
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UMass Honors List ,

little man on campus
following is the last half of

the Honors list. The first half ap-

peared in the September is issue

of the ColUgian. «

CLASS OF 1959 3.0—3.3 (cont.)

CLASS OF 1959

D. Meilara

G. ltello

S. Merrill

H. Merritt

R. Mesh
J. Itidgley

R. Milieu

J. Miller

E. Morse
E. Murachver

R. Murphy
R. O'Brien

E. Papenfuss

A. Ostheimer

W. Paquette

J. l'iantoni

G. Plumb
N. Porter

D. Potter, Jr.

W. Powers

J. Richardson

J. Roeder

L. Saeon

E. Sanna
K. Schmidt

J. Schuster

J. Shannon

M. Skiffinprton

A. Smith, Jr.

CLASS
K. Alhertson

A. Allyn

N. Altpeter

Mrs. M. Avery

J. Bailey

B. Barlow

M. Barnes

J. Smith

D. Sojka

R. Sokol

J. Southwell

C, Sowyrda

Mrs. K. Stahl

V. Stiles

R. Stone

P. Stowell

M. Sugarman
S. Sullivan

S. Swicker

M. Thompson
K. Todd
D. Travers

M. Trojano

R. Waldron
W. Warriner

H. Washburn
D. Watson
R. Webler
(',

J.

R.

P.

J.

N.

n.

M
oi

R.

L
H.

R.
r

Wells

Westcott

Whelan
Whitney
Wilder

Wilkinson

Young
Zalesky

' I960

Barrett

Beaupre

Bell

Bieniek

nix

Blaln

Borash

K. Bi>ur(|ue

R. Bresciani

M. Brothers

B, Bures

E. Busha
.1. Casuscelli

<i. Chiros

F. Ciccone

R. Clowes

M. Cook
M. Crotty

M. Curry

J. Daly

<i. Davidson

Q, Deverry

J. Downey
B. Feinman

B, Fiawley

F. GafTnry

V. Gagnon, Jr.

G. Gentile

E. Glick

R. CJjnrioso

B. Goldberg

C. Goldberg

M. Gonyea

R. Goulding

R. Grayson

K. Grover

B. Groll

J. Guernsey. Jr,

E. Gwozdz
M. Hamilton

P. Hamilton

D Harpell

j. HartweH
L. Hebert

E. Hill

D. Howie, Jr.

P. Jacobs

J. Johnson

S. Johnson

F. Kapinos

F. Kaplita

E. Karl

C. Kozik

J. Kelsey

R. Kinnecome

B. Krauss

J. Kulas

D. Lane
G. Laughlin

R. Lawrence

M. Lepp

C. Leslie, Jr.

A. Lewis

R. Lipman
Mrs. S. Lupien

P. Luppold

R. MacGillivray

M. MacKechnie

G. Macquarrie

Mrs. MacRitchie

D. MacRitchie

E. Mahan
it. Maloney, Jr.

E. Marsden, Jr.

W. Maxwell

C. McCarthy
W. McConville

B. McCue
J. McDuffie

F. Mitchell

A. Moore
J. Moore

C. Moiiarty. Jr

D. Musante
T. Musiak

G. Nassar

R. O'Brien

C, Paine

M. Parks

J. Pasanen

,!. Pierce

Mrs- P. Pntter

R. Rand

"ONTM'coNTPAev I THHJK he's AVMtWPfcFUL lecruzeiz---
•**& 16 TH'ONLVaA6$ VWKE I CAM GgTANr (7CCEMT 6l£W

R. Richards, Jr.R. Shilansky

J. Skinner

E. Skroskl

.T. Si i t

h

El. Sohmer
E. Sorenson

J. Steele

F. Steinberg

B. Stowell

G. Szekely

J. Roberge

J. Roberts

L. Robinson

V. Ryder
B. Sargent

('. Sargent

E Sawin

c. Sherwood
1 Shields

F. Thompson, B. Wieder

E. Tomkiewicz J. Williams

D. Wentworth E. Wolski. Jr.

C. White R. Zelis

S. Whitney N. Zimmerman

CLASS OF 1961

D. Anketell E. Albert

C. Alex H. Archambault

C. Allen S. Attinello

At last! A breakfast drink

you can keep in your room

More vitamin C than orange juice. New instant TANG is the breakfast

drink you can kwp right on your bookshelf—box anse TANG keeps any-

where without refrigeration.

Make as much as you want, whenever you want. Just mix with plain cold

water—nothing to squeeze, nothing to unfreeze.

Drink TANG every morning and get more vitamin C than orange or

grapefruit juice gives you. Plus vitamin A. Tastes real good, too.

Today's assignment: get TANG

!

NEW! INSTANT!
Just mix with cold water

4

A product of General Food* Kitchens

V. Augstkalns

N. Bailey

Mrs. G. Biker
P. Beaupre
M. Bennett

J. Bergeron

J. Bibbo

F. Boughan
R. Borden

A. Brouillet

W. Brutnell

P. Butler

J. Cain, Jr.

M. Carr
S. Cashman
J. Clarke

M. Cohen
J. Corbett

J. Corsi

M. Constantini

P. Deane
J. Donovan
J. Downey
B. Drake
S. Dunny

§

H. Dwight
J. Fattal

S. Feldman
J. Forsberg

J. Fiedman
N. Gamble
P. Gamerman
B. Garber
B. Girouard

E. Glasser

V. Gordon
S. Gordon
J. Graham
P. Grandchamp
J. Gregory
T. Gustavson

L. Had!.-y

B. Harris

J. II. -witt

M. Horenstein

G. Johanson

R. Jones

S. Kehew
C. Kidd

K. Lilly

J. Long
R. MacDougall
M. MacKenzie
N. MacKenzie

J. Magoon
J. Mahoney
E. Malboeuf
J. Marshall

L). McGee
L. McGuirk
C. McKinstry

P. McPherson
R. Nelson

R. Newman
R. Normandin
J. O'Krien

D.. Osgood
w! Owen
J. Perdigao

J. Peterson

M. Petronino

R. Pollack

S. Powell

E. Prycb

J. Rasinovitz

R. Reinbergs

J. Rosenthal

H. Roth

M. Ruffini

A. Savory

I). Smith

N. Shaw
S. Snell

F. Spencer

C. Stai)les

L. Stolpe

K. Tucker

L. Turner

R. Wilfforen

B. Tutth-

S. Whittier

C. Zak

CLASS OF 1902

W. Abbott

H. Alperln

W. Anderson

R. Annino
E. Baldi

H. Bait, Jr.

R. Boiios

J. Hueuzzo

J. Cass, Jr.

C. Castellunos

R. rhadwick

I.. Charles

N. Ciaschini

M. Clapper

S. Cohen

S. Colnirnesi

F. C-.ndez. Jr.

It. Copeland

U. Cronje

E. Cuddy
P, Curley

1 1. I »> in'dins,

5, Fahlbusch

W. Fitzgerald

C. Fold in

L. Freed

M. Fulton

D. Garcolon

I. Gii aid

J. Given

S. Glass

!!. GoMberf
!. Goodell

B. Gordon
I.. Griffin *

P. Gam
J. Haitier

N Hnnlon

H. Hawkins
E. Hazlett

S, Ililtz

D. Hollis

D. Hubbard

J. Jarvela

E. Jerome

K. Johnson

M. Katseff

,1. Kellih.-r

P. Kraft
J. Kyle
C. Lapier

A. LeBlane
,1. I.eary

1>. Livingston

J. Long
I.. Lopez
M. Mann
S. Matthews

B. Merchant

ft, EaMchaud

It. Bforeao

W. Moi.au
\V. Mu.ci

L Newstadt
C. Ozimina

H. Petersen

N. Pissaao

A. Podgorski

I>. I'op"-

A. I'opielski, Jr.

R. Itaeelte, Jr.

c. Ronanson
C. Rurak
K. Saila

G. Set*

\V. Silvia

P. Sokop

M. Stack

I. Stewart

T\ Slnait. HI
J. Taylor

M. Taylor

I*. Tracy

E. Wall

C. Weeber, HI

K. Wells

S. Wood worth

R. Yalmokas

C. Zangrilli

CLASS OF IMS

T. Connolly G.

F. Daher G.

A. Furmnn P.

O. Jones, Jr.

Montanari

Kwcnson
Van Amburgh

I I

wanted: Situation* and gag lines for our two campus characters

(above). Must relate to TANG. Will pay $25 for every entry used.

Address: TANG College Contest. Dcpt. GRM, Post Division. Battle

Creek. Michigan i Kntnes must be postmarked before Dec. 15. ]»>ffl».)
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—FOR SALE—
| Olds Hydromatic '49

|
| Rocket 98- -4400 Honest Miles

g

I Exceptional — Asking $2r»0 =
Tel. ALpine 3-5007 -

iiuiiiiiiiniMiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii

How To Prolong

Your Car's Life
Car owners across the nation are ignoring simple arithmetic.

Proof? Though a car represents the average American's most

costly possession — excluding home and property — many motorists

squander dollars needlessly by dooming their autos to an early junk-

pile.

The reason is usua'ly plain, simple neglect—especially with re-

gard to lubrication. And the irony is that premature wear caused by

improper lubrication can be avoided at practically no cost! All it

takes is a basic understanding of the car's needs and a little thought

and effort in attending to them.

Why is good lubrication vital ? It reduces metal to metal contact

which eventually leads to worn parts and breakdowns. A little lube

care is much cheaper than the replacement of costly parts.

The principal areas of concern regarding lubrication are: the

chassis (and front end suspension); crankcase; and transmission.

There are also other areas which require attention—but not as often.

These include the springs, clutch, differential, wheel bearings, distri-

butor, and the like.

Each car manufacturer has its own specifications en how often to

grease the chassis and front end. If you don't have a manual for your

particular car, a safe general rule is to lubricate every 1,000 miles.

This not only cuts wear, but serves as a much-needed periodic check-

up. Like yourself, your car can be spared serious ailment by an occa-

sional examination.

GREASE NO LONGER JUST GREASE
The choice of lubricant is a chore which practically everyone

leaves up to the service station. Up until now there's been little reason

to do otherwise. Today, however, there are special greases containing

a unique additive with a tongue twisting name—known as molybden-

um disulfide. A recently completed 2-million mile road test conduct-

ed by a leading research institute in the Southwest shows that "Moly"

lubricants reduce wear on steering assemblies by 38% and on sus-

pension points 26%.

These special greases mean easier steering, a safer and more com-

fortable drive, and reduced repair bills. Shimmy—a common ailment

but not to be ignored—is often caused by worn parts. "Moly" greases

cut wear significantly on the parts involved in this problem.

Practically all oil companies now produce a "Moly" grease—but

in most stations you won't get this superior type of lube without re-

questing it.

CODDLE THE CRANKCASE
The crankcase is the means by which motor parts are lubricated,

hence merits a bit of coddling. Though not as badly neglected as the

chassis, it is usually attended haphazardly.

Oil picks up particles of grit that can act as an abrasive on the

engine. In most new cars and trucks the crankcase should be com-

pletely drained and refilled after the first 250-500 miles (consult your

manual to be sure). After this initial change, intervals should be based

on the type of service your vehicle gets. The recommendations of the

American Petroleum Institute are: 1000 miles ... . Normal or average

conditions such as city and suburban driving (typical operation of the

family car); 500 miles . . . Unfavorable operating conditions such as

cold weather and dusty roads (slai t-and-stop operation in zero or sub-

zero weather is particularly severe) ; 2000 miles . . . Favorable operat-

ing condition such as open highway driving where engine does little

idling.

When you pull into a station for oil and the attendant says "how
heavy?", don't just make a wild stab. There's a degree of lee-way, but

you should stay within bounds. Motorists who believe they save mon-

ey by using extra heavy oil at all times should take caution. The oil

can take too long to get to the engine, sometimes as many as 8 or

10 engine revolutions. The general rule to follow is: 20 or 30 viscos-

ities in summer (32°F to OO'F); 10 to 20 viscosities in winter

^>

NURSING
NOTES

by BETTY KARL '60

For those on our campus who

do not realize we have a School

of Nursing in our midst, we

would like to add the following

bit of information to their store

of knowledge.

A relative newcomer to our

campus, (originating in Septem-

ber, 1953), the School of Nurs-

ing began as a 5-year program

with four students. Since then,

its size has increased by leaps

and bounds, so that this year

96 UMass students are aspiring

to become nurses.

Last spring, the School offici-

ally became a four-year pro-

gram, with its present 4th-year

students as the last of the "five-

yea'' men."

Spending approximately 2

years on campus and 2 years in

the clinical field, the students

traverse Mass. to study at such

places as the McLean Psychia-

tric Hospital in Waverly, and

the Wesson Maternity Hospital

in Springfield, spending most of

their time at the Springfield

Hospital.

The School has become well-

known among state nursing stu-

dent associations, having had

officers in the Mass. State Coun-

cil of Student Nurses for 3

years, and in the District 1

Nursing Student organization

for 2 years.

(10°F to 32°F); 5 or 10 vis-

cosities in extreme winter

(-10°F to 10°F).

Also important! Make sure

the oil filter element is replaced

every 5,000 miles. It is the fil-

ter that is charged with the job

of keeping the oi! clean.

The third major lube area

It the transmission. Ask to have

the fluid level checked every

1000 miles (when you get a

chassis lube job). During con-

stant use, metallic fibers chip

off the gears. They will harm
parts unless drained. Thus, a

complete fluid change is re-

quired for all automatic trans-

missions — ranging from every

15,000-25,000 miles. Consult your

service station.

ALERTNESS PAYS OFF
There are other areas where

alertness to lube needs pays off

(Continued on page 6)

en first impressions matter

The man in command of the

situation is, of course, perfectly groomed.

And, a good-looking shirt—with masterful

tailoring — is one of the essentials.

We respectfully submit the flattering

Arrow "Tabber" with the authentic

Mritish Tab collar — as a fitting background

('or the well-dressed man. Luxurious

Sanforized" fabrics — ox/ord

ml broadcloth. $5.00.

-ARROW-

F. A. Thompson & Son
13 No. Pleasant St. — Amherst, Mass.

Each Saturday t— tha NCAA football "Oam* af ?H« W«»h"-
NBC TV -tpanMrad by ARROW.

The Poll Bearer
By Mel Yoken '60

Photos hy Joel Tillman '63

Question: WluU is your reaction to the drinking l»an that has been

fOVrted on campus?

Nancy Uowe '99 Ashfield: "I think it's a good

idea if they now ran effectually enforce it, be-

cause there were too many wild things going on.

It will bring on more studying."

Don Saluta '00, Amherst: "I don't think thie ban

fosters responsibility. It is kind of childish, as

students must learn to drink sometime."

r~*~

(

vw : M
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Kathy Grover '00, Danvors: "Students are now

only to go off campus to drink, and there will

*till be the inevitable accidents."

Douglas DeVries '62. Holyoke: "It's an attempt

to destroy the fraternity system."

Barbara Center »6S, Pawtucket, R.T.: "It's a good

idea, but there will be drinking just the same.

Although a good effort is now being made, I be-

lieve that those who drink already will continue

to do so.

(Dear Jrtunt [Ruthiie..
We are a couple of guys that belong to a fraternity. Our problem

is that the fraternity parties don't seem to be what they use to be

before the administration passed its recent ruling. The people don't

seem to be having a good time. What could be done to help this situa-

tion?
Sincerely,

"Concerned"

Dear "Concerned",

I am very glad that you have the interest of your fraternity at

heart, for this is certainly a period of trial for the Greeks. As a cripple

eventually has to learn to walk without a crutch, so it is with the fra-

ternities, which have used alcohol as a sort of a social crutch. I am not

saying that there is anything wrong with a sociable drink, but some

fraternity members have become much too dependent on alcohol as a

means of social enlightenment. An interest in their dates and social

graces have been forgotten by many, or perhaps never learned. It is

about time some of these people came out of their intoxicated delirium

at parties, and took a sincere interest in their friends. It is only in

this way that a truly good time can be had.

Changing of deeply rooted customs, of course, takes time and may

seem awkward for some at first, but in time, every MATURE person

will realize that drinking should not be thought of as an activity. A
wholesome get-together of friends with plenty of soft-drinks and food

can never be equalled by a drunken brawl.

Sincerely,

Aunt Ruthie

Dear Aunt Ruthie,

I have a terrible problem. I don't seem to get along with girls.

Kvery dance I go to I make a fool of myself. I'm not bad looking and

my personality is pretty geod. Please tell me how I can become more

popular with people.

Alias,

Bill Avery

Dear "Bill",

I am sure that almost every guy has felt that way at one time or

another. You are probably a freshman and consequently you come in

contact with mostly freshman girls. Well, freshman girls at a dance

usually don't want to get tied down to one guy for the whole evening.

Consequently they may seem cool and unfriendly.

If you are interested in getting along with people, better try these

tried and true rules:

1. Always be yourself—people, especially girls, can easily tell a

phony.

2. Take an interest in the people you meet and remember their

names.

8. Always be polite.

These are only a few, but they are a good start. You will think of

others as these become part of your nature.

Sincerely,

Aunt Ruthie
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LATE REDMAN RALLY FAILS; HARVARD WINS, 36-22
by VIN BASILE

(Continued from page 1)

it Ofcrried for the points after.

Tile next time the Harvard

b^i got possession of the ball

they started a 66 yard march

which was climaxed when full-

back Chet Boulris bulled over

from the one.

Late in the third period Har-

vard got another marker when

halfback Larry Repsher sprinted

14-yards to put the finishing

touches on a 66-yard Harvard

assault. Boulris went over for

the extra points and the Crimson

was ahead 22-0 at the half.

Harvard got one more TD in

the thiid quarter when Ravenal

went over, on a keeper.

The Crimson scored once more

in the third, for their final tally,

when Mike Walsh threw a 14-

yard pass to Repsher. Walsh

then carried for the points after.

OFF THE RECORD
Boston sports writers have

claimed that Harvard might

have shut-out the Redmen if the

Crimson mentor John Yovicsin

had let his first team play the

entire game. One thing which

these writers fail to mention is

that Coach Charlie O'Rourke

used 37 players. It might also be

added that most of the starting

Redmen sat out the fourth quar-

ter .. . Halfback Tom Delnickas

played an excellent offensive and

defensive game . . . C a r n e n

Scarpa, a sophomore, showed

plenty of promise for the time

he played . . .

The Redmen might have won

their grid battle against Har-

vard if only Lady Luck had giv-

en them a taste of her charm.

Passes thrown by both McCor-

mick and Conway often were on

target but the Redmen receivers

couldn't seem to bold on to them.

•62, Sports Editor

UMass continues to be a late

scoring ball club, but as Satur-

day's game proved, they need to

score in all the periods . . .

The game was hard fought on

both sides; it was good to see

the Redmen showing the spirit

they did ... And off the field,

Jack Knight and his band added

a much needed shot of fan sup-

port.

GAME STATISTICS
Mill.
Harvard

First Downs
Rushing yds.
Passing yds.
Passes
Passes intcpd by
Punts
Fumbles Lost
Yds. pnizd.
Nbr. penalties
Runback punts

16 14
Mam,

13
121
151
9-29

2
6.87

1

40
6
16

22—22
0—86

Harvard
23
326
82

4-10

3.38
2
66
7

35

Carmen Scarpa, six-foot, 225-

pound UMass tackle from East

Boston, is one of the most pro-

mising sophomores on the Red-

men squad. During Saturday's

loss in Cambridge, Carmen

made several important stops

of Harvard drives.

f*M- • ••• •*•»«• ••»•* •
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Frosh Expect

Good Season
by BEN GORDON '62

The freshmen gridsters held

their first intersquad scrimmage

last Friday afternoon. The re-

cent hot weather, says Coach

Dick MacPherson, has aided the

coaching staff in getting the

boys into good shape.

The high spirit and outstand-

ing playing displayed at the

scrimmage is certainly a good

omen, and coach MacPherson is

looking forward to a good sea-

son.

Many of the players have been

particularly impressive.

Tom Kirby, Steve Forman and

Don Brophy are doing outstand-

ing work in the line.

Quarterback Al Hedlon, half-

backs Ken Kazer and Pete

Shindler, and fullback Mat Col-

lins, along with ends Jake Fleck

and Paul Majeski show great

promise. These players, among
others, promise to provide the

frosh with a strong team.

Come To Me, Baby

Super Sub

!

It's been said that the atomic submarine

"Nautilus" stays submerged so long that II

only surfaces to let the crew re-enlist.

Perhaps for this reason, the Navy has taken
valuable space aboard the "Nautilus" for the

only soft-drink vending machine in the entire

submarine fleet.

Naturally (or you wouldn't hear about It

from ut) it's a Coca-Cola machine. And not
unexpectedly, re-enlistments are quite

ffsspectable.

Rugged lot, those submariners. Great
drink. Coke! SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

•otned under ourhorlty of The Coca-Colo Company by

C»M €•!• lotrllng Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Mats.

UMass halfback Jim Hickman waits hopefully for the ball to

come down, as Harvard fullback Jim Nelson tries desperately to

break up the play. Hickman caught the ball and scored.

W.A.A. TENNIS
On Tuesday and Thursday

from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m., W.A.A.

tennis will be played. Miss

Rupt, director of the sport, is

very willing to instruct begin-

ners. Later on in the season

there will be dorm competition.

SPORTALK
by HAL DUTTON »60

The Redmen went out of their
i

ing a day

class Saturday, and for the first

three periods they wished that

they had stayed home. Charlie

Ravenel, Chet Bourlis, and Co.,

piled up a 36-0 lead before call-

This Is More Like It

UMass end Ed Forbush seems to be all alone in the end zone

awaiting qu.n»*erback John McCormick's extra point pass. Forbush

completed the play successfully, to add two points to the Redmen's

first touchdown.

INTRAMURAL
FOOTBALL

Tonight will see the launching

«f the fraternity football com-

petition. Tin- Jreeks have been

training intense!? and are now

ready to go. Sig Ep will be out

to retain its < hampionship, while

PSK and TKE, last year's runner-

ups, try again The new influx of

sophomores promises to make it

a fight-to the-finish between all

houses.

This Week's Schedule:

6:80 7:30

9/28 ASP vs SAE AGR vs TEP
8PE vs PSK

9/29 TC vs PMD
TKE vs KS

9/30 ASP vs PSK
PSD vs PMD

PSD vs AEP
ATG vs LCA
QTV vs SAE
AGR vs 8PE
AEPvs LCA

How To Prolong . . •

(Cnnlinunl from page 5)

—both in dollars saved and in

comfort. Squeaky springs are

not serious, hut certainly annoy-

ing. Thsy'rs frequently ignored

in an ordinary chassis lube job-

so request an occasional check..

Front -end wheel bearings are

Soccer Results
The varsity booters lost their

first game last Saturday to a

strong Coast Guard team, 4-0.

The loss was due, said assis-

tant coach Bischoff 4 o a more
highly skilled and better condi-

tioned Coast Guard squad.

Goalie Charlie Correa played

an outstanding game, and better

days are in the making.

sadly neglected. They should be

lubricated every 10,000 miles,

or every tenth grease job. If

they're not, they may tend to

hind— pull on the brakes and

eventually cause a need for new

hubs. Again, you'll have to ask

your garageman to check these

parts.

Clutches, distributors, differ-

entials, carburetors—all of these

and many other parts need per-

iodic lubrication. Keep a lube

checklist in your glove compart-

ment and you can keep up with

your car's complete lube needs.

That's all it takes— a little

thought, a little effort to keep

a written record of infrequently

lubricated areas, and regular

With John McCormick's aer-

ials paving the way, the O'-

Rourkemen scored three times

in the final period against the

Crimson scrub.

The Redmen were unable to

move the ball on the ground

throughout the afternoon, while

our hosts rolled up 326 yards.

If their bench develops, the

Crimson should make some noise

in the Ivy League this fall. John

Harvard's apparent lack of

depth triggered our rally in the

Stadium yesterday.

Next In Sight

Delaware opened their season

with a 12-7 victory over Lehigh.

When the Blue Hens come to

Alumni Field next Saturday, the

Redmen will be throwing their

Wing-T formation against the

man who invented it.

Youthful Dave Nelson, enter-

ing his thirteenth year as a head

coach, possesses one of the fin-

est football minds in the count-

ry. His Wing-T is one of the

most popular offensive weapons

in the game today.

Looking Ahead
Each of our upcoming oppon-

ents saw action over the week-

end. Yale handed Connecticut a

20-0 drubbing before 30,000 fans

in the Yale Bowl. Rhode Island

and Maine battled to a scoreless

tie. New Hampshire protected

their record of never having lost

an opener with a 33-12 win over

Northeastern. LU took it on the

chin from George Washington

Friday night, 18-14, and Colby

handed Brandeis their second

straight setback, 30-26.

Gridiron Glints

"Slingin* Sammy" Baugh's

passes accounted for more than

30,000 yards during his sixteen

years with the Washington Red-

skins. Thst's better than aeven-

teen miles.

Football's all-time high score

was registered on October 7,

1916 when Georgia Tech defeat-

ed Cumberland University 220-0.

One Rambling Wreck back
scored eighteen touchdowns,

service visits.

It's the simple way to add
years to your fsithful, four-

wheeled friend—snd cut dollars

from your yearly budget.

CLOUDY, WARM
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Senator Armstrong Suggests

Reform Of Commons Lines
by ANN FRAZIER '62

Due to the necessity of accommodating more students at the Commons, the request

for a recommendation to the Superintendent of the Dining Commons, concerning the re-

routing of the Commons lines, will be introduced at the Student Senate meeting Wednes-

day by Robert Armstrong '60.

The suggestion is as follows:

1. Line %2 entrance to begin at the East side of the Commons, passing up the stairs.

following along the outside wall to the central stairs, and there entering serving line $2.

2. Line $3 entrance, similar to that of last year, to pass through the South door at the
: — — — — front of the Commons, following

Angell, Princeton Prof.

Joins Speech Department

Ev Kosarfrk
University" News 8enrice

Band And Precisionettes Set

For First Appearance Sat.
The UMass Redmen Marching

Band and the Precisionettes will

be featured during the half-time

ceremonies when the University

of Massachusetts plays the Uni-

versity of Delaware. This will be

the first appearance of the sea-

son for both groups.

Each organization numbers ap-

proximately 50 members who
practice and perform together

displaying a flare for precision

in their close order drills and in-

tricate formations, well-known

throughout the state.

The band is under the direction

of Prof. Joseph Contino with the

assistance of Drum Major Ri-

chard Draper, '60 otherwise
known as Metawampee. The drill

team is directed by Drill Master,

(Continued on page h)

by CAROL ZANGRILLI '62

Mr. Clarence Angell has been

appointed to the University De-

partment of Speech. Mr, Angell

comes to the University from

Princeton University where he

was a professor of English and

debating coach.

Mr. Angell studied at the Uni-

versity of Illinois where he re-

ceived his Bachelor's and

Master's Degrees. He has taught

at the University of Illinois,

Cornell and Princeton. He taught

this summer at Rutgers.

At the University of Ulinois,

Mr. Angell specialized in Audio-

logy, the measurement of hear-

ing. The major part of his posi-

tion was to train '-ndergraduate

students for preparation as

speech clinicians in the public

school systems.

Mr. Angell transferred from

the field of public speaking. Rea-

sons for his change, according to

Angell, were due to the fact that

Audiology, involves various

phases of anatomy, psychology,

child development, and

which require specialization. He

felt he was becoming detached

from the field of public affairs.

(Continued an page S)

along the outside wall to the

central stairs, up the stairs, and

into serving line S3.

3. Line $6 to be routed through

the East doors of the Commons,
running to the right of the stairs

on the first floor, through the

corridor to the old snack bar,

where the new serving line has

(Continued on page 5)

coupons ranging in value from

five cents to twenty-five cents.

Mr. Colvin feels the coupon

method would be the most

effective and speediest. The food

department's main concern

is the time element involved in

physics j ?oing through the line. His de-

partment nas aaaea anotner ca.sn

register in an attempt to speed

up the food line. Mr. Colvin

feels, the big question involving

meal tickets is whether or not

coupons will slow down the line.

Another detail which needs

consideration is the price of

printing up the booklets, an in-

expensive item, which must be

figured into the department's

tight budget. Further, the SUG
Board will have to declare a de-

finite policy concerning their use.

if the coupon system is to be

adopted.

Food Head Colvin Ponders

Coupons For Hatch Meals
by DAVE MANLEY '63

The idea of coupons replacing cash has prompted an inquiry with

Mr. Colvin, head of the food department in the Student Union, con-

cerning this matter.

Mr. Colvin felt that not enough interest has been shown, and
that until interest IS shown, no action will be taken. He added, how-
ever, that he would be happy to consider the idea.

The convenience of couons is evident when a student ia tem-
porarily broke and would still like to make a purchase.

Mr. Colvin has received a sample booklet from the Globe Ticket

Co., which consists of priced —

Kally Ready
Friday Night
The second football rally of the

year will be held Friday night

highlighted by the initial appear-

ances of the Hodmen Marching

Rand and the Precisionettes.

The band will lead the rally

parade at 7 o'clock from Butter-

field dorm down the hill by Mills

and Brooks.

The caravan will pass by

Thatcher and Lewis dorms, in

front of Arnold and conclude at

the rear of the Student Union.

Convertibles are needed to

transport the Cheerleaders and

Adelphia during the parade. Any-
one willing to drive his conver-

i Continued <m. page S)

Photo by Ed Zuiko

AFROTC Announces Appointments

The University Air Force

ROTC department begins the fall

semester with four additions to

its staff. The appointees are

from left to right: Capt. Killion,

Maj. Sprague, Capt. Cottantino,

and Maj. Vinskey. (see picture

above)

Capt. Killion has been appoint-

ed to the staff as Administration

Officer and an instructor for the

sophomore students. He has also

been appointed faculty advisor to

the Parachute Club, one of the

University's recent innovations.

"Next to flying, I like it here",

states the Captain, and "I find it

very interesting."

Prior to his graduation from

Boston College in 1951, he served

by SUE GALLAGHER *6l

in the Army Air Corps from

April, 1943 to June, 1947, the last

two years of which he spent in

Germany.
Since 1951 he has been a pilot,

stationed most recently in Japan,

where he was also Administration

Officer. While in Japan his

squadron, of wh'.eh he was com-

mander, was appointed to help an

orphanage near Mt. Fuji.

Before the air force took over

management of this orphanage,

the Japanese government had

bfiii allotting only about $1 per

month for the care of 8.
r
» children.

Collectively, his squadron
donated $120 per month and

rehabilitated the orphanage,
showing the combination of mili-

tarist and humanitarian duty by

the U.S. Air Force.

Maj. Sprague comes to be an

Asst. Prof, of Air Science from

a ten-year tour of duty with The

Military Transport Service, the

last three years of which he

spent at Hawaii as Wing Inspoc

tor and Plans and Programming

Officer.

His service experience, dating

from 1941, ia highlighted by two

combat tours during World War
II in the Mediterranean as a pilot

on a B25, and his participation in

Operation Haylift of 1949 in

Nevada and the Perl in Airlift.

A son of Maaaachuaatti and i

graduate of Stofkbridge in 1940,

(Continued '>» Pn n fi *)

GOT TROUBLES?

(See itory page Rl

-Photo hjr Ed Zutco
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Coupons And Coffee

When Mr. Colvin, head of the food de-

partment in the Student Union, brought up

the hitherto unpublicized idea of selling cou-

pons which could later be redeemed for food

and drink in the hatch, he brought up some-

thing which has been long overdue.

It was pointed out by Mr. Colvin that an

idea similar to this was brought before the

Student Union Governing Board a year ago.

The motion was tabled at that time and has

remained tabled ever since.

The venture is almost certain to be a suc-

cess since there would be a saving of not less

than five percent involved. For example, one

would pay $o.0() for a book of coupons worth

$5.26 or possibly $5.60.

Of course, this idea is to the advantage of

the Student Union as well as the students.

Students with coupons or "Meal tickets", will

no longer have to have cash on hand to eat in

the "Hatch." They can simply buy a supply

of coupons when they have the money and

Btill be able to eat when they are "between

letters home."

This plan can easily work to the student's

disadvantage. With a ready supply of cou-

pons in his pocket, a student could easily be

tempted to have a nine o'clock snack which

he could ill afford.

However, any student who doesn't real-

ize his financial standing shouldn't be here

In the first place.

It would seem that it would not be neces-

ivy to gain the approval of the SU(i Board

for something which is so obviously to the

advantage of everyone concerned.

A PROPOSAL
by Leonard

Recently the Student Union Governing

Board banned the playing of the Juke Box

in the Hauh during those early and crucial

hours of digestion. The CoUegian has

I hanked them for this benevolent action. We
would suggest, however, that this action does

not go far enough.

We would recommend that that coin-fed

calliope 1m> silenced forever.

We propose a student referendum which,

if passed, would silence the uncultured beat-

ing of our beaten society ; namely, the re-

moval of the Juke Rox from the Hatch. But

an obvious economic consequence of this pru-

rjenl ait ion would be the raising of the Stu-

dent Union Fee by some l'fty cents. Indeed,

a small price to pay for a more sane and con-

genial atmosphere.

—J. D. L

S.U. Annual Report
by J. 0. I-

, ,. j-. „ «f Yahoo better known M the

Well taxpayers, the first odd n of ™^£ R MlooV, s our

Student Union Annual Report **"*»
^accountant's ledger,

humble mind to make some small
orgwhld fun. We

intersprinkled with gems of the ''
ld

^able accounting
certainly could not hope to question the impeccable accounting
curiam ij

director. Contemplated
"Expansion before saturate ,:uth

JJ
« * ^°

^ ^^
in the immediate future I. a ten

,
.to.y W ^^"cm worth noti,-

from the College Pond on marble p.lUn. *"«^"
""J. Din„t ,„.* is that the burgeoning stude,,, ™Z££Jfi£U£t£.

of Conferences. From here on in the < onnecucw .»

ISV receive the undivided etl of 0M man when they plan

their di 1 pTckl festival here on our campus. Another Assistant-Direc

or has b en appointed in charge of the prosaic day to day^operation

of the maintenance closets and other 8uch necessary operations. This

will also solve Mr. Buck's ever present problem of having someone of

equal administrational status with vhom to 1

As part of the Student Union

exchanging ideas on Union opera

cv olf carefully developing and

.'„ a„d philosophy, the higher ad-
excnaniiiiiK »aa «•• *-•""•» w^*.... — «

-

m .

mTnistration of the Union and six .1 ideilta attended a conference at

Z University of New Hampshire. Unfortunately, only administrators

could make the conference held at Miami, Florida.

We next move on that phase of Student Union operations which

concerns us most, Food Services. For the benefit of those who have

been overwhelmed with curiosity 1 quote you this tidbit of |^wma-

ti„n "Popular Items-the hamburger with its consistently high

quality continues to the most popular item along w.th lemonade or

coffee." Having sweated through one summer section, I pass this little

bit of information; during the swnmer they change the oil from A.b.A.

30 to A S.A. 20 in deference to the heat. Also, many campus gour-

mets have been wondering who makes up the menus which feature

cream of leftover soup. "A greater choice of a la carte meals under

the excellent supervision of Chef Charles Lehane was available-often

three or four choices" I would like to see Chef Lehane venture out

from behind the dish room and receive a just reward for his valiant ef-

S

jn closing Mr. Scott says, ".
. . With this in mind the Student

Union staff will continue to dream of ways and means to provide

still more services to a great and crowing University." Dream on,

great leader.

Good Music

And American Preference
by VERN PERO '63

Is rock and roll good music? If your answer to this question is

yes, why is it good music? If your answer is no, just what in your

-pinion constitutes good rnusi-? Are the classic works by the great

masters number one in your record library; or are you more prone

toward jazz or mood music as the means of whiling away your spare

hours? Just what is "good music"? The answer is simple and must

be supplied by the individual. For each of us, good music is simply

the music we enjoy.

Those who condemn "pop*" music are as entitled to their ..pinion

as anyone else. But to .-ay that Beethoven ranks head and shoulders

above Elvis Presley is like saying that peppermint life savers are

better than spearmint life savers because you like them. The entire

question depends on your own preference as well as on your point of

view. A good friend of mine is addicted to the works of several

classical composers. While he derives no enjoyment whatsoever from

listening to the music of Miles Davis, he has never once denied that

in his own field Davis exertfl Ids own personal kind of charm. A great

deal of disagreement could be easily avoided If the same broad-minded

opinions could be extended to cover a wider range of musical en-

deavor. This is certainly not the answer to the music problems which

exist today in the Bates as well as elsewhere on campus, but the

adoption of this attitude would probably make the solution easier to

find. If all of those concerned cOltM accept the idea that each is en-

titled to his own musical preferences, the resultant search would be

for a means to supply everyone with something he or she lik«s. in-

stead of for a means to make sure that the preferences of one group

will predominate.

The increased record sales today indicate a general increase in

the desire to hear music, but the increase has been general and all

inclusive and thus IK one type of music has gained u ?pe< ifi< advan

tage. Due to the greatly varying prices of different recordings, by

the way, certain groups, such as the Iftrpm and Extended Play A

I

bums sell more in numbers, bu1 the monetary return on all levels of

sales, which is a much better meant of comparison, was used in deter

mining the data used in making the ubove statement.

Since rlassual music is noi outselling folk music and folk music

is not outselling the classics (by the means of measurement men-

tioned above!, ont may draw the conclusion that opinions concerning

good music art at varied at tht covers on the alliums sold in i busy

ii. ord store in I day. The best criteria by which to judge good music

are your own experiences and preferences. One of the wonderful

things about our country is that here there is no Nikita Clarkehcv

spinning retards on Siberian Handstand and telling everyone what to

like. You're free to choose, and the results of your choice are enjoy-

ment and satisfaction.

Ask around in your own dorm or house and find out what, your

friends think is good music. You'll be surprised, as F have often been,

to find a great diversity of musical interests even among your own
close friends. 1 just asked the girls sitting next to me about their

preferences and I got two related yet different answers. It's the same

everywhere,

Bo the next time the record player in your room starts out with

the "one and-a two and a" which you just can't stand, think for I

moment of what y..ur mw Villa-Lobas record does to the guy or gal

next door and remember thai good music, like good food, is all a mat-

ter of taste.

A LAMENT
for the Old Campus Store

by James A. Merino '60

As the present day Juniors, Bophomoyet, and

Freshmen walk across the south lawn of Machmer,

they little realize that they tread over the site of

the old Campus Store, which was commonly called

the C-Store; that they tread upon a bygone, much

beloved institution which by the time of its demi

had become a tradition. •«.

The old C-Stort formerly occupied, along with

the barber shop and the post office, the first floor

of North College, an ancient building sustained

structurally on the same faith and pigeon dung as

does LA Annex.

The old C-Store also served as a coffee shop

The main store was constantly crowded, but t!

situation was mitigated by the fact that there opened

off of the main store several small rooms, the larg-

est of Which held about four tables so that if the

< rowds of the main store annoyed one, it was al-

ways possible to retire with one's acquaintances in

to one of the side rooms, where one could enjoy g..

coffee and conversation.

To purchase a cup of coffee in the old C-Store

was a true adventure, especially for the Freshman.

After one had finally managed to obtain and pay

for one's coffee, one had to find a seat if one intend

ed to drink his coffee in the main store. Meandering

through the crowds, while holding the cup alofl

the finger-tips, as an offering to deity one moved

slowly about, keeping an eye open for a place.

The seating space in the C-Store was on a strid

caste basis. Due to the crowded conditions, there

were three kinds of space: the four chairs around

the table, reserved for Seniors and campus wheels;

•satellite" chairs for the immediate acquaintance

and "courts" of these leaders and wheels; and "cof

fee cup space", which was a small space on the table

reserved for the cups of those not worthy of a seal

The "coffee cup space" was available to the pro

teget Of the "familiars" who occupied the "satellite"

chairs, and for lucky freshmen who happened to

be acquaintances of either the proteges or the

"familiars."

These colorful "courts" in general sat. in the

main store, retiring to the side rooms when engs
i

in highly secret campus power-play.

The ('-Store did not have a Juke Box.

But the world moves on; and the Word today is

Progress.

Today, we do nnt have foe j>mnll crowded C-

Store.

We have Progressed.

Todav we have the Hatch. Ah! the Hatch! The
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ive t n«

•

Hatch is at least five times the size of the old I

Store. The purchase of .'i CUP Of coffee is but a •

mercial transaction, watched over by a worried Di

• r of tht Hatch, one of a bureaucracy which

must pay the mortgage on the dazzling palace of

which the Hatch i- I part.

Tin Cs patera is gone.

The Batch also has a Juke How The benevolent

SU planners, not wishing to deprive anyone of Ii

tening to the Juke Box*l celestial strains, have nol

Ided the charming tide rooms to which one could

retire with one'f acquaintances. How they think of

•verything!

Ah! I'rogr

What I. D.?

1

THE LAND OF
by STU SALTMAN '61

and MIKE BLUM f60 mi
Behind the bandstand at New York's Randalls Island Jazz Fes-

tival, a little boy was receiving a tremendous amount of attention.

I'.aird Parker, the nine year old son of jazz immortal Charley "Yard-

bird" Parker, posed bewilderedly for a series of photographers, as

famous jazz musicians crowded around. Dizzy Gillespie handed the

short-panted little one his horn. As a bulb flashed the miniature

"Bird" mastered the upswept trumpet for two crystal tones. Few

took this to indicate that Baird was a reincarnation, but obvious to all

near was the determined effort of the jazzmen present to treat him

with kindness. They remembered—lack of acceptance It what "Bird"

died from . . .

As I approached Birdland recently I noticed Miles Davis, John

Cettrane and Paul Chambers taking a between-sets stroll. Their en-

thusiasm as they entered a Broadway parking lot persuaded me to

follow. I found them "flipping" over a magnificent Ferrari, Gran

Turisimo Coupe. Miles was particularly excited: perhaps he will trade

in his Mercedes 300SL in the near future? This aggregation of sports

car connoisseurs returned to Bjrdland in the midst of a Maynard Fer-

guson set. The band unfortunately no longer matches the exuberance

of the bouncy leader. Trimmed to twelve men including two recent

replacements from Boston (pianist Jacky Byard and bassist Gene

Cerico. familiar to devotees of the Stable) the band waxed thin on

charts which they have recorded in a lustier manner, and lacked solo

strength aside from the soaring Maynard and innovator tenorist Lin

Halliday. The Miles Quintet, which still has an imposing array of

soloists despite the departures of "Cannonball" Adderley. "Philly"

Joe Jones and "Red" Garland, was disappointing. Miles in a half hour

set rarely delves into more than two tunes. Consequently, 1 heard a

twentv minute playing of the Ravelesque "Flamenco Sketches" off

"Kind of Blue" (Columbia CI 1355). On this tune all but new drummer

Jimmy Cobb soloed. Despite excellent contributions by thoughtful

Miles, rihhon-playing par excellence (take this to mean his music is

a continuous ribbon of sound, rather than a series of notes, at least

when he makes it) by Coltrane, a well constructed bass solo by Cham-

bers and some good playing by new pianist Wynton Kelly, the over

all effectiveness was lost due to the gigantic task of sustaining interest

through two and three chorus solos. This problem was magnified once

the rhythm section had lost interest in the whole affair and played

autonomously without concern for what the soloists were doing. Group

playing and rapport is at a minimum, but this aggregation affords

an opportunity to hear as intelligent a string of solos as is possible

from any one bandstand in a night of jazz listening.

Highly recommended new releases

—

"Sonny Rollins" and the "Contemporary Leaders" Contemporary

"George Russell—New York, N.Y." Deeca, features narration by

Jon Hendricks and big band with GelsOfl Farmer. Evans, Woods, Col-

trane, Roach etc.

"Kind of Blue" mentioned above has gotten excellent notices all

around; more arranged format than the in-person Miles quintet.

>• « • »t« »•*•(* i*»: « -»• tor '• »« !•••

ofTwo
Among Western Hemisphere cities

with the largest per capita enjoyment of

Coca-Cola are, interestingly enough, sunny

New Orleans and chilly Montreal. When we say,

"Thirst Knows No Season," we've said

a cheerful mouthful.

So don't take any lame excuses about ita

not being hot enough for Coca-Cola. Forget

tht temperature and drink up I

Drink

New Housemother

Named At TKE
Mrs. Dorothy P. Wagstaff was

recently appoint. Tau Kappa

Epsilon's new ho

Mrs. Wagstaff

dent of Greenfie

tive in church an

tivities. She is

Grand of the Rel

sixteen years sin

of Spencer Inc. in Greenfield and

was a general store proprietor

for several years after that.

The brothers of TKE welcome

her whole-heartedly and hope

that all will get to know her.

•mother,

n former resi-

nas been ac-

communlty ac-

i past Noble

call Lodge. For

was a member

Senator Armstrong . .

.

(Continued from page l)

been established.

I. The center doors, once again,

to be locked, as well as the North

door at the iront of the Com-

mons, permitting exit only from

these doors.

Line "I would remain as routed

presentedly.

The possible rerouting of the

lines would benefit the student!

in foul weather as well as facil-

itate speeding up the present de-

layed situation.

A student when asked his

(pinion of th< suggestion, replied.

*.v
i |a

• fast every morn-

Fashion Fanfare
by JIDY RKA8KIE *60

The glamorou a |
'. of a college girl is usually neglected. We

are most often seen in Bermudas, or slacks and sweaters for every-

day near, and skirts and knee son for dates. Phis being a country

Campus with few opportunities for dressy dating limits our ability to

show we do know how to be glamorous.

In case anyone has forgotten, I'm going to furnish information

on what ihe glamour girl will wear this fall and winter, hoping you

will all have an opportunity to use many of my suggestions.

Any girl should dress according to her fashion type. A girl most

it home in sports clothes should try to choose a dressy fashion in

keeping with the simph- lines she wears for ever? day. There are

formals which are really formal, with low-cut neckline., lott of ruf-

fles and other details. Such "extras" are attractive on certain fashion

types, hut should be avoided by the sporty girl. For her there are

coop necklines and plain, tailored lines, making up for their sim-

plicity by using a rich fabric or vibrant color.

Probably a good place to begin is to quote "Glamour" magazine.

They use the phrase "evening zyzzle," an exciting and catchy way

of explaining the new look for college parties. Dresses are more

sophisticated this year. We seem to have nearly completely escaped

the full length, strapless grown with net and tiers of ruffles. Instead,

in its place, I sleek, classic look, requiring a good figure. Kmphasis

is on color and quality, and the knack of adding one's own classy de-

tails, in striking jewelry, shoes of a contrasting color, exotic eye

makeup, and a smart hairdo, different from what is always worn.

White is the big color for fall. In informal date dr< 6S, it ap-

pears in fine-quality jersey, softly pleated with perhaps the addition

of a striking enmmerbund in blight red. blue or green. By picking up

the color detail in shoes and bag, and using simple jewelry in pin and

matching earrings, the ensemble becomes vibrant and makes its

wearer feel so too.

For those who prefer not to wear all white, black and white will

always be (he perfect combination. Black is often most flattering

near the face, use it here in a simple scoop-necked jersey or a dramatic

velveteen jacket. For the skirt a wide sweep of batiste or printed

organdy, black with a white design. Reverse the colors, white on top

in again jersey, organdy or velvet.

Away from black and white now to COLOR, every color and all

color combinations. No one should hesitate to wear a color because of

its clashing with hair or complexion. Redheads have been proven to

look well in w<\. Everything depends on the shade, l se ol shades of

a color, at coral, pink, rose or shrimp will be flattering to those who

hesitate to w^ar real, real, red.

Dresses this fall feature every imaginable color. Brocades in blue,

champagne and gold, velveteens in vibrant greens, blues and aqua.

A striking combination used in a fall fashion show was a champagne

brocade date dress with a balloon full skirl, wide waist-cinching belt

and tailored collar. Featured with it were accessories in blue: bright

earrings of blue crystal matched in n cklace and bracelet, plain blue

pumps and an evening bag <>» blue rabbit fur. Worn by a brunette, it

would be equallj appealing on t blond.

The best rule to follow is to be daring without losing sight of

,;,,. fhten the ittractivenesg of an ensemble with acces-

!'. w are of b< ing infl : 'iced by pea

\ be choosey, know your fashioi n I livi

* nds.

Ving

Pending Ihe motion of the

Senate Wednesday, the proposal

will go into effect on Monday.

October ."., l''"W.

For furl details, turn to

page four for an outlined dia-

gram,

(m$&

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Bottled wdw authority of The Coca-Colo Company by

Coca-Cols Bottling Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Matt.

! College Town I

|
Service Centre

j

Mobilgas—Mobiloil

Mobilubrication

!

I

I

r
i

1

H Come in and let us

s
service' your car

1 for Winter Driving.
f

E

Angell . . .

Tel. Alpine 3-9127

161 No PLEASANT St.

Dick Hamilton, Prop.

1

!

!

1

1

(Continued from page i)

Mr, X'e'.-i feel* more at home

in public sneaking which det

with current eventt. This, he ex-

i, r
.~ -e^. is hi.- 'i for Interest

m debating.

"The problem of effective com-

munication, especially sa between

layman and specialisl ' to

ome more si d more acute and

one of considerable Jocial signi-

ficance.

"Training in public speaking is

an Improvement in helping to

bridge this gap. These are prob-

lems of growing proportion- .i.

an age of expression. People who

are not of the same mystic broth-

ei hood can understand them."

When asl ed iboul the effect of

television in this situation, the

former Princeton professor com-

mented that television has in-

creased the importance of tht

spoken word by giving sneakers

a wider audienee.

However. Mr. Angell states,

"One thing to be lamented :n re-

gards to television is that it has

the tendency to shift emphasis

away from vigorously rational

discussion of issues and to place

it upon the personality of the

image of the speaker. T.V. pro-

ducers don't give speakers time

to develop issues. They are more
• *••••••

—FOR SALE—
1950 DODGE, 4-Dr. Sedtn

Good Condition — $175.00

Call Ctm Leger, AL 3-5856

,i« i «.«.•• ' ..».,,

Interested in getting audiences to

believe the speaker is sincere. I

wish time limitations could be

somehow surmounted to have

more face Co face debates and to

deflate the father images that

T.V. producers attempt to cul-

tivate."

'Four College

Culture
ART SHAW '60

Wednesday] SO September
••My i Lecture", student

Union B p.m.

Thursday. i October

Motion Picture — "The Young
Linn-." Student Union

Friday, 2 October

Indian Motion Picture "Father

1'anehali", Chapin Auditorium,

Mt, Ho)yoke, 8 p.m.

Saturday(
3 October

"Nil

Sunday. 1 October

Swedish Motion Picture—"Wild

Strawberries'*, Amherst College,

K rbj \uditorium, 6:30 & 8:.'W

p m.

Rally . . .

(Continued from pne/t 1)

tible should contact Don Croteau

.it the Collegian office before

Friday.

\ bonfire and speaking pro-

gram will follow the parade out-

side the I'nion at 7:lo.

\fter the rally, a dance co-

sponaored by Adelphia and the

Rally Committee, will be held in

the StJ Hallroom from 8 to 11.
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AFROTC Announces . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

Maj. Sprague has been furthering

his education ever since. Having

received a B.A. in 1957 and an

M.A. in 1959 from Jackson Col-

lege, Hawaii, he is also a grad-

uate of five military schools, the

most recent being Air Command
& Staff School in 1956, and Aca-

demic Instructors School in 1959.

Returning to his native state

Maj. Sprague finds the campus

has undergone many changes,

but feels "it is still the prettiest

of any university." His new posi-

tion as Asst. Prof, of Air Science

he finds "a challenging assign-

ment."

Capt. Costantino, also a New
England son, from Bennington,

Vt., has been appointed Informa-

tion Officer and an Asst. Pro.',

of Air Science. Graduating from
the Univ. of Vt. in 1949, he en-

tered the service as an enlisted

man on a B29 gunner, from which
he went on to aviation cadet

training. His previous assign-

ment was as a member of an
F84 Tactical Reconnaissance

Squadron in Germany. Prior to

his Germany experience he spent

a three-year tour of duty in

OnCamp*
with

MteSMman

ilcrif'l Was a Tun-apt Du n-f", "77* Many
I.on* of Dobii (iUh's" , ( tc.)

FOOTBALL: ITS CAUSE AND CURE

Next Saturday at the football game while you are sitting; in your

choice student's seat behind the end zone, won't you give a

thought to Alaric Sigafoos?

Alaric Sigafoos (1808-1034) started life humbly on a farm

near Thud, Kansas. His mother and father, both named Ralph,

were bean-gleaners, and Alaric became a bean-gleaner too. Later

he moved to Oregon and found work with a logging firm as a

stump-thumper. Then he went to North Dakota where he

tended the furnace in a granary (wheat-heater). Then he drifted

to Texas where he tidied up oil fields (pipe-wiper). Then to

Arizona where he strung dried fruit (fig-rigger). Then to Ken-

tucky where he fed horses at a breeding farm (oat-toter). Then

to Long Island where he dressed poultry (duck-mucker). Then

to Alaska where he drove a delivery van for a bakery (bread-

sledder). Then to Minnesota where he cut up frozen lakes (ice-

slicer). Then to Nevada where he computed odds in a gambling

house (dicc-pricer). Then to Milwaukee where he pasted camera

lenses together (Zeiss-splicer).

Finally he went to Omaha where he got a job in a tannery

beating pig hides until they were soft and supple (hog-flogger.)

Here he found happiness at last.

kVouhkkhiMkd ktthillttiekbeW-"-

Why, you ask, did be find bappinoss at last? Light a firm and

fragrant Marlboro, taste those better makin's, enjoy that filter

that filters like no other filter filters, j>ossess your souls in sweet

content, cro*s your little fat legs, and read on.

Next door to Marie's hog-floggery was an almond grove owned

by a girl named Chimera Emrick. Chimera was pink and white

and marvelously hinged, and Alaric was instantly in love. Each

day he came to the almond grove to woo Chimera, but she, alas,

stayed cool.

Then one day Alaric got a brilliant idea. It was the day be-

fore the Uinud ( hnaha Almond Festival. ( >n this day. as every-

one know, all the almond growers in Omaha enter floats in the

big par; <e. These floats always consist of large cardboard al-

monds hanging from large cardboard almond trees.

Alaric's inspiration was to stitch pieces of pigskin together

and inflate them until they looked like big, plump almonds.

"These sure beat skinny old cardboard almonds," said Alaric

to himself. "Tomorrow they will surely take first prize for

Chimera and she will be mine!"

Early the next morning Alaric carried his lovely inflated pig-

skin almonds over to Chimera, but she, alas, had run off during

the night with Walter T. Scveridgc, her broker. Alaric flew into

such a rage that he started kicking his pigskin almonds all over

the place. And who should be walking by that very instant but

Abner Doubleday I

Mr. Doubleday had invented baseball the day before, and be

was now trying to invent football, but be was stymied because

he couldn't figure out what kind of ball to use. Now, seeing

Alaric kick the pigskin spheroids, his problem was suddenly

solved. "Eureka'" he cried and ran to his drawing board and

invented football, which was such a big success that he was in-

spired to go 00 and invent lacrosse, Mono|X)ly, run sheep run

and nylon. ' © ita» m.« simim..

* * *

When you go to next Saturday'* game, take along the perfeet

football companinn— Marlboro Cigarette* or Philip Morri*

Cigarette* or new Alpine Cigarette*—all a delight—all *pon-

*or* of thi* eolumn.

Europe, and some time in South

Carolina and Korea.

Capt. Costantino is phased

with "his first chance to come
back home". He like* the "atmos-

phere of completf academic free-

dom", as Provost MeCune ex-

pressed it, because it j?ives him a

"chance to think creatively about

his job, instead of being forced

to exhibit atereotyped behavior

along classic channels."

As a freshmen instructor and

an observer and advisor on the

drill field, Capt. Costantino finds

the freshmen "interested and in-

telligent", and is "pleasantly sur-

prised with their general attitude

of being here to learn something

and their recognition of the op-

portunity to get something from
their college."

Maj. Vinskey's addition to the

Air Force ROTC department is in

the capacity of Educational

Training Officer. He is aided in

his academic administration by
Maj. Sprague and Capt. Costan-

tino, who do the classroom in-

structing.

Having received a B.S. in Civil

Engineering from Tri-State Col-

lege, Indiana and a M.S. in Busi-

ness from the Univ. of Colorado,

Maj. Vinskey began his service

career in December of 1940. His

overseas duty included assign-

ments in Germany, England, the

Mariana Islands, and the Philip-

pines.

From 1950 to 1959, Maj. Vins-

key served with Strategic Air

Command, during which time he

was stationed in New Mexico,

South Dakota, and in Newfound-

land, for the last three years.

The Campus Beat
by EI) HAMMOND 63 and ERNIE BANDER '60

I don't think this was such a

good idea, Shad. Why couldn't we

have driven down to the pame in

tin- motorcade like everyone else?

Relax, will you, Clod. Flying's

the only way to go. I've had my
license for over two weeks now.

How long does it usually take

to get to Boston?

1 don't know, I've never made

it. Look, there's the motorcade

below us. Isn't that a sight.

Yeh, I'll count them. One, two,

and there's a third one. Boy, is

that going to impress them, Shad.

Say, Clod, what was that

story you were telling me about

your uncle who got shot down
during the war in Africa?

Oh, him. Well, he was captured

by a tribe of cannibals. Every day

they used to prick his skin and

drink his blood. They were going

to kill him but he managed to

escape.

Wow, that must have been ter-

rible. He's lucky they didn't kill

him.

Oh, he wouldn't have minded

dying, he just didn't like being

With SAC, his ground job was

as a construction engineer, and

he attained the rank of Master

Navigator with over 3,000 air

hours.

Maj. Vinskey likes "working

with young students and as an

engineer appreciates the spacious,

physical layout of the campus."

Eleanor Galbraith '61, winner of the Collegian sponsored "Best

Dressed Gir! on Campus contest last year and chosen by Glamour

magazine U one of the Ten Best College Girls, is shown with Dick

Stark, tele\i<ion announcer as she is being presented with a type-

writer.

The typewriter was one of the prizes awarded Miss Galbraith

during her recent two-week visit to New York City.

Reverend Seely And His Assoeiates

Push . For Tri-Denominational Chapel
The Rev. Albert Seely, the Protestant Chaplain, is a well-known

figure on campus. Those who went to the C.A. Frosh picnic will re-

member liim »« a friendly, understanding personality.

A graduate of Oberlin College, the Rev. Mr. Seely began Nil

career as ;i pastor of a Vermont church, and has been a chaplain here

for six years. He is assisted by

the Rev. Russell Claussen who is

in charge of the Christian Asso-

ciation. Three associates, Rev.

Jere Merger, Rev. Donald Bossart,

and Rev. J. Lynn Springer, mem-
hers of the local churches, work
together with Rev. Seely as rep-

resentatives of the different de-

nominations. Rev. Seely and the

other two chaplains cooperate on

matters concerning the religious

life of the University. Their pres-

ent efforts are directed towards a

chapel for the three religions.

Rev. Seely, assisted by Rev.

Claussen, also directs the Chris-

tian Associat ion. Members of this

group are active in service proj-

ects. This year a delegation will

attend a national conference for

college students. The group also

Engineers Hold

First Meeting
The joint student chapters of

the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, and Institute of

Radio Engineers, the two profes-

sional electrical engineering
groups on campus, held their first

meeting of the year in the S.U.

last night.

Both organizations have an

initiation fee of five dollars.

However, upon graduation stu-

dent members automatically be-

come members in the senior

society of their choice without a

transfer fee

The EE Club is specifically for

freshmen and sophomores who
would rather not join one of these

organizations now.

stuck for the drinks all the time.

Wait a minute, Clod, some-

thing's coming over the intercom:

"There will be a General Meet-

ing tomorrow at 11 A.M. of the

Roister-Doisters in the S.U. Final

casting for "Our Town" will be

announced."

Are you sure you kno.v how to

work that thing Shad? That

sounded like WMUA to me.

Do you doubt my ability? I'm

a member of the Granville Air

Society. We're having a meeting

tonight at 7 P.M. in E-27 Mach-

mer. The topic will be "Inside

Outer Space" by Major Buck

Rogers. Late comers will be as-

sessed two demerits.

Shail, look at the crowd. I

didn't think we'd get'this big a

reception.

Yeh, that's the airfield. Look at

the maintenance crew milling

around. I'll bring her down.

Shad, this isn't an airport, it's

Harvard Stadium. Here comes

one of the Harvard players. He
looks mad.

"Thay, you chaps
"

Let's find our seats, Clod. I

wonder if he Knew he was talking

to an officer in the Commuter's

Club. In fact, a meeting will be

held tomorrow at 11 A.M. in the

Norfolk room of the S.U.

This place is built funny. I'll

bet none of the architects who
worked on this ever considered

"Some Problems in Foundations

of Geometry." If they haven't,

they should attend the Math Club

meeting tonight at 7:30 in the

Worcester Room of the 8.U.

Charles Getchell will be the

speaker.

This is great, Clod. Nothing

like a good football game.
Yeh, I can hardly wait till

Wheeler opens its season against

Thatcher.

Door Sticks

As Keys Fail

A jammed lock made three boys

prisoners in 308 Butterfieid Sun-

day night.

Ray McDonald '02, Dan Rey-

nolds '82, and Dean Fauppinen
'62 found themselves trapped

when Rill Naughton tried to get

in at 8:80. The latch in the door

had extended beyond its usual

limit and jammed.

Dean Fauppinon managed to

climb out. Three hours later, at

11:80, after police and main-

tenance men had been unsuccess-

ful with the frozen lock, a car-

penter fried the hoys. He had to

remove the lock and a section of

the door.

Commenting on his experience,

Ray McDonald said, "No sweat.

We knew we'd get out. It was

pretty funny."

LOST & FOUND
Lost: A white blazer at the

vicinity of ESS <>n last Friday.

Person who took it by mistake

pleaae return it to Gratia Low,

Mary Lyon House.

Lost: K. and B, sliderule (name
engraved in upper left hand cor-

ner). Lost in room EB111. Con-

tact Donald Newey, Jr., 220 Mills

Lost: Green trench coat in

Library or Student Union. Con-

tact Marilyn Carr, Leach.

puts out a newspaper, the Out-

look.

This year Rev. Seely will give

classes in religion. He also plans

to bold a series of retreats for

Protestant students.
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FACTS W FIGURES
by DICK BRESCIANI '60

Charlie O'Rourke's Redmen run into another Ioj™M«bl« 'oe

Saturday when they entertain the Delaware Blue Hens at 1.30 at

Alumni Field. Last year UMass put up a courageous struggle before

howins to the Blue Hens 28-14.

tL boy to watch in the Delaware backfield i. halfback John Tur-

„er who set a school rushing record laat fall. The %??'****'
»er is one of the leading ground-gainer, in the East and eould giT«

UMass lots of trouble before the day is over. .

Triggered by the long-range missiles of quarterback John Mc-

Cormick, the UMass offensive is one of the most explosive in local

Mccormick has already pasaed for five touchdowns and has eon-

nected on 12 of 30 attempts. The hefty soph has totaled over 300 yards

through the air, which ranks him close to the top among Eastern

collegiate passers.

Another Award For Lumenti

Ralph (Lefty Lumenti, whom we wrote about in this column ast

week, received another for his pitching feats this summer in the Class

A Sally League. . . ..

The former UMass ace was selected as one of two hurlers on the

combined Class AA and A official AH-Star team. Lumenti also made

two appearances for the Senators against the Red Sox over the week-

"
The Milford, Mass. native pitched three innings and allowed but

two hits and no runs. In Sunday's game he came on injjHj* in the

seventh inning and easily disposed of Vic Wert*, Ted Williams and

Gene Stephens. Lefty may have the distinction of being the last pitch-

er to face Williams, if the Splinter decides to hang up his spikes.

Senators Tie Slugging Mark

One week ago todsy Boh Allison, Washington's promising rookie,

belted his 30th home run to enable the Senators to tie a major league

Allison's round-tripper gave the Nats three players with 30 or

more homers for the season. Harmon Killebrew tied for the American

League lead with 42 and Jim Lemon added 33.

Other clubs with a trio of 30-homer sluggers were the 1929 Phil-

lies (Chuck Klein, Frank Hurst and Lefty O'Doul), 1941 Yankees

(Joe DiMaggio, Charlie Keller and Tom Henrich), 1947 Giants (Walk-

er Cooper, Johnny Mize and Willard Marshall), 1950 Dodgers (Duke

Snider, Gil Hodges and Roy Campanella), 1953 Dodgers (Snider,

Hodges and Campanella) and 1956 Reds (Ted Kluszewski, Frank

Robinson and Wally Post).

Loses Teeth In Touchdown Run

A University of South Carolina student lost his bridgework when

a 54-yard run gave the Gamecocks a 12-7 win over Duke last week.

As halfback Ken Norton raced down field with the winning score,

the student yelled so loudly that five upper teeth popped out of his

mouth into the crowd of 37,000 spectators.

When nobody turned in the teeth, the youngster had to search

through the discarded programs and debris the next morning, before

he found his choppers.

Field Hockey
by SALLY PERRY 62

Field hockey enthusiasts have

spent the past week in back of

the cage drilling in the various

skills of field hockey.

Twenty odd girls turned out for

the practices which consist of

short exercises in dribbling, driv-

ing, dodging, attacking, and pass-

ing.

Those interested in the offen-

sive positions of center forward

are: Jean Condon and Snooky

Davidson; inner: Sally Buchley,

Judy Graham, Sherry Lambert,

Carol Majewski, and Sally Pern/.

Those interested in wing posi-

tions are Barbara Davidowicz,

Dotty Goodwin* and Jesse Piece-

wicz; and the defensive positions

of half back: Peg Bagdon, Paula

Colclough; Katie Dix, Judy Dug-

gan, Mary Heistad and Mareen

Simondst

Peg Adamson, Carol Kosik, and

Pat O'Connell are out for full-

back spots and Dotty Buckwan

is goalie. Others are Edith Lark-

in, Ellie Harrington, and Pat

Juskiewicz.

Later in the season games will

be scheduled with such colleges

as Mt. Holyoke, Smith, Spring-

field, UConn, and Wellesley with

a playday to climax the season.

Practice sessions are held Mon-

V* V * >-IIV»UIJj A W14UV.C

Conference champions will mark

time again this week as far as

conference activity is concerned,

hut the UConns will be watching

with interest the developments

of two important clashes at

Kingston and Orono.

At Kingston, Coach Chief Bos-

ton's University of New Hamp-
shire Wildcats will launch their

conference campaign when they

meet the University of Rhode Is-

land Rams. Last year, the two

clubs waged a hot battle at Dur-

ham with the Rams gaining a 20-

4.U CUgCi

The University of Maine, after

two games on the road will re-

turn to Orono to entertain the

University of Vermont. Maine

holds a wide edge in the series,

winning 12 of the 15 games play-

ed and last year at Burlington,

the Black Bears won 26-0.

Swim Team
Varsity and Frosh Swim

Team candidates report to the

pool at 4 or 5 p.m., every d«y

this week.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Stomach In, Chest Out!

Drill Master Don Witkoski seems to be having a rather hard

time in drilling his Precisonettes; but the picture ia deceiving for

the girls are shaping up. Here, the girls are being instructed on a

routine. Practice has been going On for two weeks, and the girls

should be ready for the Delaware game.

day through Thursday from

4:45-6:00 p.m.

The head coach is Miss Maida

Riggs, and Carol Majewski is

manager.

Army Or Air Force?

Precisionettes
This Saturday at the Delaware

game, being played on our field,

the Precisionettes will be making

their season debut at half time.

They are known for their out-

standing drill procedures. The 48

girls marching Saturday will be

adding color to the half time in-

terval with their bright red and

black uniforms, as well as with

their talent.

For those who want a sneak

preview, the girls will be per-

forming Friday night at the rally.

NOTICE
All male students interested in

the Red Cross Water Safety In-

structor's course, please see Joe

Rogers in the pool this week. The

classes will meet on Mon, Wed,

Fri, from 1-2 or from 2-3. En-

rollment for the course closes on

Monday Oct. 5.

Here the Precisionettes are marching in fine step. The girls will

give their first performance between halves at the UMass-Delaware

game, next Saturday. It will be good to see them back again this

year, for it was not certain, a short time ago, whether or not they

would ever appear again.

Collegian Meeting

There will he a meeting of

the Collegian Sports Staff,

Thursday at 11:00 a.m. All

students interested in joining

the staff are invited to attend.

We've Got Plenty O Nuthin

'CbNT KICK M& CfP TH' TEAM COACH- VOJOU WANT
AAe TA FLUNK OUTTA COUBCGf*

by AL BERMAN '62

Twenty-two to nothing. That

was the score at the end of the

first half of Saturday's Redmen-

Ilarvard football game.

It was at that time the Har-

vard hand decided to add insult

to injury by soundly poking jabs

at UMass.

Accompanied by explanations

over the public address system,

the Crimson musicians formed the

letters to spell out, in order, "no

dough," "no Inrnze," "no pres,"

"no hand," and, as a last blow,

"no score."

Following the spelling exhibi-

tion, the Harvard band played

"I've Got Plenty ()' Nu-thin."

This sent the Purple people in-

to a frenzy Thousands of wild,

jeering Harvard freshmen gloated

at the UMass delegation from

acroM the field.

Perhaps with all the attention

focused on what the Redmen
didn't have, many people forgot

exactly what they did have.

They had a cheering section of

almost two thousand students who

came all the way to Cambridge,

just to spur their team; many of

them not even knowing how they

were going to get back to cam-

pus.

They had a hardy group of five

musicians who bravely walked out

onto the field during the Harvard

jahhing'to play "Fight Massachu-

setts" and cause the entire Har-

vard band to stop playing.

They had a team that, when

losing by a score of thirty-six to

nothing, still had enough drive

left to score twenty-two points.

Finally, they had a team that

is more determined than ever to

strip the feathers from the Del-

aware Hens.

If this is what our Harvard

friends call "nuthin'," then we've

got plenty of it, and we'll take

plenty mote.
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| —FOR SALE— |

| Olds Hydromatic '49 f
= Rocket 98—4400 Honest Miles§
3 Exceptional — Asking $250 '

t_

Tel. ALpine 3-5007 1
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a Swingline
Stapler no

bigger than a
pack ofgum!

98*
(Including

1000 »npl<\>

SWINGLINI "TOT"
Millions now in use. Uncondi-
tionally guaranteed. Makes book
covers, fastens papers, arts and
crafts, mends, tacks, etc. Avail*

able at your college bookstore.

SWINGUNf
-Cuo" $*••*•» 1 1. If

INC.
kc«o illANP • • ML* *

FOOTBALL RALLY

AT 7 TONIGHT

Band 6. Precisionettes

Parade
Bonfire & Dance

at Union
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Hokkaido Gives SU
A Bear As Token

by SHARON CLARK '63

Hokkaido University in Japan

has been UMass' sister university

since 1877. As a token of esteem,

the students of Hokkaido Univer-

sity sent us their symbolic bear

to commemorate the opening of

our Student Union in 1957.

Through the courtesy of the

U.S. Air Force, the bear was

transported to this country with-

out coat, and is now in the lobby

of the Student Union.

According to Provost Shannon
McCune, "The bear has done quite

a bit of traveling since then. At

one time, a group of mischievous

students kidnapped the beast,

toured him through Boston, and

finally deposited him in the lobby

of the State House, where he

remained until some irate official

telephoned the University. The

bear was finally transported

home, where it was kept under

lock and key, only to be exhibited

on special occasions.

Two years ago, the bear was

established in the Colonial
Lounge. Unfortunately, it didn't

fit in with the decoration of the

lounge and the bear was once

aagin shifted to the shelf over the

front door of the Student Union,

where it can be seen today.

In ancient Ainu tradition, the

bear is a symbol of strength and

power. Annual fights were con-

ducted between the Ainu men and

the bears until the death of one

of the opponents. There are only

about two hundred existing Ainus,

and the once fighting Hokkaido

Bears may now be seen clowning

in the circuses.

An old superstition says: that

it is good luck to rub the nose of

a bear. Provost McCune ex-

pressed the wish to bring the

bear down from its pedestal dur-

ing exam week, so that the stu-

dents can rub its nose before ex-

ams. ^

Homecoming Floats

To Welcome Rams
by LARRY RAYNER, News Editor

The Inter-Fraternity Council

approved the rules for the Home-

coming Float parade last Wednes-

day night. The rules were ac-

cepted as submitted by Dave

Hefler (AGR), administrative

vice-president of the IFC.

The parade is scheduled to

start at 6:30 P.M. in front of the

Cage. Markers indicating where

each fraternity, sorority, and

dormitory will start will be put

up Friday.

The themes of the float parade

will center around the Rhode Is-

land foothall game.

A complete set of rules unll ap-

pear on next Friday's fraternity

png:
FLOATS AT GAME SAT.
Hal Lane (Sig Fp) suggested

that the floats might ho left over

night around the football field.

"The field would have to he lock-

ed up for the night," Lane said.

"but that can easily he arranged."

It was pointed out that some of

the floats would he built on

trucks that have to be returned

Friday night. Such floats will not

be kept overnight.

Dave Hefler also brought up
the fact that each house is to turn

in the names of all of its mem-
bers to the Senate Elections box

in the RSO office this Monday.

GAGNON SPEAKS
Victor Gagnon, President of the

Debating Society, spoke to the

IFC on incorporating the Intra-

mural debates into the frater-

nity point system. Gagnon argued
that this would "develop more in-

terest in the IFC program, widen
the appeal of the fraternities by
diversifying their activities as

well as help the Intramural de-

bating itself."

He pointed out that debaters

don't have to have previous ex-

perience since the debates are for

the enjoyment of participant*."

The members of the IFC agreed
that this was a matter to bt dis-

cussed among each fraternity and
decided upon at the weekly meet-
ing next Wednesday night.

Student Senate Elections

Will Be Held Wednesday
Student Senate elections are

scheduled to take place next

Wednesday, October 7. Nomina-

tion papers have been available

since last Monday, but so far very

few students have taken them
out. Because of this, papers will

be made available to students to-

morrow morning in the Reg-

istrar's office from 10 a.m. to 12

noon.

by ALAN FINKELSTE1N '61

All nomination papers are due

back in the Dean's office by 5

p.m. next Monday, at which time

a drawing for ballot positions will

be held.

After surveying the situation

carefully, Senate President Bob

Zellis '60 said, "There are many
Senate seats up for grabbing. All

the people have to do is take out

nomination papers. One word of

Phi Eta Sigma Offers
Frosh Tutoring Plan

In keeping with their stated

policy to help raise the academic

standards of the University, Phi

Eta Sigma once more offers their

free tutoring service to freshmen

who are experiencing early dif-

ficulty with their studies. Taking
advantage of the high academic

standards of their own members,
this Freshman Honor Society will

begin its tutoring program Octo-

ber 6.

This year's sessions will be

held in various classrooms. The
complete schedule will be pub-

lished in Monday's Collegian.

In the past ftow y«ars this pro-

gram has aided many freshmen

and it is the hope and aim of this

year's Phi Eta Sigma members
to surpass all previous efforts.

Phi Eta Sigma is the campus
male Freshman Honor Society.

Membership requirement is a 3.4

average for one semester fresh-

man year. A national organiza-

tion, Phi Eta Sigma was founded

on this campus five years ago
and has grown in size and
strength. This year's extensive

tutoring program reflects the

growth in membership and the

increase in activities of this year's

group.

caution—Don't run unless you in-

tend to work. The Senate will be

doing much this next year but no

advances can be made without

workers."

During the past school year

$107,000 was appropriated for

use by the Student Senate.

All dorm and married students

will take part in the elections

next Wednesday night between 9

and 11 p.m. in the dorms. Frat,

sororities, and commuting stu-

dents will hold their elections

from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the lob-

by of the SU.

In commenting about the up-

coming election, Senator Dave
Mraz '61, Elections Chairman
said "In order to keep our high

standard of student government
each student should get out and
vote. It only takes a minute,

which is time well spent."

Mraz Looks For Help

Senator Mraz is currently look-

ing for student help in running
the elections. Any student inter-

ested should sign up on the Sen-

ate bulletin board in the S.U.

There will be a meeting of all

those who sign up on Monday,
October 5 at 5 p.m. in the SU.

*fa

The new I Mass Sport Parachute Club presented a sky diving and parachute demonstration to a
crowd of about 2,000 students Wednesday afternoon. Club President Dana Smith and Safety Officer

Elsworth Gctchell dove from their plane at a height of 3,000 feet. Each fell about 1.000 feet b "ore
opening his parachute. Smith landed on the east sde of College pond. Getchell waited until Smith had
landed before making his dive. A wind forced the second "Sky Diver" to land on the south end of
the football Held.

MARTIN TO REROUTE COMMONS LINES
$ FOR BAND TRIP AND MASS REVIEW

A recommendation that the Dining Commons re-

route their lines so that the students will be able to

wait inside during the winter months was passed

Wednesday night by the Student Senate. The

Senate also reappropriated $863.07 so that the Band
and Prensioni'f tt>s may go to the Northeastern game
in place of tin" Harvard game. In addition the Senate

gave its 'Vmphatic and wholehearted support" to the

Massachusetts Review, a new literary quarterly, by
purchasing a full page ad for $K0.

In setting forth the Dining Common! recommenda-

tion, Senator Bob Armstrong '60 said, "Mr. Martin

Mema enthusiastic about it. With your (Senate) help

it could be put into effect next Monday." In reply

to a query by Senator Mike Moskos '62 as to how
many students are currently eating at the Commons,
Senator Armstrong said, "approximately 2,000 stu-

dents." Although the recommendation has passed the
Setlfttt and been approved by Mr. Martin, it will

not go into effect immediately. The maintenance de-
partment has not completed work on line 56. It is

hoped that work will be completed by the end of

ne\t week. As soon as work on line 56 is completed

the lines will be rerouted.

f Continued am page S)
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PROF. JOHN H. FENTON

The Catholic Vote
The role the Catholic vote plays in the

political scene was the subject of a talk by

prof. John H. Fenton of the government de-

partment fast Wednesday.

Using the examples of the position of the

Catholic Church concerning civil rights for

Negroes in Louisiana and the "right-to-

work" issue in Ohio, Fenton showed how the

Church position affected the reaction of

Catholics to the issues.

Fenton found that "on the basis of any

number of criteria, the evidence shows clear-

ly that the people of French Catholic Louisi-

ana are much more permissive toward their

Negro neighbors than is Protestant Louis-

iana.

Concerning the right-to-work campaign,

Fenton stater! that "one important aspect of

the campaign that received little attention

in the press was the prominent part played

in it by religious leaders. In Ohio, the 1958

"right-to-work" vote was made a moral is-

sue to almost the same degree as civil rights

in Louisiana.

"The objective evidence testifies to the

Validity Of the proposition that Catholics

were swayed by their Church in casting their

\fOte On
" rif/ht-to-irork."

According to Pentott, in the Ohio case

the "Catholic hierarchy produced a differ-

ential Catholic reaction to a political issue by

making it a moral question."

Fenton concluded that, "for good or ill,

religion does make a difference in the politi-

cal as well as the purely religious realm."

Mr. Fenton is the author of Politics in

the Border States, published in 1957, and of

a number of scholarly articles in various pol-

itical science journals. At present he is en-

gaged in a major research project concerned

with comparative state politics in the mid-

west. Mr, Fenton served in the Budget Di-

vision of the Kentucky State Government,

1949-51, and was the head of the Manage-

ment Services Division, Oak Ridge Institute

of Nuclear Studies, Oak Ridge, Tennessee,

1951-195.1. He has taught political science at

Tulane University and Michigan State Uni-

versity.

Letters

What Is Good Music?
To the Editor:

Since the Collegian is a university newspaper, and since among

the functions of a university are the protection, cultivation and en-

joyment of intellect and its creations, I offer these remarks in refer-

ence to Mr. Vern Pero's essay on good music.

The conclusion reached (and started with) by Mr. Pero is that

preferring a certain kind of music makes that music good, and that

this situation is essentially the same as preferring one flavor to

another.

What a delightful world, were this true! Thus, I could write a

piece of music, and if I liked it, it would be good; standards of ex-

cellence and the moaning of critics notwithstanding.

I assume that Mr. Pero is ready to admit, that by his criteria,

there is NO BAD MUSIC, or if there is, it is because no-one likes it,

and thus he would escape the absurdity of being confronted with a

piece of music both good and bad simultaneously, in the event one man

liked it, and another did not.

To deny that Beethoven does, in fact, 'rank head and shoulders

above Elvis Presley' is to deny the worth of the years, the study, the

work, and the suffering of Beethoven. It is to raise the instinctive,

shallow style of Presley to a position it cannot possibly reach by its

own merits.

Mr. Pero would certainly agree that some athletes are outstand-

ing, and others mediocre. Why then, does he imply that the same kind

of a standard does not exist in respect to the achievements of intellect

and spirit?

Mr. Pero states that the 'best criteria by which to judge good

music are your own experiences and preferences.' There is truth in

this, to be sure, but if these criteria are not a part of a larger concept,

one is denied the more subtle joys of understanding not only the

music itself, but the tradition in which the music stands.

Mr. Pero points out the unquestionable right of each man to

quietly pursue his preferences and interests, and In this I whole-

heartedly join him. But this aspect of our democratic society must not

be permitted to so obscure the concept of excellence that we are un-

able to recognize the objective and compelling standards of a cultured

outlook.

I cannot give an adequate definition of good music; I leave that

to someone who knows more about music than I, but I can point out

that if we have no standard except personal preference by which to

distinguish good music from bad. We will NEVER KNOW the differ-

ence, regardless of what we feel. 1 urther, if we make the effort to

find out, the joy we gain will be greater and more lasting than that

which we derive from a passive consumption of whatever happens to

be in vogue.

Tn respect to music especially, as well as any other cultural or in-

tellectual endeavor, there are high and difficult standards to be met.

If we do not attempt to meet hem, modern music will, in time, lose

its value as a part of our civilization, and will become only a diver-

sion for the mediocre element of society.

William D. Wiljanen '63

Iraq In Rebellion
by VIRGIL B. DIXON

The Middle Ea3t which long was the lite of many

unnoticed assassinations has been finally provoked

by the ruthless, cold work of Iraq's Premier Abdul

Karim el-Kassem. During little over the one year

of his administration more Arab Nationalists have

been assassinated than in any other regime in recent

history.

All of the Arab world denounced the executions.

Student demonstrators and religious leaders spoke

out against this tragedy. In Beirut, Le Soir, a local

newspaper, denounced this murdering puppet with

classic Arabic-phrased clamor- "Dipped in blood to

the roots of their hair, will the masters of Baghdad,

never tire of assassinating people?"

In Baghdad the people with a gleam for revenge

in their eyes have struck forth in a riotous demon-

stration only to be repelled by government guns.

Although the Iraqi Army loyally fights the rioters,

there has been growing unrest. Perhaps one cause

was the execution of the popular Commander of the

second Iraq Division.

What is Kassem, who might be called the "see-

saw man" for the way he balances himself between

the Communist and the Anti-Communist pressures,

doing? Communists accused of being involved in

last summer's Kirkuk massacre have been put on

trial in an Anti-Communist military court by him.

It is also rumored that he is giving great thought

to the possibility of freeing those hundreds of Arab

Nationalists he now has imprisoned. Whatever he

does, it will be done with the shrewdness and craft-

iness that typifies the actions of the cleaner Arab.

I am sure Kassem does not assassinate his broth-

ers just to have a blood reputation hovering over

his administration's records. Perhaps inside he is

geared to do things for the betterment of his Arab

brothers. I am not here justifying Kassem's assas-

sinations; I am expounding that Kassem is of Arab

blood; and therefore, his fellow Arabs are of the

most importance to him. He with most forward

looking Middle-Easterners will eventually stand on

the same ground for a United Arab World.

Concerning Old Chapel

October 1, 1959

To the Editor:

I am sure that the friendly and patient C»lleginn reporter who

visited my office for an interview Wednesday afternoon would not

object if certain important correction! were made concerning her ar-

ticle as printed in Wednesday' | .Ihfjian.

CONCERNING OLD CHAPEL

With the support of the Student Senate, the University Adminis-

tration, and the religious agencies which support the Catholic, Jewish,

and Protestant chaplaincies on the campus, the Old Chapel was as-

signed by the Board of Trustees in May, 1958, as a religious center

for all faiths. It is for ALL faiths, not just three denominations or

the three larger faith groups on campus. Plans for use of Old Chapel

as a religious center and for its renovation, including the addition

of a convertible worship center (the gift of the Class of 1958) to the

auditorium on the second floor, have been under consideration by the

chaplains and University officials.

CONCERNING THE PROTESTANT CHAPLAIN'S STAFF

Protestant concern for students and others in the University com-

munity is registered and channeled in two ways: (a) through the

worship and parish lift of the local churches ami their denominational

fellowships, and (b) through the Protestant chaplaincy on campus.

Mr. Claussen and I are full time on campus. Mr. Berger, Mr. Bossart,

and Mr. Springer have pastoral responsibilities In the Episcwpal,

Methodist, and Congregational churches, respectively, and share, part

time, in the work of the Protestant chaplain's office on campus. As a

joint staff, we offer counselling, assist with various phases of the CA
program, give classes in religion. We are not trying to "push for a tri-

denmninational chapel," as the headline in Wednesday's article stated.

Sincerely yours,

Albert L. Seely

The Curse Of A Cold
There is nothing so bold

As the curse of a cold;

The end of your fun's

When the nose starts to run

And there's not a damn thing to be done.

There are torments none worse

Or thoughts more perverse

Than the itching, the twitching,

The cough and the sneeze;

There are pills for this irk

Although none of them work
Regardless, spend what you please.

As I am sitting here typing

My nose I am wiping

And thinking what people are told,

There is nothing so maddening

And saddening or even so bold

As that terrible curse of the cold.

A. Sufferer

A Counter Proposal
To the Editor:

In reference to Mr. Leonard's proposal in last

Wednesday's Collegian:

Mr. Leonard, although he may mean well, has

obviously overlooked the awful consequences of his

hasty and foolhardy proposal. Better we should abol-

ish the cherished American ideals of Liberty, Home,

Mother, Apple Pie and Ice Cream than the Juke

Box, for its removal would open a Pandora's box of

horror that would destroy the University we know
and love!

A silence in the Hatch would rouse from its grave

a terrible spectre of . . . (shudder) conversation! Its

beginnings would be innocent enough, fumbling re-

marks about the weather, courses, etc., but the pes-

tilence would spread quickly until politics, human
values, even (gasp) the Almighty himself might

be discussed!

Even something more horrible would follow . .

.

thought! It Is almost a certainty that this demon
would metamorphose the campus we all hold dear

into an institution of serious minded intelligent

people (God forbid) and thus destroy all our tradi-

tions! More Juke Boxes: one in every room! It is

the only means we have of saving ourselves . . . from
ourselves.

T. B. Wilson
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The Campus Beat
by JERRY GALLAGHER

Now that fraternities can't have

the old booze party any longer,

what is there to do? Just to

prove that you don't need to drink

to enjoy yourself, I'd like to re-

port on a study made at Cactus

A.M. in Nevada, where drinking

is also prohibited.

The Coke Party. Everyone

drinks coke for a while. Then, A
pours coke on B. B. breaks coke

bottle over head of A. A. bleeds

all over floor. C slips on floor and

swallows coke bottle. C breaks

bottle on head of B etc. Party

ends and everyone goes out for a

friendly drink to rehash party.

The Sing. Everyone sings for

a while. A plays the guitar. B

sings off key. A smashes guitar

over head of B. B changes his

tune and smashes chair over

head of A. A falls and hits C. C
slugs B etc. Party ends and

everyone goes out for a friendly

drink to rehash party.

The Games. Everyone plays

Pin the Tail On the Donkey. A
pins tail on B. B kicks A out back

door. A lands on top of C making

out with date. C slugs A. A goes

back in and slugs B etc. Party

ends and everyone goes out for

a friendly drink to rehash party.

The Announcements. The rally

dance tonight, sponsored by Adel-

phia, will have an admission of

75< stag and $1.00 per couple.

The Lutheran Club will hold a

meeting this Sunday, Oct. 4 at

6:30 P.M. in the Plymouth Room
of the S.U. Anyone interested in

joining is invited to attend.

Movies of the UMass-Delaware

game will be shown at 8:00 P.M.,

this Sunday, in the council cham-

bers of the S.U. Everyone is in-

vited.

Alpha Phi Omega, National

Service Fraternity invites all

Freshmen and Upperclassmen to

a smoker Monday, Oct. 5 in the

Worcester Room of the S.U. The

meeting will begin at 7:30 and

refreshments will be served.

The Quarterly, (students' liter-

ary magazine), has elected the

following officers:

Ed. in Chief — Carmen Rezendes

Assoc. Editor — Raymond Tripp

Secretary — Pat Ward
Business Mgr. — William Lee

The Quarterly asks for contri-

butions of a fictional or a non-

fictional nature, (short stories,

poetry, reviews etc.) and art

work. The Quarterly plans to

publish before the Thanksgiving

vacation so please submit articles

in plenty of time. Place articles

in basket on Quarterly File in

Collegian Office.

Don't forget the Rally tonight!

It starts at 7:30. Bring your own
marshmallows.

Lost &l Found
Lost—Parker "41" pen in the

vicinity of the Student Union.

Please return to 102 Van Meter.

Reward.

Lost — A Survey of Western

Civilization history book. Lost or

taken by mistake from Dining

Commons Monday (28th) morn-

ing. Please return to Patricia

Neal, Arnold.

Would the person who borrowed

my blue Parker "Jotter" at reg-

istration please return it to

Monetta Wronski, Hamlin House.

m •••»'»•!* ••»»• •*»• tot-fif-' f* '»* t*X* «V»* CU«»««

Lambda Omega Rho
Some fraternities get athletes. Some get

brains. This fraternity gets virtually everybody,

Including women. It has fanatically ioyal

members in more than 100 countries around

the world. It has no pin and its only ritual is

the simple act of enjoying Coca-Cols every

single day of the year.

Its nsme? L O R-Lovers of Refreshment.

Join up today.

I )rmk

Co-ed Corner

nit. CHARLES \V. COLE

Rockefeller

Foundation
Names Cole

The election of Dr. Charles W.

Cole as vice-president of the

Rockefeller Foundation was an-

nounced Tuesday.

Resigned in April

Dr. Cole resigned last April as

president of Amherst College but

has remained in the post pending

appointment of his successor. He
will assume his duties with the

foundation after the successor is

named.
Dean Rusk, president of the

foundation, who announced the

appointment, said Dr. Cole would

give special attention to the

foundation's programs in the so-

cial sciences and humanities.

Although President and Mrs.

Cole will move to New York

when he assumes his post, they

will continue to maintain the

home they bought in Pelham two

year ago.

(m'^a

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

by GERDA BROOKS '62

and

CAROL KIBITZ '62

WELCOME (LASS OF '63

This column is dedicated to

women dorm residents, to keep

you up to date on all the Dorm
Doings.

CRABTREE HOUSE
On Wednesdayi September 23,

Crabtree House had a IToor*

p. All the girls on the sec-

ond and fourth floors visited all

the girls on the first and third

floors who served them cookies

and apples and invited them in to

see how how they had decorated

their rooms. Tonight the first and

third floors will visit the second

and fourth floors.

Our social chairman for this

year will be Diane Drude '61, and

chairman for the Inter-Dorm sing

will be Charlotte Kimball '62. Our

treasurer will be Elizabeth Patt

*63.

Congratulations to Jane Given,

'62, who is pinned to Paul Cas-

sidy, '62, QTV. Alse pinned are:

Diane Drude, '61, to Walter Hart-

field, '61, Phi Mu Delta, and Judy

Rugg, '62, to Warren Ball, '61,

Alpha Sigma Phi. Congratulations

girls!

Congratulations go, too, to Ruth

Wiezel '61 on her engagement and

also to Judy Rosenthal '61, who
is engaged to Warren Monroe '60,

Alpha Tau Omega, Worchester

Tech.

THATCHER DORMITORY
by PAT SOKOP

Tn voting for dorm representa-

tives Thatcher dorm elected Anne
Hall for Social Chairman; Sal-

ly Kane, Treasur.-r; Pat Ber-

nard. VVA.A. Representative;

Mary Hallisey, Into r-Dorm Coun-

cil and Pat Sokop, News Rep-

resentative.

Thatcher is going to have a

dorm breakfast Sunday Sept. 27,

from 9:00 A.M. until 9:45 A.M.

The menu will consist of juice,

coffee, donuts and rolls.

Congratulations to Sandy
Richie who was pinned to Tom
Delnickas SAE last week.

LEWIS
by NANCY KING

Welcome to the Freshman girls

of '63, and congratulations to 3

former residents of Lewis: Phyl-

lis Gammerman '61 on her en-

gagement to Charles Sagan '59,

TEP. A November 8th wedding is

planned.

Joanne Pease '61, KKG on her

marriage to George Laventis,

B.U. Law School, last June.

Lynn Abbot, '61 SDT on her

marriage to Bruce Aldrich, LT.S.

Marines.

Happy birthday to Cynthia

Stengel '63 and Gerda Brooks, '62,

Sept. 23.

Best wishes to Laurielie Walk-

er '61 who became engaged to

Ellis Strange, Jr., of Segreganset

on Aug. 1.

Congratulations arc also due to

3 girls on their recent pinnings.

Jean Alden '62 KKG became

pinned to Seth Mendell, Phi Delta

Theta, Colorado College.

Judy Clark '61 is pinned to

Lloyd McCausland, New Eng.

Conservatory of Music.

Dorothy Mount '62 became

pinned to Andrew Soucy '62 PSD.

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Colo Company by

Coca-Cols Bottling Co of Northampton, Northampton, Mess.

Commons ...

(Continued from page 1)

Speaking for the Band and the

Precisionettes, Senate treasurer

Pete Anderson '60 said "The rea-

son why the Senate Finance Com-
mittee did not appropriate funds

last year to send the Band and

the Precisionettes to the North-

eastern game is because it was

fell that one trip to Boston dur-

ing the year was sufficient. How-
ever they did not go to Harvard
and should therefore be allowed

to -jo to Northeastern." The Band
and Precisionettes will travel to

Northeastern as well as to the

UConn. and UNH away games.
Senator Jim O'Leary '62 set

forth the motion for Senate sup-

port of the Massachusetts Re-

view, a new literary magazine to

be published by the University.

The Massachusetts Review will

publish articles by famous men
as well as articles by members of

the faculty and student body. The

cost will be $1 .25 per issue with

a subscription rate of $4 annually

Declared O'Leary, "This is a

magazine that could put UMass
on the national scene. The maga-
zine's main purpose is to bring to

light unknown writers by pub-

lishing their articles alongside

those of known writers"

Although in favor of the mo-

tion, Senator Joe Patten '62

thought that the $80 would be

better spent on twenty subscrip-

tions to the magaine then on a

full page ad. "If we give them

$80 for an ad we get nothing

tangible back. If we spend it on

subscriptions we could put it

where people could get their

hands on it," he said. However

the motion passed in its original

form and the $80 was spent on

the full page ad.

During the course of the meet-

ing the Senate appropriated $10

for the purpose of posting signs

in all campus telephone booths

asking the students not to mis-

treat the eqttFpmcBt. Speaking

for this motion, Senator Arm-

strong said, "One reason why
they hesitate to put more phones

on the campus is because of the

destruction done to them."

In reply Senator Carol Jones

'61 said "I don't think it will help.

If someone wants to do something

to the telephone, a sign won't stop

them. It's a waste of money.''

Senator O'Leary felt that with

the alcohol ban in effect the

amount of vandalism would de-

crease.

At the end of thn meeting Hob

Zelis '60, Senate President, an-

nounced all student appointments

to the student-faculty Commit-

tee. They are as follows:

Advisory Board to foreign stu-

dents: Jan Carlson, Ed Bradley,

Audio Visual Council: Hal

Dutton.

Calendar Coordinating Board:

Jan Reid, Bob Zelis.

Collegian: Larry Rayner.

Discipline Board: Don Kelley,

Penny Bollard.

Fin,- Arts Council; Barb Groll,

Art Shaw, Ellie Wattendorf.

Health Council: Elaine Fein-

gold, Edith Schwartz.

Library Committee: Kevin

Donovan.

R.S.O.: Dick MacLeod, Art

Shaw, Jim O'Leary, Don Crotcau,

Ginny Frye, Steve Paulding,

Denny TVohig, Bill Knowlton.

Ex officio members are: Bob

Zelis, Pete Anderson, Judy Mad-

den.

Students Social Activities Com-
mittee: Mareia Smith, Nancy

Pizzano, Judy Konopka, Pete

Kowalchek, presidents of the

four classes, the President of the

Stock-bridge Student Council, IPC

and Panhellenic presidents and

one Reveller Co-Chairman.

Shaw Sponsors Petition

For Cheaper Bus Service
Petitions are currently being

circulated to make available to

students a special weekend ex-

cursion rate of approximately

four dollars for a round trip be-

tween the SU (Amherst) and

Boston. The price for such serv-

ice is usually $8.25.

These petitions, which were

drawn up by Senate Pres. Hob

Zelis '60, are being distributed

throughout the campus by Art

Shaw V>0. Within a week students

will be asked to sign the petitions

which read as follows:

"We, the undersigned, hereby

petition the Peter Pan Bus Line

to provide for the students of the

University of Massachusetts, a

special weekend excursion rate

(approximately $4) round trip

transportation between Boston

and Amherst". All petitions are

to be returned to Art Shaw at the

next Senate meeting.

When asked to comment about

this proposal, Shaw said, "I am
sincerely interested in making it

possible for each and every stu-

dent that needs puhlic transporta-

tion between these two points to

receive it at the lowest possible

cost."

Armed with these petitions,

Senator Bob Armstrong '60, head

of the Senate Services Committee,

will then confer with Mr. Peter

Picknelly, Jr., President of the

bus lines, to see what can be

worked out.

r ' ' ' " """ » —
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Inter-Varsity

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

—presents—

Dr. Walter Thorston

Physical-Chem. Professor

from M.I.T.

TONIGHT
Plymouth Room
Student Union

7:00 p.m.

He will be speaking on

the topic:

The Man Christ

Jesus"
—Everyone Welcome—
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GIGANTIC FALL
WINTER CAR-LOAD
TIRE JAMBOREE!
Three Days Only!

THURS. - FRI. - SAT. - OCTOBER 1-2-3

cOPEN 24 HOURS 1THESE THREE DAYSj
NYLONS — RAYONS — WHITE-WALLS — TUBELESS & TUBE TYPE — ALL SIZES

THE TIRE! — YOU PICK THi] PRICE & TERMS
YOU PICK

BRAND NEW Famous Kelly Explorer II

Winter Tires - Not Recaps!

95 $<tf A 95

EXVIORER II

6.70-15
TVBE TYPE
BLACK

Famous Kelly

SafeTrac

KELLY SAFE TRAC
Plus Tax and

Recappable Tire

7.50-14
TURELJrSS
BLACK

SAFE TRAC

6.70-15
TVBE TYPE
BLACK

6.70-15
WHITE
WALL

Tube Type

All Other Sites At lauollf low-lew Prices

FREE! T value lube job with every tire sale

CREDIT TERMS!
OR LAY-A-WAY PLAN AVAILABLE^

Cxc/uJiM All KeUy Tires Unconditionally Guaranteed aKainst all road hazards plus Life Time Guarantee

against any defects in workmanship or materials IN WHITING!

I l Gallons of Gasoline FREE!
1st PRIZE 50 GALLONS 2nd PRIZE 25 GALLONS 3rd PRIZE 25 GALLONS

To The Winners of Our Guessing Game _^^^_^_^__^^^__

1

FREE PEPSI-COLA FOR EVERYONE!
FREE! Lollypops & Balloons for the Kiddies

COLLEGE
AUTO SALES
COLLEGE ST.

, Herring, Props.

AMHERST, MASS.
Tel. AL 3-3051 |

SUN0C

Experiment In

Communications
The class of '62, under the

guidance of its officers is launch-

in& a new experimental program.

An executive committee com-

posed of representatives from

each dormitory, sorority, and

fraternity will be formed to act

in an advisory capacity to the

class officers. The group will

m<et periodically.

The purpose of the group will

be to acquaint the class officers

more specifically with the prob-

lems of the class. The '62 leaders

feel that as the class is so large,

many problems are present which

are unknown to the officers.

Of course, the elected officials

are available at all times, but

this group would act as an inter-

mediary agent and form closer

relations between class and class

officers.

Another reason for the forma-

tion of the executive committee

is to interest the individual stu-

dent in the activities of his class

( Continued on page 5)

Dr. C. W. King

Receives Grant
Dr. C. Wendell King, profes-

sor of sociology at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, has been

named recipient of a research

grant of $6,000 from the Society

for the Investigation of Human

Ecology, an affiliate of Cornell

University.

Dr. King, who will be on sab-

batical this year, will leave the

week of Oct. 5 for Jamaica, Bri-

tish West Indies, where he will

conduct research in the problems

of social change on that island.

rharactcrUtics of that island

are ideal for such an analysis,

according to Dr. King. Recent and

rapid e c o n o m i c developments

have occurred in a few comnumi-

ties there with the advent of

bauxite mining. In several other

eommunitieti tourism nai Involved

economic transformations over a

longer period of time. To dis-

cover the implications of these

economic Forces, Dr. King pro-

poses to compare a t< urist and a

mining community with each

other and both of theft ^'i'h a

third community still anchored in

the traditional agrarian way of

life that dominates on the island.

Dr. King has tauffht at Yale

University, where he received his

Ph.D. degree, and at Kollms Col-

lege. Author of Social Movements

in the United States and a Con-

tributor to various sociological

journals, he joined the University

of Massachusetts staff in 1952,

Hort. 9how Names
Co-Chairmen

< tetober :«>, :?i and November l

will be the dates of the annual

Student Horticultural Show at the

University of Massachusetts,

Randolph A, Jester, assistant pro-

fessor of horticulture and faculty

Chairman of this year's event has

announced.

The colorful horticultural show,

which attracts thousand- of visi-

tors each year, will he heh. m the

physical education huilding. This

will he the 17th event.

With the help of the faculty,

the show is produced annually by

four-year students in the College

of Agriculture and the Stock

bridge School,

David Chscver, Lexington, a

four year senior majoring in flor

[culture; and David C. Skillin,

Falmouth, Me., I Stock bridge

School senior majoring in land

scape operations, ireit named CO

chairmen of the show at the first

organization meeting held this

week.
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With The Sororities
by PAT O'CONNELL '61

Hi! — first week in print and

much to be said—so let's get to

it. (cha, cha, cha)

CHI O
At a time when most normal

sororities were busily moving in-

to their newly decorated homes,

we at Chi Omega were madly

rushing out. Mississippi may have

had their Miss America, but

UMass has their charred chapter.

Tenderly clutching Commons'

meal tickets, the sisters are look-

ing forward to better days ahead

in their newly decorated, safety-

inspected abode. Seriously though,

we would like to take this oppor-

tunity to express our apprecia-

tion to Phi Delta Nu, SDT,

dormitories, and individual facul-

ty members for their generosity

and hospitality ami our thanks to

Dean Curtis and Mrs. Gonon for

all their help.

Congratulations to sister

Sandy Hill, the new treasurer of

the Parachute Club! Hope you

can still count to ten on Sunday

A.M. . ,.

Some familiar faces have left

us this year, including Carolyn

Sharpo, Judy Nies who has

transferred to Jackson College,

Susan Playfair who has gone to

Bard College, and Judy Gibhn

who will be married next sum-

mer. We certainly do miss them.

Over the summer Elaine Prouty

became Mrs. Dave Barrett (KS)

and is now living in Amherst.

Best wishes are also in store for

newly engaged sisters Mane

Sharpo, Barbara Parker, and

Sandy Hill and to Denny Har-

mony who was recently pinned to

Dick Devlin. (LCA)

Carrie Sherriff is Chi Os

nominee for Homecoming Queen

and (although we hate to men-

tion her name again, there's no

way out) Sandy Hill is our can-

didate for Honorary Colonel of

Mili Ball.

This has been quite a busy

week. Seniors had a wonderful

time Wednesday night when

TKE invited them to a roast beef

dinner! We are also in the midst

of upperclass rush, painting

rooms, etc. But we will see you

next Friday when we hope to be

reporting in from 31 1 Lincoln

Avenue.

GAMMA CHI ALPHA
As the youngest member of the

UMass Panhellenic circle, Gamma

Chi is undertaking many "firsts"

this fall.

The Hotel Northampton will be

the scene of Gamma Chi's first

pledge formal this Saturday.

Dancing will be to the music of

Tony Ravosa's orchestra.

Under the direction of Jane

Massimiano, Gamma Chi's are

busy practicing for their first

participation in the Intersorority

Sing. Paulette Demitropoulos will

he performing the Declamation.

The float parade at Homecom-

ing is another event Gamma Chi

is looking forward to and the

plans for the big night are ra-

pidly shaping up.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Judy Linseott is Theta's new

Corresponding Secretary.

Congratulations to Fran S-z.lo-

zek who is pinned to Tony Libis-

zewski from A.T.C.

Fat Swenson is KAT's nominee

for Mili-Ball Queen. Judie Ivor-

sen is the nomination for Home-

coming Queen.

For some mysterious reason,

the brand new Hag is not flying

in front of Theta anymore. Doe.

anyone know why?

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
KKG welcomes their new house-

mother, Mrs. Aro D. Nelson. Mrs.

Nelson, a native of Gloucester, is

a talented professional artist

specializing in portraits. For

their new Housemother,' KKG
had an afternoon coffee hour

from 7-9 p.m. Thursday night

Sept! 24, so everyone could join

the Kappas in welcoming her.

Jennet "Snooky" Roberts, '60

was crowned Franklin County

Queen just before this semester

opened. She will compete later

for the title of Massachusetts

County Fair Queen.

This week KKG is enjoying a

visit from Bev Alexander, one of

Kappa's traveling secretaries.

PHI DELTA NU
Alpha chapter of Phi Delta Nu

was founded on Nov. 20, 1950 by

members of Pan Hellenic Council.

The members moved into their

present residence at 389 North

Pleasant Street in 1954.

Last spring, the sisters of Phi

Delt formed a corporation and

purchased their home and started

a complete renovation. Early in

the fall, the Phi Delts cheerfully

returned and began redecorating.

To celebrate our newly bought

home we are holding a house-

warming tea on Sunday, Oct. 4,

1959 between the hours of 3 P.M.

and 5 P.M.

We wish to express our grati-

tude to our present advisors: Mrs.

Judge, housemother of Knowlton

Dorm.; Dean and Mrs. Fred Ca-

hill; Mr. Robert Mannheim and

his wife who is a selectwoman in

Amherst; Mr. and Mrs. Elder of

"Mutual" in Amherst; and Mrs.

Elliott Marshall, our wonderful

housemother. All their help and

advice was appreciated.

We are proud to announce the

marriages of the former Dodie

lermanowski, Karen Schmidt, Ar-

lene Killiam, Barbara McGuire

and Mary Lou Lanoue. All sum-

mer weddings were beautiful!

Our Alumna, Jeannie Marston,

class of '58 who is now employed

at Parke Davis Co. in Detroit,

Michigan, is now vacationing in

New England and visiting with

her sisters.

PI BETA PHI

Pi Piii started the year off by

installing a new rug, and new

refrigerator. The girls are paint-

ing the rooms, and rehearsals are

under way for the Sing in No-

vember.

SIG DELT
Because of a misunderstanding

between S.D.T. and myself, as of

yesterday afternoon, there was no

news from the Sig Delts; how-

ever, as a special favor to the

'uUcgian, the President of S.D.T.

,

Flo Steinberg, has submitted the

following hot news flashes from

the Ivy covered Chapter house.

1. Mimi closed the kitchen when

she found 2 unwashed glasses

there.

2. Somebody left the stove on

all night.

& At Rush party, the Sisters

smoked all the cigarettes and ate

all the candy. Naughty, naughty.

4. Weaselle got a phone call.

5, Jackie Seagal was tossed out

the window for singing during

Quiet Hours.

(?. A man called Judy and left

no message.

7. There were 2 pies in the

kitchen last night—not there this

morning.

8. Sybil didn't do her house job.

More inside doings of the Sig-

Deltl next week.

SIGMA KAPPA
The girls in Sigma Kappa are

happy to have the pleasure of the

company of a national representa-

tive, Mrs. Irwin, who is residing

at the chapter house this week.

Recently, it was announced that

Roberta Moniz, an alumna of

UMass Class of 1958, was one of

the three women to register at

Harvard Business School. Work-

ing on Economic Research, Bobby

lg one of the first three women

Fraternity

Extra-

curricular

With The Fraternities
by STEVE SHI STERMAN, AEPi

AEPi

Last March a standard form

was placed in all RSO boxes in

the Student Union. This form

asked the organization to fill in

their name, advisor's name, ap-

proximate women membership,

approximate men membership,

and check off whether their

officers end major committee

heads were fraternity men,

sorority women, or independents.

These extra-curricular organi-

zations were then broken down

into eight groups from which

were taken the number of fra-

ternity men, sorority women,

total Greeks, and total indepen-

dents.

1. Honor and Recognition So-

cieties: Adelphia, Mortar Board,

Maroon Key, Scrolls, and Reve-

lers;

18 Greeks

2 Independents

2. Religious Groups: C.A., New-

man Club, Hillel House, Cam-

pus Religious Council;

29 Greeks

9 Independents

3. Student Publications: Colle-

gian, Index, Ya-Hoo, Frosh Dic-

tionary, Quarterly, Handbook;

29 Greeks

13 Independents

4. Class Officers: Classes of

1959, 1960, 1961, 1962;

16 Greeks

Independents

5. Student Professional Clubs:

ASCE, ASME, Education Club,

Management Club, Math Club,

Pre-Med Club;

11 Greeks

21 Independents

6. Musical and Drama Groups:

University Bands, Operetta

Guild, Chorale, Statesmen, Rois-

ter-Doisters;

14 Greeks

8 Independents

7. Miscellaneous Major Groups:

Student Senate, IFC, Panhell,

S.U. Planning Board, WAA,
WMUA, SWAP Committee, Mili-

tary Ball Committee;

52 Greeks

16 Independents

8. Miscellaneous Minor Groups:

Bay State Rifles, Air Cadet

Squadron, Literary Society, IRC,

Outing Club;

9 Greeks

12 Independents

The survey of the Greeks*

status in the campus extra-cur-

ricular world shows that out of

a total of 2C)»; officers and major

committee heads, fraternity men

hold 113, sorority women 62, and

independents 81, for a total

Greek participation of 175 or

68%. This quantitative analysis

does not determine the degree of

participation nor does it include

officers and committee positions

in the houses. If the latter were

considered, (at only four per

house), it would change the per-

centage to 77.

Fraternity and sorority mem-

bers represent 35% (approxi-

mately) of the total student

body—yet they fill at least 68%
of all extra-curricular organiza-

tion offices and major committee

positions, or to be more realistic

and include the eight sororities

and fourteen fraternities, 88%.

Last weekend a hirge delega-

tion of our brothers attended the

Harvard-UMass football game.

After the game we joined with

our brothers at Tufts and B.U.

for a very enjoyable evening.

Back* on campus, we are busily

preparing for the IFC Sing, Skit,

and Float Competition. Our foot-

ball team, under Coach Ed Shane,

has started the season success-

fully with a 32-12 defeat of PSD,

and a 20-0 defeat of LCA.

AGR
AGR has just rewired its

house, and installed a new light-

ing system. We have also bought

a new stove to replace the antique

we now own. At the house meet-

ing, a new set of by-laws was

approved.

This weekend the house will be

open for an informal party.

ASP
This Saturday night, we are all

looking forward to our annual

hayride, which will be preceded

by a "Weenie Roast." The broth-

ers of Alpha Sig extend their best

wishes to brother Al Beardsell,

who recently became engaged. A
large delegation from our house

was very active during the half-

time of the Harvard-UMass foot-

ball game.

KS
Kappa Sig congratulates its

own "Bear" Riley for winning the

"E & S" Award in the Maine

game, and the "Mr. Z" award

which goes to the outstanding

players in the East.

Preparations are now being

made for the IFC Skits, Sing, and

Float Parade.

LCA
On Wednesday night, Lambda

Chi played host to the sisters and

pledges of Pi Fi at an exchange

supper. Plans are now being

formulated for a Parent's Day to

be held in early November. LCA
was well represented at the Har-

vard game by Jack Knight who

entertained during half-time.

PMD
Last Saturday the Phi Mu

brothers joined our chapter at

MIT after the Harvard-UMass
football game. This weekend we

are planning a hayride followed

by a Midnight Snack Party at

the house.

Since prohibition, our drinking

mascot, Bacchus, a black and white

dog, has run away. Anyone sight-

ing him, please notify us.

PSD
The swinging sounds of Frank

Rarba and his "Four Sins" high-

lighted last Saturday night's

party. PSD sends out its heartiest

congratulations to Don Mount '62

-and brother Andy Soucy who
were recently pinned. Best wishes

are also in order to Martha Trask,

PSD's nomination for Homecom-
ing Queen.

PSK
This past weekend, Phi Sig at-

tended the Harvard game in

force. On our own sports scene,

the house football team suffered

a 13-0 defeat at the hands of the
reigning champions from over
the hill.

The house is busily preparing
for the IFC Skits, Sing, and Float
Parade.

QTV
Congratulations to QTV's John

Gazourian on the football squad,

and to Jay Mercer on the soccer

squad.

This coming weekend, QTV has
planned a "Beatnik" Party on
Saturday night, and an informal

Jazz Band Party is planned for

Sunday afternoon. The parties

are open, and all Greeks and up-

perclassmen are invited.

SAE
Led by Coach Joe Lyons, SAE

has posted two consecutive vic-

tories in IFC football.

Congratulations to brother
Monk Foley on his engagement
and coming marriage to Betty
Negus. The brothers are anxiously
waiting to welcome our new
housemother.

Stockbridge Team

Calls For Judges
A livestock judging team, which

will represent the University at

the International Livestock Ex-

position on the Saturday follow-

ing Thanksgiving in Chicago, 111.,

will be selected. All four year

Stockbridge students (preferably

Juniors and Seniors) interested in

working out for the team, are

asked to attend a meeting to be

held on October 5 at 5:00 p.m. in

Room 102 in Stockbridge Hall.

to invade the Harvard Business

School where men still rule, but

now only 1616 to 3.

Congratulations are extended to

Merrilyn Borden who recently

wan elected to Phi Kappa Phi.

Further congratulations go to

Krnncine O'Donnell on her recent

engagement to Robert Haskins,

(SPE) Sharl eene McConnell on

ber engagement to "Cap" Nie-

deck, tnd Do'is Pirrcy on her pin-

ning to Skip Stendman, (TKE).

WMUA Will Air

Delaware Game
Once again WMUA will bring

Redman football to UMass fol-

lowers" who can't get to Alumni

Field Saturday afternoon.

Tune in at 1 :20 for all the ac-

tion as the O'Rourkemen meet

the Blue Hens of Delaware.

Hal Dutton will be at the play

by play mike while Howie Wilson

handles the color.

Sigma Kappa is proud to an-

nounce that Ginger Anderson is

its nominee for Homecoming

Queen. Doris Piercy is its choice

for Honorary Colonel for Mili

Ball.

Last Monday night, a memorial

service was conducted at the

chapter house for the late Mrs.

lean Thompson who served Beta

Eta as an advisor.

SEE YOU NEXT WEEK! (?)

SPE
Tomorrow night, the Sig Eps

will stage a "Beatnik" Party

with a skit, refreshments, and

dancing. We are preparing for

the IFC Sing under the direction

of Bob Slade and "Sack" Riordan.

On the sports scene, the "Flyers"

came through with an opening

game victory over Phi Sig, 13-0.

As the defending champions, we

are looking forward to another

highly successful year.

TEP
TEP is preparing to welcome

a large number of Alumni on

Homecoming Weekend, and urges

thai everyone comply with the

ban on alcoholic beverages. We
are also preparing for the IFC

Sing to be held later this month.

Our football team started on its

way to what looks like a success-

ful season with an opening game

victory over AGR.

TKE
Last Wednesday night, TKE

held an exchange supper with

Chi Omega, which proved very

onjoyable. This weekend we are

having open house on Friday and

Saturday. Although the football

team lost its opening game, we

are looking forward to a success-

ful season.

An Experiment . .

.

(Continued from page U)

and bring about increased atten-

dance at class meetings.

It is the hope of the class of-

ficers that the experiment will be

a success and prove helpful to

future classes of even greater en-

rollment.
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REDMEN TO MEET BLUE HENS AT ALUMNI FIELD

UMass, Delaware Rated

Among

The Massachusetts

will he seeking their second win

of the season tomorrow, when

they face off against the Blue

Hens of Delaware at Alumni

Field.

UMass 20th in Nation

The Redmen, currently ranked

twentieth among the top 20 small

college grid teams in the country,

according to the first weekly

United Press International rat-

ings, will once again be entering

a gridiron conflict as an under-

dog. Delaware was selected as the

number one team by the same

survey.

The Blue Hens are scheduled to

arrive in Amherst some time to-

night.

Saturday's meeting will be the

second clash between these two

teams. Delaware, in a hard

fought game, defeated UMass,

28-14 last season at Delaware

Stadium.

The game promises to be very

interesting. Much of the Redmen's

success this year has been at-

tributed to the installation of the

Winged-T offense. This is the

same formation that was inau-

gurated by Delaware's Coach

Dave Nelson.

This will be the first time in

eleven years that Nelson has had

to face his own offense.

O'Rourke Pleased

UMass Coach Charlie O'Rourke

is pleased with the new offensive

alignment saying it has given the

Redmen better balance in their

running and passing game.

Delaware All Veterans

Coach Nelson will field an all

veterans eleven, probably the

same that defeated Lehigh last

weekend, 12-7, at Delaware.

Delaware's backfield is com-

posed of quarterback Gampy Pel-

ligrini, halfbacks Jack Turner and

John Bowman and fullback Tony

Suravitch.

Turner was Delaware's leading

ground gainer last year and

promises to be a challenge to the

Redmen defense. Delaware's back-

field coach, Tubby Raymond con-

siders Turner to be one of Del-

aware's "all-time great backs."

The Redmen are in good phy-

sical shape for tomorrow's game.

by VIN BASILE '62

Sports Editor

Redmen, O'Rourke will be fielding al-

most the same starting team as in

last week's Harvard game.

The backfield will contain

soph quarterback John McCor-

mick, half backs Billy Reynolds

and Roger Benvenuti and fullback

Dick Hoss.

In the line, Dave Swepson and

John Burgess will be at the end

positions, Dick Riley and Dick

Thornton at the tackles, Ben

Fernandez and Jerry Cullen at

the guard slots and Vin Caputo

at center.

The probable starting lineup.

UMASS DELAWARE
Dave Swcpwn le Mickey Heinccken
Dick Riley It John Mor*M
Ben Ferntndes Is Lean Dombrowikl
Vin Cspato
Jerry Callcn
Dick Thornton
John Barr«M
John McCormick
Roger Benvenuti
BiU Reynold.
Dick How

e Mark Him
re Otto Fmi
rt Ray Klapineky
re Dick Broadbent
qb Gampy Pellegrini
lhb John Bowman
rhb Jack Turner
fb Tony Sararitch

Fullback Dick Hoss is one of

the Redmen's most consistent

ground gainers. He is a 5*9",

197 lb. junior from Rockland.

Intramural* Schedule

Monday October 5 at 6:30

ASP will face AGR, and PMD
plays KS.

At 7:30 PSD will play LCA
and AEP will meet TKE. The

officials will be Grutchfield,

Laughnane, Sabin, and Howes.

AS SEEN VX'r- HifAseir- .nn^im^..

Thin Man With Big Men

Ben Fernandez, a 5'9", 200 lb. guard from East Boston seems to be posing a question to Coach Charlie

O'Rourke, while teammates, guard Jerry Cullen and tackle Dick Thornton (73), look on. Cullen, a jun-

ior from Woburn, is 5'11" and 205 lbs. Both he and Fernandez are the Redmen starting guards.

Thornton, a regular tackle from Milton, is 6'2" and 230 lbs. This is one reason why the Redmen have

such a stellar defense line.

#t*rucw tort- .-.THfTeArA M FACULTY «

Varsity Meet Sat.

The Varsity Cms s-Country

team will open its season here

tomorrow at 2:00 p.m. in a tri-

angular meet against Maine and

Northeastern.

The Footrickmen will find both

these teams strong and with good

returning veterans of long ex-

perience.

The Harriers on the whole have

a strong team that can finish to-

gether to provide fon a winning

margin. Returning varsity men
Ralph Buschman, Jim Keelon,

Emo Barron, and Dick Atkinson

will do well for the team if this

year's sophomores can back them

up. All of last year's Freshman
team is back this year and among
them are, Jim Hainer, Bob Weeks,

Ron Young, Tom Foley and Joe

LaMarre. These men have a lot

of talent and will prove point get-

ters as the season move?* along.

Spotlighting The Redmen
by PETE TEMPLE '60

Way back in the dark ages of

history, 1932 to be exact, UMass,

then known as Mass State, had

a football team. And a surpris-

ingly good football team it was.

The Statesmen also had a half-

back, a young junior from Green-

field named Lou Bush, who was
possibly the best running back

ever to perform on Alumni Field.

On a crisp Autumn afternoon

27 years ego this week, Lou Bush

and his teammates put on one

of UMass's greatest scoring

shows, drubbing Cooper Union

50-0.

The Statesmen took less than a

minute after the opening kick-off

to register their first tally. Tak-

ing the ball on his own 37 yard

line, Bush swept around left end

SPORTALK
by HAL DUTTON '60

It's beer forty long years of

waiting for White Sox fans, but

they won't forget the "Go-Go

Sox" for a long time.

They haven't forgotten their

last pennant winner either. 1919

was the year of the famous Black

Sox scandal, the only darkened

spot in the history of our national

pastime.

Eight of the American League

champions contrived to throw the

World Series to Cincinnati. Near-

ly a year later "'hen the fix was

finally uncovered the players in-

volved were barred from organ-

ized baseball for life.

Say It Ain't True

It was in this bleak atmosphere

that a ragged little boy clutched

the arm of one of the accused as

he left a hearing and uttered the

undying phrase, "Say it ain't so

Joe." "Shoeless Joe" Jackson, be-

lieved by many experts to be the

greatest natural hitter the game
has ever seen, had hit .351 that

year.

The srandal precipitated the

movement which ended the rule

I
of baseball by the National Com-

mission and placed it in the hands

of a one man czar. In 1921 Judge

Keenshaw M. Landis became the

first Commissioner of Baseball

and ruled the game with an iron

hand until his death in 1944.

Saturday Preview

Delaware Experienced

The Delaware squad that visits

Alumni Field is bolstered by

twenty letter men, at least one at

every position. Tackle Mike Boyd

is the only probable starter that

hasn't won a letter.

Halfback Jack Turner and full

back Tony Suravitch garnered na-

tional honors as juniors last

year. Turner received honorable

mention on the Little All Ameri-

can squad while Suravittm got

similar notation from the UP.

Coach Dave Nelson spent two

years in Maine at the helm of the

Black Bears. His 1949 team tied

UConn for Heanpot honors.

McCormick vs. Turner

This week's clash could well be

the slow ground game of Turner

and Suravitch against the heaves

of John McCormick.

and romped 63 yards to paydirt.

This was only the start. Mo-
ments later the hard-driving half-

back again swung around end,

this time from 5 yards out, to

chalk up another State touch-

down. Before the first period

was over Bush had again crossed

the Cooper Union goal. Slashing

29 yards over his own tackle, the

junior back ran his point total

for the game to 18.

Lou was given a rest during

the whole second period, but came
back in the next half to take over

where he left off. He blasted

through the Cooper Union line

for two more TD runs, one of 60

and one of 4 yards, before he

called it an afternoon.

^ The amazing halfback set a

record that autumn day 27 years

ago which still stands — five

touchdowns in one game. And one

:an only speculate how many more
scores that record would hold if

State's coach, Mel Taube, had not

taken pity on the hapless Cooper

Union squad, and had not made
Lou sit out the second and fourth

quarters.

Bush carried the ball 11 times

in all that afternoon in 1932 and

racked up a total of 247 yards

for an average of better than 22

yards per carry.

While the Statesmen were not

always as successful that season

as th*»y were against Cooper

Union, it was never Lou's fault.

Ho MOVed TD after TD all season

to become the leading scorer in

the nation.

In his senior year, as captain

of the Statesmen, Lou again ac-

counted for more than 100 points

and was invaluable to another

successful Mass. State team.

His gridiron feats on Alumni
Field have rightfully won him a
spot among UMass's all-time

football greats. It has been a

long time since, and it may be a

long time before again. UMass
can boast ft running back to

match the great Lou Bush.

Editor's

Comment On
Saturday's Game

(See p. 2)
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Chris Connor To
Present Concert
Jazz Singer To Appear
Tuesday At Eight In Cage

Chris Connor? jazz singer, will present a concert on Tuesday,

Oct. 6, in the first of a series sponsored by the Concert Association.

The performance will begin at 8 p.m. in the Curry Hicks Gym.
Her program has not been an-

nounced, in keeping with her pol-

icy of selecting on the basis of

audience response and request.

It is thought that most of the

selections will be drawn from

some of Miss Connor's past hit

records, such as "All About Ron-

nie," "From this Moment On,"

"I Miss You So," "Lullaby of

Birdland," and "Poor Little Rich

Girl."

Accompanying will be: Bill Ru-

binstein, piano; Eddie de Haas,

bass; Mundell Lowe, guitar; A

I

Le.itt, drums; and Bobby Jas-

ID Photo 'Bug'

Cuts Off Heads,

Creates Flattops

Approximately one-third of

the Class of '63 have contracted a

mild dose of the little known di-

sease of "flattopitis" the effects

of which will be noticed some-

time during the next two weeks.

Other students affected by

this dread disease are the Grads,

Specials, Transfers, Returning,

and those (shudder) who forge*

to make out I.D. cards at Pre-

registration. The epidemic will

affect nearly 800 of the UMass

student body.

Trained experts have been

working on this problem for the

past few weeks trying desper-

ately to find an antidote. All

attempts have been unsuccess-

ful. There is no known cure!

The source of the "bug" has

been found, however. It was hid-

den in the camera used to take

the IJ). photos at registration on

September 14. Any student who

had his picture taken by that

earner^ will be affected.

It is expected that the extent

of the disease will vary from

student to student. The lucky

ones will find only a slight flat-

tening of the upper cranial area.

Others more unfortunate will

discover that the tops of their

heads have been painlessly re-

moved.

The extent of resistance has

been found to be proportional to

the length of the victim's head.

If the condemned has a short

head he ran expect only slight

change in his cranial structure.

fContinued on page S)

per, tenor sax and flute.

Freshman girls attending may
receive late permission, extending

curfew to a half hour after the

concert.

As the concert was paid by

funds from the Student Activities

Tax, the ID card is all that is

neecssary for admission.
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Adelphia And Revelers
Begin Varieties Casting

Adelphia and Revelers will begin the casting of Campus Varieties Tuesday, Wednes-

day and Thursday of this week.

This completely student-written presentation will again bo directed by Bill Chouinard.

Steve Paulding and Don Camp will conduct choreography and music respectively. Doug

Lane is the stago manager, while Gregg Elliot is in charge of properties and lighting.

Director Bill Chouinard has an-

nounced a Greenwich Village set-

ting in which a young girl of

wealthy background leaves home

in search of "real life" only to

meet the disillusionment of a

"beat" generation environment.

Following her tranformation by

a Village sculptor, Andante, the

"little rich girl" ftnds that even

though she has a now life she

is not satisfied.

Realizing that the natural pas-

sions of love, sympathy and sin-

cerity are non-existent among her

new associates, she is reunited

with her hometown lover who is

strong enough now to break the

apron strings by which he had

been bound.

The show, which is presented

for the benefit of the Adelphia-

Revelers scholarship, has been ap-

plauded as surpassing last year's

highly successful show.

Any who are interested in be-

ing a part of the show are re-

quested to appear at Bowker,
rooms 113 and 114, October 6, 7,

and 8 at 7 p.m. Freshmen boys

possessing any acting, dancing or

singing ability are urged to at-

tend Tuesday auditions.

Eleven Grad Students

Receive NDEA Grants
Eleven graduate students at

the University of Massachusetts

have been awarded fellowships

under the National Defense Edu-

cation Act.

Designed to increase the num-

ber of college and university

teachers in this country, the Act

this year provided grants for

997 advanced students through-

out the U.S.

Each fellow will receive $2,000

in the first year, $2,200 in the

second year, and $2,400 in the

third year, together with an al-

Nine-Volume
Lincoln Work
Presented UMass
A nine-volume edition of The

Complete Works of Abraham
Lincoln has been presented to

the University by Sen. John F.

Kennedy as part of the Lincoln

Sesquicentennial Celebration.

The gift was made available

by the Lincoln Sesquicentennial

Commission, established by Act

of Congress. "Each Senator is

able to designate one university

in his state to receive this work,"

said Kennedy. "I thought it was
most appropriate that this edi-

tion be presented to the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts since Lin-

coln, more than any other presi-

dent, gave life and vigor to our
system of land grant colleges."

The nine-volume work, a pro-

duct of five years' research, was
originally sponsored by the Ab-
raham Lincoln Association of

Springfield, Illinois, with Roy P.

Basler as editor, although the

University's copy is special

edition issued by the Lincoln

Sesquicentennial Commission. It

was compiled from letters, man-
uscripts, and, in some cases,

newspaper accounts of otherwise

unrecorded utterances. All con-

tents are listed in their chrono-
logical order.

lowance of $400 per year for

each dependent.

Graduate students at the Uni-

versity who received NDEA fel-

lowships are: Gordon Bailey,

Charles R. Long, Jon A. Sperl-

ing, all studying botany; Don-

ald H. Lambert, and Rosalind

Stiftel, chemistry; Frederick J.

Bremner, John T. Nelson, and

My riant J. Wit!-n. ^ycbotnfry;

V. Evelyn Kim, Seoul, Korea,

Vera M. King, and Sarah A.

Swan, zoology.

Town of Amherst
Fetes Anniversary

Amherst's Bicentennial Anni-

versary Celebration, which will

be held from October 10 to Octo-

ber 25, will be marked by exhib-

its, speeches, sales, and a bi-

centennial parade.

Horace W. Hewlett, chairman

of the bicentennial committee,

said that each day would be ded-

icated to a different aspect of

the town's history — churches,

schools, arts, agriculture, gov-

ernment, etc.

The town's merchants are en-

National Debate Topic
Discussed by L. P. Beth

Loren P. Belli of the government department discussed

the national debate topic to the twenty-five who attended

the recent Debating Society meeting:.

The topic, which will be debated by the Club this year

in intercollegiate competition, is "Resolved: that Congress

should have power to reverse decisions of the Supreme
Court." I

-

Mr. Beth pointed out that when

the case in question concerns a

matter of federal law or statute.

Congress in effect has the power

to overrule the Court decision by

changing the law.

To a limited extent. Congress

can also get around a constitu-

tional decision h> passing a new

law to achie' ~ the same purposes,

but employ a new approach

which will awnd the constitution-

al objections.

Beth received ns doctorate at

the University of Chicago and has

taught at Bradley University,

Vanderbilt, Harding College, Bos-

ton University, the University of

Leicester (England), where he

served as a Fulbrigfcf Lecturer

during 1957-1958

He has taught American polit-

ical thought, American constitu-

tional law, and has contributed to

audi journals as the American
Pc.Uticnl .S>/r»c< Review, Snrinl

Science, the Journal of Politico,

and the New H'puhtic.

Gasoline Tax Upped One Cent
The United States Cong-row*

has raised the Federal Gasoline

Tax by one cent, effective on

midnight, Wednesday, Sept. 30.

The rnise is to be effective for

twenty-one months. On July 1,

1961, the tax will automatically

return t«> the normal three cents,

unless the Congress votes an ex-

tension.

Amherst Grants
Year Absence To
'Underachievers 9

Reprinted from the Amherst
9TUDBNT, Scptr>»her 21, 1959:

"Twelve members of the class-

es of 1900 and 1961 whose "aca-

demic accomplishment never
seemed to match their academic

promise" have been granted a

one year leave of absence from

Amherst College, Dean C. Scott

Porter '19 announced.

"Dean Porter feels that the

pressure for admission to Am-
herst makes it imperative that

places in the College be reserved

for those who are willing to

take the fullest advantage of tb»

opportunities the school offers.

"During the last academic

year records of members of the

classes of '59, T.0, and 'fil were

reviewed to determine which of

them were underachieving. It

w.m derided not to take any ac-

tion against seniors, leaving two
classes to be examined. Tcach-

tn atid members of the Admin-
istration were asked to suggest

the names of students not work-

ing to capacity. This resulted in

list of 28 Sophomores and 23

Juniors.

(Continued on page 5)

tering into the festive spirit with

old-fashioned sales and displays

of old-fashioned merchandise.

The four-hour parade will be

over a mile long and will include

over eighty units, most of which
will be floats. There will also be

antique autos, Indians and revo-

lutionary soldiers, horse - drawn
carriages, a replica of an old-

time locomotive, and aeverml oth-

er features.

The parade will be r»

by a committee of promiri

Massachusetts men, including

Gov. Furcolo, Sen. Sftltonstall,

and Congressman BolanJ.

Chief Blasko

Discusses Cars,

Parking Problem
By Anne Mische '62

"There were 1250 cars regis-

tered on campus as of Wednes-
day morning," said Campus Po-

lice Chief "Red" Plasko. "This is

200 more cars than were regis-

tered last year."

The distribution is as follows:

South lot — 425, North lot —
500, and East lot 150.

CHIEF RLASKO
"It is illegal for a car regis-

tered for the North lot to drive

on campus during school hours.

and violators will have this priv-

fContinued on page 5)
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GRADING:

By Numbers Or Letters

The 1.0 standard of honor achievement

in the quality point system serves as a goal

for students here at the University.

If, for example, one obtains a "B" in

every course throughout one semester, his

quality point average will be 3J) But is this

"B" an 80, an 81. or an 88? Although there

is an obvious and important difference be-

tween a grade of 80 and one of 88, the stu-

dents receiving them are given the same

mark, the same number of quality points,

and are classed together in the same scholas-

tic i rvel—those who achieve a 3.0 average.

Yet one student's work was almost a whole

letter grade better

!

The implication is, of course, that a plain

numerical system or a precise quality point

system that represents exact numerical aver-

ages would be better and fairer than the

present system now in operation.

In support of the present system of let-

ter grades, Registrar Lanphear says that

"there is nothing the matter with the numer-

ical system, but the trend Is in the direction

of the quality point system with letter

grades."

He added that the numerical system used

t > be in operation at the University, but the

faculty felt that it called for grading too pre-

feetlw that high achievement should be

termed excellent or "A" with no other inter-

pretation permissible for "A".

However, as Mr. Lanphear points out,

here at the University the discussion of the

quality point system's worth and the com-

parison of it with other grading systems

stems from the fact that the individual in-

structors, in spite of regulation, began to

convert numerical grades into letter grades.

At any rate, whether in operation or not.

(Continued in rotumil 8)

Was The "Suicide' Game

Worth It?

The team's reaction to Delaware's overpowering play

Saturday was for the most part disappointing for UMass

fans; at the same time, however, this reaction was under-

standable. Our players knew that they were playing a sui-

cide" game. What else could a game against the ''number

one" small college team in the nation be called? To put it

simply, we were outclassed.

It is unquestionable that Delaware stunned our team

from the very start of the game. The result was only a few

sporadic flashes of the caliber of football that should be ex-

pected from UMass players this year. We know that this

year's team is potentially one of the best in the history of

the University. We hope that the players recognize this.

UMass fans will continue to give unquestioning support

to their team—win or lose. This support will be warranted

because the team will, we are sure, fight to make maximum

use of their potential.

We have no more "suicide opponents in our schedule

;

we do have at least two very rough games remaining. Our

team this year can defeat B.U and UConn. The knowledge

and experience slammed into the players in Saturday's game

will provide the needed impetus for securing these victories.

We KNOW that UMass can defeat UConn next Satur-

day; UConn is not a "suicide" opponent It will take a hard

fight to achieve victory. We a

provide the necessary fight.

, , confident that our team will

Richard MacLeod
Editor-in-Chief

The Poll Bearer
by MEL YOKEN '60

Photos by JOE! TILLMAN *63

Question: "Rock and Roll music ha

Hatch during the breakfast hour

about this?

John Downer 'G

music, but not

music during •

('finally boon banned from the

morning. How do you feel

Worcester, "I like rock and roll

For breakfast. The idea of soft

breakfast hour is a good one."

John Young '62 Quincy. "Rock and roll music

wakes you up, ruins your food and gives you in-

digestion, while quiet music lets yon sleep,

doesn't ruin your food, and lets you digest your

food. Therefore, let's have both rock and roll M
well as quiet music in the Hatch during break-

fast hours."

Linda Hadlcy '61 N. Adams. "I think this ban is a

good idea. People aren't awake during the break-

fast hour, and that blaring music is just misera-

ble."

Ann Griesbach T,0 Greenfield. "The juke box

should not be closed during the morning hour.-..

It is there for the benefit of the students as well

as for their entertainment and should be kept

open as before."

n'»n tinned cm pnge .1)
'

LETTERS

An Open Letter

To Protestant Students

In the past several years, the Christian Associa-

tion has grown to be one of the outstanding campus

organizations for Protestant students. Worship, fel-

lowship and instruction are a few of the programs

that the Christian Association sponsors in an at-

tempt to further the religious education and under-

standings in the Protestant student community.

Throughout this week, CA representatives will

be approaching all Protestant students with an of-

fer to join the CA. To be a "card carrying" member

is one thing, but to activety participate in the various

programs will not only be a benefit to yourself, but

also help the CA increase the area of responsibility

to the campus and neighboring communities. En-

closed in the interest finder which you will receive

is a page where you can indicate the areas that you

would like to participate.

To carry on the work of the Christian Associa-

tion, money is also needed. In fact, the operating

budget of over $2000 is met entirely by student dona-

tions. Your contribution will help the CA to carry

on its work in these areas.

On behalf of the present members of CA, I hope

you will earnestly consider joining and participat-

ing in the Christian Association.

Sincerely,

Peter C. Anderson

Vice President, Campus Relations

Metawampe: •It'll sound better from down here!"
—Phnte hy J. TrHm«*

A Few Questions

Fos Campus Leaders
To the Editor:

With little difficulty, I have until now withheld

my viewpoint concerning the stifling of the 'Hatch"

jukebox during breakfast hours, mainly because I

did not believe the subject to be of sufficient con-

sequence to warrant the effort. However, I am forced

to admit that I was mistaken, for low and behold,

I find some of our most notable campus leaders from

such august organizations as the SU Governing

Board, the Student Senate, and the Collegian re-

peatedly issuing their solemn opinions on the mat-

ter. I confess to have no great understanding of the

delicate balance between rights and responsibilities

involved, and hence would like to ask a few ques-

tions of those personages entrusted with the leader-

ship of our little college community.

(1) As the Student Union and all its contents

(except students, employees, and visitors) are the

property of the student body at large, would it not

be r<>asonahle that a reliable and legitimate effort

be made to discover what course of action the

owneis wish t.» take with their property?

(2) Since this campus exists in the context of a

detnocractlc society, is it no unwise to disregard a

fundamental democratic assumption — man's rigM

and capability as a rational creature to choose for

himself (i.e. where to eat breakfast, what records

to play, wlnn to play them, etc.) ?

(3) If, by chance, these democratic assumptions

are recognized as valid, would it not be fair to widen

the range of choice (instead of eliminating the pos-

sibility of choice as has been done) by providing f»

record of silence and also a number of classical

elections for the jukebox?

(4) Would the SU Governing Board condescend to

act in a positive and constructive frame of mind

(rather than the negative attitude recently e*

hi Med), and at the same time strive to ponder on

weightier matters of more importance to the welfare

of the student body?

Respectfully,

Daniel R. Hemenway 'fil

{Continued from column 1)

the numerical system as such presents the

exact, precise, and true picture of the stu-

dent's accomplishment. It is fairer, for it

•Iocs not place the student in a general

scholastic category. He himself, his work,

and his academic rewards are a category by

themselves.

Although teachers claim that they can

not grade precisely, the fact remains that

many of them DO grade numerically before

conversion to the letter representation.

The student deserves what he is capable

of earning, not anything higher or lower in

comparison with grades of other students.

—H. A.

f

Alpha Phi Omega
Service Fraternity
Alpha Phi Omega, nations

service fraternity, was founded
December 19, 1925, at LaFayette
College, Easton, Pennsylvania. It

is the largest fraternity in the

World and its membership is com-
prised entirely of men who ha\<

been affiliated with the scooting

movement, either as a scouting

leader, cub, boy or explorer

scout.

The Manual of Administration

of Alpha Phi Omega declares:

"The purpose of Alpha I'hi Ome-
ga is to assemble college men
in the fellowship of the Scout

Oath and Law, to develop friend-

ship and to promote service to

humanity." This imposing objec-

tive' includes four major fields of

activity in which our program is

delivered. The four Melds which
call for attention of each chapter

are: Service to the student body
and faculty; Service to youth and
community; Service to members
of the fraternity: Service to the

nation as participating citizens."

Kappa Omicron Chapter, the

UMass group, was organized in

l!>-~>t. The principal number of its

members reside in Butterfield

House, third floor North, not

maintaining a house in concur-

rence with National By-Laws.

The activities of the UMass
Chapter, during its brief history

have been: (1) to assist during

Freshman Week (abolished in

'68) in the testing program in the

capacity of proctors; (2) to direct

the Co-Roc Sports event for in-

coming Freshmen (abolished in

'59); (3) to run a UMOC (Ugliest

Man On Campus) contest for

charity (an activity suspended by
the Chapter, may be revived this

year); (4) to manage guide tours

and information booths on High
School Day, Open House, etc.

Last year, the local Chapter of

Alpha Phi Omega managed tin-

first booth entered by I 'Mass in

the Amherst College Mardi Gras,
an event which occurs each fall

when Amherst plays Williams
< 'oil eg,- at home. Until last year,
f Mass vras the only large area

college not participating.

Declared James Merino, at one
time Recording Secretary for

Kappa Omicron Chapter, and now
Historian; also former Editorial

Editor of the Collegian, now an

\ Bociate Editor: "Certain radical

changes over the last four years

have done away with the old proj-

ects and service--, therefore, to

fieshman who would become a

member of APO today is given

the opportunity—the challenge

—of participating in the giving

to an organization a new charac-

ter through the shaping of n

and bold policies to meet the test

of University changes. It is for

this reason that I and other up-'

per-class members of the Frater-

nity have chosen to leave policy

clarifying positions open to the

new blood) so to speak, who would
be less concerned with the old

dispensations."

CLASS OF 1960
MEETING

The Class of '60 will

meet Thursday, October 8

at 11:00 a.m. in the audi-

torium of the Public

ll.ilth Huilding.

They kept warning me this would

happen if I didn't think of some super

way to describe that absolutely unique

good taste of Coca-Cola. So who's a

Shakespeare? So no ad . . . that's bad!

But, there's always Coke . .

.

and that's good!
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

lottlsd \tnd%r authority of The Coco-Cola Company by

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Mass.

The Poll Bearer . .

.

(Continued from page 2)

Fl
Hoh Guraey '62

No Adams.
"This type of

shouldn't

OS banned, as

ryone has
their own likes

and dislikes. It would be a good
idea to have a variety of music

during the breakfast hours: soft,

quiet music and «L
; and roll."

Richard John '02

Leominster.

"The juke box

should be t*fl

open all day in

the Hatch. It's

open the real

of the day, why
at breakfast."

m it open

Vote Wednesday
The fall election of Senators

for the class of '62 will be held

Wednesday, Octobi r 7.

Commuters and members of

fraternities and sororities may
cast their ballo

a.m. and 5 p.m.

Union lobby.

The Campus Beat
by JUDY DI( KSTKIN '63

Dear Bobhh :

Hi! How's the gang back

ht>me? I think of you all a lot

whenever I have a moment free,

but that is pretty infrequent he-

cause if I'm not in class or study-

ing, it turns out that I have some
meeting or other to attend.

For instance, tonight at 7 p.m.

the (lames and Tournaments

Committee is sponsoring a chess

Club meeting in the Student

Union.

\nd then, tomorrow at 6;80

p.m. there'll be a meeting in the

Nantucket Room of the Union for

anyone interested in working on

the make-up and costumes com-

mittee for Campus Varieties.

Up her.- there's an outing club

that makes all sorts of funfilled

trips like those we used to take,

SO it should he just like old times.

On Col um b u s Day week-end
they're going to Lake George, In

fact, the more I think about it.

between LO

n the Student

All other mem I

of '62 may vote

tive dorms Wedr

rs of the class

i their respec-

-dav night.

The Student Senate asks that

all eligible voters take advantage

of this opportunity to have a

say in their government. So re-

member the times and places,

sophomores, and get out and
vote.

JJear ^/tunt LKtitmie..
Dear Aunt Ruthie,

This is my first year here at

the University, and I would like

your advice on how to dress on

campus. I've noticed all sorts of

styles while walking between
classes, but I can't quite make
up my mind as to just what the

"campus style" is.

I know that this isn't exactly-

like the letters you usually get.

but in n way it's related to them,

because a sloppily-dressed girl

gets very few dates.

Sincerely yours,

A Newcomer

Dear Newcomer,

Yes, I'll agree that a young
lady's dress is one of her most

important assets. Very few guys
will enjoy the company of a girl

who gives the impression that

she doesn't consider him impor-
tant enough to dress carefully

for the date. A guy wants his

date to he admirer! for her own
appearance and a credit to his

good judgment.

As for the "campus style", I

don't think that one really exists

for v\^ry person. Not all gin'

can wear a slim skirt effectively.

nor can everyone wear a pleated

skirt. It's up to you as to what
you look best in. Many gilds

wear crew-necked sweaters or

blazers over a tailored blouse.

This looks very neat: however, it

again depends upon whether or

not you look good in this en-

semble.

The most important thine-

about a campus style (or any
style) is a neat clean appearance
that come- from caring for your

clothes, keeping them clean and
pressed, and checking before you

go out, just to make sure.

Sincerely,

Aunt Ruthie

Membership Campaign

JOIN
THE

NEWMAN CLUB
Oct. 4-14

Plan Now For
The Outing
Oct 12

the more I'd like to go with them.

I'm going over to put my name
on the sign-up sheet on the lobby

counter of the Student Union

right now, before I forget. The
deadline is Thursday noon.

Well, Bobbie, I just got back

from the Union, and I met a

friend of mine who's very active

in Alpha Phi Omega, a national

service fraternity. He was busy

working on arrangements for the

refreshments for the Freshman

smoker they're holding tonight at

7:80 in the Worcester Room of

the Union.

Friday night there was a rally

and you should have seen the

Precisionettes! They really looked

trim. And the hand sounded pret-

ty good, too.

They have several bands here,

and one of them is a Concerl

Bi nd. Tomorrow at 11 a.m., there

will he a meeting for all previous-

ly registered freshmen women on

the first floor of Memorial Hall.

Any other interested freshmen

women are Invited to attend and

hring their instruments, if they

have any. Interviews will be held

at this time.

Another interesting event which

they hold here i^ the Apple

Polishing Hours, during which

the students and instructors from

a certain department get ac-

quainted over coffee and apples.

The chemical and electrical engi-

neering department is holding

theirs tomorrow afternoon at 3

p.m. in the Colonial Lounge.

There's no admission charge,

either.

And Bobbie, another thing

about this school which just

fascinates me is the great num-
ber of religious organizations,

which sponsor all sorts of events

from social affairs to service

projects. The B'nai B'rith Hilh-l

Foundation, for example, holds

classes in its office beginning Oc-

tober 6. They've posted the fol-

lowing schedule:

Basic Beliefs in Judaism—4 p.m.

Tuesdays

Yiddish—4:45 p.m. Thursdays

Elementary Hebrew — 4 p.m.

Tuesdays

Intermediate Hebrew—1:46 p.m.

Thursdays

The Collegian seems to have

gotten jealous of all these other
vities which are taking up the

time of their devoted worker-,

y decided to fight fire with
tire by calling a meeting ihr»>-

sefoee this Thursday morning it

1 1 a.m. The entire staff is ex-

pected to attend.

Well, Bobbie, that's just about
all that's new now. I'll w
again the first chance I got.

Bye; regards to all the gang.

Your pal,

Judy
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I —FOR SALE— i

| Olds Hydromatic '49 I
I Rocket 9S, 11.000 Honest Miles!
= Exceptional — Asking $250 =

Tel. Al.pine 3-5007
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FRATERNITY MEN!
Vote For

Arthur J, (Tex)

TACELLI
For

FRATERNITY
SENATOR

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 7
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S.O.S.—HELP—S.O.S.
S.O.S. means HELP. Won't

you answer the call?

The Student Organization for

Scholarship ( S.O.S. ), the newest

service organization on campus,

has openings for students inter-

ted in working to raise money

for scholarships.

This year, unde* the direction

of co-chairmen Sandy Williams

'61 and Donald Croteau '61, the

group plans a variety of activi-

ties, ranging from cooperative

work with the Campus Chest to

the sponsorship of various

worthwhile events.

Another major aim of the

group this year is the establish-

ment of a scholarship bulletin

board in the S.U. where the

S.O.S. Committee can post all

opportunities for financial aid. ,

The first organizational meet-

ing of the year will be held Wed.

night at 7 p.m. in the Barnstable

room of the S.U.

At this time, the new advisor,

Mario DePillis of the history

department, will be introduced

to the group.

All of last year's members and

any other students interested are

urged to attend.

Home Economics News
bv RACHEL CAVANAUGH '61

"Prestige of Home Economics Framingham State Teachers

on Campus" was the theme for

the Province 1 Workshop held at

the University of Vermont this

weekend.

Attending the workshop from

UMass were Marjory Proctor

'61, and Rachel Cavanaugh '61,

along with Miss Merriam, Home

Ec Club advisor.

Representatives were present

from Russell Sage, Plattsburg

State Teachers, UNH, Keene

Sponsored by AHEA, Province 1

includes the New England states

and part of New York. Next

year Massachusetts will be host-

ess for the workshop.

The first meeting of the UMass

Home Ec Club was held recently

to hear Elaine Gwodz tell of her

trip to the AHEA National Con-

vention, and to enjoy a skit on

Good Grooming presented by

club members Connie Love '61,

Marjory Proctor '61 and Gail

State Teachers, Simmons and Roycroft '61

Nursing
Notes

by BETTY KARL '60

District 1 Nursing Student As-

sociation will hold its first meet-

ing of the year on the UMass
campus, Public Health Building,

Thnrs., Oct. 8, at 7 p.m. Fea-

tured will be a speaker on par-

liamentary procedure.

Two UMass nursing students

are officers in the organization:

Carol Sherwood, '61, is Vice-

President, and Dot Fedoryshyn,

'61, is Corresponding Secretary.

The association ha? member

nursing schools in Western Mass.

with 650 members.

Patients at the Springfield

Hospital are receiving "Univer-

sity care" around the clock; the

junior class are caring for medi-

cal and surgical patients during

the daytime, while nth-year stu-

dents have been taking over for

evening and night duty. The lat-

ter will soon leave for the New
England Medical Center in Bos-

ton.

Meanwhile, 4th-year students

are busy with mothers and bab-

ies at the Wesson Maternity

Hospital nurseries, labor and de-

livery rooms, and mother-care

floors.

Bob Allen and his Chief Operator, Mrs. Julia Chipman, discuss Long

Distance records which will soon be converted to automatic processing.

Meet Bob Allen—he's growing fast

with a fast-growing company
Robert E. Allen got his B.A. degree

from Wabash College in June, 1957,

and went to work with Indiana Bell

Telephone Company at Indianapolis.

"It looked like a growing company

where I could grow, too.*' he sa\*.

It was. Today he is an Assistant

Traffic Supervisor there. He's in charge

of six other supervisory people and

about 100 telephone operators.

Bob attributes his rapid progress to

two main factors: the thorough train-

ing he received and the steady growth

of the telephone business,

*'I was trained to be a telephone man-

ager, not just a traffic si^ialist." he

points out. 'Tve also had practical, on-

the-job experienre in the plant, com-

mercial and engineering phases of the

business. So I'm equipped to handle

new responsibilities all the time. And

in this fast-growing communications

field, that means I have more chances

to keep moving ahead."

* * *

What about a Bell Telephone Com-

pany caic.-i for you? Talk with the

Bell interviewer when he visits vour

campus — and read the Bell Telephone

booklet in your Placement Office.

With Mrs. Chipman and Miss Gee, Group Chief Operator, Bob reviews a blowup of the automatic

processing card which will mechanize Indiana Bell's Long Distance billing.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

••••••• .....•••••• .......••••••• •••»••• • • • •

THE LAND OF
by STU SALTMAN '61

and MIKE BLUM '60 mil
Located on Spring Street, in a warehouse district a couple of

blocks outside Greenwich Village, N.Y., is a very unusual jazz club.

The Half Note Cafe is not esoteric or "neurotic" in atmosphere, but

it should be the model for clubs if they are to continue as the chief

listening-post for live jazz.

Being in a relatively deserted neighborhood dissolves any park-

ing problem; chances are, even on Saturday night, that your car

won't be more than a few hundred feet from the club. While parking

you may notice Rose Canterino's smiling face in one of the club's

large picture windows. She is official greeter and first member of this

family enterprise whom customers meet. She will seat you at a table

which not only allows room to stretch out, but from which you must

see the band; the bandstand is centrally located and elevated over

the bar. If you sit at the bar you will be able to talk jazz with cheery

Sonny Canterino. The two-dollar, weekday or two-fifty, weekend min-

imum may be spent on delectable Italian food prepared by "big

Mike" Canterino, owner, cook and dad to the Half Note operation.

There may be other members of the family behind the scenes?

The groups on stand are always fine and usually those of ad-

vanced conceptions. Frequent repeaters at the club, most of whom
make only rare appearances elsewhere, are Charley Mingus, Tony

Scott, the Lennie Tristano-Lee Konitz group and the Al Cohn-Zoot

Sims group. One of the reasons why Mike is always able to present

top acts is the fact that there is ordinarily only one group on the

bill. Between sets is not a soundless affair however, due to a fascin-

ating juke-box with sounds ranging from Monk through Donaldson

to Giuffre. This is also a good time to chat with the musicians, or

to survey the walls splattered with record jackets, caricatures of

jazz stars and jazz oriented contributions by village artists. One ob-

vious happening is the many friends who meet here; customers are

steady and this is a happy hangout for music people.

From the musician's point of view, the Half Note has many ad

vantages. Most significant, is the opportunity to work for a family

that loves jazz (also the jazz-loving waiters here don't hassle because

they are in a position to realize that the people come to dig). Most

gmups that play here get to know the Canterinos fairly well, because

engagements are long (usually two weeks to a month) and return

billings frequent. Since the relations arc personal the musicians may
act informally; they may bound into the kitchen to dip into a pot for

a snack or as Mingus did in the heat of the summer, play in a tee-

shirt. Secondly the musicians are not bogged down by the physical

features of the club. There is a Steinway grarnd l
•

: i r i
* hich is always

pond amplification system andin tune,

assuring to drummers).

lent acoustics (so n

Physically and asthetically this club is outstanding. As an out-

post for stretched-out, "digging" relaxation it is absolutely unbeat-

able.

Program Preview
by MARIE

From the comments WMUA
has received from its listeners

Sheraton Hotels

STUDENT-FACULTY

DISCOUNTS
Here » money-»ovlng news
for students, fMMlty and all

other college personnel. Dur-

ing weekends and college

vacations, Sheraton offers

you special low rates — even

lower rates when two or more
OCCUpv the same room.

Special group rale- are pro-

vided for athletic teams,

clubs, other college organ-

izations.

You get thpse discounts at

any of Sheraton's 54 hotels

in the U.S.A., Hawaii and
Canada. Just present your

Sheraton I.D. card when you
register. To get a Sheraton

I.D. card, contact:

Mr. Pat Orttn
ColUq* Relation* D«pt.

Shtraten C»rp.

470 Atlantic Ava.
•••Ian, Mott.

FOLEY '62

OVef tile past Week, it is evident

that in general, students like one

kind of music for studying and
another kind for pure listening

enjoyment.

The most popular choice for

study music is classical and
semi-classical music, or instrum-

ental jazz. WMUA has sched-

uled two such programs during

the principal weekday study

hours ShoiraiHe at 9:05 p.m.

and Sounds of Jazz at 10:05

p.m.

On weekends when the aver-

age listener listens purely for

enjoyment, the trend is toward
the up-beat in popular music.

WMUA programs Crazy Rhy-
thms Fridays from 8 p.m. until

1 a.m. and another pop show
Saturdays from 7-8 p.m.

if you have your own opinion

about the music you would like

played on WMUA, let us have

your suggestions.

I'remieting this year for the

people who like wandering down

memory lane is a new show from

7-S p.m. Fridays, This program

called Old Tmii'R and dee-jayed

by Ted Lang '62 brings hack the

popular tuner, of yesteryear, es-

pecially the past rock 'n roll hits.

Again thiB Saturday, WMUA
will be bringing Redmen football

to those of you who are not mak-

ing the trek to UConn. Hal Dut-

ton '60 will broadcast a play by

play description of the game be-

ginning at 1:50 p.m.
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HULL OF FOREIGN SERVICE
TO APPEAR THIS WEDNESDAY

Mr. Dayton Hull, a representa-

tive from the United States

Foreign Service, will be on cam-

pus October 7. Mr. Hull will dis-

cuss with interested students

career opportunities in the

Foreign Service Program. He

will meet students in the Barn-

stable Room, SU, at 10:00 and

11:00 a.m. and again at 2:00 and

4:00 p.m.

Mr. Hull will describe life in

the Foreign Service Division,

point out the qualifications and

background required, and answer

questions.

Literature relative to the For-

eign Service Officer Written

Examination which will be held

on December 5, 1959 will be dis-

tributed.

The Service is particularly

interested in majors in Econom-

ics, Business Administration, His-

tory, Political Science, Geo-

graphy, Languages and ai

studies.

Mr. Hull joined the Foreign

Service Division in 1917 and

spent two years as an Attache in

Athens, Greece.

Herbert Philbrick,

Noted FBI Agent,

Appointed Judge
Herbert Philbrick, who served

as a counterspy for the Federal

Bureau of Investigation, and

gained national renown through

the publication of his book, "I Led

Three Lives", has been appointed

a justice of the Rye Minicipal

Court, Rye, New Hampshire.

Governor Wesley Powell made

the appointment.

ID Goof . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

Unfortunately the ones with long

heads commonly called "big-

heads" will find their most prized

possession dissolved because of

an inhuman trick of fate.

All is net gloomy, however.

A noted authority in this field

has stated that no matter how

badly the victim is affected ev-

eryone will be able to recognize

him. Therefore, it will not be ne-

cessary for the I. D. photos to

be retaken.

Amherst Grants . .

.

tContiiuml on !>>"/< i )

"During the year all these un-

dergraduates were interviewed

by the Dean and warned that

they were not living up to the

administration's it ions for

them. As a resul* of these warn-

ings, nine Juniors and five Soph-

omores succeeded in removing

themselves from the undera-

chiever category by the end of

second semester. Four Juniors

and eight Sophomores were dis-

covered to be not underachiev-

es, but students of "limited in-

tellectual ability," Three Junior

and six Sophomore? were kepi

under close observation, their

fate hinging on their work this

semester, and the remainder of

the group were furloughed.

"The criteria used by the

Dean's Office in deciding wheth-

er or not a student is under-

achieving are his predicted av-

erage, based on College Board

scores, secondary school record,

and other relevant data; and the

impressions of the Deans and

instructors. . .

.

Future Policy

"Dean Porter does not know

how many of the undergraduates

now furloughed will return next

year. His own judgment as to

SIXTEEN COEDS NOMINATED
FOR HOMECOMING QUEEN

Sixteen UMass girls have hem

nominated a* candidates for the

i Homecoming Queen title.

The girls were nominated by

fraternities, sororities, Adelphia

and general write-in votes during

the past tWO weeks.

A hoard of judges will review

whether they have mended their

ways will be important in decid-

ing whether to permit them to

re-enter Amherst. In some cases,

ho feels, return will be practi-

cally automatic.

"At the moment, the plates

left vacant by the departure of

these twelve students will not he

filled. The Administration is try-

ing to keep the size of the Col-

lege under 1,009 students. How-

ever, in the future the elimina-

tion of underachievcrs may
make it possible for Amherst to

admit more transfer students,

Dean Porter says.

"The Deans do not contemplate

any action against students who

are underachievcrs in only one

subject, or who are involved in

a worthwhile project of their

own.

"Dean Porter says that admin-

istrators at other schools are

THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE DONE
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But Americas

most famous

lady does it!

No Paris design of '59 is

more lovely than this

ageless beauty, a gift

from France 75 years

ago. Miss Liberty has

welcomed millions to

these shores with the

words, "Give me your

tired, your poor, your

huddled masses yearn-

ing to breathe free . .

.

lift my lamp beside

the golden door."
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A cigarette that's Low in tar
j

with More taste to it!
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.But JIM does it!

When you're in New
York, be sure to make
the trip over to see Miss

Liberty. And wherever

vou are right now. en-

jov the cigarette that's

k indest to your taste.

That's EM: Low in tar,

with more taste to it. No
wonder more amoricans

switchtoCMeveryday]

Live Modern . . «witch

toL'M!

Live Modern with LI
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the candidates at a special moot-

ing tomorrow morning at 1 1 .00

a.m. in Memorial Hall.

The board is composed of Ev

Kosarick, University photograph-

er; Bill Deminoff of the Univer-

sity News Service; Dick Page,

Sports Relations Director; Don

Moriarty, President of Adelphia;

ami Hob Zelis, president of the

Student Senate.

Dick Bresciani, '60, is chair-

man of the Homecoming Queen

contest.

The candidates are: Rosalind

Topper, Kathy L a v i g n e and

\ancy Boyd, class of '60; Joyce

Parent, Virginia Anderson, San-

dra Williams, Mary Finn, Sharon

Whittior, Jean Creamer and Bar-

bara Feldman, class of '61;

Carolyn Sherriff, Jane Lewis,

Margie Jacobs, Mari Porter,

Brenda Fitzpatick and Judy Iver-

son, class of '62.

very much interested in the out-

come of this program at Am-
herst. He expects similar pro-

grams to become more common
as the pressure for admission to

college increases."

Blasko On Cars . .

.

(Coiithrucd fram page 1)

ilege revoked and will be as-

signed to the Munson lot. Users

of North lot are required to use

the entry opposite Hamlin dorm,"

he pointed out.

The most frequent violation is

that of parking in the wrong lot,

this occurring particularly on

stormy days. The penalty for

this offense is a $1 fine for the

first offense, and a $5 fine for

each succeeding offense. Pro-

ceeds from these fines are turned

over to the Scholarship Fund.

The number of tickets given SO

far this year is about 200.

Trespassing on campus lawns

is a sore point with the chief.

He suggests a system such as

that which is in effect at Am-
herst College, where the Student

Judiciary imposes a fine of .

r
»0<*

to $1 every time an Amherst stu-

dent is caught walking across

the lawn.

"Perhaps jay - walking laws
would be a good thing," he

stated, "as this would not only

alleviate the lawn and road

problems, but would also provide

additional revenue for the Schol-

arship Fund".

Phi Eta Sigma
Begins Customary
Tutor Service

The froo tutoring program run

by Phi Eta Sigma, the Freshman

Honor Society, starts today. To

enroll, simply appear in the class-

r us at the scheduled hour.

Handled by Dr. William Field

of the Guidance Office or by the

President and Vice-President of

Phi Eta Sigma, the program is

intended for Freshmen.

All classes will be in Machmer.

—TUTORING SCHEDULE—
Subject When Where
Math 1&-I Th 2-3 E20
Math 6 W 8-4 W37
M M 2-8 E26
,, Th 1-2 W12

Chem l W 4*6 W37
" Th 2-8 *W12
it Th 3-4 W12

Soo l Th 3-4 E20
'hvsies 6 W 2-3 W12

** M 3-4 E26

Sng Kv2 Th 3-4 W13
Span i Th 2-3 W13
list 6 Th 2-3 Wll
Jot any 1 T 4-5 E13

>peerh 3 T 10-11 W13
vtath 1 W 4-5 EJ3

Lo**r
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REDMEN SWAMPED BY MIGHTY DELAWARE, 42-12

Hen Ground Attack

Baffles UMass Line
by VIN BASILE

The Massachusetts Red men
were outplayed all the way as

they lost to the Univ. of Dela-

ware, 42-12, at Alumni Field

Saturday.

The Blue Hen ground attack,

led by halfback Jack Turner and

fullback Tony Suravitch, com-

pletely overwhelmed the UMass

defense.

The Redmen scores came in

the second and fourth quarters.

Halfback Billy Reynolds scored

the first UMass TD when he

scooted 11 yds. to pay dirt cli-

maxing a drive of 90 yards in

six plays.

The second UMass tally came

in the last minute and a half of

'62, Sports Editor

Pellegrini went over from the

one after a 76 yard march. A
Pellegrini to Coury pass was

good for the points after.

The fourth Blue Hen TD of

the half clinched a 90 yard at-

tack which saw halfback Jack

Turner scampeiing seven yards

to pay dirt.

Delaware got one more in the

third when halfback John Bow-

man scored on a reverse play.

Pellegrini threw to Suravitch

for the points after. The final

Blue Hen marker came on a 30

yard pass play from halfback

Schroek to end Bartek.

OFF THE RECORD
The Redmen unfortunately

played their sloppiest game of

the '59 season last Saturday. Ev-

en the defense line which has

been consistent in holding run-

ning attacks did not, come up to

par. Sophomore John Kozaka, a

JOHN CONWAY

play.

Quarterback Jack Conway went

back to pass, chased by three

Delaware linemen. Despite what

looked like an apparent loss of

yardage, Conway picked his way

clear of Blue Hen defense and

ran 30 yards into the end r.one.

UMass' only other chance to

score came in the first quarter

when -halfback Tom Delnickas

snagged a 60 yard pass from

Conway, which brought the ball

close to the. Delaware fifteen.

However a UMass fumble and

a recovery by Delaware end Bob

Reeder ended the Redmen threat.

Delaware got off to an early

start, when fullback Tony Sura-

vitch raced 11 yards to a TD,

completing a 35 yard drive in

four plays, after only the first

three minutes of play. A Pelle-

grini - to - Broadbent pass was
good for two points after.

The Blue Hens scored ^>nce

more in the first period when
quarterback G a m p y Pellegrini

threw a 30 yard touchhdown pass

to Suravitch.

Delaware scored twice again

in the second quarter.

JOHN KOZAKA

6 ft., 190 lb. guard did a fine

joh ... An example, of the Blue

Hen running attack is the fact

the Delaware outrushed the Red-

men 350 yards to 121. Halfback

John Bowman gained 113 yards

in the first half alone.

Tommy Delnickas suffered a

dislocated elbow. Delnickas was

injured late in the second period.

He is expected to be out for

three weeks . . .

Halfback Bobo Roland is also

on the injured list. He is report-

ed suffering from internal bleed-

ing.

Stockbridge Loses
The Stockbridge gridsters lost

to Worcester Academy 40-6 lust

SaT'irdav- The score was 8-6,

Worcester, at the end of the first

half, but five injuries to Stock

-

bridge players cost them the

game.

Glad To Know You! Intramurals
Sig Ep, S.AE, aud AEPi got

off to a fast start in the IFC

football season.

Sig Ep looked like the Flyers

of the past two seasons in de-

feating PSK 13-0 and AGR 32-0.

SAE knocked off ASP and

QTV in two successive evenings

while AEPi, who looks like the

surprise team this year, trounced

PSD 32-12 and LCA 20-0.

Division k Division B
AEPi 3 RPB 2
KS 1 SAjS 2

TC 1 TEP 1

ATG 1 PSK 1 1

PMD 1 1 QTV 1

TKE 1 AGR •I

LCA 2 ASP » 'I

PSD 2

UMass guard Armand Caravi-

ello and Delaware tackle Mike

Boyd shake hands and engage

pleasantries before commencing

Saturday's game. At the right,

things aren't so cordial, as Del-

aware's Harold Grosh (21) and

Al Huey (80) prepare to close

in on Redman halfback
^
Bill

Reynolds (40). UMass backs

Bob Roland (43), and John Mc-

Cormick (23), and center Al

Cavanaugh (50) follow up the

play.

Tue*day, October •

8:80 Bombers vs Commandos
Bums vs Maroons

7:80 Red Devils vs Braves
Wheeler v* Chadbourns

Offlci*ls — Kirk. Caldwell. Perkins.

Knight

Haven't We Met Before?

UMie Footrickmen

Win Meet, 58-36-28

by JOE LIPCHITZ '62

A strong University of Massa-

chusetts varsity cross - country

team came through to beat both

Maine and Northeastern by a

score of 28-36-58 in a triangular

meet here Saturday.

The leader of the Footrickmen

was Ralph Buschman who placed

second in the moot and was fol-

lowed by Jim Keelon, Jim Hair.

er, Dick Atkinson and Emo Bar-

ron who placed fourth, fifth,

sixth and eleventh respectively,

in the. meet.

Besides these scoring men the

Footrickmen have other promis-

ing runners who have yet to

reach their peak and begin to

score.

SPORTALK
by HAL DUTTON '60

BOOTERS WIN
Friday afternoon the Red-

men booters won their first

game of the season at the ex-

panse of Clark, 5-0. The U-
Mass squad was better; condi-

tioned than it was in its op-

ening loss to Coast Guard

last week; as a result, the

teamwork was much improved.

Conch Blschoff, substituting

for l*irry Rriggs, emptied the

bench. Twenty four men saw

vction during the sunny but

?ool afternoon.

It was over almost as soon as

it started. The first time the

Blue Hens got their hands on

the ball they marched 64 yards

in three plays for th* score. The

next time they marched 66 yards

in nine plays for another tally.

Bowman, Turner, and Co.,

picked up 312 yards in the first

half, while running out to a 28-6

lead. Then Admiral Dave Nel-

son's club coasted to a 42-12 win.

Delaware definitely will be a

factor to be reckoned with in

the University Division of the

Middle Atlantic Conference. Pri-

or to the kickoff Saturday Bob

Kelley of WDEL in Wilmington

told us that the Blue Hens were

a much better club than their

12-7 opening victory over Lehigh

indicated. By half-time nobody

in Alumni Field would have ar-

gued that point."

We're Being Attacked . .

.

. . . Man Your Posts

Roth the Redmen Marching Band and the Preeininnette* were •

welcome night at Saturday's game with Delaware, after their brief

absence from the picture. Both groups performed very well, and
—Ptots by Pop»U

Drill Mauler Don Witiu»<rsM and band leader Joseph Contino have

done excellent work with their respective groups, and in training

the groups |q work is one unit on the field.

photo br Poso^

About the Opposition

UConn will be hungry at Me-

morial Stadium this Saturday.

The Huskies, victors in their op-

ener against Springfield 85-8,

have suffered successive setbacks

at the hands of Tale and Rut-

gers. Now they enter Conference

play bent on retaining the Bean-

pot for another season.

New Hampshire finally won a

conference game, their first in

three years, as they rolled over

Rhode Island, 45-0. The revita-

lized Blue Wildcats have now
won two in a row, equaling their

1958 record in tihe victory col-

umn.
SpringfWld buried Northeast-

ern, 36-8. Kansas stopped BU
28-7, handing the Terriers their

second straight loss. Hapless

Brandeis had the week off.

Odds and Ends
The National Hockey League

opens its season on Wednesday
with the New York Rangers vi-

siting the Chicago Black Hawks.
The power laden Montreal Can-
adians are heavily favored to

win the league champiomlup and
retain the Stanley Tup.

Navy and BC have met on
the gridiron on three occasions.

The Eagles won the initial con-

test at Annapolis back In 1928,

6-0. UMass Director of Athletiea

Warren MeGuirk eaptalned the

victors.

Attendance at each of the
World Series games played In

Los Angelas this week will be
somewhere in the neighborhood
of 98,000. The total attendance
for the five game 1908 Series

between the Tigers and the Cubs
was slightly over 62,000.

' XX)L
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on
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But I have until 7:15!
—Photo bv Ed York

Literary Magazine
Released Soon

A major event in the field of

professional publication will take

place at UMass this month with

the issuance of "The Massaehu-
settg Review," a new national

magazine of the arts, literature

and public affairs.

Established as a quarterly con-

taining poetry, fiction, art, liter-

ary criticism, and articles on pub
lie affairs, the magazine is edited

by a faculty group. Editors of the

magazine include: F. C. Ellcrt,

head of the German department,

general editor; Sidney Kaplan, as-

sociate professor of English,

managing editor; and Frederick

S. Troy, formerly a member of

the University's English depart-

ment, who is now retired, asso-

ciate editor.

The Student Senate has in-

dicated its support by the ap-

propriation of $80 for the maga-
zine. Scheduled for initial pub-

FloatParade
Boosted

The 1959 edition of the Home-
coming Float Parade will be held

on Friday, October 16 at 6:30.

The parade will consist of floats

assembled by the fraternities,

sororities, and dormitories. Feel-

ing seems to be running very

high, according to members of

the Rally Committee.

The float parade is the begin-

ning of our Homecoming week-

end, and is also the "kickoff" for

Amherst Bicentennial Celebration.

So far, according to rally com-

mittee officials, there are three

categories for judging—fraterni-

ties, sororities, and dormitories.

There has been some indication

that some of our independent or-

ganizations — committees, cheer-

leaders, etc.—would also like to

enter the float parade. If any or-

ganisation would like to sponsor

a float, its officers may contact

Hal Lane at Sig Ep. He has ex-

pressed a desire to see this year's

float parade "the best and big-

gest ever." The addition of an in-

dependent category would add to

the success of the parade and of

Hompcoming, stated Lane.

lication on Oct. 17, the magazine
will be distributed to subscribers

throughout the nation.

Mr. Ellert, general editor,

quotes: "We are, of course, aim-
ing at a wide national audience,

but we will also attempt to take

advantage of our unique location

and wide cultural associations

with the educational institutions

surrounding the university to

make the "Review" a focus for

our New England inheritance and
an outlet for the rich critical and
creative talents of our region."

The first issue will pay tribute

to poet Robert Frost, with a lead

article on "Frost and Emerson"
by A Ivan S. Ryan, professor of

English at the University of

Notre Dame. A drawing of Mr.

Frost, the work of Donald R.

Matheson of UMass art depart-

ment, will appear on the cover.

The October issue contains new
poetry by Mr. Frost, William
Carlos Williams, e. e. cummings,
John Holmes and Louis Coxe.

Eight "new" poets will be in-

cluded in a special section which
will be a feature of each issue.

Articles have been contributed
by G. Armour Craig of Amherst
College; Sidney Monas of Smith;
Edward L. Katzenbach, Jr., of

(Continued on page 5)

UMass Enraptured
By Chris Connor's
Jazz Selections

Chris Connor drew a packed
house at Curry Hicks Gym, last

night, despite bad weather, and
hf .u the complete attention of the
audience with a well sung reper-

toire of predominantly love songs.

Singing before a decor of red and
white rectangles on a black cur-

tain, Miss Connor mixed up her
program with fast and slow selec-

tions.

The noted jazz singer received

large ovations for her renditions

of / Mies You So, Poor Little

Rich Girl, All About Ronnie, and
/ Get Miety. Called back for an
encore, Miss Conner concluded
with a Duke Ellington favorite.

(Continued on page S)

Symington To Be Honored
At Homecoming Convocation

U.S. Senator Stuart Symington

will be the main speaker at a

special public convocation to be

held on Homecoming Weekend at

UMass in conjunction with the

Amherst Bicentennial Celebration.

Sen. Symington and Adm. Je-

rauld Wright, commander-in-chief

of the U.S. Atlantic Fleet, will

receive honorary degrees from the

University at the convocation.

Both men will be honored as Am-
herst natives who went on to dis-

tinguished service in national life.

At the time of Sen. Syming-
ton's birth, his father, the late

Judge William Stuart Symington,

was a professor of French at Am-
herst College. A member of the

U.S. Senate for the past seven

years, the Missouri solon has been

considered a possible presidential

candidate in 1960.

Adm. Wright's father, Gen.

William Mason Wright, was a

first lieutenant in the U.S. Army
and professor of military science

and tactics at Massachusetts at

the time of his son's birth. Adm.
Wright, in addition to being the

STUART SYMINGTON

unified command.

The convocation, to be held at

11 a.m. on Saturday, Oct. 17 in

Bowker Auditorium, will be one

of the highlights of a weekend

of festivities celebrating the Am-
herst Bicentennial and the Uni-

versity's annual alumni homecom-
ing. More than 2,000 graduates

are expected to participate in the

vuiiiiiiaiiuci -Ih-Cjiici vi vfie \~> .o. vs et:ivt:iiu events WniCu will uegin

Atlantic Fleet, is supreme allied

commander in the Atlantic and
commander-in-chief in the West
Atlantic for NATO. He also

serves as commander-in-chief of

Atlantic forces under the U.S.

with the traditional float parade
Friday evening, Oct. 16. After

the parade, the Homecoming
Queen will be crowned at the

football rally to be staged near

the Student Union. A bonfire at

Sophomores Call,

Executives All
The Sophomore class officers

have set up a new committee to

give students a direct say in the

function of their class.

Approximately forty repre-

sentatives will be selected from

the dormitories, sororities and

fraternities to aid the class in

an advisory capacity.

Those people who are interested

will be able to sign up tomorrow

through next Thursday at the

Lobby Counter of the Student

Union.

People chosen for this commit-

tee will attend policy meetings

and aid in the government of the

class. It is expected that their

ideas and suggestions will reflect

the opinions and views of their

respective dormitories, sororities,

and fraternities.

The type of people needed are

those who have an interest in

their class, and the intelligence

and integrity to perform such

functions so as to provide the

maximum amount of efficiency in

this group, according to Bemie

Murphy, President of the Class

(Continued on page h)

Candidates Vie For Senate

In Elections For *59-'60
EDITORS SOTE: Order of

names may differ on official bal-

lot.

Elections for the Student

Senate will be held in the

dormitories tonight from 9-11

p.m. Commuters, married stu-

dents, sororities, fraternities,

and members of the Class of '62

(to vote for one Senator-at-

large) are \oting in the SU
from 10-5 today.

Write-in campaigns are ex-

pected to he heavy in constitu-

encies where only a few Tiave

taken out nomination papers ac-

cording to election observers.

Van Meter, a predominantly

Freshmen dorm, i? expected to

feature such nctfrtti, they claim.

Candidate* f<»r nfftee are;

CRABTREE— 1 vacancy

Susan Onksen '62

GREENOUGH— 1 vacancy

Lloyd Crossman '62

Philip F. Williams '60

KNOWLTON— t vacancy

Beverly R. Marin '61

LYON—1 vacancy

Janet Parker '62

LEWIS—1 vacancy

Lucy S. Dubiel »62

LEACH— 1 vacancy

Marcia Smith *60 (Incumbent)

ADAMS—1 vacancy

Andy D'Avanzo '63

ARNOLD—1 vacancy

Joan Cose '62

BAKER—2 vacancies

Charles E. O'Keefe '63

(Continued on page 5)

the edge of the College Pond

will climax the rally celebration.

After convocation ceremonies

on Saturday morning, the celebra-

tion will continue at Alumni Field

where the University's Redmen
will meet the University of Rhode
Isiand in football at 1:30 p.m. At
halftime, the Redman Marching
Band and the Precisionettes (Uni-

versity girls' drill team) will per-

form before an expected crowd

of 10,000.

During the morning, tours of

the campus will be conducted for

visitors and many buildings will

be open for inspection. The Uni-

versity's newly installed sub-

critical nuclear reactor will be on

exhibit in the Goessmann Chemis-

try Laboratory Annex, one of the

newest buildings on campus.

Other events on Saturday will

include the annual meeting of the

Associate Alumni at 10 a.m. in

Memorial Hall; the Homecoming
Luncheon at 12:15 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom; and an

informal dance at the latter site

from 8 to 12 p.m.

FatherPoiver

Returns
by CAROL DOLIBER

REV. DAVID POWER

Reverend David Power begins

his seventeenth year on the cam-
pus as Chaplain to Catholic stu-

dents. In March of this year, he
had left this position to serve as

Director of the Catholic Charities

in Springfield. He returned to

the campus in September as full-

time chaplain by the appointment
of Bishop Weldon of the Spring-

field diocese. When asked if he

was glad to be back, Fr. Power
laughed and commented, "If I

didn't want to, I wouldn't be

here."

As chaplain, Father Power's

primary concern is to counsel stu-

dents. He conducts a non-credit

course in Catholic doctrine which
is open to all students. Father

Power is also the director of the

Newman Club of the University,

heads the Newman Clubs of the

nine Connecticut Valley colleges,

(Ctrn tinned nn page A)
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TODAY'S EDITORIAL

Senate Elections Are Not

A Popularity Contest

The Student Senate might easily be called

the most important organization on campUs.

It is perhaps noted for the fact that its mem-

bers bear the responsibility of allocating over

$100,000 worth of student funds to various

organizations. The task of distributing and

accounting for the money from the Student

Activities Tax, Class Taxes and other fees

is perhaps the largest, but not the only, con-

cern of the Senate.

The list of duties that fall to our Senate

is a long one ranging from the formulation

Of the general policy by which we are gov-

erned to deciding whether or not student

funds mav be used to send a nursing student

to a convention. The whole list, however, can

be summed up briefly: The main function

of the Student Senate is to consider and

further the best interests of all of us. We

might mention here the untiring effort of

this organization spent in bringing us Boston

to Amherst bus service.

h should be fairly obvious that the

Senate Elections being held today are very

much more than a popularity contest. Time

and patience and no small amount of honest,

unselfish devotion are demanded of a Stu-

dent Senator. People who run for the Senate

With the idea that a place in campus politics

is merely the first station in the collegiate

CUrsus hmmrum or a step in the ladder lead-

ing to the title of "Biggest Man on Campus"

are usually disappointed and a disappoint-

ment to their constituents. They are not will-

ing to exchange a lot of sweat for a little

glory.

It is not surprising, then, that we some-

times wonder whal our senators are doing,

sometimes we wonder why they aren't doing

more. Some of us may even wonder who and

where they are, For we often fbrget to vote

Or can't take the time to investigate the char-

acter an. I goals M our would-be representa-

tives, and they may never have to consult

OS or ask for our opinions.

The ultimate result of today's elections

depends equally on candidates and constitu-

ents. We sincerely hope that both parties

will seriously consider the obligations and

responsibilities involved — and act accord-

ingly.

L. D.

COLLEGIAN MEETING

Thr COLLEGIAN 10*8 hold an important

Pting Thursday October 8 at 11:00

A M in thi COLLEGIAN offite Ml €01*

LEGIAN members art expected to aftrntl.

.. M
But sir, they're on red bags .

.

by JAMES A. MKKINO '60

Some time ago I entered the Hatch on a Saturday evening to eat

my supper. Since the hot food line w >' ll,n^r -
:in<1 ! (M not wish

to wait the time (it's not worth it) tot a hot Weal, I decided to have

for supper two ham salad (truly out of this world) sandwiches with

tomato; the prfee of the two sandwich.-s I calculated to be sixty cents.

When I got to the cashier (there la
• |l " dement of the adventurous

in eating in the Hatch during the rush hours, one must admit) I was

charged seventy cents for my two sandwiches.

"But madam," I said, "these sandwiches are only thirty cents

apiece. Ham salad, twenty-five cent.-, with tomato adding five cents

to the price, hence thirty cents."

"But sir," she said, "they're on red bags. And according to my
diagram, that means thirty-five cent- each."

"But they've made a mistake," said I, innocent and naive as I am,

'the sandwiches are only thirty cents each."

"But the bag is red," she protested.

"But it's a mistake," I said.

"But the only way I can charge you thirty cents is if you have

the hags changed to another color. Blue is the color for thirty cents.

Then I can charge you thirty cents."

"But . . .", I began. I did not finish, however. I rested content to

close the discussion. It was becoming painful to continue. I thought

it worth the extra dime to retain some shied of reason.

The moral of my little story, friends, is this: when you purchase

your sandwiches in the Hatch, watch the bag*.

An Evening With the House Mother

by JAMES D. LEONARD '60

Just the other night I was talking with my house mother. Be-

lieve me. such talks are not as complete a waste of time as one might

think. The conversation wandered from one topic to another, even-

tually lingering on the coffee houses that dot the campus scene. This

dear lady who had lived through two world wars, the initiation of the

income tax. and prohibition, gloried in the small feat of living through

one cup of coffee at one of the local 'beat' coffee houses. At best, this

woman was unimpressed. As to the atmosphere: "It was nothing but

cigarette smoke and bad air." The sum and substance of the appeal

of the cafe: "It's just a matter of waiting three-quarters of an hour

for a seventy-five cent cup of coffee."

I have never visited these places, but I would tend to rest on the

sage advice of my elders.

Hungarian Children Prefer

Robin Hood To Lenin
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following article is reprinted from the

magazine "Youth and Communism," (June, 1959) published by Thr

Start European Student and I outh Service, a CanmumUt organiza-

tion, This article is ill nsi rati r< of the different concepts of education

in communist and democratic < mmtries.

The success of indoctrination in Hungarian schools still seems to

fall far short of expectations, ["his is eomflrmed by frequent press

reports and pronouncements al official gatherings urging more in-

struction in ideology. For exan . Hajdu Bihari Napla, a regional

daily carried an article com] i ts nbotti the inadequacy of political

education in schools. Much i

'

I blame was laid at the feet of teach-

ers whose personal amh'nal.n.-. in political matters results in uncon-

vincing indoctrination in the classroom . . .

Another newspaper complained that in a recent survey a majority

of Hungarian school children selected the legendary English outlaw,

Robin Rood, OVtt Marx and Lenin as their ideal hero. When naked

to explain their selection, they said that they were attracted to Robin

Hood becaWM ->f his bravery, honestrj, and loyalty. The small minority

(6J per cent) of the grammar school children who chose "heroes of

the workers" movement as their ideal, could not give any explana

tion for their selection.

Where Are We Going?
by JAMES A. MERINO '60

It is my opinion that the current plan for the

accommodation for the future students of our grow-

ing University should he subjected to a severe, dis-

passlonate reappraisal. My appraisal will not be dis-

passionate.

The new men's dormitory presently being erected,

in the anticipation of the completion of which some

students arc living three to rooms planned for two

in the older dormitories, is expected to hold 750 stu-

dents. The capacity of Van Meter, finished com-

pletely two years ago, is estimated at 450. Now
dormitories of such capacity are not obnoxious in

themselves; what is objectionable is the fact that the

factors of economics and of the necessity to erect

dormitories quickly have resulted in student hous-

ing which grudgingly provides the barest essentials

in accommodation, the dormitories themselves being

of substandard to inferior construction. I give as

examples Baker and Van Meter Houses. (I confine

my comments to men's housing, having no oppor-

tunity, obviously, to study female accommodations.)

Baker is quite literally falling apart. And last year

some students in Van Meter tried an experiment.

Noticing a sizable crack in the cement blocks of the

wall of their room, some students, after obtaining

the cooperation of the occupant" of several adjoin-

ing rooms, performed the following: leaving one

room lit, and having extinguished -the lights in the

following rooms, the group observed through a crack

in the wall of the dark room farthest from the il-

luminated room, the light in that illuminated room.

Wheeler house is at least some improvement. We
will see how the new dormitory fares.

From housing we go to eating.

Since the Master Plan calls for a dining com-

mons to be built somewhere near Fernald Hall, no

attempt has been made to expand the dining facili-

ties (save for the conversion of the old Snack Bar

area of the present Dining Commons into line six).

The result has been the crowding of existing facili-

ties- beyond even maximum permissible capacity.

The effect this has on the preparation of food should

be obvious; and the situation is further aggravated

by the obnoxiously long lines. It is known that some
students are not eating the mid-day meal they have

paid for, in order to be on time for a one p.m. class,

following an eleven a.m. class.

The idea of vast Dining Commons I look upon

in dim light. It is bad enough, is it not, that stu-

dents at our University are treated for the most

part by the general faculty and the administration

as though they were completing grades thirtepn

through sixteen of high school, let alone herding

them into mass eating areas. (Incidentally, I always

smile when some illustrious UMass faculty mem-
ber writes some etiolated composition on how we
students behave as though we were in high school;

after all, as I maintained above, that's the way they

treat us; we may as well play the role, and some
of us play it admirably.)

It seems to me that each of the monstrous dormi-

tories should have been provided with a separate

kitchen and adequate dining room. Since the growing

size of future classes, coupled with the notion of

the "Integrated" dormitory, vitiates to a considerable

extent the feeling of unity on a class level, an at-

tempt should be made to effect the same sense of

cohesivenesS within the smaller community of the

Individual dormitory. I would even suggest a branch
library be established in the giant dormitories of

the future. But such things are not thought of by
our enlightened planners.

It could appear that the UMass graduate of 2000

will DC a fit candidate for the offices of the or-

ganization men of Madison Avenue; which is hardly

a fate to be desired.

I should like to Inquire of some of the "progres-

sives" among administration, faculty and students
—on this campus the question: What are we pro-

gressing to? Where are we going?
The signs as I interpret them point to the fact

that we are progressing to an American version of

a Red Chinese Commune.

LooWb Uke this if< in's raise trill almost make ,//, for thr

higher price* inns, it hy ta$f year's raise.

(Jen. Charles de Gaulle: We may well go to the
moon, but that's not very far. The greatest distance
we neve to cover still lies within us.

W. Earl Hall: Science has never drummed up
quite as effective a tranquilizing agent as a sunny
spring day.

Lawrence Jaqua: Why is it that in public a wom-
an without a man looks forlorn, but a man without
I woman looks romantic?

Sir Anthony Eden: Everyone is always in favor
of general economy and particular expenditure.

Burlington. Iowa. Ilawk-Eye Gazette: The genius
of American Industry is in building things to last

20 years and making them obsolete in two.

When ihr earth tastes hitter in your mouth,
And iioti doubt the necessity of it (ill,

Remember in each bit of living, we die a little,

In dying see the perfection of it all
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The Campus Beat
by ED

What a fitting tribute to Chris

Columbus, Clod.

Supposing this thing should

sink while we're out in the mid-

dle?

Are you kidding? I've checked

it from stem to stern and it's as

seaworthy as the Titanic.

Has anyone else ever attempted

to cross college pond before?

That's just the pjint, Clod. It's

a real first. They said it couldn't

be done, yet by daybreak we'll

reach the opposite shore. Stand

by to cast off.

I'm not much of a sailor, Shad.

My mother tried to interest me
in other things, like bowling. She

wanted me to keep off the

streets and get in the alleys.

He sank out of sight.

Shad, we've been drifting for

hours. Do you suppose we're off

course ?

Not a chance. Clod, there's two

types of people. "The Proud and

the Brave". You're not either.

But anyway, go see it at the S.U.

tomorrow night.

I'm going to try to get some-

thing on the short-wave. Here's

something.

"Ladies and Gentlemen, now a

word from the President of the

United States."

"Fore!"

That's no good, Clod. Try

WMUA. Their staff is meeting in

the Middlesex Room tomorrow at

7 p.m. Also I want to find out

about the meeting of all sorority

and fraternity social chairmen at

AEP tomorrow night at 7:30.

I'm through fooling with the

radio. I brought some books along

just in case. Here's a tough prob-

lem. Name the nine greatest

HAMMOND '63 and ERNIE MANDER '60

Americans.

That's not hard, Clod. Can't you

figure that out?

Well, who are they then.

Give me some time to think. I

can't decide on the shortstop.

Here's another good problem,

Shad. See if you can get this one.

The following groups will meet

tomorrow in the Union:

a. Bridge Club at 7 P.M.

b. Commuters Club at 11 A.M.

in the Bristol Room.
c. Entire Collegian Staff meet-

ing at 11 A.M. in their office.

d. Photography Staff of the

Index at 4 p.m. in the Index of-

fice. New members welcome.

You can attend:

1) a

2) b

3) c

4) d

5) None of the above

6) The Orthodox Club meeting

tonight at 7:30 in the Hampden
Room of the Union.

ance.

I'm thirsty, Clod, How's the

water supply?

There never was one.

Never mind. We'll make some.

That's the "Beginning of Sci-

ence". Incidentally, that will be

the topic of Professor William

Ross of the Physics Department

at the Chemistry Club meeting

tonight at 7:30 P.M.

We made it, Clod. There's the

Union. Now I'll be able to attend

the senior class meeting tomor-

row at 11 A.M. in the Public

Health Auditorium.

I wish I were in the Class of

'62 so I could sign up at the S.U.

lobby counter tomorrow through

Oct. 14th for membership on the

class officer's advisory commit-

tee.

Guide her in, Clod. Look at the

rooontinn Sireen*: and lights
»'

—

f

'

Wonderful person, that Chief

Blasko.

"You're under arrest".

fashion. * janka\e

by JUDY BRASKIE '60

7) Chemical Engineering Club,

Student Chapter of A.I.Ch.E., in

the Barnstable Room at 7:30 p.m.

Mr. George Henderson, Employ-

ment Manager at Shawinigan

Resins Corporation, will speak

on "Interviews for Employment".

All students are welcome and re-

freshments will be served.

8) The meeting Thursday

night at 7:00 in the Middlesex

Room of the Student Union con-

cerning the Red Cross Blood

Drive. All solicitors will be there

and questions concerning the

"pet peeve" of charges for blood

will be clarified. The campus

should know the answer!

Solutions should be placed in

the Collegian office and will be

judged on neatness and attend-

Butcher Will Do

Virology Research

Mr. Ray M. Dutcher has been

appointed to the College of Agri-

culture Experiment Station staff.

Dutcher joins the bacteriology

and public health department

with the rank of Instructor. He

will devote full time to research

in the field of virology, a subject

dealing with viruses and virus

A one-half time instructor and

research fellow on Public Health

Service grants St UMass since

iyo7, he also i< wonting, mr rus

Ph.D. degree.

With the warm Indian summer

days of this fall it's difficult to

realize that we'll soon all have to

wear coats, not just trench coats

but real cold weather coats.

There have been many changes

in coat styles for fall. One of the

more popular is the return of the

belted coat. Belts are on every-

thing. Trench coats are belted—no

longer is the Jack Webb-like coat

in hiding. They are styled with

wide lapels, flap pockets, double-

breasted closings, and the wide,

wide buckled look. The full length

camel coats are also appearing

this year with belts. Basically,

there are two styles—the classic

boy-coat to be worn both with

and without its distinctive belt,

and the more softly tailored

camel coat with a fuller back,

rounded collar and the inevitable

belt.

Another change is the newness

of fur, especially racoon. The

classic camels have been attacked

by the fur fad, on collars and

sometimes even on cuffs. How-

ever, manufacturers have been

careful. Most collars are detach-

able. They are taking no chances

on the durability of the fad, mak-

ing their styles easily conver-

tible to the old no-fur look.

A different use of the fake fur

is seen in the new wild and

wooly coats of red, white, and

loden green. These are made from

an orlon-cotton pile, are warm,

yet light and completely wearable

for those who dare.

The classic tweed still is tops.

The Harris Tweeds this year

sport many new color combina-

tions, yet retain their ideal

sporty lines. Some have loud

. * I MO'tli'- ,Jil\| itli i.,... ......

scarfs. The dressy I »e*d coats

have smooth rounded lines, a

soft collar, slightly full back,

raglan sleeves, few bOWl and

other distractions a common

sight last winter.

For campus class- to-Student

Union wear, there is an amazing

assortment of shorts, of three-

quarter length jackets, tweeds and

solids, some hooded, some not,

lined warmly with quilting or

pile. Suede is always a popular

choice, in rich chocolate brown,

neutral, green and blue. There is

a short suede jacket featured this

year with a convertible belt and

a neat flap pocket which may he

initialed. Charcoals, browns and

black are usually the safest pur-

chase with the addition perhaps

this year of loden green.

Let's hope for some cold

weather so winter styles can

really be worn—these cottons are

n Y\ny\rtcr

Soph Committee . .

.

(Continued from pnge 1)

of 1962.

"The class officers feel that they

can better perform their duties

as class representatives if they

can draw on the knowledge and

experience of this executive com-

mittee," Murphy commented.

Murphy feels that this system

should allow for more accurate

and responsible action by the of-

ficers for the benefit of the class.

pi a

Newman Club Outing
Although the Collegian an-

nounced the Newman Club's an-

nual outing on Columbus Day.

there wa<» an omission. Tickets

will be $1.2.">, Transportation will

be a bus leavine from Skinner

parking lot at 10:15 a.m.

EM

New cigarette paper "air-softens" every puff!

Now even the paper adds
Salem's springtime fresh
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Solrm* amoiing new
HIGH POROSITY paper

"air-tofttn»" •vtry puff

InvitibU porom op*ninqt

bltnd jwtt th» right amount of air with

•ach puff to give you a toftor, froihor,

•von moro flavorful smoke.

Crttted hy It J llrynoliln Tr>t>*ro<. < 'nnnnnjF

An important break-through in Salem's

research laboratories brings you this

special new Mich Porosity paper which

breathes new freshness into the flavor.

Each puff on a Salem draws just enough

fresh air in through the paper to make the

smoke taste even softer, fresher, more

flavorful. If you've enjoyed Salem's spring-

time freshness before, you'll be even more
pleased now.Smoke refreshed, smoke Salem

!

NOWMORE THAN EViR

menthol fresh o rich tobacco taste o modern filter, too

lem refreshes your taste
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Credit Course Without Grade
Middle! on. Conn.—(LP.)—The

course without grade system at

W.sleyan University has been

unanimously approved by every

teacher who has a credit-audit

student in his class. The teachers

cited the system as a step towards

Wesleyan's aim for "learning for

learning's sake."

Of a poll of all 35 profes-

sors who had students in their

class under the course without

grade system, 80% of this faculty

group felt the privilege should be

extended to honor students of the each semester one course for

sophomore class and 39% felt which he will be granted the

that talented freshmen should usual academic credit but with-

also reap the benefits of such a out an official grade on his rec-

procedure. ord. This procedure has the fol-

The course without grade sys- lowin& Provisions:

tern, commonly but incorrectly

called the credit-audit system

here, was originally proposed by

the student curriculum commit-

tee. Under the system, each jun-

ior and senior, as a part of his

regular quota of courses, is per-

mitted to elect and designate in

Oil CampUfi lAnan
(Author of "I Was a Tan-age Dwarf", "The Many

Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

STUDYING CAN BE SCREAMS
If studying is bugging you, try mnemonics.

Mnemonics, as we all know, was invented by the great Greek
philosopher Mnemon in 526 B.C. (Mnemonics, incidentally,

was only one of the inventions of this fertile Athenian. He also

invented the staircase which, as you may imagine, was of

inestimable value to mankind. Before the staircase people

who wished to go from floor to floor were forced to live out

their lives, willy-nilly, on the ground floor, and many of them
grew cross BS bears. EspeciaHj Demosthenes who was elected

Consul of Athens three times but never served because he was
unable to get up to the office of Commissioner of Oaths on the

third floor to be sworn in. But after Mnemon's staircase,

Demosthenes got up to the third floor easy as pie— to Athens'

sorrow, as it turned out. Demosthenes, his temper shortened
by years of confinement to the ground floor, soon embroiled his

countrymen in a series of senseless wars with the Persians, the

\ isigoths and the Osallala Sioux. lie was voted out of office in

517 B.C. and Mnemon, who had made his accession possible,

was pelted to death with fruit salad in the Duomo. This later

became known as the Missouri Compromise.)

iw&/tZC?

Jrw* wM( todtl tifkthirJiloa-tcbe Himk.

But T digress. We were discussing mnemonics, which are nothing
more than aids to memory catchwords or jingles that help you
rememl>er names, date- and places, l'or example:

Columbus soiled 1h< ocean blue

1% fourteen kundnd HJneJg too*

See how simple? Make up your own jingles. What, for in-

stance, is the important event immediately following Colum-
bus's discovery of America? The Boston Tea Tarty, of course.

Try this:

Samuel Adorns Hung thu ltd

Into the briny Zuyder Z<>

.

(NOTE: The Zuyder Zee was located in Boston Harbor until

1004 when Salmon 1\ Chase traded it to Holland for Louisiana

and Iwo outfielders.)

But I digress. To get back to mnemonics, you can see how
Rimple and useful they are— not only for history but also for

everyday living; for instance:

In ninetrin hundred fifty-nine

Th smoke to look for is Alpv>>

"Why Alpine?" you ask. Taste that fine, fresh flavor. Enjoy
that subtle coolness. Try the longest, purest filter yet devised.

Until Alpine you needed two cigarettes to reap the benefits of

Alpine—one for flavor, one for filtration- and smoking two
cigarettes is never graceful; in fact, with mittens it is nigh im-
possible. Now you need only one cigarette- Alpines, (let some.

You'll see.

The sponsors of this column make Alpine, Philip Morris
and Marlboro Cigarette** Pick what you please. What you
pick will please you.

1. The course designated must

lie outside the student's Concen-

tration Program.

2. The student must have the

permission, in advance, of the

instructor of the course.

3. The student should perform

the work and otherwise fulfill

all regular requirements of the

course to the satisfaction of the

instructor.

4. If the student fails to achieve

a minimum standing of per-

formance sufficient for credit for

the course, he may, with the in-

structor's approval, be recorded

as having audited the course.

Retailers Eye

Cited Goals
"Advance planning is the most

important ingredient for sound

business practices", stated Robert

Steiger, Merchandise Manager of

Steiger's Department Stores of

Springfield, yesterday at the

Second Annual Conference on

retailing held at UMass.

Mr. Steiger, speaking of "Plan-

ning—The Key of Success for

Small Merchants", centered his

remarks to those businesses with

a yearly volume of $750,000 or

less.

Other noted speakers at the

conference were Mr. Maurice
Lazarus, Pres. of Wm. Filene's

Sons in Boston who spoke on

"Retailing as a Career" and Ben-
jamin E. Stacey, Boston . Econo-
mist who spoke on "Business

Condition's Effect on the Re-
tailer."

The day-long session included

nine pane] discussions which
covered all phases of retailing.

Topics included were "Govern-
ment Aid to Small Business,"
"Methods of Financing Food
Stores" and "Food Store Opera-
tion 3—A book Ahead" during
which Mr. Prank Catnldo, Presi-

dent and Treasurer of the Hol-

yoke Food Mart stressed that the

middle sized store is in dire need
of looking ahead. This is because
of the low volume of business

available, and keen competition.

The conference was arranged

by Robert G. Drew-Bear, as-

sistant Professor of Marketing at

the university with the assistance

of Dr. Harold F. Hardy, and Ed-

ward A. Zane of the School of

Business Administration at the

U of M.

About 150 retailers from all

over the State of Massachusetts

attended.

• FRIDAY NIGHTS •
MAKE IT!! . .

.

with the

Jazz Doctors
—Featuring

—

Gil Roberts, Banjo
"Dixie To Dance By"

al the

HATFIELD CLUB
3 miles North of 'Hemp.

From Rt. 5, bear right at

police barracks for 2 miles.

"COME AS YOU ARE'"

No Cover — No Minimum

An Anecdote

From English History
An undocumented legend per-

sists concerning the political

rivalry between William Glad-

itone, leader of the Liberal Party,

and Benjamin Disraeli, lender of

the Conservative Party. Theh
rivalry Imparted certain spice

to politics in the England of

Queen Victoria.

Gladstone, a proper Victorian,

is said to have remarked to D
is timesraeh, •ho astonished

with his unorthodox dress and
mannerisms, that he, Disraeli,

Lost & Found
Lost Trenchcoat taken by mis-

take from bine 1. Label: "Mar
Quades" Lawrence, Mass. Please

contact Hill Hajjar, 109 Adams.

Lost—A camel colored blazer

taken by mistake. Please return

to Marianne Cyra*i, Hamlin.

Lost—One pair of glasses in

blond leather case and a Baracuta
golf Jacket. Please return to Rick

Alger, Bl Chadbourne.

Lost Small gold eairing, .Sun

day. Vicinity Dining Common I

SU or Hamlin House. Contact 1

Monetta Wronski, Hamlin.

Lost—A black Parker pen, in

vicinity of tiie Treasurer's Office

on Monday October 5. The none

Richard Valentintttl is imprinted

on the Pen. Contact same at

Baker Km. 310.

would Sttrely either die of sy-

philid oi hang in the gallows; to

which Disraeli is said to have

replied thai that Would depend

upon whether he edopted Glad-

stone's mistress or his principles.

I!ut, the story is undocumented,

ami speculation has it that this

legend may perhaps better belong

to the Eighteenth Century, the

people involved being a Minister

of the Lord North Premiership

and one John Wilkes, oppostion

MP.

Compliments of

THE COLLEGE SHOE
REPAIRING CO.
41 North Pleesent

Father Power . .

.

(Cmitiniirtl fruw /wn/c 1)

and is the \ ic» president of the

Newman Clubs in the United
States.

Tin. Club has i three-fold pro-

gram of religion, education and
social activities. Father Power
has not yet planned this year's

program, but it will include re

treats, the annual outing and
speakers, who should be interest

ing and informative.

A native of Worcester, Fr.

Power graduated from Oeorge-

town University, Washington,
D.C,. attended Montreal Seminary
in Quebec, and was ordained a

priest in 1941. Pie has spent the

majority of his years working
With college students. Speaking
of the students on campus, he

says, "Their zeal is wonderful.

The students are CO-operative and
show great interest in religion."

—FOR SALE—
19S0 DODGE, 4-Dr Seden
Good Condition — $175.00

Cell Cam Legor, AL 3-5856
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Chris Couldn't Name Favoritv
(Continued from page 1)

It Don't Mean A Thing If It

Ain't dot That Swing.

Miss Connor did not appear

until after intermission, and the

audience was treated to an in-

strumental session for the first

hour. Her musicians: Bill Ruben-

stein on piano, Bobby Jasper on

flute and tenor sax. Eddie de

Haas on base, Al Levitt on

drums and Mundell Lowe on

guitar; each took turns soloing

with his respective instrument on

such selections as Til Remember
April and their rendition of

Charlie Parker's neat number,

Charley's Bounce.

Also well received were Ruben-

stein's piano solo, New Rumba;
Jasper's flute solo, It Could Hap-
pen to You. Al Levitt was a

favorite with his fine job on the

drums, and de Haas and Lowe
were applauded on their fine

playing.

Greg Elliot, Concert Manager,
performed the introductions at

this, the first of a series of con-

certs sponsored by the uMsSi
Concert Association.

Following the entertainment,

Miss Connor gladly signed auto-

graphs and answered questions.

As a type of singing, she leaned

slightly towards ballads but as

for naming her favorite "specific"

song, she found it impossible,

"for there are so many good

ones."

A visitor from abroad, pre-

paring to return to her home-

land, bought a television set to

take hack to her family. "Can't

you buy a TV set in your own
country?" she was asked. "Oh,

yes, but American programs are

so much better than ours."

—Reader's Digest

Senate Candidates
(Continued from page 1)

Howard E. Stone '63

Richard Turner '63

John Daitch '63

BROOKS—1 vacancy

Art Shaw '60

Michael Moschos '62

BUTTERFIELD—1 vacancy

John Downey '61

Jim Dunleavy '61 (Inc.)

CHADBORNE— 1 vacancy

Michael Holmes '63

William Knowlton '60 (Inc.)

COMMUTERS—4 vacsneies

Robert W. Fishel '60 (Inc.)

Bruce McLean '62

Donald Croteau '61

Ted Sheerin '60

SORORITIES—1 vacancy

Louise Hallenbrook '60 (Inc.)

FRATERNITIES—3 vacancies

Francis Madden '61

Robert J. Mastrodomenico '62

John Knight '60 (Inc.)

lb YbuThinkfbrl/bu/self?
(PUT THESE QUESTIONS ON YOUR BRAIN-PAN AND SEE IF THEY SIZZLE*)

If you saw a man on his

hand* and knees in the
street, searching for some-
thing, would you (A) try to

find it before he does? (B)

tell him it Isn't worth get-

ting run over for? (C) ask

him what he's doing down
there? (D) offer to buy it

from him when he finds it?

ad BQ cdod
Do you think that the old

saw "an apple a day keeps

the doctor away" is (A)

simply a trick to get you to

eat appies? (B) rough on
the doctor? (C) a health

precept that can apply to

other fruit, too? (D) ap-

plesauce?

AD bd en DD
Would you choose a filter

cigarette because (A) of

what is said about the to-

bacco? (B) you could hardly

tell the filter is there? (C)

it has the most advanced,

filter design? (D) it claims

to filter well because it

tastes weak?

ad bd CD DD
Why do men and women who think for

themselves usually smoke Viceroy? He-

cause they've found out the Viceroy filter

is the best of its kind ever developed, for

finest tobacco taste. A thinking man'sfilter.

And they know Viceroy delivers a rich,

satisfying taste that's never been equaled.

A smoking man's taste.

A thinking man's filter ... a smoking

man's taste. How about you trying

Viceroys?

*By the may, if you checked (C) in three out

offour of these questions . . . man, you think

for yourself!

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows-
ONLY VICEROY HA8 A THINKING MANS FILTER ... A SMOKING MANS TASTEI

• I »»». Brown A WillinntttMi Tobaoea C«r».

Arthur J. Tacelli '62

SENATOR-AT-LARGE (CIim
of *62)—1 vacancy

John Wyloe '62

James O'Leary '62

DWIGHT—1 vacancy

Bobbie Lincoln '62

HAMLIN—1 vacancy

Carol Jones '61 (Inc.)

Sandra Russell '63

MARRIED STUDENTS—1

vacancy

Dennis J. Twohig (Inc.)

THATCHER—1 vacancy

Natalie Smith '62

Sally Perry '62

VAN METER—3 vacancies

Archie Strong '63

Tony Williams '63

WHEELER—1 vacancy

Ted Osetek '62

David Crowley '61

John Vietas '61

Maine Frats

Require 1.8

Orono. Me.—(M\) —Freshmen

at the University of Maine will

need a 1.8 point average tot the

fall semester in order to be rushed

by fraternities, according to

a new ruling announced here by

the Inter fraternity Council. The

former minimum point average

was 1.5. Another scholastic

change involves men who do not

make 1.8 during the fall semester.

They may be rushed at midsemes-

ter of the spring semester if they

have a 1.8 accumulative. Previous-

ly a straight 1.8 based on spring

midsemester marks was required.

An L"FC spokesman said that

the council has been concerned

about the relatively low marks
of fraternity pledges in recent

years. "The council wishes to

place a higher premium on

scholarship," he said.

Contract Bridge
by BARBARA DUBIS '61 and BEVERLY GUERNSEY 60

The UMass Bridge Club is af-

filiated with the American Con-

tract Bridge League. This en-

ables the club to award Master

Points at the games it sponsors.

The club holds a game every

Thursday night at 7 p.m. in the

Student Union. Everyone is wel-

come to join in the duplicate play.

Every third Thursday of the

month. Master Points will be

awarded: the other nights will

be for Fractional Master Points.

Student rating for participation

in intercollegiate tournaments will

be based on this duplicate p'ay.

Later in the semester, games
will be held two Saturday after-

noons a month starting October

24; Even if you do not have a

partner, come and join us—-tho

larger the number of tables, the

better the game.

The officers for 19694960 are:

President—Lee dayman '60

Sec'ty-Treas—Grace Grybko '61

Publicity Bev Guernsey '60

Co-Directors of the Saturday

games—Dick Thompson *61

Peter Pelton '62

Advisor ami Tournament Direc-

tor—Prof. Harold W. Smart
Co-Advisor—Mrs. Helen Smart

Last Thursday, Oct. 1, there

were eight tables, the results

were as follows:

North-South

1st—Mr. and Mrs. Glennon

2nd—Alan Tobias and Edward
Glasser

3rd—Lee Clayman and Barbara

Dubis; Prof. Smart and Shirley

Burt

4th—Jim Leonard and Dick Lip-

man

Fast- West

1st—Dick Thompson and Larry

Crabtree

2nd—Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ratay;

Mrs. Jane Montgomery and Al-

lan Israel

3rd— Pete Pelton and Prof. Agar-

wal

4th—Miles Thompson and Mide
Sherman
There will be a Fractional

Master Point game this Thurs-
day, Oct. 8, in the Student Union
at 7 — hope to see you there.

The following hridge hand was
played last Thursday night.

North
S KQJ8 S

H K 107
D A K 9

C K 3

East West
S 6 2 S A 10 7

H 9 5 1 2 H 6 3

D Q J 10 7 D 8 6 5 4 3

C 10 7 5 C J 6 4

South (Dealer)

S 9 1 3

II A Q J 8

D 2

C A Q 9 8 2

South West North East

1C pass 2S pass

4C pass 4H pass

IS pass 5S pass

6NT

North jumped South's 1C bid to

show 19 points honor account and

a biddable spade suit. South then

goes into the 1C Gerber Conven-

tion to ask his partner for Aces

with 32 points in the partnership.

North then answers one Ace and

South proceeds to ask for kings.

Finding that North has all the

kings the bid is 6NT.

6NT is cold but only one team
made 7 with the help of a defen-

sive lapse. Fast leads the DQ and

North wins with the DK. South

then leads the SQ from dummy,
and it holds so he leads the SJ
and West again refuses to take

the trick. Therefore South takes

his 5 clubs, 1 hearts and another

diamond giving him 13 tricks and
leaving West holding his SA to

sluff.

Frost. Williams, cummings Contribute
(Continued from [>(t</r 1)

Hrandeis; Leo Mars of Amherst

College; William C. Havard and

Robert J. Steamer of Louisiana

State University; Allen Brick of

Dartmouth; and Paul Gagnon of

the U of M. Leonard Baskin of

the Smith College art department

has contributed four drawings

and an essay on artist Kaethe

Kollwitz.

Poet John Ciardi will be rep-

resented by an excerpt from a

new translation of Dante's Di-

vine Comedy. Fiction in the first

issue includes a story by Joanna
Ostrow of Stanford Univ. and

Robert Tucker, member of the

English department at the U of M
who is now studying under a

Danforth fellowship at the Uni-

versity of Iowa.

Members of the editorial board

include: Jules Chametzky, Eng-
lish department; Paul Gagnon,
history; Henry I/ea, German;
Leone A. Barron, Fnglish; David

R. Clark, English; Irene Gozz'i

of Amherst; Robert Heywood, as-

sistant treasurer; Donald R.

Matheson, art department; A Ivan

S. Ryan, English, University of

Notre Dame; and William Demin-
off, University Editor.
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Facts 'N Figures
by DICK BRESCIANI '60

From one tough opponent to

another — that's been the path-

way of the UMass gridsters dur-

ing the first four weeks of the

season. There shouldn't be cries

of outrage over the scores of the

past two weekends.

Anyone with football knowl-

edge knew the strength and

prowess of our opponents. There-

fore the panic button shouldn't

be pressed—not yet anyway.

UMass is a school drenched with

a defeatist complex.

As soon as a game is lost,

even though the opposition was

better, the moans and groans

echo across the campus. We have

many students who would rather

obliterate teams like Union,

59-0, every Saturday than lose

to such clubs as Harvard, Del-

aware, B.U., etc.

But our University is growing
—and whether it's liked or not

—our athletic program will ex-

pand also. Yes, we're trying to

reach the big leagues in foot-

ball. We're not afraid to admit

it.

But it's something that will

take a little time. And it must be

remembered that schedules are

made three and four years in

advance. All is not bleak. There

are six more games remaining

this
4
fall, and if the Redmen can

win three or four of them the

season can't be termed a failure.

One of the biggest is Satur-

day's clash with UConn. The
Huskies have dropped two games
in a row and will be out to get

back on the winning trail. The
Redmen are in the same boat.

The winner of this game will

stand a good chance to capture

the Yankee Conference Beanpot.

UConn doesn't want to relinquish

its hold on a title it has been win

ing with some regularity.

—Photo by F*llm»i\

This is STEVE KOSAKOWSKI, the. head coach of Stockbridge

football and line coach HANK WILSON.

SDP Athletic Fraternity
Seeks New Members

Here Coach STEVE KOSAKOWSKI watches two members of

his Stockbridge squad complete a play.

—Photo by Felimtn

by JOE LIPCHITZ '62

Sigma Delta Psi, the national

athletic fraternity, which has a

chapter here at the University

of Massachusetts, is once again

prepared to take in new mem-
bers who can pass the entrance

requirements.

Sigma Delta Psi has been on
this campus since April of 1955,

and was originally founded at

Indiana University in 1912 and
late* incorporated in 1930. The
purpose of this athletic frater-

nity is the promotion of physical,

mental and moral development
of college students. All male
students in colleges in the

United States are eligible, but

no student will be admitted who

A. THOMPSON'S

is found by the faculty to be

delinquent in scholarship. The
qualifying test has fifteen parts.

The Sigma Delta Pai Test

1. 100 yd. dash . . . . 11 3/5 sec.

2. 120 yd. low hurdlea 16 sec.

3. Running high jump 5 ft.

depending on height and
weight.

4. Running broad jump 17 ft.

5. 16 lb. shot put; 160 lbs. to

throw 30 ft.

6. 20 ft. rope climb 12 sec.

7. Baseball throw 250 ft.

or javelin throw 130 ft.

8. Football punt 120 ft.

9. 100 yd. swim 1 min. 45 sec.

10. 1 mile run 6 min.

11. Front hand spring landing on
feet.

12. Hand stand 10 sec.

13. Fence vault chin high

14. Good posture standard "B"
15. Scholarship, eligible for var-

sity competition.

A candidate who has won the

varsity letter or an intramural

championship in any sport may
substitute this letter for any one
requirement in Sigma Delta Psi,

except swimming. A substitution

may be made but once for one
sport.

Any interested candidates

should report to either Coach
James or Coach Footrick in the

Cage.

Meet Mr. Footrick

Head Track Coach
Coach Bill Footrick is now in

his fourth season of coaching

varsity track here at the Univer-

sity. After twenty years as a suc-

cessful high school track coach,

Mr. Footrick succeeded Lew
Derby, who resigned after 32

years at the University of Mas-
sachusetts.

At Springfield College, the
native of Dobbs Ferry, N.Y. won
varsity letters for three years
with the internationally famous
Gymnastic Team and the track

Intramurals
In Monday night's games,

AEPi and Kappa Sig kept their

records clean while Lambda

Chi and Alpha Sig notched their

first victories of the year.

Kappa Sig had trouble in de-

feating a strong PMD team 12-0

as Bob Kaplan threw two touch-

down passes. AEPi held TKE
with a first and goal situation

on the one yard line with two

minutes remaining, and then

went on to win in overtime on

Dick Kleiman'a run, 7-6. LCA,
led by Gig Khouri rolled over

PSD, 34-0 and Alpha Sig edged

AGR 6-0. The standings are:

Division A Division B
AEPi 3 SPE 2

KS 2 SAE 2

ATG 1 TEP 1

TC 1 PSK 1 1

LCA 1 2 ASP 1 2

PMD 1 2 QTV 1

TKE 2 AGR 3

PSD 3

HARREERS ROMP
The University of Massachu-

setts varsity cross-country team
romped to an easy win over Union
College here yesterday by a score

of 20-43.

The first man over the line was
Tom Hoffman of Union but from

there on the Footrickmen took

over. Ralph Buschman, Dick At-

kinson, Jim Keelon, Emo Barron,

and Jim Hainer, all of the Univer-

sity, were the next five men to

score. The Harriers then put four

more men in a row across the

finish line before Union could

score their second man. Union lost

a second place when one of their

runners dropped out of the race

with less than a half mile to go
of the four and a half mile course.

This would have given Union a

first and second place in the

meet but would have mattered
little over all.

This is the second win in a row
for the Harriers who are ready
for B.U. and UConn on Oct. 20
at B.U.

TICKETS ON SALE
Student tickets at |1.25 and

reserved tickets at $2.50 for

the University of Massachu-
setts-University of Connecticut

football game this Saturday

are on sale at the athletic of-

fice. Student tickets may also

be purchased at the game in

Storrs if an I.D. card is pre-

sented.

team.

Besides being a member of the

New York Athletic Club track

team, he was also a member of

the semi-final Olympic team at

Palo Alto, California.

The talented Massachusetts

track mentor is also a master of

the trampoline, an art he learned

from Coach Missesn. Coach Foot-

rick was later a member and an
instructor in Coach Missen's
Naval Gymnastics program at

the University of North Carolina

and at Pensacola, Florida, while

he was in the service.

13 NORTH PLEASANT STREET - AMHERST, MASS.
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IFC Adopts
Amendment

by LARRY RAYNER
News Editor

An amendment which should

"plug the hole" in the Interfrater-

nity Council by-laws was passed

last Wednesday night.

The amendment, which was

suggested by Richard Gaberman

(AEPi) at last week's meeting,

was adopted because the members

felt, as Gaberman stated, that

"the codes and by-laws of the

IFC are too specific; any unfore-

seen incident may not be covered

by the present code.

"Under this amendment," ex-

plained Gaberman, "the Judiciary

of the IFC will have the power

to act in cases in which a frater-

nity brings unfavorable criticism

to the fraternity system or the

University."

The amendment must now be

discussed at the houses during

the next week and will be voted

upon for final enactment at next

week's IFC meeting.

(Continued on page k)

Moriarty

Saluted

Don Moriarty has recently been

honored by the Special Events

Committee of the Student

Union in 'This Month We Hon-

or."

In the spotlight this week ||

Don Moriarty, president of Adel-

phia. A History major from Mon-

son, Don is planning a career

either in government work or as

a teacher on the secondary level.

During his four years at the

University, Don has participated

in many campus activities. He
has served as Rushing Chairman

of Theta Chi, vice-president of

the class of 1960 for two years,

and Publicity Chairman of Cam-
pus Varieties. A past member of

the Maroon Key, he has also par-

ticipated in the Newman Club,

Campus Chest, and- the SWAP
conference.

When asked what he felt was
the greatest improvement at the

University this year, Don replied:

"The newly created interest of

Massachusetts citizens in the

University since the controversy

over the faculty pay raise bill."

Don also feels that the most
needed improvement on campus
is "a healthier attitude by the

students toward the policies of

the administration. Invariably

students will cast judgments with-

out making an attempt to under-

stand the reason behind these

policies."

47 Per Cent Of Students Turn Out
To Elect Thirty-One Senators

by AL FINKELSTEIN '61, Senate Reporter

Thirty-one senators were elect-

ed by all residential areas and

the class of 1962 as 47% of the

students turned out to vote

Wednesday. Of the 31 elected, 11

were returned to office along

with 20 new senators. Eight seats

were not up for election.

A close battle in Brooks House
saw veteran campaigner Art

Shaw '61 upset by incumbent

Mike Moschos '62. Moschos re-

presented Van Meter last year.

Only 10% of the Commuters
turned out to vote although they

have been allotted four seats in

the Senate. In commenting on

this, Dave Mraz '61, Chairman
of the Senate Election Commit-
tee said, "The voting of com-
muters was very poor consider-

ing that they get four Senators.

In the dorms, however, the vot-

ing was heavy and many students

were defeated by four or five

votes.

Governor Discusses

Mather's Successor
Gov. Furcolo mot. this morning

with the University's board of

trustees to discuss the choice of

President Mather's successor.

Mather resigned in protest of

the legislative blocking of a bill

to raise the salary schedule of the

Campus Is Scene

Of Filmstrip
The University of Massachu

setts has been chosen as the site

for a filmstrip depicting student

life. Scenes for the filmstrip,

"The Same Old Circle", written

by Emil Paul John, were shot on

campus yesterday.

Last spring Mr. John visited

the campus to interview students

for the script of this filmstrip.

which will be used to stimulate

thinking about student-giving to

world and local missions. It is

being produced by the Hoard of

Missions of the Methodist Church,

under the direction of the Rev-

erend Herbert F. Lowe. Mr. Res

faculty. Hovevcr, beforp the Leg-

islature adjourned the salary in-

crease measure was enacted into

law and the raises become effec-

tive next Feb. 28. The raises will

rang" from $851 to $1261 for

both teachers and other staff

members.

Pres. Mather will resign at the

end of thi^ year and la expected

to leave the camptM sometime late

next spring.

The governor called the trus-

tees together to review "the many
problems attendant upon the es-

tablishment of criteria and stand-

ards for thi '-ction of a presi-

dent and ways and means of

recruit ing the hett qualified can-

didates In the nation for this im-

portant position.*
1

nold Rickarby, the staff photo-

grapher, has had over forty years'

experience with the Board of

Missions.

Students from the local Wesley

(Continued on page 3)

Placement Reports

On '59 Graduates
Graduates of the class of %9

are now working at jobs ranging
from erypto-communications anal-

ysis to city planning, according to

information received form Uni-
versity placement officers, Robert
Morrissey and Mrs. Carol Corn-
ish.

Of the total number of grad-

uates employed, 166 are men anil

L69 are women The teaching
field is dominated by the women
graduates. C>4 of whom have h,

gun careers this month.
The report reveals that of the

men graduates, 104 have gone on

to advanced study, 74 have en-

tered military service, and 27 ait
till seeking permanent positions.

The status of the remaining 60

is still unknown,

Of the KM i-n who have gone

on to grad school, 12 are in

law school. : e in theological

school, five in medical school, and

the remaining §S are participat-

ing in various other graduate pro-

grams,

Declared Bob Zelis '60 Senate

President, "For the lack of con-

cern that the Commuters have

Dr. Sheckels
E.E. Head

by JACK GUIRLEO
Engineer Reporter

About cent of the 26

who obtained jobs following grad-

uation were hired M a result o*f

the int. n II

sit y l*IaC( '"

ing employe

In addil

who ait

h;i\

26 ar. 1

linns, and I

.'

held in the Inivcr-

offkes by visit-

> nn enl al Ive

tO the <i I women
t < d 1 teachers, 26

" in nt ifie posi-

rc in the insurance

n on rrn op ', )

Dr. G. Gale Sheckels, formerly

Professor of Electrical Engineer-

ing at Montana State College,

has assumed the duties of Head
of the Electrical Engineering De-

partment.

Dr. Sheckels did his undergrad-

uate work at the University of

Washington, receiving his B.S. in

E.B. in 1938. His graduate studies

were accomplished at M.I.T.,

where he received his M.S. in

E.E., and Iowa State College

where he was swarded a Ph.D.

In addition to fifteen years of

teaching experience, Dr. Sheckels

has h<'ld such industrial positions

as Engineer(
Puget Sound Power

and Light Company; Engineer,

General Electric Company; Staff

Member, Radiation Laboratory,

Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology. He has published several

papers and was awarded a patent

on a motor control system which

wis assigned to the United

States N'.ivy.

In general Dr. Sheckels ex-

pressed satisfaction with the elec-

-trica) engineering undergraduate

curriculum. He foresoca a few

minor changes, hut nothing radi-

cal. "I will," said Dr. Sheckels,"

shown in this past election,

wouldn't be sorry in the least if

the Senate took away three oi

their four Senate seats. Maybe it

would wake up the unconcemec
commuters."

Zelis later announced that pri

mary elections for the officers 0/

the Class of 1963 will take plact

Thursday October 22, with tht

regular election scheduled for the

following Thursday. Nominatioi

papers will be available in th»

office of the Dean of Men 0.

Tuesday, October 13. They art

due back in the Dean's Office 0?

Tuesday October 20.

The following constituencie

elected these students to th

Senate.

Adams: Andy D'Avanzo
Arnold: Judy Anderson
Baker: Charles O'Keefe, Ri

chard Turner

Brooks: Mike Moschos

Butterfield: Jim Dunleavy

Chadbourne: Bill Knowlton

Commuters: Ted Sheerin, Bruc.

McLean, Don Croteau, Bob Fishf

Crabtree: Sue Onksen
Dwight: Bobbie Lincoln

Fraternities: Fran Madden, Te
Tacelli, Jack Knight

Greenough: Phil Williams

Hamlin: Carol Jones

Knowlton: Gail Osbaldeston

Leach: Marcia Smith
Mary Lyons: Janet Parker

Married students: Dennis Twe
hig

Mills: Kevin Shea
Sororities: Louise Hallenbrook

Thatcher: Sally Perry

Wheeler: Ted Osetek

Van Meter: Tony William

Bob Trudeau, Archie Strong

Class of 1962: Jim O'Leary

Rev. Seely Offers

Religion Classes
Classes in religion offered 1

the Protestant Chaplain and A
sociates for this semester ha-

been announced by Rev. Albe:

L. Seely. They are as follows:

First Corinthians, led by

guest lecturer, Rev. William Sea

pastor in charge of Lutheran Cc

lege and Univeristy Work in Ne
England, Thursday noon for s

:

weeks, beginning October 15th.

Issues in Protestant Christian

ity, led by Rev. Seely, Wedne.

day noon, for six weeks, begh

ning October 14th.

Psychology of Religion, led 1

Rev. Donald E. Bossart, fi

Sophomores and up, meetir

twice a week, time to be arrange

Contemporary Novels an

Plays, led by Rev. J Lyi,

Springer, for Sophomores and u

meeting once a week, time to t

arranged.

Students may register t<i

classes at the Christian Assock

tion Office in the Student Unio

be taking an active part in e

tablishing a graduate school." 1

Dr. Sheckel's opinion we will ha

a graduate program to offer s:

dents who will graduate in Ju

1960.
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^qual Distribution
Two weeks ago the Student Senate and

the class officers passed a constitutional

amendment pertaining to the number and

apportionment of Senators. This was done

in order to prevent the number of senators

from growing to unworkable proportions,

while still keeping pace with the expansion

of the University.

It seemed at the time that the new sys-

tem was a fair and equitable one, one that

would work well. However, after Wednes-

day's elections, one wonders whether those

who drew up the plan were able to do simple

arithmetic.

Following the ratio of allotting one sena-

tor for the first 225 students, and one for

each 150 students above that, in a single res-

idential area, the 675 commuters were en-

titled to four senators.

The four commuter senators were duly

elected—by forty raters. That makes it pro-

portional representation of one senator to ten

students.

Something's wrong somewhere!
P. W.

ARISE YE MEATBALLS

It i, often 5S?tW 2T53- PubUc, sub-

H,,c o many ofTetme stimuli through the porvas.ve

Lament of the modern-"J^SRKS
sssrszmsz '::-, u-* jj-j
.tilled in Americans a compulsive dewW to eat, l.ve, took,

act, dress, smell, and even think alike. In short, our society

stands accused of "creeping «**£%£ an(t danger f
As a growing awareness <•! tne icam-v « &

conformity ta. been brougl, to our attentionJto-ta

been an almost
<

hysterica, c *^^ Xtmine
It is this wave <>l leacnoii w«

Editor's Note
Became of the Columbus Day holiday this Mon-

day, the Collegian will not be published. The next

issue will be Wednesday, October Ik. Deadline for

all publicity notices for t/tat issue is 12 noon , Tues-

iluii, October itf.
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n assailed by the beep beep

\ Appalled at the conformity

have gathered in walk-down

flop-down hotels. They

beard, unwashed over-

sandals; like man ... ah

am
rm

assailed on all sides by the

minds. The expressionists

bolt from traditional rep-

to have been hamstrung by

And I want to thank all you deal

commuters for voting for me."

dividualism

here.

Of late our ears have b<

bop bip poetry of the "beatnik

in our society, these lost sou!

bistros, run-down apartments

even have a prescribed unii'

sized sweatshirt, baggy troust i

. . . you know the bit.

In the realm of art we an

daubing and sculpture of sicl

and impressionists who led th

resentation are now considered

stuffy convention, while the works of the Norman Rockwell

School are sneeringly referred to as exhibits of mere crafts-

manship. In an international con game similar to the story

of the emperor's new clothes, the art critics vie with one

another in singing hosannas to the latest splattering, while

despicable art speculators buy up the zaniest of this sickness

in stone and canvas, thereby putting an artificial monetary

value on it. This dupes the public into believing that there

may be something in this modern art after all.

Turning closer to home, one can watch the somewhat

pitiable undergraduate's search for self. Having supplied

himself with the uniform ivy-league chinos, paisley shirt

with button-down collar, and collegiate raincoat, the under-

grad finds he is still not individualistic enough. In addition

he must affect the smoking of a pipe. (Nostrum: The smok-

ing of a pipe reflects character.) There you see him in his

individualistic uniform, the stem of a shiny new pipe

clenched unfamiliarly in his teeth, with wreathes of smoke

and nauseous effluvia fouling his path.

Of course there are those who manage to

be truly different. All it requires is that you

do something so utterly pointless, ridiculous,

or stupid that, even the fad-foolish American

public won't follow your example. There

have been notable failures even in this line,

however, as bear witness goldfish swallow-

ing, flagpole sitting, Bermuda shorts, and

telephone booth cramming.

What, then, is individualism? It is not

the proclivity to affect "individualistic" fads.

It demands that you be yourself and that

your life reflect your convictions. To arrive

at these convictions requires quiet intros-

pective thinking, and not just the vegetative

absorption of the ideas of others. A firm

faith in your own convictions is the matrix

of character. Individualism is only a mani-

festation of character.

Norman de Plume, '62

The Eyes

Of Mortar Board
Mortar Board has taken this opportunity to disseminate

its views and opinions to the University campus. We sin-

<vnly hope, via this column, to reach the student body and

aid in the development and cultivation of a finer type of col-

lege student. We desire to spotlight different aspects of our

campus, thus letting ho known the vast University world of

which we are each an integral part.

Today wo should like to explore the world of the Extra-

curricular Activities. We speak primarily to the Freshmen,

who most probably are quite bewildered by the vast array

of activities appealing for their membership. There are

groups, as the Handbook will illustrate, available for all In-

terests, be they literary, musical, technical, cultural, etc. The

Revelers will be holding their annual Activities Night dur-

ing the month of November. At this time members of the

various campus organizations will explain the function and

importance of their respective groups.

Extra-curricular la a most important aspect of your Uni-

versity life. Wo urge you to explore the workings of organ-

izations appealing to your interests and further urge you to

join. By joining, we do not moan paying dues, becoming a

part of a mailing list, merely attending meetings. Much is

expected of you when you become a member of an organiza-

tion. To benefit yourself, the group, and the University, you

must delve into its workings, work on its functions, become

an integral part of the organization. By giving of yourself,

you will be richly rewarded. The knowledge of seeing the

products of your work realized and appreciated gives a sense

of worth and dignity unattained elsewhere. Your friendships

will broaden and pass hometown and dorm lines. Acquaint-

ances with those who share your interests will stimulate

and develop those interests to a finer degree. You will be

known as a useful organization member and your opinions

will bo recognized as such. Your life after Graduation will

be much influenced by your extra-curricular work now. The

potential of leadership, which each of us possesses will be

brought to fruition by these experiences.

A word of caution is in order. The scholastic aspect of

college should and must occupy the major portion of your

time. Your studios must be completed before delving into

the vast world of the extra-curricular. To spread your time

too thinly over both aspects benefits neither yourself or your

selected organization, Pace yourself—begin with one ac-

tivity and judge how much time you can safely give to it

without hurting your grades. If you have judged carefully

and maturely, extra-curricular activities will open a reward-

ing, valuable experience to you that will continue far beyond

your college years.

Mortar Board cordially invites any questions or comments

you may have relating to the topic of our column discussion.

All questions sent to Mortar Board in care of the Collegian

will be promptly answered.

LETTERS
We Want Books

To the Editor:

The Massachusetts Review, the newly organized

magazine, which makes its first appearance in No

vember, is in search of books. Text books, now and

old, literature of all kinds—in other words, bonk

are wanted.

The Review is conducting its book drive in ord< r

to help finance publication. All books that are col

lected will be sold, and the profits will go to the

Review.

The book drive will be organized and run by

student committee. This committee will approach

faculty members individually about donating to the

Book Drive. If any faculty member wishes to

tribute before the formal opening of the drive, hi

may do so by bringing the books to the German

Dept. Office in Machmer.

The Massachusetts Review is one of the f. u

quality magazines to be started recently. With a

first issue that includes contributors like Professors

Gagnon, Barron, Tucker, and Koehler of UM ai

Leo Marx of Amherst, Edward Katzenbach, Jr., and

Robert Frost, among others, there should bo little

doubt that the Review will be a success. But. it needs

support—so remember, we want booksl

Sincerely,

The Book Drive Committee

Let 's Pay
For What We Get

To the Editor;

Would you pay for a meal that you didn't eat, if

you were dining at a restaurant? And would you

then go to a restaurant across the street, pay for

and eat another meal? Ridiculous, isn't it? Yet, if

you are a Common's meal ticket holder, you are

probably forced to do just that several times a week!

Have you evef counted the number of time:', you

grab a bite to eat in the Hatch before an eight o'-

clock class or between eleven and one o'clock claSSC

beeauee there isn't enough time to eat at the Com-

mons? How often do you eat dinner in the Hatch

rather than spend upwards of an hour waiting in

one of the interminable (Commons' lines?

Can't something be done? Yen! Why not ado|''

a system of refunds, based on the percentage of

meals paid for but not eaten each semester? Since

tickets are checked at each meal, the only additional

task would be to transfer the numbers to a semester

check sheet, a simple process.

The administration may argue that a refund

system would induce students to skip meals in or-

der to receive more money at the end of the sonx

ter. In answer to that, I say that if a student isn't

responsible enough to eat properly, with no coercion,

be doesn't belong in college. However, since there

are always people in every school who don't he

long there, and since they must be considered, I

suggest that the refund checks be sent to the stu-

dents' parents (or to whoever has paid the bill). If

that isn't foasihl.
, perhaps an even better solution

would bo to apply the refund to the following

semester's bill, thus reducing the amount owed.

Since the meal problem was created by lack of

foresight on the part of the administration, it ii

their responsibility to solve it, but we students can

certainly help our cause by making our feelings

known.

Sincerely,

Ann Darracq T»l

The Campus Beat
by JERRY GALLAGHER '63

Jince westerns and beatnik type detective stories are the vogue
in T.V. this year, it's about time somebody combined the two and made
a sort of Gunsmoke and 77 Sunset Strip combo.

The story centers around the Espresso Saloon in the town of

Endsville. As the scene opens we see our heroes, Doormat Killon

(fastest bongo player in the west) and his worthless companion
Chookie: (fastest coward in the west) downing a few espresso beers

in the saloon.

Chookie: (dunking comb into beer) Man this beer is cool, crazy, way
out!

Killon: (playing bongos) Like shut up will ya.

Chookie: (combing hair) If that don't beat all man, that wider losin'

her ranch man.
Enter Mousy
Mousy: (dogishly) Hi Ho Daddy-o mind if I dig this gig?
Killon: (playing bongos) Like shut up will ya.

Chookie: (eating comb) You're a cool cat, mousy. Mr. Killon ain't

gonna let it fly undone.

Enter the Scrounge (ranch stealer)

Scrounge: Kilfon I broomed in 'cause this is a half hour seg and by
the time you dolo after me it'll be scratched.

Killon: (drawing gun and shooting him between sunglasses) Like

shut up will ya.

Now for a few commercials:

The B'nai Brith Hillel Founda-

tion will hold evening services

tonight at 6:30 P.M. in the Wor-
cester Room of the S.U. The
services will be followed by an

Oneg Shabbat.

The second meeting of the U.

of M. Dames Club will be held at

8:00 P.M. on Thursday evening,

October 15, at the Middlesex

House. All wives of university

students are cordially invited to

attend.

Immediately following this

month's business meeting, the

Dames Club will have a Hal-

lowe'en Costume Party. Prizes

will be given out for the best cos-

tume etc. However costumes are

entirely optional, (that's what

they say honest)

Miss Patricia Ward announces

that the first meeting of the In-

ternational Weekend Committeee

will he held Tuesday, Oct. 12 at

4:30 P.M. in the Franklin Room
of the S.U. All committee mem-
bers are requested to attend. AH
students interested in working on

this year's weekend are invited to

attend.

Anvone interested in the Amer-

ican Field Service High School

Foreign Exchange Program (puff,

puff) is invited to attend a meet-

ing with students of Amherst
College, Tuesday, Oct. 13 at 7:30

P.M. Transportation will leave

Marshall Hall Annex at 7:15.

Who's driving the cars?

There will be a Record Hop
sponsored by the Dance Commit-
tee Saturday, Oct. 10 from 8-12:-

00 P.M. in the Commonwealth
Room of the S.U. 35c stag,

50c drag.

Movies of the UMass-UConn
Game will be shown in the Coun-

cil Chambers of the s.U., this

Sunday starting at 8:00 P.M.

Everyone is invited.

Flash — no classes Monday
everyone is invited to participate.

Amen
Editor's Note: All publicity no-

tices are published in "The Cam-
pus Beat". Copy will not be ac-

cepted afior the following dead-

lines:

For: Monday Paper
copy due 12 Noon Saturday

Wednesday Paper
copy due 4 p.m. Monday

Friday Paper
copy due 4 p.m. Wednesday

Filmstrips . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

Foundation were driven around

campus yesterday morning and

afto*noon in their "Folkswagon",

to pose for the group shots. The

Board plans to take about 200

colored slides, from which fifty

will be chosen for the filmstrip.

The final product will include

these slims and thirty-three

Slides of works of art. The audio

portion will be transcribed on a

twelve-inch long-playing record,

by professional actors. The stu-

dents are portrayed in neutral

roles, and the commentary will be

presented from an optimistic, and
then a pessimistic viewpoint, and

it will be left to the viewer to

decide which viewpoint is true.

The filmstrip will be distributed

by the Methodist Church for dis-

tribution to student groups on

campuses throughout the United

States. It is hoped that this film-

strip will encourage student sup-

port to the Methodist Student

Co-ed Corner
by GERDA BROOKS '62 and CAROL KIBITB '62

Well, here we be once again

with some more tidin's from ye

ole North End of Campus

—

CRABTREE HOUSE
Correction! Judy Rosenthal, '<U,

is NOT ngaged to Warren Mon-

roe, '60, ATO, Worcester Teeh,

but Ruth Weizel, '61, IS. OK?
My apologies to the girls—and

to fiances.

Following each of our two home
football games, many Crabtree

girls and their dates enjoyed an
informal coffee hour in the dorm
lounge. Due to the interest in

this gathering, we plan to get to-

gether over coffee again on

Homecoming Weekend.

Ideas for our float for the

parade next Friday night are be-

ginning to flow and the girls are

anxious to dive into the work of

constructing it.

LEWIS HOUSE
There have been many elections

within the past week here at

Lewis. Theo Coughlin '62 is our

nominee for Hon. Col. Jean Alden
'62 was elected social Chairman

and Doris Hollis '62 WAA Re-

presentative.

Congratulations to Claire Hy-
land '60 on her recent engagement
to Donald Bamf.ml '">!) TKE. A
December wedding is planned.

Barbara Murphy '63, Carol

Castagnetti '62, Ginger Anderson
*(',:;, Mari Porter '62 are nominees
for Homecoming Queen.

Lewis House Rec room will be

open Friday night from 8:00-11:-

30 for dancing, card-playing and
pop corn popping. The girls are

invited to bring their dates.

DWIGHT HOUSE
Greetings! It's just great to

jump on the bandwagon and join

you in Co-ed Corner. We're all

pretty proud of our brand new
dorm and we're grateful to Dean

Curtis for her choice in furnish-

ing it. We feel lucky also to be

under the capable direction of

our wonderful housemother Mrs.

Winefred Field and her staff of

counselors, Kana Lilly, Mimi

Rockwell, Sue Powell, Merle

Horenstein, Carol Tucker, Maren

Simonds and Dottie Ravgiala.

Our officers for the following

year are as follows: Treasurer,

Jane Grant; Socal Chairman,

Joan Knowles; Representative to

the Interdorm Council, Priscilla

Phelan and Dwight's entry to the

Military Ball Queen contest is

Kana Lilly.

Many congratulations are in

order for Alice Burt, Dotty Hub-

bard, Pat Jenkins, Jane Mac-

Donald, Judy Selent and Judy

Smith who celebrated birthdays

this past week.

Now that the walls are covered

with pictures and the doors with

signs, Dwight turns towards the

opening of its official social

career as all preparations turn

toward the big Homecoming day

float. We're a baby but watch us

growl soOO—till next week, so

long!

LOST & FOUND
Taken from front steps of

Machmer last Saturday morning.

Logic Book. Please return to SU

Lobby counter.

Quiet, Please
Joseph Wood Krutch in Grand
Canyon :

How long will it be before

there is MO quietness anywhere,

no escape from the rumble and
the crash, the clank and the

screech which seem to be Die in-

evitable accompaniment of tech-

nology? Whatever mom does or

produces, noist seems to be an un-

avoidable by-product. Perhaps he

can, as he now tends to believe,

do anything. But he cannot do

it quietly.

Fellowship Fund, the organiza-

tion through which student funds

are distributed throughout the

world.

Having this campus a* the

scene for this filmstrip will gain

world-wide recognition for the

University.

B'NAI B'RITH HILLEL FOUNDATION

University of Massachusetts

Existentialism and

Religious Beliefs

Tuesdays • 7:30 P.M. • Student Union

Oct. 13 Kierkegaard by Prof. Leonard Ehrlich

Oct. 20 Nietzsche by Prof. Peter Heller

Oct. 27 Dostoyevsky by Prof. Elizabeth Trahan

Nov. 3 Kafka by Prof. Reinhard Lettau, Smith Coll.

Nov. 10 Buber by Prof. Frank Dilley, Smith Coll.

—The public is cordially invited to attend—

•c *•»<*•<•« i»*of «aa« co»»"'fc«* i#i ' »*•( eoc* cov* eo«»*«t«

Last Saturday night Gamma Chi Alpha held its first Pledge Formal. Here, enjoying themselves, are

Leonard Mello. Jane Massimiano, Elaine Olhrych, Lesley Brodacki, Joan Hebert, Kichard Dill, (and

over his shoulder) Pete Temple.

What Makes Ibp Corn Ibp?
Popping corn contains water. When the water gets hot enough,

the kernel explodes. Result: popcorn.

We're not passing this information along as a public

service. Actually we're up to the same old game.

You see, popcorn makes most people thirsty.

Fortunately, when most people get thirsty

they hanker for the good taste of Coca-Cola.

Wouldn't you like some popcorn right now?

C'mon now, wouldn't you?

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Bottle-d under outhorify of The Coca-Cola Company by

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. off Northampton, Northampton, Mass.

Drink

(m(x&
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Graduates . .

.

(Contrnueti trom page 1)

field. Other fields in which the

women are employed include

market research, government

work, nursing, library work, air

lilies, and landscape architecture.

University Placement Officers

have announced that 165 indus-

trial firms have already confirmed

specific dates for visiting the

campus to interview next June's

graduates. There will also be

its from school superintend-

ents, social service agencies, in-

surance firms, retail stores and

other categories.

(Continued from page 1)

INTERFRATERNITY DEBATES
TABLED

The suggestion by Victor

Gagnon, President of the Debat-

ing Society, that the IFC incor-

porate intramural debates into

the point system, was tabled un-

til semester.

The members felt that the

houses had too much activity

planned already and that a proj-

ect of this nature would require

more study and consideration be-

fore a definite decision could be

reached.

IFC THEME PARTIES SET
November 7 or 14 were the

possible dates set for the

Fraternity theme parties. This is

a contest in which the fraternities

try to outdo one another in dec-

orating their houses. Each house

is judged and the top three houses

are awarded points.

SING, SKITS READY
FOR OCT. 31, NOV. 1

The weekend of October 31 has

been definitely set for the frater-

nity sings and skit??, Dave Burke

(KS) is in charge of the Sing

and Perry Harris (PSK) is plan-

ning the Skits. Any questions

should be directed toward these

two men.

In closing the meeting, William

Starkweather pointed out that

men need a 1.7 cumulative aver-

age to pledge a fraternity. Re-

ferring to a recent Collegian ar-

ticle concerning the Maine fra-

ternities. Starkweather said that

he wasn't sure if everyone knew
that the IFC had recently raised

the "pledge" point from 1.5 to

1.7.

With The Sororities by Pat oconneii 6i

Lost & Found
Lost: A pair of black framed

glasses in a black case. If found,

please return to Ann Patricia

Merchant, 212 Lewis House.

Lost: Slide rule between Stock-

bridge and Machmer, Mon. Sept.

28. If found contact R. Lopez, 412

Brooks.

WANTED:
College Students to

work week-ends on

Dairy Farm i n

Hadley. Must be ex-

perienced in all

phases of Dairy

farming.

ALLARDS FARM

JU 41 SO. MAPLE ST.

HADLEY

• • •

Back again with more news

but first an important announce-

ment—Pan-Hel will be sponsoring

the 'Mum Sale at Homecoming

again this year. They will be

sold at the gates before the

game. Look for the announce-

ments around campus next

week!
OHIO

All the Chi O's are bustling

around now, trying to get set-

tled in our sharp looking house

on Lincoln Avenue.

The seniors moved in over the

week-end of October second and

have been mighty active since,

receiving their house duties, and

soaking in all that atmosphere

that goes with being a senior

"living in."

Last Monday the sisters all

took pot luck and had dinner at

the house for the first time this

year. Though there was a

scarcity of chairs, there was

plenty of food and conversation.

Amongst all this excitement,

two sisters, Les Payzant and Al-

sie Edgerton were pinned.

With Homecoming fast ap-

proaching, we are gathering

spirit and energy for our float

further sparked by Nancy Boyd

and Carrie Sherriff who are two

of the finalists for the title of

Homecoming Queen. Congratula-

tions, kids!

GAMMA CHI ALPHA
The weekend of Oct. 3 was a

red-letter one for GCA, as it

was the date of their first

pledge formal, which was held

at Wiggins in Northampton.

Tony Ravosa and his band pro-

vided the music and from reports

heard via the grapevine, the

evening was a huge success.

Some of the evening's events in-

cluded a formal presentation of

the twenty pledges from both

the classes of '61 and '62 taken

last spring and the presentation

of paddles to the big sisters

from the little sisters. All in all

it was the best pledge formal

GCA ever had.

An area around the WPE
building has been filled with the

sounds of Gamma Chi's sing

rehearsals lately. With Nov, 4

approaching quickly, rehearsals

have been long—but fun, too!

Important—Because GCA has

heard comments concerning dif-

ficulty in reaching them due to

the lack of a house, all those

wishing to get in touch with the

president, Jane Massimiano, may
reach her at Hamlin. Elaine

Olbrych, social chairman, may
also be reached there. Any cor-

respondence may be left in

GCA's box in the RSO office.

This box is checkH daily and

anything left in it will receive

prompt attention.

On October 25, Sunday, the

spring pledge class will be

initiated. It's been a long wait,

kids, but you'll be sisters in a

few weeks!

The first few weeks of school

is the time when everyone finds

out the summer's happenings.

GCA has its share, toof

Carolyn Ericson, '61, trans-

ferred to Katy Gibbs, . . . Sandy

Wilson, '61 transferred to Pur-

due . . . Joan Hebert '61 is pin-

ned to a Chi Psi at Bowdoin . . .

Ann Thonet, '62, became en-

gaged to a Sig Ep at RPI . . .

The stork visited Mrs. Paul

Agerwol, advisor, wife of Mr.

Agerwol of the engineering de-

partment.

PI PHI

With all tin- MW additions ami

renovations completed, the Pi

Phi's are now living happily in

their "new house". The ni<

addition however, is our MW
housemother, Mrs. Arthur

Mahoney. Mrs. Mahoney is from

Squantum and is the mother of

Art Mahoney, Theta Chi. A tea

was held last Sunday in her

honor, formally introducing her

to the campus.

A very nice surprise for one of

our sophomores, Bev Rodiman,

was being tapped a Scroll at the

beginning of this year.

Congratulations and best wishes

are in order for Mai Kolayzk and

Jim Shields, TKE, on their recent

pinning.

Best wishes are also extended

to Ellie and Ken Peterson and

Nancy and Joe Baldwin, on their

recent summer marriages. The

girls are the former Ellic Gal

braith and Nancy Jones. Ellie, Pi

Phi's representative for last

year's Best Dressed Girl on Cam-

pus, was one of the ten national

winners in Glamour magazine's

fall college issue.

For those of you who have been

frantically searching your phone

books, Pi Phi's new numbers are:

Al 3-3806, Al 3-3565.

SDT
SDT promises to abstain from

issuing to the Collegian such in-

timate matters as we did last

week. On to more appropriate

matters . . .

We should like to thank Lamb-

da Chi for making us a gift of a

Sig Delt Torch. It was just what

we needed! Also we are looking

forward to a coffee hour next

Tlmi ;<lay, Oct. 15 with Sig Ep

at which \v may come into the

I,., tunc of a Sig Pelt flag.

Congratulations arc in order to

Judy Krt'dman who is the new
I'r.si.l.-nt of the Campus Religi-

ous Council.

We would also like to con-

gratulate Ksta Harris who is our

new recording secretary.

SDT is sorry to see Betsy Mc,

Plaz, and Weaselle return to Chi

O. We enjoyed having you. Please

come again.

SIGMA KAPPA
Nineteen Allen Street has been

the scene of bustling activity this

week with the Sigmas vigorously

engaged in Upper Class Rush.

Wednesday night the theme party

got under way once again with the

"sailing" of the Sigma Kappa

Showboat manned by a full crew.

Plans are now in progress for a

successful Homecoming and w<>

all are proud of Ginger Anderson

who was nominated one of the

five finalists for Homecoming
Queen.

In answer to those who have

inquired about the sweet strains

of music floating out of the chap-

ter house, they are a product of

the Sigmas working once again

under the direction of Ellie San-

tos who successfully led us into

first place in the Inter-Sorority

Sing last Spring. In this year's

competition we will be represent-

ed in the dramatization by Joan

Sharpe.

I'm sorry to say that Florence

couldn't bo with us this week, but

we are happy to note the im-

provement shown by the Sig

Delts concerning their article this

week. See you next week, Flo!

HERE NOW ARE
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SUPERLATIVE
NEW CHEVROLETS
FOR 1960!

4 IMPALAS— All the car you ever yearned for! Each embodies dis-

tinctive treatment inside and out, with triple-unit rear lights, fingertip

door releases and safety-reflector armrests. Impala sport sedan above.

4 BEL AIRS— Priced just above Chevy's thriftiest models! Like all

Chevies, they give you the famed Hi-Thrift 6 or a new Economy
Turbo-Fire V8 as standard equipment. 4-door Bel Air sedan above.

Nearest to perfection a low-prfceo

car ever camel

3 BISCAYNES— These (honest to gosh) are the lowest priced of the
'60 Chevrolets. They bring you the same basic beauty and relaxing
roominess as the other models. 4-door Biscayne sedan above.

5 STATION WAGONS-Styled to carry you away, with the kind of
cargo space to carry away most anything you want to take with you!
Thrifty 2-door Brookwood above.

Top OM* Skow- S«Dd.». NBC TV- fat 9mm Owvy -*•*•» WC-TV-A* ShaHon Cfievy Spadai Friday. t.CiSTV.

With The Fraternities
AEPi

This week AEPi has continued

to be the surprise team in the

IFC Football League. Led by the

stalwart defense effort of Mike

Ellison in making a goal line

stand, ana by the amazing run-

ning of Dick Kleiman, the team

defeated a strong TKE team 7-6.

Our social committee has

planned a buffet supper, a coke-

tail hour, and a party for

Homecoming Weekend, and the

Float Committee has started the

construction of our Homecoming

float.

AGR
For the past two weeks, under

the direction of Dick Draper, we

have been practicing for the IFC

sing competition, and the skit

committee likewise has been

working hard.

We would like to congratulate

two of the brothers on their rec-

ent pinnings. They are Allen Pe-

terson to Joan Fisher and Bill

Tufts to Sue Lothrop.

Social chairman Joe Field and

Peter Smith are working on plans

for a big Homecoming Weekettd.

ASP
Plans are now well underway

for our float in the float parade.

We are also preparing for the

IFC skits and sing.

Our football team posted its

first win of the season by defeat-

ing our next door neighbors, AGR
by a score of 6-0.

ATG
Last week our house had a bar-

becue party which was very suc-

cessful. We now have eight new

pledges living in our house. All

our members hope they will enjoy

fraternity life.

We won our first football game
against LCA.

KS
Kappa Sig got off to a good

start in the IFC Football League

by defeating PMD and TKE.
Sony to see that brothers

"Moose" Burgess and "Bobo" Ro-

land were injured in last Satur-

day's game. Hope they recover

quickly and get back in action as

soon as possible.

Social wise, the Fall Formal

Committee has set a date for the

big event, Nov. 1.

LCA
LCA won its first game Mon-

day by defeating PSD, 36-0.

The brothers are busy prepar-

ing for the IFC skits and sing,

and also a float for Homecoming.

They are also planning a Parents

Day for Nov. 7.

Brother Varrichiotie is now on

the UMass. coaching staff, serv-

ing as line coach to the freshmen.

PMD
As a follow up to last week's

Hay Ride party we are planning

an Outing party Saturday after-

noon preceding our "Party Par-

ty" in the evening.

Thanks to last week's column

our mascot "Bacchus" has been

returned.

Congratulations to Fran Mad-

den our newly elected senator

from fraternities.

PSD
PSD's fall rushing program is

well under way with two success-

ful smokers having been held.

We expect to increase our broth-

erhood by the end of the month.

Our float is now in the plan-

ning stages, and we are out to

win.

Last week our chapter was
honored by a visit from "Babe"
Luen, PSD's national field secre-

tary, whose visit was well ap-

preciated.

PSK
Things remained quiet at Phi

Sig this weekend, however the

brothers are looking forward to

another good weekend away at

the U.Conn-U.Mass. game at

Storrs.

Upon returning the main ac-

tivity will be the building of the

house float. The brunt of this

work will fall on the sophomore

class, which promises to do at

least as well as last year's class

which copped second place.

Our football team is looking up

after winning their second game
13-0 over Alpha Sig.

QTV
A "Coffee Break" for upper-

classmen was held last Thursday

and a smoker was held on

Wednesday at QTV.
John Poignaind was recently

elected House Social Chairman.

Our first major social function,

a "Beatnik Party", was held last

Saturday night, and was a suc-

cess. Congratulations to our new
pledges.

SAE
Congratulations to our John

Murphy on his pinning to Alsie

Edgerton" Plans for the Home-
coming float are rapidly matur-

ing under Frank George's direc-

tion.

A two week repair and cleanup

program has been completed.

Best wishes for a speedy re-

covery to Tom Delnickas.

SPE
Things are really swinging

by STEVE SHl'STEKMAN. AEPi

down SPE way! Preparations are

underway for the IFC sing, skit

and float parade.

Homecoming Weekend likewise

la shaping up to be a big affair

for the Sig Eps as they intend to

put on quite a show for the

Alumni. The rushing season

starts with a smoker planned for

next week. On the sports scene,

the "Flyers" face TEP Thursday

night in what promises to be one

of their stiffest games yet.

TC

The Theta Chi's have been

busily preparing for the IFC

Skits and Sing. Last Saturday

night, our "Hay-ride" Party was

very successful, and plans are

now being made for the Float

Parade and Homecoming Week-

end. Athletic-wise, the house foot-

ball team won its first game

against PMD.

Also, congratulations to Tommy
Howes on his rer-ent pinning to

Les Payzant, Chi O.

TEP
Tep's football team is ready to

go against Sig Ep after having

been washed out last week. The

team, with a 1-0 record, is ex-

pected to give the Flyers, de-

fending champs, quite a battle.

The whole house is buzzing

with activity in anticipation of a

large crowd of returning Alumni

at Homecoming.

TKE
This past week, TKE initiated

8 pledges into the house, bringing

the total membership to 63. Last

weekend, the brothers enjoyed an

informal party with cider and

doughnuts, singing, and dancing.

Although our football team lost

this past Monday, the rest of the

league had better look out.

FLOAT PARADE RULES

1. The Float Parade will be held on Friday, October 16, 1959.

a. The start of the parade will be from in front of the Cage and

working back along that road in front of the Student Union.

b. The starting time for the parade will be (5:30 p.m.

c. Markers will designate where each dormitory, fraternity and

sorority will be positioned (These positions will be conveyed

to the* residences before Friday, the 16th).

2. The route of the parade will be:

Down Lincoln Avenue from the Phys. Ed. Building — turn left at

Amity Street — down Amity to North Pleasant — turn left at

North Pleasant and proceed back to the campus.

3. The following rules will be followed to comply with safety stan-

dards:
a. No torches may be used on the floats.

b. Fire extinguishers — loaded ones — must be carried with each

float. (One may be obtained from A.P.O. if the residence can-

not find one to use.)

4. The theme of the Float Parade will be centered around the Rhode

Island football game.
5. All names of floats must be mailed to Mike Chretien at Sigma Phi

Epsilon by October 9, 1959.

6. Judges will be appointed by the Rally Committee and will be sta-

tioned around the parade route (The identity of the judges Will b*

withheld until the float parade is over).

7. Judging will be based on: 1) Overall effect; 2) Composition; 3) Or-

iginality; 4) Ability to Inspire the team; 6) Participation in the

meaning of the float (Pointless marching groups—not having in-

volvement in the theme will not be Considered participation).

8. There will be four major divisions for judging: fraternities, soror-

ities, girls' dormitories and boys' dormitories. The first three posi-

tions will he judged in each divijjjorr_^_^____^_^^^_^^_

Official

CLASS RING ORDERS

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer

• FRIDAY NITES •

"DIXIE TO DANCE BY"

with the

JAZZ DOCTORS
-FEATURING-

Oil Roberts, Banjo

•t Hi*

HATFIELD CLUB
HATFIELD - 4 Ml. Above 'Hamp

"Come As You Are"

NO COVER - NO MINIMUM

JUNIORS

SENIORS

'61" Tues., Oct. 13 9:30-4:30

%60" Wed., Oct. 14 9:30-4:30

THEREAFTER, Rings may be ordered Monday through

Friday, 2:00 to 4:30. Deposit: $10.00 with order.

UNIVERSITY STORE

FREE
To Any Student Enrolled

At The University Of Massachusetts

1st PRIZE

Designer Model

2nd

PRIZE

The Newest SoonJ to M"«ie

Stereo-Musaphonic

Kionograph.

3rd PRIZE

Ml -Transistor

Portable Radio
*\

*ODSl f74S

The above prizes will be awarded to the Individ-

ual Students enrolled at the U. of M. who collect the

largest number of empty packages of CAMEL, WIN-

STON, SALEM and CAVALIER cigarettes.

1st PRIZE - CONSOLE TV

2nd PRIZE - STEREO HI-FI

3rd PRIZE - TRANSISTOR RADIO

-RULES-
1. Contest open to any registered student enrolled at University of Massachusetts.

2. Student turning in largest number of wrappers will win First Prize, second

largest number Second Prize, third largest number Third Prize.

Empty wrappers of CAMEL, WINSTON, CAVALIER or SALEM constitute ballots.

All wrappers turned in must be flattened out and tied in bundles of 20's.

Each bundle must have student's name, school and address.

Wrappers are to be turned in at the University Store on November 20th

before 3 p.m. to the Judges: Mr. Ryan, Manager of the University Store; a

Representative of the R. V. Reynolds Tobacco Co., a University Student.

7. Decision of the Judges will be final.

8. Contest begins Monday, October 12, and ends 3 p.m. Friday, November 20.
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REDMEN HUNT HUSKIES IN UCONN
by VIN BASILI 62

Sports Editor

The Massachusetts Redmen

Will invade Storrs, Connecticut

tomorrow to face the UConn

Huskies in what may he the

mn>t crucial fame of this year's

Yankee Conference series.

The Redmen, despite two losses

at the hands of Harvard and

Delaware, will be entering to-

morrow's game with a YanCon

win under their belt.

The Huskies have not won a

game this season. They lost to

Yale and Rutgers.

UMass YanCon Dark Horse

If UMass should win tomor-

row's gridiron conflict, only New
Hampshire is expected to be a

dangerous contender for the Yan-

Con title. UMass, tabbed as a

"dark horse" candidate at the

beginning of the season, has

been considered a possible

usurper to the Huskies' hold of

1954, when they eked out a 20-l.i

victory. Connecticut won last

year's battle with a 28-14 score.

Burgess At Tackle

With end John Biirge** being

switched to the tackle slot, it is

expected that Harry Williford

will again take on the starting

Hunt end assignment.

The Redmen will be entering

tomorrow's game minus two

standout halfbacks.

Tom Delnickas, regarded by

.S><>r/« lliueirmted as one of the

best halfbacks in the Yankee

Conference, will have to sit out

tomorrow's game because of a

dislocated elbow which he suf-

fered in last week's game with

Delaware. Delnickas is expected

to be sidelined for two more

weeks.

Roland Out Also

Bob Roland will also be sitting

on the sidelines tomorrow. Bob

was reported suffering from in-

ternal bleeding at the beginning

of the week. The bleeding has

stopped, but Roland it is re-

ported, will also be out for "a

few weeks.

The probable starting lineup

is:

RE

JOHN BURGESS

the Bean Pot title, since they

beat Maine three weeks ago,

Saturday's game will be the

thirtieth meeting of these two

clubs. Massachusetts has an edge

in the series, 15 wins, against 14

loses. However, the Redmen have

not defeated the Huskies since

Harry Williford Tom Conroy

RT
Dick Riley Joe Llodra

RG
Jerry Cullen Fred Stackpole

C
Vin Caputo John Zinser

LG
Ben Fernandez Bob Slattery

LT
Dick Thornton Gus Maziocca

LE
Dave Swepson Larry O'Connell

QB
John McCormiek Barry Drivas

RH
Billy Reynolds Bill Minnerly

LH
Roger Benvenutti Bob Horan

FB
Dick Hoss Jim Browning

SPOTLIGHTING
THE REDMEN

by PETE TEMPLE '60

1954 started out as a big year

for the UMass Redmen. After

opening with a win over AIC fol-

lowed by the now famous Har-

vard upset, the O'Rourkemen

were ready to meet UConn on

Alumni Field for the Homecoming
Game.

Despite their fine showings in

their two previous games, the

Redmen were still rated as under-

dogs. They were facing ten start-

ing lettermen from a Huskies

squad which had drubbed them,

41-0, the year before. The UMass
team also seemed to have a jinx

working against them. Never, un-

der the name of the University,

had they beaten the men from

Storrs, and one had to go back

as far as 1941 to find the Am-
herst school, then Mass State, in

the win column.

But it took the spirited Red-

men only 5 minutes to show the

odds-makers how wrong they

could be. After taking the open-

ing kick-off, UMass marched 55

yards through the Huskies' line

in ten plays for a score. Soph

halfback, Dick Wright, capped the

march by driving 6 yards off

tackle for the T.D., Red Porter

booted the point after, and the

Redmen led 7-0.

The uiidfttlug Redmen pushed

their bitter rivals all over the

field for the remainder of the

first half, but the UConn defense

stiffened inside their own 10 yard

line, and the O'Rourkemen were

thwarted in their attempts to uj»

the score.

Early in the third period the

Redmen handed UConn their first

touchdown when a bad pass from

center on a punt formation gave

the Huskies the ball on the U-

Mass 10 yard line. One play later

found the Redmen hanging onto

a precarious 7-0 lead.

Then Red Johnson took charge

for UMass. It was early in the

fourth quarter and the Redmen
still hung to their 1 point lead.

With the ball on the UConn 43,

Johnson spun over guard, broke

into the open, and raced to pay-

dirt.

Minutes later, after the UConn
offense nad been stifled, the

Redmen again took over on the

Huskie 43. Again Johnson was
called upon, and again the speedy

halfback broke through the mid-

dle of the line and romped the

distance to the goal line.

With little time remaining, the

Redmen now enjoyed a 20-6 lead.

UConn scored again against the

scrub team, but the outcome of

the game had been decided earlier

—after Red Johnson's two daz-

zling touchdown runs.

October 9, 1954 was the first

last, and only time UMass, as the

University, has managed a vie

tory over their arrhrivals from
UConn, Tomorrow we take them
<m airam after four years of dis.

appointing losses. Maybe we can

make it win number two.

'The Boss

'

Ralph Maloney, 6 foot 3 inch.

198 pound senior from Lexing-

ton, will lead the Redmen to

Storrs tomorrow. Maloney, the

captain, is an end with good

speed, who is also a better than

average pass receiver.

Frosh Plav At B.U.
•

The UMass freshman gridsters

will launch the frosh football sea-

son when they meet the Boston

University squad in hostile ter-

ritory, Saturday, at 2:00 p.m.

The frosh have been working

out for the past three weeks, and

should be in good shape for the

game.

Boston University will be a

formidable opponent. They have a

34-man squad, and great things

are expected of them.

Coach Dick MacPherson has

had a rough time in choosing the

starting UMass squad, for the

competition has been very high

among the candidates for the

team. The probable starters are:

!« Frank r.„M#n r» Paul Ma)*«kl, It

Steve Forman. rt Prank Santarpio, Ik

George Gittinrs. rg Tom Brophy. r T«m
Kirby. fb Mat Collins or John Morgan,
Ih Loren Flags or Bill Sampson, rh Ken
Ketar or Pete Shindier, Al Colling*. Tim
Neville, and Ham Luaaier may aiao atari.

Weekly Slate

For Intramurals
Tuesday. Oct. 13

6:30 Bums vs. Red Devils

Wheel, i vs. Greenough

7:30 Chadhourne vs. Adams
Butterfiekl vs. Mills

Officials Kirk, Bogen, Perkins

and Caldwell.

Wednesday, Oct. 14

0:30 Brutes vs Maroons
Commandos vs. Braves

7:30 Bombers v s. Bums
Wheeler vs. Adams

Officials- -Bog***, Knight, Per-

kins and Caldwell.

Thursday, Oct. 15

8:80 PSD vs. KS; PMD vs. AT<;

i:M) LCA vs. THE; AEP vs. TC
Officials -Grutchf ield, Laugh-

nano, Sabin and Howes.

Dick Kger, (pron. "eager")

from th«. "Paper City" «f Hol-

yoke. i* evperled to help the

Redmen make pulp out of

I (nnii cm Saturday. Dick, a

VI 0", ih.-| piMinder, Ih a Pre-

ttied major mid a member of

Hula < hi.

Superior Williams Team
Swamps UMass Booters

by BILL LENNON '61

Wednesday afternoon on the

women's athletic field the Redmen
booters lost to a superior Wil-

liams team, 11-0. Played in a con-

stant drizzle, the game was hard

fought throughout the scoreless

first half.

In the second half, however,

UMass, playing without the serv-

ices of many key men, began to

tire badly. During this last half

the strong Williams team pushed

across all eleven goals.

In the first half the Purple

constantly drove toward the goal

and were consistently repelled.

Goaltender, Charles Correia, led

the stalwart defense as he made
numerous saves of potential goals.

Soon after the third quarter be-

gan, however, the weary Redmen
could not contain the Berkshire

County boys. Adding to the woes

of the Redmen defense was tKe

fact that the slippery ball was

very difficult to control and

especially difficult for the goalie

to handle.

Finally John O'Donnell broke

the scoring ice. Before the third

period had ended Field, Ruther-

ford, and Doerge had split the

nets and Ben Henszey booted in

two in the final minute.

The relentless attack continued

in the final quarter as O'Donnell,

Buck, and Cupic scored. Tom
Thomas booted hoie - the final

two tallies, the last one .coming

with 20 seconds remaining in the

game.

Saturday the Redmen face U-
Conn at Storrs and will attempt

to even their season record at

2-2. Four more road games fol-

low before the Redmen play their

final game here against Tufts on

Nov. 6th.

The starting lineup was as fol-

lows:

UMASS WILLIAMS
Correia A Avama
Lnat Pse
Steinberg lb ya*
RapeU rh Tientcy
Bowman eh Pield
Knhinaon Ih Gilbert
Poignand or SUntan
Roaenherg tr Batherford
Basoa ef Henaiay
Palladia II O'Donnell
Amundaon ol Back

Maaa eparea: Warah. Milliard. Poriti.

Bienkowaki. Magrone; Wllliama af»raa:
Spencer, Cupir, Doerge. Hunting, Kee.

Miiholland. Horaon. Thoma. Diion.

Dave Swepson is a junior end

from Boston. He is one of the

fastest men on the squad who

earned his letter last year and

was particularly effective on

defense. He was an outstand-

ing track performer while at

Boston Latin and is a member

of the Redmen crack relay

team.

NOTICE
Both freshman and varsity bas-

ketball teams will start practic-

ing on Thursday, Oct. 15. The
first Frosh drill will be hpld from

4:00 to 6:00 P.M. and the senior

hoopsters will have the floor from

7:00 to 9:00 P.M. Coaches Dick

Garber and Matt Zunic welcome

all candidates for their respective

teams. Interested onlookers will

not be prosecuted! See you at the

Cage.

NOTICE
There will be a meeting for all

interested in admission to Sigma

Delta Psi Athletic Fraternity in

room 10 at the cage, on Wednes-

day, Oct. 14, at B P.M.

SPORTALK
by HAL DUTTON '60

Tomorrow the Redmen swing

back into Yankee Conference play

at Memorial Stadium. At this

point we are tied for the lead in

the conference with New Hamp-
shire, with identical 1-0 records.

The Huskies are out to retain

the Beanpot for another year.

They won the title outright in

1958 and 1956 and shared the

crown with Rhode Island in 1957.

The Rams were the last team

to beat the Huskies in conference

play. They turned the trick back

in 1955, 25-0. Since then the

Storrsmen have won ten and

played two scoreless ties against

Beanpot foes.

Once again a strong running

attack is the key to the Huskies

offense. Halfbacks Bob Horn and

Bill Minnerly should give the

Redmen'* defensive forward wall

plenty of work.

Last year quarterback Harry

Drivas was one of .the East's

leading passers with 47 comple-

tions in 109 attempts. In three

outings this year his aerial work

has not been up to par.

Our hosts lead the nation's

mnall colleges in punting with an

a\oragc of better than 46 yards

per kick.

Five of their sixteen lettermen

hail from the Bay State.

Saturday Sidelights

Action this weekend will have

a lot of bearing on the Lambert
Trophy race. Four of the East's

perennial leaders meet in the

two big games on the seaboard.

Navy and Syracuse meet at Nor-

folk, while Army entertains Penn
State at West Point.

The Orange of Syracuse have

looked sloppy in wins over Kan-
sas and Maryland. However, Ben
Schwartzwalder haa three teams
which he uses interchangeably.

They could be rough before the

year is over. The status of Navy's

star halfback Joe Bellino is in

doubt for tomorrow's clash. That
could spell the difference for the

Middies.

Up West Point way Army is

without All American halfback

Bob Anderson. Injured early in

the Illinois game a week ago, the

Cadets were tagged with a 20-

14 defeat. The Nittany Lions

Richie Lucas is third in the na-

tion in total offense. Coach Rip
Engle calls him, "The best all

around back in the country," The
Black Knights may be in for an-

other rough afternoon.

CLOUDY & COOL

Senator

Resigns

See p. 2
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University Students

Begin Blood Drive
The blood donor drive, spon-

sored by the Campus Religious

Council, will be held from Oct. 13

thrtfUgn Oct. 16. In the picture

with President Mather, who is

signing to be the first blood

donor, are Judy Fredman, Presi-

dent of the Religious Council, and

Joe Crocetta, Vice-President and

Treasurer of the Council.

There will be representatives in

the dorms collecting pledges to

day until Friday. It will also be

possible to pledge blood right up

to Nov. 3rd and 4th, the days

when the blood mobile will be

here.

The only requirements for sign-

ing are: a person has to be 18

years old or older, and if under
21, haa to have parental consent.

The forms for parental approval
will be sent to the parents by the

faculty wives. This is the only

project in which both the faculty

and the students participate.

Calendar Office Schedules

Annual Campus Activities
Did you realise most of the

University activities scheduled for

this evening w**« arranged a

year |» -jvance? This scheduling

>i activities is only one function

of the University's Calendar Of-
fice. The other function of the

College Placement
Annual Available

by ANN M. FRAZIER '62

The new edition of the Col-

lege Placement Annual, which
is available at the Placement Of-

fice in South College, may inter-

est some of this year's seniors.

The U of M is among nearly 600

institutes of higher learning re-

ceiving the Annual, a non-profit

publication listing the job oppor-

tunities made available by 1,700

participating companies.

As usual, engineers will be the

most in demand, aa almost bwo-

Vhirds of the companies listed in

the Annual are interested in some
type of engineer for their 3,600

openings. Of these, mechanical

engineers, electrical and electronic

engineers, and chemists are at

the head of the "wanted" list. As
many aa 236 occupations are

made reference of in the Annua/,
reflecting the changes in occupa-

tional trends.

For the first time this year, the
Annual contain* a special listing

of almost 600 firms which offer

Jobs to females, ranging from ac-

counting to engineering and from
probation work to land law
examination to dentistry.

(Continued on page 3)

office is the arranging of rooms
to be used for the different activi-

ties.

Mr. Harold Durgin has stressed

the fact that the operations of

his staff "are spread all over the

University and are not merely
confined to the Student Union."

The rooms used for the various

activities on campus range from
Bowker Auditorium to Stock-

bridge to Skinner Hall, as well as

those in the Union.

Because it costs the University

over $35,000 a year to run the

Student Union, most of the money
collected from the rent of the

rooms is used for maintenance
fees. Outside groups are charged
a flat rate to use the rooms.
Though students pay nothing
when using the building, the mon-
ey collected from their activities

enables the University to pay for
the maintenance of the building.

The Calendar Board is con-
sulted in cases of conflicting re-

quests for a room. This board
meets once a month to review the
scheduling of University affairs
and to decide upon any issues that
have arisen.

Mr. Durgin said, "Many of the
problems encountered could be
cleared up if the students would
announce any cancellation of their
activities." When asked if this

were a very common occurrence,
he replied, "No, on the whole I

find the students very helpful.

They show unusual maturity in

realizing the problems that this

office faces in attempting to ar-

range their activities."

President Mather Speaks

On Campus-State Relations
President Jean Paul Mather

will discuss "The Campus and the

State" tomorrow night in the

opening lecture of the 1959-60

Political Scienc. Association

series of speeches.

Speaking at 7 p.m. in the

Public Health Auditorium, the

President is expected to draw up-

on his most recent experiences

with the state Legislature on the

subject of UMaas faculty salaries.

The Political Science Associa-

tion is a non-partisan organiza-

tion which seeks to encourage

University students to assume the

Marcum Discusses

African Problems
"An Analysis of Recent De-

velopments in French Africa"

was the theme of a lecture given

by John A. Marcum at the Gov-

ernment Department Colloquium

yesterday.

Addressing an audience in Bow-

ditch Lodge, Prof. Marcum
stressed the desire of the Africans

to find a "place in the sun". This

is in direct conflict with the

French, who want the Africans to

think of themselves as French-

men.

Prof. Marcum discussed at

lejigth the political parties in

Africa. He discovered that almost

al! African parties demand im-

mediate independence and unifica-

tion.

Discussing the future of the

African continent, Mr. Marcum
predicted that the present boun-

daries between areas colonized by

the European powers would be-

come the boundaries of future

JOHN A. MARCUM

African states. He also predicted

the problem of ineffective co-

operation between the new ?tate^,

John Marcum, Assistant Pro-

fessor of Political Sciences at

Colgate University, earned his

Ph.D. at Stanford University. He

responsibilities of citizenship and

to become more familiar with the

problems of government and the

world of politics in general, ac-

cording to Albert Fini '60, Vice-

President of the Association.

State representatives will be

invited to expound on their views

on the relationship of the Gen-

eral Couit to the state University

in succeeding talks.

This Saturday morning mem-
bers of the Political Science As-

sociation will question Senator

Stewart Symington at his closed

press conference prior to the spe-

cial convocation.

Each of the other prospective

candidates for the Democratic and

Republican party nominations

have been sent invitations to

speak on campus during the year,

according to William Chouinard
'60, President of the Association

Other speakers in the series

will consider problems of local

government, campaign policies

and procedures, and the "give and

take" in national politics, added

Chouinard.

has spent considerable time doing
research in France, Tunisia, A\-

K pria, and Morocco This year Mr
Marcum has been in West and

Central Africa examining the de-

velopment of the new French

"Community" and rival independ-

ence movements.

Homecoming Queen Ginger Anderson, '62, will be presented with her court at Homecoming Rally Fri-

day night and crowned by Governor Furcolo at the game Saturday. Ginger, at the center, has Carolyn
Sherriff, '62. Debbie Read, '62, Nancy Boyd, *60, and Barbara Feldman, '61 for members of her court.

40 Floats Join In Homecoming Parade
by DICK BRESCIAM '60

Homecoming Weekend will get

off to a spectacular start Friday

night when almost 40 floats will

parade from the campus through

Amherst and back to the campus.

A rally, highlighted by a huge

bonfire, cheerleaders, the Home-

eomtng Queen and her court, and

a speaking program will top off

the evening.

The float parade will start in

front of the Cage at 6:30 and
will work back along the road in

front of the Student Un'on.

Markers will designate where
each dorm, frat and sorority will

be positioned. The parade will

travel down Lincoln Ave., turn

left at Amity St. and then turn

up North Pleasant and proceed

back to campus.
The judges will be stationed

around the parade route. The

awards will be announced at the

rally following the parade, and
will be based on overall effect,

composition, originality, ability to

inspire the team, and participa-

tion in the meaning of the float.

The floats will be divided into

four divisions for judging, frater-

nities, sororities, girls' dorms and
boys' dorms. The first three win-
ners in each group will be an*

(Continued on page 3)
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The State

And The University
The relation of a State University to the

public authority, namely the State, which

has assumed the responsibility for that in-

stitution's growth and future, ought indeed

to be a topic of interest to the student who

would take advantage of the services offered

him by and thru the State University.

Especially true is this in the Common-

wealth of Massachusetts; for the relationship

between our University and the State au-

thority in Boston is in many ways unique.

For example, despite the passage of the so-

called "Freedom Bill" some years ago, the

University of Massachusetts is still subject

to the controls of the central State authori-

ties in matters in which most other State

Universities are sovereign. (The University

of Massachusetts, for example, must turn

over to the general fund of the Common-

wealth all monies collected in tuition, fees

and other charges, a requirement totally

unique to Massachusetts.)

For the student interested in the relation

between the University of Massachusetts and

the State authority in Boston, Dr. Jean Paul

Mather, our President, will speak on this

topic this Thursday at 7:30 p.m. We believe

attendance at this event to be mandatory to

the interested student; for who should be

more familiar with the problem of the rela-

tion of a State University to the central au-

thority of the State itself, than the Presi-

dent of a State University? Indeed, President

Mather, a man who has during his years as

President been through very crucial skirm-

ishes with Boston, is certainly well qualified

to speak on this issue, not only to us, but

perhaps to the whole nation. J.A.M.

An Example of Courage

An example of courage the like of which

is seldom seen was displayed on television

Friday night. The New England Telephone

and Telegraph Company, sponsor of the

"Bell Telephone Hour", dared to produce a

"musical treat" which was guaranteed to

contain something of interest to almost any

rfower. By so doing the producers were as-

sured of many people's uninterest in some of

the acts.

The program included Sally Ann Howes,

S<*r of "My Fair Lady"; Zino Franeesentti,

rrnownrd rinlinist; the Kingston Trio; Red

Nichols and his Five Pennies, with Connie

Boswell; and the Ballet Russe de Monte

Carlo, presenting the "Caitc Parisicnne"

To present such quality entertainment at

the same time a well-known Western was be-

ing telecast was certainly an act of courage.

In an age governed by public opinion polls

—which polls in this case would decree that

the American public will accept only West-

ems or detective stories, the attempt to pre-

serve and present the entertainment of the

nature produced on the "Bell Telephone

Hour" should certainly be applauded.

R. M.

Dining Facilities: Inadequate
by JOE PALLAZOLA '62

Voice From the Past

President Ralph A. Van Meter, in his Report of the President

for the school year 1949-1950, wrote the following statements

under the heading "Building Needs":

"Our dining problem is acute, and I am convinced, after

long study, that it cannot be solved without an additional din-

ing hall ... other facilities are wholly inadequate [to handle

the surplus].

"The problem is not merely one of finding enough to eat

to stay alive. Boys and girls of college age should have regular,

well-balanced meals, prepared under the direction of a com-

petent dietitian and served in such a way as to encourage a

civilized and intelligent approach to dining. These students are

forming life-long habits. Of immediate concern—under present

conditions, they can and do impair their effectiveness as stu-

dents. Many cannot be made to realize that living on sand-

wiches or desserts eaten hastily at all hours is a poor prepara-

tion for work of any kind. Because the need for another dining

hall is so pressing, we have placed it at the head of the list of

building needs."

History Repeats Itself

"A loaf of bread, a jug of wine ..." and a place to eatl Oh for

a place to eat! What about the Hatch, you say? Or the Commons,

or maybe even Butterfield or Grepnough? These latter two are

"saturated," says Mr. Jack Martin, Manager of the Commons. As

for the former two, they are so crowded during the rush hours, that

one wonders if it is really worth the time and trouble to eat there

at all.

This very day, many students rushed to the dining halls to stand

in line fifteen to twenty minutes, bolt their food down in ten minutes,

and then run off to their next class with barely enough time to get

there. Or they sized up the difficulty beforehand, and decided it just

wasn't worth the effort, especially those who eat on the hill. Many

more grabbed a quick sandwich and Coke down the Hatch to mo-

mentarily ease their appetites. These can hardly be considered

beneficial practices, and, if continued too long, they constitute a de-

finite threat to the students' health and welfare.

Dining facilities, it seems, come last in the building program;

classrooms, labs and dormitories come first. In fact, dormitories seem

to be springing up like mushrooms, as a cursory glance about the

campus will readily reveal. We've' got nothing against the new dorms,

you understand; we need the rc^m badly. What we'd like to know is:

where on this green campus are the people housed in all these new

dorms to eat? Certainly plenty of thought has been given to this

problem, but there is little evidence of action to be found anywhere on

campus.

Mr. Martin also supplied the following figures concerning the

number of students using the dining facilities during the weekday

meals: the Dining Commons, with a present seating capacity of 760

(200 to be added soon), is feeding approximately 1975 students;

Greenough, with a capacity of 300, is accommodating 550 students per

meal; and Butterfield, with 200 seats, feeds 425 students. Out of ap-

proximately 6150 students, then, the dining facilities feed about 2950.

The remainder eat in fraternities, sororities, the Hatch, and in diners

downtown.

Our present dining halls barely manage to accommodate their load

now. Butterfield and Greenough, in fact, were so filled up that they

had to spill over into the Commons, which so far has managed to

absorb the extra students successfully. But it can't take too much

more and still give any semblance of reasonable service.

One bright ray of hope is already shining on the horizon, how-

ever. Mr. John Gillespie, the University Secretary, said that the budget

for the present fiscal year, as submitted to the state legislature, pro-

vides money for the building of a badly-needed extension on our pres-

ent Dining Commons. This was given high priority because it affects

the entire expansion program.

Mr. Hugill, the architect working on University expansion

planning, said that plans for the extension have not yet been ap-

proved, and consequently the building contract has not yet been

awarded. However, it is expected that the Commons extension will

be ready for use by February, 1!>61. By then the University will have

an estimated 7000 students. That's an increase of about 850 over our

present enrollment (the extension will seat 600). This is at least a

step in the right direction, even though it will fall short of fully alle-

viating our crowding problem in the dining halls.

According to the MASTER PLAN, the next dining facilities to be

built, after the extension to the Commons, will be the new southerly

Commons, opposite Fernald Hall. This, the PLAN blithely states, will

be needed when "the enrollment approaches 10,000." Mr. Martin says

it will certainly be started much sooner than* that; it ia badly needed

even now.

This problem is all old stuff to the University. In the pnst, as

now, stop-gap measures were adopted when conditions became too

pressing. The Commons extension strikes us as such a measure. It

will help, certainly, but it won't eliminate the problem. Is this to be

the pattern for the future, then ? Must we always have to be pushed

to the limit before something is done to ease the situation? Must fa-

cilities invariably lag behind the need just because that has always

been the case in the past? Why dont they get started on that new

Commons this year, BBPORE our backs are to the wall again? What a

morale booster adequate dining facilities would be!

Editor's Mailbox
a matter of common sense

In the October 9 issue of the Collegian, we com-

muters were stringently criticized for the low per-

centage of votes that were cast in Wednesday's

election. It was even suggested that the number of

our representatives be diminished. I would like to

point out several important reasons why the author

of that statement did not think, in my opinion, be-

fore he spoke.

The commuters, the editorial admits, were en-

titled to the four senators by the method agreed

upon by the Student Senate. But, according to the

author, these four senators were only representing

forty people, or so he would have us believe. Granted,

those who did not vote did not live up to their duty,

but they are still entitled to representation under

our constitution. These senators aren't just repre-

senting forty people, but the entire body of com-

muters. Those who didn't vote just sacrificed their

right to choose these people, they did not sacrifice

their right to these representatives.

It should also be pointed out why some of the

commuters didn't vote:

There ware four seats to be filled, but only four

candidates. Each candidate actually only needed

one vote (his own would do) to be elected. The

commuter, actually had a "Russian" ballot . . .

everyone was going to be elected. The fact that

there was no contest caused apathy on the part of

the commuters. When I registered for my ballot, I

almost handed it back when I discovered that my

vote really meant nothing. The only reason that

did vote, was because I had the ballot and figured

that I might just as well fill it in. I checked off all

four names. When I had finished, I had that won-

derful (?) feeling of knowing that my vote had

made the* difference (?)•

How many of you that did vote knew the candi-

date as more than "the fellow who knocked on my

door and asked for my vote." Yet, you expect us to

use a "Russian ballot" to elect people who many

of us have never seen.

You criticize us for not voting, I chastize most

of you for voting for someone whose qualifications

you didn't know. I reprimand you for voting for

someone who knocked on your door; I rebuke you

for giving your vote just because "he has a nice

sounding name" or, bee-use "Joe told me he's a nice

guy." At least you had a choice. Did you use it

properly? If you didn't you should hang your head

in shame for criticizing us who had no choice, when

you so terribly abused your right by voting thus.

I do not. condone the action or inaction of my

fellow commuters, I think they should hang their

heads also; but, I dislike the idea of anyone even

suggesting that my constitutional right (of four

senators) be jeopardized, especially whni he (or she)

has not seen the true picture.

One of the forty who did vote,

Ravmond Leo Blain '63

a resignation from futility

I have submitted my resignation from the Stu-

dent Senate. To you, my constituents, I give these

reasons for my actions:

After being in the Senate for over a year, T feel

that I can put my time to better use in some organ-

ization other than the Student Senate. The main rea-

son for this is that in the end the Senate accom-

plishes nothing that could not be replaced by a quali-

fied person to allot funds and a simple suggestion

box to air student grievances.

The major function of the Senate is the allot-

ment of the Student Activity Tax funds to the va-

rious student organizations. But the Senate as a

whole is uninformed; except in very rare cases, the

individual has no way of knowing what is on the

agenda until he is in the meeting and then It is too

late to do any research on the matter; so he just

accepts the word of others in making his final deci-

sions. This leads to the conclusion that paid quali-

fied help operating under South College could make

more intelligent allocations of the student funds

than the Senate.

In many cases the senators are elected by very

few people who do not know or care about the in-

dividual's qualifications for the job. Then after the

novelty of being a senator has worn off members be-

gin to forget their duties as committeemen. When

the committee chairmen try to have work done by

the members, the excuses are readily forthcoming,

so in the long run, if the job is to be done at all,

the chairman Is the one to do it.

To top this off, along aboiit the middle of the

year meeting attendance starts to fall off. And when

the all important meetings to allocate funds for the

budgets of student organizations come around, the

Senate President is hard pressed to just get a

quorum of the members present.

The end result is that the Student Senate be-

comes a colony of drones, supported by relatively

few workers. Rather than be associated any longer

with this group, I have submitted my resignation.

David Mrai

The Campus Beat
by ERNIE MANDER '60

Supposing I should get caught

in there?

What do you think this is, some

run of the mill plan? I've worked

this out down to the last detail.

You'll just be one of the flock.

Incidentally, a whole flock of Phi

Eta Sigma's will be meeting at

the coming regional conference.

Plans will be formulated at the

meeting tonight in the Norfolk

Room of the S.U.

Then why don't you put on the

sheepskin and I'll wait out here

for you.

Look, Clod, we agreed that

you'd be the one to crawl in the

pen. The ram will think you're

new stock and come after you.

Lead him out the gate and I'll

grab him and throw him in the

trunk.

Why can't we use a fake ram

for our float?

What do you want, a winner or

an also-ram? We're up against

stiff competition, Wheeler, Arnold

and all the rest. Even the Com-

muters are getting together for

the homecoming parade. Anyone

interested in helping out check

the bulletin board in the games

area of the S.U.

Before I do it, give me that

phone number of that girl.

Okay, Capital 4-9793.

How do you make a capital

four?

Get going and "Don't go near

the Water." If you don't know

why, see it tomorrow night at

the S.U.

What if I should run into gome

wild animal in there?

In a sheep pen? Don't be

ridiculous.

Well. I know a missionary who

was lost in Africa and he came

across a lion. He was so terrified

he knelt down to pray for deliv-

erence. Then he looked over and

saw the lion down on his knees

praying too.

I would have thanked the lion

THE
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for that.

He did. He said "Thank you
brother lion for joining me in a
word of prayer." So the lion said

"Don't interrupt me while I'm

saying Grace."

I checked my watch. Clod had
been gone an hour. That reminded
me to fill out my hour plan and
turn it in to the Index Office. Any
other senior who hasn't done this

should immediately. I could hear

h'./i milling around among the

animals. I thought to myself

about the meeting of the Animal
Husbandry Club tonight at Bow-
ditch Lodge. Dr. William Colby
of the Agronomy Dept. is the

speaker. His topic, "Getting more
mileage out of the inch-worm."

I also planned to attend the

lecture by President Mather to-

morrow at 7:30 in the Public

Health Auditorium. He will speak

on "The Campus and the State".

Set-ups will not be provided.

Shad, get ready, here we come.

Nice work, Clod. But it's a

scraggly looking ram. It almost

looks like Chief Blasko dressed in

a sheepskin.

"You're under arrest."
For: Monday Paper

copy due 12 Noon Saturday

Wednesday Paper
copy due 4 p.m. Monday

Friday Paper

copy due 4 p.m. Wednesday

SENIOR PICTURES
Anyone who has not filled

out and turned in an hour
schedule for Senior Pictures

for the INDEX, please turn

one in immediately at the

INDEX office. Picture sittings

begin Monday.

Table Tennis

Supplies

A. J. Hastings,

INCORPORATED

NEWSDEALER & STATIONER

AMHERST, MASS.

-Visit the-

Quonset
Club
FOOD SERVED

From 4:00-11:00

Sunday 1:00-11:00

Homecoming . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

nounced.

The rally will start at ap-

proximately 8:30 in back of the

Union. A huge bonfire, built by

the Maroon Key, will be featured.

Virginia Anderson *61, Home-

coming Queen, will be Riven an

engraved trophy by Richard J.

Davis, p r e s i d e n t-elect of the

Alumni Assoc, and gene**] man-

ager of New Hampshire Tel. &
Tel. Flowers will also be given to

the Queen and her court.

The speaking program will con-

sist of Provost Shannon BfeCune,

Director of Athletics Warren Mc-

Guirk, Coach Charles O'Rourke

and Captain Ralph Maloney.

Miss Anderson will also be hon-

ored at halftime of tho game with

Rhode Island Saturday when Gov.

Foster Furcolo will officially

crown her as Queen with a floral

bouquet.

Thus far 40 floats have been

registered for the parade. The

themes of the floats are centered

around the football game.

The Redmen Marching Band,

Precisionettes, cheerleaders and

the Queen and court will lead the

parade.

The order of the rest of the

caravan, starting at the Cage:

1. SAE—Ram For Ramses

2 Chi Omega—Smoke 'Em Out

3. Thatcher—Clam The Rams
4. TKE
5. Gamma Chi — Trump Those

Rams
6. Kappa Sig — High Hopes of

R.I.

7. Baker—Redmen Victory Ban-

quet

8. PSD—Swamp 'Em Redmen
9. Knowlton—Put 'Em In Orbit

10. Theta Chi

11. Dwight — Baby Dwight Says

Burp 'Em
12. ASP—Shoot For Victory

13. Arnold—Star-tie Them
14. Phi Sig

15. PSK- Emulsify R.I.

16. Mary Lyons—Big Tipple

(Dear ^Aunt [Ruthi*
Dear Aunt Ruthie,

Th<- other night I met a girl at

a dance and she seemed to like

me. I asked if I could sec her

again and she seemed to like the

idea. She gave me her name and

her address and I went to see her

today. But I cannot seem to find

her at the dorm she told me she

WANTED:
College Students to

work week-ends on

Dairy Farm i n

Hadley. Must be ex-

perienced in all

phases of Dairy

farming.

ALLARDS FARM

JU 41 SO. MAPLE ST.

4-8446 HADLEY

17. KAT— It's Off To Win We
Go

18. Sig Ep—Flatten 'Em

19. Hamlin—Sacrifice The Rams
For Victory"

20. AEPi
21. Van Meter—High Hopes

22. Commuters—Run 'Em Over

23. KKG-Like Man—Kero Whack
'Em

24. ATG—High Hopes

25. Lewis — Nice Try, Little

Rhody
26. LCA — They'll Never Break

This Dam
27. Amherst Religious Council

28. PDN—Get 'Em In Dutch

29. Butterfield—Ramnik LXIX
30. Leach — Burn 'Em at The

Stake

31. PMD—Put 'Em In Orbit

82, Sigma Kappa—Kruschfy 'Em

33. QTV—Boil 'Em

34. SDT—Give Then An Eiffl

35. Chadboume—Low Hopes

35. Pi Phi—We're Expecting Vic-

tory

37. TEP—Dam The Ram
38. Crabtree—We Shall Win
39. AGR—Heads We Win

40. Independent — B.E.E.R.—

D.D.S.

Any either groups who have

floats not listed should contact

Hal Lane at Sig Ep as soon as

possible.

The Float Parade and Rally

Committee consists of Hal Lane

'60 chairman, Dick Bresciani '60

publicity, Don Croteau '61 co-

ordinator, Dick Draper '60 music,

Chet Goguen '62 bonfire and set

up, Betty Banford '62 posters.

ie..

lived at, and no dorm here has her

listed as a resident. Also, her

name doesn't seem to be in the

mugbook. Where do you think I

can find her? I'm sure she seemed

to like me.

Signed,

Desperate

Dear Desperate,

This seems like a case of Cin-

derella, except she left no glaaa

slipper. Maybe she is a "working

girl" in disguise, in which case

she is doing a job on you. Better

get out your "snow" shovel,

"prince", and forget her; she is

no princess.

Sympathetically yours,

Aunt Ruthie

Contract

Bridge
by BARBARA DUBIS *61

North

S 853 2

H 10 9

D Q 8 5 3

C 7 64
EastWest

S

John Jay, (R) internationally

famous Ski Photographer, author

and commentator, will present his

latest movie, "White Flight," at

Greenfield Hi^h School Friday

night at 8 p.m.

Highlights of the show include:

Peter Estin making a non-stop

descent—on one ski; Fred Iselin

and Anderl Molteter swooping

over Aspen canyon walls; a Snake

Dance on skis; the '58 FIS
World Ski Meet; and a 10 mile

chase down through deep powder

behind Otto Brand, Swiss wedeln

expert.

Jay, a Phi Beta Kappa at Wil-

liams College and a Rhodes

Scholar, won a "Little Oscar" in

1940 for his ski movies. His wife,

Lois, an "outstanding sportswom-

an" at Mt. Holyoke College, is

also an expert photographer.

The Jays were Official U.S.

Olympic Photographers and have

also produced technicolor shorts

for Warner Brothers.

Author of Skiing the Ameri-

cas, member of Explorers Club,

and a Director of California's

Mammoth Mountain Inn Corp.,

Jay lives in Williamstown, Mass.

The show is sponsored by the

Greenfield Chamber of Commerce.

Admission is $1.50 tax included,

Student (under 18) 75 cents.

John Jay
NARRATES

'White Flight'
Greenfield High School Auditorium

Friday, October 16 — 8:00 P.M.

Tickots in Amherst - Call Alpine 3-7601

H A3
D A742
C A K Q J 8 5 2

South

S KQ964
H Q 7 5

D K 10 9

C 9 3

Bidding

S A J 10 7

3 K J 8642
D J 6

C 10

1C
3C
4NT
5NT
6H
Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

1H
3H
5D
6D
Pass

Pass

IS

3S
Pass

Pass
Double

West, realizing that the con-

tract must be played in a suit,

decided that the major suit of-

fered the best scoring possibili-

ties. The 4NT convention is the

Blackwood Convention and shows

that a 7 bid is unlikely, missing

two kings.

The opening lead by South is

the SK and Declarer takes his

SA. Declarer then led his HJ and

South covers with the HQ and

declarer wins with the HA. He
then leads the H3 from dummy
to the HK and the H10 falls mak-
ing his H8 good to draw out

South's seven. The contract is

then cold as declarer leads his C10
to dummy's CJ and runs 5 clubs

tricks discarding his spades and

diamonds. The contract thus

makes seven.

This contract can be set by an
opening diamond lead which

creates transportation problems

and can set the bid. This hand can

only be played in slam at a heart

contract since NT and clubs

create too many transportation

problems and can easily be set.

College Placement . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

Not only does the Annual list

possibilities of employment, but

it gives tips on all aspects of

prospective job hunting. Help is

offered in self-analysis and ways
to use the placement bureau, as

well as special advice to the work-
ing women.

LOST <S FOUND
Lost: Green trench coat with

red lining in Chemistry Building.

If found contact Nancy Warren,
207 Lewis House, AL 3-9273.

Lost: Class ring with initials

J.A.M. in or around the Student

Union. If found contact Richard

Field, lod Van Meter.

—FOR SALE—
1950 DODGE, 4-Dr Sedan

Good Condition-$ 175.00

Call Cam Uajar, AL 3-5856
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FUMBLES PROVE TO BE FATAL; HUSKIES WIN 26-0
Seven fumbles cost the Redmen

an important victory over UConn

last Saturday. UMass played good

ball with both McCormick and

Conway clicking at the quarter-

back slot.

The game started when the

Redmen kicked off to UConn.

The Huskies could not move the

ball, and punted.

The Redmen drive was stopped,

however, on the Huskies' 15-yard

line.

This was the most serious

I "Mass threat, for during the sec-

ond half, seven fumbles prevented

any Redmen scoring.

Excluding the fumbling, how-

p\*er, the Redmen played great

ball.

Close Enough Buster

The Redmen played a good defensive game against the Huskies.

Here, Roger Benvenuti is set to tackle UConn's left halfback, Bill

Minnerly, while Jerry Cullen is holding off O'Connell.

Precisionettes
by JUDY JARVELA *62

The Precision, ttes made their

second appearance of this year,

la>t Saturday, at the UMass-

L'Oonn game.
They made an impressive en-

trance as they marched on to the

field and were greeted by a thun-

derous applause from both

schools. The WTIC radio an-

nouncer said: "These Precision-

ettes are really something to be-

hold."

At half-time, after the field had

cleared of football players, the

Precisionettes and the Redmen
Band marched in from opposite

ends of the field.

First, they saluted U. of Mass;

then U. of Connecticut. They took

their positions on the 40 yd. line

and went through their various

formations.

Then, facing Connecticut, they

performed, for the second time

this year, their new innovation,

the 8-l-o-w motion salute.

After the band played Mr.

Football, they did a staggered

form of the slow motion salute.

The timing was perfect, and their

hand movements were graceful.

Then, they faced the U.Mass.

spectators and, with the band,

they marched off the field, end-

ing an enjoyable halftime per-

formance.

Frosh Lose To B.U.
by BEN GORDON 62

The UMass frosh gridmen tost

their first game, 24-7, to an air-

borne Boston University squad

last Saturday at Boston.

Although this seems to be quite

a large margin, the score is de-

ceiving.

UMass looked like the- better

team on the ground, completely

stopping the B.U. ground game,

but the B.U. passing offensive,

which scored 320 yards, told the

tale.

At the end of the first half the

score stood at 7-6. in favor of

UMass, our tally coming on a 23

yard run by halfback Pete

Schindler. George Pleau kicked

the extra point.

B.U. Goes Ahead in 3rd

In the third quarter B.U. took

to the air and went ahead, 12-7.

The UMass frosh then drove to

the B.U. 3-yard line, but failed

to carry the ball over for the T.D.

B.U. scored again early in the

fourth quarter. With seconds to

go in the game, UMass fumbled

on its own 1-yard line. B.U. took

over and scored in the last play

of the game.

Coach Dick MacPherson was

pleased with. his team's showing,

and attributes the UMass inef-

fectiveness against B.U.'s passing

game to a lack of emphasis on

pass defense coaching.

Many players did outstanding

work in Saturday's game. Half-

back Pete Schindler, and ends

Paul Majeski and Frank Golden

ran very well. Centers Tim Nevils

and Tom Kirby played well, and

Matt Collins, the number 2 full-

back, looked very good on defense.

The team's next game will be

at home against Brown, next

Friday at 2:00 p.m. Brown lost

last Friday to a powerful Dart-

mouth team, 20-6, and should be

a challenge to UMass.

We 're Coming Bill

UMass began to move the ball

well with quarterback Jack Con-

way connecting with Benvenuti

for a beautiful 43-yard pass play

to the Huskies' 20-yard line.

A series of cleverly executed

bootleg plays by Conway moved

the ball deeper into Husky ter-

ritory despite a 15-yard penalty.

John McCormick, in 22 pass at-

tempts, completed 11 for a total

of 102 yards. Jack Conway also

played well, with 60 yards for

three out of four passes.

Although the boys played their

hearts out, they couldn't overcome I

the fumbling, and that cost them

the game.

INTRAMURALS
Wednesday, Oct. 14

6:30 Brutes vs. Maroons

Commandos vs. Braves

7:30 Bombers vs. Bums
Wheeler vs. Adams

Officials—Bogen, Knight, Per-

kins, Caldwell.

Thursday, Oct. 15

6:30 PSD vs. KS; PMD vs. ATG
7:30 LCA vs. TKE; AEP vs. TC
Officials—Grutchfield, Laugh

nane, Sabin, Howes.

Billy Reynolds played well throughout the UConn game, and is

shown here stopping the Huskie halfback, Bill Minnerly, after he

had carried for a 53 yard run. Cullen and Eger arc coming on, but

it/doesn't look as if Bill needs help.

HU C»«»»«•

Sociology
Spin a platter . . . have some chatter . .

.

and sip that real great taste of Coke.

Sure, you can have a party without

Coca-Cola—but who wants to!

hi. nk

(m£%

lottlsd under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

C«<s-Cola ••ttllng Cm «f Northampton, Northampton, Mast.

Facts 'n Figures
by DICK BRESCIANI '60

For the first time this season the Redmen will be favorites when

they take the field Saturday to entertain the always-pesky Rhode Is-

land Rams in the Homecoming Weekend feature attraction.

This should be the day that UMass will get back on the winning

trail. It should be ... but that doesn't mean it will. Games are won

on the field and not in a newspaper column.

On paper the Redmen are as good as any team in the Conference,

including UConn. But there seems to be something missing. Maybe

it's the same type of apathy that pervades the entire campus.

It can't he said that the players don't want to win. Every athlete

wants to win. Rut some want to win more than others, and give just

that little extra that often means the difference between winning and

losing.

Saturday 1'Mass outplayed UConn throughout the first half, but

still trailed, 8-0. Yet it was clear that the Redmen could still win.

However the drutie change in the caliber of play exhibited by the

im in the second half was clearly evident.

Midway through the third period a Rhode Island scout in the

press box remarked, "UMass doesn't want to play anymore . . . they're

quitting. I\e never seen a Mass. team that didn't quit." This was a

harsh statement, one that anyone connected with UMass sports should

take to heart. ,

A team that could overcome an 18-6 deficit against UNH in the

final game last year, then start this year with the thrilling eome-from-

behind victory against Maine and score 22 points in the final period

at Harvard can't be called "quitters."

Yet the real "desire" appears to be missing. A small word that

can turn an ordinary player into a superlative one when the big mo-

ment in the game arrives. Will the "desire" come from winning some

games? Thaf remains to be seen. But the rough portion of the sched-

ule is over, except for B.U., and UMass should win four of the five

final games.

Certainly the best way to start is with a convincing pasting of

Rhody this week. This can be the happiest Homecoming since 1954,

when the Redmen defeated UConn, 20-13. That was our last Home-
coming victory. Rhode Island has defeated us sev*>n times in a row.

It's time for the worm to turn. Eleven hungry Redmen warriors

\ should go all out to tear Rhody apart and cram abominable words
like "quit" down the throats of certain football scouts.

Soccer
by BILL LENNON '61

UConn's powerful soccermen

romped over a hapless Redmen

eleven at Storrs Saturday morn-

ing. The shirt-sleeved fans, en-

joying Dad's Day at the Univer-

sity, watched the Huskies over-

come a one-point deficit and win

9-1.

The Redmen hooters, hoping for

an upset, scored Brst as Nicholas

Bazos capitalized on a penalty

shot in the first quarter.

UConn, rudely awakened, re-

taliated by scoring nine times

while blanking their neighbors

from the North.

The alumni returning for

Homecoming this weekend will

not have the opportunity to see

the soccer team in action. The

Redmen will play, however, when

they invade Trinity Friday after-

noon.

""NOTICE A
The first meeting of the Gym-

nastics Club *fll be held this

Thursday, Oet.\15, at 5:00 p.m. in

room 10 of th\e Men's Physical

Education Bulling. Everybody

interested in Oymnastica is in-

vited.

"n4)TICE B
Both freshjtaan and varsity bas-

ketball pmuctice will begin on

Thursday, V)ctober 15th, at the

cage. Frosh) practice is from 4-6,

and varaiyy from 7-0 p.m.

EMERGENCY NOTICE
An emergency meeting of the

International Weekend Committee

will be/ held Thursday evening at

7 p.m/ It is imperative that all

committee members be present.

HOMECOMING

GRADUATE

or ALUMNUS?

See p. 2
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FALL THEME FESTS
POSTPONED BY IFC

LARRY RAYNER, News Editor

The Interfraternity Council
Wednesday voted to postpone the

fraternity theme parties compe-

tition until next semester.

The motion was brought up at

the Council of Committees meet-

ing by IFC Social Chairman Clark

Lennon (TKE) and passed by a

vote of 14-7 after a brief dis-

cussion. Lennon recommended the

motion on the grounds that the

social chairmen of the fraterni-

ties unanimously agreed that

"there is not enough time between

now and November 7, the date

set for the parties, to set up a

completely fair, effective method

of judging the theme parties."

After being passed by the Coun-

cil of Committees, the motion

went before the Fraternity presi-

dents.

Elliot Sohmer (TEP), IFC

secretary, agreed with sponsor

Lennon saying that, "if the judges

don't have a specific criterion for

judging the parties, the newer,

brick houses have an advantage."

He also pointed out that "if we
arc going to give points for these

parties, we should be fair about

it."

Bill Starkweather, adviser to

the IFC, charged that the Social

chairmen of the frats were "miss-

ing the whole point of the theme
parties. They are supposed to

highlight the social parties of the

fraternities. The only reason that

points are awarded is to guaran-

tee that all the fraternities will

participate. "The theme parties,"

he continued, "would give the fra-

ternities the much needed boost

in the arm socially."

Asked if the parties couldn't

be scheduled later in the semester,

(Continued on page 10)

Resignation Of Dave Mraz
Causes Furor In Senate

Amherst Bicentennial
Starts Saturday
by MONETTA WRONSKI '63

The town of Amherst will be-

girt its 200th anniversary celebra-

tion Saturday. Festivities are

scheduled from Oct. 17 to the

25th, honoring many of the com-

munity's distinguished members,

among them the poet, Emily

Dickinson, the lexicographer,

Noah Webster, the modern poet,

Robert Frost, Senator Stuart

Symington, now of Missouri, and

Adm Jerauld Wright, Command-
er-in-Chief of the U. S. Atlantic

fleet

October 17 has been designated

as Univ. of Mass. Day. Sen. Sym-
ington and Adm. Wright will re-

ceive honorary degrees at the

Homecoming Day convocation,

with Sen. Symington as the main

speaker. Also participating in the

event will be Sidney Waugh,
American sculptor.

Amherst was founded in 1759

and named for the British gen-

eral. Lord Jeffery Amherst, for

whom Amherst College is also

named.

A schedule of the week's events

is as follows:

Oct. 16—UMass float parade

Oct. 17—Univ. of Mass. Day
Oct. 18—Churches Day
Oct. 19—Agriculture Day
Oct. 20—Town Government
Oct. 21—Arts Day (dedication of

Robert Frost room at

Jones Library)

Oct. 22—Schools Day
Oct. 24—Amherst College Day
Oct. 25—Bicentennial Parade

A furor over the resignation

of Senator Dave Mraz '61 high-

lighted Wednesday night's Senate

meeting. Earlier fn the day Mraz's

resignation had been published in

the Collegian. It goes into effect

November 3.

When asked by Senator Dennis

Twohig '61 why he set Nov. 3 as

the date of resignation, Mraz re-

plied, "Being election chairman I

decided it wouldn't be very nice

to duck out the night before

Freshmen elections and shirk res-

ponsibility." He was referring to

the primary elections for officers

of the Class of '63, to be held on

Thursday, October 22, and the

regular election scheduled for the

following' Thursday.

Twohig then spoke against ac-

cepting the resignation. "I don't

respect him for what he did and

will not accept his resignation. I

hope nobody in this room does,"

declared Twohig, "What he did

was in bad taste."

In defense of Mraz, Sen. Joe

Patten '62 said, "I think a motion

of censure is entirely out of place.

Mraz has worked hard for the

Senate. If the Sepat< can't stand

public criticism, it ie apparently

very weak." Commented Sen.

Jack Knight '60, "If the Univer

ALAN FINKLESTEIN '61

sity president can do it, so can

Mraz."

Mraz, speaking in his own be-

half, said, "During the past year

I've worked hard to raise the

standing of the Senate in the eyes

of the student body. I put the let-

ter in the Collegian to let the

student body know just what goes

on here." The motion for censure

was defeated and a motion was

made to accept the resignation

with deep regret. Stated Senator

Knowlton, "I can see no reason

for regret. I cannot see that his

action is in any way going to help

the situation."

Senate Pres. Bob Zelis '60 re-

linquished his chair to Vice-presi-

dent Twohig and added, "I don't

regret it either. Last year was
the best year in the history of

the Student Senate, no thanks to

Senator Mraz."

Answered Mraz, "I don't recall

when I've ever heard such slander

on the Senate floor." The resigna-

tion was finally accepted with no

stipulations.

Later the Senate appropriated

$12 for three subscriptions to the

Massachusetts Review, two to be

placed in the library, and one in

the S.U. reading room.

"If the University ^resident

can do it, so can MrnxV*

This Month We Honor
Tammy Ide Class Of '60

A much-honored coed from
Shrewsbury, Mass., Tammy Ide,

president of Mortarboard, has

taken an active part in campus
activities. Corresponding secre-

tary of Pi Beta Phi and a past

member of the Scrolls, Concert
Band, Senate, and Precisionettes,

Tammy has worked on the Winter
Carnival Committeee and is co-

chairman of this year's Senior

Class Night. In her four years at

the University, she has also par-

ticipated in the SWAP Confer-
ence and the Christian Associa-

tion, being on CA's newspaper

Parking Banned
In SU Area

The campus police department

has announced special parking

regulations for the Homecoming
Weekend.
According to the announcement

there will be no parking allowed

in front of the Student Union or

on the North side of Machmer
hall. A portion of North lot (in

the rear of Draper Hall) will

and program committee.

In answer to what she thought
was the greatest improvement at

the Univeristy this year, Tammy
said: "It is difficult to select one
specific event as the greatest im-
provement this year. However,
the winning of the pay raises for

the faculty and the opening of
the new addition to the library

are. two factors which will great-
ly increase the prestige of the
University."

Tammy's future plans include
publishing and Library Science.

Former Collegian Editor

Lectures On Journalism
An address by Mr. Robie May-

nard, '50. a Collegian editor 10

years ago and now Editor of the

Ware River News, highlighted

the 4th Annual reunion sponsored

by the Press Club today.

Tickets for tomorrow's game
with Rhode Island were distri-

buted to 30 alumni in the field

of journalism by the Journalism

Homecoming Committee.

The committee consists of Dick

Bresciani '60, President of Press

Club, Richard MacLeod '60, Exe-

cutive Editor of the Collegian,

Richard Page, Director Sports

Relations, and Arthur Musgrave,

Professor of English and Journa-

lism.

Following the game, the alum-

ni newsmen will attend a recep-

tion at the home of Professor

Musgrave in North Amherst.

The Press Club was founded

here in 1936. Members include

(Continued on page 9)

ROBIE MAYNARD '50

also be closed.

The announcement emphasized

that this ban applies to all cars

regardless of whether they would

ordinarily be allowed to park in

these areas. Full cooperation has

been requested in the face of the

heavy traffic expected.

HOMECOMING PROGRAM
Friday, October 16

7:30 p.m. Float Parade, Bmfire, Presentation of Homecoming Queen

and Her Court

Saturday. October 17

9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Alumni Registration—Memorial Hall

10:00 a.m 12:00 Noon Campus Bus Tours

—

1:00 p.m.- 4:16 p.m. Leave from Student Union
10:00 a.m. ANNUAL MEETING, ASSOCIATE ALUMNI—AUDI-

TORIUM, MEMORIAL HALLt
ll.*00 a.m. Convocation—Main Speaker: Senator Stuart Symington of

Missouri

12:15 p.m .1.00 p.m. Homecoming Luncheon — Ballroom, Student

Union

2:00 p.m. Massachusetts vs. Rhode Island — Alumni Field

Halftime: Gov. Fureolo to crown Queen
8:00-12:00 p.m. Informal Dance — Student Union. Pay at the door

—$1,25 per couple

tOpen to All Alumni

UMass Grads
Top The Field

Of Research
by CAROL ROONEY '60

Alumni havo shown the Uni-
versity to *; Ov.i*w.... .i hi

science education in New Eng-
land and the nation.

In a survey published in 1951,
by Science, a magazine that ranks
colleges and universities on the
number of graduates, per 1,000
undergraduates, to receive Ph.D.
degrees and listings in American
Men of Science, the University of

Massachusetts ranked fifth in the
nation and first in New England
—proof of the high quality of
undergraduate training.

Students here at the Univer-
sity may major and earn a mas-
ter's degree in every department
in science and a doctorate pro-

gram is available in chemistry,

zoology, botany, bacteriology, en-

tomology, agronomy, food science,

food technology, plant pathology,

and poultry science. There is cur-

rently over $1,000,000 for re-

search in the various depart-

ments, from the Atomic Energy
Commission, the National Science

Foundation, the United States

Public Health Service and others.

The Chemistry department is

one of the largest at the gradu-
ate and undergraduate levels. Dr.

Richard S. Stein of the faculty

is internationally famous in high
polymer chemistry. He is one of

the many engaged in research in

addition to teaching duties.

We were the first college,

(1899), to organize courses in

entomology leading to the M.S.
and Ph.D. degrees. Dr. Charles
Alexander, formerly with the de-

partment, brought attention to

the university as he is world
known and an authority on crane
flies. Graduates of the Entomol-
ogy department have taken emi-
nent positions in their field in

over 30 foreign countries and in

43 states.

Botany is another science in

which UMass. has proved a lead-

er in education. Our graduates
have gone on to head botany de-

partments in universities such at
the University of Illinois, Michi-

(Continutd on page 7)
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HOMECOMING 59
Graduate or Alumnus?
Massachusetts Agricultural College,

Alumni Bulletin-Sept, 192U:

Freshmen enrollment—178.

University of Massachusetts,

Massachusetts Alumnus—Sept., 1959:

^ Freshmen enrollment—1650.

What a change in 35 years! The status

of the University has altered considerably in

this relatively short period, not only because

of the huge class enrollment but because of

the changes within the University itself. In

this thriving scholastic community we find

an ever increasing need for the loyalty and

devotion of the all-important Alumni.

There is a distinct difference in the defi-

nitions of a graduate and an alumnus. A
'graduate' is interested in his educational

institution only while he is attending it. An
'alumnus' shows interest in his educational

institution after graduation.

This Homecoming, the Alumni are the

former students who take an active part in

the Aiuir. :

! realization and pride in their

Alma Mater. Many have made noteworthy

achievements: Dr. Joel Goldthwait '85, the

oldest alumnus (according to the Alumni of-

fice) ; Louis Lyons '18, head of Harvard's

Nieman Foundation for Journalism and this

year's winner of the Freedom Foundation's

medal: William Manchester '46, recipient of

a Guggenheim Fellowship for fiction, author

of a recent book on the Rockefeller family;

Shirley Upton Drew '31, head of the Michi-

gan Child Study Foundation ; Dr. Alton Gus-

tafson '26, recipient of a Science Faculty Fel-

lowship Giant from the National Science

Foundation; Conrad Wirth '23, chosen as one

of the top ten career daeB in the Federal Gov-

ernment for 1959; Murray Lincoln '11, head

Of the CARE organization.

There are many ways that an alumnus

can work toward the improvement of his

Alma Mater. Most Important is the economic

and moral support of the Alumni organiza-

tion. Many schools are largely aided by alum-

ni for financial support. An alumni organiz-

ation helps students through its various sub-

divisions; among these, scholarship boards,

job placement, and guidance.

The continued loyalty of the Alumni

group immeasurably strengthens the pro-

gressive thinking which is so important to

the survival of any educational institution.

Successful Alumni serve as an inspiration to

the students and also to each other.

It is the responsibility of each member
of the University, past or present, to make
the decision .... Will 1 l>e a graduate or an

alumnus? What better time to make this de-

cision than now . . . Homecoming 1959.

Sandra Bagg
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When The Floats

Go Marching By
by AL I.ITO "•"

Everyone is writing about

the big Homecoming Week-

end with the floats and the

rallies and the book-burning

and everything, but many of

you are still unclear as to

what actually takes place.

First out come the mothers

and fathers with all the kids.

One of these cherubs will

sunn open his mouth and say

eetly to his mother,

•Mommy, Mommy, if da

floats don't come pretty soon,

I'm gonna "yell and scream and kick you in the teeth like

last year!" Right away the mother has formed an intense

dislike for the float parade. Wait, we .mven't even started

tV tr i« • • • *

The floats are not in sight because they have all ar-

rived at North Hadley Road at the same time from 12 dif-

ferent directions. Horns are blowing, people are screaming

and singing IFC and Pan Hoi national anthems: everyone

is still in the process of banging nails into the fingers of

those who have been so foolish as to volunteer to hold to-

gether two by fours—and in the midst of this happy may-
hem, nine red-coated gentlemen with tired blood are crying.

And back in the sedate little hamlet of Amherst, 100

children are kicking their respective mothers in the teeth.

A duck-tailed youth in a motorcycle jacket turns to a

companion who is carving his initials in the palm of his

hand ....

'Hey, Mario, get da tomatoes ready; dem floats is com-

Editor's Note
We wish fn thank nil those, both on the COLLB-

<aw staff and guni BfiitHNltPfi, who assisted in

producing thin special Homecoming Issue of the

COLLET.IAN.
R.M.

in

At this point, the floats are proceeding, down Amity
Street when the inevitable occurs. Someone in the parade

screams, "Argh, it's raining, it's raining!" and throws him-

.">eii under the wheels of the nearest trailer,

Rain—the enemy of flout, parades, You don't have to

be in the business to know what rain does to paper card-

board and balsa wood.

With thp rain comet h the other annual incidents.

Screaming kids accompanied by amazingly large dogs at-

tack the flank of the parade. Automobiles overheat and

steam in the middle of $ very wet North F'leRsant Street.

I las stations become unusually busy, and many retailers un-

doubtedly feel that maybe it would not have been such a

bad idea to have stayed open for the night.
i

Someone spreads a filthy rumor that the judges are

standing in front of Barsie'a so every group does its ut-

most in front of Barsie's- the floats do tricks; everybody

sings, dances, throws candy to the kids—and the people in

front, of Barsie's love it, but the people in front of Barsie's

aren't the judges. The judges Bfe standing two blocks far-

ther down the road—and they want to go home.

people that this traitor would be con-

• 11; we will ho victorious against thp

KASSEM: DEAD OR ALIVE
lv VIRGIL DIXON

Two weeks ;iro there wer< report! of tin- cold hearted assassina-

tions by Iraq] Premier Abdul Karirt Kassem. Th<- tables have now

tamed, bast week in Baghdad, the capitol of this Middle Eastern na-

tion, an unknown assassin tried to dratv Hie curtains on Ka«pm'« Mf*>

He failed miserably, on!) Inflicting the Premier with superficial

wounds. Kassem was so well by late Wednesday that he made a radio

announcement (Muring th*

quered. He proclaimed: "I

traitors and criminals"

Ho tJsO explained! "I am pledged to Odd to serve this country

and not let any foreignei interfere." Hy fofei^MfUj I wonder if he

mean- tftOM that arc n.>1 .«t th, \,-ab world or those who are hut are

n disagreement with their Arab brothers.

NenetJieleee, Immediate result! in Baghdad included a curfew on

the <ity and a clampdown on all evening activities in an attempt to

halt large gathering* with possible riotous intent. Troops and military

trucks w.'ie used for night patrol.

This is the first, time in Ka^.-m's fifteen-month reign as premier

that the shoe has been on the other foot. It has been his hand on the

trigger that has gained him th,. imputation of a cool triggerman in pol-

itical assassination-. Kassem'a orders have benefited Kassem but not

the people.

This may be the beginning of a change in the Kassem manner
of giitmn what he wants Perhaps he will realize soon — before

another om> of his assassinations—that the downtrodden may shift

the balance in their own favor

OFF THE RECORDS
by VKKN PKRO '«»

Thanks to a writer named John Ounther many

of us have b.en taken on carefully documented trips

"inside" many of the most important countries in

the world today. Recently, thanks to the people at

th.' Verve recording company, a great many of us

have taken another kind of very interesting trip, a

trip inside Shelley Berman.

Herman's style in presenting comic monologues

has been subjected to analysis and criticism by

everyone from Mort Sahl to television critics across

the country. Someone, somewhere, may have hit

upon the correct interpretation of his talent, but

critics seldom agree with one another on it.

One school of thought on the subject contends

that Shelley is a "method actor" who has turned his

talents to a field which has never before received

this treatment. That these talents do exist and are

diversified is seldom, if ever, denied. Shelley walks

onto a stage, sits down on a stool, and with no other

props makes you feel and see the actions he de-

scribes. The visual part of his act, the facial ex-

pressions, the motions of the hands, are for the most

part supplementary, and need not be seen in order

to derive full satisfaction from the act.

For example, in several of his routines he talks

to unseen friends on an imaginary telephone and his

facial expressions merely add to the mood of curio-

sity, disgust, embarrassment, anger or the like which

he represents equally well with his voice, We never

hear what the person on the other end of the line

is saying, but because we have all had somewhat

similar experiences, or have imagined such experi-

ences we can easily fill in the gaps. This brings us

to another related school of thought on the nature

of his humor and its success.

In the first place, Shelley's material is related

to everyday experiences, to the things about us

which we see every day and yet do not really see.

He takes these experiences and shows us the humor
in them, humor which was there all along, but which

must be interpreted to be appreciated.

Take, for example, his monologue on commercial

airlines, airplanes, and flying. Those of us who fly

commercially probably accept the propaganda say-

ing that flying is THE SAFEST WAY TO TRAVEL.
We are given signed statements by happy users of

the airline's services, endorsements signed by scads

of famous people, pamphlets describing the bless-

ings of sjteed and convenience, arriving early and

staying late, comfort and luxury. There is no humor
here at all, until Shelley describes his arrival at an

airline terminal, and his realization that there is a

booming business selling life insurance He then

COmei out with a classic statement: "I may be sure

of arriving safely, but there must be a serloUS douW
in somebody's mind as to whether or not I'm going

to arrive safely."

Another common experience with is given the

Berman treatment Is "the morning after the night

before" Ever happen to you? Then you'll probably

enjoy hearing Shelley describe it, especially when

he begs the Alka Seltzer not to fizz. Several of the

eian who auditioned this record with me said,

"Sounds familiar", and it does. This is most likely

another reason for Shelley's success.

Whatever the correct analysis of the style of

Shelley Berman, the fact the Verve recording, IN-

SIDE SHELLEY HERMAN, has been on the best-

selling album charts across the country, often in the

top ten, for many weeks now shows that it presents

Herman in I very favorable light. I like it, but then,

too, maybe I'm a bit prejudiced since his cousin, who
happens te be » friend Of mine, was on this campus
recently. Small world isn't it?
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In a Very Minor Key
by PAT WARD '61

I just read a sentence in a bacteriology book
which said, "In a casual conversation it is more con-

venient to refer to the causative agent of tuber-
culosis as the tubercle bacillus than as Mycobacteri-
um tuberculosis."

I don't know what kind of casual conversations
bacteriologists have, but I know darn well what
would happen if I went around referring to the
tubercle bacillus in my casual conversations. Every-
one would think I was crazy, that's what.

In my circle, bacteria are snubbed and ignored,
and it's no use any book trying to make them so-

cially acceptable. They're not, they're not, and no-
body is going to fool me into getting familiar with
Mycobacterium tuberculosis by telling me to go
ahead and call it tubercle bacillus. I just won't do
it!

1

v

I

Welcome JxLumni

JLetter ftrom Partis
Welcome to all Alumni, especially Alumnae!

We hope you'll find time to stroll about the women's area in the

north part of campus. Nine dormitories, including two opened this

September, are the colloge homes of 1500 women students. Nearest the

Commons is Mary Lyon House, named in honor of Massachusetts'

gnat woman educator. North of it is Dwight House which honors a

beloved friend of the University, Mrs. William Dwight of Holyoke.

The dorms are similar to our others with one pleasing change in lounge

furniture to Danish Modern.

"Integration" of all four classes in each dorm is now a well-ac-

cepted policy, especially popular with our 705 Freshman girls who

appreciate the presence of friendly, helpful upperclassmen. Two

Scrolls in each House are guiding an improved "Big Sister" program

this year.

The dorm area is enhanced by the Women's Physical Education

Building which opened a year ago. Its activities have given women

students a wonderful boost in morale, recreational swimming and Co-

Rec Nights being particularly popular. Over Columbus Day Weekend

the Naiads were hostesses to women student and faculty delegates

from colleges throughout the eastern half of the U.S. at a Conference

on Synchronized Swimming. It was a delight to look in on open ses-

sions in the pool where great skill and creative artistic ability was

displayed.

One milestone this year is the formation of a new Scholastic

Honor Society for Freshman Women. Twenty-one women of the Class

of '62 met the required grade-average of 3.5 or better! They have

elected as President, Irene Tyminski, pre-med major from Chicopee,

and as Faculty Adviser. Miss Leonta Horrigan of the English De-

partment. Their purpose is to aid and motivate Freshmen to high

scholastic endeavor. They have been approved by the Council of Alpha

Lambda Delta and look forward to their installation as a chapter of

this well-known National Scholastic Honor Society.

There are increasing reasons for being proud of your Alma Mater.

Keep in touch and keep working with all of us to make it better than

ever.
• Good wishes always,

Helen Curtis

Dean of Women

JLetter ft ULcCfUtrkrom
<y,

Dear Alumni:

On behalf of the Division of Physical Education and the Depart-

ment of Athletics I would like to take this opportunity to welcome

all our alumni and guests who arc on campus for another Fall Home-

coming weekend.

Perhaps this is the first time in several years that some of you

have had the opportunity to return to your alma mater, and I'm sure

you are amazed at the many changes that meet your eyes.

The Division of Physical Education and Department of Athletics

have been going through a transition period which we feel will result.

very shortly in a well rounded total quality program.

Facility-wise our Women's Physical Education Building on the

North end of campus is one of the finest such edifices in the country

The Men's Physical Education Building which will be located West of

our Curry Hicks Building is in the blue print stage and we hope it will

be a reality within a few years. Seventeen acres of new fields on the

western boundary of campus have just been turned over to the division

and are being used for class instruction as well as team practice areas.

The Master Plan indicates that our present Alumni Field will be

aeed for more housing apartments as well as a site for the School of

Business and it is apparent that we will be moving our football play-

ing facilities closer to the relocated Route 116 within the next two

years.

We are very proud of the fact that our intercollegiate program,

which embraces varsity and freshman competition in fifteen sports, is

the most comprehensive of any of the New England land grant uni-

versities. In addition our intramural program is growing each year

and only limited facilities at the moment restrict this phase of our

program from being even more complete. Revisions and changes in

our curriculum have helped bolster our physical education major pro-

gram and in addition we are now offering a major in recreation leader-

ship.

We are in the third year of our recently adopted athletic policy

and we are beginning to move upward in the final standings in our

Yankee Conference competition.

It is very evident to us who are close to the scene that definite

progress is being made in many facets of your University which are

just beginning to show We trust you will continue to favor us with

your support and we know that you will have every reason to he proud

of your University as we continue to grow and move forward.

Cordially yours,

Warren P. McGuirk
Director of Athletics and Head,

Division of Physical Education

University of Massachusetts

Alumni Active

In Undergrad
Activities
One of the most important as-

pects of work done by the Associ-

ate Alumni on campus is the

sponsoring and guidance of under-

graduate activities. Through the

Student Contact .Committee, the

Alumni Association is able to

bring to the undergraduates a full

explanation of its program and

to establish a working liaison

with various undergraduate or-

ganizations.

In the window of the Univer-

sity Store, you will see a display

made up by the Student Contact

Committee which is composed of

students from various areas of

the campus. There is a large

map of the United States show-

ing a distribution of graduates

from the University along with

pictures of some of the distin-

guished graduates and their vari-

ous occupations. This display not

only emphasizes Alumni activities

off campus but also displays

graphically the undergraduate

activities to which the Alumni

have made contributions. The
Annual Spring Arts Festival is an

outstanding example. In addition

to scholarships, the Association

strives to obtain funds for fel-

lowships, academic chairs, and

will next year begin a series of

distinguished lectures to be

known as the Mi

in honor of thr

have died in the

country.

JLetter ftrom TTiather

Alumni Office Set

As Information Center

Welcome Home Alumni

!

In the midst of change and recognizing the challenge of

the space age in which we live, your Alma Mater welcomes

you back to Amherst and fhe campus of your state univer-

sity. I am sure that in the future you will all be vitally in-

terested in maintaining your personal allegiance and sup-

port of the development and progress of this institution. To
defend and improve its standards will always be the respon-

sibility of every graduate as well as the future faculty and

administration. You have a stake in the reputation of your

degree that will last throughout your life. In these beautiful

and inspiring environs may you renew your faith and

strengthen your support.

Cordially yours,

J. Paul Mather
President

Very few people realize the

scope of activity of the Alumni

Office. One of the services which

the Alumni Office offers is to

provide names, addresses and oc-

cupations of all graduates, as

wall as those who attended and

did not graduate from the Uni-

versity who want to be active

in the Association activities. The
names ot nearly 13,000 people

who attended the University at

some time are on file in the

offices of Memorial Hall. The pur-

>rial Lectures

Alumni who
vice for their

UM Makes
First Leap
There were many flushed, ex-

cited faces around Orange Air-

port last weekend as the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts Sport
Parachute Club began its opera-

tion. On Saturday a total of 12

fledgling skydivers took the long
step for the first time with sev-

eral members jumping twice.

Unfortunately Sunday and
Monday the Skydiving operation

was weathered out, according to

club president and jutnpm aster
Dana Smith. Smith also noted

that he and field officer Elsworth
Getchel managed to put out Gil

Sears, '60, a married student and
Ed Harvey, '61, early Sunday
morning before the weather
moved in. Monday was devoted

to chute packing, pre-jump train-

ing and the relating of old jump
stories over cups of coffee.

The University of Massachu-
setts Sport Parachute Club met
Wednesday, Oct. 14, in Machmer
E-17 at 7:00-9:00 P.M. to discuss

future operations, the buying of

a complete jump outfit, and to

hear the personal jump histories

of the students who leaped into

the sky last weekend.

Two women students, Treasur-

er Sandy Hill and Linda Frissell,

were ready and waiting to make
their first parachute jump, hav-

ing completed all pre-jump train-

ing and parachute indoctrination,

but were unable to perform be-

cause of inclement weather con-

ditions, mainly high winds Mon-

day. Parachuting operations will

continue next weekend, weather

permitting; and as many begin-

ners as possible will be put out.

JLetter ftrom diookiop ins
To the Alumni

:

My greetings to you and certainly a hearty welcome

back are the principle parts of this letter. You will see many
changes—even we do when we go to Boston for a day. Hope-

fully, each addition is a good one and needed. Lood at the

men's dorms, for instance— if you haven't been back for

five years you'll see a whole complex of new ones. (Kappa

Sigma even claims the one in their front yard is their addi-

tion! We'll see!)

There are two of us in the office now. William H. Burk-

hardt, Jr., joined me in January 1958 and is administering

the dorms which are equipped, for the most part, with

Housemothers. Among other duties, he runs the I.D. card

business, works with "Red" on parking and traffic, and

quite nicely handles his share of the paper burden of the

office.

My major concerns are, as usual, counseling, frater-

nities and their activities, concern for male students in gen-

eral. I see some of the girls, too, and that makes life inter-

esting.

Enjoy your visit and eomo often.

Sincerely yours,

Robert S. Hopkins, Jr.

Dean of Men

Associate Alumni Plans

Ahead To 1960—Monetarily
The Associate Alumni plans a

very active fund-raising cam

puign in 1960. They hope to more

than double the results of 1959's

FUND Drive which showed a

total of $37,953.41.

Mr. Evan V. Johnston. Execu-

tive Director, who took over the

• September first of this year

expr sses optimism at attaining

this goal and points out that

there are several factors indi-

cating that it can be done. There

has been a definite increase in

Alumni interest over the past

few years. This is especially

noticeahle since the rectal Legis-

lative battle concerning increased

•hers' salaries. The Asseciat ion

hopes to capitalize on this

interest in school activities.

Salaries are not the only area

on campus that need both in-

creased financial support and

moral hacking hy the Alumni.

The Associate Alumni is also in

its last year of financial support

from the Commonwealth. Begin-

ing in 19f>0, part of the Execu-

tive Director's salary will no

longer come from the State and

the organization will then have

a more distinct identity. Mr.

Johnston and the officers of the

Association feel that the effects

of this move will be salutary and

permit the organization to pro-

vide a vastly improved program

of support.

The Alumni Office plans a

program to increase the produc-

tive activity of Alumni clubs

throughout the country. A num-
ber of scholarships are offered

each year to undergraduates, but

it is Mr. Johnston's feeling that

there is much more that can be

done throughout the various

clube in the way of providing

funds for scholarships, fellow-

ships and events of interest on

campus, such as the annual Arts

Festival which is Alumni
supported.

pose of maintaing this list is not

only to keep track of potential

donors to 'he Alumni fund,

hut also to provide the Univer-

sity with ties to those who

studied here and to have avail-

able a list of people in almost

every imaginable job category.

This latter service, of course,

is invaluable in the field of place-

ment and career guidance. The

now growing University Alumni

has been greatly expanded since

World War II.

The constant flow of informa-

tion from the Alumni office to

the Alumni results in a consider-

able amount of work. All items

of interest to Alumni are in-

cluded in the Class Notes, a

section of the quarterly publica-

tion published by the Alumni
Office. This has proven to be one

of the most interesting portions

of the magazine, as it provides

old grads with a link to the

University.
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Deminoff
Active In

Alumni News
by STEVE DOUNELIIS '60

Graduating from a pamphlet-

type bulletin to its present mag-

azine form is the Massachusetts

Alumnus, edited by Mr. William

Deminoff, the director of News
and Publications at the Univer-

sity, who serves in his spare

time as its editor.

Mr. Deminoff received his B.A.

from the University of Massa-

chusetts in 1952 and is currently

completing his dissertation for a

Ph.D. in English at Brown Uni-

versity where he received his

M.A.
Before coming to the Univer-

sity, Mr. Deminoff was an in-

structor in the English depart-

ment at Brown University. When
he came here in 1957 as an in-

structor in English, he became

BILL DEMINOFF

editor of the Massachusetts

Alumnus, and in February 1959

was appointed Director of News

and Publications at UMass.

He is married to the former

Elizabeth Anne Jackson of War-

wick, R.I, a 1953 graduate of

Pembroke College, who serves

as his chief assistant in prepar-

ing the Alumnus for publication.

They have one child, Anne

Louise, 3, a "freshman" at the

UM Nursery School.

As a student at the University

In 1951-2, Mr. Deminoff, discour-

aged at the lack of needed phys-

ical facilities, sought for ways to

do something about it and found

his medium in the Class Gif;

Committee which gave funds to

the alumni organization express-

ly for the production of a bul-

letin to be sent to all alumni.

The issue that came out, with

Mr. Deminoff as student editor,

was an appeal to all alumni to

recognize and aid their univer-

sity in its growth—not only in

number of students, but in the

establishment of necessary facil-

ities. It is through this medium
that the dreams of 1952 became
realities in 1959—the Student

Union, Machmer Hall, the Sci-

ence Center and the Liberal Arts

Building.

The alumni magazine was
brought up to professional stand-

ards by Bob McCartney '41, who
became editor of the Bulletin

shortly after the publication of

this "enlightening" issue. After

his departure, the editorship was
passed on to Walter Whittum,
'25, on a pro tern basis.

Now, under Mr. Deminoff, the

Massachusetts Alumnus is a 32-

page magazine published quar-

terly by the Associate Alumnf or-

ganization. It is divided into a

Class Notes Section, Sports Sec-

tion, Alumnuscope and an Exec-

utive Director's Page. This year

the iftagazine will be distributed

(Continued on page 6)
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Points We Are Proud Of

Mr. Johnston

Heads Alumni
First Year
The purpose of the Associate

Alumni is* to help the University

in its overall program, both on

campus and off." These words

were spoken this past week by

Evan Johnston, the new Execu-

tive Director of the organization,

to explain the purpose for the

group's existence.

Specifically, the Associate Al-

umni, housed in Mem Hall, func-

tions in two major areas: finan-

cial and public relations.

With the interest on the War
Memorial Fund the organization

hopes to bring distinguished lec-

turers to this campus from all

over the country. This program,
however, won't go into effect for

some time, partly because some
lecturers must be booked more
than a year in advance.

EVAN JOHNSTON

3k
Old

(^rad

Bear with him! Things aren't what they used to be in the good

old days when he and his slim companions (those stoutish men there

pointing and recalling old scenes are some of them) walked here under

these elms, sat in these lecture halls, laughed, sang, drank at the

founts of knowledge.

Professors were men of stature in his day—queer, some of them

to be sure—but able, learned men. The old grad wishes he'd made

more of them. And courses of study, they were better, too. Somehow
men themselves were better; a more gifted class of men than his

never went out into the world; judges, surgeons, presidents, managers,

two or three millionaires.

If you let down your guard, the old grad will be quick to tell

you tales about them . . . "Ever hear how Art Whiffenpoof—he's one of

the trustees now—got the cow upon the dormitory roof . .
.?" (The un-

dergraduate who did such a thing today would be regarded as a luna-

tic.) But it's a classic in the old grad's mind. He'll also tell. you what a

quarterback they had . . . "ran 90 yards, .~tc, against Yale . .
" what

a ball team, glee club, president . . . "one of ^he soundest educators

of his day . .
." An old fogie, really, who cried in his soup.

But where the old grad really hits his peak is at the alumni ban-

quet in the gym. There with his classmates this respected man, civic

and business leader, pillar of the church, will put on a paper hat, blow

a bazoo and prance around the tables with a shining face giving his

old class cheer . .

.

What an old fool I

But no! No; you're wrong. There in a few golden hours he has

succeeded in recapturing the glorious days of youth, the halcyon days

when one of his chief worries was how to keep his hair from falling

out.

Bear with him. The poor fetlow's respite is so brief. Tomorrow
he'll be back at his glass-topped desk facing diminishing returns, the

dough he's lost on account of the OPA, strikes, lack of materials, and

a dozen other woes. And in no fit condition to confront them!

"The principle of the Fund

will be used in developing Mem
Hall into a fine alumni center,"

stated Johnston. The building

came into existence in the early

twenties as a memorial to University graduates killed in the First

World War. A campaign to raise funds to enlarge the building fell

short of its goal, and no large scale expansion was carried out.

The Associate Alumni works through alumni clubs in various

communities to further public relations and stimulate interest in the

University.

"One of the biggest worries of the Associate Alumni is to bolster

its club program," Johnston commented.
• "I go to meetings taking someone from the University (for ex-

ample, President Mather, Provost McCune, or Secretary Gillespie) to

bring the University to them and get them interested in the school

and its undergraduate activities."

As Executive Director of the Associate Alumni, Johnston sees

that the policies of the Board of

Directors are carried out. "I like

my job very much," he comment-
ed, adding that this is primarily

a fund raising job, for which he
has had

1

previous experience, as

Director of Development at

(Continued on page 6)

if FRIDAY NITES *
8-12 P.M.

"DIXIE TO DANCE BY"
with the

JAZZ DOCTORS
-FEATURING-

Oil Roberts, Banjo

•t th«

HATFIELD CLUB
HATHEID - 4 Mi. Abov» M.mp

"Come As You Are"
NO COVER - NO MINIMUM

—FOR SALE—
1950 DODGE, 4-Dr. Sedan

Good Condition—$175.00

Call Cam leger, AL 3-5856

-Visit the-

Quonset
Club
FOOD SERVED

From 4:00-11 00

Sunday 1:00-11:00

(Editorial from the Providence Journal-Bulletin . .

Freddie Bartlett 'U to the Alumni Bulletin, July 1946.)

§«nt by

John Jay
NARRATES

'White Flight'
Greenfield High School Auditorium

Friday. October 16 — 8:00 P.M.

Tickets in Amhertt - Cell ALplne 3-7601

The Lone Sentinel- -- Who Remembers?

A solitary sentinel stands a silent watch over a deserted campus. This is the center of campus as

viewed through the eyes of the past. This picture was taken before the turn of the century when
the university was still an infant.

No Longer Alone---
Who remembers "Old North" the site of the 'C Store, an infamous

den of inequity. It is but one of the many old buildings that had
to make way for the building program on campus.

The New Era---

Above is seen the transformation that has taken place over the years. Now Old Chapel no longer

stands alone. The Student Union, Goodell Library, Memorial Hall, and the Cage keep her company.

Building Buildings

Bigger Better

—

The building program continues

as the new Liberal Arts Build-

ing gets the finishing touches.

The building in the background

is Goodell Library. It is the

beginning of an era.

THE

Q CLUB
Route 9 - 'Hamp Rd.

—offers—

DANCING on

Tues.—Thurs,—Fri.

Sot.: All-Girl Orch.

Sun.: Concert Time

We Cater to Private Parties

and Offer Spacious Facilities

Yes, Old North is gone now, but this modern classroom building

has replaced the old girl. Machmer Hall, completed in 1957, has
been serving the University for more than 2 years. Nobody even
misses the 'C store now.

WANTED:
College Students to

work week-ends on

Dairy Farm i n

Hadley. Must be ex-

perienced in all

phases of Dairy

farming.

ALLARDS FARM

JU 41 SO. MAPLE ST.

4-8446 HADLEY

a Swingline
Stapler no

bigger than a
pack ofgum!

98«
"*<£>+

(Including
1000 staples)

V***

SWINGLINE "TOT"
Millions now in use. Uncondi-
tionally guaranteed. Makes book
covers, fastens papers, arts and
crafts, mends, tacks, etc. Avail*
able at your college bookstore.

SWINGUNE
'Cub' Sfopltr $1,29

INC.
^ONO ISLAND CITY, NfW VQIK, N. f.
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With The Fraternities

AEPi

With this week's lull in the

football schedule, ABP1 has put

emphasis on the approaching

Homecoming Weekend and the

[PC skits and sing. The social

committee has planned a buffet

dinner after the football game, a

party Saturday night with a jazz

band, and a formal dinner for

the brothers and their dates fol-

lowed by open house on Sunday.

Sing chairman Sid Feldman has

been very pleaaed with the en-

thusiasm and progress of the

rehearsals.

AGR
Under the direction of Howard

Lindsay, we are working on the

float for the parade Friday night.

After the parade there will be an

open house until 11:30. This

Saturday evening there will be a

buffet supper for brothers and

dates, followed by dancing at the

house to a four-piece dance band.

The house extends congratula-

tions to Sam Bowker on his pin-

nine to Martha Frost. Best of

luck!

ALPHA SIG

Things are really humming

around the house now with the

big week-end coming up. Plans

and work are well under way on

the float. The house is also plan-

ning to have a jazz band for

Saturday night's party.

ATG
The brothers have all been

busy the past few days working

hard on the float. Friday night

after the parade the brothers at

PSD and ATG will hold a casual

party. Saturday night there will

be a dress Op party at the house

with a band. Sunday afternoon

we will get together again with

PSD and hold a party for the

alumni and friends of the house.

Aiter losing to TC last week we

have mad.- a lot of changes so

vvatrh out.

KAPPA SIG

Among the events for Home-

coming, KS has planned a buffet

trapper following the game for

the toothers, alumni, and parents

and guests of the brothers. Every-

one is looking forward to an en-

joyable weekend. Many brothers

will be glad to hear that definite

plans have been made concern-

ing the TV set. °ur football team

has made it three in a row.

LAMBDA CHI
Wednesday night Lambda Chi

enjoyed I buffet supper with

Kappa Alpha Theta. Brother Don

Witkoski is kept busy with his

position as drillmaster to the

Precision. 'tt.>. The brothers are

getting ready ftw their fall formal

which will be Nov. 21.

PHI Ml DELTA
I m1 weekend PW Mu enter-

tained our National Treasurer,

.Tack Miller, and his wife. We are

looking forward to Homecoming
with the parade and a party Fri-

day night. Saturday we observe

our sixth year as fraternity on

this carious. In observance we are

planning an anniversary party

and a Sunday buffet supper.

PSD
The "tw.. -toned house" has been

bustling with activity this past

week in preparation for Home-
coming. Dave Hautenen and crew

have done a marvelous job on the

float. Let's hope it's worth all the

effort. Thanks are due to the

lovely young ladies who assisted.

Congratulations to Walt Fujczak

on his election to Tau Beta Pi,

the engineering honor society.

PHI SIG

After much planning the Phi

Sig's have started building their

float. Although simple in design

it embodies an all new theme

by Bob Boulais '62

which promises to be a winner.

Social wise we have an exchange

supper with KAT scheduled for

Wednesday, and a buffet supper

after Saturday's game. On the

sports scene our football team re-

mained idle this week, after beat-

ing QTV 27-0 last Thursday.

QTV
Much work and effort has gone

into QTV's contribution to the

float parade. It appears to be our

best float yet. "Willy" Massing-

ham is our float chairman.

Plans are well under way for

a spectacular Homecoming Week-

end at QTV. Many alumni and

friends are expected for our three

parties, to be climaxed by a

"Night Club" Saturday night

SAE
Finishing touches are being ap-

plied to the float, "Ram for

Ramses". This week a commenda-

tion was received from National

for the fine work of Bob Powers

and Steve Murphy at the National

Convention held this summer.

Steve Allen's success at the world

famous leadership school in Chi-

cago was also mentioned.

All the brothers are looking

forward to the return of numer-

ous alumni for Homecoming.

Congratulations to Tex Tatelli,

our new Fraternity senator on his

recent election.

SIG EP
Homecoming Weekend high-

lights the social calendar at Sig

Ep this weekend. Saturday night

an Alumni Party will be featured

including a banquet, skit, jazz

band, and dancing.

On the sports scene, the "Fly-

ers" continued their winning ways

with a 32-6 victory over TEP in

the IFC Football League.

TEP
TEP is busily preparing for

Homecoming Weekend and the

IFC sing later this month. The

Alumni may find difficulty in

recognizing the chapter house,

for the boys have done a great

job of fixing it up. Many hours

nave also been spent on the float

which promises to be a big hit.

TEP's voices are all tuned up

in preparation for the IFC sing,

and the football team is ready to

rebound from last week's setback.

TKE
This is going to be a very busy

week for the Tekes. Our float,

although our theme hasn't been

turned in, is well under way. This

is the year that we hope to cap-

ture a prize. The brothers have

been working very hard making

the float.

Turning to the sing competi-

tion, we have started rehearsals

and we're looking forward to a

smash hit. «

Thursday we meet LCA for our

third game. The brothers are

hungry for their first win, but

whether we have what it takes is

yet to be seen.

TC
Preparations for the Fraternity

Sing, Skits and for the Home-

coming Float parade are dominat-

ing the scene here this week. Our

football team registered another

win by defeating ATG 27-0, re-

maining undefeated and unscored

upon this season.
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With The Sororities

Deminoff . .

.

(Continued from page i)

much more extensively on cam-

pus for the use of students, fac-

ulty, administration, and heads

of residences. It is hoped by Mr.

Deminoff that future improve-

ments will include an "Alumna

Page" as soon as a woman editor

may be found; opening the mag-

azine to advertising; and more

action shots in the Sports Sec-

tion.

Mr. Deminoff, by being editor

^f the Masmchu setts Alumnus,

has completed a full cycle—as a

student in having a part Tn

founding the magazine and now

as its "regular" editor. His con-

tributions in the past have aid-

ed in the growth of the Univer-

sity community and will continue

to do so in the future with his

effective leadership ability.

Mr. Johnston . .

.

(Continued from pnge k)

Clarke School for the Deaf in

Northampton.

He graduated from the Uni-

versity of Massacbusotts in 1950,

after serving as a Naval air

cadet in World War II. Ho re-

turned to the Navy as a pilot in

the Korean War. In 1953 he took

his post with the Clarke School,

which he held until his recent ap-

pointment as head of the As-

sociate Ah.mni.

In addition to being Executive

Congratulations to all the new

pledges. Oh, and don't forget the

Pan-Hel MUM SALE which will

take place this week-end. Both

U. Mass and U.R.I, colors will be

sold at the gates and the sale

will be sponsored by the Pan-

Hellenic Council. Let's really sup-

port this one. O.K. ? Thanks. That

reminds me you freshmen wom-

en will be interested to hear that

the Pan-Hel Tea will be held a

week from Sunday, Oct. 25 from

3-5. Hope to see you all there!

You will be receiving Pan-Hel

booklets along with questionnaires

on Thursday morning. These must

be filled out by Thursday night

at 10:00 and placed in a box set

aside for that purpose in your

dorm. Commuters may pick theirs

up and pass then! in on Thursday

at the Student Union Lobby

Counter.

CHI O
All in Chi O are really looking

forward to this homecoming

week end for there's certainly

plenty of activity ahead! Of

course we'll hit the float parade

on Friday night and are hoping

to "spark" the judges with our

"Smoke 'Em Out" theme.

We'll have six new pledges

with us too, to add to the fun, for

on Tuesday. October 13, we

pledged Joanne Aijala, Judy

Cochran, and Ellen Murphy of the

class of 1961, and Sandy Glass,

Elaine Hurney, and Janet Parker

of the class of 1962. It looks

great, kids, to see those pins on

you!

This Saturday, we have the an-

nual Mothers* Club meeting and

after, a delicious buffet luncheon

pr. pared by our cook, Mrs. "D".

All of the mothers will really

marvel over our attractive In-

terior, we're sure. Others will be

able to see the "new" house too

because Open House with KKG on

Saturday from 4:30-6:30 is for

all who would like to come. Come

on over, Folks' All except for

freshmen women, that is. Sorry!

In addition . . . Flash! . . .
Bul-

letin, . . . etc. Chi O would like

to thank the Alpha Sigs for help-

ing Mimi Mac Leod celebrate bat

Director of the Associate Alum-

ni, Johnston is an ex-offlcio mem-

ber of the Faculty Senate, a

member of the Athletic Advisory

Council, and Advisor to the Stu-

dent Contact Committee and to

Adelphia, of whkh ho was a

member himself.

by Pat O'Connell '61

birthday last Saturday night.

GAMMA CHI
Tuesday, October 13, in the

lounge of the Women's Physical

Education Building, Gamma Chi

Alpha pledged twelve girls, three

from the class of 1961 and nine

from the class of 1962. They are

as follows:

1961-—Carol Radulski, Barbara

Gateriewictz, and Janet Bal-

loni.

1962—Sallie Gates, Carole Ehnes,

Astra Ozolins, Elizabeth Baldi,

Janet Stewart, Marilyn Fulton.

Jane Hayden, Ruth Henderson,

Mary Ellen Cicchetti.

Over the holiday week-end,

Janet Souza, 1962, was pinned by

Jerry Pinneault, Phi Mu Delta.

Congratulations, kids!*

One of our braver sisters has

taken to the air recently. Linda

Frissell has joined the Parachute

Club. In anticipation of the big

day when she makes her first

jump, Linda has been diligently

practicing counting to 10.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
The Theta's have been busy all

week between preparations for

the float parade and their Open

House Saturday after the Rhode

Island game. Everyone is wel-

come to come down and visit us

from four to six. A jazz band will

entertain and refreshments will

be served. (Sorry, Pan-Hel says

no frosh women in sororities prior

to rushing) A special invitation

is extended to Sigma Phi Ep-

silon to bring our flag with them.

Wednesday evening the Kat's

were invited to a buffet exchange

.supper at Lambda Chi Alpha. It

was a lot of fun for both houses.

Thursday evening we were hap-

py to pledge Mary Jane Stack '62,

and Ruth Ann Brown '61. After a

dessert-coffee hour at the house,

Mac put the new pledges to work

on the float!

Next week Theta is honored to

have a guest from National Head

rpiarters. Mrs. Little, Grand Vice-

President in charge of Finance

of Kappa Alpha Theta, will spend

a few daya with us.

We're pround of Nancy Fried-

enberg . . . Congratulations on

getting the lead in Campus Varie-

ties, Nancy! And before we for-

get, Congratulations to J u d i

Walsh who is pinned to Billy

Burke of Lambda Chi Alpha!

. KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
This week Kappa commemo-

rated the eighty-ninth anniver-

sary of Kappa Kappa Gamma
Fraternity. On October 13, 1870

Kappa Kappa Gamma was found-

ed at Monmouth College. There

are now eighty-eight chapters.

The University of Massachusetts

Chapter was founded locally as

Beta Sigma Chi in 1931 and be-

came Delta Nu Chapter of Kappa

Kappa Gamma in 1942.

On Founder's Day, KKG held

pledging for upperclassmen. The

Kappa's are proud to welcome

their new pledges Gail Anderson,

Sheela Fowler, Betty Lukow and

Lynn Pratt all class of 1962 and

Joan Peterson, a junior.

Wednesday eevning Kappa is

having an exchange supper with

Sig Ep. On Saturday, Kappa and

Chi O are having their annual

Open House together after the

game.
SIGMA DELTA TAU

409 No. Pleasant appears to be

pretty busy this week. The sweet

strains of the "Junk Man" form

a harmonious background for the

float building and party planning.

Any berets found cluttering the

campus will be much appreciated

by "les girls de SDT." Dick Au-

cone and his jazz band will be

the main feature at our Open

House Saturday afternoon.

We welcome as pledges Sandy

Price, Sylvia Kurzburg, Judy

F/.enberg, Gloria Presser, and

Barbara Marsian.

To our new initiates — Con-

gratulations! Gail McCrensky,

Dena Uretsky, Marcia Katseff,

Barbara Hurwitz and Irma

Schwartz.

Most of the sisters of SDT are

still bereaved at the departure of

our CAT. Bob Margil of TEP
offered to care for C-A-T but

C-A-T did not get along with

his D-O-G. If anyone would like

to have a cat, please apply to the

back door of SDT immediately

. . . (She's yours for the asking)

SIGMA KAPPA
Congratulations to Ginger An-

derson — U. Mass Homecoming
Queen for 1959.

Better late than never go our

congratulations to Ellie Clark on
her marriage to Pete Santos
(TC), Joan Skinner on her pin-

ning to Frank Foley (TC) and
Judy Dorman on her engagement
to Ray Chadfield.

Wednesday night at the chap-

ter house ten sophomores were
pledged. The now pledge class in-

cludes Nancy Bollman, Honor
Campbell, Marilyn Clapper, Pat
Howarth, Judy Jarveln, Joanne
Kowalski, Ellie Osley, Jane Ross,
Pat Wood, and Carol Zangrelli.

(Continued on papa 7)

UMass First In Science In New England
(Continued from pnge 1)

building, will house the geology,

The Poll Bearer
gan State, the University of Tex-
as, John Hopkins University,

Brown, Clark, Brandeis, Bow-
doin, and Bennington. The Uni-
versity of Mass. has produced
such famous botanists as Carl

Swanson, George Church, Oswald
Tippo, and Ray Ethan Torrey.

Building operations are under-

way to house the expanding sci-

ence departments. The new
Science Center, an $8,000,000

botany, zoology, and bacteriology
departments, along with the
School of Nursing and the West-
ern Massachusetts Public Health
Center. The newly enlarged

bert Woodside engaged in cancer

research; Dr. Manley Mandel in

bacteriology investigating the re-

lationship batWeetl bacteria by

their ability to interbreed; Dr. II

.

T. U. Smith, a specialist in sand
Goessmann Chemistry building is dunes and aerial photography in

geology; and Dr. Robert Howard,

a full rime astronomer, has been

app"'nted under the Four-College

Plan. These and many more are

helping to further the University

as a leader in science education.

one of the best facilities in the

east. A fourth building for the

School of Engineering will be

underway soon.

We have such men as Dr. Gil-

On Campus with

>fe§rra]rnan

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf', ''The Man;/
Loves of Dobie (iillis", etc.)

LANGUAGE MADE SIMPLE: NO. 1

In this day of swift international communications, like radio,
television, and the raft, it becomes more and more important
to be solidly grounded in foreign languages. Accordingly, I

have asked the makers of Philip Morris whether I might not
occasionally forego levity in this column and instead use it for

a lesson in language.

"Of course, silly!" chuckled the makers of Philip Morris,
tousling my yellow locks. Oh, grand men they are, just as full

of natural goodness as the cigarettes they make, just as clean
and fresh, just as friendly, just as agreeable to have along in

all times and climes and places. "Of course, fond boy," laughed
the makers and tossed me up and down in a blanket until, giddy
with giggling, I bade them desist, and then we all had basins
of farina and smoked Philip Morrises and sang songs until the
campfire had turned to embers.

For our first lesson in language we will take up French. We
will approach. French in the modern manner—ignoring the
tedious rules of grammar and concentrating instead on idiom.
After all, when we no to France, what does it matter if we can
patM and conjugate'.' What matters is that we .should be able
to speak idiomatic conversational French.

So, for the first exercise, translate the following real, true-to-
life dialogue between two real, true-to-life Frenchmen named
Claude (pronounced Clohd) and Pierre (also pronounced ('lend).

\omhwtkftdttce1.' ,tA*U*?*r7

CLAUDE: (Jood morning, sir. Can you direct me to the
nearest monk*'

PIERRE: I have regret, but I am a stranger here myself.

CLAUDE: Is it that you come from the France?

PIERRE: You have right,

CI.AT 1 )lv I also. Come, let us mount the airplane and return
ourselves to the France.

PIERRE: We must defend from smoking until the airplane

elevates itself.

, CLAUDE: Ah. now it has elevated itself. Will you have a
Philippe Maurice?

PIERRE Mercy.

CLA1 DE: How many years has the small gray cat of the
sick admiral?

PIERRE: She has four years, hut the tall brown dog of the
short blacksmith has only three,

CLAUDE: In the garden of my aunt it makes warm in the
summer and cold in the winter.

PIERRE: What a coincidence! In the garden of eiysun! too!

CLAUDE: Ah, we are landing. Regard how the airplane
depresses itself.

PIERRE: What shall you do in the France''

CLAUDE: 1 shall make a promenade and see various sights

of cultural significance, like the Louvre, the Tomb. >| Napoleon,
and the Eiffel Tower . . . What shall you do?

PI MR RIO: I shall try to pick up the stewardess.

CLAI'DE: Long live the France! © ios» Mu sbuimaa

FA rire /imam/ leu Marlboros et leu Alpines, les cigarettes tres
bonne*, tres agrfables, tres magniffques, et Us sponsor* 4m
cetle column-la.

All this is part of a proud past

and a promising and challenging

future at the University Of Mas-

sachusetts. In the present era of

emphasis on scientific education,

we may well regard UMass. as

an enlightened community.

UM Outing Club

Visits Lake George

Ten members of the outing

club camped on an island with

nearly 300 other outing campers

from the New England area this

past weekend.

"Fall Lake George", an annual

Intercollegiate Outing Club As-

sociation (IOCA) affair sponsored

by Rensselaer Polytechnic In-

stitute, was held at Lake George

in upper New York State. This

year's "Fall Lake George" was

featured with camping, canoeing,

hiking, mountain climbing, square

dancing, singing, swimming, and

water-skiing.

Outing Clubs represented were

UMass, UConn, RPI. Harvard.

Yale, Smith, Mount Holyoke.

Syracuse, Queens. Springfield,

Skidmore, Vassar. MIT, Bontley,

NYU, Bates, Wheaton, Chandler,

University of Virginia, and Mc-

Gill University of Montreal.

Nomination Papers

Ready For Officers

Nomination papers may be ob-

tained from the Dean of Men's

office now and have to be re-

turned on Tuesday, Oct. 20 at

4:30 p.m.

The primary election wil be

held in the Union lobby on Oct.

22 Thursday from 9 until 6 p.m.

The top two winners in the

primaries will run in the final

election to be held on Thursday,
Oct. 29 in the Union lobby from
9 until 6.

The previous Freshman class

had an excellent turnout of 60%
—so let's see if the Class of '63

can do better—100% is the goal.

600 Students Use

Free Bus Service
The free bus service from the

University of Massachusetts to

town and back has been well pa-

tronized, according to W. E. D.

Ward, executive secretary of the

Amherst Chamber of Commerce.
The first weekend, September 18

and 19, approximately fiOO rides

ware taken and on several trips

the bus was overcrowded.

The bus service is sponsored by

the Amherst Chamber and main-

tained by man] of the merchants.

The supporter! at the service have

cards in their windows announc-

ing their participation.

The free bus runs hack and

forth three times an hour for five

hours each Friday and Saturday,

leaving the university every 20

minutes. Fridays the bus runs

from 3:10 to 7:S0 p.m. and Satur

days from 1:10 to 5:80 p.m.

by MEL YOKEN '60

Photos by Joel Tillman '63

Question: Plans for use of Old Chapel at a religions C for all

faiths have bei n under consideration by the chaplains and th. Univer-

sity otlicials. Would y<>" lUpport a religious center like this or would
you rather support a chape] for each of the three denominations?

Larry liuhin 'fit;, Norton. "It would he good
up to sae Old Chapel as a center for all faiths.

Something like this will merit participation. I

the campus isn't big enough for a chapel for each

of the three denominations."

Sandy Williams '61, Attlehoro. "Eaeh religious

group now could not support a chape! of its own.

Someday in the future this could be realised but

not now. Since more religious influence is needed

now on campus, I consider the use of Old Chapel

as a good plan."

Gilbert Ohneaorge '63. Heading. "One chapel for

all faiths is the best plan, with no specific influ-

ence on any one religion. I would support it."

Joe Buron '63, Fall River. "By the use of Old

Chapel as a center for all faiths, I feel this will

be more unified, rather than having 3 separate

chapels. It would be a good idea to bring all the

faiths together."

Steve Murphy '60, Brookline. "We haven't the

facilities now to build 3 separate chapels like

Brandeis has. Using Old Chapel as a center for

all the faiths is a good plan and I would support

it."

Ray Woodis '63, N. Brookfield. "We have the Old
Chapel, so why not use it for this purpose. By
having all the faiths working together, this could

bring out more unity."

WITH THE SORORITIES
(Continued from page 6)

PI BETA PHI
This week's most exciting news

from PiPhi: The pledging of eight

new sophomores. Diane Bernard,

Sandy C""ki!!^h.am, I.vnn F'»l"\

Anne Heden, Debbie Read. Bonny
Scally, Helen Van Keuran. and
1 arol Wojik, are the girls who,

on Tuesday morning were given

their colors in a pre-pledging

bow-pinning ceremony. After the

ceremony, everyone tat down to

a delicious pancake breakfast.

Following pledging, which was
held Tuesday night, the new

pledges were taken to the Hatch

and "treated" by their new sis-

ters.

Maybe you weren't excited on

Sunday afternoon, but Marcia

Frost was. Reason ? She's now
wearing an Alpha (lam pin. Sam
Bowker's. Best Wishes to Marcia,

Congratulations, Sam!
Pi Phi looks more and more

like a crepe-paper factory as each

day draws us closer to Homecom-
ing Week-end! Beav r Coyle and

Kathy Lenkoski, our co-chairmen

for the float, can be heard saying.

"Just keep workin", at all hours

of the day.

Congratulations to Debbie Read
on her being selected a member
of the Queen's Court. This year's

Homecoming Week-end promises

to be a gala affair and "Pi Phi's

Expecting Victory"!

PHI DELTA NU
The Phi Dolts have return -d

from the long week-end. all set

for an even busier week. We had

a very successful house-warming
tea, October 4, 1959, at which
time our newly decorated home
was opened to the campus. Last

week, we also entertained Mrs.

John Kenton and Mrs. Joseph

Mawson, Mrs. Mawson has re-

cently become one of our advisors.

Our Housemother, Mrs. Elliott

Marshal], was hostess to a tea

for Miss Helen Curtis, sorority

housemothers and representatives

of the various faiths.

On October 13, 1959, we wel-

comed three new pledges: Mer-
rilee Atkins, '62, Irene Budrewicz,
T>2, Ann Fitzgerald, 'fi2 and
Judith Selent, '62 and a new sis-

ter, Carolyn Zoia, '62. According
to tradition, the sisters enter-

tained their new pledges at the

Town House in Amherst.
Congratulations to Barbara

Drake, our nominee for Honorary
Colonel of the coming Military

Ball; and to Susan Whitney, '60

who has reecntly become engaged
to Robert Blaine, '60.

Points to ponder—Where was
that loud music coming from last

Thursday afternoon? And. in-

cidentally. Lambda Chi, thanks
for our flag. It was worth sing-

ing for! LTncle Charlie called Fri-

day night! Why-y-y-y-y-y not!

Alumni Publications Spread 'Word'
The main line of communica-

tion between the University and
its Alumni is the ALUMNUS
and its supplementary Newslet-

ter. This year there will be four

issues of the ALUMNUS, ap-

proximately two months apart

with a Newsletter in off months
for a total of eight mailings.

The Editor of these publications,

Mr. William Deminoff. Class of

T>'J, who is also University Editor,

has brought a great amount of

talent into a revitalized and

worthwhile publication. These
magazines and Newsletters de-

scribe not only campus activities

but also events and happenings
of the Alumni in their various

locations throughout the world.

The magazine is sent to all mem-
bers of the Association and dis-

tributed around the campus, es-

tablishing a vital public-relations

link without which we would be
seriously hampered.

In addition to these publica-

tions, the Alumni Office and the

Administration are collaborating

on a Parents .Newsletter which
will go out to the families of
every student on campus, bring-

ing them much closer to the

"University family". This letter

will be a quarterly and will con-

tain many articles of informa-

tion for parents about the activ-

ities of their sons and daughters.
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UM Chorale Opens Singing Season
The University of Massachu-

setts Chorale will give its first

performance next Wednesday,

October 21, in Bowker Auditori-

um. The program, which will be-

gin at eight, will include Cari.s-

simi's Jepthah and a group of

lighter choruses.

On Friday, October 23, at

10:<>(> a.m., the Chorale will sing

before 3000 members of the

Hampden County Teachers' As-

sociation at Springfield Munici-

pal Auditorium. The songs in-

cluded in this program will be:

a chorus from an opera by Han-

del, The Foolish Lover Squanders

His Moments Brief of Joy; Alle-

luia, by Alessando Scarlatti; two

madrigals; Waltzing Matilda, an

Australian folk song; and The

Sinui Warrior, a South African

song on which the University of

Massachusetts' football cheering

song is based.

Carissimi's Jeptfmh contains

sonn- of the most beautiful chor-

uses in the world. It tells the

story of Jepthah, leader of the

Israelites, who vowed to God that

he would sacrifice the first living

creature he sees on returning

home, if he is victorious over the

Ammonites. His daughter greets

him when he returns, and in

beautiful choruses the Israelites

lament her impending sacrifice.

The part of Jepthah will be sung

by Mr. Ethan Stanley, tenor, of

Williston Academy, and Mrs.

Shannon McCune, soprano, will

sing the part of Jepthah's daugh-

ter. Professor boric Alviani will

sing the bass and baritone solos.

Other students who are prepar-

ing solos and ensembles are:

Deanna Tan, graduate student,

Judy Barney, '61, Arlaine Ander-

son, '62, Ann Shutty, '61, Nancy
Ringoen, *63, Barbara Wood, '63,

Steve Allen, '61, and Fred Shotz,

'62.

There will be no admission

charge. We are sure the Chor-

ale's performance will be a me-

morable one.

GIVE
BLOOD

Omar Khayyam writes a new jingle

Old Omar has come up with another corker of a

couplet. Freely translated from the Persian:

It's what's up front that counts

If it hasn't got it there it hasn't got it

True, the lines don't scan. But what

do you expert from a tent-maker—
the perfect rhyme of "Winston tastes

good like a cigarette should"?

We'll admit that something may have

been lost in the translation. But when
it comes to Winston, nothing i>» lost in

the translation of rich, good tobacco

taste. That's because up front of a

pure white filter \^ intton has Kilter-

Blend—a special selection of mild fla-

vorful tobaccos specially processed
for filter smoking.

Winston is designeri to taste good.

Or, as Omar puts it:

The Moving Lighter lights;

and having lit.

Mick; ofT. Then you draw on IT,

\nd hit by bit smoking pleasure

mounts;

With Filter-Blend up front,

Winston's got what counts!

.J,«YN0LD» TOBACCO CO., WIHSTOH-SAICM. K.C.

The Campus Beat
SPOTLIGHTING THE REDMEN
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by JERRY GALLAGHER 62

In honor of Homecoming Week
I devote this column to some of

the illustrious alumni who have
(dis) graced this campus through-
out the years.

2nd Lt. Herbert Lily '42. Faint-

ed and suffered fatal injuries at

the sight of blood! The blood was
caused by an 88 mm. shell that hit

him square in the back.

Kenneth (Blue-Gill) Fishman
'38. Only man to attempt the

Channel Swim underwater! His
body washed ashore a week later.

Irving Wurm '58. Perfected a
new gasoline, on which he drove
his Volkswagen through every
state in the union, on one tank
of gas! However, he did complain
of a flooded engine somewhere
between Los Angeles and Hono-
lulu.

Dr. Kurt VonBierstein '49. Dis-

covered a small box capable of

reproducing every sound of a

symphony orchestra! He calls it

Wunderbox. It is commonly calle I

a radio.

Orville Geranium '36. A bo-

tanist, amazingly crossed a water-

melon with a grape in hope o*f

producing a grape the size of a

watermelon! The results were

equally amazing! A watermelon

the size of a grape.

Mike "Ratty" Kell '61. The
toughest stud nt ever to graduate

from the U. of M., broke a leg

the first time he over stepped on

the gas pedal of a car, and

laughed uproariously! The leg

belonged to an old lady who was
in the way.

Vincent Sap'ente '60. Suffered a

fractured skull, a broken leg, and

a sprained index finger, stepping

on a cigarette butt! It was at the

bottom of an open manhole.

Well enough of this. Let's check

into the activities of their equally

sad contemporaries.

The Outing Club is going on a

"Bike Hike", this Sunday, Oct. 18

to cover the area around Am-
herst. Departure is from Skinner

Parking Lot at 9:00 A.M. All

that is needed is a bicycle and a

noon lunch. In case of rain I

would also advise an umbrella.

The Christian Fellowship Meet-

ing, scheduled for the Plymouth

Room tonight, has moved it's time

back from 7:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M.

due to the float parade. The
speaker will be Miss Gladys

Baines of the Baptist Mid Mis-

sions. All are invited.

A Square Dance will be held

tonight, after the rally, from
8:30-11:15 P.M. in the Main Ball-

room of the S.U. While on the

subject, the Square Dance Club

meets every Wednesday night at

7:00 P.M., so read this and tear

down all those signs they've

got up.

There will bo a Homecoming
Dance tomorrow evening from

from 8-12 P.M. in the S.U. Ball-

room. Admission will be $1.25 per

couple. Music will be provided by
the orchestra of Gus Perfito.

A Music Hour will be held in

(fie S.U. Sunday at 3:00 P.M.

Movies of the UMass-Rhode
Island Game will be shown in the

Council Chambers of the S.U. this

Sunday evening at 7:00 P.M.

Everyone is invited.

Home Economics News
hv RACHEL CAVANAUGH '61

The resenrch department of

Skinner Hall presented the first

of four School of Home Econom-
ics Convocations recently. Doc

tor Anne Wurtz presented the

members of her staff, and each

in turn spoke of their respective

work, primarily baser! on the

study of the vitamin Thiamine.

Frances Richards '60, spoke of

her experience in the research

department this past summer.
The entire program was planned

by Alice Burt '60, and Sally Cut-

let 100.

The membership drive for the

Edna Skinner Home Ec Club is

in full swing under the chairman-

ship of Debby Kinne '61. Dorm
captains are campaigning in all

of the women's dorms and it is

hoped for a 100$ membership
this year.

The executive board o4 the

Home Ec Club held a meeting
last night. Final plans were

drawn up for the Induction cere-

mony which is to be held next

Wednesday night at the conclu-

sion of the membership drive.

The club program for the en-

tire year was derided on, and
Judy Williams V,2 is in charge
• if preparing and distributing in-

dividual programs to faculty and
club members.

Skinner Lounge was the scene

of the first meeting of the Stu-
dent Faculty Relationship Com-
mittee. Plana were made for

adding new members to the com-
mittee, and a list of topics to be

discussed was drawn up. Stu-

IT'S EASY
TO GIVE

dents interested in giving sug-

gestions for relationship im-

provements should bring them to

Dawn Emerson '61, Leach House,

or to any committee member.

LOST & FOUND
$9.00 Taken from wallet. If

anyone has any information con-

cerning $9.00, taken from my
wallet in the upstairs T.V.

Lounge in the S.U., Wednesday
between 4:00 and 5:00, please

contact me right away. I need

this money for expenses. Thank
you.

Louise Kelleher, Dwight M06

* * *

Help Reconcile Roommates. I

lost my roommate's trenchcoat in

the Hatch. I have yours (With the

orange stain and the plaid lin-

ing). Please return my room-
mate'fl (with Zip-in lining.)

Thanks a lot.

Lynn Hutching*, Knowlton 215

Found: Fountain pen at Wom-
en's Athletic Field. Owner con-

tact John G, Young, 322 Wheel-
er.
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Redmen Ravaged Rams
At '51 Homecoming, 40-7

SPORTALK

by PETE TEMPLE '60

The UMass Redmen beat the

Rhode Island Rams in the Home-

eotnlng Day football game in

1051. This, in itself, is no out-

standing accomplishment, except

Uu- the fact that the win has not

been repeated in seven attempts

since.

But eight years ago the Red-

men gave the Rams such a beat-

ing that it will take them many
more years to forget it. In that

T»l contest the UMies rolled to a

10-7 decision.

Took Lead In Four Plays

It took the men from UMass a

mere four plays to get their as-

sault under way. Junior halfback

Gigi Howland capped the first

UMass march by dashing the

final ten yards to the end zone

for the touchdown and the Red-

Maynard . .

.

(Continued front page 1)

students who work as corres-

pondents for newspapers or who

are in journalistic jobs on cam-

pus, members of the Senior

Board of the Collegian and stu-

dents who major in journalism.

Professor Musgrave is the club's

advisor.

Among journalism alumni who

have made recent noteworthy

news are:

Louis M. Lyons '18, Director

of the Nieman Fellowship at

Harvard and News Analyst over

WGBH in Boston, who was this

year's winner of the Freedom

Foundation Medal for his "out-

standing achievement in helping

to bring about a better under-

standing of the American way
of life ..." through his televi-

sion series called "Essentials of

Freedom."

Avrom Romm '48, Managing
Editor of the Middletown (N.Y.)

Daily Record, was the recipient

for his newspaper of the N.W.
Ayer and Son 1959 Award for

the best-looking tabloid-size

newspaper of its class in the

country.

From 1950 until 1955, Mr.

Romm was the alumni repre-

sentative on the Colhginn'a Pub-

lishing . Board, a policy-making

body which moots monthly.

Paul A. Perry '50, education

reporter for the Worcester Tele-

gram has been awarded a Mass
Media Fellowship by the Fund
for Adult Education for a year's

independent study of education

and related subjects at Harvard

University.

Mr. Perry majored in English

at UMass and was an editor of

the Collegian during his under-

graduate years.

AMHERST
CINEMA

-NOW . . . ENDS SAT,-

Alec Guinness

THE SCAPEGOAT'
with B«tte Davi»

-STARTS SUNDAY-

$1 Hit of the Year!

James Stewart

in

OTTO PREMINGER'S

'Anatomy of

A Murder'
with Jam»» W*lch

men led fi-0.

Early in the second quarter
Howland again crossed I he Rhodie
goal line, this time on a one yard
plunge and Don Smith converted
the point after. The two teams
played to a standstill for the re-

mainder of the period, and at

half time the Redmen took away
a 13-0 lead.

The start of the second half

saw a revitalized Rhode Island

team. Marching 72 yards alter

UMass's only punt of the after-

noon, the Rams pulled to within

G points of the Redmen, 13-7, with
six and one half minutes gone in

the third canto.

That was the end of the Rams'
attack. The Eckmen, seemingly in-

furiated by the Rhodie score,

roared back with vengeance.

Howland Scores Third

Howland blasted over for his

third tally of the game with four

minutes left in the stanza and

Smith again booted the extra

point. On the last play of the

quarter the Redmen scored again.

This time halfback Buster Di-

Vincenzo knifed over from the

four and the Redmen moved out

in front 26-7

In the final period the inspired

Redmen could do no wrong. With
quarterback Noel Reebenacker,

later to become a little All-Amer-

ican, at the helm. UMass moved

50 yards in three plays. Reeb

carried for seven, passed 12 yards

to Pyne, then carried over himself

from one yard out. DiVincenzo

split the uprights and the Red-

men were in the van. :\\~.

Unmerciful in th«

Redmen tallied agi

before the final gun.

Redman raced 42 van

five, then bulled over

touchdown. The pi

good and, as the wh
scoreboard read UMi

'M

nik. the

- •(..,„!

irley

to the

for the

after was
e blew, t lie

i 10 UR1 7.

by HAL IH TTON '60

The Rhode Island Rams come to

One Of Redmen's Best

This Homecoming game eight

years ago was one of the best of-

fensive shows ever put on by a

UMass team. The Redmen rolled

up 469 yards on the ground and

another 100 through the air for

a total of 569 yards, and racked

up 26 first downs while register-

ing their devastating win.

Tomorrow the R

take on the Rhod<-

for the Homccomim
peat of the 1951

would be a proper

the returning Alum

n.-n

and

again

Rams
A re-

ormance
orae for

Alumni Field tomorrow afternoon

bent ofl spoiling another UMass
homecoming Two years ago they

turned the trick 28-13. Last fall

tlv Redmen walked all over the

Rami statistically, hut fumbled

away the ball game, 24-8,

Coach Charlie O'Rourke has

never beaten our visitors. Tom
Eck's crew ruled Rhody 40-7 in

1951.

Senior quart rback Roger Pear-

son leads a veteran backfield in-

to tomorrow's clash. Pearson

has been the field general on the

All Yankee Conference team the

paal two seasons. Last year he

picked up 487 yards in four games
to lead the loop in total offense.

Halfback John Rollins and full-

back Bill Poland are well worth

watching. Rollins is the Rams top

ground gainer as well as Pear-

son's favorite aerial target. Po-

land was an all conference selec-

tion two seasons back but was
hampered by injuries most of last

year. A bad ankle has forced him
to see only limited action this fall.

Like Maine, our homecoming
guests have a weak and inexper-

ienced forward Wall. The Redmen
should win their first Homecom-
ing game since 1954 tomorrow.

Saturday Sidelight

Michigan State is bowing out

en its long tradition of allowing

no women in the football press

box.

It came to the showdown stage

when Suzette Ramsey was as-

signed to -ports on the campus
newspaper and promptly an-

nounced she would like to cover

football games.

Sports Publicist Ered Stabley,

who had kept women out of the

press box because they were

"distracting influences" promptly

hacked down, although perhaps

reluctantly, Be said he would lift

the barrier.

Michigan State Athletic Direc-

tor Riggie Munn is in Suzette's

corner. He said. "I'm sure the

Athletic Department won't have

any trouble getting along with

her."

Perhaps we should take notice.

No offense. Vinnv.

WMUA On The Air
WML A will be on hand to

bring the big homecoming clash

to all UMass fans who can't get

to Alumni Field.

Hal Dutton will handle the play

by play while Howie Wilson and

Jim Treleaae fill in with color.

Broadcast time is 1:20.

FBOSH BASKETBALL
Any freshman interested in be-

coming frosh basketball manager,

contact Dave Blais, AL 3-9295, as

soon as possible.

TANG!
New breakfast drink

you can keep in your room!

early ellen: I get up so early

to study that a glass of TANG
tides me over until breakfast. It's

delicious— and wakes you up bet-

ter than a cold shower.

ALWAYS HUNGRY HAL: I'm be-

fore-and -after-meal TANG man.

It really tills in where fraternity

food leaves off. Buy two jars.

Your friends need vitaminC. too

!

LAST MINUTE LOUIE: \ last

TANG and I can make it through

class, .'til 1 have time for break-

fast Fast?-
1

All you have lo do is

add lo old water and

NEW! INSTANT!
Just mix with cold water!

DEAD BEAT DON: I have to put

in a lot of hours on my Lit. But

since I have TANG on my book-

!f it really keeps me going

n through the longest hours.

MORE VITAMIN C

THAN ORANGE JUICE!

A product of Gsnarsl Foort* K tchiint

wanted: Characters and captions for campus TANG-ites (like

ibove). Must relate to TANG. Will pay 825 for every entry used.

GET TANG FOR YOUR

BOOKSHELF SOON

TANG has real wake- up taste,

more vitamin C than fresh or

frozen orange or grapefruit juice.

Plus vitamin A. TANG keeps

without refrigeration so you can

keep TANG right in your room.

r\ddn M: TANG College Contest, Hept.GRM. Post Division. Battle

Creek. Mich (Entries must 1h- postmarked before Dec. ir>. 1689.)
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REDMEN PREPARE TO BURY HATCHET (IN RAMS)
UMass Seeks Second
YanCon Win vs. URI

by VIN BASILE
The Massachusetts Redmen

will go after their second Yankee

Conference win tomorrow, when

they face off against the Univer-

sity of Rhode Island Rams at

Alumni Field, kickoff time

scheduled for 1:30 p.m.

For the Redmen it will be a

matter of do or die if they hope

to win the YanCon crown. Last

Saturday's loss to Connecticut

One of the bright parts of the

Connecticut game was the out-

standing play of the UMass de-

fensive team. Fullback DICK

HOSS. 5'9". 197 pound junior

letterman from Rockland, has

been one of the individual de-

fensive standouts in all of the

games so far this season.

gives UMass a Conference record

of 1 and 1. Rhode Island, with a

record of one loss and one tie

can be eliminated as a threat to

Bean Pot aspirations, along with

Maine, which has a 1-1-2 record

thus far. Both Connecticut and

New Hampshire are undefeated.

Thus, a win tomorrow, while not

guaranteeing a YanCon crown,

will keep the UMass hopes alive.

ROLAND AND DELN1CKAS
STILL OUT

Tomorrow's starting lineup for

the Redmen wit probably be the

same as last week. Still sorely

missed are the services of half-

•62, Sports Editor

backs Tom Delnickas and Bob

Roland. Delnickas will probably

be sidelined for another two

weeks, while Roland will be out

for the remainder of the season.

Both backs were injured in the

Delaware game two weeks ago.

Tomorrow's clash between the

Redmen and the Bears will be

the thirty-fourth meeting of

these two clubs. Rhode Island

has the overwhelming majority

in this series of twenty-one wins

as against ten loses and two ties.

The Redmen's record against

the Rams is the worst it has

compiled against any team.

Charlie O'Rourke's crew will

have three reasons for wanting

to beat Little Rhody. The first

is to keep in contention for the

Bean Pot, the second is a win in

front of what is expected to be

a large alumni homecoming, and

the third reason is to climb up

a notch in the series against the

Rams.
Off The Record

Bad breaks have contributed

to the Redmen's failure to click

after their opening win against

Maine. A little help from Lady

Luck could have spelled the dif-

ference in both the Harvard and

UConn games. Only against

Delaware could it be said the

Redmen were outplayed ... It

is interesting to note here that

in last week's outing, UMass out

played Connecticut all the way.

The proof of this is in the fact

that the Redmen gained over 200

hundred yards rushing during

the first half alone. However,

the failure to hold on to the ball

deep on the Huskies' territory

proved fatal. ^

CONFERENCE GAMES
W L T PF PA

Connecticut 1

New Hampshire 1

Maine 1

Massachusetts 1

Rhode Island

Vermont

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

26

62 7

75 42

21 42

45

14 52

l.i .v_/.

(Continued from page 1)

Don Saari (TKE), President of

thr Fraternity Social Chairmen,

answered that "this (November

7) is the only date this semester

that does not have a major event

scheduled."

Mark Nelson (PSK) pointed out

that the social chairmen know

what the situation is better than

we (IFC) do. "I think -ve should

go along with what they decide,"

he said.

Starkweather suggested that

the parties be held without the

points. Saari said that this was

brought up at the meeting of the

social chairmen and approved un-

animously.

After 20 minutes of heated dis-

cussion, President Tom Campbell

(TC) called for a vote and Len-

non's motion was approved 11-4.

NO POINTS FOR DEBATES
The IFC decided that, after

talking it over with the members

in the houses, that points should

not be awarded for intermural

debates. However, the council is

urging all fraternity members in-

terested in debating to form

teams and participate in the reg-

ular debating program.

AMENDMENT PASSED
An amendment to the IFC by-

laws was passed after a brief

JIM HICKMAN, 165-lb. junior

from Boston, is the fastest man

on the Redman squad. A favor-

ite passing target of Conway's,

Hickman is a dangerous break-

away runner.

X-Countrymen

Win Road Race
by JOE LIPCHITZ '62

Although there were no sched-

uled track meets this past holiday

weekend, both the varsity and

freshmen were busy under the

guise of the University of Massa-

chusetts Track Club.

In Springfield Dick Atkinson

won a 4.6 mile road race with a

time of 25:55. Dick is one of this

year's cross-country co-captains.

This has been his best race of

the year and he has yet to reach

his peak.

In Boston the freshmen and

varsity ran in the South Boston

Road Race which covered a three-

mile course. Here the Redmen
came to life and took home five

trophies, four individual and one

team trophy.
THE RESULTS

1. Reider. Harvard 14:10

2. Hurley. B.C •* :2S

3. Balch*. UMass I* 1"
4. Barron*. UMass UfM
5. Kirkland " :58

6. Hasbrouck*. UMass 14:59

7. LaMarre*. UMass - 14:59

11. Harrington*, UMass

•Trophy winners i

The team trophy winners for

the University v ere Balch, Bar-

ron, Hasbrouck and LaMarre.

It may be Interesting to note

that the freshmen bested those

varsity men that did run in this

race. There has been talk around

the locker room of the freshmen

challenging the sophomores to a

cross-country race, the length of

which would be somewhere be-

tween the Freshmen 2.75 miles

and the varsity 1.5 mile course.

You Think You 've Got Troubles?

This end seems to have problems approaching. The Rhode Island

Rams will also be approaching problems at Alumni Field Satur-

day. Of course, we hope that no RI end gets quite as far as this

fellow did (53 yds.), but, we'll give them their share of ups and

downs.

Forty Freshmen Show Up For
Freshman Hoop Openings

will be dressed for action.

Tashman, Dunham, Conlin, and

Seigal are the only men that have

been awarded scholarships, leav-

ing eleven postions unfilled.

At the end of a short warm-

up session, Coach Zunik addressed

the candidates. He stressed team-

work and determination as the

main factors in a winning team.

At first glance, the candidates

seemed to show a lot of potential,

making the selection of twenty

very difficult. It looks like a good

year for the Frosh.

The freshman basketball team
met for the first time in the cage

on Thursday, Oct. 15. Forty

freshmen turned out to try to

qualify for starting positions.

This year the team will carry

twenty players, of which fifteen

In the opinion of this writer the

freshmen would give the sopho-

mores a run for their money.

This event would probably be on

the same day as the alumni-var-

sity meet that has been in the

planning for some time.

discussion in which Mark Nelson

described the measure as leaving

"too much interpretation to a few

individuals," and Hal Lane (SPE)

said that "this is an unwritten

law which is now being written."

The amendment, which was pro-

posed by Dick Gaberman (AEPi),

reads as follows: "The IFC

Judiciary will have the power to

act if a member fraternity has,

through its actions or negligence,

brought unfavorable criticism

upon the fraternity system."

•

• •years of distinctive wear,

in Arrow Oxford Cloth

Our new Arrows have everything you want

in a shirt—the perfect fitting collar, in favorite

buttondown and other collar styles—quality

"Sanforised" fabric, in white, olids, and classic

stripes—and above all, the oustanding

workmanship typical of Arrow. $5.00.

F. A. Thompson & Son
13 No. Pleasant St. — Amherst, Mass.
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Symington Features

Of Government In

Sen. Stuart Symington of Mis-

souri, speaking at the annual

homecoming convocation at the

University of Massachusetts

Saturday, advocated that the gov-

ernment "open its books to the

American people", to help them

realize the true strength and dan-

ger of our adversaries. He said

that, aside from its physical and

economic strength, America's

greatest asset is its spiritual

strength.

by MONETTA WKONSKl '63

In a private press conference

on the subject of missiles Sen.

Symington stated that overem-

phasis on budget -balancing is

jeopardizing American security.

He listed his opinion of three

prerequisites for peace:

1. The ability to retaliate im-

mediately in case of attack;

1. The enemy's awareness of

this ability;

3. The ability to wage conven-

tional war.

Seen leaving Bowker Auditorium after receiving their Honorary

degrees at the Annual Homecoming Convocation are (left to right):

Sen. Stuart Symington and Adm. Jerauld Wright along with Pro-

vost Shannon McCune.

Provost McCune
To Japan For

Goes
Study

Agricul

radnik,

by SHARON CLARK

Dr. Shannon McCune, Provost

of the University of Massachu-

setts, left Sunday on a trip to

Japan to Study recent develop-

ments in the 1C A- sponsored ex-

change program between the

American institution and Hok-

kaido University in Sapporo.

Japan.

Pr. McCune. a distinguished

geographer and expert on the

Far East, will remain in Japan

for a month. He will meet with

the president and members of the

staff of Hokkaido University and

with U.S. officials in charge of

the International Cooperation Ad-

ministration mission in Japan.

He will also visit sites at Sap-

poro whore projects are being

carried out as part of the ex-

change program.

During part of his stay, he will

meet with officials at the U.S.

Embassy in Tokyo to discuss the

University's role in the program

and to make recommendations for

extending it.

Presently, two members of the

University's College of Agricul-

ture are engaged in research and

development projects at Hokkaido

and eight members of the Japa-

nese institution are attending the

University of Massachusetts. Five

more students are expected soon.

The exchange program was be-

gun in November 1957 after cor-

respondence between the two

schools the previous year.

Hokkaido was established in

1876 by Col. William Smith Clark,

third president of the University

of Mass., and several Japanese
educators, who planned to estab-

lish an agricultural college in

Sapporo modeled after American
agricultural colleges.

In 1956 Pres. Mather, Dean

'63

then of the College of

lire, and Dr. John Zah-

now coordinator for the

project, visited Hokkaido and re-

established ties between the two

schools.

Dr. McCune visited Hokkaido

in the summer of 1957, during a

trip to Japan as chairman of the

American delegation to a regional

conference of the International

„h tl Uiteogra.

After making an extensive geo

graphical field trip in the Hok-

kaido area, he met with the presi-

dent of Hokkaido University to

help lay the groundwork for the

1CA exchange program.

Author of some 90 articles on

geographic, educational, and in-

ternational affairs, and the book

"Korea's Heritage: A Regional

and Social Geography", published

in Tokyo in 195»>

Dr. McCune served as economic

analyst and chief economic intel-

ligence officer for the Board of

Economic Warfare and Foreign

Economic Administration. After

•erring in the Far East he was

awarded the Medal of Freedom
by the President of the United

States.

For his work as a geographer
and analyst in economic geo-

graphy, he was awarded the

Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya
Medal in 1950 by the National

Geographical Society of India.

He has served as deputy direc-

tor for the Far East Program
Division of the Economic Co-

operation Administration and was
acting chief of the special ECA
Technical and Economic Mission
in Indonesia in 1961. Presently he
is a member of the U.S National
Commission on UNESCO.

Dr. McCune has been provost

at the University since 1956. He
current

Mather Hits State House
4Confusion\ Centralization

by DAVID MANLEY 63

President Mather, in a freewheeling, open talk, addressed a small

group at the Public Health Auditorium last Thursday night. In his

speech, which \vr. • sponsored by the Political Science Association,

Mather told the audience that it was the trustees', not the legislature's

right to appoint his successor. He said there was some "confusion"

in the State House about this.

Expressing a concern over the trustees' apparent ignorance of

their rights, Mather *n : d it was the exclusive right of the trustees

to appoint the president, and their choice was not subject to legisla-

tive approval or interference.

President Blather cited the Dartmouth College Supreme Court

case, in which Daniel Webster defined the position of the trastees.

The purpose of President Mather's speech, "The Campus and the

State". was to gi N e an objective analysis of problems stemming from

the relationship between the University and the State.

Mather's chief criticism is the centralization of control in Boston

through a bureaucracy set up by the Executive Branch to govern the

University. He suggested the formation of a governing board which

woufd be more closely attached to the University to offset this cen-

tralization.

He mentioned that a member of the legislature proposed further

centralization by bringing the University back under the direction of

the Commissioner of Education. To this Mather replied: "If that day

ever comes, this University is doomed."

President Mather went on to say, "The state university does not

belong to the legislature; it belongs to the people." He said this idea

was a joke, for the University has always been classified as "just an-

other department" by the legislature.

Mather added that, "If the President disapproves of the state's

mandates, he should resign."

Speaking of the relationship between the University of Massachu-

setts and the state, he told his listeners that the trouble here is the

legislature has never defined our "purposes". Thus the Legislators

think of us in the same category as the other "state mental institu-

tions".

President Mather expressed his dislike for Artiele s-irty-three of

the State'a Constitution which state* that all revenue must be turned

<jr$r to the legislature* "We are the only state university that still

has to do that," he said. "Consequently, the I'niversity has to plead

for salary raises to acquire good professorg."

He also touched upon the subject of pay increases, stating that

"professors are an elite class" who are more deserving of a pay in-

crease than the janitors in the State House.

Analysis

Address
He said it was "too early to

judge" the effectiveness of Soviet

Premier Nikita Khrushchev's visit.

He commented that there was

"nothing new" in Khrushchev's

disarmament plan, but perhaps it

was a good sign that he offered

it.

Unification of the armed forces,

in Symington's opinion, would re-

duce friction and strengthen our

military powers.

Sen. Symington and Adm.

Jerauld Wright, U.S. Atlantic

Fleet Commander, were presented

honorary degrees at the convoca-

tion.

Sen. Symington was b'orn in

Amherst, educated in public

schools in Baltimore, and received

his B.A. degree at Yale after an

honorable discharge from the

Army. He was awarded the Medal

of Merit in 1947 and the Dis-

tinguished Setwice Medal in 1952.

In 1955 he introduced an inter-

national plan for disarmament

which was passed unanimously by

the Senate.

Adm. Wright, also a native of

Amherst, graduated from Anna-

polis in 1917. He has been award-

ed the Distinguished Service

Medal. Legion of Merit, Gold and

Silver Star Medals, and Letter of

Commendation from his Com-
mander-in-chief in the Pacific. He
now resides at the U. S. Na%al

Base in Norfolk, Va.

Musiak Expects Exhibits To Play

Colorful Part At Horticultural Show

Entered n» aerond claaa matter at the port office at Ainherit.
Mate Printed three limn weekly during the academic rear, rt-
eept during vacation and examination periods: twice a week the
week following a vacation or culmination period, or when a
holiday falli within the week. Accepted for mailing under the
authority of the act of March I, 1879. aa amended by the art of
June 11, 1H4.
Subscription price IS 60 per rear: 12 00 per •emaeter
Office Student Union. l'nl» of Masa., Arahernt. Mast.

Member Aaeociated Colle«iate Prea*

patatUaa I flu*., Tuaa , Tbur» * 00 p m

n t I y
serving as

chairman of a

committee to es-

tablish a new
college in the

Connecticut Val-

ley area.

Around 15 student exhibits are

expected at this year's Student

Horticultural Show to be held Oc-

tober 30 to November 1 in the

Physical Education building. The

public is invfted without charge.

Only undergraduates in the Col-

lege of Agriculture are eligible

to enter the competition which

features ea<h awards up to $50.

Each student or group of students

must design and construct his

own exhibit in full scale or

miniature.

The State Department of Agri-

culture is donating $300 in prize

money for the competition. The

money will be distibuted among

the top three winners: formal, in-

formal, modern, naturalistic, and

educational classes. The Massach-

usetts Association of Nurserymen

is donating the $50 for the best

exhibit among all classes.

Heading up the organization of

the 10' x 10', as they are com-

monly called, is Thomas Musiak,

Greenfield, a four-year senior

majoring in landscape operations.

He is also chairman of the inside

information booth.

"Always a colorful part of the

Hort Show, these exhibits often

are a source of inspiration and

discussion for people attending

the show," said Musiak.

Peter Pan Grants

Reduced Rates
by AL FINKELSTEIN '61

A reduced rate for students

taking busses between Boston and

Amherst went into effect this

weekend Students wll be able to

purchase two tickets to Boston

for $0. The previous rate was

$8.25. These tickets will be valid

30 days to or from Boston, and

are transferable.

Since the Peter Pan Bus Lines

extended its service to Amherst
last month, members of the

Senate and C^lhoian have been

working for a reduction of rates.

At a meeting Tuesday night an

agreement with Peter Pieknelly,

vice president of the company,
was finally reached.

Pieknelly said, "We are happy

to make available to students of

the I'niversity dependable bus

service at a reduced rate."

Earlier, Pieknelly said that the

company had no intention of com-

peting with car pools, where stu-

dents pay $2 round trip. He said,

"We could not possibly do that

and stay in business."

The new rates were announced

at the Senate meeting Wednesday
night by Senator Bob Armstrong
'(50. chairman of the Senate Serv-

ices Committee.

"This new service is something

that has been needed by the stu-

dent* here at the University, and

it's now available at a rate with*

in their pocket books." Armstrong
commented,
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REDMEN RAMMED BY STAMPEDING RAMS 30-6

Rollins Bewilders UMASS
In Disappointing Upset

by VIN BASILE
The University of Rhode Is-

land, behind the splendid broken-

field running of halfback John

Rollins, overwhelmed Charlie
O'Rourke's Redmen, 30-6, before

a Homecoming Day crowd of

6500 at Alumni Field.

The loss to the Rams means

an elimination of UMass from

any chance of winning the Bean

Pot Crown.

The only Redman score came

in the second quarter. Senior

halfback Bill Reynolds returned

a Rollins punt 56 yards before

he was stopped on the Ram 29

yard line. Quarterback John Mc-

Cormick then connected with

halfback Jim Hickman for a 29

yard touchdown pass play. Mc-

Cormick's extra point pass was

incomplete.

Despite the lopsided score,

Rhode Island only scored once in

the first half. This came after

one minute and 40 seconds of

the second quarter, when quart-

erback Charlie Vento completed

a 21 yard pass to halfback Dick

Grosz to complete a 60 yard

drive in nine plays.

During the second half, the

Redmen were helpless, while Rol-

lins paced the Rams to an easy

upset

Quarterback Roger Pearson

scored the second marker for

Rhody when he went over from

the one to climax a 66 yard

march.

The next Ram marker came

early in the fourth quarter, when

'62, Sports Editor

fullback Gene Peck scooted ten

yards to pay dirt.

Rhode Island completed its as-

sault when fullback Bill Poland

dashed over from the two, fol-

lowing a 16 yard pass from

Vento to Rollins. Shortly after,

Rollins left the game to the ap-

plause of both Massachusetts

and Rhode Island fans. Rollins

gained 114 yards, while pacing

the Ram offense.

Off The Record

Saturday's game was a dis-

gusting upset for the student

body and the alumni. The loss

eliminated UMass from a chance

to win the YanCon crown, dis-

appointed a huge Homecoming
Day crowd, and gave Rhode Is-

land win number 22, as against

ten losses. Undoubtedly the Mon-

day morning quarterbacks will

have a lot to say. Who can blame

them? This was supposed to be

one of the best Redmen teams

in years. Yet, since their upset

victory over Maine, the Redmen
have lost four straight. They

went into Saturday's game
picked as favorites . . . for the

first time this year.

Now, both the Alumni and

student body will be looking for a

scapegoat. Who it will be remains

to be seen, but coach Charlie

O'Rourke will probably draw the

most fire. Yet, is O'Rourke to

blame? A coach can only teach

the fundamentals of football, he

cannot play the game.

He '8 Gone About As Far As He Can Go!

UMass quarterback JOHN CONWAY (21) seems to have reached the end of the line of this play

during Saturday's URI game. Like the rest of the UMass team, Conway didn't get very far against

the Rams.
—Photo by Pili

Is the football team to blame ?

Are we lacking talent?

Every Coach in the Yankee
Conference, including O'Rourke

predicted that this was one of

the best Redmen teams to come
along in years.

Perhaps the front office is at

fault. Maybe their methods of

obtaining football players is in-

adequate.

One of these three is to blame.

Perhaps all of them.

No matter who is at fault one

thing is ciear: something must be

done, if we are to obtain a win-

ning ball club.

»«fWIN A

THANKSGIVING

HOLIDAY
WEEK-END
NEW YORK CITY,

NOV. 26, 87, 88.

* FLY BYJ'J'/=/ NORTHEAST AIRLINES

jf WEEK END AT HOTEL NEW YORKER

W ATTKND "IVV BALL" AND
r- MAJOR "ROADWAY SHOW

Frosh Gridsters Top Brown 38-0
The UMass freshman football

team snapped back from their

recent loss at the hands of Bos-

ton University to swamp Brown
University, 36-0.

The frosh played a hard, spir-

ited game.

The win was a result of true

team effort, and outstanding

work was turned in by halfback

Pete Schindler, quarterback Al

Hedlund, halfback Ken Kezar and

end Paul Majeski.

For complete details on this

game, the soccer game, and the

cross country meet, see tomor-

SOCCER RESULTS
The varsity soccer team lost

Saturday to Trinity, 7-1, in East

Hartford. The booters will play

again tomorrow in Worcester a-

gainst Worcester Polytechnic In-

stitute at 3:30. The freshman

soccer team will play Windham
College Thursday.

row's special issue of the Colle-

gian.

Tennis Tourney
Final Round

To Be This Week
The final rounds of the men's

singles tennis tourney are sche-

duled for the week of October

19 to 24. The quarter-finals will

be held on Monday, the semi-fin-

als on Thursday, and the final

round on Friday. All will be at

4.00 p.m.

The field, which started out

with fifty-three candidates, has

been anrrowed down to the fol-

lowing, who will participate in the

quarter-finals: Paul Norton (fac-

ulty) vs. Don Bossart (grad.);

Sam Levy ('62) vs. Don Drink-

water or Ron Rainka (both '62);

oBb Masow ('62) vs. Tom Simons
('63).

Need We Say More?

RULES
1. Contest start* October ltth.

2. Contest closes November 13th at 1:06 p.m.

3. Write name and adar—s on empty package or box of Marlboro.

4. Deposit in carton conveniently placed in University Store

5. Contest op«n to all registered undergraduate*.

6. Winning name will be drawn immediately after close of contest in the V Store.

The express

representstion of the spirit of

ond half of the URI game.

•n accurate

during ISO oso-

wr Yoj*

Letter On

Old Chapel

See p. 2
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Town of Amherst to emphasize pre-revolutionary origins

thru exhibits, speeches, decorations, and programs

Out of uniform, mister?...

—Phot* by Stanley Pats

DAVE OSTERHOUT, AGR, is shown in the Hatch this past

Thursday as he was tapped as the new Maroon Key. Dave, from
Walpole. is replacing a Key who transferred to Boston University.

Renowned poet Archibald MacLeish
to participate on literary panel

Amherst's ten-day Bicentennial celebration which began Friday with the UMass Home-
coming Float Parade will go on all week honoring the traditions and people of Amherst.

Climaxing the ceremonies is the four-hour parade on Sunday beginning at 1 p.m.

including over eighty parade units such as antique cars, horses and carriages, and units

dressed as Revolutionary soldiers.

Archibald MacLeish, of Harvard, contemporary poet and author of the current
Broadway play, J.B." will high-

light the symposium, "Three

on Emily Dickinson" Friday at

2 p.m.

Also participating in the dis-

cussion will be Louise Bogan, lit-

erary critic for the New Yorker,

and Richard Wilbur. The program
will be held at 2 p.m. in Alumni
Gymnasium at Amherst College.

Emily Dickinson's birthplace

and home, -presently a private

home, will be opened to the pub-

lic Friday morning from 10 to

12 a.m.

On Wednesday a room for Ro-

bert Frost at the Jones Library

will be dedicate*' at 4 p.m. Rov
P. Basler, Director of the Refer-

ence Department of the Library

of Congress, will give the address.

To further honor the one-time

resident of Amherst, "Frostiana,"

a choral composition by Randall

Thompson, based on poems by Ro-

bert Frost, will be sung in the

high school auditorium.

Open house in the Amherst pub-

lic schools on the 22nd, will fea-

ture spelling bees, a band concert,

and field day events.

Old fashioned sales and displays

will be held on the 23rd, Commu-
nity Day, along with the dedica-

tion of the memorial for Harlan

Fiske Stone, a Supreme Court

Chief Justice.

The selectmen will hold a town
meeting in the old style Friday
night.

The Bicentennial Ball, held at

the UMass SU, will conclude Fri-

day's events.

The Earl of Amherst, a descen-

dant of Lord Jeffery Amherst,
for whom the town is named, will

receive an honorary degree from

(Continued on uaae 3)

Thirty-three campus belles

vie for honorary colonel post
Thirty-three girls have been

nominated by fraternities, soror-

ities, and dormitories for the po-

sition of Honorary Colonel of the

Air Force and Armor ROTC Ca-

det Corps.

The nominees and their spon-

sors are:

Baker House. Pst. icia Blackler '63

Lewis House, Theo Coughlin '62

Phi Sigma Kappa, Harriet Cutler
'62

Phi Mu Delta, Ann Darraq '61

Phi Delta Nu, Barbara Drake

Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Alice Erf.

gerton '62

Leach House, Carole Grant '61 •

Adams House, Patricia Grimley
'63

Chi Omega, Sandra Hill '61

Sigma Phi Epsilon. Nancy Horsch
'61

Greenough, Judy Iveraon '62

Crabtree House, Hyukee Kim *61

Lambda Chi Alpha, Judy Kroll '61

Wheeler House, Sally Lane '63

Alpha Epsilon Pi, Jane Lewis '62

Dwight. Kathryn Lilly '61

Mary Lyons House, Mimi Mac-
Leod '61

Sigma Delta Tan, Gail MeCren-
ky '62

Theta Chi, Barbara Murphy '63

Tan Kappa Epsilon. Carol Ann
Veal '62

Butterfield House, Sally Perry '62

Knowlton House and Sigma Kap-
pa, Doris Piercy '61

Gamma Chi Alpha, Dorothy Rav-
giala '61

Chadbourne and Arnold House,
Debbie Read '62

Hamlin House, Sandra Russel '63

Phi Sigma Delta, Janet Schoon-
maker '63

Thatcher House, Carolyn Sherriff
•62

Van Meter House and Kappa Al-
pha Theta, Patricia Swenson '61

Brooks House, Patricia Valiton '63

Kappa Sigma and TEP, Janet
Wehman '63

Kappa Kappa Gamma, Sandra
Williams '61

Alpha Gamma Rho, Barbara
Wood '63

Pi Beta Phi, Sheila Woodworth '62

By ballot, the Armor and Air
Force ROTC Cadet Corps, basic

and advanced course, choose the

five finalists. The Air Force ROTC
Wing voted last Tuesday, Oct. 13;

the Armor ROTC Combat Com-
mand voted this morning at 11

a.m.

From the five finalists, the Hon-
orary Colonel is chosen by a panel

of judges; the appointing of the

panel is not yet complete.

The winner will be announced
at the Military Ball; none of the
finalists know the choice of the

judges until that moment.

Carni Committee opens contest

This year the Winter Carnival Committee, in order to come to a
decision as to the theme qf this year's fete, has announced a contest
open to all undergraduates. To enter, simply fill in a blank available

at the SU lobby counter, drop it in the box marked "Winter Carni
Theme Suggestions".

The suggested themes should be limited to two or three words.

The winning suggestion, to be chosen by the Winter Carnival
Publicity Committee, will be the theme for the entire Carnival week-
end. The winner will be presented tickets to the Carnival Ball.

A contestant may enter as many titles as he wishes.

The contest closes Wednesday, October 28th; the winner will be

announced in the Collegian.

Amherst College plans Mardi Gras
Highlighting Amherst College's

Homecoming Weekend with Wes-
leyan cm Saturday, October 24,

will be the annual College Mardi
^ras from 8 p.m. to midnight. All

profits go to the College's Chest

Fund Drive.

Booths involving games of skill

will be set up and run by Am-
herst's fraternities, freshman
dormitories and neighboring in-

stitutions.

To commemorate the town's

Bicentennial Celebration this

year, on the same weekend, a spe-

cial event, "Amherst, 1759," will

feature students in an old-time

pie-eating contest, a greased-pole

climb and an egg-toss.

Dean Helen S. Mitchell contributes to 'Food'
Helen S. Mitchell, dean of the

University of Massachusetts
School of Home Economics, is

among the nutrition experts who
have compiled the U.S. Agricul-

ture Department's annual Year
Book of Agriculture.

The 736-page 1959 volume is

titled "Food", with advice from
72 nutrition experts on how to

eat better and cheaper.

Dean Mitchell points out that
most people are overweight sim-
ply because they consume more
calories than they use.

She condemns the so-called

"Miracle Diet", which many fash-

ionable, and unfashionable Wom-
en's magazines, and other pub-
lications offer to the weight con-
scious female. Miss Mitchell main-
tains also that reducing drugs are
useless, asserting that the only

way to lose weight is to eat sen-

sibly.

Miss Mitchell is a graduate of

Mount Holyoke College and re-

ceived her Ph.D. from Yale Uni-

versity.

At 9:45 p.m. the annual Aqua
Show will be held at Pratt Pool.

Performances by the Coquin
Swim Club of New York, State

AAU Synchronized Duet and
Team Swimming Champions, and
a faculty canoe-tilt will head the

program. Amherst's Double
Quartet will provide entertain-

ment from a raft, and Pat and
Mike Close will do a water inter-

pretation of the "Song of the

Sirens" from "Ulysses." Bernie

Kelly of Springfield, former
Olympic diver, and Deerfield

swimming coach Larry Boyle will

give diving exhibitions.

To add to the evening's pleas-

ure there will be dancing in the

Alumni Gymnasium from 9

o'clock to midnight with music by
the Philadelphia Jazz quartet.

Tickets to the Mardi Gras,

which includes free admission to

the dance, are $1.00 per person.

Prices for the Aqua Show are

the same. Everyone is welcome.

Tickets may be purchased at the

door. .

A Ave hundred dollar check and

a free round-trip flight from New
York to Germany are being of-

fered to a senior or graduate col-

lege or university student in the

mid-Atlantic states for the most
"perceptive and original" essay on
some phase of German life.

Goethe House announces essay contest
Goethe House, located at 120

East 50th Street, is sponsoring

the contest. It is New York City's

American-German cultural center.

According to Dr. James B. Con-

ant, President Emeritus of Har-

vard University and president of

Goethe house, the purpose of the

award is to stimulate American
students to discuss problems con-

cerned with Germany.
The deadline for the submission

of essays, which must be between
3500 and 5000 words in length, is

February 28, 1960. The contest

is open only to U.S. citizens.
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WHERE ARE THE CHECKS?
About one thousand students are em-

ployed by the various departments and or-

ganizations of the University. These stu-

dents, many of whom are married, work be-

cause they have to in order to stay in college.

They are dependent upon a prompt and ef-

ficient processing and distribution of their

wages and, for the majority, budget their

expenses down to the last item.

Last Friday, the Treasurer's office was

supposed to have had the student pay checks

ready for distribution. However, they didn't,

a fact that put many students in an uncom-

fortable financial position. Naturally they

were distressed when they found out that the

checks would not be ready until a week later.

There are several factors, inherent in the

system that the University uses to process

the students' checks, that contribute to delays

such at this: First, the students arc paid

monthly, on the Friday closest to the tenth

of each month, thus permitting a wide range

Of actual pa'yment dates. Second, the Treas-

urer's office must process the students'

checks all at once, since that is the only prac-

tical way the IBM system they use can be

run." Third, and the greatest source of con-

fusion according to the Treasurer's office,

lies in the fact that the various departments

handle the time cards of these students who
work for them. They have to send the com-

pleted cards to the Treasurer's office, where

the checks are processed and given to the

students.

The delay this month was due to the fact

that some of the departments did not hand

in their student time cards on time. The

Treasurer's office can have all student checks

ready in one day, but only if all the time

cards from all the departments are given to

them before their deadline. While some de-

partments are prompt in their handling of

the cards, others are notoriously lax, either

through ignorance of the system used by the

iversity or through an inability to handle

the system properly.

Since the University uses this system in

order to comply with state and federal reg-

ulations, one cannot expect drastic changes

in its workings. However, it does seem only

fair that all the departments employing stu-

dents should make a serious effort to get all

their student time cards to the Treasurer's

office before the deadline. After all, one

thousand students are depending on them.

—P. B.>*

AN EXPERIMENT

IN INTERNATIONAL LIVING
by RICHARD HERMAN '60

Editor's Note: This is the first article in a series of three by Mr.

Herman, who spent the last year studying in Denmark at the Inter-

national Peoples College.

In the present world situation of strained international relationism

and bloc-power-groups many people are finding difficulty in seeing

a way out of this muddled cacophony of racial, national, regional, and

ethical problems. Some find the answer in a proposed world govern-

ment, others in strong power groups wielding a heavy economic club

and still others in a closed-door nationalism iced with self interest. One

thing, however, is clear; the big question of today still centers around

understanding. Only through a clearer Interpretation and evaluation

of others' aims and needs can a reasonable solution to the problem of

world peace be attempted.

In Elsinor, Denmark, on the eastern coast of Zealand, stands the

International People's College (Den Internationale Hojskole). Founded

in 1921, a little over a kilometer from Hamlet's Castle, the school was

intended, as Peter Manniche, past principal of the college, wrote, "to

help in the building of a bridge between nations by bringing students

of various countries to meet and study together."

Developing from the original manor house and rambling farm

buildings in '21, the institution has grown in size and reputation until

today plans are being drawn up for a complete overhauling of the

school's facilities. There is even a rumor of a movement afoot to buy

new pans to catch the leaking rainwater in the attic. Actually, plans

are almost finished for the new main building, a rambling, three-wing

structure which will help satisfy the growing needs of the school.

As a result of this expansion and of the fine work of past years,

November 4, 1958 saw some 17 nationalities registering at the school

<> for the fall term. Students hailing from England, France, Switzerland,

Norway, Yugoslavia, Persia, Denmark, America, Germany, Poland,

Hungary, The Netherlands, Finland, Jordan, Ghana, India and the

Faroe Islands all gathered together for some five months of learning

and living together in an atmosphere of international harmony. Not

to be outdone, the teaching staff represented four different countries:

Denmark, Germany, Switzerland, and England. Classes were conducted

in Danish, German, French, and English. The first meal found one sit-

ting amidst a thundershower of languages to the I.P.C.'s traditional

potatoes.

All this relative strangeness wore off in short order as the days

progressed, with the students organizing their classes for the coming

term. It wasn't unusual for a pupil to come wandering into class, sit

down expectantly and then jump up again when the professor began

lecturing in same strange, unintelligible language. They found out

later that the language was Danish and by that time most of them
were also thoroughly engrossed in learning to speak "with potatops

in their mouths."

Following the initial organizational two weeks, the school settled

down into the closest it would ever approach to quiet orderly living.

Most of the students had come here to gain a new experience in inter-

national living, and they were out to get all they could out of this uni-

que opportunity. As a result, there were more ten parties, hull ses-

sion and discussions than in any three fraternities I know of. When the

ten-thirty bell rang for lock-up, if you peeked out into the halls you

imagined yourself for a moment in a busy intersection during the

evening rush. Arguments and discussions being concluded at doors,

friendly good-byes being railed out and closed doors testifying that a

conclusion wouldn't be reached until the wee hours in the morning

soon fused the school into a living international organism.

/nits many students in an
ifortttbli financial position,"

While Pouring Over The Times...

by JIM TRKLEASE '63

There I was . . . sitting rebelliously in the Union lounge reading

the New York Time* with my feet testing on the carpet despite signs

saying—"Please Keep Feet Off Floor*. I skipped over to the TV sec-

tlon. There I spotted an advertisement for the new series, "Charlie

Chan Meets the Leper Men", formerly seen under the title of "The

Intouchables".

I also read that the President was given five minutes air time by

Lucy and Desi to appc ar on TV in order to explain the strike situa-

tion to the nation. Actually his speech appeared as a commercial for

the United State Steel Hour Few people realize that the sponsor of

that show is a subsidiary of Desilu Productions, as also are the United

Nations, NATO, and other workshops But to get back to Ike, in dis-

cussing the strikes, he made mention of the hardships it has brought

upon the land . . . Four New York street gangs had to lay off 200

members for lack of knives and 1ft kids in Syracuse donated their

dental braces so the city's bridge could be completed. The strikes were

really killing blows—look what it did to the "man of steel, Superman."

Still on the TV page, Walt Disney was advertising that he will

continue to bring America's legendary characters into our living room.

This week's story is entitled, "The LEGEND of Charlie Van Doren"
(previously seen under the title of "Pinocchio").

Rumors have it that several witnesses at the Congressional hear-

ing were prompt. (| while appearing there, so now there will be an in-

vestigation of the Congressional committee investigating TV quiz

shows. The new inquisition will be headed by Mike Wallace and will

appear under the title of "What's My Line?" A late bulletin nt the

top of the page revealed that CBS has canceled all quiz shows . . .

Their teleprompters broke down.

Glancing at my watch I saw it wai time for my tutoring session

with Hal Maivh and Jack Harry. So off I strolled, clenching my Tinu*
in hand like David with sling.

LETTERS
"get religion down town >>

To the Editor:

Dear Sir:

"The Poll Bearer" (Oct. 10) reads like a veritable

Hymn to Togetherness which was, in and of itself,

repulsive; but the proposal to use the Old Chapel,

symbol of the triumph of education over supersti-

tion, for a tri-faith chapel, where the Big Three can

bow down by battalions, was enough to destroy all

hope for the enlightened progress of the University.

The use of a state building on land granted by the

federal government for the promotion of personal

religious beliefs represents, to me, a violation of the

principle of the separation of Church and State. I

find the idea of having my taxes and tuition used to

support any religious endeavor, to be nothing short

of abhorrent. It is enough that their "High Priests"

have offices in the Student Union.

If the people want to "get religion" let them go

down town for it. Let's save the University for edu-

cational purposes!
Sincerely,

Robie Hubley '61

118 Brooks

Meeting:

International Weekend Committee

There will be a meeting of the International

Weekend Committee Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the

Nantucket Room of the SU.

THE SCROLLS'
PURPOSES AND AIMS

by ANNE WHITTINGTON '63

On April 5, 1945, the Collegian heralded the in-

stitution of a new honor society for sophomore

women, organized with the help of Isogon. The

Scrolls, as they were named, have since developed

into a worthwhile group, giving valuable assistance

to many campus organizations and activities.

The purpose of Scrolls is to give recognition to

members of the sophomore class, to foster leader-

ship, scholarship, and fellowship among college

women, and to promote college loyalty. Not only

does this group cultivate high ideals known to col-

lege women, but it serves in a practical way by

participating in college functions.

The Scrolls are constantly devising projects to

aid the school. This year one of their most im-

portant campaigns has been the Big and Little Sis-

ter program, in which upper class women are given

a "little sister" in the freshman class, to whom they

offer help in adjusting to college ways. They en-

courage big sisters to keep in touch with their lit-

tle sisters throughout the year.

In addition to this task, there is the yearly reg-

istration dance with which the girls help. The pro-

ceeds derived from this affair are contributed to

the Student Emergency Fund and the University

Women's Fund. The Scrolls also aid the Campus

Chest by serving on its committee and assist the

Registrar's Office at registration. A new plan calls

for them to help the Provost's Office to sponsor a

new guided tour of campus.

The Scrolls are financed as are the other honor

societies, receiving a small allotment at the be-

ginning of each year, which pays for small essen-

tials. They raise additional funds by selling bibs

and beanies to incoming freshmen. In addition to

that the girls give a dance with the Maroon Key
after each year's activities night. The money raised

from these two projects is used for scholarships

awarded on Student Leaders' Night.

Members of Scrolls are chosen by a complex

process. Each year, between forty and fifty fresh-

men are nominated by their classmates. These girls,

along with others recommended by house counselors

and other- campus leaders, are then voted on by the

present members. The seventeen new Scrolls are

tapped at Student Leaders' Night.

The scholastic requirement for Scrolls is an
average equal to or above that of the freshman
women's average for the semester preceding elec-

tion. This year a point average of 2.3 will be nec-
essary.

The society's three advisors are Miss Maida
Riggs of the Women's Physical Education Dept.,
Mrs. Robert Lentilhon, wife of Prof. Lentilhon of
the School of Business, and Miss Helen Curtis,
Dean of Women, ail of whom are ready to counsel
the group in their activities.

It is with pride that we can look on the Scrolls
in their fifteenth year of leadership and service.
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cept during vacation and examination periods; twice a weak the
week following a vacation or examination period, «r when a
holiday falls within the week. Accepted for mailing under the
authority of the act of March S. 1*79. as amended by the act of
June 11, 19M.
Subscription price fS.ftO per year; |2.00 per semester
Office: Student Union. Univ. of Mas*., Amherst. Haas.
Member—Associated Collegiate Pre*
Deadline: Run . Toe*., Thurs..—4 :00 p.m.

Program Preview
by MARIE FOLEY *62

Beginning last night and every

Monday at 7 pan., WMF A will

present a scries of taped broad

casta of a timely, noteworthy sub-

ject in the public interest.

Again this Saturday, Hal Dut-

ton will bring you a play-by-play

description of Redmen football

from Northeastern with Howie
Wilson and Jim Trolease filling

in on the color. Air time Saturday

is 1:20.

Katz, Production Director,

would like to hear from any stu

di nt who ii tnteretted in produc-

ing half hour educational pro-

grams, preferably with regard to

their own majors.

\nyone interested should con-

t let Le»> at the WMl'A studios in

the Engineering Building from 3

p.m.-l p.m. Tuesdays or Thurs-

days, or eall Phi Sigma Delta,

AL S-9I6S between 7-7:30 p.m.

.Mondays, Wednesdays, or Thurs-

days.

Renowned Poet . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

Amherst College on Saturday, the

24th. designated as Amhersi Col-

lege day. Henry Steele Commager
will give the address.

Another point of interest is a

replica of the original Tom Thumb College.

locomotive, loaned bjf tin* Balti-

more and Ohio Railroad, to be on

exhibit on Main Street in Am-
herst through the 21st.

The Bicentennial is expected to

draw thousands including alumni

of the University and Amherst

NURSING
NOTES

by BETTY KARL 60

While most l\ of M Students

snooze peacefully in th< • beds at

night, fourth-year nursing stu-

dents are likely to be up helping

to delivery. When these mothers

their maternity nur- ng exp

ence, the girls are as* I to ex-

pectant mothers who:n they as-

sist in the maternity clii

to deliver babies. As a

enter the hospital, t

are on hand to help ea

be it night or day. Sev

dents have helped "th

name the babies, and many have

Cl prior

part of

students

r them,

al atu-

r mothers"

visited the mothers in

to instruct them in I

care.

Fifth-year students

studies at the Ne
Medical Center in B<

they will gain expert.

nursing and nursing

leir homes
•• vr-baby

ave begun
England

on, where
v in team

tdersaip.

Do YbuThinkforYburself?
(BLAST OFF ON THESE QUESTIONS AND SEE IF YOU GO INTO ORBIT*)

If you saw a fully clothed

man about (o jump into a

river, would you (A) as-

sume the fellow was acting

and look for a moviecamera?
(B) dismiss the whole thing

as a pieee of personal ex-

hibitionism? (C) rush to

stop him?

ad bd en
Do you believe that "a
st it eh in time saves nine"

is (A) an argument for day-

light saving? (B) a timely

blow against planned obso-

lescence? (C) a way of say-

ing that when you use fore-

sight you get along better?

CD
In choosing a filter ciga-

rette, wouldI you pick one
that (A) says it has a new
filter? (B) merely says it

tastes good? ((') does the

best filtering job for the

finest taste?

Afl en en

women who think for themselves usually

smoke Viceroy. They know only Viceroy

has a thinking man's filter— the most ad-

vanced filter design of them all. And only

Viceroy has a smoking man's taste.

*If you hare checked <C^ in three out offour

questions . . . you think for yottrstift

When you think for yourself . . . you

depend on judgment, not chance, in your

choice of cigarettes. That is why men and

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows-
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER ... A SMOKING MANS TASTEI

The Campus Beat
bv JITlY Dl< KSTKIN '63

Elections for the class of "<>.'<

are eombig up soon; have any of

you noticed the clever ways ear>

:»t>d their campaign com-

mittees have of inducing students

to vote for them ?

If you think the tales you've

heard of Communist propaganda

and the methods of American ad-

vertisers are extreme, you ought

to notice the high presure means

used by freshmen seeking class

office! Walk into the center of a

dorm, any dorm. What color are

the walls? Of course you can't

tell: the room is papered from

floor to ceiling with piece* of pa-

per bearing such Magic Marker-

ed mandates as. "Go, ;ro. go; vote

for—." and "Let a MAN' do the

job!"

And this barrage of persuasion

doesn't end there. Too bad if you

want to know what the next lec-

ture on existentialism concerns:

all notices on the bulletin boards

are obscured beneath a multitude

of more Important matters: "Vote

for experience," "Everyone's vot-

ing for
—

" (so why does she need

te campaign?). "People who get

ahead vote for
—

" (what about

people who've got a head?),

"Even n e b b i s h e s vote for—

"

(that should do wonders for the

egos of prospective voters), and

the old standby, a product of

literary genius. "Vote for
—

" Ah,

inspiration!

Should you manage to peer

beneath the reams of typing pa-

per, construction paper, and pos-

ter board, you would encounter

some very enlightening material:

John D. K. Sunder Singh of the

CMass Economics Dept., a native

of India, will address the Interna-

tional Realtions Club Wednesday-

evening at 7:80 p.m. in the Leach
Lounge. His topic will be "Pres-

ent-Day India." with particular

emphas c

s on the recent develop-

ments in Tibet and Red China. All

are invited.

Tonight at 8 p.m. in the Colo-

nial Lounge the Special Events

Committee will present John Cr.

Monor. assistant professor in the

zoology department, who will

^peak on "Pads of Iniqueness in

Biolojjy."

The Chemical Engineers Club,

will sponsor three movies on
Thursday, October 22 at 7 p.m.

in room ln7, Goessman (Chem.
Emr. Winff>. open iie public

It) Others try the negative ap-

ich: "Why not Vote for— ?"

The other day, I noticed a girl

walking some 50 yards ahead of

me with a sign pinned to the back

of her coat. Curious (as the in

sidioua campaign managers ex-

pected), I hastened my p

discern the phenomenal message

. . . perhaps it was the work of a

practical joker, and said "Kick

me!" That might liven up a dull

day. Coming into range. I finally

was able to read the following

words, "I'm voting for—-: are

you?" No, I'm not! . . after he

made me run all this way, and my
next ("lass is in the opposite direc-

tion, . . . and there go the chapel

bells . . . !

Beware of the stair wells!

They're nests of propaganda!

Signs saying "thin! floor" have

been replaced by posters urging

freshmen to "Re tweedy,*1 or

"Double your money."

And have you noticed other

novel places where campaign pro-

paganda is posted? Yeah! Wher-
ever you go, whatever you do,

there is an apropo little sign,

wittily telling you for whom to

east your votes in the class of '63

election.

With this sort of thing occupy-

ing people's minds, there is no

time left to consider importan -

matters, such as meetir.

Math Club: Tomorrow night at

7 p.m., Worcester Room. Null

Spaces presented by James Leon-

ard.

and fr e of charge. The movies
to be shown are entitled "10,000

Feet Deep", which concerns oil

exploration. "The Copper N«t
work", and "Introduction to the

Heat Engine." m
Tomorrow night at 7 p.m. in

the Amherst Regional High
School Auditorium, the Amherst
Chorale Croup will sin? poems by
Robert Frost set to music.

All day Thursday there will be

B food sale in the Student Union
ballroom. A variety of homemade
goodies baked by the U n iversity

Dames Club will be sold.

Throughout the campus, elec-

tion posters are appearing, A
sign outside the dining commons
urges students to keep baloney in

the commons and out of campaign
promises (which is a pretty good
idea, when you stop to think of

M«"K. Briiwn * T*tl*aepo * ory.

-Visit the-

Quonset
Club
FOOD SERVED

From 4:00-11:00

Sunday 1:00-11:00

Zoology Cluh;

Machine?, E 16.

Tomorrow in

Education ClHb: First meeting

tomorrow night at 7 p.m. in the

Commonwealth Room. Mr. Lyle

Eddy will speak on "John De-
wey's Impact on Education." Re-

freshments will be served.

Spanish Club: First meeting to-

night at 7:'A0 p.m. in the lounge

of Leach House. pr . A. C. Eber-

sole will speak on the bullfight.

All are cordially invited to attend

;

refreshments will he served.

The Quarterly is still accepting

manuscripts for the first Usiie.

November 1st is the deadline.

A word of warning to the

submitting copy for this column:

in the future, we will accept no
responsibility for printing notices

of meetings if the information is

incomplete). This includes date,

time, place, and any other vital

data Deadline for copy is 1 p.m.

on Monday and Wednesday for

the Wednesday and Friday issues.

resperti\ely. Deadline for copy for

Monday is noon Saturday.

Lost 6l Found
Lost: A pair of glasses, with

aluminum alloy rim. in a brown
dip case. Lost in or around the

area of the student Union,
Alfred Lima, 289 Van Meter.

Lost: A pair of glasses with a

maroon and white rim. They were
lost along the parade route on
Friday night.

William J. Boyle Jr., 209 Baker.

Support the

Massachusetts

Review
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Footrickmen
Trounce B.U.

by JOE LIPCHITZ '62

The UMass varsity cross-coun-

try team upheld its undefeated

fall record by soundly drubbing

UConn and Boston University last

Friday at Franklin Field in Bos-

ton. The score was UMass 30;

UConn 40; and B.U. 64.

Although UConn accounted for

the first and third men across the

finish line they did not place

another man until the eleventh

spot. And B.U. which placed

their first man in second position

did not place another until

sixteenth.

The Footrickmen on the other

hand placed Ralph Buschmann as

their first man in fourth place,

Stopped

Guard TOM BROPHY of the

Redmen yearlings zeros in on

an unidentified Brown player.

Plays like this were common

throughout the afternoon as the

UMass defense stopped all the

offensive maneuvers of the

Brown team.

Undefeated;
And UConn
and then proceeded to take every

succeeding place through number

ten spot.

These seven men gave the Har-

riers the five places it needed to

score plus the two men allowed

for displacement. These seven

were : Buschmann, Atkinson,
Hainer, Keelon, Barron, Kelsey

and Young.

This may well be the group that

travels to the Yankee Conference

meet on October 31. The next

scheduled meet is today here at

the University against Harvard

at 3:00 p.m.

Precisionettes

At R.I. Game
by JUDY JARVELA '62

The Precisionettes gave their

best performance of the year last

Saturday at the homecoming

game with R.I. This, along with

the performance of the band,

added the one bright note to the

otherwise dreary day.

At half-time the Precisionettes

marched onto the field in a double

line and took their positions. They

briskly saluted the U.M. fans and

then R.I.

Then, they combined their tal-

ents with the band to salute the

American flag. They formed a

shield while the band played

"Your Land and My Land."

Everyone joined in singing

while the band played "When

Twilight Shadows Deepen." Then

the Precisionettes, together with

the Redmen Band, marched off

the field.

UMass Hooters

Lose To Trinity

by BILL LENNON '61

A superior and polished Trini-
|

ty team tripped the Redmen

booters 7-1 Friday afternoon in

Hartford. Over 500 sunbathed

and enthusiastic fans were treat-

ed to a hard fought and well-

played game.

Trinity has for years been etie

of the best collegiate soccer

teams in the New England area.

Early in the game the team

showed that this year was no

exception as they scored five

times in the first half while

blanking their neighbors from

the North.

Two men from the Connecti-

cut school did all the first half

scoring. Karvazy booted two

through the UMass defense

while Guild, a Scotch boy, split

the nets three times.

Early in the third period

Nicholas Bazos, leading scorer

this year's eleven, booted

Stubborn. Isn
9
i He!

It's a puzzlement
When you're old enough to go to college,

you're old enough to go out with girls. When,

you're old enough to go out with girls, who needs

college? Oh well, there's always Coke.

Ride 'eV cowboy.' This R^edmen player exempUflei the **• •'

the frosh team as he carried two Brown players with him.

on

in the lone UMass tally. About

twelve minutes after this well

executed play Trinity's inside

left, Bergh, scored his team's

sixth goal. Within two minutes

he completed the afternoon's

scoring with his second goal.

Chuck Hulett, Grant Bowman,

and George Lust played very

aggressively for the stalwart

defense. The two UMass goalies,

Arthur Worsh and Don Drink-

water, also rose to the occasion

as they made over 30 saves be-

tween them.

If the Redmen show as much

spirit and determination to win

as they did Friday, they should

get back on the victory trail this

afternoon when they Journey to

Worcester to play the Engineers

of WPI.

Little Redmen Trample

Helpless Brown Team, 38-0

by BEN GORDON '62

The UMass frosh football

team, undaunted by their loss to

B.U.<'came back to trample the

Brown University squad, 38-0,

last Friday at Alumni Field.

Early in the first quarter,

after guard Tom Brophy had re-

covered a Brown fumble, half-

back Pete Schindler swept

around his left end and ran 36

yards for the first UMass tally.

The second UMass score came

when quarterback Al Hedlund

hurled a 22 yard pass which

found halfback Bill Collins on'

the goal line.

SPORTALK
The scouting report said, "Stop

Rollings and you stop the Rams."

We didn't and another homecom-

ing game went down the drain.

The horses are definitely here.

Four lettermen man the end po-

sitions. The first six tackles aver-

age better than 220 pounds per

man. The guards are big and

hungry.

The centers man their defensive

linebacker posts well. At quarter-

back we have a junior letterman

and a sophomore who can throw

the ball a mile. The halfbacks are

fast and shifty, and we have two

fullbacks who can get the short

yardage whenever needed.

On paper this is one of the best

by HAL DUTTON '60

teams this school has ever fielded.

Yet, as we swing into the second

half of the season the record is

a dismal 1-4. Perhaps it is time

for a change.

Quarterback Al Hedlund took

the opening kickoff of the second

half and sprinted 79 yarda to

paydirt. George Pleau converted.

Then there was no holding the

frosh. The Brown squad was

helpless against the seemingly

unstoppable UMass team.

On the last play of the third

quarter, Pete Schindler tam-

pered 49 yards for the fourth

frosh T.D. The kick by Pleau was

good.

Halfback Ken Kexar scored

from the 11 early in the fourth

quarter. Late in the game, half-

back Mike Dineen returned a

punt 79 yards for the sixth

UMass tally.

The Redmen quintet will travel

their next game with the power-

ful Springfield eleven, next Fri-

day, at Springfield.

Odds and Ends

Hoop mentor Matt Zunic has

his charges hard at work in prep-

aration for the coming season.

Captain Leo LeBlanc and high

scoring Doug Grutchfield head the

list of returning veterans that

will open the season against Bates

College in Lewiston on December

4th.

The Redmen quintet will travel

to New York City for a weekend

scrimmage with Fordham prior to

the opener.

Frosh X-Country
The UMass freshman cross-

country team swept their way to

victory in Boston last Friday as

they beat UConn and B.U. with

a score of UMass 81; UConn el;

and B.U. 58.

The Cobbmen took over and

placed Balch, Hasbrouck, O'Brien,

Harrington, and Bolia. This gives

the Frosh harriers a 8-1 record,

losing only to a strong Mount

Hermon team by only one point

The Freshmen are now looking

forward to the Harvard meet here

today at 3:00 p.m.

6<rfim

lentod under authority of The Coco-Cola Company by

Cese ftls isjtHhn Ce . «ff IMhMpftMsj (MfeMfiM Man.

WANTED:
College Students to

work week-ends on

Dairy Farm i n

Hadley. Must be ex-

perienced in all

phases of Dairy

farming.

AILARDS FARM

JU 41 SO MAPLE ST

HADIEY

BE A
BLOOD
DONOR

WANTED:
CAMPUS IffSISINTATIVI by mo
COUEOI IICOID CLUB t* ..m

$100 (or mor.) In Iff Tlmn

Writ* for Information: Colleg* Record

Club, Box 1193, Providence 2, R.I.

+
AT THE IL00DM0IILE

q CLUB
Route 9 - 'HampRd.

—offers—

DANCING on

Tues.—Thurso—Fri.

Sat: All-Girl Orch.

Sun.: Concert Tim*

We Cater to Private Parties

and Offer Spacious Facilities

THURSDAY NIGHT

MOVIE

CHANGED TO

Pajama Game
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Fifty Nominees
Enter Competition

For Frosh Offices
by ROSEMARY HUSSEY '62

Election primaries for freshman

class officers will be held tomor-

row from 9 A.M. to 6 P.M. in the

SU Lobby. Fifty freshmen have

filled out nomination papers.

A meeting was held yesterday

at 5 in the senate council cham-

bers for the drawing of positions

on the ballot. Out of the fifty

candidates, eighteen freshmen

were present.

The candidates, listed under the

respective offices, are as follows:

FOR PRESIDENT:

Ernie Kapopoulos

James Brescia

Jan Hatch

Martin Duby
Thomas Dodge
Bob McMaster
Philip Bliss

Austris Kruza
Charlie Ruma
Barry Weiner
Larry Pellegrini

David Walsh

FOR VICE PRESIDENT:
Michael Holmes
Al Bradshaw
Robert Kittredge

Ken Weinbaum
Jean Bruen

Joel Kangisser

Claire DeCourcey
John Kane
Evelyn Ruthel

Bill Avery
Barbara Joan Hussey
David Lipton

Carole Ann Marsden
Dick Towers

Orthodox Priest

to Talk on Greece

FR. ARTHUR RIZOS

Father Arthur Rizos (above),

Greek Orthodox priest and pastor

of St. Spyridon Greek Orthodox

Church of Worcester, will present

an historical talk on Greece to-

night at 7:30 in the Nantucket

Room. Slides will be shown.

Father Rizos received his edu-

cation at the Greek Theological

School of Brookline, Mass. and at

the University of Athens.

The lecture is being sponsored

by the Orthodox Club and will be

open to the public. There will be

no charge for admission.

FOR SECRETARY:
Joan McNiff

Ann Slayton

Sue Streeter

Beverly DeMarco
Pat Greene

Deedee Consolati

Judy Quirck

Monetta Wronski

Betsy Robicheau

Linda Pollack

Michael Belanger

FOR TREASURER:
Shep Goldstein

Carele Stone •

Peter Chervin

Henry Carr

Mimi Halper

Linda Perley

Roben O'Brien

Ned Daly

Dick Zanolli

Charles Bartlett

Pam Hayes
Elaine Abrams
Betty Williams

It is the hope of Dave Mraz '61,

election chairman, that all the

freshmen will got out r.nd vote.

He commented — "The only way
we can have effective class gov-

ernment is to have everyone give

his support."

Armstrong Challenges Zelis

As Senate President Choice
by

In one of the most hotly con-

tested elections in the history of

the Student Senate, Robert Zelis

and Robert Armstrong will vie

for the Senate presidency tonight

at 7.

Reports from each camp in-

dicate that both candidates have

nine sure votes behind them. A

Religious Council

Opens Blood Drive

On UMass Campus
by ANNE MISCHE '62

Si

The Campus Blood Drive, spon-

sored by the Campus Religious

Council in conjunction with the

faculty wives, opened last Wednes-

day. Donations of the Drive go to

the Hampshire County Red Cross

Blood Bank to be put to good use.

Students, or members of their

families, may some day benefit by

such donations: In case of emer-

gency, he or a member of his

family would automatically re-

ceive necessary blood—without

charge—in any hospital. In such

a case there is no obligation to

replace this supply, other per-

haps, than a moral one.

Last year, of the 341 pints of

blood donated by the University,

only 180 were given by students,

while the remaining were donated

by the faculty.

Chairman of the Campus Blood

Drive and President of the Cam-
pus Religious Council, Judy Fred-

man, makes this plea:

"As this is the only project

throughout the year in which the

entire campus community par-

ticipates, won't you please be a

donor? Anyone over 21 may sign

up until donation days, Nov. 3 and
4. If you are between 18-21 and
wish to donate, the faculty wives
will contact your parents for per-

mission and notify you of the time
I when you can give blood."

ROBERT ARMSTRONG '60

LARRY RAYNER '61, News Editor

total of nineteen votes is needed

for election.

Robert Armstrong, present
Chairman of the Services Com-
mittee and a member of the

Senate for one and one-half years,

is the Senator-at-large from the

senior class.

During his two terms of office,

Armstrong has been active in the

Christian Association, the Man-
agement Club, Marketing Club,

participated in both the SWAP
and Student Leaders Conferences.

He has also served Mills Dormi-

tory as Athletic Chairman and as

a member of the House Council.

Armstrong sponsored bills in

the Senate which rerouted and

created a new line at the dining

commons, suggested and char-

tered a bus to take students to

the Boston Pops Concert at Am-
herst College, proposed and is

still fighting for more phones in

the dormitories, helped get bus

service to Boston, and was largely

responsible for the 30% price re-

duction in fares.

Index Warns Seniors

Of Strict Pix Policy
The traditional "Senior Section" of the INDEX will not present

the photos of all seniors this June. According to Gretchen Pullevitz,

Senior Editor, a large number of seniors have ignored notices estab-

lishing "sitting times" for them by the INDEX staff and have not

had their pictures taken.

Because the staff will have difficulty meeting its present pub-

lishing schedule, no further re-takes will be allowed, she added. Thus,

those seniors who fail to keep their picture appointments or neglect

to make prior arrangements with the Senior Editor will not have

their pictures published in the class yearbook.

Although thnse who missed appointments this week were allowed

to reschedule sittings there will be no rescheduling in the future, be-

cause of the publishing deadline, she stated.

"The problem rests with the apathetic seniors who are not show-

ing up for their picture sittings," Gretchen commented, "and they ar^

the ones who are going to lose out in the end, not the editors of the

INDEX."

Tonight at Westover a contingent of the Air Force Drill Team,

the Flying Redmen, will perform at the change of command cere-

mony honoring the new division commander.

Present at the ceremony will be Lieutenant General Sweeney,

Eighth Air Force Commander, and officers "dining-in".

Cadet Major Allan Wolff will command the drill team contin-

gent.

Asked what he thought his

chances for election were, Arm-
strong stated, "I have confidence

that the Senators will elect a per-

son that will represent the Stu-

dent Body. I realize that they are

aware of the present situation

and the fact that a change is

needed."

ROBERT ZELIS *60

Robert Zelis, president of the

Senate for the last year, and a

member of the Senate for two and

OH?- ha?? y*f?r*, *•'<•*> r^nr^^ntu the

senior class.

During his three terms of of

fice, Zelis has been active in the

Pre-Med Club, Newman Club,

R.S.O. Committee, Student Union

Governing Board, Student Union

Expansion Committee and is a

member of Adelphia. Zelis was
president of Phi Eta Sigma in his

sophomore year, has been a mem-
ber of Phi Mu Dplta for three

years.

Zelis has figured prominently in

establishing the class ring policy,

Peter Pan Bus franchise and the

309r rate reduction, as well as

fighting for the faculty salary in-

crease in Boston. He also served

as chairman of the services com-

mittee of the Senate in his sopho-

more year.

Describing his chances for re-

election, Zelis stated, "The Sen-

ate has always been handicapped

by 'New Blood'. Now, with an ex-

perienced highly qualified mem-
bership, we can have an extreme-

ly progressive ypar—if the Senate

will place their faith in an experi-

pneed lpader."

Lt. Francis Cullen,

UMass Gymnast,

Tops Basic Course
A second lieutenant with con-

siderable bounce has joined the

exclusive ranks of those who have

passed the Armor School's rigor-

ous physical training test at Fort

Knox, Ky.

Second Lieutenant Francis F.

Cullen racked up top scores in

the five events that plague every

officer enrolled in Armor Officers

Basic courses here.

A former captain of the gym-

nastics team at the University of

Massachusetts where he grad-

uated this year, the 21-year-old,

(Continued on page 5)
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PILFERED PHONOGRAPH
PROPOGATES PROBLEMS
Early last Friday night one of the phono-

frraphs was icmovti from the music room

of the STJ and its speaker was torn from the

wall. This was an unforgivable act on the

pari Of some unknown person who would

forcibly take such a valuable piece of equip-

ment for his own use thereby possibly de-

priving a large number of students from

their right to use this special service.

If it was a student, it is most unfortunate.

It is difficult to conceive the reasons for the

action when one considers that the phono-

graph, when it resided in its rightful place,

was there for the sole purpose of supplying

any student with any type of music at any

time. Actually, it is estimated by the secre-

tary to the SU offices that approximately

1200 students utilize the music facilities

every month of the school year.

When such a large number of students

are concerned with the facilities, it can be

concluded that any person destroying or re-

moving any portion of these facilities is real-

ly doing an injustice to the student body.

Fortunately no one will be denied the

privilege of using this area because the spare

machine, normally used only in case of break-

downs, will soon be utilized in the room in

place of the missing one.

Although this is the first major article

to be removed from the Student Union, there

haw been many small items taken in the

past. When the building was originally

opened, diamond tipped needles were sup-

plied to the music room. After many of these

had disappeared, ($7.00 each) it was found

to be more economical to use sapphire tipped

ones even though it meant a lessening of

quality in the sound.

When something is stolen from the Stu-

dent Union, it is stolen from the students

themselves. They are paying for everything

in the building. It is the responsibility of

every student to keep a close eye on his in-

vestment by making sure that the facilities

are not misused. D. C.

AN EXPERIMENT

IN INTERNATIONAL LIVING

by RICHARD HERMAN '60

Editor's Note: This is the second article in a series of three by Mr.

Herman, who spent the last year flying in Denmark at the Inter-

national Peoples College.

With the classes organized along the lines of a Danish folkehj-

skole and including some emphasi, on language., there was ample

opportunity for almost all to find their field of merest and yet no

specialize, thereby not losing the real meaning
;
of the school A typical

study schedule for the week might include: Man Through the Ages,

The Danish Welfare State, Beligion and the Development of the

Church, Danish, Scandinavian Literature, and the ever-absorbing study

circle. Each student found himself with about twenty-four hours of

classes and five hours of manual labor a week.

The studv circle, part of the required curriculum proved to be one

of the most interesting aspects of the college. Designed especially for

furthering international understanding, these groups found people of

three and four and sometimes more nationalities gathered around the

table discussing items ranging from comparative education to socialism

in Denmark and Scandinavia. It was here also that one could obtain

some idea of the difficulties of international understanding as he ob-

served the poor befuddled interpreter, holding his head in his hands

and not knowing what language to express his emotions in It must

be added, though, that with the help of student interpreters the teach-

ers did a remarkable job of conducting the discussions and translating

the many thoughts exchanged by the students.

Along with the study circles there were numerous evening and

afternoon talks on different lands given by people either native to a

certain country or closely connected with it. Jordan, Ghana, Israel,

India and Yugoslavia were discussed during the year. One of the high-

lights of the program was the lecture series given on Russia, past and

present, by Fru Eskil-Jonson, journalist and refugee worker. This

forceful woman, in spite of speaking in a language which was not her

own, gave a remarkable personal and subjective picture of that coun-

try Having lived in Russia and still corresponding with individuals

behind the Iron Curtain through refugee work, Fru Jonson gave a

vivid description of the Soviet Union and a warning to the West to

carry the ideological fight to the Russians. This woman gave us an

invaluable opportunity to dig deeper into the real meat of the East-

West conflict.

The chief purpose of the school, as previously stated, was to al-

low people from different nations to come together, thus learning to ap-

preciate more fully the various cultures and peoples of the world. The

school has its own garden and orchard, in fact, a small farm, where

much is grown for school consumption. It was here that it became

evident as the year progressed that one medium through which this

exchange of values could be realized was through manual labor. All

students were required to spend four to five hours a week working

on the grounds or in the kitchen, helping the institution themselves.

Whether we were learning a new song while doing the evening dishes,

sweating over the stumps in the field or digging a hole for the new

oil drum, we could always sense this feeling of unity which seemed

to grow as we worked together. The dishes and the sore hands and

backs were well worth this lesson in working together.

Of course it wasn't all work and study, no one familiar with the

warm friendly Danes could imagine this. It was on the holidays that

we caught another glimpse of Danish and IPC life. There was the

time we were awakened by the sound of angelic voices and the dim

flickering of candles held by girls robed in white; this was Santa

Lucia, a wonderful Christmas custom in Scandinavia, and a sight one

could never forget. The following evening saw students from the sev-

enteen nations light candles representing their countries and place

them on the Christmas tree, before Santa came in and handed out all

the gifts ranging from foot-long cigars to poetry. Then Festerlavn, the

Danish Mardi Gras where the party-goers grab a large club and try

to knock down a barrel filled with apples, paper and sticks, the win-

ner being declared the King. All this while you are dressed up in cos-

tume and dancing and singing into the wee hours of the morning.

That is, when you're not eating those wonderful Danish Smorrebri.der,

open-faced sandwiches compo ted of everything from herring to salami

and cheese.

OFF THE RECORDS
by VERN PERO '63

During the past week I heard two records which

were greeted on all sides by pleasant (and unpleas-

ant) requests for permission to break them into as

many tiny pieces as the laws of physics would allow.

On- was a catalogue of the sounds produced by dif-

ferent portions of various sports car engines record-

ed as the cars were alternately raced and idled. The

other was a catalogue of the sounds emitted by two

grand pianos, both equipped with every conceivable

electronic modification.

The first was recorded with one high quality

microphone and contained descriptions of the parts

of the engine being heard. The second was recorded

with a total of seventeen diversified microphones,

each of which could be moved by remote control

from the sound booth during the recording session.

Any attempt to describe these sounds or the instru-

ments that made them world be completely useless.

It must be heard to be believed.

Since I was not especially interested in spending

an evening listening to the sounds of high compres-

sion engines with racing camshaft, hot spark igni-

tion, and overhead values, I excused myself from the

immediate area of performance with all haste, and

consequently did not learn the name of the record.

For that matter, I was actually rooting for the guy

who made a lunge for the turntable in a desperate

att; nipt to remove forever the source of torture. The

record owner was too quick for hinv however, and

the net results of the ensuing struggle were two

black eyes, two missing teeth and two minutes of

the best infighting I have seen since last Friday

night's T.V. boxing bouts.

Having taken advantage of this momentary

diversion, I quickly returned to my cell and reck-

lessly pulled a disc off the shelf, lowered it onto the

turntable and proceeded to make myself comfortable.

Within the next few seconds, however, the room was

filled with some of the most ear shattering, baffle-

husting sounds that have ever been recorded. It was

wonderful! I adjusted the Heathkit for full volume

and maximum base and settled down for a quiet

evening at home with Ferante and Teicher and

music from their Westminster Hi Fi album entitled

SOUNDPROOF.
You would hardly believe that two grand pianos,

no matter how gimmicked up they were, could make

so many interesting and different sounds. These

boys, it says on the record jacket, have been playing

together for many years now, ever since they were

youngsters. They have developed a musical sense of

timing and precision which helps to rank them tech-

nically among the very best. Unfortunately, until

you have heard the record for the eighty-third time,

the music itself lies hidden under an electronic coat-

ing of echo chambers, pre-amps, and other more

complicated sound distorting machinery. But just

listening to the sounds is fun, and if you are in-

clined toward the unusual, chances are you will play

the record eighty-three times anyway.

But getting back to my story, four very large

gentlemen recklessly broke down the door to my
room after the first three minutes of sound. They

suggested violently that I remove this record from

the turntable at once and never let it return. Fool-

ishly I refused. I told them in no uncertain terms

that the record was a hi fi masterpiece of sound

sculpture and that I intended to listen to it at all

costs. I even invited them to sit down and enjoy it

with me. They answered in terms which I dare not

repeat and a short time later they left, all smiling

with satisfaction. I love to see people happy.

Oh, and incidentally, does anyone want to buy a

Heathkit amplifier which has been slightly damaged

by a two-story drop to a concrete terrace. Or a few

pieces of a Westminster Hi Fi recording called

SOUNDPROOF by Ferante and Teicher?

THE ALL-FAITH CHAPEL?

WHY NOT?

by JAMES MERINO '60

As I read page two of the Collegian of October 20, I found Mr.

Hubley's letter most interesting. There may possibly be others who

feel as vehemently about the issue as he, but I quite frankly doubt it;

for what is there to get so fired up about?

Mr. Hubley sees the present Old Chapel as a "symbol of the tri-

umph of education over superstition"; that its conversion would

"destroy all hope for the enlightened progress of the University." In-

deed! Apparently Mr. Hubley is one of those souls who has become

baptised into the religion of 'Progress", complete with the dogmas of

"scientific" relativism and anti-revelation.

All the more reason to convert Old Chapel into a religious cen-

ter. For if all other buildings on campus are to be temples of the god

"Progress", then surely we may set aside one building as a center for

the rites of more valid religions.

Intercollegiate

Clippings
From the Springfield College Student, a "Letter to

the Editor"—

"One unpleasant topic under discussion since the

beginning of the year has been the long lines at the

cafeteria. Sometimes the delays are caused by the

food, trays, or cutlery running short, but on other

occasions the delay is quite unconnected with the

cafeteria itself, or the staff.

After waiting in line for three quarters of an

hour the other evening, I was a little disconcerted

when, as I was about to pick up my tray, I was al-

most thrust aside by some husky youths entering

through the faculty dining room. All that was forth-

coining from these "men" was a muttered 'Foot-

ball'!"
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Ujear ^/Lurd [Ruthie..
Dear Aunt Ruthie,

Why is it that every boy I've gone out with this year RM a girl

back home? It's not bad enough that they have girla back home, but

on every new date they talk mostly about her and the details of their

romance I'm getting sick and tired of this hearts and flowers deal.

What can I do about it ?

A fed-up coed

Dear Fed-up Coed,

This is a problem of many of the girls on campus, along with

quite a few of the guys. The rosy glow of summer romances is strong

in the returning upper classmen, and the freshmen have inevitably

left someone at home who they think is the "one." The only advice

that I can give on this is to wait, summer romances usually start to

cool with the first frost.

Sincerely yours,

Aunt Ruthie

Dear Aunt Ruthie,

Last night I went to a coffee-house on campus. There I saw a

very nfee girl, dressed in black slacks and sweater, with long black

hair. The guys who were with me laughed and told me she looked like

a witch, but I thought she appeared nice. Anyhow, I'm sort of an or-

dinary guy and don't go for all this crazy "beatnik" stuff, but she

seemed nice and I think I'd like to meet her. But she was with a lot of

guys with beards. How can I get to meet her?

Signed,

X

Dear "X,"

Actually, from the tone of your letter, I doubt that you have very

much in common with this "very nice girl." However, if you would

The Campus Beat
By ERNIE MANDEH 60 and ED B IMMOND '63

I'm moving back to Wheeler the dorm. This place lent even finish-

first thing In the morning. Shad. od yet.

Of all your ideas this is the weird- That's just it, 'Mod. Hy the time

est. this new dorm opens they might

You're the one that's weird. decide tO fill it with girls. They
Don't you realize the possibilities couldn't move us out. We've got

this has? Our own dorm! squatters rights.

So what? We could live in Hut there's no facilities in here

Grinnell Arena and have our own yet. Suppose I should have to get

like to meet her. you will have to develop an affinity for this "cof-

fee-house" and whatever goes with it.

Buy her a cup of coffee or tea, while you read to her from Faust

or A Midsummer Night'i Dream.

Sincerely.

Aunt Ruthie

Dear Aunt Ruthie,

I don't know if I really do have a problem hut let me tell you my
Story. I've been going with a French exchange student for several

weeks now. She speaks some English but not too well. Every night

when she says goodnight she calls me "Raul." My name, though,

Is not Raul, but Paul. She says that Raul is French for Paul and I

don't know whether to believe her or not. What do you think?
*

Raul ( ?)

Dear "Raul,"

Raul or Paul, what difference does it make as long as she doesn't

call you "collect" from Paris. You can call her bluff, if you desire, by

consulting the French Department.

Sincerely,

Aunt Ruthie

New 1960KM brings you taste...more taste...

More taste by far . . .

yet low in tar

!

New, free-flowing Miracle Tip Only the I960 UM Frees up flavor

Unlocks natural tobaCCO flavor! other filters squeeze in! Checks tars without

That's why L'M can blend fine tobaccos choking taste! Gives you the full, exciting flavor

not to suit a filter ... but to suit your taste! of the world's finest, naturally mild tobaccos!

O1OB8 Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

Editor's Note: This it to be a column of clippings

concerning the current topics of interest on other

college campuses. It is to be expected that some of

the items like the reprinted here, wiU be familiar.

Some things are universal. More taste by far.. .yet low in t&r. ..And they said "It couldn't be done!"

up in the middle of the night and

What an animal. You'll never
be in "High Society".

I'll see it, though. Tomorrow
night at 7 p.m. at the S.D.

You'll change your mind, Hod,
when I show you the rest of this

place.

But we'll miss out on all the big
social activities like The Harvest
Hop at Butterfield. It's this Satur-
day from 8-12:30 P.M. Admis-
sion. 35f stag or 50* drag.

We'll have our own dances.
We'll invite a few select girls

from dorms and sororities.

They'd never romp to this place.

Sure they will. Grab that mop
over there and we'll clean up a
little.

That's not a mop. That's some
guy from S.A.E. left over from
their prize—winning float.

Wait! Don't walk over there
Clod. They're not putting the floor
in until ... It was only 2 stories.

That does it Shad. I'm leaving.
You can't. We haven't got all

the ads in yet. For instance, the
CJ.S. Navel Reserve Research
Company invites all students and
reservists to each of the two
monthly meetings at Gunness
Lab. For information contact Lt.

(Continued on page 5)

THE

i^N'Q CLUB
Route 9 - 'Hamp Rd.

—offers—

DANCING on

Tues.—Thurs.—Fri.

Sat.: All-Girl Orch.

Sun.: Concert Time

We Cater to Private Parties

and Offer Spacious Facilities

ATTENTION

Science Students

If you want to know the mean-

ings of Scientific Terms and

hjve them at your fingertips

get a copy of the

'Syllabus of

Scientific Terminology'
On Sale now at

The

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE
$1.00 per copy

WANTED:
College Students to

work week-ends on

Dairy Farm i n

Hadley. Must be ex-

perienced in all

phases of Dairy

farming.

JU

4-8446

ALLARDS FARM

41 SO. MAPLE ST.

HADLEY
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THE LAND OF

By MIKE BLUM '60 mil
The following is a little capsule

review of what the jazz record

companies, major and minor, have

been up to lately. This week's

column includes those labels from

A to E; the rest, coming soon.

The analyses include company

aims, and a sampling of releases,

fine and mis-directed.

ABC Paramount—They began

with a flourish, but jazz album

output has slowed to a trickle.

Amongst their best are

—

Quincy Jones — "This is How I

Feel About Jazz"

Osear Pettiford—"In Hi Fi. Vol-

ume 1"

Argo—Though Chicago-based,

Argo has managed to record

many top New York musicians.

Its chief achievement however,

has been the introduction of vir-

tual unknowns to the public,

Yusef Lateef—"At Cranbrook"

good examples. Best sides-

Max Roach with Mobley and Dor-

ham

Yusef Lateef—"at Cranbrook"

Zoot Sims—"Zoot"

Atlantic—Atlantic has always

trier! to record the best; in terms

of number of outstanding albums

they seem to have succeeded,

some very banal rhythm and blues

and pseudo-New Orleans issues

notwithstanding.

"Five Sides" by the Modern Jazz

Quartet

"Lee Konitz with Warn* Marsh"

Lennie TristamVs only available

12" Ip

Milt Jackson "Plenty Hanty Soul"

"Ray Charles presents Fathead"

(a real surprise)

Bethlehem—This comptBJI DM
released an enormous amount of

"west coasty" jazz, some of it

trivia and most of if played by

non-important musicians wxlfl ap-

preciate a chance t<> 1"' heard as

leaders. Outstanding items

—

M I Torme and Frances Faye—
"Porgy and Bess"

As representative of their better

releases by west coast lesser-

lights, Stan Levey -'This Time

the Drums on Me"

Blue Note—This great pioneer

in modern jaz recently celebrated

its twentieth anniversary, but re-

fuses to rest on its laurels. Own-

er and main inspiration Alfred

Lion maintains cons' ant exposure

of stars while recording and de-

veloping youngsters into later

leaders. Horace Silver, Art Blakey

and the late Clifford Brown can

thank Alfred for helping them

rise to prominence. Aside from

these three contributors to Blue

Notes excellent jazz catalogue are

Bud Powell* Sonny Rollins, J. J.

Johnson, Miles Davis, Lee Morgan

and many significant others.

Capital—Capital's jazz program

is ridiculous; if they feel they

can make a few bucks by it they

release commercial "jazz", splurg-

ing such as George Shearing,

Jonah Jones, Bobby Hackett,

Dakota Staton etc., artistic stand-

ards being of no importance.

Columbia—This label has the

most worthwhile catalogue of the

major companies, since they re-

alize that jazz does not have to

be watered down to sell records.

Miles Davis is an obvious case in

point; he is both the largest seller

in jazz and one of its most artis-

tically satisfying. Recommended

—

"The Jazz Messengers"

Several great Miles records, espe-

cially "Round Midnight"

Gigi Gryce and Don Byrd—"Jazz

Lab"
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Never

too strong.
Never

too weak.

just right!

You can light either end!

Get satisfying flavor...so friendly 1o your taste!

NO FLAT
FILTERED-OUT

FLAVOR!

See how Pall Mall's famous length of fine, rich-

tasting tobacco travels and gentles the smoke-

makes it mild—but does not filter out A

that satisfying flavor!

NO DRY
SMOKED -OUT*

TASTE!

Outstanding...

and they are Mild!

HERE'S WHY SMOKE •TRAVELED" THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST

1

You get Pall Mall's

famous length of the

finest tobaccos
money can buy.

2
Pall Mall's famous
length travels and
gentles the smoke
naturally . . .

3
Travels it over, under,

around and through

Pall Mall's fine tobaccos

, , , and makes it mild!

Dave Briibi-ck — "Gone With the

Wind" (his best!)

Contemporary—The most con-

sistently well -recorded and pack-

aged records in the field come

from Contemporary, (a Contem-

porary record always has perfect

sound, a beautiful jacket, inter-

esting liner-notes and rarely poor

music). Although this is a Cali-

fornia independent company it

has branched out to record such

outstanding east-coasters as Son-

ny Rollins, Cecil Taylor and Ben-

ny Golson In addition to featuring

local boys, Barney Kessel, Hamp
Hawes, Shelly Manne, Andre Pre-

vin, Art Pepper etc.

Decca—Decca doesn't produce

much jazz. Most of their small

output has been re-issues, includ-

ing some great Armstrong.

Emarcy—Quality not quantity

guides Emarcy and such* a phi-

losophy produced some of the

finest modern sounds ever rec-

orded, on a series of Max Roach

sides. Certainly there has never

been anything to match the com-

bination of Max, Clifford Brofwn,

and Sonny Rollins, which may be

heard in top form on

—

"Max and Clifford at Basin

Street" (a classic).

Sarah Vaughan has some good

waxings on Emarcy

Next time labels f through z

and some suggestions for improv-

ing the jazz record situation.

Everything You Need
Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILM

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

Open Every Night until 1 1 00

The

Little Store
Located on N. Pleasant St.

On Corner Next to Newest

Men's Dormitory

"On the Campus Doorstep"

-

-Visit the-

Quonset
Club
FOOD SERVED

From 4:00-11:00

Sunday 1:00-11:00

1960 NCAA OFFICIAL

The ONLY Publication

, WITH THE OFFICIAL
,

'SCHEDULES—RECORDS '

RULES—STATISTICS
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JUST ARRIVED

A. I. HASTINGS, Inc.
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Bridge
by BARBARA DUBIS '61

This Saturday, October 24, the

Bridge Club will hold its first

afternoon game for students only.

Since card playing is no longer

allowed in the Hatch, games will

be held two Saturday afternoons

a month for those students inter-

ested in fun and relaxation rather

than boredom and studying.

Whether or not you have a part-

ner, come and join us at 1:45 P.M.

in the Student Union.

The results of the game of

Thursday, October 15, are:

North-South

tgt—Jim Leonard and Dick Lip-

man

2nd — Walter Spiewak and Al

Israel

3rd—Al Tobias and Ed Glasser

East-West

j st.—Dr. Chisholm and Mr. Elliott

Harwood

2nd—Margie Matte an-' Pat

O'Hearne

Hope to see you Thursday night

when Master Points will be

awarded.

*•

%^f\

'Since you've all had a rest over the weekend, I assume you're prepared for an

unannounced quiz!"

n
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<cnior.
Today. she

nfa7„ecu.ive
in one of

, 1CS a „cl dcc„.o„,,

of^ni„,ions .
Today,

the world's targe*

^

aLleuten-

'„ pLlonal and social life is busy
. .

.

Hei proles-
., balanced.•«* ••• hP'
'

cxccu.ive
occupies a

On duty, th»s V^^ and intelligence.

„„icer are hers. evenings and

Oft duty «he «9» her **»*> «"£ ^cation) Perhaps
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, arinual pai« >
make a

weekends plus 30 W*
t tbe Sorbonne Or^rn

Riviera
Whatever she , ^ pans . ,,

SSNo* or Los Angeles.
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career as an executive . . •
•

Army Corps.; *
this young executive

Shc could be
fiyjg*

*

on the Champ* »»**
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THE ADJUTANT QINERAL
Department of the Army
Washington «•. D. C. ATTNi AQSN L

Please tell me more about a world-traveling,

executive career in the Women's Army Corps.

AMreaa.

•graduate. Uyou^f;;; obU,.don.

the coupon- TOOT;

City

Collss* or University.

Ms|T-

fon»

_Or«du»tion Class.

Campus Beat . .

.

fC'iu'innttl from /hi</»: !)

John P. Jones ahuani thp C.S.S.

Roeboat moored at college pond.

Shad, I don't think you should

light a flrt in here.

How else will wo ke^p warm ?

All wo need now is a T.V. I un-

derstand the IRS-AIBE is having

a tapescript on Color T.V. tomor-

row at 11 A.M. in the Engineer-

ing Building.

Shad, we better put out that

fi-p.

Relax. Look at the vi<-w from

this window. We'll he able to see

all the Phi Eta Sigma's coming

for their regional conference.

They'll meet to discuss plans for

it tonight in K-15 Machmer. I

might also point out that stone

marker sticking out of the ground

over there.

What's that for?

That's where the great Lord

Jeffery Amherst fell.

No wonder, I almost tripped

over the damn thing myself.

Shad, I think that fire's starting

to spread.

Are you kidding? I've got it

under control.

Shad, the whole wall is on fire.

I barely got out myself

Lieu 1

. Cullen . .

.

('Continued from page 1)

5 foot 7 inch Lieutenant romped

through 18 pull-ups, 100 squat

jumps. <>2 push-ups, 90-sit-Bpa,

and finished with 42 squat

thrusts for a maximum total of

n00 points.

He thus became the fourth

student officer here to join the

exclusive "500 Pt. Club."

Lieutenant C u 1 1 e n graduated

from Armor Officer Basic Class 1

last week and is now assigned to

the f.th Armored Cavalry Regi-

ment.

LOUIS'

FOODS
76 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

favorite

m uu\ students

headquarters

in Boston

Centrally located near Kenmore
Square in Boston . . . convenient to

rail depots . . . airports ... and rapid

subway service to all parts of the city

Special Somerset facilities for theatre

tickets, and other special events in

Boston.

Special
STUDENT
WEEKEND

$J7S
S4 25

$400
$4.»0

S4.30

Single with running water

Single alts bath

Double-bedded rooms

Twin bedded rooms

Trlole

(Per Perion)

Alio rata* fsr 4 sr msri

W> HOTEL
400 Commonwealth Avenue

Boston 15. KiM, COpley 7 9000
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Varsity X-Countrymen Bow
To Harvard; Freshmen Romp

by JOE LIPCHITZ '62

The Varsity cross-country team

suffered their first defeat of the

season as they bowed to Harvard

hire yesterday by a score of 1!>-

40.

Harvard dominated the meet as

I'Mass co-captain Jim Keelon and

first place runner Ralph Husch-

mann took stitches half way

through the race, thus leaving the

Footrickmcn handicapped against

a strong Harvard team.

The first I'Mass runner across

the line was Diek Atkinson who

finished second only four lecondl

behind the winning Harvard man.

This was all the Fcotrioknun

eould do howfvor, as Harvard

placed all their five men within

the first

The next meet for the varsity

is the Yankee Conference Champ-
ionships at the University of New

Hampshire on October 31.

The Harriers for that meet will

be Buschmann, Atkinson, Hainer,

Keelon, Barren, Young, Kelsey

and Foley.

Freshmen Win
The Frosh UMass cross-country

team beat the Har\ard freshmen

hew yesterday by a score of 24-

33, with a winning time of 15:08

minutes for the 2.9 mile course.

Batch, II a s b r o u c k, O'Brien,

Blomstrom and Lima were the

five to finish for the University.

This gives the UMass freshmen

a record of four wins and only one

loss.

This was a difficult race as the

meets have come fairly close to-

gether leaving little time for com-
plete rest. The next meet for the

Freshmen however, is not until

November 4 when they travel to

Springfield to meet the Gymnasts

Sigma Delta Psi

Seeks Members
Below are pictured four of the

six active members of Sigma

Delta Psi, honorary athletic fra-

ternity, which -is no« seeking new

members. From left to right are

Jim Keelon '60, J M '60

John Cushing '61,

Blanc '60. Absent from this photo

are Roger Kindred '60, and Jim

Allen '60.

All male students are eligible

for membership after successful

completion of the admittance

tests. New candidates should con-

tact Mr. Footrick. Mr. James, or

one of the members of the society.

Testing has already begun and
will continue throughout the win-

ter every afternoon at the Cage.

P. E. Dept. Offers

Proficiency Test,

In Three Sports

Proficiency tests in archery,

golf a. id tennis will be given on

Thursday, October 22 from 3:00

f] 5:00 p.m., and on Fri-;>.m. ui

1:00 to 5:00.

SDP Wants You

Archery tests will be conducted

on the field to the west of the

Hicks building. Golf tests will be

administered in the area across

the brook (behind Phi Sigma Kap-

pa fraternity). Tennis tests will

take place on the courts which

are located behind the new Lib-

eral Arts building.

In the event of rain, all tests

will be postponed until October

29 and 30 at the same hours as

before.

Students are reminded that suc-

cessful completion of each test

will result in the waiving of one

unit of instruction in Physical

Education. The specific unit or

units to be waived will be deter-

mined by the administrative di-

rector of the program and will

first include the indoor quarters.

Items in each test battery are

posted on the bulletin board in

the locker room of the Cage. Stu-

dents presently enrolled in any of

the above activities are not per-

mitted to take these tests. Eligi-

ble and qualified students must

sign up on the bulletin board in

the Cage. Consult with your pres-

ent instructor for further infor-

mation concerning these tests.

—SPORTS NOTE—
There will be no sports ac-

tivity on campus this weekend.

The varsity and frosh football

and soccer teams are playing

away games, and the cross

country teams aren't scheduled.

Not A Tyke,

VOTE

'Big' Mike

HOLMES
Vice-Pres.

63

FACTS W FIGURES
By DICK BRESCIANI '60

The Redmen will be out to stop their four game losing streak

Saturday when they travel to meet the Northeastern Huskies, in a

game that could turn into quite an offensive show.

Northeastern is winless in five outings. The Huskies have been

bombed by New Hampshire, Springfield, AIC and West Chester, Pa.

State Teachers, while losing an 8-6 squeaker to Rhode Island.

UMass trails in the series between the two schools, having won
four times while losing six. Last year, Northeastern upset the Redmen,
12-0, but UMass captured the previous two contests in 1955 and '56.

Rollins Named To All-East Team
'

Hard-running John Rollins, Rhode Island halfback, was named to

this week's All-East team as a result of his outstanding performance
against the Redmen. Rollins gained 113 yards on 16 carries, caught
four passes for 38 yards and intercepted one in the Rams' 30-6 win.

Other players of local interest who made the squad include end
Mike Long of Brandeis, tackle Lou Guzzetti of Williams and Richie

Lucas, Penn State quarterback who starred against Boston Univ.

The honorable mention list has end Larry Eisenhower of Boston
College, guard Harvey Gusler of Springfield, centers Jim McCormick
of Rhode Island and Mark Hurm of Delaware, quarterback Joe Gilbo
of Springfield and halfback Jack Turner of Delaware.

According to a recent survey, the average tenure of Eastern Col-

legiate Athletic Conference head football coaches at their current in-

stitutions is 7.5 years. The longest tenure is 27 years shared by Carl
Davis at Cortland State and Dan Jessee at Trinity College. (U.Mass
is a member of the E.C.A.C.)

With varsity and freshman basketball practice under full swing,

the hoop season will soon be coming to UMass again. New head coach
Matt Zunic will certainly provide Redman fans with plenty of exciting

basketball.

The hoop schedule calls for only nine home games, with 15 on the
road including the Springfield College Christmas tournament. In-

cidentally, the freshman basketball team will also compete in a tourney
at West Point.

Be Bright and Early to Vote For
LINDA PERLEY
Treasurer, 1963

FREE
To Any Student Enrolled

At The University Of Massachusetts

-1st PRIZE-

o* *«•>«.

— Designer Model

\i

The Newest Sound in Music

Stereo-Musaphonic

Plionograpli
2nd

^
Prize

modii rr«s

3rd
Prize

All-Transistor

Portable Radio

The above prizes will bo awarded to the Individ-

ual Students enrolled at the U. of M. who collect the

largest number of empty packages of CAMEL,

WINSTON, SALEM and CAVALIER cigarettes

1st PRIZE - 21" TV

2nd PRIZE - STEREO HI-PI

3rd PRIZE - TRANSISTOR RADIO

-RUIES-
1. Contest open to any registered student enrolled et University of Massachusetts.

2. Student turning in largest number of wrappers will win First Priie, second

largest number Second Priie, third largest number Third Prl»e.

3. Empty wrappers of CAMEL, WINSTON, CAVALIER or SALEM constitute ballots.

4. All wrappers turned in must be flattened out and tied in bundles of 20's.

5. Each bundle must have student's name, school and address.

6. Wrappers are to be turned in at the University Store on November 20th

before 3 p.m. to the Judges: Mr. Ryan, Manager of the University Store; a

Representative of the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., a University Student.

7. Decision of the Judges will be final.

8. Contest begins Monday, October 12, and ends 3 p.m. Friday, November 20.

Li _•>

U. Of

4*
SHOWERS & WARM

4 Letters

To Editor

See page 2
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Zelis, Armstrong Battle For Senate Presidency

Lyle Eddy Lectures

To Education Club

MR. LYLE EDDY

Mr. Lyle Eddy of the Education

Department spoke on "John Dcv-
ey's Impact on Education" last

night at the first meeting of the

Education Club, in the Common-
wealth Room. His speech was

divided into three parts: a bio-

graphy of John Dewey, his basic

philosophic ideas, and a question

and answer period*

Dewey spent his life writing,

teaching, and speaking. His major

work, Democracy in Education,

was written in 1913. It waa trans-

lated into 8 languages and is the

"Bible of progressive and modern
education."

Mr. Eddy then discussed Dew-
ey's theory of the "knowing pro-

cess," which leads to the rest of

his philosophy. He was concerned

with the Knower and the Outside

World: how does the mind get to

know what is outside the mind?
Dewey's philosophy of ethics, ends

and means, and behavior was then

explained.

Mr. Eddy explained three con-

trasts of Dewey: those of doing

and knowing, authority and free-

dom, and discipline and interest.

In commenting on what Mr.

Dewey thought were the aims of

education, Mr. Eddy said that

Dewey's only aim for education

was more education; that is,

growth and more growth.

Mr. Eddy concluded by saying

thut Dewey felt that what OUT

country needed was more people

who can subject customs, habits,

and traditions to a thorough

cross-examination and scrutiny

and leaders who will do this also,

in the hopes of arriving at a more
usable set of customs, habits, and

traditions.
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by BILL AVERY '63

and DAVE MANLEY '63

After two hours of heated dis-

cussion, Sen. Robert Armstrong

and Sen. Robert Zelis were dead-

locked 18-18 in the race for the

Senate presidency Wednesday

night.

The election proceedings were

opened by Chief Justice of Men's

Judiciary Don Kelly '60, presiding.

Zelis was nominated by James O'-

Leary (Class of '62) while Arm-
strong was nominated by Marcia

Smith (Leach).

Zelis, in his address, stressed

"the need for a progressive, ex-

perienced leader, ... not new
blood."

Armstrong countered that his

aim was "to give the Student

Senate back to the students" and

added "the Senat« -an do no bet-

ter than its senato and leaders."

James O'Leary opened discus-

sion of the candidates by outlin-

ing Zelis' 16 points platform.

O'Leary stressed that Zelis

planned to '^t up a separate

budget committee . . . work for a

joint Senate-RSO policy . . . im-

provement of relations with stu-

dents . . . paid clerical assistance

to straighten out Senate files . . .

more Vice Pres.deiithil control of

the committees . . . compromise

worked out between the Band and

the administration . . . broader

relationships with the Faculty

Senate . . . more students on fa-

culty committees.. .a State

House — University day . . . im-

provement of Summer School pro-

gram and activities . . . and a

policy of peaceful 'co-existence'

with the Collegian . .
."

Marcia Smith, in her nomina-

tion speech for Bob Armstrong,

stressed his accomplishments as

Chairman of the Services Com-
mittee, such as "rerouting the

Commons lines . . . conducting

telephone surveys . . . discount

rates in the Peter Pan Bus serv-

ice .. . and free bus service to

Amherst." Citing his responsibili-

ty for lifting the prestige of the

Senate, his services to the stu-

dent body, his channels in South

College, Miss Smith said "Arm-
strong is a man who gets things

done because he is a good organ-

izer." Miss Smith reiterated Arm-
strong's platform, which in addi-

tion to putting the student into

the Student Senate, will estab-

lish a budget committee . . . bi-
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DON CROTEAU '61

"Armstrong msy not be as

creative as Zelis but he gets

things done."

ROBERT ARMSTRONG and ROBERT ZELIS — Rivals for Sen-

nate President watch television during the election.

monthly reports from recipients

of Senate allocated funds . . .

posting proposed motions so Sena-

tors "won't go in cold . . . raise

prestige of the Senate . . . and
instruction of parliamentary pro-

cedure."

Dennis Twohig, (Married Stu-

dents), vice-president of the

Senate, speaking in support of

Zelis, said he was impressed by

what he had seen of Zelis in

action on the Senate floor and is

convinced that "he is the man to

do the job." Twohig pointed out

that Zelis sponsored motions

which established intra-mural de-

bating, an optional meal plan, a

policy of channeling money from

vending machines into scholar-

ships, and abolishing scholarships

for Collegian editors. He brought

out an analogy between the elec-

tion and the Keough-Donovan

election of two years ago. In that

election, Twohig stated "Richard

Keough was defeated because he

had stepped on too many toes."

Twohig urged Senate members

"not to let this happen to Zelis."

Twohig said this election all boils

down to one question; "Has Bob

Zelis gotten too big for his

britches?"

Bill Knowlton, secretary of the

Senate, stepped down from the

platform and pointed out that it

was Bob Zelis who had been in

touch with the Peter Pan Bus

Company all summer. Knowlton

added that Zelis had experience in

dealing with the administration.

"A year's experience," he said, "is

something to take advantage of."

Dave Mraz '61 countered that

Armstrong had made "working

contacts" with the head of the

Dining Commons, head of the

Building and Grounds Depart-

ment, President Mather, and other

prominent administrators.

Don Croteau, in support of

Armstrong, denounced Zelis's rec-

ent actions of "criticising the Col-

legian from the rostrum." He
added that it "seems as if Bob
Zelis is too po-wcrfu? he gets his

hand into everything." "Is this a

good thing?," Croteau (Com-
muters) asked.

Croteau admitted that "Arm-
strong may not be as creative as

Zelis," but stipulated that "he

gets things done."

O'Leary, speaking for the sec-

ond time, said "Zelis has done
more for the Senate than anyone
I know. In fact, he was in Boston
this summer fighting for the

teachers' pay raise."

Jack Knight (Fraternities) de-

scribed Zelis as "the coach, the

water boy, the whole team." He
added "How can you argue that

Armstrong is not experienced?

Bob Armstrong has always main-
tained the highest ideals—he is a

leader."

In conclusion Ted Sheerin

(Commuters) said that "My heart

tells me to vote for Armstrong,
but my head makes me vote for

Zelis. Whether or not you like

Zelis you have to respect his

ability. Too much leadership is

better than too little."

At this time, 10:60 p.m. the

Senate voted overwhelmingly to

adjourn.

—Official Notice—

Amherst Parade
The Amherst Bicentennial will

form on the University campus on

Sunday, October 25.

This is the most ambitious un-

dertaking of its kind into which

the town has ever entered, and

full cooperation of staff and stu-

dents is sought.

It is requested that, except in

emergency, no student or faculty

cars be brought on the campus
proper between 11 A.M. and 6

P.M. on Sunday.

Robert S. Hopkins, Jr.

Dean of Men

TED SHEERIN *M
"My heart tells me to vote

for Armstrong, but my
tells 1me to vote for Zelis/'
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DARK HORSE?
Wednesday night's presidential deadlock

has brought up some interesting points.

The Senate officially has no officers until

the new slate is elected. When Bob Zelis

handed the gavel to Don Kelly, the terms of

all the officers ended.

Even more interesting are the problems

ol future officers. If Zelis is defeated, he

won't run. for another office or even take a

committee chairmanship. If Armstrong is

defeated, Dennis Twohig is a "shoe-in" for

the vice-presidency. Where will that leave

Armstrong?
Twohig said at the election that "It is a

question of whether or not Bob Zelis has

gotten too big for his britches." Twohig ad-

mitted that he didn't know the answer.

Twohig, when nominated for the presi-

dency, by Robert Fishel, declined by saying

that he "wasn't qualified." Whether or not

he is qualified* the fact remains that he has

been the vice-president of the Senate since

Hay 16. In any event, Twohig is a strong pos-

sibility as a dark horse candidate in the

event that the Srnato cannot reach a decision

novt Wednesday night.

A number of people are curious as to how

the vote would have come out if there was

one taken immediately before adjournment.

Janet Parker (Mary Lyon), the Senator who

came into the meeting a little after 10:30

p m.. would have been the deciding vote if

she had had a chance to cast her ballot. How-

ever, a number of senators feel that Sheerin's

speech for Zelis was effective enough to in-

fluence some of the freshman Senators to

vole for Zelis.

What happens next week will be most in-

teresting. It certainly is a comfort to know-

that Hon Kelly, Chief Justice of Men's

Judiciary, will '»»> back again to continue to

do an cm silent job of refereeing this political

f] cv-for-all. —!> H. R.

Essay Contest
HUMANISM, sometimes railed ethical, scientific

or modern, b the subject of a short essay contest

in 1050 for prises offered by the International

Humanist and Ethical Union.

The topic of the essay is to be one of the follow-

ing: Varieties of Humanism, Ethical Humanism a8

I basis for Right and Wrong, The Humanist Answer

to the World's Needs, Ethical Humanism as Way
Of Life, Methods of Promoting a Humanist Out-

look.

1»rizes

V i t Pri/e |300 Second Prize $200

Also a First Prize of $100 and a Second Prize of

$;»() will be offered in each of the following six re-

gions: Africa. Asia, Europe, Latin America, North

America. Other Areas.

Conditions of Kntry

\g< Contestants must he not more khan 81 years

of age in 1060.

Language: Essays may he submitted in any lan-

guage, hut preferably in English or French.

Length: No essay should exceed 2,f>00 words.

Date: Essays in typescript, accompanied by a let-

•mg the name, address, and age of the con

ti iitani, should he posted not later than December

31, 1050 to: IHEU Administration, Oudcgracht 152,

Utrecht, Holland, marked 'Essay Contest'.

Further details for this essay contest, epon-

<l by the International Humanist and Ethical

t nam, will he posted on the editorial hoard in the

Collegian office.

HELLER LECTURES

ON NIETZSCHE

by PAT WOOD '62

Last Wednesday Peter Heller of the Cerman Department lectured

on Nietzsche for the second in a series OS Existentialism presented

by the Hillel Foundation. As an excellent example of the fact that

education and religion are not foes but are cohorts in the search for

truth, Heller delved into the heart and soul of Nietzsche.

Nietzsche asked all pervading

questions with his total being,

Combining analytical intellect and

heart. The 'wandering fugitive'

rejected Christianity and sought

to re-establish pagan worship of

the earth with its Dionysian

qualities. It almost seemed that

was not so much the disbe-

lieve? as the rebel. With his in-

sistent cry that "God is dead",

iving the earth in darkness and

chaos to be resurrected by 'super-

man'.

Peter Heller

As a prophet with a clear knowledge of the future and the in-

ability to do anything, Nietzsche has as his source of authority the

sanction of the irrevocability of personal taste. His fanatic preachings

of creation and destruction in eternal cycles revealed his insanity

which brought on his inevitable doom and hurt no one hut himself.

AN EXPERIMENT

IN INTERNATIONAL LIVING
by RICHARD P. HERMAN '60

Language Barrier Problems

Editor a Note: Thin is the third in a series about the International

Peoples College in Denmark.

As always, difficulties accompanied the pleasures, and set-backs

followed right on the tail of successes in the schooi. One of the chief

problems to be overcome was the language barrier. Aside from mak-

ing it difficult to communicate thoughts, this barrier had the tendency

of creating groups which didn't add to the unity of the school. How-

ever, most of the international students in the college attempted to

learn Danish thus helping to somewhat alleviate the problem through

a feeling of group progress in Laming to speak "with potatoes in

your mouth." It was often frustrating to the Danes as well as the

foreign students; each wanted to speak in the other's native tongue.

The usual compromise was, "You speak to me in my language, I'll

Speak to you in yours and we'll be mutually unintelligible."

Lessons in Government

Along with studies, discussions and parties, the school had to be

run as a living, organizational unit The principal, Vagn Eenger, be-

lieved in democracy and a real indent government. In the beginning

the school found itself with the task of electing a student council to

run the college. Here was a real lesson in working together interna-

tionally Starting from scratch \s tough when the group speaks the

same language and has bnsiralh the same organizational and educa-

tional background. The task appeared monumental when viewed from

our little international scene.

When the attempt was made to amend the existing constitution

the results led most of us to believe that before any real progress

was to he made, it would he m •• . -sary to have the interpreting facili-

ties of the C.N. on hand. It became apparent, actually and practically,

that many of the freedoms and rights which we enjoy and take for

granted as Americans are still being fought for in Europe.

As the year progressed, H wrai very rewarding to see that the ar-

gument, misunderstandings and difficulties which arose actually led

to a deeper understanding Of the problems to be faced and dealt with

by the coming generations, Educationally speaking, our failure to

innate smooth ranning machine was more valuable to us than a year

spent passing international bouquets back and forth.

A Most Vsl liable Lesson

Trying to recall five months is difficult under any circumstances

and almost impossible under those at International Peoples College.

The hours merge into days and the days into months, all finally cul-

minating with the final helpless feeling one has when he reali7.es that

he will mole than likely never again see some of the close friends

that he has come to know §q well.

Many of the opportunities' to benefit from the experience were
not taken and much was lacking at the school. It will suffice to re-

peat, the srordl of our African student from Ghana, who upon leaving

the school expressed his feelings s«> aptly: "I am sure that if I spent

two years poring oVCl all the volumes of books and papers I could

lay my hands on, that I could not receive the value of my stay here

at the college." Seconding Boadi'i observation I can but add my own
appreciation at having been able to enjoy such an experience and my
own regret that this same valuable lesson in international living can

only be passed on to such a small number each year. More than

theories, policies or philosophies, the school gives to one the real un-

derstanding of living and learning internationally.

LETTERS
Replies To Hubley

'respect for religion'

Dear Mr. Hubley,

in reply to the somewhat ignorant statement

made by you in the October 20 issue of the Colleginn\

myself, as well as many others would like to take

this opportunity to more or less strike back.

My dear Bonis, after three years of higher edu-

cation if by this time you have not learned the true

ideals and beliefs of Americanism and democracy you

had better quit now for your own good. In America,

In case you didn't know, one of the basic ideas of

democracy Is freedom and harmony of the different

sects of religion in our country. As for myself I can

think of no better way to get along with those

around us than by respecting each other's religious

beliefs. Some day sir, maybe you will have the un-

fortunate opportunity of finding yourself living un-

der Communist domination which disregards any

religious rite. Cod forbid that this day shall ever

come to us, but nevertheless it is a constant threat.

I am sure then you will feel quite differently to-

wards your views.

As for the statement made by you in paragraph

two "It is enough to have their 'High Priests' in

the Student Union". I think you should have thought

before making this statement. There are some peo-

ple on this campus who find it quite annoying to

hear men of God being referred to in a sarcastic

manner. These men are here to help education, not

to hinder it. I'm sure by your foolish manner of ex-

pressing your views, you have made yourself none

too popular on the UMass campus.

William K. Patrick Cronin T,l

'frustrated pedagogue'
Dear Mr. Hubley:

The opinion you expressed in October 20's Col-

tenia)! is utterly revolting and entirely selfish!

You remind me of a frustrated pedagogue whose

only aim is to I ram the student's minds with facts

and figures heedless of the fact that the mind must

be disciplined in other areas in order that the stu-

dent be well-adjusted.

If you are a part of that so-called "enlightened

progress". I'll have none of it. Education, by your

apparent standards, Mr. Hubley, is nothing.

SlnepTgly,

Elenora Theodores T>1

Reply To Merino
To the Editor:

That Mr. Merino found Mr. Hubley's letter of

Oct. 20, 1959, opprobrious can be deduced from the

subterfuge to which he resorted in dismissing Mr.

Hubley's cause. The basis of Mr. Merino's sophistry

lay in his vacuously satirical dramatization of Mr.

Hubley's anti-religion. The major point of Mr. Hub
ley's letter was thus "effectively" glossed over.

May I point out that traditionally this country,

which ceded this campus to the state of Massachu-
setts, has upheld the doctrine of the separation of

church and state. This permits what is, perhaps, the

most democratic and equitable policy in the United
States today Freedom of religion Combine the two
and one rightly observes that even a minority need

not be suhjoet to supporting any religious group or

groups.

Using OW Chapel as a tri-religious center will be

definitely an infringement upon a national right and
tradition, not only by forcing anti-religionists,

atheists and agnostics amongst the student body to

act hypocritically, but also by diverting the money
winch our forebears appropriated for education into

an overt \iolation of our national constitution.

Robert D. MacElroy T>0

Hail The Juke Box
To the Editor:

Concerning the recent furor over the juke box

III the Hatch: has anyone ever stopped to consider
what a technological marvel the juke box is? The
very fact that it does drive certain parties to dis-

traction by playing crudely-made rock and roll rec-

ords from 12 noon to 10 P.M.. day in and day out,

is not only proof of the unoxalted IQ's of the lis-

teners but more important, of the skillful engineer-
ing that is contained within its construction.

An appreciation of the high technical achievement
displayed by this instrument, I feel, is entirely lack-

ing on the part of both the dissenters and listeners
of [ts Innocuous emissions.

"Out of Order" signs have, perchance, fallen on
a multitude of hapless items in the Union, not ex-
cluding toilets, hut yet has the day to come when one
sees "Out of Order" hanging over the Hatch juke
box!

Sincerely yours,

Robert Chilsa

101 Chndhourne

The Campus Beat
by JERRY GALLA6HBB

With no more goofing around, we've got to find a new president.

With this in mind we began to interview applicants. The fust man con-

t rted was Leo Duroeher.

Question: Leo, what would your first official move be as president?

Leo: Well, Lindsey, I'd bunt.

Question: Why do you want the job?

Ijeo: This is my kind of a campus. I'll show Frank Lane. If I can't be

manager of the year, I'll be president of the year.

Next interviewed was Dean Martin.

Question: What would your first move as president be?

Dean: End that prohibition jazz.

Question: How would you solve the dining problem?

Dean: Serve booze in class. The cats would be too grogged to eat. Me
and Frank will have a ball here.

Charles Van Doren responded to his first move:

Charles: I'd rather not say until after Nov. 2, but could you give me
a hint?

Question: How would you solve the cribbing problem?

Charles: I can't stand cheaters. I'd bring them before the judiciary

immediately.

Also interviewed were: Johnny Orlando, Lucky Luciano, William

Burkhart, Boogie Bear, Carmen Basilio, Elsa Maxwell, Allen Young,

Commander Whitehead, Lassie, Sam Huff and Bert Piel, but comments

are not available.

Anyone interested in helping to make the scenery for the upcom-

ing Roister Doister production is asked to report to the "Loft" of

Stockbridge Hall, tomorrow, at 10:30 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.

The deadline for items to appear in this column are: For Monday,

noon Saturday; for Wednesday. 4 p.m. Monday; and for Friday, 4 p.m.

Wednesday.

U.S.KEDS
for perfect footwork and comfort
Professionally designed by and for top-flight tennis

players. Featuring a flexible arch for comfort; an

abrasion-resistant sole that stands up to any playing

surface; laces to the toe to insure perfect fit, complete

support. Fully cushioned, heel to toe. About $8.50.

LOOK FOR THE KEDS LABEL

There will be a Halloween

Dance tonight fr<»ni H 1 J p m in

the Commonwealth Room of tie

S.U. Admission is ''•" tingle and

:><)c double. Refreshment! srlll be

served.

Notice: The deadline for all

submissions to the Quarterly ts

November 1st.

There will be a Co-Roe Night,

tonight In the Women's Phys. Ed,

Bids;, starting at 7:0(1 p.m. For

the information of freshmen boys,

this means you can go.

The Inter-Varsity Christian As-

sociation will hold i meeting to-

night at 7:00 p.m. in the Hamp-
shire Room of the S.U.

The broadcast oi the UMass-
Northeastern game pan be heard

somewhere in the S.U. (to be an-

nounced), starting at game time.

Movies of the game will he shown
at 8:00 p.m. in the Council Cham-
bers of the Union on Sunday.

The Outing Club is going to Mt.

Monadnock in Southern New
Hampshire this Sunday, Oct, 85,

The group will leave from Skinner

Auditorium Parking Lot at

9:00 a.m. All are welcome.

©u ilted States Rubber

Co-ed Corner
by GERDA BROOKS H

Editor's Note: l>>>>tii r*-pre-

sentatnt* pfsasi turn in news t<>

thi CnLLKUAN offir, />// Monday
)>n>nini(ix typed doublt tpaosd ei

thirty spaces across. Houses

which are n<>1 represt nted ijci

slmntit rhoose reporters oml ft SO)

their names to either ,,f flic t tti-

tOTt <>f thin column.

THATCHER NEWS
Congratulations to Sally Perry,

Thatcher's newly elected Dorm
Senator.

Two Thatcher girls Carol

Fhnes 'h"2 and Margie Watson
are now Naiads.

Congratulations to Sally Gates
'61 and Carol Ehnes T,2 who are

pledged to Gamma Chi Alpha.

LEWIS NKWS
Congratulations to our new

Senator, Lucy Dubiel '62.

Lewis couldn't be prouder to

be swarming with beauty. Ginger
Anderson '62 reigned as Home-
coming Queen last weekend and
Janica Towne '62 is this issue's

Yn1nH> Queen.

Several upperclass girls are

and CAROL KIBITZ '62

sporting sorority pledge pins:

Nancy Bollman '62, Sigma Kap-

pa; Sandra Cookingham '62, Pi

Phi; Marilyn Fulton '62, Gamma
Chi; and Joan Peterson,

'61, Kap-

pa Kaflpa Gamma.

ARNOLD NEWS
Once again Arnold won honors

in the float parade competition.

Credit goes to June Crasco '62,

Social Chairman, her committee,

and all participants who helped

to make the effort a success.

A coffee hour was held on Octo-

ber 13 from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m. Dr.

Field was the guest speaker and

from the freshmen attending we
understand that his topic on

"How to Study" was a helpful

one considering the barrage of

hour exams they are now facing.

Congratulations to our new
Senator—Judy Anderson, '63,

from Concord. AJso Arnold's

proud of having two members of

the queen's court for Homecom-
ing—Barbara Feldman '61 from
Natick, and Debbie Read, '62

from Walpole.

jaditon - fanlale (for men)

Are men fashion conscious 1 I

had not considered doing a column

about the clothes sense of the

male until it was suggested by an

upset young man. He had wanted

to purchase a suit, and found an

overstock of nothing but blacks

and blues in the store. This

couldn't have been the House of

Walsh!

We tend to think of men's fash-

Visit the-

Quonset
Club
FOOD SERVED

From 4 00-11:00

Sunday 1:00-11:00

by JUDY Bit ASK IF "HO

ions as static, unchanging from

year to year. Vet they d<> change,

slowly at first, eventually becom-

ing a change of some significance,

An innovation which is slowly re-

turning to acceptance is the vest.

\ few years ago it was complete-

ly unheard of, today appears in

bright new styles and colors.

There is an ivy-league vest cut

with a squared hot torn, a pointed

style for wear with the continen-

tal suit. Plaids are hold and un-

^onv^ntional making v*?'l eonv^r

iation pieces. For the conservative

mah* the quiet solids and checks

remain in vogue. Thpre seems to

he n new interest in patterned

suits of glen plaid, pin chc

hounds-tooth checks and others.

1
1' *• tivc new styling has hit

the slack market. There are cuffs

and no cuffs, pockets and only B

hint of a pocket. The slacks tend

to be more tapered this year, end-

ing in a turned seam without a

cuff. Pocket styling has turned

more to the small Bat pockets

both for the sides and hack.

Hats are in fashion for men and

losing significance for women. The

men's hStS are of various types

and styles with brims varying

from one eighth of an inch to two

riches, the narrower brim being

.tressed this fall.

College wear for men has not

changed significantly and won't.

The class!
»"• ll t *• ^ **»>,<

crew neck sweaters topping slacks

or more likely chinos, sneaks or

loafers for class wear, and white

rt, tii and sport jacket for oc-

casions. For big nights out, the

tuxes appear, in all colors not to

i i he gii 1
c gown s.

No matter what's been said to

contrary* clothes don't make
the man. The man creates his own
dist i netion.

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

fi „ i.r'r, ,-t i .-.ilpr, N.d Vc>m 20, H ¥

> »r-XlS.S.....

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!

.,».»> R J sjttnoldi T»h»<vo Co.. Wtn«wnSil*m, N C,
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With the Sororities

Don't forget the PANHEL-
LENIC TEA this Sunday, Octo-

ber 25, from 3 to 5 p.m. in the

Student Union. See you there!

CHI OMEGA

The Chi O's are still going like

a house afire after a great Home-

coming Weekend. They certainly

had a "bucket" of fun in that

float parade Friday night and I

understand numerous trips were

made to the men's cage before

the show got on the road. Did

everyone get warm or accom-

plish her desired missions, gals?

Chief Penelope Renton did a

fine job with the siren and real-

ly got the feel of the whole role.

Did anyone ever save night-

capped Elaine Hurney or Pat

Oliviera? Carolyn Walsh and

Peg Doherty tried real hard to

put out that fire, but they got

more water on themselves and

the spectators than on the Chi O
house. Oh well, nice try!

The next morning, after the

night before, the house served a

delicious luncheon (after the

AMHERST
CINEMA

by Pat O'Connell 961

Mother's Club meeting). Many
other guests were present and it

was especially great to see the

"alums" w*ho had much to reveal.

After the football game, Chi O
and KKG collaborated on an open

house which wau a booming suc-

cess according to those who at-

tended. However, it seems that

some people missed this chance to

see our new interior for they're

still coming around at night to

PEEK in. When the new drapes

arrive this privilege will be no

more—oh night visitors!

Congratulations are in order

for Gini Boire who has been

chosen as one of the leads in this

year's Campus Varieties.

Another event to be celebrated

this October occurred on the fifth

—it was Chi Omega's Elusinian

celebration. This date marks our

"half-birthday", for our Found-

er's Day is on April fifth. Happy

half birthday greetings were ex-

tended to the wearers of the

cardinal and straw that night at

dinner.

This Wednesday night the Chi

O's and the Alpha Sig's almost

had an exchange supper which

would have been the beginning of

-NOW . . . ENDS SAT.-
Glenn Ford — Debbie 'Reynolds

"It Started With
A Kiss"
—Color—

-SUN. & MON.-
George Stevens

"Diary of

Anne Frank"

SENIORS
who do not have appoint'

ments for their picture sit-

tings, come in for picture

anytime Tues., Wed. after-

noon, or Thursday.

a • 'iwuii ntmt iih wnmw w nt aoeuiu nvur.

Lucky girl

!

Next time one of her dates bring up the Schleswig-

Holstein question, she'll really be ready for him.

Ready for that test tomorrow, too ... if that bottle of

Coke keeps her as alert tonight as it does other people.

ONIXK

Bottled under authority of

The Coca-Colo Company by
C™g&&

the Greek social "whirl"! (Sorry,

Mimi).

GAMMA CHI ALPHA

Sunday, October 25, at 7:00 P.M.

in the Colonial Lounge seventeen

pledges will be initiated.

The Gamma Chi's are sure

everyone agrees with them in

their opinion of the float parade

—

"terrific!"—Congratulations to all

the winners—you really did a

great job.

Linda Frissel and Judy Konop-

ka have parts in the coining pro-

duction of Campus \ arieties—just

small ones; not Academy Award
material yet!

A new "king" of Gamma Chi

Alpha was crowned after the float

parade; Dave Mteroft, senior

Stockbridge student, received a

big vote of thanks from the sis-

ters for all the help he gave on

the float.

On Saturday, November 21,

Gamma Chi Alpha and Sigma Phi

Epsilon will hold a Splash Party

at the Women's Physical Educa-

tion Building. This will probably

be the only "wet" party on cam-

pus this year!

KAPPA ALPHA THETA

The Theta's were proud of their

prize winning float in the parade

Friday night. "It's Off To Win
We Go", based on a Snow White
theme, came in third in the soror-

ity division.

Wednesday evening Theta had
an exchange supper with Phi Sig-

ma Kappa, which we all enjoyed.

Sunday we are having a buffet

for all the actives in honor of

Mrs. Elisabeth Little, our guest

THE

\*^fQ CLUB
Route 9 'Hamp Rd.

—offers—

DANCING on

Tues.—Thurs.—Fri.

Sal.: All-Girl Orch.

Sun.: Concert Time

We Cater to Private Parties

and Offer Spacious Facilities

from National Headquarters.

We wish to thank Sigma Phi

BpailoH for returning our flag in

time for our Homecoming Open
House.

Best wishes to Anna Connelly

and Ed Bennett, who plan to be

married this weekend.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

After the game Saturday,

Kappa and Chi O held a joint

open house. At Chi O there was

I jazz band and at Kappa were

the refreshments. The Kappa's

were all glad to see their Alum-

nae again.

Congratulations to all the win-

ners of the float parade. A special

"hats-off" to Levy Somers for an

excellent job on KKG's float and

to everyone who particpated.

On Wednesday night KKG has

been invited to a buffet at Lamb-

da Chi.

The Kappa's are glad to see

their president, Ginny Ryder, is

up and around again.

PI BETA PHI

This year's Homecoming Week-

end certainly proved to be an ex-

citing one for all the Pi Phi's.

Many of their "alums" came back

to their Alma Mater and it was

fun hearing about their careers.

Evie Burhoe was back, briefing

us on her glamorous career as an

airline hostess with West-Orient

Airlines. Louise Shea and Irene

Kowalzyk blinded us all with their

sparkling diamonds. Some of the

older "alums" were surprised at

our expanded campus—all were

glad to be back visiting UMass.

Congratulations to the float

parade winners! Homecoming
proved to be an extra special

weekend for two of our Pi Phi's,

Lanie Farr and Bev Rodiman.

Lanie was pinned, Friday night,

to Don Brown (TKE), and Bev is

now wearing Grant Bowman's Sig

Ep pin. Congratulations and Best

Wishes!

Monday night seven pledges,

Joanna Albertini, Diann Coyle,

Kathy Creeden, Marcia Frost,

Mama Howard, Robin Scally, and

Virginia Venti were initiated.

Now that their pledge period is

* FRIDAY NITES *
8-12 P.M.

"DIXIE TO DANCE BY"
with the

JAZZ DOCTORS
-FEATURING

Gil Roberts, Banjo

at the

HATFIELD CLUB
HATFIELD - 4 Mi. Above 'Hamp

"Come As You Are"
NO COVER - NO MINIMUM

G & H ENTERPRISES presents

the Kingston Trio

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Mm

Thursday, November 12

SPRINGFIELD MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM

TICKETS AVAILABLE: JEFFERY AMHERST MUSIC SHOP

over, they're proudly wearing the

Pi Phi Arrow. The initiates are

so happy to welcome them as sis-

ters.

The agenda for this week in-

cluded an exchange supper with

Alpha Gam Wednesday night,

sing rehearsals nightly once again

and hack to studying after the big

weekend. Mrs. Adams, Alpha Pro-

vince President, will be with us

next Tuesday through Thursday.

We are all anxiously looking for-

ward to her visiting our chapter.

Pat Binkley has been appointed

chairman of the Activities Com-
mittee of Winter Carnival Week-

end; Plans have already begun for

another really big weekend at

UMass.

Headlines for this week: "King-

ston Trio Replaces Bridge." The
poor stereo is being worn out by
the constant strains of the King-

ston Trio and the bridge players

have disappeared. Honorary mem-
ber of the Fan Club is Mrs. Ma-
honey, our housemother, who gave
us the latest addition to our col-

lection.

PHI DELTA NU

Phi Delta Nu welcomed back

many of its alumnae at the home-
coming weekend. Following the

float parade, they received many
guests at an informal coffee hour.

Saturday morning, after the An-
nual Football Game, they spon-

sored a banquet in honor of their

returning alumnae. They were
happy to greet their alumnae sis-

ters.

The sisters were happy to en-

tertain Dr. and Mrs. Woodside
last Wednesday evening at dinner.

SDT

SDT wishes to congratulate Chi

O on winning the Float Parade!
We would also like to express our

appreciation to Judy Fredman and
Jackie Seigel who gave their all

in [ending the construction of our

Eiffel.

This week promises to be a

relatively quiet one at 409. We
look back fondly on a happy
weekend and look forward to an-

other even better one as we pre-

pare for our party after the B.U.

Game.

FOR SALE
1951 FORD V-8

4-Door, Standard Shift

Good Condition

2 Extra Snow Tires

Heater — One Owner
$200

Call JU 4-8539 9-5:30 p.m.

JU 4-0952 Eves. & Sundays

WANTED:
College Students to

work week-ends on

Dairy Farm i n

Hadley. Must be ex-

perienced in all

phases of Dairy

farming.

ALIARDS FARM

JU 41 SO. MAPLE ST.

4-8446 HADLEY

With The Fraternities

AEPi

The brothers of AEPi and its

alumni enjoyed a highly success

ful Homecoming Weekend. Now
we are anxiously awaiting th*

1FC Skit and Sing for which we

are busily preparing. Miles

Thompson, the director and

writer of our skit, is ve^ry pleased

with the rehearsals. Our football

team, now 3-1, has been practic-

ing diligently and is looking for-

ward to getting back into its win-

ning ways.

AGR
This weekend marks one of the

higgest parties of the year for

Alpha Gamm. On Saturday night

we will hold our annual Farmer's

Frolic with a barn dance, hay

ride, and cider. Last Tuesday

evening we held a closed smoker

at the house for prospective

upperclassmen and on Wednes-

day we held an exchange supper

with Pi Phi.

ASP
This past Alumni weekend at

Alpha Sig was highly successful.

On Saturday after the game, we

had a buffet for the brothers and

the alumni followed by a tre-

mendous party that same night.

by Sam Blvthe. SPE
Thursday evening, another up-
perclass smokei was held. Plans
and preparation for the IPC
Slug au " NV<*1! underway, with

several rehearsals being !,i !.i.

ATG
Friday night, after the float

pa lade, the brothers began Home-
coming Weekend with a casual

party with PSD. Saturday like-

wise proved successful with a
buffet supper and a dance after-

wards. All members of the house
are confident of getting back in-

to the win column this week after

our last two losses in the IFC
football league.

Kappa Sig's football team, now
8-0| is still going strong. The
brothers, under the leadership of

"I'lunky" and "Ferris", are tun-

ing up for the IFC Sing.

LCA
Old acquaintances were renewed

this past Saturday at Lambda
Chi after the Homecoming Foot-

ball game. The brothers had a

very enjoyable buffet with Kap-
pa Alpha Theta last Wednesday.
With the IFC Skite and Sings

fast approaching, the brothers

are likewise preparing for their

parts. There win he a Parents'

Pay at LCA on November 7 with

the parents of all brothers and

pledges being treated to the IT.

Mass-Brandeis football game and

a post-game buffet supper.

PMD
Congratulations to our Float

Committee for their fine design-

ing and work on our third prize

winning float. We are presently-

busy on preparations for the IFC

Skit and Sing and hope for as

good results as We had on the

float. On the social scene, we an
planning a Hallow 'en Party at

the house this Saturday.

PSD
Our Saturday night party this

past Alumni Weekend was the

best on record with the singing of

the "Four Sins" highlighting the

affair. After the float parade

Friday night we were guests at

Alpha Gamm for a party and we
returned the favor Sunday after-

noon with an open house. Our

hayride with AGR 'his Saturday

promises to be another great suc-

cess.

PSK
After a great Homecoming

Weekend the Phi Sigs are look-

ing forward to repeating them-

selves this weekend. On Satur-

day a hay ride will start the

evening off and a Harvest theme

party will follow. Then, on Sun-

day, a jazz band will perform

from 2-5 p.m. Thanks to the

Thetmi for a swell exchange sup

per last Wednesday. Our football

team won its third straight by de-

feating AGS, 8-0. In between so-

cial events, the brothers are busy

preparing for the IFC Skits and
Sings.

QTV
Homecoming Weekend at QTV

was a tremendous success with

many Alumni and friends coming

to a Night Club Party Saturday-

night and a buffet Sunday after-

noon. Congratulations to Chat lie

D?er, Bruce Kellogg, and Frank

Pisiewski, who were recently ac-

cepted for pledgeship in the

house. QTV's "Cannibals" were

well received at the Homecoming
Float Parade Friday night.

SAE
Congratulations from all the

brothers to W. D. George and his

assistants Jim Frary and Tony

Spinello on taking second place

in the float parade. This past

week prospective house mothers

were interviewed and within the

next few days we will have the

pleasure of officially welcoming

LUCKY STRIKE presents

Dr. Frood, Ph.T.T.

Dear Dr. Frood: I am a 35-year-old

freshman. Should I wear a beanie?

Worried

Dear Worried: If I were a 35-year-old

freshman, I'd wear a mask.

DR. FROOD'S MORAL OF THE MONTH

Things worth having are worth working for. For example: If you

want a football letter, find a football player and ask him to write

you one.

to* <0* <0*

Dear Dr. Frood: I'm flunking every-

thing but math. I get D in that. Help me.

{Name withheld by request)

Dear Withheld: Spend less time on

math.

to* to* to*

Dear Dr. Frood: Nobody likes me. Girls

despise me. Men can't stand me. Profs

detest me. Dogs snap at my cuffs. What

should I do? Hoted

Dear Hated: Don't ask me. I don't like

you, either.

<0* *0* to*

Dear Dr. Frood: I'm a non -conformist.

Dm I smoke what everybody else smokes

—Lucky Strike. How can I he different

and still smoke Luckies?

/. M. Odd

Dear Mr. Odd: I ight both ends of the

Lucky and Insert a straw into the middle.

Sip the smoke through the straw and say

"wildsville" after each puff.

* r cm.

Dear Dr. Frood: I have a ravishinglv

beautiful girl in my class. Sadly, she is

witless. Should I flunk her?

Hi 'ok ish

Dear Bookish: Pass her. Other profes-

sors are waiting.

Dear Dr. Frood: I go Steady with two

cirls—one in the dorm, one in the Theta

house. "Praveline between the two places

is making a wreck of me. What to do?

Tired

Dear Tired: Get your girl to get your

girl into her sorority.

DR. FROOD AND THE
AMAZING NEW FILTER

I had occasion recently to

study the remarkable "no

smoke" filter made of solid

lead. No matter how hard

you puff, you get no smoke.

Incidentally, a pack of these

cigarettes weighs 2 pounds.

Luckies weigh less . . . and

you get smoke The best

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

LS./M.F.T, -Lucky Strike means fine tobacco:

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

our iiew house mother. After a

two-week layoff, our football

team will play both TEP and Si*

Kp the same week. Rehearsals for

IFC Skit and Sing are well

underway and our hopaa are high

for placing in the competition.

SPE
Congratulations to all the

brothers and pMgM who worked

so hard on Sig Ep's first prise

winning float! Special awards go

to Dick Marquis and Brian

Thompson who so richly deserve

the praise for organizine and

designing the best float this cam-

pus has ever set eyes upon. The
Sit: Ep's began the Homecoming
Weekend with a bang by winning

the float parade, and the Alumni
were especially proud of the

brothers and more so after the

great banquet we serve i them
following Saturday's football
game. Congratulations to Grant

Bowman and Scoff Ransom on

their recent pinnings. The broth-

ers enjoyed themselves immensely

this past Wednesday during the

exchange supper with KKG and
likewise ir» the "dessert party"

with SDT on Thursday. The
"Flyers" continue to roll on vic-

torious in the IFC football league

and now stand 4-0 after their

recent conquest of QTV. 51-0. We
expect as much participation and
cooperation in the TFC Skit and
Sing as we had for the float

parade.

TC
Now that Homecoming Week-

end is over, we have resumed
practice on both the Skit and
Sing for the IFC competition. On
the sports scene, our football

team won its third straight last

week, beating AEPi, 25-6. We
are looking ahead to our "Sadie
Hawkins Day", a week from
Saturday, a date to remember.

TEP
A large Alumni turnout en-

loyed one of the most successful

Homecoming Weekends in TEP's
history. Our beautifully refur-

nished house made a fine setting

for a wonderful time. Sports-

wise, TEP bounced back from
iast game's defeat to down Alpha
Sig, 20-13.

TKE
This past Homecoming Week-

end, one of the best in many
years, proved very delightful to

the Tekes as we welcomed back

many old faces of the past years.

The weekend provided the Alum-
ni with the New Orleans Jazz

Doctors Saturday night and a

breakfast Sunday morning. On
the sports scene, the Tekes have

now won their last two games

and we are hoping to fare as well

in the Sing as we are in football.

Product of <//£\ VmMurun Jvfiif** tSywy - cX»<feew> is our middle name

VlcCune Gets

AF Award
Last Saturday at the University

Bicentennial convocation, a pres-

entation of the Air Force Scroll

>>f Appreciation was made to Pro-

vost MeCune hy Colonel March-

ant. PAS of the AFROTC detach

ment here at UMass.

Provoat McCune was honored

by the Air Force for his work in

the ROTC program. This work

includes being an active member

Crf th.- 1&53-M Colgate ROTC
Study Committee, participation in

the AFROTC Workshops at the

Air University, preparing manu-

scripts for AFROTC texts on

Global and Political Geography,

h ading the division of Military

and Air Science here and working

on this campus to advance the

status of ROTC.

K. -commendation for the award

was made by Colonel Marchant

and approved by Lieut enant Gen-

eral Walter E. Todd, Commander
of the Air Cniversity at Maxwell

Air Force Base, Alabama.
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Willi the Sororities

Don't forget the PANHEL-
LENIC TEA this Sunday, Octo-

ber 25, from 3 to B p.m. in the

Student Union. See you there!

CHI OMEGA

The Chi O's are still going like

a house afire after a great Home-

coming Weekend. They certainly

had a "bucket" of fun in that

float parade Friday night and I

understand numerous trips were

made to the men's cage before

the show got on the road. Did

everyone get warm or accom-

plish her desired missions, gals?

I liief Penelope Renton did a

fine job with the siren and real-

ly got the feel of the whole role.

Did anyone ever save night-

capped Elaine Hurney or Pat

Oliviera? Carolyn Walsh and

Peg Doherty tried real hard to

put out that fire, but they got

more water on themselves and

the spectators than on the Chi

house. Oh well, nice try!

The next morning, after the

night before, the house served a

delicious luncheon (after the

by Pat O'Connell '61

Mother's Club meeting). Many
other guests were present and it

was especially great to see the

"alums" who had much to reveal.

After the football game, Chi O
and KKG collaborated on an open

house which was a booming suc-

cess according to those who at-

tended. However, it seems that

some people missed this chance to

see our new interior for they're

still coming around at night to

PEEK in. When the new drapes

arrive this privilege will be no

more—oh night visitors!

AMHERST
CINEMA

-NOW . . . ENDS SAT.-
Glenn Ford — Debbie "Reynolds

in

"It Started With
A Kiss"
—Color—

-SUN. & MON.-
George Stevens

"Diary of

Anne Frank"

Congratulations are in order

for Gini Boire who has been

chosen as one of the leads in this

year's Campus Varieties.

Another event to be celebrated

thir October occurred on the fifth

it was Chi Omega's Elusinian

celebration. This date marks our

"half-birthday", for our Found-

er's Day is on April fifth. Happy

half birthday greetings were ex-

tended to the wearers of the

cardinal and straw that night at

dinner.

This Wednesday night the Chi

O's and the Alpha Sig's almost

had an exchange supper which

would have been the beginning of

SENIORS
who do not have appoint-

ments for their picture sit-

tings, come in for picture

anytime Tues., Wed. after-

noon, or Thursday.

Lucky girl

!

Next time one of her dates bring up the Schleswig*

HoUtein question, she'll really be ready for him.

Ready for that test tomorrow, too ... if that bottle of

Coke keeps her as alert tonight as it does other people.

Bottled under authority of

The Coca-Cola Company by
(m&&

the Greek social "whirl"! (Sorry,

Mimi).

GAMMA CHI ALPHA

Sunday, October 25, at 7:00 P.M.

in the Colonial Lounge seventeen

pledges will be initiated.

The Gamma Chi'a are sure

everyone agrees with them in

their opinion of the float parade

—

"terrific!"—Congratulations to all

tne winners—you really did a

great job.

Linda Frissel and Judy Konop-

ka have parts in the coining pro-

duction of Campus Varieties—just

small ones; not Academy Award
material yet!

A new "king" of Gamma Chi

Alpha was crowned after the float

parade; Dave Feiteroft, senior

Stockbridge student, received a

big vote of thanks from the sis-

ters for all the help he gave on

the float.

On Saturday, November 21,

Gamma Chi Alpha and Sigma Phi

Epsilon will hold a Splash Party

at the Women's Physical Educa-

tion Building. This will probably

be the only "wet" party on cam-

pus this year!

KAPPA ALPHA THETA

The Theta's were proud of their

prize winning float in the parade

Friday night. "It's Off To Win
We (Jo", based on a Snow White

theme, came in third in the soror-

ity division.

Wednesday evening Theta had
an exchange supper With Phi Sig-

ma Kappa, whi, h we all enjoyed.

Sunday wv an having a buffet

for all the actives in honor of

Mrs. Elizabeth Little, our guest

THE

t^^fQ CLUB
Route 9 'Hamp Rd.

—ofT-rs—

DANCING on

Tues.—Thurs.—Fri.

Sal.: All Girl Orch.

Sun.: Concert Time

We Cater to Private Parties

and Offer Spacious Facilities

from National Headquarters.

We wish to thank Sigma Phi

Bpsilon for returning our flag in

time for our Homecoming Open
House.

Best wishes to Anna Connelly

and Ed Bennett, who plan to be

married this weekend.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

After the game Saturday,

Kappa and Chi O held a joint

open house. At Chi O there was
a jazz band and at Kappa were

the refreshments. The Kappa's

were all glad to see their Alum-

nae again.

Congratulations to all the win-

ners of the float parade. A special

"hats-off" to Levy Somers for an

excellent job on KKG's float and

to everyone who particpated.

On Wednesday night KKG has

been invited to a buffet at Lamb-

da Chi.

The Kappa's are glad to see

their president, Ginny Ryder, is

up and around again.

PI BETA PHI

This year's Homecoming Week-

end certainly proved to be an ex-

citing one for all the Pi Phi's.

Many of their "alums" came back

to their Alma Mater and it was

fun hearing about their careers.

Evie Burhoe was back, briefing

us on her glamorous career as an

airline hostess with West-Orient

Airlines. Louise Shea and Irene

Kowalzyk blinded us all with their

sparkling diamonds. Some of the

older "alums" were surprised at

our expanded campus—all were

glad to be back visiting UMass.

Congratulations to the float

parade winners! Homecoming
proved to be an extra special

weekend for two of our Pi Phi's,

. .inn' rair arm ue* ivuiliman.

Lanie was pinned, Friday night,

to Don Brown (TKE), and Bev If

now wearing Grant Bowman's Sig

Ep pin. Congratulations and Best

Wishes!

Monday night seven pledges,

Joanna Albertini, Diann Coyle,

Kathy Creeden, Marcia Frost,

Marcia Howard, Robin Scally. and

Virginia Venti were initiated

Now that their pledge period is

• FRIDAY NITES *
8-12 P.M.

"DIXIE TO DANCE BY"
with the

JAZZ DOCTORS
-FEATURING

Gil Roberts, Banjo

t th«

HATFIELD CLUB
HATFIEID - 4 Mi. Above 'Hamp

"Come As You Are"
NO COVER - NO MINIMUM

G & H ENTERPRISES presents

the Kingston Trio

Coca-Col* Bottling Co of Northampton, Northampton, Mats.

Thursday, November 12

SPRINGFIELD MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM

TICKETS AVAILABLE: JEFFERY AMHERST MUSIC SHOP

over, they're proudly wearing the

Pi Phi Arrow. The initiates are

so happy to welcome them as sis-

ters.

The agenda for this week in-

cluded an exchange supper with

Alpha Gam Wednesday night,

sing rehearsals nightly once again

and back to studying after the big

weekend. Mrs. Adams, Alpha Pro-

vince President, will be with us

next Tuesday through Thursday.

We are all anxiously looking for-

ward to her visiting our chapter.

Pat Binkley has been appointed

chairman of the Activities Com-
mittee of Winter Carnival Week-

end. Plans have already begun for

another really big weekend at

UMass.

Headlines for this week: "King-

ston Trio Replaces Bridge." The
poor stereo is being worn out by

the constant strains of the King-

ston Trio and the bridge players

have disappeared. Honorary mem-
ber of the Fan Club is Mrs. Ma-
honey, our housemother, who gave

us the latest addition to our col-

lection.

PHI DELTA NU

Phi Delta Nu welcomed back

many of its alumnae at the home-
coming weekend. Following the

float parade, they received many
guests at an informal coffee hour.

Saturday morning, after the An-
nual Football Game, they spon-

sored a banquet in honor of their

returning alumnae. They were
happy to greet their alumnae sis-

ters.

The sisters were happy to en-

tertain Dr. and Mrs. Woodside
last Wednesday evening at dinner.

SDT

SDT wishes to congratulate Chi

O on winning the Float Parade!

We would also iike to express our

appreciation to Judy Fredman and

Jackie Seigel who gave their all

in leading the construction of our

Eiffel.

This week promises to be a

relatively quiet one at 4<*9. We
look back fondly on a happy
weekend and look fonvard to an-

other even better one as we pre-

pare for our party after the B.U.

Game.

FOR SALE
1951 FORD V-8

4-Door. Standard Shift

Good Condition

2 Extra Snow Tires

Heater — One Owner
$200

Call JU 4-8539 9-5:30 p.m.

JU 4-0952 Eves. & Sundays

WANTED:
College Students to

work week-ends on

Dairy Farm i n

Hadley. Must be ex-

perienced in all

phases of Dairy

farming.

JU

4-8446

AUARDS FARM

41 SO. MAPLE ST.

With The Fraternities

AEPi

The brothers of AEPi and its

alumni enjoyed a highly success

ful Homecoming Weekend. Now
we are anxiously awaiting the"

IFC Skit and Sing for which we

are busily preparing. Miles

Thompson, the director and

writer of our skit, is ve^ry pleased

with the rehearsals. Our football

team, now 3-1, has been practic-

ing diligently and is looking for-

ward to getting back into its win-

ning ways.

AGR
This weekend marks one of the

biggest parties of the year for

Alpha Gamm. On Saturday night

we will hold our annual Farmer's

Frolic with a bam dance, hay

ride, and cider. Last Tuesday

•vening we held a closed smoker

at the house for prospective

upperclassmen and on Wednes-

day we held an exchange supper

with Pi Phi.

ASP
This past Alumni weekend at

Alpha Sig was highly successful.

On Saturday after the game, we

had a buffet for the brothers and

the alumni followed by a tre-

mendous party that same night.

by Sam Blythe. SPE
Thursday evening, another up-
perclass smoker was held. Plans
and preparation for the IFC
Sing are well underway, with
several rehearsals being held.

ATG
Friday night, after the float

parade, the brothers began Home-
coming Weekend with a casual

party with PSD. Saturday like-

wise proved successful with a
buffet supper and a dance after-

wards. All members of the house
are confident of getting back in-

to the win column this week after

our last two losses in the IFC
football league.

Kappa Sig's football team, now
3-0, is still going strong. The
brothers, under the leadership of

"Plunky" and "Ferris", are tun-

ing up for the IFC Sing.

LCA
Old acquaintances were renewed

this past Saturday at Lambda
Chi after the Homecoming Foot-

ball game. The brothers had a

very enjoyable buffet with Kap-

pa Alpha Theta last Wednesday.
With the IFC Skits and Sings

fast approaching, the brothers

are likewise preparing for their

parts. There will be a Parents1

Day at LCA on November 7 with

the parents of all brothers and

pledges being treated to the I

-

Mass-Brandeis football game and

a post-game buffet supper.

PMD
Congratulations to our Float

Committee for their fine design-

ing and work on our third prize

winning float. We are presently

busy on preparations for the IFC
Skit and Sing and hope for as

good results as we had on the

float. On the social scene, we an
planning a Hallow n laity at

the house this Saturday.

PSD
Our Saturday nitwit party this

past Alumni Weekend was the

best on record with the singing of

the "Four Sins" highlighting the

affair. After the float parade

Friday night we were guests at

Alpha Gamm for a party and we
returned the favor Sunday after-

noon with an open house. Our

hayride with AGR this Saturday

promises to be another great suc-

cess.

PSK
After a great Homecoming

Weekend the Phi Sig8 are look-

ing forward to repeating them-

selves this weekend. On Satur-

day a hay ride will start the

\. ning off and a Harvest theme

party will follow. Then, on Sun-

day, a jazz band will perform

from 2-fi p.m. Thanks to th>>

ThetSJ for swell exchange sup

per last Wednesday. Our football

team won its third straight by de-

feating AGR, 6-0, In between so-

cial evt tlta, the brothers are busy

preparing for the IFC Skits and

Sings.

QTV
Homecoming Weekend at QTV

was a tremendous success with

many Alumni and friends coming
to a Night Club Party Saturday

night and a buffet Sunday after-

noon. Congratulations to Charlie

Dyer, Bruce Kellogg, and Frank

Pisiewski, who were recently ac-

cepted for pledgeship in the

house. QTV's "Cannibals" were

well received at the Homecoming
Float Parade Friday night.

SAE
Congratulations from all the

brothers to W. D. George and his

assistants Jim Frary and Tony

Spinello on taking second place

in the float parade. This past

week prospective house mothers

were interviewed and within the

next few days we will have the

pleasure of officially welcoming

LUCKY STRIKE presents

~3>zarvT>i,.Fnooa:
DR. FROOD'S MORAL OF THE MONTH

Things worth having are worth working for. For example: If you

want a football letter, find a football player and ask him U> write

you one.

Dr. Frood, Ph.T.T.

Dear Dr. Frood: I am a 35-year-old

freshman. Should I wear a beanie?

Worried

Dear Worried: If I were a 35-year-old

freshman, I'd wear a mask.

Dear Dr. Frood: I'm flunking every-

thing but math. I get n in that Help me.

(Name withheld hy request)

Dear Withheld: Spend less lime on

math.

ce» «» «<»

Dear Dr. Frood: Nobody likes me. Girls

despise me. Men can't stand me. Profs

detest me. Dogs snap at my cuffs. What

should I do? Mated

Dear Hated: Don't ask me. I don't like

you, either.

«o> •0* <&>

HADIEY

Dear Dr. Frood: I'm a nonconformist.

But I smoke what everybody else smokes

— Lucky Strike. How can I be different

and still smoke Luckies?

/. M. Odd

Dear Mr. Odd: Light both ends of the

Lucky and insert a straw into the middle.

Sip the smoke through the straw and say

"wiktsville" after each puff.

14. r.

Dear Dr. Frood: I go steady with two

girls— one in the dorm, one in the Theta

house. Traveling between the two places

is making a wreck of me. What to do?

Tired

Dear Tired: Get your girl to get your

girl into her sorority.

Dear Dr. Frood: I have a ravishingly

beautiful girl in my class. Sadly, she b

witless. Should I flunk her?

Bookish

Dear Bookish: Pass her. Other profes-

sors are waiting.

DR. FROOD AND THE
AMAZING NEW FILTER

I had occasion recently to

study the remarkable "no

smoke" filter made of solid

lead. No matter how hard

you puff, you get no smoke.

Incidentally, a pack of these

cigarettes weighs 2 pounds.

Luckies weigh less . . . and

you get smoke The best

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike means fine tobacco:

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Induct of J&J&****<»» $&m~&yM»y - X&*ex> u our middle name

our WW house mother. After a

two.- week layoff, our football

team will play both TEP and Si*

Ep the same week. Rehearsals for

the IFC Skit and Sing are well

underway arid our hopei are hiph

for placing in the competition.

SPE
Congratulations to all the

brothers and pledges who worked

so hard on Sig Ep's first prize

winning float! Special awards go

to Dick Marquis and Brian

Thompson who so richly deserve

the praise for organizing and

designing the best float this cam-

pus has ever set eyes upon. The
Sig Ep's began the Homecoming
Weekend with a bang by winning

the float parade, and the Alumni
were especially proud of the

brothers and more so after the

great banquet we servei them

following Saturday's football
game. Congratulations to Grant

Bowman and Scoff Ransom on

their recent pinnings. The broth-

ers enjoyed themselves immensely

this past Wednesday during the

exchange supper with KKG and

likewise in the "dessert party"

with SDT on Thursday. The
"Flyers" continue to roll on vic-

torious in the IFC football league

and now stand 4-0 after their

recent conquest of QTV, 51-0. We
expect as much participation and
cooperation in the IFC Skit and
Sing as we had for the float

parade.

TC
Now that Homecoming Week-

end is over, we have resumed
practice on both the Skit and

Sing for the IFC competition. On
the sports scene, our football

team won its third straight last

week, beating AEPi, 25-6. We
are looking ahead to our "Sadie

Hawkins Day", a week from
Saturday, a date to remember.

TEP
A large Alumni turnout en-

joyed one of the most successful

Homecoming Weekends in TEP's
history. Our beautifully refur-

nished house made a fine setting

for a wonderful time. Sports-

wise, TEP bounced back from
last game's defeat to down Alpha

Sig, 20-13.

TKE
This past Homecoming Week-

end, one of the best in many
years, proved very delightful to

the Tekes as we welcomed back

many oid faces of the past years.

The weekend provided the Alum-
ni with the New Orleans Jazz

Doctors Saturday night and a

breakfast Sunday morning. On
the sports scene, the Tekes have

now won their last two games

and we are hoping to fare as well

in the Sing as we are in football.

McCune Gets

AF Award
Liuri Saturday at the University

Ricentennial convocation, a pres-

entation of the Air Force Scroll

of Appreciation was made to Pro-

VOSt McCune by Colonel March-

ant. 1'AS of the AFROTC detach-

ment here at UMass.

Provost McCune was honored

by the Air Force for his work in

the ROTC program, tnis work

includes being an active member
,,f the 1953-54 Colgate ROTC
Study Committee, participation in

the AFROTC Workshops at the

Air University, preparing manu-

scripts for AFROTC texts on

Global and Political Geography,

heading the division of Military

and Air Science here and working

Oti this campus to advance the

status of ROTC.

Recommendation for the award

was made by Colonel Marchant

and approved by Lieutenant Gen-

eral Walter E. Todd, Commander
nf the Air University at Maxwell

Air Fores Rase, Alabama.
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REDMEN HASSLE WITH N.U. HUSKIES TOMORROW
by V1N BASILE

Charlie O'Rourke's Redmen will

begin the second half of their

90 far unsuccessful grid season to-

morrow when they face off

against the Northeastern Huskies

at Boston. Kickoff time is sched-

uled for 1:30.

The Redmen will be trying to

get, back on the winning trail,

after dropping four straight since

their victory upset over Maine in

the season opener.

The Huskies also will be try-

ing desperately to win, having

been winless in their last five

starts. The Huskies were edged

8-6 by Rhode Island, the same

Ram team that beat UMass 30-6

last Saturday. They also lost to

New Hampshire. Springfield, AIC,

and West Chester Teachers.

Northeastern also has defen-

sive problems and Saturday's

meeting could develop into a

strictly offensive battle.

Tomorrow's encounter will be

the eleventh meeting of these two

clubs. Northeastern has a 6-4

edge in the series. The Huskies

blanked the Redmen last year

12-0, at Alumni Field, but UMass
won the '55 and '56 contests.

O'Rourke will probably go

along with the same lineup as last

week which saw Swepson and

Forbush at ends, Thornton and

Riley in the tackle slots, and Vin

Caputo in the center's position.

'62, Sports Editor

It is rumored that there will be

a change at one of the guard

3lots. Last week right guard Jerry

Cullen was benched in favor of

sophomore John Kozaka, while

Ben Fernandez stayed at left

guard. Just who will sit out the

opening minutes is not definite.

The backfield will have Hoss at

fullback, Conway at quarterback

and Benvenuti and Reynolds at

the halfback spots. Also, halfback

Tom Delnickas is expected to re-

turn to the gridiron wars tomor-

row. Delnickas suffered a dis-

located elbow three weeks ago in

the Delaware game.

OFF THE RECORD
The Redmen, having played five

teams, now have only four games

remaining.

In order to have a better than

.500 season, they will have to win

their remaining ball games. With

the possible exception of Boston

University, this is not as hard to

do as it may appear. However,

the Redmen will have to get hold

of themselves and play the type

of ball they are capable of play-

ing.

The Yankee Conference crown

may have been lost, but let's at

least try for a winning season.

At that it will be the first suc-

cessful season since 1952, which

saw the Redmen win four games

as against three losses.

Sophomore JOHN GAZOURIAN is one of the surprises of last

spring who looks like one of the finest fullbacks to come along dur-

ing the O'Rourke regime. He is a fast and powerful runner.

SPORTALK
by HAL DUTTON '60

The Redmen travel to Brookline

tomorrow bent oh breaking a four-

game losing streak. If we are to

salvage anything whatsoever out

of the present campaign a vic-

tory is a necessity.

Northeastern has hit the skids,

after posting a fine 6-2 record

last year. They have dropped five

straight games.

Coach Joe Zabilski has two ex-

perienced quarterbacks in Jim

Hennessey and Tom Flaherty.

Halfback Johnny McGonagle is

the man to watch. The shifty 165-

pounder has averaged better than

five yards per carry the past two

Odda and Ends

The most talked about basket-

ball player in the history of the

game will be unveiled as an NBA
performer this Saturday when the

Philadelphia Warriors meet the

New York Knicks in Madison

Square Garden. Wilt Chamberlin.

the 7-2 product of the Philadel-

phia school system, Kansas Uni-

versity, arid the Harlem Globe-

trotters, will play his first game.

Warrior owner Eddie Gottlieb

has waited a long time for this

day. He manipulated the draft

system and secured the rights to

"The Big Dipper" before he had

even graduated from high school.

The Syracuse Nats are bidding

to obtain the services of Walter

Dukes, Dukes, the former Seton

Hall All American who stands

7-0, quit the Detroit Pistons in a

salary dispute. Nat president

Danny Biasone and coach Paul

Seymour have approached Detroit

on the possibility of a trade. They
are looking for a big man to spell

pivot ace John Kerr.

The coach who won more foot-

ball games than any other in the

history of the sport, was the un-

forgettable Pop Warner. A coach

for thirty-two years, his teams
won an unprecedented 312 games.

Booters Beat WPI
by BILL LENNON '61

Wednesday in Worcester an ag-

gressive UMass soccer team

edged WPI by the score of 1-0.

After the first period score the

two scrappy teams treated a

good-sized crowd to a very ex-

citing game.

After twelve minutes had

elapsed in the first period, Nick

Bazos booted in the game's lone

score from his right wing posi-

tion.

During the remainder of the

glOM both teams constantly failed

to capitalize on scoring oppor-

tunities. This failure was many
times due to the very fine work
of the two goalies, especially

Charles Correia of the Redmen.

Saturday the spirited soccer-

men will invade Springfield to

tangle with the Maroons of

Springfield College. The Spring-

field eleven has compiled a for-

midable record of 4-1, their only

loss coming at the hands of Yale

by a single point.

"Me makeum Northeastern fall like autumn leaves'

SPOTLIGHTING THE REDMEN
by PETE TEMPLE '60

The starting lineup was as fol-

lows:

UMass WPI

Correia G Dow

Steinberg RB Green

Magrone LB Robertson

Hawes RH Caste

Hulett CH Venuti

Hilliard LH Goodman

Bazos OR Lee

DeFilippi IR Zidzuinas

Dowman CF Clark

Psilakis IL Tetreault

Amundson OL Mixer

Editor's Ate.* Tim opinions ex-

pressed iv this column are those

of Mr. Trnple, and not neces-

sarily those of the Sports Dept.

by PKTE TEMPLE *60

UMass won a football game
this year. Those of you who have

seen them since that first game

may find this hard to believe, I

know, but the records say we beat

Maine 21 16.

Granted, the Kedmen played out

of their class when they took on

Harvard and Delaware, hut U-

Conn and surely Rhode Island

should have succumbed to Mr.

O'Rourkes boys.

In both of these Yankee Con-

ference games the Redmen have

played well for one half. Unfor-

tunately, football games are

played in two halves.

Against UConn the Redmen
outplayed ihe Huskies throughout

the first two periods even though

the men from Storrs held a 6-0

lead. The second half saw our

boys completely collapse. UConn
ran up three more scores and won
26-0.

Last Saturday's homecoming

fiasco was the same story. The

Redmen played well in the first

half, holding Rhodie to six points

while they managed the same

amount. In the final two periods,

however, the underdog Rams
turned the "contest" into a route,

narching to a 30-6 win.

In both these gameB it was the

same old story—the team died.

Why? Is it because lack of

depth wore them out? We doubt

it. Not, at least, with ten lettered

linemeu

backs.

and six experienced

Is it because the players in-

stinctively do not want to win ? We
doubt this also. One has only to

look back at the Frosh team of

two years ago, the team from

which the varsity has drawn most

of its material. That squad won

three and lost only one to a pow-

erful BU team. The '57 Little

Redmen had the desire to win, and

showed it continually on the field.

What happened to this desire

to win? How was it knocked out

of them as soon as they became

varsity players? We think there

can be only one answer — the

coach

!

Football players don't just give

up wanting to win. They either

are instilled with a defeatist at-

titude or they develop an aversion

for the coach which prevents them

from giving their best. In either

case the fault lies in the same

spot, with the coach.

Our Mr. O'Rourke seems to

have a tremendous faculty for

producing losing teams. Since he

took over as head coach in 1952

he has had one winning season,

his first. He has broken even

twice. Since '56 he has won 6, lost

20, and tied 2. Even a school

which has de-emphasized football

—maybe that's what we've done

—would be disappointed in this

record.

Granted, in some of these sea-

sons, Mr. O'Rourke has not had

the horses to work with, but can

he fall back on that excuse this

year? We don't think go.

The Redmen have four more
games this year — weak North-

eastern, weaker Brandeis, sur-

prising New Hampshire, and

strong BU. Unless we win three

and put up a good showing

against BU, perhaps it would be

best if Mr. O'Rourke were asked

to look for a new job.

And the three wins must be

convincing!

Sports Note

There will be no sports ac-

tivity on campus tomorrow.

The football and soccer teams

are playing away games, and

the cross country teams are

not scheduled.

i

JOHN MURPHY, a junior from
Winchester, who played a flue

game last week. Although ho
hasn't seen too much action aa

yet, his performance aaya he

will see mora.

Collegian Marks Eighty-Ninth Anniversary

Paper Grows From Town
Weekly Column To Current

>us-wide PublicationCampi
by MARILYN ARMSTRONG '60

Today marks the eighty-ninth

anniversary of our student news-

paper.

On Oct. 26, 1870 a 4-column

spread appeared across half the

first page of the town weekly,

the Amherst Record. Under the

headline: Massachusetts Agricul-

tural College Department was

the caption in black type:

CONDUCTED BY
THE SENIOR CLASS

The editors included William

H. Bowker, for whom Bowker

Auditorium was named, and L.

B. Caswell, who later wrote a

history of the college. These men
were members of our first grad-

uating class.

This arrangement of a student-

edited section in the town weekly

lasted only until July, 1871. So

far as is known, for the next

nineteen years the college had no

form of student publication ex-

cept the INDEX.
On Oct. 1, 1890, however, the

first edition of Aggie Life ap-

peared. This was published fort-

nightly in the form of a 16-page

magazine, 8 by 10 inches in size.

Some of the problems of college

journalism in those days are re-

flected in the following an-

nouncement in Aggie Life of Oct.

18, 1893:

"Smith College, after years* of

hard endeavor, has at last been

granted by the Faculty, permis-

sion to publish a paper to repre-

sent the institution. We wish

them success, but are skeptical

as to the chance of the paper

flourishing under the Faculty

restrictions, which appear as

numerous as the sands of the

seashore."

In 1901, because of student

objections to the word "Aggie",

and because of student wishes

for more news, Aggie Life was

re-named the College Signal

and appeared in newspaper form.

In 1914 the name was again

changed to The Masmrhnsetts

Collegian,

Story of Progress

Since then, the Colhaiaii has

never stopped growing. It was

changed from a weekly to a

semi-weekly in March of 1951.

a few months after it had ac-

quired a student-faculty Pub-

lishing Board to provide contin-

uity services.

On Oct. 8, 1956, the first tri-

weekly Collegian appeared — the

newspaper we know today. The

story of this development is told

in a column in this issue that

was written by Sam Kaplan '57,

who designed the present make-

up, and who subsequently be-

came a professional newspaper-

man, as have many Collegian

editors.

Uncensored Paper

Throughout its history, so far

as is known, the Collegian has

been an uncensored newspaper.

Tt has served as a campus sound-

ing board and as a central source

of communications.

The following is a condensa-

tion of key dates in the Colle-

gian's history compiled by Abby

Murray '60.

Oct. 26, 1870 — Senior Class

established a 4-column depart-

ment in the town weekly, the Am-

herst Reeord. Editors included W.

H. Bowker. '71.

1871-1890 — No student-edited

publication pxcept the Index.

Oct. 1, 1890—Aggie Life, a stu-

dent-edited fortniphtly magazine

appeared, independent of student

taxes but with editors elected by

the student hody, and each class

having a quota of editors.

Nov. 6. 1901—.4<7.'/'V Lifr name

is changed to College Signal,

(('mi tin tied on page S)
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Mather Names Distinguished Physcians,

Educators For New Infirmary Planning
Amherst. Oct. 21 A group of

prominent physicians and educa-

tors has been named as Board of

Visitors to discuss planning of a

new University of Massachusetts

infirmary, it wa, announced to-

day by Pres. Jean Paul Mather.

Construction plans for the ex-

panded University facility have

been approved, and actual build-

ing will begin in the spring.

The new Board, which *rew out

of consultations between Univer-

sity officials and Dr. Dana Farns-

worth. Director of Health Serv-

ices at Harvard, will hold an or-

ganizational meeting on Thursday

of next week (Oct. 29) on the

University campus. Later discus-

sions will consider policies and

procedures to be instituted when

the 80-bed infirmary is completed

towards the end of next year.

According to Robert S. Hop-

kins, Jr., dean of men at the Uni-

versity and secretary of the new
Board, the panel will give ''sound

and impartial professional advice

in staffing the University Health

Service properly and in develop-

ing policies for its operation."

Increasing enrollment at the

University has made expanded

facilities necessary, the Dean

said. He noted that the present

24-bed infirmary was erected as a

barn in 1886 and, though re-

modeled in 1934. is totally inade-

quate for the current enrollment

of approximately 6000 students.

Last year the Health Service han-

dled a total of 11,388 outpatient

visits and 573 bed patients. Also

.student patients used present in-

firmary facilities for a total of

1417 hospital days.

The Board, established as a con-

tinuing body, will oversee all

Health Service activities once the

new infirmary is completed. These

include student services and treat-

ment, improvements in physical

layout, development of emergency

plans in the event of epidemics,

and other related matters.

Board members will make an

immediate study of national sta-

tistics having to do with the staff-

ing and maintaining of college

hospital units in order to initiate

the most efficient policies possible

for the University facility.

Members of the new Board,

which includes seven alumni, are:

College Of Agriculture Posts

Four Staff Appointments
_ • x i i_ iL. -i 4. TJ~ ...111 K« IU

Dr. Yablonsky

For Sociology
Dr. Lewis Yablonsky, associate

professor of sociology at the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts, has

been named winner of the Helen

L. DeRoy Award for "the best

paper reporting on problem-
oriented research in sociology."

The award, made by the Society

for the Study of Social Problems,

carries with it a $.
r.(W.00 cash

C.E.'s Host Dinner

Wednesday In SU
The Univ. of Mass. Student

Chapter of the American Society

of Civil Engineers will host the

Boston Society of C.E. and stu-

dent chapters from MIT, Tufts,

Yale, Brown, WPI, Norwich, Dart-

mouth, Northeastern, and the

Universities of Maine, N.H., and

Vermont at a dinner in the SU
Ballroom Wednesday night at I

p.m.

Rev. Daniel Linehan. S.J., di-

rector of Weston Observatory at

Weston College, will be the main

speaker. He will tnlk on "Recent

F.xpeditions to the Antartic", tell-

ing nf the Navy's experiments in

measuring certain factors con-

cerning the earth's magnetic field,

determining where campsites
might be built and the feasibility

of a year-round airstrip.

Trior to the dinner, the Labora-

tories in the Engineering Build-

ing will he open for the guests*

inspection.

Wins Award
Research
prize. Dr. Yablonsky, who joined

the University of Massachusetts

faculty last year, received the

award for a paper titled "The

Delinquent Gang as a Near

Group."

An expert on adolescent gangs

and their activities, particularly in

New York City, Dr. Yablonsky is

presently preparing a book on his

first-hand researches in the prob-

lems of juvenile delinquency.

Called The Age nf V lolenr, . the

booh is a study of 30 New York

gangs.

The young University sociolo-

gist was also a consultant to CBS
broadcaster Edward R. Murrow
during the production of a doc-

umentary called "Who Killed

Michael Farmer?" — an analysis

of a notorious juvenile gang mur-

der.

Dr. Yablonsky, who has directed

a crime prevention program in a

New York City area and taught

in the New York To] ice Academy,
received his Ph.D. from Now York

University. His award-winning

paper will be published in a forth-

coming issue of Sarin I Prohlr ws\

A reminder that the mid-

semester grade period ends on

Saturday, October 31st. The

mid-semester grnde reports

will be available from advisers

Ofl Mnndav and Tuesday, No-

vember 16th ami 17th.

Registrar

Four new appointments to the

College of Agriculture staff were

announced this week by UMass
president Jean Paul Mather. All

vrere approved at the September

meeting of the Board of Trustees.

Dr. Donald L. Black, who has

been employed as a temporary in-

structor at Cornell University, be-

comes an assistant professor in

the department of dairy and ani-

mal science. An Experiment Sta-

tion appointee, Dr. Black will be

concerned primarily with research

in the physiology of reproduction.

He will also do some teaching.

Harry E, Fraser, who received

hjfl B.S. d sgree from the Univ.r

sity in 1926, i"ins the landscape

architecture department as an as-

sistant professor. He wiil be en

gaged i" instruction, teaching

courses In general design, plant-

ing design and sketching or

presentation, He has had experi-

ence as a civil engineer and de-

signer, planting foreman for a

nurs.rv, and drafting room su-

pervisor. Fraser served as a

teacher at the Vesper George

School of Art, Boston, and has

been associated with several state

and national park projects.

William H. Collins, a recent

graduate of Virginia Polytechnic

Institute, has joined the agricul-

tural engineering staff as an in-

structor. He completed require-

ments for his M.S. degree this

summer from Virginia Polytech-

nic, majoring in structural design

(farm buildings). He will teach

farm structures.

|»r. LoU is F. Miehelson, a na-

tive of MassachnjetU and grad

unto of the University in 10.r>0, is

a new member of the agronomy

department with the rank of in-

structor. He will be engaged in

teaching and continuing research

on electronic means for instan-

taneous measurement of soil

moisture.

Miehelson received his M.S. de-

gree from the University in 1955

and since that time has been a

technical assistant in the depart-

ment of horticulture. During that

time he did advanced work and

was awarded his Ph.D. in agron-

omy last June. Dr. Miehelson has

taught for eight years, including

terms at the Essex County Agri-

cultural School and the U.S. Navy,

where he was an electronics in-

structor.

Massachusetts

Amherst:
Haskell R. Coplin, Department of

Psychology, Amherst College

Robert W. Gage, M.D. ('38), 220

No. Pleasant Street

Sandra Goding, M.D. ('37), R.F.D.

No. 3

Eugene M. Holden, M.D., 229

Main Street

Leo A. Moreau, M.D. ('44), 175

Amity Street

Dean Eugene S. Wilson, Amherst

College

Cambridge:

John B. Butler, Executive Assist-

ant, Health Service, Harvard

University

Andrew W. Contratto, M.D.,

Health Service, Harvard Uai-

versity

Willard Dalrymple, M.D., Health

Service, Harvard University

Holden:

Emil J. Koenig, M.D. ('36), Hold-

en Clinic

Newton:
Bernard J. Doyle, M.D., ('35)

(Boston Veterans Hospital

)

home: 321 Hendrick Street

Northampton:

Gordon D. Arnold, M.D., 51 Lo-

cust Street

Springfield:

Arthur Pava, M.D., ('41) 26 Mul-

berry Street

Williamstown:

Thomas V. Urmy, M.D., Director

of Health, Williams College

Connecticut

New Haven:

Gustaf E. Lindskog, M.D. ('23),

50 Marvel Road

Storrs:

Dean P. Roy Brammell, School of

Education, University of Con-

necticut

New Hampshire

Hanover:

George W. Sands, M.D., Physician

to Dartmouth College

New York

Ithaca:

Norman S. Moore, M.D., Director,

Student Health Service, Cornell

University

Hopkins Describes Disciplinary

Action Taken Against Frosh Men
by SONJA LANGWA '61

Robert S. Hopkins, Chairman tactics

of the University Discipline
Board, has announced that two

Freshmen have recently been se-

verely censured by Men's Judi-

ciary for having gone to a local

"Dispensing Parlor" on a Sun-

day night, and for their actions

upon their return.

One of the 18-year-olds was

held overnight in the rooming

house maintained by the town

police, while the other eluded the

police by certain diversionary

NOMINATION PAPERS
Nomination papers for Sena-

tor-at-largc, Class of '61, can

be obtained at the Dean of

Men's office. They must be re-

turned by 4:30 Wednesday, Oc-

tober 2K; elections win be held

in the i^V lobby from 12-C

p.m. Thursday.

"Letters to the parents of each

have been sent explaining the in-

cident and each student has been

warned that a recurrence makes

him liable to very severe punish-

ment." stated Hopkins.

Two students, a freshman and

a junior, have been placed on

disciplinary probation and have

received failures in their respect-

ive courses, one for plagiarizing

and one for direct cheating.

Disciplinary probation as a re-

sult of academic dishonesty bars

a student from holding office in

any recognized student organiza-

tion, representing the University

on or off campus, actively par-

ticipating in any extra-curricu-

lar, non-academic activity for

the duration of the probationary

period, and from having or driv-

ing any automotive vehicle on

campus.
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Progress and Problems

In noting its 89th anniversary, the COL-

LEGIAN can point with pride to its prog-

ress It is now rated 11th best collegiate

newspaper published two or three times

weekly.

In spite of its progress, the COLLEGIAN

still has many problems to solve. Since it is

the only student paper on campus, it must be

especially careful to express-the opinions of

the student body, not just those of its own

members. You can help us to express your

views by writing your criticisms and sugges-

tions or just letting us know what you think

of the paper in general.

LETTERS
Give Old Chapel

Back To The Chaplains

Dear Mr. Hubley,

I would like to express my disapproval of your

letter which appeared in the October 20 issue of the

Collegian. Let us examine the question of giving Old

Chapel to the chaplains in a realistic light. Let us

start at the very beginning:

Does a god exist?

Many of us realize that all that we are or have

we owe to this "creature". We wish to show our

gratitude; religion shows us how.

Now that we have shown why religions exist, let

us consider if religion "interferes" with the 'en-

lightened progress of education":

Does religion interfere? Quite the contrary!

Many famous scientists were "High Priests" in

religious groups. Priestly, the discoverer of oxygen,

was a minister; Gregor Mendel, one of the first to

carry on experiments with genes, was a monk.

Many institutions of learning are supported by

religious groups, thus lessening the burden put up-

on the taxpayers. As for the "enlightening", reli-

gion puts education in its best light. Science tells us

the "what" and the "how" of things; religion tells

us the "why". Science tells me how my body was

made, and what it is made of; but, religion tells me

why I am here.

Actually, the state depends upon the religions

for ita very existence. If it were not for the religi-

ous codes of behavior, crime would increase a hun-

dred-fold; crime-prevention would be impossible

because the "honest" cop wouldn't exist. Govern-

ment would collapse.

Now that the need for religion has been shown,

let us consider the main problem at hand, Old

Chapel

:

Why was Old Chapel originally built? What

money was used ? According to the Brief History of

the Massachusetts Agricultural College Semi-centen-

nial publication of 1917, "May 8, 1884, the Legisla-

ture passed a resolve allowing thirty-six thousand

dollars for the erection of a chapel and library build-

ing, for the completion of the president's house, and

for repairs on the north dormitory." (page 31) Thus,

we see, that as far back as 1884 the Legislature

realized the need for religious education on our cam-

pus. We should realize the need today. We should

"Give Old Chapel BACK to the Chaplains" for that

is what it was built for.

Raymond Leo Blain '68

Old Chapel Best Serves
Purposes of Education

T must disagree violently with just about every-

thing Mr. Merino says concerning the All-Faith

Chapel (Oct. 21), and T must agree, at least in part,

with the opinions expressed by Mr. Hubley on the

game subject. Like Mr. Hubley I feel strongly that

the Old Chapel could best serve the purposes of edu-

cation and progress in remaining strictly secular.

1 agree too that it would be an unfortunate situa-

tion to compel any student to share in supporting

In a recent address, President Mather made mention that

"professors are an elite class" who are more deserving of a

pay raise than the state house janitors. He was referring, of

course, to the recent pay hike voted for all state employees

—the expediency finally resorted to by the legislature to ob-

tain a pay raise for state-employed educators.

To assume that the President's statement meant that

professors are better than janitors would be an erroneous con-

clusion. Our national heritage is distinctly one of "no man is

better than another." This is not to say that we really prac-

tice equality in all matters, or that we even believe in it.

Regardless of contrary sentiments, men are not created equal

except in the narrowest of interpretations. If they were, there

would be nothing to strive for, and humankind would stag-

nate. If we admit this, why should we feel obliged to treat

all men to equal rewards?

Well then, what is a man worth ? What is to be our cri-

terion for assessing the value of an individual or class ? Prob-

ably one of the best yardsticks is the use society obtains

from a given individual or class. In this way, it can be ascer-

tained that, assuming equal competence in their respective

fields, professors are indeed more valuable members of society

than janitors. But to say that professors are better (per se)

than janitors is definitely non sequitur!

From the standpoint of their common humanity, one can-

not say that professors are more deserving of rewards than

janitors. But as members of different job classes, they are

certainly unequal, and deserve considerations relative to their

importance to society.

The original bill for a pay increase for educators only was

the one which should have been passed. The final measure

taken to provide this raise, by in-

cluding all state employees, was an

unnecessary and undesired burden

on the taxpayers. There was no

need to provide higher wages to

compete in the national labor mar-

ket for better qualified highway

workers or janitors. But there was

a need to provide higher wages for

teachers in order to put the Uni-

versity in a bargaining position

with other institutions of higher

education in obtaining well-quali-

fied instructors. The assumption

that the rest of the state's employ-

ees needed a raise just as much as

its educators was, in essence, a

false one. This is what happens

when people get taken in by an un-

reasoning definition of equality.

L. P.

A man should profit from his labors according to how

well he serves mankind. A man can do no more than work

to the best of his native and acquired ability at that job,

necessary to society, for which he is best suited by intelli-

gence, temperament and physical constitution. Who best

achieves this goal serves mankind best.

Ideally, every man sharing his portion of society's labor,

should share equally in society's productivity. Since man

is not altruistically motivated, however, some incentive sys-

tem is needed as a spur to his selfish nature. In our society

graduated pay scales serve as such a spur.

President Mather has claimed that the "professors are

an elite class" who are more deserving of a pay increase

than the janitors in the State House. If one yields to the

contention that they are elite, does it necessarily follow that

fney are more deserving of a pay increase? Has tr^is con-

tention not already been sufficiently acknowledged by the

fact that professors receive more money than janitors? Ob-

viously, the President was not just seeking higher wages

for the faculty with which to attract new personnel; rather,

he was trying to further increase the prestige of professors

in our social system.

Is prestige, then, something to be heightened or less-

ened by a vote in the legislature ? Is it necessarily commen-

surate with salary? Prestige is only a reflection of the free

and spontaneous respect of the people, and cannot be ex-

torted from their representatives in the legislature by

threats and entreaties.

I think that the President's statement ignores the fact

that the concept of relative worth is only a convention of our

society. Judged by criteria other thjan their own, the pro-

fessorial elite might compare quite

unfavorably with the socially in-

ferior custodians. The professors'

elevated social position is largely

just an accident of aptitude and

convention, and is not necessarily

based upon a fair judgment of his

worth.

. Finally, I think the President is

revealing that he inwardly con-

siders manual labor demeaning.

This is a bourgeois prejudice pre-

valent in our society. It is a luxury

that exacts its price in paunches

and semi-atrophied limbs. Any
honest labor, even though menial,

does not by its nature demean; it

can only ennoble. The thing that

can demean a man is the spirit in

which he undertakes his life's la-

bor. This mean spirit knows no

class bounds. —R. E. V.
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institutions which he believes to be inherently

harmful or, at best, quite valueless.

If there are already temples on this campus

(though I must confes? that my eyesight cannot be

as keen as that of religion-minded Mr. Merino) I

earnestly hope that their existence will be a short

one. Yet I would sooner see the Old Chapel stand as

a symbol of Progress than as a symbol of 1 what Mr.

Merino would call its opposite, namely, religion. In-

cidentally, I am sure that many readers would find

it extremely informative to hear Mr. Merino's views

on the "validity" of the "more valid religions" as

opposed to the "validity" of Progress worship.

The problem of an All- Faith Chapel is a grave

one. If the Administration intends to use a state-

owned building for religious purposes it is, so to

speak, consenting to the marriage of Church and

State. To my mind, at least, the seriousness and dan-

ger of such a step is in little measure lessened by

the fact that this marriage is polygamous rather

than monogamous, i.e. that it is a marriage between

Churches and State.

The University must realize that in reserving

the Old Chapel for religious use, it is excluding from

a venerable campus landmark those of this aca-

demic community who, for reasons of conscience,

could not honestly participate in its activities. Not

everyone on this campus belongs to a religious or-

ganization. Not everyone who belongs to a religious

organization belongs to one of those which will be

represented in the Chapel.

In fact, then, if not in theory, a public building

standing on public lands will be used for private,

sectarian interests. I contend that, unless the Uni-

versity can show that all members of the community
can, in respect to conscience, derive benefit from an

All-Faith Chapel, the University will be guilty of

a violation of the rights guaranteed to every man
by the United States Constitution.

Those who favor the proposal for a religious

Chapel will by no means be deprived of their un-

alienable right to practice the religion of their

choice. The town of Amherst fairly bristles with

church spires. A glance at any bulletin board on

campus will attest to the fact that there are nu-

merous church activities for him who wishes to par-

ticipate. If the need for religion at the University

of Massachusetts is as great as it is purported to

be, the zeal of the devout should not b> measurably
lessened by a half-hour's walk into town.

Yours truly,

Frank Thompson '60

Three On Emily
by ELIZABETH SCHNECK '62

The spirit of Emily Dickinson's poetry was recreated anew this

past Friday at the symposium: "Three Poets on Emily Dickinson".

Amherst College, which presented the set of critical discussions, want-

ed to bring alive Miss Dickinson's poetry and demonstrate her crea-

tivity. In this it quite well succeeded.

The poets and distinguished literary personalities, who favorably

discussed the works of the noted nineteenth century Amherst poetess

included: Archibald MacLeish—winner of three Pulitzer Prizes and

author of the current Broadway hit J.B.; Louise Boland

—

New Yorker

literary critic; and Richard Wilhnr— Pulitzer Prize winner and pro-

fessor at Wesleyan.

Highlighting the afternoon's discussions, Mr. MacLeish gave a

personal interpretation of the works of Emily Dickinson. Her mas-

tery of image, rhythm, and word is an essential part of her verse and,

yet, Mr. MacLeish believes it is the "voice rather than the form which

supplies the key to her work." She possessed an unusual sense of or-

der and 'more than usual emotion" which were to be hers alone. "It

is the mystery of the poet who is speaker and actor in her own
poems."

'What, then, is the tone of Emily's poems?' is the question Mr.

MacLeish raised. He has suggested three characteristics. Her verse

was "wholly spontaneous". Too, her poems were not, as frequently

supposed, directed to herself but instead to 'you' the individual. An-
other and one of the most important aspects of Emily Dickinson's

poems is that it "does not clamor at us". In her verse is contained the

New England voice for she sees "New Englandy" and her lines

are candid and personal, absent of self-pity. "Tone," Mr. MacLeish
stated in concluding, "is the root itself of her greatness."

Miss Boland spoke on a statement which she made in 1945—that

the time had come to "assess Emily Dickinson's powers on the high-

est level of mystical poetry." Because there is a similarity between
the mystic and the poet, Miss Boland made comparisons to English
Romantic poets, primarily Blake. She had the "power to say the un-
sayable . . . (and was) . . . equipped with an ironic intelligence and
great courage of spirit".

Richard Wilbur, in his discussion "Sumptuous Destitution", be-

gan: "The poems of Emily Dickinson are a continual appeal to ex-

perience, motivated by an arrogant passion for the truth." He con-
tended that the poet's truthfulness lay in her 'psychic reconnaissance.'

From self-analysis Emily Dickinson was able to articulate about in-

ward matters, to see an aspect of the world which was in no way
constant, and to discover her own grounds for the conception of
heaven. Emily Dickinson had a sense of incapacity and privation; she
was "an unsteady congregation of one." Bringing to an end the dis-

cussions, Mr. Wilbur said: "... her poetry with its articulate faith-

fulness to inner and outer truth, its insistence on maximum con-
sciousness, is less an avoidance of life than an eccentric mastery of
it."

Butterfield

Dorm Dance
by AL BERMAN

The first dorm dance of the

season was held Saturday night,

October 24. Over one hundred

students attended and, at the end

of the evening, all had the same

comment, "It was great!"

Saturday afternoon, a dozen

residents of Butterfield trans-

formed the cafeteria into a cozy,

atmospheric dance floor, with

decorations emphasizing the

theme of Harvest Hop.

Music was provided by means

of a huge stereo outfit, combin-

ing the rigs of three residents.

During intermission, cider and

doughnuts were served, and a

hilarious recording, Inside Shel-

ley Berman, was played.

Although, at the beginning,

things didn't look too bright, af-

ter about an hour everybody

seemed to be dancing and, by

10:00, you couldn't find a wall-

flower in the place.

Judging by the success of

Saturday's dance, President Kev

Lavin and Social Chairman Gene

Lambert have announced that

plans are being made to hold an-

other dance in a few weeks. It

is hoped that those who attended

Saturday will spread the word to

their friends concerning the next

one.

Watch the Collegian for furth-

er details.

Harvest Hop The Campus Beat

Collegian Anniversary-.

•

(Continued from page 1)

Sept. 21, 1909 — College Signal

becomes weekly, with each stu-

dent paying a $1.50 tax collected

by the college treasurer.

Sept. 15, 1914—College Signal

is renamed The. Ma98ue?tu*elt»

Collegiau, and appeared as a 4-

colutnn weekly.

Sept. 25, 1924— 77>e Massae/itt*

setts Collegia)' increased its size

to a 5-column weekly, with its

staff divided into semi-independ-

ent departments under respon-

sible heads.

Sept. 26, 1935—A 6-page edi-

tion became a permanent feature.

April 19, 1947 — New motto

first announced: A Free A /?<'*-

ponribU Press.

Jan. 12, 1951—Faculty-Student
Publishing Board holds first of-

ficial meeting.

March 27, 1951—First copy of

the semi-weekly Collegian*

April 24, 1951— First announce-

ment of Collegian scholarship-

promotion system.

Oct. 8, 1956—First copy of tri-

weekly Collegian.

Sept. X, 196X — First copy of

daily Collegian.

by J I TOY DICKSTEIN '63

Yesterday might have been just

another quiet uneventful Sunday,

but it was far from that. I was

awakened by a loud whinny. What
are those agriculture students up

to now, I wondered. Peeping out

the window through one half-shu^

e>e, I saw a horse trot by, pulling

a carriage of antique design.

Seated within was a couple

dressed in the type of attire cur-

rent two centuries ago. Oh, no; I

must be dreaming, I assured my-

self. Rut no; following the car-

riage were four people similarly

costumed riding a bicycle. By
then, I was completely awake,

enough to realize having heard

something about a bi-centennial

parade. Neyer a dull moment at

UMass!
Have you ever realized how

very true this is? There is always

something to do here on campus

to take up spare time, study time,

letter-writing time, and sittin'-in-

the-Hatch-watchin'-all-the - girls-

go-by time, too.

For example, the University

Rod and Gun Club will hold a

regular meeting tomorrow night

at 7:30 in Room 102 of the Con-

servation Building. A short dis-

cussion will be held regarding the

wildlife exhibit at the Horticul-

ture Show. This exhibit, spon-

sored by the Rod and Gun Club,

will this year feature furs.

The main speaker will be Dr.

William Sheldon, who will tell of

his experiences in hunting giant

At last! A breakfast drink

you can keep in your room

More vitamin C than orange Juice. New instant TANG is the breakfast

drink you can keep right on your bookshelf—because TANG keeps any-

where without refrigeration.

Make as much as you want, whenever you want. Just mix with plain cold

water—nothing to squeeze, nothing to unfreeze.

Drink TANQ every morning and get more vitamin C than orange or

grapefruit juice gives you. Plus vitamin A. Tastes real good, too.

Today's assignment: get TANG

!

NEW! INSTANT!
Just mix with cold water

/you can make tang
V. IN A WINKI

A produc^of General Foods Kitohene

panda in West China. All Univer-

sity students are welcome.

It has often been said that we
learn better if we do not feel com-

pelled to learn because we an-

ticipate being graded. Now all

University students have an op-

portunity to learn a valuable skill,

without pressure, thanks to Tau
Beta Pi (Zeta Chapter), the na-

tional engineering honor society.

They've announced that open

classes in slide rule instruction

will be conducted from 1 to 5:15

p.m. today through Friday, Oc-

tober 30, in Room 118 of the En-

gineering Building. This course is

designed to aid those undergrad-

uates who would like to learn the

fundamentals, as well as those

students who would like to mas-

ter the more difficult operations

of the slide rule. Proficiency in

the use of the slide rule will re-

ward the student in his pursuit

of success in the field of scientif-

ic endeavor, so the engineers tell

us.

Attention seniors: There will be

a short meeting of all those in-

terested in working on the Sen-

ior Mix tomorrow in the Barn-

stable Room of the Union. All

members of the class of '60 are

urged to show some interest in

the first Senior function of the

year.

Chess Club, tonight, 7 p.m.,

Student Union.

Pre-Med Club, tomorrow, 7:30

p.m., at the Union. Dr. David
Jennison will speak on cancer.

Program Publicity Committee,
Wednesday, 4 p.m., Norfolk Room.

Women's

Interdormitory

Council
The newly formed Women's In-

terdormitory Council held its first

meeting on Wednesday, Oct. 21,

at 6:30 p.m., in Arnold Rec room.

The council is composed of one

member elected from each dorm
along with the dorm's social chair-

man.

Members of the Scrolls are

helping to get the Council organ-

ized, and will have representatives

at the first two meetings.

Ruth Anne Brown, Arnold, and

Jan Denoch were elected co-chair-

men of the Council. Advisers were
also suggested.

The next meeting ia scheduled

for some time next week, when a

definite date will be set for an
interdorm sing, to be held toward
the end of the semester.

LECTUHE
An illustrated lecture "Evacu-

ation of a Roman Colony, Cosa"

will be given by Paul MacKen-
drick, Professor of Classics at

the University of Wisconsin.

This talk, the first in a four
college series will be tomorrow,
Tuesday, October 27, at 8 p.m., in

the SU.

wanti o: Situations and gag lines for our two campus characters Address: TANG College Contest, Dept. GRM, Post Division. Battle

(above). Mutt relate to TANG. Will pay $25 for every entry used. Creek, Michigan. (Entries must be postmarked before Dec. 15, 1959.)

Tryouts For Plays
Tryouts for student-directed

plays at Amherst College will be

held at Kirby Theatre Tuesday
and Thursday from 3-5:30 p.m.,

Scripts of the three plays,

Shadow of a Gunman, The Ap-
ollo of Rellac. and A View from
the Bridge, are available for in-

spection at Converse Library.

Any girls wishing to act are
invited to attend tryouts.

/ would like to thank
sincerely the people who
cast their vote for me in

the Frosh primary.
MICHAEL BELANGER
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REDMEN STRUGGLE TO 0-0 TIE WITH HUSKIES

Wind And Rain Keep UMass

From Evasive Win Column
hv V1N BASILS '62, Sports Editor

The Redmen Warriors failed

to get back on the winning

streak when they were held to a

gcoreless tie by the Northeastern

Huskies, Saturday, at Kent Field

in Brookline, before some 1200

rain drenched fans. A steady and

heavy rainfall, plus a 25 mile per

hour wind, made the playing

conditions almost impossible.

Although Northeastern had
more first downs than UMass,

the game was quite even. Both

teams threatened periodically,

but could never click for the

marker. The first UMass threat

came late in the second period,

when quarterback John McCor-

mick and end Harry Williford

combined a 29 yard pass play to

bring the ball to the Huskies 38.

Dick Hoss, junior fullback,

bulled up the middle for 21

yards, being tackled on the

Northeastern 17. The Huskies

made a fine goal line stand

which they topped off by inter-

cepting a McCormick pass in the

end zone.

Hoss combined with halfbacks

Bill Reynolds and Armand Sa-

bourin in the fourth period, in

marching 65 yards up field to

the Huskies 13. Halfback Tom
Delnickas, returning after a

three-week absence, attempted a

fourth down field goal, which

fell just under the cross bar.

Later Delnickas made one of

the finest runs of the day, when

he wiggled and squirmed 36

yards to Northeastern's 18. But

once again the Huskies' defense

came through and the Redmen

offense was stymied.

Northeastern threatened early

in the game when a pass inter-

ference penalty gave them a first

and goal setup on the UMass

four yard line. However, a hold-

ing penalty, good for fifteen

yards, extinguished this threat.

A Huskie drive to the Redmen

9, early in the second half was

their only other threat.

OFF THE RECORD

A football coach has referred

to a tied ball game as a waste

of time. I am inclined to agree

with him. If the Redmen weie

picked as underdogs, Saturday's

tie would have been a moral vic-

tory. However, as the Redmen

were supposed to be victors, I

can't help feeling that the game

was an entire waste. . . • Del-

nickas' return Saturday, proved

how sorely his all around play

was missed during the past

works.

While passing out the laurels

it must be mentioned that Armie

Sabourin played one of the best

games of his college career last

Saturday.

Meet Fred Glatz;

Varsity End Coach
A newcomer to the University

of Massachusetts football coach-

ing staff this year is Fred Glatz.

Fred is a native of Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania, attended the Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh, and won his

letters during his junior and sen-

ior years as an end. He received

his B.S. degree in 1956 after

majoring in health and physical

education, with a minor in Biolo-

gy-

After graduation Fred played

with the Pittsburgh Steelers for

a year before entering the serv-

ice.

While in the army, he was a

standout performer in football,

basketball and baseball and also

assisted with the coaching chores

in football.

Last year Mr. Glatz began

working on his master's degree at

Pitt and was also a member of

the football staff where he coached

the freshman squad and the

varsity punters.

G & H ENTERPRISES presents

the Kingston Trio

Thursday, November 12

SPRINGFIELD MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM

TICKETS AVAILABLE: JEFFERY AMHERST MUSIC SHOP

Booters Lose
To Springfield

by BILL LENNON '61

The once-beaten Springfield

College varsity soccer team

splashed its way to victory over

the Redmen Saturday morning.

Over three hundred hardy Home-

coming fans at Afleck-Brack

Field watched the Maroons score

five times while blanking their

opponents.

Tom Stearns opened the scor-

ing after four minutes of play.

The other first half score was

booted in by Lee Roberts in the

second quarter.

The UMass defense was unable

to cope with the torrential rain,

wind, and hard driving Spring-

field line. The slippery and wa-

ter-logged ball was very difficult

to control, especially for the

goalie.

The Springfield team, proving

to be the better mudders, took

advantage of these conditions and

scored three more times in the

second half. Roberts booted in his

second goal while Gil Grant and

George Brendler kicked in num-
bers four and five.

This Wednesday the scrappy

UMass soccermen travel cross

town to face the Lord Jeffs of

Amherst. This will be the last

road game before they return

home for the season's final with

Tufts on November 26th.

The starting lineup was as fol-

lows:

UMass Springfield
Correia I Schuhwerk
Steinberg rf Wurtemberucr
Hawes If Jackson
MaRTone rhb Roberts
Hulett chb Boomer
Hilhard lhb Kent
B«»r*» nr L. Roberts
Rosenberg lr Grant
Dnwman ftf Barker
Psilaskia 11 Stearns
Amundsen ol Mould

Intramural News
Sig Kp, defending intramural

champs, rolled to its fourth vic-

tory of the season this week,

trouncing QTV, 51-0.

The Flyers, with center Bruce

Wolfe scoring nineteen points,

amassed the greatest number of

points in a single league game

since this same Sig Ep ran up 54

points two years ago.

The Flyers arc, as yet, unde-

feated this year.

Elect

BRADSHAW
Vice-President '63

ATTENTION

Science Students

If you want to know the mean-

ings of Scientific Terms and

have them at your fingertips

get a copy of the

'Syllabus of

Scientific Terminology'

On Sale now at

The

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

$1.00 per copy

NEWMAN CLUB MEETING
Tucs., Oct. 27—7:30 p.m.—Dining Commons

Frosh Eleven Stops

Springfield, 22-8
by BEN GORDON '62

It was a bleak day for Spring-

field when the UMass frosh foot-

ball coach, Dick MacPherson, a

graduate of Springfield College,

returned to his alma mater with

his entourage, last Friday.

"This is the game I want", he

told the Little Redmen, and they

won it for him, 22-8.

On the opening kickoff, the

UMass frosh gridmen began a

seventy yard touchdown march.

A 30 yard pass from Quarterback

Al Hedlund to halfback Pete

Schindler set up the score.

Hedlund then hit halfback Paul

Majeski in the end zone with an

11 yard pass. The extra point try

failed and it was a 6-0 game.

Springfield was not to be out-

done, however, and quickly re-

taliated with a 57 yard touchdown

pass from the Maroon quarter-

back, Dave Leete to halfback Ron-

nie Bogue. The extra point try

was good, and Springfield led,

8-6.

Late in the half, the UMass
frosh brought the ball to the

Maroon 7 yard line, but were held

by the Springfield line. The half

ended with Springfield ahead,

8-6.

With the second half, the U-

Mass frosh came to life.

Pete Schindler, whose great

running sparked the team

throughout the game, took the

ball over from the five for his

fourth T.D. this season.

Quarterback Al Hedlund hit end

John Morgan in the end zone for

the two extra points, and the U-

Mass frosh took the lead.

The Little Redmen racked up an

insurance T.D. late in the game
when halfback Kenny Kezar,

whose scampering set up the tal-

ly, broke through from the one.

Hedlund's extra point pass to

Kezar was good, and the game
ended with the UMass frosh out

in front, 22-8.

The game was a great team ef-

fort, with everyone on the squad

doing his best. Coach MacPherson
can be proud of his winning team.

HOCKEY
Thorp will be a meeting of

candidates for the varsity hock-

ey team on Wednesday, Octo-

ber 28, at 4:00 p.m. in Room
9 of the Cage. All upperclass-

men interested are invited to

attend. The meeting is for

varsity candidates only.

SPORTALK
by HAL DM HON '60

No matter how you look at it,

Saturday's "Mud Bowl" was a

moral victory for our hosts. The

heavier Redmen were unable to

put together any sort of offense

against the Huskies.

A thirty-six yard run by Tom
Delnickas and a pass from John

MeCormick to Harry Williford

good for thirty yards were the

only bright spots on a rainy af-

ternoon.

The Redmen now face BU.

The Terriers have posted a 2-3

record. They were upset by

George Washington in the open-

er and have lost to Kansas and

mighty Penn State. Coach Steve

Sinko's club has beaten Wfttt

Virginia and UConn. Unless the

O'Rourkemen play much better

than they have in their last few-

outings, it could be a long after-

noon at Alumni Field.

Saturday Sidelights

The Redmen Marching Band
and the Precisionettes made the

trip to Brookline hut to no avail.

Their half-time show was can-

celled. However, they comprised

the majority of UMass fans at

the game.

All eyes are on Memorial

Stadium Saturday when UConn
Imsts New Hampshire in a game
that may decide the Yankee Con-

ference ci own. The Blue Wild

cats have been a pleasant sur-

prise for coach Clarence "Chief"

Rnston this season. They haven't

had a winning year sinee 19R4

when they won the Beanpot and

were 7-1 over-all. They are 2-1-2

this season. A victory for UConn
would give them the crown for

another year.

Delaware continued on their

merry way with victory number
five, a 30-6 conquest of Marshall.

Mighty West Chester State

Teachers College of Pennsylvan-
ia, a 41-7 victory over North-

eastern a week ago, over-

whelmed Shipensburg State 114-

last Friday night.

THE

Q CLUB
Route 9 - 'Hamp Rd.

—offers—

DANCING on

Tues.—Thurs.—Fri.

Sat.: All-Girl Orch.

Sun.: Concert Time

We Ca4er to Private Parties

and Offer Spacious Facilities

Everything You Need
Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILM

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

Open Every Night until 1 1:00

The

Little Store
Located on N. Pleasant St.

On Corner Next to Newest

Men's Dormitory

"On the Campus Doorstep"

Guest Speaker:

REV. JOHN C. KNOTT

'Preparation For Marriage'

Letter From

Dr. Feldman

See page 2
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Hort Show Theme
To Accent Home

by ANN FRAZIER '62

The opening of the 47th annual

Horticulture Show, the theme of

which emphasizes home flora and

design, will climax the activity of

University and Stockbridge facul-

ty and students majoring in hor-

ticulture, floriculture, landscape

architecture, wildlife, turf, and

food management, forestry, and

agronomy.
Taking place at the Cage, the

hours of the Hort Show, free to

the public, are as follows: Friday,

4 to 10 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to

10 p.m.; and Sunday, 9 to 8 p.m.

Individual student exhibitions,

as well as commercial ones, will

highlight this year's event, which

is designed to be of interest to

homeowners. Entered in more than

150 classes and subclasses will be

displays of various foliage and

house plants, a garden of chrysan-

themums, a commercial arrange-

ment of roses, and many types of

floral arrangements, most of

which involve student and com-

mercial competition.

To stimulate more interest and

better display of competition ex-

hibits, additional prize money up

to $200 has been allotted by the

Mass. Department of Agriculture

for the winners in the various

classes. Aside from this, five

special trophies will be awarded.

1) For most meritorious exhibit

in show, Ball Cup;

2) For the best chrysanthemum
blooms of any variety, the

Holyoke Transcript-Telegram

Cup;

3) For the 12 best commercial

varieties of chrysanthemum
blooms, the Springfield Florist

Supply Co. Cup;

4) For the best single specimen

of a chrysanthemum cascade

plant, the Holyoke Transcript-

Telegram Cup;

5) For the best exhibit of foliage

and/or flowering plant ar-

ranged for effect, the George

Sinclair Cup.

One of the University's big an-

nual events, the Hort Show at-

tracts some 20,000 visitors from

all parts of the state, as well as

UMass students. This year's show

promises to be one of the best in

recent years.

International Relations

Club To Hold Meeting
The International Relations

Club will hold a meeting Friday,

Oct. 30 at 7:30 in Alumni House

at Smith College. The topic will

be "Africans' View of Rhodesia

Today".

The meeting will be followed by

an informal coffee hour. This is

a three-college cooperational pro-

gram among the University, Am-
herst, and Smith.

Transportation will be provided

from the University. Contact

either Kurk Kurkjian, 110 Mills,

or Brenda Brizzolini, Mary Lyon,

or leave your name with the

secretary in the Government of-

fice. Those wishing transportation

will meet in the Student Union

lobby at 6:45. Anyone who
would be willing to take riders

please contact the above people.

Left to right: Mr. Kanyama Chlume, member of Nyaaaland legisla-

tive council, and Mr. Joahua Nakome, President of South Rhodeaian

African National Council which Is preaently outlawed In Rhodesia.

Absentee Ballot Questioned

In Election Controversy
by LARRY RAYNER '61, News Editor

The Senate has a problem!

Last Wednesday's vote is being

questioned by Robert Armstrong.

He says that "the absentee ballot

cast last Wednesday night by

Louise Hallenbrook should not

be allowed. Robert's Rales of Or-

der state that no absentee bal-

lots shall be allowed unless spe-

cially provided for by the con-

stitution of that organization."

The Senate constitution does

not provide fn? absentee ballots.

However, Robert Zelis maintains

that for Armstrong to claim vic-

tory, he must assume that Hal-

lenbrook cast her ballot for Zelis.

Theoretically, no one knows how
she voted and if anyone does

know how she voted, the election

is voided, he said.

It was also pointed out that

Activities Of SWAP
Committee Initiated
Work on this year's SWAP

Conference began yesterday with

the first official meeting of the

Planning Committee. SWAP (Stu-

dent Workshop on Activities

Problems), as has been the cus-

tom for the past two years, will

convene some time in May.

Each organization on campus

may send a delegate and these

delegates, along with the presi-

dent, the provost, the dean of

men. the dean of women, and se-

lected faculty members go off

campus for a weekend to discuss

campus problems, exchange ideas,

and get helpful suggestions to

bring back to the organization

they represent. Tn previous years

a group of about eighty people

has gone to the Red Lion Inn in

Stockbridge, Mass. where they

not only gained greater insight

into campus problems, but had a

very enjoyable time socially.

The chairman of the Planning

Committee and two committee

Jewish Chaplain,

Rabbi Ruchames,

Counsels Students
by GINGER ANDERSON '62

The Chaplain plays a very im-

portant role in the spiritual life

of the University or College stu-

dent. Rabbi Ruchames, the Jewish

Chaplain on campus, acts both as

counselor and adviser to the

Jewish students, helping them not

only with religious problems, but

with the everyday scholastic and

social problems which face them.

A familiar figure on campus,

Rabbi Ruchames has held the

position of Jewish Chaplain for

the past fifteen years and during

that time has distinguished him-

self in many ways. He is the Di-

rector of the Hillel Foundation

here, as well as at Smith College,

and he serves both Smith and

Amherst Colleges in the capacity

of Chaplain.

Before coming to the U. of M.

Rabbi Ruchames held a similar

position at the University of

Alabama. He received his reli-

gious training at the Jewish

Institute of Religion in New
York City, where he obtained

his degree in 1948. After do-

ing undergraduate work at New
York City College, he attended

Columbia University, where he re-

ceived his Master's Degree and
(Continued on pagt 5)

members were selected by last

year's conference delegates. Hap

Wilson, who was elected chair-

man, left school, so Dick Bresciani

has been selected to replace him.

The other two members chosen

were Christa Hahnentftein, Pro-

gram Chairman, and Kana Lilly,

Publicity Chairman.

Mary Ann Blais'was selected

by the Student Union Governing

Boa'-'' «n/i oV»A will a«rv» a* secre-

tary. Another member will be

picked by the Student Senate to

serve as treasurer. Ginny Ryder,

last year's chairman, will act as

senior advisor.

In addition to the student mem-
bers, the Planning Committee has

two advisors, Mr. Scott of the

Student Union who worked with

last year's committee and Dr. Le-

land Varley of the English De-

partment who is newly elected.

It is the committee's hope that

this year's SWAP Conference will

be an even bigger success than

that of last year.

since Miss Hallenbrook's ballot

was accepted, and she was per-

mitted to assume that it would be
allowed, that it should count.

It was decided at a meeting of

Zelis, Armstrong, and Chief Jus-

tice Don Kelly, that the absentee

ballot should not have been al-

lowed, according to Armstrong
and Zelis.

However, it is apparently up to

Kelly what is to be done about it.

Kelly, one Senator pointed out,

apparently has three choices! He
can decide that since no absentee

ballot is provided for in the

Senate Constitution, Armstrong
wins the election 18-17. In this

event Zelis can stand up and chal-

lenge the decision of the chair on

the grounds that Miss Hallen-

brook's vote is no longer secret

and therefore the whole election

should be voided.

Kelly also could say that since

the absentee ballot was not chal-

lenged at the meeting, it shall be

allowed and the election proceed-

ings shall be continued exactly

where they left off last wmIc. If

Kelly does this, then Armstrong
could protest saying that he would
have challenged the ballot except

that he didn't know about it un-

til the next day.

Kelly's third choice is to say to

the Senate that due to discre-

pancies in the previous vote, the

election is voided and thus pro-

ceedings will have to start all ovei

again.

Regardless of the outcome, to-

night's Senate meeting promises

to be, as one senator put it, "a
regular circus".

Shown with Gail Thompson, '82, Honorary Colonel of '58 Military

Ball, are, from left to right: Harriet Cutler, '82; Janet Wehmann.
•63; Sandy Hill. '81; Debbie Bead. '82; and Alice Edgerton, '82.
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TODAY'S EDITORIAL
TOMORROW'S ELECTIONS
The polls will open tomorrow for the elec-

tion of Freshman Class Officers, and for the

election of a Senator-at-large from the class

of 1961.

Now the Collegian has for these many
years been writing divers editorials exhort-

ing the students to recognize their responsi-

bility, etc., and to vote in the campus elec-

tions. Indeed, the student body is beset tra-

ditionally at election times with all the

platitudes and cliches in the Collegian ar-

senal, in order to realize the ideal 100% par-

ticipation.

This activity, of writing these editorials,

becomes tiresome and tedious. Certainly, the

students ought to know their responsibili-

ties and act upon their knowledge of their

responsibilities without exhortations from

the Collegian.

Now we have statistics here to show that

the turnout for the Frosh primary election

was some 60% ; which contrasts markedly

from the usual less-then-50?f—and all this

without a word of exhortation from us. So

w.> shall not here exhort. We shall simply an-

nounce that in the future we shall make the

effort NOT to write exhortatory editorials;

more especially since it anppars to have been

demonstrated that when we keep our edi-

torial mouth shut, election turnouts corres-

pondingly increase.

Good luck to the candidates, and goodbye.

J. A. M.

PASSIVE RESISTANCE
Every year we have been depositing our

grubby nickles into the swelling treasury of

the Athletic Department's Gladiator Procure-

ment Fund. All we have so far gotten in re-

turn is a soggy sandwich, and sometimes not

even that, and the hearty cry of "Wait 'til

next year!" Some of us have run out of next

yean and some of us have run out of hope.

This year we started with a "strong

bench" < it had to be strong this year to sup-

port the hordes of "athletes" whose education

Vie are subsidizing.) Behind us this year

Stands a record of inexplicable defeat.

Before us stands a formidable opponent,

Boston University.

Wo face this contest with a "team" that

pant Mock, tackle or move the football for

more than two consecutive plays. There is

but one course of action left for our stalwart

eleven

:

PASSIVE RESISTANCE.
J. D. L.

TO THE VICTOR
BELONGS THE SPOILAGE
The hotly contested Senate presidency

race is a sign that we have a working democ-

racy. Our only hope is that the next presi-

dent of the Student Senate will have a rep-

resentative l)ody not divided into personality

cults.

Letters to the Editor

OLD CHAPEL CONTROVERSY
Freedom of Conscience Threatened

To the Editor:

The people seem to be aroused by my letter of October 20. When

I penned it I suspected that I might cause some controversy. I hardly

expected it to draw the type of reply that it did. It seems that the

people are willing, even eager, to dismiss the principles of civil liberty

and religious freedom for the sake of saving themselves a twenty min-

ute walk. If there are not others who 'feel as vehemently about the

issue" as I do, then I can only conclude that they are ignorant of the

encroachments being made by certain religious groups upon the funda-

mental American freedoms, or they haven't thought about the impli-

cations of this movement.

I feel that each man has a right to his own beliefs, be they re-

ligious or non-religious, and that at the core of this idea is the free-

dom not to be forced to contribute materially or otherwise to any sys-

tem of beliefs in which one does not believe. It was "progress" which

brought about the disestablishment of the Congregational Church in

the state of Massachusetts (accomplished, after a struggle, in 1833)

and, although I certainly do not wish to "cram the student's mind with

facts and figures," I consider any step in the direction of state sup-

port of religion to be, to say the least, undesirable. It is the respect

shown in the past for these liberties which has made America the

haven of the oppressed, and the bulwark of world freedom.

If I become a "frustrated pedagogue" it will be because I wasn't

able to do my part in strengthening and defending the ideas of the

Constitution and the American Experiment.

Sincerelv,

Robie Hubley '61

Congratulations to Mr. Hubley

To Mr. Hubley:

During this period of your abuse and excoriation you may take
comfort from the fact then whenever anyone speaks his mind against
mass attitudes about religion, motherhood, or capitalism all the smug
Lilliputians suddenly find some courage t<» roar their usually emotional
and irrelevant protests.

It is discouraging that a campus newspaper could not find among
the responses to your thought provoking letter some argument against
it that dealt with your thesis instead of the name calling efforts of
Cronin and Theodores, but it is encouraging that something else is

appearing in the Collegian besides the usual Greek society news and
cloddish humor.

Further, you should be appraised of the fact that as soon as Joe
Schultz, the guy next door, gets ordained into this or that, this makes
him untouchable. (Watch what happens when the film "Elmer Gan-
try" makes its appearance.) To violate this principle permits all the
NICE people to beat you to a pulp. Violence in virtue's name is Chris-
tian charity reinforced with brass knuckles.

My periodic talks with religious groups on this campus on
secular approaches to man's role in the world, science being one of
them, has fortified my belief that the current religious embrace is of
no particular consequence. It will run its course like all the others,
and eventually the many violations of the "Separation" doctrine will
be corrected through the attention drawn to them by people like your-
self. Mr. Cronin was right, y<>u have made yourself unpopular, but
people with progressive convictions seldom win popularity contests.

Cordially,

Dr. R. S. Feldman

Professor of Psychology

(Dr. Feldman received his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. from the University
of Michigan. He joined the fn,„lty at UMass in 1947; in 19'

t
s he was

made Assistant Professor; in 1989, he was elevated to Associate Pro-
fessor; and in 1956 he was appointed full Professor of Psychology.
Dr. Feldman has served as Research-Psychologist, Department of
Neuropsychology, Northampton Veterans Administration Hospital
(1956-1959), and ha* also hecy, a Director of Research Grants for
tihe National Institute of Health. He is a member of the Eastern
Psychological Association, the Massachusetts Association of Psy-
chologists, and the American Psychological Association. Dr. Feldman
is the author of many papers on abnormal processes in animals, and
is listed in "Who's Who."

Hush little Umie, don't say a word,

Jean Paul is not a dirty bird.

When our budget bill comes due,

He'll go to the State House to rant for you.

If our budget bill don't pass,

We'll have our Spring day fun at tost.

If our Spring Day doesn't jell,

We sHU have our FootbaU team; what the Hell.

If our Football Team can't win,

We stiU have a bottle of Flcischmnn's Gin.

If that bottle of gin falls down,

We still have the cheapest college in town.

A New System

For Extracurricular?

by CAROL ROONEY '60

and MARILYN ARMSTRONG '60

Editor's Note: The opinions expressed in the follow-

ing article are the opinions of its authors; and as

such do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the

Massachusetts COLLEGIAN.

At present there is a serious problem confront-

ing the student organizations on campus. That is, an

exploitation of student leaders by the organizations

of which they are members. Not only are many stu-

dents spending more time on extracurricular activi-

ties than they are on actual studying, but often stu-

dents are participating to the detriment of their

academic standing.

A large number of students are not holding re-

sponsible positions in extracurricular activities. More

students should be encouraged to participate.

Our University is growing in numbers and in

prestige. We are expanding physically and aca-

demically. In view of this great expansion we must

not overlook the importance of correctly administered

extracurricular activities, the training ground for

democracy and future citizenship. Therefore, these

activities should be under some sort of flexible reg-

ulation. Such regulation would not seek to innibit the

college student as an individual nor deprive him of

free choice. It would serve as a guide in his de-

velopment as a leader and a responsible member of

the community.
The present student-faculty advisor system can-

not deal with the problem of academic failure due to

overparticipation in extracurricular activities. Also,

students alone have attempted to coordinate studies

and activities and have failed.

It seems that a flexible point system would be

the most adequate means of coping with this prob-

lem at the University. This type of system is pre-

sently in effect in many colleges and universities

and has proved beneficial. Perhaps we may learn a

lesson from an institution that is generally believed

to be worthy of emulation, Wellesley College, where
under a point system, the most capable students,

always of extremely high academic standing, hold

positions in extracurricular activities involving the

most responsibility and consumption of time . . .

Why could not such a system bo just as effective at

our slightly larger, coeducational University? The
"sink or swim" policy which is in force at present

pimply shows a total disregard of the importance of
the development of individual capacities to the BET-
TERMENT of the student, not his ultimate FAIL-
URE in college life.

We would propose a system involving scholastic

requirements for the positions with the most res-

ponsibility and consumption of time. Activities would

be rated by points and the student limited in the

number of points he may receive. Each activity and

position in such would be rated according to the im-

portance, responsibility, and the amount of time

that would be involved in performance of duties.

Each student regardless of his average would have
a limited number of points that could be applied to

fraternal and professional clubs. This blanket pri-

vilege, however, would not encompass offices held

in these organizations.

Such a system could be most effectively adminis-
tered through faculty advisors and a special com-
mittee with membership composed of faculty, stu-

dent, and administrative representatives.

We believe the benefits of such a point system
would he far-reaching in the following; (1) Pre-
venting overparticipation and exploitation of stu-

dents; (2) Preventing students from being nominal
members only of an organization, and doing little

<>i no real work; (3) Increasing the opportunities for
participation because of the additional offices made
available; (4) Encouraging a more responsible choice
of extracurricular activities; (5) Revealing the re
quirements of leadership and other positions thus
accurately showing the capabilities of the student.

Contract Bridge
by BARBARA DUBIS *6r

The National Intercollegiate

Bridge Tournament is held

throughout the country with all

participants being judged on set

hands. The par for both the NS
team and the EW team is set up
in advance by the country's best

bridge players. The following is

one of last year's hands.

North

S A 3

H 98
D 7 65 2

C QJ962
West East

S.9865 S KQJ10742
H 5 432 H J6
D A J 8 D 10 3

C 10 3 C A K
South

S
H AKQ10 7

D KQ94
C 8754

EW PAR: Bid four spades and

and BKV GUERNSEY '60

make it if given the

chance.

NS PAR: Stop game (defeat the

contract or bid 5C).

Suggested Bidding

North Hast South West
pass 1 Spade double 2 Spades
•i clubs I Spades pass pass
pass

The hand can be played in the

following manner. South's normal
play is to lead three rounds of

hearts, East trumping the third.

Declarer then forces out the SA.
North then must exit, probably
with a club and East takes his CA
and Ck and then cashes all his

trump. South is squeezed in the

red suits and Declarer then can
make his contract. South is forced

to hold one heart to avoid making
dummy's heart good. South must
sluff 6 cards on trump and then

must throw 3D, 2C and 1H mak-
ing the DA and DJ both good.

So|>h-Frosh
Plans are getting underway for

Soph-Frosh night, tentatively set

for November II. The '«>2 class

officers have named Rosemary
Hussoy and Bob Smith as general

chairmen.

Dave Stewart will head pub-

licity and Bill Hailer and Carol

Majewski will be in charge of bas-

ketball. Tickets are in the hands
of Joe Lyons, refreshments un-

der the care of Judy Woodbury.

Bridge Club Results
Despite torrent and flood, the

B ridge Club's Saturday afternoon

game series began successfully

October U from 2:00-8:00 P.M.

and decorations under Elaine Har-

vey.

Anyone interested in the vari-

ous committees is invited to con-

tact the respective chairmen. The

chairmen will meet tonight in the

SU Lobby at 7.

CA. Holds Conference
Fhe Christian Association is

forming study groups for students

interested in attending the Chris-

tian student conference in Athens,

Ohio. There will be five study ses-

sions before the conference. The
first meeting was held on Satur-

day, October 21 from 4-9 p.m.

Attendance at the conference is

not required for participation in

the study groups.

The conference itself will be

held from December 27 to Janu-

ary 2 at Ohio University. The
delegations will include 3,000 stu-

dents, half from foreign countries.

The main concern of this con-

ference is the relationship of the

church to the present revolution-

ary world. Typical subjects are

rising nationalisms, the threat of

Communism, and racial tensions.

Leaders include Martin Luther

King, D. T. Tiles and Leslie New-

begin.

Never
too strong. Never

too weak.

i

just right!

Get satisfyi

You can light either end

See how Pall Mall's famous length of fine, rich-

tasting tobacco travels and gentles the smoke-

makes it mild— but does not filter out

that satisfying flavor!

HERE'S WHY SMOKE 'TRAVELED" THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST

Outstanding...

and they are Mild!
i

You get Pall Mall's

famous length of the
finest tobaccos
money can buy.

2
Pall Mall's famous
length travels and
gentles the smoke
naturally. .

.

3
Travels it over, under,

around and through

Pall Mall's fine tobaccos

. . .and makes it mild!

under the supervision of Dick

Thompson, Game Director. There
wore four tables, and the Howell
Movement was used for the

duplicate play. Results were as

follows:

1st-—Lee Clayman and Priscilla

Battis

2nd—Walter Spiewak and Nita

Ford
3rd—Dick Thompson and Larry

Crabtree

The next game in this series

will be Saturday, November 7.

Hope to see you all there.

Thursday, October 22, there

were six tables. The results were
as follows:

North-South

1st—Lee Clayman and Priscilla

Battis

2nd—Walter Spiewak and Al Is-

rael

East-West
1st—Jim Leonard and Jim Lip-

man
2nd—Pat O'Hearn and Marge

Matte
Whether or not you have a

partner, feel free to join us in our
next duplicate game Thursday,
October 27. Master Point competi-
tion will resume in November.

Nursing Notes
On Wednesday, November 4th,

the Massachusetts State Council
of Student Nurses will hold its

Fall Meeting at the Bancroft
Hotel in Worcester. Registration
will be held from 8-10 a.m.

Several prominent speakers will

address the assembly; nursing
students from several schools of
nursing in Mass. will present eve-
ning entertainment.

Betty Karl, U. of M. School of
Nursing, will preside over part of
the meeting, as Recording Secre-
tary of the Council.

mrogram

[Preview
by MARIE FOLEY '62

Wednesday, WMUA will broad-
cast the decisive Senate meeting
direct from the Senate chambers
at 7 p.m. Last week's attempt to

elect a president of the Student
Senate ended in a tie vote. No
student can afford to miss this

important broadcast.

WMUA has positions open for

radio operators. No previous ex-

perience is necessary. Anyone in-

terested should inquire at the sta-

tion in the Engineering Building
Tuesday or Thursday from 3-4

p.m.

Saturday, Hal Dutton will be
bringing you fans here on campus

play by play broadcast of Red-
man football. Air time is 1:20

p.m.

"Looks more like a revolt to mo."
e a r c© Prt>dud of t/ni J¥m»*#ean iJifraeexf-fxnnpainp' — Jv&re& it our miJJU name

( )G Cast Announced
The Operetta Guild has an-

nounced its cast for this year's

productions, which will include

pieces from Cole Porter's "Kiss

Me Kate", Renjamin Britten's

"Peter Grimes", Puccini's 'Ma-
dame Butterfly", and Rodgers
and Hammerstein's "Oklahoma"
and "Carousel".

Members of the cast are: Ann
Shutty, Marcia Keith, Steve Al-

len, Natalie Chase, Gary Blank,

Richard Lipman, Judith St. Jean,

Hathalynd Collard, Susan Loth-
rop, Michael Cohen, Judith No-
let, and Alan Reardsell. In the en-

semble are: Barbara Pottern,

Elizabeth Murphy, Ann Gorodet-

zky, Lucille Ashley, Dyanne Drew,
Carol Doliber, Sandra TomlinBon,

.lanica Towne, Allan Cooper, and

Carolyn Baker,
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THE LAND OF

B> MIKE BLUM '60 mil
This la th. second half (MetrojlSl through World Pacific) of a

survey of current Jaas record company activities.

M.-tmjazz—This is I lie* outfit with renowned jazz critic Leon-

ard Feather handling the A and B duties. A subsidy of MGM, their

few lass releases to date have emphasised • gimmick approach to

packaging (such as "United Notions" with Toshiko, Bobby Jaspar,

Rene Thomas and other imports). One of their best is "Sonny Rollins

and the Big Brass" a very awHhlg invention in format by Feather,

allowing Sonnj to eonvey his unique messages over a brass ensemble

on a set of vigorous arrangements by Ernie Wilkins.

Preatige—The "rc up and Wow" theme has taken over at pres-

ige. Rock-hoppers" Gene Amnions, Arnett Cobb and Eddie "Jaws"

Davis are most frequently recorded from a stable of honkers which

lias marred what need to be one of jazz's most tastefully assembled

catalogues. Red Garland, Moae Allison, Mai Waldron and only a

sprinkling of others arc veatigea of better days (when Miles Davis,

Rollins. Jackie McLean, Phil Woods. experimentalist Teddy Charles et

al w,r.' featured on Preatige). Of their recent releases may I recom-

mend Moae Allison "Creek Hank" and Red Garland "Red in Blues-

ville".

R.C.A. Victor— Under the misguidance of jazz director Shorty

Rogers, Victor carries on the same type of meaningless program as

Capital. One outstanding older release which can be brought to mind

is George Russell "Jazz Workshop".

Riverside Riverside has under contract a prodigious collection

of east-cnast individualists, pianists Thelonious Monk, Bill Evans,

Wvnton Kelly. Randy Weston, hornmen Kenny Dorham, Cannonball

Adderley, Reims Golaon, drummer "Philly" Joe Jones, etc. By present-

ing these artists with good sense and tasto while disdaining exploita-

tion, they have succeeded in prodaefag an outstanding procession of

fine' albums (they lout record until there Is enough written material

with which to cans out a specific theme for that album and until the.

desired sidemen can be obtained for th- date and enough rehearsals

completed for a polished t rdjnt). Only fraction of their out-

standing release Thelontooa. Monk—Thelonioftt Monk Or-

chestra at Town Hall" and "Brilliant Corners", Bill Evans—''Every-

body Digs Bill Evans" and "New Piano Jazz", Benny Golson—"The

Other Side of Benny Golson".

Roulette Roulette has issued several Maynard Ferguson and

Count Basie recordings and B side by the Mitchell-Ruff duo, a group

which was a sensation in Moscow recently; aside from these notables,

production has been limited.

United Artists—In business only about a year, UA Records has

made quite a splash. By engaging S colorful assortment of artists of

varying schools and conceptions and placing them in well thought-out

formats they have achieved a consistently high level of quality. To

mention half of UA's catalogue — Art Farmer—"Modern Art" and

"Brass Shout", Milt Jackson— "Bags Opus", "Benny Golson and the

Philadelphians", Herb Pomeroy "Band in Boston", Gerry Mulligan in

both combo and score music from the film "I Want to Live".

Verne-Verve haa the largest repertoire of name artists in their

employ. Oscar Peterson, Dizzy Gillespie, Johnny Hodges, Count Basie,

Ella Fitzgerald, Lionel Hampton, Stan Getz, Anita O'Day, etc. have

been presented by Verve both on new issues and on a fantastic amount

of reissues from Savoy Records and now defunct Norman Granz af-

filiates (Clef, Norgran etc.). Most Verve artists are grossly over-

recorded, a policy carried on with a complete lack of consideration for

confused record buyers. For example. Oscar Peterson has over twenty

Verve recordings and during a recent seventeen-day period cut nine

sides with his new trio! The latest excuse for mass production at

VeiVfc has been a deluge of contrived album themes (this is not to say

that the music is not of a high level—only that the rationale of mak-

ing the particular record is not obvious)—"Lee Konitz Meets Jimmy
Giuffre" and 'Herb Ellis Meets Jimmy Giuffre" being good illustra-

tions.

Introducing

NEW DUKE .

.

King-Size in the filter where it matters most . .

.

Lowest in tars of all leading low-tar cigarettes

World Pacific — Formerly Pa-

cific, this is a strictly west-coast

coverage label — and they suceed

in representing that scene fairly

well. Their catalogue includes al-

bums by Chet Baker, Chico Hamil-

ton, the "Jazz West Coast" series

and their newest stats, the Mas-

tersounds.

I hope that this little summary

will to some extent substitute for

the trial and error method of jazz

record buying often necessitated

by the unreasonably large selec-

tion of sides. Specific records have

been mentioned as a guide to the

most representative work of a

particular artist. To further sim-

plify the situation may I suggest

a trip to Music in the Round on

Hampden Street in Springfield.

Managed by articulate jazz and

classical music expert Ben Kal-

man, this store has a spectacular

stock; if there is anything you

want not on Ben's shelves he will

make sure you get it within a

week. What makes the atmosphere

even more pleasant is the twenty

percent discount on all records.

Later.
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RD's CAST
OUR TOWN'
The 49th season of Roister

Doister's has begun with the cast-

ing for the forthcoming produc-

tion of Our Town, the distin-

guished Pulitzer Prize winning

play from the pen of Thornton

Wilder.

Francis Broadhurst will portray

the central character of the Stage

Manager.

Featured in the unusually large

cast are Leland Katz, James Ru-
berti, Joan Sharps, Elaine Borash,

Kenneth Brophy, and Alice Buono.

Others in the play are Nancy
King, Joel Berkowitz, John Kane,

Paul Cwiklik, Dena Uretsky, Joni
Knowles, John Wyldo, and Horace

Waters.

Peter Rock and Dave Hates will

play the parts of the baseball

players. People of the Town are

Barbara Winer, Judith Cochran,

Suzanne Harrington, Sandra Sie-

gel, Rosemary Hussey, Carole

Grossman, Linda Gagnier, and
Dena Uretsky.

There are still parts remaining
to be cast. These include Wally
Webb, Lady in the Orchestra,

Man in the Auditorium, Simon
Stimson, Constable Warren, First

Dead Man, First Dead Woman,
and MORE TOWNS PEOPLE!

Anyone interested can contact
Ibnry M. Peirce or any member
of the cast. The production will

be under the personal direction of

Mr. Peirce. Rehearsals are at

Powker Auditorium evenings at 7.

FOR SALE
1951 FORD V-8

4-Door Standard Shift

Good Condition

2 Extrs Snow Tires

Hester — One Owner
$175.

Call JU 4-8539 9-5:30 p.m.

JU 4-0952 Eves. & Sundays

-Visit the-

Quonset
Club
FOOD SERVED

Prom 4:00-11:00

Sunday 1:00-11:00

7

The Campus Beat
by TED MARSDEN »60 and ERNIE MANDER '60

I thought there were going to

be more than us ir. on this, Shad.

Be quiet and keep stuffing the

rags in. Not too many more. We
want to keep him thin.

How come no one else showed

up to help us?

I had to wait till now to tell

you, Clod. There never was any-

one else. Secrecy is our most

important weapon. Pass me the

rope.

Maybe we should leave this up

to the alumni, or the Math De-

partment.

Hitch the sign on. Are you sure

there's an apostrophe between the

O and R, Clod ?

Shad, just because all the

schools do this I still think . . .

That's your trouble, thinking.

By morning our names will be all

over campus. We'll be heroes.

Speaking of heroes, the Sport

Parachute Club will hold a jump

at Orange Airport. Fifteen stu-

dents will jump Saturday. They

hope to have a parachute for each

member. All interested persons

are invited to attend.

I'll hold the ladder and you

climb up and tie it to a branch,

Clod.

How high do I have to go?

Well, in bridge you can only go

as high as seven. That's what the

Bridge Club that's meeting to-

morrow at 7 P.M. says.

I think I hear someone coming,

Shad.

Don't get panicky. It's probably

the Outing Club practicing for

their camping trip on Nov. 1st.

A meeting will be held tonight in

the Nantucket Room at 7 P.M.

Dr. Walter Banfield of the

Botany Department will speak.

Anyone interested in the camping
trip should consult the sign-up

sheet in the lobby.

We should have picked a better
tree.

This is the only one around.
What do you think this is, a
jungle? The last time I was in

one was at Haverhill High. It was
a "Blackboard Jungle". They
made a picture out of it starring
Glenn Ford and Anne Francis.
It plays tomorrow night at the
Union at 7.

Keep the ladder steady, Shad.
I'm losing my balance.

Lucky the dummy didn't fall.

Let's get out of here Shad.
I have to turn in my Winter Carni
Theme suggestion before tomor-
row at 6 P.M. I think my topic

"Recent Expeditions to the An-
tarctic" will win free tickets to

the Ball for me.
You can't turn that in. That's

Rev. Daniel Linehan's subject to-

night at 7 P.M. in the S.U. Ball-

room. It's a joint meeting of the
Boston and American Chapters of
Civil Engineers. AH students are
invited to attend.

Do I need tickets?

No. The only thing you need
tickets for is the Interfraternity

Sing and Skits. They'll be on sale

at the S.U. ticket office tomorrow
and Friday from 12-5. Tickets are
one for 35? and two for 70*.

How much for three?

They didn't say. Watch it Clod.

"You're under arrest".

Wait a minute, you're not Chief
Blasko. Run Shad, it's Cha . . .

"I'm taking you two in".

We sidestepped him easily as

he tried to tackle us.

DEADLINES
For Man. Campus Beat—

Sat. Noon
For Wed. Campus Beat—

Mon., U p.m.

For Fri. Campits Beat—
Wed., U p.m.

COPYRIGHT I9S7 TMC COCA-COLA COMPANY

Dont just sit there!
You'll enjoy today's copy of this publication

much more if you'll get up right now and get

yourself an ice-cold bottle of Coca-Cola.

(Naturally, we'd be happier, toot)

DHIXK

("i'dZ/

lottl«d under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

Coca-Cols Bottling Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Mom.

Four College

Culture
by ART SHAW '60

Tonight

Guest Lecturer: Lorraine Hans
berry, author of "A Raisin in

the Sun", Wbject: "The Negro
Artist in MM -Century Amer-
ica", Sage Hall, Smith College,

8 p.m.

Lecture: Dr. Both P. T'lman, Sub-

ject: ''The Japanese Classical

Dramas, NOH & KYOGAN",
and movie "The NOH Play

Izutsu", C h a p i n Aud., Mt.

Holyoke, 8 p.m.

Tomorrow
Motion Picture "The Blackboard

Jungle", Student Union, Uni-

versity, 7 p.m.

Friday, 30 October 1959

Philosophy Lecture: Ronald Hep-
burn from Univ. of Aberdeen,

Scotland. Subject: "Ambiguity

and God", Babbott, Amherst
College, 4 p.m.

UMass. Horticulture Show, Cage,

University, 4 p.m. (Show con-

tinues over weekend)

Debate with Harvard—Resolved:

Women Should Be Included in

Selective Service. Students'

Bldg., Smith, 7 p.m.

Motion Picture "Separate Tables",

Hooker Aud., Mt. Holyoke,

8 p.m.

Saturday, 31 October 1959

German and Belgian Motion Pic-

tures: "The Devi] Strikes at

Night" & (short) "Peter Breu-

ghel", Sage Hall. Smith, 7:15

and 9:30 p.m.

9th Annual Amherst Debate

Tournament, "Resolved, that

Congress have the right to

Reverse Decisions of the Su-

preme Court", Amherst College,

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

UMass Horticulture Show con-

tinues at the Cage, University.

Fashion Fanfare

Rabbi Ruchames . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

l
JhD in Sociology.

Tn addition to his work in reli-

gion, Rabbi Ruchames has distin-

guished himself as an author. He
has wilt ten a number of articles

which have appeared in such well-

known periodicals as the Ameri-
can (hiartrrht. A few years ago
his book. Race Jobs and Polities:

Thr Story of the F.E.P.C., which

is a history of the Federal Em-
ployment Legislation, was pub-

lished. He has written another

book which will appear sometime
this winter, ll is entitled A John
Broirv Reader and tells of John
Brown's life through his letters

and through reminiscenses of

those win. knew him. The book
also contains a biography and
evaluation by Rabbi Ruchames.

Vote for

Larry Rayner

Senator

I
CLASS OF 1961

TI-

THE

q CLUB
Route 9 'Hamp Rd.

-offers—

DANCING on
Tues.—Thurs.—Fri.

Sat.: All-Girl Orch.
Sun.: Concert Time
We Cater to Private Parties

and Offer Spacious Facilities

bv MARY KSKKANIAN
The biggest news in fashion

this season is shoes—date heels,

flats, or boots especially boots!

This year the hoot has many new
personalities and comes in a

variety of styles and fabrics! The
traditional rain and snow boots

have returned, of course, this time

in many new and different styles.

Newest fabric for these is cor-

LOST <S FOUND
Lost : White-gold watch inscribed on

back end with date "-1S-5H on campus
between Friday evening and Saturday
morning. Homecoming Weekend. Con-
fact Jane Heury, 214 Mary Lyon House.
Reward.

Lost : A pair of horn-rimmed glasses in
a tan alligator case. Name is on the in-
side of case. Contact Gordon Stendman,
TKE.

Lost : Monday, Oct. 28, in geology lec-
ture class 9-10, one raincoat with zip-
out lining. Contact Peter Hefler. 251 Van
Meter.

Lost : Brown suede jacket outside W32
on Wed.. Oct. 21. If you have a jacket
not your own, will trade. Tel. Al 8-8277.

Lost: Will the person who mistakenly
took a tan trenchooat from the coat-rack
in Machmer, near W12 at three p.m.,
please contact James Nidositko, Butter-
field 804. The initials can be found on
the label.

Raincoat, swapped in Commons Thurs-
day. Your's must be too small because
mine is too big. Contact P. Swart*. 408
Brooks.

Found: One Central Catholic High
School ring, class of 1958. Initials inside

are MWM. Contact David M. Campbell,
Berkshire House, 221.

duroy, and the hoots themseh
are fleece-lineo

1 or r a c c o o n -

trimmed. Tin-so hoots will make
even the coldest, wettest, MHlddi

days on campus almost fun.

First cousin to the mid-calf

length boots are the ankle-skim-

ming boots. These have a much
wider range of design. There are

the plain boots of last year with

some fresh and unusual treat-

m nts in style. Some tie, some
snap, some huckle, some have

cushiony ripple soles, others have

crepe soles, and many, many are

lined for extra warmth during the

chilly weather ahead. Suede and

soft tanned leathers have the

fashion lead in this field. Need-

less to say, tights, in new tex-

tured knits or designs or bold,

vibrant colors are a fashion must

with boots.

At the other end of the shoo

story are the date shoes. This

year, toes are more pointed and

heels are "skinnier" than ever.

Styles run the gamut from kids

and calfs to suedes to even velvet,

with various trims such as wood-

en buckles and buttons, silver or

gold trim, bows, ties, and even

flowers.

The Poll Bearer
by MEL YOKEN '60

Photos by Joel Tillman '63

Question: How did you feel when you learned that most of the big

T.V. quiz shows had been "rigged?"

Bill Kennon '61, G. Barrington: Though I had

been skeptical of a couple of shows, I found it

difficult to believe. In order to maintain audience

appeal, however, this form of control was evident-

ly necessary."

Kuss Goldman '63, Fall River: "At first I couldn't

believe a national network could fool the public

such as it did. In the future, a prevention of such

'riggings' must be undertaken."

Richard Valentinetti '68, Webster: "The rec. nt

quiz show scandal was surprising, and makes one

sort of distrust all quiz shows. CHS did a good

thinjr. when it revised its program of shows."

Charles Wabeck '62, E. Deerfield: "I felt all along

the quiz shows were fixed. TV Guide, in an arti-

cle, went behind the scenes, and revealed a pos-

sible rigging quite a while ago. Hon could they

give away that much money anyway?"

Bill Carignan V>:<, Hudson: "It just made Bit won-

der if anything left on T.V. is not phony."

Bob Slesinuer '68, Swampscott: "It makes you lose

all respect for any of the contestants who have

ever won anv money."

Everything You Need
Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILM

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

Open Every Night until 1 1 00

The

Little Store
Located on N. Pleasant St.

On Corner Next to Newest

Men's Dormitory

"On the Campus Doorstep"

SENIORS!
Thursday 9 to 12 and 1 to 5
is your LAST chance to have
your picture taken for the

yearbook. THE INDEX

LOUIS'

FOODS

76 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST
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FACTS W FIGURES
by DICK BRESCIANI '60

HI bet you didn't know that—

THE average weight of Notre Dame's famous "Four Horsemen"

(1924) was only 157 pounds.

TWO-THIRDS of the Shrine Game players, who will perform in

the East-West football game in San Francisco on New Year's Day,

were picked as early as last month.

EACH NFL team uses, on the average, over 200 footballs every

season at a cost of $15 per ball.

THE HONOR of having the worst, or maybe it's the best, name

for its athletic teams—The Criminals—goes to Yuma, Arizona High

School.

LOU GROZA stellar place-kicker of the Cleveland Browns is in

his fourteenth year in the pro grid game.

JOHNNY UNITAS, Baltimore's ace quarterback, is an NFL ex-

ceptionv among the players because he still has all of his teeth.

THE AMERICAN Football Coaches' Association contends a youth

is 12 times safer playing football than driving an automobile, and is

at least twice as safe when rifle shooting, hunting in general, or swim-

ming.

Fresh In Tourney

THE UMASS freshmen basketball team will compete in a tourney

at West Point, Dec. 22-23. (Dick Garber's frosh will battle it out with

Penn, Rutgers and Army for the tourney title.)

CONNECTICUT claims it has its best freshman basketball team

ever, and that two tall transfer students, ineligible last year, will

transform the varsity from a good team into a very good team.

REDMAN varsity basketball coach Matt Zunic feels his club can

capture the Conference this year, although UConn and Rhode Island

will be tough.

THE varsity hoopsters will travel to New York City during the

Thanksgiving vacation to scrimmage Fordham University.

IN 1956 the UMass football SqUad, 29 strong, gave Boston Uni-

versity a terrific battle for three and a half periods at old Braves

Field before losing, 19-6.

SOME OF the most exciting football around is played Mon.-

Thurs. between 6:30 and 8:30 when the Intramural Fraternity teams

battle it out. (Tomorrow night Kappa Sigma meets AEPi and SAE
tangles with Sig Ep in the biggest twin-bill of the year.)

AN APPEAL
Coach Dick MacPherson's frosh

gridmen are a winning team. The

mere fact that they are freshmen

should not deprive them of sup-

port from fans on the sidelines.

It's a good thing to have a win-

ning team to root for, so let's get

with it and get down to Alumni
Field when the Little Redmen
meet the Stockbridge squad, Fri-

day, at 3:00 p.m.

Man, Dig Those Crazy Legs

The once-beaten Harriers of UMass are looking forward to the Yankee Conference Championship
track meet coming up at the University of New Hampshire this weekend. Shown from left to right are:

(first row) R. Trudeau, J. Kelsey, Co-Capt. J. Keelon, Co-Capt. R. Atkinson, R. Bushman, C. Leverone.

(second row) D. Collins, R Young, H. Barron, J. Hainer, L. Kenerson, J. Parker, (third row) Coach

Footrick, Mgr. A. Wilson, J. LaMarre, B. Pawluk, D. Clarke, Mgr. J. Lipchitz.

NOTICE
The Collegian has just re-

ceived word from a cosmetics

corporation that a new wonder-

hair tonic has been de-

veloped. This wonder tonic is

guaranteed to put an end to all

football ailments. Watch the

Collegian for further word of

this great new creation.

Happy Harriers

Roll Over Alumiii
by JOE LIPCHITZ '62

THE SHIRT THAT
LOVES TO TRAVEL . .

.

Great for a weekend—travel light with an

Arrow Wash and Wear "Time-Saver" shirt-

just wash, drip-dry, and you're ready to go.

Lasting fit in wrinkle-resisting 100% cotton

oxford, broadcloth, or Dacron/cotton

blend — all with the famous soft roll

buttondown collar. $5.00 up.

The UMass varsity cross-coun-

try team met the alumni here

Saturday as rain deluged the

campus and small lakes appeared

everywhere.

A strong alumni team led by

Don Bamford '58, now a cross-

country coach at Wilbrahatn
Regional High School, and Pete

Conway '58 and Lee Chisolm f>7

was notable enough to best the

varsity and lost by a score of 18-

42. Within this same race the

Frosh outpointed their Sophomore
elders 53-62.

The weather was the worst the

teams have encountered all this

INTRAMURAL
STANDINGS

Fraternities

League A League B
Team W L Team W L
RS 4 SPE 4

TC 4 SAE 3

AEP 4 1 PSK 3 1

TKE 2 2 TEP 2 1

PMD 2 3 ASP 1 3

ATG 1 3 AGR 1 5

LCA 1 4 QTV 4

PSD 5

Dormitories

League A League B
Team W L Team W L
Bums 3 Butterfield 3

Brutes 2 Greenough 3

Red Devils 1 1 Wheeler 1 2

Bombers 1 Adams 1 2

Braves 1 Chadbournel 2

Maroons 3 Mills 3

autumn with the course flooded

in many places to a depth of three

inches or more. But all this made
no difference whatever to the

hardy runners whose spirits were
high and never dampened through-

out the meet. Some of the lads

forgot their water wings and had

to go around the puddles instead

of through them as the more ex-

perienced men did.

The meet slowed down only

once and that was at the first

loop of Lovers' Lane when the lead

runners encountered an odd look-

ing black cat with a white stripe,

crossing in front of them. Ralph

Buschmann claimed it meant bad

luck and he was all for stopping

the meet lest misfortune should

befall them. However, the other

men pushed him on and the race

continued.

When the meet was over the

happy Harriers returned to the

Curry Hicks Cage where refresh-

ments awaited them.

As memorable as this day was
for both the varsity and the

alumni it was also an excellent

workout for the Yankee Confer-

ence Championships coming up at

the University of New Hampshire
at Durham on October 31.

A. Thompson & Son
13 No. Pleasant St. — Amherst* Mass.

HOCKEY
There will be a meeting of

candidates for the varsity hoc-,

key team on Wednesday, Oc-

tober 28, at 4:00 p.m. in room
9 of the Cage. All upperclass-

men interested are invited to

attend. The meeting is for var-

sity candidates only.

Frosh Play

Stockbridge
The UMass freshman football

team will meet the Stockbridge

Squad, on Alumni Field, at 3:00

p.m. Friday, Oct. 30.

The Little Redmen, fresh from

their victory over the Springfield

Maroons, last Friday, and Coach
Kosakowski's Stockbridge team

should provide an interesting

game.

The men to watch on the frosh

squad are: halfback Pete Schin-

dler, who has already scored four

touchdowns this year, and who
has sparked the team with his

great, running, quarterback Al

Hedlund, whose passing has been

a great asset tc the frosh squad,

and halfback Ken Kezar, who ran

exceptionally well last Friday.

FAIR AND COOL

VOL. LXXXIX NO. 21 5* PER COPY

Frosh Girls

Are Free
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IFC Skits, Sing
Highlight Weekend

by LARRY RAYNER '61

News Editor

"The Interfraternity Council

Skits and Sing are scheduled to

highlight this weekend's activi-

ties", according to Perry Harris

(PSK) and Dave Burke (KS),the

respective chairmen of the pro-

gram.

"The fraternity Skits are to be

put on in Bowker Auditorium at

8 tomorrow night," Harris said

at the Council of Committees'

meeting last Wednesday night.

Tickets have been on sale at the

Union Lobby from 12-5 p.m. since

Wednesday and will also be on

sale at the door.

"The Sing," according to chair-

man Dave Burke, "is scheduled to

begin at 3 p.m. Sunday in Bow-
ker Auditorium. Tickets, which

cost only 35 cents, are also

available at the door."

Both Harris and Burke de-

scribed the program as "delight-

ful, inexpensive entertainment,"

and advised, "no one can afford

to miss either of these annual

events."

At the weekly Fraternity Pres-

idents' Assembly, Tom Campbell
told the members that the IFC
social committee on rules will

have two Fraternity presidents

(Continued on page 3)

The nationally famous Naval
Air Training Command Drill

Team from Pensacola, Florida, is

scheduled to appear during the

halftime show at tomorrow's

football game with Boston Uni-

versity.

This visit is one of twelve ap-

pearances the squad of future

aviators is making at some of the

nation's top gridiron classics.

The Drill Team is comprised of

a voluntary group of Naval and

Marine flight students. Team
members practice the intricate

marching routines which have

brought them national acclaim in

their spare time. No special priv-

ileges are granted them.

Members of the Drill Team will

be on campus for several hours

after the game and will gladly

give information about the Naval

Aviation program.

THIS MONTH WE HONOR
ROBERT ZELIS, 60

In answer to the type of lead-

ership he planned to give the

Senate, Bob said that it would be

a strong, progressive leadership.

He felt a president should lead by

giving his own ideas to commit-

tees to work on and by encourag-

ing and helping the committee

with its ideas. First and fore-

most, he believes that the leader

should have the strength of pur-

pose to carry through the poli-

cies and recommendations ap-

proved by the Senate.

The newly re-elected president

of the Senate, Robert Zelis, is an

active man on campus. A member
of Adelphia and twice chairman

of the Student Union Governing
Board, Bob also serves on the

RSO Committee. In his sopho-

more year, he took part in the

Intercollegiate Debating Society

and was president of Phi Eta
Sigma, a tutoring organization.

Bob is a pre-med student major-

ing in chemistry and minoring in

philosophy. After graduating

from the University of Massachu-

setts, he plans to further his edu-

cation at Cincinnati Medical

School.

UM Honors Town
With Art Exhibit
The Art Exhibit, UMass' con-

tribution to the Bicentennial Cele-

hration of the town of Amherst,
has been on display in the Com-
monwealth Room of the Student

Union. Marking the close of the

celebration, the exhibit will end
Saturday, October 31.

Including art to please every

taste, the exhibit has paintings

submitted both by well-known
artists and beginners of the Am-
herst area.

The joint efforts of the Student
Union Program Council and the
Art Department made this exhibit

possible.

Zelis Re-elected To Senate
Presidency; Twohig Veep

ZELIS being worn in by CHIEF JUSTICE KELLY.

Robert Zelis '60 w
president of the St'

Wednesday night by

16. A battle for th<

between Zelis and R
strong '60 which had

18-18 tie the prec

turned into a 21-16

Zelis.

Other Senate off

were Dennis Twohij

president; Linda Ac:

secretary; and Gail

elected

• Senate

e of 21-

presidency

Arm -

d in an

ding week
victory for

crs elected

'61, vice-

enbach '62,

>sbaldeston,

treasurer.

Discussion of the candidates

was presided over by Don Kelly

'60, Chief Justice of Men's Judi-

ciary. Debate opened when Penny
Renton '60 moved for a reconsid-

eration of the previous election

"in order to dissolve all technical

problems." Ruling on reronsidera-

tion of the previous election Kel-

ly stated "a motion can only be

reconsidered by a member of the

prevailing, side. There was no pre-

Dean Curtis Bans
Co-ed Coffee Chats

Male students in groups are

not allowed to "stop in for cof-

fee" at sorority houses, accord-

ing to Dpan Helen Curtis. Unless

each individual is invited in by a

different girl, the men may not

enter a sorority house, she stated

yesterday.

Questions arose this week con-

cerning the visiting of sorority

houses "for a cup of coffee and

a chat" by a group of men. The
Dean of Women's reaction was to

declare that under existing rules,

this is not permitted.

The rule Miss Curtis cited pro-

vides that "A man caller is wel-

come at a University Women's
Residence after 1 ;00 p.m. pro-

vided that he has a specific host-

ess. The hostess is responsible for

her guest . .
."

(Ed. Note: U of M Handbook,
p. 38, Item t?, "Callers").

Asked if she considered a

"group visit" a party, Miss Curtis

replied, "Definitely." She added

that all parties must be regis-

tered with her office at least a

we°k in advance and must con-

form to other University regula-

tions concerning mixed social

events.

Because men students were
vitally involved with the ques-

tion, Dean of Men Robert S. Hop-

kins was asked for a comment.
After considering the question he

replied: "1 don't understand the

interpretation of the social rules

in this instance."

That the matter will be brought

up at the next meeting of the

Student and Faculty Committee

on Student Social Activities was
asaurred by a student member.

However, this meeting is not

scheduled until late next month.

Some men students indicated

that they hoped for a "more rea-

sonable arrangement before the

committee meets.

Obviously irate, one fraternity

member declared, "This is push-

ing it too far . . . how 'Victorian'

can you get!"

by ALAN FINKLESTEIN '61

Senate Reporter
vailing side, therefore either side

can move to reconsider. Reconsid-

eration places the Senate in the

same position they were before

the original vote to be reconsid-

ered was taken." The motion was
passed and the election reconsid-

ered.

Twohig, speaking for Zelis,

said that if Zelis has gotten too

big for his britches, the figures

18-18 should change his attitude.

"Bob Zelis is just a better man
for the job. It's unfortunate Arm-
strong happens to be here at the

same time" continued Twohig.
Senator Dave Mraz '61 picked

up a book and read the qualities

of leadership to the Senate. He
then picked out certain qualities

which he felt were lacking in

Zelis. Blasting Zelis for allegedly

controlling the Senate Mraz add-
ed, "1 challenge anyone to deny
that Zelis controls the Senate. The
Senators lose their drive to do
things under a poor leader."

Arthur (Tex) Talelli '62 fresh-

man senator from the fraterni-

ties made a comparison between
Zelis and State Senator John
Powers who is currently running
for Mayor <»f Boston. Declared
Tacelli, "Powers is an experienced
leader and policy maker. He's
been in politics for 18 years. Yet
• an you imagine the plight of

Boston if Powers is elected?"

Kevm Shea '61 (Mills) said

that he had discussed the election

with his constituents and none
that he had talked to would have
roted for Armstrong.
Twohig concluded by saying,

"A leader is someone I follow.

Bob Zelis is a leader. I follow
him."

(Continued on page 5)

McMaster Wins Frosh
Race For Presidency

by ANNE MISCHE 62

The results of the two elections

yesterday to determine the class

officers of the class of *63, and a

Senator-at-Large from the class

of '61 are as follows:

Freshman Clean Elections:

President: Bob McMaster 61 :

3

Dave Walsh 291

Vice Presid't: Al Bradahaw 545

Ken Weinbaum 375

Secretary: Sue Streeter 639

Mike Belanger 269

Treasurer: Mimi Halper ><M

Dick Zanolli 124

Junior Class Senator-at- Large:

•John Finnegan 48

Barbara GateriewiU 33

Beverly R. Martin 32

Larry Rayner 18

Ann Darraco 18

Jim Dunleavy 16

Dave Mrai, Chairman of the

Senate Elections Committee, said

of the class of '63 elections: "The
(Continued on page 5)
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TODAYS EDITORIAL

Senate President Zelis is preparing his list of

committee appointments for Student Senate approval

next week.

The responsibilities of Senators to the student

bo.lv is a serious one; we hope that the Senate this

rear will be cognizant of this fact and act accord-

ing ya in committee and as a deliberative body.

Aside from the numerous "bread-and-butter"

motions, there are many areas which have as yet

been undefined by our student government.

Perhaps the greatest lack is in the general area

of "policy-making". Senator Zelis has stated that

he intends to seek further clarification of R.S.O.—

Senate policy areas and to present policy definitions

of specific areas therein. We feel that if this course

is followed with vigor and determination, our stu-

dent senate may firmly establish itself this year.

OFF THE RECORDS
by VERN PERO '63

During the past month, a now sport has devel-

oped at many of the dorms on campus. To play this

game it is necessary to have a disc shaped object,

usually made out of rubberized plastic, a body of

more than Average dexterity, and nerves closely

akin to bands of steel.

The disc shaped object is set rotating by a flick

of the wrist and at the same time is sent flying

down the corridor with enough brute force behind

it to stun an average sized gorilla. In some cases

the object is to catch the disc. In others it is to

smash it into a zillion pieces, either against a wall

or against the head of anyone unfortunate enough

to wander into the line of fire.

Bofore we had access to these rubberized plastic

discs we were breed te look elsewhere for the equip-

ment with which to have our fun. We naturally

found that the average LP phonograph record was

quite suitably adapted for our recreational purposes.

The search then began for albums which the own-

garded U expendable. The first few to go were

those of the i?1.98 variety which were usually bought

beause of the record jackets anyway.

ft seemed that a great many of the major record

eompeniee were, and still arc, paying more attention

to what was on the outside of the album than what

was inside. True, the big producers always em-

phasized the frequency range, the lack of surface

noise, the quality of the microphones used in record-

ing and the materials used in processing, but in the

end it is the music which comes out the speaker

that counts. For this reason, I usually spend a good

part of the time in record stores listening to the

.1 ei before I purchase them. The fact that my
favorite artist! perform on the disc is no guarantee

I'll like it. I'm sure many of you feel the same.

We then worked our way through the scratched

and mutilated albums which no one had taken care

of and from which no more pleasure could be de

rived.

Toward the end we were getting pretty desperate

and the house mother was getting too many reports

of records stolen from rooms. She warned us that

fun was fun, and too much fun was dangerous. The
advent of our plastic disc was certainly a boon in

these crucial times.

At last all was at peace, and some of us actually

eesjan te Study. Most of these were immediately

excluded from our games for all time. But, at least,

the record snatching has Stopped. Hey! Where's my
new Stan Kenton album ?

Report On Chet And Dave
by JIM TRELEASE '63

If you happen to flip on the TV set, Monday through Friday from

7 to 7:15, you are bound to meet two cerebral gentlemen, Chet Hunt-

ley and Dave Brinkley. Granted, during this time most students watch

"Death Valley Days," whose panoramic dry landscape resembles that

of the University, but hear my plea for Chet and Dave.

No other TV newscast has collected more major awards, iwith the

exception of Mickey Mouse Club newsreels and John Cameron Swazee.

John has since graduated to tying Timex watches onto motor boat en-

gine propellers. Actually, he left his news show because a nervous mo-

tor boat captain pushed the starter button too soon one night, and con-

sequently John found it difficult to hold a news report with only one

finger on each hand.

Back to Chetie and Davie. The way they work their show is:

Chester operates put of New York (although the American Medical

Association doesn't know it), and Dave reports from Washington. It

is widely recognized that Dave has the easier job since he covers Con-

gress and thus gets all the laughs. NBC calls them their "evening

duet" and, believe me, I've heard them harmonize into some terrific

numbers. On a recent show, they opened with « chorus of "It's Only

Make Believe" as an introduction to their TV quiz scandal report.

Time magazine refers to them as "two unexcitable men who

seldom pontificate." This is really true . . . nothing seems to excite

them. For instance, Dave will give the latest news on integration,

legislation, summit meetings, and other folklore, and conclude with a

note of interest like: "In the hustle and bustle of world affairs, a hu-

man interest story was almost overlooked. A Russian bomber dropped

a hydrogen bomb here on Washington, today. Luckily there were no

casualties . . . because no one was in the city at the time. Ike had gone

to Paris to lose his cold, Nixon was at a county fair, the Supreme

Court was in New York to see 'Lady Chatterley's Lover' for the fifth

time, and the leaders for civil rights legislation were trying to dis-

mantle a bomb in a southern school."

Chet also has a Sunday show for intellectuals on which he ex-

plores the heavy subjects in the news—Elsa Maxwell, Jackie Gleason,

etc.

In a recent survey, members of Congress were asked to name
their favorite news program and the "Huntley-Brinkley Report" copped

top honors (31.8% vs. 16.1% for John Daly). These figures totaled

48.9% which just points out the need of higher salaries for govern-

ment officials since the other 51.1% couldn't afford TV sets.

Time magazine also reports that President Eisenhower watches

their show nightly and he told Huntley that "his telecasts in advance of

the Khrushchev visit were a major factor in determining the official

U.S. approach." This I feel is very democratic of Ike ... to let a mere
TV reporter determine our foreign policy. This could set a trend ...

Michael Anthony could serve as our assistant to Ivy Baker Priest, and

Steve Canyon might serve as consultant to General Curtis LeMay. I

feel a lot safer now that I know in case Hagerty gets sick Chet and

Dave can run the country.

Their unique sign-off has become their trademark over the last

three years. The screen is cut into two segments, Chet and Dave face

each other misty eyed from opposite segments, and one says, "Good
night, Chet", and the other replies. "Good night, David." With this,

the two walk off . . . dressed in identical pajamas and bath robes with

NBC monogramed on each.

So be surely to watchily the "Huntley-Brinkley Reportily" nightly.

!y.
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IN THE EYES OF MORTARBOARD
Culture should be an important part of your life while you are at

the University. Ultimately it leads to an understanding and apprecia-

tion of the fine arts—art, drama, literature and music—which we feel

can be acquired either actively or passively.

Amherst is in a particularly pood location as far as cultural op-

portunities are concerned. Amherst, Mount Holyoke, Smith and the

University cooperate in the Four College Program which offers a

diversified program of concerts, distinguished lecturers and student

productions. Notiees of coming events are posted on the bulletin

boards in all of the dormitories as well as in the Student Union, and

there are plenty of busses running to the colleges.

In celebration of its Bicentennial anniversary this year, the town
of Amherst has planned a Varied program of cultural activities. Why
not drop in at the Jones Library to see the new Robert Frost room,

or visit some of the old houses in the area?
Take advantage also of the art museum at Amherst College and

the Sunday evening foreign movies at Kirbv Theater.

You will find, however, that there is quite a wealth of cultural

opportunities here at the University. Our campus Fine Arts Council

does an excellent job of acquiring fine lecturers and musical artists.

Then too, the special events committee of the Student Union plans

such events as Apple Polish Hours which afford an excellent oppor-

tunity of exchanging ideas and getting better acquainted with the

professors in your major field. At regular intervals art exhibitions are

held in the Commonwealth Room of the Union.

We hopp that you have had an opportunity to buy the new Afos-

SSJUftusefts Bevies*. This is a literary magazine including stories, poems
and articles on history, political science, etc. We feel that this is an
outstanding achievement at the University and will bring a lot of

prestige to our campus.

Many of the major clubs on campus have extremely fine people

speak, and you should not feel that because geology, for instance, is

not your major you should nol attend these meetings. You are urged
to take advantage of all the outside lecturers who come to campus.
Too many times we baoente "bogged down" with our courses and our
social life and miss many of the (wonderful cultural opportunities

around us. There is much knowledge to be gained outside of your regu-

lar course of studies—make the most of the events at the University,

the other colleges, and the area that you possibly can.

—3, R.

An Educated Man
An educated man is one who can entertain a new

ioVa, entertain another person and entertain himself.

—Sydney Herbert Wood

"unregistered social orgies"

To the Editor:

It is apparent from recent events that one of the

requirements of the office of Dean of Women or Men

is a certain quota of Social Probations presented dur-

ing the semester.

Due to the relatively low number handed out

during this semester (0), the above offices are now

diligently searching out and prosecuting to the full

extent of the law any unregistered social orgies

such as going over to a sorority for a cup of coffee.

I hope that the offices are successful in their en-

deavors, because not only is their record for stringent

social regulation at stake, but if conditions do not

improve rapidly, there are rumors of a pay cut in

the offing for the disciplinary section of the ad-

ministration.

Note—This is my opinion.

Morally yours,

Richard Bentley '60

"Zelis' one man rule"

To the Editor:

Last Wednesday night at the weekly meeting of

the Student Senate, Robert Zelis was re-elected Pres-

ident by a slim margin over Bob Armstrong in a

hotly contested battle. Discussing the whole issue

is not our purpose. The main reason for this letter

is to disclose to the student body and in particular

the fraternities the type of person they have rep-

resenting them.

Just prior to the voting for the Presidency, a

petition wras presented to Francis Madden, a frater-

nity senator. It read:

We the following fraternity men wish to

express the desires of our members and
wish to have you vote for Bob Armstrong

• •

It was signed by members of the fraternity sys-

tem which Senator Madden purports to represent.

Here is his written reply to the petition:

It is my personal right to vote for the can-

didate who will be, to quote a phrase, "the

best man for the job". You get Armstrong;

you take the Collegian's right hand man.

Anyway, njnbody tells me hx>w to vote.

The first two sentences are subject to much de-

bate; however, it is the last statement of this "Bene-

dict Arnold" with which we are here concerned. Vot-

ing for the best man is important but not as impor-

tant as a senator representing and voting as his con-

stituents wish him to. From the last statement in

his reply it is easily seen that this senator is a

bigoted, egotistical, glory seeking, power hungry in-

dividual who, once elected by his constituents, now

casts them adrift as unnecessary and undesirable

to his cause, however ill and unworthy it may be.

Thus Zelis crawled to the Presidency on the

strength of the vote? of such people as fellow fra-

ternity brothers, Bill Knowlton who is his chief

errand boy and brief case carrier and others who
are awed by Zelis' tyrannical one man rule of the

Student Senate.

Theoretically the Senate is a governmental body

of the students, by the students and for the students

whose sole purpose is representation of the student

body. It is our fervent hope that for the good of

student government the downtrodden minority of

this year's Senate will rise to the occasion and make
it a united-body, not a mass of individuals led by
one power hungry individual.

Dick Crawford '60, KZ
David Wilson '60, *£K

YAHOO Distribution

Open Letter to the Student Body:

In my dorm (Brooks) there are approximately
170-odd male students and each one is entitled to

his own personal copy of the Yahoo. A round num-
ber of 150 books of the first issue were left for dis-

tribution to 170-odd students.

I checked with a Yahoo representative on the

distribution policy underlying the numerical descre-

pancy at my dorm. I told him that the correct fig-

ure was over 170 and asked if he or his staff had
made any inquiries of the campus housing office or

gone out of their way to obtain the correct popula-
tion figures of the various dorms. His blustering
reply to that was that I was "bothering" him.

I have a tendency to bother people who have a
responsibility to the student body and are slipshod,

inefficient, indifferent, negligent, laggard, indolent,

slack, and lax. The duties of elected officials in stu-

dent publications, student government, and other
responsible high places are not always sharply de-

fined and some groups have a tendency to take ad-
vantage of the slow movement of public opinion and
eventual justice to take its true course of the "right."

Art Shaw
President, Brooks House

The Campus Beat
by JERRY GALLAGHER

This is the campus. My name's Saturday. I've got three damn

classes that day. There are thousands of people on this campus. My

job: make life miserable for them. I'm a grad student.

10:03 A.M. I had just come from a class in which I thoroughly con-

fused everyone, and I was enjoying a cup of water in the Hatch

when a call came in from the Dept. Chief.

10:03 Ms A.M. (puff, puff) "You called, most exalted Sir?"

Chief: "Yah, somebody's been writing disparaging remarks on the

walls of the men's room. Flush him out!"

10:04 A.M. I went to the men's room and pretended to wash my hands.

11:04 A.M. I decided to dry them for a while.

11:05 A.M. A suspicious character entered. I questioned him.

Saturday; "What are you doing here?"

Character: "Oh come on now buddy, where've you been all your life?"

Saturday: "Why'd you do it?"

Character: "Do what?"

Saturday: "You know what."

Character: "Well, it was building up in me all morning; I had to find

some way to let it all out."

On Oct. 1, 1959 the Character was tried, found guilty, and sentenced to

become a grad student.

Help! A work party is needed

for the Roister Doister produc-

tion of "Our Town". Show up to-

morrow afternoon at 1 p.m. in the

loft of Bowker Aud.

A Square Dance will be held

tomorrow, Oct. 31, in the Main

Ballroom of the S.U. No charge.

a Swingline
Stapler no

bigger than a
pack ofgum!

r

SWINGLINE "TOT"
Millions now in use. Uncondi-

tionally guaranteed. Makes book
covers, fastens papers, arts and

crofts, mends, tacks, etc. Avail-

able at your college bookstore.

SWINGUNE
"Cub" Stapler $1.2°

INC.

SONO ISLAND CiTY, NEW YORK. N. V

THE

q CLUB
Route 9 - 'Hamp Rd.

—offers—

DANCING on
Tues.—Thurs.—Fri.

Sat.: All-Girl Orch.

Sun.: Concert Time
We Cater to Pfrvata Parties

and Offer Spacious Facilities

Basic steps will be taught.

The Physical Education Cluh

will hold a meeting next Tuesday,

Nov. 3 at 7:30 P.M. in the Wom-

en's Phys Ed Building. Refresh-

ments will be served. Co-Ree Ac-

tivities will follow.

The Recreation Cluh will hold

a meeting Sunday night. Nov. 1

in the Middlesex Room of the

S.U. Starting time is 7:00 P.M.

The Bay State African Violet

Society will hold a meeting this

Sunday, at 7:30 P.M. in the Barn-

stable Room of the S.U. Floricul-

ture majors shouldn't miss this

opportunity.

Anyone interested in going on

a hayride sponsored by Chad-

bourne Dorm contact Rick Alger

or Carl Palmer of that dorm.

(Deadlines for Campus Beat

are: For Monday's edition—12

and Friday edition .
>, :00 p.m.

Monday and Wednr^Un,)

I.r .C • • •

(Continued from page 1)

checking the fraternity social

functions to see that "the IFC

bylaws are being followed by all

the houses." Camph- pointed out

that "this is the Wily way to in-

sure that the rules are being uni-

formly carried out."

Dick Gaberman (AEP) aaked

Campbell what happens when this

committee finds an infraction of

the rules. Campbell answered,

"The case would automatically go

to IFC Judiciary."

HOPKINS PRESENT
Dean of Men, Robert S. Hop-

kins Jr. brought up the question

of jurisdiction in ease* which

might he tried by either IFC or

Men's .Judiciary. After e brief

discussion, it was decided that,

in such cases, Derm Hopkins

would discuss the infraction with

the Chief Justice of IFC Judiciary

and a member of Men's Judiciary

to see which body should handle

the case.

The Co-Ed Corner
by C.EKDA BROOKS

Gerda Brooks and Carol Kibitz

NOTE: All dorm news must be

typed double spaced at 30 spaces

and brought either to Lewis

House or the CoiUffian Office

by Wednesdays, 4:00 p.m. All

dorms which as yet do not have

representatives, kindly appoint

them and have the names sent

to Collegian Office by the next

issue. Social Chairmen please

take care of this.

Well, since this is TGIF day,

here are some more Newses

from that illustrious Campus

Corner of the Co-eds.

Gerda and Carol

HAMLIN
Hamlin freshmen, in com-

memoration of United Nations

Week, held a U.N. Coffee Hour

Wednesday evening from 7:30 to

8:30 in their lounge. Dr. Leland

Varley of the English Depart-

ment spoke on his experiences

white teaching in Japan last

year. Among the honored guests

were Miss Suchiko Yamashito,

who is a visiting Japanese pro-

fessor, and the foreign women

students. Miss Helen Curtis,

Miss Margaret Hamlin, Misfl

Gratia Lew, and Mrs. Minake

Fukui attended. General Co-

Chairmen of the Coffee Hour

were Ruth Lawrence, '6$ and

Mary Ellen Cicchetti, '62, others

on the committee were: Linda

Heller, '63, Reception Chairman,

and Dorothy Goodwin, '63, and

Bryna Shnider, '63, Co-Chairmen

of refreshments.

Congratulations to the follow-

ing: Judith Izenburg, Margery-

Ginsberg, and Gloria Presser, all

Class of '62, recently pledged to

Sigma Delta Tau.

Mary Ellen Cichetti and Janet

Stewart, both Class of '62,

and CAROL KIBITZ

pledged to Gamma Chi Alpha.

Rest wishes to Jacqueline

DuBois, '63, on her pinning to

John Campbell of Alpha Sigma

Phi. Also good wishes go out to

Pat Kaczorowski, '60, House

Counselor, on her engagement to

Bruce Baggarly, '59, of Q.T.V.;

and Rosewitha Bernhardt, '63,

on her engagement to Wayne

Buxton.

LEACH
We all want to extend a very

belated welcome to Mrs. Shute,

our new housemother and to our

fine staff of counselors.

Good luck to Mimi Halper

for making the election pri-

maries.

Best wishes to the following

girls on their pinnings and

engagements:
Sandie Morton engaged to

Dave Allen, September 12.

Elizabeth Rogers engaged to

Pfc. Bill Thompson.

Sheila Fowler pinned to Bill

Kerns of Providence College.

Marsha Frost pinned to Sam

Bowker of agr.
Rev Rodiman pinned to Grant

Bowman, Sig Ep.

Judy Jarvola pinned to Fran

Lovejoy, TKE.
The Social Committee spon-

sored a Hallowe'en party on

Thursday night in the rec room.

There was I skit, cider, and

donuts. The girls wore hats of

all imaginable styles.

LEWIS
Wednesday night, October 28th.

was the date of the dorm Hal-

lowe'en party held in the rec

room. Roommates dressed as

famous and otherwise pairs.

Donuts, cider, apples, and enter-

tainment contributed to the

festive mood.
(Continued on page A)
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Salem'S special High Porosity paper

"Air-Softens" every puff

Invisible porous openings blend fresh air with each

puff for a milder, cooler, more refreshing smoke.

Salem research creates a revolutionary ft*W cigarette

paper that makes Salem taste more Springtime-fresh

than ever! Richer, too. Smoke refreshed... smoke Salem.

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too

NOWMORE
THAN EVERSalem refreshes your taste
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With The Sororities
by PAT O'CONNELL '61

NOTICE: The freshman girls

who didn't pick up their booklets

at the Panhellenic tea on Sun-

day, can pick them up in the

Barnstable Room of the Student

Union: Monday, 3-4 p.m. or

Tuesday, 1:30-2:20 p.m.

SIGMA DELTA TAU
Although we did not win the

float parade, we are very fond

of gazing at our very own Eiffel

Tower. BUT we can't see it

very well when it adorns the

second floor roof of the house

next door.

The S.D.T's enjoyed the hos-

pitality of the T.K.E's last Fri-

day night and are hoping to

show them the same at our ex-

change supper on November 10.

The Sig Delt's are looking

forward to entertaining all at

our Open House on Saturday

after the B.U. game. Music will

be provided by a jazz band from

Amherst.

- - Waiting anxiously for our

Friday evening pizza party with

Alpha Sig—we don't plan to eat

supper that night.

The unpopularity of a certain

S.D.T. is increasing decidedly.

She has closed the kitchen and

refuses to' negotiate terms for

a reopening. Her name is Mimi!

SDT welcomes as pledges this

week: Margie Ginsberg and

Charlotte Kosencrantz.

CHI OMEGA
Our best goes to two pretty

sisters, Sandy *Hill and Aisie

Edgerton, who are finalists for

this year's Mili Ball Queen. Also,

Nancy Pizzano has been chosen

as a Dean's Scholar.

Wednesday was highlighted

by an exchange supper with

Theta Chi. Those steaks were the

tastiest and . . . the company
wasn't too bad either.

Thanks, too, are in order to

Alpha Sig for their party Satur-

day night!

When Thursday drew to a

close, six pledges became new
sisters of the realm. Carol Jans-

son '60, Judy Kroll, Carolyn

Miller, and Mary O'Connor '61,

and Pat Conway '62, were ini-

tiated.

Chi O is now in the throes of

two "Really big" contests . . .

the Alexander Graham Bell

Contest, being conducted by

Miss Barbara Kelly and the

forthcoming Pilgrimage Award
to be presented by a secret or-

ganization (which, as yet has

no name).
P.S. Happy birthday, Bets!

GAMMA CKI ALPHA
On Sunday, October 25, at

7:00 p.m. in the Colonial Lounge

of the Student Union, Gamma
Chi Alpha initiated its first

pledge class. Those initiated

were: Class of '61—Helen Burns,

Sondra Cary, Linda Hadley, Joan

Hebert, Jane MacNeil, Elizabeth

Malboeuf, Sandra Parmenter,

and Joan Zisk. Class of '62—

Susan Colognesi, Carol Castag-

netti, Shirley Fishman, Joanne

Hyland, Marie Schell, Carole

Scobie, Janet Taylor, and Anne

Thonet.

The ceremony, though impres-

sive, was lacking something

—

the pins! Balfour didn't quite

come through but the new ini-

tiates are hoping (along with

everyone else) that the pins will

be in this week. So if you see

girls wearing rod and green

'ribbons during this week, they

are new Gamma Chi's—sans

pins!

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Come one! Come all! to Theta's

annual Slave Auction! Need

your car washed? Need your

driveway shoveled this winter?

For a small amount of money
you can "hire" a girl to be your

slave. Why not drop down Fri-

day evening at seven-thirty when
Bev Luce and Judy Linscott will

auction off various services to be

performed by the Theta of your

choice. Proceeds will go to our

charity, the Navaho Indian Re-

servation Hospital,

Wednesday evening the girls

enjoyed an exchange supper

with Alpha Epsilon Pi.

Thursday evening we had a

great time seeing all the seniors

from Kappa Kappa Gamma and
Sigma Delta Tau at an informal

coffee hour. We really haven't

had a chance to get together

since our old "dorm days".

PI BETA PHI
e»

This has been a very busy week
for all the Pi Phi's. Mrs. Phillip E.

Adams, Province President, ar-

rived Tuesday morning for a

three-day visit at Mass. Beta.

The big day is finally at hand
for all who've been saying "When
does Pi Phi have its Open
House?" It's tomorrow. After the

B.U. game, from 4:30 to 6:30,

Jack Wessner's Quintet (Am-
herst) will be at Pi Phi to enter-

tain all the jazz enthusiasts. Re-

freshments will be served. Every-

one's welcomp, (sorry, no frosh

women!)
Gail McQuarry, a student nurse

at Springfield Hospital, is at

LUCKY STRIKE presents

Dr. Frood, Ph. T.T.

Dear Dr. Frood: When raccoon coats

swept (he campus. I wore a polo coat.

When the English bobby cape came in,

I wore a raccoon coat. I'm always in last

years style. How come?
Dared

Dear Dated: This is an anxiety complex

arising out of being a "late-diaper" baby.

DR. FROOD'S MORAL OF THE MONTH
Most college students today do not know tJw meaning of Hie word

"adversity." Those who do are just a handful of English majors.

Dear Dr. Frood: How can I lea c my
husband without making him happy ?

Profs Spouse

Dear Prof's Spouse: Leave a note sav-

ing >ou'H be back.

c^» e^» «0»

«>» c<* «?>

Dear Dr. Frood: I am irrationally, in-

calculably, irrevocably in love with a girl

on campus. How can I tell her?

Lovesick

Deor Lovesick: Use small words.

«^> t<?> c<*

Dear Dr. Frood: When I listen to stupid

people or read anything boring, I fall

asleep. What can 1 do?
Supni,)r

Dear Superior: Yours is an extremely

difficult prob mfh zzz

DR. FROOD TELLS WHO HOLDS
HIS CIGARETTE HOW

I have noticed that the solid,

conservative type carries his

cigarette between his first

two fingers. The noncon

formist carries it locked in

the bend of his arm. The

self conscious type holds his

lighted cigarette in his pock

et. The mast intelligent spe-

cies of all carry Lucky Strike

(usually between their lips).

«M
X

MOMM
Dear Dr. Frood: Our library is full of

"no smoking" signs. When I want a

Lucky. I have to go outside. Is this right?

Furious

Dear Furious: It's monstrous. Rut think

of the poor souls who go outside only to

smoke brand X or Y or Z.

c<?> u& <&>

Dear Dr. Frood: Boys are always whis-

tling at me. Do you think my clothes

are too snug?

Prudence

Dear Prudence: It's impossible to tell

without a picture. Send one. Please.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
MORE LUCKIES THAN
ANY OTHER REGULAR!

When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,
college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because
L.S./M.F.T.— Lucky Strike means fine tobacco:

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

homo convalescing from a recent

illness. All the Pi Phi's are ex-

tending get well quick wishes to

her.

Congratulations to Debbie Reed,

one of the new pledges, on her

nomination as Military Ball Queen
Candidate.

SIGMA KAPPA
Homecoming weekend at Sigma

Kappa was highlighted by an

Open House, Saturday afternoon

from 4:00-6:00. Once again, in the

UMass. tradition, the Sigma's

welcomed back the Alumnae and,

with entertainment provided by
Bob Levy, the afternoon's events

provided an enjoyable way of

closing a successful weekend.

Wednesday night, at the chap-

ter house, an initiation service

was held. The new initiates are

Toni Blanchette, Marv Ann Sahib,

Ginger Anderson, Joan Blodgett,

Jane Brightman, Irene Gurka,
Theresa Gwozdz, Liz Murphy,
Carol Rurak and Marilyn Sylvia.

Sigma's congratulations go to

Paula Ross who was recently

pinned to Peter Carlson (QTV)
and also to Nancy Cushing on her

engagement to Frank Meissner.

Co-Ed Corner ...

(Continued frow page 3)

Our sympathy is with Priscilla

Wahlen, Counselor on third

north, who was a "ictim of the

parade Sunday and || suffering

from a chipped leg bone.

Congratulations to Jan Martin,
'60, on her recent pinning.

THATCHER
Open house at Thatcher will

be held from 2:30 until 4:00

November 1. for friends and rel-

ative. Pat Adams '63 and
Kathy Connelly *0" are in charge
and refreshments will he served.

The Sunday dorm breakfasts
arc being continued.

Thursday, October 29, a Hal-
lowe'en Party was held in the

Rcc Room. Prizes were awarded
fr.r the most original, funni*

I

and prettiest costumes.

Congratulations to Jean Wood-
bury on being awarder! the H.

Becquerel-W. K. Roentgen
Chemistry Award for 1959.

Congratulations to Ann Sar-
jrerit 'fiO .... }).->• engagement to

John McKinatfey '59 of Alpha
Gamma Rho. Mso, congratnla
tions to Joanne K • •' ki and
Honour Campbell, recently
pledged to Sigma Kappa, and to

Carol Scobie on being initiated

into Gamma ("hi Alpha.

New ROTC Armory
To Be Named For
Former Graduate
The new ROTC Armory, now

Hearing completion will be named
after Walter Mason Dickinson, a
graduate of Massachusetts Agii
cultural College.

Dickinson w:>s born in North
Amherst in 1866, in the h..

re Provost McCune now lives.

He entered M.A.C. In 1879 and
stayed for three years, In isyfi

he was appointed to West Point
and he receh ed his commission on
June 12, L880, 1st I,t. Di.kinson
i i me bark to M.A.C in 1892 and
stayed until 1896, as Professor of
Military Science and Tactics.

Capt Dickinson left for Cuba
in 1898 and foughl at El Caney,
Ho died July 2, 1898, from wounds
received in action.

<8 4 r < * Product of t/jS i Vmtuean Jij£ic&>JZe*y>*A* — JoOtteuy is our middie nut*'

Visit the-

Quonset
Club
FOOD SERVED

From 4:00-11:00

Sunday 1:00-11:00

FREE
To Any Student Enrolled

At The University Of Massachusetts

-1st PRIZE-

21" TV - Designer Model

Tfie Newest Sonne/ in w"«fc

Stereo-Musaphonic

Plxoriograpli
2nd

^
Prize

Mooei rH*

3rd
Prize

111 -Transistor

Portable Ftodio

The sbove prizes will be awsrded to the Individ-

ual Students enrolled at the U. of M. who collect the

largest number of empty packages of CAMEL,

WINSTON, SALEM end CAVALIER cigarettes

1st PRIZE - 21" TV

2nd PRIZE - STEREO HI-FI

3rd PRIZE - TRANSISTOR RADIO

-RULES-
1. Contatt op«n to any regiwered student enrolled at Unlver.ity of Mawachuiem

2. Student turning in largest number of wrappers will win First Prize, second

largest number Second Prize, third largest number Third Prize.

3. Empty wrappers of CAMEL WINSTON, CAVALIER or SALEM constitute belloti

4. AH wrappers turned in must be flattened out and tied in bundles of 20's,

5. Each bundle must have student's name, school and address.

6. Wrappers are to be turned in at the University Store on November 20th

before 3 p.m. to the Judges: Mr. Ryan, Manager of t'^e University Store; a

Representative of the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., a University Student.

7. Decision of the Judges will be final.

8. Contest begins Monday, October 12, and ends 3 p.m. Friday, November 20.

With The Fraternities
by STEVE SHUSTKKMAN,

AEPi
IT'S HERE!!!: The big week-

end that all the Greeks have

hoc ii preparing for has finally

come. For weeks now, fraternity

skit and sing chairmen have

been ravng and ranting at their

"actors" and "ringers;" and

now, through their diligent ef-

forts the finished products, the

IFC Skits and Sing, will be

presented for your enjoyment.

The Skits will be given at 7:00

p.m., Saturday night, in Bowker
Auditorium; and, in the same
place, on Sunday afternoon at

3:00 p.m., the Greeks will pre-

sent the Sing. If you have not

already bought tickets, they will

be sold at the door.

And now- tho news.

AEPi
AEPi has spent a busy week

in preparation for the Skits,

and our all-important football

game with Kappa Sig. Our skit

has been progressing smoothly,

and if you consider the fact that

"Arnie Sgan was able to cross

his legs at the last kit" a good

omen, then we an- bound to

have a winning skit.

Also our belated, l

>ut heartiest,

congratulations go r>ut to Merle

Horenstein, SDT, on her recent

pinning to brother Julie Miller,

'59.

ALPHA GAM
This Sunday is Parents' Day

at the house. There will be a
buffet supper served early to

allow time for the Parents' Club

meeting, and to allow the

parents to attend tho Sing. Dick

Draper is leading the Sing, and
Don Mentzer is in charge of the

Skit.

ALPHA SIG
The hrothei*s were sorry to

sec a somewhat unusual weekend
come to an end. The Chi O's

I were mainly responsible for this.

Speaking for the Alpha Sigs

who did get to drink some ex-

ceptionally good coffee—Thanks
girls! Where were you Mimi???

Congratulations to our re-

cently pinned brothers and their

girls: Franny Holman and Bill

Vincent; Judy Rugg and Warren
Ball; Glennis Greenwood and
Ralph King; Jackie DuBois and
Jack Campbell; and Rusty Bolin

and Bob DeWolfe.

ATG
After a stormy Saturday, our

combined hayride with PSD,
followed by cider and doughnuts
at PSD, was very successful.

All the brothers are busily pre-

paring for the "Hort" Show,
after which there will be a buffet

and party. In sports, the house
football team gained its second
victory this week.

KAPPA SIG
Tho crucial game of our foot*

ball season was played last

• FRIDAY NITES •
8-12 P.M.

"DIXIE TO DANCE BY"
with the

JAZZ DOCTORS
A TURING—

Gil Roberts, Banjo

at rh«

HATFIELD CLUB
HATFIELD - 4 Mi. Abov» H.m^

"Come As You Are"
NO COVER NO MINIMUM

Gets Scholarship

Senate . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

After the results were an-
nounced, defeated candidate Arm-
strong pledged his full support to

Zelis and asked all senators to do
likewise.

Later in the evening Senator
Jim (VLeary '62 stated "I think

the results of the election proved
to he in tho host interest of the

Senate."

Commented Hob Fishel '60, "I

night between ourselves and

AEPI. Bob Kaplan's quatorbaek-

ing and the team hustle have

already posted four victories

without a loss.

Mike Duby continues to gain

luck in cards, and Bob Chisholm

is still waiting to make the big

killing.

LCA
Plans have been completed for

our fall formal to be held at the

Williamsburg Inn.

Two pledges, Bob Magrone

and Charlie Hulette, are on the

varsity soccer team.

Congratulations to Jerry

Tosches on his recent pinning.

PSD
This past Sunday a delegation

of brothers went to the US
Veterans Hospital in Florence.

Accompanied by our house-

mother, the group was given a

tour of the various facilities. We
all enjoyed our hayride with

ATG last Saturday night.

PHI SIG
Last Saturday night's theme

party was a huge success, and

the brothers are looking* forward

to the next one. Wednesday
night we are having an exchange

supper with Sigma Kappa.

Congratulations to Tom George

on receiving the $500 Phi Sigma
Kappa Scholarship Award.

QTV
QTV's first annual Parents'

Weekend is planned for the

weekend of November 7th. A
reception and "Hat" party are

planned for Saturday, and a

buffet and tea are planned for

Sunday. Co-chairmen for the

weekend are Hal Dutton and

John Poignand.

Congratulations to Ken Brophy

and Jack Wylde on winning

parts in the Roister-Doister

production.

SIG EP
The Sig Ep Flyers continued

their unbeaten skein by defeat-

ing Alpha Sig, 46-6. Work con-

tinues on the skit and sing.

TEP
On the sports scene, tho foot-

ball team beat SAE, 19-6, in a

hotly contested game. In other

news, our actors and singers are

looking forward to the big Greek

Weekend.
TKE

In our important victory over

Theta Chi, Ward Starkey, Ed
Cronin, Dom Gialtieri, and Red

Karchick were the outstanding

players.

The brothers enjoyed the

mixer with SDT on Friday night,

but were disappointed when the

hayride planned for Saturday

night was rained out.

would agree that the Senate bene-

fited by the elections tonight. The

majority of the eredit should go

to Chief Justice Kelly for the ex-

cellent way in which he handled

a very delicate situation." After

the election Chief Justice Kelly

was given a standing ovation by

the Senate,

TOM GEORGE '60

Monday night Thomas George

was awarded a $500 schol-

arship at a presentation held at

Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity.

This award is given annually by

an anonymous alumnus of this

fraternity to the most deserving

senior. The presentation was

by Robert S. Hopkins, Dean of

M< n, Jessie Taft, the fraternity

advisor, and Doctor Moreau,

a local physician '44. These

distinguished men comprise the

board that selects the recipient

of the award.

Elections . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

turnout was less than expected. I

was disappointed in the freshman

class, as fewer voted in the Final

election than did in the Primary."

The election for Senator-at-

Large for the Class of '01 brought

l«>.
r
> juniors to the polls, a meager

18 rf of the approximately 900

members.
The election for Senator was

held in order to replace Mraz,

former Senntor-at-Largo from the

class of '61 who recently resigned

on principle. There are 8 Sonn-

tors-at-Large from each class,

excluding the freshman class: the

majority of Senators are elected

from the dorms, fraternities, sor-

orities, and commuting students,

and constitute 30 of the M

John Suder Singh,
Native Of India,

Speaks To IR Club
The International Relations Club

met Wednesday, October 22, in

Leach lounge. Mr. John Suder

Singh of India, an instructor of

economics at the University,

spoke on his native country.

He modestly introduced him-

self as layman in the field of in-

ternational relations and foreign

policy. But it was apparent that,

having recently returned from

India, he was well aware of the

latest developments in foreign

policy with regard to the current

Tibet China controversy.

India Newcomer
Mr. Singh explained that India

was a relative newcomer to the

field of foreign policy, and since

its independence in 1947, its

foreign policy has been the sole

product of Premier Nehru.

He cited three problems in

which India is involved: a dis-

pute involving the influx of Hin-

ilus into India from Pakistan and

Moslems into Pakistan from In-

dia; trade with Kashmir in jute;

the status of Indian immigrants

in Ceylon.

The address centered around

the crisis of Chinese aggression

in the border regions of north

India. The flagrant disregard for

the accepted border, aa established

by the British daring their reign

>^f India, was pointed out. India

has always tried to maintain

friendly relations with the Chi-

nese government. Since the Hima-
layas were always considered a

natural fortification against ag-

gression from the north, India

has never fortified the area with

any strong military contingents.

Approves Nehru's Policy

Mr Singh voiced approval of

Premier Nehru's policy of a

peaceful settlement backed with

a strong warning that further ag-

greseion will be met with resist-

ance.

Expresses Hope
In conclusion, Mr. Singh was

optimistic with the hope that

Red China, deterred by entreaties

from Moscow to "go slow", and
apprehensive of India's deter-

mination to resist further aggres-

sion, would seek peaceful settle-

ment of the current crisis.

members of the organization.

"As far as the '61 election goes

—words fail me. 1 have never

seen such a poor turnout," com-
mented Ifrat,
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REDMEN FACE B.U. TERRIERS HERE TOMORROW
The Massachusetts Redmen will

have thejr chores cut out for them

when they host the Boston Uni-

versity Terriers, at 1:30 tomor-

row afternoon.

Coach Steve Sinko's eleven,

fresh from a victory over the

University of Connecticut last

week, will be aiming for win

number three to even their same

amount of loses.

This will be the fourth meeting

of these two clubs. The Redmen's

only victory against the Terriers

was a walloping 62-0, back in

1892. Since then B.U. has been

on top in 1956, '57 and '58.

Quarterback Eno DiNitto and

hslfback Paul Csncro were in-

dividual standouts in B.l.'s 28-14

victory last year. Both DiNitto

and Cancro promise to give the

Redmen defense a hard time to-

morrow.

Weather conditions have ham-

pered the B.U. attack in past per-

formances, but if the weather

holds out for Saturdsy, the fans

are sure to be treated to a Ter-

rier aerial blitz.

Although the season has been

disappointing to the O'Rourke-

men, UMass could give B.U. a

real tasale if quarterbacks John

McCormick snd Jack Conway

have their passes on target.

by VIN BASILE '62, Sports Editor

Halfbacks Billy Reynolds, Tom
Delnickas and Armand Sabourin,

along with fullback Dick Hoss

will probably bear the brunt of

the UMass running attack.

The starting lineup will prob-

ably remain the same with Vin

Caputo at eenter; Ben Fernandes

and Jerry Cullen at the guards;

Dick Thornton and Dick Riley at

the tackles; and Ed Forbush and

Dave Swepson at the end slots.

Off the Record

There's not much to say except

that a hard fought, aggressive

game on the part of the Redmen,

whether they win or lose, will

compensate for anotherwise dis-

mal season. You can't blame a

team that tries ... B.U. got off

to a bad start, being upset by

George Washington in its opener,

and then losing its second game
to Kansas. In their only other

loss, to powerful Penn State, the

Terriers fought hard all the way.

Their two victories came at the

hands of the UConn Huskies and

West Virginia. Penalties and mis-

takes tomorrow will be fatal. The

Terriers want to remain on the

victory road and will capitalize on

any break offered to them ... On

the other hand the Redmen will

be out to win their second game

of the season. Their record of one

win as against four loses and a

tie is naturally not very impres-

sive. What makes matters worse

is the fict that this was to be

THE team.

The fans will undoubtedly be

very much spsthetie tomorrow.

A hard fought game by the Red-

men will restore some interest.

Of course the idea of a possible

victory is not entirely out of the

question. A win tomorrow will

give the Redmen the prestige

earned by their predecessors who

upset a highly favored Harvard

back in 1954 ... A win might also

take the heat off Charlie "Scape,

goat" O'Rourke.

Cancro And DiNitto Threat

To Redmen Victory Hopes
by FRED CIAMPA

Ed. Note—Mr. Ciampa is the

B.V. Sports Publicist and also a

sports writer for the Boston

Traveler.

Boston University is one of the

most improved teams in New
England, and according to Coach

Steve Sinko, the Terriers have not

yet begun to click.

The sophomore-studded Ter-

riers stsrted off in rocky fashion,

suffering a 14-18 upset at the

hands of George Washington.

They showed some improvement

in their next game, but not quite

enough as they were startled

28-7 by a good Kansas team. Next

came West Virginia, and accord-

ing to the form sheet, the moun-

taineers were figured to make it

0-2 for B.U. However, the Ter-

riers came through with their

finest effort of the year, thanks

to a terrific fourth-period goal-

line stand and a clutch 19 yard

pass from Emo DiNitto to Gene

Prebola. With 44 seconds to play,

the Terrier* recorded their first

victory of the season.

There is little doubt that the

Terriers reached their peak the

following week when they took on

the Nittany Lions at University

Park, Pa. The Terriers were 26

point underdogs, but they gave

mighty Penn State all they could

handle. They played the Nittany

Lions even for three and a half

periods, but in the end the Penn

State depth and power asserted it-

self. The final score was 21-12.

The Terriers had been improv-

ing steadily, but suffered a snag

last weekend as Connecticut came

within an ace of turning in the

upset of the year in New Eng-

land. The Terriers msde an 80 yd.

march in the fourth period for

their only touchdown. The score

came on a fourth and four situa-

tion with Jack Farland hitting

Prebola in the end zone with a

pgBS. Diek Desmarais rushed for

the two point conversion snd the

8-7 triumph. Remaining on the

schedule are Massachusetts, Holy

Cross, Boston College and Syra-

cuse.

Boston Univeristy is a senior-

sophomore team. There are a few

juniors. The sophomore talent is

the best in the school's history.

Last year they produced B.U's

best freshmen record ever. High

spot was a 31-6 victory over the

Army Plebes.

Sophomores who have seen a

lot of sen*ice in their first varsity

campaign are quarterback Far-

land, fullback George Bradley,

halfback Dick Robichaud, ends

Dave Viti and Ron Shiesley,

tackle Pete Perrault and guard

Bill DiLorenzo.

Seniors Paul Cancro and Hugh
Bolin have been the workhorses

in the backfield. Both are fine

two-way players. Strongest posi-

tion is the end squad, with Pre-

bola and Pat McCue, two seniors,

forming one of the finest tandems
in New Englsnd. Right behind

them is Steve McGowsn.

The Terriers use two units at

the start, but Sinko makes in-

dividual substitutions as the situa-

tion warrants.

SPORTALK
by HAL DUTTON '60

Football coaching not only re-

quires a knowledge of the game
but the handling of men. The
building of morale and installa-

tion of a desire to play and to

win is part of the coach's job.

This is not being done here. Prac-

tices are about as lively as a

wake. A player in the coach's

"doghouse" is not told what he

has done wrong, he is ignored.

Large sums of money are being

spent to secure adequate player

personnel for the Redmen. The
talent is here. When are we go-

ing to get someone who can de-

velop it?

Saturday Sidelights

The Redmen take the field to-

morrow a four touchdown under-

dog. A dry day will give the Ter-

riers the chance for their best of-

fensive showing of the year.

Our visitors upset West Vir-

ginia earlier this year and gave a

strong showing against Penn
State. Steve Sinko will be looking

for his third straight victory over

the Redmen. BU students will

form s motorcade to Alumni
Field, leaving the Commonwealth
Avenue campus st 9 A.M.

Oh yes, way back in 1892 Mass
Aggie clobbered the Terriers

62-0.

Delaware is ranked second

among the nation's small colleges

by the UPI ratingB this week.

The Blue Hens face their toughest

test tomorrow when they tangle

with Rutgers in the game which

should decide the University Divi-

sion of the Middle Atlantic Con-

ference.

Powerful Syracuse dominates

the major college picture, accord-

ing to the latest figures released

How About It Charlie?

FDR THE
flAN WHD WOULD
EVEN SETTLE
FUTTAVERAGE

If you want your tchoUrthip

money to go a long way, try

YARDAGE Soothe* razor burn

(Or I 4? . iim ft), Mp, heal

nicks (UM NU 0). Preferred

by losing coaches across the

nation.
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Booters Lose To Amherst
by BILL LENNON '61

Wednesday afternoon on Hitch-

cock Field the Amherst College

varsity soccer team outscored

UMass 3-0. A| a result the Red-

men suffered their sixth defeat

in eight starts while their cross-

town rival evened its record at

2-2-1.

Bob Hoehitke broke the scoring

ice late in the first half when he

booted a haul shot into the lower

right corner of the goal. Tom
Elder received credit for the sec-

ond goal at 8:00 of the third

quarter when a UMass fullback

deflected his shot into the goal.

Twelve minutes laaer Jim Guest's

hard placed shot wound up the

afternoon's scoring.

The Jeff's strong defensive

unit, led by Drew Mailory and

Robin Powell, upset many scor-

ing opportunities of their oppon-

ents. Also playing very good ball

was the UMass defense, led by

the two goalies who made over

twenty saves between them.

Next Friday afternoon the soc-

cer season will draw to a climatic

close when both the frosh and

varsity teams tangle with the res-

pective teams from Tufts. These

games, played at home, should

prove to be very exciting and

evenly matched.

by the National Collegiate Athlet-

ic Bureau. The Orange, winners of

five straight games, are tops in

total offense (441 yards per

gsme), scoring (36 point ave.),

total defense (100 yards per

game), and rushing defense (28

yards per game).

Over seventy thousand fans

will sit in at Yankee Stadium to-

morrow as football history is

made. The Air Force Academy
meets Army for the first time.

The Falcons have lost once this

year and figure to give the in-

jury-riddled, twice beaten Cadets

quite a game.

The starting lineup was as fol-

lows:

UMass Amherst

Corriea G Parkman
Steinberg RF Mailory

Hawes LF Powell

Robinson RH Henry
Hulett CH Forgie

Magrone LH Andrews
Bazos OR Slights

Defilippi IR Noyes
Bowman CF Vanden
Psilakia IL Elder

Weeks OL Pennington

WMUA
Hal Dutton and the WMUA

staff will be on hand tomor-

row afternoon at 1:20 p.m. to

bring you the football game
between the Univeristy of

Mass. and Boston University.

Jamesmen Start

by DUTCH HUNTER '62

The 1959-60 edition of the U-

Mass Gym Team will officially

start practice on November 1.

This year's team will be coached

by Robert James, who is filling

Jim Bo8co's position as the head

mentor. Bosco is currently study-

ing at the University of Illinois

for his Ph.D. in Physical Educa-

tion. A four letter man in high

school, and a graduate of Spring-

field College, where he was co-

captain of the Gym Team, Coach

James expects to have a team of

the same calibre as last year's

winners.

BOB JAMES

Leading this year's returnees is

Hans Briegel. who recorded a

first place on the high bar in the

nationwide Junior N.A.A.U.'s

along with a second place in the

Senior loop. Veteran Fred Peter-

son, rated by James as the best

ring man in the northeast will be
..-•K.»e to join the squad until

February, but his spot will be

ii.icj oy two N.E.A.A.U.'s James

"Hi* Jim" Bitgood and Charlie

Peydos.

Along with the Briegel on the

parallel will be sophomore Dick

Stedt, 3rd placer in last year's

N.E.A.A.U.'s. Also a full comple-

ment of last year's frosh team

will be employed.

This year's schedule calls for

meets with Courtland, Southern

Connecticut College, Springfield,

and the one to beat West Point.

Highlighting the season will be

the N.C.A.A.'s at Penn. State, in

which Coach James has high

hopes of bringing back a trophy

to Amherst.

The Freshman Gym Team,
which will he coached by Leo
Ledger, member of the Fitch-

burg Turners, will emphasize
basics, rather than competition,

and is open to any frosh who has

the desire to learn.

Anyone interested in either

gym team should get in touch

with Bob James at the Physical

Education Building.
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Theta Chi Tries President Mather
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Theta Chi Captures IFC

Sing And Skit Trophies
by SHARON CLARK '63 and DAVJD MANLEY '63

The Inter Fraternity Council

presented its Skit Competition

last Saturday night in Bowker
Auditorium with Bill Chouinard,

'60, acting as Master of Cere-

monies. Sunday afternoon, the

Council held its "Sing" also in

Bowker Auditorium with Conny
Ferrara '60 as MC.

The most satirized themes were
Prohibition, naturally, the recent

fight for higher salaries for the

faculty, and the resignation of

President Mather.

Phi Sigma Delta presented a

novel view of student parking

problems with "Red Blasko and

his four lawmen" in their skit

"Ticket Troubles." Kappa Sigma
went "Searching" for a now pres-

ident. Phi Mn Drltn p,itiri?pH his-

torical figures in "Summit Con-

ferences."

The judges, Mrs. Strykcr, of the

Amherst Journal-Record, Mr.

Scott, director of the 8U, and Mr.

Dooland, announced their deci-

sions as follows:

First place, Theta Chi, for their

original satire in verse on "The
Trial of J.P. Mather." The presi-

dent was put on trial for issuing

the prohibition decree, but freed

by a merciful bartender.

Second Place, Phi Sigma Kappa

for their South American spoof

of a presidential revolution (with

some sneaky references to U
Mass.), entitled "Ha Hablada."

Sigma Phi Epsilon, third place

for their presentation of "Salad-

in's Lamp", about a genie who
escaped from a bottle of whiskey.

Theta Chi won first place

trophy in the IFC sing, Sunday,

singing "Gaudeamus Igutur" un-

der the direction of Bill Kane, and

also gathered twenty five points.

Tau Epsilon Phi sang"One God"
under the direction of Cary Be-
gun and won the second place

award worth fifteen points.

Third place was won by Tau
Kappa Epsilon, singing "At the

Crossroads," under the direction

of Bob Bury. They were awarded
five points.

The bases for judging were
tone, intonation, diction, techni-

que, balance, interpretation, mu-
sical effect, appearance, and ori-

ginality.

Other participants were ASP,
"Brother Will, Brother Job";

PSK, "In that Great Gettin Up
Mornin"; SPE, "Sweet Kentucky
Babe"; PMU, "Brother Sing On";

AGR, "Hanover Winter Song";

and KS, "Swing Low Sweet
Chariot."

Dedication Ceremony Held
For New Science Center

Dedication cermonies were held

last Tuesday for a new science

building which was praised as

"one of the most modern in the

East."

The new plant-science building

is equipped with office span-.

classrooms, laboratories, service

area for outdoor research, and a

four section green -house. The
present building is the first unit

of a larger science center planned

for the near future.

Among the speakers present at

the ceremonies, was Richard Sal-

tonstall, acting president of the

Mass. Society for Promoting
Agriculture and brother of U.S.

Senator Leverett Saltonstall, who
spoke on campus a week ago.

The new building is named in

honor of Nathaniel Ingeraoll Bow-
dftch, a trustee of the university

until his death in 1945.

Bowd itch devoted a great part

of the his life to the agricultural

interests of this state. He* was
county commissioner of Middlesex
county for 19 years and helped to

organize the Middlesex County
Extension Service in 1916.

He served as a director of the

National 1-H Congress and as a

founder and director of the East-

ern States Exposition. Bowditch
was also active in 4-H work. The
4-H clubhouse on campus was
named Bowditch Lodge in his

honor and the new building is the
second on campus to bear his

name.

Other speakers included Dean
Fred Jeffrey of the College of

Agriculture and John Gillespie,

administrative assistant to the

president.

Dr. Karl Sax Wins Award
At 47th Annual Hort Show

by BILL AVERY '63 and

DON CROTEAF '61,

Managing Editor

Highlights of the 47th annual

Horticultural Show at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, which

opened Friday for a three-day

stay, were the awarding of cash

prizes to the winners in the five

classes of exhibits, and the pres-

entation to Dr. Karl Sax of the

"Horticulturist of the Year"
award.

Dr. Jean Paul Mather, presi-

dent of the university, presented

the award to Dr. Sax for his ac-

complishments in the field of

horticulture, including the breed-

ing of a dwarf variety of sweet
corn, improved varieties of forsy-

thia, the Dr. Merrill magnolia, the
Hally Jolivette flowering cherry,

and for his "outstanding research

into the nature of graft-unions

and the processes involved in the

dwarfing of fruit trees and other

woody plants by grafting."

Student Display Winners
Student winners in the five

classes of competition were: For
modern architecture, first prize

for the exhibit entitled "1870

House" by Ralph Simoneau of

Woods Hole, H. J. Standring, Jr.

of Charlton, and William F. Wil-

A view of the center attraction of the Horticulture Show con-
structed by st .dents of Stockbridge Hal!.

Student Seriate Committees
Opened To Non-Members

by SUE GALLAGHER '61

Eight Student Senate Commit-
tees arc, now open to nor. senate

members of ail classes. Robert
Zelis, Pres. of the Senate states

that "the purpose of this new
policy is to afford more interested

people an opportunity to partici-

pate in their student government
by being a member of a Senate
committee and also to spread out

the increasing burden of work
now weighing heavily on senate

members."

The Curriculum committee's

functions for the present year

will he to study and make recom-

mendations on the core curricu-

lum, to review and evaluate the

honors program, and to put into

effect a fystem >f faculty evalua-

tion in conjunc on with it, and to

investigate complaint! about poor-

ly taught cour

One of the most important com-

mittees is the Finance Committee,

which reviews in-ery proposed ap-

propriation in excess of $20 and

determines gem ral finance policy.

The Activities Committee works

in conjunction with RSO in re-

viewing and approving constitu-

tions of campus organizations.

Last year the Finance and Activi-

ties Committees settled the prob-

lem of organisation precipitating

the Quarterly scandal.

The Public Relations Commit-

tee strives to promote better com-

munication and understanding be-

twe in the senate and the student

body, by investigating complaints

and publishing explanations of

controversial motions.

To promote beneficial services to

the student body is the undertak-

ing of the Student Services Com-
mittee. Currently this committee

is working on obtaining more
phone.1

? for the dorms.

The Elections Committee deter-

mines the policy for and conducts

student elections.

The Men's Affairs Committee
works on the establishment of

men's rules and is presently in-

vestigating the method of selec-

tion for Men's Judiciary in hopes

of finding a shorter method.

The students are indebted to

the Budget Committee for its

function of determining how the

(Continued on peine 3)

Hams of Sherboume; second prize,

for "KoKiDeReKolumn" made by
Robert B. Wolf of Quincy, Hugh
Kirley of North Amherst, Marilyn

Kolazyk of Fitchburg, and
Charles Repeta of Northfield.

For formal garden design, first

prize, for a piece entitled "Little

Acre," made by David Carpenter

of Watermill, N.Y., John Grant of

Brockton, Emil Incollingo of

Methuen, and Arthur Levesque of

Andover; second prize, "Garden
Prayer" by Warren Shepard of

Westfield, and David Stevens of

Charlton.

For informal garden design,

first prize for a design entitled

"Flora Amherstiana" made by
Paul Maynard of Acton; second

prize, "Autumn Stillness" by Ro-
nald Houle of North Uxbridge
and James Howe of West Acton;
third prize for "Opus I Hortus"
by Frederick Paulsen.

For natural design, first prize

for "Struggle for Survival" by
Tom Musiak of Greenfield and
Henry Rastallis of Turners Falls;

second prize, for "Edge of Pines"

by Walter Hall Holway of Flor-

ence. "Struggle for Survival" also

was the Sweepstakes Winner and
was labeled Best Student Exhibit,

receiving an additional $50 award
given by the Mass. Nurserymen's
Association.

For the educational class, first

prize to "Cost of Evergreens" by
'7ary Powers of Worrestrr ano*

Robert Kennedy of Watertown;
second prize, for "Golf Course

Green" by an unidentified group
of junior turf majors.

Chairman of student displays is

Thomas Musiak of Greenfield, a

senior majoring in landscape

operations. Feeling that the ex-

hibits this year top those of the

past, Musiak said, "Always a

colorful part of the hort show,

these exhibits often are a source

of inspiration and discussion for

people attending the show."
Commercial competition was in-

cluded, involving more than 150

classes and sub-classes. Additional

prize money was awarded for the

various flower classes, designed to

stimulate interest. They were ar-

ranged by members of the

Holyoke-Northampton Florist and
Gardeners Club.

Collegian Training Program
Classes Start Tomorrow
A training program for stu-

dents desiring to become members
of the Cnllepinn staff will begin

tomorrow afternoon at 4:30 in the

( 'ollegian office.

The course will be taught this

.war by Mr. Philip Kohane,

United Press International (UPI)
Bureau chief in Springfield. One-

hour classes will be held Tuesday

and Thursday afternoons at 4:30

for three consecutive weeks.

According to Richard MacLeod
"60, Editor-in-Chief, "All present

members of the reporting and

copy-editing staffs who have not

taken the course in the past are

expected to attend these six

classes. Any other undergraduates

who would like to become mem-
bers of the Collegian staff are

also welcome to attend."

The course is designed to give

students practical training in

basic newswriting fundamentals.

Also included will be instruction

on interview techniques and pro-

per methods to use in reporting

speeches, meetings, and sports

events.

Mr. Kohane attended Columbia
School of Journalism, worked as

assistant to the Director of Pub-

lic Relations for RCA, and re-

ported foe UPI in Albany, N.Y.,

prior to assuming his present

position in Springfield.

Students may sign up and be*

gin the course at 4:30 tomorrow
afternoon at the Collegian office

in the SU. Completion of the

course is mandatory for member-
ship on the Collegian staff.
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TODAY'S EDITORIAL

Religion and Tolerance

Mr. Hubley's original attack on the case

of Old Chapel as a religious center has now
blossomed into a full scale dispute between

the worshippers of God and the worshippers

of Progress. The Religionists have on the

whole resorted to name calling and defend-

ing religion while missing the main point of

Mr. Hubley's letter—that the plans for the

use of Old Chapel violate the separation of

church and state.

The so-called Progressives, on the other

hand, have shown they are equally intoler-

ant. They want religious worship entirely off

campus because they feel that it interferes

with their process of reasoning and educa-

tion. If the University banned a scheduled

discussion on atheism, however, the anti-re-

ligionists would cry that they were being
persecuted and robbed of their civil liber-

ties. Yet they see no harm in preventing peo-

ple from worshipping on campus. If we can
have a student union located on state proper-
ty for the use of those interested in extra-

curricular activities, what is wrong with hav-
ing a convenient spot for those desiring to

pray?

But as Mr. Hubley says, religion must be

entirely divorced from the University. Just
as the students pay for the Union, the re-

ligious organizations must buy Old Chapel
from the University and renovate and main-
tain it entirely with their own funds. They
should not expect support from the Univer-
sity.

A college is not a temple of Progress and
anti-religion, but rather a forum where all

ideas can be proposed, discussed, and de-

bated. If these self-styled Progressives are as

enlightened as they claim to be, they should
realize that tolerance is basic to progress.

And the religious organizations should have
enough sense not to violate the principle of

separation between church and state. T.M.

by JIM TRELEASE '63

All the rain, cold, and wind made last Saturday a pret-

ty dismal affair for most of us. But actually, there were faint

glimpses of optimism which shone through.
Ike received his release from Walter Reed Army Hos-

pital where he received an examination from head to tee—

I

mean toe—administered by the nation's top doctors: Lt. Gen-
eral Leonard Heaton, and Dr. Cary Middlecoff. But what
bugged me was when he was leaving. He said, "It was so
good I'd like to go back oftener." So you could see right away
that there will be a strong >ivalry in future months between
the Gettysburg Chamber of Commerce and the Walter Reed
Army Hospital Chamber of Commerce over where Ike will

spend his vacations.

So that was one reason to smile; and speaking of smil-
ing, Ike said in the Times last Thursday that if we keep smil-
ing we can bear the Russians. Yesterday, in the Globe, there
was a headline reading: K SMILES AT WEST — I kid you
not. All this could btjJld up to a point where you could see
headlines like: K BREAKS UP OVER BERLIN, which is fol-

lowed by IKE HYSTERICAL AS U.S TROOPS RUSHED
INTO GERMANY.

So with these bright spots in mind, I decided to go out
"trick or treating." I hope you scored on Halloween—EVEN
the football team did. Everyone got so excited at the game
that the players on the bench dropped the phone connected
to the spotters above the stands. Finally, Coach Dick Mac-
Pherson, who was spotting, called someone to the phone—

a

football scholarship player. "Get me Coach O'Rourke!",
shouted MacPherson. Being only a scholarship player, the
player replied meekly, "Which one is he?"

And then that night I put on my Halloween costume (this
year's style—a steel-worker's outfit) and trotted down to
President Mather's house. On the lawn were these huge signs
reading: NO MINORS ALLOWED and STATE LEGISLA-
TORS KEEP OUT. When I came to the door, I overheard
this conversation: "Sure, Ike, that's easy for you. You can go
to the farm in Gettysburg when you're through, but all I

have is Stockbridge." I rang the bell and out HE came,. and,
just for frustration, handed me a bottle opener and smiled:
"Happy Halloween, sonny."

From there I passed Chief Blasko directing traffic in the
President's Garden, where other kiddies were getting their
treats. When I came to Coach O'Rourke's home, Charles
smiled and dropped a football scholarship in my trick or treat
bag. All in all, he gave out all of next year's scholarships. No
team next year for Mr. O'Rourke, but plenty of friends.

I then followed the crowds to the false alarm in North
Amherst. While fire trucks, cars and students milled around
the scene, out came Dean Curtis shouting, "Is this affair
registered?"

Back to the campus! When tlie alarm went off, several
Botany profs were afraid that there was a forest fire at the
Horticulture Show. As a special treat, the Dining Commons
gave out Turns with all the meals on Halloween. Speaking
of the Commons, there hav. been a lot of complaints that
there aren't enough hot meals. This was visualized last week
when a Biology prof found a student eating a frog that he
had warmed over a Bunsen burner. Someone in a high posi-
tion suggested that they fake out the students by serving
cold meals on red hot trays. Sick!

Yes— it was a wet, cold weekend, but remember I use the
word "wet" very liberally.

LETTERS
More Thoughts on Old Chapel

To The Editor:

Page two of the Collegian has recently become little more
than an airing place for personal prejudices, personality con-
flicts, insult, and irrational and hyperemotional babbling. In
a controversy that was supposedly a "discussion" between our
campus citizens as how best to use Old Chapel, practically
every comment was a personal attack on either Mr. Hubley
or Mr. Merino (who had done no better themselves), with
very little attempt to present intelligent questions and an-
swers. Therefore, I would like to suggest what problems must
be solved in order to make a decision concerning Old Chapel.

(1) The University was founded for the primary purpose
of intellectual stimulus and adventure. Old Chapel was built
for religious or spiritual stimulus and adventure. Should Old
Chapel be used for its original function, or for the function
of the University of which it is a part? (2) a minority group,
those who claim no religion (3%), have equal right to the
use of Old Chapel. The majority (97%) would theoretically
benefit from the use of the building as a religious center.
Which has the greater claim, the minority right or the ma-
jority benefit?

My opinions are as follows: First, I believe that the gen-
eral purpose of the University supersedes the intended pur-
pose of one building; second, I believe that in accordance
with democratic principles the minority right should be res-
pected at all costs. Therefore I believe that the primary func-
tion of Old Chapel must be of an intellectual sort.

Before I close, I would like to raise just four more ques-
tions. (1) Since the SU's purpose is to provide services to the
students, why does Mr. Hubley object to the Chaplains, who
serve 97% of the student body, having their offices in the
SU? (2) Since all other service organizations on campus are
student supported, is it not reasonable that the religious
groups operate likewise? (3) Every other parish and^ con-
gregation I have had the opportunity to see, have had the
zeal and drive to build its own place of worship. If there is
enough religious zeal on campus to warrant our having a
religious center, can we not assume there is also the zeal to
finance such a center? I think it would be improper for the
state to award land for such an undertaking. Certainly, with
the hundreds of acres here at the University, the educational
function would not be hampered by the use of a few hundred
square feet by a service organization. (4) If the religions do
not feel that support of a center would be strong enough to
support the building of a structure, why do they not make
arrangements to use Old Chapel through the Program Of-
fice? The building is not used for classes after 5 p.m. each
day, after noon on Saturday, and- all day Sunday. I under-
stand that the major religions hold services on the weekend,
and I can really see no conflict.

Daniel R. Hemenway '61

(Editor's Note- It ft the request of Mr. Hemenway that we
inform readers that those who object to his views should
write him at U Nutting Ave.)

The Campus Beat

"AFRICA" IS THE TOPIC FOR INTERNATIONAL
WEEK-END IN MARCH, FOR ALL THOSE INTER-
ESTED IN WORKING ON COMMITTEES, THERE
WILL BE A MEETING IN SU, TUESDAY, AT 11 A.M.

Emily Post at the Commons
Our second editorial we present in the form of

the article below by a ColUffittM staff member, Miss
Anne Whittington, *88:

Just who do our football players think they are,

anyway? ...

I'm not necessarily speaking of the way they
b eak in ahead of people in line, for this can be ex-
cused if one remembers that, although they are
rugged enough to get their limbs thrown out of
joint carrying a pigskin, they aren't quite strong
enough to stand in line like everyone else.

What I am referring to is the way they amuse
themselves and/or show their dislike of what is being
served for dinner hy throwing food around the Com-
mons. The other night while eating dinner, I hap-
pened to look up just in time to see a full plate of
food sail about twenty-five feet across two other
tables and nearly hit the wall. Obviously, the grid-
iron hero who threw the plate didn't like Swiss Steak,
or was trying to get the attention of some girl. One
of his buddies (also a team member) answered his
call hy throwing a potato almost the entire length
of the room, in order not to be outranked in proving

THE OLD CHAPEL ISSUE
by JAMES A. MERINO '60

I have watched with interest the current discussion of
the merits of converting Old Chapel into an All-Faith Re-
ligious Center. Mr. Hubley derided wisely when he had
published in the Collegian a second letter in which he made
the point of his objection more clearly; his first letter was
an admirable piece of original and excellent invective, but
he had obscured his point. He also undermined his argu-
ment by implying that there was an irreconcilable conflict
between religion and what he termed "progress" and en-
lightenment"; this is a doctrine that went out with the
nineteenth century, that sorry blot on the pages of the
History of the West.

I believe I can assure Mr. Hubley that his civil liberties
are not in the least threatened merely because the Chaplains
move their offices into Old Chapel; and whatever that move
may signify, it hardly signifies that Massachusetts is about
to establish and endow Judaism and Christianity; much less
does it mean that Mr. Hubley need fear for his life, his
liberty, his goods, or the sovereignty of his mind.

Since the conversion of Old Chapel will certainly not
result in the proscription of free thought and expression,
I tend more and more to 1* convinced that the opponents
of the measure are not so much concerned with freedom
of the conscience and the intellect, as they are with the
attempt to cut down the intellectual competition by exiling
and isolating the religious groups from the intellectual life
of the campus, leaving the absolute secularists in un-
challenged bliss.

his throwing skill.

... If our football players can't eat a meal de-
cently and in an adult manner, they'll have to be
given a special room where they can throw to their
heart's delight. It's their privilege for being heroes
of the school.

The opposing replies to Mr. Hubley have so far, with
the exception of one, resorted to the most ineffectual name-
calling. The most significant thing said by them so far has
been the unfair allegation that because Mr. Hubley is
opposed to the All Faith Center, he must therefore be "un-
American". Considering that our University appears to be
becoming a Middle-class Trade School, it is not surprising
that some students should reflect the common general
(Middle-Class) American fault of pinning the "un-Ameri-
can" label on those who cannot honestly reconcile them-
selves with generally prevailing public opinion. I do not
agree with Mr. Hubley, but I am compelled to admire his
sincerity and his courage. But although it may take courage
to object to or reject "mass attitudes" toward religion—or
motherhood or capitalism—it does not necessarily follow
that truth lies with the courageous.

The idea of "progress" which held that through science
and reason Man could improve his lot on earth first appeared
in the XVIIIth century. Unfortunately, whereas the philos-
ophes of that century attempted to answer the questions
they posed, their nineteenth century followers corrupted
their approach by becoming professional skeptics, who re-
fused to recognize the philosopher attempt to replace
absolutes with absolutes; and instead offered shallow rela-
tives. The result has been, in ideology, th scourges of
Leninism, Nazism, and Fascism; in politics, the idiocies of
Liberalism, Socialism, Economic and Social Egalitarianism,
and other similar hogwash; and last, but not at all least!
Bertrand Russell, who argues that because we now have
contraceptives, it should be perfectly permissible to com-
mit adultery, and that the science of genetics sanctions
mut.lation and possibly euthanasia, for socially or intellectu-
ally 'undesirable" types of people.

The faith of the philosophies in "progress" has become
a travesty a dead end. The followers of the enlightenment
brand of Humanism have become themselves, through their
solutions", anti-Human. Given this state of affairs, the

A'1-Faith Center is needed in order, through the union
or the spirituar and the secular, to replace the Human in
Humanism.
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by GEORGE MARSHALL '60

There is a serious shortage of
writers on the Collegian staff.

The editor is desperate. For ex-

ample, just to show you how bad
things are, I was drafted to

write this column and I want to

warn you, the opinions of the

editor are not necessarily mine.

Last night I was sitting in the
Hatch drinking a cup of dark
brown liquid, which, if taken in

quantity, produces the same ef-

fect as green beer, talking to

three young ladies when one of

our local law enforcement offi-

cers came over and arrested me
for holding an unregistered par-

ty. He was very apologetic and
stated that he didn't make the

laws around here, he only en-

forced them as they were inter-

preted. He was very nice about
the whole thing, so I pleaded
guilty and was sentenced to at-

tend the Third Colloquium of

1959-60 in Political Science pre-

sented by the Government De-
partment on November 4, at 4

p.m. in the SU Ballroom. Dr.

Hary Schwartz, Editorial Board,
New York Timet, specialist on
Soviet affairs, will talk on "The
Political Processes with the Sov-
iet LT nion."

I wonder if this is pertinent
to interpretation of the law?

At 7:00 I am to report to the
Bristol Room in the SU and hear
Dr. Donald Cunningham of the
American Institute of Physics
discuss the establishment of the
U of M Student Section of the
A IP. Refreshments will be served.
I assume this is legal, but there
I go, making rash assumptions
again.

At 7:30 the Geology Club
meets in Fernald pit. All inter-
ested parties are invited and it

is hoped that some of the club
members will be there.

Now why did I use the nasty
word "parties" again. I'd better
go over and see Dr. Feldman.
Everything I like seems to be
either against University regu-
lations, frowned upon by society,
or fattening.

At 8:00 I have to visit Leach
Lounge and spy on the first

meeting of the French Club. Loic
Mahe will speak on "Fishing in
France" and 'The Automobile
Industry in France". Free eats to
anybody who looks starved.

I guess the officer thought
that was a lot of running around
to do in one night, because he
gave me a ticket to the Annual
Policeman's Ball, which? is being
held off campus this year due to
some legal formality concerning
beverages.

Like every college student, af-
ter I get a degree in my grimy
little paws I am going to write
a )>ook exposing University life.

I expect to get a few hot tips

at the Book Review Hour on No-
vember 5 from 4-5 p.m. in the
Hampshire Room of the SU. Mr.
Joseph Lanyland will speak on
"The Problems in Writing a
Book." Nine authors from differ-

ent University Departments will

be on hand to display and dis-

cuss their books.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT:
If anyone sees a White Elephant

wandering around please notify

'•" * • atsirt?»ta iuiiiw». uj iiiwii uar tat nra« tmj

Statistic

!

The other day our vice president in charge of good
news announced that someone, somewhere, enjoys Coke
68 million times a day. You can look at this 2 ways:

Either we've got an incredibly thirsty

Individual on our hands. Or Coca-Cola is the

best-loved sparkling drink in the world.

We lean to the latter interpretation.

Judy Brown, president of the

Home Ec Club, who is looking

for some for their sale.

While wandering through the

parking lot, I overheard the of-

ficer muttering something about
the Commuters' Club hayride
leaving from there on November
7 at 7:30. Tickets are 99c stag

(7) and $1.50 drag, and will be
on sale at the SU lobby counter

from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Wed.
through Friday.

They'll get some competition

from Van Meter's "Autumn
Leaves" record hop the same
night. Admission is free. Re-
freshments will be served. It's

rumored that one of last year's

residents has influence in the
front office.

NOTICE. The Home Ec Club
is looking for a large box with
air holes.

For you wh.> haven't been
keeping up with the news, here
is a list of the current contro-

versies:

Sports Controversies

1. Do we need a football team?

2. Can we improve our football

team ?

3. Do we have a football team ?

Old Chapel Controversy

1. Should Old Chapel be used as

a chapel ? 2. Should those who
want a chapel on campus ho

branded as subversive? 3. Should
those who are against this be
forced to observe people going
into a chapel ?

The Drinking Controversy

1. Will it last? 2. Why? 3. "T
know my right<!" 1. Ts coffee

stimulating? 5. Tea is next.

The Expansion Controversy

1. Where will the hole-diggers

strike next?

The Juke Bov Controversy

1. Is it educational ? 2. Is it ne-

cessary? 3. Is it wanted?

The Controversy Controversy
1. Should I take a stand? 2. Who
is this idiot? 3. Why don't they
quit ?

I hope this puts you straight.

Between controversies and poli-

cies it's getting difficult to get
an education in college nowa-
days.

&MM
BoMl«d under authority of Th* Coca-Colo Compoay by

Can-Col* Bottling Co. of Norttiompton, Northampton, Moot.

Blood Drive
Airs Appeal
For Pledges
An urgent appeal to all T'nrvr

sty students and faculty to re-

member their obligations to give

tli pint ..r blood they pledged

earlier this month, was [sailed

yesterday by Uidy Fredman '61.

Chairman of the Blood Drive. "It

is imp i luri these pledges

be fulfilled n order to continue

the luccessfu Mood donor pro

gram that the Campus Religious

Council has ponsored in the

past," ghe said.

The Blood Drive will take place

in the Arnold dorm "rvc" room

tomorrow from 10a.m.-J p.m. and

Wednesday fi 'om 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

.Mi-s Fredman said that "it is

very important that all persons

who pledged their blood to report

at Arnold at tl air designated time

in order to insure a smooth con-

tinuous operation. If anyone hfti

to replace blood at a hospital,

leave your name and the hospital

where you owe hlood in one of the

chaplain's offices as soon as pos-
sible."

Because pledges have not
equalled last \ oar's amount, Miss
Fredman urges all students over
21 and all faculty members to

stop at Arnold Tuesday or
Wednesday and donate a pint, in

order that we may have another
record blood drive program.

Columbia Criminologist

Airs Plans For Less J.D.
A former Columbia University

criminologist cited that serious

misconceptions about the func-

tion and structure of juvenile

gangs has led to "ineffectual

work" in dealing with adolescent
violence.

Dr. Lewis Yablonsky, now an
associate professor of sociology

at the University, called existing

proposals for ending gang: vio-

lence in metropolitan areas "su-
perficial and remote from the

real problems".

He will give his own view of
plans for direct action to lessen

delinquency and gang activities

at a meeting of the American
Society of Group Psychotherapy
on Nov. 21 in the Henry Hudson
Hotel in Manhattan.

Dr. Yablonsky. Who El current-
ly president of the American
Society of Group Psychotherapy,
was recently awarded the 19f>9

DeRoy Prize by the Society for
the Study of Social Problems..

He said that social workers and
police often contribute to juven-

ile mob violence by failing to

understand, and to exploit, the
fact that "gangs" are not fully

organized groups, but merely
"near-groups."

Gang leaders are at the core

of the problem, according to the

Massachusetts criminologist. One
or two disturbed youths act as

"organizers" and exercise a loose

control over others who join the

gang to express their own hos-

tilities. But up to the time of a
"rumble," the gang often has no
fixed membership, is unclear as
to what members are expected
to do, and has only "individual-

ized member images of gang
size and function."

Dr. Yablonsky who is now pre-

paring a book on teen-age vio-

lence in New York, has inter-

viewed hundreds of arrested de-

linquents. His research and in-

terviews were used in the CBS
documentary on gang warfare
entitled "Who Killed Michael
Farmer?"

Scrolls Contribute
To Campus Welfare

This year's Scrolls are keeping
up with their tradition in con-
tributing to the welfare of the
campus, and especially in aiding
the freshman class.

Although "Freshman Week" no
longer exists as such, the Scrolls

played an active part in the

Frosh picnic, convocation, and
"get-acquainted" dance. Through-
out the year, they will partici-

pate in all rallies, in "Activities

Prof. Letlau

Gives Speech
On 'Belief

Prof. Rheinhard Lettau of

Smith College will speak on

Franz Kafka Tuesday, Nov. 'A,

7:30 p.m. In the Student Union,

This will be the fourth lecture

in the series "Existentialism and

Religions Belief sponsored by

the B'nai B'rita Hillel Founda-
tion.

Prof. Lettau, a member of the

German Dept. at Smith College,

graduated from Hiedelburg Uni-

versity in Germany. For two

yean after his graduation he en-

jod in newspaper work and
then went on to graduate school

at Harvard University from
which he will soon receive his

Ph.D.

Prof, Lettau has published ar-

ticles in scholarly magftftines on
the German poet Rilke and is

presently writing short stories

for German magazines.

Prof. Lettau commented that

there has been a tremendous in-

flux of secondary literature on
Franz Kafka. This present influx

denotes a discovery of Kafka's
influence on modern philosophy.

Night", designed especially for
freshmen, and will join the
Maroon Keys in campaigning for
the Campus Chest Drive. They
will aid in the formation of a
women's Inter-Dorm Council to

promote the spirit of friendly
competition among the women's
dorms.

On Saturday mornings the
Scrolls act as campus guides for

high school students, their par-
ents, and other interested people.

Recently Beverly Rodiman, a
sophomore from Hampden, Mass.,
was tapped as a new SerofT to

replace Dorothy Mayo, who
transferred to another school.

Beverly was formally initiated on
Tuesday, October 27, during the

traditional ceremony held in

Skinner Hall. Also initiated that

evening were th" Scrolls' advi-

sors, Miss Maida Riggs and Mrs.

Robert Lentilhon.

Student Senate . .

.

(('tnititnnuf l rom page 1)

Student Activities Tax will be

spent, hy setting up a series of

hearings before which all SAT
supported organizations must pro

sent their budgets for approval.

Any student int. rested in work-
ing on one of the Committees may
sign up Tuesday, at the SU lobby

counter, for an appointment for

an interview with Robert Zelis on

Wednesday in the Senate Office,
from !)-ll and 1-4. Nominations
to the committees will be brought
before the senate on Wednesday
evening.

Home
Economies

News
by RACHEL CAVANATCH

"All th. World's Children"

will be the theme of the Edna
Skinner Home Ec Club's joint

meeting with the Nurses' Club
on November l& Mary Ann Blais

'61 [s chairman of th.- program,
materials for which have been

received from the United Na-
• ions.

Twenty one Home Ec majors
and four Faculty members from
''.Mass attended a conference on
interior decoration held at the
Thomas Pyncheon Museum in

Springfield Friday. Speakers in-

cluded outstanding personalities
from the decorating field.

Friends of Home Ec majors
who graduated with the Class of
'58 will be interested in the bul-

letin board display in Skinner
Hall, which features a group
photograph of the class with
markers designating their pre-
sent professions.

Home Ec Club memhers are
reminded of the White Elephant
Sale to ho held December 1, 1059
in the Student Union and are

asked to start collecting suitable

items for sale. See Judy Brown
in Thatcher for more informa-
tion, or watch the bulletin boards
in Skinner.
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Mather Blasts Extension Service
An audience of members of the

College of Agriculture, School of

Home Economics and County Ex-

tension Service, attending a three-

day conference at the university,

heard President Mather's speech

in the Student Union. The latter

two organizations came in for

their share of his criticism in a

biting appraisal of "The land

grant responsibility of New Eng-

land in the space age."

He said he was tired of "bril-

liant Polish farmers in the Con-

necticut Valley" providing the Ex-

tension Service with answers rath-

er than asking questions of it. As

for home economics, he said there

no longer is a "farmer's daugh-

ter." He claimed that television,

radio, newspapers and books offer

as much today. "The fact' of the

matter is," he added, "that today

all we need is a young lady who
can read."

Concerning New England, Math-

er charged that, in terms of econ-

omy and agricultural product, it

should not be supporting six in-

stitutions. "It is embarrassing to

receive the state and federal allo-

cations which are out of all pro-

portion to the work accomplished,"

he said. Ho added that the mar-

ginal and submarginal aspect of

f: .ming in the states of New Eng-

land cries for reallocation of these

funds on a basis of regional per-

formance.

He was critical of the results

produced at the local College of

Agriculture. "I have been batting

my brains out for the last five

years trying to get rid of 10 Mor-

gan horses which cost the state

$19,000 a year to maintain," Math-

er said. "I feel that a few blue

ribbons at the Eastern States Ex-

position each year is not justifica-

tion for their existence here."

"We are now getting low stand-

ards in individual performances,"

Mather went on. "The work is

submarginal in terms of the re-

sults produced."

Citing the county system as in-

efficient and wasteful, he argued

that the Extension Service person-

nel should be professional employ-

ees of the University of Massa-

chusetts. Much of the county sys-

tem, he said, is outmoded. He said

he would trade 50 extension a-

gents for one expert in commun-
ications.

As an example of the superflu-

ity of much extension work, Math-

er cited a pamphlet on "The Care

and Feeding of the Parakeet." It

is difficult for a university presi-

dent to justify before i congres-

sional body the need of funds for

an organization which turns out

such work, he said.

Another difficulty he claimed

was that of ridding the service of

inefficient help. This, he said,

leads to inefficiency and waste.

Sophs Plan

'Casual' Night
The officers and the Soph-Frosh

Night Committee have planned a

new format for Soph-Frosh Night.

The traditional campus event

which will be held on Friday, No-

vember 13, from 7 to 11:30 p.m.

in the Women's Physical Educa-

tion Building, will feature a

Sophomore - Freshman basketball

game, a mixed volley-ball tourna-

ment, and a dance, which will

close the evening.

This schedule of events is de-

signed to allow the members of

both classes to meet each other

in a casual atmosphere. To pro-

mote this inter-class spirit, the

event is being held earlier than it

has usually been in the past.
1
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A Campus-to-Career Case History

«

• •

I found I could be an engineer

—and a businessman, too"

William M. Stiffler majored in mechani-

cal engineering at Penn State University
— but he also liked economics. "1 united

to apply engineering and economies in

business," he sa\^. "'and li.i\e some ad-

ministrative responsibilities."

Rill got his R.S. degree En June. 1956,

and went to work with the Hell Telephone

Company of Penns\ lvania tl Han ishurg.

During his first two years, he gained on-

the-job experience in all departments of

the company. Since June. L958, he'a been

Working on transmission engineering

projects.

Today, Rill is getting the blend of engi-

neering and practical business-engineer -

ing he wanted. "The economy sspectsoi

each project are just as important as the

technical aspects," he says. "The great-

est challenge lies in finding the best solu-

tion to etch problem in terms of costs,

present and future needs, and new tech-

nological developments.

"Another thing 1 like is thai 1 get full

job-responsibility . For example,] recenth
completed plans for carrier systems be«

tween Scranton and four othei romrrtmii*
ties which will In ing Direct Distance
Dialing to customers mere. The trans-

mission plm^e of the project involved

almost a half-million dollar and it was
'my baby

1

from tei minal to tei minaL

''Telephone engineei i t 1 1_» has e\ et \ thing

yon could a»k for— training, interesting

and varied work, responsibility, and real

management opportunities."

Bill Stiffler and man> roHefe men like him have found inler-

eMing career* with the Melt Telephone Cnmpnnb**. Then-

may he a real opportunity for you, loo. Br sure to talk *ith

the Bell intft \ irnrr when he vi-it*. your campm — and read

the Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Plaremrnt Office,

ILL
TILIPHONI
COMPANIES

A

Recreation Club Starts

Year With Slide Talk
The Recreation Club which

has been dormant for two years,

is now being reestablished by the
Recreation Department. The first

meeting was held Sunday at 7:00
p.m. in the Middlesex Room of
the Student Union. The election

of officers and slides shown by
Doctor Dana E. Harlow were the
program for the evening.

The aims of the club are: to
help students interested in rec-

reation to benefit by experiences
leading to professional improve-
ment; to provide a medium of
exchange of activities and skills

for the students of recreation; to

aid the campus in carrying out
certain recreational projects on
campus whenever possible; to

provide a chance for all those in-

terested in recreation to get ac-

quainted; to provide an opportu-

nity for all interested, as a group

rather than a class, to meet vari-

ous people in the recreation field;

and to provide a medium for the

students and faculty of the Rec-

reation Department to become
acquainted outside academic

classes.

Some of the activities planned
include various speakers, special-

ized skills workshops, and some
trips. One of the proposed trips

is to AVCO and another is to New
York. Both would be for the pur-

pose of observing various recrea-

tion setups.

The slides which Dr. Harlow
showed were on the island of Bali

where he traveled in the summer
of 1957 while on a world tour.

Bali is principally a volcanic is-

land noted for its religious rituals

at the time of birth and death and
for its dances and woodcarvings.
The island had changed little over
the centuries until World War II.

Professor MacKendrick
Speaks Of Roman Times

On Tuesday night, Paul Mac-
Kendrick, Professor of Classics at
the University of Wisconsin, lec-

tured in the Union on "Hypocrite,
Madman, Knave and Fool." By
means of slides and a highly in-

teresting narrative, he showed
how the title described four early
Roman emperors: Tiberius, Calig-
ula, Claudius, and Nero. Slides
of the excavations revealing struc-

tures built during the reigns of
each of the emperors some two
thousand years ago were also

shown.

One of the excavations was that

LOST <& FOUND
LOST — Cultured pearl on gold

chain hetween WPE Building and
Crabtree House. Please return to

Ann M. Fr.azier, 2f>f> Crabtree.

Lost—Cold Hamilton wrist watch.
Will finder please contact Bar-
bara LeBarnes. Lewis House.

Found—Would the Honorary Col-
onel candidate who left a red poe-
ketbook at Stockbridge Hall
phase call Bill O'Neill at TKR.

of Nero's Golden House, which
contained more than eighty-eight
rooms. This "Greek Versailles"

was surrounded by an enormous
system of beautiful parks and
pools, and many scholars believe

the original "Laeoon" was locat-

ed there. Floating palaces, built

during the reign of Caligula and
which were larger than many
early ocean-going vessels, were
also uncovered. The decks of these
luxurious ships were covered with,
(•(ramie tile and even contained
a crude radiant heating system.

An underground basilica and
the ruins of the Villa of Tiberius
were also found. Professor Mac-
Kendrick pointed out that these
ruins, along with some others,

prove that the "Juljan-Claudio age
was one of decadence beyond Hol-
lywood's wildest aspirations."

Professor MacKendrick is the

author of several books of archeo-

logical interest, his most recent
being on Italian areheology. The
lecture was sponsored by the Ar-

cheologicsl Institute, and ff|| well

attended.

Senate Agenda -Nov. 4
53 Moved that the Student Senate appropriate the sum of $2.

r>.00 an an
honorarium for Mr. Hubert Kregeloh, commentator, to speak at an
open meeting for the Political Science Association on November 5,
1959 at the University.

(Resolve: Sheerin)

54 Moved that the Student Senate approve the hiring of a paid
Senate clerical assistant in accordance with the Employment Act of
19!>9. The hours and pay scale of this assistant shall be determined by
the Executive Committee.

(Resolve: Achenhach)

55 Moved that the Student Senate pass the following amendment to
its By-laws:

Article XXI! Ad Hoc Hudgct Committee

Section 1. The ad hoc budget committee shall constat of a
minimum of five Senate members.

Section 2. The ad },,>, budget committee shall have all jurisdic-
tion and powers pertaining to budgets which formerly were assigned
to the Finance Committee as mentioned in Article V of these By-Laws.

Section 3. The ad hoc budget committee will terminate four
meeting* after the annual budget meeting at which time the committee
will present to the Senate a report evaluating the feasibility of includ-
ing this committee as a permanent committee, and if found feasible,
the report will include suggested changes to the Constitution and By-
laws. At this same time Article XXII will be stricken from these By-
laws and will he considered null and void.

(Resolve: Oshaldeston)

56 Moved that the Student Senate appropriate the sum of $86.50 (
send two editors of the Collegian to the Annual National Conference
of the Associated Collefftata Pres« to be held in New York on Novem-
ber 12. 13. It; a repott on said conference to he submitted to the
Student Senate and the Collrainn Publishing Board.

(Resolve: Twohig)

SPORTALK
by HAL DUTTON '60

The Redmen played good foot-

ball Saturday. No one can deny

that although BU supporters

will argue that we gained most

of our yardage against the Ter-

rier scrubs after the shock troops

had scored three touchdowns.

Brandeis comes to Alumni

Field this week as the home sea-

son ends. The Judges have had

a rough time all year long. In-

juries dipped the squad below 22

players a couple of weeks back

and they had to get special per-

mission to use freshmen in order

to field a team.

Our old friend Foxie Flumere

of the Judges' staff was here for

a look at the Redmen Saturday.

He moaned, "We can't beat any-

body." Maybe it's our turn to

win one for a change.

Saturday Sidelights

Next week the Naval Aviation

Cadet Drill Team, who per-

formed at half-time Saturday,

will be in East Lansing, Michi-

gan for the Michigan State-

Purdue game. The team has ap-

peared from coast to coast this

fall. One recent weekend found

them in New Orleans for the

Tulane-Florida night game, in

Maryland Saturday as the Terps

battled West Virginia, and in

Detroit on Sunday to appear at

a Detroit Lions tilt.

Red Sox sportscasters Bob
Murphy and Don Gillis covered
the game Saturday. WHDH in

Boston broadcasts the BU games
home and away. Our visitors

must now face Holy Cross, Bos-
ton College, and Syracuse on
successive Saturdays.

The UConn - New Hampshire
game was one of the wildest af-

fairs ever seen in Yankee Con-
ference play. The Blue Wildcats
went for broke with the score

39-38 but a two point after try

failed, and the Huskies have the

Beanpot for the fourth straight

year.

In 1888 the Yale football team
was coached by a woman. She
was the wife of Walter Camp,
"The Father of American Foot-

ball." Camp was too ill to per-

form his duties that year and
his wife filled in. It ^as the only

time in history that a woman
actually coached a major college

football team for a season. The
Elis were undefeated, untied,

and unscored upon that year.

They romped through a thirteen

game schedule and scored an

even 700 points.

Amherst Artists' Exhibit

Features 25 Area Artists
More than 25 artists were rep-

resented in the Amherst Area
Artists Exhibit held in the Com-
monwealth Room of the Student

Union at the University of Mas-
sachusetts.

The exhibit which was part of

the Amherst Bicentennial pro-

gram consisted of 44 paintings

and one piece of sculpture. Both
professional and amateur artiste,

with a wide range of styles, were
represented.

Members of the University's art

department whose works were on
display include Donald R. Mathe-

son, assistant professor of art,

Ian Maclver, instructor in art,

and Elliot Offner, also an instruc-

tor. Mr. Matheson's works were
titled "Romanesque" and "Figures

in Conversation." Mr. Maelver's

paintings were called "Masthead
in Operation" and "Island on the

Georgian Bay." The only sculp-

ture in the exhibit is a piece by
Mi. Offner. John J. Coughlin, Jr.,

extension specialist in the Divi-

sion of Agricultural Communica-
tions, was represented by two
pieces — "Industrial Design" and
"Low Tide."

Women—Join The Marines
See Officer Wrenn 4-6

Captain Jenny Wrrnn, Woman
Marine Officer selection officer

for the New England area, has

announced that a class will start

in June 1960 at Marine Corps
Schools, Quantico, Virginia for

women marine officer candidates.

The Marine Corps is offering

junior and senior coeds, and
graduates between 18 and 29, an
opportunity to receive valuable

training in important occupations

which hTtve a civilian counterpart.

She will visit the University of

Massachusetts on November 4th,

5th, and 6th for the purpose of

interviewing and accepting ap-

plications from young women who>
desire to become Marine Corps
officers.

Captain Wrenn pointed out

that the increasingly large scale

role of the Marine Corps in the

nation's defence effort has created

special positions which can be
filled with women, and that wom-
en officers are now being assigned
to many job classifications which
include administration, aerology,

communications, food service, fi-

nance, special service, supply and
public information. A number of
women officers are also assigned
to duty with the Marine Corps in

Europe and Hawaii, she said.

Juniors entering the program
spend two six-week summer va-
cations in pre-commissioning ses-

sions at the Marine Corps Schools,
Quantico, Virginia. Seniors and
recent graduates attend one
twelve week session after gradu-
ation.

Everything You Need
Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILM

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

Open Every Night until 1 1:00

The

Little Store
Located on N. Pleasant St.

On Corner Next to Newest

Men's Dormitory

"On the Campus Doorstep"

THE

Q CLUB
Route 9 - 'Hamp Rd.

—offers—

DANCING on
Tues.—Thurs.—Fri.
Sal.: All-Girl Orch.
Sun.: Concert Time
We Cater to Private Parties

and Offer Spacious Facilities

"Tomorrow And Tomorrow And Tomorrow ii

Querterbacks Pete Sullivan (24) and John McCormick (23) tensely await the resumption of play

during a time out in the muddy battle Saturday. Taking a breather are Bill McKenna (87) and Dick

Riley (76) who can be seen in the background.

National Poetry

Closing Date Set
The closing date for submis-

sion to the National Poetry As-

sociation is November 5, 1959.

All students are eligible. There is

no limitation as to form or theme.

However shorter works are pre-

ferred. Each poem must be typed

on a separate sheet, and must

bear the name and home address

of the student, as well as the

name of the college attended.

The deadline for the American

College Poetry Society is Decem-

ber 1, 1959. Contributions should

be submitted to the Secretary,

Alan Fox, cart of the society,

with the entrant's name, address

and school on each page. Poems

may deal with any subject, but

may not exceed 48 lines. The in-

dividual may submit up to five

poems.

Dr. Schwartz Analyzes

Soviet Union Politics

SAE Houses
New Mother

All the brothers extend a

hearty welcome to our new house-

mother, Mr?. Oliver Oberg. Mr.

Oberg is a graduate of Shaw
B u s i n p ? ? College in Fangor.

Maine and for twelve years

taught at FoxcrOft Academy in

Danver-Foxcroft, Me. In addition

to her educational experience Mrs.

Oberg has traveled extensively

visiting every state but two. In

1951 Mr.;. Oberg had the distinct

pleasure of witnessing Pres. Tru-

man pn-sent her son William with

the "Young American Medal for

Service," in ie White House.

With her experience as one of

only three w n HiY group advi-

sors in the 6 of Maine she is

well equipped to cope with her

newlv acquired Sons of Minerva.

SEll ON COMMISSION, Unusual per

tonalized Bracket and Cuff Link. Ex-

cedent for Xitm, Prom, Birthday gifts.

High commission. No investment.

\
Send for free brochure. Tarrimar, 707

Cornell Rd ., Franklin Square, N.Y.

The Department of Govern-

ment will sponsor a Coffee Hour,

Wednesday at 3:45 p.m. in the

Ballroom of the SU, after which

Dr. Harry Schwartz of the Edi-

torial Board of the New York

Times will speak on "The Poli-

tical Processes with the Soviet

Union: An Analysis of the Dy-

namics of Power in the U.S.S.R."

Dr. Schwartz is one of the na-

tion's outstanding journalists

and authorities on economic and

political affairs pertaining to the

Soviet Union. He has had exten-

sive government experience, hav-

ing served as an economist on

the War Production Board, 1942-

43, the Office of Strategic Serv-

ices 1944-45, and the Department
of State, 1945-46. He has taught
at Syracuse and Columbia Uni-

versities and has written several

books on the Soviet Union, in-

cluding Russia's Soviet Economy,
L950, and Statistical Handbook of

the C.S.S.R., 1957, and many ar-

ticles both in the Times and in

magazines such as Colliers and
the Saturday Review of Litera-

ture.

The public is cordially invited

to attend!

Mount Holyoke Receives

$40,000 Foundation Grant

AMHERST
CINEMA

-ENDS TONIGHT-
"John Paul Jones"

-TUES., WED.-
Electrifying . . .

LOOK BACK
IN ANGER"
From the Smash
Broadway Play!!

Mount Holyoke College has re-

ceived I granl of $40fi00 from the

Danforth Foundation to lie us«-<!

flusively for graduate fellow-

ships to encourage aHe young

women to enter college teaching.

These f 'llowshipa are to he

awarded at the discretion of the

college to Mount Holyoke alumnae

now in graduate study elsewhere

aa well as to graduate students

enrolled for further study at the

South Hadley institution.

Tn accepting the award, Presi-

dent Gottell noted the increasing

need for college teachers of su-

perior calibre and said: "This is

a wonderful plan by the Danforth

Foundation to increase the sup-

ply of women teachers in this

country, one which we applaud

and in which we are delighted to

participate."

The St. Louis foundation stip

ulated that the full amount of the

fund he used hetween September
\9C0 and June lOfifi. It has also

requested the college to report

annually on each recipient's field

of study, the institution where she

is taking her graduate work, and

the progress made toward her

doctorate.

Since L837, when Mary Lyon
founded the college on an educa-
tional program "to fit young
women to he educators rather

than mere teachers," Mount Hol-
yoke graduates have taught in

SChooIfl and colleges all over Ihe
world.

During the past ten years, the
M mnt Rolyok* Appointment Ru-
reau has recorded n significant

taively more sen-
iors to enter teaching after grad-
uation. In the class of 1968, (the

most recent class for which sta-

tist.-- are available), 40ft of
those graduating became teachers
or went on to do graduate study
with college teaching in mind.

In addition to benefiting from
the Danforth Foundation's fellow-

ship giant. Mount Holyoke has
also participated in the Teacher
Study Grants established by the
Foundation to assist men and
women already engaged in college
•'•aching to complete the academic
requirements for the doctor's de-
irree.

FOR SALE
1951 FORD V-8

4-Door, Standard Shift

Good Condition

2 Extra Snow Tires

Heater — One Owner
$175.

Call JU 4-8539 9-5:30 p.m.

JU 4-0952 Eves. & Sundays

Visit the

Quonset
Club
FOOD SERVED

From 4:00-11:00

Sunday 1:00-11:00



BOSTON TERRIES"SPLASH OVER UMASS, 20-1

Redmen Sink Deeper

Into Puddles Of Defeat
by BILL LENNON '61

The high-flying Boston Ter-

rier* slogged through the rain

•nd mud to defeat UMass 20-6

Saturday afternoon on Alumni

Field. Over 2500 hardy fans

watched the powerful BU team

do all its scoring in the first half.

f fter halftime, however, the re-

juvenated Redmen capitalized

once on several scoring oppor-

tunities while holding BU outside

the Redmen 40 yard line.

The Redmen held off the inev-

itable until the closing seconds

of the first quarter when Emo

DiNitto'a first pass of the game

found Pat MeCue in the end zone-

The most spectacular play of

the day helped to set up this

first scoring drive. George Brad-

ley, a sophomore from Wayland,

boomed an 85 yard punt out of

his own end zone on a third

down. The Redmen failed to

move the hall, and after both

tram* exchanged possession of

the ball twice, BU marched to

paydirt.

Shortly after the second quar-

ter opened Jim Luker bolted

through the line and neatly

dodged potential UMass tacklers

while scampering 40 yards to

the end tone. Dave Viti, an im-

port from Florida, kicked the

extra point to make it 13-0.

O'Rourke's charges continual-

ly failed to move the ball and

finally relinquished possession

via a punt. Jack Farland, sub-

stitute quarterback, then direct-

ed the Terriers to a 76 yard

march in nine plays. From 19

yards out Farland pitched the

pigskin to George Prebola be-

yond the goal line. This was all

the large delegation of Boston

fans could cheer about for the

remainder of the afternoon.

It was all tricks and no treats

for the hapless Terriers in the

last half as they gained only 55

yards rushing.

When their passing offense

failed to click, the Redmen War-

riors switched to their ground

attack. Roger Benvenuti and

Tom Delnickas ran very well as

did senior halfback Bill Rey-

nolds, who set up and scored the

only UM touchdown. Taking a

handoff from Conway, he gal-

loped 43 yards to the 18. Sever-

al plays later on a 4th down play

he went over from the five.

In the closing minutes BU,

Nice Day For A Stroll

plagued by fumblitis all after-

noon, lost possession for the

fourth time. The fighting Red-

men splashed goalward but were

stopped by the clock on the 12

yard line.

UMass halfback ROGER BENVENUTI Pr*»m to travel ddwn-

field after a handoff from quarterback JOHN CONWAY (21),

Little does Roger know the dangers that await him in the quag-

mires of Alumni Field.

More Sports on page 5

Frosh Eleven Stagger

Stockbridge Squad 20-6

Whatever your interest—sports cars,

football game*, or just takin' it easy

-yOuMl look as great as you feel

in Arrow's University Fashion sport

vhirt . . . Tailored in the smart Ivy-

tradition with the collar that

buttondowns front and center back,

back box pleat and sleeves to fit.

\X ash and wear madder print?. $5,00,

Arrow's new boatneck sweaters.

$7SS up.

-ARROW-
ch Saturday ••« »ht NCAA football "Gam* of tho

W**k-NBC TV-tpontorod by ARROW.

by BEN GORDON '62

An explosive third quarter

gave the UMass frosh eleven a

20-6 victory over Coach Steve

Kosakowski's Stockbridge squad,

last Friday at Alumni Field.

The Stockbridge line stopped

the UMass offense during the

first half, and quarterback Ken

Hague played exceptionally well

for Stockbridge.

The first tally came late in

the first half when Stockbridge

marched 70 yards to the UMass

two yard line. But the little Red-

men held their ground and took

over the ball. Two plays later,

however, a UMass fumble gave

the ball back to Stockbridge on

the two. Quarterback Ken Hague

swept around bis ripbt end and

senred. The point after try failed

and the score was 6-0.

The half ended with UMass
trailing, 6-0.

It was a new Frosh team that

took the field in the second half.

Early in the third quarter,

halfback Mike Deneen crossed

the goal line on a 40 yard run

only to be called back on a pen-

alty. But the frosh were not to

be stopped. Halfback Sam I.us-

sier carried for 30 yards to the

10, and, trying again. Mike Den-

een scored on a 10 yard end

sweep. It was a tie game.

Shortly after, a Stockbridore

fumble set up another UMass

score. Halfback Sam Lussier

then scamppred 25 yards for

the T Vi Mat Collin^ added two

points and UMass took the lead.

Late in the third quarter half-

back A! rollings intercepted a

Stockhridge pass on the 50 and

didn't stop running until he was

in the end zone.

The Frosh will hp looking for

their fourth win, next Friday,

when they travel to the Univer-

sity of Connecticut.

- fc. ~.- WEAR IT ALONE ... OR WITH ONE OF THE

NEW BOATNECK SWEATERS

v •mil W*N
\\m

Arrow University Fashions

See our Arrow shirts and sweater* designed espe-

cially for the college man. Sport ihirtf in neat

prints . . . 100% "Sanforized" cotton with wash
and wear convenience. $5.00. Arrow's newest

sweaters in wools and blends in a handsome
range of colors. $7.95 up.

F. A. Thompson & Son

UMass Places Fourth
In YanCon X-Country

13 No. Pleasant St. Amherst. Mass.

by JOE LIPCHITZ '62

The University of Maine took

first place in the Yankee Con-

foretteb Cross Country Cham-
pionships at Durham, New
Hampshire on Saturday, October

31.

Daly of Maine was also the

first runner across the finish line

as New Hampshire favorite

Doug MacGregor placed second,

to lead his team to second place

in the Beanpot scramble. The
University of Vermont placed

third as did their first runner,

Cutts; and Ralph Buschmann of

the Iniversity of Massachusetts

placed fourth as the Hedmen
themselves took fourth overall

in the meet.

The weather could not have

been worse when the champions

got underway as the rain beat

doWH heavily and caused slippery

ground and an untold number of

mudholes over the 4.3 mile

course.

The five UMass harriers to

score were Ralph Buschmann,

Dick Atkinson, Emo Barron, Jim

Keelon, and Joe Kelsey.

The Yankee Conference Cham-

pionships are the highlight of

the cross country season at the

six New England schools, who

themselves represent the cream

of the cross country in the area.

When the New Englands come

up on November 9 four of these

schools will place and the Uni-

versity should do well.

The next meet for the Foot-

rickmen is at Springfield on

Wednesday, November 4.

NEWMAN CLUB MEETING
Tues. Nov. 3 - 7:30 PM.

Dining Commons

Guest Speaker:

FR, ANDREW O'REILLY. N.Y.U.

The Church: Giowth or Decline?'

Editorial On

Steel Strike

(See Page 2)
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Innovations Smooth
Admissions Process

Editors Note: This is the first in a series of articles by Mr. Doyle

exploring the admissions processes currently employed or anticipated

at the University of Massachusetts.

This is a thought-provoking analysis which should be of interest

to every student.

PART I OF III

by STEPHEN DOYLE '60

The Registrar of the University

of Massachusetts is Marshall O.

Lanphear. When Mr. Lanphear
took his post in 1926, he was re-

sponsible for evaluating and hand-

ling an entering class that

numbered roughly 200. In Sep-

tember of 1959, approximately

1800 freshmen came across the

University threshhold.

Although he is no longer alone

Mr. Lanphear still sits as the

guiding hand in the Office of the

Registrar. Responsible now for a

coordinated handling of all fresh-

man admissions, transfer and re-

turning student acceptance, grade

report production and the per-

manent record control system,

Mr. Lanphear has been provided

with an increasing number of of-

fice staff members.

New Staff Members
In 1946 Associate Registrar

Donald Cadigan took his post,

joined in 1955 by William Stark-

weather, presently Assistant to

the Registrar. These three ad-

ministrators are assisted in paper
handling by a staff of ten secre-

taries, stenographers, and clerks,

who in turn are re-enforced by
part-time student elerks. If the

staff seems to be large, you will

readily appreciate why when you
consider that individual scholas-

tic records must be maintained for

not only the 6,000 undergraduate,
gradiiHte, and special students

now attending the University, but
also for the tens of thousands of

graduates.

Admissions may appear as a
minor phase of the operation of
the Registrar's team. Yet this

sittgle responsibility requires more
than half of all the effort exerted
by thin office. Initial contacts,

dissemination of information, in-

dividual evaluations, interviews,

admissions correspondence and
personal visits to the state high
schools are all the registrar's re-

sponsibilities, and they are all

only admission responsibilities.

In order to arrange handling a
group of approximately 6,000 ap-
plications for the year 1959-60,
several departments worked side
by side.

The Guidance Office took the
responsibility of testing and pro-
ficiency evaluation for each stu-

dent. The IBM Department was
employed in so far aa electronic
sorting, counting and test grad-
ing could be handled by its facili-

ties. The scheduling office needed
coordination in determining how
many students would be in which
classes at what time. Faculty
members had to be contacted and
scheduled for individual counsel-
ing sessions.

Housing had to be notified of
the exact number and sex of in-

coming freshmen. The Dean of
Men's office was to cooperate in

assigning permanent advisors to

each student. The entire operation

had to be completed before the

date established for fall registra-

tion.

Many responsibilities were del-

I

4

MARSHALL O. LANPHEAR

egated and an efficient control

and inter-departmental communi-

cation was essential.

President Set Goal

The President's Office handed

down a September goal figure of

4,850 undergraduate students in

April 1959. Allowing for with-

drawals due to sickness, marriage,

lack of funds, and many other

reasons, balancing totals for

freshmen, transfers, and return-

ing students, the Registrar's team
worked through the summer and
fall with an error factor of one
twenty-fifth of one per cent. An
astounding accuracy for so com-
plex an operation!

How was it done?
To begin with applications—the

University received over 6,000.

Each of these was examined and
evaluated, considered in light of

College Entrance Examination
Board results and classified ap-

propriately.

An evaluation takes into con-

sideration high school academic
record, high school standing in

class, extra-curricular activity,

personality analysis and any spe-

cial tests received prior to grad-
uation. Every applicant is re-

quired to take the College En-
trance Examination Board Apti-
tude Tests. Where achievement is

questionable, achievement tests

are also required.

Special Veterans' Exams
Veterans, excused from the Col-

lege Board Exams, are given the
University's series of English, Al-
gebra, and College Qualification

Tests. For veterans, all service

school material is included in

evaluating the admission applica-
tion. For all students, high school
principal's recommendations are
carefully considered.

Within each application for ad-
mission there is now a required
autobiographical letter. These let-

ters provide much useful informa-
tion for the alert Admission Com-
mittee. The letter's language,
style and subject matter all give
the experienced administrators
clues to the true personality and
ability of the applicant.

These letters are the only per-
sonal aspect of the student-ad-
ministration contact in many
cases. The abolished interview
certsinly had more value, bat they
would be so numerous that they
are no longer prsctiesl.

UM Trustees Amend Budget;

Lower Proposed Enrollment
by DON CROTEAU '61

Managing Editor

The Board of Trustees yester-

day reduced the UMass enroll-

ment for next year from the ori-

ginally proposed 7,000 to 6,400

students upon the request of Pres-

ident Mather. This cutback in en-

rollment was accomplished by an

amendment to the riginally sub-

mitted budget on August 4, and
will affect only the graduate and
undergraduate schools at the uni-

versity.

Next year's freshman class will

1. receiving

than in Sep-

, This is the

- administra-

• clsss will

than the one

be the most aff

100 fewer studem

tember of this y*

first time in Math
tion that a fres;

have fewer studem

preceding.

Three main ro . given for

the cut-back by I i • ! were;

1) Inadequate • I rt of the

existing program due to limited

state resources: 2) Delay in the

design of and appropriations for

the addition to the Dining Com-
mons, making it impossible to

feed more students until the ad-

dition is completed: 3) Because of

reasons 1 and 2 it has been nec-

essary to postpone construction

for one year on three new dormi-

tories.

Even though the enrollment

will be 600 students less than

anticipated, there will be an over-

all increase in enrollment of 400

students at UMass. Because of

this, the Board of Trustees also

called for an increase in the facul-

ty for next year, stating that

"since the number of teachers now
authorized pn the 1-15 basis is

appropriate to current operations-

twenty-seven new teachers will be

needed for September, 1960."

When questioned about the cut-

back, President Mather stated

"You can't bring students in if

Guest Speaker Features

P.S.A. Lecture Tomorrow
Mr. Hubert W Krfgeloh, radio

news comments t, will be the

guest speaker t morrow night at

7 in the secon - of the 1959-60

Political S c i e '< c e Association

(P.S.A.) lecture programs.

The theme of Mr. Kregeloh's

speech at Middlesex Room of the

SU will be "Why I am a Conser-

vative".

"All students interested in join-

ing the P.S.A. should attend this

meeting," said William Chouin-

ard, President.

Mr. Kregeloh is associate edi-

tor of AMERICAN OPINION, a

magazine of conservative political

opinion, dedicated to combating

This evaluation process extends

to returning student and transfer

applications as well as freshmen.

Out-of-state students are oc-

casionally considered for applica-

tion. When an 'OS" student is

considered, his educational needs

and home state opportunities are

as important I detail as his

scholastic and personality record.

Still Individual Treatment

This much of the personal ele-

ment has survived in this cold

process of evaluations: every case

is given equal consideration and

every applicant is hsndled in-

dividually.

It is becoming more evident, as

time passes and the university ex-

pands, that personalized handling

of applicants by the Registrar

will contract even more. Mechaniz-

ation in the system will have to

increase in order to handle the in-

creasing number of applicants.

There is s study under wsy st

present to test the validity of

mathematical evaluation of stu-

dent abilities.

This system would employ the

College Entrance Examination

Board examination scores, the

student's rank in his high school

graduating class and a series of

constants developed here for uni-

versity freshmen.

The university constants are de-

(Continued »n. page S)

Communism and other forms of

collectivism. He is the author of

numerous articles on domestic and

International Communism.

In 1952, he was one uf eight

broadcasters and journalists to

win the "Better Understanding

Award" presented annually by the

English-Speaking Union of the

United States for contributions to

greater understanding of mutual

problems affecting the U.S. and

the countries of the British Com-
monwealth of Nations.

A question and answer period

will follow Mr. Kregeloh's speech.

Powers Defeated
Senator John E. Powers lost by

more than 22,000 votes to Regis-

ter of Probate John F. Collins

yesterday in the contest for

Mayor of Boston. 260 out of 278

orecincts had reported in with a

total vote of 106,000 for Collins

to 84.000 for Powers at 10 p.m.

last night.

you don't have dining facilities",

adding that money has already
been appropriated to have an ad-

dition to the Dining Commons
finished by the fall of 1960.

Comments on Resignation

In an interview held Tuesday
concerning his resignation the
President stated that he does not
have "a single commitment" but
that he "may make up his mind
by January first." He did say how-
ever "If the situation comes up
when time is of the essence, I will

be on my way," adding that, "the
Board of Trustees has left me the

discretion to leave any time I

want to between now and June."
When asked about his succes-

sor, the President said that the
Board of Trustees is looking, add-
ing "I have nothing to do with
it". He pointed out that the ap-

pointment cannot possibly be
made before next Spring because
of the proposed pay hike for the
president's office being still in

doubt.

In his last comment on his posi-

tion President Mather stated, "I

have been asked by a good many
people to reconsider and my firm
answer is no," adding that a
change in his decision would be
"professionally unwise."

Ilahnenstein, Ellis

Announce Theme
Co-chairmen of the Internation-

al Weekend Committee, Dave El-

lis,
r

6i, and Christa Hahnenstein,
'61, announced today that the

topic for this year's Weekend will

be "Africa."

The keynote address last year,

attended by almost 2000 students

from the University and other

area schools, was given by

Charles Malik, President of the

13th United Nations General As-

sembly.

The Committee said individual

meetings for the publicity and
program committees will he held

tomorrow at 11 in the SU. Any
students interested in working on
these committees or on other

aspects of the program should at-

tend, they said.

Female Personalities—In Clothes

—Ptotr* by M T«rk
Participants in the FALL FASHION FESTIVAL presented

last night in the main ballroom of the SU, model the latest campus

styles. Clothes were provided by Henley's snd the House of Walsh.
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Researchers

And Research

DR. CHARLES P. ALEXANDER
Professor of Entomology

Steel
And

Taft-Hartley

The test of the relative power of manage-

ment and labor in the present steel

strike is manifesting itself in a unique man-

ner: the strength of the Taft-Hartley Act.

Briefly, the purpose of the Act is to in-

sure the "national health or safety" by forc-

ing all strikers to go back to work for a

"cooling off" period of eighty days.

It has been over three weeks since the

President invoked the emergency measure of

the Act. When the fact-finding board failed

to bring the opposing sides to a compromise,

the government sought an injunction which

was promptly granted by the Pittsburgh

Federal District Court. Almost immediately

following the action, a union appeal to delay

the order was granted by the Third Circuit

Court of Appeals in Philadelphia.

The two issues raised by the delay are:

evidence that the strike is causing a national

emergency which is endangering the physical

health of the country ; and the constitutional-

ly of the Taft-Hartley Act. The Court of

Appeals has confirmed both issues, but has

delayed the request for an injunction to al-

low the union time to petition the Supreme

Court for a review. Thus, the fate of the in-

junction is now in the hands of the nation's

highest judicial authority.

Legally, the Taft-Hartley Act is being

challenged by labor, which has little regard

for it. The present controversy only points up

the need for a Congressional amendment. The

issues up for review by the Supreme Court

are only valid for this particular case. They

are not stated within the Act, nor can they

be settled by court order.

A Taft-Hartley Amendment may well be

a major part of the legislation of the next

session of Congress — especially in view of

the coming elections. —B. K.

by JOE MASPERO '61 and LESLIE TURNER '60

Dr Charles P. Alexander, world authority on Crane flies, Pro-

fessor and former head of entomology at the University of Massachu-

setts has officially "closed his collection cases." His mandatory re-

tirement, after 37 years of service, follows a recent Board of Trustees'

action naming him Professor of Entomology, Emeritus.

Dr Alexander is considered one of the outstanding insect tax-

onomists of all time. He has classified more than 8500 species of

Crane flies and has named more than 1% of the estimated 850,000

insect species of the world—more than any other living person.

Dr. Alexander's collection of papers on the order of Diptera, com-

posed of thousands of scientific pap rs, becomes a gift to the Uni-

versity upon his retirement. The ejection includes about 800 papers

authored by Dr. Alexander. __
Dr. Alexander first came to the University in the fall of ivu.

In 1930, he became head of the department of entomology and re-

mained in charge of that work until 'he organization of the Depart-

ment of Entomology and Plant Pathology as a part of the College of

Agriculture in 1958. During the years from 1945 to 1952 he also

served as Dean of the School of Science, before that school was in-

corporated into the College of Arts and Sciences.

During the past three summers, Dr. Alexander has done research

at the American Museum of Natural History, Southwestern Research

Station near Portal, Arizona. In April of 1958, he was cited by the

"Arizona Highways" magazine as "an inspiring conversationalist with

a sense of humor, who has tutored and qualified more students to

high posts in entomology throughout the U.S. than any other pro-

fessor."

Last June at commencement, Dr, Alexander was given the hon-

orary degree of Doctor of Science and was cited for his "technical in-

struction, inspiring example and friendly faith, which are gratefully

and lovingly remembered by a host of Massachusetts alumni."

Dr. Alexander will continue his research after his retirement.

Equipped with a laboratory at home, he will carry on as one of the

world's most eminent authorities in his field.

The Massachusetts Review

The Massachusetts Revieie, the product

of inspired hard work on the part of a

group of UMass faculty and alumni is a pub-

lication which should make every student

proud of his school. The first issue featured

a poem by Robert Frost, a poem written

especially tot the Review; it contained works

by e. e. camming! and William Carlos Wil-

liams. There have been articles and contribu-

tions from Leonard Raskin of Smith College.

Leo Marx and G. Armour Craig from Am-
herst. I'Mass' contributions are an article by

Paul Gagnon, of the Department of History;

a short story by Robert Tucker, and poetry

by Leon Barron and 0, Stanley Koohler, all

three from the Department of Knglish.

Students may help in the distribution and

fame of the Review by suggesting to their

home-town libraries that they subscribe to it;

and it certainly would be a healthy invest-

ment for the student to take out a subscrip-

tion for himself.

Off the Records
by VERN PERO '63

For a long time now man has been trying to express himself

through musical sound. At first this expression took the form of

rhythmic beating on old logs or any other handy sounding device.

Sometimes it was an outlet for emotion, often it was a means of

transmitting messages over distance and this use is still in operation

today (just think for a moment about the last Tarzan movie you saw).

From this extremely basic means of self expression has evolved

a long line of stages and transitions which is still continuing. No one

can say where it will end, but one Jack Marshall over at Capital Rec-

ords has certainly added another cog to the machinery of progress, if

you want to call it that, with his album entitled SOUNDSVILLE,

SWINGING SKETCHES IN SOUND. The alleged purpose of this mu-

sic is to conjure up mental pictures, not full color oils honeycombed

with intricate detail, but rough < harcoal sketches, which suggest but

do not dictate. This is music of imagination, music for fun.

Despite the merit I find in this album, it is just one of those

records that people do not run out and buy, especially on the spur of

the moment. Usually it is those who have heard most of the selections,

some of them many times, who become sufficiently intrigued to make

the necessary investment. The "why" behind this is not easily dis-

cerned. It seems to lie in the numerous nuances and shadings of sound

included within the arrangements themselves.

On the surface these arrangements are deceptively simple. It

sounds too much like many another record of the same music. Yet

underneath the varnish and polish which hides the real texture of the

wood is another type of sound which warrants careful study. It in-

volves the careful use of unusual instruments, the careful establish-

ment of mood through the subtle use of rhythms and counter-melody,

and most important the CMfttion of an abstract sketch in space

through planned instigation of th.- imagination of the listener.

With all these carefully hidden and carefully prepared gimmicks

hidden in the music, it may sound extremely difficult to understand.

Happily, this is not the case at all. Once the listener's attention has

been drawn to these things he usually sees them immediately with in-

credible clarity, and the enjoyment which he then derives is unforced

and comes without conscious effort. Many times he buys the record,

but just as often he haunts the room of a friend and plays the record

on his hi-fi set. He does not ov.i do it, and he very seldom wears out

his welcome. I listen to it over at WMUA and it doesn't seem to of-

fend anybody.

LETTERS
To The Editor:

I would like to thank all the people who helped

me in running the Freshman elections, and those

who also aided me in counting the ballots.

Dave Mraz,

Chairman, Elections Committee,

Student Senate.
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In March the world trembled. Nikita Khrushchev said, "Get out

of Berlin." We said, "No, Nikita. you can't go there." It looked like

war. Endlesa debate occupied the editorial pages. People wondered.

Would we or would we not hack down? In September, there was an-

other ultimatum. Nikita *aid. "I want to go to Disneyland." We said.

"No, Nikita, you can't go there." We gave Nikita Iowa. Pittsburgh,

and several embaasy receplfons, but we stayed firm about Loa An-

geles. Nikita did not get to Disneyland. We made the ultimatum stick.

But I wonder if we are all going crar.y, or if it's only Nikita.

(From the Carolina Iraelite; by Harry Golden)

To The Class of 1963:

The Freshman Class officers would like to thank

you for voting for and supporting us in the recent

election. We're counting on you to help us make

our Centennial Class the best ever.

Your Class Officers,

Bob McMaster
Al Bradshaw
Sue Streeter

Mimi Halper

To The Editor:

For some weeks now I have observed the devo-

tees of our two contemporary major religions, that

of God and that of Progress, bickering about who

shall possess Old Chapel.

If word from the University of Massachusetts

Building Climbing Club, a U. S. O. (unrecognized

student organization) can be credited, some of the

poison ivy which defeated their attempt to scale the

old chapel tower still survives on the southern wall.

According to calculations at my disposal the ivy

should swallow Old Chapel and be making a fair

start on Memorial Hall within ten years' time.

Therefore, by doing that which Americans always

do when faced with a decision—nothing—the prob-

lem will resolve itself.

I find this very commendable; however, the

above calculation overlooked the fact that a ten

year wait is impractical; with Mother Common-

wealth emptying her coffers for new buildings on

the campus, it is clear that all space must be uti-

lized for something.

Therefore, let the dispute be settled thusly, after

the manner of a Medieval trial by ordeal: Rev.

Seely, Father Power, and Rahbi Ruchames would

gather, stripped to the waist, with three representa-

tives of the English and History departments, simi-

larly stripped, before the building. At a signal the

six men would tear strips of poison-ivy from the

walls with their hare hands and, wrapping them-

selves with it, roll about on the ground until quite

covered. The side that suffers the least ill effects

would be judged by God to have the best rights to

the building; the question would be settled, progress

will be free to progress.

T. B. W. '62

To The Editor:

The declaration by Dean Curtis concerning "cof-

fee chats" at sororities seemed to me unreasonable.

I am not a member of a Sorority, so the ruling was

not directed at me, but I am concerned about it be-

cause I think it sets a poor standard for ladylike be-

havior on this campus.

I was always taught that hospitality is basic to

etiquette, that whenever there is an opportunity a

lady welcomes her friends into her home. Anyone

who would limit the invitation to one friend, or would

have to plan a week in advance to invite a few

friends in for coffee, doesn't have any sense of hos-

pitality. Surely this is true here in New England as

much as it is in the western states where I was
raised.

Aside from the etiquette involved, I think Dean

Curtis reads into the rules in the handbook some-

thing that is not there. The rule states that every

man caller must have a hostess. It does not say that

a hostess may have only one caller at a time.

I do not understand Dean Curtis' attitude. If any-

one has an explanation, I would like to hear it.

Caroline Rone 'S3

The Fellows Who Never
Met a Payroll

Come Into Their Own
For twenty years the Republicans have kept up

a steady propaganda barrage against FDR, Harry
Hopkins, and Frances Perkins as well as Henry Mor-

ganthau. "They never met a payroll," the Repub-

licans said. It was, at least according to their lights,

the worst thing you could say about any man.

So look at these fellows now, the fellows who
never met a payroll. They not only have come into

their own, but they control the destinies of mankind.

The fellows who never met a payroll include:

Eisenhower, Khrushchev, De Gaulle, MacMillan,

Adenauer, Nixon.

(Reprinted from The Carolina Iraelite; Harry
Colden, Editor and Publisher.)

The Campus Beat
by TED MARSDEN '60

Look, Clod, I don't like this

anymore than you do, but orders

are orders.

But I'm freezing in this outfit.

Couldn't we wear something

warmer?
Here, I'll smear some more war

paint on you.

Next year I'm running for edi-

tor so we can give some orders

too.

That's up to you, but right now

and ERNIE MANDER '60

we have a job to do. Haven't you

noticed how skimpy the Collegian

has been getting—more pictures,

more ads? The Engineering Jour-

nal doesn't have that trouble.

They're having an organizational

meeting tomorrow at 11 A.M. in

E.B. 118. Anyone interested in

joining the staff is welcome.

So what, Shad. Stealing Meta-

wampee won't help them.

Sure it will. This is the stuff

On Campus
(A uthor of "I Wat <> T> > n-nue Ihmrf", "The Many

Loves of Debit uitttY', etc.)

with

Maxfiholmari

DIARY OF A COED

MONDAY: Prof. Pomfritt sprang quiz in English lit this

morning. If Shakespeare didn't write Canterbury Tales I'm a

dead duck . . . Lunch at the house- turkey hash. Question:

how can we have turkey hash when we never had turkey? . . .

Smoked a Marlboro after lunch. I dig those better makin's

the most! . . . Played bridge with sorors in affernoon. When

game was over, my partner stabbed me several times with

hatpin. Must learn weak club bid . . . Dinner at house— lamb

hash. Question : how can we have lamb hash when we never had

lamb? . . . Smoked a Marlboro after dinner. What filter! What

flavor! What pack or box! . . . Chapter meeting at night. Motion

made to abolish capital punishment for pledges. Motion de-

feated . . . Smoked more Marlboros. Quelle joie! .

.

. And so to bed.

TUESDAY: Faculty tea at the house. Spilled j>ot of oolong

on Dean of Women. She very surly. Offered her a Marlboro.

Still surly. Offered skin graft. No np,P • • •
Dinner at Kozy

KampusKafe—24 hamburgers. But no dessert. Have to watch

waistline ... And so to bed.

WEDNESDAY. Got our marks in English lit quiz. Lucky

for me Shakespeare wrote Canterbury Tales! . . . Afternoon date

with Ralph Feldspar. Purely platonic. Ralph wanted to con-

sult me about love trouble he's having with his girl Nymphet

Calloway. I assured him things would get better. Ralph said

he certainly ho|>e8 so because last four times he called on

Nymphet, she dumped vacuum cleaner bag on him . . . Smoked

several Marlboros. Wonderful cigarette. No confusion about

which end to light. Saxes loads of time . . . Dinner at house-

bread. That's all; just bread . . . And so to bed.

THURSDAY: Three packages from home laundry, cookies,

records. So hungry I ate all three . . . Quiz in American history.

If Millard Fillmore didn't invent cotton gin, I'm in big trouble

Dinner at bouse. Big excitement— Nymphet Calloway an-

nounced her engagement to Ralph Feldspar. While Sotom

flocked around to congratulate Nymphet, I ate everybody's

side meat . . . Then smoked Marlboro. Oh, what a piece of work

is Marlboro! ... And so to bed.

-•VWto'^^4^* (dull

FRIDAY: dot our marks in American history quiz. Was

shattered to learn that Millard Fillmore did not invent cotton

gin. He wrote Canterbury Tales . . . How very odd! . . . Lunch

at the house- bread hash . . , Marlboro after lunch. (Jreat smoke.

Must send valentine to manufacturers . . . Spent entire after-

noon getting dressed for date tonight with Norman Twonkey.

Norman is dall, dark, loaded a perfect doll! Only thing wrong

is be never tells a girl where he's going to take her. So I put

on )i bnthing suit, on top of that an evening gown, and on top

of that I snowsuit. Thus I was ready for n splash party, a dance,

or a toboggan slide ... So whst do you think hap|>ened? He

entered DM in I steeplechase, that's what! . . . Would have taken

first prize easily if I hadn't pulled up lame in the last furlong

.. . And so to bed. *********
* * •

Yen. the college life in a buny one and you may be having

trouble chooning the cigarette that'n right for you. Here'*

a handy guide: For filter plun flavor— Marlboro. For flavor

without filter Philip Morrln. For filter plun flavor plun cool-

nenn—Alpine . . . All made by the nponnorn of thin column.

newspapers are made of. Students

will be writing in letters of pro-

test and fraternities will be writ-

ing letters of denial.

Are we going to use our pen

name "Hubley" again?

No. We'll pick another one out

of the directory.

Why don't we walk on the shore

instead of in this cold water?

We can't leave tracks. This

isn't like an "Open City". It's

playing tomorrow night at the

S.U. The movie committee will

also meet tomorrow at 11 A.M. in

the Nantucket Room. Just a few

feet more and then all we have to

do is cross the path and grab it.

This is foolish, Shad. We don't

have to dress like Indians for

this.

Are you serious? How would it

look if people saw two guys and

an Indian walking down the

road ?

Here we are, Shad. Let's go

get it.

Okay, gp ahead. I'll be lookout.

Be sure to giv< me some light

from that flashlight with Solar

Batteries. The ARE-AIEE is con-

tinuing its series of tapescripts

tomorrow at 11 A.M. in E.B. 118

on this topic. All are invited to

attend.

Nice going, Clod. Bring it over

here.

Shad, I never

that Metawampc
That's no Indi;

of . . .

"You're on social probation for

conducting an unregistered war
party."

Contract Bridge
by BARBARA DUBIfl 61

The following hand is one that

shows the value of a double dum-

my play.

North (Dealer)

( A
D J 8 6 4

H A K 63
S A 8 5 3

East

C QJ 10 3 2

D Q 10 7

H 2

S (0764
South

C K 9 8 5

D A95
H J 10 9 7 5

S J

West
("7 64
D K32
H Q84
S K Q92

noticed before

was a squaw.

. it's the Dean

North
ID
IS

4H

East

Pass

Pass

Pass

South

1H
2H
Pass

West
Pass

Pass

Pass

North, not wishing to bid a

four card major, opened a dia-

mond and then preferring to con-

tinue the bidding showed his

spade suit before jumping to

game in hearts.

Declarer made his bid through

the use of a double dummy. West

opened with the SK and declarer

won with his SA thus leaving this

dummy void. Declarer then took

the CA, thus voiding his hand.

He then led the S.'l to dummy and

trumped with the RS, Taking his

CK and stuffing a low diamond,

declarer then trumped the C9 with

the H3. Next the S5 is trumped

out by the H7. The C5 is led and

West sluffs his D3 and declarer's

H6 wins.

Needing only three more tricks

declarer decided to play his dia-

monds, giving up the first trick

to West who won the D9 with

his DK. The D2 is led to dummy
and North takes his DA. Need-

ing only the HA and HK to make
his contract North led dummy's
H9 to the HK. He then led the

S8 to the H10 and it held. North

led the D5 from dummy and West

won with the H8 but then had to

lead his HQ to North and declarer

had made his contract plus the

all important overtrick.

Without the use of the double

dummy the contract becomes

much more difficult as North can

only count on five heart tricks.

The double dummy allowed de-

clarer seven hearts, two clubs,

one diamond and one spade.

Note Frosh And Sophs

LOST & FOUND
Will the person h<> took my royal

blue raincoat by mistake from Machmer.
3rd floor last week plf-ase return it? I

have your loden gncr at. Please con-

tact Janice Moron. Lewis, 205.

Will the person wh.i found a College
English Book, first year, on the book
shelf outside the Hutch please contact
Paul Daubitz. Van Meter, 422?

Will the person who lost a raincoat

after ROTC please claim it from Ed
Rodregues. Theta Chi?

Will the person who found one large

navy blue pocketbook outside »f Mach-
mer, El 3, please notify Alice Eldridge.

Hamlin House, 319?

Will the person who found a black

wallet in the vitiate of the Physical

Education buildini? and the Alu ni field

please contact (--aid Pineault. Tni Mu
Delta. ALS-91?' The money has senti-

mental value.

Wi'l th- person *ho too* b,ue «u*<*e

jacket from the p»olroom last Thursday

at eight p.m. pleaaj contact Leon Her-

bert. Chadbovtrne. 119?

Innovations . .

.

(Continued from, page 1)

termined by -omparison of pres-

ent upper class results in the

named tests and their known

freshman cumulative averages. A

correlation la needed between

College Board scores and actual

achievement. If that correlation

SELL ON COMMISSION, Unusual par-

tonalized Bracelet and Cuff Link. Ex-

cellent for Xma«, from, Birthday gifts.

High commission. No Investment.

Send for free brochure. Terrimar, 707

Cornell Rd., Franklin Square, N.Y.

Thursday, November 6, is the

last class day for the first in-

structional unit (outdoor pro-

gram) of physical education.

Registration for the second in-

structional unit (indoor program)

will be held in the gymnasium in

accordance with the following

schedule:

Friday, November 6, for the Mon-
day; Wednesday and Friday

classes.

Saturday, November 7 for the

Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-

day morning classes.

Tuesday, November 10 for the

Tuesday and Thursday after-

noon classes.

Students are asked to report to

the gymnasium during their as-

signed hour.

exists in a consistent form, the

present study will turn it into an-

other useful tool in the admission

system.

It is expected that this in-

formation will allow the Regis-

trar to predict student perform-

ance. Naturally, complete ac-

curacy is impossible since no

formula has ever been able to in-

clude the 'human element'.

When the Admission Committee

has labeled those to be accepted,

they are quickly sorted out and a

mailing list is prepared.

This is one of the IBM phases

of the admission procedure. With

the new system of IBM Locator

Cards and Admission Data Cards,

sorting and printing of mailing

lists becomes a speedy mechanical

step. This system, devised by Mr.
Cadigan, Mr. Starkweather and
Mr. Moors (IBM Supervisor), is

an efficient time and labor sav-

ing device. This system will pro-

vide a greatly increased capacity

which will be handled in less time

than previous smaller classes.

Guidance Shares Load
When the mailing list is com-

pleted, the acceptance notices are

mailed. Simultaneously a large

packet of materials goes out to

the home of each accepted fresh-

man. This packet is an introduc-

tion to and an explanation of the
next step in the now complex pro-

cedttre. This is the realm of

Guidance and Dr. William Field.

FOR SALE
1951 FORD V-8

4-Door, Standard Shift

Good Condition

2 Extra Snow Tiros

Heater — Ono Owner
$175.

Call JU 4-8539 9-530 p.m.

JU 4-0952 Eves. & Sundays

-Visit th(

Quonset
Club
FOOD SERVED

From 4:00-11:00

Sunday 1:00-11:00

LOUIS'

FOODS

76 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

BUXTON
billfolds

A. J. Hastings,
INCORPORATED

NEWSDEALER & STATIONER

AMHERST, MASS.

THE

Q CLUB
Route 9 - 'Hamp Rd.

offers—

DANCING on
Tues.—Thurs.—Fri.

Sat.: All-Girl Orch.

Sun.: Concert Time
We Cater to Private Parties

and Offer Spacious Facilities
'

Everything You Need
Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILM

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

Dpon Every Night until 1 1:00

The

Little Store
Located on N. Pleasant St.

On Corner Next to Newest

Men's Dormitory

"On the Campus Doorstep"
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FACTS N' FIGURES
by DICK BRESCIANI '60

It was written here last week

that an exciting Intra-mural

league twin-bill would be played

last Thursday night, and the 300

who turned out for the games
will surely agree that exciting

was just the word.

With the season in its final

portion, there is another attrac-

tion this week 1 hat should provide

plenty of action and excitement.

Tonight at 7:30 Kappa Sigma and

Theta Chi will clash in the big

g<tme of Division A of the fra-

ternity league.

Kappa Sigma has swept its

first five games and can clinch

the Division title by topping

Theta Chi, which has compiled a

5-1 mark. KS also has a game
remaining tomorrow night with

Lambda Chi, and thus a victory

in either game will send them in-

to the fraternity loop finals

against Sigma Phi Epsilon.

Sig Ep is aiming for its third

consecutive undefeated season and
of course the big 25 points that

go toward the fraternity cham-
pionship which extends through-

out the school year. Theta Chi

with its sweep of the skit and
sing over the weekend now leads

the race for the coveted trophy
with 50 points.

Sig Ep has 30 points for win-

ning the float parade and placing

third in the skits. (A house gets

25 points for a first, 15 for a sec-

ond and 5 for a third.) On Mon-

day night either KS or TC will

battle it out with SPE for those

important points.

Kappa Sig must be rated the

favorite in tonight's clash, main-

ly because Theta Chi was upended

by TKE, which in turn was beaten

by KS. Nevertheless, it promises

to be a game of two good defen-

sive teams grinding away at each

other before a highly-spirited

crowd.

Standout Performers

There were some outstanding

individual performances in that

KS-AEPi, SAE-SPE double-head-

er last week. Bob Kaplan of KS
passed for three touchdowns and

ran across an extra point to spark

the 19-13 victory. Kaplan was

knocked cold in the first half, re-

turned to action midway through

the second half with AEPi lead-

ing, 13-6, and within four minutes

had personally put Kappa Sig in-

to the lead for good

AEPi in defeat featured a hard-

hitting defensive unit led by

Arnie Sgan. The rugged, little

Sgan did a good job as a blocking

"The Champions"

Tourney winner*: Back row left to right, Dave Crotty, Don
Drinkwater, Paul Norton and Ron Carlson. Front: winner Rev. Don
Bossart and Tom Simons.

back on offense and a charging

lineman on defense.

In the SAE-SPE fracas Pete

Romano did some excellent block-

ing, passing and running to pace

Sig Ep to its 14-6 win. Tony
Scalzi stood out for SAE by con-

tinually crashing into the Sig Ep
backfield and putting plenty of

pressure on the victor's touted

aerial attack.

Bits and Bites

Billy Reynolds leads the UMass
varsity football team with 300

yards gained on 61 carries, a good

average of 4.9. Reynolds has also

scored four touchdowns and
caught seven passes for 114 yards.

Soph quarterback John Me-
Cormick has connected on 41

passes for 616 yards and six

touchdowns. Fullback Dick Hoss
has provided a valuable kicking

toe for the O'Rourkemen this

fall. Dick has punted 30 times for

an average of 35.1 yards per

boot. In the pass catching depart-

ment, Harry Williford, junior end,

has snared 13 heaves for 174

yards.

m

New products create

more good jobs at Ou Pont

HOW LONG WILL IT STAY BRIGHT AND SHINY?

That depends, for the most part, on its

finish. The most dazzling cars on the road

today wear gleaming coats of Du Pont

"Lucite"* acrylic lacquer. For "Lucite"

stays bright and beautiful three times longer

than the best conventional finishes.

Like hundreds of other products de-

veloped through Du Pont research, "Lucite"

has created all kinds of new jobs. Jobs in

the laboratory. Jobs in production. And
jobs in sales and marketing. Good jobs

that have contributed substantially t<> tin-

growth of Du Pont and the prosperity of

our country.

It's an old story. But it's truer today

than ever. For the very nature of our busi-

ness makes research pay off, giving us the

courage to "obsolete" products when better

ones are found. This is probably why our

sales have increased more than tenfold dur-

ing the last twenty-five years. And for every

dollar we have spent on research during

these years, we have been able to invest

three in new production facilities.

What does all this have to do with you?

For qualified bachelors, masters, doctors,

• areer opportunities are greater today at

Du Pont than ever before. There is an in-

teresting Du Pont future for metallurgists,

physicists, mathematicians, electrical and

'nechanical engineers, and other technical

specialists, as well as for chemists and chem-

ical engineers.

You probably won't discover a "Lucite,"

uylon or neoprene, or develop a revolu-

tionary new process, your first year. No-

body expects you to. But you will be given

responsibility from the very start, along

with training that is personalized to fit your

interests and special abilities. Our advance-

ment policies are based on the conviction

that you should work at or near the top of

your ability. For as you grow, so do we.

If you would like to know more about

rareer opportunities at Du Pont, ask your

placement officer for literature. Or write

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.),

2420 Nemours Building, Wilmington 98,

Delaware.

* "Lwilt" m Du PonVi rtguMft tr+dtmark for it* acrylic lac<n»«r.

MTTIR THINGS FOR BITTIR LIVING . . . THROUGH CHiMISTRY

Booters To
Meet Tufts
Coach Bill Dean's frosh soccer

team will draw its season to a

close against the Tufts freshmen

this Friday. The game, starting

at 2:30 P.M., will be played west

of the tennis courts on the new

athletic fields.

The Mass yearlings will be out

to win their second game of the

season. Their lone victory was a

4-2 conquest of Windham College.

Mount Hermon took the meas-

ure of the little Redmen in the

initial contest of the season, 3-0.

The other two defeats were

administered by UConn and Am-
herst.

Though the season has been

bleak recordwise, several bright

spots exist. Goalie Walt Crotty's

stalwart play has kept the score

down in many instances. Two
other players, Dick Zanolli and

Steve Shaw, have helped Crotty

by playing very well on the for-

ward defensive wall.

Harriers Go To
New Englands
On Monday November 9, the

UMass varsity cross country team
will travel to Boston to compete
in the New England Cross Coun-

ty Championships.

Every year at Franklin Field in

Boston cross country teams from
nearly every New England college

compete for first place honors.

This is the climax of the Fall

track season. If past seasons are

any indication whatever, then

the teams of the Yankee Confer-

ence cannot be counted out, much
less the UMass harriers them-
selves.

The strong men for the season

have been Ralph Buschmann, Dick
Atkinson, Jim Keelon, Jim Haiuer,

Emo Barron, Joe Kelsey and Ron
Young. These men are the ones

who arc also most likely to make
the trip to Boston next Monday.

ML Holyoke
Edges UMass

by SALLY PERRY '62

The UMass field hockey team,
under the coaching of Miss Maida
Riggs, participated in the annual
Play Day at Mt. Holyoke College
on October 29.

Although the girls were defeat-

ed by the marginal score of 2-1,

they played an excellent game.
Carol Majewski scored the only

goal for UMass late in the first

period.

The annual Wellesley Play Day,
scheduled for October 31 at Wel-
lesley College was rained out.

UMass was to meet Bouve, Salem,
and Bradford. To climax the day,

two All-College teams consisting

of the three best players from
each of the schools, were to be
selected to play a match. Teams
from all over New England were
to participate, including Radcliffe,

Pembroke, Colby, Framingham,
Wheaton, and Bridgewater.

The University team was in.

vited to a meet at Storrs this Sat.

urday by the UConn Field Hockey
Club.

Frosh Manager
Any male member of the

class of '62 or '63 who would
like to be manager of the
Freshman Swimming team,
please contact Walt Hartfield
at the Men's pool between 4

and 6 p.m. in the afternoon or

at Phi Mu Delta from 6:30-

6:00 p.m. before November 18.

TURNING COLDER

Untie

High School

(See Page 2)
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Field Puts Spark Campus Chest Asks $6000;

In Guidance Dent. Drive Begins November 12
M m „^„ _,, #*„ wi„;,ma <fi1 »*d Don Crot-au '61 tinn also benefit* from the Dny

Director Of Guidance Since 1951;

Established Counseling Program
To Test And Evaluate Freshman

hy STEPHEN DOYLE '60

There are few members of the

university faculty, and perhaps

fewer of the administration who
are unaware of the presence of

our imaginative and resourceful

Director of Guidance. Certainly

every student has seen, heard or

talked with him at one time or

another.

This popularity within the uni-

versity community is not unearn-

ed. In his nine years at the Uni-

versity this man has been in con-

tact with virtually every depart-

ment, functioning as teacher,

counselor, director, advisor and.

recently, inaugurator. It is in con-

nection with his recently estab-

lished Summer Counseling Pro-

gram that we are here concerned

with William Field, PhD.

Guidance began fnuctioning as

an independent department in

1950. When Dr. Field became Di-

rector in 1951, he was awarded

one room and an assistant. Since

that time, though unjudiciously

limited in physical and personnel

expansion, he has plaeed his de-

partment in a key position in the

huge complex of university ma-

chinery.

One aspect of university func-

tions, more significantly affected

by the activities of Guidance than

any other, is the process of ad-

mission.

Dr. Field has a problem: How
can we best evaluate incoming

freshmen, establish their levels of

proficiency in a representative

group of required courses and

place them accordingly, before

they enter the university? Cer-

tainly no mean question! The
Summer Counseling Program was

Dr. Field's answer.

To describe the program brief-

ly: Freshmen are brought to the

campus for three days on any one

of eight or nine available dates

during the summer preceding

their entrance into the university.

While here, they meet one another

in groups of roughly 250. where

they become oriented to the cam-

pus, receive an appropriate, in-

dividually arranged battery of

tests, discuss the results of these

tests with a faculty member and

pre-register for the fall.

During the past summer the

third day of the meeting Included

I Parent's Program. This afforded

parents' <>f freshmen an opportu-

nity to see the campus and its

shiny tin cm,:,, and to ask any
questions concerning their recent-

ly gained expenses, university

regulations, or to make inquiries

about the all important "laundry

situation".

To return to the testing—tests

are administered formally to as

many as 125 students at one time.

This mass administering of tests

could not be further from the

painstaking effort involved in as-

signing them.

Each individual student is test-

ed according to his personal needs

and background. All engineers are

tested in mathematics. Everyone

under way for

year's Campus
lied for Novem-
n of the event,

1 Hike Kleiner-

t an ambitious

al drive $6,000.

Ihest Drive is

ted Fund. Stu-

in the campus
•(I to donate to

years there will

Plans are now

the start of this

Chest Drive ached

her VI. Co-chain

Sheila Day '61 an

man '61, have

goal for the an-

The Campus
similar to the I

dents and facult

community are a

this worthy cau

As in previous

be competition between the Fra-

ternities, Sorori es, and Dorms

in the race to be first to reach

lOO'/'r participation.

The yearly collection is given to

five worthy beneficiaries, includ-

ing one campus Tganization, the

Student Organization for Scholar-

ship. This group is only two year--

old but has already donated over

a thousand dollars for scholarship

aid to university students.

Under the leadership of Sandy

Williams '61 and Don Croteau '61

S.O.S. is working with the Cam-

pus ('host Drive Committee to in-

sure a lUCCeSSful drive.

Another beneficiary of the

Chest is the World University

Service (Wl'S) which has been

set up for the purpose of feeding

and clothing thousands of desti-

tute stuednts; providing shelter

for thousands more; buying text-

books and lab equipment for

shattered universities; sending

drugs, medicines, and X-ray

equipment to disease-ridden edu-

cational institutions.

The Campus Chest Drive also

supports NSSEFNS (National

Scholarship Service and Fund for

Negro Students), a social welfare

agency. It was organized in 1947

for the purpose of broadening op-

portunities for qualified Negro

students for higher education in

an inter- racial environment.

The Save the Children Federa-

tion i>o benefits from the Drive.

This organization is non-profit,

serving children in the United

States and «\ without re-

gard to race, creed or color.

SCF encourages and aids com-

munity self-help projects for

children, collects clothing with the

cooperation of the public school

system, and works with Indians

in the United States.

Mike Kleinerman, expressing

his opinion of the success of this

year's drive, states "only if we

receive 1007r participation can we

call the drive a success. It is up

to every student and faculty mem-

ber to realize his obligation."

Sheila Day calls on everyone to

heed the motto of the drive; "Give

a shilling, the Chest needs fill-

ing."

Anyone interested in working

on the committee is asked to at-

tend a meeting at 8:30 p.m. this

Thursdav in the S.U.

WILLIAM FIELD

is tested in English and speech.

Those who wish to continue a

previously studied foreign lan-

guage are examined in that sub-

ject; all zoology and chtMiiintry

students with certified high school

records are tested in their respec-

tive fields of interest.

Every student is allowed to

question and adjust his prear-

ranged test schedule to his own

satisfaction. No student is dis-

qualified on the basis of test re-

sults. The primary objective of

Summer Counseling Testing is to

place students with super aver-

age ability in the proper inter-

mediate or advanced level course.

This is not where the good stu*

dents are separated from the had,

but father where superior stu-

dents are provided an opportu-

nity to display their ability for

their own benefit.

The percentage of total stu-

dents receiving advanced place-

ment as a result of the program

is more than sufficient to. war-

rant a continuation of such test-

ing. There is very little to be lost

and much to be gained by the

examinee.

To augment the regular Guid-

ance Staff Dr. Field utilizes about

16 to 20 full or part time student

workers throughout the summer
months. Again, as in the case of

the Registrar, correspondence,

sorting, problem handling, ques-

tions to he answered and lost ap-

plications all consume valuable

man hours and effort. No opera-

tion that attempt! to coordinate

1,800 people from all over the

country can possibly hope to func-

tion without some 'snag'. In two
short summers the Summer
Counseling Program has under-

gone streamlining and revision

that have made it a highly effi-

cient system.

At 11:00 a.m. the crew begins

administering 100 individual tests

in seven subjects. Some of these

tests contain five individually

graded sections! The complete
list of alphabetically sorted, cor-

rected tests is placed in a neat

pile for reference by 0:80 p.m.

the same day. Faculty members

KAT, SK Capture Firsts

In Panhellenic Competition

Senate Goals

Declared By
Robert Zelis
by ALAN FINKELSTEIN '61

"The goal of being in the

.Senate is to build up the Univer-

sity," declared Senate President

Bob Zelis, speaking for the bene-

fit of the new Senators.

"You don't join, you are elected

to the Senate, therefore you have

I a duty to your constituents and

a duty to the Senate." Zelis said.

He went on to differentiate be-

tween Wednesday night Senators

and full time Senators.

Chief Justice Don Kelly of the

Men's Judiciary Board, swore in-

to office the newly elected Fresh-

man class officers and the Sena-

tor-at-large, 1961 John Finnegan.

(Continued on page 5)

by ROSEMXRY HI SSEY '62

A capacity rowd filled Bowker

Auditorium al 7 p.m. Wednesday

night to heai >nd watch the an-

nual Panhe • ta Sing and Dram-

atization.

KAT. the direction of

Nancy l' 'L captured first

honors for their rendition of The

jnputK htwti and Can't

gggjp / I hit Man. Joan

Sharpe SK, 'M judged first in

especially can appreciate this

da y's work*

Of ,.,ni
! eH is a trick to it.

ectronic trick that

the ''i > n tttna. I f I BM
,, iraw its machines

our
,irnment, Industry,

services, universities, col-

Insurance firms and husi-

t' ion would grind to

dramatization for her recitation

of The White Cliff*.

Scenes from Death of n Suh

man brought Karen Mich (K.\h)

second place in dramatization

and Jennet Roberts (KKP) won
third as A Debutante at a Comtr

try Club Pan re.

Other dramatizations W e r t

given by Joan Knowles (Chi 0),

Barbara Drake (PON), Paulette

Demotropaulous, fTXA), hen a

Iretsky (SDT), and Joyce Teir

(IIMH).

KKI' was judged second in the

sing and IIHh third. KKP sang

Black is the Color of My True

Lot*** Hair and Of Thet I Sing.

IIHH's selections were September

Song and March of the Tally

Hear*.

Judges for the affair were

Miss Clarice Tat man. Miss Vera

Sickels, Mi.-s Nadene Shepherd*

son. Mr. Glenn Biggam, and Mrs.

Raymond Fedje,

IBM
keep-

were

from
armed

leges,

nesses, our

halt.

When the entire nation in which

we live is so dependent upon this

tJeetronic, hole-reading, t a p »

gobbling system, is it surprising

to learn that our university has

decided to join the fun? The deci-

sion was actually made quite a

while ago.

In 1966 Robert Moors was ap-

(Continu4d on pope 5)

Soviet Politics Analyzed
In Lecture By Schwartz

hy DAVE MAN LEV fi.'i

Political power in the (J.8.S.R.

iv undergoing evolution, said Mr.

Harry Schwarti, i member of the

N'ew York rimes Editorial Hoard.

in an analysis of the dynaniies of

power In the Soviet Union.

Speaking before large audi-

ence at the Student Union,

Wednesday, Mr. Schwartz said

that under Premier Khrushchev'-;

rule political power has under-

gone a change of emphasis from

Stalin's one man rule to the pres-

ent more democratic form of gov-

ernment.

Today in Russia, he said, there

?s a "freer society" which is

in direct I'ontrast to the "scared

existence" of Stalin's rule which
Wits enforced by the secret police.

The Soviet people today have a

much greater "feeling of secu-

rity," which is the "beginning of

a climate for a democratic coun-

try."

This evolution has been brought
about, in part, by the increased

education of the Russian people.

Education has forced Khrushchev
to change his tactics. "Khrushchev

(Continued on page 5)



Umie High School

This institution of higher learning has

been, over the years, transformed into a

glorified high school. Why? Because the stu-

dents are not given the freedom of responsi-

bility which is a main part of the knowledge

that we are supposed to consume during

these four years.

Dean Helen Curtis' ultimatum concern-

ing the coffee breaks is only one example of

this high school treatment. Are sorority

women and fraternity men so irresponsible

that they cannot be trusted together? Cer-

tainly not. This declaration is antiquated and

unnecessary. Social hospitality has evolved

past the chaperone system. Dean Curtis ob-

viously has her reasons for banning the cof-

fee chats at sororities. We have always been

told not to question authority but I believe in

this case, a reason should be given for her

action.

Another example of the kid-glove han-

dling, though it may seem trivial, is, in fact,

something which should be considered. From
page thirty-one of the U of M Handbook I

quote, "Rooms are to be kept clean at all

times. This specifically means that beds are

to be made every morning, clothing hung

neatly in closets, wastebaskets are to be emp-

tied daily and miscellaneous equipment is

to be packed away. Linen shall be changed

regularly." This is also an unncessary blue

law. Cleanliness is a personal matter and if

a student can stand to live in a dirty, un-

kempt room, has no conflict with his room-

mate about it and is not defacing University

property, why should he not be allowed to

take on the responsibility of keeping his

room? Most students, by this time are aware

of the responsibility, so why must it be en-

forced by rules and consequent room checks ?

The administration controls student ac-

tivity to such an extent that one must ob-

tain permission to place a sign in front of

the Union if running for an office. And why

all the controversy over Old Chapel? If the

administration wants to turn it into a reli-

gious center, it doesn't matter what the stu-

dents think—the money will be appropriated

regardless.

All student organizations have to receive

permission to stage any kind of function,

each organization must have a faculty ad-

visor. The learning of responsibility is al-

most impossible under these conditions.

Drinking on campus, still the leading

controversy, exemplifies the situation even

more. When drinking was allowed, a person

who got too inebriated at a fraternity party

could always count on someone to make sure

he got back to his dorm all right. Now, with

drinkmg going on off campus, his chances

of getting home safely, are less assured than

before. There is much more risk involved

with drinking off campus than on. Thus

President Mather assumes his role as prin-

cipal of Umie High School.

The administration however means well,

and is undoubtedly of great assistance to the

students in many ways, but their control

over the student has progressed past the

point of doing good, and it is holding the Uni-

versity back. We must be allowed to at least

try to discipline ourselves and assume the

responsibilities of the adult world. This can

be done if the administration will release its

omnipotent grip of control it has over the

afcudents so the University will function as a

University and not a high school.

—A.S.
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RSO
by STEVIA DOUNELIS '60

R.S.O., a group organized in 1953-1954 as a committee to deter-

mine a campus set-up for the interpretation of administrative policy,

the overseeing of student activities, and the protection of students and

their activities, has grown to be the faculty-administration-student

committee which serves as an advisory committee to the president of

the university on all organized and extra-curricular activities which

"require either charter, financial or organizational sanction by the Stu-

dent Government and approval by the President."

Few students on campus realize the purposes and policies that are

set down by R.S.O. and are effected through the R.S.O. committee.

In the 1958 report of the Student Leaders' Conference, the purposes

and policies of R.S.O. were set down as such:

1. To develop policies and procedure

ties.

for the organization of activi-

2. To develop policies and procedures for standard financial report-

ing of activities.

3. To develop policies and procedures for the continuing operation

of such activities.

4. To prepare an annual report of such activities to be submitted to

the President in September of each year.

For the protection of all student organizations and their student

members, a uniform system of policy, rules and regulations have been

established by R.S.O. All organizations are required to join the R.S.O.,

except the fraternities and sororities. The reason for this requirement

is not for purposes of control or regulation, but rather for accuracy

and protection as far as finances are concerned. By having a uniform

system of auditing and finance, all student organizations are made
accountable to one central office and thereby are aided in carrying out

the business and financial aspects of their organizations. All organ-

izations must adhere to the rules and regulations, but these are not

concerned with policy and participation of the group itself—all must
have an advisor with whom the R.S.O. committee meets in order to

interpret policy and to help them understand the purposes and poli-

cies set down.

The popular misconception among many on campus is that R.S.O.

procedures are faculty-administration dominated and therefore this is

just another method of limitation, restriction or prohibition on the

students by the administration. The R.S.O. committee composed of

appointed members of the faculty and administration and the stu-

dent body, is dominated in numbers by the students. Students have
the majority when all are present at the meetings of the committee
or its various subcommittees.

In the past, the committee has been dominated by the faculty and
administration primarily due tn the lark of interest displayed by the

students on the committee. However, this year, with the recommenda-
tion of more interested students by the Student Government president

and the ultimate approval of the president of the University, students

may gain more position and domination on the R.S.O. committee. All

recommendations concerning student activities must be approved by
the Senate on which sit memhers of the R.S.O. committee. If approved
by the Senate the motion is passed to the R.S.O. committee which
makes a decision ultimately approved or disapproved by the Presi-

dent.

Thus, the students* role and responsibility in R.S.O. is a major
one and must be taken seriously and with interest on the students'

part. Student activities and interests are the main concern of this

committee and therefore, shouldn't it follow that students be concerned

with protecting their own Interests

f

FIVE POINTS FOR WRITERS
Thp Collegian training progrtin being taught now by Philip

Keohane of the United Press International has provided a timely op-

portunity for printing this excerpt from Burgess Johnson on the value

of news writing:

"It cannot be merely coinci ir>nt-

al that newspapers have trains)

so many writers who have dis-

tinguished themselves outside of

the field of newspaper journalism.

Their names arc legion and range

from imaginative writers such aa

Barrie and Kipling to essayists.

biographers, and historians and

writers of good verse.

"This record supports the con-

tention that practice in any land

of good writing trains for any
other kind of good writing.

"The training of the report. «r

has in the past emphasized cer-

tain techniques that tend to de-

velop skilled writing in any field.

FIRST, there is the recognition

of a sharp distinction between
news and editorial, fact and
opinion. Writing practice with this

distinction in mind ... is as good
discipline for the imaginative

writer as for the reporter of news
events.

"SECOND, is an intensified

consciousness of audience: an

ability to imagine one's reader

while writing, and to adapt word
and style to the readers' under-

standing.

"THIRD, the acquired habit of

getting to the point or purpose of

the piece of writing as promptly

as possible.

"FOURTH, the acquired ability

to discover the element of human
interest in dry fact, and then to

emphasize that interest element

without distortion of the truth.

"FIFTH, newspaper writing re-

quires all possible evidence that

assertions of fact have been veri-

fied ... by a skillful use of direct

quotation as well as by the fre-

quent citation of authority.

"If these several elements
which enter into the training of

the newspaper writer explain his

success in other fields of writing,

there is no reason why they

should not be utilized to some ex-

tent in all classroom composition

training."

EDITOR'S MAILBOX

The Temples Crumble —
Letter to the Editor

Amidst all the cries of indignation and disillusion

over the "rigged" quiz shows, is there nowhere a

quiet chuckle to be heard? Is it not typical of our

society to make a temple of an outhouse? One can

scarcely suppress an out and out laugh when the

walls crumble and the illusion is revealed in all its

inglory. At the same time, one must also wipe away
a small tear. For even the chuckler contains, and is

contained, in this same society.

Legislators will legislate, axes will be wielded,

speeches made, but there is always a new vitamin,

another religion, and a fresh "green sheet". And
more cries of indignation; disillusion.

I. J. Katzwalski '63

VICE-VERSA
The Socialist or Liberal-bent parties of the West

have been having a rough go of it lately. The rea-

son is that the Conservative parties have pulled the

nastiest of tricks of the Liberal-Socialist parties; the

so-called Conservatives have become more liberal

than the Liberals. We know from our own experi-

ence that the Republicans have not laid so much as

a malevolent finger on most of the New Deal re-

forms of the thirties, despite what they may have

cried out during the thirties. (It is interesting to

note that Roosevelt was denounced by the Conserva-

tive Republicans as a dangerous radical, and by the

more Liberal—way out there Liberal—elements of

the Democratic Party as being a dangerous reac-

tionary.)

On the whole twentieth century Liberal attitudes

and solutions are most interesting. If we needed the

Liberals in the nineteenth century to convince the

Conservatives that they were not in the eighteenth

century, in the modern world we must find someone
to convince some — if not most — of the so-called

Liberals that we are not in the nineteenth century.

IN
A VERY

MINOR KEY
It may or may not have been noticed by student*

that the classroom wing of the new Liberal Arts
building is so placed that one half of the classrooms
face south, i.e., the heat. It has been estimated that
the glassed area comprising these classrooms will
be exposed to direct sunlight for the major part of
the day.

Now this leads up to the problem of whether or
not air conditioning will be included in future new
buildings on campus. So far, this has not been done.

For the Liberal Arts Building, all we can say is

that it is more profitable to be a guinea pig, for the
only part of the building to be air conditioned is to
be that wing on the South side wherein will be
housed the Psychology Department's experimenta-
tion animals. It is speculated that a hot summer
ought to he a very good stimulus for that type of
research, and conducive to the advancement "of the
fame of the UMass Psychology Department.
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Co-ed Corner
by GERDA BROOKS '62

HAMLIN
On Thursday, October 28, Ham-

lin held its annual Halloween par-

ty in the rec room. Skits put on
by eaeh eorridor provided the en-

tertainment, and a prize for the

most original costume was award-
ed to Karen Durell, '63. Cider
and doughnuts added to the fes-

tive air.

Honored at the party were our

special guests, Mr. and Mrs. Ri-

chard Lannon. "Dick" was Ham-
lin's custodian for eleven years
prior to his promotion to As-
sistant Superintendent this year.

The Lannons have occupied the

and CAROL KIBITZ '62

basement apartment during this

time, and are now planning to
move into their own home in Am-
herst. Our best wishes to the
Lannons—we shall miss them.

Two former Hamlin residents,

Diane Berkowitz and Martha
Newhall, were guests last week-
end of Janice Joseph and Gloria
Presser, both '62. "Didi" is now
attending Leslie College, while

"Marty" is working and attend-

ing Boston University evening

school.

Best wishes to Judith Wright,

'63, on her pinning to Donald

Greene ot SAF at Boston I'niv.r

sity.

Congratulations to Marilyn
Kolazyk, '61, who won second
prize in Architectural Design in

the Horticulture

ARNOLD
Anyone viewing the assortment

of creatures BSVembled in Arnold's

rec room on October 2i> would
have been prettv disillusioned as

to the typical co lege coed. The
occasion was the annual Hal-

loween Party c nplete with cos-

tumes, entertainment, and re-

freshments. Prizes awarded for

costumes went to Donna Pope for

a really convin.-n^ portrayal of

Agnes Gootch Peggy Morin,
Katie Dix, and Joanne MeKniff
as the "worm''; and to Joanne

(Continue! on j>a<ic r,

)

Dr. Johnson turns another elegant phrase:

*

Sir, if it hasnt got it there,

it hasnt
Old Dr. Sam has done it again—brought
his dictionary up to date in terms of
modern Winston usage.

Winston (win'ston), n. A cigarette with
Filter-Blend on one end and a wise man
on the other.

Taste (tftst), n.What decorators argue
about and Winston smokers enjoy.

Filter-Blend (fll'ter-blend ) , n . A happv
marriage of art and science. Light, mild,
flavorful tobaccos are artfully selected,

then scientifically processed for filter

smoking.

got it!
Slogan (sK^n), n. (e.g.. Winston
tastes good like a cigarette should), A
statement of disputed grammar but un-
questioned fact.

Front (frtint), n. (used in conjunction
with the preposition "up"). The section

of a filter cigarette where if it hasn't

got it, it hasn't got it. Also, the section

that counts, the section where exclusive

Filter-Blend is to be found.

Boswell (bcV/wfl). Nickn an i< for a
guy who is always hanging ai »und to

cadge Winstons from you.

"There i* nothing which ha§ yet been contrived hy man
by which bo much happinens is produced . .

."

Bosweir» Life of Dr. Johnson, Vol. I, Page 620

«. J. REYNOLD* TOSACCO CO., WINSK>W.»»ltll, SJ. C.

The Campus Beat
by JEKKY GALLAGHER 62

This column isn't being written for the usual mass of Clods. I

dedicate it to the "Elite" of Clods, the so called (by themselves)

Intelligensia.

The setting is Athens, 1959 B.C. Now at that time, Feldrocles

is brought before the Council of 503 for corrupting the youth of the

city.

Mentaless: So Feldrocles, you would plead not guilty?

Feldrocles: Sure! Sure!

Mentale* Defend thyself as bes* thv sayest it.

Feldrocles: Who are you to throw the first stone? Beware of false

prophets. I know not of what you speak.

Mentaless: Thou thinkest thyself better than other men?
Feldrocles: Nay, everyone who exalts himself shall be humbled and

everyone who humbles himself shall be exalted.

(The council takes a vote)

Mentah'ss: Go thy way Feldrocles, thy faith hath saved thee.

Forgive us we know not what we do.

Feldrocles: So be it. When I forgive, I forget.

Mentaless: Accept this offering as a token of our sorrow.

Foldiocles: Hmm Old Hemlock anything like Old Hickory? (He

drinks) Argh ....
The Springfield Section AIEE will be the quests of the local IRE-

AIEE Chapter in a joint meeting to be held Monday, Nov. 9 at 7:00

P.M.. in the Council Chambers of the I nion.

There will be a Hillcl Service this evening: at 7:00 P.M. in the

Worcester Room of the s.i
.

The Inter-Varsity Christian Association will hold a meetinir this

evening at 7:00 P.M. in the Plymouth Room of the S.U. Dr. 6. Dale

Sheckels will be speaker. Everyone is welcome. Here is an excellent

opportunity not only to meet engineers in industry, but also to make
contacts for possible summer employment.

The Autumn Leaves Record Hop will be held tonight from 8-12

P.M. in the Van Meter Rec Room. Every girl on campus is invited.

Only boys from Van Meter are allowed, however. Let's not be greedy

men. Admission is free and refreshments will he served,

The Commercial Fertilizer Club will hold a meeting Sat. at H:00

P.M. in the Barnstable Room of the S.C. The guest speaker will be

Mr. Earl Long, who will speak on the subject, "From Shovels To
Spreaders". AI! are welcome.

Movies of the CMass-Brandois game will be shown in the Council

Chambers of the Union this coming Sundav at 8:00 P.M.

JJear J/iunt LKutfite
Dear Aunt Rut hie.

Nobody loves us.

When we first arrived, we met a couple of nice guys who dated

us several times, and—well, you know , . . Everything was going fine.

Nov.-, somehow, the flame has fizzled out. Could it be from the

rain? We're sick of playing second fiddle to whatever (or whoever)

is playing first fiddle.

Please, we're lonely, desperate and heartbroken, Huv\ du we
bring back the calls and callers?

Boyless & Joyless

Dear Aunt Rnthie,

What happened to the freshman rush? Since we are used to

dating at home, we can't understand the lack of dates here. We are

neither unattractive nor lacking in personality. The males here

appear apathetic about dating and about girls in general,

Please advise immediately.

Discouraged Frosh

Dpar Discouraged Frosh and Royless & Joyless.

In the past, the life of a co-ed, especially a freshman, was that

of choosing from a choice of a much larger proportion, however, in

the past year and especially this year it has been leveling off. Also
the freshman boys seem to be much more academic minded this year
than in the years past. Consequently, due to the laws of supply and
demand, the freshman rush is not what it used to be.

Put your personalities to work, join organizations and clubs
where you will meet boys—and always be friendly. Just because a
guy isn't your idea of a "dream-boy", don't snub him, he may have
a friend who is.

Sincerely,

Aunt Ruthie
.-*.-«.».-«..•.. • g • • • • * ,*

THE

Q CLUB
Route 9 — Hamp Rd,

—offers—

DANCING on
Tues.—Thurs.—Fri.
Sat.: All-Girl Orch.
Sun.: Concert Time
We Cater to Private Parties

and Offer Spacious Facilities

ISELL ON COMMISSION, Unusual per-

sonaliied Bracelet and Cuff Link. Ex*

callent for Xmas, Prom, Birthday gifts.

|
High commission. No investment

i
Send for free brochure. Terrimar, 707

* Cornell Rd., Franklin Square, NY
••»"«»»......».,», »..».«.«..«..»..,,.;

.

• FRIDAY NITES •
8-12 P.M.

"DIXIE TO DANCE BY"
with the

JAZZ DOCTORS
-FEATURING-

Gil Roberts, Banjo

ttt the

HATFIELD CLUB
HATFIELD - 4 Mi. Above 'Hamp
"Come As You Are"
no Cover - no minimum

Deadline: Ban,, Tues., Thurti,—4 :00 p.m.
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With The Sororities
by PAT O'CONNELL '61

Hi! Congratulations to Theta

Cbi. TEP and TKE on their fine

jobs in the Sink' and to Theta Chi,

PSK and Sig EP for their places

in the Skits.

Hope you all enjoyed our Sing!

The sororities certainly did a fine

Job in putting on a great show.

Congratulations to you all!

GAMMA CHI ALPHA
The Gamma Chi's last week

heard the best news they've had

lince they formed a year ago.

Starting November 30, they will

be eating in the dining room of

the Mt. Pleasant Inn, (these

facilities are not being used by

the Inn.) They will have lunch

and supper there and will operate

under essentially the same system

as the other sororities. Needless

to say, everyone thinks it's a

great idea, mainly because it will

provide an opportunity for the

sisters to be together much more

often than at present.

The sisters who were initiated

on O.t.-ber 25, finally got their

pins from Balfour—a little late

but they were certainly thrilled to

have them. Congratulations kids!

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Thanks to everyone who came

to the Slave Auction and made it

such fun!

Welcome back to Judy Hag-

fi rty '62, who re-pledged on

Thursday night, after spending

last semester at Williams Col-

lege.

Congratulations to Nancy
Horsch and John Baird who were

married last weekend!

Okay—who took the flag this

time?

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
On Wednesday, October 28, the

uioi\s were the quests of Mrs.

Betty Marsden for a picnic for

old and new alumni. Everyone had

B wonderful time and it was an

opportunity for the girls to be-

come better acquainted with some

of Kappa's alumni.

Congratulations to Harriet Cut-

|er who is a finalist for Military

Ball Queen.

On Thursday, November 5, Kap-

pa had a great exchange supper

with TEP.

CHI O
Best wishes to Ruthie Butter-

field who was pinned last Thurs-

day to Jon Jordan, (Sig Ep).

Congratulations, too, to Sena-

tor Louise Hallenbrook. To Wea-

selle we give a hearty "rah" for

!„ing this week's A.G.B. (Alex-

ander Graham Bell) contest win-

ner.

And even though the weekend

was a dreary one, the Alpha Sigs

started it off with the right idea

by inviting the Chi O's to another

"get-together" on Friday.

A guest arrived at the Chi O

house on Sunday. She was Miss

Marian Ellmore from Mississippi

who was representing the national

organization. "We all" certainly

enjoyed Marian's visit.

SIGMA KAPPA
Amidst the bustling activity in

SK last weekend, the parents be-

came the center of attraction. A
very successful Parents' Open

House was climaxed Saturday

noon by a luncheon buffet, follow-

ed by entertainment provided by

the sisters.

Sigma's congratulations go to

Pat Howorth who was recently

elected Secretary of the Inter-

Dorm Council, and social chair-

man of Dwight House.

Best wishes also go to Judy

We'd like to admit right here and now that the

main reason we run advertisements like this is to

get you, dear reader, to drink Coca-Cola to the

virtual exclusion of all other beverages. The

sooner you start going along with us, the sooner

we'll both begin to get more out of life.

Dunk

(m£e&

Jarvella on her pinning to Fran

Lovejoy, TKE.

A vote of thanks from the

house to Ellie Sant< for direct-

ing us in the Sing, and to Joan

Sharpe, who represented us in the

Dec. Ellie also served as director

of the Pan Hel Chorus.

Many of the sisters enjoyed en-

tertaining their guests from

Florida last weekend. Those ac-

cents were the most!

PHI DELTA SV

The sisters entertained Mrs.

Churchill, housemotlv r of Arnold

and Mrs. Judge, ho .mother of

Knowlton, at a dinner last

Wednesday night, and Reverend

and Mrs. Mand of the First Bap-

tist Church of Amh< ret were en-

tertained Sunday at dinner.

Dotty Buckman '61, was chosen

Delegate-at-Large t- the National

4-H Club Congress in Chicago

from November 29 to December

3. A just reward for ten years of

4H Club service!

Barbara Drake r nted Phi

Delta Nu in the annual Inter-

Sorority drama : ti>n. Good

work, Barb!

PDN is sponsoring a Tyrolean

Ski Lodge party on Saturday

night for all the Greeks, Dates

only, please—and no frosh wom-

en. See you at 38!' on Saturday

night!

PI BETA I'M!

Another day, another week, but

things have still been happening

at Pi Phi. Last weekend the Pi

Phi's held an Op.': House with

John Wessner's band supplying

the "real cool" music. Despite the

soggy weather and "soggier"

football game, !« of i

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Colo Company by

1

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Northampton, Northampton,

With The Fraternities
by BOB BOULAIS, PHI SIG

AGR brothers who took part in Sig

This last Sunday our parents' Ep's skit which placed third in

club meeting was held at the IFC competition and special cred-

house. The meeting was preceded it is deserving to Bob Mastro for

by a buffet dinner. We had one a job well done. Upperclass rush-

of the largest turnouts of parents ing is well under way with three

ever. open smokers having been held

Congratulations to Ed Maybury and a closed smoker planned for

on his recent pinning to Stella next Tuesday.

<ple

came and had a "> ingin time.

Tuesday night t' • new pledges

found out who their big sisters

were. Surprise! Surprise! (All

were surprised, but pleased!)

Sheila Day ha? been elected co-

chairman of Campus Chest and

will soon be around collecting

donations foi this worthy organ-

ization.

Yesterda\, !' : Phi had an ex-

change supper with Phi Mu Delta.

The food was "veat as was the

entertainment bj the pledges.

SIGMA DELTA TAU
Linda Orenberir

as second vice

the temporary

Mien.

e to thank the

in her new o

president du

absence of .1

SDT would

brothers of Upha Sig for their

Warm hosp '

>n Friday night.

Last Sunda e received s visit

from Mrs. Scl rtz, our regional

advisor. (SD1 never looked so

clean and neal '
i

Our thnii! to Bohhi Bern

stein for hi • Is B listance in

conducting ig and the hoa e

i proud <>i D

fine pi

/at ion.

The Big D
invitation to

day nicrht nl

Karol.—Best of luck.

Bob Brack has started organ-

izing the house basketball team.

Our first practice is this Thurs-

day.

ALPHA SIG
Last Friday, dough was really

tossed about in a lively pizza par

i retsky in her

of the dranrit i

•>d an open

join us Pat iii-

Boatnik party.

to be held fn • S to 12. (Sorry.

no frosh wo\ \
We will he en-

tertained by i' k Aucone'g jazz

hand. Refn h its!

A Rote to '• pledges - Ret

those to..(h brushes! combs, hair-

brushes, and o\ ier miscellaneous

articles back to their proper own-
ers, WMBDTATBLYI

Visit the—

Quonset
Club
FOOD SERVED

From 4:00-11:00

Sunday 1:00-11:00

Congratulations to John Jordan

and Pete Romano on their recent

pin'nings and to John Baird who

was married this past Friday. The

Sig Ep's retained their IFC divi-

sion title by downing SAE, 14-6.

TEP
Congratulations to Gary Begun

ty, thanks to the appetites of the for bringing home 15 IFC points

SDT girls. By the way, Flo at

SDT makes great coffee (are you

really president over there) ? This

weekend, the Alpha Sigs plan on

a real blast at three sorority par-

ties. We'll be there "en masse".

Next week, we'll play host for

three planned social functions

with sororities. We wound up our

athletic season by smashing QTV
32-13.

PSD
A week ago today PSD took in

two pledges. They are David

Crawley '61 and George Brent '62,

Congratulations from the brothers

go out to these boys.

A hastily organized party

proved to be a huge success Sat.

night as several brothers and

their dates adjourned to a local

restaurant after the IFC Skits.

PHI SIG
Congratulations to Jim Forky

for a fine job on the house skit

winch captured second place in

IFC competition, and to Perry

Harris for his fine direction of

the IFC skit competition.

Our upperclass smoker Tuesday

night was a success and several-

more are planned for the near

future.

QTV
Well over 75 parents and guests

are expected for the First Annua!

Parents Weekend to be held thia

weekend. It is the first time in

the history of the house that such

an event has taki n place.

QTV's haskethall team under

coach Hal Dutton, will start prac-

tice in the '•cry near future. The
brothers are lookintr forward to

a very successful season.

Congratulations to brother Pete

^'arlson who recentlv tvnnod

Kappa.

all the

Pauls Ross of Signs

SIG EP
Congratulations to

by placing TEP second in IFC

sing competition.

Fred Shotz is all deserving of a

pat on the back for his time and

effort in writing and producing

our skit.

Social chairman Jerry Wyman
has a hayride planned for tonight

which promises to be a lot of fun.

Last but not least the Sopho-

mores have planned an "Arabian"

Party for next Sat. night.

TKE
This past week was very pro-

fitable for the Tekes. Under the

direction of Bob Bury we placed

third in the IFC Sing.

In the future we have exchange

suppers planned with SDT and

KKG. On Nov. 9, we have a sup-

per with guest. Dr. Ross of the

Physics Department.

Congratulations to Jim Shields,

Skip Stradtnan, and Bill O'Neill

who received the distinguished

niiiit;ir\ service awards i rom cPi<;

ROTO department.

THETA CHI
Th re is a rejuvenated life at

Theta Chi this week after 8 high-

ly successful week-end. Our heart-

iest for his clever and capable

guidance of our skit, and to Bill

Caines. for his excellent job M
Director of our sing—both events

copped first place in the IFC com-

petition. To every brother who

participated in both eevnts, "Nice

Work".
Our football team won over

PSD Monday night, 52-0. Wednes-

day nifrht we meet Kappa Sig in a

game that will determine first

place in our league.

Our annual Sadie Hawkins Day

will he held this Sat. We were

Unable to hold this event last sea-

son due to the small matter of

Social Pro, and this year the par-

tv should be twice as promising.

CA*?M COMtPY

Oman 55*5 mt

%
\NEU, THE BXPtmtHT WA*WY A COMPUT*
fMllOKE. TMC RAT f» dlTT/A* A PH. (X

"
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THE LAND OF

By MIKE BLUM 60 jazz
Energetic drummer Art Blakey, gauges his musical success or as

he puts it "getting the message across to the people" by the number
of heads shaking, fingers snapping and feet tapping when his Jazz
Messengers perform.

Judging by the abundance of motor activity observed and experi-

enced at Storyville last Friday night, Blakey's transmission couldn't

be better. The Messengers who inherited their title from Art's big
band of 1948-50 have' gone through three main phases (with only
minor personnel changes in each).

The original Messengers combo formed in 1955, consisted of Art;
present trumpet star, Don Byrd; Hank Mobley, tenor; Doug Watkins,
bass and Horace Silver, pianist, who has been leading his own very
popular and funky quintet for over three years.

Fortified by Silver's exciting compositions and a hearty unison
sound, this group contributed much to the evolvement of the hard-
swing school which at that time was obscured in the public eye by the
cooler sounds. The second phase saw six pieces comprising the Mes-
sengers, a group of interesting but erratic and often frantic hornmen
(Jackie McLean, alto; John Griffin, tenor; Bill Hardman trumpet),
a colorless rhythm section aside from Art (Sam Dockery, piano;

Spanky DeBrest, bass) and weak writing which was little more than
a vehicle for the blowing. Needless to say, neither critics nor fans
were impressed.

It took Blakey over two years to trouble-shoot the interference in

his message, but when he had he fired the whole bunch. Approxi-
mately a year ago he reconstructed his group with a virtually all star

band of new-star youngsters.

The front line was filled by the tenor of Benny Golson and trum-
pet of Lee Morgan, a couple pf young cats who excited with their

work for Dizzy Gillespie's great big band, while two more "rookies"
completed the rhythm section, bassist Jymie Merritt and Bobby Tim-
mons on piano.

Golson's prowess with the pen and his new group's ability to in-

terpret the subtle beauty of his compositions with the dynamic mix-
ture of gusto and understatement they demanded, plus the individual-

istic solos of all participants, made the group an immediate success.

In a big affair at Town Hall they were the hit of the concert over-

shadowing such favorites as Miles Davis and Sonny Rollins and their

interpretation of the gospel blues "Moan in," a Timmons composition,
has been the jazz hit of the year (see diseography below). Goison
left the group in the spring of this year and Timmons parted only a
few weeks ago, their positions having been filled by Wayne Shorter
and Walter Davis; bult their great compositions and arrangements
remain in the present book as a solid base for message sending.

In the three sets which I heard the Blakey group did not play any
number which failed to excite. In fact, the second of the evening's
four sets was absolutely the most cooking, swinging, wailing (take
your pick) performance I have ever seen! Beginning with a Latin
line rendition of "Close Your Eyes", through the incredibly fun-to-
listen-to "Moanin," to a wild adventure into Dizzy's jazz standard "A
Night in Tunisia" prefaced by five minutes of Afro-Cuban rhythms,
the strong messages kept the customers bursting with enthusiasm.
Lee Morgan showed his fire well all evening, but especially on "Tuni-
sia." A convincing part of his work is the ability to build a solo to a
high point of tension, take it over the brink and slowly cool it off, a
style strongly reminiscent of the late Clifford Brown, but as yet lack-
ing the amazing facility of that artist. Unknown Shorter, although
he had his bad moments during which his playing lapsed into rhy-
thmic repetition of riffs, shows enormous potential. His most dis-
tinctive quality is an effort to think in terms of theme rather than
attempting to dazzle with speed and unnecessary hardness as has be-
come the thing among sax players these days. Evidence that he has
been listening to especially Rollins and also Coltrane, Golson and J.
R. Monterose was often in his playing. On "Along Came Betty" which
began the third set and which I felt was the most all-around satisfy-
ing musical event of the night, he began with some weird descending
opening remarks and churned on and on with one of the most breath-
taking multi-faceted tenor solos I have heard, displaying a talent for
contrasting phrases but most noteworthy a beautiful lyricism and real
creativity.

Walt Davis obviously uses a pair of hands on the keys and this
contributes to his fluent playing which ebbs and flows along. I was
very impressed by his moanish solo on "Moanin" and rich backing of
the soloists. Merritt although not technically outstanding solos mu-
sically and provides a rocking foundation for the rhythm section.
And for Art—it is obvious he finds the joy of life in his music. His
playing is exciting, uninhibited and Blakey. What he lacks in creativity
and finesse is more than compensated by the tremendous vitality he
expresses and exuberance his sincere messages unloose in the lis-

tener (there is no one who cooks more behind a group). Don't miss
the Messengers their next time around.

Georgetoum University Presents;

INTERCOLLEGIATE IAZZ FESTIVAL
— the flrat open competition for ronnr jam troops —

Featuring, among other prizes,

DATE AT THE 1960 NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL*
BOOKING AT BIRDLAND - RECORDING OF AN LP

TO BE RELEASED BY A MAJOR COMPANY
INDIVIDUAL AWARDS

Groups to be judged by such authorities as:

DIZZY GILLESPIE AND DAVE BRFBECK
No OMt to applicant*. 938 award for anyone reaponaible for entry of a troop
• hat haeoiwoa a finalist. For farther info write: Interrolleaiate Jan Featfral,
Ooonatown it.. Waah. 7. D.C., or contact this newapapor.
•Sobjwrt to Final Approval of Direefcora In December, 19W

Guidance . .

.

(Continued fro in page 1)

pointed IBM Supervisor here at

the university. Like Guidance.

IBM began its history in the dark

recesses of South College, Today
it is still tiiere!* < >ne small, but

very significant exception exists;

a small IBM Test Scoring Ma-
chine, which you would normally

expect to find in the IBM room,

is located in the upper reaches of

South College, for it is there on

the fourth floor that Guidance

now hovers.

This single test scoring machine

was the great i st labor saving

device in the Summer Counseling

process. Tests were scored at a

rate of better than 400 per hour.

It was that rate which allowed

the staff to put a complete in-

dividual test report for each stu-

dent into the hands of a faculty

adivsor on the afternoon of the

second day.

Having completed testing and

counseling, the students were in-

troduced to a third aspect of uni-

versity life. Every freshman was
invited to an evening of relaxa-

tion and recreation at a Swim
and Dance Party held in the

Women's Physical Education

Building. These events proved

very popular and were well at-

tended throughout the summer.
As the summer drew to a close

Guidance began to slowly with-

draw from the scene. Before the

university had reopened in the

fall, Dr. Field had cut back to his

regular full time staff.

It is at this point that the third

significant phase of the admis-

sion process can be seen to begin.

The results of the efforts of the

Registrar's team are coupled with

those of Guidance and the aggre-

gate is given into the hands of

IBM. There the previously time

consuming tasks of sorting, count-

ing and evaluating are electron-

ially accomplished.

The use of D3M facilities is no
longer a matter of choice in the

maintenance of the university.

Just as the introduction of the

Summer Counseling Program has
provided the administration with
a new and invaluable tool, the use
of IBM has created an inex-

haustible source of indispensable
labor.

Co-ed Corner . .

.

(Continued from page 8)

Veale and Barbara Johnson whose
outfits were judged most original.

Entertainment included a skit by
the counsellors and a musical (?)
rendition by Mary Lou O'Keefe.
Sandy Hill, Alcie Edgerton, and

Debby Read all inhabitants of

the second floor—are finalists for
Mili Ball queen. Congratulations,

kids!

Best wislv to Maxine Levine
on her recent pinning to Donale
Remo, a Phi >*igma Delta from
Clark Univer tty.

Applications Ready
For Judiciary

Application forms for two rep-

resentatives <>n Men's Judiciary
from the Junior Class ('61) may
be picked up at the Dean of Men's
office.

The applications may be picked
up until Thursday, November 12,

1050. They must be returned by
12:00 noon, Friday, November 13.

AMHERST
CINEMA

-NOW . . . ENDS SAT.-

'Warrior & Slave Girl'
Plus 'CRIMSON KIMONO'

-SUN., MON., TUBS.-
Janwt Stewart in

T.B.I. STORY'
—In Warnarcolor—

jasltiiovt * janla^e

by JUDY BERSKIE '60

A Report on Tuesday's Fasfiion Show

The annual fall fashion show was presented Tuesday evening at

eight in the Student Union Rallroom. The Special Events Committee
sponsored the "Fall Fashion Festival," which was under the direction

of Barbara Mahoney.

The House of Walsh of Amherst showed many new and interest-

ing outfits, which were coordinated by Leslie Anderson. Both casual

and dressy clothing was shown by Hanley's of Greenfield and Am-
herst.

The models were Rosalyn Zacher, Judi Berbert, Joanne Aijala,

Snookie Roberts, Judy Konopka, Jane Lewis, Norma Ciaschini, Har-
riet Cutler, and Sandy Williams. Their handsome escorts were Ed
Bradley, Eliot T. Sohmer, Tom Campbell, Walter Parks, Fred Shotz

and Pete Anderson. Dick Schofield served as announcer and Sandy

Bagg commentated. The Statesmen provided entertainment, while we
all enjoyed the hot punch and cookies.

A lineup of fabulous casual outfits from the House of Walsh
made up the first half of the show. A furry white short jacket of

lamb's wool was featured, sporting big black buttons, and lined with

a fabric in brilliant colors of blue and gold. Under the jacket a smart

gold bulky knit sweather and blue slim slacks picking up the bright

tones of the lining.

A daring outfit was worn by Janie Lewis. Bright red slacks with

a sharp grey cable knit ski sweater. The most outstanding feature

of her ski outfit was a wild mask in frightening colors, and a madly
striped cap, color and class on any slope.

Another eye-catcher was Norma in olive green Bermudas topped

by a neat paisley shirt in rust and gold. She wore a beret for a really

foreign note rakishly tilted to one side. The finishing touch was
added in accessories, a wine skin pouch for, as Sandy so aptly put it

those off-campus football games.

Two suits were included in the show. Both simple in style yet

having a certain class. One was a fall suit in a fine wool fabric of

moss green and gold. It was coordinated with a gold shirt and a

jaunty moss-green felt hat. The shoes were a near perfect match,

again in gold with neat bows on the front for that added touch. The
other suit was the so-important camel basic with a smart stitched

trim around the tailored lapels. A brightly colored shirt in coral,

olive, and white topped the outfit. Worn with camel this year are

sharp black accessories. With this outfit gloves, shoes and bag all

in black.

Simple lines again were featured in the dress selection. One a

beige wool flannel dress with three quarter sleeves and a wide, wide

collar, the only striking feature. Worn with a black belt hooking in

back and presenting an interesting crossed detail at the front. Much
much black. A black wool jersey dress, in an empire line with plain

scoop neckline, another with a sporty tie collar clasped with a long

gold pin and all black accessories.

Coats were only two, but two which show fashion trends this fall.

The rah rah raccoon in loden green poplin with a red paisley lining.

The other a dressy style again with fur, but this time mink in a

round stand up collar. The coat was of hopsacking in a smart cardi-

gan style.

Dresses for cocktails. Featured were a silver braid brocade with

a deep scoop neckline, sleeveless with a short matching jacket which

buttoned down the back. The waistline was empire accented by a

smart bow. Bright red accessories in sandals and clutch bag com-

pleted the outfit. The other dressy ensemble was a while lace sheath

with three-quarter sleeves and natural mink trim.

Watch for the Spring Bridal Show. It should be even more

interesting especially to all the engaged Seniors.

Association, was

Senate Goals . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

During the course of the meet-

ing, a motion to appropriate the

sum of $25.00 as an honorarium

for Mr. Kregeloh, commentator,

to speak at a meeting of the Poli-

tical Science

passed.

Also passed was an appropria-

tion of $37.10 for the purpose of

sending two Senate representa-

tives to the Hofstra College Con-

vention on Higher Education.

Senator Rob Armstrong, chair-

man of the Service Committee,

said that there may have to be

"recruiting" for work on the

Commons' dining line.

Motions for the hiring of a paid

Senate clerical assistant, a budget

amendment, and the appropria-

tion of $86.50 to send two Col-

Icvian editors to the Annual Na-
tional Conference of the Asso-

ciated Collegiate Press, held in

New York, were referred to the

next Senate meeting.

-FOR SALE-

1951 Ford V-8
i-Door, Standard Shift, Good Con-
dition, 2 Extra Snow Tirea. Heater.
One Owner. 5! 75. Call JU 4-8889.
9-5:80 r.m. ; JU 4-0982, Eve* A
Sunday*.

Schwartz . .

.

(Continued from pane 1)

is now in a position of a dictator

that has to look like a democratic

candidate running for office the

next day," said Mr. Schwartz. He
added that Khrushchev is con-

vinced that the Communist Party

can only retain power by knowing
what the people want and acting

accordingly.

During Stalin's reign, the Pres-

idium, acting through Stalin,

actually ran the country. Mr.
Schwartz went on to say that

when Khrushchev came to power,

the Presidium, afraid of his pow-
er, voted seven to four to oust

him from his position as Head
of the Communist Party.

Khrushchev made an unprece-

dented appeal to the Central

Committee, a large and more rep-

resentative body. The Central

Committee reversed the decision

of the Presidium and, in doing so,

replaced the Presidium as the
chief power in government. This

action, Mr. Schwartz said, "is the

closest democratic movement in

the Soviet Union."

Mr. Schwartz's talk, sponsored
by the Political Science Col-

loquium, was followed by a ques-

tion and answer period.
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Redmen To Stand Trial Against Judges
by VIN BASILE

Charlie O'Rourke's Redmen
draw the curtain on their 1959

homestand when they face-off

against the Brandeis Judges at

1:30 tomorrow afternoon.

The Redmen will still be chas-

ing their second win of the sea-

son. They have gone winless since

the season opener against Maine,

and could only manage a tie

against a weak Northeastern

eleven.

Last week's encounter with the

B.U. Terriers saw O'Rourke's

wards playing the type of ball

that they were expected to play

throughout the season.

The Judges will be going after

their first win of the season.

Coach Benny Freidman has been

plagued with so many injuries

this year, that he had to obtain

special permission to let some

freshmen play with the varsity

in order to field a team. How-

ever, the return of captain Dave

Walker will be an added boost to

the thin Waltham squad.

Last Sunday, Brandeis lost to

American International, 32-12,

but at the end of the half the

Aces could only manage an 8-6

lead. This goes to show that, des-

pite their problems, the Judges

will be in there fighting.

Brandeis line coach, while

scouting UMass last Saturday,

was overheard saying, "We

haven't won a game all season,

maybe it will be our turn next

week."

Tomorrow's meeting will be the

seventh clash between the«e two

ball clubs. Both teams have -won

three games, UMass being a 36-

14 victor last year.

OFF THE RECORD
Senior halfback Billy Reynolds

continues to be the Redmen's

most consistent ground gainer.

'62. Sports Editor

Billy is averaging just under

five yards per carry. He has

gained 300 yards on 61 carries,

for a 4.9 average. He has also

run back five kickoffs for 104

yards, and a pair of punts for 73

yards.

Besides this he has caught sev-

en passes for 114 yards and a

touchdown. Bill is the team's lead-

ing scorer, also, with 24 points

Fullback Dick Hoss and left

halfback Armand Sabourin will be

sidelined this week because of

Injuries suffered last week. As a

result, Tom Delnickas will prob-

ably be shifted to the left half

position, while either John Gaz-

ourin or Joe Mahoney will be giv-

en the starting nod at the full-

back slot.

Coach Steve Sinko of B.U. was

quoted by sports reporter Pete

Allen of the Boston University

News as saying, "We can't afford

to let up at all. With their talent-

ed personel, Massachusetts is due

to come up with a big game—and

it might be us".

He also quoted line coach Hal

Kopp as saying, "I'm surprised

UMass hasn't won more games."

Well, the Redmen didn't win,

but they played with plenty of

determination and aggression.

According to Clif Keane, a

Steve Sinko mandate to his play-

ers between the halves is respon-

sible for injuries to Terriers Dick

Desmaris, George Bradley, Paul

Manganaro and Jim Luker.

According to Keane, Sinko said

:

»T>^„**. era* V|1T»»f ftllt *-hort> WPVP

sitting on a twenty point lend."

. . . One thing is certain, if these

players were hurt during the sec-

ond half it means the Redmen

outplayed the B.U. first team and

not their scrubs, as was reported

by one Boston sports writer.

SPOTLIGHTING THE REDMEN
by PETE TEMPLE '60

"Mass Stuns Brandeis" was the

headline of the Boston Herald

Sports Section on Sunday, Nov. 5,

1952.

The Redmen had gone into the

game the day before a conserva-

tive 10 point underdog against

the powerful Judges, who were

rated the number 1 small college

team in New England, and among

the top ten in the nation.

But apparently the O'Rourke-

men had not read the press clip-

pings.

Despite the fact that three of

their four starting backs were

hampered by injuries, the spirited

Redmen crushed their favored op-

ponents in every department

while rolling to an impressive 26-6

win.

Tt took UMass but three plays

after the opening kickoff to get

their upset proceedings under

way. With the ball on his own 34,

ace quarterback Noel Rcebenacker

threw three passes, the last to

end Tom Casey, and the Redmen

were on their way. Jack George

converted and the scoreboard

read—UMass 7, Brandeis 0.

The next time they had the ball

the men from UMass were on the

march again. A pass from Ree-

benacker to halfback Gigi How-

land covered the final 19 yards

and the Redmen were in the van,

14-0.

Reeb was turning the predicted

aerial dual between him and

Brandeis Quarterback Jimmy

Stehlin into a solo performance.

The Judges put on their only

offensive show in the second pe-

riod when a sustained drive net-

ted them a score, cutting the U-

Mass lead to 8 points, 14-6.

But the fighting Redmen could

not be contained. Marching 97

yards, they scored again before

the half ended. The Reebenacker

to Howland pass combination car-

ried the ball to the one, from

where Fullback Jack Porter

plunged into the end zone, and the

half time score was UMass 20,

Brandeis 6.

The second half saw the Red-

men continue to outplay the

favored Judges, although they

could manage only one more tal-

ly. That came late in the final

period when halfback Buster Di-

Vincenzo slashed 23 yards over

tackle to cap a 54 yard drive.

When the final gun sounded,

the high-flying Judges had been

brought to the ground by the

underdog Redmen.

The UMass defensive unit put

on one of its greatest perform-

ances, holding the Brandeis

ground game to a mere 14 yards,

and intercepting 5 of Stehlin's

aerials.

The Redmen offense, mean-

while, riding on the throwing arm

of Noel Rt'ohonncker. rolled up a

total of 445 yards and 21 first

downs.

Tomorrow the Redmen again

take on the Judges, but this time

we will probably be the 10 point

favorites. Let's not let the '52

game be repeated in reverse.

Footrickmen
Set Records

by JOE LIPCHITZ '62

On Wednesday both the varsity

and freshman cross country teams

smashed records for the Spring-

field College course.

For the varsity Ralph Busch-

mann placed first setting a new

record of 24:35 for the 4.5 mile

course. Dick Atkinson and Emo
Barron also broke the old record

placing fourth and sixth for the

Footrickmen overall in the meet

with Jim Hainer just behind them.

But it was Joe Kelsey, the fifth

man to score who made the dif-

ference of a win or a loss for the

Harriers. Joe sprinted the last

hundred and fifty yards in the

championship form that won him

the Yankee Conference quarter

mile in 1952. He beat out Williams

of Springfield just at the finish

line with inches to spare in the

most exciting finish of the season.

This win over the Springfield

Maroons gives the Footrickmen a

5-1 record for the season thus far

with only a strong New Hamp-
shire team left to run against on

November 14 on the Wildcats'

home ground. What the Redmen
are hoping for now is dry ground

and they feel they can take New
Hampshire. This would be a great

comeback as New Hampshire

placed second in the Yankee Con-

ference two weeks ago. If the

harriers are in shape this come-

back is quite likely.

New Englands Coming Up
On Monday both the varsity

and the freshmen will travel to

Franklin Field in Boston for the

New England cross country

championships.

The varsity squad will be Ralph

Busehmann, Dick Atkinson, Jim

Hainer, Emo Barron, Jim Kcclon,

Joe Kelsey and Laury Kenner-

son.

The freshman squad will con-

sist of Dave Balch, Gene Has-

brouck, John Harrington, Al

Lima, Dick Blomstrom, Charlie

ProctoT, and Ken O'Brien.

Frosh lose to Springfield

The UMass freshmen lost to

the Freshmen of Springfield Col-

lege on Wednesday by a score of

25-30. The highlight of the meet

was Dave Balch's record time of

16:34.9 which easily broke a rec-

ord set only a few weeks ago by

two Springfield men. With this

man Balch, records are bound to

fall.

The other CV.Hbmen to score

were Hasbrouck, O'Brien, Har-

rington, and Blnrnstrom.

The Frosh Results:

UMass.:

1, Balch; 5, Hasbrouck; 7, Har-

rington; 8, Harrington; 9, Bloms-

trom.

Springfield:

2, Merrit; 3. McCombe; 4,

Smith; 6, Mannngan; 10, Burke.

NOTICE
The UMass freshman football

team will travel to the University

of Connecticut, this Friday, and

will be looking for their fourth

win of the season, having beaten

Brown, Springfield and Stock-

bridge, and losing only to Boston

University. All eyes will be on

halfback Pete Schindler.

Look Ma, No Hands

Joe Kelsey, the third man to score for the UMass Footrickmen

in Wednesday's Cross Country meet in Springfield, made the dif-

ference between a win and a loss.

SPORTALK
Mr HAT nUTTON '60

PUCKSTERS
PRAY FOR ICE
by TOM < \\ \NAUGH '60

If you happen to be strolling

along the roads hehind the cage

some afternoon keep your eyes

pealed, otherwise, you may get

trampled by u herd of puffing,

red-faced Redmen dad >n sweat-

suits.

Don't be deceived, however, as

this is not the croaa country team

but the UMass puck team grind-

ing through a pre-season work-

out. After • run of about three

miles the hoys settle down for

Winless Brandeis comes to

Alumni Field tomorrow bent on

handing the Redmen defeat num-

ber six. Two weeks ago the

Judges were able to tie New
Hampshire in the rain and mud
at Durham. However, they lost to

Ithaca 58-8, Colby 30-26, Rhode

Island 20-0, Springfield 43-12,

and AIC 30-12.

The visitors base their offense

on the Dave Walker to Mike Long

passing combination. Walker was

the second beat passer among the

East's small colleges last year

but has sat out most of the pres-

ent campaign due to injuries.

Long was a first team choice on

the Eastern College Athletic Con-

ference small college team in

1958. He also received honorable

mention on the Little All Amer-

ica squad.

The Judges move in with vir-

tually the same team that the

Redmen swamped last year 36-14.

This will be the seventh meeting

between the two clubs. The all

time series stands 3-3.

Saturday Sidelights ,

Army's Pete Dawkins, every-

body's All American last year, is

in the news again. Dawkins, now

a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford I'ni-

verslty in England, is turning in-

to a Rugby star. Recently, he led

Oxford to a 47-9 victory over

Bristol.

The Lambert Trophy, emblema-

tic of gridiron supremacy among

the East's major colleges, Is up

for grabs tomorrow. Penn State

hosts mighty Syracuse. The Nit-

tany Lions will throw super star

Richie Lucas against a Syracuse

team which tops the nation in

both offense and defense. Earlier

this week a few tickets were still

available—for fifty dollars a pair.

Weather always is figured into

the football picture but maybe it

doesn't play as big a role as some

people believe. For instance, a few

days ago North Dakota and the

North Dakota State freshmen

tangled. The game was played in

sub-freezing temperatures while a

35-mile per hour wind blew blind-

ing snow across the field. The
sCoro_North Dakota 84 N. D.

State 0.

Tomorrow Bill Russell and

rookie sensation Wilt Chnmber-

lin are pitted against each other

for the first time in a regular

NRA game. A capacity crowd will

fill Boston Garden for the clash.

Chamberlin has averaged forty

points per game for the unde-

feated Warriors.

some calisthenics, leg work with

a soccer ball, a few charges up

the inclide towards the tennis

courts, and finally two good trips

around the lacrosse field. No
wonder they're praying for ice!

With many returning vets and

the loss of only two seniors from

last year's team, coach Kosakow-

ski is looking forward to a suc-

cessful season on the ice. Jim

Rosenberg, Bill Ryan, Dave
(heever, Art Stevens, Ron Flynn,

Capt. Ted Kelly, and a good goal-

ie, Bob Rowland, will form an ex-

cellent nucleus for many promis-

ing sophs.

An added attraction this season

will be a trip to Brunswick, Maine

for the Bowdoin Invitation Tour-

nament to be held over the early

part of the Christmas vacation.

After two home openers with

Amherst College and the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, the team

will trek northward to battle it

out in the three day elimination

competing with Brown, Colgate,

Cornell, Hamilton. New Hamp-
shire. Williams, and Bowdoin. The

dates for the games are scheduled

for Dec. 21. It, and 18.
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ROTC Military Ball

Tradition Since '30
The Departments of Military

Science and Tactics, and of Air

Science, announce the annual

Military Ball, which will be held

on the 5th of December.

The Annual Military Ball has

become a campus tradition since

first held in 1930. It is the first

and opening event of the official

student social season at the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts.

The Military Ball is currently

the only formal Ball conducted

on our campus. The ROTC Ca-

dets attend in dress uniform of

the ROTC Corps.

The Ball features a name
orchestra each year; this year

the orchestra is that of Ray Eb-

erle, a famous band leader, who
attained his prominence through

long experience with the Glen

Miller Orchestra, one of the most

renowned dance bands in the

nation.

The highlight of the Military

Ball is the caping of the Honor-

ary Colonel of the Armor-Air

Force Cadet Corps. From five

finalists, chosen by ballot by the

entire Cadet Corps, both basic

and advanced, the Honorary
Colonel is picked by a panel of

judges made up of prominent

faculty and administration per-

sonnel. The choice of the judges

is not revealed until the night of

the BaiL The choice is made with

impressive and dramatic" cere-

mony, including an arch of sabres

through which the new Honorary
Colonel is escorted by the Cadet

Mather Makes First 'Chest' Donation

PRESIDENT MATHER kicks-off the Campus Chest Drive with

a check, to start us toward our goal of $6,000 this year. Shown
with him are MIKE KLEINERMAN '61 and SHEILA DAY '61,

co-chairmen of the Drive, which will run from November 12-19.

Colonels of both the Armor and

Air Force Cadet Corps, followed

by the Court, composed of the

remaining finalists and their es-

corts.

A buffet follows the Ball.

Tickets for the Ball may be ob-

tained from the Advanced Corps
Cadets of the Army and the Air

Force.

The Ball is an all-University

affair, and all are welcome.

Norman Thomas To Speak
At Smith College Tuesday
Norman Thomas, the well-

known auttior, lecturer and So-

cialist, will speak at Sage Hall,

Smith College, at 8:00 p.m. next

Tuesday, November 10. The pub-

lic is invited.

The subject of his talk will be

"War and Your Future." It is

co-sponsored by three Smith Col-

lege groups: the newly formed

Smith Committee for a Sane Nu-

clear Policy, the intercollegiate

program "Challenge", and the

International Relations Organi-

zation.

Norman Thomas was born in

1884, graduated as valedictorian

from Princeton in 1905, and

worked as a social worker and

pastor until the end of World

War I. At that time he joined

the Socialist Party, it being, in

his view, the only organization

which faced the problems of war
realistically and recognized the

need for economic change. He
was one of the organizers of the

Civil Liberties Bureau (now the

American Civil Liberties Union),

and won several important vic-

tories in the courts for civil

rights.

The subject of his talk "War
and Your Future", has long been

one of Mr. Thomas' principal

concerns. In his latest book, "The
Prerequisites for Peace," (which

is dedicated to "generations un-

born, whose hope of life depends

upon peace."), he analyzes the

economic, political and emotional

conflicts which must be dealt

with before any universal disen-

gagement or disarmament can

hope to take place. He offers a

practical program for working

towards peace, whieh in this nu-

clear age is, he says, 'genetically

imperative."

Mr. Thomas is chairman of the

Post War World Council and of

the Labor Research Institute. He
is active in the League for In-

dustrial Democracy, the Work-
ers Defense League, Inter-Amer-
ican Association for Democracy
and Freedom, National Share-

croppers Fund, and honorary co-

chairman of Iberica Publishing

Co. He is a frequent speaker on

radio and television programs. A
member of the American News-
paper Guild, he writes a column
twice a week and a monthly ar-

ticle for the Socialist Call, of

which he is an associate editor.

He is author of numerous books

and pamphlets, including Appeal
to the Nations, America's Way
Out, As I See It, The Test of

Freedom, Mr. Chairman, Ladies

and Gentlemen, and Prerequi-

sites for Peace.

Dean Curtis Shows

Job As Essential
"Awareness of the central pur-

pose of the University", is, in

Dean Curtis' opinion, the most

important need tin campus.

Miss Curtis' interest in guid-

ance comes from a background in

sociology obtained from Iowa

State Teachers College and Y.W.

C.A. social work. She was at one

time a high school dean of girls

and secretary of S.C.M. After

receiving her master's degree at

Columbia University she was en-

gaged in student personnel work
at Douglas College of Rutgers

University.

Miss Curtis feels that one of

her vital concerns is to help in-

dividual students really have a

home on campus where they are

known by their head of residence

and where they can live with

their friends for four years.

In connection with this con-

cern, housing and guidance prob-

lems contribute to Miss Curtis'

busy schedule. Among her other

responsibilities are advising hon-

or societies and service groups,

committee mi "berships, recruit-

ing and training new heads of

residences, and writing recom-

mendations.

When ask' ,; ibout the purpose

of the Dean of Women here on

campus, Dean Curtis replied,

"The purpose is to help women
students make the most of their

college educa on."

Near-Tragedy During Outing Club's

Annual Excursion To Eldon's Cave
by DAVID FLAGG '61

"I don't think I can make it—
oh!—I'm stuck."

The immortal words above
were spoken by Michael "Kits"
Rosebury who, halfway up a
waterfall, became wedged be-
tween two protruding walls of
Eldon's Cave. As the stream of
water cascaded up and over his
head and down to the cave floor,

his prediction became serious.
The water roared orer his

body downward tending to lodge
him tighter and tighter between
the two walla. With much pull

ine from above and pushing

from below. Kits was finally

freed. As he floated past, he re*

ceived many words of encourage-

ment from (hose on the cave

sides.

After two >r three unsuccess-

ful attempts, with verbal and

physical support "Kits" Rosebury

was helped up and over the falls

and eventually to the outside.

The memorable event high-

lighted thin year's annual Outing

Club invasion of Eldon's Cave in

West Stockhridge. Fourteen out-

(Continued on page k>

UM Representatives Attend

Conference In Worcester
by BRENDA LINNA

"A Step in the Right Direc-

tion" was the theme of the Fall

Convention of STEAM at Wor-
cester State Teachers College

Saturday. The University of

Massachusetts Education Club
was represented by Miss McMan-
amy, club advisor; Kathy Grov-

er, club president; Bill Bell,

Joyce Brightman, Beth Coughlin,

Mary Ellen Curry, Sally Kane,
Brenda Lunna, Earla Sawin, and
Marcia Wilson. Approximately
50 students representing schools

and colleges from Massachusetts

attended.

Dr. David Darland, a member
of the National Commission on

Teacher Education and Profes-

sional Standards, gave the key-

note address on professional au-

tonomy. Success in teaching was
discussed by Mr. Joseph Scanlon,

a member of Worcester Teach-

ers College faculty.

Another highlight of the con-

ference was discussion circles on

ethics, programming, member-
ship, and publications. Students

both led and participated in

these discussion groups.

Both the need for urgent ap-

preciation and understanding the

demands of a profession, and the

need for a keen awareness of

the climate of social values by

which professional people are as-

signed status in our society were

stressed by Dr. Darland. To ex-

plain these needs. Dr. Darland

discussed the characteristics of

a profession and today's climate

of social values.

"Success in teaching requires

more than subject matter in-

volved, and more than a degree.

It requires a sense of ideals and
values when we give of our-

selves," stated Mr. Scanlon.

Guideposts and other facets of

education were then discussed.

Mr. Scanlon concluded by sum-
ming up the essence of success-

ful teaching as competency, un-

derstanding, and service.

Calendar Office

To Use New Plan
The Calendar Office, located in

the Student Union under the di-

rection of Mr. Harold Durgin,

has announced a new plan de-

signed to provide better service

for the campus community.

The Calendar Office has es-

tablished a time saving card file

that is to be "kept up to date two
years in advance." Persons wish-

ing to schedule events have only

to ask Mrs. Montgomery. Calen-

dar Office clerk, for one date,

and the card, listing the activi

ties for that day, will be pulled

from the file.

The information listed on the

cards will cover all university

events, official functions, student

activities, and SU programs.
The Calendar Office is a clear-

ing house of scheduling for the

University and may be reached
by telephoning extension 529.

Davis Tells Of Extension's

Progress At Conference
Dr. Lloyd H. Davis, associate

director of the Extension Service,

speaking to the Thursday session

of a three-day conference of

home economists, agriculturists,

and Extension personnel, re-

viewed their accomplishments in

the field of adult education and

outlined the changes necessary

to meet the challenge of the pre-

sent.

Davis stated that Massachu-

setts had an active extension ser-

vice before the Smith-Lever Act

created the Federal Extension

Service in 1914. Since then, he

said, the yearly Federal alloca-

tion to this state has risen to

about $425,000.

Dr. Davis, while emphasizing

the well-known effectiveness of

Extension teaching, stated that

we "are living in a society with

expanding facilities for adult ed-

ucation to meet the needs of a

wide ranfre of people. The so-

ciety we have helped to create

now challenges our ability to

continue to service it," he said.

To meet the challenge, Davis

advised adjustments in adminis-

trative framework and organiza-

tion and changes by Extension

workers to aid programs in meet-

ing changing needs. He pointed

out that while Extension must

strive for "a closer relationship

to the whole University system,"

the present close ties with people

and their immediate problems

must he maintained.

Although maintaining Exten-

sion's first duty is still to farm-

ers. Da^is stressed that it must
work with home gardeners, turf

users, i.e. golf courses, etc., pro-

cessors, marketers, and home-
makers, as well as other educa-

tional agencies to realize its full

potential. In particular, Davis

said, "We need to give particu-

lar attention to the use of our
land and water resources to serve

the many needs of future gener-

ations."

In summary Davis said there

was a need for an organization

to best utilize the agent's tal-

ents, provide for specialized as-

sistance when necessary, and set

up teams where needed. He em-
phasized the need for better sal-

aries to provide incentives and
to recruit qualified agents.

Freshman Class

Sets First Rally
The freshman class is spon-

soring a football rally at 6:00

p.m. on November 12 outside the

SU in the usual rally area.

The newly elected freshman
class officers feel that this rally

will give the school an opportun-

ity to meet the freshman football

team.

Not only will this rally serve

as an introduction of the Frosh
team and their coach, but it will

also serve as the formal debut
for the official class of '63

"cheerleaders".

The entire student body has

been invited to attend this rally.
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UMass, Hokkaido Exchange
There probably are not too many students

on campus who are familiar with our con-

nection with the University of Hokkaido in

Japan. We should, however, become more

aware "of the historic ties with our sister

school, for both our university and theirs

have several likenesses. The climate is sim-

ilar; the schools are about the same size and

both are public in their financing. Hokkaido's

prestige in medicine, agriculture, and engi-

neering attracts students from several for-

eign nations, as well as from all over Japan.

Although they have proportionately far few-

er women students, the university is proud

of its western attitudes and co-educational

system. It also has a full allotment of extra-

curricular activities, including music and

language groups, and a hot rod club.

It would be an interesting experiment if

we as a university could strengthen our af-

filation with them by arranging an inter-

change of undergraduates, similar to the

Federal I.C.A. program which allows two

American families and about twelve Japan-

ese to exchange visits. The Federal govern-

ment supplies some cash and equipment, but

each university must contribute to the cost.

Tt could be accomplished. Right now,

there is a private university in Japan trad-

ing students with Stanford University. If we

could execute such a plan, several young

people would profit through shared intellect-

ual backgrounds. Although there are the

hindrances of settling into a new academic

pattern and being hampered by the langu-

age barrier, the plan has worth and should

be considered. If every student on campus

gave the price of a milk shake, a student

from Hokkaido could be given the chance to

see how the American educational system is

run. A.W.

Music
For The

On The Summit Conference
by JAMES A. MERINO '60

This coming Spring is supposed to see President Eisenhower,

Prime Minister Macmillan, President D.Gaulle, and Premier Khrush-

chev, siting around a table at Geneva. Switzerland participating in

the so-called "Summit Conference." I must admit I have no any no-

tion of what the West's leaders will be doing at a Summit Confer-

ence." Furthermore, I do not believe that even they know what they

will do there; and the only one who has had the guts to come out and

admit publicly that he fails to understand what is supposed to come

about at a "Summit Conference," is DeGaulle, of France; further-

more, Eisenhower and Macmillan have been significantly silent—at

least publicly-about what they propose to do in Geneva this coming

Spring.

I maintain that no good can come of the "Summit Conference."

The idea of calling the conference is based—if the "Summit Confer-

ence" is based on anything at all—on the silly puerile notion that by

nice words, sweet reason, and vague communiques, the ills and evils

of the world will be taken care of. I had up to now thought that every-

body recognized that kind of hogwash when they saw it, if not as a

result of the Wilsonian Euphuism

tions, at least as a result of the in<

River Bridge Club—popularly knO\s

surprised that DeGaulle is going at

a cynical bunch, or at least not as g

Lately we have been hearing t'

international tensions" and "promoting Peace." I do not doubt that

everybody at the Conference, Including Khrushchev, will be sincere.

But the West and the Soviets will not be speaking the same language

in more ways than one.

"Peace" to the West has taken on the shallow definition of the

mere absence of armed conflict and formal declaration of war. Well,

"Peace" to Khrushchev also means the absence of armed conflict; but

according to the Marxist-Socialist Gospel of Lenin and Stalin, "Peace"

also means the successful establishment of the World-wide Commu-

nist State, controlled by Moscow. According to the Leninist Bible,

such "Summit Conferences" as are now being planned, are only stra-

tegems on the road to victory; it does not matter what people agree

to, the Russians will only act in their own interest, on their own in-

terpretations. In fact, if the Conference comes to any positive deci-

sions at all, I maintain that these decisions can only harm the West.

There will be no concessions wrung out of the Russians at Geneva; on

the contrary, it is more likely that concessions—like say Berlin—will

be wrung out of the West. But the worse thing will not be that the

concessions have been wrung out of the West; the worse fact will be

that the spokesmen for the West, and for the whole stupid myth of

sweet reason in diplomacy, will present these concessions as "easing

the international situation," as "Peace in our time," etc.

We may indeed have peace in our time, which means we will have

a respite from inevitable conflict today. But what about tomorrow?

Masses
Among the latest pop pressings have

been a number of modernized classical selec-

tions. Conway Twitty has out a swinging

version of "Danny Boy" that has only a very

slight Londonderry air. Also on wax is a

moving second movement from Tchaikov-

sky's Fifth Symphony with a rock and roll

piano jangling in the background.

Delia Reese, interpreter of the classics,

has revamped a bit of Puccini's La Bohcm e

under the title, "Don't You Know?". Her lat-

est subtle rendering is from the works of a

little known early nineteenth century Ger-

man composer—Ludwig van Beethoven. The

ephemeral beauty of Ludwig's Path ctique

Sonata (2nd Movement) is now immortalized

in a twentieth century pop styling.

It has been interesting to note the enthu-

siasm with which these noble efforts have

been received in the Hatch. We can hardly

wait to hear Ray Charles' jumping revision

of Beethoven's Eroica: "Erotica—Part II".

R.E.V.

anifested in the League of Na-

Vctual machinations of the East

; as the United Nations. I am

U; the French have always been

llible as some Americans.

usual platitudes about "easing

The Iconoclast —
by JIM TREALEASE '63

Before discussing this week's news in review, let me mention a

growing concern over two presidents. Last week in this column, I

spoke of President Mather and in referring to him I capitalized the

pronoun "he". Immediately cries went up, "Is that kook out of his

nut? He can't do a thing like that." But I'm sure President Mather

didn't mind, because, after all, 1 was only putting him in his proper

perspective.

The second concern involves President Eisenhower. "Stop picking

on him," "Commie!" "Who's Ike?" were among the remarks thrown

my way. Even several news magazines criticized my satire or» Irce.

They were Sports Illustrated, Sport, and Golf Digest. Only one came

out in my favor and that was U.S. Steel Annual.

Speaking of steel, the auto industry has been hampered consid-

erably by the strike. This is unfortunate since they have some won-

derful cars out this year. One oar has a button in it which you push

and it pushes back. It doesn't do anything but it makes you feel

wanted.

Well, the U.S. is taking nine Russian scientists on another guided

tour of one of our atomic energy plants. This, I feel, is a step forward

in eliminating Red spies in this country because the Russians won't

need any if we keep giving everything away first hand.

A London survey reveals that teenagers' top free time consumer

is "necking". Isn't this terrible. It's unfair. Why the youth of today

are hard working and industrious. You only have to go into night

schools and technical colleges to see that. There you will see young

people industrially engaged ... in "necking" all over the place. That's

what you'll see.

As you know, our Provost McCune is currently visiting Japan.

Rumors have it that he may decide to stay there and get a job as an

American gardener; thus joining others like Brando and Red Buttons

already in the latter profession.

Numerous revolts were staged in Africa last wepk which kept

that country a boiling pot of trouble. Finally the British leaders had

to fly in Johnny Weismuller to quiet the natives down. And speaking

of trouble, the Nobel Prize for War was awarded last week to Sal

Mineo for distinguished service in the advocacy of Juvenile Delin-

quency. Sal is expected to sit in on the JD summit meetings this De-

cember in the Bronx where various street-gang leaders will discuss

the possibility of switching nuclear testa to New York playgrounds.

Tt looks as though the University is really going to crack down
on drinking offenders. I hear you can suffer expulsion by voting in

the Miss Rheingold contest.

Last week's now- record releases include: SAME OLD SATUR-
DAY NIGHT by Charles O'Rourke; IT'S NICE TO GO TRAVELIN*
(free, before I leave) by Dwight Eisenhower; SOUTH AMERICAN
ROCKS by Richard Nixon; GET A JOB by President Mather; IT'S

A SIN TO TELL A LIE by Charles You-Know-Who; and finally,

TEA FOR TWO (not coffee)' by Dean Curtis.

But I must go to my job at Stockhridge in the stables and even

now my work is piling up.

Reviews

The Enigmatic Kafka
by ELIZABETH SCHNECK '62

"You have to talk about Kafka to know you can't

talk about him" was the concluding opinion of Prof.

Reinhard Lettau and several persons of his audience

following a lengthy talk and spirited discussion last

Tuesday evening on Kafka. This lecture was the

fourth in a series sponsored by Hillel Foundation

on "Existentialism and Religious Belief."

Franz Kafka (1883-1924) has become the enigma

of contemporary literary criticism, and today an

introductory apology, Mr. Lettau stated, has "be-

come an integral part of Kafka criticism itself." In

presenting his interpretation of the modern writer

Kafka, Mr. Lettau, professor of German at Smith

College, delved into Kafka's life and writings and

discussed four major works—"In the Penal Colony",

The Trial, "The Metamorphosis", and a parable—to

illustrate his analysis.

What message is Kafka trying to convey ? What

is the basis for his plots? Is he insane? These and

similar questions have provoked countless inter-

pretations of the Kafkaesque style. The modern

reader, Mr. Lettau pointed out, makes serious at-

tempts to explain "the 'higher', 'real* meaning be-

hind Kafka's empirically unintelligible plots" but to

no avail.

Kafka's work is an "artistic report on absurd

conditions," a "poetic sign language of human

existence." He has created a new mode of presenta-

tion — by contradiction. His heroes appear in a

strange world, a dream world where the reader's

"grasp of reality seems lost" and the reader himself

is lost in a "feeling of alienation;" the "paralyzing

feeling of senselessness" remains.

This existential view is carried out in all of

Kafka's writings. Relating the parable of a country

man, Mr. Lettau gave evidence of the importance of

modern man's self-recognition and his responsibility

to make his own decisions.

Briefly, this man from the country, confronted

by a doorkeeper standing before the Law, begged

for admittance to the Law. Because the doorkeeper

would not admit him 'at the moment', the man asks

if he might enter later. The answer is: "It is pos-

sible, but not this moment." So the man from the

country waited until he would be granted p«rmii

sion. Before his death, after many years of study-

ing and of bribing the doorkeeper, he reveals in

his last statement, as Mr. Lettau phrased it, "the

basic situation of the Kafkaesque hero."

Everyone strives to attain the Law, . . .

does it come about, then, that in aH these

years no one has come seeking admittance
but me?"

The doorkeeper's answer was:

No one but you could gain admittance
through this door; this entrance was only

intended for you. I am now going to shut it.

Because of irrelevant excuses and postponements,

the man prevented himself from finding an entrance.

Obstacles, such as the studying of the fleas on the

fur collar of the doorkeeper, are easy solutions, "but

the deciphering," Mr. Lettau emphasized, "of one's

own existence is always a deciphering of one's

wounds. To account for one's life is a painful pro-

cess.

Kafka still remains inexplicable. During the dis-

cussion several questions were posed; the inquirers,

however, received little satisfaction from Mr. Let-

tau who, it seemed, wanted to evade certain issues

concerning the interpretations of Kafka's work.

Marriage of Figaro
by JAMES P. LEONARD

The Amherst Community Opera staged in Eng-

lish Mozart's Marriage of Figaro last Friday and

Saturday Nights before full houses at the Amherst

Regional High School. The satirical charm of Mo-

zart was well received as the cast sustained the light

whimsical comedy of this work, while still retaining

the plight of Figaro as he strives to preserve his

dignity in an archaic society.

Harold Lazaron, as Figaro, displayed a keen act-

ing touch, carrying well the marching scene with

Susanna and Cherubino, and a musical sensibility

with a fine rendering of Se Vuol Ballare, where
Figaro strives to remain faithful to his master and
yet protest the Count's feudal prerogatives.

The many previous appearances of Dorothy
Feldman and George King were manifest in the ease

and grace of their portrayal of the Count and

Countess. Mrs. Feldman's aria when the Countess

protests the infidelity of her husband and his scorn-

ful treatment of her was handled with lyric quality

and an emotional appeal equal to a performance at

the Met.

The role of Susanna was gracefully filled by
Irene Ribeiro. Irmajean Tooke was delightful as the

youthful Cherubino. A brillantly costumed cast and
chorus, ably directed by Naomi Ornest, maintained
with clarity and high technical perfection the comic
charm of Figaro.

I might add that it seems unfortunate that the

orchestra directed by Prof. Gottsehalk will not be

heard in Amherst until next year.

PRECISIONETTES AND BAND EXPAND WITH UNIVERSITY

FREE
To Any Student Enrolled

At The University Of Massachusetts

-1st PRIZE-

21" TV — Designer Model

The Newest Sound in Music

k Stereo-Musaphonic
" Hxoiiograpli
2nd
Prize

MOOB.P745

3rd
Prize

All-Transistor

Portable Radio

hv ANN RESEIGH '61

The above prixes will be awarded to the Individ-

ual Students enrolled at the U. of M. who collect the

largest number of empty packages of CAMEL,

WINSTON, SALEM and CAVALIER cigarettes

1st PRIZE - 21" TV

2nd PRIZE - STEREO HI-FI

3rd PRIZE - TRANSISTOR RADIO

-RULES-
1 Contest open to any registered student enrolled at University of Massachusetts.

2 Student turning in largest number of wrappers will win First Prize, second

largest number Second Prize, third largest number Third Prize.

3. Empty wrappers of CAMEL, WINSTON, CAVALIER or SALEM constitute ballots.

4. All wrappers turned in must be flattened out and tied in bundles of 20's.

5 Each bundle must have student's name, school and address.

6. Wrappers ere to be turned in at the University Store on November 20th

before 3 p.m. to the Judges: Mr. Ryan, Manager of the University Store,- a

Representative of the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., a University Student.

7. Decision of the Judges will be final.

8. Contest begins Monday, October 12, and ends 3 p.m. Friday. November 20.

The recent controversy con-

cerning the bands and the Pre-

cisionettes has th own these or-

ganizations into the spotlight,

especially in relation to their role

here at the University. Exactly

what is the role of the bands and

Precisionettes? How have they

grown and changed during the

years? Have they reached the

final stage in th»i- development

or are there still changes to be

made? For years, the bands and

Precisionettes ha< represented

the school both here at the Uni-

versity and throughout the state.

Today, however, these groups are

better representatives for the

University than they ever have

been before, due to much growth

and improvement.

In 1950, Mr. Contino's first

year here at the University, the

Concert Band numbered 25 mem-

bers and gave on* annual concert

and one pops Concert per year.

Six years ago the organization

took its first concert tour

through Western Mass., though

numbering then only 27 members.

Today the Concert Band has

over fifty members, takes an an-

nual tour around the state, plays

three concerts and an annual

pops concert on campus and also

THE LAND OF

has several off-campus concerts

each year.

The drill team also has come a

long way from the day when they

had no uniforms and a girl of

5'9" could be found marching

next to a girl 5' tall. Within a

Sew years the original group of

32 had grown to its present size

of 48 regular and 12 alternate

members. At first, a group of

less than a hundred girls of all

shapes and sizes came for the

trial period of one week to try

out to be a member of the Preci-

sionettes. Now the trial period

has been extended to six weeks,

all girls are within a height span

of three inches, and over !<!<>

girls try out each year for a posi-

tion with the Precisionettes. All

marching mechanics, such as

pace length or position of atten-

tion, have been standardized.

Furthermore each Precisionette

is required to memorta the

maneuvers for an average seven-

minute half-time show. This is a

difficult thing to do but, because

of this, the performance of the

group is outstanding and the

Precisionettes are w e 1 1-known

throughout the state for their ex-

cellent precision maneuvers.

The Kedmen Marching Band

°°mi
by MIKE BLUM '60

This column got "scissored" last week before some comments nr,

SLoryx .lie and a discog-raphy of the jazz Messengers, so I inrlude them

here.

The Boston club, now operating on a no minimum (except Satur-

day night), cover or admission policy pulled m a large Friday night

crowd for the Messengers, which despite what seemed like a high pro-

portion of strong diggers, came on quite noisily. Storyville must be

commended on its acoustics and amplification which combine to bal-

ance the hand's sound beautifully. May I add that the waitresses can

be curbed in their hassling procedures with a few subtleties like "oh

gosh, I'm full right up to here (with appropriate gesture)" and that

the situation with ID's has reached farcical dimensions. One aspect

of the club which is physically annoying is the cramming" of so many

bodies into so little space.

A Jazz Messengers Diseography

—

*=recommended

record label record Period

has been invited to and particip-

ated in mors parades this year

than in any other year, showing

the growing awareness of the

people of the state to the value of

this group.

Dance band, originally a group

in 1949 composed almost entirely

of veterans, has changed to in-

clude all qualified undergrad-

uates. This year promises to be

the best yet for the group.

The pep band is now being or-

ganized to perform at basketball

games. This organization was of-

ficially recognized last year as a

University band when its con-

stitution was approved by K.S.O.

This is the newest member of the

University bands with a great

deal of potential for future

growth.

In reviewing the growth of the

University bands, Mr. Gontino

states, "There has been constant

improvement of the group due to

the fact that we were allowed to

develop along the lines we saw

fit." However, Mr. Contino ttfeo

says, "I think, during the past

few yearns, there has been a

threat toward imposing rules and

regulations that tend to hamper

this self-determination." Self-de-

termination is important to fur-

ther growth of all of these

groups and, not until this issue is

settled, will the problems of the

University bands be solved or the

controversy be ended.

But is further growth of these

groups really necessary or is the

present state of their develop-

ment sufficient? As the Univer-

sity glows and more instru-

mentalists enroll as undergrad-

uates, there will be a need for

more groups or a growth of the

groups already existing. Mr.

Contino says, "As long as there

is the possibility of having more

people participate in instrumen-

tal organizations, I will work

along the lines of developing

existing organizations and or-

ganizing new ones." This cannot

be the end of the line as far as

growth is concerned!

Atlant it-

Bethlehem

Blue Note

'Art Blake) and J. Mc3

with Thelonious Monk"

Columbia

Elektra

Jubilee

Vik

"The Jazz Messenger;"

"The J. Mess, at the Cafe

Bohemia"—Vols. 1 and 2

"Horace Silver and the J.

Messengers" *

"Art Blakey and the J.

Messengers" * * * (great record

Which includes "Moanin")

"Jazz Messengers at the

Jazz Corner of the World" *

"The Jazz Messengers" *

"Hard Bop"

"The Drum Suite"

"A Midnight Session with

the Jazz Messengers"

"Cu-Bop"

"Jazz Messengers Play

Loerner and I.owe"

"A Night in Tunisia"

"Ritual"

2

1

1

3

1

2

o

2

2

World Pacific

Onward — The "Downbeat" readers poll is now in progress and

the second of two publications of the ballot is in the latest issue, No-

vember 12. All ballots must be in by November 15. I will put the re-

sults in this column in December; this is jazz's most significant poll

and the results are always interesting.

LOST & FOUND

Paul D. Duval 52

Presented Award
At Georgetown U.

Paul D. Duval '52 of 20 Lor-

raine Ave., South Hadley Falls,

was the first student at the

Georgetown University Dental

School to be presented the

Patrick A. McCole Memorial

Award for excellence in pediatric

dentistry.

The plaque was donated by

Abraham Kobren, D.D.S., who

received his M.S. degree at the

University of Massachusetts in

193* with a major in Food

Technology. As an interesting

coincidence, Dr. Duval also was

a graduate student in Food

Technology at UMass prior to

studying dentistry, and received

his M.S. degree from George-

town in 1955.

INDEX NOTICE
Seniors are to return their

proofs on Thursday, Novem-
ber 12, 10 A.M. - 5 P.M. to the

Barnstable Room.

Taken by m -stake a blue suede

jacket from poolroom Thursday

Oct. 29. I have yours. Leon He-

bert, 119 Chadboume.

Lost: Will the person who

Chi.

Lost: White gold, round
Hamilton Watch, light blue crys-

tal—gray nylon cord bracelet.

Lost between Goessmann and
picked up the raincoat from, the

stands at the Fall Review please Cage. Sandra L. Noyes, Thatcher

return to Ed Rodriguez, Theta 402.

MID-SEMESTER GRADES

Advisers will have the mid-

Semester grade reports next

Monday and Tuesday, Novem-
ber 1»; and 17, the Registrar's

Office has announced. The
Registrar advises that each

student should ascertain when

his adviser's office hours are,

and arrange a conference

with him.
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The Campus Beat
by Jt'DY DICKSTEIN '63

'Just look at you!" I said. Into the well

"Sneakers with holes in them,

dirty chinos, T-shirt—and is that

the beginning of a beard I see?"

"Well, golly gee," he said. "I

want to be a non-conformist like

everybody else!"

Which the plumber had built her

Aunt Eliza fell

—

We must buy a filter.

And for my next selection . .
^

I had written to Aunt Maude

And we got to talking about Who was traveling abroad

conformity and non-conformity.

"But why not be really differ-

ent, then," I urged. "Do some-

thing that even non-conformists

think is unusual."

"Nope," he countered. "I

wouldn't make the grade. If

there's one thing a non-conform-

ist hates worse than a conform-

ist, it's a non-conformist who

doesn't conform to the prevailing

standards of non-conformity."

Tossing my three-foot ponytail

over the shoulders of my black

turtleneck sweater, I claimed my
sandals at the door and left

quietly.

I left the Village by Washing-

ton Square and headed up Fifth

Avenue to Broadway to meet a

pal of mine who was auditioning

for "Bells Are Ringing."

Unfortunately, he was turned

down for lack of experience, in-

ability of his voice to carry, in-

correct stature, noor diction, fun-

eral lack of talent, and the fact

that he had a six-month's growth

of beard.

Nonetheless undiscouraged, he

plans to attend auditions for the

Operetta Guild's production of

this musical on Wednesday, No-

vember 11 from 6:30 to 9:00 p.m.

i >v Thursday, November 12 from

2 to 4 p.m. in Memorial Hall.

Anyone interested in the produc-

tion is invited to come over to

Mem. Hall and sign up for the

various committees.

Mid-term grades are in, hut

it's still not too late to attend

the sociology department's Apple

Polishing Hour tomorrow in the

Colonial Ijounge from 3 to 4 p.m.

All are invited to attend. Re-

member: mid-term grades do not

go on the records!

With no classes on Wednesday,

there will be a lot of people with

time on their hands. Lest this

idleness drive student! to delin-

quent behavior, I propose that

the day be spent at poetry read-

ing, over a mol cup of oolong

tea. In fart, I (ahem) would be

more than glad to furnish the

poetry to be read. Let's see:

poems for commencement, poems

for funerals, poems for English

class, poems for moonlight canoe

rides . . . ah, here we are

—

poems for poetry reading . . .

a Swingline
Stapler no

bigger than a
pack ofgum!

98«
(Including
000 staples)

SWINGLINE "TOT'

Millions now in use. Uncondi-

tionally guaranteed. Makes book
covers, fastens papers, arts and

crafts, mends, tacks, etc. Avail-

able at your college bookstore.

SWINGUNE
"Cub' Siopl«r $1.29

When I heard she'd died of

cramp-
Just too late to save the stamp.

And, students, remember:

A little flunking

Now and then

Will happen to

The best of men.

The next selection is dedicated

to those who nearly froze to

death on the commuters' hayride

this past Saturday night:

Spring has sprung;

Fall has fell;

Winter is here

And it's colder than usual.

And as my final piece:

Roses are red;

Pinks are pink;

I can't write poetry,

I don't think.

Freshmen women who can

drag themselves away from the

poetry reading Wednesday have

one last chance to pick up their

Panhellenic booklets and activity

forms. They will be available in

the Hampden Room from 2 to 4

p.m.

And the rest of you freshmen,

there will be a class meeting

Thursday at 11 a.m. in Bowker

Auditorium. All members of the

centennial class are requested to

attend and meet their class offi-

cers.

It seems that the Psychology

27 class was conducting an ex-

periment on the effects of alcohol

on white rats, which became so

inebriated that the department

has had to resort to conducting

tpsts on humans,

The department \vill continue

its several gambling experiments

for the next few weeks. Anyone
who has not previously partici-

pated is eligible to volunteer.

The experimenters suppl y

rash to play with, and subjects

may keep all they win plus the

amount with which they start.

You do not use your own money,

bo tlit-re is nothing to lose. Many
have won up to $l.f»0 for the

hour. Anyone interested in a job

as a human guinea pig is asked

to sign up at the top of the

south stairway in the Liberal

Arts Annox (behind South Col-

lege.) The studies will continue

as long as the money lasts.

Near-Tragedy . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

ing Clubbers, including four brave

females, defied and survived the

icy waters and pitch darkness

of Massachusetts' only notable

cave just to see "what it was
like".

Assistant Dean Burkhardt

Gives Views On Campus Life
by JOE PALLAZOLA '61

William Burkhardt was seated

in his tiny office when the Col-

legian reporter came to inter-

view him. The blond, young (30)

Assistant Dean of Men settled

back in his swivel chair to an-

swer questions.

First asked about the nature

of his job, he said that he is

"responsible, under Dean Hop-

kins, for the operation of the

men's dorms." Since he has a

staff of housem- hers, faculty

residents, and stu'i-nt counselors

to take care of most of the prob-

lems connected with the dormi-

tories, he spends relatively little

of his time on this phase of

work.

INC.

SONO ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK, N V

Everything You Need
Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILM

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

Open Every Night until 1 1 00

The

Little Store
Located on N. Pleasant St.

On Corner Next to Newest

Men's Dormitory

"On the Campgs Doorstep"

Mr. Burkhardt has two main

duties that take up most of his

time and energy: the issuing of

ID cards, and acting as a kind

of probation officer with parking

ticket jurisdiction.

In the case of ID's he issues

cards to those who didn't receive

theirs at the beginning of the

semester. He takes the photos

and does the plastic-laminating

himself.

He works with Chief Blasko

on the parking ticket problem.

Asked what he thought of this

part of his job, he moaned, "It's

a headache." On the question of

whether he ever "fixed" parking

tickets, he said "Only in the

most extenuating circumstances."

CAMftJ* CQMttft

*HUU0, JANET? 5AY...0H...HOW BOUT A 0ATC fOR
NEW VEARS ?.....HUH 7....YEAIL I MEANT 1160- ..<?«.-•

VV£U,<?K .YtAH, 5C*C, *AW Nffl YfAR,. $0 LONG.'

He implied that the issuance of

parking tickets is a good thing,

saying, "The money goes for

scholarships," adding that he'd

like to see more money for schol-

arships.

Asked what he thought of

President Mather's prohibition

edict, he temporized, "I don't

feel that any educational institu-

tion should support action that is

contrary to public statutes." He
followed this with, "If anybody

values drinking alcoholic bever-

ages over college education, he

doesn't belong here at this insti-

tution."

Speaking about the student

body here, he said that the ma-
jority are "more serious than the

average college group" because

they know they will have to

work on their own after gradua-

tion, and "can't just walk into

Daddy's job."

Mr. Burkhardt was then asked

what he thought of the intellec-

tual atmosphere of the Univer-

sity. He said he feels that it is

in a healthy state, and that there

is plenty of "controversy, which

is part of the democratic way of

life" here. He also said that he

"doesn't notice any apathy" at

this university.

He takes the ribbing he re-

ceives in Ya Hon atid the IFC
Skits in his stride, sayine that

he gets a kick out of it. He
missed the Skits this y^nr, but

heard of the spoofiner he re-

ceived.. "Sorry I didn't go," he

said.

Mr. Burkhardt came to this

campus in 1956, after receiviner

his BA in business administra-
+ ,/\t> if TPmnrcnn (""nllorrp -anil

then spending four years as a

sonar man in the Coast Guard.

He received his MA here at the

University this past year.

He lives with his wife Anne
Helene and their two children,

Jesse, 3, and Elisabeth, 1. on R«-d

Onto Lane in Amherst,

Femalt' Voters Factor In Boston Upset

by TED SMEERIN '60

The King is Dead!

Perhap. ,: nost astounding

election result in Massachusetts

and by far the most interesting

one for the I'M ass campus was

the big surprise in Boston.

Heavily favored Senate Presi-

dent John E 1'iwers, candidate

for the May oi of Boston was
dumped back into the State Sen-

ate by a landslttU margin of

some 23,000 Vote*

Political analysts will be put-

ting forth vmmmus reasons for

SELL ON COMMISSION, Unusual par-

tonalited Brac«l»t and Cuff Link. Ex*

cedent for Xtnas, Prom, Birthday gift*.
'

High commiition No invattmont.
'

Send for free brochure). Terrimar, 707

Cornell Rd,, Franklin Square, N.Y.

this surprise for many weeks to

come. However, to this observer,

it boils down to one or two ba-

sic principles of politics. The

first is in no way confined to the

field of competitive politics.
Cherchez la femme is not a novel

statement in the political arena,

but it seems to be a very appro-

priate one in this particular in-

stance. Mayor-elect Collins ob-

viously had a' great deal more
appeal to the distaff voters than

did his opponent.

Political Sex Appeal

He presented a courtly appear-

ance. Replete with gentleness

and firmness, he was a picture of

manly courage battling back
from a crippling polio attack

which left him in a wheel-chair

all through the campaign.

Time after time he spoke out

acainst crime and corruption.

Time after time he presented

himsolf as the underdog, appeal-

ing to the maternal instincts of

the women. Time after timn he

hammered away at the bookies,

and there aren't too many wo-

men who like their husbands and
children wagering on the relative

speed of horses.

Rookie Raid

This coincided nicely with a
monstrous raid on an establish-

ment where his opponent had
been feted only a matter of hours
previously. This connection of

Powers to the bookies, whether
valid or not, surely affected the

votes of more women than men.
Powers's image of an incorrupt-

Tow frN//rr/ on pft.gr, $)

AMHERST

CINEMA

-NOW . . . ENDS TUES-

There is no thrill

like the thrill of

F.B.I. STORY
with

James Stewart

Visit the-

Quonset
Club
FOOD SERVED

From 4:00-11:00

Sunday 1:00-11:00

FOR SALE
1951 FORD V-8

4-Door, Standard Shift

Good Condition

2 Extra Snow Tires

Heater — One Owner
$175.

r*\\ JU 4-8539 9 5-.30 p.m.

JU 4 0952 Eves. & Sundays

The Poll Bearer
by MEL YOKEN '60

Photos by JOEL TILLMAN '63

Question: If you became president of the University, what would be

the first thing you'd like to see done?

Sue Lampron '63, Dalton: "I'd try to get a smoother relationship be-

tween the faculty and legislature."

^ . Paul Thorpe '63, Amherst: "I'd make ROTC
#| % voluntary instead of compulsory."

> ~* Tammy Ide '60, Shewsbury: "I'd expand the

Liberal Arts program. Included within this I

would build up the art and the English depart-

ment, and offer more courses in the humanities.

I would also require every college student, before

graduation, to be able to speak in another lan-

guage."

Joanne Albertini '60, Billerica: "I'd give my
whole-hearted support to the fraternity and

sorority system on campus."

Howie Frisch '62, Lynn: "I would designate cer-

tain rooms to be left open all night under the

charge of the student, for the purpose of study/

In this way one could concentrate just on

studies. It would be the responsibility of the stu-

dent to take care of the rooms. This is a system

such as Amherst College has."

Bob Marsh '61, Becket: "The dorms are in pretty

bad shape. It would be a good idea to make them

more presentable."
imjr Ida

Sae Lampron

Paul Thorpe

Joanne AlberUni Howie Friach Boh Marah

Female Voters ..

.

(Continued from page A)

able public servant with no con-

nectioivto tne "Politicians" cer-

tainly was one which was calcu-

lated to win th»- hearts of the

female voters who are well

known to let irrational consider-

ations influence their decisions

to a greater extent than do the

men.

Faculty Pay

I think it would be a grave er-

ror, albeit a natural one, for us

at the University to overempha-

size the adverso publicity Sen.

Powers received as a result of

his stand on the faculty pay bill.

If this publicity had any effect

on his candidacy, it would have

shown up to a greater degree in

the primary election where Pow-

ers led the field by a great mar-

gin.

After talking to many veteran

political observers and a great

number of Boston voters, it ap-

pears that the above reasons,

coupled with Collin's espousal of

the Sales Tax as a cure for

Boston's fiscal ills formed the

right combination of ingredients

to cook up one of the most as-

tounding election upsets in re-

cent years.

Mass Education
(The rational behind this enu-

meration of trivia and items from

groups, corporations, self-ap-

pointed experts and current com-

mentators on education is that

we can profit from the ideas and

activities of other people in the

education business.)

A science college to be named

in honor of Winston Churchill

has been started this past month

and has been pledged money for

total operating cost for its firat

5-6 years by the Ford Founda-

tion. This will train six to aeven

hundred a year and will be ready

in 1961.

Churchill stated at the ground

breaking ceremonies, "Since we

have neither the massive popula-

tion, nor the raw material, nor

yet the adequate agricultural land

to enable us to make our way in

the world with ease, we must de-

pend for our survival on our

brains, on skilled minds that are

at least proportionately equal to

those in the U.S. and Soviet

Russia."

Harvard, Columbia and Cornell

are offering a summer program

in Anthropology for qualified

students not necessarily those

planning on careers in this area.

The group will spend three

LUCKY STRIKE presentsaW^^Xa***^ V ^-F m W m Bam— JL/f COC/K/O *

DR. FROOD'S MORAL. OF THE MONTH
When the world seems dark . . . when the sun re-

fuses to shine, do not fret It happens every night

Deor Dr. Frood: A professor here says

I'm so dumb I can't spell my own name.

What should I do? Willyum

Dear William: He's just teasing.

Dr. Frood, Fh.T.T.

Dear Dr. Frood: I have gone steady with

four different boys in the last three

weeks. Would you call me fickle?

L.N.

Dear L.N.: I would call you seldom.

af» a* afi

Dear Dr. Frood: I hear that at some

schools they let you smoke in class. How
can I convince our administration to do

the same? Hopeful

Dear Hopeful: Wherever you smoke

Luckies, you're smoking in class.

a>- * 41

*&> *&> <&>

Dear Dr. Frood: Several girls' colleges

nearby depend on our college for dates.

Some girl is always calling and asking

me to go out. How can I politely refuse?

Bothered

Dear Bothered: Say you have a head-

ache. Better still, admit you have no head.

Dear Dr. Frood: Like you're the most.

I mean like you're out there ... so cool

you're Iccville. Like you're the ginchiest.

Chick

Dear Chick: Like you're sick, Chick.

DR. FROOD ON A

CURIOUS DECISION

There is considerable talk in

tobacco circles about the in-

troduction of new cigarette

flavors. It is expected that you

will soon be able to buy

cottage -cheese cigarettes,

sarsaparilla cigarettes and

fresh-garden-vegetable ciga-

rettes. You will be happy to

know that Lucky Strike has

decided to stick with its own

remarkable taste-that of fine

tobacco only. A pleasant de-

cision, I'd say.

Dear Dr. Frood: My girl is the best-

looking doll on campus . . . honey-blond

hair, beautiful face and figure. I date her

so often that my marks are suffering.

What should I do? Daddyo

Doair Daddyo: Better your marks suffer

than you.

Mttvee

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

LS./M.F.T.- Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

M

months in South America, intro-

ducing students to a foreign cul-

ture under the guidance of pro-

fessional anthropologists.

The University of Chicago haa

included a psychological test of

attitudes within its battery for

entering freshmen on the theory

that there are identifiable think-

ing habits which will permit of-

ficials to predict a student's per-

formance at the University.

The particular factor being
tested for has been correlated

with drop-outs and failures there

in the past. This factor is

separate from aptitude, as those

with high aptitudes "have often
failed at the U. of Chicago," ac-

cording to the examiner's office.

If the thesis is borne out, spe-

cial advisors for people in this

Category will be assigned.

On another level, Tufts Uni-
versity has raised its basic stu-

dent wage to $1.00 an hour after

studying the prevailing student
wage rates at other local colleges.

Fraternities in which one third

of the students are involved have
been abolished at Norwich Uni-
versity by the board of trustees

as of the end of this academic
year.

On the West Coast, one of

Khrushchev's hats is being sold

to the highest bidder for the edu-

cation of a blind student at the

University of San Francisco.

The hat was given to a worker
who impulsively whipped off

his own white working hat and
gave it to Khrushchev while he
was in the Long Beach Hall of

the International Longshoremen's
Union.

To date $5,000 has been of-

fered for the hat.

E. W.

The United States imports one-

half of all Latin American ex-

ports.

The Soviet Union's 8,650,000

square miles encompass half of

Europe and a third of Asia.

One-fifth of all American pri-

vate investment abroad is in

Latin America.

SMU Announces
Alma Mater-Type
Song Competition
Southern Methodist Univer-

sity has announced the Caruth
Competition for the composition

of an alma-mater-type song, open
to any professional or amateur
composer in this country and to

foreign students at American
universities. Prizes will total

$7,200 with a possible bonus of

$2500.

The contest will run for three

years, at the end of which the

grand-prize winner will be chosen.

Entries must be submitted to

the competition at SMU each

year by January 10. The thre«»

best entrieB will be awarded
prizes of $1000, $600, and $800,

for first, second, and third

places, respectively, in June of

1960, 1961, and 1962.

The nine prize-winners will

then be eligible for the grand

prize of $1500, to be awarded in

November, 1962. If the grand
prize-winning song is adopted by
SMU as its official school song it

will win an additional award of

$2500.

Contestants may aubmit only

one entry in each of the three

years of the conteet.

Further information may be ob-

tained from: The Caruth Com-
petition, P.O. Box 174, Southern

Methodist Univ., Dallas 5, Texaa.
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REDMEN SWIM OVER HAPLESS BRANDEIS, 25-6

Reynolds, Delnickas Lead

UMass Vengeance Attack
by BILL LENNON '61

The Redmen warriors buried

the books of etiquette in the mud

of Alumni Field Saturday after-

noon and used their tomahawks

to scalp the Judges 25-6. The

Redmen stuck strictly to the

ground with Reynolds, Delnick-

as, and Benvenuti, their biggest

war clubs, doing most of the

carrying. Each of these three

halfbacks, directed by Jack Con-

way's superb signal calling,

crossed the goal line during the

rainy, cold and sullen afternoon.

The game's first score came in

very spectacular fashion. After

Brandeis failed to move the ball

the second time they had pos-

session, John Weare punted to

the UM 9 yard line. Tom Del-

nickas hesitantly picked up the

pigskin and side-stepped Mike

Long who was nearly on top of

him. The Westfield thunderbolt

then electrified the 2000 spirited

fans with a dazzling scoring

sprint over the soggy gridiron.

Jack Conway's placement was

wide and the Redmen had a 6-0

lead.

The second score was set up

when Ralph Maloney blocked a

punt. The Redmen recovered on

the Brandeis 33 and scored min-

utes later. After Billy Reynolds

scampered ten yards for a first

down, Roger Benvenuti broke

through the tottering Brandeis

line and went all the way to pay

dirt. Conway's conversion marie

the half-time score 13-0.

The injury - riddled Brandeis

eleven was only able to hold the

ball for six plays in the third

quarter. The result was that the

boys from Amherst ran wild,

though they scored only once.

Senior Billy Reynolds, who

picked up over half of the yard-

age during a 75 yard drive,

slashed off tackle from three

yards out to run the score to 19-

0.

During the remainder of the

game O'Rourke substituted free-

ly and used 42 players.

Shortly after the last stanza

opened, a Fournier pass was in-

tercepted by Al Cavanaugh, who
ran unmolested for 24 to the

end zone. Dave Sullivan's at-

tempted pass conversion was to

no avail and the Redmen led 25-

0.

UMass nearly scored again on

a drive that started when John
Kilcoyne intercepted a pass. John
Murphy's good running led the

Redmen to the 2 yard line where
they lost possession on a fumble.

The boys from Waltham avert-

ed a shut out minutes before the

final gun. Dave Fournier, third

string quarterback, passed six

yards to Karl Johnson who
grabbed the ball from two U-
Mass defenders to round out the

afternoon's scoring. The conver-

sion failed and the fighting Red-
men had won their second game
of the season.

Many observers felt that this

was the game in which O'Rourke
was to stand trial. However, the

fighting Redmen, acting as the

jury, forced the Judges to grant
a stay of execution. Thus if the

Redmen tame the Wildcats of
UNH next Saturday the admin-

'You Don't Know How Much This Meant To Me!"

>.M C*Z
I

i

UMass coach CHARLIE O'ROURKE seems to be saying quite a mouthful to Redmen end and captain
RALPH MALONFY. The conversation was just prior to the opening of the second half of Satur-
day's contest with Brandeis. , —Photo by Patz

istration may deem this season

successful. As a result there

may be O'Rourkerrn stumbling

around Alumni Field next sea-

son.

Brandeis has bee addled with

injuries all year. Captain Dick

Walker, who recci red honorable

mention on last year'i little AH
American squad, didn't make the

trip because of illness. Reserve
QB Dick Audet * M also unable

to participate, so Coach Benny
Friedman had to call upon an

SPORTALK
by HAL DUTTON 60

Forty-seven years ago today,

the powerful Indians from Car-

lisle defeated Army 27-6.' The

game was unique in football his-

tory. The Army player who tried

to stop a touchdown run by the

legendary Jim Thorpe was car-

ried off the field with a broken

leg. He never played football

inexperience freshman for most a&ain but went on to greater

fame as a General in the Second
of tne game.

It Looks Like The Of End The Road

World War and as the thirty-

fourth President of the United

States—Dwight D. Eisenhower.

Saturday Sidelights

The Redmen won their second

game of the season sticking to

the ground in topping the Bran-

deis Judges 25-6. The scene

shifts to Durham, New Hamp-
shire next week for the season's

finale against the Blue Wildcats.

Chief Boston's club mauled
Springfield Saturday 34-9.

Director of Athletics Warren
McGuirk is losing his hair. Sat-

urday marked the sixth time in

the last two years that rain has

come on a football day at Alum-
ni Field.

Boston has been mentioned as

the eighth team in the proposed

American Football League. We
can't see the Hub supporting a

pro team. They have had two pre-

vious chances and failed miser-

ably on both occasions. A sta-

dium problem is present. If Har-

vard Stadium and BU Field

aren't available only Fenway

Park is left. An estimate says

that clubs in the new loop will

have to average 33,000 per game
to break even. That's (he capa-

city of Tom Yawkey's Back Bay
ballyard.

Army's new Coach Dale Hall

has accepted an invitation to

coach the North team in the an-

nual North-South College All

Star Game played in Miami on

December 26th.

Odds and Ends

The world renowned Harlem

Globetrotters make their only

local appearance of the season

tonight in the Chicopee High

School gym. The Trotters al-

ways put on quite a show and

are well worth seeing. The main

attraction gets under way at

8:30 with a preliminary set for

7:15. A few tickets are still

available and can be purchased

at the door. The game is spon-

sored by the Chicopee Lions

Club and the proceeds will be

turned over to charity.

SPORTS DEADLINES
Anyone interested in hav-

ing a sports notice printed in

the Collegian should observe

the following deadlines: for

Monday's paper, deadline is

4:00 p.m. Sunday. For the

Wednesday or Friday editions,

deadline is 5:00 p.m. on Tues-

day or Thursday, respectively.

A
t

THE

Q CLUB
Route 9 - Hamp Rd.

—offers—

DANCING on
Tues.—Thurs.—Fri.

Sat.: All-Girl Orch.

Sun.: Concert Time
We Cater to Private Parties

and Offer Spacious Facilities

ii finally tcBrandeis backs Reem finally to have stopped lMass halfback

TOM DELNICKAS, who was a big ground gainer for UMass all

afternoon. —Photo by Pat*

Frosh Lose Thriller

To UConn, 20-19

"So What?"

The UMass frosh football team

was defeated by the UConn
squad, 20-10, last Friday at U-

Conn.

It was a hard fought game,

and at the end of the first half

the score stood at 20-19. Quar-

terback Al Hedlund, and half-

backs Loren Flagg and Ken Ke-

zar scored for the Little Redmen
in the well played first half.

The second half was a constant

defensive battle, with neither

team being abl<> to score.

The frosh will go Into their

final game with New Hampshire,

next Friday, with a 3-2 record.

Chief of Police BLASKO and

DR. RADCLIFFE don't seem

to be to fazed by the UMass
victory. As were most of the

fans, the Chief and the Doctor

were too drenched by rain to

be unduly excited about • win

over the feeble judges.

i

CLOUDY & COLDER

Effects Of
Budget

Delay

(See Page 2)
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$80 Ad Spurned
By Mass. Review

by AL FINKELSTEIN '61

An appropriation of $80 for a

full page ad by the Student

Senate was turned down by the

Massachusetts Review , Bob

Zelis, '60 disclosed at the Senate

meeting Wednesday night. Ac-

cording to Zelis the tone of the

ad did not keep with the policy

of the Massachusetts Review and

go it was not printed.

Instead of printing the pro-

posed full page ad, Dr. Ellert,

general editor of the Review,

gave the Senate a $30 quarter

page ad without receiving any

guarantee of payment. The print-

ed ad read simply "The Student

Senate of the University of Mas-

sachusetts."

The original ad passed along

with the $80 appropriation, Sep-

tember 30, was to read as fol-

lows: "The Student Senate of the

University of Massachusetts, as

the representative organization of

the student body, publicly and

emphatically expresses its whole-

hearted support of the new
literary quarterly, the Massachu-

setts Review.

Commenting on this, Dr. El-

lert said, "We felt that this kind

of ad was not appropriate for

this kind of magazine. We were
very grateful to the Senate for

their generous consideration."

Asked -why the Afass. Review

would not be paid for the quarter

page ad, Zelis stated that since

the money was not used in the

way it was appropriated, no au-

thorization for its use could be

given without the consent of the

Senate.

It was announced at the Senate

meeting that, in accordance with

an appropriation of $12 for three

subscriptions to the Rei'ietv,

copies are now available at the

library, infirmary and Student

Union.

During the course of the meet-

ing the Senate passed three mo-
tions and referred two to the Fi-

nance Committee. Passed by the

Senate were motions to hire an

assistant for the purpose of doing

clerical work jn the Senate of-

fice; to appropriate the sum of

$96.50 to send two editors of the

Collegian to the Annual National

Conference of the Associated Col-

(Continued on page 5)

Faculty Discussions Inhibited

By Presence Of President

»f the Faculty

the presence

<r and Pro-

the Faculty

Huences their

Certain member;

Senate declared th

of President Mat'

vost McCune at

Senate meetings r

decisisons. These iticisma were

made after yestc- lay's meeting

in which both the President and

Provost were abser One member

remarked "We w >re more out-

spoken today."

The Faculty Sen *te is supposed

to be the chief policy making

body at the University. It's deci-

sions are subject u> review only

by the Board of Trustees. Presi-

dent Mather has in the past de-

clared that the Faculty Senate,

not the Administration, sets all

University policy except those

by TED MAEL *61

dealing with finances.

Many critics claim that the

Administration, not the faculty is

really the law making body. They

cite the structure of the organiza-

tion as showing who controls the

decisions of the Senate,

The president of the Univer-

sity, according to the Faculty

Senate Constitution, is also the

president of the Senate. Also 18

members of the Senate are

administrators, including the

Deans of all the Colleges. Some
critics claim that many of the

members of the Senate are afraid

to voice their opinions in front

of those whom they consider their

bosses and since most votes are

taken by a show of hands (al-

University

God Of Efficiency"

RD's Inscribe

Our Town
To Mr. Rand
The Roister Doister production

of Our Town, to be presented on

November 19, 20, and 21, will be

dedicated to Professor Frank
Prentice Rand.

Professor Rand was the drama-
tic coach for the Roister Doisters

(Continued on page $)

Campus Chest Drive

Holds Record Telethon
by SHARON CLARK '63

Barry Brooks (L), Hal Dutton,

(C) and Jim Drelease are largely

responsible for the WMUA Tele-

thon set for next week.

The Campus Chest Committee,

headed by Shell* Day and Mike

Kleinerman, announced that ft

Will be presenting the record

telethon on the University radio

station beginning Sunday evening
and running through Tuesday
morning. The telethon will start

its charity presentation Sunday
at 8:30 in the lobby of the Stu-

dent Union and continue broad-
easting there until the building

closes. The telethon will then be
presented from the WMUA studio

until ten o'clock Monday morning.
(Continued on page 3)

by STEPHEN DOYLE '60

PART 3
rau

Many aspects of university

functions depend entirely nn In

temational Business Machines,

but none are more dependent

than the admission procedure

now being used by the Registrar

and Guidance.

In 1954 the treasurer of the

university decided to effect the

installation of a small battery of

IBM machine., on campus.

Primarily established as a

means of increasing bookkeeping

and payroll efficiency, IBM has

expanded in the last four years to

include maintaining a continual

university inventory, grade re-

ports, permanent record print-

ing, directory compilations, count-

ing, sorting »nd many other

small but important jobs.

Actually the responsibilities of

the IBM department have ex-

panded to such proportions that

the original machinery and per-

sonnel are no nger sufficient to

meet the dem mds placed upon

pus. Without it we would not

only lose efficiency, we would lose

all possibility of operation on

existing schedules.

Unl- ne means of inrprov-

ing its position is found, IBM
be crammpd even further

the ground than the basement of

South College. However, we
concerned here with IBM '^

nection with admissions.

Every student applying to the

university is assigned a number.

This number is, for the nevt four

years, the mechanically identifi-

able 'individual'.

The primary reason for numer-

ical handling of individuals is

convenience. Properly assigned

numbers make it possible to sort

and alphabetize 6000 students in

a matter of hours. Duplication is

avoided. Misspelling1

is made dif-

ficult and again we meet that

phrase "increased efficiency".

Now that an applicant has his

(Continued on page 5.)

though a secret ballot may be re-

quested), many teachers are

quite cautious as to how they

vote.

The defenders of the present

system claim that the President

must control the faculty decisions

since he' and the Board of Trus-

tees are ultimately resp/jnsible

for University policy.

In other developments, the

Faculty Senate refused to allow

a COLLEGIAN reporter to attend

their meetings. They offered,

however, to give the newspaper

the results of the meeting. In

refusing admission, the members
claimed that they did not want
their debates and votes recorded

because they would be more out-

spoken without the presence of

the press.

Carni Theme
Is 'Silver

Sleigh Ride*
"S:lvvr Sleighride" will be the

oai vji the w mter Carnival

this year.

At a (>)••»»! ing of the executive

committee of tne junior ciass and

ail Winter Carnival Committee
chairmen, it was annonuced that

Larry Kubin 'GO of l'au bpsilon

i
Jnl had written the prize-win-

ning theme. The reward; two free

tlCJteta to the ball which will ini-

tiate Oarni weekend festivites on
Friday, February 12.

When asked tor I comment
Rubin said, "One of my favorite

weekends at UMass has always
n Winter Carnival and I'm

particularly looking forward to it

this year."

Heading the various carnival

committees this year are Gordon
Massingham, Pat Binkley, Rose-

mary Kamison, Donna Brooks,

and Leonard Schiller.

them. IBM ex]

if the aniver

meeting <1

gramming,

and all the

dent upon elec

nsion is essential

y is to continue

ies with its pro-

leduling, paying,

i«r "ing's" depen-

ronic impulses for

efficient completion.

One of IBM's most recent ex-

pansions has Heen the inclusion

of admission data processing.

Even though current plans are

to decrease the number of incom-

ing freshmen, future classes will

increase to an approximate maxi-

mum of 3000 freshman each year.

If no other increases are con-

sidered, this fact alone will create

a terrific pressure on existing

IBM facilities.

Today, producing semester
grade reports entails processing

45,000 IBM cards. In 1965, if ex-

pected goals are met, IBM will

have to handle 70,000 cards in or-

der to produce Me semester's

grade reports.

IBM is an essential university

organ, ft is the heart of the c*m-

The scene above is typical of the procedure of Student Activi-

ties Night sponsored annually by the Revellers. The gentleman in

the center is a freshman signing up for the University Band pro-

gram. The purpose of the event is to provide information to the

freshman so that they will be aware of the activities of the various

student organisations on campus.
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Effects Of Budget Delay

Many of the current problems that face

UMass todaj are the result of the State

Legislature's procrastination concerning the

UMass bill. A fundamental weakness in the

relationship between the Legislature and the

University is the complex procedure the UM
budget faces before it is passed. As a result,

the administration usually doesn't receive its

appropriations until mid-summer. This
year's allotment was prolonged until Sep-

tember, because of the faculty pay dispute.

Two related consequences of this red-tape

are the reduction of next year's freshman

elass and the delay in the construction of the

Dining Commons addition. The extension,

originally scheduled for completion by Sep-

tember I960, will not be ready, because the

Legislature failed to appropriate money un-

til this past September. Without this addi-

tion, the University is unable to feed all of

its students. Consequently, the Trustees have

made the decision to reduce the class of '61

b\ a total of approximately 600.

Perhaps an even more grave situation

may be found in the difficulties of hiring

new faculty. At present a department can

not hire any new faculty until it receives its

appropriation. By the time that the depart-

i lent heads are allowed to hire, they find

that many of their prospective professors

have joined other college staffs.

We realise that the Ways and Means

Committee, the Governor's office, and the

Budget Bureau, the three organizations most

concerned with the University appropria-

tions have many other budgets on which to

act. But if they could cooperate to speed up

the (jMass bill, so that it could be passed by

May 1. many of the problems we now have

would be facilitated.

Lawns, Off Limits?

A few weeks ago the Collegia* carried a new

y on "Red" Blaako, the Kampns Kop. Tn it, our

Chief of Police proposed that all of the campus

lawns should be declared "Off Limits," ami that

anyone caught walking on them be fined fifty rents.

Of coin-.-, the money thus collected, like parking

Violation fines, would go towards the Scholarship

Fund, thus making it a Good Thing,

But before ire raise an obedient chorus of "ayes"

I,, this wonderful plan, let us reflect ;i moment on

what it WOttld mean to >i . I rSt, it is eomnion knowl-

edge that the quickest and shortest ways between

many pi i the canspUl are across certain plots

of gran*. On* of the most used of those short-cuts

El thai which goes from the Student Union to the

iry. Think how much loot this one "lawn" alone

would n«t !

An I !er how the hanks of the college

pond automatically would be forbidden territory,

huh? To sit in the shade of a tree to study

fine spring day would cost you four hits if

you, Still think that it's good idea?

id. it is the n sponsibility of each of us to

p our campus a pleasing sight, hut to rv

pon-.hility with fines is downright, authori-

th» i> among m who doesn't feel that

the admin;
l

is already too authoritarian

?

Perhaps \\« cannot prevent such a law from be-

ing passed, but if it it again proposed and then sub-

jected to a referendum, let's raise an emphatic cry

of "No"! J. !\

\

some

feted

fnrct r,

an.

August Senate Debates

Seating Arrangement

by JAMES D. LEONARD '60

Wednesday evening, the Great and August Student Government

Association's Student Senate debated thoroughly and vocally the ques-

tion of seating arrangement for tin forthcoming session.

The Ultra Progressive, led by sometime Senate President hope-

ful, Armstrong, and Senator O'Leary. offered for the great and noble

cause the glorious examples of the English and the Australian Houses

of Parliament and, as the clincher, the Reichstag.

On the other side of the aisle, ur rather at the other end of the

"U", stood the Reactionary Conservatives, led by all-time Taft sup-

porter Denis (Goldwater) Twohig. To his standard he rallied the

Senate in the name of Tradition, < nservatisni, Motherhood and the

AU-American appeal not to becon involved in foreign entangle-

ments.

The vote was close, 12 to 14, and the Ultra Progressive prevailed;

henceforth the Student Senate will sit in chairs arranged in the

form of a horseshoe. I wish them Lots o' Luck, for the fate of this

whole decision now rests in the hands of Bill Paul.

"Middle Of The Night"

by DON PAT II ELL '63

The movie currently being shown at the Amherst Theatre is

"Middle Of The Night", starring Kim Novak and Fredric March. The

movie was adapted from the play of the same name, written by Paddy

Chayevsky and produced on Broad-way by Joshua Logan.

The plot revolves around the lo affair between a fifty-six year

old dress manufacturer and his twenty-four year old office assistant.

With much reservation the couple decide to marry; because of the

difference in their ages, however, their families and friends strongly

disapprove.

In changing from a Broadway play to a movie, some of the value

of the story has been lost. The emphasis seems to be more on the

acting than on anything else. Many of the powerful dramatic scenes

have been kept, but the story is not vigorous enough for a movie. It

has a dragging middle. Too many unimportant incidents of the story

seem to be emphasized.

Fredric March, as a man torn between his love for a young lady

and the knowledge that he is getting old, once again proves his ability

as a great actor. Kim Novak's performance is also excellent. Their

blundering love scene is not soon to be forgotten.

If you want to see a superb bit of acting, and you are not too

fussy about the story, I would recommend "Middle Of The Night."

OFF THE RECORDS
by VERN PERO '63

If you are particularly fond of Latin American music, not nec-

essarily the authentic variety hut contemporary music with an un-

usual and distinctive Latin styling, I suggest that you give a listen

to an album on the London label by Edmundo Ros called ROS ON
BROADWAY.

As the name implies, it is another addition to the series of "great

songs from great Broadway shows on a great new stereophonic high

fidelity recording which you can play right in the living room on your
own private phonograph." It is also strikingly similar to a great many
records which Edmundo has done in the more or less immediate past.

It can be and often has been used as background music in restaurants,

fashionable imbibing establishments, and study rooms. It is different

and unusual in some ways and decidedly familiar in others.

If you try very conscientiously to interpret or analyze this rec-

ord you could very well end up with an extreme case of the scream-

ing mimis (Is that now you spell it?). If you want any proof of this

fact just pay a short visit to my now distraught and harried room-
mate and coax him to discuss my present mental condition.

I have become frustrated trying to decide why I like this record.

For a while I thought it might have something to do with the truly

wonderful reproduction and realistic separation of sound due to what
London calls fuss (full frequency stereophonic sound). But after that

novelty wore off I still found myself playing it just as often. Of
course the arrangements are clever and make listening fun. For
example, Edmundo never repeats the same rhythm pattern during
the record. Each one is a new adventure in sound.

But then I've heard each one so often that I know exactly what
the pattern will be and I can usually hear every note before it plays.

I guess I'll make myself a cup of coffee to help me think . . .

Ah, that's better! Now let's see, could it be the fact that it relaxes

me to listen to it. There's a lot of pulsating brass combined with
reed melody well founded in good taste. It's loud but not distracting.

Every time I play it I seem to find something new in it. This can't

go on. Hey Mary, gimme another cigarette.

It must be the percussion. IT it weren't for the percussion the

whole business would sound just like any other album of music from
Broadway shows. But then T like those albums too. Sometimes Ed-
mundo sounds just like Frank Chackgftold with a set of bongos nnd
a marimba. Let's face it; this record has me stymied.

LETTERS

Is War The Only Answer?
by VrVIAN WAGNER '62

On Monday at 4:00 P.M. in the Colonial Lounge

of the Student Union, the Christian Association

will present Mr. Allan Brick, whose topic will be

"Is war the only answer?"

Mr. Brick, Assistant Professor of English at

Dartmouth College and a member of the National

Council of the Fellowship of Reconeilation, has

written articles for the October issue of the Massa-

chusetts Review and for the University of Toronto

Bulletin.

In addition to the general subject of pacifism,

Mr. Brick will also discuss the pacifist movement

currently taking place among the Dartmouth stu-

dents.

All are invited to hear Mr. Brick speak. Those

who are interested in joining the study group which

has been discussing the problem of pacifism versus

war can learn more about the weekly meetings of

the group at this lecture.

Editor's Note: Thank you Mr. Holbrook for bring-

ing this "Typo" to our attention. If you are really

interested in a better campus newspaper as your

letter appears to indicate, we would welcome your

presence on Sunday, Tuesday or Thursday night

to work on our copy proof-reading desk.

R. M.

"On The Summit Conference"

Your article, "On the Summit Conference", in-

dicates to me, Mr. Merino, that you haven't really

explored the problem in your own mind but have

instead substituted a not so glib cynicism and rather

facile name-dropping: East River Bridge Club.

You tell us that you haven't "any notion" of

what the western leaders will do at the summit, and

then in a kind of brotherhood of no nothingism you

magnanimously include Eisenhower and Macm'illan in

your club on the grounds that they have thus far

been "significantly silent." The reason for their

silence is simply that they are waiting for the West-

ern Summit. Official statements on the western

position would not be made before all the allies were

consulted.

You then express the fear that "concessions will

be wrung out of the West". This fear becomes, in

your mind, a reality, since you then go on to com-

plain of the rationalizations of concessions not yet

made.

According to your description, the western allies

have no sense of purpose, no backbone, and a pen-

chant for hiding behind "nice words, sweet reason"

(don't knock it; man at his best, has lived by it) and

vague communiques.

Need I rem i ml you that in Korea we discarded

the nice words; during the spring crisis in Berlin

we were prepared to abandon sweet reason. ALL
U.S. divisions in Western Germany were mobilized

and ready to fight; and in the recent East German
threat to raise their flag on West Germany we were

beyond the stage of vague communiques.

On what basis do you make the statement that

the West will back down on vital issues?

Your emphasis on the classical Communist doc-

trine of world domination indicates that you place

little emphasis on Russia's economic goals and the

fact that these goals plus the arms race cannot be

maintained. Isn't there some relationship between

this situation and the course of Russia's foreign

policy?

Finally, our refusal to go to the Summit has been

an important propaganda point for the Soviet, pos-

ing as the champions of peace.

Many of us share some of your cynicism as to

the results of this conference. The groundwork will

not he adequate, and obviously, Eisenhower's mo-
tivation to go at this time has political overtones,

but not to make the attempt to solve these impor-
tant problems is, at this stage, a form of suicide.

Erwin Pally '60

A Point To Ponder

The world of books is the most remarkable crea-

tion of man. Nothing else that he builds ever lasts.

Monuments fall; nations perish; civilizations grow
old and die out; and, after an era of darkness, new
races build on others. But in the world of books are
volumes that have seen this happen ngain and again,

and yet live on, still young, still fresh as the day
they were written, at ill telling men's hearts of the
heads of men centuries dead.

—Clarence Day
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jasltiovi * fanla'ie

by JUDY BRASKIE '60

"OFF THE CUFF" NEWS
FOR MEN

There are some interesting

style notes around this season.

The trend seems to be the "nat-

ural shoulder" look, or what rs

more usually called the Ivy

League approach.

In colors, last year's loden

green has been replaced by an

olive tone in men's clothes, the

same color family as loden, but

a little more definite. This is bal-

anced by a range of earthy

colors; tans, browns, deep golds

and red.

Marterie

Ralph Marterie, maestro of

the band that's No. 1 with

college students and No. 1

with hit records, will be

hitting college campuses

again this fall as Marlboro's

musical ambassador of

good will. Don't miss

Ralph and his Marlboro

Men when they visit

your campus.

Marlboro
The better the makin's, the better the smoke

You're smoking better when it's Marlboro

A quick rundown on shirt news

is appropriate here. Tops is tin-

authentic Tabber collar, the tra '

ditional British-type tab. Men

who get impatient with collar

buttons will like the new "Tab-

ber Snap," with the ends of the

tab snapping together. Also good

is the Drake collar, a medium

length point with permament

stays. For formal wear, there's

the new Arrow button-down Ox-

ford cloth formal shirt, which

comes equipped with black studs

for the front placket and reg-

ular botton-down collar. Another

bit of news in dress-up wear:

striped shirts are making a bold

return this fall.

Basket weave Oxford cloth is

the best fabric news yet. This

weave seems to give just a bit

more body than the old one, and

looks great in stripes, paisleys

and plaids, as we]] as solids.

For casual wear, the best bet

is the University Tabber collar

in tiny checks o

or olive and bl

black chinos. Ki

so good lookin;

turning up with

in classrooms

blue and black

tck. Great with

lits have gotten

that they are

ties and jackets

and for casual

dates. Best are the button-down.

long-sleeve style

patterns or soL

are bold design

sealed stripes or

Sweaters are n

boat necks and •

t looking car:

a camel-color sh n

in small, neat

colors; newest

such as over-

iamond motifs.

rl popular in

ew necks; the

gan around is

rgy Shetland.

Wash-and-wea is better than

over, and should be an important

part of every College man's ward-

robe. The time-saver series comes

in all-cotton or broadcloth, and

outlasts the average shirt three

to one.

Even handkerchiefs have been

attacked this year. Now there's a

button-down model, with the top

orner folded over and buttoned

down.

The shirts described have been

designed by Arrow especially for

college men, and are offered as

the "Cum Laude" collection.

Shirts in this scries are easy to

find, since they are all marked

with a Cum Laude seal.

To wear with the shirts, jackets

featuring the natural shoulder,

three button styling; in pants,

trimly rut p 'shed cotton, chino

or cotton cor

nels. Olive si

ing are good

conservative

backbone ol

The Campus Beat
by (JERRY GALLAGHSB '63 and SHARON (LARK '63

Are you sick of this place? Are you sick of hour exams? (Jo to the

Infirmary. Freshmen can learn from experienced bug out artists and

upperclassmen can feel important impressing the freshmen. Let's

take Rick, a freshman, and Norbert, a senior at said place:

Rick (choking): Aren't you afriad of getting caught?

Norbert (sneering): Take it easy kid. They'll save you a frog. (He

lights a cigarette he has taped under his arm.)

Rick (choking): Aren't you afraid of getting caught?

Norbert: Naw, the Panhandlers never get wise.

Rick: Panhandlers?

Norbert: A nurse to you, stupid!

Rick: You ever been here before?

Norbert: (distainfully) Of course. See this scar? Chem 2 acid burn in

'58, caught pneumonia at the UConn. game in '57, had dysentery

with the Bay State Rifles in '56, caught in a landside on a Geology

field trip in '55 . . , etc.

Rick: Wow! Hey, what's that medal you're wearing?

Norbert (blushing) The order of the purple shaft. I'm flunking out.

The International Club of the University of Mass. held its first

meeting on Friday, October 23, 1959. The newly elected officers are

as follows:

President: Mr. Hong Wha Kin, Korea

Vice-President: Miss Ute Rauber, Germany

Secretary: Mrs. Gabriela Ratay, Hungary

Social Chairman: Mr. Costa Jeannides, Greece

Dr. Sargent Russell, U.S.A., professor of Business Administration is

the advisor to the Club for this year.

A weekly coffee-hour will be held every Friday at 8 P.M. in the SU.

The program for next Friday, November 18, will be: "Slides from

Korea." All interested American and Foreign students are welcome.

There will be a general meeting for all nembers of the Interna-

tional Weekend Committee next Tuesday at 11 in the SU. All those in-

terested in working for the Weekend are invited to attend.

Tuesday, November 17. at 8 p.m.. Howard H. Quint of the His-

tory Dept will lecture on "The Pursuits of Excellence" in the Colonial

Lounge. All interested parties are invited to attend.

The Student Union Arts and Music Committee will present Lester

Neale Sunday. November 15, in the Commonwealth Room. The Music

hour will feature calypso forms of both piano and voice.

Mr. Morrissey and MrVs. Tanner will discuss professional oppor-

tune ies available to English students at « P.M. in Old Chapel on No-

vember 19. Members of the English Department will be available for

counseling on career selection after the meeting.

Wanted: Pari time clerical assistant:

Typing
Filing

Dictation

All interested parties may apply at the Student Senate Office or

contact Linda Achenbach at Lyon House.

•d. as well as flan-

ades and hopsack-

n suits, though the

'ark worsted is the

nvone's wardrobe.

All in all. »n interesting and

new season tot men's styles has

arrived. H- > hoping all the men

heed it.

Nursing Notes

by BETTY KARL '60

4th-year nursing students are

now beginning their experiences

in pediatries at the Springfield

Hospital, w.king with children

ranging from babyhood to adoles-

cence.

To enable I iiem to care for sick

children more effectively, the

students spent, part of last sum-

mer studying the behavior of

well-children, at nearby nursery

schools and day-camps. While on

campus, as sophomores, they

joined some of their fellow Umies

in observing children at the nur-

sery school in Skinner Hall.

Dorothy Fodoryshyn, '61, was

recently appointed a representa-

tive to the Massachusetts State

Council of Student Nurses Board

of Directors, from the District

No. 1 student organization. Miss

Fedoryshyn is Recording Secre-

tary of the District association.

Telethon . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

That afternoon, at 4 p.m., broad-

casting of the telethon will re

sume in the SU where it will

continue to follow the same pat-

tern until ten o'clock Tuesday

morning.

The production of the telethon

will be similiar to that of other

charity functions. "Record re-

quests" will be filled upon tin-

pledging of a donation to

Campus Chest Drive, for an yon-

that calls the place of WML A

broadcasting. When the telethon

is being broadcasted from the SU,

either Mike Klienerman or Sheila

Day will take pledges from a

university extension phone that

will be located in the SU lobby.

Two phone lines will be kent

open at the WMUA studio:

pledges will be taken on exten-

sions 425 and 514.

The Fund drive on campus is

being conducted in both tin-

Greek letter houses and the

Lost & Found
ONE MORE TRY: My room-

mate is freezing because someone

has her trenchcoat and she can't

put in the winter lining, and be

protected against the weather.

We'd be delighted to return yours

—it's too small anyway. Please

answer if you have a trenchcoat

that doesn't belong to you. I can't

afford these ads much longer.

Sincerely,

Lynn Hutchings,

Knowlton 215
* • * *

Would the person who found a

Ronson butane lighter in the

Hatch Wednesday night please

return it to Brenda Mason in

Leach House, or turn it in at the

Student Union desk. Reward of-

fered.

Do mitories. The houses are

p^pft«rpn \r> colltrttotflM a dollar Pnr

on while personal solicitation

campaigns will be held in the

dormitories. The married stu-

dents, the faculty and the com-

bers may contribute by mail-

ing their donations care of The

Ca npaa Chest Drive, at the

Student Union.

Rand « . •

(Continued from poos 1)

from 1920 to 1947. The organiza-

tion which he coached was

originally all-male, but in 1920

the girls in the senior class of the

Massachusetts Agricultural

School were included in the cast.

Under Professor Rand's direc-

tion the plays which were pro-

duced included On Corpus CJiristi

Day, Twelfth Night, As You
Like It, and Othello.

Professor Rand is a graduate

of Williams College; he received

his M.A. from Amherst College.

He came to the University in

1914 and has since become pro-

fessor and head of the English

department. He was general man-

ager of academic activities and

has been acting dean of the

School of Liberal Arts since 1948.

He has written five plays which

were produced by the Roister

Doisters, three of which have

been published. One of these

plays, John Kpps, commemorated
the 50th anniversary of the

school.

Professor Rand wrote Masschu-

setts State College, a history of

the school up to 1983. He also

wrote a book of verse about Am-
herst entitled Heart O' Town.

Roth of these can be purchased

in the University Bookstore. Last

year Prof. Rand wrote the bi-

centennial history of the town,

The Village of Amherst, A land-

mark of Light.
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With The Fraternities
by SAM BLYTHE

Congratulations to Kappa
Theta on winning the Sorority

Sing and to Sigma Kappa's Joan

Sharpe on her winning perform-

ance in the Sorority dramatiza-

tions!

AGR
During the past week the house

basketball team has had several

practices and under the manage-

ment of Bob Brack the brothers

are starting to shape up.

This Saturday evening, the

house will be open for an inform-

al party for brothers and their

dates and on Wednesday evening

we are planning an exchange

sapper with Sigma Kappa.

Congratulations to Don I.

Mentzer Jr. on his recent pinning

to Susan Goodenough.

ALPHA SIG

Last Wednesday, Alpha Sigma

Phi welcomed three new pledges

into the house, Jack Murray, Dick

Putnam, and Ed Poshkus. This

Thursday the brothers are look-

ing forward to an exchange sup-

per with KKG. On Saturday

night, we will hold the first

scheduled "wet" party on campus.

Last Saturday the drawing was

held for a polaroid camera the

house raffled off. Lucky Judy at

PDN!

PHI MU DELTA
Phi Mu Delta congratulates and

welcomes the new pledges:

David Robitaille, Maurice Blaneh-

ette, and Edmond Benoit. We also

extend congratulations ' to broth-

er Jim Webster, who recently pin-

ned Betty Concesion from North

Fasten. Congratulations also to

the Lysek for Mayor committee

whose campaign was, a great suc-

cess.

Thursday, we really enjoyed

our exchange supper with Pi Phi.

The food was wonderful, girls.

Tomorrow the brotherhood will

be attending the UNH game in

Durham and will spend the eve-

ning consoling our brothers at

the Nu Beta Chapter there after

their inglorious defeat.

Congratulations also to new

brothers Bruce McLean and Ed

Durfer. Best of luck goes to our

nomination for Miss Campus

Chest, "Francoise" Mallette.

PHI SIGMA KAPPA

Many of the brothers are look-

ing forward to another road trip

this weekend. This time the

brotherhood is bound for U.N.H.

to support the Redmen in their

last game of the season. Thanks

to the Sigma Kappas for a swell

exchange supper Tuesday night!

Upon completion of the IFC foot-

ball competition, our team has

picked an all opponent squad: at

ends, "Foggy" Hamilton and

Frank Leahy Fitzpatrick, SAE;
at center, "Fat Daddy" Mastro,

SPE; in the backfield, "Tank" (in

memoriam) Purchase, QTV, Billy

"Lighthorse" Lee, TEP, and Mel-

vin Sturdlee, MAD. The un-

animous choice for manager was

Joseph "Where's my crying tow-

el" Lyons.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

It's up to New Hampshire this

weekend for the Sig Eps! The

"Big Red" won the IFC football

crown for the third consecutive

year defeating Kappa Sig, 1^-0,

and thereby finishing the season

with a spotless 7-0 record. There-

fore, the Sig Ep team once again

has the privilege to play the New
Hampshire IFC champs for the

bi-state fraternity football title

and the team is hoping to retain

that title they won here last year.

Congratulations to the entire

squad and especially to Pete

Romano, the team captain, on

their successful season. The

brotherhood really enjoyed the

three way exchange supper with

TEP, Chi O, and Pi Phi on Tues-

day eve and we i-re hoping for

another in the near future. Some-

one owes us a party for the re-

turning of a certain article before

Homecoming weekend — how

about it, you Thetas!

.
:

Never

too strong Never

1oo weak.

just right!

You can light either end!

Get satisfying flavor...so friendly to your taste!

See how Pall Mall's famous length of fine, rich-

tasting tobacco travels and gentles the smoke-

makes it mild—but does not filter out

that satisfying flavor!

HERE'S WHY SMOKE 'TRAVELED' THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST

Outstanding...

and they are Mild I

i

You get Pall Mall's

famous length of the

finest tobaccos

money can buy.
2

Pall Mall's famous
length travels and
gentles the smoke
naturally . .

.

3
Travels it over, under,

around and through

Pall Mall's fine tobaccos

. . . and makes it mild!

A T Go Product of tM, jjmvumem Sv&etoJ&eeyHvnf-5v&xa+ U our middle name'

TAU KAPPA EPSILON

The Tekes are proud to say

they had Dr. Rosa of the Physics

Department down to supper last

Monday night. After the meal.

Dr. Ross expounded his beliefs

on the United Nations and school-

ing by TV. We had a tremendous

exchange supper with SDT and

we are now looking forward to

the supper with KKG. This

Thursday we revived our old tra-

dition of singing the TKE Sweet-

heart song in front of the girls

dorms, our way of congratulat-

ing the girls who were recently

pinned to some of our brothers.

Missing Trophy
LOST: One Trophy. The l

T -

Mass-UNH Intramural Trophy is

among the missing. As it is a

Hi-school trophy, it must be pre-

sented this weekend. If anyone

knows its whereabouts please

contact Sigma Phi Epsilon.

International

Weekend
What is the International

Weekend ?

You have probably seen several
*

notices regarding various meet-

ings of the International Week-
end Committee, but yet you have

been hesitant to attend these

meetings because you are not

aware of the aims and purposes

of this group.

The International Weekend is

one of two intellectual events that

annually occur on campus. Each
year during the early part of

March, a weekend is set aside for

the purpose of exploring a topic

of current International interest.

The format in- the past has

been to hnvp a keynote address

on Friday night to get the theme
underway. On Saturday there are

generally several panel discus-

sion groups made up of experts

in the subject matter area. The
Weekend winds up on Saturday

night with a banquet and a

speaker. •

Another important function of

the Weekend is to bring together

foreign students from the sur-

rounding schools.

The topic of last year's Week-
end was "America, as others see

us." The kpynote address was
given hy Charles Malik, Presi

dmt of Hie tSth United Nations

General Assembly. In the opinion

of many who attended last year's

program, it was the beat to date.

Co-chairmen, Chn'sta Hahm-n
stein, 'fil, and Dave Ellis, '61, re-

cently announced that the topic

of this yiMf's Weekend will be
"Africa". Hick Gu.-rra, '60 was
elected Program Chairman and
AI Fini, '60, was elected Publicity

Director.

There is a lot of work to be
done in order to present an in-

teresting program. A general
meeting will be held Tuesday at
11 in the SU for all those who
would like to work on the Com-
mittee.

Lost & Found
Lost—Engllnh notebook and copy of

Wildm. Please return to Hope Chlchus,
Crnbtree House.

LoNt --German slid* rule In blnek cane.
Lost in vicinity of SU. Return to
Nicholas Gutting, rm 23H, Maker.

Lrmt s.»H..l.>k'irnl Analyst* by Wilson
Loat in vicinity of 8TJ. Return to
Nicholas Guttln*. rm 238. Maker,

l/ost- pair of Rlaasea in brown eaae
vicinity of BU. Return to Kennetb
«;• i>ilni;ui. 101 Mills.

I oal Sociological Analysis by Wilson
and Kolh, Vicinity of Old Cbapel. Re-
turn to Arnold tacnstadt, 218 Baker,

Leat High school claaa ring with
Kellv green atone, Contact William
Cronln. »7fi No. P|e*aant St. (ATG).

Lost Will the pemon who mlatakenly
picked tin a tan Fabrlnl Weatherojrue
ralncont at the dnnce at Van Meter la*t

Saturday night, please return It to Geof-
frey nt Van Meter.

McGuirk Talks Of
Athletic Expansion

by ELWIN SW I NEKTON
Football policy and the develop-

ment and expansion of the \thlet-

ic Department were discussed by

Warren McGuirk, Athletic Direc-

tor, in a recent interview.

Speaking of football, Director

McGuirk commented that, "This

i.s the first year on the varsity

level that we have depth and rea-

sonable experience which should

have provided for interesting

football, and we soon expect to

field a top team. We want to

look good, look like an organized

team that is benefiting from good

coacbing, and we want to observe

from week to week gradual im-

provement."

He commented that the team is

not expected to win all games.

McGuirk said that, "Quality and

excellence are important, and look-

ing good helps the morale of the

coaches, the squad, and affects

the entire student population."

Speaking of scholarship, Mc-

Guirk stated that out of tbe 48

players on the football team only

a limited number have scholar-

ships. "The response to Freshman

football has been the best this

year," Mr. McGuirk said, "and the

fact that so many are still on the

squad breaks down the theory

that a player has to have a schol-

arship to be given attention and

to be ahle to play."

The Athletic Department is

planning to put more emphasis on

hockey, but the lack of a quali-

fied Frosh coach and ice facilities

are slowing this plan.

The athletic facilities on the

campus have greatly expanded

r the yar. hi rector McGuirk

reported. "No one on the campus
today can say that there wasn't

any locker space or not enough

equipment so they couldn*t go

out." Mr. McGuirk also en-

couraged students with no prior

experience to participate in col-

lege athletics. The Department
never cuts in football, soccer, or

lacrosse. This policy is especially

to encourage Freshmen to stay

out in everything except basket-

hall where there is a lack of

facilities at present. In anticipa-

tion of Freshmen football, the

Athletic Department planned and
was ahle to take care of all boys

that came out.

In the coming winter and
spring there will be no trouble in

any sport because the coaches are

interested in those who really

want to play. McGuirk stated

that players won't be cut.

Mr. McGuirk spends most of

his time working on the deveolp-

in ent of indoor and outdoor facili-

ties so that morp students can

learn and enjoy the various sports

that can be played throughout

life such as golf, tennis, archery,

swimming, and volleyball.

In the new area to he developed

behind the cage, a golf lane and
practice greens will be installed

to add to the facilities. As a re-

sult of the expansion of the tennis

program in the past three years,

the courts are now in use from

dawn to dusk as a part of the

required program, intramurals,

free play, and varsity teams. The
new women's area will have

eight additional courts on the sec-

ond level.

GO GREYHOUND
(for out-of-this-world savings I)

No, there's no Greyhound

Scenicruiser^ Service to

outer space— yet. But if

you're rocketing home for

the holidays, there's no

better way to go! It costs

less than driving your own

jalopy, too. With this exclu-

sive Greyhound Service,

you get more— pay less.

Get in orbit.. .goGreyhound.

COMPARE THESE LOW,
LOW FARES:
*New York $4.90
Wash., D.( . 11.90

Cleveland 16.9r>

Chicago 26.50
New Haven I.7S

plus tax

BAGGAGE PROBLEMS? You can take more with you on a

Greyhound. Or, send your belongings by Greyhound Package
Express. They arrive in hours and cost you less!

It'9 such a comfort to take the bus. .

.

and leave the driving to us!

THERE'S A
GREYHOUND AGENT
NEAR YOU

GREYHOUND

Squires Cleaners
STRONG AVE. JU 4-4150

N.H. Game To Be On WMUA
Tomorrow afternoon, "It's Red-

men football time." on WMUA
and the sports crew goes into ac-

tion for the final game of the

1969 season. Air time is l .i»0 for

the clash between the O'Rourke-

men and the Blue Wildcats from

Durham, New Hampshire.

Several hours of preparation

by the four man crew goes into

each broadcast. There are charts

to be set up, equipment to be

checked, lines to be secured, and

travel plans to be made for road

games.

Station Manager Hal Dutton

heads the crew. This 21-year-old

senior lives in Syracuse, New
York and majors in Journalism-

Speech. The "Voice of the Red-

men" is currently in his sixth

year in radio, having gained two

years of experien<<- at WNRH in

New Bedford whi le still in high

school-. He is seer tary of QTV, a

sports columnist for the Collrf/iart

and the student member of Hm
Audio-Visual Council.

Operations Director Barry
Brooks acts as engineer for foot-

ball broadcasts. A 19-year-old

sophomore from Dorchester, he

hosts the ever popular "Crazy

Rhythms Show" from the Hatch

every Friday evening. He is a

student in the College of Arts

and Sciences and a member of

TEP.
Jim Trelease, a freshman from

Springfield is the third member
of the crew. He is already well

Bowling Now
Offered As A
Gym Course

by BILL AVERY '63

Bowling has been offered for

the first time in the regular

Physical Education courses. The

classes began las* Monday morn-

ing at 8, 9 and in o'clock and will

be held three tim<-s a week.

The classes are filled now. An
additional fee of $8.00 was re-

quired in order to sign up for

the course.

Robert James, physical educa-

tion instructor, said, "All of the

howling alleys in the Student

Union will be in use at the time

the courses are offered, which

means that anyone not in the

bowling eour.se will not be able

to bowl." Mr. James also said,

"The reason bowling hasn't been

offered before is it eouldn*t be

worked into our regular schedule

of courses."

CUT
TRAVEL

Sheraton Hotels

STUDENT-FACULTY

DISCOUNTS
Hero's money-saving news
for stu<! . faculty and all

Other col personnel. Dur-

ing v. 1* and college

Vacation Sheraton offers

you Bpei >w rates — even

lower rate* > hen two or more

occupy the same room.

Special gr ip rates are pro-

vided for athletic teams,

clubs, niher college organ-

izations.

You gel these discounts at

any of Sh< raton's 54 hotels

in (he I'.S.A., Hawaii and

Canada. Just present your

Sheraton ID. card when you

register. To get a Sheraton

I.D. card, contact:

MR. TAT GREEN

College Relation Dept.

Sheraton Corp.

470 Atlantic Ave.

Boston, Mass,

known around the I'niversity

community for his car-toons and

humorous columns winch :ip} >•

in the ColUffian, He handles the

color and half-time show

the fourth member of the t<

Howie Wilson.

Wilson joined the WMl'A staff

as a news announcer last year

and this fall moved onto the

sports staff. He is b sophomore

from Winchester, majoring in

( 'Irriculture.

These four people working to

gether as a team hring you Red-

men football home or away over

WMUA—91.1 on your FM dial.

$80 Ad . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

legiate Press in New York this

weekend, and to amend its By-

Laws by creating a Budget Com-

mittee in addition to the Finance

Committee.

Tbe Budget Committee will

work on all budgets formerly as-

signed to the Finance Committee.

This will ease the burden of the

Finance Committee and give them

more time to consider all motion-

referred to them.

One of the motions referred to

tbe Finance Committee asked

that the Senate appropriate $150

for 5000 copies of a booklet en-

titled Honar Bound, an explana-

tion of plagiarism to be dis-

tributed to the student body at

registration for the Spring

semester. Setting forth this mo-

tion, Senator Bill Knowlton '60

said, "Honor Bound is a calendar

with explanations as to what

plagiarism i-=. Many students do

no: know this and the reason

printed up as a calendar is that

it is eye-catching and is some-

thing that the student would keep

on his desk as a reminder."

Declared Senator Jim O'l.eaiy

'62, "Since the motion is aimed

at fresnmen, 2000 copies should

be sufficient."

Also sent to Committee was a

motion for tho appropriation of

$151.85 to the Index for camera

repair. According to Mike

Moschos '62, last year's Finance

Committee only allotted $100 to

the Index for camera repair. The

recent repair of a camera has re-

sulted in a hill for $251.85.

When asked by CLeary what

the Ind. r can do if the Senate

refuses to appropriate the money,

Moschos answered that tbe Index

woulfl continue to resubmit the

request to the Senate in the hope

that it would eventually get the

money.

IBM . .

.

(Continued fttrm p&ffe J)

number (\vhie\ is recorded in the

'Bible' of the records office) he

is electronically unique.

This uniqueness is first used in

matching College Entrance Exam-

ination Board scores with a name.

Later processing utilizes the

number again in the acceptance

sorting and mailing list.

When Scheduling handles the

individual, he is run through the

machines once again. Mid-semes-

ter and Final grades are only

printed as quickly as they are

when these numbers are (tied.

By the time graduation arrives,

each student's unique number has

served dozens of times in mech-

anical procedures. However, that

number is no less important in

the first CEEB score and name

matching than in the determina-

tion of a cumulative QPA in

early June of the student's senior

year.

As mechanization of admission

procedures increase!) and it can

only increase as numbers in-

crease, a cold and unemotional

element creeps into the life of all

college students.

Were you accepted because the

record and credentials you pro-

duced with your application were

acceptable; or are you here be-

cause an electronic Minotaur

ruminated your numbers and

scores and rang up an 'OK'?

Is it possible that in the future

problems like those in admissions

and its related decisions will hr-

made entirely by electronic de-

-Visit the-

Quonset
Club
FOOD SERVED

From 400-11 00

Sunday 1:00-11:00

vices ?

How much personal contact

should the university sacrifice lo

the pod 'Efficiency'? Who is to

say where the consideration of

individuals will stop and the

treating of numbers tsxko over?

\,, one objects to efficiency.

But each new step an 1RM pTOCC

dure takes is a lost personal con-

r
*

' f*t 5"NwTVip\v.i pt*c* n nd 5 OIY1 6iV "*^*

this lost personal contact has to

bo replaced.

Perhaps Dr. Field's Summer
Counseling Program is providing

the needed personal touch. Cer-

tainly the personal touch is

needed.

Whether or not these questions

are answ rable at the present

t'me, everyone ought to he at

least aware that they exist. No

one of us wants to be electronical-

ly analyzed and processed
through life. The possibility of

this condition exists, even though

the probability is minimized at

present.

Mechanization of admissions is

being continually extruded and

perfected. In obtaining the goal

of efficiency certain personal ele-

ments must he sacrificed,

The most encouraging aspect

facing the Regist rar-<J\jidance-

IBM team is "How much per-

gonal eon tart ran he lost; and

hoir trill ire f>cst rmnf>eusute for

the Knaroiihihh' report to MOSS

handling?"

The most encouraging aspect

of this problem is that it is being

Considered. The men and minds

who have mechanised this sys-

tem will not fail to personalise

it.

The Registrar will analyze.

Guidance will evaluate, and IBM
will process the freshmen of to-

morrow as they do today. The

most significant change in the

system will be its increased

capacity. For every student this

university welcomed in 1026 it

will welcome IS in 106(5; but, the

quality of admissions is not

strained.
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SIG EP RETAINS INTRAMURAL CROWN
Busy Weekend, Don?

Defeats Kappa Sig

And Baker In Finals
by PETE TEMPLE '60

Sig Ep, defending IPC and In-

tramural champion, retained both

titles this week, defeating Kappa

Sig, 19-0, and the Baker Bums,

18-0.

In the fraternity game Tues-

day night, powerful Sig Ep was

held scoreless during the first

half by the stubborn Kappa Sig

team.

But in the second half the

Flyers showed the style which

carried them to their third

straight undefeated season.

Bruce Wolfe registered the

first score for the winners, haul-

ing in a 30 yard pass from half-

back Pete Romano in the end zone.

The try for point failed, but the

Sig Eppers held a 6-0 lead.

Moments later the Flyers were

on the march again, after con-

taining Kappa Sig's offense. A
spectacular catch by Mai Rice

gave the Big Red their second

touchdown of the night. The

scoring pass from quarterback

John Long bounced away from

intended receiver Ken Gladu and

was bobbled by a Kappa Sig de-

fender, but Rice dived in to grab

the ball inches above the ground.

A pass from Romano to Long

accounted for the extra point.

Before the final gun sounded

a 25 yard pass play from Long

to Gladu gave the winners their

final 6 points in the 19-0 win,

Wednesday night Sig Ep was

given unexpectedly tough com-

petition from the Dorm League

champs, the Baker Bums. Show-

ing fine speed and deception, the

Baker team played well, but

could not cope with the power

and experience of the fraternity

champs.

The second time they had their

hands on the ball, Sig Ep scored.

Quarterback Brian Burke tossed

22 yards to Gladu for the tally

and the Flyers were in the van

6-0, a lead which they never re-

linquished.

Before the end of the half the

fraternity team had scored again.

Burke raced 40 yards on a keeper

play before being pushed out of

bounds on the 1 yard line. A
quick pitch to left half Em
Morse sent him into the end zone

for the TD.

The final score of the game
came late in the last half when
Burke hit Rice with a nass from

1 yard out, and the final score

read, Sig Ep 18, Baker 0.

The champs had an amazing

season, both offensively and de-

fensively, while registering eight

wins without a defeat. The Sig

Eppers totaled 224 points while

limiting their opponents to a

mere 18.

It is difficult to single out any

one player as the star of the

team, but the tremendous play

of captain Pete Romano, both as

an offensive blocker and passer

and as a crashing defensive end,

probably contributed most to the

undefeated season.

Keep Smiling, Charlie

UMass Soccermen

Lose To Tufts, 5-3

by BILL LENNON '61

Playing on a windswept field,

the UMass soccermen were edged

by the Tufts varsity, 5-3, Friday

afternoon. This, the final game
of the season, was one of the

best played and certainly the

most exciting game of the sea-

son.

Early in the second period,

Hadi Ali broke the scoring ice.

Eight minutes later Tufts raised

the score to 2-0 when Norman
Wells knocked the ball through a

maze of players in front of the

goal.
^

Andy Psilakis rounded out the

first half scoring when he booted

the ball into the lower right cor-

ner of the nets to bring UMass
back into contention.

The large number of fans who
braved the intermittent rain were
treated to an evenly matched
final half. Psilakis opened the

scoring by driving through the

Tufts defense to tie the score.

Two minutes before the third

quarter ended, Ali secored for the

second time to break the dead-

lock.

It was still either school's

game as the two spirited teams
battled into the final stanza. The
outcome was decided, though,

midway through the quarter

when the Redmen suffered a

short but costly defensive lapse.

Ali received credit for his third

goal when the wet ball slipped

through the fingers of the goalie.

The minutes later Shavitz kicked

m
Coach Charlie O'Rourke and his

Redmen face a grueling game
when they come up against the

Blue Wildcats, Saturday. But

they'll be playing hard for their

third win of the season. New

I

SPRINGFIELD AUDIT
FRI. EVE. DEC. 4

erroll
Garner
4.M S:M If! t
Masts In Taw Round

Hampshire quarterback Sam Paul

poses the greatest threat to the

UMass defense.

Last week's defeat of an in-

jury-riddled Brandeis squad did

little to raise the Redmen's
prestige, and they will have to

win tomorrow to save face.

• FRIDAY NITES •
8-12 P.M.

"DIXIE TO DANCE BY"
with the

JAZZ DOCTORS
-FEATURING-

Oil Roberta, Ranfo

a* 4m

HATFIELD CLUB
HATFIHO - 4 ML Aba** llsam

"Com* At You Art"
NO COVER - NO MINIMUM

THE

Q CLUB
Route 9 - 'HampRd.

—offers—
DANCING on

Tues.—Thurs.—Fri.
Sot.: All-Girl Orch.
Sun.: Concert Time
We Cater to Private Parties

and Offer Spaciout Facilities

Precisionette Drillmaster Don Witkoski seems to be having
some trouble fitting these girls into his weekend dating schedule.

Actually, he is going over a routine procedure for the last appear-
ance of the Precisionettes this season, with his squad leaders. They
are: (kneeling 1-r) Jennet Roberts, Witkoski, Judy Berber t, and
Rosalind Tepper. (standing) Bev Luce, Judy Linscott, team captain,

and Betty Negus.

in the final goal for Tufts.

The Redmen, on the short end
on a 5-2 score, came storming
back. Grant Bowman, normally

used on defense, played on the

line. He was rewarded for his

excellent all-round play when he
booted in the final goal six min-

utes before his collegiate career

came to an end.

The afternoon was not a total

loss, since the frosh team de-

feated the Tufts yearlings 2-1.

SPORTALK
by HAL DUTTON '60

Tomorrow football '59 comes to

a close at Cowell Stadium in Dur-

ham, New Hampshire as the Red-

men meet the Blue Wildcats.

Chief Boston's club is already

assured of their best reason since

1964. They have a 3-2-2 record

this year.

Sam Paul looms aa the main
threat to the Redmen. He has

dazzled opponents all year long

with his pin-point passing and
shifty running. Two weeks back

he put on a spectacular show in

the UConn frame which the

Huskies won 39-38.

Second place is up for grabs
in the conference. Rhode Island

visits UConn for the Husky home-
coming. The Rams and New
Hampshire have identical 1-1-1

records in Bean pot play

We conclude four years of

covering the Redmen ofer
WMUA with tomorrow's tilt.

Dick Bresciani, who worked with
us the past two years, will be on
hand at half time as we re-cap

Sill ON COMMISSION, UnwmmI psf
Mnalimd Br.t.Uf and Cuff link, h-
c«lkMt for Ximi, Pr^ifi, SirfMay i»ftt.

High cammlition N« lnv«*tm*nt

*•"«* for h— brtchvra. UtHmtr, 707

Cefn.ll »d . Franklin *•»•*•, NX
a « i m.

four years of Redman football.

Saturday Sidelights

Syracuse ia now ranked num-
ber one in the nation. The Orange
are well on their way towards

becoming the first national cham-
pionship eleven from the East

since the days of Blanchard and
Davis at Army. The unbeaten
Orange have an excellent chance

of topping the nation in total of-

fense, scoring, total defense, and
rushing defense. No major college

team has ever done this in one
season.

The number one team among
the nation's small colleges meets
the number three club this week.
Delaware travels to Bowling
Green. This is the one main ob-

stacle in front of Dave Nelson's

club. A win this week practically

assures the Blue Hens of an un-

defeated and untied season.

It's the season again to howl
for the scalps of unsuccessful

football coaches. The latest to

hear the din of the wolfpack is

Murray Warmath of Minnesota
whoso team has won only two
of seven games this fall. One re-

port says a Minneapolis group
has offered to pay Warmath for

the remaining two years of his

contract if he will agree to re-

sign. Does anyone know any
wealthy alumni?

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE
FROM AMHERST TO SPRINGFIELD and BOSTON

Via the Massachusetts Turnpike

—EFFECTIVE SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 15th—
Lv. Amherst 8 55 12 55 4 55 7:40
lv. Hadley 9:05 1 05 505 7:50
Lv. Northampton 9:15 1:15 5:15 8 00

-NO CHANGE IN OTHER SCHEDULES NOW OPERATED-

PETER PAN BUS LINES, INC.

Trackmen Place

Eleventh In Meet
hy JOE LIPCHITZ '62

Last Monday the New England

cross country championships were
held at Franklin Park in Boston.

In the varsity meet Maine took
fir'rt pla^p with Rrnwn, Wesleyan,

Holy Cross and New Hampshire
taking second through fifth

places respectively.

The University of Massachu-
setts was not up for this meet
and took eleventh place among
the New England colleges en-

tered. Dick Atkinson was the

first man across the line for the

Footrickmen with Ralph Busch-

mann, Joe Kelsey, Emo Barron
and Laury Kennerson as the

other four men to score.

Freshmen Place Second

In the Freshmen meet the

Cobbmen took second place in

New England losing out only to

Brown. Dave Balch, Gene Has-
brouck, Dick Blomstrom, Ken
O'Brien and Charlie Proctor
were the men to score adding up
115 point* to Brown's winning
46. Batch's time was just twelve
seconds off the winning pace plac-

ing fifth overall.

Frosh To Play

New Hampshire
Coach Dick MacPherson's frosh

football squad will travel to the

University of New Hampshire
this Friday to play their last

game this season, the Little Red-
men will be going into the game
with a 3-2 record. The frosh lost

a rough one to UConn last week
(20-19), and will be out to

avenge themselves.

NOW HEAR THIS
WMUA will air from Dur-

ham, N. H., tomorrow at 1:20
p.m. the final UM pigskin

clash of the season — the

O'Rourkemen vs. the Blue
Wildcats.

LOUIS'

FOODS

71 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

Faculty:

Flock of

Lambs

(See Page 2)
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REDMEN UPSET UNH
19-6 IN SURPRISE WIN

by AL HERMAN '62, Assistant Sports Editor

Halfback Tom Delnickas again

paced the UMass team to victory

Saturday, as the Redmen came
up with their best game of the

year to upset New Hampshire's
Wildcats, 19-6.

The victory enabled UMass,
with a two-two record, to finish

second in the Yankee Conference,

behind Connecticut.

Although the winners scored

all their points in a fine first

half, it was some crucial second

half defensive plays by Delnickas

and fellow halfback Bill Rey-

nolds that enabled the Redmen

to end the season with their se-

cond straight win and an overall

ledger of three wins, five losses,

and two ties.

Delnickas came up with his

first big play of the game after

about two minutes of play had

elapsed, New Hampshire half-

back Dan Ruskiewiez fumbled

near midfield and old number 44

Harold Gordon Discusses

U. S. Military Policy
by JOE PALLAZOLA '61

Professor Harold Gordon of

the History Department, speak-

ing on "U.S. Military Policy and
Evaluation" to the International

Relations Club Thursday night in

Bowditch Lodge declared that

"we must guide military policy

by foreign policy," proceeded to

define U.S. foreign policy, and

outlined an ideal military policy

for this country.

He then enumerated the many
obstacles to the "ideal" policy,

evaluated our present military

equipment, and cited areas in

which we are militarily deficient.

Finally, he listed some of the

problems connected with NATO,
suggested corrections, and point-

ed out some of NATO's merits.

"Basically," he said, "our for-

eign policy is containment of the

communist block, and defeat of

the block in the event of war."

Mr. Gordon defined war as

"foreign policy by other means,"

caught the ball in the air on his

own 45-yard line. He rambled

fifty-four yards to the Wildcat

one before being downed.

On the next play Reynolds

plunged over for the score, and

Jack Conway's successful con-

version made it 7 0.

The second Redmen touchdown

put the cap on a 67-yard drive

in just six plays in the second

period. A 51-yard pass play from
Conway to halfback Roger Ben-

venuti was the bifr play that

moved the pigskin to the UNH
nine. After losing two yards on
a rushing play, Conway dodged
several tacklers and hit end Har-
ry Williford with a pass on the

goal line and the big guy from
Greenfield plunged into the end
zone,

A Conway - to Maloney pass

play failed in the attempted con-

version.

The final Redmen touchdown
was scored just forty seconds be-

fore the gong sounded for the

end of the half when — you
guessed it—Delnickas bolted over
from the one after a feeble New
Hampshire punt gave UMass the
bail on the UNH 36 yard line.

Conway, the engineer on the

UMass victory train, brilliantly

mixed his running plays with
two key completions to Willi-

ford, in the action that preceded

(Continued on page 6)

showing what ahouid be the close

tie-in between foreign policy and
military policy. He went on to

say that in on* sense the U.S.

was less of a victor in WW II

than the Soviet Union. The Rus-
sians, with clear objectives in

mind, molded their military poli-

cy to fit their foreign policy,

and emerged from the war in a

better position than they had
when they entered the war. The
U.S., its objectives ill-defined,

came out somewhat less fortu-

(Continue t on page 5)

Collegian Editors Attend Press Confab;

Profit From Discussions, Informal Talks
Two Collegian editors repre-

sented UMass at the 35th Annual
Associated Collegiate Press Con-

ference in New York City Thurs-

day through Saturday. Editor-in-

Chief Richard MacLeod '60 and

Sports Editor Vin Baaile '62 were
among 596 delegates from 210

college newspapers at the confer-

ence.

They heard addresses by Chet

Huntley, NBC News Commentat-
or; Norman Cousins, Editor and
V ire President, Saturday Review;

and John Scott, Assistant to the

Publisher, Time, Inc. All three

addresses were given on the Sov-

iet Union, Khrushchev, and Com-
munian.

In response to a question hy

ColUgian Editor MacLeod, Hunt,

lay said he did not believe that

Communism or Communists had a

"tronf foothold" ia the United

StaCaa at present. Huatley added,

they ware so pitifully few that

"they had to stop pubiishinf their

newspaper in New York."

Among the discussions one or

both Editors attended were those

on "Freedom and Responsibility

of the Press;" "Editorial Policies

and Effective Editorial Writingr"
"Camera Reporting," taught by
Albert Asmuller, World-Telegram
and Sun Administrative Assistant
and former Chief Photographer;
"The Student Press as an Educa-
tional Force;'* and "Effective

Sports Writing and Coverage."
Also, "Critical Writing and Re-

viewing," taught by Gilbert Mill-

stein, staff writer, Naw York
Times Magazine Section; "News-
paper Staff Recruitment and
Training;" "Feature Stories and
Editorial Pages;" "Campus News
Sources;" "Sound Business Prac-

tices for College Newspapers;"
"Campus Campaigns ai>d Cr.i>

sades;" "Newspaper Staff Salar-

ies—A Report on Current Student
Publication Salary Figures Based
On ACP Research;" and "Makeup

and Typography Clinic for News-
papers."

Benefit From Informal Talks

"I feel that we probably ben-

efited most from the numerous
informal talk* with Editors of

other papers published daily and

two or three times weekly at

Universities of a comparative

size with UMass," said MacLeod
when he returned. "We found

mutual recruitment and training

problems and methods of select-

ing new Editors of particular in-

terest, as were methods of financ-

ing the newspapers," he said.

MacLeod noted that in reply to

queries from other editors regard-

ing direct or indirect administra-

tive, faculty, or student govern-

ment "censorship** or "pressure"

on the ColUgian ha was able to

say "None!" to the first two, but

admitted to them that attempts

by the Student Ssnsts to put

pressure on the staff through fis-

cal controls have

An empty chief's bonnet, an unmanned baton, and a ailent whistle

are seeking a qualified owner. Metawampee is looking for a new
representative of the Redmen spirit.

The future chief should possess gymnastic abilities and also qual-

ities of leadership. Interested candidates should attend the coun-

cil fire on Tuesday. November 17, at Memorial Hall, any time be-

tween 1:30 and 4:00 p.m.

Mather Explains Ambitions
For Self And University

by BARBARA KATZIFF '61

A "challenge", is what Presi-

dent Mather is looking for in his

next position. "I want no soft,

eushy job," he declared.

Mather has recently indicated

he is considering three types of

positions. The first, quite natur-

ally, is that of the presidency of

another state university.

Secondly, he is considering the

possibility of becoming a Chan-
cellor or coordinator between the

state, the public, and the presi-

dents of various state universi-

ties in a state maintaining mult-

iple university campuses. In this

position he would specialize in

interpreting overall university

policies to th«» utate and the pub-

lic. (Mather has been doing this

to a large extent at oar own
university.)

He has also considered enter-

ing the field of public relations

as an executive. "The salary is

quite attractive," he commented.
Although his resignation be-

comes effective next June, he has

received permission from the

PRES. J. PAUL MATHER

trustees to leave at an earlier

date if necessary. He does not

believe he will leave before
March, however, as he wants his

younger daughter to finish her

senior year at Amherst Regional

High School.

Whatever his decision, he will

be well qualified for his next po-

sition. Born in Del Norte, Colo-

rado, in 1914, he claims descent

from the early New England
preacher-orator Cotton Mather
(for the benefit of those of you
who haven't read the article in

TIME magazine last August.)

He completed his undergradu-

ate work at the University of

Colorado and the University of

Denver School of Commerce, Ac-

counts, and Finance, receiving a

B.S.C. in 1937. He did graduate
work in economics at the Univer-
sity of Chicago in 1939, and re-

ceived his M.B.A. from the Uni-
versity of Denver in 1948. In

1951, he received an M.A. degree
from Princeton.

Mather has had considerable

teaching experience. His posi-

tions have ranged from an in-

structor, and an assistant profes-

sor, to a graduate leaturer. He
taught economics and statistics

at the Colorado School of Mines,
the University of Denver, and
the Graduate Division of the

Woodrow Wilson School of Pub-
lic and International Affairs,

Princeton University.

He has also held several ad-

ministrative positions prior to

his appointment here. At the

Colorado School of Mines he was
Administrative Assistant to ths
Vice President, and the Assistant
Registrar and Business Manager.
At the University of Denver he
was the Director of Curriculum
and Instruction. In addition, ha
has served as Staff Associate and
Assistant Treasurer for the Am-

Continued on page 4
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The Faculty:

A Flock of Lambs
The faculty, it appears, are merely a flock

of lambs who kowtow to the will of the Ad-

ministration. According to the President, the

faculty or their representatives in the Facul-

ty Senate are responsible for all University

policy except that dealing with finances.

They are subject to review only by the

Foard of Trustees. In theory then the legis-

lative power of the faculty is very great. In

practice—well, that's a different story. For

example, let's take the method by which the

prohibition law was passed.

On Thursday, September 10, President

Mather called a meeting of the entire facul-

ty. For 2.") minutes he lectured to them on

the e\ lis of drinking at I'Mass and told them

a prohibition law was necessary. Following

this lecture there was no discussion, no de-

bate. No one bothered to question the Presi-

dent or bring up any points in opposition to

him. Like an obedient flock, they confirmed

the chief's edict. Only 38 out of -446 were

brave enough to vote XO. Yet, even they

were afraid to speak out publicly against the

motion.

The students at FMass have often been

accused of apathy. The faculty, however, are

even worse. They did not fight for their own

pay raises. All the motions brought up to the

ulty Senate have been proposed by only

one man.

Th.' faculty has accepted the respottsi-

OHIO <»l lUtllMllfc POIICJ ll'l <-•• l.«'. Ml . IJ"

far. however, they have merely echoed the

Administration's will. If the instructors and

professors prefer to remain in their whiff

tower and not concern themselves with stu-

dent policy, then they Should give this re-

sponsibility which they so hypocritically up-

hold bark to the administration. At least, the

students will know with whom they are deal-

ing. If faculty wish to retain this responsi-

bility, then they should assert their free-will

ami not remain a flock of lambs.

IVon8 Needn't Be Patrons
Present <lining hall ailments include,

among others, long lines, i old food, and over-

crowding with little time to eat. We ask what

i . being done HOT to alleviate these condi-

tions.

Lack of student help, it has been said,

prevents opening of a new commons line.

Yet, the policy preventing the hiring of

those who do not hold meal tickets is con-

tinued. The purpose of this policy needs ex-

planation.

In many cases the senior who MUST save

money eats off-campus because he can eat

less expensively. These students MUST work

and earn money to pay their way. Faced with

an employment problem, it would appear

logical to revoke this policy.

We also suggest that juniors be required

to eat on-campus. Must we maintain detri-

THE ICONOCLAST
by JIM TREI.EASE '63

One hundred f«#« students will attend the University of Mass.

mat year, say. 1'irsident Mather. And after looking down at my

meal(T) in the Common*, I said, "Lucky 100 students!" I josh with

the Commoners, but I really shouldn't. They're so nice to me. Why

just the other night the head dietician came over and gave me ten

extra helpings of cranberries.

Before 1 continue, 1 have a Special announcement to make. It will

no longer do any good for gown ment and U.S. history students to

send letters to Washington . . . he's dead. And speaking of "dad", our

geology clans had an interesting experience with him. We went on a

field trip the other day and besides losing a professor under a land-

slide, the excursion had many other advantages. Every boy in the

class had a date for the weekend by the time we arrived back on cam-

DOB. We also visited a dinosaur park. This was defined by our prof as

a place where dinosaurs went parking. And there were these huge

footstep! about three feet long which were set in igneous rock . . .

alongside of which was a sign reading, "Kate Smith stepped here."

Hut to get back to Washington. On the trip we spotted all those

signs scattered through the countryside—"Washington slept here."

There were so many of these I don'! see when he had time to lead the

Continental Army. And if he was so honest, why are all the banks

closed on his birthday?

Remember when Khrushchev was here. Remember? That's right

. . . and the U.S. 7th Fleet was rushed to guard Disneyland. Well, you

recall how often he referred to God in his speeches and I hinted that

bfl was getting ready to take the big step and say ... "I believe!"

Now he wants to go to Italy and Italian officials have refused to have

him. This is a huge mistake on their part. Can you picture Gromyko

as Russian delegate to the Vatican ? Oh well, I told Billy Graham that

he left Moscow too soon.

Speaking of Billy, I hear the student Senate is considering hav-

ing him come and give a religious concert instead of Chris Connor.

Sure . . . and we could have Errol Garner on the organ. Graham's

got a new gig ... a crusade to save campuses. I guess he ran out of

souls. Just thinks, if he came Gov. Furcolo could issue federal troops

to force integration of religions at Old Chapel and then there would

be about 200 more military men on campus to salute ROTC officers

. . . and guess who'd eat that up? The Air Force ROTC units wish to

announce that their Mili Ball this year will NOT be held at Cape

Canaveral. It was originally planned for there, but everyone on that

post is under analysis and thus there is no one with a free evening

in order to chaperon.

Girls ... if the Armor ROTC men look handsome in this year's

new uniforms, you can thank the Department of Defense in D.C. It

was a question of buying new ROTC uniforms or spending more mon-

ey on satellite research. Guess who won?

And now, not to disappoint the V- >vernment students who read this

column instead of buying The Tim* here is the news in review. Sec

retary of Agriculture Benson, speaking on the fart that certain cran-

berries may lead to cancer, propose I a solution: filter-tip cranberries.

Ike's foreign trouble shooter, Bob Murphy, has resigned his position.

Rumors have it that James Arness or Hugh O'Brian will replace him.

And England has announced thai it is now willing to accept immi-

grants from Michigan.

In conclusion, special birthday greetings to Mamie Eisenhower

upon celebrating her 63rd. I hop. my girl looks as good when she is

(53 years old; but those hopes appear futile since she already looks

about 80.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
,

a

"Rock and Roll is Here to Stay!"
To R.E.V. or whoever wrote "Music for the Masses:"

Your, sarcastic and critical tone in reviewing some of the latest

'rock and roll' and 'rhythm and blues' recordings in a recent issue of

the Collegia* did not go entirely unnoticed. Seeing you're such an ex-

pert on interpreting popular tnoovUt' and groovin' releases as rem-

nants of long-haired music (?) 'ike "La Boheme" or "Pathetique

Sonata", you should have no trouble tracing back some of the follow-

ing immortal rhythm and bluet bits: "Pledging My Love" (Johnny

Aee), "Earth Angel" (Penguins), 'The Closer You Are" (The Chan-

nels), or more recentll "Just to Be With You" (The Passions).

I will doff my lid to you if yoU can find evidence of these great

bits in the works of some 17th n\ 18th century long-hair. My bet is

that you won't.

You're making a big mistake when you select a few duds that

supposedly prove your point (who ever heard of this classical bit

you mentioned anyway?), and then say that a great number of good

rhythm and blues records are "stolen" from some obsolete composer

of the past.

As for Ray Charles, the swinging rhythm and blues vocalist, al-

though handicapped by blindness, he is as much a part of this era as

Beethovi n was of his time if not more so.

If you wish to show off your thorough knowledge of "classical

treasures", please limit your a rllclef to that particular subject in your

OWB long-haired column. You should accord proper credit and res-

pect to our present day vocalists and compters, who are truly great

nuccessei in 'be field of mimtr today,

"Rook and Roll is Here to Stay"

Bill Shaw T,3

Review

I And Thou"
by PATRICIA WOOD '62

Last Tuesday Mr. Erank Dilley of the Depart-

ment of Religion at Smith College delivered a lec-

ture on Martin Buber, the final in the series of the

Hillel Foundation's lectures on "Existentialism

and Religious Belief." As a former student of Buber

at a seminar in 1955, Mr. Dilley is well qualified to

speak on Buber, whose teachings have added much

to modern religious thinking. Mr. Dilley said of

Buber that "perhaps it is in his quest for and arti-

culation of the prophetic faith that his true genius

lies."

Rejecting first the cultural and spiritual Zionist

movement and then Existentialism, Buber turned,

to dialogic philosophy. I and Thou, first written in

1916, advocates his notion of "the soul and the pro-

phetic faith." Abraham, the embodiment of the pro-

phetic soul, had such a "conditionless faith," not a

faith of "I follow God because he conforms to what

is good, but I follow God period."

The revelation of such a "following faith" takes

place through the medium of dialogue, never mono-

logue. Through the process of being written down
it is "objectified, absolutized, and treated almost as

an Incarnation of the Divine which is objectively and

absolutely valid for all times." Buber, very much
against rationalism and legalism in religion or in

life, feels that this setting down of an encounter with

God tears it "out of the context of the experience

which produced it." He believes that "it turns faith

into a matter of belief in . . . and takes it out of the

arena of personal confrontation of man with God in

the present."

He explains that the experience of genuine meet-

ing always takes place in a community; never is the

"I" isolated. Neither is the "Thou" necessarily

sacred, but it is the singular, personal you. The
meeting of an "I" and a "Thou" is a shared experi-

ence: a meeting of the eyes, a shared life, or a meet-

ing through a book.

Another concept of meeting is the "I-It", the

relationship' of persons as things, concepts, imper-

sonally, fragmented. This relationship modern so-

ciety has swelled all out of proportion. The redemp-
tion of evil, says, Buber is the transfiguration of

"lit" into "I-Thou".

I believe that accomplishment of Buber's ideal

would recreate men but reject the Law and legalis

tic methods, because of their objectivity. This would
not solve man's problem and would create a larger

problem.

His belief in the "experience of genuine meet-
ing" in which a person in his own complete genuine-

neea meets another in his, the experience of the

"I-Thou" relationship, is a supreme ideal which can
be and is accomplished by those who have the power
to be themselves, not a closed shell behind a social

mask. But never in the history of humanity has this

been a universal characteristic of man. If it were,
we would have palled this Utopia. Has a Utopia ever
existed? No, and mainly became man is not an
idealistic creature. Men are ruled too much by their

whims and passions and not enough by their intel-

lect and sensitivity of soul. Because of his frailities

Man needs law to fteep him in line. Examine any col-

lege campus as express proof of this.

If the everyday mores of society were withdrawn,
the resulting chaos would leave no context within
which this elevating experience might take place. It

is within law, for the continuation of society, that
the genuh e "I-Thou" meetings should take place.

Buber's own "l-Thou" meetings undoubtedly take
place within this framework.
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mental health conditions merely to maintain income?
The students have a right to know whrther these or

other proposals have been investigated; we have a right to

know what is going to in- dune immediately! not next year.

K. M.

The Man In The Boy
by JAMES D. LEONARD '60

Many months ago a not bookish-looking Amer-
ican college professor stepped into a fluorescent lit

box to Sprout for the nervous amazement of televi-

sion's millions snatches from the rich heritage of
Western culture. Several yesterdays ago he stepped
before the Senate Committee on Legislative Over-
sight to confess that the whole business had been
a mere piece of Barnum flim-flam. Americans were
quick either to reject or accept this self-confessed

perjuror SI they had been to. acknowledge him as a
desirable image of American letters. Vet there is

something more tragic in this minor tragedy of quiz
shows, that is that this sort of mnemonic demonstra-
tion should be representative of either a cultural or
intellectual activity. The association of the name of
Charles Van Doren, the possessor of a vast horde
of uncorrected information, with the concept of a
liberally educated man can only further the mis-
cone pt ion of a significant goal.

Progress?
In 1907, a traffic study conducted in New Vork

City showed that horsednwm vehicles moved nt an
average of 11.5 miles per hour through city streets

Today, in congested downtown areas of many cities,

including New York, tin. average motor traffic speed
has been clocked as low as 6 miles per hour.

The Campus Beat
by JUDY DICKSTEIN '63

While walking from room to

room in any dorm, did you ever
stop to hear what the occupants

are discussing? If you do, you
might or might not be surprised

to learn that not everyone spends
his spare time discussing the ec-

onomic situation in Laos or the

fact that they actually are rioting

in Africa. The most common top-

ic of conversation, as you might
expect, is the opposite sex, with

liquor running a close second in

the men's dorms, and no close

rival in the women's residences.

However, the girls are primar-

ily concerned with who they went
out with last Saturday night,

while the guys are less concerned

who the subject under discussion

and mainly interested in what
happened Saturday night.

Joanne and Roberta are in

their room with Chris from down
the hall. Let's listen in:

"Who was that (sigh) hunky
boy you were out with last Fri-

day night, Chris?"

(With exaggerated casuality)

"Oh, that was Marty ... we had
a (sigh) wonderful time."

"That's great, Chris; he's a
real doll. How I envy you . . .!"

Now let's return to the same
room five minutes later, after

Chris has left:

".
. . Don't know why he ever

asked her out! She's not particu-

larly pretty, and she wears those

perfectly awful blouses and she's

such a flirt!

"Well . . . Marty's not much of

a date anyhow. He hardly ever

says anything; I wouldn't go out

with him." (As if he'd ever ask
her! And she'd fall all over him

saying yes if he ever did . . . )

And so we leave the girts to

their studying.

There will be a short but im-

portant meeting of Phi Eta Sig-

ma Wednesday, Nov. 18 in Wll
Machmer at 7 p.m.

The Engineerme Journal will

meet at 11 a.m. tomorrow in EB
126. All are invit-d.

Dr. Donald Griffin of Harvard
will lecture in the PUB auditor-

ium Wednesday at 8 p.m. on
Acoustic Orientation of Bats and
Men."

The Boston Symphony, under

the direction of Charles Munch,
will perform tonight at 8:15 in

Greene Hall at Smith College,

The November meeting of the

Dames Club will he held at 8

p.m. on Thursday evening, Nov.
19, at the Middlesex House. Pre-

parations will be made for the

Children's Christmas party, and
toys will be sold. All who wish
to purchase toy items reasonably
are invited.

MASS EDUCATION

U Of Chicago Chancellor

Declares Private ITs Elite
Lawrence Kimpton, the chan-

cellor of on** of the nation's larg-

est schools, The (' riivnsity of

Chicago, recently made a series

of proposals.

The upshot is for the private

universities to skim off the

cream, leaving the state univer-

sities, "a creature and creation

of the masses," with whatever

happens to be left over.

Kimpton seems to be forget-

ting the responsibilities of educa-

tion in favor of maintaining the

supremacy of the group he rep-

resents.

He called for the private

schools to "admit" . . . that they

"existed to train an intellectual

elite" . . . "Like most other aris-

tocratic organizations, they will

charge all the traffic will bear,

but no more . .
."

>NW» .•NS*iV»N%S\*.\V.V.N-.*.'

Never
too strong.

Never

1oo weak.

just right!

You can light either end!

Get satisfying flavor...so friendly to your taste!

See how Pall MalTs famous length of fine, rich-

tasting tobacco travels and gentles the smoke-

makes it mild— but does not filter out

that satisfying flavor!

HERE'S WHY SMOKE "TRAVELED" THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST

Outstanding...

and they are Mild!
1

You get Pall Malls
famous length of the
finest tobaccos
money can buy.

2
Pall Mall's famous
length travels and
gentles the smoke
naturally . .

,

3
Travels it over, under,

around and through

Pall Mall's fine tobaccos

. . . and makes it mild!

In order to get the brilliant

who did not have the good fca

to be born well to do, "Scholar-

ships would be provided "for

those who are aristocratic in

brains but not in purse."

Kimpton also suggested that

the public schools should ra

their tuitions "well beyond their

present levels." He reasoned that

the tuition is not covering costs

and that the legislatures are not

likely to grant increases.

The Harvard Crimson bore

heavily on the student newspaper
of the University of Pennsylvan-

ia. "Penn publications, especially

the I'ltilji Pi'tmsiflrunian, occupy
an uneasy place amid the shift-

ing tides of administrational

double talk. Dean Peters says

that his office exerts no control

over the newspaper or any other

publication. Yet, he continues, "I

do give a Constructive, reader-

like criticism. If mistakes are not

pointed out, they will continue

to be made." How thoughtful of

the Dean.

"Even a renegade (editorial

)

board within one of the sanc-

tioned publications is doomed to

eventual defeat," states the

Crimson.

The Penruylvanutn has almost
a reverence for those undergrad-
uate newspapers that are able to

fire at will on faculty, adminis-

tration, and president," com-
ments the Crimson.

Tli is fall Tli>- P< rntsiflra nifiyi is-

sued a course critique, perhaps
the most daring move in its re-

cent history. In this initial ven-

ture into the wilds of course
criticism, the guide could not
in ins it.s««lf to bite more sharply
than, '

, . Dr. Wells is once m a

while dull.'"

E.K.W.

• * T Co Product of t/fu tJ¥me\teftn aoviutwo^jZrtu*awm> — t/trfaeiv* it our mij.ilt nam*

ALBERT MADEIRA, advisor

lo the Collegian, is shown

painting a set of 96 pigeon-

holes to he used for inter-staff

communication. The pigeon-

holes should he ready for use

next week, at which time staff

members who have hoxes will

h«» expected to "check their

mail" once each dav.

An election to determine the

finalists for selection as Winter
Carnival Queen will take place

this Wednesday. Thursday, ami

Friday in the lobby of the SI,
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Voters
will be asked to choose five front

among the thirty-six entries

nominated by dormitories, soror-

ities, and fraternities.
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Mather . .

.

(Continued from jtage J)

erican Council on Education.

In the research field, Mather

has contributed to and published

many reports dealing with eco-

nomic and governmental fiscal

problems.

He served in the Navy during

the Second World War, entering

as a Comnrssioned Ensign,
I'SNR, in 1943. He was dis-

charged in 1946 with the rank of

Lieutenant.

Mather came to this Univer-

sity in February, 1953, serving

as its first Provost. When Presi-

dent Van Meter became ill in

1954, he was appointed President

and inaugurated on October 21

of that year. At 39, he was the

youngest person ever to be pres-

ident of a land-grant university.

Since his appointment as Pre-

sident, Mather has received hon-

orary rlegrees from Amherst,

Lowell Tech, Lesley, A.I.C., and

Northeastern. In 1958, he was
elected a Fellow of the Ameri-
can Academy of Arts and Sci-

ences.

Mather is also listed in Who's
Who in the East, and Who's

Who in American Education.

Active in local civic affairs,

President Mather is a Trustee of

Williston Academy and the Cool-

ey Dickinson Hospital. He is also

a Director of the Northampton
<'< (operative Bank.

In the few spare moments the

President is allowed, he indulges

in dry fly fishing, his favorite

sport.

The President is married, and

has two daughters, one a senior

at the Amherst high school, and

the other a freshman at the Uni-

versity of New Hampshire.

See And Hear

The Statesmen
Appearing at the following

events: Nov. 16, the Redmen
Marching Band Banquet; Nov.

18, Ski Club meeting; Dec. 5,

Mili Ball; Dec! 9, Nursing Club

Christmas meeting.

The UMass Statesmen fea-

ture the vocal blendings of Ken
Chase, Bill Benner, Bob Bury,

Ken Ludlam, Stu Chase, Ed
Hazlett, Steve Allen and Bob
DeWolfe.

Mili Ball will be the occasion

for the group's debut in their

new attire consisting of red and

black vests, white shirts, black

ties and black pants.

This year a new and varied

repertoire . consisting of novelty

numbers, spirituals, and even a

little modern harmony add color

to the only double-quartet on

campus.

Musical director this year is

Bob Bury, Steve Allen is treasur-

er and Ed Hazlett is manager.

The Statesmen are available

for singing jobs on and off camp-
us. For further information

about the group you can contact

Ed Hazlett at 303 Greenough or

write the Statesmen % R.S.O.

Tut The U In Union';

Aid Program Council
Last week a number of select-

ed freshmen received letters in-

troducing the Student Union

Program Council. At the same
time, the slogan "PUT THE 'U'

IN UNION" was circulated
throughout the campus. These

were the first steps taken in the

annual Student Union personnel

recruiting campaign.

Students have been asking in

this connection, "What .is the

Program Council ?" Also heard

on campus has been the puzzled

question, "Where should I put

the 'U' in Union?" To answer
these puzzled people and others

not so outspoken, this article has

been written.

The Program Council is made
up of students who have shown
by their performance as Union
Committee members that they

have interest in Union Program
and have an ability to plan and
execute activities. The Council

consists of six Executive Board
members who are chosen in the

middle of their junior year, and
six committee chairmen who are

usually sophomores. Their terms
on the Council last one year
starting at the end of first se-

mester.

This year's Executive Board
lines up as follows: President,

Steve Paulding; Vice-President,

Wayne Lynch; Secretary, Betty

Slavin; Treasurer, Dick Rand;
Public Relations, Dick Borden;
and Personnel Director, Hal
Glass. The Committee chairmen
are Arts and Music, Chuck Idel-

•00 and Sue Sidney; Movie, Herb
Bello; Dance, Joan Skinner;
Games and Tournaments, Norm
Seigal; Special Events, Roz
Zacher and Barbara Mahoney.

Among them they sponsor all

inter-collegiate tournaments held

in the Union, all Union dances,

movies, jazz concerts, fashion

shows, faculty - student get-to-

gethers, lectures and many other

activities.

This coming Wednesday, No-
vember 18 at 7 p.m., these people

and their committees ' will meet
for the purpose of planning more
events for the enjoyment and
benefit of the entire campus.
Anyone interested in taking part

in Union Program activities and
becoming a part of the "U" in

Union is cordially invited to at-

tend, according to Personnel Di-

rector, Hal Glass.

Committee preference cards

are available at the Lobby Coun-

ter. All information concerning

committee room assignments will

be available at the Lobby Counter

on Wednesday evening just be-

fore the meetings.

TANG!
New breakfast drink

you can keep in your room!

JOE FOOTBALL: TANG has a

real wake-up taste for great get-

up-and-go on the football field. I

drink two glasses every morning

—and watch out

!

SALLY SORORITY: TANG IS

really great mornings. I always

have a jar in my room; it's so

much easier than squeezing or

unfreezing orange juice.

LAZY LARRY: I hav. such trou-

ble getting up for breakfast that

a fast glass of TANG gets me
through my first class so I can

have a late breakfast.

NEW! INSTANT!
Just mix with cold water!

r*'-;., ^^^&ttHttot&S&^^^^\J'

HELEN HOME EC: TANG is the

perfect breakfast drink. It con-

tains more Vitamin C and A than

orange juice and is so handy to

store on any shelf.

MORE VITAMIN C

THAN ORANGE JUICE!

GET TANG FOR YOUR

BOOKSHELF SOON

TANG has real wake-up taste,

more vitamin C than fresh or

frozen orange or grapefruit juice.

Plus vitamin A. TANG keeps

without refrigeration so you can

keep TANG right in your room.

A produot of CUnaral Food* Kltnh»n«

wanted i Characters and captions for campus TANG-itea (like

above). Must relate to TANG. Will pay $25 for every entry used.

Address: TANG College Contest, Dept. GRM. Post Division. Battle

Creek. Mich. (Entries must be postmarked before Dec. 15, 1959.)

Program Preview
by MARIE FOLEY '62

WMUA will discontinue its

regular programming to bring

you the rest of the Campus Chest

Talkathon, live from the S.U.

today from 4 p.m. until 10:30

p.m. Tuesday from 10:30 p.m.

to 8 a.m. broadcasting will con-

tinue from the WMUA studios. I

During this talkathon, requests

will be played for donations

pledged to the Campus Chest

Fund.
Broadway Showcase from 9-10

p.m. Tuesday will feature the

musical score from "Bells are

Ringing." We have received

many requests for this particular

score.

The educational time spot
Wednesday from 7-7:30 p.m. will

be filled by a special taped inter-

view from B.B.C. entitled "Lon-
don Forum."
Wednesday's Senate Meeting

will not be aired by WMUA.
Thursday, a new transcribed

dramatic series from C.B.C. will

replace "Platter Party" from 7-

7:30 p.m.

THE LAND OF

Peirce Says

Our Town
To Be A Bit

R.D.'s announced today, that

only a few days remain to secure

tickets for their long-awaited

presentation of Thornton Wilder's

distinguished prize-winning play.

Our Town, scheduled to open at

Bowker Auditorium Thursday
evening.

Prof. Henry B. Peirce, Jr., di-

recting the production for the

Roister Doisters, states that the
group will be ready to give one
of its finest performances on
opening night. Mr. Peirce be-

lieves that his cast has risen ad-

mirably to the challenge present-
ed by this "brilliantly imagina-
tive play" and by its almost un-

paralleled record of success in

this and other countries; he con-
fidently predict* that the record

will remain unblemished after the
local presentation.

For those few who may be un-
acquainted with the reputation of
Our Town, it open™! in New York
to a critical ovation, had an
enormously successful run of 336
performances, won for Mr. Wild-
er a Pulitzer Prize in Playwrit-
ing, and has since taken a secure
place near the top of the list of
truly great American plays.

For tickets, call the University
(ALpine Mill) between the
hours of 10-1 and 2-4 weekdays
or visit the Student Union ticket

window.

Senate Agenda
89 Roaolvpd thnt the Stmlent Sprint.. M '-

lot n |K»rtion of time nt the Hid <>'

enrh Beasts Meeting to permit qtio<«-

tinnlnir of the Benaton through thr
Chnir. (Resolve Plsfcel nn<l KnoWltOn)

810 Moved that the Ni-fintr Appropriate
$260.00 from th.> Women* Affair*
t'-'mmittoe budget (Aeeounl Nn *oi

|

for the Freshmen-Knriili v r<>iT,.,, ffmirt
in the Women's Dormitories, (Keaolvp;
Ilnllenlirook t

811 Rrsolvrcl thnt the Slml.nt Benat*
appropriate the sum of $2ia, 7r. from
R.S.o. account No. KII2 to the r«lle-
alan for typewriter repairs, samara
repair*, ana the binding or Coltrsrian*.
provided for In the l98fUf>9 budget, th-
hill* in nutation l>einir Incurred before,
luit received m ft. r thr rinsing of the
aeoounta for the Raeal rear IMS Ml
(Resolve.!: ()sl>;i Ideston niid RnOWltOtll

812 Raaohred thnt th.. Student Senate
appropriate the sum of ISM II from
K.8.0 account No ki>2 to the folle-
l'hio for photographic supplies nii'l

equipment ordered during the siimm.r
months In lieu of advertising return tt

being In excess of tin budi I amount
for lOfiR-fiO. (Resolv. Knnwltnn)

INDOOK TRACK
All those people interested

in indoor track should report

to Room 10 in the Cage. The
Varsity runners should report
at 5 p.m. on Thursday Novem-
her 19. The weight and field

men should report at 7:30
p.m. on Wed. Nov. 18.

jazz
Harold Gordon Discusses • •

by MIKE BLUM *60

One of those rare musicians who enjoys unchallenged leadership
on his instrument is drummer Max Roach. Actually, Max merits the
title percussionist for those talents he displays beyond the ordinary
requisite of time-keeper. He is certainly the finest drum soloist in jazz
history and probably the first to approach this instrument in a mel-
odic way, by exploring a wider range of sounds than ever before.

As a youngster Max was in awe of Ohick Webb and Sidney Cat-
lett and was extremely interested in percussion and tympanum which
w^re his major studies at the Manhattan Conservatory. (Max is a
Brooklynite, has this in common witb Shelly Manne.)

In the late 40's he served his bop apprenticeship with Bird, Diz,
Monk and the boys. During those revolution days he alternated be-
tween emulating the daddy of modern drumming, Kenny Clarke, and
floundering around in technical limitations which prevented his reach-
ing complete expression.

Today Roach is to his contemporaries what Clarke was to his but
the influence is not readily noticeable i.e., there is no other drummer
who, as a soloist, sounds even remotely like Max. Rather his stamp
is felt in the area of new ways to use the drums; such innovations as
solos centering on the cymbals (particularly the hi-hat) and the pos-
sibilities of the single stroke roll are Roachisms which innumerable
modern drummers are developing in terms of their own styles. The
use of snare and torn torn-bass drum exchanges while continuing the
beat on. the ride cymbal, an extremely popular technique for both
four bar breaks and solos, can be traced in its highly developed form
to Max (Clarke had done some work with it earlier).

Underlying his ability to communicate as a soloist is Max's flaw-
less technique

; precision, control, tjme, speed and strength combine
as a medium for his creativity rather than as showpieces in them-
selves. His erect but relaxed posture behind the battery belies the
complexity of the command he has over his instrument, which allows
handling of a variety of unusual (for jazz) meters (especially 3/4 and
5/4 times) and adaptability to many odd contexts. Perhaps the most
demanding sftuation in which Roach has participated was as featured
soloist with the percussion section of the Boston Symphony in a set
of percussion compositions by section leader Harold Farherman and
others, at the Lenox Music Barn (summer of '58, reproduced on a
poorly recorded Emarcy Lp).

Although words do Mr. Roach's expressions very little justice it

seems that 1>he beauty of his ideas is achieved mostly by the dramatic
thematic development of his solos and their astounding polyrhytbmic
feel (judged by listener's multi-directional head shaking). Other ele-
ments which may be more profitably heard than described are ex-
ploitation of the full tonal possibilities of the drums through tight
tuning, weirdly-placed rests and tasteful use of the bass drum, etc.

With all this technical proficiency and advanced style Max is a
hard swinger who never relies on out-of-time abstractions. He cooks
behind the group still complexly, but always alert to what the soloist
is trying to express and he displays a fine sense of dynamics by mod-
ulating his backing so that he continually complements rather than
obscures.

Max's most productive association was with Clifford Brown the
great trumpet star and victim of a fatal automobile accident which
also claimed the life of Roach's piano player Richie Powell. The spon-
taneity and fire of their interplay was incredible; the inspiring Roach
behind Clifford's powerfully beautiful trumpet was a partnership which
yielded .some of the taoSt magnificently executed jazz ever. Max has
also blended well with the inimitable Sonny Rollins, their four bar
exchanges being a source of rare creativity.

A Max Roach Discography

—

*Recommended

Label

Argo

Emarcy

Gene Norman

Riverside

Record

"Max Roach and Clifford Brown, Inc."

"Clifford Brown and Max Roach"
*"C. Brown and M. Roach at Basin Street"
"A Study in Brown"
*"Max Roach Plus Four"
"Jazz in % Time" (Max's solo in "Valse

Hot" is a good illustration of his
technique) •

"Max Roach on the Chicago Scene"
"Max Roach at Newport"
"Max Roach Four Plays Charley Parker"
"Roach Meets Rich"
"Max Roach with the Boston Symphony

Percussion Section"

*"The Best of Max and Clifford in Concert"
"Deeds Not Words"

THE

q CLUB
Route 9 - 'Hamp Rd.

—offers—

DANCING on
1 Tues.—Thurs.—Fri.

Sat.: All-Girl Orch.
Sun.: Concert Time
We Cater to Private Parties

and Offer Spacious Facilities

Everything You Need
Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES
TOILET ARTICLES, FILM

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

Open Every Night until 1 1 00

The

Little Store
Located on N. Pleasant St.

On Corner Next to Newest
Men's Dormitory

"On the Campus Doorstep"

(Continued from /»!,/» l)

nately.

Three points were stressed in

Mr. Gordon's sketch of an ideal

military policy:

1) Keeping nuclear weapons as a

deterrent, only to be used as

a return blow, and not as a
major weapon of warfare.

2) Maintenance of conventional

armed forces for major com-

bat situations. These must
have the ability to fight a

full-scale conventional war.

3) Having a ready task force for

"brush-fire" wars. This would
be similar to our present

Marine Corps, but in a much
better prepared state.

There are a 'half dozen major
obstacles to this "ideal" plan.

"Public indifference, ignorance,

and willful blindness," are chief

among these, according to Mr.
Gordon. The cost j n money, hu-

man effort, and discomfort con-

stitutes another obstacle. This

program lacks the glamor the

public expects in this "space

age." It is not a "push-button

solution," so this, too, hinders the

adoption of such a plan. Inter-

service rivalries, as illustrated by
the split missile and space pro-

grams, and compromised efforts,

are another stumbling block.

Finally, in a more basic sense,

our foreign policy is a mere "ap-
pendix" to our domestic policy,

prime consideration being given

to domestic issues in the U.S. Mr.
Gordon said that although it is

"difficult in a democracy to do

otherwise," this emphasis an
domestic affairs to the detriment

of foreign policy is a deterrent to

the adoption of the military pol-

icy he outlined.

He summed this up by saying
thaS militarily we "need long-

range consideration on a clear-

cut basis," so that we will have a
"long-term solution to our prob-
lems." *|

Mr. Gordon then discussed
what he terms "hardware"—the
new techno! ^ical advances in the
military: maior weapons, such as
nuclear bombs and long-range
missiles, and minor weapons, such
as the atomic cannon, fox-hole

diggers, flying "jeeps", and simi-

lar military gadgetry. These he
termed the frills and frippery"
' ,f> our arsenal.

He explained why we cannot
rely on any of these for our main
strength. "The major weapons
have a tremendous capacity for

mass destruction, but are ex-

tremely limited in use," he said.

"Inaccuracies in the mass pro-

duction of missile control sys-

tems" are also a serious limita-

tion.

As for the "frills," many of

these are either "unproved or

actually bad practice." They re-

quire much instruction, and the

people who produce such wea-

pons "tend to ignore practical

field conditions." Mr. Gordon

said that there are tendencies to

both wishful thinking and to

ignoring what can happen to the

average soldier with these new
weapons.

A further limitation is that our

allies, when their territories are

occupied by enemy troops, may
not want us to use such highly

destructive weapons. Above all,

he said, "mass destruction does

not necessarily win war."

He indicated two more weak-

nesses in our defense. One of

these is that "we produce items

which we may not need." Our
armed forces are "gadget consci-

ous", and the military contrac-

tors take advantage of this by

"fooling with interesting side-

lines" on money appropriated for

primary weapons and equipment.

The other failure is our lack

of people trained in disaster

work. This was not a reference

to Civil Defense disaster teams,

but to a more military force. This

is necessary for mob control, to

prevent looting and carnage, and

to restore communications and

public utilities in the event of a

"m a j o r blow-up." Properly

trained, Mr. Gordon felt that the

National Guard would be a suit-

able force for this work.

Speaking on NATO, Mr. Gor-

don listed some weak points and

a few of its strengths. Its fail-

ures, from the U.S. standpoint,

are:

1) There is poor organization,

and "empire-building."

2) Americans are not particular-

ly friendly to their allies.

3) There is need for careful

choice in people sent abroad.

4) Our data-exchange with our

allies, especially in regard to

intelligence, is clojfged with

red tape and inefficiency.

5) Military schools we conduct

f'>r our allies' personnel are

not particularly good, and
many are staffed with poor

instructors,

6) Most of our people connected

with NATO need more knowl-

edge of our major allies, and

Roister Doisters

University of Massachusetts
Present

Our Town
Pulitzer Prize-Winning Plait

by THORNTOX WILDER

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
November 19, 20, 21 at 8:15 p.m.

ALL SEATS RESERVED
Thursday, Nov. 19: $.75 — $1.00

Friday and Saturday: $1.00 — 11.86
Ticket Office (Student Union) open weekdays 10-1, 2-4

Telephone Amherst ALpine 3-3413

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE
FROM AMHERST TO SPRINGFIELD and BOSTON

Via the Massachusetts Turnpike

—EFFECTIVE SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15th—
Lv. Amherst 8 55 12 55 4:55 7:40

Lv. Hadley 9:05 1:05 5:05 7:50

Lv. Northampton 9:15 1:15 5:15 8:00

-NO CHANGE JN OTHER SCHEDULES NOW OPERATED-

PETER PAN BUS LINES, INC.

specific t ruining for specific

allies in who-: unttiea they

may stationed

7 > Tii'' re is ali .

.

i

.

Hon <>f foreign « i "' at-

taches, arlth little regard to

qualification

The credit aide of the NATO
ledger includes the standandiza-

tion of ammunition and trans-

portation, and the dependability

of our heavy stock. Soma of this

latter material is technologically

inferior to similar Soviet equip-

ment, hut it is often more de-

pendahle than "superior" stock.

The standardization of parts al-

lows us to keep much smaller,

more efficient, and economic re-

pair depots than the Soviets can

muster with their confusing ar-

ray of transportation equipment.

Mr. Gordon closed with a rei-

teration of hi;? major promise
that, our "military and foreign

policies must he integrated and
coordinated within the limitations

of our economy."

TMs Month's Honor:

Penny Renton
This week the Special Events

Committee of the Student f'nion

Planning Council honors Penny
Renton, chairman of the Woman's
Affairs Committee. Penny, a sen-

ior from North Adams, is a

member of Chi Omega sorority.

She has been a house counselor

and a member of the Freshman
Interdormitory Council. Penny
has also participated in the

Christian Association, W.A.A.,
Naiads, and for three years has

been an active member of the

PENNY RENTON

Senate.

When asked about the rela-

tionship of the Senate to the

itadent body. Penny said, "I

think the Senate is of definite

importance to the student body

as their spokesman in campus
matters. From killing weedl in

the College Pond to fighting for

faculty pay raises, the Student

Senate leads the way. The Sen-

ate is a co-ordinating body be-

tween student and administra-

tion, between student and R.S.O.

The Senate handles all the mon-
ey from the student tax and ap-

propriates it to various student

organizations. The senators can-

not, however, do everything

themselves. We need student sup-

port, and this can come only

when the students go to their

representatives with sugges-

tions."

SPPINGFIEtJ AUOITOj
FRI. EVE. DEC. 4
S. hurok Present*

errofl
Garner
4.00 3:50 2.75 J.

Muufg In The Round
and Music City

.
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DELNICKAS IGNITES UMASS ATTACK ON
(Continued from page J)

Delnickas' score. Conway's at-

tempted place kick conversion

was wide.

Delnickas Interception

Midway in the third period the

Redmen were off again* hut the

Wildcat line duf in and stopped

Delnickas on the one yard line.

New Hampshire took over and

marched 68 yards in eight plays

before Delnickaa intercepted a

pass to squelch the drive on the

UMasa 16.

**te Time fun

Roller skate and enjoy

a fun-fllled evening.'

All sessions well

supervised. Wholesome
recreation . . .

lots of music and

aatty.

RAINBOW ROLLER RINK

Routes 5 & 10

South Deerfleld

The Wildcats finally clawed

their way into the scoring col-

umn with about ten minutes left

in the final chapter as Paul cli-

maxed a 49-yard movement by

hitting end Whitey Frazier with

a ten-yard, fourth down pass In

the end zone. The conversion was

unsuccessful.

So the Redmen, after starting

out the season with a bang, by

upsetting highly favored Maine,

ended the season the same way

with the Saturday surprise.

The middle of the season was

nothing to write home about, as

the Redmen lost or tied where

they should easily have won.

Another Year For Charlie

There's no doubt how much the

UNH victory meant to the play-

era, but this reporter wonders

how much more it meant to

Coach O'Rourke. It's obvious

that Charlie will be back next

year, but the question to be an-

swered is how secure his position

would have remained had the

team not come up wflth its pre-

sent.

But ours is not to speculate,

ours is not to question. Ours is

only to sit back and suffer while

the powers-that-be try to con-

vince us that this was a success-

ful season.

Big Disappointment

The record of 3-5-1 surely can-

not be construed as successful,

despite the Saturday victory. Af-

ter the victory over Maine, the

public releases snd statements

by Athletic officials promised U-

Mass supporters s good season.

The team won three out of nine

games. That isn't successful. But

the officials will hand out leaf-

lets and broadcast that one vic-

tory has completely made up for

the heartbreaking losses to

Rhode Island and Northeastern

(tying NU is, for s team of the

supposed calibre of the Redmen,
as bad as a loss).

Future Looks Dim

The officials will succeed, as
they always hav \ and next year
will find the same conditions ex-

isting at UMass, the same coach-

es, the same pre-season boasting
the same all-season slump, and
the same final victory that

"makes it all worthwhile."

UMASS STATISTICS

N.H. Mass.
First downs 1* 15

Rushing yardage 116 134

Passing yardage 1*9 122

Passes attempted 28 18

Passes completed 10 7

Passes intercepted by 1 2

Punts 5 6

Punting average S8.« 81.8

Fumbles 1

Fumbles lost 1

Penalties 5 8

Yards penalised US 74

FORECAST: many good years

of Fashion...

Arrow Gordon Dover

Arrow's Cordon Dover sees you handsomely
through the halls of learning. Notice its

conservative style that means lasting fashion.
See our extensive selection of Arrow shirts

—

buttondowns, tabs, pins tabs—all in

long-wearing "Sanforised" fabrics. Classic
stripes, solids, snd white. $5.00.

F. A. Thompson & Son
13 No. Pleasant St — Amherst Mass.

What—Another One?

UMass halfback TOM DELNICKAS (44) was the center of UMaea
play all afternoon at Durham, leading the Redmen play.

Varsity X-Country Loses

To UNH; Freshmen Win
by Joe Lipchitz '62

The University of Massachu-
setts cross country team lost its

final meet of the season to New
Hampshire at Durham last Sat-

urday by a score of 17-44.

The texture of the ground was
like that of an average quagmire
and apparently the Wildcats

were light enough of foot as not

to get caught in it. The official

report read, "ground soft", but

this is a conservative statement.

The first man to finish in the

meet was New Hampshire's mar-
velous MacGregor who has paced

the Wildcats for the past two
years. The Redmen, however, did

not place a man until Ralph
Buschmann came across the fin-

ish line in fourth spot. The other

Footrickmen to place were Dick
Atkinson, Emo Barron, Laury
Kennerson and Jim Hainer.

This gives the UMass harriers

a final record of five wins and

two losses. The other loss of the

season waa to a strong Harvard

club here at the University.

Freshmen Edge UNH

The University of Massachu-

setts freshmen edged the fresh-

men Wildcats by a score of 25-30.

As seen so often this year,

Dave Balch came through again

to pace the Cobbmen and took

first in the meet overall. Dick

Blomstrom, Ken O'Brien, Gene
Hasbrouck and Al Lima took

third, aixth, seventh and eighth

in the meet respectively.

Poor Officiating Is Factor
As LittleRedmen Lose, 27-6

by BEN GORDON '62

The UMass freshman football

team was defeated, 27-8 Satur-

day, at New Hampshire. The
strange, or rather, strangely re-

pulsive cause of this defeat lies

in the fact that it was the offi-

ciating at the game and not the

New Hampshire squad which de-

feated the Little Redmen.

No one, said UMass coach
Dick MacPherson, left the game
without the feeling that the offi-

ciating was a prime factor in the
UMasa defeat—and this includes

New Hampshire coach. Chief
Boston.

However, as Coach MacPher-
son pointed out, the squad

learned an important lesson from
this loss. They learned that a
player must have emotional sta-

bility in order to overcome such

obstacles. Because of their lack

of this stability, they weren't

"the same team," and, thus,

could not play as they have
throughout the season, losing

only two games (one by a one
point margin).

In the final period, halfback
Pete Schindler scampered eight

yards off tackle for the lone U-
Mass tally. Quarterback Al Hed-
lund then hit Schindler in the
endzone for the two extra points.

Although the New Hampshire
squad played a good game, the
outcome may well have been dif-

ferent with competent officiating.

-Visit the-

Quonset
Club
FOOD SERVED

Prom 4:00-11:00

Sunday 1 00-11:00

AMHERST
CINEMA

-ENDS TONIGHT-

Tive Gates To Hell'

A 'Oregon Trail'

-TUES. A WED-
CURT JUROINS In

TAMANGO'
with Dorothy Dandridf*

NEWMAN CLUB MEETING
Tiies. Nov. 17 - 7:30 P.M.

Dining Commons

Guest Speaker

REV. PAUL HAAS. OJP.

God In A Grey Flannel Suit

WINDY, COLD

Movie Thurs. Night

"COURT MARTIAL

OF BILLY MITCHELL"
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Nancy King '62, Ken Brophy '62 and Francis Broadhurst '62 rehearse for current Roister Doister

production, "Our Town," which begins tomorrow night.

Classic Wilder Play Opens
On Bowker Stage Tomorrow

"Our Town," Thornton Wilder's

classic play about life and death

in a small New England town,

will be presented by the Roister

Doisters on Thursday, Friday,

and Saturday evenings of this

week at 8:15 in Bowker Audi-

torium.

The RD's production will star

Francis Broadhurst as the Stage

Manager, Nancy King as Emily,

Ken Brophy as George, Lee Katz

and Elaine Borash as Mr. and
Mrs. Webb, and James Ruberti

and Joan Sharpe as Mr. and Mrs.

Gibbs.

The play, which won a Pulitier

by SONJA LANGWA t

Prize for Thornton Wilder, has

been called by Clifton Fadiman
"the finest American play ever

written." It was a forerunner in

the American Theater in its

method of production. No scenery

is used, which makes it more uni-

versal, and more reaiistic, because

it stimulates the imagination of

the audience.

"Our Town" is a study of

everyday life in the small town
of Grover's Corners, New Hamp-
shire, but the setting could really

be any town, anywhere.

The play portrays the events

in a human life—birth, love and

marriage, and death—in a warm
and human fashion. It shows how
little human beings, occupied with

their petty everyday problems,

know of true happiness in this

world. As Emily says, when she

is allowed to return to life for one

day after death, "Oh earth, you're

too wonderful for anyone to

realize you!"

Professor Henry B. Peirce, Jr.,

director of the production, com-
ments that "We have a large and
very enthusiastic cast. The light-

ing is very fine; it's elaborate,

but in keeping with Wilder's

ideas."

Prof. J. T. Langland Joins

Massachusetts Faculty
by LINDA FRISSELL, '61

Professors join, as well al

leave, the faculty!

One of these men is Joseph T.

Langland, who was appointed to

the English Department staff this

September. Coming from Wyom-
ing University, where he was an

assistant professor, he is now
teaching creative writing, a
sophomore course in world litera-

ture and freshman English.

Professor Langland received his

M.A. from Iowa University after

preliminary study at Bread Loaf

School of English, Middlebury

College. Professor Langland also

was the recipient of the Amy
Lowell Travelling Poetry Fellow-

ship and spent the year of 1956-

66 in Italy, with travel in western

Europe. While he waa with the

Military Government in Bavaria,

he initiated and published The

Bavaria. This was the official

newspaper of Military Govern-

ment in Bavaria, Ausburg, and
Munich.

Professor Langhind has had
poems published in the New
Yorker, Atlantic, Ladies Home
Journal, and Saturday Review.

He is also one of the eight

younger American poets in the

London Magazine anthology of

new American poetry. Professor

Langland also has a book length

manuscript of poetry pending
with a New York publisher, and
is working on a libretto for an
opera, a full length verse drama,
and several short stories.

Music is another of his spe-

cial interests. He has sung in

various choruses and madrigal
groups and has recorded for a
small firm in Arizona a 12" L.P.

record of ballads.

UM Campus
To Choose
Carni Queen
The 1959 Winter Carnival

Queen finalists will be chosen by

a campus wide flection. The elec-

tion started today and will con-

tinue tomorrow and Friday, ac-

cording to Larry Regis '61,

Queen's chairman. The election

will run from 10 to 4. The elec-

tion, which will be by closed bal-

lot, wfll be held in the Student

Union lobby.

Fraternity and sorority nomi-

nees are: Carol Amarantea '62

(Continued on page i)

Union Governing Board
Announces Improvements

by BILL AVERY '63

Provisions were made for ad-

ditional improvements in the

Student Union and the Student

Union's policy at the last Stu-

dent Union Governing Board.

A dictionary and stand have
been installed in the Reading
Room and alio 30 student lockers

have been ordered to enable the

students to check their books

while in the Union.

Due to lack of space for meet-

ing rooms, the evening meeting

hours have been divided into two
sessions, one running from 6:30

to 8:00 and the second from 8:16

to 10:00 in the evening.

A temporary bulletin board to

(Continued on page 9)

Mather Explains Ambitions
For Self And University

PART II

by BARBARA
Editor'e Note:

As President Mather's term ap-

proaches its end, it is fitting to

review his personal accomplish-

ments, while here, and his future

ambitions. This was the purpose

of the first article appearing

Monday.
This article explains the Pres~

ident's thoughts on the future of

the University.

by BARBARA KATZIFF '61

PART II

In hie last few months in office,

President Mather is devoting

himself to the same problem he

considered the major goal of the

University when he assumed the

presidency five years ago.

In his inauguration address,

given on October 21. 1954, Mather
stated his goal to be "the develop-

ment of inspired undergraduate
teaching," with "adequate salaries

to maintain a decent professional

standard of living." Today, he is

concerned with obtaining higher

salaries for "distinguished pro-

fessors in the three upper ranks"
to compete favorably with other

institutions.

This observation came as a re-

sult of an interview in which the

President took a look into the

past — and the future. He re-

viewed the major events of his

administration and then turned
philosophical as. he considered the

problems facing the university

and all public higher education
in thp Commonwealth.

In reviewing the outstanding
accomplishments of the past five

years, President Mather cited the

tremendous increase in the phy-
sical plant and enrollment of the

university. Since 1954 there has
been a 50% increase in the total

number of students, the operating
budget has doubled, and there has
been an 80% increase in the Col-

lege of Arts and Sciences. Three
faculty pay increases have gone
into effect; the first in 1954, the
second in 1956, and the third

passed the state legislature last

month. Mather especially em-
phasized the fact that he has
"never lost a budget"—or a bill.

The next president will be
faced with the problem of a cut

in the speed of the Master Plan,

Mather indicated. Due to last

year's cut in appropriations by
the General Court, the enroll-

KATZIFF '61

ment for next year's freshman
class has already been cut by
some 100 students—the first such
cut in the Mather administration.
A delay in the construction of
new dining and dormitory facili-

ties is also in effect. To obtain
his goals, the new president will

also have to cope with the legis-

lature.

Mather once again declined to
comment on whether the next
president will be chosen from
within the administration or from
outside the University.

By the way of general sugges-
tions for improving the Univer-
sity, Mather had these to offer:

the establishment of an Arts and
Sciences College of the highest
standard as the basis for under-
graduate education here, and the
development of an extensive
graduate school for research, the
"basis of a great university."

"By 1970," he predicted, UMass
will be "the graduate center of
Western Massachusetts."

The recent election of the
College of Arts and Sciences as
the most prominent college of the
university, is a contrast to the
statement made by Mather at the
time of his inauguration. Then, he
believed that by 1960 a new surge
in agriculture would force the
agriculture department and ex-
tension services into equal prom-
inence with the Liberal Arts Col-
lege. Now, however, he claims
that within the next dacade the
New England area will suffer an
agricultural decline, thus making
the existence of six agricultural

schools unnecessary. "Many peo-
ple have misinterpreted my state-

ment on this matter," he claims.
It makes no difference where the
agricultural school is located, but
rather that there should be just
one in this area.

When asked how he thought fho

relations with the State House
and the General Court might be
improved, Mather indicated only
a continuation of what he has
been doing. "Tell the public the
problems," he advocates, and
"then get the program across."

He believes that the plan for
New College announced last year
must undergo a revision due to
lack of funds. Originally, a new
type of college utilizing facilities

(Continued on page 3)

- PhoU. by Whithsd

2*26 in the morning snd all's well at the Campus Chest Talkathon.
Pictured are Mike Kleinerman '61, Sheila Day »61, and Edward
Bowen '60, in various degrees of unawake while they rallied sup-
port for the Campus Chest Monday night.
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/* Rock n ' Roll Music?

Before our student "progreuiveft" ex-

haust their little intellects in the defeutt of

the latest moaninga and grOBnfngi of current

pop singers, accompanied by arrangements

which appear to have been written by as-

sorted kindergarten classes who are as not

yet familiar with any musical instruments

other than drums and saxophones, I suggest

first they inquire into whether or not "Rock

'n Roll" may be correctly classified as music.

It cannot.

"Rock 'n Roll" is no more than a product

for the adolescent market, which exploits to

the fullest advantages mass publicity and

planned obsolescence. The newsstands of the

nation are literally inundated with biogra-

phies of the latest moaners, screamers,

grunters and groaners; complete with pic-

tures from infancy to maturity (?), and
quotes from managers and puerile disc jock-

eys; the covers always presenting to us

Syrupy colored portraits, always with the

peculiar smile which is the sign of the con-

genital idiot.

This new Olympus which serves the teen

age mind is by no means exclusive. The gods
which inhabit this modern mythological
mountain do admit to their society any per-

son able to muster up the requisite techni-

cians and echo chambers, orchestra and
background chorus to hum such profound
things as "doo ah, do ha;" "ah doo, ah doo."

The very fact that the Union can realize

each year over $2000 in profit from the auto-
matic calliope in the Hatch is both frighten-

ing, and indicative of the fact that UMass
will never be a true center of learning if its

students from the beginning cannot discern

between sham and that which is legitimate.

—J. A. AT.

Urn Gor«lon
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In Defense

Of Pseudo-lntellectualism

What'8 with the green sack action?

Pseudo.

Pseudo what f—Pseudo-Santa-Claus

Shhh—Intellectual, Stupid.

The pseudo-intellectual group is something more than an ordinary

non-conformist minority. In spite of their green, "security" book bags

and surreptitious, subversive-looking gatherings in the remote re-

cesses of the Hatch, some good can, and probably will, come of their

informal activity.

Most people recognize that a real intellectual is a rare and much

to be admired bird, So rare indeed that anything slightly resembling

it is quickly labeled false—a phony. Hut is it? Is the so-called pseudo

of UM really wearing borrowed feathers?

It might help to get close enough to hear some of the pseudo-

song. Pretty far-out conversation. Incomprehensible to some of us.

Too many of. us give ourselves more credit than we deserve. We tend

to feel that anything another person, presumably a student on our

own level, says that we can't understand is automatically not under-

stood by the speaker. "Words, words, words", we say, "he doesnt

know what he's talking about." Maybe he doesn't fully understand

the ideas he's trying to express, and maybe he does. The mere effort

of expression, superficial at that, puts him one rung above ns on the

educational ladder. The rest of us almost never say a sentence that

remotely resembles an expression of abstract artistic or scientific

principles unless we are forced to in a classroom.
t

The difference between an intellectual and a pseudo-intellectual

is the difference between a mother and the eldest daughter left in

charge of the household. Who can say that the young girl is potential-

ly less adequate than her mother? Or that her conscious, yet con-

scientious effort is less valid because it is not yet an unalienable part

of her life.

The intellectual differs from the pseudo-intellectual in one major

respect. His interest in higher things is an unconscious habit of the

mind. The pseudo makes a conscious effort to be interested in areas

of knowledge which he believes to be worthy of his interest. It may
be only a matter of time dividing him from the coveted rare world of

natural intellect.

Should we sneer at and try to discourage such an admirable en-

deavor? My answer is: May the green book-bags increase and green

book-bag bearers grow.

music MAN
by VKRN PERO '63

Nut so many year.-, ago IVnny Goodman WM the biggest thing

in popular music, but as his kind of music passed by the board he
Went the way of many popular stars before him. He did not slip into

the nearly complete oblivion of people like Gene Austen and Rudy
Vallcc, but his records appeared less and leas frequently on the coun-

try's top tune lists. At last he was remembered only as one of the

great old men in the field of jazz.

After a somewhat extended respite, he was again catapulted be-

fore the public eye when tin- movie of his life story came to the screen

a couple of years ago. Almost all his old recordings were re-released

in album form and several recording companies released new albums
by him. Among these was a radical departure which appeared on the
Columbia label under the title HAPPY SESSION.

One of the noted jazz pianists of today, Audit Previn, appeared
in the album with Goodman as a guest star and by doing so com-
plicated the matter still farther. Previn's playing lent an air of
modern jazz to the occasion, while Benny tooted merrily along in a
way not completely alien to his old swing style but more softly and
gently than before. In some places the music suffered from extreme
commercialism, much to the distress of the jazz fans. Others, how-
ever, were in favor of the more conservative interpretation and de-
cried those who had included I'revin on the disc. As the two factions

haggled over the merits from their opposite points of view, they
completely missed the real significance of the album.

Here was a very interesting welding of the two schools and the
result was a really new and unusual sound which defied all accepted
laws and customs. Some said it was too radical, others claimed it was
not really different from what Penny had often done before.

The album will probably never become a best-seller, but for those
interested in • quiet contrast between two distinct playing styles
which represents a method by which opposing schools <,f music may
be reconciled t<> one another, it can be an interesting experience to
give it n spin the next time you visit your favorite record store.

Policy For Letters

Letters to the Editor should be limited to 150 words, should be type-
written and must be signed. Signatures will be withheld upon request.

.\t<i*H(irhnsrffs Collr f/inn reserves the right to reject any letter which
is salacious or in poor taste, and to delete portions as may be neces-
sary for copy fitting.
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I AM SO SMART I

MAU£ MYSELF SICK

Dear Sir:

219 Baker
6 "Nov., '59

I know that I am only an
engineer, and hence, am ignorant
of the finer points of English
grammar, but 1 think that Webster
spells it differently this year.

.««, r«„„„i. Douglas Holbrook
...mer Counse....D r - *-

^
. that we aWsVl concern**. Udss OI °*

.th William Field

%^LGuidance beg

an indepenricnf^seesBSBSBBass^in

1950. When Dr. Field became Di-
ia

Th

Editor's Note,- Thank you Mr. Holbrook for bring-

ing this "Typo" to our attention. If you are really

interested in a better campus newspaper as your

letter appears to indicate, we would welcome your

presence on Sunday, Tuesday or Thursday night

to work on our copy proof-reading desk.

R. M.

'Long-hair' vs. Sensationalism

To the Editor:

Van Cliburn said recently, "I have been a sensa-

tion, now I want to be a success." His statement, Mr.

Bill Shaw, could very well apply to some of your

present day rock 'n' roll "greats in the field of mu-

sic." For that is all they are—just sensations and

sensationalism never has, nor ever will be, correlated

with greatness.

R.E.V., who wrote "Music for the Masses", was

hardly trying to scourge some of the tarnished glory

for the "long-hair" masters when he made note of

the tunes that had been lifted from classical selec-

tions; he was just sadly pointing out what is ob-

viously true. Rut in this day when sarredness is lost

and with the prostitution of TV quiz idols still fresh

in our minds, perhaps this is a minor point to make.

I suppose it would be ton much to ask for these

young geniuses and their composers to write their

own material and leave the works of the masters
untouched. And if these "successes" are really ta-

lented why don't wc hear more of their voices, in-

stead of a wail echoing above the twang of a guitar

with a pile driver for background effects?

There seem to be two fields left for these sing-

ers to exploit—Christmas carols and church hymns,
I shudder to think of my reaction when I hear
Fabian let loose with a swinging version of "Silent

Night" and when "Rock of Ages" is bayed out of the

juke box in the Hatch.

Carolyn Cheney '61

Marks Bad?

To the Editor,

I offer this form letter which the student may
clip out, fill in the proper names, and send home to

his parents to soften the blow of mid-semester
marks.

Dear .

Hoy am I getting discouraged! I stayed up until
all hours of the night studying for my
exam. Then when I took the test, I found that it

wasn't on any of the notes that I had taken, or any-
thing I had read in the book, but just some stuff
that the prof made up. Hoy was 1 discouraged. Then
I went to my class, and the prof gave us
the final exam, and he didn't even announce that
we were going to have it. My mark was only 19, but
considering that the class average was only 22, that
didn't put me too much off pace. I was, however,
very di;*couragcd. To top the 'whole thing off, we
had an essay type test in , and all my an-
swers were right, but the prof had some old fash-
ioned ideas that didn't agree with mine, so he
marked my paper all wrong.

Other than that, all my marks have been very
good. Sorry I haven't written sooner, but I just ran
out of money today. See you at Thanksgiving.

Sincerely,

Discouraged
Neal Andelman 'AS

Co-ed Corner
DWIGHT

The freshmen are in their
glory now that the curfew has
been lifted. Dont let your new-
found freedom go to your head,
girls!

Congratulations to Sue Colog-
nesi '62, Pat Howorth '62, Jane
Ross '62, Judy Selent '62 and
Marilyn Clapper '62 who were
recently pledged.

Carolyn Zoia '62

Secino '63, Gertrude
and Linda Daffinee '61, all re-

cently celebrated their birthdays.

HAMLIN
Many happy returns to Mrs.

Rich, our housemother, whose
birthday was last Thursday. She
was given a surprise party in the
evening by the dorm counselors.

Congratulations and best
wishes to the following girls:

Sue Goodenough '62, pinned to

Don Mentzer '60, of A.G.R.
Esther Coulter '63, pinned to

Steve Hean '61, of Phi Sigma
Delta of Clark University.

KNOWLTON
Knowlton heartily welcomes its

eighty-four freshmen. The girls

initiated fall semester with a

by CAROL KIBITZ '62

very successful coffee hour for

them and their dates, after the
Homecoming game.
Knowlton is proud of her cele-

brities: Gail ftsbaldeston '61 was
recently elected Treasurer of the
Senate, and Nancy R. Stiles '62

is our nominee for Carni Queen.
Related best wishes are ex-

tended to Knowltonites on their

pinnings: Ruth Rutterfield '62,

Marquita Chi Omega, to Jonny Jordan '61,

Meyer '62 SPE; Janet Souza '62, Gamma
Chi Alpha, to Gerald Pineault '61,

Phi Mu, and Rarbara Center '63

to Charlie Dress, TEP at U.R.I.

Very best Wishes are also extend-
ed to Elizabeth K. Rrainerd '63

on her engagement to Ruddy Rob-
erts of Northampton.

Thursday night the brothers of
Tau Kappa Epsilon serenaded
Doris Piorcy '61, SK, who was
recently pinned to Skip Stead-
man •60, TKE.

Last Friday evening Jean
Feam '60 and Judy Ellison '60

gave a bridal shower for Claire
Hyland '60 who recently became
engaged to Don Ramford '59.

Tuesday night the second floor
held a birthday party for Gail

S.U. Governing . .

.

(Continued from pa tie 1)
be used for posting scholarship
information will be put op p..

the directory until a permanent
one is installed.

Although on several occasions

no music has been piped during
the morning to take the place of
the juke box, in the Hatch, pro-
visions have now been made to

have it piped in as goon as Die
Hatch opens.

The Student Union Governing
Roard also reported that addi-

tional revenue is coming in duo
to the arrangement with the
Physical Education Department
for the use of the bowling alleys

in the morning. The Union is also

receiving a commission for all

Rus tickets which they sell. Ad-
ditional busses will be provided
for vacations. The times for the
sale of these tickets wju he pU |,.

licized in the Collegian.

The Campus Beat
by TED MARSDKN '60 and FUME MANHKR '60

Give A Shilling

Chest Needs
Filling

Snyder '62.

Congratulations, belated we ad-
mit, to Janet Wehmann '63 who
is a finalist for Honorary Colonel

at Mili Rail.

He'd never rasped a thing,

Clod. He's not that smart.
I realise that. Shad. Bui f don't.

mind walking to class.

No! now you don't, but how
about when winter comes?

Where would we park it ?

Same place he does—on lawns
and behind bushes.

But this thing doesn't evm
look like a police cruiser. It's

falling apart.

That's just it. We want it to

look like the old one. He doesn't
let the rest of the force ever drive
the new one.

What force? There's only the
Chief. George, and the Dean's
brother.

That doesn't matter. With this
coat of blue paint and the sireen
you won't be able to tell it from
a real cruiser. Let's take it down
on campus for a test run.

Not so fast, Shad. You almost
hit those two girls.

Look, Clod, if this plan is go-
ing to work out, well have to

drive just like the Chief does
See what you can pick up on the
radio.

LUCKY STRIKE presents

DR. PROOD'S MORAL. OF THE MONTH
Brevity is the soul of wit. Which is why the sight of a girl
in a Bikini invariably brings a smile to a man's face.

Dr. Frood, Ph.T.T

Dear Dr. Frood: I read a great deal so I

never have time for girls. Am I missing
anything? UttnU

Dear Literate: Only a few marbles.

Dear Dr. Frood: Do you think next
year's dresses will cover the knees?

Clothes- Conscious

Dear Clothes-Conscious; They'd better
cover more than that.

*&> «&> «»

«& cO, «*
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Dear Dr. Frood: Do you think a boy
should kiss a girl on their first date?

Shy

Dear Shy: She would seem to be the
logical choice.

Dear Dr. Frood: The guy ncx to me
copys frum my paper. What shood I do?

Truthjil

Dear Truthfll: Warn him. Quick!

«^» «^» |0|

Dear Dr. Frood: I admire my roommate
very much, so I try to be like him. He
smokes I.uckies. Do you think I should
smoke the same cigarette he docs?

Awed

Dear Awed:
used Lucky.

No. Ask him for an un-

DR. FROOD ON QUERIES
BEST LEFT UNQUERIED

Years of experience have taught me
never to ask a girl these questions :

Shouldn't we skip the garlic?

What happened to the fraternity pin?
Hew! h that your roommate '

Do you maul turnim; out that light 7

You mean that isn't a heanie 7

How come you ne\er wear thortl?
H hy don't you smoke \<>ur own / uekies/

It doesn't work. We'll have to
ask Homebody from the Amateur
Radio Association to fix it.

They're meeting in Room 20 of
C mines* Lab at 7:45 tomorrow
night. Interested person* are in-

cited to attend.

Do you think they know any
thing about "Basic Transistor
Theory"? Anyone interested in

this subject is urged to attend the
IRE-AIEE tapescript at II A.M.
tomorrow in KB 118.

1'ull up in front of South Col-

lege, Clod. [ want to run in to
the Placement Office for a min-
ute.

Who's that guy coming this

way with the plain, brown
bundle?

It looks like the Treasurer.
Roll your window down.

"lb-re's the Chiefs rut from
that last batch of parking tickets,
I already took out for Social

Security."

Hey, Shad, there must be sev-
eral hundred here. What should
we do with it?

I'll use my half to pay part of
my dues in the Management
Club. They're having a meeting
in the Norfolk Room of the S.U.
tomorrow at II A.M. The topic
for discussion will be "Successful
M a n a g e m e n t", led by guest
speaker Pinky Higgins.

I don't think we should spend
this. We could get in trouble,
maybe over, get "Court Mar-
tialed dike Billy Mitchell". The
picture is playing tomorrow night
at the Union. There will be two
showings, 6:30 and 8^30. Note J

the second show ends at 10:1.V
Why do I hang around with

yu? With a plan like this we
could make millions.

We'll need all of that for bail,

Shad. Here comes the Chief.

Let's get out of here. 1 can
lose him.

Shad, he's gaining. Watch that
tree!

Nov. 18, Amherst. (AP)—Two
UMass students were fatally in-

jured when their car skidded out
of control and struck a tree on a
back road in Amherst today. The
UMass Police Chief, who in-

vestigated the accident, reported
neither rtudent carried identifica-
tion. The Chief turned over all

personal effects, a key-rhain,
micro- film of this year's Psych
final, and 91.60 in loose change to
the S.U. lobby counter.

Dear Dr. Frood: When I refuse to go
out with unattractive girls, my friends
s;iy, "Beauty is only skh.-deep." What
do you say? puSSy

Dear Fuisy: That's deep enough.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
MORE LUCKIES THAN
ANY OTHER REGULAR!

When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,
college students head right for fine tobacco!
Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular
sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because
L.S./M.F.T.- Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Ski Club Meeting
The Ski Club is holding a four

college convocation Wednesday
night in the Studerrt Union Ball-
room. Walt Schoenkneckt, owner
end* developer of Mt. Snow, will

be the guest speaker. The Sta'

men will sing and movies will be
shown at this meeting.

(D i r. Co.
Product of <MTriton$&*wo&y>ay-$&*» is our middle name

LOST <S FOUND
Post: One More Try! A high

school class ring with a gold
crest set upon a Kelly green
stone. Name on the inside. Con-
tact either Student Union or Wil-
liam Cmnln, .''.7.

r
> No. Pleasant St

(A.T.G.)

Lost: Pair of glasses in a
brown case with pink lines and
case clip, near Student Union,
Maehmer, or the Cage. H found,
notify Everett Sherman, 332
Baker.

Lost: Raincoat taken from the
(James Area Saturday night.
Please contact Frank Frodyma,
417 Baker.

Lost: Ronson butane lighter In
the Hatch. Return to Brenda
Mason, Leach House. "Ill be
willing to give you a new one, but
this particular lighter was a gift
and very important to me."
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CONTEST CLOSES

3:00 p.m., Friday, November 20

FREE
To Any Student Enrolled

At The University Of Massachusetts

-1st PRIZE-

21" TV Designer Model

The Newest Sound in Music

Stereo-Musaphonic

PlionographL
2nd
Prize

W0DSIP7«5

3rd
Prize

All-Transistor

Portable Radio

The above prizes will be awarded to the Individ-

ual Student* enrolled at the U. of M. who collect the

, largest number of empty packages of CAMEL,

WINSTON, SALEM and CAVALIER cigarettes

-RULES-
1. Contest open to any registered student enrolled at University of Massachusetts.

2. Student turning in largest number. of wrappers will win First Prize, second

largest number Second Prize, third largest number Third Prize.

3. Empty wrappers of CAMEL, WINSTON, CAVALIER or SALEM constitute ballots.

4. All wrappers turned in must be flattened out and tied in bundles of 20's.

5. Each bundle must have student's name, school and address.

6. Wrappers are to be turned in at the University Store on November 20th

before 3 p.m. to the Judges; Mr. Ryan, Manager of the University Store; a

Representative of the R. J, Reynolds Tobacco Co., a University Student.

7. Decision of the Judges will be final.

8. Contest begins Monday, October 12, and ends 3 p.m. Friday, November 20.

TjmO!AN_ON£AMH TS
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Advertisement

Inclusive Brotherhood

Would Be Better

An inclusive Brotherhood to absorb or replace all religious

sects would be far better than division into sects as at present.

Our families belong to different faiths because the ancestors

of each accepted without question the faith of the community
where they happened to live. We are Protestants, Catholics,

Moslems or other sectarians because in immature and impres-

sionable childhood we, in turn, accepted without question the

faith of our family—were "branded" into it by indoctrination

much as a calf is branded on a Western ranch. Religious pre-

ference of sectarians is but a blind acceptance of family tra-

dition rather than an intelligent choice based on the relative

quality of various sects. It seems foolish for the members of

any sect to believe it is the one true religion or to refuse to

unite with the members Of other sects to form an inclusive re-

ligion.

The evils of sectarian division are numerous. Each sect

spends vasi amounts of time, energy and money to defend and
propagate its peculiar points of view rather than to seek the

truth and serve individuals and communities. Sects split com-

munities, nations and the world into self-centered groups which

disrupt society and make it hard to work together. Sectarian

preferences and prejudices spill over into politics, education,

medicine, and other fields. Wc prefer "our own kind" whether

or not it is inferior to others. Manipulators appeal to prejudice

and play one group against another. The result is widespread

waste, suspicion, jealousy, hostility and fear.

The blessings of inclusive Brotherhood are great. It gives

an inspiring sense of wide fellowship—a feeling of oneness with

all human it v. It is free from the superstitions and harmful

practices which the sects have handed down from precivihzed

times. It is free to choose from any religion and from any non-

religious sourci—free to use anything which is helpful. It may
draw on the experiences of all—listen to every point of view

and give all an opportunity to share in the making and the

carrying out of policies. This democratic procedure is in strong

contrast to the dictatorships of some sects. Brotherhood is ex-

perimental and adaptable—tries new ways to promote brother-

liness and adjusts its policies and procedures in the light of suc-

cesses and failures.

Inclusive Brotherhood la difficult to organize for many re..

pong Sects ;i i exclusive by nature have trained people to look

inward. Each sect warns against the danger from other sects.

Some leadei teach that it is a mortal sin for members
i
of their

sect to worship with another. Each sect is tied to a nomnclusiye

pa -t by a binding and sacred tradition. The traditions cannot be

harmonized division will persist BO long ai each group insists

on its own tradition. Emotion and sentiment tie the members

f f
,- u !| pC | -o |ti narrow sectarian features to strongly that

sectarians find it difficult to break away. Many young people

remain in an inferior sect rather than hurt parents by breaking

away.

Intelligent, conscientious sectarians do break away. When
they take time' to compare their beliefs and practices with what

an Inclusive Brotherhood offers, they see the need for a chaffge.

IntelU-eiit, conscientious sectarians have long been dissatisfied

with the more restrictive, harmful features of their sect but

have not known how to escape from them without giving up

religion. Brotherhood offers a change from the lower to a high-

er religion. Intelligent, ronseient ious, courageous sectarians

make the change.

For more information on the brotherhood Movement ask for

the fre,. pamphlet, Brotherhood Church.

1737 Cambridge Street, Cambridge 38

Joseph T. Arnold

Winter Carnival . -

.

(Continued from page 1)

AGR, Harriet Cutler '62 TEP,

Barbara Drake '61 PDN, Sue

Drew '63 PMD, Jeanne Faucette

»60 KAT, Barbara Feldman '61

TC, Brenda Fitzpatrick '62 PSK
and KKG, Marilyn Foley '62 LCA,
Marilyn Fox '60 ATG, Hyohee

Kim '61 KS, Jane Massimiano '61

GCA, Nancy Pizzano '62 Chi O,

Sandra Ritchie '61 SAE, Beverly

Rodiman '62 SPE, Jane Ross '62

SK, Sheila Ryan '63 QTV, Mar-
Jorie St. Aubin '62 Pi Phi, Alma
Werme '62 AEPi, and Lori New-
stadt '62 SDT.
Dorm Nominees are Joanne

Aijala '61 Wheeler, Sue Aldrich

'63 Leach, Pat Blair '61 Crab-

tree, Bette Broberg '63 Mary
Lyon, Claire DeCourcey '63 Berk-

shire, Mary Finn '61 Brooks,

Rosemary Kamison '61 Hamlin,

Judy Lawson '61 Van Meter,

Jane Lewis '62 Middlesex, Mar-
jorie Mentes '63 Mills and Butter-

field, Maureen McWeeney '63

Greenough, Joan Peterson '61

Lewis, Debbie Read, '02 Chad-

bourne, Mary Sahid '62 Baker,

Carrie Sherriff '62 Thatcher,

Nancy Stiles '62 Knowlton, and
Janica Towne '62 Adams.

The committee hopes for a

large turnout in this election.

Statesmen Hold
Tryout Thursday

There is an opening for a bari-

tone in the STATESMEN. All

those interested should attend

tryouts which will be held in the

main ballroom of the SU, Thurs-

day, Nov. 19 from 4-5 p.m.

Mather . .

.

(('nntinued from page 1)'

and faculty of the four area col-

leges and accepting only above

average students was planned.

Now, however, Mather thinks

that increased cooperation, such

as that recently instituted in the

field of astronomy, is the best

course.

Mather also predicted that the

policy of a dry campus is here to

stay. "Any future president
would be crazy not to continue

this policy." he said.

In fact, the entire issue of fra-

ternities and sororities is being

reviewed by many institutions of

higher learning as a form of "so-

cial discrimination" in conjunction

with the overall question of se-

gregation. Here on campus,
Mather believed progress has

been made. Me cited the policy of

housemothers for fraternity

houses, begun in 1957, as an ex-

ample. Repeating a previous

statement, he declared, "as long

as the fraternities and sororities

serve a purpose for the campus
they will be welcomed." He sees

no need for their continuation,

though, if their pu1710.se becomes

cloudy.

For the future of public higher

education in the Commonwealth,
Mather suggests the expansion of

the University in accordance with

the Master 1'lan. Beyond that, he

advocates the system of junior

colleges near the major popula-

tion areas of the state, such as

exists at present in Connecticut.

The Fall River-New Bedford area

should be given priority here.

These colleges would accommo-
date those students seeking

higher education, but only for

two years.

Advertisement

GIVE

TO THE

CAMPUS

CHEST
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SPORTALK
by HAL DUTTON '60

Football '59 passed from the

scene on a happy note as the Red-

men topped the Blue Wildcats

19-6. In retrospect, the year was

one inconsistency. We pulled off

a couple of upsets and were

beaten or tied by weaker teams.

The final count tdiows 3-5-1.

It was a team that at times

came out of its dormancy to show

a powerful combine. Saturday

was certainly the finest exhibi-

tion of the season, and UMass
fans will have to dig back several

years to find a game in which

their cohorts performed so well.

Captain Ralph Maloney and

Billy Reynolds head a list of sev-

en seniors who have played their

final game. Dick Riley, Armie
Sahourin, Johnny Murphy, Roger

Kindred, and Charlie Crevo have

ended their collegiate football

careers.

The victory Saturday, coupled

with UConn's smashing 34-0 con-

quest of Rhode Island, enabled

the Redmen to finish second in

the conference. Our conference

slate shows 2-2. New Hampshire

and Rhode Island tied for third

place with 1-2-1 records.

Saturday Sidelights

On the way back from Cowell

Stadium, we stopped in at tin-

Boston Garden to watch the

Celtics and the St. Louis Hawks
continue their feud. Red Auer-

bach's forces nipped the visitors

113-111 with a big assist from

Sam Jones. Sad Sam, now in his

third year with the defending

champions, has come a long way
since his rookie days. The former

North Carolina College great was

the Celtics' number one draft

choice three years back. Jones

and Frank Ramsey will make
quite a backcourt combination for

the Celtics. After all. Cousy and

Sharman can't last forever.

Along with many others, we're

looking forward to seeing the

Redmen quintet in action under

Mattie Zunic. The new coach has

had his charges hard at work for

nearly a month now. They'll

travel to New York City during

the Thanksgiving recess for a

two day scrimmage with Ford-

ham. The season opens with a

two game set on the road. The

Redmen visit Bates on December

4th and Colby the following night.

Girls To Begin

Winter Program
»y SALLY PERKY '62

The Women's Athletic Ass..

elation is an organization which

provides more opportunity for

sports participation by the under-

graduate women. The winter

sports program, which will soon

be in full swing, Include! bad-

minton, basketball, bowling,
swimming and archery.

Badminton, under the manage-

ment of Gail Osbaldestun "61, will

be held at the Women's Physical

Education Building on Tuesdays

and Thursdays from 4-5 p.m. No
experience is required and the

equipment is provided.

Basketball is under the direc-

tion of Carol Grirve- '61. Prac-

tices are held in the gym every

day Monday through Thursday

from 6-7 p.m., for either dorm or

sorority participation. Thirteen

practices is the minimum for

eligibility in future tournament

play.

Marcia Smith '60. will be in

charge of Bowling, which will be-

gin on November 17th. Sign-up

sheets are available in the dorms

and sorority houses. The time:

(Continued on page 6)

A Campus-to-Career Case History

"My talk with the Bell System

Interviewer is really paying off

Today, less than five years since he grad-

uated from Michigan Slate University,

Donald J. Zigman is an Accounting Man-

ager for Wisconsin Bell Telephone Com-

pany in Oshkosh-with seven supervisory

and 93 clerical employees reporting^ to

him. His group handles hilling for 550,«

000 telephone customers and processes

$1,500,000 in revenue each month.

Don has moved ahead fast—and stead-

ily—hut no more so than the Bell System

interviewer told him he might.

"That guy made a real impression on

me," says Don. "He didn't guarantee a

bright future for me. He simply described

the kind of varied job experience 1M get.

outlined the on-the-job training I'd go

through, and pointed out the advance-

ment opportunities I'd have along the

uav. The <<nl\ thing he promised me wa»

that I would have 'maximum exposure

for self-development.' He ivas LOO per

cent right there. Mv training h*J been

terrific—and I've bad evei j chance to ad-

vance that I could possibly hope for.'

After joining the company. Don spent

eight ni«.iitli> in the Plant Department

learning the rOOte Oj the bu-mess. He

got experience as a lineman, in-lallei and

repairman! He was transferred to Ac*

counting in December. 195T), working in

the Methods and Results section. Thir-

teen months later, he was supervisor of

that section and. 14 months aftel that,

he became Accounting Manager.

"How much farther I KO no* is entirely

up to me," says Don. "One thing I know:

the opportunities arc /icrc."

Don Zigman sjraduuted with a B.A. degree In Economic.

and English. Hr'» one of many young men *ho hnve found

interesting careers with the Bell Telephone Companies!.

Learn what opportunities you might have. Talk with the

Bell Interviewer when he visit* your campus-and read the

Brll Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Oflirc.

BILL
TILIPHONI
COMPANIES

OOear */Lunt uiuthii
In reading last Friday*! (No. 6)

Colh-ginn I was saddened to the

deepest degree of sympathy upon

hearing Of t!M unfortunate plight

of these unhappy freahmaa wo-

men dwelling on our campus. Now
I would be the last person to

want UMass. to get a reputation

of an academic nunnery. There-

fore I am offering my patriotic

assistance. Any of these unhappy

freshman women wishing to in-

crease her social activity need

only .send a photo and a letter

to me and I will do my heal BO

arrange an interview with a tall,

dark, handsome male such as

myself.

Send all letters to Roger

Parker, Esq., 24 Nutting Ave.,

Amherst, Mass.

Sincerely,

Roger Parker-

Dear Aunt Ruthie,

"Boyless & Joyless" sound like

old friends, although we've never

met them. W" also had ! ' few

dates and then the rains came.

We are both enrolled in the

School of Engineering and meet

very few girls in class. Eating at

Greenough cramps our style, too.

Our efforts were further frust-

rated when we found that the

ie..

Freeh girls don't go to informal

dances stag.

What this campus needs is a

Lonely Hearts Club!

Dateless & Joyless

Dear Readers,

How about it?

Sincerely,

Aunt Ruthie

Dear Aunt Ruthie,

I have known my present

roommate for many years. I

always have thought she was a

good, clean-cut kid but now my
faith in her has been destroyed.

Recently, she took to smoking

"cigarillos" which I 'think is ex-

tremely repulsive. Aunt Ruthie,

what should 1 do about her?

SALLY'S ROOMMATE
Dear Roommate,
Smoking "cigarillos" is only a

symptom of an emotional problem.

Find out what the basis of her

real trouble is. Maybe she lost

her boyfriend or perhaps her

parents are not writing to her

anymore.
Me nice to her, for she needs

kindness more than anything else

at this critical time. If this does

not help—buy her a pipe.

Sympathetically,

Aunt Ruthie

FACTS W FIGURES
by DICK BRESCIANI *60

Hack in the fall of '5G a group of 40 freshmen trotted onto Alum-

ni Field to greet fi< shmen football conch Henry "Hank" Woronicz.

Last Saturday afternoon the six survivors of that group played their

final game in a IWIass uniform.

The six seniors are Capt. Ralph Maloney (LE), Dick Riley (LT),

Roger Kindred (C), Armand Sabourin (LHB), Billy Reynolds (RHB),

and Johnny Murphy (RHB). All participated with the '56 frosh ex-

cept Kiley, who had transferred from Brown and was ineligible.

All six made positive contributions to the fortunes of the Redmen

grideters in their varsity careers, even though they played during a

period when football sank to its lowest depths at UMass.

RALPH MALONEY saw limited service as a sophomore, but won

a starting berth during his junior year. At season's end he was chosen

by his teammates to captain this year's eleven. Ralph had to work

hard to win a starting position this year, but by mid-sea sun he was

turning in one good defensive job after another. Against UNH last

week, Maloney probably played his best game in a Redmen uniform.

It was fitting that the Capt. of the club should finish his varsity

day., in such an outstanding manner.

DICK RILEY missed his letter as a sophomore because of injuries

but became a regular tackle during his junior and senior years. Riley

was one of the smartest Redmen linemen and a good defensive per-

former. "Bear" (as he's known to his teammates) did such a solid job

against Maine this year that Coach Charlie O'Rourke called it the

best performance by a UMass linemen in his eight years as coach

of the Redmen. In the B.C. and INH games Riley also was at his

peak.

BILLY REYNOLDS although being plagued by one leg injury

after another for two years, developed into about the most consistent

Radmt n back this y> ar. Reynolds was hurt on the opening kickoff of

his freshmen year, and then again during the first practice a« a soph.

Billy started to blossom as an offensive weapon last year and became

the starting right half back this fall. He paced the team in touch-

downs with six, carried the ball 88 times and gained 399 yards for a

(Continued on pe0* >'•),
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•fltfE m RON 001 BUT W HAVE TWO ftr't THROWS.

IF W MAKE ONE THERE WILL U AN OVERTIME PERW;

If TOO MAKE BOTH Of THEM THE VICTORY CELEBRATION

WILL iTART IMMEDIATELY; IF 100 MM BOTH Of THEM

THEm POLICE PROJECTION AT THE $IPE EtlT. *
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Seven graduating seniors have played their last football game for the UMass Redmen. Last Satur-

day's trouncing of the New Hampshire Blue Wildcats was a fitting climax for their college careers.

They are (top row) tackle Dick Riley, halfback Billy Reynolds, and halfback John Murphy. (Bottom

row) Center Roger Kindred, center Charlie Crevo, end Ralph Maloney (captain), and halfback Ar-

mand Sabourin.

Girls To . .

.

(Continued from page 5

J

Tuesdays from 4-6 and 7-9 p.m.

and Thursdays from 4-6 p.m.

Tournaments will highlight the

season.

Ruth Henderson, c1a«s of '62,

will direct the Swimming pro-

gram, which will consist of prac-

tices on Mondays, Wednesdays,

and Fridays from 6-6 p.m. An
inter-dorm swim meet is sched-

uled for November 21st.

Archery, under the manage-

ment of Sandy Morton '62, will

meet on Tuesdays and Wednes-

days from 4-5 p.m. Both boys

and girls are welcome. No ex-

perience is necessary.

Squaw Valley Plans
Olympic Winter Games

ROLLER

TIME
Dating Is morf fun when you r* roller

skating Herf'8 all the inRirdlrnts for a
fun-nurd evening together . . music,
laughter and wholesome r< creation.

RAINBOW ROLLER RINK

RowtM SI 10

S«Wth D««rrUld

College students from through-

out this, and other countries, will

descend upon Squaw Valley,

California, for the VIII Olympic

Winter Games, February 18-28.

More than 800 competitors

from 34 nations will be striving

for the ultimate in amateur

athletics — an Olympic Gold

Medal.

Housing these famed athletes

will be Olympic Village, an area

constructed specifically with the

idea of keeping the participants

THE

Q CLUB
Route 9 - 'Hamp Rd.

—offers—

DANCING on
Tues.—Thurs.—Fri.

Sat.: All-Girl Orch.
Sun.: Concert Time
We Cater to Private Parties

and Offer Spacious Facilities

Roister Doisters

University of Massachusetts
Present

Our Town
Pulitzer Prize-Winning Play

by THORNTON WILDER

BOWKER AUDITORIUM
November 19, 20, 21 at 8:15 p.m.

ALL SEATS RESERVED
Thursday, Nov. 19: $.75 — $1 .00

Friday and Saturday: $1.00 — $1.35

Ticket Office (Student Union) open weekdays 10-1, 2-4

Telephone Amherst ALpine 3-3411

close together. The Athletes will

have their own dormitories, kj\-

ing hall, recreation buildings and
medical center.

Many pulsating events, such as

the 80-meter ski jump, rugged

hockey games, slaloms, and speed

skating will be held.

Students who would like to take

an Olympic holiday during the

Games will be happy to know
that after the first two days'

events al! spectators will be per-

mitted to ski, should they desire.

And it's all for the price of a

daily admission ticket—$7.50. For

details on how to obtain tickets

and housing write now to Olym-
pic Winter Games, San Francisco,

California.

Everything You Need
Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILM

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

Open Every Night until 1 1KK)

The

Little Store
Located on N. Pleasant St.

On Corner Next to Newest

Men's Dormitory

"On the Campus Doorstep"

Facts 'N Figures
(Continued from page 5)

4.5 average. His best runs this year were the 34-yard touchdown that

beat Maine and a 43-yard punt return against Boston University.

JOHN MURPHY was another halfback bothered by various ail-

ments during his varsity playing days. But John kept plugging away
and finally saw considerable action this fall. He got his first chance

against UConn and turned in a creditable job that included several

good ground-gaining runs.

ROGER KINDRED can be described with two words — team
spirit. Of all the Redmen during the past three years, nobody had bet-

ter team spirit and hustle. Roger was first string fullback as a frosh,

and won a letter at that position during Ma suph year. He uuured

the only UMass touchdown when the Redmen were blitzed, 66-6, by
Boston University. Last fall he was switched to center when injuries

hit UMass, and although at a new position, kept hi? same outstand-^

ing team attitude. This year Kindred was listed at fourth-string cen-

ter when the campaign began, but his constant improvement and
hustle moved him up to the second unit, where he saw considerable

game action.

ARMAND SABOURIN rates right along with Kindred as another
strong team player with an abundance of hustle. Although one of the
smallest men on the club, Armie was a dangerous broken field runner
because of his shiftiness. As a soph, and again this year he was in-

jured and put out of commission for the remainder of the season by
B;U. In '57 Sab was about the only bright spot on the field for the

Redmen during the Terrier massacre of UMass until he suffered a
broken leg late in the first half. His desire to reach the top won him a
starting berth against B.U. this year, after he turned in solid per-

formances at Harvard and Northeastern, but the old injury jinx

struck again and Armand ended his career on an unfortunate note.

Although the record of the Redmen during the past three years
was only 6-16-2, the contributions from these six seniors put p. ray of

light on those otherwise dismal campaigns.

More Sports

On Pages 4 and 5

LOUIS'

FOODS

76 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

SPRINGFIELD AUDITQj
FRI. EVE. DEC. 4
S. hurok Wttmn

Ga
II

icr
4.M S3* t.TS Z.M
MimJ« In Tti. Round

and Music City

««»»»»»» | M i » m » » » I « « i i

SELL ON COMMISSION, Unusual par-

•enalind Bractlct and Cuff link. Ix

callant for Xmii, Prom, Birthday gift*

High commission. No Investment

Sand for froo brochure. Tarrimar, 707

Cornell Rd., Franklin Square, NY

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE
FROM AMHERST TO SPRINGFIELD and BOSTON

Via the Massachusetts Turnpike

—EFFECTIVE SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15th—
Lv. Amherst 8 55 12:55 4:55 7:40
Mr, Hadlay 9:05 1:05 5:05 7:50
lv. Northampton 9:15 1:15 5:15 8.00

-NO CHANGE IN OTHER SCHEDULES NOW OPERATED-

PETER PAN BUS LINES, INC.

-Visit the-

Quonset
Club
POOD SERVED

From 4 00 11 00

Sunday li00-1 1:00

Coach O'Rourke Resigns—See Sports Page

CLOUDY AND MILD

VOL. LXXXIX NO. 29 :>r PER COPY

Open Faculty

Senate

Meeting*?

(See Page 2)
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"Not Bad, Eh?" Yablonsky, Two Others Attack

N.Y. Delinquency Problem
by ANNE MISCHE '62

Wednesday Bight a panel dis-

cussion on juv.-nile delinquency

was presented by the Psychology

Clttb, which featured the methods

of working with juvenile delin-

quents used by the three panel-

ists: Dr. Charles Stack, Harvard;

Prof. Yablonsky, I'Muss; and Mr.

Hastings, Shirley Industrial

School for Boys.

The moderator, Prof. Robert

Miller of the University Psy-

chology Dept, opened the panel

discussion introducing its mem-
bers and assigning them 10 min-

utes to describe their experience

in the field of juvenile delinquen-

cy.

Dr. Slack was most concerned

Song Protest Upheld
By Fraternity Council

—Photo by Leonard

Pictured above are the five finalists for the position of Honorary

Colonel, 1959. Standing left to right are: Janet Wehman. '63; Sandy

Hill 11| and Debbie Read '02. Seated, left to right: Alice Edgerton

'62: Harriet Cutler '62.

The protest

nity Sing regis* id by AGR and

TKE was upheld, it was reported

at the IFC m ing Wednesday

night.

The protest ag submitted by

Wayne Lynch I
IKK) and Paul

Jennings (AGR) because they

felt that the for selecting

the judges wa not in accordance

with the IFC • lies of the Sing.

The purpose ' the protest, said

W>.yn •
T nel . 'was not to dis-

,,,,t n Min
. ".mo. but to correct

Honorary Colonel Chosen,

Will Be "Disclosed At Ball
A reception was held this past abbreviations one finds on "

Wednesday evening, November tary posts,

IS, in Colonial Lounge for the Mis Sandy Hill '61, a n

five finalists for the position of Maiden, is a major In Recreation,

Honorary Colonel, Armor-Air and would like 4 n work with

Force ROTC Cadet Corps, for handicapped children. Miss Hill

1959. also enjoyed the trip to Fort

Muting the evening, the judges Devens.

cho e winner among the final-

ists.

The judging was preceded by a

short coffee-hour, during which

the judges and the girls were In-

1 1 oduced.

The judging was conducted In

the following manner: Eadi

|'iinii-t was Interviewed informal-

ly by each of the judges. The

Colonial Lounuc was arranged In

five "conversation groups", one

judge and his wife at each group.

\t an informal signal, the

finalists moved from one judge to

another according to pre-arrange-

racnta.

Phe judges were the following:

Colonel (USA, Infantry) and

.Mrs. James R. Weaver: Colonel

(USAF) and Mrs. John C,

Mar chant; Captain (USA,
krtnor) and Mrs. William Iff,

Murray; Captain (t'SAK) and

Mrs. Charles V. Constantino; and

Dr. and Mrs. John Gillespie.

The five finalists for Honorary

Colonel are: Miss Debbie Rend
'62, from Walpole, ,i Major in

Math. Commenting on the trip to

Fort Devens this past Friday,

November 13, she declared: "We
really enjoyed ourselves; I

thought it was great." She added

that she got moat fun out of at-

tempting to decipher the many

Hisa llanirt Cutler, a native

<>r Melrose, is a sophmore major

ing in Liberal kits'. Asked about

(Ctivthnu',1 Sn jxttic 5)

the present situation concerning

the ha the selection of the

judges." He added that he wanted

to imi" the fact that a mis-

take had been made, "and tjhal

there ha been unqualified

judges itiy other competi

turns." He concluded, "I want to

make sure Hi it this does not hap-

pen again."

After i • 't discussion, a mo-

tion w
i le and passed which

provide, l thai the selection pf

judges for IIC competitions will

b« the final appr

if fraternity presidents,

In a general discussion of the

sing, Mai Melson (PSK) said

that hi t shamed of the way

the show • as presented. He

pointed out 'hat only two f

LARRt RAYNER '61. News Editor

the Interfrat.er- temities appeared in the first 25

minutes.

Dave Hefler (AGR), adminis-

trative vice-president of the IFC,

defended Sing Chairman Perry

Harris (PSK) by saying, "The

chairman did a good iob, par-

ticularly in handling the financial

end of the program. It wasn't his

fault that two houses didn't show

up for the Sing." Perry Harris

suggested that "the IFC should

encourage, by penalisation if nee-

eaaary, participation in the sintr."

Mirk NJ.'lson answered that the

Continued on pay? 4

with reaching, treating, and

studying the delinquent in the

"outside" world — before he

reached the reformatory. He ex-

plained the methods he was now
idi-nfr r, n mttflUP q frheV >oo>"»tp*l

independently of the judicial

courts, and the role-relationship

decided upon was not the tradi-

tional Doctor patient role, J ".it an

employer-employee nde, where-

by the more disturbed individuals

in the Cambridge area were hired

as a research study. The differ-.

ence of emphasis in this unique

relationship, and the amazing re-

sults of the experimentation were

possible because the psychologist

was not in a position to "treat"

his study, and was not respon-

sible for him by law. Thus, he was

better able to impress on the sub-

ject a guiding adult-child rela-

tionship, the lack of which was

stated as the major cause for

delinquency in the lower and mid-

dle classes.

Prof. Yablonsky agreed with

Dr. Slack about the need for new

techniques in the realm of treat-

ment. He stated that one of the

major problems was reaching the

(Continued on page 5)

Frosh-Faculty

Turned Down
hy A I .AN I INK

A motion to allot time at the

end of each Senate meeting pei

mining public quesl n % of

senators was passed al the Sen

meeting Wednesday night.

Later, the Senate refused to

allow the use of |26©.00 budgeted

last Spring for Freshmen Faculty

Coffee Hours in the women's
dorms. Passed was an appropria-

tion of $150.00 for the purpose

of printing 5000 copies of Honor
Hound, a Calendar booklet con

cerned with plagiarism.

Setting forth the motion to

permit public questioning of

senators after meetings, Senator
Hill Knowltnn T.0 said, "This will

put the student back in the Stu-

dent Senate."

In its original form, Hie mo-
tion excluded meetings exceeding

three hours, budget meetings and
officer elections. Senator Dennis
Twohig proposed to cut off all

Co/fee Hour
By Senate

I KSTF.1N '61

lh,. .,. ns. Declared Two-

hig, "If going to let them

In h > it with no stipula-

tions."

gpea the motion, Sena-

Jim O'l t.V Ti2 stated that

if the ne ; n were passed it

might be i o\ "However," he

continued, "I atfll feel it is good.

It will brii thout a ch.yer con

tnct bei • I* students and the

Sena*. "

Senator Garcia Smith *:)'<\.

"It's a a i ie of time. Vote

against it.'

Speaking t r the motion. Sena-

tor Mob A uistrong T»0 said,

"Let's gi\-' these people who
show enough interest to come

down here s chance to partici-

pate."

In defense of the women's cof-

fee hours. Senator Louise Hal-

lenbrook said, "The hours have

always been profitable in the

(Continued on page 6)

No Cranberries Served

At Campus Dining /falls
Mr. John Martin Director of the Dining Facilities of LTMass

Stated yesterday afternoon that cranberries will not he served to

student* at -mv of tho university dining halls at the present time,

This measure has been put into effect to pi
•' student body

from the possible danger oi contamination from these crantx

"l will not serve any of my present bu ,»ly of cranberries until

been tested; and any ful n pmenta will be teste. i before

bein I," sta1 1 Mi
. Martin.

Measures are now being taken to clear the cranberries for con-

sumption. Mr. Martin stated that the cranberries "will definitely be

tested in the near future."

According to Mr. Martin the Dining Commons now has "nor-

mal supply" of cranberries on hand. luting 1 20 gallons of

canned fruit.

"No, Whitey. No!"

— Photo by Tillman
IJowdifoh Lodge was the scene of a student-faculty panel dis-

cussion entitled "A Program for American Conservatism". Wednes-

day night, sponsored hy the Political Science Association.

Members of the panel were (L to R) Mr. Paid Gagnon of the

History Department; Thomas Kennedy *61. a Government major;

Mr. Glenn Tinder of the Government faculty; and Richard (Whitey)

White *61. a Government major.

The panel was moderated by Mr. Tinder, The discussion tried

to define Conservatism and Liberalism, with Kennedy supporting

the former view and White defending the latter. Mr. Gagnon at-

temped to resolve the two views into a modern day context.
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THE FACULTY SENATE:

why are meetings closed

to Collegian reporters?

,

by ANN SLAYTON '63

Since the Faculty Senate decides Univer-

sity policy, most of which directly concerns

Hie students, it is unreasonable that they

should object to admitting members of the

CoUeffian to the meetings. The Senators con-

tend that they do not wish to have their dis-

cussions reported because they will be more

outspoken if Collegian reporters are not

there. However, since the .Senate assumes

the responsibility of formulating student

policy, the students are entitled to know the

reasons behind the Faculty Senate's deci-

sions.

If the members of the Senate believe

their positions will be impaired by what they

say and how they vote, the CnUrnwn will

agree not to mention any names in the write-

ups of the meetings. The Senate members

may take further precaution against incrim-

ination by requesting a secret ballot when

voting. Again, if a subject under discussion

is very sensitive the Senate may hold a closed

executive session to which no reporters will

be admitted.

The report which the Senate now releases

contains only the results of the meetings. In

order to insure direct and complete report-

ing, the Collegian members should be allowed

to obtain first hand information. In allow-

ing this, the Senate will be performing

greater service to the students and to the

University.

Support Campus Chest

This year's Campus Chest Drive is in

full swing. Students and Faculty have been

contacted and asked for donations. The 36

hour talkathon is over and "Miss Campus

Chert" has been elected.

And yet all this activity has failed to

rouse much interest. Because of the fact that

only 2095 of the expected amount has been

collected, the drive will be extended until

next Tuesday.

What has happened to this campus? Or-

dinarily the Campus Chest Drive is well sup-

ported and many times has even gone over

the planned amount. It is time for all of us

to show our interest by supporting this cause

at our next opportunity.

OUR TOWN: a review
by DON PATRELL '63

Last night, the Roister Doisters presented

Thornton Wilder'* "Our Town". The Pulitzer Pme

winning play in three acts, is the study of hfe and

death in a small New England town. The play was

first presented on Broadway in 1938, and judging

from last night's performanre, it has not lost any

of its popularity with the American public.

Franei^ L. Broadhurst '62, in the role of the

Stage Manager, deserves throe cheers. His per-

formance was equal to that of many professionals.

Strolling about the stage, with his pipe III ham
.
he

kept, the audience's a1t,nt,on with every word he

spoke. 1 only wish I knew enough superlatives to

friv. his performance just

Nanrv King, in the role of Kmily, showed great

acting ability. She handled Emily's transition from

Childhood to womanhood with such gnat skill that

on- ma) wonder whether she has been playing the

part all her life,

Kenneth Brophy V»2 .an't b.- forK ..t W-n for his

MllUSlng and exfcellenl performance in the role of

u. Kmily's suitor.

Often who deeem mention for their perform-

ances an Leland K*1 W, Elatne Rorash *60, .Tame.

Roberti, and Joan Sharpe VA &» their excellent

performances as the parents of the two children.

The show will have two more performances on

Friday and Saturday. I would advise everyone who

has not yet purchased tickets to hurry to the

box office. You just can't miss the wonderful op-

portunity.

The Sciences and the Humanities

—

is coexistence enough?

Editor's Note: The following is a summary of an address given

Inst night by Dudley H. Towne, professor of physics at Amherst Col-

lege to initiates of Phi Kappa Phi. Phi Kappa Phi is a national aca-

demic honor society which recognizes scholastic excellence in all dis-

ciplines.

Prof. Towne centered his address on the fact that the ideal of

the unity of all fields of knowledge is not a fact. He emphasized his

theme by quoting from C. P. Snow, a noted British physicist and

novelist and a man well qualified to comment on the wide gulf be-

tween the camps of the humanists and the scientists. To requote-part

of this ". . . the intellectual life of the whole of western society is in-

creasingly being split into two polar groups: at one pole we have the

literary intellectuals, who incidentally, while no one was looking, took

to referring to themselves as 'intellectuals' as though there were no

others. Literary intellectuals at one pole—at the other scientists, and

as the most representative, the physical scientists. Between the two,

a gulf of mutual incomprehension . .
."

With Snow, Towne is in compete agreement. The remainder of

his address was devoted to the examination of four aspects of the

relationship between the two groups

The first was the difference between their behavior patterns as

they might be examined by a hypothetical "Martian anthropologist

(who) would, for example, run a statistical analysis on the use of

words, and would discover a number of words used frequently by the

one group which are used infrequently, if at all, by the other group.

The scientists, for example, rarely use such words as death, guilt,

fate, evil, moral obligation, joy, redemption, hope, despair. The hu-

manist in turn rarely uses such words as mass entrophy, substrata,

coevalent, metamorphism." Moreover, "scientists work in laboratories

with (intricate equipment); they may even wear white coats. Human-

ists are much more deeply involved than scientists are with reading,

painting, producing music or going to the theater."

The second aspect he examined was the existence of "petty forms

of misunderstanding between the two groups." These amount to ra-

tionalizations designed to convince ourselves that "we are not really

missing so much after all."

He cited typical comments of th.- humanists: "Oh, I took physics

in college, but I never understood it:" and "Mathematics was always

my weak subject." On the other side of the coin: the engineer's, "The

college I went to gave me a broad education because they MADE me

take a course in English." -
f

This mutual defensiveness would he classified "as a kind of anti-

mtellectualism that each of our respective intellectual groups has al-

lowed to creep in, as long as it applies to the other side."

Thirdly, "there does exist a real ignorance on the part of scien-

tists concerning the humane studies and conversely, there are too few

humanists who have an adequate understanding even in a general

sense of what the sciences are all about." Furthermore, according to

Prof. Towne. scientists usually I. now enough to keep quipt about their

ignorance. Humanists are not as reticent about their anti-science feel-

ings. He pointed to Emily Dickinson and Andre Gide as notable ex-

amples.

The basic problem is the gross misconception—not always un-

founded—on the part of people who see science as a dealing in a

^dispassionate manner with facts." Non- scientists do not realise that

the "accomplishments of the sciences are a triumph of the spirit of

the human mind." The botanist may find as much intellectual satis-

faction in a new discovery as a poet finds in a new poem. A study of

the vast efforts expended in working out what seem to us common-

place formulas might lead student to realize the truly exciting nature

of dealing with "facts."

The fourth point he stressed is that "whenever modern literature

or poetry makes reference to the physical universe, it uses concepts

which have been outmoded for a hundred yearsv The ideas which have

stimulated the imagination of the scientific world to a fever pitch

have left the literary intellectual absolutely cold. This is very dis-

appointing. And it is a real split." The humanists are confused. The

scientists feel rejected.

"It is hard to know what form the poetry would take which would

reflect a reaction to the world-view of modern physics." So far, the

only attempts made have been in the doggerel-limerick type of verse.

In summing up the total picture of "peaceful coexistence," Prof.

Towne asserted, "There is an ocean wider than the Atlantic between

us. How can we strive for a mure perfect integration? I have sug-

gested that those of us who teach science should learn to present It

as the living product of human enterprise. I also suggest that a num-

ber of brave souls who are inclined toward the humanities should make

the supreme sacrifice and learn as much as they can about science."

Ho end.-d his address with :m admonition: "Consult your own con-

science and ask whether you have artificially cut yourself off from

other parts of the intellectual spectrum."

EDITOR'S MAILBOX
To the cool editor of The Collegian:

Carolyn Cheney, in her letter to the editor, stated

that rock V roll antists are "not successes", but

mere "sensations". This is no doubt due to her prej-

udiced and uneducated viewpoint toward rock *n'

roll. Have Elvis Presley and Fats Domino been only

"sensations" for the past five or six years? Or is

it, Miss Cheney, simply that you cannot bring your-

self to accord respect to these great artists who are

obviously great successes in the field of music.

In regard to the swingin' versions of a few old

ditties, Paul Anka, Neil Sedaka, and Fats Domino

are among the leading songwriters of our time, and

they write almost all of their recordings.

My entire defense of rock V roll is based on its

thriving popularity, which has recently reached

worldwide proportions. Why some false intellectuals

can't face up to the fact that it is now an integral

part of our musical tradftton, I'll never know.

Remember what they said about jazz?

Just me again, dad.

Bill Shaw '63

(Editor's Note: Yes, Mr. Shaw, we remember what

they said about Jazz. But early Jazz disciples*

apologia for Jazz was not its novelty, or that Jazz

might bo heard around tho world. Their apologia

rested upon the fact that Jazz WOO the living mu-

sical embodiment of something American} even as

the greatness of a Beethoven arises from the fort

that his music is something firing, alive witft hu-

man passion a-nd reason, a living account of the

Napoleonic Era. Indeed, Mr. Shaw, surely you

would not argue that that whirl, is true is known

from its novelty or Us worldwidmess. Further,

legitimate music is the product of the Intellect—
sophisticated, perhaps, m the ca.se of the "fang-

.hairs"; primitive, perhaps, in the case of Jazz; but

nevertheless the product of an inspired Intellect.

Jazz is n<>t a Madison 1 >•, nue actount. Tour Rock

'n. Roll you defend no vehemently is not a product >n

the Intellect, It is not something living} it is a Modi-

SOff Aecitue account. Miirli-nn Avenue UCCOU9 s art

neither music nor the product of inspired Intellect I

To the Editor:

I'nfortunate soul that I was to be up and awak-

arrrand 1 :0(> A.M. Tuesday morning and fool enough

to think one might he able to obtain anything that

ever-so-sugh 1

1

sembles quiet mus mducive to

studying, this writer very naively dialed hi.- radio

to the "student ruined voice" of this glorified uni-

versity, W.M.U.A. That I had previously known hut

presently forgotten a so-called TALK-A-THON was

on (and on and on . . . ) will surely contribute to my
premature insanity. It is a certainty that I will nevei

again be able to g{ >p without hearing, a!

loast once, tho vidieulous farrago of four squeaky

HI' voices committing countless faux-pas.

Exactly what good will be derived from such a

fiasco, will never, I am afraid, be ascertained, by

anyone!

Respectfully.

Robert Chiesa '62

Tacitus, describing life in Rome under Domitian:

The eharm of indolence creeps over the mind,

and we end by loving the inaction which at first we
del cut erf.

From the Reader's Digest
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John Foster Dulles, in a I!»r.n speech before the Fifth Annual All-

.lesuit Alumni Dinner:

It is my i x peril nee Unit thoti who are most positive about poli-

tical prohh m4 are able to bi >><>itivc onhj because tiny do not home

nil the relevant facts. Those who are most harsh in their judgments

are able to be harsh for that mum reason. When the whole of a prob-

lem is known, solutions booonu < xcessively difficult and judgments are

not easiljt made.

From the Readers* Digest

Sidney J. Harris in Majority of One:

The rich who are unhappy are worse off than the poor <wha are

unhupj,u: for the BOOT, at least, cling to the hopeful delusion that

more nwney would sole,- th, ,,- protdems—but the rich know better.

From the Readers' Digest
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'Old Chapel Story 9
: Summary

'Old Chapel 9 Waits

New College Role

Comment

by BETTY D. MAYO
Staff Writer of the

Christian Science Monitor

October 6, 1958

In the heart of the University

of Massachusetts' campus is a

venerated ivy-covered building

which is to become the school's

all-faith religious center.

The housing of religious-cen-

tered activities will not be a

wholly new role for "Old Chap-

el" — the name by which the

building has been known through

the years. Built as a library and

worship center in 1885, the struc-

ture has not been used as a chap-

el since 1915, when religious serv-

ices were moved to a larger audi-

torium.

Long-range plans for convert-

ing the entire building into a

religious center were authorized

by the university's trustees last

May. Physical work on the cen-

ter cannot begin until its use as

classrooms can be dispensed with

—an estimated two years hence.

By then, the two-million-dollar

liberal arts classroom building,

already begun, is expected to be

completed. Since 1935, when
Goodell Library was completed,

"Old Chapel" has not served its

original purpose as a library,

either.

PRIVATE GIFTS SOUGHT
For the renovation of the

building, private funds will be

sought. Among other advantages,

the move will provide expanded

facilities for the work of the

three religious chaplains and

their associates.

The chaplains' role of "religious

counseling" of students partic-

ularly is appreciated in official

university quarters, ais is in-

dicated by the remarks of Dr. J.

Paul Mather, university president.

In endorsing the project, he

said:

"The chaplains have performed

a tremendous and valuable service

by salvaging a great many stu-

To the Editor:

I have always felt, evidently naively, that the

projected use of Old Chapel as an All-Faith Religi-

ous Center was ideal—'both from a practical and a

sentimental point of view. (I'm an alumnus, '41, but

later than the time of compulsory chapel, 1925 and

earlier).

Before attacking the central problem there are

some points I would like to make which I feel have

a bearing on the controversy. First, I feel that those

of our students who are interested in developing

some form(s) of religious life on this campus have

a right to do so. To deny this right, it appears to

me, is just as wrong as ft would be to deny any le-

gitimate secular organization its right to organize

campus activities.

Secondly, the chaplains serve our University tre-

mendously in at least one area where we are very
weak—namely, counselling. These men have been

selected carefully for their posts and have the in-

telligence and integrity to refer students who require

it to" the more qualified people employed by the

University. In the meantime they handle a great
many students who do not need help from experts

and as a result ease an already overcrowded situa-

tion. Further, and perhaps even more important,

they provide a counselling service for students who
prefer not to go to a secular counselor.

The third and taet point I wish to make is that
one function of a university \n "the search for truth."

To exclude from the campus proper the possibility

of students gaining theological answers to basic

questions and to exclude these answers from being
presented by qualified people is as unscholarly and
as unscientific as ft would be to exclude from cam-
pus the possibility of secular answers.

It appears to me that it becomes a responsibility

of any university worthy of the name, stats sup-

ported or private, to provide at least the facilities,

dents who were emotionally

turbed or discouraged dunng
their educational careers . . .

Their present quarters do not

lend themselves to the kind of

spiritual dignity and atmosphere

that is essential to a fully ade-

quate religious counseling pro-

gram."

Since 1956 when the campus

Student Union building was com-

pleted, the chaplains' headquar-

ters have been located in this

handsome building. Their modest-

sized quarters on the second floor

are not, however, the most ideal

from the standpoint of adequate

space. Students humorously refer

to the chaplains' offices as

"closets."

OFFICES FOR CHAPLAINS
Each section also serves as

headquarters for the student re-

ligious organizations of the faiths

which the three chaplains rep-

resent. Rabbi Louis Ruchames is

chaplain to Jewish students at the

university and director of the

B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation for

students.

The Rev. David J. Power is

chaplain to Roman Catholic stu-

dents and of the Newman Club.

The Rev. Albert L. Seely is chap-

lain to Protestant students,

chaplain of the United Christian

Foundation (the organization

whose members are united in

supporting the Protestant en-

deavors on campus), and adviser

to the campus Christian Associa-

tion.

To more adequately carry on

the programs involved in these

activities, the chaplains have

recommended that when "Old

Chapel" is converted its facilities

should include offices for the

respective student organizations.

Also proposed are an office for

representatives of faiths not now

served by a chaplain, and small

rooms for worship by Jewish,

Roman Catholic, and Protestant

groups, as well as an additional

all-faith room. The later, ft is

anticipated, would be something

like a meditation room.

Facilities proposed also would

include an auditorium which

could be converted into a chapel

for services, meeting rooms for

group events, library, lounge, ac-

tivity workshop, and krtchen.

ALTAR PROJECT VOTED
The auditorium is to house the

eonveitible altar which the grad-

uating class of 1958 already has

voted to give as its class gift.

The $2,500 altar project was ini-

tiated by this year's seniors with

the understanding that the trus-

tees would approve the religious

center. The altar proposed was
one which readily could be

adapted by the three faiths or

other groups for their worship

services.

Originally the chapel was on
the second floor where the audi-

torium and altar are to be. When
not in use, the altar is to be

screened from view, The hall is

not envisioned as a church with

pews but as ar, auditorium with

seats, in order hat it may be

used for vario purposes. The
religious atmosphere of the build-

ing is set before- one enters the

edifice with its I >wer and typical

church clock and chimes, as well

as the pointed roof of the main
structure.

—Reprinted from the

Christian Science Monitor
—Drawn by Gene'Lanrley. Staff Artist. Christian Science Monitor

OLD CHAPEL

New Course To Be Offered Next Terra
For the first time at the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts it will

be possib'e next term for pros-

pective lawyers, politicians and
others interested in forensic ac-

tivities to study argumentation by
taking a course. This course,

Speech 93, will present the theory

of areumentation, drawn from
classical and modem sources, and

provide students with varied

forms of practice in the art.

The class will deliver individual

argumentative speeches, practice

refutation, and engage in debates

in the traditional intercollegiate

and cross-examination styles.

Thus the student's mastery of

theory will he put to the very

direct test of having to face an

Readers ' Comment

opponent. A more judicial form
of criticism will he offered in the

form of the instructor's remarks.

The course will carry three

hours of credit. It will meet on

Tuesdays from 4 to 5, and on

Thursday from 4 to 5:30. The in-

structor will be Mr. Angell, who
has taught argumentation at

Cornell and Princeton. Students

having taken' Speech 91 are eli-

gible to take this new course, and
others may be admitted by per-

mission of the instructor.

if not the personnel, for such investigation to take

place. (My own personal opinion is—and while it is

of no consequence in this argument I Wish to state

it—that any university should have a Department of

Religion—not for the propagation of any particular

faith—bi*t for the study of theokylttd answers, past

and present, to the basic questions of life. There are

many problems to be resolved, both interfaith and
legal, before such a department can be established

here.)

Now the main problem: Is the use of a state-

owned building for religious act vities and theologi-

cal teaching on this campus a violation of the

principle of separation of dhtirch and state?

It is my contention that th. "State University"

is not the "State". The university makes no laws
nor does it enforce laws. Its function is to educate;

and in educating it must search for truth wherever
people feel that truth may b. found. It becames,
I feel, the responsibility of the state to fulfill its

proper functions (and When th. problems of a Re-
ligion Department have been if ned out, to provide

facilities and personnel for sue) a department)

—

if

we are interested in becoming a university in the
full meaning of that word.

Associate Professor, Landscape Architecture

Sincerely,

Paul N. Procoplo

Aspoc. Pnrfessor, Land. Arch.

POLICY FOR LETTERS
Letters to the Editor should be limited to 150

words, should be typewritten and must be signed.

Signatures will be withheld upon requeat. The
Massachusetts Collegian reserves the right to reject

any letter which is salacioua or in poor taste, snd
to deists portions as may be necessary for copy
fitting.

To the Editor:

I noted with interest Mr. Hubley's letter to the Collegian of Oc-
tober the 20th. At first I thought it best to leave this job to someone
with more literary talent. I carefully read the replies received in

answer to the letter and I would tend to agree with Dr. Feldman that

Mr. Hubley's arguments have not been answered. While I do not con-

sider myself one of the "smug Lilliputians" I have found courage, and
am attempting to "roar" my protest, which I hope is neither emo-
tional, nor irrelevant.

As I see it, Mr. Hubley's complaint follows two paths; (1) Re-
ligion and Education do not mix, and (2) This proposed use of Old
Chapel would be a violation of the principle of the separation of

Church and State.

The first point is not too difficult to answer if one has done any
serious thinking into the purposes of higher education. The courses
we are exposed to on campus usually answer the questions of "What"
snd "How"; this still leaves the big question of "Why". Philosophy
makes an attempt at answering this question but in most cases the
best it can do is say that this answer points toward the answer to

"Why". Most of us turn to Religion in order to continue our search for

the answer. This does not mean a blind acceptance of answers thought
out by others, but a careful and sometimes painful search for answers
of our own. Our Chaplains are not here to feed us ready made an-
swers; instead they serve as guides and helpers in our personal search
after these answers. They are educators in the same sense as our in-

structures in chemistry or our professors of psychology are educators.
The second point is, in a sense, already answered. When Old

Chapel was constructed, it was used as a chapel—not a classroom
building. If the building is turned over to the Chaplains, it would be
a simple case of returning their rightful heritage.

Might I also remind Mr. Hubley that the act of denying a person
or community the opportunity to search and study into their faith, ia

as much a violation of the separation principle as forcing a person to
accept a faith. The principle of separation protects the freedom of
choice. If one ia denied this freedom by the banning of a chapel, the
principle is meaningless.

I hope this letter hss stimulated a re-examination, on Mr. Hub-
ley's part, of thia whole field. His letter prompted a good deal of re-
search and thought by me into this problem.

Yours truly,

Robert W. Fishel '60
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The Campus Beat
by JERKY GALLAGHER '62

"Person to person. Edwin R. Borrow pepoHttng. Tonight we take

you to the lovely Quonset hut of Mr. T. Matt,.-, Present of the
,
Uni-

; ;ty of Massachusetts and professional square dancer. Hello M. 1.

"What do you know, Ed."

"Did I interrupt your itudfes, M.T.? What's that hook you are

reading?" . _ . . , , . ,

"It's a rare edition of Batman Comics, Ed. It's considered to be

very heavy reading and quite a challenge."

"Would you mind showing us arount the hut, M.T.?"

"Certainly Ed, this is my den. That's my new 12 stool ha ... ah

... er ... and over there are my photos of Bridget .. .well (cough,

cough) let's go outside, Ed. It's a bit stuffy in here."

"Is that your record collection over in that comer?"

"Yes Ed, here's a rare copy of "Short Shorts" by the Royal Teens;

here's Elvis' first recording "That's All Right;" "At the Hop," by

Danny etc."

"Very impressive, M.T. Tell me, what are your future plans I

"Go back to my first love, Ed; U-boat Commander. It's quite a

challenge. Achtung! Up periscope!

The Women's Athletic Association will sponsor a Co-Rec Night,

tonight from 7-9:15 p.m. in the Women's Physical Education Building.

Everyone is invited.

A Turkev Trot Dance will be held tonight in the Main Ballroom

of the S.U. A live band will be present. Prices are 35c stag, 50* drag.

It starts at 8:00 p.m. and will conclude at 11:00 p.m.

The Library wishes to announce the hour schedule for the Thanks-

giving Recess.

Tuesday, November 24, 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Wednesday, November 25—8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m

Closed—Thursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday, November 20-20.

With The Sororities
by PAT O'CONNELL *61

Sorry about last veek, folks, SIGMA KAPPA
complica-

cmmW cqmw

NWS <&, I REMEM0ER VOU WELL, MR. 0ARNE*.

JO* AST WEEK XOUk SOH FLUNKED TM.

5AMt TEST W EUNICE P 22 ™RS A*°'

"

but due to unfores'

tions, we were una! 1 '
1 to bring

you "With the Sororities". At

any rate—better late than never.

CONGRATULATIONS to all the

winners of the Ir ter-Sorority

Sing and Dramatization!

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
We have four new sisters!

Judy Haggerty '62, \nne Hall

'62, Judy Madden '81, and Anne

Rubin '62 were initiated Sunday

evening.

Congratulations to Ruthie Mac-

Leod and Dave Bott who recently

became engaged.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
On Tuesday Kappa had an ex-

change supper with TKE and a

"good time was had by all".

Wednesday night the seniors

gave a surprise kitchen shower

for Shirley Bush who plans to be

married on January 23, to Rus-

seli Bontempi.

In order to show their appre-

ciation to the houseboys, Bob

Clarkson, Lenny Schiller, Steve

Klein, Dick Borden, and Kenny
Molta, the Kappa's are having

them to supper on Thursday

night. The pledges will wait on

tables and do the dishes.

SIGMA DELTA TAU
Best wishes and congratula-

tions are extended to three very

happy couples. Carol Luftman

was engaged to Steve Stetson

(TEP). Gail McCrensky was

pinned to Marcel Korn (TEP),

and Freda Estner was pinned to

Fred Saltzbcrg (also TEP). Go

you Arabian knights!

The Sig Delts hope that all

who came to their Beatnik "joint"

during Greek HER weekend, en-

joyed themselves.

SDT enjoyed their exchange

supper with TKE and our ex-

change with AEPi and their

punch party was a source of

great pleasure.

Wednesday, 7:30 a.m., Novem-

ber 18 commerced a new and

brightened outlook for the sisters

of SDT, for that is when proceed-

ings for the new addition were

started. Our plane and prospects

for renovation should be realized

within the next few months.

Have a real ciaarette-hava a

TMNoW
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This week Sigma Kappa enter-

tained Mrs. Ruth Grieg, National

Panhellenic representative. Tues-

day a formal reception was held

for Mrs. Grieg attended by the

presidents and Panhellenic dele-

gates from the sororities on cam-

pus. Mrs. Anne Tanner, director

of Women's Placement Service,

was a dinner guest at the chap-

ter house Tuesday evening. Fol-

lowing dinner an informal coffee

hour was held.

Last Thursday evening the

Sigma's had an exchange supper

with Phi Sigma Kappa.

The SK's were very sorry to

see Kris Albertson leave school,

due to illness, and wish her a

quick recovery.

Jane Ross is Sigma's nominee

for Winter Carnival Queen.

Sigma Kappa now possesses

the most sparkling silverware on

campus thanks to the "volunteer

work" of a few industrious pledg-

es. Good work Alpha Gams!

Speaking of Alpha Gam, an en-

joyable exchange supper was held

with them Wednesday evening.

Last but not least, best wishes

to the girls recently pinned and

engaged—Lyn Armstrong on her

engagement to Bernard Otterson,

class of '58, Joanne Romano, on

her pinning to Carmen Scarpa

(SAE), and Judy Graff on her

pinning to Bob Kimball (ATG).

CHI OMEGA
The Chi O's were very sorry to

have to say good-bye to "Ditto"

Freeman who left on Friday, No-

vember 6. After many farewells

and a shower given to her by the

seniors, "Ditto" left to practice

teach in Gardner and plan for

her marriage in late January to

Lt. Thomas Hessian.

Weaselle Hallenbrook won the

AGB award this week.

The exchange suppers seem to

be getting registered now for the

Chi O's. A four way exchange

with Pi Phi, TEP, Sig Ep, and

Chi O was held on November 10,

and, too, we'd like to thank Al-

pha Sig for their exchange sup-

per on Wednesday.

GAMMA CHI ALPHA
The appreciation and thanks

of every Gamma Chi goes to

Paulette Demitropoulos, who did

such a wonderful job in the

the Dramatization. Paulie has

been asked by the Speech De-

partment to participate in the

Robert Burnham Speaking Con-

test and we all know she'll do a
worthy job in that, too.

A reminder to all Sig Ep's and

Gamma Chi's—the splash party

will be in the WPE pool from

8-11 p.m. Saturday, November 21.

UM Education
Club "Visits"

Scandinavia
Miss Eleanor Brown, a history

teacher at Athol High School took

the Education Club to Iceland and

Scandinavia, giving an example

of educational experience gained

from summer travel Wednesday

night.

After introductory remarks,

Miss Brown showed many color-

ful slides of Iceland, Norway,

Denmark, and Sweden. She and

a group of friends traveled by

plane, bus, boat, horse and car-

riage, and foot last summer to

and through these countries. Miss

Brown remarked that by staying

over at hostels she got to know

people better than if she had

been on a guided tour.

Interesting highlights of the

trip were the following. In Ice-

land," she said, "We saw innum-

erable hot springs, and the site

of the First Parliament which

convened in the year 930. Next

we saw fish markets right at the

Norwegian docks, the famous

Oslo ski jump, and many boats

which are Norway's form of pub-

lic transportation. Denmark's

famous stork nests, Chalk Cliffs,

and Hans Christian Andersen's

birthplace were visited. In Swed-

en, we traveled to Stockholm by

canal boat, and then visited Bis-

bee, the "city of ruins and roses,"

and Carl Linnaeus's garden.

After this very informative and

interesting "trip by slides," re-

freshments were served to climax

a most enjoyable evening d\

travel.

Song Protest . .

.

(Continued from pttgt 1)

"IFC shouldn't force the houses

to participate in the sing because

these houses will do a poor job

and thus detract from the overall

program."

It was also suggested that hold-

ing the Skits and Sing on the

same weekend was too much
Strain on the fraternities' par-

ticipants, particularly the smaller

houses.

Nelson pointed out that if the

Sing and Skits were held on

separate weekends, there would

fc
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The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
a, 3 RrynnliU Tnbicee CD,. Wlflllm-HilMn. N. C.

Lost & Found
Lost: A pair of glasses in a red

case. If found, please return to

Lee Munson, 128 Van Meter.

Lost: Light tan wallet in or near

Van Meter. Contact Fred Posner,

327 Van Meter, REWARD.
Lost: Will the person who mis-

takenly picked up a tan Fabrina

Weathcrogue raincoat- <m Satur-

day, Nov. 7, at the Van Meter

Dorm dance please return it to

Geoffrey Watson, 115 Butterfield.

A girl's bicycle bearing Uni-

versity markings may be picked

up by identification at the North-

ampton Police Department.

be a loss in attendance. He said,

"One hig event won't keep the

students on the campus."

RETAIN TWO-LEAGUE
BOWLING

It was also voted by both the

Council of Committees (24-5),

and the Fraternity Presidents'

Association (unanimous) to retain

the two league bowling system.

It was agreed that it would take

too long (lfi weeks) to hold one-

league competition and that such

a program would interfere with

part iripation in the IFC basket-

ball and softhall competitions.

It was decided, in a motion by
Hal Lane (SPE), that each com-
mittee in charge of an IFC event

would be required to file a com-
plete report including the basis

for judging. This report is to be

kej>t for future committees. Lane
pointed out that this will be a

great help to rhairmen who other-

wise would have no background
on which to base their plans.

BOSTON
via Massachusetts Turnpike
BUY COMMUTER TWO-TRIP TICKET

$6.00
SAVE $2 25 on round trip.

TICKETS ON SALE ONLY AT STUDENT UNION
Ride the only thru service — Via Springfield and Boston

PETER PAN BUS LINES, Inc.
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With The Fraternities
by STEVE SHUSTERMAN, AEPi

That's Right, Rats

So I cut too much out of your

house's article. If it's really un-

important, you'll probably find it

in the sorority column.

The football season has finally

come to a close with the perennial

champs, the Sig Ep ''Flyers",

once again on top. The "Flyers"

went on to beat Baker in the in-

tramural playoffs, but lost a

close game to UNH's Lambda

Chi, 7-2. This was a great season

typified by high spirit in all the

houses.

The exchange supper season is

in full swing. AEPi enjoyed sup-

per with SDT; AGR with Sigma

Kappa; Alpha Sig with Chi O
and KKG; TKE with KKG; and

Phi Sig is looking forward to

supper with KKG. (This is the

KKG publicity corner.)

The social season is at its

height, and many of the houses

will be holding
1

their house for-

mals soon. Lambda Chi will have

theirs at the Williams House in

Williamsburg; Theta Chi has

planned on this Saturday night

at Wiggin's Tavern; and Kappa

Sig will also hold their formal

this weekend. Also, our social

minded (but always sober)

Greeks have planned every sort

of party from "Pajama" parties

at AEPi and ATG to a "Fire-

side" party at Phi Sig. Sig Ep is

instituting a "Neighbor's Day"
this Sunday afternoon.

Rushing, the life-blood of the

fraternity system, is always a

concern of the Greeks. Upper-

class rushing is now in progress,

and many of the houses are wel-

coming new pledges. AEPi wel-

comes John Siletsky, Kenny
Goodman, and Gerry Orlen; SAE
welcomes Karl Pearce and John

Kozaka; and Phi Sig welcomes

Ed Hammond. Congratulations

all.

By the way, watch for all the

Greeks in the RD production, and

why not all be "with the frater-

nities" for the Nose Bowl game

this Saturday afternoon.

Frosh Rushing Convo

There will be a rushing con-

vocation for freshmen men on

December 10.

f'

Al Lupo '59, originator of The

Campus Beat column in the Col-

legian, disclosed this week that

he currently spends most of his

time chasing rats.

Working toward his M.A. de-

gree in Journalism at Columbia

University in New York City, Al

is making a documentary film on

health hazards in New York City

as part of a Radio-TV course

requirement. His part is to locate

and make a sound film of rat

families that exist in certain

parts of New York, showing the

Scholarship

Tea
On November 8, the sorority

scholarship tea was held at

Kappa Kappa Gamma. Phi Delta

Nu placed first in scholarship

with 2.56 for the third consecu-

tive year, gaining permanent pos-

session of the scholarship tray.

Kappa Alpha Theta was second

and Pi Beta Phi placed third.

The all sorority average for the

entire year was 2.42 as compared

with the all University women's

average of 2.37.

The sorority members with the

highest cumulative averages

were: Class of 1959—Phyllis Rud-

man, Chi Omega 3.37; Class of

I960—Sylvia Anderson, Phi Delta

Nu 3.6; Class of 1961—Brenda

Mason, Kappa Alpha Theta 3.8;

Class of 1962—Patricia Conway,

Chi Omega 3.8.

consequent health hazaras.

The film will be part of a half

hour TV program.

Speaking of his life at Col-

umbia, Al said "The work is

rough, but I love it. This film,

news writing, copy-editing, and

journalism theory make the kind

of work I thrive on."

Announcing a comprehensive

Postgraduate Education Program for

engineers, scientists and mathematicians

Ever since the founding of the company some forty years ago, TRM has recognized educa-

tion as an integral and continuing pari of a professional person's life.

Through formal educational programs within the company, and through affiliations with

universities, it has long been possible for IBM employees to earn scholastic credits.

Now a comprehensive Postgraduate Education Program, surpassing any previous programs,

has been initiated at IBM for plant and laboratory personnel.

ADVANCED DEGREE UNIVERSITY PLAN A qualified pngineer, sci-

entist or mathematician, who has been with IBM at least a year,

may compete for a fellowship or a scholarship in selected fields

at the university which he believes offers the finest opportunities

for advanced study. All benefits that would normally accrue if the

candidate were on active employment will be retained.

• Doctoral Fellowships: Selected candidates will receive full tuition,

fees and regular salaries for full-time study up to throe years.

• Masters' Scholarships: Selected candidates will receive full tuition,

fees and regular salaries for an academic year of full-time study.

ADVANCED DEGREE ON-SITE PLAN A qualified engineer, scientist,

or mathematician will have the opportunity to undertake part-

time graduate studies at an IBM plant or laboratory, concurrent

with active employment.

• Masters' Degrees: Candidates will be able to complete their

studies at company expense under programs operated in conjunc-

tion with universities near IBM facilities.

ADVANCED STUDY PLAN (NONDEGREE) These studies offer con-

tinued educational opportunity throughout a career at IBM. They

are not generally degree-oriented. Given at or near IBM facilities,

they are designed to help retain mastery over basic engineering,

science, and mathematical subjects and to gain knowledge in

advanced fields such as number theory, finite mathematics, mag-

netism, solid state physics, and network analyses.

For a descriptive folder about the new IBM
Postgraduate Education Program, write to:

MANAGER OF ENGINEERING EDUCATION,

DEFT. 843, IBM CORPORATION,

590 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y. IBM
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

MACHINES CORPORATION

Juvenile . .

.

h'nntinued from page J)

delinquent, and that this re-

quired a "gimmick" in order to

bring the youth into interaction

with those who might be able to

help him.

YABLONSKY STRESSES
CRIME PREVENTION

Whereas Dr. Slack's devotion

was more in research and

methodology, Prof. Yablonsky's

area was that of community

crime prevention. In assessment

of the networks of crime influen-

tial to the delinquent, the emer-

gence of the gang proved to be

"closely coordinated with the

causes of delinquency. In this

context Prof. Yablonsky reverted

to theory and concluded that the

gang was a loosely divided

structure motivated by hard-

core leaders; the first approach

was working with the followers,

which revealed that there was a

breakdown of any possible re-

lationship between the youth

and the adult. There was mo

interaction with those from

whom the delinquent could learn.

The core of the gang is the

leader, the severely disturbed

youth, who requires removal, as

he is unable to be dealt with in

the human group. In approach-

ing the follower, it disclosed

that the most important criteria

to bring about possible improve-

ment of the community and the

delinquent was that "You must

enter into the world of the de-

linquent," said Yablonsky.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Another major problem

stressed was that the people in

position to dispense funds were

usually ignorant of where the

money could be best spent, and

these people were more con-

cerned with preventing a public

upset than providing a means of

avoiding delinquency.

In conclusion, Prof. Yablonsky

emphasized that "knowledge is

a powerful weapon, but that un-

fortunately, those who control the

financial resources for curbing

delinquency failed in this res-

poet."

Mr. Hastings attempted to pre-

sent the reforms which have been

made in delinquency institutions,

and at Shirley in particular. He
traced the improvements accom-

plished at Shirley in the last 6

years, and discussed the aver-

age boy there at this time.

Following the statements of

the panel members, Prof. Miller

initiated a brief question and an-

swer period, so that the students

could pose any relevant questions

to be answered by the panel.

Honorary Colonel . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

her afternoon at Devens, Miss

Cutler responded: "It was a won-

derful trjp. They gave us a big

welcome and a good show."

Miss Janet Wehman, a fresh-

man who plans a major in Nurs-

ing, hails from Winchester. She
also expressed pleasure of her

afternoon at Fort Devens.

Miss Alice Fdgerton, a sopho-

more, is a Home Economics ma-
jor; she hails from Wellesley,

Mass. Miss Edgerton enjoyed the

afternoon at Fort Devons.

At the conclusion of the inter-

views, the finalists and their

escorts left the Colonial Lounge,

while the judges and their wives

descussed the nominees. The re-

sults of the judges' decision will

not be revealed until the night

of the Military Ball, during im-

pressive and dramatic ceremonies.

—FOR SALE— -

RACCOON COAT

For Tall Girl-Excellent Cond.

For Info Call AL 3-7069
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HE'S IN THE ARMY NOW—Mike Lane, H.f\, (center foreground) expresses his reaction to "pres-

entation" just completed by his fellow club members. L-R Richard MacLeod '60, Collegian Editor-in-

Chief; William Starkweather, Assistant Registrar; Donald Cadigan, Associate Registrar; William

Field, Director of Guidance (behind Lane); Edward Buck, R.S.O. Director. (Hidden between MacLeod

and Starkweather is William Scott, Director of Student Activities and of the S.U.

Senate . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

past."

Senator Twohig added that al-

though he personally was against

the coffee hours, money was ap-

propriated and therefore should

be used.

Blasting what he termed a

"special interest group," Senator

Armstrong asked why all stu-

dents should be forced to sub-

sidize these coffee hours. Con-

tinued Armstrong, "We didnt

promise this money to these peo-

ple. We're not obligated to give

it. Let them sponsor their teas

out of their dorm funds." Arm-
strong then urged the Senate to

"start a precedent tonight and
cut out these special interest

groups."

Senator Bob Fishel (Commu-
ters) claimed, "Not one commuteT
will benefit from tfhis. They're

taking the money out of our

pockets."

Replied Senator Penny Renton
'60. "Don't mess us up now. I

think it's a rotten deal. The mon-
ey has been promised."

Before appropriating $150.00

for Honor Bound, the Senate de-

feated a recommendation by
Senator Ted Sheerin '60 to send

the motion to a special commit-
tee for purposes of studying the

situation and proposing a more
economical plan. The Senate also

decided against reducing the
number of copies to be printed.

During the course of the meet-
ing, the Senate voted to ap-

propriate $251.85 to the Index to

pay a bill for camera repair and
sent three motions to the Finance
Committee for more considera-

tion.

MICHAEL LANE, U.S. ARMY apprehensively awaits further

'awards" from fellow club members.

Dean Cahill

Will Lecture

On Congress
Dean Fred V. Oahill of the col-

lege of Liberal Arts will speak
on the Supreme Court and Con-
gress relations on Monday eve-

ning, November 23. The lecture

is to be co-sponsored by the Uni-
versity of Mass. Debating Society

and the Political Science Asso-
ciation.

Dean Cahill is well informed
on the Supreme Court and has
written books and articles on this

topic.

The lecture will be held in the

Worcester room of the Student
Union at 7:30 p.m. Everyone in-

terested is welcome. Refreshments
will be served.

'Lolita
9 Hautanen Claims

Miss Campus Chest Title
by JACK KNIGHT '60

Lovely Lolita Hautanen is Miss Campus Chest for 1959. She was
selected by a board of two judges in the final competition held in the

Student Union last night.

The five finalists, Bubbles Brooks, Ruby Kane, Mahedabel Mul-
cahey, Fanny Hammelburg and Miss Hautanen, dressed in formal
evening clothes, were required to pass before the judges and then an-
swer questions designed to test the contestants' ability to exhibit

evidence of their sociability and tact.

As a crowd of over two hundred looked on, the girls danced and
smiled, and flirted with some of the more handsome men in the crowd
of onlookers.

Judges for the contest were Dick MacLeod, Editor of the Col-
legian and Bob Zelis, who is a member of Adelphia and leader of the
Student Senate.

Master of Ceremonies for the contest proceedings was Arnie
Sgan. Co-chairmen for the entire event were Sheila Day and Manny
Hammelburg.

UM Debating Society Finishes Third

In Connecticut Invitational Tournament
The University of Mass. Debating Society took part in the Cen-

tral Connecticut State Invitational Tournament on Saturday, Novem-
ber 14.

Representing the U. of M. was Francine O'DonneH '61; Richard
Greenfield »63; Wendell Leary '60; and Robert Lilly »63.

U. Mass. debaters finished third. Wesleyan and Fairfield college*
took first and second places respectively.

A Diary Account;

'Lane's Departure'
Six members of the "College Pond Early Mornin' Dunkin Club,

W.P.E.E.," journeyed to Northampton at 6:45 yesterday morning to bid
"Bon voyage" to Michael Lane. Answering his country's draft call,

Lane was embarking on a two year tour of duty with the U.S. Army.
As Program Advisor to the Student Union for the past year and

to all student activities this year, Lane was the first full-time direc-
tor of planning and programming. Foremost among his favorite "extra-
curriculuar" activities was the "Early Mornin' Dunkin Club."

Learning of his scheduled departure for military service—during
which time he will be on leave of absence from the S.U.—the mem-
bership of this club conceived the "presentation" pictured at left.

Each member garbed himself in a uniform. Starkweather wore a
black frock bedecked with medals, a brilliant red waist-sash, and a
fur hat. Cadigan's pith helmet topped off his khaki outfit and storm
boots. Field donned a red cap and his gown used for formal occasions.
MacLeod, a cigarette stub hanging from his lips and the traditional
newspaperman's low-brimmed felt hat, carried a large "PRESS" sign
atop his head. Scott wore portions of an old army uniform with a pair
of "sneakers" replacing the customary G.I. boots. Buck provided
Lane's transportation and assured the contingent that the new re-
cruit had no prior knowledge" of the affair.

Upon their arrival the members descended upon Lane and ten
other draftees at streetside to bid farewell. Starkweather intoned pro-
found phrases of gratitude and appreciation for Lane's contributions
to UMass and then pinned a large medal on the recruit's chest. The
medal bore the true and simple inscription, "HERO".

Following the customary bows, Field stepped forward to proffer
a small package labeled "we CARE". While Lane grasped the bundle
to his bosom, Field enumerated its contents: "One copy, 'Boy Ran-
gers Handbook'; one monogrammed potato peeler; one monogrammed
'G.I. Brush'; one 'Yardbird Stick' with nail on end; Bayer Asprin;
new 'super-soft' Bunion Pads; one Pen Light; one Yoyo; Khaki darn-
ing thread; Playboy magazine; One set of PFC stripes (to which he
might aspire); one Commonwealth of Massachusetts Pencil; one
copy Lady Chatterly's Lover', one copy Lady Loverly's Chatter; and
'Facts on Travel in the Soviet Union.' "

Scott then stepped forward to offer "a last cup of SU coffee" hot
from a tnermos jug. After tasting it, Lane emptied the liquid into
the gutter, and flashing a tight smile, thanked Scott profusely. After
a round of firm handshakes, the members boarded their car and
headed back to UMass for breakfast in the SU "terrace Room"
(The Hatch).
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Provost Returns To UM

bf l**nard

Provost Shannon McCune returned home last night from a
month's stay in Japan where he was continuing his research on Agri-
cultural Development in that country.

Along these lines, Provost McCune expressed his satisfaction at
the results of the student and professional exchanges between UMass
and Hokkaido University. At present there are 13 members of Hok-
kaido University studying here and UMass has sent two student*
to Hokkaido.

Provost McCune said (hat although the weather in Japan
warm, ft was good to be home.

Best Dressed Girl

Miss Eleanor Galbraith, who
attended the University of Mas-
sachusetts, was singled out by
the Collegian as the best dressed

girl on campus and was present-

ed in the August issue of Glam-
our as one of the "10 Best

Dressed College Girls in Amer-
ica," will a ira i n featured bv
Glamour magazine in the big new
November issue of Glamour in-

corporating Charm.
As Glamour's guest in New

York last summer, she was treat-

—Photo by Ed York

ed to hair stylincr by a famous
hairdresser and a make-up analy-

sis by Glamour^ Beauty Editor.

The outcome is shown in the No-

vember, issue in a picture story

illustrating how these glamorous

girls were made even more so.

The Challenge of the Sixties
by RICHARD LeFKANCOIS fil

Monday afternoon Professor

George Goodwin, Jr., presented

the status of legislative appor-

tionment in Massachusetts to the

National Conference on Govern-

ment.

At the Workshop Session on

Mai-Apportionment of legisla-

ture, he and representatives

from all over the country illus-

trated the variance in political

conditions between the states.

Professor Goodwin indicated that

Massachusetts legislation is

meeting the problems caused by
the shifting of our population

to suburban areas.

In his presentation he con-

cluded that ''Massachusetts is

unique in having a legislature

which gives greater representa-

tion to urban areas than to

rural areas." Moreover, "there

are no constitutional provisions

guaranteeing rural predominance
as there are in so many states."

He terminated on the note that

the current attempt at reap-

portionment in Massachusetts

was somewhat different because

of varying party interests.

UMass was extremely well re-

presented. Tuesday morning at

i* : 1 5 a.m. John Gillespie, As-
sistant to the President, was
Chairman for the session on
Partisan vs. Non- Partisan Local

Elections. This morning, Gerald

Grady, of our Bureau of Govern-

mental Research was Chairman
for the session on Village

tjast rQe/easec/'/or

Viceroy
\
" CIGARETTES!

The Greatest Jazz
Album in Years!

Garrpus

ON A SPECIALLY PRESSED RCA CUSTOM RECORD

Featuring Top Favorite Jazz Instrumentalists

—winners in a national popularity survey of American

College and University Students! Yours al a special

low price wit! the compliments of VICEROY — the

cigarette thai : ves you the best filtering of all for

full rich taste ^ Thinking Man's Filter . . .

A Smoking Mmi'a Taste."

Managers. Prof. John Harris, head

of the Government Department,

has even made his packed sched-

ule tighter so that he might at-

tend these conferences.

For the first time in ten years

a New England city, Spring-

field, Mass., played host to the

National Municipal league and
their 65th National Conference'

on Government. In a meeting

Sunday afternoon at the Shcra-

ton-Kimball Hotel, Phoenix,

Arizona was selected M the site

for their 1900 conference.

The problems of the Urban
Age and the trend toward Subur-

bia were discussed by topflight

authorities—business, labor and
civic leaders, public officials, and
political scientists. Some of the

interrogators in the I* : 1 5 and
'J:l

r
i sessions on Monday were

top men in their field such as

Winston W. Crouch. Chairman,
Political Science Department,
University of California, Los
Anjreles; Frederick L. Bird,

formerly Director of Municipal

Research, Dun & Bradatreet; and
Norris Nash, Vice President,

Kaiser Industries Corporation

and Henry 3, Kaiser Co., Oak-
land.

The highlight of Monday's

sessions was the proposal of

Mayor Robert Wagner of New
York City for a stepped up ur-

ban development program to

meet a "municipal crisis of

shattering magnitude." Under-
scoring the necessity of the

passage of federal and state

legislation he contended: "There

is nowhere any effective

machinery for coordinating

policies either at the federal and
state level, nor for co-operating

with local governments in de-

fining and meeting metropolitan

needs."

The problem was outlined by
Philip M. Manser, Director of

the Population Center of the

University of Chicago. He indi-

cated that between 1950 and
1955, metropolitan areas absorbed

97 percent of the total population

growth of the United States.

However,* H. C. Sonne, a New
York international banker and
Chairman of the National Plan-

ning Association said that in

1970 we could produce $800
billon worth of goods and serv-

ices compared to $480 billion at

the present time. He concluded

with the optimistic view that in

1970 ttYe total production per
capita in the U.S.A. would be
$3,700 while in Russia it would
be $1,500.

foors /or On//

and 2 empty packages of VICEROY Cigarettes

SHOWN * WUIIAMSON TOBACCO CORPORATION
Son 355
louiivllt* 1 KPlucky

ipcciftl VICEROY
m> ) nrnpa.

Mil. RALPH B. SEEFELDT,
regional director of the Sigma
Phi Rpsllon national fraternity* Is

;it the University visiting the local

chapter. Mr. Seefeldt is on the

Rrwt of his two annual trip? on

which he observes the operations

of local chapters,

He attended Wednesday night's

tPC meeting and commented that

"I am delight«vi with the organ-

ization of different fraternities)

mder one governing body."
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O'Rourke Submits Resignation
by VIN RASILE '62 and RU8S LEONARD '60

The Collegian sports staff

learned late last nipht that head

ich of football Charlie O'-

Rourke had resigned. It was re-

ported that Warren MeGuirk ac-

cepted O'Rourke's resignation last

night.

The announcement was made

by Richard Page, director of

sports publicity.

O'Rourke, Redmen head mentor

for eight years, decided to call it

quits after completing a season

of 3 wins, five losses and a tie.

This was supposed to be the hip

year for O'Rourke and his

charges. Every roach in the

Yankee Conference, including O'-

Rourke, believed that UMass
would be the team to beat this

yinr. Tin- Redmen got off to a

fine start with victory over the

Black Bears of Maine.

After the initial victory, the

Redmen went winleea until their

last two games when they beat a

hapless Brayideis eleven, and a

favored New Hampshire team.

The Redmen finished second in

the Yankee Conference.

This is the best showing a uni-

versity football team has made in

the past twelve years.

Commenting on the resignation,

Director of Athletics Warren Mc-

COACH O'ROURKE

Guirk said, "Coach O'Rourke has

made fine contributions to our

football program over the past

eight years. I regret very much

his Waving at this time, for I

personally feel that this depart-

ure is a real loss to the intercol-

legiate program."

O'Rourke was an All-American

balfbaek at Boston College twen-

ty years ago. He came to the

University in 1952 after serving

as hackfield eoacb for Doctor

Eddie Anderson at Holy Cross for

two years.

SPORTALK
by HAL DITTON '60

Few men in baseball will envy

Eob Elliott in his new job of

managing the Kansas City Athle-

tics. The former "Mr. Team" for

the old Boston Braves was named
to succeed Harry Craft earlier

this week.

Word has it that Bob Scheffing,

former Chicago Cub manager,

turned down the job to remain in

the more peaceful setting as a

coach with the Milwaukee Braves.

Elliott has been managing in

the Pacific Coast League as of

l&te. He is reganled as a slern

manager but his presence won't

be enough to enrich the position

of the lowly A's.

Philadelphia has been elminated

as a possibility for (he American
Football League. Bob Carpenter,

the baseball Phillies' owner, has

been bickering for a franchise.

After a period of consideration, he

dropped the idea. Philadelphia

already has an entry in the Na-

tional Football League, and Car-

penter has decided that two

teams would develop, "An inten-

sive competitive situation which

would drain the financial re-

sources of both clubs." That puts

Boston in.

Final statistics for the football

season show senior Billy Rey-

nolds nabbing the scoring and

rushing crowns. Harry Williford

led the receivers with 17 com-

pletions for 233 yards and three

touchdowns. John McCnrmick

completed 104 pa t^\
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SKATING
tonight!

616 yards and six touchdowns.

Jack Conway hit 14 out of 46 tor

250 yards and a single touch-

down.

Mighty Syracuse, the number
one team in the nation, comes to

New England tomorrow to m»*et

BL. It won't he much of a foot-

ball Kami' but fans will have a

chance to see one of the Fast's

finest football teams in the past

decade.

Yale dedicated the massive

Bowl in New Haven forty-five

years ago tomorrow, but Har-

vard didn't CO-opeHetS mx th< y

thumped the Ells 36-0, Tomorrow
the scene bi again the Bowl for

the 76 the renewal of the ancient

rivalry. The home forces are

favored but anything goes in the

ancient -> • •- which once decided

who ruled the football world.

Soccer Kickback
by BILL I I WON '61

The Universr of Massachu-

setts varsity so< r team recently

drew the curtain >n its 1959 sea-

son. Although the squad lost

seven times, it saw daylight when

it played Clark and WPI. These

two Worcester teams were both

whitewashed by the Redmen.

UMass was hampered through-

out the season by more than its

share of bad luck. Before the

initial game the team lost its

regular coach, Larry Briggs.

Dave Bischoff then took over the

helm and proved to be a satisfac-

tory mentor. Under his guidance

the team improved considerably

as the season progressed. Bischoff

was hampered, however, by the

loss of several players during the

season.

If this weren't enough, the soe-

cermen played three of the best

squads in New Fngland.

The team lost to Williams,

which, for the fir^t time in 27

years, completed an undefeated

slate. The Ephmen also had the

second best record in New Fng-

land.

The UConn Huskies, another

powerhouse to defeat the Red-

men, will host the 1959 NCAA
national soccer championships.

Trinity, a 7-1 victor over UMass,
was one of the 19 teams from
throughout the country selected

to participate in this tournament.

Other teams to upend the Red-

men were Coast Guard, Spring-

field, and Amherst. In the final

game of th*» spasnn tho Redmen
were edged by Tufts, 5-3.

Leading scorers on this year's

eleven were Ni<k Bazos and Andy
Psilakis. Bazos booted in five

goals while Andy split the nets

three times.

Six of the starters in the final

Itame were seniors; all will be

sorely missed nc\t fall. Many of

this year's yearlings will be

scrapping for the vacated posi-

tions. The majority of these boys

should develop into very keen

competitors if they play as ag-

gressively as they did during the

season. These little Redmen com-

piled a 2-3 record during their

campaign.

INTRAMURALS
The Intramural winter sports

program is coming up and the

teams are beginning to practice

basketball for the coming season.

The Fraternities have already

begun |ir.i n the cage dur-

ing spare hours. The dormitories,

usually ftomev li it slower are

soon to begin th< if practice ses-

sions.

Ml tboae interested in officiat-

ing at these intramural basketball

games should contact Coach Cobb
in the Cage, Koom 10.
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Harriers Victorious
by JOE LIPCHITZ '62

The cross country teams of the

University of Massachusetts both

freshmen and the varsity have

had very successful seasons.

The varsity had an overall rec-

ord of five wins and two defeats.

The first meet of the year was

held here at the University

against Maine and Northeastern

who were both set back by the

strong UMass harriers. The next

time out was at Franklin Park in

Boston where the Footrickmen

ran over both Boston University

and (Conn in a triangular meet.

The first setback of the season

came when they met Harvard

here and lost a meet that the

Redmen were not up for.

After the Yankee Conference

met at UNH the harriers took on

the Springfield College team in

Sprinerfield and beat the Maroons
26-29. Then

V

last Saturday the

UMass team lost its second and

final meet of the season to UNH
over the mud flats at Durham.

The men who came through all

during the season were the

strength factor of the team, the

same seven men whose spirit and

desire to win kept the team up

there. Ralph Buschmann was the

front runner all season with Dick

Atkinson, Jim Keelon, Emo Bar-

ron. Jim Hainer. Laury Kenner-

son and Joe LaMarce who backed

him up. This is the team that won

the meets for the University.

FRESHMEN ALSO
SUCCESSFUL

The freshmen this year seemed

to ape their elders and ended up

the season with a record of six

wins and two losses. These two

meets were to a traditionally

strong Mount Hermon team and

Springfield College who caught

the Cobbmen off guard. The loss

to Springfield was by five points

and that to Mount Hermon by

only one point.

The wins were over North-

eastern, Boston University, U-

Conn, Harvard, Amherst and

New Hampshire.

The frosh harriers were paced

by Dave Balch, Gene Hasbrouck,

John Harrington, Al Lima, Dick

Blomstrom, Charlie Proctor and

Ken O'Brien. With these seven

the UMass freshmen took second

place in the New Fnglands with

Dave Balch as fifth man in the

race. Dave also set a new record

at Springfield College this year,

but in vain as the team lost the

meet 25-30.

For both these teams there can

be no complaint; they have done

too good a job for that.

Spotlighting The Redmen
by PETE TEMPLE '60

Well, another season of foot-

ball has come and gone at tho

University of Massachusetts, and

despite the disappointing (3-5-1 )

record, there worn momnnts of

thrills and glory for the Redmen
and their rooters.

Things started off with a bang

as the O'Rourkemen upset fa-

vored Maine in the season opener.

Overcoming a 16 point deficit,

the Redmen tallied 22 points in

the second half to gain a hard

fought win.

The next week MeCormiek pirt

on another fine passing exhibi-

tion, throwing for three TD's in

thf final period, but it was not

enough fcO CS/tjeft t$W CVimsnn who

had built up a 36 point lead. Tho

final score read: Harvard 36, U-

Mass 22.

Mighty Delaware was the next

tram to visit Alumni Field, and

they really made their presence

Mt, rolling over the Rrvlmen,

12-12.

Yankee Conference games
against UConn and tJRl Defied

the Redmon two losses as they

sank to their lowest ebb of tho

season.

Next for thp Redmen came the

SELL ON COMMISSION, Unusual per-

sonalized Bracelet and Cuff Link. Ex

cedent for Xmas, Prom, Birthday gifts.

High commission. No investment.

J Send for free brochure. Terrimar, 707
' Cornell Rd , Franklin Square, N.Y.

Northeastern Huskies, and on a

rain-soaked field of mud, the two

teams battled to a 0-0 tie.

Then UMass started playing

like everyone thought they could

have all season long.

Again in the rain and mud. the

O'Rourkemen took on a strong

BU team, and lost 20-6. But the

score was far from an indication

of how the Redmen played. They
outfought the Terriers in every

department.

When Rrandeis came to Alumni

Field the Redmen move<l baek in-

to the win column. Completely

dominating ptay against the weak
Judges, O'Rourke's charges rolled

to a 25-6 victory.

Tn the season finale at UNH
it was again Delnickas, along BFfth

Jaek Conway and Rill Reynolds,

who sparked the UMass win.

OUTSTANDING MEN
Outstanding for the Redmen

all season long were halfbacks

Reynolds and Delnickas, either of

whom were usually good for

yardage,

Line stalwarts all season in-

cluded Dick Riley, a senior tackle,

and junior guard Ren Fernandez.

Junior John Burgess, switched

from end to tackle at midseason,

also gave some tremendous play

toward the end of the year.

ROOM for RENT

Near I'niversity

13 Colony Court — AL 3-7 12H

• FRIDAY NITES •
8-12 P.M.
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Operetta Guild Announces
Cast For Next Production
Doric Alviani, Director of the

Operetta. Guild, has announced
the cast for the Guild's next pro-

duction, "Bells Are Ringing:".

On Broadway the show starred
Judy Holliday and Sydney Chap-
lin. The fast moving musical had

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1959

much success in New York and
in summer stock last year.

The cast is as follows:

Sue Judith St. Jean
Gwynne Barbara Feinman
Ella Ann Shutty
Carl Nelson Littlefield

—Ph»to by Pats

OPERETTA GUILD CAST—Pictured above are four members of
the cast of the next Operetta Guild production, "Bells Are Ring,
ing." From left to right are: JUDY ST. JEAN, JOHN KNIGHT,
ANN SHUTTY and LARRY BERGMAN.

Dean Carlos A. Caamano
Of UCR Visits University

by JAMES A. MERINO '60

Dean Carlos A. Caamano, ot

the Faculty of Letters (Liberal

DEAN CARLOS A. CAAMANO

—Ptoft* bf UniH

Arts) of the University of Costa
Rica, will complete tomorrow
several days' visit to the UMass
campus.

He came to the United States

as the representative of the Pres-

ident of the University of Costa
Rica, who had been invited to at-

tend a three-week seminar on
hisrher education at Ann Arbor
Michigan. Dean Caamano com-
mented that he "made every ar-

rangement possible to revisit your
university," as he had so enjoyed
his stay earlier. Dr. Caamano
visited the campus in 1950-51,

as a visiting professor of Span-
ish.

He further declared: "I would
like to congratulate you— your
President, professors, and stu-

dents—on your progress and ex-

pansion, accomplished since I

have been here before."

While visiting UMass, he said,

Juilliard

Appears
String Quartet
Here Tonight

The internationally famous JuSlliard String Quartet will perform
in Bowker Auditorium tonight at 8 p.m., as the second in a series of
seven concerts sponsored by the University's Concert Association.

The group, which has taken a place among the foremost chamber
music ensembles, includes Robert Mann and Isidore Cohen, violinists-
Raphael Hillyer, violiat; and Claus Adam, cellist. The quartet is mas-
ter of a repertory of over 135 works from Haydn, Moiart, Beethoven
and Schubert to the European masters of this century—Bartok, Ravel
Schoenberg, and Webern—and such American composers as Sessions'
Piston, and Carter.

On their first trip to Europe in 1955, the Juilliard Quartet played
?• concert* and recorded 67 tapes for broadcast while covering a dis-
tance of over 15,000 miles. In 1958, on their aecond European tour
the ensemble was accorded the honor of being invited to play at
Budapest's Bartok Festival. Thia performance created a highly en-
thuaiaatie public response.

The program for the concert is composed of three selections:
Quartet in D minor, K.421, Moiart; Fifth Quartet Bartok and
Quartet in F. major, Opus 135, Beethoven.

Other concerts scheduled here include Yehudi i...-nuhm on Dec
8, the Roger Wagner Chorale on Feb. 10, tile Baltimore Symphony
Orchestra on March I?, the Nieuw Amsterdam Trio on March 24 and
Alec Temp'"ton on ApHl ,

p
».

Francis Eugene Lambert
Sandor Alan Beardsell

Jeff John Knight
Larrjy Allan Casper
Smiley John O'Connor
Bessemer Arthur Crago
Kitchell ...Robert DeWolfe
Barton Richard Lipman
Actor Richard Shields

Clerk Paul Cwiklik

Olga ..Barbara Winer
1st Henchman . . . Donald Patrell

2nd Henchman . . Robert Harftley

Coral Nancy Eisen
Arnold Gary Blank
Michelle . Joan Alden
Master of Ceremonies D. Shields
Singer .George Bergen
Walter . Ray Dion
Maitre Kevin Lavin
Grimaldi Barb -a Pattern

Included in the Ensemble are,

L. Ashley, A. Burt, Ditew, D.
Fairfield," J. Fortin, R. Hanna, C.
Baker, L. Pratt, N Figen, D.
Carlson. B. Marsian. M Killings,

(Continued on page 3)

SORRY
In Friday's issue ef the Col-

legian Terry Harris was referred
to as chairman of the IFC Sing.
Dave Burke was chairman of the
siog, while Harris whs chairman
ot the Skits

Distinguished Panel Chosen
To Pick Mather Successor
A distinguished panel of col-

lege presidents has been appoint-

ed as an advisory committee for

the selection of a president for

the University of Massachusetts,

it was announced Thursday by
the University's Board of Trus-
tees.

The new committee will con-

sult with the Board about prob-
lems affecting the selection of a
successor to Dr. Jean Paul Math-
er, whose resignation will take
effect on or before June 30, 1960.

Final selection of a new chief
executive for the state university

will be made by the 18-member
Board of Trustees.

Members of the advisory com-
mittee, all of whom are presidents
of major private institutions in

Massachusetts, will meet for the
first time in Boston, Tuesday,
Nov. 24.

The committee includes: James
P. Baxter, 3rd, Williams College,
Williamstown; Arthur Bronwell,
Worcester Polytechnic Institute;

Harold C. Case, Boston Univer-
sity; Margaret Clapp, Wellesley
College; Charles W. Cole, Am-
herst College; William A. Donag-
hy, College of the Holy Cross,
Worcester; Richard Glenn Get-
tell Mount Holyoke College,
South Hadley; Howard B. Jeffer-
son, Clark University, Worces-

ter; Thomas C. MendenhaU,
Smith College, Northampton;
William E. Park, Simmons Col-

lege, Boston; Nsthan Pueey,
Harvard University, Csmbridge;
Abraham Leon Sschar, Brandeis
University, Waltham; Sister M.
Alice, Regis College, Weston;
Julius A. Stratton, Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge; Michael P. Walsh,
Boston College; and Nils Y. Wes-
selL Tufts University, Medford.

Appeal Of Chest Queen
Miss Lolita Hautanen, alias

David Hautanen '61 of Phi Sigma
Delta, this year's MISS CAMPUS
CHEST, has appealed to the stu-
dent body to "continue their sin-
cere financial support for this
worthy cause.*

It has been announced by Mike
Kleinerman and Sbril* Day, co-
chairmen of the Campus Chest
Drive, that the drive would be
extended until Friday,

-Ph*to bT Pats

he spoke with administration

personnel and faculty concerning
the eventual establishment of an
exchange program of faculty and
students between the University

of Costa Rica and the University

of Massachusetts,

Dean Caamano further de-

clared that he was impressed by
the attention gives to the stu-

dents at UMans. He was also

Continued on page 4

Phi Eta Sigma
Initiates Fifteen
In an impressive ceremony con-

ducted by President John W.
Young, Phi Eta Sigma, the
Freshman Men's Honor Society
initiated fifteen new members
Friday evening.

In keeping with a tradition of
the Society, two faculty members
were chosen by the new initiates
to become honorary members of
Phi Eta Sigma. Dean Marshall
O. Lanphear and Mr. Albert P.
Madeiifc were selected for their
outstanding contributions to
those of the student body who
were pursuing excellence in stud-
ies.

Phi Eta Sigma, is an Honor
Society whose objective is to en-
courage and reward high scholas-
tic attainment among freshman
males, has only one requirement
for membership: a student must
achieve an average of 3.4 or a-
bove for the first semester of
his freshman year or must a-
chieve an average of 3.4 or above
for the entire first year's work.
The new initiates, all members

of the class of 1962 are:
James A. Adam, Allan C.

Buchholt, Robert M. DeFilippi,
Donald F. Duval, James F.
Flagg, Edward C. Garriepy, An-

(Continued on page 3)

'Seldom Smoker' Sweeps
Cigarette Contest

A freshman who "seldom
smokes" won first prise in Win-
ston-Salem's contest for saving
the most empty packages of
Winston, Salem, Camel and Cav-
alier cigarettes.

Philip Verrier of Wheeler,
whose home is in Montague City!
plans to take his General Elec-
tric 21" screen TV set home with

him. Friends and relatives helped
him collect 6,900 packages after
he read about the contest in an
ad which appeared in the CoUeg-
iaru

Sisters and nurses at Franklin
County Public Hospital, his uncle
at Millers Falls Tool Company,
the Town Dump crew and street

(Continued on page 5)

OFFICIAL NOTICE
Tuesday, December 1st has

been set aside as Counseling

Day. No holiday this day is

specifically lesifBtd to sllow

Adviser am< indent adequate

time for consultation and pre*

registration for the next se-

mester. Thought and care on

this date promote an effortless

and speedy registration in

February,

Many schools and depart*

ments are making special ar-

rangements. Students are ad-

vised to check departmental

bulletin beards for particulars

prior to that date.

Registrar

WINNER—Pictured shove sre (left) Mr. R. E. Mauke, Regional
Representstive for Liggett and Myers Tobacco Co. and Mr. N. R.
Koonts (right) who made the presentstion to winner Philip Verrier.
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Harvard — Yale

and NDEA
Recently, Harvard and Yale Universities

announced their rejection of National De-

fense Education Act funds.

The NDEA provides for the loan of fed-

eral monies primarily for students in Math,

Science and Modern Languages, with the

provision that the individual applicants sign

both a loyalty oath and a disclaimer assert-

ing that the applicant is not now and never

has been a member of organizations which

according to the Attorney General's List are

subversive.

The principal objection of many educa-

tors has been the Attorney General's List.

Last Spring Amherst College announced its

rejection on those grounds.

Defending his rejection of NDEA funds,

President Pusey of Harvard declared that

the disclaimer requirement "represents an
affront to freedom of belief and conscience

. . . substituting an implied threat of coercion

for persuasion in the reahn of ideal . .

"

President Griswald of Yale declared

:

"The negative affidavit partakes of the op-

pressive . . . test oaths of history, which were
used as a means of exercising control over

the educational process by . . . (the) state."

This concern for the preservation of the

freedom of the intellect and the conscience

is to be applauded.

But the nature of the current struggle

between the United States and the Free
World, and the International-Leninist Em-
pire, poses some questions. Ideology and atti-

tude of conscience are among the weapons
used by both sides, especially by our enemy's.

Can we afford to continue to recognize

an absolute freedom of ideological convic-

tion? Some would argue that we are forced*

to adopt the policy—odious as it may sound
—of limiting the freedom of ideological con-

viction in order to preserve freedom of con-

science for the future.

This stand implies that we are faced with
the alternative either of limiting ideological

freedom or of perishing in the world-wide
struggle. Given this, perhaps the import of

the loyalty oath and the disclaimer affidavit

should not be too quickly dismissed.

, The Administration

Ignores Students
The Thanksgiving recess begins, with nothing

done to correct the vexing problems of the Univer-
sity dining system. Apparently the administration
has not yet deigned to recognize that problems exist.

No administrator has yet come forward to reply
to our questions about requiring student employes
of the dining system to hold meal tickets, and. in

spite of crowded conditions, requiring juniors under
21 to eat in the University dining halls.

Students must receive some answer.
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Researchers and Research

Prof. Potash and Latin America
by JOE MASPERO 60 and LES TURNER '61

Recent events in Cuba have perhaps served to focus attention on

an area which normally does not attract the primary interest of most

persons. Mr. Robert A. Potash, Associate Professor of History at the

University of Massachusetts, if one who has devoted a large portion

of his life to the study of the history and problems of Latin America.

Mr. Potash teaches Hispanic American History here at the University.

A comprehensive background in Latin American affairs should

permit Mr. Potash to be accepted as an authority on this subject.

His original field of study was Mexico and his doctoral thesis was

written about this country. Mr. Potash had his first personal contact

with Mexico and the Mexican people when, shortly after graduating

from college, he lived with a Mexican family as a participant in the

Experiment in International Living Program. Since that time he has

studied and traveled in Mexico on two separate occasions. More re-

cently he was employed by the State Department where his work
dealt primarily with South America and particularly with Argentina.

Mr. Potash is currently engaged in various research projects. On
Friday, Nov. 13 he protested a paper to the Southern Historical So-

ciety at Atlanta, Ga., entitled "The Changing Role of the Military

in Argentina," which explored the role of the armed forces as the

self-proclaimed guardians of the Argentine Constitution. He is also

preparing for the Department of State a study of contemporary labor

conditions in Argentina. In addition, Mr. Potash is working on an-

other project which he hopes to have completed sometime next year.

A study of Mexican Historiography, entitled the "Literature of Mexi-
can History in the National Period/' it is concerned with trends in

writing Mexican History and institutions in Mexico related to the

writing of history and training historians.

It appears to Mr. Potash that insufficient knowledge leads to the

error of generalizing about an entire area, such as Latin America,
without taking into account the many basic differences of the in-

dividual states which make it up. More knowledge is needed to avoid
such errors and provide better understanding of the problems of the
area. In the past, Mr. Potash believes interest in Latin America rose
in crisis periods such as the two world wars but then fell off as the
emergencies passed. Recently interest has been rising again and it is

hoped that this time it will be sustained.

THE ICONOCLAST
bv JIM TRELEASE '63

Congress is presently investigating the American way of life .'.
.

quiz shows . . . disc jockeys . . . and soon Oral Roberts' Blue Cross

medical plan, the March of Dimes, and Captain Kangaroo. Their at-

tention was caught when they realized that the city of Philadelphia

had been seized by 2% million rocking, strolling, warring teenagers.

Philly has become a Mecca to American teens; 300,000 kids make
pilgrimages to the city weekly. They've even formed their own reli-

gion . . . THE HOLY STROLLERS. And who is recognized as thp

supreme lord and Blaster of this cult? None other than his holiness

Dick Klark. Congress decided upon action when Klark advertised on

his daytime show that if all the children of the world would gather

together in Philadelphia, he would part the waters of the Delaware

and lead them to the promised land—Sal Mineo's summer cottage.

Thus it was that the legislative branch of the government sent their

two investigators, Efrem Zimbalist and Edd Burns, in search of what
manner of man was corrupting "the young Philadelphians".

Klark has gained control of the entire TV business. He has his

afternoon show (American Bandstand), a Saturday evening show
(Dick Klark. Presents 1 a), and a Sunday night show featuring

the hymns of Little Richard, Jackie Wilson, Screamin' Jay Hawkins,

and Alan Freed. And in Ww York there is a show that runs from

midnight to fi A.M. called, "Dick Klark Snores".

You can toll when hi ftcrnoon show is on . . . about 200 psych

students get up from theii v ats in the Match and rush into one of the

TV rooms. For several hours they sit enthralled with their leader.

Here i.s how the show works. About 2,000 kids dance around in the

studio which is built to hold about 35, while his holiness stands up on

a throne protected by an isible shield. The object of the game is to

See what couple can stay in front of the one camera for the longest

time. To date, 13 camerameHl have been trampled to death while

manning their position-. \ iter each dance, everyone salams three

times to his holiness and then heads for the bleachers.

Perhaps it is time thai the Congressional investigations were

stopped. Why after Charlie Van, mothers don't want their kids grow-

ing up to betootne COllegi professors. And now if Klark is exposed,

lancing . . . and then what would happen to

Party? Remember the good old days when

faoVBT were investigating? They never

just small ones like Communism, porno-

Gee, those were the good old days!

kids may grow up to ha

the Arthur Murray Dan

McCarthy, Shine, and

bothered with big scam

graphy, and Frank Con!

A plan is under way

with a television ctimen

less it happens to mi

quip this country's first moon shot roefcet

everybody can see it hit the target. Un-
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WMUA Defends Telethon
To the Editor:

This letter is in reply to the one from Mr. Chiesa

which appeared in last Friday's issue of the Col-

legian.

WMUA would have gladly played any type of

music you wished during the Campus Chest Telethon

of November 15-17th. All that was necessary was

for you to call the station, make your pledge to the

Campus Chest, and request your selection.

Yours truly, Harold B. Dutton '60

WMUA Station Manager

To the Editor:

Even while writing this attempt at a reply to

Mr. Robert Chiesa's letter regarding our station's

"fiasco", I am asking myself whether a letter of this

sort and its writer come anywhere near deserving an

answer. I almost think that the foolish regard of

himself he has created in approximately five

thousand minds would be entirely adequate response

to his self-centered, completely irrational, pub-

licized opinion.

I'd like to start with the time and type of pro-'

gram Mr. Chiesa happened to tune in on last Tues-

day morning. We had four announcers, a control

board operator, and an office worker doing their

best to run a "round the clock" operation, despite

the fact that each of them had the same academic

obligations as did any other student, later in the

day. If he didn't care for the type of programming

going on at the time, we would have welcomed a call,

letting us know what he would rather hear. We arc-

always open to suggestions. It seems to me that this

would have been a much more mature fashion in

registering dissatifaction.

Secondly, I'd like to offer just a slight bit of

chastisement to the sort of person, who, while loung-

ing around his own room with the constant preroga

tive of "retiring" at will, maligns the efforts of a

few individuals who are giving up the priceless ele-

ment, time, in order that the one main charitabi"

drive of the University Campus may be more of a

success, however slight the improvement.

In conclusion, if we can by no means elicit some
constructive ideas from Mr. Chiesa on the operation

of our station, I'd like to remind him that his rad

more than likely has two useful dials, one of

which he may use to bring other unfortunate sta-

tions under his "critical analysis". The other, in the

OFF position, is capable of completely eliminating

the possibility of any progrtam material from our sta-

tion or any other station, offending his undoubtedly
sensitive ears. The latter. mentioned dial might even

allow Mr. Chiesa to get some badly needed deep
which will help to reduce the size of the obvious chip

on his shoulder. Sincerely submitted,

Brad Rohrer

"Gov't may not finance
religious groups . .

.

"

To the Editor:

Mr. Procopio's suggestion concerning the estab
lishm.-nt of a Department of Religion on this cam-
pus is, I think, laudable. There is, in my mind, no
doubt but that this could be a very helpful adjunct
to education. At the very least, I would advocate, as
a prominent step toward the better understanding
of the basis of all humanism, a course which would
examine all of the major religions of the world.

It is perhaps impossible to be completely un-
emotional concerning religion, simply because it is

an emotional phenomenon. However, the interven
tion of practicalities must be acknowledged if the
relation of religion to experience is to be fully ap-
preciated.

The existence of religion on this campus is not
heing debated, nor is the need for a department
which would treat religion as an educational discip
line queried, but rather state support of religiou
services is seriously questioned.

A state university draws not only upon its alum-
ni, faculty, and students for its emotional and pTSC
tical sustenance, but also to a very great extent
upon the ubiquitous state. This University is an ex-

tension of the state of Massachusetts in both it

financial problems and in its democratic ideals. The
State cannot be divorced from the State University.

To my knowledge the state of Mnssnchusett
docs not support any religious organization, nor, if

it observes the decisions of the Supreme Court,
should it. In this regard Justice Douglas h'as sug-
gested that "Government may not finance religious
groups nor undertake religious instruction, nor
blend secular and sectarian education, nor use seeu
lar institutions to fore* one or some religion on any
person . .

."

It appears then, that if this university purports
to have any connection whatsoever with the state or)
national governments, it must not rely on bland.
emotional sentimentality in coping with this well
defined, yet difficult problem.

Robert D. MacElroy 118 Brooks

The Campus Beat
by JUDY DICKSTEIN '63

Today this column is dedicated

to those who dare to be different,

such as girls who don't wear
wool knee socks, people who car-

ry blue bookbags, and fraternity

men who don't drink. These non-

conformists are a unique species,

secretly admired by the majority

who wear sneakers with holes,

even though they don't like

sneakers with holes, just because

practically everyone else wears
sneakers with holes. The non-

conformist may be seen wearing

sandals, boots, moccasins, or—if

he doesn't quite have the courage

of his convictions — sneakerjs

without holes.

Did you ever notice girls who
must wear Bemiftla shorts when
the temperature is -10° ? If you
have never observed this species,

on the next cold day just look

for a pair of blue legs and listen

for her cheery call: "N-n-n-no;

n-n-not a b-h-hit cold!"

A more common variety of the

homo sapien nonconformus is

the self-styled Billy-goat who
Sports one of a number of styles

of chin whiskers, claiming the

only reason ho wears a beard is

to keep his chin warm in the

winter. Some members of the

fraternitus variety transverse

the campus looking like charac-

ters out of Kerouac because they

wish to let everyone know that

they are martyrs to the cause

of temperance and presently "on

the wagon". It may be of interest

to note that the plumage of these

birds is usually shed after about

two weeks . . .

Another all-too-rare specimen

in this locality is the intrllectual-

ts egg/ieadus, easily recognized

by black horn-rimmed glasses,

an armload of books (especially

during the exam season), a seri-

ous expression, and in the case

of sonn- malt'.s — s pipe caj

!

between the teeth, not necessar-

ily lit.

Good places to observe the m-
tellectualis eggheadus include

the library and the meeting of

the Chess Clab in the Franklin

Room at 7:15 tonight or that of

the Debating Society in the Wor-
cester Room at 7:30,

Another nearly extinct type is

the roomneatii8 fussbudgeUis,

who simply can't leave the room
in *the morning without the beds

being made, the floor swept, all

stray clothing in place, and the

bottles on the dr^esser in exact

symmetry. Enigmatically, all
members of this species are fe-

male, and usually frustrated by

having a piggus sloppus as a

roommate.

I have been asked to announce
that these birds will not be con-

sidered acceptable specimens for

any of the courses in ornithol-

ogy.

I have also been asked to an-

nounce that the outing club will

meet in the Nantucket Room to-

night at 7 p.m. It seems that

people are always asking me to

announce things in this column.

However, the other day, I was
asked not to mention something.

Unfortunately, the guy Who
made the ifequest was the on

who borrowed all my notes in

three subjects before the hour
exams and never returned them,
so just for spite, I'm going to

mention it anyhow!
The Secret Subversive Society

(Sigma Sigma Sigma) will hold

its second secret silent supper
Saturday, since some spy speak-

are are still suspected of stealing

Soviet secrets and may not be
released from questioning until

then. All those interested are not

invited, as the society wishes to

keep their activities as hush-

hush as possible.

H M >

—Photo by Lane

No, I he Student Union isn't being torn down. This tank is

parked in front of the Union as a reminder that the date of the

Military Ball December .">, is rapidly approaching.

DAVID DYER, Engineering '•">!>, is working in the Design Depart-

ment of the California Division of Highways at San Bernardino,

California. He is employed as a Junior Civil Engineer and is on

two-year rotation program, which gives him work experience and

training in six different phases of Highway engineering.

Nursing
Notes

by BETTY KARL '60

The Nursing Club requests the

aid of students and faculty in

their Christmas candy project.

For the third year in a row,

nursing students are selling

Christmas ribbon candy, ($1.00

a box), the proceeds of the sals

to be used to send School of

Nursing delegates to district,

state and national conventions,

and for Nursing Club programs.

Members sincerely hope for

your cooperation in the project,

when you are approached by

Nursing Club representatives

within the next two wv.

For the benefit Of nursing

students on and off campus, and
non nursing! students also, the

District »i Nursing Student As-

soc, has planned a program at

the Mercy Hospital in Sprit

field, on D< r I, a1 2:30 p.m.

Dr. J o b o p h i n ' Rathbone of

address theS prmgni wil

group on "Relaxation," a timely

I ipic for students who may feel

they have forgotten the art in

the midst of campus rush.

Home Ec Sponsors Sale

LT. M IRION R. PERLOWE

Sign-Up Time

For UM Coeds

bv RACHEL CAVANAUGH '61

Have you ever seen any White

Elephants? If not, be sure and
come to the Homo Ec Club's

White Elephant Sale. Counseling
Day, December I, 1959, in the

Middlesex Room of the Union.

Bring your friends, too; there

will be lots of opportunity for

Chnistmas shopping. All kinds of

interesting items for sal<— in-

I eluding food. Proceeds from the

sale go towards sending a dele-

gate from UMasa to the A MEA
National Conference this sum-
mer in Denver. Colo.

"All the World's Children" was
presented at the Home Ec Club
meeting Wednesday. The pro-

gram was in conjunction with

the United Nations UNICEF
p r o g r a m. UNICEF greeting

cards are being sold as a sen ice

project—see Dawn Emerson if in-

terested.

Plans are underway for the

second Home Ec Convocation, to

held Thursday, December 10.

An international program is be-

ing planned by Lillie Gray and

Debby Kinne. both '61.

Students in the* University of

Mas ' hu ts School of Nursing

and graduate nurses interested

in nursing as a career will have

an opportunity to discuss the

Navy Nurse Corps with Lt. Mar
ion It. Perlowe of the Navy
Nurse Corps in Holyoke, T
lay, November 24.

Lt. Perlowe will be visiting the

U.S. Navy Recruiting Station

from tO a.m to 8 p.m. November
24 and will consult with regis*

tared nurses, student nurses or

high school girls interested in

Navy Nursing at that time. Any
person wishing an appointment
may call Holyoke, JE 8-8188.

NOTES ON COUNSELING DAY
F r e s h m a n and Sophomore

School of Business Administra-

tion majors will report to Draper

Hall as follows:

C!a } of 1968: Freshmen -Room
122 Tuesday MORNING
8-9 a.m., A— ('; 0-10, D—K; 10-

II. I^-R; 11-12, S—Z.

(lass of 1062: Sophomores
Room 122 — Tuesday AFTER-
NOON'
1-2, \ G; 3-8, H I'; 3-1, Q- Z.

SOCIOLOGY 25 R
The schedule of COUMses for the

spring semester, which will be

in the hands of student advisors
by December 1, will list two sec-

tions of Introductory Sociology

SI "Sociology 25 R" (sections 5

and <!). These sections will meet
for leventy-ftve minutes instead

of the norma! 150 minutes per
Wash and are of an experimental
nature. Tn addition to the reading

assigned I » students in other

lections, indents enrolled in

these two sections will be ex-

pected to do a greater amount of

r« ading. I

,:
> irperimenl is de

signed to determine whether it

for students to help

•
i Ives. Mr. Thomas
will be the n

nd any questions eon

•se sections should be

him.

litis po

educate

C. w
structor

earning

directed

Phi Eta . . .

((',,,) I !' Hi I I l*ll|)l )}l1>K'

Walter F. Urban Jr., Leonard
J. Zimmer.

/)

lough. I'

Lambert.

drew Grace, John O. Hebert,

Camillo J. Jacobs, Dsmitrioi

Moschos, John K, Parker, Robert

R. Sargent, Mark R. Theran.

Operetta Guild . . .

(Cnrtthuird from (M0S ^
D. Uretsky, R, Allen, D. MeCul-

Also

K. Lav!

Patrell,

A. Coop r,

Shield*

gan, B. Winer, and E.

cwiklik, L. Bergman,
ll Dion, A. Crago, D.

'•'Connor. R. Hartley.

G. Bergen,' and R.

Drinking didn't mix well with

driving, a Kalamazoo Michigan

College fullback discovei <i this

weekend. Alfred Alentbert

hitched a ride with a Detroit

man but jumped from the car

when he noticed the man seemed
to have been drinking.

Minutes later, Altenbert caught

another ride and came upon the

wreckage of the man's car, wdiich

had side-swiped a truck. Alten-

bcrt's first host was killed in the
accident.

Collegians Available To Commuters
CoUegxana have been made a-

vailahle to Commuters in three

different areas of the Student

Union.

i>e picked up at

office, the Lodge

Papers may

the Coltegtam

(near the Games rooms), and at

the Lobby Counter upon request.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

POrJT CARE HOW VbS> YOUR r^N/MAM^Mlr7 16 — VOU'LL

HAVE TO LEA£N ID TAKE YOUfc om UHCTURE UOTZS'J
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Dean Carlos A. Caamano
(Continued from puge l)

impressed by the Student Union,

and commented that he hoped

:u- day to see a similar idea

adopted at the University of

Costa Rica.
* » »

SOME INTERESTING FACTS
ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY

OF COSTA RICA

Higher education in Costa Rica

is provided by the government

free of charge; only the wealthy

pay university fees over and a-

bove the approximate sum of

$2.00 which every student pays

for activities, athletics, art pro-

grams, etc.

The University of Costa Rica

is organized into ten .ichools, ov-

er each of which there presides a

Dean. These Schools are: The

Faculty of Letters (Latin usage

prescribes the use of the word

'Faculty' where American usage

is commonly 'School') ; the Facul-

ty of Law; the Faculty of Phar-

macy; of Dontistry; of Microbi-

ology; Agronomy; Engineering;

Business Administration; Educa-

tion; and of Fine Arts. A Facul-

ty of Medicine will be established

this coming March (the school

year in Costa Rica runs from

March to the last Saturday in

November; in July, there is a
three week recess).

For the first year, all students

enroll in the Faculty of Letters;

specialization begins in the se-

cond year.

The University was founded in

isi .» 1884 to li>1l it con-

sisted only of the Faculties of

Law and Pharmacy.
Up to the present, there have

been no entrance examinations

required before enrollment. Dean
Caamano declared that next year

entrance examinations will be in-

itiated, for it is becoming more
difficult to accept more students

with existing facilities. The pre-

sent student population is 3,200;

the number of faculty is 350.

The duties, responsibilities, and

authority of American Boards of

Trustees are performed and exe-

cuted by a University Assembly,

composed of the faculty.

The President of the Universi-

ty of Costa Rica is elected by the

University Assembly. His term
of office is three years; he may
be re-elected indefinitely. At the

time of the election of the presi-

dent, a portion of the student

body, equal to one-tenth of the

faculty, participate and vote.

The General Secretary of the

University—who pel forms rough-

ly the duties of our Provost Mc-

Cune and Secretary Gillespie—

is also chosen by the same pro-

cedure.

The Deans of the ten Faculties

are also elected for three-year

terms. In this case, only the Fa-

culty and student ~ of the par-

ticular school assemble, with stu-

dents, in number equal to one-

tenth of the faculty, participat-

ing and voting.

For example, 1 Faculty of

Letters contain? 125 professors;

at election time, the 125 faculty

plus 12 students, ch »ose the Dean

of the School of I ••tters.

In Costa Rica, declared Dean
Caamano, the National Congress

discusses the education budget

before all else. The monies ap-

propriated for education he es-

timated to be one-fourth of the

national receipts. By Constitu-

tional provision, the University

of Costa Rica receives at least

ten per cent of the education ap-

propriation. This, Dean Caamano
explained, is necessary in or-

der to give the I
'• rsity some

continuity of development, since

the political situation is very vol-

atile in Costa Rica: to insure

that the University can maintain

complete autonomy; and to guar-

antee political freedom among

20 UMass Coeds Declare
CertainRegulations Trivial

by BETH PETERSON '63

Are women's dornv'tory regu-
lations trivial?

Some are, according to twenty
UMass coeds polled at random.
80% of the students questioned,
including three house counselors,
considered some rules petty or
unreasonable.

The most strictly kept rule,

that of coming-in hours, was ob-

jected to the least, and the ma-
jority of freshmen saw some pur-

pose in the Monday-through-
Thursday, 7:00 p.m. curfew
placed on frosh women for the

first eight weeks. 75% of them,
however, stated that more than
eight weeks of the curfew would
be unbearable and that it caused
them to miss functions they
would have profited from attend-

ing. Only one-fifth of the fresh-

men thought that the eight week
restriction of telephone calls and
visitors after 9:30 p.m. helped

the faculty. Many political par-

ties are represented in the fac-

ulty. The Communist Party is

outlawed in the Central Ameri-
can Republic.

New 1960 JjM brings you taste...more taste...

More taste

yet low i

New, free-flowing Miracle Tip Only the I960 L*M Frees up flavor

Unlocks natural tobaCCO flavor! other filters squeeze in! Checks tars without

That's why L*M can blend fine tobaccos choking taste? Gives you the full, exciting flavor

not to suit a filter .. .but to suit your taste! of the world's finest, naturally mild tobaccos!

C'ff.9 L.ggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

More taste by far...yet low in tar..And they said "It couldrit be done!'

them to concentrate on studies.

Surprisingly enough, more up-

perclassmen than freshmen
thought both the 7:00 p.m. cur-

few and the restrictions on calls

and callers foolish.

By far, the most complained
about regulations were those con-

cerning the use of kitchens. All

but one felt that kitchens should
be opened earlier in the evening
and during the entire weekend.
Among those rules stated as

"trivial" or "childish" were the
edict lhat no juice containers
should be kept on window sills,

the preparation requirements du-
ring a fire drill (these were also
argued to be dangerous in an
actual fire) and the housekeeping
rules for the care of one's own
room.

One housemother said that
3omo of the rales which were
considered unimportant actually
have sound reasons behind them,
but these "reasons" are not us-
ually given to the house counsel-
ors or the other dorm residents.

The house-counselors thought
that at times their job becomes
difficult because they are ex-
pected to enforce rules in which
they do not believe or rules which
are almost "impossible" to en-
force.

Water accumulating around tin-

has.' of plants after the ground
freezes will cause considerable
damage to plants as it freezes
and thaws. Much of last winter's
injury to plants was of this type.

Helpful Hints For
Flower Followers

by HAROLD E. MOSHER
Department of Horticulture

Now is the time of year to

prepare the garden for winter.
but it is also a time to prepare
for next spring. Toward this end.
plant gome early spring flower-
ing bulbs.

If you ordered bulbs 1-8 weeks
ago. you have probably received
them. If you haven't yet pur-
chased your bulbs you can still

find a fairly jtjood choice of tulips,
crocus, narcissi, hyacinths and
other spring flowering varieties
at garden supply stores, f|ori«t«

and nurseries.

This is | g.md time to plant
deciduous woody trees and
Shrubs, Any hardy plants can be
planted now with the exception
"f fruit trees. All fruit trees
nd semi-hardy exotic plants
houid be planted in the spring.

This alh.ws them to become es-
tablished before the rigors .,f

Winter must be endured.

Wuich all new plantings to
reduce moisture

| oss from ,|„.

Oil. This mulch may be sawdust,
wood chips, hay or straw. com-
post, or leaves. Apply ;l g.3 in( . n
layer over the root area If your
mulch material is light tad In-
clined to blow, place few
branches of evergreen pruned
from your shrubs to hold it in
i<lace.

Keep the leaves raked from
your lawn. Leave* allowed to
remain and com pari on the grass
will exclude light and air from
the grass, killing the turf. Avoid
this type of injury to your lawn
and im< the leaves around your
shrubs.

While you re working around
the house putting up the storm
windows, cleaning the gutters,
etc., take notice of your plants
in the foundation planting and
their needs. Prune those plants
that will whip against the house
in winter winds. This will pre-
vent damage to both house and
plant.
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THE LAND OF

mil
by MIKE BLUM '60

Despite the well-worn characterization of ja//. a.-, music of the

"soul", it is a truism that the modern jazzman must have schooling to

achieve a position of prominence in the idiom. Hi -bop's break with the

traditions of the old jazz opened a wide new vista of subtle harmonies

and fresh rhythms which placed a tremendous demand on technical

capacities and musical awareness of the proponents of the art. it

rapidly became recognized that there was much of the new music that

couldn't be absorbed at the weekly jam-session: there was a need for

jazz to be. taught. But the teaching of jazz was not an immediately

imaginable possibility—certainly the feeling for jazz could not be

taught and the instructors would have to be the very rare genre of

individual both learned in music and skillful at jazz. In the face of

many such problems there have bean several fruitful jazz school ven-

tures, three of which I will discuss briefly here, as an index to the

types of approaches which have been probed.

Berklee School of Music in Boston is a relative old timer in the

field having been founded by Lawrence Berk about sixteen years ago.

Berk summed up the essence of jazz in the classroom nicely for Down-

beat, "Certainly a basic instinct and sympathetic rapport with the

idiom of his choice must exist within every aspiring musician, but the

techniques and knowledge that will enable him to communicate his

creative [deal can be r ;| med only through extensive study and prac-

tice."

Aside from Berklee's intensive emphasis on aiming the curriculum

toward the objective of professional success in music, last year the

school began offering a degree program for a Bachelor of Music in

education or composition. The Boston institution can attest to its in-

ternational fine reputation by its large foreign enrollment some of

which is in attendance on the more than $2000 that Downbeat provides

in scholarships annually. In addition to resident training Berklee pro-

vides many aids for the musician at home. In a set of three LP's, "Jazz

in the Classroom"—Vols. 1-3 are presented original modem jazz com-

positions created, arranged and performed by Berklee students and

faculty which provide clear exposition of compositional and arranging

techniques taught at Berklee. The school also produces a collection of

jazz originals for any instrument or combo through Berklee Press

Publications and offers a twenty-live lesson correspondence course.

Their newest service is a lending library from which any school mu-

sic director may borrow a complete score from hundreds of valuable

scores by top arrangers.

The most prestigious effort is the School of Jazz which has un-

dertaken three week sessions for the past three summers at Lenox.

Admission is competitive and the scramble is intensified by several

scholarships, including those from the Schaefer Brewing Company and

the Newport Jazz Festival. The prestige is earned by the high level

of musician chosen but even more by the renown of the staff. This

past summer's faculty included Gunther Schuller, Bill Russo and

George Russell, instructors in composition; instrumental teachers Bill

Evans, Jim Hall, Kenny Dorham, Max Roach, Jimmy Giuffre; and

Herb Pomcroy, large ensemble leader. The annual benefit concert of

the school presented at the Lenox Musicy Barn demonstrates the high

calibre of musicianship amongst the select student body, which this

year numbered only forty-three.

An ambitious dance promoter from Indiana, Ken Morris, con-

ceived the idea of a national dance band camp and enlisted the aid of

Stan Kenton. Stan rounded up a faculty and the Stan Kenton National

Dance Band Camp rolled into activity for the first time on July 26,

of this past summer, at Bloom ington, Indiana. Among the staff were
•i f,»w well known professionals, John LaPorta, I.aurindo Almeidn.

Shelly Manne, Russ Garcia and Kay Santisi from Berklee, and a

couple of college music instructors. There were 157 students ranging

in age from M to 56 and they came from 26 states and Canada. The

students were organized into six hig hands, each with a faculty lead-

er. The venture was an apparent success and plans are in the works

to increase faculty and student body for next summer.

These three arc a sampling of schools dedicated to the teaching

Of jazz; there are others operating) eommendably, notably Westlake

in Hollywood, which is somewhat like Berklee.

'Seldom Smoker' . .

.

(Continued from page J)

sweepers, and friends of his par-

ents at the Farren Memorial

Hospital helped him amass his

astounding total of empty cigar-

ette packs.

Second prize winner, with a

total of 4,050 packages, was

SPRINGFIEL D AUPITO
FRI. EVE. DEC. 4
S. Hurok Pre«entt

errofl
Garner
100 3:50 2.75 2.00

Mimic In The Round
and Muoic City

Walter J. Glinski T.2 of Mills

House. (Second prize was a GE
Stereo- Musphonic phonograph.)

Albert Tucker '63 of Baker

won a GE all-transistor portable

radio for collecting 3,840 empty

packs.

All together there wore eigh-

teen entries in the contest, with

a total of 25,155 packs collected.

SELL ON COMMISSION, Unusual per-

tonaliied Bracelet and Cuff Link. Ex-

cedent for Xmii, Prom, Birthday gifts-

High eommi»»lon. No investment.

]

Send for free brochure. Terrimar, 707

Cornell Rd., Franklin Square, N.Y.

„ • « e • • ••••***•>* *«

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE
FROM AMHERST TO SPRINGFIELD and BOSTON

Via the Massachusetts Turnpike

—EFFECTIVE SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15th

—

Lv. Amherst 8:55 12:55 4:55 7:40

Lv. Hadley 9:05 1:05 5:05 7:50

Lv. Northampton 9:15 1:15 5:15 8:00

-NO CHANGE IN OTHER SCHEDULES NOW OPERATED

PETER PAN BUS LINES, INC.

Joan Bornsteia

THE POLL
beari:r
by MEL YOKIN *60

Photos by Joel Tillman '63

Question: Do you think the stu-

dents on this cat re apathe-

tic when it mass to voting?

Joan Bernstein,
'••1 Boston. "The
majority of stu-

!• n\ arc apa-

etic judging
in hnw many
them vote. I

feel they should

make a much
hotter effort."

Jim Lauria, '63,

].. Boston "Some
• I them are. In

freshman
9 most of the

students don't
care about vot-

ing."

Bill Breyer, '60

Southampton.

'"Yes, but I think

is is true only

ccause students

ften know very

ttle about the

candidates; that

is, only the name
of the candidate

and the fact that

he is running for

office."

Shep Goldstein,

'63 Chelsea. "In

regard to the

p r e v io u s elec-

tions* it shows
that the students

are apathetic.

Only 15% voted

for the Senator

from the junior

class."

Jlui Laaria

Bill Breyer

t
Prank Ronscvich

Shirley Burt '61

Martha's Vine-
yard. "Students

do not turn out

for elections.
There isn't any

particular reme-

dy and this will

continue in the

future."

Frank Konsevich,

'02 Millers Falls.

"When students

vote it isn't be-

cause they're in-

terested, but be-

cause it is a per-

sonal favor they

are doing to a

friend who is a

candidate. Other-

wise, they won't

vote."

Frosh Rushing

Convocation
There will be a Rush-

ing Convocation for

freshmen men on De-

cember 10.

AMHERST CINEMA

-ENDS TONIGHT-
jack WEBB in

"30"
—plus-

James Cagney

"Shake Hands With
The Devil"

-TUES., WED.-
ROBFRT MITCHUM In

"WONDERFUL
COUNTRY"

—plus—
AUDIE MURPHY in

"Gun Runners"

MASS EDUCATION

Yale and Harvard
Reject NDEA Aid

Yale and Harvard have both rejected funds from th|

National Defense Education Act on the issue of the cor

pulsory loyalty oath this past wvok.

They arc joining Amherst, Bryn Mayr, Gouchei

Haverford, Oberim, Princeton, Reed, and Swarthmore ij

making this decision.

The dispute centers on the section which demands th?

students applying for the loan funds must both swear al

legiance and file a statement disclaiming membership ij

any seditious organization.

Since the initial passage of

the bill this oath was voted on

again and retained.

Harvard's President Nathan

Pusey objected on grounds that

"both an oath of allegiance and

a disclaiming statement were .su-

perfluous" and that "the dis-

claimer oath affidavit is also dis-

criminatory since it singles out

students alone in our popula-

tion—and among students, the

neediest—as subjects for special

distrust" . . . that . . . "as a bar-

rier against those it's designed

to catch '\ is ineffective" and that

"
. . .as an implied threat of

coercion for persuasion in the

realm of ideas, it seems counter

to the philosophical principles on

which our national strength has

been built."

A. Whitney Griswold, Presi-

dent of Yale compared this oath

with ones forced in previous

times as a way of controlling un-

iversities by repressive church or

state governments.
* #

"Pat" Weaver, former presi-

dent of NBC hailed television as

an agent for raising the cultural

level of the masses.
The apparent dichotomy be-

tween the potential of television

and the present reality was left

undiscussed and unresolved, how-

ever.

In his lecture on "The Current

Revolution and the Arts" last

week at Dartmouth, Weaver stat-

ed that the spread of new know-

ledge through communications is

the key to realizing nation-wide,

world-wide education.

Moving from the proposition

that man must be "persuaded" to

be educated, he cited examples

of television's role in raising the

taste of the masses by recent

programming.

In this line, RCA nine years

ago was shown a wall -si zed TV
screen which could be used for

receiving colored programs in

schools and homes.
"The mere fact that people can

have classics of music and art

available to them through tele-

vision is the first step in their

learning to appreciate them, he
said. By putting history, art, and
great literature before the com-
mon man, we will soon find that

he is no longer common," main-
tains Weaver.

Everything You Need
Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILM

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

Open Every Night until 1 1 00

The

Little Store
Located on N. Pleasant St.

On Corner Next to Newest

Men's Dormitory

"On the Campus Doorstep"

Believing thus, it seems stranj

that very little has been done

this direction.

* • *

It is interesting to note tl

time lag between a plan and il

inception. About fifty years aj

Woodrow Wiison was fighting fd,

soda] democratization of Princ*

ton. getting out on an unpopulj

limb, by going against the mi
jority for an ideal.

Plans have been announced fc

the construction of a social qui

to supplement the traditional pr]

vate eating clubs which dominatj

the campus.

The quad will provide an al

ternative from the club syster

including dorms, dining hall, lij

brary and social facilities.

* * *

An Amherst College professorj

William W. Heath, discussed th<

approach taken to the Freshmai

English course there in an artij

cle in the College English Assoch

tion Critic. The Critic maintaii

its Editorial office at UMass ui

der Max Goldberg.

"The typical student is ofte

a convinced Romantic. He as

sumes that composition emergt

magically from the writers frenl

7.y, exists in its true form in

first draft, is invulnerable to rel

vision or criticism. This eruption

produces the Truth, and there

fore no on** else <-;i n possiblj

criticize or revise what he ha|

found in his heart. The studentl

paradoxical position — teach m|
in*' Rules, ,vel leave ine alone-

has been the result . .
."

"The students are given a u
lated series of about thirty prol

lems requiring his every effol

and art. He is asked to exploi

an area of his own experien<

about which he has never writU

before, an area enough his oi

so that he can find no confusinj

ly relevant model in the work
any other writer.

"He is asked what he saw,

felt, or did during the particuh

moment he paid attention

something, when he asked

question, when he learned som<

thing, when he found himsel

speechless."

"If this is part of his own prl

vate, unarticulated life, he wi|

be unable to find ready madl
language to fit it, and he wil

have to devise his own. . . . th{

language may take the form
a lyric poem or a short story."

"After a year spent strugglinj

with the most challenging prob4

IstltS any writer can face, hi

emerges with a new respect foi

the seriousness of any writer'^

task; with a sympathetic an<

sincere admiration for what tlu

great writers have been able t<

make; and often with a ne\

sense of his own identity. Afte^

trying many metaphors, mnnj
positions, many voices, he ofte^

gains a new awareness of wher

he is in the world . .
."

EJU
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Sports Editorial

O'ROURKE ISNT THE ONLY
CAUSE OF REDMEN FLOPS

by AL BERMAN '«*

Assistant Sport* Editor

Thanksgiving day is upon us

once again, and the campus waits

. breathlessly for that badly need-

ed recess. It would do well for

us here to take time out and five

thanks for a few of our bless-

ing*.

Obviously, the most logical

topic to discuss here is the resig-

nation of Coach Charlie O'-

Rourfce. Before the anti-Charlie

parade gets any longer, howev-

er, I think we'd not he wrong to

give credit where credit is due.

This reporter admittedly was
one who campaigned for and fa-

vored the resignation. But it

seem* that all too many football

enthusiasts think of O'Rourke as

the only one responsible for the

failure of the team. The impres-

sion I get from talking to stu-

dents around campus is that O'-

Rourke "Doesn't know anything
about coaching."

This couldn't be further from
the truth. Coach O'Rourke knows
as much football as anyone a-

round. Those who would claim

differently are wrong. He knows
the plays, he knows the players.

Naturally he has made mistakes,

but so does anyone, coach or not.

As far as personality goes,

rumors have been circulating to

the effect of degrading the char-
acter of the former head coach.
Again, we have to deny the com-
mon view.

O'Rourke was one of the most
affable figures around the Physi-
cal Education Building. Anyone
that has worked for hint, includ-

TEP Defeats
AEPi In Annual
'Nose Bowl 9

by BEN GORDON '62

The Teppers proved to have
the better noses when they de-

feated the boys from AEPi 31-18

at their annual nose bowl game,
last Saturday.

Every alert nose in the crowd
of some four hundred spectators

could smell an exciting game in

the making when, early in the
first period, TEP quarterback
Kenny Martin hit Bob Margil for

the first score of the game.

The Teppers followed up on
their first tally when Martin
connected with Gereen Refer for

TEP's second tally.

The boys from Sunset Strip

struck hack shortly after, how-
ever when Dick Kleinerman in-

tercepted a TEP pass and scamp-
ered across the goal line.

TEP's Howie Alperin then
hauled in a long pass and didn't

stop running until he bed
reached the endzone.

Each house scored shortly be-

fore the half ended. Another Pi
interception set up their second
tally, with Dick Kleinerman a-

gain carrying the ball. TEP's
Kenny Martin then hit Gerry
Rason for the T.D. and the half
ended with TEP ahead, 25-12.

The second half was more of
• defensive game with each
house scoring once.

A Diekerman-Enison combina-
tion accounted for Pi's third T.D.
TEP's Bob Margil then hit Ken-
ay Martin for the games final

tally, the final score being 31-18.

Both houses celebrated after-

ing the freshmen football play-

ers, who have only known him
for a short time, will testify to

that fact.

Perhaps he was too friendly.

Perhaps his good nature was his

downfall. I have neither the

knowledge nor the authority to

decide that.

The only question to think s-

bout is the fact that no matter
what the reason was, UMsss has
had a losing team for the past

eight years.

At the beginning of the season
the public relations department
sent out cascades of brochures
showering accolades upon the
football team. This happens at
the beginning of every season,

whether or not the team actually

rates such praise.

Naturally, such touting tends
to build up s spirit of victory in

he fans and, despite the records
ot the previous seasons, the pro-

paganda is slwsys believed and
swallowed.

Thus, when, time and time a-

gain, the team has failed to live

up to the pre-season victory

broadcasts, someone has to

shoulder the blame. Naturally,
that person is the coach.

In addition to the usual bar-
rage of words from the Csge,
this year the Redmen started the
season by upsetting a favored
Maine eleven. That was it. We
had the greatest team ever.

This attitude was prominent
among the students and other
fans of the team, when the Red-
men promptly and completely

collapsed, not winning another

game until they defeated hapless,

injury-ridden Brandeis.

Thus for once maybe it was
true that the UMass team had
potential What happened? It, is

not within my power to answer
that question.

The fact remains tha. some-
thing went wrong. The only prob-
lem is that something has con-
tinually gone wrong for eight

years. Obviously, if the team has
had the potential, then the coach
was to blame.

But perhaps the potential /as

not there. Perhaps the verbal at-

tacks by the Cage has merely
been building everyone up for

complete letdowns. In that case,

the Keeper of the Releases is to

blame.

But someone definitely has to

take the blame for the tremen-
dous moral blow the campus re-

ceives every year. One of two
sources rested at the bottom of
those blows—either the coach or
the Cage publishing board. In
order to find out which was at
fault, one had to go. It is easier

to get rid of one coach, especial-

ly when the pressure is on him,
than to dismiss an entire depart-
ment.

So, logically, the coach had to

go whether or not it was his

fault alone.

Next year we will all know
whether the right choice was
made. If the choice be wrong, it's

too bad a nice guy had to suffer

because of an insatiable thirst

for attendance.

SPORTALK
by HAL DUTTON '60

Three months back we had the
pleasure of watching a football

team's first scrimmage of the
new season. Last Saturday, e-

leven weeks to the day from that

hot early September afternoon,

we watched the same team, now
number one in the nation, bowl
over BU 46-0. It was their ninth

straight victory and only UCLA
stands before the Saltine War-
riors from Syracuse in their

quest for an undefeated and un-
tied season.

Three deep at every position,

this Is certainly one of the finest

football teams to come along in

quite a while. They lead the na-
tion in total offense, scoring,

rushing defense, and passing de-
fense.

To run against them is suicide.

The defensive line, known affec-

tionately as the "Sizeable Sev-
en", has allowed less than one
yard per carry this year. You
may be able to gain ground a-

gainst them by passing, but
that's questionable since the
"Sizeable Seven" spend most of
the afternoon in their opponent's
backfield.

The first unit's backfield is

tremendous. Dsve Sarette calls

the signals. Already an accom-
plished passer and ball handler,

hell be around for two more sea-

sons. Ger Schwedes and Ernie
Davis man the halfback posts.

Schwedes has tied Jimmy
Brown's record for most touch-

downs in one season. Dsvls has
been hailed as the new Jimmy
Brown. Watch him, he's got two

years to prove it Junior

Art Baker bowls over the opposi-

tion from the fullback position.

This combination and their re-

lief has been grinding out better

then 450 yards per game.

Last Saturday the Orange re-

ceived the opening kick-off. Davis
was stopped on the first play
from scrimrr.age after a short
gain. The BU stands went wild.

Five rushing plays and five first

downs later, it was Syracuse first

on the Terrier 12. A five yard
penalty set them back on the 17.

Then Sarett" passed to Schwedes
for the score and the parade was
on.

Yes, it's quite a team and most
of it will V in uniform again
next SepemHer.

•AINSOW tOUJ* SINK
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Tenth Man Elected
To SDP Society

by JACK KNIGHT '60

Former track captain, Charles
Leverone '60 has recently been
elected to Sigma Delta Psi, the
National Honorary Athletic So-
ciety. He is the tenth man to be
accepted into the University
chapter.

A Physical Education major,
he has won letters in track, soc-
cer end gymnastics. He also is

on Coach Footrick's Cross Coun-
try team. As a gymnsst, Lever-
one wag N.E.A.A.U. trampoline
champion.

In qualifying for the honor,
Leverone was requiJ^d to meet
standards in 16 athletic and
scholastic tests including run-
ning, jumping, throwing, and
various skills in gymnastics and
swimming as well as meeting
the scholarship requirement.

Leverone, who will graduate in

February, intends to become a
teacher and coach.

On CaromsK> JfeShuIman
(Author of "I Wasa Teen-age Dwarf, "The Many

Love* of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

AMERICAN LITERATURE:
ITS CAUSE AND CURE

TMay, as a service to students of American literature, thiscolumn presents digests of two classic American novels:

THE SCARLET LETTER
by Nathaniel "Swifty" Hawthorne

This is a heart-rending story of a humble New England lassnamed Hester Prynne who is so poor that she does not have
what to eat nor a roof to cover her head. But she is a brave
brawny girl and she never complains, and by and by her
patience is rewarded: in the summer of 1859 she wins a football
scholarship to Alabama.

Hard-working Hester soon wins her letter and everyone says
she is a shoo-in for All-Conference honors, but along comes theWar Between the States and football, alas, is dropped for tfte
duration.

bWxe&5&M
Poor Hester goes back to New England. It is a bitter cold

winter and poor Hester, alas, does not have any warm clothing
except for her football sweater from Alabama, but that, alas,
has a big scarlet "A" on the front of it and she can hardly wear
such a thing in New England where Union sentiment runs so
high.

Poor Hester, alas, freezes to death.

LITTLE WOMEt*
by Louisa May "Bubbles" Alcott

The Marches are a very happy family— and for no discernible
reason. They are poor as snakes; they work from cockcrow to
evensong; their dear old father Philip is away with the Union
armies; and they can't do a thing with their hair.

Still, nothing can dampen the spirits of madcap Meg, jocular
Jo, buoyant Beth, animated Amy, and crazy old Marmee, as
the merry March girls laughingly call their lovable mother.

Well sir, one Christmas the March girls get an invitation to a
ball. They are dying to go because they never have any fun at
all except maybe a few chuckles during the hog-rendering
season. But Beth reminds her sisters that they can hardly go
traipsing off to a ball and leave poor Marmee all alone at
Christmas time. The sisters swear a lot, but they finally agree
with Beth.

Marmee, however, will not hear of it. "Land's sakes, little

women!" she cries. "You must go to the ball and have some
fun. There will be fruit punch and Toll House cookies and
Early American sandwiches. Best, of all, there will be morris
dancing. Oh, how your father and I used to love that I"

"I never knew father could dance," cries Meg.
"Oh yeah?" cries Marmee. "You should have seen Philip

morris."

"Was Philip a good morriser?" cries Jo.

"The best!" cries Marmee. "PhiKp could morris in soft pack
or flip-top box and was full of fine, fresh, natural mildness I"

The girls are cheered to hear this and go to the ball. Marmee
stays home alone, but soon gets a wonderful surprise: Philip
comes back from the wart
When the girls return from the ball, they find Marmee and

Philip morrising, and they cry "Hussah !" and throw their poke
bonnets in the air, where they are to this day.

And *peaking of literature, in our book the bent select ton of
cigarettes on the market today comes from Philip Morris
inc.— Marlboro Hitem; new Alpines, high filtration and light
menthol—and, of course, mild, undltered Philip Morris.

CLOUDY & WARMER
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Dean Fred Cahill

Is Man Of Action
by BARBARA

IRED B. CAHILL JR.

Editor's Note: This is part one

of tiro partn.

Part I

The head of the College of Arts

and Sciences, Dean Fred V. Ca-

hill, Jr., is a man of action, as

his record here shows. After two

yean at a professor of govern-

ment, he bet*amo the first Dean

of the newly created College in

P>f>:>. Since that time, he has been

responsible for many new poli-

cies.

Dean Cahill's previous record
* *- »~- a - 1—- — __ _ ~ ...?4-V **rt*w'mmvVS II ! 1 1 1 LO Oe H Mi. lii v\ iiii <lili-

bition also. Born in 1916 in Day-

ton, Washington, he received his

B.A. and M.A. degrees in Poli-

tical Science from the University

of Nebraska in 1937 and 1938,

respectively. A Ph.D. degTee in

Government from Yale Univer-

sity followed in 1941. Prior to his

military service in World War
II, Cahill was a Political Science

instructor at the College of the

City Of New York and the Uni-

versity of Oregon.

During the War, Cahill served

with the Army, being promoted

from a private to a captain. He

Young Baron
To Be A Guest

At Mili Ball
The Department! of Air Sci-

ence and of Military Science and

TactiCS, and the Military Hall

Committee, will be hosts to

Baron Karl Friedrich Wilholm

von Braunstedl the evening of

the Military Rail. The baron. 20.

i a third year cadet at Emden
Military Academy, one of West

Germany's finest Mil its ry
Schools. He it ill'' won of the late

Colonel Gottfried Wilholm von

BraunStedt, who was killed in

1912 while serving with the

Fourth Panser Army.
The young baron is in the

I nited States with his step-

father, Assistant Deputy Foreign

Minister Otto Link, who is hold-

ing discussions with officials of

the State Department in Wash-
ington.

The Baron von Braunstedt,

(Continued on page 6)

KATZIFF '61

was discharged in 1946, but

served again during the Korean
conflict as a lieutenant colonel in

Army Military Intelligence.

On his return to civilian life,

Cahill became an Assistant Pro-

fessor of Political Science at the

University of Oregon. Later at

Vale, he was Assistant Professor

of Government from 1947 to 1951.

When Cahill came to LTMass in

J953, there existed two schools,

one of Liberal Arts and the other

<>f Sciences. In 1955, these were
administratively combined and
made into one College.

Since that time there have

been further changes. For ex-

ample, the Departments of En-

tomology and Recreation Leader*
ship have been taken out of the

College, while the art instruction

was removed from the Land-
scape Architecture D* partment
and made into an independent

department in the Liberal Arts

School, independent status, too,

"'ii lo the Depart-

News Office Sends UMass
News To Hometown Papers
Have you ever wondered how

your hometown newspaper dis-

covered that y were doing

Honors Work a< he University

. . . or that y were elected

president of a i pus organiza-

tion?

by BARBARA PURCELL '60

The Office of Publications and

News has a news card on each

student. Each year they send out

rosters to the various groups,

clubs, and organizations on cam-
pus and submit articles about

each student to his hometown

AFROTC Gets Plane

IH.- OIJI'll

ments of Speech and Government.
The idea of a basic two-year

core curriculum for all University

students revolving about the Col-

lege of Art3 and Sciences, while

not very new, has undergone a

considerable revision within the

past two years. Indications are.

though, that the requirements in

this area will remain more or

less stabilized during the near

future.

Language departments, too,

(Continued on pane S)

This year for the first time the

AFTtOTC detachment here at the

University of Massachusetts has

an aircraft of Its own assigned to

it. The aircraft, an Air Force

L-17, has been assigned for the

exclusive use of the U. of M.
AFROTC detachment and is be-

insr used primarilv for cadet

orientation flights. In past years

this type Hying has depended up-

on the availability of aircraft that

had a primary assignment else-

where. During the orientation

flights cadets have an opportu

nity to actually handle the con-

trols of the plane which is pic-

tured in flight above.

Mili Ball Saturday Nite
Final arrangements are being

made for the 29th Annual Mili-

tary Ball to be held in the SU
Ballroom, Saturday, from 8:00 to

12:00 p.m.

This year the Military Ball

Committee will feature the re r

knowned orchestra of Ray
Eberle. During the pre-war years.

Eberle was the vocal mainstay
of the Glenn Miller Band, by con-

sistently winning vocalist com-
petitions and polls.

Ray Fberle's name became a

by Word in music wherever the

Miller Band appeared. After the
war, Fberle began to build his

own band and reputation. His

vast experience and apprentice-

ship Under the great Glenn Miller,

gave him an excellent idea of the

type of music people like.

Cadet Colonel (Armor) James
G. Shields declared: "The Mili-

tary Ball Committee, and its sub-

Committees, have worked hard

for this event. An impressive

ceremony has been planned for

the raping of the Honorary
Colonel and arrangements have

been made for a buffet supper
after the Ball."

Added Cadet Colonel ( \F

ROTC) Eliol vSohmer, "I can say

with confidence that the evening

will certainly be a pleasure for

all those who attend."

Tickets for the Military Ball

may be purchased from any ad-

vanced course cadet in either

Armor or the Air Force.

newspaper. Previously they have

collected data on each individual

but now they concentrate only on

the officers.

During the month of October,

555 articles were released from

the News of fire. Since there is

no hometown editor, the number
of articles fluctuates greatly from

year to year -having gone in the

past from 1,000 to o\000.

Hometown stories are only one

aspect of what the University is

doing to let the public know- of

its existence.

In its 1958 annual report, the

Office of Publications and New]
stated that 300 news stories had

been mailed to M,82*J outlets

which ranged from small week-

lies to newspapers of interna-

tional fame. University news pfi

leases have actually been quite

successful in achieving competi-

tive space in metropolitan dailies.

The functions of the news of-

fice also include servicing radio

and television :

':i with news

of the University. Local televi-

sion stations, in particular, 1ku<*

shown a gr«'.*it deal of interest in

interviewing University students

and faculty.

Mr. William Deminoff, full-

time editor, said that the news
office tries to ' assess the real

value of the University as a
whole." Since the first responsi-

bility is to the public, he believes

in releasing the whole truth on
any scandalous matter. "The
newspapers will get it anrway,"
he said

In their efforts to project an
image of the campus, the News
Office also emplovs a full-time

photographer, Mr. Everett Kosa-
rick, who handles all requests

(Continued on page 3)

Campus Varieties Present

Flowers Grow Wild
Tickets will be 00 sale tornor-

row for FlotoOTt Groio Wilt! and
may be purchased from 1-5 p.m.

.it the ticket counter of the S.U.
on Dec. 8, 4, 7- 10th, or by railing

AL 3*8411, Ext, 528. This year's

show has been previewed by the

Universitj Vows Editor and is

now being considered fof a show-

ing in BOJ ton at the end of the

semestei

Campus Varieties is an original

show i>
' entirely by th< fcu

f i " i inutd on page -i

)

Verrier '63 Is The Winner
In Cigarette Contest

French Canadian Novel
Leland's Lecture Topic

by CAROL DOLIHKK *2

Last night in Bowditeh Lounge,
Dr. Marine Inland, an expert on
the literature of French-speaking
Canada, spoke on "Some Consi-
derations of the Contemporary
French Canadian Novel."

Dr. Leland was the fourth lee-

turer in ' series of ten spea

on French culture, literature,

the French language. This M
is pari of the program of

French Institution campus, w
is conducted by members of

>n tinned on page S)

ken
and

>ries

the

hich

the

Winner of the U. .1. Reynolds sponsored ciparctte wrapper contest

is Philip VeTrler, who collected tWt wrappers. Pictured from left

to right are Mr. It. VV. Manke. regional representative of It. J. Rey-

nolds Tobacco Co., Verrier, and Mr. Ryan, manager of the Cniver-

sitv store.

A f re shin n who "seldom

imokes" won first prize in the

U. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. con-

test for saving the most empty
packages of Winston, Salem,

Camel and Cavalier cigarettes.

Philip Verrier, Wheeler Dorm,
whose home is in Mantague City,

plans to take his General Electric-

Ji" screen TV let home with him.

Friends and relatives helped him
collect 0,900 packages after he
read about the contest in an ad
in the Collegian,

Sisters and nurses at Franklin

(Continued on page, 3)
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! LO! THE FRONTIER
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts

has indeed been generous to us these past

recent years. New buildings have sprung up

everywhere.

Now we know that perhaps we ought to

be grateful, and ought not to bite too severe-

ly the hands which sustain us. But we feel

that something has been overlooked.

The roads and walks, friends, the roads

and walks.

Apart from a small percentage of the

paved yardage on campus, the general con-

dition of the roads and walks provides an ele-

ment of adventure to students, whether

driving or walking.

University maps show footpaths which

for years have been icy ski trails in the

winter months, dust bins in the Fall, and

veritable mud flats in the Spring. The road

network, is, to borrow a colloquialism, "from

Hunger". Some of the roads here have holes

in them that are so bad one could almost be

convinced the roads were designed with

them ; Mother Nature could not have goofed

up that badly.

The University has a maintenance de-

partment which is supposed to correct and

improve our roads and walk; and we may
even see the workmen in the performance

of their duties. But apparently their efforts

are not sufficient.

Perhaps that old scourge, the lack of

funds, is most likely at work again.

Cuts in the UMass budget by those in

Boston provide the apparent cause of this

lack. We feel that these cuts were uncon-

sidered and indeed unfortunate; acts on the

part of austerity minded Legislators with

little thought or knowledge of the needs and

conditions of this campus which result in the

abovementioned "adventurous" walking and

driving conditions.

This is but another example of the lack

in communications and consequent under-

standing between UMass and those who too

often attempt to provide the policies and are

too meager in providing funds.

r. A. M.

Here we go again . .

.

It has come to our attention that an add-

ing machine was pilfered from the R.S.O.

Office.

We shall not exhort.

We shall simply ask : Why? What retard-

ed UMie is bragging of this "feat" to his

friends at this moment?

Policy on Letters

Letters to the Editor should be limited to

150 words, should be typewritten and must

be signed. Signatures will be withheld upon

request. Massachusetts Collegian reserves

the right to reject any letter which is sala-

cious or in poor taste, and to delete portions

as may be necessary for copy fitting.
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UTOPIA comes to UMass
by TED MAEL '60

Throughout History, philosophers such as Plato, St. Thomas

More, and Rousseau have created Utopias, which, fortunately or un-

fortunately, depending upon one's point of view, never realized ful-

fillment. In this same spirit, the administration is also attempting

to create a Utopia at the University of Massachusetts. This ideal, un-

like the others, may realize fulfillment. Let us take a look at this

farsighted vision, known as the Master Plan.

The basic doctrine behind the Mast* Plan is the familiar prin-

ciple of segregation. Unlike the South, however, this segregation will

be of the sexes instead of the races. The Master Plan calls for sepa-

rate classes for men and women in different buildings, where the

students will be instructed in auditoriums by means of large televi-

sion sets.

The classroom TV is an ingenious invention that will solve many

problems and bring untold benefits. No longer will the faculty be nec-

essary, and the expensive burden of maintaining it will be eliminated.

Students will cease having erotic ideal about young instructors of

the opposite sex. Most important of all, undergraduates who may have

a problem in mathematics, for example, will not waste time by ask-

ing unnecessary questions.

The Master Plan envisions very little change in the curriculum

for the men since they must know all about the world, in which they

are to work. Such courses as the humanities, fine arts, history, psy-

chology, sociology, and philosophy will naturally have to be dropped.

The young ladies' curriculum, however, will be completely re-

vamped. New courses will replace the old subjects. New departments

will include Virtue, Will Power, Self-Control. The only legacy of the

old days will be the Sociology Department, which will offer courses in

"Preparing for Maidenhood", "The Housemother and The Dormitory",

and "The Role of Big Sister in Society". Compulsory for our virgins

will be a two semester course on Social Awareness—the first semester

will be: "How to Serve Tea"; the second semester: "How to Serve

Coffee". A semester of Judo is also required so that the ladies will be

prepared for any emergency.

Unfortunately, there will be only one Student Union for a while

since the cost of building another community center is prohibitive. The

entrances and exits, of course, will be segregated and specially marked.

And the Hatch will be partitioned. We must beware of oral stimula-

tion. Movies will be shown every night in the Ballroom—6:30 to 8:30

for women, 9:30 to 11:30 for men.

Weekend social activities have not been neglected either. Every

Saturday evening, the ladies will hold their Big and Little Sister Tea

and the gentlemen will have their corresponding affair. On big week-

ends such as Virtue's Holiday, there will be communal dancing for

one and all. The maidens will dance together in the Women's Phys-

Ed Building while the fellows do their reels in the Cage.

Many students and faculty members, however, were concerned

about the idea of separation. "Aftc- all," they argued, "Doesn't seg-

regation go against the American ideal?" When the Administra-

tion assured them that the facilities would be separate but equal they

relented and saw the light. So now the LTniversity of Massachusetts

will probably realize its Utopia.

LETTERS

'

Dear Student Body President:

In December of 1956, a referendum was held on

the Berkeley campus of the University of California

to ascertain the desirability of the compulsory ROTC
program. The referendum ended a semester-long

controversy by indicating that the men students (by

a vote of 2 to 1 against the compulsory system) be-

lieved that the disadvantages of the system far out-

weighed the advantages.

For the majority of men students who were not

interested in military careers, compulsory ROTC ap-

parently served no practical purpose. Furthermore,

all of the material covered in the compulsory two

years' program is learned in an extensive six week

course of basic training required by all branches of

the United States Armed Forces. The majority also

felt that the eight units spent during the Freshman

and Sophomo-e years in ROTC could be more prof-

itably spent in courses more suited to their broader

interests and major fields of emphasis. Two more

reasons that were mentioned during the controversy

were: 1) conscientious objectors were forced to take

this program even though they are exempt from

actual military service, and 2) voluntary attendance

would no doubt strengthen the program by allowing

more time for the intensive training of those who

are seriously interested in the program.

The Executive Committee of the Associated Stu-

dents, aware of the fact that the Board of Regents

at the University of California has the authority to

institute the voluntary system, sent the results of

the referendum to them. Unfortunately, results from

our endeavor have not been forthcoming. The Com-

mittee wishes to point out in this connection that

land grant colleges need not provide compulsory two

year military training; the colleges must only pro-

vide a program of training, but whether the pro-

gram requires voluntary or compulsory attendance

is decided by the governing boards of each Univer-

sity.

The Executive Committee now calls upon all land

grant colleges to hold a similar referendum. We do

this because we feel that all students should voice

their opinions on the matter. We also hope a con-

certed student voice can effect some changes in the

area on individual campuses.

Yours very truly,

David J. Armor
President, Associated Students

University of California

NDEA and the freedom issue
by JAMES A. MERINO

The storm of controversy surrounding the National Defense Edu-

cation Act has provoked anew the >sue of the disclaimer affidavit as

opposed to the concept of the freedom of the conscience.

There are those who would ar^ue that insomuch as the disclaimer

affidavit is an affront to the freedom of conscience, the University

ought not to countenance- this, and ought therefore to reject NDEA
funds. If the University did this, it is maintained, we would be on the

"right" side of the controversy, in favor of freedom of conscience.

Now, there is no question of the Tightness of upholding the freedom

of conscience. But I declare that in this case, the issue of freedom of

conscience is a phony one, and I present my reasons below.

NDEA funds are not availab e to the individual directly. Funds

are "deposited" with the University, through which agent the ap-

plicant roceives his requested funis. If the University rejects the

funds, those who could not otherwise attend without the aid of the

funds are in effect barred from th< University.

Further, when we speak of the freedom of the conscience, we
refer to the freedom of the COltSciem • of the individual student. There-

fore, I maintain that the conscience of the individual is free insofar

as he determinoH his conscience to be free; the individual himself

ought to decide whether or not to ijrn the disclaimer affidavit com-
promising that freedom. But if thi University rejects the funds, on

the grounds that the affidavit affront to freedom of the con-

science, this institution places lts< If, in my opinion, in a paradoxical,

Mid in some ways, hypocritical, po on. For while on the one hand its

action may stem from its concern for the sovereignty of the individual

conscience, on the other hand it will also have net itself up as arbiter

to decide under what conditions the conscience of the individual is

free. This stand is at least as "dani.irous", in my opinion, as the op-

popents of the disclaimer affidavit purport the affidavit to be.

I say again that wo should allow the individual applicant for

NDEA funds to decide whether or not the disclaimer affidavit con*

stitutes an affront to his freedom of conscience.

Editor's Note: The editorial to which Mr. Sevrena refers was origin-

ally written by a staff member to articulate HIS OWN and not the

CoLLBGIAN'8 opinion concerning Nl>EA, The copy was not clearly

marked as the opinion of the individual staff member, and consequent-

ly the Editor for that issue inserted the article as an editorial. The

CoLLBGlAN stand is the same as that taken last spring. We remain

opposed to the Loyalty Oath*

APOLOGIA FOR THE INDIVIDUAL

CONSCIENCE
• The position that present ideological freedom

must be curtailed in order to preserve it for the

future, as expressed in last Monday's editorial on

the NDEA, is easily eriticizable both on grounds of

mere efficacy and simple logic. (The distinction that

is made between ideological freedom and freedom

of conscience is, I believe, a specious one, at least

for men who wish to be in harmony with them-

selves.)

With regard to its efficacy, it is so obvious that

a genuine subversive would not hesitate to lie in

such matters that I mention it here only because it

seems to be ignored so often. The fact that it is

ignored seems to indicate that measures limiting

ideological freedom do not spring from a considera-

tion of rooting out subversives but rather from a

feeling that unity in the face of a common threat

is possible only by uniformity—a notion contradic-

tory to that for which we are supposedly struggling,

and one that was carried to a monstrous extreme in

Nazi Germany. The Nazis played, in part, on the

fear of Bolshevism in order to justify an ideological

uniformity; the Communists, themselves, believe

that a present uniformity, unjustly imposed, will be

justified by a classless, and therefore just, society,

which such uniformity will bring into being. These

two elements, fear, and belief in a future in which

"everything will be all right," are quite common in

America and, to my mind, are the real source of

fascistir tendencies which in the legislative sphere

have so far only reached the stage of loyalty oaths

and disclaimer affidavits.

Nevertheless, the fact that things espoused in

principle are soon practiced in fact points to an ur-

gent, need for a clarification of the issues involved.

If we have faith in the dignity of every individual

and also in the possibility of unity, we should en-

deavor to create only that uniformity which will

provide a context in which individuality may be ex-

pressed and in which unity may be affirmed in a
communicable but individual manner. A loyalty

oath justified in terms of the future, by postponing
the fulfillment of our faith in individual dignity,

takes the life and the meaning out of such a faith.

Indeed we must remember that the dignity of the
individual- is a faith and not a fact, and that we can
only prove our faith by a willingness to risk, death,

both as individuals and as a nation.

Richard L. Sevrena '60

Television To Be Used In

New Educational Laboratory
by BRENDA LUNNA '62

To prepare students both for

elementary and for secondary

school teaching is the major aim
of the School of Education. In

doing this, the School of Educa-
tion has kept pace with the rapid

growth of the University.

In 1956 the department of edu-

cation had expanded so much

that a School of Education was
formed. As a school, the depart-

ment of education here on cam-
pus is able to develop its facili-

ties better in order to be of great-

er service, and at the same time
keep pace with the University's

rapid growth.

At present there are 13 teach-

(Continued on page A)

On Campus
with

IIPMS MaxShrJman

{Author of "l Was a Teen-age Dwarf' "The Many
Loves of Dobie Giltis", etc.)

TV OR NOT TV

The academic world has made its first tentative steps into

television -a few lectures, a few seminars, a few lab demonstra-
tions—but colleges have not yet begun to use television's vast

capacity to dramatize, to amuse, to stir the senses, to unshackle

the imagination. Like, for example, the following:

ANNOUNCER: Howdy, folksies. Well, it's time again for

that lovable, laughable pair, Emmett Twonkey Magnifier,

Ph. 1)., and Felicia May Crimscott, M.A., in that rollicking,

roistering fun show, American History 101 . . . And here they
are— the team that took the "hiss" out of "history"—Emmett
Twonkey Magruder and Felicia May Crimscott!

DR. MAGRUDER: Howdy, folksies. A funny thing hap-

pened to me on the way to my doctorate. A mendicant ap-

proached me and said, "Excuse me, sir, will you give me 25

cents for a sandwich?" and I replied, "Perhaps I will, my good
man. Let me see the sandwich."

*%h't-wyoiL-um wtf-m?'

MISS CRIMSCOTT: Oh, how droll, Dr. Magruder! How
delicious! You're a regular Joe Penner! . . . Rut enough of

badinage. Let us turn to our rollicking, roistering fun show,

American History 101.

Mi. MAGRUDER: Today we will dramatize the taut and
tingling story of John Smith and Pocahontas. I will play

Captain Smith and Miss Magruder will play Pocahontas.

ANNOUNCER: Rut first a message from our sponsor . .

.

Folksies, have you tried Alpine Cigarettes yet? Have you
treated yourself to that fresh filtration, that subtle coolness,

that extra-long, extra-efficient filter? Have you? Hmmtn?
... If not, wake your tobacconist and get some Alpines at once!

. . . And now to our grim and gripping story. Picture, if you
will, a still summer night. An Indian maid stands by a moonlit

brook. Suddenly she hears a footstep behind her. She turns . .

.

MISS CRIMSCOTT: Oh! John Smith! You-um startle-urn

me-um!
DR. MAGRUDER: Howdy, Pocahontas. What are you

doing by the brook?

MISS CRIMSCOTT: Just washing out a few scalps. But
what-um you-um want-um?

DR. MAGRUDER: I came to see the Chief.

MISS CRIMSCOTT: You-um can't-um. Chief is leaving for

Chicago.

DR. MAGRUDER: On what track?

ANNOUNCER: And speaking of tracks, stay on the right

track with Alpines— the track that leads straight to smoking
ple.isure, to fun, to frolic, to sweet content . . . And now back
to those two gassers, Emmett Twonkey Magruder and Felicia

May Crimscott. <

DR. MAGRUDER: Well, folksies, that's all for today. See
you next week, same time, same channel.

MISS CRIMSCOTT: Stay tuned now for "William Cullen
Bryant-Girl Intern."

ANNOUNCER: And remember, folksies, there was a time
when you needed to smoke two cigarettes to get what you get
from one Alpine— one cigarette for light menthol, one for high
filtration. Today you can get it all in a single Alpine, which means
you no longer have to go around smoking two cigarettes at a
time, causing your friends to snigger, and violating the fire laws.

© IBM Mm Hbulmaa
• • •

And speaking of TV, remember to watch Max Shulman'e
"The Many Loves of Dobie Gillie" on CBS every Tuesday
night—presented by Marlboro Cigarsttes, from the makers
of Philip Morris and Alpine.

Dean Fred Cahill . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

have undergone major revisions

recently. As a n suit of the in-

tensive armed forces language

training courses hring the war,

it was found that the most ex-

pedient and thorough way of

teaching foreign anguages was
to have the stu<

listen to them I

posed to reading

—the same mam r in which he

learns his nath tongue. Stu-

dents here are now learning new
languages by th method, with

the aid of the lam-

installed in 1957.

fortunate in bei

four universities

to receive feder

present, students taking more
than two years of Russian must
do so at Smith.

nt speak and
•re being ex-

md grammar

mge laboratory

I 'Mass is also

g one of the

n the country

aid for the

training of French teachers.

A new language major is be-

ing planned for n \ year: a four-

year Department >f Russian. At

Verrier '63 ...
(Continued from page 1)

County Public Hospital, his unci.-

at Millers Falls Tool Company,
the Town Dump crew and street

sweepers in Montague City, and

friends of his parents at the Far-

ren Memorial Hospital helped

him amass his astounding total of

empty cigarette packages.

Second prize winner, with a

total of 4,050 packages, was
Walter J. Glinski '9St, Mills House,

who took home a GE Storeo-

Musophonic phonograph.
Albert Tucker '63 of Baker mm

a GE all-transitor portable radio

for collecting 3,840 empty pack-

ages.

All together there were 18 en-

tries in the contest, with a total

of 25,155 packages collected.

LOear ^/Lunt [fiuthiiie..

*usb on a boy
'' at the Corn-

way I can get

Dear Aunt Ruthif

I have a mad
who eats in line

mons. Is there an;

him to notice me?
Bewitched, bothered

and bowildered.

Dear Bewitched,

Get to know his friends and
through them you will get to

know him. If you are really

brave, there is no reason why you

can't strike up a friendship with

him.

Sincerely,

Aunt Ruthie

P.S. If this does not help, cut in

front of him in line. This ought

to attract his attention fast

enough.

Dear Boyless,

Watch it. Rash statements can

lead to unpleasant results.

Sincerely,

Aunt Ruthie

UMass Band
In Concert

This Friday
This Friday ev< nine, the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts Concert

Band, under the direction of Mr.

Joseph Contino, will present its

first campus concert at 8:00 P.M.

at Bowker Auditorium. Admission

will be your I D. or 75<*. This will

be the first of three campus con-

certs to be presented by the band.

Ruth Phelps will be the fea-

tured soloist. She will play

Haydn's "Concerto for Trumpet"

and will be accompanied by the

band. A recipient of both a

Bachelor of Music and a Master

(Continued on page 6)

Jazz Concert

To Be Given
Sunday In SU
Sunday afternoon, Dec. 6, the

University Dance Band will per-

form their opening Jazz Concert

from 2 to 4 P.M. in the Student

Union Ballroom. Jazz enthusiasts

who remember the superb con-

cert of last year will be looking

forward to another outstanding

performance by this student or-

ganization.

The Band, formed again this

year by Robert Clowes 'CO, will

be directed by John Maggs, '62.

As many of the personnel have

professional as well as previous

U. Mass Dance Band experience,

the performance Sunday should

be well worth listening to. Last

year's regulars who have returned

include: Bob Skibinski, and Dick

Aucona on trumpet; Ed Ivefebvre,

Al Gurka, and BeJb Harding on

rhythm: Ed Mayfoury, Norm
Seigel, and Clark Moore on sax.

The newcomers to the organiza-

tion are Ray Suzor, Ron Battory,

Dan Gillmore, Dan Roseman, John

Wessner, and Larry Crabtree. All

offer a solid backing for this fine

group.

Again this year, Ann Shutty,

who is known for her participation

in many campus groups, will be

News Office . .

.

(Continued from page 1)
•

from both the newspapers and

the administration.

Of the 1275 prints processed in

1958, approximately half of them

were sent directly to newspapers

while the rest wers used for Bpe

cial requests, publications, dis-

plays, and in cooperation with

Agricultural Communications.

The photography serves to il-

lustrate the many aspects of the

LTniversity.

The 1958 annual report states

the inadequacy of photographic

equipment available. "Our equip-

ment for news pictures is strained

and we find a definite demand for

more flexibility in equipment for

use in publications, for portraits

and motion pictures."

The preparation for publica-

tion of catalogs and brochures is

another function of the Office of

Publications and News.

•Last year they published for

the first time a General Informa-

tion Bulletin. The main purpose

of this abridged catalog was to

acquaint the high school student

with all phases of the University.

The number of copies released

this year was increased from 10,-

000 to 15,000.

The general arrangement of the

Undergraduate Catalog remains

the same. This publication with

its directory of courses is the

chief source of campus data.

The Summer Session Bulletin

has also been increased from 4,-

000 to 6,000 copies.

The Graduate School Catalog is

published in alternating years

with the Stockbridge Catalog.

Last year 8,000 Graduate School

the featured vocalist with the

group.

This year's program will con-

sist mainly of the original works

of trombonist Maggs, who has

unusual ability and creativeness

in writing and arranging. The
Band will also perform composi-

tions familiar to jazz enthusiasts

everywhere.

Much credit must be given to

organizer Bob Clowes who has

come up with another outstand-

ing group. None should miss hear-

ing this concert.

French Canadian . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

Romance Languages Department

under Dr. Robert Johnson.

The Institute is a one year

program under the National De-

fense Education for second

school teachers of Freneh. Un-

der this program, techniques of

teaching languages and programs

for the study of languages at the

secondary level are presented.

In her speech, Dr. Leland said

that Canadian literature may be

said to have arisen in the nine-

teenth century. French novels

have had an influence on Canadi

an authors and their works. She

mentioned some Canadian au-

thors and commented on their

books.

According to Dr. Leland, there

are two problems which arise in

Canadian literature. First, some

authors are inclined to be too na-

tionally minded in their works;

they mention Canada all the

time. Secondly, the Canadians are

too liberal in publishing versions

of books from other countries.

Thus a great deal of Canadian

literature consists of copies of

foreign authors.

Dr. Leland is qualified as a

lecturer on French - Canadian

literature. A native of Canada,

Dr. Leland has conducted broad-

casts over the Canadian net-

works. She established a course

in French-Canadian civilization at

Smith and has helped to establish

a collection of French-Canadian

literature at the Smith Library.

Campus Varieties . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

dents, and has been well received

in past years. This year, with the

entire creative combination that

gave us Ronla-Roola Bull once

again consolidating their talents,

the campus is expected to enjoy

a show that will surpass any

Campus Varieties production of

the past.

All proceeds from the show go

to worthy and needy students in

the form of scholarships. Thou-

sands of man-hours have been

spent by a cast of over fifty and

a production crew of nearly a

hundred to make Flowers Grow
Wild the source of an enjoyable

evening for both the students and

the faculty.

The price of admission is $.75

and $1.00 for Thursday evening's

presentation, and $1.00 and $1.28

for Friday and Saturday eve-

nings' presentations. All Seats

Are Reserved, so tickets must be

purchased early.

i

Catalogs were released.

In the past, brochures on the

W o m e n's Physical Education,

Recreational Leadership, and
Home Economics were part of the

publications operations. This
year, however, no individual

brochures will be released.

The Publications and News Of-

fice handle neither College of

Agriculture releases nor those

which have to do with sports.

These departments have their

own newsmen.

Working for Mr. Deminoff are

two clerks, Mrs. Pearl Klim-

czyk and Mrs. Nancy McCue. Sal-

ly Kane, Emma Spaulding, Ca-

rolyn Cheney, and Daniel Hem-
ingway do part time work.

Mr. Deminoff received his B.A,

in English in 1952 from the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts where
he was a member of Phi Kappa
Phi and Editor of the Index. He
received his M.A. from Brown
University. In February, 1959, he

assumed the position aa Univer-

sity Editor and Director of Pub-

lications.

\
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THE LAND OF

mil
by MIKE BLUM *60

It wis Ironk that a New York Town Hall concert, Saturday night,

which
™

planned to reveal the newest sounds, was saved from com-

Jete drXess by an act which could be called mainstream or modern

SWin
Thc first two acts w,v atonal excursions hy the incomprehensible

OnJt cTJZ and the angry Cecil Taylor, both of whose esteem

hv pertain critics is beyond my understanding.
"

The a 'probably few who understand Coleman although more

tt^one critic has predicted that he will change the shape of thing.

o "on e in jazz. If this happens, I may assure you it can't possibly

happen in the next five or six years. The most difficult aspect of his

approach to accept is the fact that his frantic bop lines are based on

S?rT(athoTgh
P
no protons) and his' solos are not based on

chord progressions or even chords. Now, considering this bh solos

have no musical relation to the tune from which they gained adrmtt-

wce and therefore any of his solos would fit just as well with any of

Ms tunes as with a particular one, provided the tempos^*"-£
Don Cherry, Ornette's "pocket trumpet" player (a small Turk.sh

trumpet) was so impeded by amateurish technique and probably nei-

VOUaness that he could not communicate effectively.

The third act was for the audience a return to reality as Ernes-

tine Anderson sang musically with a beautiful and fluid joice lucid in-

tonation and a style devoid of gingerbread. She reached a high point

on the exotic ballad, "111 Wind".

Lee Konitz, in company with the »»e rhythm sect.on which had

supported Miss Anderson, Hank Jones, piano; Milt Hinton, bass; and

Art Taylor, drums; played a dull two-tune set. His first number was

"There *Will Never be Another You", given the usual Konitz treat-

ment, but considerably lacking in flavor.

THELONIOUS MONK SOUNDS CONSERVATIVE

Then came the inimitahle (musically and personally), Thelonious

Monk who sounded conservative and intensely melodic after Cole-

man's and Taylor's offerings, although he played a very brief and un-

surprising two-tune set. With Monk were Charlie Rouse, tenor; Elvin

Jones, drums, and a fello* from the west coast who's touted as a

"comer" on bass, Scott LcFaro.

The "Jazztet" a new organization under the auspices of Art

Farmer and Bennv Golson played the most coherent set of the eve-

ning, yet not. fully up to the capabilities of the members. Farmer

showed well on "I Remember Clifford" while Golson was on one of

those nights during which he sounds like Lucky Thompson. Young

trombonist Curtis Fuller had good ideas which were difficult to dis-

cern because of his intonation and projection problems.

John Coltrane who was not originally programmed, gave a

magnificent display of command of his instrument, unparalleled in

Jazz (except for maybe Oscar Peterson and Dizzy Gillespie). His en-

richment of "Laura" was certainly the most moving performance of

the concert and he eked more melody out of the tune than had ever

been approached 'before. His adventure into "Avalon" was a most

d arif

facile

ac

oc
fantastic show of sp

curacy through thre

taves of playing.

The finale was a swinging ex-

ample of nrainst.am. Although

it was no great artistic challenge,

the sincere performance by Zoot

Sims, Pepper Adams, Rob Brook-

meyer, Count Bftsie, MiM Hinton

and Elvin Jones icceeded in

rousing the audience from a state

of apathy Impinged upon only

slightly by the brilliant Coltrane

and induced by all the acts pre-

ceding him. Adams. Sims and

Brookmeyer p1aye<i well and with

vitality.

This conceit suffered from too

much emphasis on the "far-out*",

too many acts which naturally

resulted in short unrevpaling

solos, sloppy presentation (cur-

(Cnv >n page t>

)

Television To . .

.

(Continued from page S)

ers in the department of educa-

tion and 331 elementary majors

in this school. A quick look at

1958 when there were 274 majors

and 1957 when there were 231

education majors shows the

marked increase in enrollment.

To keep pace with this rapidly

rising enrollment, the School of

Education is expanding in many

ways. One of these ways is by

building an observational labora-

tory. The new laboratory school

now has its foundation and be-

ginning walls up. It was sched-

uled to be ready for use by Sep-

tember of 19W). However, due to

the steel strike the building has

been delayed and it is expected

to be completed sometime during

1901 . When completed and in use,

the new laboratory school will be

a great asset to the School of

Education.

When asked about the new

laboratory school, Dean Purvis

mentioned that it will serve two

purposes— ". . . to provide a

measure for observation of good

methods, and to carry on various

types of research." Of course, he

added that its primary purpose

—

to give the children who will at-

tend it a good education—cannot

be overlooked.

The administration of the

school will be conducted under a

cooperative agreement for joint

administration with the Amherst

School Committee. The new school

will have a special corridor run-

ning the whole length of the

school; Microphones and loud

speakers will be used to prevent

interruption of the children and

the teachers in classes. Observa-

tion rooms will have a one way
glass which will allow observation

by many university students at

one time without disturbing any-

one.

Another new feature of the

laboratory school will be closed

circuit television. Cameras will be

placed in the laboratory classroom

and receivers in the methods

room. This will also make it pos-

sible for classes to be taught in

several rooms at the same time.

This new laboratory school will

not take the place of practice

teaching. Rather, it will better

prepare students for practice

teaching in the public schools.

Observation will begin in the

freshman year with 15 hours of

Observation required. Twenty
hours of observation will be re-

quired during both the junior and

senior years. During the fresh-

man year the emphasis during

observation will be directed tow-

ards answering the question of

"What is the elementary school

like?" "What are the youngsters

like?" will be considered during

the sophomore year and "What

does the teacher do?" will be the

(Continued on page 5)

Women of Executiie Ability: There is an exciting

future for you as an

Officer in the U. S.

Air Force
If you area woman who respond tot challenging job.,.trbo enjoys

stimulating world-wide travel.. .who finds fun in association with

young, imaginative people. ..you should investigate your opportu-

nities ;is ;i vVAF officer. Women in the Air Force worl side l>y side

wiih male Aii Force officers, receive the same p;iy and privileges.

have equal chance U* assignment and advancement. Investigate

youi chances i<>» << commissioa «n the United States Air Force.

VVr\lH WOMEN IN THE AIR FORCE

WAF Infoumtion. l>«pi. W 9

Box 7S08. Washington I. n (,.

Plr:isr lend "" raw* Information OK mv nppnrtunllic* for I cnmmi«ion in the IT. S Air

Force I •» a \ S. dtiwn between 20ft and 174 pwwol rge. fcavt a baceaUnrMM ejqpm

front an eertdlted college ca unl rewlty, an unmarried and nitboul d« prmienu.

Hame-

Strrrt _

cny- Jone State.

College- JDegraa. _JWd/or Subject.
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The Campus Beat
hold its Pasting Thursday at

7:45 in GtmSMta Lab for all the

"hams".

by ANN FRAZIEK '62

By the diversity of events tak-

ing place around campus, it would
seem that everyone is trying to

cram in all that he missed dur-

ing the Thanksgiving vacation,

Did you all enjoy that nice

roasted turkey? That reminds jne,

many comments have been heard
about returning to campus . . .

to study?

And around campus things are

buzzing. Tonight at the SU at

7:00 p.m. there will be a meeting

of the make-up committee for

Campus Varieties in the Norfolk

Room. Unfortunately for those

who do not attend, they will have

to be dropped from the commit-
tee.

Wanted! Manuscripts and art

work for the winter issue of the

Literary Magazine of the Uni-

versity. Will the "artists" please

leave their contributions on the

magazine filing cabinet in the

Collegian Office?

Counseling Day seems to be

rather misused. By the looks of

some of next semester's sched-

ules instead of the students hav-

ing been counseled, many of the

advisors have been advised! Of
course, there are still some of

those poor unfortunate souls with

. . . Saturday classes.

Friday night at 8:00 p.m. (just

an early reminder) there will be

broadcasted the Bates basketball

game on WMUA from Lewiston,

Maine. (For those of you who
don't? know about WMUA, it is

our wonderful campus radio sta-

tion!)

For members of the WMUA
staff, there will be a meeting at

6:30 tomorrow night in the Mid-
dlesex Room of the SU.

To quote a well-known cliche,

"All work and no play make Jack
a dull boy." The movie at the SU
Thursday is 'Up Front" starring
David Wayne, Tom Ewall, and
Jeffrey Lynn. As an added at-

traction for the students who like

to be in early and for the Fresh-
man girls who have to be, there

will be two showings, one at 6:30
and one at 8:20. The second 3how
will be over at 9:55. The early
show leaves plenty of time after

Elsewhere on campus tomor-
row, there is to be a Commuters
Club meeting, 11:00 a.m. in the
Nantucket Room.
The Amateur Radio Club will

For the bent-H

frequently use

didnt know", I

Flori Club m>

of all those who
excuse "l

""re will be a

ting Thursday

night at 7:00 at French Hall. It

would be appret ' >d if all mem-
bers would attend.

Guest speaker before the Man-
agement Club, < uracil Chambers,

SU, Thursday a1 11:00 will be

Mr. Daniel F. Hurley, Commis-
sioner of the Federal Mediation

and Conciliation Service. For
further interest Mr. Hurley has

been associated "th the Service

as well as the SU Conciliation

Service for the past twenty years.

Having handle I many assign-

ments througho:' the country, it

should be noted ihat Mr. Hurley

is a graduate f the School of

Law at Norther: tern University

and a member of the Massachu-

setts Bar.

Well, I really aid a mouthful.

My apologies, dear readers, but

you'll have to ex-use my idiosyn-

cracies — this is the first time

that I have written this column,

and with only a moment's notice,

you cant expect too much.

Dr. Arons of Amherst College

will speak on "Organography" be-

fore a meeting of the IRE-AIEE

(Continued on page 6)

At The State House

Committee To Legislate On
Congressional Redistricting

Legislation providing for the

division of the present 14 Mas-

sachusetts Congressional districts

into 12 districts and two Con-

gressmen elected at large will be

filed by the special committee

redistricting state election dis-

tricts Wednesday.
The new set-up, according to

the committee chairman, Senator

Maurice A. Donahue (D-Hol-

yoke), was decided upon because

other states have experienced

large increases in populations and

the retention of the 435 present

membership maximum by Con-

gress will mean the loss of two

Congressmen to Massachusetts.

Should this develop, he ex-

plained, the two Congressmen at

large could be dropped or the

state redistricted again.

Senator Donahue said his com-

mittee will file its report with

four appendices dealing with the

redrawn lines for Congressional,

Executive Councillor, Senatorial

and Representative election dis-

tricts.

The appendices will he referred

to the joint rules committee of

LUCKY STRIKE present

ZTteQA/ 4^/t-fflood

l

DR. FROOD'S
MORAL OF THE MONTH:

Make the most of your college

days. (The nights will probably

haunt you the rest of your life.)

Dear Dr. Frood: Is it all right to. study

with the TV on? Distracted

Dear Distracted: Better not. You might

miss some of the story.

Field-goal expert
kicks about classes

(See below)

Dear Dr. Frood: I want to get married,

but I don't like children. What shall

I do?'
Surly

Dear Surly: Marry an adult.

Dear Dr. Frood: My husband Inches at

a girl's college. I know it's silly, but since

I'm middle-aged and stout, I am '.cry

jealous and worry all the time What

should I do?
Plump. Hred

Dear Plump, Tired: Keep worrviny.

Dear Dr. Frood: How can I keep people

from borrowing my Luckies?

Pestered

Dear Pestered: Put them in a Brand X
pack.

DR. FROOD ON HOW
TO BE A BEATNIK

I've drawn up instructions for

becoming a Beatnik: Let your

hair grow until your hearing is

noticeably impaired. When

beard covers your tie, discard

tie. Hang your shoes and socks

in effigy. Sell your sink for

scrap. Stock your room with

cigarettes—because you won't

be allowed on the street any

more (Better make 'em Luckies

and enjoy your isolation!)

Dear Dr. Frood: The Dean is trying to

force me to go to classes. I think this is

UftAtir because last season I scored 16

touchdowns, intercepted 18 passes and

kicked 22 field goals in 23 attempts.

What should I do? Utter Man

Dear Letter Man: I full to see how going

to classes will help. Better practice your

kicking.
•09 «>» «0i

Dear Dr. Frood: I am a very plain girl

and I don't have much personality. All

I want is a man who will love me. Why
can't I find one?

Sod

Door Sod: You're too particular.

©*. re*

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular ,

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because \
L.S./M.F.T.— Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Product of </&JHMtfamJBmm*€Siimmmm —A» is our middle

the Legislature which will treat

each appendix as a separate bill.

The measures will be treated

exactly like any other bill filed

with the General Court, which

mean public hearings on each

bill.

The special committee com-

pleted its work on redrawing the

boundaries of the 40 Senatorial

districts. This automatically took

care of the eight Executive Coun-
cillor districts each of which com-
prises five Senatorial districts.

The Representative districts

have been decided upon, said

Senator Donahue, but the new
districts will be voted upon by
the committee tomorrow. Lines

for the new 12 Congressional dis-

tricts are expected to be approved
by the committee in time for the

filing of the report Wednesday,
the deadline for filing legislation

for consideration by the 1960

Legislature.

Republican leaders have indi-

cated that they intend to oppose
the proposed now election dis-

tricts. They contend that the state

constitution was violated when
the redistricting was not under-

taken in 1955 and should now be

postponed to 1965.

Because a court case would de-

lay the effective date of the re-

districting, there is a possibility

that Democratic leaders may ask
the Massachusetts Supreme Court
for an advisory opinion. While
such an opinion is not binding,

nevertheless, it would carry great
weight with the GOP lenders.

The redistricting committee re-

port may recommend that the

joint rules committee ask for the

advisory opinion from the Su-
preme Court.

Television To . .

.

(Continued from page 4)
point of emphasis in the junior

year.

Directed observation will be the
most valuable part of the new
laboratory school. It will enable
the student to learn more about
the School of Education before
entering his junior year. Knowl-
edge about the elementary school

and about the grade one would
like to teach best will also be
gained from observation in the
laboratory school. This will give
the student the chance to get a
taste of looking at the elementary
school in his first and second
years of college when so often an
indecision as to vocational choice

is common.
Although elementary education

is the major concern of the
School of Education, secondary
education must not be overlooked
for it too is an important aspect
of the School of Education. Over
half of the department of educa-
tion's program is devoted to per-

sons interested in secondary
school teaching. If a student is

interested in teaching high school,

he develops a major of strong
concentration in a specific area
within the College of Arts and
Sciences.

The School of Education so

strongly feels prospective teach-

ers should above all have a good
education that elementary educa-
tion majors are required to take
90 hours of course credits in the
College of Arts and Sciences.

Most of* these courses are taken
during the freshman and sopho-
more year. Education courses are
then taken in the junior and sen-

ior years after a broad general
education has been obtained.

The demand for teachers is con-

tinuously rising and the demand
for good teachers is always
acute. The' need for elementary

(Continued on page 6)
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Delnickas, Burgess Will

Captain Redmen In 1960
by AL BERMAN '62

Tom Delnickas of Westfield

and John Burgess of Weymouth,

outstanding performers for the

UMass football team during the

past two seasons, have been

elected co-captains of the I960

Redmen squad.

Delnickas, a hard running half-

back, was the leading ground

gainer for the Redmen for the

past two seasons.

Although missing several
games due to a dislocated elbow

suffered against Delaware, Del-

nickas managed to gain 227 yards

in 64 carries and played a key

role as the Redmen concluded

their season with successive wins

klnst Brandeis and New Hamp-

shire.

Tom grabbed 3 passes for 73

yards and one touchdown. He
scored three six-pointers during

the recent campaign along with

a two-point rushing conversion to

finish second in the I'Mass scor-

ing parade. He intercepted two

passes for a total of thirty-seven

yards and one of his five punt

returns was a 91 -yard run which

tallied the first touchdown in the

Brandeis victory.

John Burgess is a rugged tackle

who started for the Redmen at

end during his freshman, sopho-

more and junior years.

When injuries depleted the

tackier ranks early this season,

John was shifted from his end

position and bolstered the line

immeasurably with his steady

play during the last part of the

season.

As far as YanCon season sta-

tistics are concerned, halfback

Bill Reynolds led UMass in in-

dividual rushing with an average

og 4.9 yards per carry.

Quarterback John McCormack
led the passing parade, complet-

ing 21 out of 51 tries, and mak-

ing three attempts good for t.d's.

Mac finished second in the Yan-

Con behind Sam Paul of UNH.
Harry Williford, in his four

YanCon games, caught 10 passe?

for 165 yards and finished third

in the region.

In total offense. McCormick
again finished second in the Con-

ference averaging 85 yards per

YanCon game. John Conway
finished fourth with a per game

mean of 53 yards.

Dick Hoss finished number five

in the YanCon punters category

with an average of 33.3 yards per

kick.

YANKEE CONFERENCE
TEAM STATISTICS

Total Offense
1. Connecticut N 328.7 yds./game
2. Maine 320.6 yds./game
3. UNH 302.6 yds./game
4. I Mass 268.6 yds./game
5. URI 255, C yds./game

UMass Band . .

.

(Co III I lit' ' < ' on page S)

of Music degree from Boston

University. Miss Phelps is now
teaching vornl music in Spring-

field High School. She has made
many radio, television, jazz, and

dance performances throughout

the country.

In the future, the conceit band

hopes to have more guest soloists

from off-campus appearing at the

campus concerts.

The musical program will in-

clude types of composers and se-

lections. Various arrangements of

negro sprituals, of the outstand-

ing tunes from "Gigi" and

"River Jordan", of KhaehatiiriflV?

"Waltz", and of several marches,

will be part of the evening's en-

tertainment.

Television To . .

.

(Continued from page 5)

teachers is great. At the sec-

ondary level, the greatest need is

for science, math, and foreign

i.lllii Uiltl tic tiei s.

Young Baron . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

whose family has a tradition of

military service dating back to

the Thirty Years' War in the 17th

century, holds land in Baden-

Baden and in Hesse-Cassel, in ad-

dition to confiscated holdings in

East Prussia (now a part of

Communist Poland).

Following his graduation from
the Emden Military Academy, the

baron plans a career in the newly

created West Germany Bundes-

wehr.

ROLLER

SKAIIHG

University of Massachusetts

graduates from the School of

Education have little difficulty in

obtaining a position. The Mas-
achusctts teaching certificate is

honored in about twenty states,

and practically every other state

will grant a provisional certi-

ficate. It is hoped that graduates

from the University of Massachu-
setts and Massachusetts State

Teachers Colleges will teach in

Massachusetts. The majority of

U-Mass. graduates do teach in

Massachusetts. Next in order of

choice is Connecticut and then
New York.

Land of Jazz . .

.

(Continued from page h)

tain opening was off a couple of

times, spotlights on the wrong
people, disc-jockey whose com-
ments were obviously unprepared
and failure to announce tunes)

and in general from an extreme
dearth of preparation. An inter-

esting side-light however, was the

presence of a former UMass stu-

dent (couldn't get his name) who
was collecting tickets at the door.

n • a tot of run.
The Ma«k la frea*.

Th* rink !» well

uptrvtaH far

clean • >

II

RAINBOW ROLLER RINK

Routo* 5 t 10

South De*rfUld

"Modern Progress has made
the world a neighborhood; God
has given us the task of mak-
ing it a brotherhood."—Rev.

Milton S. Carothers.

SELL ON COMMISSION, Unusual per

tonalixed Bracelet and Cuff Link. Ex-
i

cedent for Xmn, Rrom, Birthday gifts,
j

j

i High commission, No investment. "

i Send for free brochure Tarrimar, 707

Cornell Rd . Franklin Square, N.Y.
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Total Deieiu«-

Average Yardage Allowed Per Game
Maine
UNH
UConn
URI
1 Mass

229.6 yds.
271.6 yds.
292.7 yds.
307.6 yds.
331.6 yds.

Forward Paaainsr Offense

Completion Percentage
Connecticut '527

Maine -383

UNH -366

IMaae -348

UConn
Maine
URI
1 Ma-
UNH

Rushing Offense

Average Per Game

Punting Averages

URI
UConn
UNH
Maine
UMass

265 yds.
232 yds.
178 yds.
139 yds.
139 yds.

35.7 yds.
15.4 yds.

86.8 yds.

33.7 yds.
32.4 yds.

Gymnastics

Meet Dec. 5
i lit

team will hold its first meet of

the season versus Southern Con-

necticut on Saturday, Decemher

5 in the Cage of the Curry Hicks

building. Admission is free and all

students are invited to watch the

thrilling match.

Campus Beat . .

.

(Continued from page 5)

and the Physics Club at 7:30 to-

morrow night in the ever-popular

Council Chambers of SU. All are

welcome — Geology majors are

cordially invited — and refresh-

ments will be rved, says Jim

Graham.

It seems tha f more and more

people are becoming "suit-case

students". The Iniversity campus

must be gettine pretty crowded

or else the attractions here are

dwindling.

One last comment for the

Christian-sponsored Pacifism

Study Group . . . there will be a

meeting tomorrow at 7:00 in SU
based on the subject "Speak Truth

to Power". All iV.-rested persons

are invited to attend.

"One of the most alarming

aspects of modem juveniles is

that they believi money comes
from the gov. mi»nt."—Doug-

las Mead or.

AMHERST CINEMA
-STARTS THURSDAY-
Rock Hudson Doris Day

"Pillow Talk"
Cinemssc Color

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE
FROM AMHERST TO SPRINGFIELD and BOSTON

Via the Massachusetts Turnpike

—EFFECTIVE SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15th—
Lv. Amherst 8 55 12:55 4:55 7:40
Lv. Hadley 905 1 05 5:05 7:50
Lv. Northampton 9:15 1:15 5:15 8:00

-NO CHANGE IN OTHER SCHEDULES NOW OPERATED-

PETER PAN BUS LINES, INC.

UMass Hoopsters

Open Season vs.

Bates And Colby
The University of Massachu-

setts will lift the curtain on its

fiftieth basketball season this

weekend when it travels to Maine
for two contests.

On Friday evening the Redmen
will match hoops with Bates in

Lewiston and on Saturday Coach
Matt Zunic's squad will be in Wa-
ter ville to meet the Colby mules.

The Friday encounter with the

Bobcats will mark the debut of

Coach Zunic at the helm of the

Redmen quintet. The former
George Washington three sports

star compiled an outstanding rec-

ord at Boston University during

the past seven seasons as his

teams won 97 while losing 58.

With only two of last year's

lettermen. Captain Leo LeBlanc

and Doug Grutchfield, returning

this fall, there is a definite re-

building job on tap for Zunic. and

the early part of the campaign
could be rugged as four juniors

and five sophomores lack game
experience.

Phy=ically this year's squad is

quito a hit like last winter's

quintet which won eleven of twen-

ty-four games, with about the

same height and speed available.

Zunic has been working hard

with the squad and indicates that

his famous "Chinese Defense"

could play an important part in

the Redmen's future as the sea-

son unfolds.

The probable starting lineup

this weekend will find Grutch-

field, a 6'4 junior, and Al Naedele,

a 6'3 senior, at the forwards. 6'7

sophomore Charlie Fohlin will

center, and 5'11 LeBlanc will be

at guard along with 6 foot senior

Bob Eichorn.

Massachusetts^ first home
game is slated for a week from

today when Boston University ap-

pears ab Curry Hicks Cage to

haunt Zunic.

In its other home games the

Hodmen will meet UConn on De-

cember 15, Vermont on the

eighteenth, Brandeis on January
!>, and Rhode Island on February

I. On the eighth of that month
they host Northeastern, and New
Hampshire invades on the twen-

ty-seventh.

To finish up the season, Maine
will come visiting for a double en-

counter on March I and 5.

Lost & Found
Lost: Black bound assignment

notebook, dated; account book

58025 inside note book. If found,

please return to Philip Jtfhn, 217

Chadbourne.

Lost: Taken by mistake one

tan trench coat from Hatch totem,

I have yours. Contact Don Jordan,

306 Middlesex.

Lost: Gold-plated tie clasp with

initials RM somewhere between
Wheeler and Chadbourne. I would
appreciate its return if found.

Russ Mac Nayr, 422 Chadbourne.

Lost: A pair of white wool

gloves with trimming, probably

left in old chapel, Wednesday,
November 18. My hands are

freezing! Please return to Chris

Malin, Knowlton House, Al 3-

9153.

Lost: Identification bracelet

with name Marv engraved on it.

Left in Men's Physical Education

Building, Monday, Nov. 16. Please

return to Marv Noller, 324 Van
Meter, Al 3-9162.

Found: One very young infant

homo sapiens. Loser may claim

name by identification. Contact
PMD.

INTRAMURAL
NOTICE

All dormitory basketball team

rosters Sfe due on or before 5:00

today. All Independent league

rosters are due on or before Fri-

day, December 4. The rosters

should be given to the Director of

Intramurals in the Physical Edu-
cation Building.

* WANTED *
Color Pictures of Campus Scones

for 1960 INDEX.

Contact Hugh Calkin

CAMPUS FLORIST
FLOWERS FOR

MILITARY BALL

403 BROOKS

Marlboro

Mystery Man
Invades

Campus
From now until Christmas

vacation the Marlboro Mys-

tery Man will be around the

campus with a pocket full of

silver dollars. He will give

a silver dollar to anyone seen

with a pack of Marlboro.

LOUIS'

FOODS

76 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMI! KURT

This Summer . . •

Round-trip flight to Europe

$250.00
LIMITED TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY OF
UNIV. OF MASS.

Call ALpine 3-5157 for information.

PARTLY CLOUDY, MILD
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PRESIDENT J. PAUL MATHER

Arts Curriculum Needs
Improvement, Says Cahill

by BARBARA KATZIFF '61

Part II

Dean Cahill is at present con-

cerned with improving the fine

arts curriculum. While the de-

partments of Art and Music are

becoming more rounded, very lit-

tle is being done in the way of

the drama, for the University

maintains no Dramatic Arts de-

partment. (There are a few
courses offered within other de-

partments, but they are not

enough.)

In the field of interdepartment-

al cooperation, Dean Cahill is

anxiously awaiting the results of

this year's experimental biology

course. If successful, he would
like to see more such courses of-

fered.

The new astronomy course is

also being watched carefully as

an example of four-college co-

operation. When asked about the
future of such programs, Dean
Cahill replied, "Since we're grow-
ing so rapidly, we have much to

offer them [the other colleges]

in the way of botany, chemistry
and physics." He said also that
much is dependent upon their re-

sources. Our rapid growth, how-
ever, is fast becoming a draw-
back to the whole concept of co
operation, for we are expanding
and will be able to take care of
all

#
our own needs within the

next decade or so. The other col-

leges are planning no major ex-
pansion, thus putting an uneven
balance to the program.

For the more distant future, he
forecasts a full but small Classics
department by 1966.

Beyond these Dean Cahill de-
clined to make any further com-
ments.

The Dean is also the author of
numerous publications in political

science. He has had five articles

published in American legal jour-

nals and one in the BueleneU Re-
view. Cahill has also published

two books, Judicial Legislation

(1952), and recently, in collabora-

tion with R. J. Steamer, The Con-

stitution, Cases and Comment.
His ambition is not wavering in

this field, for he is now doing re-

search for still another book.

Dean Cahill is a member of

several professional societies. Be-

sides being a Phi Beta Kappa, he

(Continued on page 5)

Mather
Under

by JACK KNIGHT '60

In March of 1939, President

Mather published the Wrongest of

his many attacks n the Frater-

nity system. At that time, Mather
stated, "By their >wn activities

and history of op ation, the fra-

ternities are the ir own worst

enemy in terms of progress."

Reaction to Mather's charges
was great and there was con-

siderable friction between Greeks

Stimulates Greeks
Reorganization Plans

and the administration.

Realizing that they could not
expect to receive any help from
the administration, fraternity

men decided to take the respon-
sibility of reform by themselves.

IFC REFORMED
As a matter of fact, internal

reform was already under way.
In December of 1958, the I.FjC.

made preliminary plans for a re-

organization of the Council.

Indonesian Politics

Of Lecture For IR
Topic
Club

by PAT WARD '61

The International Relations

Club heard a talk hy Mr. Edward
Sinaga for its fourrh program of

the year on Tuesday evening.

Mr, Sinaga, a member of the

Bureau of Information of the

Indonesian Embassy, spoke on
the political development of his

country. He was educated in

Indonesia and at George Wash-
ington University, where he re-

ceived a Master's Degree in Poli-

tical Science. Mr. Sinaga has

been active in student movements,
both in Indonesia and in the U.S.

He was in Amherst on a college

speaking tour ^hat also included

Dartmouth, Amherst, and Mount
Holyoke colleges.

Tn his talk, Mr. Sinaga traced

the history of his country, from
its early days as an empire,

through Dutch colonialism and
the Japanese invasion of World
War II, up to its present status

as a republic.

He mentioned the factors

against unity in Indonesia, which

include adverse religious and eth-

nic groups, as well as the physical

scattering of the islands which
comprise the country, and stretch

for 3000 miles.

Mr, Sinaga explained the gov-
ernmental structure of Indonesia,

and discussed the first general

(Continued on page S)

In the new set-up, each house
was required to delegate three
men for membership in the new
organization which iwas to be
separated into two groups, the
Fraternity Presidents' Assembly
and the Council of Committees.

The new Constitution was
adopted in April of 1959 and
provides for a three branched
organization. This consists of a
legislative body made up of all

the Fraternity Presidents and the
Executive Committee, and an ad-
ministrative body, the working
group, which consists of the
Council of Committees directed by
the Administrative Vice-Pres.

INVESTIGATE MATHER'S
STATEMENTS

The third part of the new or-

ganization is the judicial body
which handles all cases involving
fraternities. The group is made
up of six house Presidents and the
Executive Vice-Pres. who acts as

(Continued on page 5)

65 In Flowers Grow Wild;
Tickets On Sale Next Week

Senate Requires A New
UM Magazine Distribution

Tickets for the Campus Varie-

ties production which is built

around a G?*eenwich Village set-

ting will be on sale next week at

the S.U. ticket window.
The cast is comprised of stu-

dents from all four undergrad-
uate classes. The following make
up the cast:

Emmanuel. .Andrew Defrancesco
Ivy Nancy Friedenberg
Violet Virginia Boire
Rose .... Beverley Saint Marie
Kieto John Poignand
Clyde Allen Rosen
Momma Karen Canfield
Mrs. Hall Natalie Smith
Mr. Hall Pete Temple
Vtn, Lilly Sandy Segel

Tony SkalziTony
Missus O'Rielly . . Pat O'Connell
Gibrian . . Jack Sweeney
Girl Barbara Mahoney
Judges Edward Bradley

Eliot Sohmer
Artists Don Moriarty

Tom Campbell
BABY BEATNIKS—
Pat Blair, Ralph Ditano, Nancy

Eisen, Carolyn Baker, Connie
Ferrara, Carole Grossman, Carol
Jones, Judy Lawson, Larry Ru-
hin, Joan Zisk.

DANCERS
Dave Amundson, Joan Bom-

stein, Sandy Brodsky, Thea
Brown, Nancy Eisen, Barbara

(Continued on page 5)

by DAVE MANLEY '63

A plan for a more efficient dis-

tribution of the Yahoo and the

Literary Magazine of the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts to the

residents of dormitories and com-
muters was passed Wednesday
night by the Student Senate.

During the course of the meet-
ing, the Senate also passed a mo-
tion for the appropriation of

$45.91 to be paid to those wom-
en's dormitories who have held

Freshman- Faculty Teas.

However, the Senate voted
against a motion to reconsider a
previously defeated appropriation
of $260 which, had it been
granted, would have financed fu-

ture Freshman-Faculty Teas.
The Senate also appropriated a

total of $548.11 to the Collegian,
for repairs to equipment and the
purchase of new supplies. An ap-
propriation of $1,500 for the In-

ternational Weekend Committee
was also approved by the Senate.

In setting forth the policy for
distributing the Yahoo and the
Literary Magazine, Senator
Andy D'Avanso '63 (Adami),
stressed the importance of eytry
student receiving one issue of
each publication. The detailed mo-
tion called for cooperation among
the personnel of the two publics-

(Continued on page 5)

These ril students have the leads in the Campus Varieties production FLOWERS GROW WILD.
Back row; Alsn Rosen, Andrew Defrancesco, snd John Poignand. Front row: Virginia Boire, Beverley
Ssint-Marie, snd Nsncy Friedenberg.
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Plan Ahe
a
d

Some sort of policy seoms to be going in-

to effect here on campus.

Why is there so much fore-thought and

planning in the provision of many important

and indispensable items throughout the Uni-

versity campus? Will the Dining Commons
go without paper napkins longer than many
students went without notebooks because

they weren't available at the campus store?

We wish to congratulate those responsible

for their fine work!

Evergreen
Down in the Lobby of the Student Union

several men have ably elected a magnifi-

cent tree to this Winter Holiday Season. Yet,

before we become embroiled in a debate on

the secular nature of this adornment, let us

propose that this festive decoration be dedi-

cated to all faiths.

We should be reminded that this is the

time of Ramadan for the Moslems, Chan-
kukah for the Hebrew, and Christmas for the

Christians.

It is truly a season of the year when the

origins of faith should be examined and re-

kindled. Let this tree be a symbol of the light

and truth of human faith.

Counting sheep jumping over a fence is not a

good way to get to sleep, says a psychologist. The
sheep may get tired, but the counter merely gets

bored.

Khrushchev proposes to end parking problems

by making cars available to people when needed. But
imagine the jam of people reporting their needs.
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Recognized Students

O r else!

by JAMES D. LEONARD '60

Now that mid-semester marks have found their

way homeward, members of the Centennial Class

are trying to dream up reasons for their academic

problems. For the upperclassman, nothing is so con-

venient as over participation in the extra-curricular.

Whereas saying you study all the time is admitting

a certain stupidity, and not studying a lack of in-

dustry, putting twenty or more hours a week in

R.S.O. groups is thought of merely as unwise ap-

plication of one's abilities.

It may be of help to the freshman to have at his

disposal a brief summary of the extra-curricular

activities available. We will first consider our dis-

tinguished honor societies.

First and foremost is Adelphia. In past years,

Adelphians used to run around lighting bonfires and

putting on vaudeville shows. Last year they began

an investigation into what other people were doing.

Perhaps not enough people were going to bonfires

and vaudeville shows.

Mortar Board is the feminine counterpart to

Adelphia. The members are largely concerned with

the finer things in life, such as art and couth. They
run a fine arts weekend attended by themselves and

the people they hire to perform.

Then come the Maroon Key and the Scrolls. They
wear hats which always seem to be too small. Very

little is seen of them, except in the Spring, when
they remove from Fraternity Row to perpetuate

themselves in their own images.

A similar group of Cheerful Charlies are the

Revellers. This group is a hold-over from the banjo-

uke era of College life. Unfortunately, none of them
knows how to play the uke.

If one is inclined to government and politics,

there is always the Student Senate. The Student

Senate is the meeting place for the great minds on

campus; or at least for the Senators.

In the field of communication, we have the Col-

legian, an organization devoted to the faithful and

accurate coverage of every thing it does. WMUA is

the student radio station. On a clear day, if the

studio door is open, you can hear the banal groan-

ings of Tin Pan Alley. Other spasmodic periodicals

are The Quarterly, which publishes some barely

coherent typing; and Ya-Hoo, which is dedicated to

nothing.

Last but not least, this campus meagerly supports

the Redmen Marching Band arid the Precisionettes.

The Band sounds like a group of Russian peasants

about to embark on another Fiv.- Year Plan. The
Precisionettes look like a hold-over from the Hitler

Youth. Lately, they have been engaging in politics.

The Student Senate had better be wary. They have
a leader who looks good in a uniform.

LETTERS
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In a very minor key

Who says we don't have a cosmopolitan campus?
hi I sit here on the SU balcony and survey the

world below, I see plenty of unprovincial sights.

Looking to my left, I can see SomeotMl looking at a
poster advertising a concert by V-hudi Menuhin to

he here next week. Looking atl ight down, I see

many people—student people—stopping to study a
sculpture exhibition. Straight, acroaa from me, just

below eye level, is a ferocious looking foreigner: the
Hokkaido Bear, inner guard of tha SU doors. The
outer defense is provided by a Sherman tank parked
in front of the building, and Ignored by passers-by.
Sitting just behind it, like a mouse about to spring
on an elephant, is a shiny little Volkswagen.

A sign on a post in a hole in the ground in the

front of the building advertises a talk by a member
of the Indonesian embassy; another larger, more
elegant sign tells us about an original musical come-
dy that premieres here next Week. The last little

sign, decorated with a missile, n.ivises us that the

first formal affair of our social season is here. Wet
our campus may not be, but worldly it certainly is.

Epitaph

Here he lios moulding,

His dying was hard

—

They shot him for folding

An IBM card.

—Leslie MHlichamp
From Saturday Review

Might as well take down that "Think" motto from
the office wall. A college psychology research group
reports that the longer persons study Important
problems, the more likely they are to make wrong
decisions.

From the State Budget Commissioner
To the Editor:

I wish to comment on your excellent editorial "Effects of Budget

Delay" contained in the November 13th edition of the Massachusetts

Collegian? The long delay between the submission of the budget and

its approval by the Legislature is a matter of concern to Governor
Furcolo and to all members of this administration.

Governor Furcolo stated in his budget message:

"I wish to call your attention to a special administrative

problem of our institutions of higher learning which must
be resolved through advanced budgetary planning and provi-

sion, namely that of enabling our educational institutions to

have authorization to hire or retain teaching and administra-

tive personnel sufficiently in advance of the academic year so

that they may adequately compete in the recruitment and
retention of personnel. Our present procedures are inade-

quate for this purpose."

This is an imperative if public higher education is to move ahead,

and I am confident that the objective of advance authorization re-

ferred to by the Governor will be obtained in the forth-coming legis-

lative session. *

Kermit C. Morrissey

Budget Commissioner

Kiddy Kampus
To the downtrodden students of UMass.:

A number of weeks ago, the Collegian carried an article entitled

"Umie High School." It was supposedly an expose of the Administra-

tion's overly watchful, overly protective attitude towards the general

student body. Since that time, there have been numerous supplemen-
tary articles and letters proclaiming the maturity and far-reaching

mental capabilities of the "People of the University of Massachusetts"
the "men and women of tomorrow," et cetera, ad nauseam.

How can the Administration conscientiously entrust these people
—the people who find joy in smearing statues with red paint, in re-

filling dining-hall sugar containers with salt, in losing themselves in

the dark reaches of the "coolest place on earth," the Hatch, in cling-

ing to their narrow, juvenile ways of thinking—or, rather, not think-
ing—how can any adult in his right mind entrust these young kids

—

brats—juveniles—with anything of their own?
Sure, some of the Administration's rulings are petty, but before

you start complaining about your loss of rights, ask yourself, "Do
I deserve any?" Think about that. I mean really think. Who knows?
. . . you may find yourself growing up.

Jay Rubin, '63

"A* Sense of Toleration "

To the Editor:

In my opinon one of the chief signs of an educated person is a
sense of tolerance for the ideas of others. In his article entitled "Is
Rock and Roll Music" in last Wednesday's Collegian, J. A. M. broke
one very definite rule in regard to good writing which makes it dif-

ficult even for those who believe as he does to agree with him.
In the first place he resorted to name calling which bordered very

closely on slander (for if one specific name had been mentioned it

would have been slander). He made reference to the intellectual capa-
city of a student who enjoys this kind of "music". He never clearly

stated his main argument or his real grievance. He classed popular
music in one general category, overlooking completely the great diver-

sification in this field which is becoming more marked every day. Mr.
J. A. M. is eei tainly in no position to decry the lack of educational
values, tact, tolerance and other higher intellectual capacities of the
student body, whether they enjoy rock and roll or not. Until this

bigot learns to intelligently present his views with deference to the
beliefs and feelings of other people, he had best stay away from his
typewriter. (Name withheld by request.)

Equal Representation
To the Editor:

We would like to call a small item to the attention of the persons
in charge of the recent Campus Chest drive. The boys living in the
Stockbridge dormitories were approached and asked to donate to the
drive, as were the boys living elsewhere on campus. However, the
names of these dormitories were not included on the graphs in front
of the Union showing the donations. When the treasurer stopped by
to ask my husband for his donation he mentioned that he had about
75% of the boys who live here who. had already donated—which is a
better average than some of the University dorms. It is a small point
admittedly, but some of the boys said they would not donate simply
because of this oversight. The Stockbridge dorms may be on the far
side of campus but they still like to be recognized when the time
comes.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Ralph G. Somers, Jr.

Concerning Fire Drills
To the Editor:

Such a revision (in the rules concerning fire drills and fire pro-
cedure) was made and has the approval of the office of the Dean of
Women. A satisfactory fire drill was conducted in all of the women's
dorms at the start of this semester and no others will be held during
the year. This means that if an alarm does sound it is to warn the
residents of the danger of a Are within the area. Upon hearing the
alarm the resident should seek the quickest and closest exit from
where she is at the moment. Unless you are in your room at the time
it would be safer to leave the building at once and not stop off for
the items listed in the Rmdbotk (p. 39.) If you are in your room take
the few seconds to pull up the shades, close the windows, turn on the
light and unlock the door. Act immediately and do not waste time.

University Fire Dent.

Paul Rosenberg

Mount Holyoke Presents
The Skin of Our Teeth
The Mount Holyoke Dramatic

Club presents Thornton Wilder's

Skin of Our Teeth on December
4 and 5 at 8:15 p.m. in Chapin

Auditorium at Mt. Holyoke.

The play takes place over a

period of thousands of years,

has no real beginning and ends

where it begins. The author

chose to write about indestruct-

ible mankind and called him "Mr.
Antrobus". He placed him in

New Jersey suburbia and gave

him a wife, two children, and a

sexy maid.

Mr. Antrobus's acquaintances

include Aristotle and Homer. He
claims the wheel and part of

the alphabet among his inven-

tions, and a baby dinosaur and a
mammouth are his choice of

household pets. The suburban
family survives a glacial period,

an Atlantic City convention, and
a great war, all in three acts of

amusing dialogue and action.

The Mt, Holyoke Dramatic
Club chose Jim Cavanaugh, a
director with fourteen years of

experience in New York, to

direct the forthcoming produc-

tion. His current professional

play is The Women, by Claire

Booth Luce, soon to open off-

Broadway.

Reserved seats are $1.20, gen-

eral admission 90 cents.

Erroll Garner

Coming To Spfld.

Erroll Garner, celebrated jazz

pianist, will appear in Concert

on Friday, Dec. 4 at the Spring-

field Municipal Auditorium.

Garner appeal to young and

old, jazz lover and classicist.

Proof of Garner- appeal to the

college student and teen ager

was offered agair this week by a

poll conducted by Kugene Gilbert,

Associated Press feature writer.

Frosh Rushing Convo

There will be a rushing con-

vocation for frt shman men on

December 10.

All filter cigarettes are divided

into two parts, and...
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aWeni, Widi, Winston!" Thus did Caesar
(a notoriously poor speller) hail the discovery

of Filter-Blend— light, mild tobaccos specially

selected and specially processed for filter smoking.

He knew that a pure white filter

alone is not enough. To be a com-
plete filter cigarette, it must have
Filter-Blend up front. And only
Winston's got it!

That's why Caesar would never
accept another brand even when it

was offered gratis. In fact, history

tells us he'd glower at the

«

pack and sneer, "Ft tu,

Tn a stirring perorati

o

legions, Caesar put it H
"For the Numer.il 1

rette— for the best-tasti

cigarette— for the nobi.

cigarette of all—smoke W

xtended
Brute t"
m to his

I
is way:
r ciga-

ng filter

st filter

nston!"

"Winston tastes good like a cigarette should!"

PC to bachelors. If you're lucky enough to find a gal who'll* keeD vou in Winstons. Caesar!
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The Campus Beat
by JERRY GALLAGHER 62

It's time for my yearly book review so here goes exactly nothing.

The West Going Heart, by Edmar Buggies. The story of a young
student, who in a fit of rage, kills his floor counselor after being giv-

en coke duty. He flees to his home in Pittsfield only to be killed by

Indiana.

A Man Called Jean, by Mrs. Grace Medalion. An exciting tale of

sev and lust in a small Central Massachusetts town. Climax is

reached when Jean decides to give up his sordid life and join the For-

eign Legion. His application is refused and he sinks lower into the

dregs.

The Diary of Ann Frankfurter, by Weldon Hotdog. Set in 18th

Century Hamburg, the plot is a little stale. It ends on a happy note

when the heroine dies of ptomaine poisoning after eating a pizza.

Hawaii, by James Mickner. All eight million pages provide inter-

esting reading. Recommended only for ,the stout of mind, (and back)

It traces the islands progress as seen by various starfish. Concludes

when Hawaiians decide to annex the United States as a territory.

There will be a "Trim a Limb Party" in the lobby of the S.U. to-

night, beginning at 7:00 P.M. Free refreshments.

The student Food Technology Club will hold its next meeting on

December 9, 1959 at 7:30 P.M. in Room 2, Chenoweth Lab. The speak-

er will be Mr. Frank McDermo.tt, sales representative of the Kelco

Company. The subject will be "Utilization of Marine Products". All

interested persons are invited.

The Student Bridge Club will meet tomorrow afternoon at

2:00 P.M. in the Worcester Room of the S.U. All bridge burners are

welcome.

There will be an open house this Sunday afternoon at 5:00 P.M.

in Dwight House. All those who have never seen the inside of a girl's

dorm are invited to attend.

Don't forget the Winter Concert by the Concert Band tonight

starting at 8:00 P.M. in Bowker Auditorium.

With The Sororities
by PAT O'C

It seems as though some of the

houses on campus have been dis-

satisfied with their eating ar-

rangements — SO — "there'll be

some changes made." SDT has

begun construction on a dining

room addition to their house

which is coming along very well

and should be completed soon.

Gamma Chi started eating at the

Mt. Pleasant Inn on Monday,

Nov. 30. The Gamma Chfl

would like to thank Mrs. Ogirwal,

Mrs. Bossart. Miss Merriam, and

Mrs. Davenport who made this

step possible.

Happy birthday to the sisters

of Phi Delta Nu in their nirtth

year as Alpha chapter. The Phi

Delt's have been very busy lately

—on Wednesday they entertained

Mr. and Mrs. Barron of the Eng-

lish Department and on Monday

last the pledges treated the sis-

ters to, what proved to be, a hil-

arious Mad Hatter party.

It seems there are many con-

tests going on around campus

and due attention must be paid to

all. First, congratulations to the

winners of Kappa's "turkey con-

test". Mrs. Nelson got a big blue

ribbon for first prize, Judi Ber-

bert placed second and Penny

-Bathing-Beauty" Martin won

thin! prize. (Better luck next

time the rest of you turkeys!)

We should like also to congratu-

late Kappa's newly elected assist-

ant treasurer, Betty Lukow.

Still another contest is raging

"Weaselle" Hallenbrook finally

got knocked out of the winners

circle in the AGB contest; how-

ever, the Chi O's don't seem to be

ready to announce the new win-

ner. One other question of the

ON NELL '61

Chi O's—How was your trip back

from the Army-Navy game
Kana? Judy?

Congratulations to Sue Whit-

ney ('60), PDN, who won ,the an-

nual Alumnae Pan-hellenic Schol-

arship award.

On the Saturday hefore vaca-

tion, the pledges of Pi Phi gave

a very successful pizza supper

for all sorority pledges. Ft was a

great party with many people,

much pizza, and riotous enter-

tainment. This seemed to be a

wonderful step toward better and

closer inter-sorority relations.

Good work, kids!

Congratulations to Gamma Chi

Alpha for winning first place in

the Inter-Sorority swim meet

!

The Gamma Chi-Sig Ep splash

party on Nov. 21 was a big suc-

cess. (Some very unusual dives

were exhibited by "Gillie" Gil-

bert, "Tubby" Thompson, and

"Tank" Temple. The bathing

suits were really something to

se€—anything went, believe us!)

The "Beach Party" at Sig Ep

afterwards, complete with hot

dogs, blankets, and entertainment

by Dick Marquis, made for a

wonderful time. In addition,

Gamma Chi will have a Chil-

dren's Christmas party with

Lambda Chi on Sunday. Dec 13.

Last, but by all means not least

—The "love-lorn". Best wishes

are in order for: Beth Krauss

and Mary O'ColUHMf, (Chi Omega)
who returned from Thanksgiving

vacation with DIAMONDS; to

Jan O'Brion (PDN) who was re-

cently married to Ed White

(AEP) and to Joyce White, re-

cently pinned to Ed Chalmers

(ACA).

Indonesian Politics . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

elections held there, in 1966.

In mentioning the tremendous

forward -strides being taken in

his country, Mr. Sinaga pointed

out that literary had jumped

from 8*4 in 1912 to S0$ in 1957.

Where formerly there was one

University, there are now about

sixty college! and universities, as

well as numerous vocational

schools. Compulsory education is

being put into effect all over In-

donesia.

When asked about the political

controls established after the

1958 rebellion of a group of army

officers, Mr. Sinaga explained

that they have been, to a large

extent, relaxed. The Communist
party, one of the four major par-

ties in Indonesia, was permitted

*o hold its Sixth National Con-

gress, hut delegate! from Poland,

Czechoslovakia, ami Cuba were

barred from attending.

The lively question period at

the god of Mr. Sinaga 's talk in-

dicated the audience's interest in

his topic.

The IR Club's next program
will be held December 115th, when
Mr. Varley, of the English Dept.,

who has just returned from a
year in Japan, will speak.
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The Student Union Gives Wide
VarietyOfServicesTo Students

by LINDA FRISSELL '61

A campus without the Student

Union, ridiculous! Yet the class

of 1960 remembers when there

was only the crowded C Store in

which to congregate between

classes.

The Student Union, only a

little over two years old, tends to

be taken for granted by the ma-

jority of the student body. Many
do not know how it is financed

or are unaware of the many serv-

ices it offers.

The Alumni Building Corpora-

tion is the organization which

was responsible for the construc-

tion of the Union. This group

was formed nineteen years ago

for the construction of dorms.

Thus far they have nineteen

dorms and the Student Union ,to

their credit.

Construction of the two mil-

lion dollar Union was begun in

the spring of 1955 and was com-

pleted February 1, 1957. This

building is financed by a bond is-

sue by the students over a twen-

ty-seven year period. Besides the

bond issue the Union has operat-

ing expenses which must be mejt.

These are paid for by the rev-

enue it takes in plus the extra

student fees after the bond issue

is paid.

Revenue comes from the vari-

ous areas of the building. There

is only one concession, the barber

shop, and this pays rent to the

general operating fund. There

are two areas which operate on

a separate account and have a

separate set of books. These are

the University Store and the food

service. The general fund goes to

such expenses as maintenance,

which is about thirty-six thou-

sand dollars a year.

The Student Union has been

8a id to be the center of all cam-

pus activities. When asked what

the Student Union does, Mr.

Scott, Director of the Union, said

that it provides for the needs of

the student body. Some of the

areas which serve these needs

are the food service, book store,

games area, and lounge. It pro-

vides formal and informal activ-

ities for every member on cam-

pus.

Most students are aware of the

Union's obvious services, but

some others are less apparent.

One latent but important service

of the Student Union is the

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE
FROM AMHERST TO SPRINGFIELD and BOSTON

Via the Massachusetts Turnpike

—EFFECTIVE SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15th—
Lv. Amherst 8:55 12:55 4:55 7:40
Lv. Hadley 9:05 1:05 5:05 7:50
Lv. Northampton 9:15 1:15 5:15 8:00

-NO CHANGE IN OTHER SCHEDULES NOW OPERATEO-

PETER PAN BUS LINES, INC.

training for the many students

who run the various programs

and who also serve on the Board

of Governors. These programs

are designed to meet the inter-

ests and desires of as many peo-

ple as possible. Some of the ac-

tivities held are movies, dances,

lectures, coffee hours, movie

hours, art exhibits, tournaments,

and special events.

When we walk in the main

door one of the first things we
see is the lobby counter. If we
think that it is put there for the

main purpose of selling candy,

cigarettes, and papers, we are

wrong. The sales are to pay for

the help that operate the other

services we can obtain from the

counter. Here is the center for

all lost and found items on cam-

pus, where checks are cashed,

pickets are sold, records are

loaned, and information is given.

The public address system is al-

so run from the lobby counter.

The Student Union also houses

the conference office. Besides con-

ferences this area also handles

scheduling and the calendar. This
includes the scheduling of all

non-academic events regardless

of where they are to be held. The
profits are used to pay for the

conferences and for the clerical

help in ,the office. .

While the use of the Colleyiun,

Chaplain's, and Index offices is

obvious, what is meant by the

Campus Room? This is available

Dean Cahill Presents Debate

On Supreme Court Powers
by PAT WARD '61

Speaking before an open meet-

ing of the Debating Society, on

Monday evening November 23rd,

Dean Fred V. Cahill of the Col-

lege of Arts and Sciences pre-

sented both affirmative and nega-

tive cases for the national de-

bate topic, "Resolved, that Con-
gress shou'd hpve the power to

reverse decisions of the Supreme
Court."

Dean CahiH's case fori the

affirmative was based on the

decision in the celebrated Mar-
bury vs. Madison case, in which
the Court's functions were de-

fined as applicatory, leaving the

powers to make public policy

and decisions to the legislature.

He went on to say, "The actions

of the Supreme Court since the

Civil War have departed that

limited area where they may be
assumed to have finality." Since

the Constitution is the instru-

ment of the people, and Congress
is the only popularly elected

governmental organ we have, it

is up to this body to return the

Constitution to the people.

• CALVIN •
—NORTHAMPTON-

SUN.-TUES. - DEC. 6-8
Year'* Best Foreign Film — N.Y. Times

JULES DASS INS

"He Who Must Die"
at 1:40 - 4:00 - 6:15 - 8:30

for anyone who wishes to do some
typing, dittoing, or studying.

The Hatch is not the only area
in the Union that serves food. A
catering service, run by Mrs.
Harris, is used by numerous
groups on campus. The seivice

caters to anyone wishing jto sen-
sor coffee breaks, receptions,

luncheons, dinners, and buffets.

These are only a few o'f the
services which the S.U. has to

offer. Whether a person is at-

tending a dance, lecture, or

Apple-Polish hour, his destina-

tion will most likely be the Stu-

dent Union -the social center of
life a.t UMaw.

Dean Cahill cited several

Court cases to illustrate his

argument, and mentioned while

concluding his case for the affir-

mative that the Marbury vs.

Madison decision is itself not

justified.

Proceeding to the negative

argument after answering ques-

tions from the floor', Dean Cahill

began his case by attacking the

former proposition as being old,

unpopular, and vague, thereby

violating the principles of the

separation of powers and feder-

alism. Building from this, he

pointed out the danger of giving

so much power to Congress,

mentioning its organizational

problems, a* well as its poor

historical record. In conclusion,

Dean Cahill said that there was
little proof that any of the Court's

actions had in the long run, been

harmful and that the decisions

had the support of top legal

consultants at the time they

were passed.

An informal questions and

answer period followed Dean Ca-

hiH's address, and refreshments

were served.

English Dept.

Holds Coffee Hours

The UMass English Depart
ment will hold its second series

of "Meet the Author" coffee

hours 4 p.m. each day from
December 7 to 11 in the Colonial

Lounge. Author's of current

books of special interest will tell

how they came to write them
and will discuss selected pass-

ages.

The public is invited and re-

freshmnntc xv \\\ De served.

THERE'S AN IMPORTANT FUTURE AHEAD FOR THE MEN
WHO WEAR THESE WINGS

.-

The Air Force pilot or navigator is a man of many talents. He is, first of all,

a master of the skies—and no finer exists. In addition, he has a firm back-

ground in astro-navigation, electronics, engineering and allied fields. Then,

too, he must show outstanding qualities of leadership, initiative and self-

reliance. In short, he is a man eminently prepared for an important future

in the new Age of Space. Find out today if you can qualify as an Air Force
pilot or navigator. Paste the attached coupon on a postal card and mall it now.

GRADUATE THEN FLY
U.S. AIR FORCE AVIATION CADET PROGRAM

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
Aviation Cadet Information, Dapt. A-S
Box 7S08, Wanhington 4, D. C.

IMcaaa wnd ma daUih on my opportunities an an Aviation Cadet In the U.S. Air
Forca. I am a U.S. citiEen, between the aires of 19 and 26tt and a reiidant of the
U.S. or poaseaiiiona. I am intaraatad in D Pilot Navigator training.
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At The State House

3134 Matters Submitted

At Legislature Deadline
•WAYS TO CARRY ON the state government in the event of

enemy attack are called for under legislation and rules changes filed

with the House Clerk.

Under a proposal sponsored by Rep. John J. Moakley of Boston,

Democratic whip, the Legislature, in such an event, would reconvene to

the emergency government center at Framingham state teachers'

college.

When the deadline for filing legislation was reached at 5 p.m.

Wednesday 2659 matters had been filed with the House Clerk and

475 with the Senate Clerk. This is 191 matters more than confronted

the Legislature that just prorogued. Last year at this time, 2471 mat-

ters had been filed with the House Clerk and 472 with the Senate

Clerk.

These are some of a total of 3134 matters which will confront the

Legislature when it convenes January 6.

A bill that calls for extension of the death penalty to crimes

(.her than murder has been filed by Rep. John J. Toomey (D-Cam-

bridge), Rep. Theodore J. Vaitses (R-Melrose) and Rep. Gerald F.

Lombard (D-Fitchburg).

It calls for the death penalty, unless the jury recommends it be

not imposed, for the following crimes:

1. Ravishing and carnally abusing a female child under 14 by

force and against her will.

2. Kidnapping with the intent to extort money or other valuable

things.

3. Giving narcotic drugs to a minor.

The bill provides that if a jury decides against the death penalty,

the penalty shall be life imprisonment.

A bill to abolish capital punishment was filed by Rep. Vinson A.

Blanchard (R-Abingto*i) and John C. Bond of Norwell.

Sam*. Conn,*

Strrot

at*— ruts.

•ONE BILL HAS BEEN FILED by Attorney General Edward J.

McCormack Jr.

Filed together with the Mas<?arhusetts Chiefs of Police Asso-

ciation, it provides that driver's licenses issued to persons under 21

years of age be a different color than the regular licenses. Aim is to

curb teen-age drinking by providing an identification which will be

clearly understood by those who dispense liquor, such as bartenders

and package store clerks.

The second bill would give a person charged with a felony the

right to make a telephone call within one hour of being arrested. This

right is now granted to persons charged with misdemeanors. The

telephone call would be permitted so the person could call his family

or friends, could hire a lawyer, or could make arrangements for be-

ing released on bail.

*A SPECIAL COMMISSION would investigate the law of libel

as applied to radio and television broadcasts under a resolve filed by

Rep. Edmond J. Donlan (D-Boston).

•frSTATE ELECTION DAY would be a legal holiday under a bill

filed by Rep. James A. Kelly (D-Boston).

^PERSONS UNDER 18 could not operate motor vehicles from 8

p.m. to 7 a.m. under a bill filed by Rep. Edmund R. St. John (R-North

Adams).

*THE MASSACHUSETTS STATE EMPLOYEES Association

sponsored a bill to permit atate employees to exercise an option to

increase their group insurance, now .$2000 for death, up to $9000 ad-

ditional depending on the employees salary. The employees would pan-

tile entire extra premium required, according to the bill.

ESTATE INSURANCE Commissioner Otis M. Whitney spon-

sored a bill under whi< h the limits for damages involving state em-

ployes driving state vehicles on duty would he increased from $10,000

to $20,000 for personal injury or death, and from $5,000 to $10,000 for

property damage,

*G. F. DANIELS of 18 Tremont Street, Boston, sponsored a bill

which would establish an $8 maximum road towing charge on the

Massachusetts Turnpike.

*MOTOR VEIIK !Lfl REGISTRATION FEE for foreign cars

would he $25 under a hill filed by Rep. Lawrence P. Smith (D-Law-

rence).

Members of the Governor's Council would be paid $5000 annually

under a hill filed by Rep. Charles Tannello (D-Boston).

* EVERY MASSACHUSETTS RESIDENT over 14 months old

would have to carry an identification card showing his name, address

and blood type under a bill filed for Louis J. Serino of Boston.

• I Mi: STATE RACING COMMISSION could license off-track

booking establishments under a bill filed by Rep. Norman S. Wein-

berg (D-Boston), #

*THE MASSACHUSETTS STATE OFFICE BUILDING Associa-

tion, created to erect a state office building, would consist of the pub-

lic -works commissioner, the insurance commissioner, the state super-

intendent of buildings, the commissioner of labor and industries, the

state treasurer, the chairman of the Massachusetts Turnpike Au-

thority and the attorney-general under a trill filed by Reps. James

DeNormandie (R-Lincoln) and Richard T. Dolan (D-Westfield). The

measure calls for an annual audit by the State Auditor.

Senate Requires . .

.

(Continued from jwge 1)

tions, Heads of R ddence, Coun-

sellors, and resi'! * mstodians to

make effcient d 'rihution pos-

sible.

In moving to I fer last week's

defeated motion, vhich called for

the appropriate m -f $200 for

Frosh-Faculty Coffee Hours, Sen.

-at-Large Linda A.-henbaeh '62,

opened a moral Issue.

Calling for r> oisideration on

the grounds that the real issue of

finances was "lost completely" at

last week's meeting, Miss Achen-

bach hoped th al the Senators

would change their minds and

vote for passage of the appropri-

ation.

Sen. Twohig '61 (Married Stu-

dents), felt the Senate had com-

mitted a "bre.-uh of faith" by

voting down the appropriation.

He said that Ihe Senate "decided

last year to give the money," and

that some dorms have "planned

on the coffee hours." He stressed

the need for "continuity" within

the Senate.

In reply to a query by Senator

D'Avanzo on whether or not the

Senate has already appropriated

the money for roffee hours, Sen.

President Bob Zelia '60 said that

last Spring the Senate unofficial-

ly appropriated the money for

the purpose of coffee hours.

"But," he adflfl, "We are not

legally bound to appropriate the

money this Fall, though there is

a moral obligation."

Sen. Armstrong '60, did not be-

lieve the Senate had committed

a "breach of faith" because "we

never did appropriate the money

last year."

"The Senate," countered Sen.-

at-Large Penny Renton '60, "is

morally obligated to give the

money for coffee hours. Last year

the Senate more or less promised

the money."
"The Senate," said Sen.-at-

Large Jim O'Leary '62, "did not

pass appropriation for coffee

hours. It merely set up a general

budget framework."

The motion to reconsider was
(Continued on page 8)

With The Fraternities
BOB BOULAIS, PSK

Well now that the IFC foot-

ball season has bitten the dust,

it's time for the basketball hero

to take the floor and represent

his house. There are no pre-sea-

son favorities, and the competi-

tion seems to be pretty evenly

matched which should make for

a good season.

Exchange suppers are still

popular. PSK enjoyed theirs with

with KAT. QTV is looking for-

ward to one with Pi Phi and

LCA with SK. Sig Ep put a new
slant on things by having des-

sert with KAT.

All of the houses will be quiet

this weekend because of the

"Mili Ball". However ASP and

Phi Sig are holding buffet

suppers after the ball.

Enjoying one last fling before

the Thanksgiving vacation were

TEP, PSD with their "Come as

you wish you were party" and

Phi Sig with their "Fireside

Party".

Sig Ep has a hay ride planned

for tonight, and TKE will have

their annual Xmas party with

SDT this Sunday.

Upperclass rushing is in

swing, and many pledges are

still being taken. PMD welcomes

Fred Karshicto, John Gould, Pat

Daher, Claude Galeazzi, and

George Shea; Phi Sig welcomes

Kevin Katrell and Frank Falbo;

and TEP welcomes Harvey Novak.

AEPi gave a hearty welcome

to their national secretary this

week. Could be because he talked

about obtaining a new chapter

house for them.

Only one pinning this week;

Ira Poretsky PSD to Dianne E.

Doggart '63.

Fine Arts . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

is also a member of Phi Kappa

Phi and Phi Eta Sigma honor

societies. He is connected with

both the American and New Eng-

land Political Science Associa-

tions.

He has been chairman of two

state groups since his appoint-

ment as Dean. From 1955 to 1957

he was chairman of the Special

Commission on State-Local Af-

fairs, and in 1957 he was chair-

man of the Governor's Conference

on State County-Local Govern-

ment.

"Off campus," his best-known

activities are advisor to Phi

Delta Nu sorority and the re-

cently formed Lawyer's Club.

Dean CahO] is married and re-

sides at 92 Dana Street, Amherst.

65 In . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

Feldman. Linda Frissell, Bud

Hodgkins, Joni Knowles, Judy

Lawson, Ronny Metz, Merle

Swardlick.

COOL PKOPLE—
Jean Ahlen, Carolyn Baker,

Sandy Hrockman, James Caines,

Carol Crimmins, Carol Doliher,

Nancy Duggan, Elaine Feingold,

Jane Henry, Sandy Hill, Judy

Konopka. Judy Nolet, Barbara

Pottery. r'd Rodriguez, Marsha

Rosenberg, Joyce Ryan, Ellie

Schwartz, Fred Shatz, Bunny
Snell. Mary Jane Stack, Sandy

Tomlinson, Barbara Weiner,

Sandy Williams.

Flowers Grew Wild starts next

next Thursday, Dee, 10, and runs

through Sat., Dee. 12.

ALL SEATS RESERVED, so or-

der early.

Mather Stimulates . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

Chief Justice.

With a new and powerful or-

ganization, the I.F.C. began to

investigate to see just how much
of the statements made by Presi-

dent Mather was, in fact, true.

In April of '59, Karol Wisnie-

ski, the University health officer,

was hired to make a complete

survey of living and sanitary

conditions in all fraternities. On
the basis of the results of that

survey, the I.F.C. has ruled that

rooms in fraternity houses shall

meet the standard of 70 square

feet of space for each occupant.

The reason for this ruling is that

the I.F.C. wants to meet a level

that will comply with State

standards and in turn be bene-

ficial to those men living in.

STUDYING OF HOUSING
In May of 1959, the I.F.C. hired

a wiring inspector to make a

complete report of all faulty wir-

ing in Fraternity houses, which

report would be reviewed and the

necessary repairs made.

At this time all the wiring in

Fraternity houses meets the State

and town regulations and yearly

inspections are to be made by the

Town wiring inspector.

Later in May, the F.P.A. voted

to permit the LTniversity Treas-

urer to collect all room and board

bills for Fraternties. The idea

was never realized because the

Board of Trustees ruled that it

was not legal for the University

to collect funds for private or-

ganizations.

FRATERNITY MANAGER
SYSTEM

Also in May the I.F.C. voted

to create a Fraternity Managers
Association which would set up
uniform budget systems for the

houses which would be closely

supervised; conduct training

workships for House Managers,
Treasurers, and Stewards of all

Rouses; assist in all the man-
gerial functions of all houses;

and finally to conduct a Com-
munal Buying System in Fowls
and House equipment.

The Fraternity Manager will be

paid by the Fraternties and will

have one or two clerical as-

sistants. Also assisting him will

be an I.F.C.-Faculty group. This

organization will be made up of

five Fraternity men and three

faculty members one of whom
will be the I.F.C. advisor and
will be known as the Fraternity

Manager's Office Committee.

PROFESSOR SINCE MARCH
The Inter-Fraternity Council

has come a long way since that

day in March when President

Mather gave his loudest and

longest comments on fraternities

and their low conditions.

The battle is still not over,

however, and the Fraternities

must work doubly hard to main-

tain their present position.

In a recent interview Presdent

Mather said that he felt the Fra-

ternities had taken on the respon-

sibility of cleaning house very

satisfactorily but that he still

was not content with the type of

housing that most of the Frater-

nities offer.

He advocates new housing for

Fraternities in houses that are

built as Fraternity Houses. He
also hopes that there will be

stronger alumni groups and more
interested faculty men who will

give more support than they have
been giving.

RECOGNITION BY MATHER
Mather implied that Fraterni-

ties are taking the right steps to

becoming what they were origin-

ally meant to be, namely, organ-

izations founded to promote
brotherhood and friendship
among men with common inter-

ests.

WMUA Schedule
Friday

4:00 Sign On & News
4:05 Campus Caper
5:00 News
5:05 Campus Caper (con.)

5:30 Dinner Date
0:30 News & Sports

6:45 Stars for Defense

7:00 Old Tune Time
8:05 Basketball I'M vs Bates

from Lewiston, Maine
10:30 (approx.) Crazy Rhythms
1:00 News & Sign Off

Saturday
4:00 News & Sign On
4:05 Campus Caper
5:00 News
5:0") Campus Caper (con.)

5: M0 Dinner Date
6:30 News and Sports

6:45 Stars for Defense

7:00 Campus Juke Box
8:00 Dancing in the Dark
12:30 News & Si»n Off

Sunday
4:00 Sign On & News
4:05 Sounds of the People
5:00 News
5:05 Dinner Date
6:00 Polka Party
6:30 News & Sports

6:45 Stars for Defense
7:00 Listening Post London
7:30 News Headlines

7:32 Musicale

9:00 News
9:05 Showcase

4

10:00 News
10:06 Sounds of Jazz
11:00 News
11:05 Shoes Off Session
12:00 News k Sign Off



Dec. 7-12
And Print Fair
— Commonwealth Room bSH^L)

Student Union
Sponsored By

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
The Best In Current Books, Reference Books, Children's Books,

History, Literature, Science, Art, Dictionaries, Cookbooks -
For Reading And Giving

The Cave
by ROBERT PENN WARREN

"Warren at his best, and they don't come much
better than that." —Arthur Mizener, N.Y. Times

Book Review. $4.95
#

Ages Ago
Translated and 'edited by S. W. JONES

Thirty-Seven tales from the Konjaku Monogatari

Collection. The first to appear in any Western lan-

guage, these sophisticated tales biend Chinese,

Japanese, and Indian folk tradition. $4.00

The Masks Of God
Primitive Mythology

by JOSEPH CAMPBELL

Hawaii
A novel by JAMES MICHENER

Michener's greatest tale of the Pacific ... a mon-
umental literary achievement. 946 pages. End-

paper maps. $6.95

A Fever In The Blood
by WILLIAM PEARSON

J.B.
by ARCHIBALD MACLEISH

A play in verse.

The Elements Off Style
by WILLIAM STRUNK, JR. and E. B. WHITE

Anatomy Of A
Metropolis

by EDGAR M. HOOVER and
RAYMOND VERNON

Beginning wih a general discussion on cities and
suburbs which serves to introduce the study as

a whole, this book concentrates on the changing
distribution of people and jobs within the New
York Metropolitan Region. It explores what lies

behind the growing "grey areas" and declining

populations in the nation's older cities. $6.00

A History Off Art
by GERMAIN BAZIN

Conservateur-en-chef of the Louvre
A history from pre-historic times to the present.

Moves with lucidity and brilliance from the

Paleolithic cave drawings to artistic accomplish-

ments of the present day.

From Ox Carts To Jets
by WILL OURSLER

There Once Was A King
by GWAIN SEXTON

The story of an unpredictable king, a wishing

stone 'and an influential mouse. Color illustra-

tions. All ages. $2.50

The Haunting
Of Hill House
by SHIRLEY JACKSON

The Newcomers
by OSCAR HANDLIN

Oscar Handlin, Pulitzer Prize-winning historian,

examines New York's gravest social problem,
viewing the situation of Puerto Ricans and Ne-
groes as the product, not of impersonal forces,

but of human attiudes and choices. $4.00

Eighteen Holes
In My Head

by MILTON GROSS
Cartoons by John Pierotti, $3.75

The Golden Age
Of Quackery

by STEWART H. HOLBROOK

The War For The Union
by ALLAN NEVINS

The Improvised War 1861-62. "Magnificent ... A
landmark in our historical literature." — Earl

Schenck Miers, Saturday Review. 448 pages $7.50

The Golden Longing
by FRANCIS LEARY

The turbulent 15th century and four figures who
symbolized its splendor—Jeanne d'Arc, Rene and
Marguerite d'Anjou and Richard III. Illustrated.

$5.50.

Mathematical Puzzles
And Diversions

by MARTIN GARDNER
The scientific American book of mathematical
puzzles and diversions. From 4-dimensional tick-

tack-toe to the latest twist on the Moebius Strip.

"A grand book"—Vannevar Bush, 3rd printing.

$3.50

The Greek Way and
The Echo Of Greece

by EDITH HAMILTON
Now available in a handsome uniform binding,

boxed. Price per 2-volume set, only $5.95

The Armada
by BARRETT MATTINGLY

"It is, quite simply, a historical masterpiece."
-New York Times. $6.00

The Waterbury Record
by R. L. DUFFUS

More Vermont memorier, by the author of Wil-
liamstown Branch. Engaging recollections of a
Vermont newspaper in 1905, written "with style,

wit, and a wfy honesty," The New Yorker. $3.95

A Moose In The Hoose
by FRANK SULLIVAN

A hilarious Christmas fable for city-dwellers. Il-

lustrated with drawings in color by George Price.

$2.95

The Autobiography Of
Cecil B DeMille

The Fireside Book
Of Guns
by LARRY KOLLER

At last, a definitive history of firearms in America,
in one huge, sumptuous volume, 8V2 x 11%. 250
spectacular color pictures. $12.95 if Special pre-

Christmas price $9.95

Battle

The Story Of The Bulge
by JOHN TOLAND

400 pages, 28 photographs, endpaper maps in

three colors, index, $5.00

Adam And The
Golden Cock
by ALICE DALGLIESH

Three unforgettable days for a Connecticut boy
during the American Revolution. Color illustra-

tions by Leonard Weisgard. Ages 7-10. $2.50

The Tail Of The
Terrible Tiger

by MARION RENICK
An amusing picture story of a boy's first football
game. Color illustrations by Paul Gadlone. Ages
5-8. $2.95

The Watch That Ends
The Night

$3.95
by HUGH MacLENNAN

The Spirit Of Christmas
by HENRY VAN DYKE

By the author of The Other Wise Man. A beloved
minister tells of Christmas giving and Christmas
living. A full-color Christmas painting and decor-

ations by Victor de Pauw light this lovely small

gift.

Kings Will Be Tyrants
by WARD HAWKINS

A bullet-paced novel of love and death in the
Cuban Revolution.

The West-Going Heart
by ELEANOR RUGGLES

A life of Vachel Lindsay by the author of Prince
of Players. A moving, distinguished, and true
portrait of a major American poet of our century.
Illustrated. $5.95

LITTLE BROWN
RINEHART
MORROW
HARVARD

charles scribner and sons
viking press

the macmillan co.
McGraw-Hill book co.
houghton mifflin co.

WILEY
PRENTICE HALL, INC.

DOUBLEDAY

THE UNIVERSITY STORE

And Print Fair
The Eighteenth Century
Confronts The Gods

by FRANK E. MANUEL

A Field Guide
To Bird Songs

of Eastern and Central North America

Two 12" LP recordings of the songs and calls of

more than 300 species, arranged to accompany
Roger Tory Peterson's Field Guide to the Birds.

$10.00

Here Is Alaska
by EVELYN STEFANSSON

Fact and fiction for young readers. A vivid, up-

to-date portrait of our brand-new state. Many
photographs. Ages 12 up. $3.50

Eloise In Moscow
by KAY THOMPSON

Russian to your bookstore for Eloise's magnifi-

cent mission to Moscow. It's caviar. It's kulturny.

With pictures (including a 29" color spread) by
Hilary Knight. $3.75

The Status Seekers
by VANCE PACKARD

Amahl And The
Night Visitors
by GIAN CARLO MENOTTI

Already a cherished Christmas classic, this is the

narrative version of Menotti's beloved Christmas

opera. $3.25

The Joy Of Music
by LEONARD ttMNSTUN

This long-awaited first book unfolds the rich and

varied joys of music, from Bach to cool jazz,

includes the original Omnibus shows, iiiustrated.

Size 6% x 9'/2. Price $5.95

The Ape In Me
by CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER

"She's Cornelia Otis Skinner, back again in good
humor, with illustrator Alajalov for company."
-New York Times. National Bestseller. $3.00

Christmas With
Ed Sullivan

In this big, merry holiday book, Ed and his fa-

mous friends reminisce about memorable Chrlst-

mases and tell their favorite yuletide stories and

legends. Illustrated. 3rd big printing.

Act One
by MOSS HART

Let's Keep Christmas
One of Peter Marshall's most memorable sermons
as edited by Catherine Marshall ... a stirring

plea that we keep Christmas "in all the loveli-

ness of its traditions." Illus. $1.50

Boston
WALTER MUIR WHITEHILL

A topographical history. An engrossing study of a

city in space and time. Whether you're a tourist,

resident, or merely curious, you'll find this study

of the changing face of Boston through 300 years

a delightful reading experience. Written with ur-

banity and erudition, the book is copiously illus-

trated with contemporary pictures and maps—and
there is also a good modern map-guide to the

places and events of the past. A Belknap Press

Book. $4.95.

The Silent Traveller

In Boston
by CHIANO YEE

"A beautiful gift book . . . rare good reading."

—N. Y. Herald Tribune. Gloriously illustrated with
16 full-color plates and 50 line drawings by
Chiang Yee. $6.50

The Ugly American
by WILLIAM J. LEDERER and EUGiNE BURDICK

The most talked-about book of 1959. More than

200,000 copies in print, exclusive of book clubs.

$3.95

A Natural History

Of New York City
by JOHN KIERAN

"In many ways the best treatment the natura

history of a great city has ever received." —New
York Times. National Bestseller. $5.75

Century Off Struggle
by ELEANOR FLEXNER

The woman's rights movement in the United

States. The first complete iccount of one of the

most dramatic crusades of our time—fascinating
in its own right, meaningful in the light it sheds

on current problems. Here are the tragedies and
triumphs, the fiascoes and the painfully won con-

cessions; here, too, are dozens of tales of gal-

lantry and devotion—for this is a book with many
heroines (and not a few heroes). Completely ac-

curate and authentic . (the author spent many
years gathering her material) it yet captures all

of the drama and color of the "war" that lasted

for a century—and whose final battles have not

yet been fought. A Belknap Press Book. $6.00

Dear And Glorious
Physician

by TAYLOR CALDWELL

How To Take A Chance
by DARRELL HUFF and IRVING GEIS

By the author and illustrator of How To Lie With
Statistics. A light-hearted briefing on how the

Laws of Chance affect your life. Illustrated. $2.95

Paradise Lost As "Myth"
by ISABEL GAMBLE MacCAFFREY

This new study views Milton's masterwork as a

complex expression of the Christian "myth,"

achieved through unusual poetic techniques.

$4.50

The Thirteeth Apostle
by EUGENE VALE

This unusual novel of moral and physical adven-

ture "towers above most current fiction." —Sat-

urday Review. $4.50

The Hero
by KENNETH S. DAVIS

Charles A. Lindbergh and the American dream.

The Pink Slip
by BILL LONGGOOD and ED WALLACE

A study of manpower on the firing line. Illus-

trated (with savage delight) by Ron Wing. $3.75

Admirals In Collision
by RICHARD HOUGH

A Psychiatrist's World
The Selected Papers of KARL MENNINGER, M.D.

Edited by Bernard H. Half, M.D. Foreword by

Marion E. Kenworthy, M.D.

New Contract Bridge
In A Nutshell

CHARLES H. GOREN
$2.95. The famous streamlined handbook for all

bridge players, just revised up-to-the-minute.

SALE! Giant Size Brush Stroke

Color Reproductions of Great Art

"Framed While You Wait"

Exquisite, museum-quality reproductions in brilliant

color! Mounted on heavy board, covered with protec-

tive varnish! So real you can actually see, feel the raised

brush strokes! Verified value — 6.50 to 8.00 each!

IMAGINE!
ONLY

Choose from Masterpieces by World-Famous Artists

Picasso Dufy Gasser Braque

Renoir Van Gogh Modigliani Lautrec

Rouault Cezanne Vermeer Matisse

Utrillo Bos Degas Soyer

and many, many others. Most are larger than this

entire page; aU are decorator favorites to lend new

beauty and interest to any room in your home or office.

"Tremendous selection includes Japanese panels, classic

and modern landscapes, seascapes, portraits and still-

lifes - each a delight to the eye, each a picture you will

be proud to own and display.

Limited Quantities . . . Rush in for Best Choice

SALE! Two-Inch Wide Solid Oak Frames..

The Framing Service is FREE, takes only a few seconds I

Sturdily-constructed, natural oakwood frames, in the favorite scoop pattern and

fv« most popular sites. These frames were speciaUy ehoten to enhance the

beauty of the prints — make an exciting decorator package at huge savings!

13H x ISVi-iaeh site

16 1 20-inch aise •••••••••*-•••

1.9t

2.49

MxSO-iachsise

ltx24-iachsise

10 x 24-inch site

J.98

Natural Bamboo Design Frames to fit the Japanese Panels

10 1 25-inch size 2.49 10 x 30-inch size

.... 2.49

_2.98

*M
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LACROSSE
SPONSORS
The University of Maeeachu.

eefta hcroue team i* sponsoring

the powerful and unusual adven-

ture movie "Jungle Road" on De-

cember 14 at 8 p.m. in the Stu-

dent Union Ball Room.

This seventy minute color movie

made by Mr. Lincoln, a former

paratrooper and a graduate stu-

dent at the University of Arizona,

takes you on a 13.000 mile trip

down the Pan-American High-

way, over the Andes Mountains,

and by dugout canoe through un-

charted rivers of the upper

Amazon River Basin.

The scientific treatment of the

Indians, animals, and jungle veg-

etation, combined with magni-

ficent scenery, make this an un-

usual production.

The Canero, a tiny fish but a

TEAM
MOVIE

deadly killer, never before photo-

graphed; and Yaguas Indians of

the Maruna River, who avoid all

contact with civilization, are

presented for the first time.

JUNGLE ROAD was presented

on television in May, 1959, by Jack

Douglas, on the program "I

Search for 'Adventure' ."

Its early showings evoked

these responses . . .

"Interest in Edward P. Lin-

coln's adventure film, JUNGLE
ROAD, was so great that the two

scheduled showings Friday and

Saturday were extended into a

third showing Sunday night . . .

Excellent filming and beautiful

color heightened interest in the

adventur e-packed trip." The

Courier, Wareham, Massachu-

setts.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Gymnastics Meet
The UMass Gymnastics team

will meet the Southern Coan.

team here tomorrow at the Cage

at 2:30 and no admission is

charged.

bast year the Jamesmen had

a record of six wins and one de-

feat. This year the men to watch

are Captain Heinz BriegeL Jim

Bitgood, Jim Adams, Don Cleary

and Bob Titus. Breigel placed

fourth in the Eastern Collegiate

meet laat year and the team it-

self took second place in the jun-

ior national A.A.U. games at

West Point.

The meet tomorrow will be a

dual meet using the Eastern Col-

legiate events: the flying rings,

the high bar, the side horse, the

parallel bars and the rope climb,

as well as tumbling. Southern

Connecticut is considered to be

the strongest in this event but

the UMass gymnasts hope to

make up for this in other events.

This is the first year for Bob
James as varsity coach after re-

placing James Bosco in Gymnas-
tics.

SPORTALK
A lot of words have been writ-

ten about the 'basketball player

they call "The Big Dipper." We've

had quite a lot to say about him

by HAL DUTTON '•©

pionship back to Convention Hall.

Anyway, hell win the Rookie at

the Year award hands down. He

may pick up the Moat Valuable

the past two years and now it's Player citation, too. That would

time to take a look at his first

month in the NBA.

WMUA On The Air
Once again WMUA will bring

top flight Redman basketball

during 1959-60 season.

Hal Dutkm begins his fourth

year at the mike tonight as the

Redmen tangle with the Bates

College Bobcats from Lewiston,

Maine. Air time is 8:15.

Broadcast schedule

Dec. 4 at Bates 8:05

9 Boston Univ. 8:05

15 Connecticut 8:05

We saw WUt Chamberlin twice

last year when he waa playing

with Abe Saperstein'a Harlem
Globetrotters, but he waa far

from his beat. Laat week we
watched him continue his duel

with Bill Russell at the Boston

Garden. The result—a win for the

Warriors, 45 points and 35 re-

bounds for Wilt.

We remember seeing the great

George Mikan in his heyday with

the impregnable Lakers of a few

years ago, but Wilt Chamberlin

is the greatest. If you don't think

so now just wait a year or two.

He makes a lot of mistakes but

averages in the neighborhood of

35 points per game (six points

above the present record).

He grabs 30 rebounds per game
(also well above the existing

mark).

The Warriors are dependent on

Chamberlin. He plays nearly for-

ty-eight minutes every game. If

the long season doesn't take its

toll, he msy bring the NBA chain-

be quite a feat for a rookie.

HARDWOOD HINTS

The Redmen open the season

on the road tonight against Bates

College in Lewiston, Maine. To-

morrow they meet Colby at Wa-
terville. Tonight's contest will be

aired by WMUA at 8:05.

Although it may be rather

early, it'a a safe bet that Doug
Grutchfield and Captain Leo Le-

Blanc are our best bets for all

conference honors. Grutch made
the all YanCon second tesm last

year and averaged better than 13

points per game. LeBlanc sparked

the late season drive which saw

the Redmen top favored BC and

UConn in the same week.

Sophomore Charlie Fohlin is

the key to the success of the quin-

tet. He saw only limited action as

a freshman last year and didn't

tally a single point. At 6-7, he is

the lone big man in the lineup.

If he comes through with re-

bounds and a few points now and

then, Mattie Zunic's first year

at the helm could be very suc-

cessful.

18 Vermont 8:05 10 at AIC 8:05

Jan. 6 at Holy Cross 8:20 16 at Connecticut 7:50
• 9 Brandeis 8:15 23 at Rhode Island 8:05

Feb. 4 Rhode Island 8:05 27 New Hampshire 8:05

6 at Williams 8:05 March 4 Maine 8:05

8 Northeastern 8:05 5 Maine 8:05

Appointments By The Student Senate

*LS
WHY CAN'T YOU 06 UKETH' RES'TWTH'BOY*

WANTED
Male Chauffeur to escort

attractive blonde home

from Military Ball.

Contact Jack Adams

201 Chadboume

LOST & FOUND
Lost — One very young infant

homo sapiens. In honor of their

noble deeds, it is desired that

PMD keep said item as a token of

anonymous affection.

Lost—One pair of dark-rimmed

glasses in a dark blue case. Lost

near Old Chapel, Library or

Men's P.E. Building.

Contact John Sampson, 333

Baker, if found.

YARN

ANGORA
HEAD BAND

89
Hall

Make it with

2 balls.

Quick and
Easy. Fpee

Pamphlets.

A'HERNS
SI So. Pleasant St.

AMHERST

AMHERST CINEMA
'Tillow Talk"
—Now Showing—

ROCK HUDSON - DORIS DAY
in

Weekday* at 6:30 - 9:00

Sit. & Son. 2 - 4:20 • 6:40 - 9

—NOW SHOWING—

The following is the list of

Senate Committee Appointments:

Senate Committees
Curriculum — Chairman, Bob

Fishel; Bruce McLean, Carol

Jones, Marilyn Wood, Lucy

Dubiel. Non-Senators — Roben

O'Brien, Bill Hale.

Finance — Chairman, Gail Os-

baldeston; Louise Hallenbrook,

Phil Williams, Pat Ward, Ted
Sheerin. Non-Senators — Art

Shaw, C. R. Foote, Paul Nowill.

Activities — Chairman, Sue Onk-

sen; Bobbie Lincoln, Charles

O'Keefe. Non-Senators—Brenda

Oliveri, Joan Bornstein, Judy

Graham.
Public Relations—Chairman Jim

O'Leary; Sonja Langwa, Ted

Sheerin, Tex Tacelli, Janet

Parker. Non-Senators — Rick

Greenfield, John Nero, Beth

Coughlin.

Buildings and Grounds — Chair-

man, Fran Madden; Mike

Moschos.

Student Services—Chairman, Bob
Armstrong; Bob Trudeau, Jack

Knight, Sally Perry. Non-Sena-

tors—Murry Rich, Nancy Ridill,

Betsy Robicheau.

Elections—Chairman, Kevin Shea;

Don Croteau. Non-Senators

—

Elaine Armstrong, James Cur-

ran.

Men's Affairs — Chairman, Bill

Knowlton; Richard Turner, Jim
Dunleavy, Tony Willams, John

Finnegan, Jon-Senators—John
Daiteh, Richard Golden, Hank
Henderson.

Women's Affairs — Chairman,
Penny Ren ton; All women

Dfttlng Is mort fun when your« roller

kiting Herei all th« iniredfcnU for a

fun-ftlled evening lottlfHT . . mu»»c,

laughter and wh©lt»om« rr.-creaHon.

RAINBOW HOLIER RINK

fteeies • t It

#twir w»» f n#RW

Senators. Non-Senators — Do-

lores Matthews, Marilee Karl,

Peggy Laframboise, Ruth Law-
rence.

Budgets — Chairman, Art Shaw;
Andy D'Avanso, Archie Strong,

Ted Osetek, Marcia Smith, Gail

Osbaldeston.

Representatives

International weekend Committee
—Pat Ward

S. W. A. P. Committee—Jim O'-

Leary

Student Union Expansion Com-
mittee—Charles O'Keefe, Sally

Perry

Campus Chest—Don Croteau

Assistant to the Secretary—Judy
Anderson

Collegian Publishing Board—Bob
Zelis (ex officio)

Student Union Governing Board

—Bob Zelis (ex officio, chair-

man)
WMUA Policy Board — Jim O'-

Leary
University Committees
Advisory Board to Foreign Stu-

dents—Jan Carlson, Ed Brad-

ley.

Audio Visual Council—Hal Dut-

ton.

Calendar Coordinating Board

—

Mortar Board, Jan Reid; Adel-

phia, Bob Zelis; Collegian,

Larry Rayner.

Discipline Board — Men's Judi-

ciary, Don Kelly; Worpen's

Judiciary, Penny Bullard.

Fine Arts Council — Barbara

Groll, Art Shaw, Ellen Watten-

dorf.

Health Council—Elaine Feingold,

Edith Schwartz.

Ll

D.

Library Committee—Kevin Dono-

van.

Recognized Student Organiza-

tions Committee — Ex officio-

Student Senate President, Bob

Zelis*; Student Senate Treas-

urer and Finance Committee

Chairman, Gail Osbaldeston*;

Activities Committee Chair-

man, Sue Onksen*; Dick Mac-

Leod, Art Shaw, Dennis Two-
hig*, Bill Knowlton*, Peter

Anderson, Brenda Oliveri.

Student Social Activities Commit-
tee—Senate, Marcia Smith*;

Women's Dorms, Judy Kunop-

ka; Men's Dorms, Pete Kowal-

chek; President, Class of 1963,

Bob MacMaster; President,

Class of 1962, Bernard Mur-
phy; President, Class of 1961,

Roger Riikonen; President,

Class of 1960, Connie Ferrara;

President, Stockbridge Student

Senate, William Tredo; Presi-

dent, Inter-fraternity Council,

Tom Campbell; President, Pan-

hellenic Council, Donna Mitch-

ell; Revelers, Bill Benner.

•Senator

This Summer ...

Round-trip flight to Europe

$250.00
LIMITED TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY OF
UNIV. OF MASS.

Call ALpine 3-5157 lor information.

Senate Requires . .

.

(Continued from page 5)

defeated, but the Senate did pass

an appropriation of $45.91 to

Arnold and Hamlin because they

had already spent the money for

the Freshmen-Faculty Coffee

Hours.

A motion to appropriate $2,100

to the International Weekend
Committee was amended by Sen.

Gail Osbaldeston '61 (Knowlton),

to appropriate "$1,500 at this

time for payment of speakers,

and appropriate the other $600

later in the year, when the whole

sum would have normally been

given ,to the conunittte."

Sen. Ted Sheerin '60 (Com-
muters), explaining why the

amendment waa proposed, said,

"the early appropriation of $1,*

500 would afford the International

Weekend Committee- a guarantee

that they could pay the speak-

ers." The motion, aa amended,

waa passed.
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Harriet Cutler Reigns
As Mili Ball Queen

by JAMBS A.

"Miss Gail Thompson, Honor-
ary Colonel for 19.">H, will now
place the cape upon the shouders
of this year's Honorary Colonel
for 1959," announced the Master
of Ceremonies, Cadel U.-Colone]
William O'Neii, ,at the highlight
of the 29th Annual Military Hall

Saturday.

Cadet O'Neii removed the black
cape from the shoulders of .Miss

Thompson. She took the cloak and
began slowly to walk to and fro

behind the five finalists for this

year's honor. Suspense increased.

Then at last she placed the cape
upon the shoulders of MISS HAR-
RIET CUTLER '62. who from
that moment became the HON-
ORARY COLONEL FOR 1959.

Cadet O'Neii presented Miss Cut-

ler with one dozen roses, and pre-

sented her and the four remain-

ing finalists, (now honorary Lt.-

Colonels) with gifts.

Miss Thompson and the final

ists were escorted to the band-

stand by an honor guard com-
posed of personnel from the Bay
State Rifles and the Flying Red-

MERINO '60

men. Upon the announcement of

the Honorary Colonel for L959,

the honor guard came to "Pre-

sent Sabres."

Upon the completion of the an-

nouncement, the honor guard

formed an Arch of Sabres,

through which Miss Harriet Cut-

ler, now Honorary Colonel for

1959, was escorted by Cadet

Colonels James G. Shields and

Eliot Sohmer. Next through the

arch came the four remaining
finalists and their escorts. The
band then played the Honorary

Colonel Waltz, for her and her

escort; U the music progressed,

the remaining finalists and their

escorts, the cadet officers and
dates, and remaining individuals,

in that order, participated in the

waltz.

Featured at the Ball this year

was Ray Eberle, reknowned band
leader-vocalist, and his orchestra.

It is estimated that nearly 800

couples at ft ended this year's Ball.

A buffet supper was served at

the girls' dormitories after the

ball.

American Society Is Topic
For History Out* Panel

Tonight, the History Club will

sponsor a panel discussion, the

topic of which will be: Is Ameri-
can Society Degenerating?

Dr. Theodore C. Caldwell, Pro-

fessor of History, will moderate

the panel. The membership of

the panel is as follows:

Mr. Glenn Tinder, Associate

Professor of Government, in-

structor in Ancient and Medie-

val, and Modern Political

Thought

:

Mr. Sidney Schoeffler, Associ-

ate Professor of Economics, in-

structor in Modern Economic
Theory and Analysis, and in

Comparative Economic Sys-

tems;

Mr. Paul Gagnon, Instructor in

History, author of "The Future

of America's Ideals: Three
French Views" {The Massartm.

(Continued oh page h)

Cadet Colonel Eliot Sohmer (AFROTC) and Cadet Colonel James
G. Shields (ROTO escort Honorary Colonel Harriet Cutler through
the Arch of Sabres, at the Annual Military Ball, held last Saturday
night.

Concert Band Will Play
For Tree Lighting In N. Y.
The 50-piece University <>f

Massachusetts Concert Band
will perform next week on a na-

tionally televised Christmas pro-

gram. The Band will provide mu-
sic for the annual lighting of

the Rockefeller Center Christmas
tree, this year donated by the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

The tree, a 79-foot Norway
spruce cut at Fast Brookfield

and already set up at Rockefeller

Center, will have its 4050 lights

turned on at ceremonies begin-

ning at 6:15 p.m. on Thursday,

Dec. 10. Gov. Foster Furcolo sistant professor of music and

will officiate at the event which

will be seen by millions over the

NBC television network. Ar-

rangements for sending the

Massachusetts tree to New York
were under the supervision of

the Department of Natural Re-

sources.

The University's Concert Band
and the Statesmen, male octet,

will perform in the program ar-

ranged under auspices of the

Massachusetts Department of

Commerce. Joseph Contino, as-

—Photo by I yi iin.i r.t

MISS HARRIET CUTLER upon being chosen Honorary Colonel

for 1959. This picture was taken at the exact moment Miss Gail

Thompson. Honorary Colonel for 1858, placed the black cape upon

the shoulders of Miss Cutler.

Men's Judiciary Expands
By Electing New Justices

expansion of the

ny will be imple-

week with the elec-

udditional members
The five-member

:i'ly includes two

juniors and one

A planner

Men's Judici

men ted this

ti<>n of two

on Saturdaj

board pre><

seniors, tW(

sophomore.

Both Justices elected this week

will be from the class of '61. The

resignation of Justice Philip

Grandehamp '61, effective with

the investiture of his successor,

provides one of the openings.

Spring elections will provide

two members from the class of

V»2 and one from '63. With the

departure of she present senior

members at the end of the year

the board will have completed the

expansion program and will con-

sist of three members from '61,

three from '62, and one from '63.

Nomination papers for two

members from the class of 61 will

be available in the Dean of Men's

office until Friday afternoon;

they must be filled out and re-

turned by closing time Friday.

Flections will be conducted on

Saturday, Dec. 12.

The rapidly expanding student

body and concurrent case load

provide the reasons for the ex-

pansion, according to Chief Jus-

tice Don Kelly '60. The two extra

members will insure that a mini-

mum of five Justices are present

to hear all cases, he said.

The Judiciary now meets "at

least once a week from six p.m.

until midnight," he added. Kelly

concluded, "when one or two hare
exams the following day it's too

much to. expect them to stay out

all night hearing cases; with the
expanded Judiciary this problem
should be alleviated. We still

want to operate with at least

five Justices at each hearing."
Because he is replacing a vot-

( Continued on page S)

director of bands at the Univer-

sity, is in charge of preparations

for the appearance of the groups

in New York.

The Concert Band, now in its

tenth year as a University musi-

cal organization, will accompany
the Radio City Choristers during

the 15-minute program to be

seen over national network facil-

ities. Preceding the televised

show, the Band and the States-

men will give a half-hour pro-

gram for the Rockefeller Center
audience. Announcer for this pro-

gram will be Anthony Zaitz, as-

sistant professor of speech at the

University.

During the lighting ceremon-
ies the Band will play three se-

lections: "Season's Greetings"
at the opening of the program,
"Joy to the World" at the mo-
ment the tree is illuminated, and
"O Come All Ye Faithful" at the

dlose of the program. Millions

of viewers are expected to tune

in during the lighting ceremony
which, because of the interest it

has generated each Christmas,
has become a part of modern

Phi Eta Sig

Tutors Enter
Final Weeks
As J'Jii Kta Sigma, the Fresh-

man Honor Society, enters its

final two weeks of free tutoring

freshman courses it has rear-

ranged the hours of tutoring to

make them more readily avail-

able to the Freshmen.
This experiment calls for all

courses to be tutored Tuesday
evenings, December 8 & 15 from
7-8 p.m. in the rooms on the first

floor of East Machmer.
The courses and the rooms in

which they will be available are:

English 1 E-17
Spanish 1 E-17
History l K-12

Z-ology 1 E-14
Chemistry 1 E-15
Math 1, 4 E-16
Math 5 E-13
Physic 6 E-10

Enrollment is established sim-

ply by being present at the stat-

ed hour. Further information

may be obtained by contacting

John Young 322 Wheeler or Joe
Patten 414 Mills.

\ mas Job Excuses
Denied By Dean
A report that students intend-

ing to work at full-time jobs be-

fore the start of Christmas va-

cation can obtain "Dean's office

excuses" is "inaccurate" accord-

ing to a spokesman in the Dean
of Men's office,

"Students desiring to leave

early for such reasons must
make arrangements with indi-

vidual instructors," she said.

A number of students have ex-

pressed the feeling that they are
"handicapped" by the "late start"

(Continued on page 4)
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I.F.C. PROGRESSES
In view of the recent progress of the

I.F.C. it would seem that fraternities have

taken on the responsibility of reorganization

and reform satisfactorily.

What makes the progress of the I.F.C.

most impressive is that it was made without

much assistance from the Administration.

It seems that if an organization has merit

and its aims are worthwhile then that or-

ganization should be supported to the utmost.

It would be ridiculous to say that all the fra-

ternity men on campus do not feel that their

organizations and aims are not deserving of

their support.

Why then doesn't the Administration give

their support to fraternities since South Col-

lege has an interest in every other area of

student activity. It may be safe to say that if

the Administration had given more support

to fraternities in past years, the remarks of

last March by President Mather would have

been unnecessary.

The problems that have confronted most
fraternities have been mostly financial. The
statements made by the President concern-

ing unsanitary and unsafe housing were in

part true but what was never revealed was
why the conditions were not rectified. The
answer was money and the lack of it.

At the present time, all the housing and

sanitary problems have been cleared up, and

with the organization of a fraternity man-

agers' association the end of fraternity fi-

nancial problems is in sight.

J . Iv.

An industrialist warns that the United States

may tax and spend free enterprise out of existence.

Nothing would please Khrushchev more.

Who h Deceiving Whom?
by ELIZABETH A. SCHNECK *62

The thin veneer of judgment shown by Americans was recently

revealed to be thinner than it has been Although everyone imagines

he possesses good judgment, a large percentage of the country has

exposed its gullibility to all sorts of childishly organized schemes.

The twentieth century man does not show any more acumen than his

predecessors; he is still the promoter's dupe today as he was in the

past. Certainly a credulous victim of the manipulators of images, he

is an impression vehicle, much like a wax recording and hardly more

selective.

Dazzling, if not befuddling, are the conglomeration of impres-

sions which the American culture inflicts on the human mind. Indub-

itably our democracy is rich and variegated and offers an opportun-

ity which we should neither scorn nor relinquish. But, to be victim-

ized by this chaos of impressions manipulated by promoters' intrigues

is stupid. The boys who control advertising are willing to use any

established, old sentiment for their own .purposes. When possible,

they ajso create sentiments for the public's consumption. Any new in-

vention along the promotion gimmick line is latched on to. It is by
these means that the veritable puppet show, the string pulling, the

effective advertising comes off.

That these boys have been very successful is well demonstrated

by the recent indignant resentfulness and protestations of Americans.

The general public's awareness about their own lack of judgment, their

childish faith, leaves them embarrassed. They have been deceived, not

by the big-question, big-tension, big-money TV shows, but by their

own attitudes. It is their naive confidence which has been exposed by
the Congressional hearings on quiz show fixing. The cross section of

comments printed by Life magazine (Oct. 26, 1959) —"I'd rather not

know," "I'm infuriated," "I couldn't believe it," "It rocks confidence"

—all point to this attitude of passiveness and undeveloped sense of

judgment.

It is almost beyond comprehension that such a large group of

people should be completely taken in, accepting the drama of the

quiz shows as learning. How could the dramatic situation of the show
go over so perfectly each week? Would it seem feasible that the

shows were interesting purely by chance? Such questions are easy
to formulate and might have been proposed by anyone, before allow-

ing his indignation to run rampant.

After ail, the quiz shews never did purport to be educational.

Yet, the true-blue-hunest-Joe has willingly deceived himself; he feels

he is getting a painless form of education from this "jack-in-the-box

popout questions-and-answers deal." The lack of judgment is certain-

ly pathetic in view of the general American public who has available

to it a vast and unrestricted scope of learning for the effort. It is this

form of gullibility which the democratic education system should have

overcome by encouraging mature judgment. One vould then not have

to be afraid of the promises of future demagogues.

—Photo* by Jim Lane M
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No penalty, except the pangs of conscience, has

yet been written for the crime of losing a borrowed

book.
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Recently I was privileged to catch rock 'n roll king Alan Freed's

final TV show. Perhaps you've never seen Freed's orgy? It's a simple
record-dance type show for clean cut American juvenile delinquents.

But what a finale he put on after his firing. Three hundred crying
teenagers in the studio rallied 'round him while thousands wept openly
before their TV sets. Several recording and narcotics firms appeared
to express their thanks for Alan's reoperation over the years. Finally
with his theme song playing in the background—"Jackie Gleason
Swings Dwaine Eddy," Alan came forward wearing dark glasses, hold-
ing a corncob pipe in hand, and said good-bye to his troops with the
words: "I shall return!" But I think he will, too . . . if Truman lets

him. It gives you the feeling that its all happened before, huh ?

With the holidays approaching, everyone is looking for jobs. Pd
like to report that there are several openings for flag-bearers in

Panama if any grad student is interested. You read where the Pana-
manians marched against the U.S. troops in the canal zone shouting,
"Yank go home!"? Well, the State Department is sending Yogi Berra
down there to ease the tension.

We're still very far behind Russia in science. Recently a Naval
Admiral announced that we havr only 40 submarines in the Pacific
compared with 120 from Russia. Hut fear not America! You may sleep
soundly at night despite the fart that the Soviets clobber us in spare,
naval and nuclear concerns, and ballet; we've got them where it counts.
We'll beat them in the Olympics. Riant?

LETTERS

Conference Use of Dormitories

Effective now and for the future the Conference

Coordinator (working with the Conference Board)

ie empowered to make use of any dormitory or

dormitories he may specify for the housing of con-

ferences and convention groups during any vacation

periods. To restate general policy on the use of cam-

pus facilities—no one on campus, staff or student,

owns or controls a building. All buildings, whether

built by appropriation or by the Alumni Building

Association under legislative acts leasing state pro-

perty for such purposes, are the property of the tax~

paying public. Student use for curricular or ert/ra-

curricular purposes and faculty use for teaching,

study, or research are first in priority. When such

priorities have been met, the public should have the

right upon assuming maintenance charges as are

determined by the Conference Board, to the use of

space for conferences and conventions.

To the Editor;

I feel that the above announcement was meant

as a direct slap by the Administration at the Stu-

dent Senate for the Senate's protest of the dormi-

tory policy, planned to be put into effect for the

Governor's Conference over Thanksgiving recess.

This is a result of complete misunderstanding of the

Senate's protest by the Administration.

The girls originally were supposed to vacate

their rooms during early afternoon, prior to their

last classes. The Student Senate protested to any

policy of this type "in which the gaining of housing

for representatives in any way interferes with stu-

dent dormitory living during the regularly sched-

uled period of residence". (S 14) This protest was

sent to the President and immediately thereafter the

time of vacating the dormitories for the girls ef-

fected was changed by the Conference Coordinator

to 7:00 P.M., the time when aJl dormitories on cam-

pus are officially supposed to close for the vacation

period. Compelling the students to leave before that

time, as originally intended, is a violation of the

student s righi to use his dormitory ream dVPtag the

time for which he pays rent. We know the students

do not own the dormitories or control them. There-

fore, we did not object to the policy as stated in the

Bulletin. This was made explicit in my letter to

President Mather explaning the Senate's motion

—

"Please note that the students do not object, rather

have no right to object, to conferences which re-

quire the use of their rooms scheduled during vaca-

tion periods when the students are not scheduled to

use their rooms.

"

It is easy to see that the present policy was un-

derstood by the students when S 14 was passed.

Consequently a restatement of it in any language,

no matter how strong, is absolutely needless and can

only serve as an insult.

Robert Zelis '60

Put Child Psychology To Work
To the Editor:

Last Friday, the Collegian printed a letter by a

freshman, Jay Rubin, which stated that some of the

petty regulations on this campus are necessary sim-

plyebecause the students are too juvenile to merit
responsibility. I wonder if Mr. Rubin has ever be-

come familiar with the psychology of human nat-

ure; if so, he wouVd never have made the state-

ments he did.

Any child psychologist can tell you that if you
scold and punish a child, he will only become more
defiant. But tell him that he is a grown boy and
treat him as such, and he finds he haft a reputation

to live up to. And he will. Tell college students that

you are aware that as young adults they can han-

dle responsibility, and prove it to them by entrust-

ing them with responsibility. They will not disap-

point you; they've been given a good reputation to

uphold.

Such a policy has been adopted by such top

schools as Dartmouth, where the administration has
found that disciplinary problems have practically

disappeared. Why does the administration at UMass
not do the same thing?

Treat students as juveniles and they will behave

as juveniles; but treat them as adults, and adult

they will be.

J. H. D. '68

In A Very Minor Key
There are two programs worth mentioning on

campus which some higher party should correlate.

The first the "Makum Love in Teepee not in Stu-
dent Union" Movement and the installation of a
•team pipe through the President's Garden up the
hill. If the powers that run the SU cannot see fit

to allow the Southern Baptist sanctioned holding of
hands, the least that the powers who plan our mir-
ing campus can do is to install a few radiators in
the vicinity of the cherished benches.

The Campus Beat
by JUDY DICKSTEIN '63

The most obvious thing for me
to discuss in this column today

is the military ball, so just to

be original, I'll start off by men-

tioning something else. An earth-

shaking insignicant phenomenon
has been reported. A random
survey of students in the Hatch

the other evening showed that at

least six out of seven people are

afflicted by this malady.

Take out your I.D. card. Yes,

now! Look at your chin area; un-

less you are one of the excep-

tional l-in-7, you will notice that

there is a shadow in the photo

which makes you appear to be

Will lug 1 goatee! See it? I'll

bet you never noticed that before.

But here at UMass we are

scientific-minded; we are not con-

tent to simply observe this phen-

omenon; we want to know what

causes the deviation of the 1-in-

7. Why do a few privileged stu-

dents appear clean-shaven in

their photos?

Perhaps the members of A.I.

Ch.E., the Chemical Engineering

Club, can tell us. Mr. E. Whit-

man Strecker will talk on "Re-

cent Technological Advancements

in the Paper and Pulp Industry"

at their meeting Wednesday at

7:30 p.m. in Room 157 of Goess-

man Lab. There will also he an

exhibit dealing with the paper

industry. All are invited and re-

freshments will be served follow-

ing the meeting.

It is also quiti possible that

there might be psychological as-

pects to the matt', Perhaps the

members of the Psychology Club

may come up with some solution

at their meeting Wednesday from

7:30 to 9:30 p.m. in the Plymouth

Room of the Union. It will be

open to the public, and there will

he a showing of }-i (.vocative psy-

chology movies, followed by a

discussion.

Before I continue analyzing the

problem, let me remind all the

members of the Nursing Club

that Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the

Public Health Building Lounge,

there will be a concert by the

Amherst Double Quartet. All

members are asked to bring a

25c gift to exchange.

The latest reports have finally

come in from the committees

and the reason for the existence

of the "beardless wonders" has

been brought to light. It seems

that some students have a con-

tempt of photographers, and

when their pictures were being

taken, they tilted up their head-;

to look down their noses at these

hard-w o r k i n g photographers,

thereby eliminating the shadow

at the chin.

Remember; if you see a person

without a goatee on his I.D.

photo, you know that he harbors

a secret contempt for photo-

graphers. The truth has finally

been exposed

!

*X"-^»,

Just four years out of college...

He heads a team

of 63 people

L. Dean Darbe graduated from Kansas State U. in 1955 with a

B. S. degree in electrical engineering. Today he is Supervising

Service Foreman for Southwestern Bell Telephone Company at

Hutchinson, Kansas. Dean has five Foremen and 58 craftsmen

reporting to him. He's got full responsibility—covering installa-

tion, maintenance, testing and repair -for 21,000 telephones and

all the equipment that serves them.

"It's interesting work," says Dean, "and it keeps me on the

go. Here are a few of my activities during a recent day on the job."

"8:30 a.m. I meet with one of our Foremen at the plant garage

to discuss a cable-pressurizing job. We're putting all aerial

cable in Hutchinson under air pressure to keep out moisture

which causes cable failure and costly service interruptions."

"10:15 a.m. My boss, District Plant Superintendent Randy

Barron, and I go over plans for an addition to our dial central

office. Several pieces of large and complex switching equipment

will have to be rearranged to tie in with the new facilities."

"1:30 p.m. After lunch, I drive out to the new plant of a mobile

home manufacturer. My men are completing installation of a

new-type cordless switchboard. I discuss features of the new

equipment with the firm's Vice President and Plant Manager."

"3:00 p.m. At our toll center we'll soon be adding another

test desk to increase our facilities for 'trouble shooting' Long

Distance circuits. Here, with our Chief Testboardman, I go

over some of the board changes which will have to be made."

"That's about it for one day. Tomorrow's schedule will be

different. I'm doing interesting, challenging work all the time—

and I'm given plenty of responsibility. That's what I like about

my job."

There are countless young men like Dean Darbe who are

moving ahead in supervisory careers with the Bell Telephone

Companies. You could be one of them. Talk it over with the

Bell interviewer when he visits your campus—and read the

Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Office.

TELEPHONE
COMPANIES

Gov. Furcolo

Reappoints

UMass Prof.
Professor Robert Perriello, As-

sociate Professor of Public

Health and Bacteriology at the

Univ. of Mass. for the past 12

years, has been reappointed by

Gov. Furcolo to the Board of Re-

gistration of Sanitarians. This

will be his seetond 2-year term

on the Board.

A graduate of the University,

Class of '35, Prof. Perriello is a

member of the Knights of Co-

lumbus, the American Public

Health Association, Mass. Public

Health Association, American

Dairy Science Association, Mass.

Milk Inspector's Association, the

American Association of College

Professors, and the National As-

sociation of Sanitarians.

He is married to the former

Rita Memmolo and they have

two children, Elaine and Frances

Anne.

Mens Judiciary . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

ins Justice, one of the two elected

this week will be given an im-

mediate vote. The other will sit in

on and discuss all cases, but will

not vote until second semester.

The usual procedure in assuming

positions on the Judiciary pro-

vides that members elected at the

start of second semester sit in

and discuss cases for the re-

mainder of the semester to gain

experience; they become voting

members a month before the

semester closes,

Present members of the Men's

Judiciary are: Chief Justice Don
Kelly '80, Philip Grandehamp *9l,

Chester Goguen '62, Grant How-

man '60 and Laurence Tripp '61.

TeachersSeek
Salary Study
A hill introduced to the legis-

lature by the Massachusetts Fed-

eration of Teachers, AFL-CIO
wouUl set up a commission to

Study salary structures in the

Commonwealth with a view to

determining Massachusetts' com-

petitive position with other states

to which Massachusetts teach-

ers are attracted; the projected

study will compare teacher sal-

aries with the earnings in other

professions and industry, and

will consider what changes should

bt made in state aid to educa-

tion in Massachusetts.

A companion study bill, intro-

duced by the American Federa-

tion of Teacliers, calls for a

Commission which would include

the President of I "Mass to study

the salary st ructure, of the pro-

fessional staff of the University

with a "view to determining the

changes necessary to be made in

the salary structure in order to

attract and maintain an efficient

professional staff."

WMUA Schedule
Monday and Tuesday

4:00 Sign On & News
4:05 Campus Caper
5:00 News
5:05 Campus Caper (con.)

5:30 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 Stars for Defense

7:00 BBC Presents (Mon.)

Science Plus (Tues.)

7:30 News Headlines

7:32 Musicale

9:00 News
9:05 Showcase
10:00 News
10:05 Sounds of Jazz

11:00 News
11:05 Shoes Off Session

12:00 News & Sign Off
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SENATE AGENDA
9 December 1959

S20-Whereas Senator John F. Kennedy has presented to the Library

of the University of Massachusetts a copy of "The Collected Works

of Abraham Lincoln," edited by Roy P. Basler, in eight volumes, be

it resolved that the Student Senate, on behalf of the undergraduate

student body of the University of Massachusetts express its grati-

tude and appreciation for this gift in an appropriate manner.

(Resolve: Sheerin)

S21—Move that the Student Senate appropriate the sum of $25.15 to

WMUA to cover expenses incurred over and above their budget in

the area of broadcasting away football games.

(Resolve: Twohig)

S22—Moved that the Student Senate initiate an annual program of

recognition for public servants who, in the course of their public

duties have rendered outstanding service to the University of Massa-

chusetts.

(Resolve: Sheerin)

S23—Moved that the Student Senate of the University of Massachu-

setts, representing the undergraduate body of the University, ex-

press extreme opposition to the disclaimer affidavit required of aid

applicants under the National Defense Education Act, and express,

approval of the bill presently pending before the Congress of the

United States which would repeal this requirement. A copy of this

bill to be sent to each Senator and Congressman in the Massachu-

setts delegation to the Congress of the United States and to the

Speaker of the U. S. House of Representatives and Vice-President

of the United States.

(Resolve: Sheerin)

S24—Moved that the Student Senate accept the revised By-Laws of

the Nursing Club.

(Ad - Lincoln)

American Society . . •

(Continued from page 1)

setts Review, October 1959);

Mr.. Richard Brown, Assistant

Professor of History, instructor

in History of American Thought

and Culture.

The panel discussion will take

place in the Middlesex Room, SU,

Monday, 7 December 1959, at

7:30 p.m.

For the current members of

the History Club, there will be

a short business meeting at 7:00

p.m. To be discussed at this

meeting will be the question of

the mystery of the Club's funds.

Results Of Collegian Survey

Show Student Leaders' Time

Xmas Job . .

.

(Continued on page i)

of the Christmas vacation when

seeking jobs, particularly with

the Post Office.

Classes officially end on Satur-

day Dec. 19 at noon and resume

at 8 a.m. on Monday, January 4.

Offices and laboratories will be

closed from 12 noon Thursday,

December 24, to 8:30 a.m. on

Monday, December 28. According

to an official announcement, "All

employees of the University are

entitled to one-half day absence

for Christmas shopping by ar-

rangement with department

heads any time after December 1."

by LARRY RAYNER '61 and

MARILYN ARMSTRONG '60

(Editor's Note: This is the first

of a series of articles designed to

provide accurate information

about the time required of stu-

dents who hold responsible posts

in extra-curricular activities. The

information is based on questum-

naires and interviews prepared

by the Collegian Poll Bearer, Mel

Yoken.)

From the start of the semester

until Thanksgiving holidays,
many student leaders have been

spcndng 20-30 hours weekly on

extracurricular activities, and a

few dozen have been spending

more than 30. Some have been

spending more than 40, the Col-

legian survey shows.

TIME CONSUMING
ACTIVITIES

The most time-consuming posi-

tions are in the performance ac-

tivities, such as Roister Doisters,

Campus Varieties, the Collegian,

WMUA, and the the Index—with

the year-round activities taking

the most time.

Some Senate leaders put in as

NEW PRODUCTS LEAD TO BETTER JOBS AT DU PONT

COULD YOU MAKE A BETTER BATHING SUIT?

Thr suits these girls are wearing are

made of nylon, the first truly synthetic

fiber. It is a product of DuPoilt re-

search. Pure research. Applied research.

And research in manufacture, research

in product improvement. All require

many types of skills.

You may not discover a new fiber, but

as a technical man you can profit well

anyway. For once a product— any prod-

uct—is disco\eied, hundreds of technical

men £t> to work. Pilot plants are de-

signed. Operating procedures are devised.

New plants arc built. Manufacturing

methods are improved. Product quality

is worked on. backed by Du Pont's policy:

Let's make it better . . . still letter . . .

even better. Discovery is but the start-

ing shot; these later activities are the

game. The players? Men of every tech-

nical specialty.

You'll find a teamwork atmosphere at

Pi Pont. Others have. Maybe that's

part of the reason half of DuPoflt'l

piofits today come from products un-

heard of twenty-five years ago.

If you join Du Pont, the men who have

worked on new products and ways to

in ike them are the men who will teach

you. You will be given an actual project

alignment almost at once, and you will

begin to learn your job by doing it. Ad-

vancement will come as rapidly as your

abilities permit and opportunities de-

velop, lor DtlPonl personnel poliev is

based firmly on the belief in promotion

fiom within the company strictly on a

merit basis.

For more information about career

opportunities at DuPont. ask your place-

ment officer for literature. Or write us.

1 I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inch

2 120 Nemours Building, Wilmington 98,

Delaware.

*i% u » e*» o'f -

Better Things for Better Living . . . through Chemistry

much time as students who hold

public performance jobs.

Many student leaders, such as

fraternity heads, Collegian edi-

tors, the Senate presidents, have

to hold part-time jobs, and even

those who get scholarship help

do not get enough so that they

can quit part-time jobs.

TALENTED STUDENTS IN

DEMAND
The survey shows that talented

students are in demand in many
activities. Almost all student lead-

ers are active in more than one

activity—and sometimes the ac-

tivities take more time than the

major activity.

Some student leaders believe

that more students should par-

ticipate in activities, and that a

few students are doing too much
to maintain quality in activities

that service the entire campus.

ACTIVITIES BURDENSOME
Eliot Sbhmer, Secretary of

IFC, has stated, "It's a shame
that there aren't more people on

this campus to share the burden

of extracurricular activities. Too

few people must devote much
hence their marks suffer. This I

believe is the major problem on

campus."

The survey was made by ques-

tionnaires and interviews with

four categories of student lead-

ers: 1) Presidents of sororities

and fraternities; 2) Leaders in

the Senate, Men's anrl Women's
Judiciary, Adelphia, Mortar

Board, IFC, Scrolls, and Maroon
Key; 3) Officers in the public

performance activities, i.e.,

WMUA, Collegian, Index, Roister

Doisters, and Operetta Guild; 4)

Heads of professional clubs.

The following are the results

of the survey made of sorority

and fraternity presidents. In the

next report, student leaders in

other categories will be covered.

FRATERNITY-SORORITY
PRESIDENTS

The responsibilities of a fra-

ternity president consume from
pight to twonty hours per wppV;

that is, a fraternity president

averages thirteen and one-third

hours per week on "house" work

alone.
,

However, many fraternity pres-

idents spend additional time, rang

ing from one to seventeen hours

(average, five) on other extra-

curricular activity, and tome
spend from four to eight hours

working.

Sorority presidents spend from
eight to fifteen hours (average,

ten) in their capacity of that of-

fice However, only an average of

three and one-half heuit (range-

zero to five) are consumed by

other extracurricular activities,

and no sonirity president works.

Therefore, fraternity presidents

average twenty three and one-

third hours per week on all non-

Mcademic activity; sorority presi-

dents average only thirteen and
one half hours on such activity.

The difference, as shown above,

may he accounted for by the fed
that fraternity presidents often

take nn work and other activities

in addition to their duties as
president; whereas sorority pres-

idents generally c»nfine them-
selves to the duties of their

sorority office.

IIETTEII ORGANIZATION?
The fact that a sorority de-

mands less time from a president

than a fraternity may be due to

a possibly better organization of

the sorority, or may indicate that

there are more people in a soro-

rity who are willing to take on

responsibilty than in a fraternity,

allowing for greater division of

responsibility.

The Baron

Baron Karl von Braunstedt

The Baron Karl Friedrich Wil-

helm von Braunstedt was honored

as a guest at the 29th Annual
Military Ball, Saturday.

The Baron arrived at the SU
at approximately 9:30 p.m. Com-
mander Sidney F. Wexler,

USNR, was presented to the

Baron at the car. Commander
Wexler acted as the Baron's

companion for the first part f

the evening.

Cadet 2nd. Lt. James Merino,

who was in charge of receiving

the Baron, and cadet brevet 2nd

Lt. Tracy Wilson, who is an ac-

quaintance of the Baron, were

also presented to the Baron at

the car.

The Baron's party included

himself, his escort, and an aide

assigned to him by the Depart-

ment of State.

The Baron von Braunstedt was

escorted to the Colonial Lounge,

where he received personnel and

cadets of the ROTC Detachments

on campus.
Cadet Wilson presented to the

Baron, Cadet Colonel James G.

Shields (Armor) and his escort.

The Baron and Mr. Shields dis-

cussed varipus aspects of military

training in Germany and Amer-

ica.

Baron von Braunstedt also re-

ceived Colonel John C. Marchant,

Colonel James R. "Weaver, PAS;

Miss Gail Thompsr,' '62, Honor-

ary Colonel for 1958; Mr. Eliot

S o h m e r, and Cadet Colonel,

AFROTC Cadet Wing.

After these introductions, the

Baron and his entourage removed

to the Ballroom for the Honorary

Colonel caping ceremonies. Miss

Harriet Cutler 'f>2, the new

Honorary Colonel for 1959, was

honored by a dai ce with the

Baron von Braunstedt.

After a dance or two with his

escort, the Baron returned to the

Colonial lounge, where he re-

ceived junior officers of the

ROTC Detachments

The Baron disci^-H various

aspects of West German politics

and military matter- He made a

favorable impression upon those

presented to him by his charm-

ing, graceful, and knowledgeable

conversation on the problems of

re-unification, and the reinstitu-

tion of the Gem an military

establishment, and on other
aspects of German r-ustoms and

life.

COMMANDER SIDNEY WEXLER, USNR, is shown giving

Colonels Marchant and Weaver a briefing on the biographical back-

ground of the Baron von Braunstedt.

The Baron and The Colonel

Shown, 1. to r.: Commander
Wexler. USNR; the Baron's

State Department Aide; and the

Baron. They are shown prepar-

ing to meet members of the

ROTC Detachments.

CADET LT. COLONEL GEORGE LUST, an emigrant from Ger-

many, converses in German and English with the Baron von

Braunstedt.

STRAND THEATRE
-HOLYOKE-

ONE DAY ONLY

Tuesday, December 8

S. Hurok presents

ULANOVA and the

BOLSHOI DANCERS
-in-

PROKOFIEV8

Ballet of
Romeo & Juliet

The only complete show

on film of this ballet.

—Discount Coupon

—

for Students <£ Groups

—Clip Out and Present at Box Office—

AAatinee-3:00 p.m.

Regular Price $1 00

Discount Price 75tf

Evening-8:30 p.m.

Regular price $1 4b

Discount price $1.00

Two parformanta* »l 3 and 1:10 p m

ML SIATS RISERVID at 130 show

Everything You Need
Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILM

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

Open Every Night until 1 1:00

The

Little Store
Located on N. Pleasant St.

On Corner Next to Newest

Men's Dormitory

"On the Campus Doorstep"

STUDENT WANTED
To help feed cow* and dog*

Must provide own transportation.

$1 00 par hour. Call JU 4 3555

North Hadlay.

—WANTED—
SENATE CLERICAL ASSISTANT

Typing, Filing (Somo Dictation)

Comae* Linda Aehenbach

Mary Lyon House

AMHERST CINEMA
-NOW . . . ENDS WED
ROCK HUDSON - DORIS DAY

in

*T>illow Talk"

G. S. M.
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ZUNICMEN SPLIT WITH|/fs A Long Way Down, Heinz!

BATES AND COLBY
by VIN RASILE '62, Sports Editor

Th.- Redmen basketball team,

under the brand new tutelage of

Matt Zunic. dropped tbeir season

r& 67, last Satur-

day, at Lewisl •
. M litt*. Despite

the loss, the hoopateri moved on

t,, ty iUe, Maine where they

edged out Colby in a wild contest.

Too many fouls contributed to

the UMass loss. Bob Eichorn, Al

Naedele, Mike Mole, and Doug

Grutchfield, four members of the

starting quintet fouled out. Bates

was quick to take advantage of

this opportunity as it tallied 41

field goals out of a possible 52.

Feld was the l>ij? rum for Hates,

as lie racked up 14 straight field

p>als.

The end of the first half had

Bates leading 27-22. Midway

throiiRh the second half Bates

made it .
r>3-37, to extend its lead

16 points.

At this point the Redmen

seemed to come to life as they

s<»red nine straight points, with

five minutes of play still remain-

ing. However, the rally soon died,

and a see-saw battle ensued which

saw Bates come out on top 75-67.

Grutchfield was high-scorer for

the Redmen with 19 points. Team

captain Leo LeBlanc, with 16

points, and Eichorn with It

points, also contributed to the

UMass cause.

Against Colby the Redmen got

their initial win in a 50-49 thriller.

For a while it looked like the

Mules would surpass their deter-

mined visitors. Trailing by nine

points with six minutes left to

play, the men from Maine rallied

for eight straight points, but a

basket and a free throw by Dave

Grutchfield, combined with a one

pointer by sophomore Mike Mole,

brought the Redmen quintet vic-

tory.

ept for a two-minute relief

by Leo LeBlanc, the five starters

—sophmore Charlie Fohlin, Mole,

Grutchfield, Naedele, and Eich-

orn—went the entire route.

Eichorn sparked the UMass

29-24 half-time lead by scoring

10 of his 14 points before the in-

termission.* Mole took over the

offensive lead in the second by

tallying 12 points. He was aided

by Grutchfield and Fohlin, each

of whom scored 11.

Grutchfeld's hoop and field goal

gave UMass a 49-45 lead with

two minutes left, but the Red-

men lost the ball and Colby

scored with 50 seconds remaining.

Mole hit for a field goal, but

once again the Mules scored on a

jump shot by Dave Berquist. Sec-

onds later Colby again got the

ball and with the buzzer ringing

Ed Marchetti made a long shot

which failed.

One break for the Redmen was
the fact that the Mules could

make only nine of 22 field goal

attempts.

—Photo by Pat*

CAPTAIN HEINZ BRIEGEL of the UMass gymnasts is shown here as he takes first honors on the

sidehorse against UConn last Saturday. Captain Briegel went on to take first place in the high bar

and parallel bars.

UMASS— COLBY

IMmo Colby

l MASS— BATES
UMa

Grutchfield
Naedeta
Fohlin
Eichorn
Mole
LeRlnne
Ricci
Lnughnan*
Grnvea

Total

Bates
BFPti BPPti
9 1 19 Murphy 19 11

15 7 Brown 5 9 19

1 S 6 Sutherland 118
4 6 14 Rapt 6 3 13
3 6 Feld B 14 24
6 6 16 Lnwler 3

Curry
Fiak 2

23 21 67 Total 17 41 75

Grutchfield
Naedele
Fohlin
Eichorn
Mole
LeBlanc

B F Pta B F Pta
1 11 Marchetti

2 Swenson
1 11 Burke
2 14 Bergquiat
2 12 Nelson

Thaxtcr
Kelly

5 15
1 5

I

4

7

22 6 60Totals 20 B 49Total

Score at halftlme—UMnsa 89. Colby

24.

Referee^—Gentile. Umpire -Lees.

wherever you go . .

.

YOU LOOK

BETTER IN AN

ARROW SHIRT

I «

>

t holiday festivities or anytime

want to look vmir best—treat yourself

to a linn's chare of flattery- the kind you'll

find in an Arrow. In 100% cotton oxford t

that .</">% runt. Arrows are a pleasure to wear

. . . And, a most acceptable gift for the man '

who prizes fine tailoring. In favorite

collar styles. $5j00.

-ARROW-
Each Saturday «•• the NCAA football "Game of

rh# Weekw-NBC TV-*p©rwe>roe1 by ARROW

Briegel Leads Jamesmen
To 70-26 Win Over UConn

by DUTCH HUNTER '62

The UMass Jamesmen took

first, second and third place in

five out of six events at the first

gymnastic meet of the season.

The meet, scheduled to be held

Saturday noon, wait postponed

until that night because of U-

Conn transportation troubles.

The UMass gymnasts appeared

to be fired up as a result of this

disappointment, and went on

that night to execute a gymnas-

tic shutout, 70-26.

UMass captain Heinz Briegel

performed in three events, the

sidehorse, parallel bars, and the

high bar, and walked away with

a first pla£e in all three without

a single judges' rating below 80.

Captain bnegHi wan zouoweu

nn the horse by teammates Al

Ober and Jim Adam. Briegel then

went on to cop the first slot on

his favorite pier.' of apparatus

the high bar, by his best MOT* of

the meet, 184 points out of a

possible 200.

UMass' Bob Titus chalked up

second place, followed by Dick

Stedt.

Briegel took his third first-

place honor on the parallel bars,

and was followed by Dick Sledt

and Jim Adam.

Skimming up the 20 foot rope

for UMass was Don Clear?, who

made it in 6.1 seconds, lh-hind

Nichols and Bob Coffin,

The fifth UMass triad was

completed by the flying ring

men, Paydos, Bitgood and A-

mundsen. Paydos took first place

with his dislocate, flyaway dis-

mount.

i he UMass tumblers placed

second and third with Gary Ha-

gopian and Don S.-iari takitur the

respective honors.

Coach Bob James is certainly

justified in being pleased with

the team's ability and spirit.

Coach James reported that he is

confident of an equally fine show-

ing next week when the James-

men will meet Portland.

SPORTALK
by HAI. BUTTON '69

do your Christum* shopping

vow . . .for Gifts of

Arrow Shirta

Gtt a tmart start on the ChriMmaH rmh an,! *hop

now for the gift men love to recc ive

Arrow oxfords. See our smart collar styles

that fit perfectly, stay fre»h longer. In traditional

atripe»,*aolidi, white. $SM.

V. A. Thompson & Son
IS NO. PLEASANT ST.

The Redmen opened ?> "U

by splitting the two game set in

Maine. They lost to Hates in

Lowieton 75-67 on Friday night

and nipped Colby in Waterville

on Saturday 50 1!>.

Friday the Redmen committed

31 personal fouls and the Bobcats

hit on 41 of 52 attempts from

the charity stripe. Mattie Zunic's

"Chinese Defense," which finds

the Redmen overplaying the ball,

is apt to raise havoc with many
opponent* before the season is

over. However, they will be prone

to commit many personal fouls.

The lloston University Terriers

come to the Cage Wednesday

fresh from their 82-64 conquest of

AK'. Zunie will be out to beat t lie

club he eOMhcd for the past sev-

en yearn.

The Terriers topped the Red-

men twice Inst season; 75-55 in

the Sargent Gym dedication game
and 61-56 in a hair-raiser at the

Cage.

The Terriers got a 20 point i" I

formalist from sophomore Larry

[senberg against MC. John Alex-

ander, Dick 0*Co!ineU, and Cap
tain Bill Gate! also hit double fig-

ures. Gates is the only starter

retUrnl&g from last year's Tor
rier squad which went to the

Eastern regional finals of the

NCAA tournament

New Hampshire ran over Ver-

mont 79-60 in the first YanCon
game of the new season. The Red-

men enter conference competition

against the mighty UConn Hum-

kies at the Cage on the fifteenth.

Dick Garfeer'l frosh team opens

the season Wednesday in the pre-

lim R| <',;.'{<). The Little Redmen
will meet the Ml' Pups. Three
metropolitan New York hoys are

on the squad this year.

ODDS AND ENDS
Mike Holovak's "resignation"

from Boston College has started

much speculation that he will be

a prime candidate for the vacancy

here.

Voluntary

ROTC?

(Page 2)
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Left to right:

Friedenberg.

John Poignand, Anthony DeFranceaco, Nancy

A Satire Is Presented
By Campus Varieties

Tension is mounting as opening

night approaches and the product

of months of hard work is receiv-

ing its final polishing touches.

1 his year's Campus Varieties

production features twenty songs,

both light and serious.

"Flowers Grow Wild," accord-

ing to a cast spokesman, is a sa-

tire on Greenwich Village that is

guaranteed to be the best Campus
Varieties production this campus
has seen. Don Moriarty, '60,

went on to say, "Wait until you

see the Hothouse scene in the

second a*"t! It's going to set this

campus right on its heels."

"Flowers Grow Wild" was seen

by the Publicity Editor of UMass,
William Deminoff, during rehear-

sals. As a result, an effort is be-

ing made to take the show to Bos-

ton as publicity for the school.

Tickets are on sale at the S.U.

ticket window from 1 to 5 p.m.

and at Bowker on the nights of

the show, December 10, 11, and

12. Aii seats are reserved.

Baron von Braunstedt

A 'Challenge' Say Hoaxers
fessor of Romance Langoagea,
aided the conspirators.

Mr. Wilson was the mastermind
behind the affair. Only he knew,
of all of the principals, the true

identity of the 'Baron'. Upon be-

ing asked to reveal this informa-
tion, he replied, "I think it best

that I do not reveal the Baron's

true identity, or the identity of

the man and girl who accom-
panied him, who were not of this

(Continued on page S)

The 'Baron' Karl Freidrich

Wilhelm von Braunstedt was a

hoax.

The principals of the deception

are many. On campus, they in-

cluded Tracy Wilson '62, Art Edi-

tor of YaHoo; James Merino '60,

an Associate Editor of the Col-

legian; Jame« Leonard '60, Col-

legian photographer; Richard

MacLeod '60, Editor inChief of

the Collegian. Among the faculty,

Sidney F. Wexler,. Assistant Pro-

Collegian Competitions
To select the most competent team of Editors for the operation

of this newspaper during the 1960-61 school year, the Collegian an-
nounces the opening of Advanced Competitions.

Advanced Competitions are used as a guide for determining the
qualifications of studenta seeking Executive positions on the Collegian.
The competitions are open to any undergraduate at the University
who wishes to participate. Previous journalistic experience, however,
ia a key criterion in selecting editors aa competence ia required for
anyone to take responsibility for the production and contents of a
newapaper.

All Juniors on the Collegian, and any other interested students
who feel themaelvea qualified, should obtain Advanced Competition
Regiatration Forma available on the main bulletin board at the Col-
legian office in the S.U. until 5 p.m., Monday, Dec 14.

Com petitions will b* conducted by Albert Madeira, Collegian Tech-
nical Adviaor. A committee of studenta, faculty membera and working
newsmen will aid Mr. Maderia in conducting the competitions. This com-
mittee includes aa members Professor Arthur Musgrave, a former
Neiman Fellow in Journalism at Harvard; Mr. Edward Cymaraki,
eapyeditor of the Springfield Union, and a former Collegian Editor;
aad the outgoing senior* on the newapaoer.

Richard MacLeod '60

Editor-in-Chief

Senator Moves Opposition

To NDEA Disclaimer Oath
by DAVE MA'- LEY '63

On the agenda for tonight's

Senate meeting will be a motion

presented^ by Ted Sheerin '60,

which reads; "Moved that the

Student Senate .... representing

the undergraduate body . . ., ex-

press extreme opposition to the

disclaimer affidavit required of

aid applicants under the National

Defense Education Act, and ex-

press approval of the bill pres-

ently pending before Congress
. . . which would repeal this re-

quirement. A copy >f this bill to

be sent to each Senator and Con-

gressman in the Massachusetts

delegation to Congress . . . and
to the Speaker of he House and
Vice-President."

Sheerin, in presenting this mo-
tion, is against the disclaimer for

three reasons. First, "The dis-

claimer serves no practical pur-

pose. Communists would sign the

oath anyway." Second* "In sin-

gling out students, fb* disclaimer

in effect makes them second class

citizens. This sort of tfiing leads

to a garrison state." Third, *The
disclaimer is an interference with

academic freedom."

Sheerin does not say in his

motion that the University should

reject NEDA aid. "I wish the

University was in a position to

reject the funds," he said, "but

DENNIS TWOHIG '60

Foreign Summer Schools

Open To UMass Students
Four British and two Austrian

summer schools are offering
American students the opportu-

nity to combine 1960 vacation

travel abroad with six weeks of

liberal arts study this July and

August.

Under the British University

Summer Schools program, stu-

dents may apply for study at one

of four schools, each concentrat-

ing on the literature, history and
srts of a particular period. Al-

though the courses are designed
for graduate students, junior and
senior undergraduates will be con-

sidered.

Both Austrian summer schools

include in their programs the op-

portunity to attend performances
at Salzburg's famed music fes-

tival. The Salzburg Summer
School emphasizes German lan-

guage study, but other courses

are taught in English. 'The fee

(Continued on page 4)

Is America Degenerating?

Gagnon-Tinder: Yes
Brown-Schoeffler: No
"Is America Degenerating?",

wan the question before a History

Club panel of four, with Mr.

Tinder and Mr Gagnon saying

yes, Mr. Brown and Mr. Shoeffler,

no, and Mr. Caldwell moderating.

"American BOCifty lacks any

deep vision and sense of reality,"

stated Mr. Tinder as his thesis.

He said the y> >pulaee was suf

fering from optimism, super-

ficiality, Irreligioat, and a frag-

mented world ^iew. The intel-

lectuals, he thought, were hin

dered by specialization, factual-

ism, and obje<*,rity.

Advertisers he charged with

violating their responsibility in

encouraging irrationalism and
hedonism wh»ie TV fails us by

dedicating itself to distracting us,

quoting a popular magazine as

stating, "If the world is going to

come to an end, let it happen dur-

ing 'Gunsmokf

Mr. Shoeffler noted that our

society was unique because
change was built into it with the

most powerful forces in the so-

ciety arraigned on its aide.

The research capacity of busi-

ness was cited aa one visualizing

a new order, a function which in

the past was of individuals, usual-

ly powerless.

Mr. Gagnon agreed with Mr.

Tinder in that American Society

was degenerating. As proof of

this he said, "I should almost feel

that I should apologize for ad-

mitting belief in the Judao-Chris-

tian ethnic and the ideals of the

(Continued on page i)

this would be impractical, fcr we
can't afford it."

The National Defense Educa-
tion Act, which was passed in

1958, provides Federal loans for

needy students. But students

seeking aid must first sign an
oath of allegiance to the United
States, and also sign an affi-

davit disclaiming membership in

any subversive organization.

The second part of Sheerin's

proposal calls for approval of a*

new bill which will come up for

vote in this session of Congress.
The new bill, presented by Ken-
nedy, also calls for eliminating

the disclaimer.

Sheerir* said that if nothing
else, passage of his motion would
serve as a lobbying act in support
of the presently pending bill.

Senate President Bob Zelis '60,

approves of the second part of

Sheerin's proposal for he is

"against the disclaimer affidavit

because it is paradoxical" with

Federal aid to foreign countries,

in that the government does not
require loyalty oaths from foreign

aid recipients,

Zelis pointed out that Sheerin
does not, in his motion, call for

the University to reject Federal
aid. Zelis said that action by the
University to reject aid for

needy students would be "eco-
nomic discretion" on their part.

The University, according to

President Mather, is not going to

drop out of NDEA for three rea-

sons. "First of all," he said, "the
national associations of education,

to which we pay dues, have al-

ready ruled on this. Secondly",

he said, "all State employees here
at the University, from the Pres-

ident down to the janitor, have to

sign a State loyalty oath which
is exactly the same as the Fed-
eral oath which the students have
to sign. It would be ridiculous,"

he said, "for the University to

reject student aid on the grounds
of the disclaimer affidavit when
we sign our own loyalty oath.

Finally, the State University
acts as a fiscal agent for the ad-

ministration of s t u d e n t-aid

funds," he said. "It's up to the in-

dividual whether or not he wants
to sign."

Speaking against the disclaimer
affidavit was Professor Richard
Brown of the History department.

(Continued on page U)

At The State Hou«e

Legislature To Vote
On State Auditor

The I960 Legislature is going
to have to decide whether it

wants to broaden or curb the

powers of State Auditor Thomas
J. Buckley.

Reps. Stephen T. Chmura (D-

Holyoke) and James R. Lawton
(D-Brockton) sponsored twin bills

to have the State Auditor audit

the books of the Massachusetts
Port Authority.

Rep. Mary B. Newman (R-
Cambridge) filed legislation to

have the State Auditor audit the
books of the Massachusetts Park-
ing Authority and of the Mas-

sachusetts Turnpike Authority.

And Sen. William E. Hays (R-

Waltham) sponsored a bill even
broader in scope. He would have
the State Auditor provide all au-

diting services required by any
state department, commission, in-

stitution "or other state activity."

The measure to curb the Audi-
tor came from Rep. Charles Ian-

nello (D- Boston). He filed a pro-

posal for a legislative amendment
to the Constitution which would
limit the State Auditor to three
two-year terms.
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Advocation Of Voluntary

Basic Course ROTC

Th. Univ< Board of Trustees is re-

quire! to implement the provision that land-

grant schools and universities provide a pro-

grram of military training. The decision as to

whether the program offered requires volun-

tary or compulsory participance, however, is

left for the trustees to make.

In the past the Trustees evidently felt

that re nation was necessary in

ord- |Uota" of Advanced Course

Cadets.

The Armor and Air Force could meet

luotas** without having compulsory
t

Basic (*<ur-- ROTC, by ming the ap-

plicant • the
-

' ROTC Pro-

grams and by talking to the incoming fresh-

•i during the summer counseling period.

luntary Basic Course ROTC would

help both the students and the Armor and

Force detachments. Freshmen and

homores already have a heavy schedule.

Why should those not interested -waste three

to four h a week in a course which is

meaning] iem

At |
'. uninterested freshmen and

sophom »-ag down the rest of the class

and t lethargy pervades the entire

Ba ' ProgTam, Students who try to

do well in the course are derided as "Gung-

B .••

With 3uch an atmosphere, it seems only

sensible that the ROTC program, am well as

many freshmen and sophomores, would bene-

if the Basic Course were voluntary, and

thus made up of only interested students.

£he fRassarlmsrtts (Colirniati
• » •r
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RESEARCH AND RESEARCHERS

New Vaccine Production Method

by LES TLRNER '61 and JOE MASPERO '60

A high-speed, high temperatu: technique capable of qofcUj pro-

ducing tremendous quantities of v—cine has been developed by three

Ba,"*erioiogy Department research era: Dr. Warren R. L t-'-.y, Re-

search Professor, Dr. R. B. Read Jr. Associate Professor, and Mr.

Ray M. Dutcher, Instructor.

OUTGROWTH OF BACTERIOLOGY DEPT. RESEARCH
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History Club . .

.
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18th centu

Gagnon related degeneracy with the busineea-

manV administration, which he feared "has aban-

doned the idea that man can be educated, his taste

reason developed, assumed instead that

most of u« are slob-

• he American people are being victimized by a

p which is depriving them of a free choice

*acrific» for higher aims and consumer

goods and substituting the lower choice—that of one

consumer product over another.

a final comment Gagnon deplored that, "The

critics can hardly be heard in all the din."

Mr. Brown sounded a more optimistic note say-

ing that he agreed with Mr. Gagnon, but that hit in-

terpretation of what it added up to was different.

Citing the existence of flaws as inherent, Mr. Brown
*d the familiar critical themes from the past of

hedonism, the failures of mass communication, and

the influence of the buaineas man. Mr. Brown choae

rather to question whether "America maintains its

h."

H«- said American society waa aa vital aa ever.

Bvidence on the positive side first in the capacity

of American society has shown to re-order their

LETTERS

To the Editor:

ih of research on pasteurization

h .Service by the Department of

Aside from its potential com-

extremely imp< n the event

The new process is an j-jrr

techniques for the U.S. Pub'.ic He-

Bacteriology and Animal Seia

raerciaJ use, the new process may b<

of an epidemic or bacterial warfar

Dr. Litsky explains that ther- are two types of vaccine; live

mutant strain and killed virus. Eit r ii capable of imparting immu-

nity without imparting the disea- I the mutant strain is, in some

ways, more effective, Dr. Litsky thieves. However, a mutant strain

may not be available; and in thw case a killed vaccine must be pre-

pared from highly infective bacteria or virus cultures.

OLD PROCESS TOOK 3 TO 5 DAYS

Presently accepted laboratory m<

curial or formalin agents to kill I

ing the efJ 'ess of the imm-
vsoeine, Thaw proroaarn are very -

are comparatively expeaaiva.

The new process is capable of red

One vaccine, for a polio-like d - .

one liter per minute, enough for a:
|

The equipment, designed main!;

a stainless steel tank and a ?r

electrical resistance. The time and I b

by the pressure and rate of passa:

These factors vary according to -

temperature is u bear 178 degr

The agricultural E- -.*.-•

in part by the U.S. Public Hea I

search.

thods involve the use of me-
^"ithout decreas-

-'
- r '

.--,--
: ;- : : 1

1

usually three to five days, and

g this lag to mere minutes.

:*e produced at the rate of

x.rr.ately 10,000 "ahots ".

r
- Rr ad. consists basically of

rss-steel tube heated by

perature f^ 1 are controlled

- : -re through the tube.

. • - being treated, but the

tad the time 00,003 seconds.

• research is being supported

and the Office of Naval Re-

(ta th«> letter from BtrnH C, Morrissey, State

Hud;- nmiaafonor tCottogkm, i DaceuaWi) con-

cerning poa«fM« ramediaa for our budgetary prob-

i I think it might be ap-

tO r- la'.. th« Kp"«-ifio prohNrn of legisla-

t
-

lvc f,n th<» Univ«TRity'B operation to the

ral problem of an archaic constitution which

•'•rs th< •

r(
'
'* '' Ppamtioa Of the whole state.

If we could revamp tha itste constitution it might

take th*- I'fiiver.sity and our sister In-

state TaacJaOra' Colleges, out from

•humb of the state legislature and create

a relationship of mora freedom such as is enjoyed

by 49 other state oniveraitiaa and colleges.

While Mr. Morrissey's sympathies (along with

Governor Fureolo'sl are in the right place, I think

t>ja » • • far enough. Rather than remedy

the specific part of the problem, it would be

- r to remove the whole difficulty in one fell

swoop.

The only way to relieve the situation is to have

a constitutional. convention and create an entirely

new attitude in the state towards politics and the

taxpayers' money. For anyone who would be inter-

• i in procuring more information about this, I

wouli enggeat that they write to the Boston Globe

for a reprint of the recent series by John Harris

red the whole question in a very compre-

hensive manner.
Sincerely,

Ted Sheerin '60

Results of Collegian Poll

of Faculty and Administration

on Lovaltv Oath Controvers>

• • ''"Vf^

admi

faculty and
nvattv

-.orming about

questionnaire posed three q

printed below ex:. I

students and more fac- I

A box will be pro-,

be placed the responses

le to do so; hove'

ta be typew

words.

. .. „ ml

joa two and three are re-

-
• • - - -

a personal comment

hundred fift;

To the Editor:

Did yon know t--.* there was a concert by the

W- .
- at 5rr:'th College, Friday evening? No?

V- •- -
:

- many jthers, and many of Htett would

have been interested B attending it.

T-- - -
|

- : f- '/Ma.-s students had of this event

was a tens - tlan Amherst Bulletin under

Bl
%: ;- — ng I" -itutions." Lots of stu-

hsve g-ne to listen to this prominent

r- -••-. ' - t there were empty seats.

"?,'- »-.-.. /..... g. .. ^. riP%vs rf-ar-hp-

- -- * '"v-_ ..' v. . .
-- ;

- - Tp:y an ovpr-
. . - - - pr]n -4 - ----- *

Fnrtbej i ! *e did "want to go, there were
-••*' •

- fcW '• - :- Calling Smith
r- •

• krts would be on sale

re were any left. So you
ay to Northampton on

t : be tickets available at
"

.

•'-' • -
• :• • >pen until forty five

• "" performance.

El it t-vrn sensible? Tickets

Amherst, Smith and Mount
available to students at

•

ns at apeciflad times on their

And this MueavaN should reach the

of as much interest to some as events
ampus.

J. H. D. *62

-

A b»

•

Do you think there I
be a Loyalty r>ath .-tipulati

for NDEA loan?? Tea No No Comment
on

--:ty f Massachusetts should

accept NDEA fund-- a? I Dp - ther*- is a LoymHy Hath provi-

sion? Yes No No Comment

Out of 585 faculty and Istration personnel, 120 answered

the questionnaire and returned it to th< I
• qxan representatives at

Bowker. A summary of the !- -plies follows.

Approximately 20^ of faculty and administration replied.

Approximately 39% of th

and 55*^ were opposed. W
As to the question of ar

those who replied advocated tl

were against accepting th*

were in favor of the Loyalty Oath
• rpd "no comment".

•ing funds, approximately 7091 of

: ceptance of the NDEA funds; M$
and 411 answered "no comment."

who5« to the rwet of the world. "Our ac-

(Continued on page S)

Of the 120 persons who r* nded, several commented further in

apace reeerved for that parpom °>n the questionnaire. Some of theae

comments we print below.

From a faculty membrr -. rcpli-d y* to ijuostions two and

three, we have this commenl 1$ it an olfenae to be loyal? Or an

honor to be subversive?" Another who replied yes to the same ques-

twna declared: "There is no obligation on the part of ahe individual to

apply for a (loan). If he strongly objects to the oath, let him apply

for assistance elsewhere."

Another, who had respond.,) in the negative to the same ques-

tions, replied: "Oaths, in the mindi and actions of most young people

in the C.S., do not demand ail y in thought or action. This situa-

tion la regretful but true."

To the Editor:

I rr.ay be one o' Bggheadtte* birds referred
to in a previous edition of the CoPaOfan, but I feel

that every dorm should have strictly enforced study
rules. Y*ou say that they are strictly enforced. Sure
"

Bee a * tfaey catch aomeofM making
a commotion and whip him with a wet noodle. The
aver all din rami i

Do not fear, fellow students, I have the answer.
I have devised a little black box which will auto-
matically select or reject incoming freshmen. One
device would detect if a person is noisy or not. If he
is noisy, then he is awarded aoOM type of punish-
m such as eating in the Commons or living in

Baker. Another device would detect the student's
rapacity for liquid refreshment. Any person who
has too great a capacity for alcohol would not be
allowed to register because as we all know, there
is no drinking around these here parts!

This idea has one drawback. Although I have
completed the design for the black box, the Mas-
sachusetts Senate would never appropriate the mon-
ey for building it!

Neal Andelman 'A3

Van Meter 4<>u

To I he Editor;

I cannot congratulate you enough for that howl-
ing satirical piece "The Karon" in the Collegian of
Monday, December 7th.

Well done! I/et's have more

Audio-Visual Center Suggests

Greater Use of Equipment
by JOYCE ROLLUifi '60

Because 90','f of our learning is

visual, the Audio-Visual Center

is striving to promote greater use

of their equipment by instructors

for classroom use, and thereby

increase the amount of learning

by UMass students.

Mr. Donald Curtis, Acting Di-

rector, states that presently the

biggest problem of the Center is

to persuade the professors to use

more audio-visual equi pment
along with their lectures.

Only .
r
)
r
y of our learning is

gained through lectures, and of

this, onlv is retained, Mr.

Curtis states. Therefore, he feels

it would be most beneficial if a

greater attempt were made on

the part of University instruc-

tors to increase the amount of

learning by a more extensive use

of audio visual aids and class-

room demonstrations.

The Aud;n Visual Center, lo-

cated i?i the rear of South Col-

lege, has libraries of educational

aids, photographa, films, slides

and a pool of equipment loaned,

free of chare*', for classroom use.

About 970 sound motion pic-

ture films and 700 filmstrips are

available. The motion picture

films an- obtained from all over

the world and range in price

from $60 to $850. In purchasing

these filiu&j the Center is con-

cerned with the amount of use

these films will receive as well as

the educational value.

Recently a film was drdered

for use

1!

from Austria on "bees
» i-

. ., r->-- ...»! •' •/ i»i'l neience fb

partmenta.

At present, the (.'enter if seek-

ing to ;>>(•• >i -rise the mimb'T of

slide sets, due to the growing de-

mand r>f the science department*.

With the recent put chase ..i a

camera used in the preparation
,.f •">•' ,. o" „i;,l, »!,.. (\..0,... i«j
( > I w X — 81 »UC8| • • • \ . .

.

. ~

fMi'in*!.- ::;!:'•;••• (tilde -•'- for

the Botany department and will

soon prepare aatrology slides.

Among rti -i" lial aervicea, the

Center provtdea the signs, such

as "lli^rh School I

' and

"School Secretaries," for special

days and conferences on campus.
Technical assistance is also avail-

able for the preparation of re-

cordings, charts and other edu-

cational purposes. The Center

maintains equipment, such as

the public address system in the

Student Union, in all buildings

on campus.

This library of educational

aids not only serves the Univer-

sity, but the public in general,

free of charge. Residents of

towns and cities throughout the

state, as well as Amherst resi-

dents, frequently borrow this

equipment. Public address equip-

ment, screens and projectors are

loaned to fraternities and soror-

ities for special events.

A budget is provided for the

Audio-Visual Center directly by

the state and not the University.

Money is provided for the pur-

chase, maintenance and repail

all equipment. 1200 is allotted

nually for travelling expenses to

observe new equipment for pos-

sible future purchase.

Although the Center floes not

charge money for the borrowing

of equipment to the University or

genera] public, it dries receive an

income from one organization,

the Film Cooperative. This or-

ganization consists of 96 m< m-

bera, most of whom are faculty

members or Amherst residents,

whose own films are kept in the

Audio-Visual Centei library.

These films may only be taken

i it by members of the Film (

operative, and are loaned at a

special, inexpensive rati

.

The Audio-Visual Center is

governed by a council of faculty

members, under ProVOBt Shan-

non McCnne. Monthly meetings

are held by this council to discuss

and. nettle any problems or ques-

tions that arise.

Working in the Center with

Mr. Curtis are technician? Mr.

Nathan Tilly and Mr. William

Rates. In charge of the booking

of films are Louise Dzuiba and

Preola Robitille. Two University

student- art also employed ;i-

pa h ! help,

UM Trustee

Is Described

In TV Guide
Frank L. Boyd. hairman of

the UMass Boan 1 rueteea,

was described by J

"one of the half-' • in-

teresting men I e r met in my
life" in a recent T\

Boyden ia al- iter at

Deerfield Academ> ''.'IS

taught for 53 yea

Cunther named the other

five most interest en he has

ever met: Church : N'ehru; Al-

bert Laaker; Fl Gl tha Paaha

of Marrakech: ar Franklin D.

Roosevelt.

The star of his documen-

tary for ABC TV. ' Guiith€f^s

High Road, Cunt also a'u-

thor of fHside / | i . and a

series of "Inside" covering

several areas of t • >rid.

Arts Groups
To Sponsor
Talent Show

Auditions for t! Talent Show

to be held Januar '. I960, spon-

sored by the A ind Music

fetee, will I teld on De-

cember 15, 106a u large Hall-

room and on De< r 16, 1959

in Skinner Audit- urn from 7-9

P.M.

.S iii Ii- up -- ii* I < ' 11 »UUI

date preference ai posted in Hi

dormitories with s heel available

at the Student Cnion Lobby
. rf« .i Ms

counter. I He Sil>* Alii De COi-

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

Paul Gagnon.
Inatruetor, llintory

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
a. J. Rfjiwlih Totiirco Co.. Wlniton-^alaa. ». C.

•CHK1SH-

ir.Ani' * ic afc——mini "—

'

^.^ . .jaaiii

CMES * JOURNAUShA - COLtte

tlVd like one on tl" titi of writinp

Co-ed Corner

leeted on Di i erob 1 > 1

.

i ..
-11

1

..... ...

he sure t< • sien u i n e.v f von !

think you have :\ Be

ire to notify your h dented
j

friends of this ehi ill of a life-

time.

History Club • • •

{Continued from p flfjr t)

ceptance * f m 1 m of 1 he resiion- I

sibjlity of world 1 endf rshio is a

revereal of 150 y i ar , H e then

noted the of t he nstitu-

<n< and , • . Ctill in *•. '

r oriel ' i'| n'i |>o||i y, t

" il/:ide right! j. and

,
. .f t

1

by CAROL KIBITZ '62

ARNOLD
< >n November 15 a Freshman

Tea was held in Arnold with Dr,

John King of the Muaic Depart-

ment aa fifoeat Bpeaker, I

comments heard ....

.•- .,,* ;• • ii li p i to becv rill.) I
-

ulating ting ftei

noon.

Best w to G I

M In

•62 SDT, on her re

to Marcel Korn, TEP.
Spaghetti suppers with differ

gut floors -•

have been fnl Sal irday

nitrht occurrence.

HAMLIN
11, ;mHn held a Tha- g ',

Muaic Hour in the Lounge on

M »nday November 28. The girls

enjoyed toasting marahmallowa in

th •
4

'

and tg the

traditional

The do • '
' stmas

ad on Thursday, Dec, •"

7:30 p.i . in the L in
•

i> a

{,-,- :ulty coffee
sp rnaored by the foui

g Iney K

Dei

in the Ma

Plans are now underway for

the aecond annual Holiday Formal

to he held ( hia li ei.t* ft om
|o ! ! :'i(t in om' recreation fOOttl

\nv Hamlin 'oi may purchase

I he tickets from her counselor.

\ i being danned dorm

t mge on December

the d ' naaa p

on I
1 15.

I, a • w e '. Nancy w.

was in Chicago at

tional l l' Club I

I

Hontpat. and nded

• nmn n r - :

( a ' tfei
:

. to Bill 0'N<

'62, of TKK; Mareia B u

to Kurt Douglas, '60, of PSD;
Diane Doa t. I I i

'

'

bkv. 8 I, of PSD; A "'I M ,
'

' V

'*.:. to Bill Benner, '62, of TKE.
MARY LYON

Xo\v the column is comp
Mary l.yon has arrived at last!

Wednesday, D ember '•'.
I

dorm will he offie al y

On Saturday the dorm will hold

an operi t to 5 p.m.

Ever ' •

r>
.. . ... ; f

.,

... , ; [ . . ,,,, |;,,

manno '*"*2. pinned to Carmen
- irpa '62 *>f SAK: r

i pph '60, engag< d to Dave

1 jon "*' 1 \ • n B :

;

Roberl J

'60

i
• Wednesday • •

i
.

I.:i
"

i K '61

'!• A !H1

19.

TH VTCHER
• in. .

62i ;*-..-

rtein '61 '

i

ri. d i
' ruff

weekend. ?hi

Worn n's M
in Phil

Baron . .

.

(i i >

i

• nixed th >m will

n lilent. This ; n F

it revealed, i aj pe

• iful to them."

The r e m lining conspirators

wen* late arrival '

they foined the eo

diacovering the bote* two days he

for* the Ball.

The first of tie* lata arrivals

. te involved w.-is Mr. Merino, a

cadet 2nd Lieutenant in Armor,

who at the time was serving1 on

the Publicity rob Committee for

the Ball. "Wilson was clever. T

suspected him at first, hut grad

ually 1 came around. I was faced

with the alternatives either of

calling off the wh*.1o thing, since

I was in charge of making ar

rangements to greet and enter-

tain the Baron, or of going along

with it. I chose the latter. Beaidea,

the plot then assumed the aspect

of a challenge; I simply had to

v,e whether or not wp could bring

the Baron here, and carry out the

deception smoothly, it was not

our in

..11.

r *
•

-'

\l M

'inharrass anv

MacLeod
ime

I

>r no1 the

ide to run

iothly, for Saturday
In an ;it tempt to obtain

t insurance that it would

. ed, • he i ra contacted

Mr, Sidney We? §r i
i ommander

in the Xavai R i "He agreed

lelp ixa," declared Mr. Leon-

ard, "and we w.re off!"

Colonel John C. Marchant, PAS,
and Cohmel Jtimes R. Weaver,

PMST, were informed of the

hoax by Commander Wexler Sat-

urday nijfht.

Colonel Weaver said later: "1

was informed that the Raron was

a hoax. But I thought he put on

.i KOOd show."

Colonel Marchant declared: "T

knew of the hoax through Com-
mander Wexler, before the Baron
arrived. 1 w.is expecting some

iorl of humorous expose but

nothing happened,

T think the Baron put on a
good act."
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Contract Bridge
by BARBARA DITBIS '61

North

S— 10 9 8 7 2

H—A J

D—A J 9 7 6

C—

4

East (dealer)

S—Q 3

H—K4 2

D—K Q 8 4 3 2

C—A 2

West
S-^l

H—Q 10 8 7 6 3

D—

5

C—Q J 10 9 5

South

S—A K J 6 5

H— 5

D—10

S—A K J 6 5

H—9 5

D—10

C—K 8 7 6 3

trumps. South then leads the C8
to dummy's C4 and West wins

with the C9. A heart is taken on

board with HA and the D6 is led

hack. East plays the DQ and

South wins with S5. South leads

the C3 and wins with dummy's
S8, with East's CA falling. The
D9 forces out the DK and South

wins with the S6. South plays his

CK sluffing the HJ and trumps

a low club with the S9. The S10

and DJ are both good, making
the bid.

Bidding:

East

ID
Pass

Double

Double

South

IS

4S
5D
Pass

West
Pass

Pass

Pass
I 'ass

North

. 3S
4NT
6S

Pass

This hand was played in a rub-

ber game and NS needed a slam
to tie the score.

West, holding a singleton D5,

leads it and North wins with the

DA. Declarer leads the D7, East
covers with the D8, South trumps
with the SJ, West stuffing a

heart. The SA and SK are then

led, drawing out the remaining

Summer School . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

for the entire program is $190,

with an optional three-day trip

to Vienna costing $25. Applicants

must be between the ages of 18

and 40, and must have completed

at least one year of college work.

The University of Vienna com-
bines study with outdoor life at

a mountain lake. Courses being

offered include German language,

law and political science, educa-

tion, arts and history. Students

who have completed at least two
years of college are eligible to

apply for either a three or six-

week program. The total expense
is $250, with an optional four-

day trip to Vienna costing $30.

The total Summer School fees

are approximately $246. A few

scholarships are available to both

graduate and undergraduate stu-

dents.

Applications for both the Bri-

tish and the Austrian programs

may be obtained from the In

formation and Counseling Divi-

sion, the Institute of International

Education, 1 East G7th Street,

New York 21, N.Y. British Sum-
mer School scholarship applica-

tions must be received before

March 1, 1960, and admission ap-

plications before March 81. Schol-

arship applications for Austrian

Schools must be returned by
March 1, and admission applica-

tions by May 1.

SHEERIN 7T7~
(Continued from page 1)

He said, "Though there is no
threat of thought control, the

potential is there, when Congress
fails to see the fundamental
principle of freedom to seek out

the truth."

In the Senate, Vice-President

Dennis Twohig '61, is opposed to

Sheerin's motion.

Explaining his feelings, Two-
hig said "Although I may be out

of step in this era of anti-Mc-

Carthyism, I can see no harm, in

taking any kind of loyalty oath
for the acceptance of Federal
aid."

Mass Education

Gov. Powell To Investigate

UNH Student Newspaper
The Governor of New Hamp-

shire, Wesley Powell, recently

called for an investigation of the

student newspaper of the Univer-

sity of New Hampshire.

This was brought on by a let-

ter in the newspaper which at-

tack the state Attorney General

Louis C. Wyman because of his

handling of a murder case.

The same attorney stated that

his office does not have the power
to investigate the policies at the

state university, but that he was
willing to assist the governor in

his "inquiry."

* * *

Creative simplifications of nat-

ure were cited as the greatest

contribution in the history of phy-
sics by Martin Deutsch of MIT's
Nuclear Science Lab at a recent

lecture at Tufts.

He stated that it was not pos-

sible to make progress in physics

without the much touted "creative

leap of imagination." This was il-

lustrated by the classic example
of Newton's imaginative correla-

tion of a falling apple to the force

of gravity.

New 1960 JiM brings you taste. . .more taste. ..

More taste by far..:

yet low in tar!
New, free-flowing Miracle Tip Only the I960 L*M Frees, up flavor

Unlocks natural tobaCCO flavor! other filters squeeze in! Checks tars without

That's why L*M can blend fine tobaccos choking taste! Gives you the full, exciting flavor

not to suit a filter . . . but to suit your taste! of the world's finest, naturally mild tohaccos!

C 1909 Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

More taste by far...yet low in tar. t.And they said "It couldn't be done!"

Two New England colleges have
ju.st announced men distinguished

in political affairs to be their

guests in the second semester.

Mendos- France,' former premier

of France, is expected to spend

from December 31 to January 5

at Dartmouth to give a lecture

and to be accessible to students.

George F. Kennan, former Am-
bassador to the Soviet Union, is

scheduled to spend five weeks at

Harvard in the spring as a visit-

ing lecturer in History. He will

lead with Soviet diplomacy under

Stalin in twelve lectures.

The Amherst faculty has re-

jected a proposal for a three

semester academic year- -two of

thirteen weeks, with one five week
winter session in the middle.

The plan was attacked as being

only superficial improvement,
(most likely by the stand-pat

men) as one which would not

achieve the same objectives of the

existing two semester system and
would cause considerable work
for people, in revising their

courses.

* * *

Internships in the Maine state

Congress are available to quali-

fied students of the University of

Maine to give the student an un-

derstanding of government by do-
ing staff work for a Senator or
Congressman from the beginning
of second semester to the end of
.July. For this the student re-

ceives a stipend of $500, a small
grant from the Citizenship Clear-
in? House, and six hours of uni-

versity credit, all while not post-

poning his graduation.

WMUA Schedule
WEDNESDAY
1:00

1 :05

5:00

5:05

5 :30

6:30

6:15

7 :00

7 :M
7 :32

8 :05

10:05

10:10

1 1 :00

1 1 :05

12:00

THURSDAY

Sign On—News, Weather
Campus Caper
News and Weather
Campus Caper (cont.)

Dinner Date
News and Sports

Call \*sn.

M.B.I.

News Headlines

Musicals

Basketball (lame (BU vs.

I M from the Casre)
News and Weather
(Appro*.)
J a 7/

News and Weather
Shoes Off Session
News, Weather—Sign Off

1:00

1 :05

5 :00

5 :05

5 :30

6:30

6:15

7:00

7:30

7:32

9:00

9:05

10:00

10:05

11:00

1 1 itS

12:00

Sijm On—News, Weather
Campus Caper
News and Weather
Campus Caper (cont.)
Dinner Date
News and Sports
Here's To Veterans
c.B.c. Presents
News Headlines

Musicale

News and Weather
Showcase
News and Weather
Jazz

News and Weather
Shoes Off Session
News, Weather—Sign Off

Lost & Found
LOST: In Union parking lot,

evening of Mili Ball, pair of
btnwn pigskin gloves. Call Tracy
Wilson, 204 (Jreenough.
LOST: Will the person who

took my raincoat from outside
W14 on Monday between 12-1

please contact R. demons,
348 Van Meter.

LOST: One black wallet be-

longing to Hay Chatfleld. Please
notify Judy Dorman, 217 Dwight,
if anyone has sny information
about it.

I

The Campus Beat
by ANN FRAZIER '62

Upon asking a friend of mine
if she could think of anything

witty to add to the interest of

this column she replied, "Why
bother? This campus is so far

from being serious that attempts

at poor humor would be fatal.

What this campus needs is some-
thirtg just plain serious for a

change!!"

The most popular topic every-

where these days appears to be
that "it's only so many days until

Christmas." Well, so what? Isn't

it enough that we have problems
of our own — such as exams,
classes that we can't cut, assign-

ments that we can't possibly find

time to do, and parties that we
just have to go to? Such adver-

tisements are merely commercial
propaganda. Isn't anyone con-

cerned with the dwindling of that

wonderful warmth of a true

Christmas spirit?

However, complaining doesn't

fulfill the purpose of this column,

so I shall tell you about the nice

little clubs around campus and
all their activities, when the meet-

ings' are, what time, where, and
you can just say, "I didn't read

the Collegian, so I didn't know
about it."

Tonight at 7:00 in Public Health

Building lounge, the Nursing Club

will hold its meeting. Entertain-

ing will be the Amherst Double

Quartet, after which a Christmas

Party will be held. Each girl is

asked to bring a 25c exchange

gift.

The art of studying psychology

(and passing) yet remains un-

Provocative Psychology movies,
followed by a discussion, might
be beneficial. These will be pre-

ited tonight from 7:30-9:30 by
fir Psych Club, Plymouth Room,
and the public is invited.

Also at 7:30, in room 157 of

Goessman, Mr. E. Whitman
Strecker will speak before the

Chem Engineering Club on "Re-
cent Technological Advances in

the Paper and Pulp Industry."

Of interest will be an exhibition

of the paper industry. Everyone
is invited—there will be refresh-

ments following the meeting.

It's a well-known fact that

artists are temperamental and
moody, but there must be a great

deal of potential among our
budding young geniuses. The
Literary Magazine would still

appreciate contributions for its

winter issue, which may be left*

in the file at the Collegian Office.

The American Institute of In-

dustrial Engineers present "Dia-

zographies", a method of visual

communications, by Tecnifax at

7:00 tonight in Barnstable Room.
The topic should interest all those

concerned with visual aids, and
everyone is welcome!

Important! What you ask?

Why, a junior class meeting
Thursday! That's right, all of you
class of '61 members. Don't for-

get the time, 11:00 a.m. (no it's

not too early); the place, the SU
Ballroom; the purpose, the in-

troduction of the executive board,

progress reports on Winter Carni,

nomination for a chairman for the

spring mixer. Let's have a little

solved. Perhaps the showing of spirit—nothing is any better than

GO GREYHOUND
(for out-of-this-world savings!)

No, there's no Greyhound

Scenicruiser® Service to

outer space— yet. But if

you're rocketing home for

the holidays, there's no

better way to go! It costs

less than driving your own

jalopy, too. With this exclu-

sive Greyhound Service,

you get more— pay less.

Get in orbit..goGreyhound.

COMPARE THESE LOW,
LOW FARES:
New York $4.90
Wash., D.C. 11.90

Cleveland 16.9;>

Chicago 26.50

New Haven 2.75

•plus tax

BAGGAGE PROBLEMS? You can take more with you on a

Greyhound. Or, send your belongings by Greyhound Package
Express. They arrive in hours and cost you less!

tf'a such a comfort to take tha bus. . . and leave tha driving to us!

THERE'S A
GREYHOUND AGENT
NEAR YOU

GREYHMND

Squires Cleaners
STRONG AVE. JU 4-4130

the support behind It!

Prevues to Thursday nights

movie! A foreign film, no less,

will be shown at 7:00 per usual,

entitled "Grand Illusion". It is the

great anti-war film based on the

highly dramatic story of a group

of French prisoners in a German
war camp.

Speaking of movies, the SU
Movie Committee will hold a

meeting Thursday at 11:00 in

Nantucket Room.

Men. are you looking for thrill-

ing excitement, challenging; op-

portunities? Then there is a place

on campus for you! No, not the

Army or Navy, but the UM Fire

Department. Of course, the open-

ings are limited, jo hurry, hurry,

hurry, to the Fire Department
meeting at 6:30 Thursday night.

If you're still not convinced, just

speak to some of the present

members—they'll tell you about

the fire drills at the Women's
Dorms!

Just a little secret between you
and me—the Campus Varieties

this year are eroing to be just

great! So, if you haven't already

bought your tickets, better do so

before they are all sold out!

This Saturday the Outing Club
will hold a hike and cookout on

Mt. Toby. All interested persons

should check the sign-up sheet in

SU by Friday nierht for complete

details.

Apparently the small amount of

snow Monday didn't last long

enough to lend an air of peace

and serenity to our campus. But
regardless, the Christmas spirit

will begin to culminate this week,
rising to a high pitch next week
with the concluding dorm parties.

Crabtree has a big weekend
planned with a Christmas Dec-

orating Party, aided by gentle-

men Friday night from 8-11.

Saturday night there will be a

closed semi-formal—Candy Cane
Ban at which time the gentlemen i

will be allowed to call for the

girls a les boudoirs! Sunday after-

noon will climax their weekend
with an open house for all.

Another closed semi-formal

dance, Mistletoe Mist, will be

held Saturday night by Knowlton
from 8:00-12:80. The cost is $1.50

per couple and refreshments will

be served.

To retreat for the moment
from carefree fun, a more serious

aspect of the Yuletide Season, CA
Vespers will be presented Sunday
evening at 7:00 — Fred Waring's
"A Song of Christmas," in Bow-
ker Auditorium.

THE LAND OFmn
Charlie Mingus

for persons] express]

by MIKE BLUM '60

as a "somethin-else" has- player has an outlet

don. Beyond this Mingus has the DOWer to com-

municate something broader .through hi9 earthy composing. He pro-

ject! into his works his peZtepttYS person*! attitudes toward his sur-

roundings and to do this keeps over sensitive to the nuances of life's

sounds; it's weeps, wails, laughter and the like are reproduced through

the medium of the Mingus Jazz Workshop. On his earlier recordings

Charley overemphasized the seedier side of life, rending his music

unnecessarily ragged and undisciplined. But on his latest release

"Mingus Ah Urn" on Columbia, Charley has been able to control and

channel his sensitivities into a personal message of great depth and has

produced (along with Ceorge Russell's "New York", N.Y.) the Bide

of the year.

A very amazing aspect of Mingus, besides finding and developing

new stars Bill Evans, Jimmy Knoenor, Jackie McLean), is

getting these sidemen to understand and interpret his conception. One

way he gets other musicians to play what he feels, is by eschewing

paper for mental writing. He lays out the framework of the composi-

tion on the piano to familiarize his men with the interpretation and

feeling he wants and the scale and chord progressions to be used, yet

he makes this approach flexible enough so that each may play in the

comfort of his own style.

Charlie's identification as one of the most advanced jazz-creators

partly deafens listeners to his constant searching for roots. Mingus is

vastly concerned with most of music and all ages and forms of jazz.

On "Mingus Ah Urn" he readily acknowledges sources to which he is

indebted for facilitating his motion towards a wholly individual style.

Besides formal tribute to Duke Ellington and church music, a pas-

sionate remembrance of Lester Young and a rather obvious rag of

Jelly-Roll Morton threads of other voices, some as improbable as Stan

Kenton and Shorty Rogers, run throughout the record. A curious

credit is made by his sidemen to Sonny Rollins as pianist Horace

Parian quotes Sonny's weird composition "Sonnymoon for Two"
(Rollins, "A Night at the Village Vanguard"—Blue Note) and tenorist

Shafi Hadi (formerly Curtis Porter) on "Goodbye Pork Pie Hat"

sound? much like Sonny on "You Don't Know What Love Is" CRollins-

"Sax Colos8Ua"-PresUge). With all Mingus's searching and listening

he has managed to draw fruitfully from the repertoire of sounds in his

head to create ideas, very different, honest, meaningful in love and

warmth, and singularly exciting.

If you are not prepared to listen carefully, release emotions and

accept many surprises, by all means, stay away from "Mingus Ah
CM."

'Saladin' Is Modeled After

European Coffee Shops
local artist? who exhibit and sell

their paintings at Saladin, and of

the co-owner. Bob Williams, a

graduate of the School of Prae-

tical Art in Boston.

Bob, Hon Walters '60, and Dick
Reilly '00, first became impressed

with the eoffde houses in Europe
pnii Japan: Dick a physics w-

while visiting England with

by MONETTA WRONSKI '63

Nestled between Tau Epsilon

Pi and Alpha Gamma Rho frater-

nities is a small white house,

known to the inhabitants here-

abouts as Saladin, a coffee shop

modeled after those in Europe,

San Francisco, and Greenwich

Village. There one may enjoy a

cup of coffee, or Espresso, sur-

rounded by paintings and the

strains of classical music.

The paintings are the works of

W1LDR00T CREAM OIL

KEEPS HAIR GROOMED LONGER!

MAKES HAIR FEEL STRONGER!

"Surface"

Hair Tonics

Penetrating

Wildroot Cream-Oil

"Surface" hair tonics merely coat your

hair. When they dry off, your hair dries

out. But the exclusive Wildroot Cream-Oil

formula penetrates vour hair. Keeps hair

groomed longer., .makes hair feel stronger

than hair groomed an ordinary wav.

There's no other hair tonic formula like it.

MAKE HAIR OBEY ALL DAY
WITH WILDROOT CREAM-OILI

/-

WILDROOr

CREAM OIL

jor,

the Civil Air Partol; Ron, a bac-

teriology major, while in Japan
with the Army, and Hob, who
WE8 stationed in Europe while in

the Army. Combining their ex-

perience and knowledge of coffee

houses with information supplied
by the American Coffee Institute,

they established their menu, ob-

tained a lease on the house at

111 No. Pleasant Street) redec-

orated, and opened in August.

Saladin was the sultan of

Egypt and Syria during the 12th

Century, who tried to expel the

Christians from Palestine, thus

touching off the Holy Wars. One
Of his reforms was giving the in-

tellectuals a place to gather, and
this seemed quite apropos to the

purpose of the coffee shop which,

in Bob's words, is "to give peo-

ple a place to appreciate the fine

arts."

In keeping with this purpose
they have instituted after-hours

poetry readings, which will he ex-

tended to regular hours if this

meets with public approval.

"We want to emphasize that
this is not a 'Reatnik' hideaway,"
said Williams. To emphasize this,

Rob, Ron, and Dirk have shaved
their beards, once something of a

trademark of the coffee house.

When asked about the public reac-

tion to this, Rob replied, "When
we bid beards everyone asked
why we wore (hem; now everyone
asks whv we shaved."
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REDMEN OPEN HOME
CARD VS. BOSTON U.

by AL BERMAN '62,

The UMass basketball team

will be seeking its second win of

the young season here tonight

when it plays host to Boston Uni-

versity.

The Redmen, still reeling fro»

an agonisingly close victory over

Colby, will be determined to stop

the Terriers, as Matt Zunie spent

his previous seven years at the

Hubhelm.

In a game last Friday, UMass

was stopped by the Bates College

five, 76-67. The biggest factor in

the defeat wu Chat the Redmen

gave up too «asdiy fouls. Four

members of the starting five

fouled out, and Bates was able to

score 41 out of 62 foul shots.

The large amount of foul shots

allowed by the Redmen is prob-

ably due to the new "Chinese de-

fense" inltitated by Zunie this

year. The maneuver is new to the

players and their consistency to

commit fouls will probably lessen

with experience.

The Terriers beat the Redmen

twice last season; once by a bar
:

reling 76-56 score in Boston, and

again 61-56 in a thriller at the

Cage.

The Beantowners, in their only

game previously this season,

trampled AIC, 82-54. Larry Isen-

berg, Just a sophomore, scored

twenty points in that fiasco, and

it looks as though the Terriers

Asst. Sports Editor

will have a real high-point man

for a few years.

Others to watch are Dick O'-

Connel, John Alexander, and Cap-

tain Bill Gates, the only starter

returning from last year's squad.

The game tonight will be the

twenty-seventh between the two

teams, with the Terriers leading

in the overall standings, 16-10.

Lettermen Bob Eichorn and

Doug Grutchfield led the UMass

scorers in the two weekend games,

but Zunie expresses some satis-

faction over the play of sopho-

mores Charlie Fohlin and Mike

Mole.

Fohlin, a 6'7" center from Bel-

mont, saw little action as a fresh-

man last year but has shown

enough improvement thus far

this fall to convince Zunie that he

will be a key man for the Red-

men for the next few seasons.

Mole, the second leading scorer

on last year's frosh aggregation,

still lacks varsity game experi-

ence, but appears very capable of

fitting into Zunic's style of play.

Lack of depth appears to be

one of the real shortcomings of

the Redmen at the moment with

few substitutions being used both

in the Bates and Colby games.

UConn and Vermont invade

next week on the fifteenth and

eighteenth respectively. The game

tonight starts at 8:15.

Icemen Lose Opener,
4-1. At Amherst Rink

by TOM CAVANAUGH '60

The UMass hockey team lost

its opening game to Amherst Col-

lege at the Amherst rink yester-

day afternoon in a rough and

tumble, hard fought contest.

The big bright light for the

Redmen was the fine play of

goalie "Bo-Bo" Roland who was

a busy man in the nets, turning

away 47 Amherst pucks while

allowing only 4 goals, one of

which was a fluke.

Amherst was the first team to

draw blood when Hutchinson took

a pass from Schactman and poked

it past Roland from close in at

1:12 min. of period one.

Six minutes later, Hutchinson,

Amherst's best skater, broke

away but Roland, came out to

meet him and deflected the hard

shot.

UMass threatened just before

the end of the first period when

The Redmen Hoopsters of 1959-60

Left to right: Leo LeBlanc (C), Boh Eichorn, Ted Graves, Jim Laughnane, Fred N»edeje, Doug

Grutchfield, Charles Fohlin, Bruce Tucker. John Widdison, John Ricci, Dick Green and Mike Mole.

"JUNGLE ROAD"
On Monday, Dec. 14, at 8:00

p.m., "Jungle Road," will be

shown. It is a film of a 1300

mile trip into the Amazon
jungle. The film is sponsored

by the lacrosse team.

YARN

Ron Flynn narrowly missed on a

rebound.

At the halfway mark in the

middle canto, Amherst's Schact-

man made it 2-0 on a breakaway

unassisted.

Roland saved the shot but the

elusive rubber dropped between

his knees and trickled in the cage.

UMass then came within shoot-

ing range as left wine Jim Rosen-

berg took a pass from Bill Ryan
and fired it past the Amherst net-

minder.

The Purple put the game on

ice in a rough third period,

marred by penalties, when Hutch-

inson and Cruickshank scored.

Roland again kicked out many
hard shots from Amherst sticks

to keep the score respectable.

The Tribe will be looking for

its first victory this Saturday

when it takes on the University

of Pennsylvania at the Amherst
rink in a 2 o'clock game. Yester-

day's lineups:

All-Yankee Squad
Pint Team

E—Francii Praaier. N.H Sr.

E—Barry O'Connell. UOonn Sr.

T—Harold Violetta. Maine Sr.

T—Frank Morey. R.I Sr.

T—Donald Trimble. N.H St.

G—Robert Slattery. UConn Sr.

G—Edwin Holm. N.H Sr.

C—David Bishop. UConn Sr.

QB—Sam Paul, N.H Sr.

HB BiH M'nnerly, UConn Jr,

HB—Tom Dalnlckas, UMaas Jr.

FB—BUI Poland, R.l Sr.

FB—Bob Brass. Maine Sr.

Second Team
E—Tom Conroy, UConn Jr.

E—Ralph Maloney. UMaas Sr.

T—Roland Bettez. R.I Jr.

T—Paul Lindquist. N.H Jr.

G—John Zinser, UConn Sr.

G—Jerry Collen, UMass ..... Jr.

G—Paul Bellavance. N.H » Jr.

QB—Roger Pearson, R.I Sr.

HB—Bill Reynolds, UMass Sr.

HB—Jerry D'Avolio, UConn Sr.

FB—Jim Browning. UConn Jr.

UMASS AMHBRST
Roland G Brown
Cheever RD Turner
Kelly LD Bradford
Ryan RW Church
Taylor C Hutchinson
Rosenberg LW Bchattnian

Intramural
Basketball
Charlie Bosco's layup with sev-

en seconds left to play gave AGR
a 20-18 upset victory over SAE
and undisputed possession of first

place in Division B. The basket

came on a full-court pass
from John Faucette who had

grabbed the rebound of an SAE
desperation shot.

In the other key game Monday
night, the shooting of John Selet-

sky and the rebounding of Dick

Kleiman proved too much for

TKE as AEPi took over first

place in Division A with a 31-23

win. Seletsky hit on a series of

drives and jumps for 12 points,

while Bob Woodland paced TKE
with 10.

In other games, Jim Stevenson

led Theta Chi to a 36-21 win over

ATG: Bill Boyle and Ken Ekberg
paced PSK over QTV, 35-17; LCA
swamped PSD 26-11 and TEP
dumped winless Sig Ep 84-81. The
standings are:

League A League B
AEPi 8 AGR 4
TC 2 SAE S 1

KS 10 PSK 8 1

TKE 1 1 TEP 2 1

ATG 1 2 ASP S
LCA 1 2 QTV S
PMD 1 2 SPE S
PSD 8

SCORING:

Swimming Meet

Friday In WPE
The UMass Mermen will launch

their swimming season when they

meet Wesleyan Friday at 3:00

p.m. in the Women's Phys. Ed.

pool.

The Rogersmen have eight re-

turning lettermen from last sea-

son's 5-5 team, and are looking

forward to a successful card this

year. Captain Ben Knight, a free-

style artist, will lead this year's

squad.

The new facilities of the Wom-
en's Phys. Ed. Pool should be

conducive to a large crowd, so

let's get down to the meet and

spark the team.

The frosh team will clash at

4:30.

89
Ball

Make it with

2 balls.

Quick and
Ea$y. Free

Pamphlets.

A'HERNS
SI So. Pleasant St.

AMHERST

STUDENT WANTED
To help feed cows and docjt

Mutt provide own transportation.

$1.00 per hour. Call JU 4-3555

North Medley

UMASS SUBS: Algpr. Basaette. Cretlan.

Stevens. Ford, Flynn. Forbush. Dever-
eau.

AMHERST SUBS. Richmond. Eetey.
Urmy. Ross. Neimeyer. Cruickshank.
Biddle. Updike. Twombley. Braclotti.

SCORING: First Period: Amherst coal.

Hutchinson, assist Schactman. time
1:12. Penalties: Kelly (UM) leg check ;

Hutchinson (Am) holdinc; Kelly (UM)
holding. Second Period: Amherst *»*»!•

Schactman unassisted, time 10:08);

UMaas goal Rosenberg, assist Ryan,
time 16:85. Penalties: Hutchinson
(Am) charging, Hutchinson (Am)
high stick, Kelly (UM) high stick.

Third Period: Amherst goal. Hutchin-
son, assists from Schactman and
Turner, time J:8I: Goal, Cruickshank.
assists Neimeyer end Eetey, time 15:86.

Penalties: Ford (' ') holding. Cheev-

er (UM) tripping, Neimeyer (Am)
board check. Alger (UM) elaahing.

Hutchinson (Am) elbowing. Ford
(UM) Illegal check. _ ,

TOTAL SAVES: Brown (Am) tt: Rol-

and (UM) 47.

PLAYER
Boyle. SK
Stevenson. TC
Kleiman. AEPi
Smith. AGR
Early, TC
Ekberg. PSK
Khouri. LCA
Seletsky. AEPI
Martin. TEP
The Independent and dorm

leagues get under way Thursday

night with the following games:

Baker South vs. Mills

AVE.
12.6
11.6
110
10.8
10.0
9.8
».7
9.0
9.0

FROSH BASKETBALL
The 1959-60 Freshman Basket-

ball season officially opens today

at 6:30 in the Cage. This year

Coach Garber is very optimistic

in his pre-season analysis. The

considerable h e i g h t and fine

Mitooling or the UMass squad

could be the determining factors

in many of their games.

The team looks forward to a

fine season and expects a con-

siderable student turnout to cheer

them on to their first victory.

Hawks (VM) vs. Wheeler

Nationals vs. Trotters

Royals vs. Baker Hawks
Reynolds vs. Honchos

Hurricanes vs. Sabbos

Everything You Need
Available

When You Need It

POOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILM

MAOAZINES, STATIONERY

Open Ivory Night until 1 ! .-00

The

Little Store
Located on N. Pleasant St.

On Corner Next to Newest

Men's Dormitory

"On the Campus Doorstep"

Marlboro

Mystery Man
Invades

Campus
From now until Christmas

vacation the Marlboro Mys-

tery Man will be around the

campus with a pocket full of

liver dollars. He will five

a silver dollar to anyone seen

with a pack of Marlboro.

BUXTON
billfolds

A. J. Hastings,
INCORPOtATEO

NEWSDEALER ft STATIONER

AMHERST, MAIS.

LOUIS'

FOODS

7« N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE
FROM AMHERST TO SPRINGFIELD and BOSTON

Vis ths Massachusetts Turnpike

—EFFECTIVE SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 15th—
Lv. Amherst 8 55 12 55 455 7:40

lv. Hsdloy 9:05 105 5 05 7 50

Lv. Northampton 915 1:15 5:15 1:00

-NO CHANGE IN OTHER SCHEDULES NOW OPERATED-

PETER PAN BUS LINES, INC

FAIR and COLDER

Senate

'Passes Buck'

(See p. 2)
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Disclaimer Affidavit

Discussed By Senate
by AL FINKLESTEIN '61

A motion to express opposition

to the disclaimer affidavit re-

quired of aid applicants under the

National Defense Education Act

waa debated by the Student Sen-

ate Wednesday night. After more

than an hour of discussion, the

Senate decided to postpone vot-

ing on the motion for one week

because "it is too controversial a

subject to be voted on immediate-

ly."

Later the Senate passed a mo-

tion which would also refer the

issue to the Faculty Senate for

their opinion. Submitted by Sena-

tor Dennis Twohig '61, this motion

recommended that the Faculty

Senate consider the NDEA act

in the following areas:

Whether the "disclaimer" af-

fidavit under the act is accept-

able; Whether the University of

Mass. should remain in the pro-

gram under the stipulations now
required in the act. The Student

Senate recommended furthermore,

that students be allowed to at-

tend that portion of the Faculty

Senate's meeting which covers

this area.

The Faculty Senate refused to

consider the question until their

next meeting which will take

place January 14, 1960.

Setting forth the original mo-

tion, Ted Sheerin '60 said this

singles out college students,

doubting their loyalty, and that

the purpose of the motion "is to

express our opinion of the oath,

not to reject the money. This is

the right of the individual stu-

dent."

Senator Arthur Tacelli count-

ered that if the Government is go-

ing to give us money, we should

sign an affidavit saying we are

not members of a subversive

group.

Speaking on the subject Sena-

tor Don Croteau '61 declared "We
as college students haven't got

the ability to make a decision

about this. It's too great a prob-

lem. Top members in the U.S.

government haven't been able to

make a decision on this."

Replied Senator Andrew
D'Avango '62, "Everyone here

has the right to express their

opinion. If Congress is aware
of what we think, they'll act

accordingly."

The Senate will continue debat-

ing this subject next week.

Fraternities Formulate Plans

For Greek Manager's Ass'n.
by JACK KNIGHT '60

Last Tuesday the IJF.C. voted

to accept the Constitution of the

proposed Frater ,ly Manager's

Association. The vote was 11-3.

The houses who were opposed

were SAE, KS, and PSK.

The Constitution has been in

the making for several months

and now the ?anization can

become reality v th the election

of the Board of Directors next

Wednesday.
Financial instability and poor

management have been the most
pressing problems of many of the

Fraternities on Campus for a

long time. Now that plans for a

Fraternity Manager have been

formulated, the answer to these

problems may not be far away.

TRAINING NEEDED
After President Mather's re-

marks last March, the I.F.C de-

cided that their most pressing

problems were in the areas of fi-

nance and management. The ques-

tion was how to remedy th; situa-

Campus Varieties Production

Enjoyed By Capacity Crowd
by ANN MISCHE '62

Greenwich Village was never

like this! Fantastic scenery—stir-

ring modern dance—mellow jazz

—a full chorus. All this and ac-

tion too!

And what action. The music,

both vocal and instrumental is

sublime, and the dance in associa-

tion with it is an ultimate in unity

and expression.

The sets, especially in the "Hot-
house" scene, reminiscent of the

paragon of design created in

"The West Side Story," are the

products of a unique conception

in form and fancy. They're imag-
inative, inventive, and ingenious;

in short, superb.

The personation by the cast is

extremely well done. Praises and
laudations are due Andy DeFran-
cesca, for his satirical portrayal

of Emmanuel, the beat artist. The
shout of "Macy's war cry" will

rapidly become vogue, due to Em-

manuel's invectives against "this

Xmas humbug."
When Nancy Friedenberg, as

Ivy Hall, appears on stage, you

are confronted with an ingenue,

making her transformation to a

"cool beat" amazing and praise-

worthy.

Supporting Emmanuel and Ivy,

and instrumental in Ivy's rechar-

acterization, are 'beats' Violet,

Rose, and Keito. Jini Boire, as

Violet, is the • personification of

sex and sensuality, and delivers

her songs in an effective Billie

Holiday torch-song manner. Rose,

portrayed by Buffie St. Marie,

sings two songs she composed,
and is superlative singing "I'll

Take Melody For My Love." John
Poignand plays Keito, poet of

laundromat fame with expression
and humor.

Conventional Clyde, Alan Ros-
en, gives a convincing perform-
ance untying his mother's apron

(Continued on page S)
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HOUSE OP DELEGATES
President .Treasurer,

&

Steward of each of the
Fraternities

BOARD OP DIRECTORS
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Alumni Vroting
Faculty \

Adv. IPC

Daan/Men
Manager }•

non-
oting
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Prater
nity
Presidnt
Asseirbly

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Chairman

Vice-chairman
Sec ' ty-Treas

.
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E

Stewards'
Council

Fraternity
Manager

The organizational chart of the Fraternity- Manager's Associa-

tion showing the breakdown of the Association.

IFC Rush Convo Stresses

Ideals And Responsibilities

T>'va fat the fist, ws don't exist.

On Thursday December 10, the

Inter-fratcrmty Council held its

second annual Kreshman Rushing

Convocation at Bowker auditori-

um.

The program consisted of three

speakers, Dean Robert Hopkins,

Don Moriarty. president of Adel-

phia, and Tom Campbell, presi-

dent, of IFC The speakers were

followed by a short film. "Fra-

ternity Idea". w hich presented the

activities and deals of fraternity

life.

Dean Hopkini stated that, in

joining a fraternity, a person ac-

cepted the obi rations and respon-

sibilities of the group. The Dean

emphasized tha most valuable

aspects of the fraternity as being

the fostering of life-long friends

and learning iow to live with

others.

In explain ng the role of the

fraternity man on campus, Don
Moriarity quoted statistics from a

recent poll of all R.S.O. organiza-

tions. The poll revealed that the

majority of the organizations' of-

ficers were Gi seki and that they

maintained a good scholastic aver-

age. Moriarty .-dated that the fra-

ternity man has a dual responsi-

bility, to himself as a person and

to his fraternity.

Tom Campbell, I.F.C. president,

explained rushing and some of its

rules. He pointed oat that any
freshman convicted of participat-

ing In any form of rushing prior

to formal rash could not pledge

a fraternity for 12 months. He

said that a 1.7 Quality Point

Average is necessary to join a

fraternity.

tion as a group. This answer

seemed to lie in an organization

which would be made up of com-

petent people who could train

Fraternity men in the procedures

of good budgeting.

The I.F.C. began working to

form the FRATERNITY MAN-
AGER'S ASSOCIATION. This

non-profit organization will con-

sist of a house of delegates rep-

resenting all Fraternities which

will elect a Board of Directors.

This board will consist of two

Fraternity presidents, two stew-

ards, one treasurer, two alumni,

two faculty men in fields allied

with the work of the association,

the Advisor to the I.F.C, and

non-voting members: the Dean of

Men and the Fraternity Manager.

BOARD MAKES POLICY
The Fraternity Manager will be

hired by the Board of Directors

to conduct the work of the Asso-

ciation but all major policy deci-

sions will be acted upon by the

Board.

As stated in its constitution,

the purpose of the Fraternity

Manager's Association is, "to

promote and maintain a high de-

gree of financial competence in

the policies and operation of so-

cial fraternities at the University

of Massachusetts.

This is to be done by providing

facilities and personnel through

which the Fraternities can pur-

chase such commodities as food,

fuel, supplies, furniture, and

equipment.

Mr. William Starkweather, ad-

visor to the I.F.C, said he

thought that the incorporation of

thp As^ornatinn i* » <!t*»n forward

and may well enable the pres-

ent fraternities to expand and

meet the larger male enrollment

which is expected in the coming
years.

Bicyclist Struck By Auto,

Prof. Headley Slightly Hurt
At approximately 5:20 Wed. night a collision took place at the

junction of Lincoln Ave. and Ellis Drive. The automobile accident in-

volved a bicycle rider, Professor John Headley of the History Depart-

ment, and Charles P. Buck, 28, a married student residing in Hamp-
shire House.

Professor Headley was taken to Gooley Dickinsion Hospital where

he was treated for injuries. He was released that night and was con-

ducting classes today.
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Student Senate
Passes The Buck

A resolution I
xtreme opposition to the dis-

affiflavit required in the National Defense Educa-

m Act was brought up before the Student Senate last

W lay. The Senal >r decided, however, to postpone the

-ue for one week. Meanwhile, they sent a resolution to the

Facu which met Thursday, to consider this is-

••; they would also get the opinion of their constituents.

By "passing the buck" to other people, the Student Senate

showed that it was afraid to act boldly and forthrightly on

acontrover
'

:, they were willing to let others

form their decisions.

The following statement is typical of the Senate's at-

titude: "We, aa college students, haven't got the ability to

make a decision about this (the NDEA loyalty oath and dis-

claimer affidavit » Wi too great a problem. Top mem-
bers on the ; ;

',!'< ernm ni haven't been able to make a

decision on thi

By failing to act last night, the Senate again proved to

its critics that it does not provide effective leadership for

the student body. —T. M.

A Product of Fear
Editor's Note: The editorial below is reprinted from the

Coilegian of Friday, May J 5. 1969.

The loyalty oath is not a protection of democracy, but

rather an expression of fear—a fear that democracy will

fail under the onslaught of communism.

Because of the Russian menace and the possibility of

nuclear war, many Americans today are insecure and

scared. In their bewildered search for security and values,

they have lost the confidence that their forefathers once

had in democracy. Instead, they are trying to prop up their

once-considered sacred ideals by discriminating against

those whose ideas seem heretical. Thus, the loyalty oath.

But these frightened Americans fail to realize that they

are doing more damage to democracy than all the Com-
munists put together. One of the basic tenets of our political

ideal is freedom of belief. This tenet includes political as

well as religious beliefs. By discriminating against Com-
munists and Socialists, we are violating the very essence of

our ideal—a free society with free expression of thought.

Once we have stifled some beliefs, it is but a short step to

the stifling of others. Liberalism may be the next victim of

this fear. If we keep up this process, we will eventually

ha\e a society similar to Russia's, where the Fasternaks are

vilified and held in contempt by the government and its pup-

pet*. !« ttiia the goal envisioned by the defenders of the

loyalty oath?

The loyalty oath, its supporters claim, is supposed to

rv»*n\'ar«t + lww<i \<-Vir» ad\ iwa(« iho virOpnf m'OftVl rmv nf tVlP

government from being placed in strategic positions. How
many saboteurs and espi >nage agents are going to be pre-

vented from gaining access to key positions by a loyalty

oath? It is not the enemy agents but rather the intellectuals

and the idealists who suffer at the hands of this perverted

legislation.

Democracy is still the best society known to mankind.

It is the only political system that offers economic progress

without sacrificing the right of free expression and the

dignity of the individual. Americans do not have to be

rded into the great mass of the collective farm in order to

keep their bellies full.

The faculty and trustees of Amherst College are not . .

.

influenced by Communists ami other "domestic enemies."

Instead, they realize that, democracy cannot survive when it

is upheld by acts based on fear and insecurity. Once we have

lost faith in the ideal of a free society, democracy will lose

its vitality and disintegrate. The trustees of the Univer-

sity should follow the example of their neighbor and reject

federal aid as long as this product of fear is attached to it.

—T. M.
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ROTC Policy:

A Suggestion
by JAMLS A. MERINO '60

Reflecting tha same spirit which pervades the

I'niversity admins- ration'* attitude towards the

students—re prohibition, i.e., a certain narrowness of

vision which sees only two extremes and never the

middle way—the editorial in the Collegian of Decern-

ber 9th proposed that the Basic Course ROTC Pro-

gram be made entirely voluntary.

The ROTC Instructor Group, themselves, I be-

lieve, would like a change in University policy on

this matter. Both d-•; artments, Army and Air Force,

find themselves at present shouldering a tremendous

administrative burden as a result of the current

mandatory participation policy as regards the Basic

Course ROTC.
I maintain, how- ver, that if the ROTC policy is

to be changed, this change cannot be affected with-

out a more basic change in the current University

policy concerning compulsory courses in general. If

any change governing ROTC is made without

changes elsewhere, the ROTC detachments on cam-

pus may find their essential problem radically

changed.

At present entering freshman males must enroll

both in ROTC Basic Course and in Physical Educa-

tion. Were ROTC a >ne voluntary, it El manifest that

the chances of students' choosing to elect ROTC, in

addition to the three hours weekly demanded of

them by Physical Education, become lessened.

Further, it is known that among the School of

Liberal Arts, the general faculty is anti-ROTC in

sentiment, and the policy of the School of Engineer-

ing if not anti-ROTC per se, certainly does not en-

courage participation in the program.

If the above factors be added to the fact that

large numbers of entering freshmen already possess

to varying degrees a prejudice against the military

of itself, one can see that were the policy change to

be one simply of declaring Basic Course ROTC
voluntary, the ROTC detachments will face some
difficulty in meeting their minima for Advanced
Course cadets.

I would propose the following change in policy,

which also concerns Physical Education. Instead of

requiring compulsory participation in both ROTC
and Physical Eduest on, T recommend that the Uni-
versity policy be that entering freshman males be

required to participle only in one of those courses.

This I believe will provide the ROTC detachments
with more "volunteers"; and whereas the ROTC de-

tachments would n.»r he guaranteed budding Mac-
Arthurs, they would at least be assured of a man-
ageable number of cadets who are at least more in-

terested in the ROTC Program as opposed to an-

other alterna'ive, and further, they would be rea-
sonably cprta n nf enough cadets applying for the
Advanced Course Program to meet their minima.

wmm
*rV *4
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lobody knows at present just how far the
"Payola disc jockey racket" extends in the music
business today. One thing, however, is fairly certain.

In certain major record breaking areas across the
country, (and their presence is acknowledged by
several of the major record manufacturing com-
panies such a< RCA Victor; Columbia, Capitol,

Roulette, Liberty, and others, as well as by most of
the hundreds of small companies which now dot the
American seem) there are certain men who claim to
be capable of "making" a hit record. And despite a
great many rumors and assertions to the contrary,
the fact remains that these boys have delivered the
goods in an amazingly large number of instances.

Granted, bo one man can plug a record sufficient-

ly.^ make it fell fast and well all over the country.
But if certain key men in certain key areas push a
specific disc, the results can very often be highly
lucrative.

As an example that this could happen, consider
for a moment WNEW-TV's Allan Freed. No one is

in a position to say whether or not he ever accepted
money or gifts in return for playing a certain rec-
ord. Yet the management of the station thought it

probable that he might have been approached and
this no doubt indicates that someone in a position of
power thought than Allan Freed was capable of
dictating like* and dislikes to the pop record buy-
ing public in the Metropolitan New York area. Aa
in many other areaa across the country, the payola
racket is a most distinct possibility.

To those who defend the men suspected of this
deception I would say this: Despite what is said in
their defense, despite the claims that no one man can
"make" a hit record, remember that there is a very
good reason to believe that this is happening and
it is futile to shut our eyes to it. If it happens to
the Dee Jays, who else is being paid to impose gome-
thing much more destructive on the American peo-
ple? Think about it for a moment.

From a French Correspondent

les etudiants francais
A young Parisian, Bitty Davidovici, has color-

fully and charmingly depicted and commented on

the French universities, the paetim** of the ttur

dents, and even the present style in drees—-ehort

hemlines. The following is an extract from her

recent letter. %

En France aussi ... les Etudiants jouissent de

Cit£s Universitaires pourvues des distractions les

plus variees. Dans chaque grande ville francaise, il

y a d'importants centres d'enseignements. Pourtant,

e'est a Paris que se r^unissent les etudiants du

Monde entier. Les plus grands professeurs ed-

seignent i La Sorbonne, i la Faculty de Medecine,

k la Faculte" de Droit. Les cpurs sont gratuits pour

tout le monde. Seulement les fournitures scolaires, et

elles sont toujourn de plus en plus nombreuses et de

plus en plus couteuses, sont a la charge des etudiants.

La majorite des etudiants travaillent pour sub-

venir a leurs besoins. Beaucoup de jeunes filles

gardent des enfants le soir pendant que les parents

sortent. Elles donnent des cours de leur matiere

prefer^e. Les garcons, quand ils sont courageux,

agissent comme les filles et sont tres ing^nieux pour

trouver des emplois varied. Le Quartier Latin a

Paris est peupte de tout un monde jeune, bigarrS,

sans cesse en marche. J'ai baptist ce quartier Le

Cerveau de la France ... A Paris, n'importe qui

peut suivre de Hautes Etudes s'il le desire. Toutes

sortes de cours sont enseign£s gratuitement le soir

aprfcs les heures de travail . . .

La mode est tres amusante cet hiver! Les jeunes

filles exhibent, grace a leur jupe courte, leurs jam-

bes couvertes de bas aux couleurs vives sur les-

quelles les garcons lancent des regards £tonn£s et

amuses. Les tissus ecossais sont tree en vogue.

Aussi, presque tout le monde porte une grande

echarpe ecossaise aux couleurs flamboyantes. Paris

et son peuple forment un tableau tres pittoresque. A
chaque coin de rue un marchand de marrons grilles

rassemble de nombreux badauds et les jeunes gens

se bousculent autour de lui en piaillants comme des

moineaux. Comme la vie parmi ce monde bruyant

et press£ est agr£able! . . .
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LETTERS

Students Unite!
Fellow Students,

Due to the efforts of Senator Robert Armstrong,
the news was recently announced to the campus that

it is not necessary that the program of R.O.T.C. be

compulsory. In the past, it was generally assumed
that it was a federal law that ROTC be compulsory
in all land grant colleges. However, the fact is that

the decision is up to the Board of Trustees.

This is startling news for me. It has really sur-

prised me to see the lack of student interest in a

matter that concerns them so directly. I hope that

following letters will discuss this matter thoroughly.

It is my purpose to present what I think is the

most important argument for making ROTC volun-

tary. The whole argument is summed up in a very
few words: the quality of the courses in ROTC.
Keeping these courses compulsory makes students
who have no interest take the course. This hinders
those who really rfre interested. A smaller, more in-

terested enrollment will allow the ROTC depart-
ment to improve the material and spend more time
with potential advanced students.

If you flel strongly either way on this subject,
don't sit back, talk about it. Stir up interest. This is

an important issue, and it deserves all the attention
that serious students can give it.

Bob Trudeau '62

Senator frea Van Meter

Questionable Future
for Commuters' Club

To the Commuters:
A Commuters' Club meeting was called for Thurs-

day, Dec. 3, at 11 o'clock in the Nantucket room.
The meeting was attended by two people—both of-
ficers. Two other officers and one committee chair-
man had given excuses for absence. Nothing was
heard from any others, although there was publicity
on the commuters' bulletin board and in the Col-
legian.

To my knowledge, last year and, so far, this year,
only one meeting has been attended by more than
12 people including officers. At present only 13 peo-
ple have paid dues, which means there are 13 mem-
bers.

All this seems to indicate a decided lack of In-
terest on the part of the commuting body In having
any organization. If this apathetic situation con-
tinues, action for the dissolution of the club will be
instigated.

Judith Goodell '62

President, Commuters' CltA

Privacy? #

To the Editor:

We have managed to ban rock and roll at bramk-
(Continued on page> $)
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With The Sororities
by PAT O'CONNELL '61

Christmas is nearing and prep-

arations are underway. SDT and
Pi Phi have started their gift

giving to secret pals. Some of the

parties for needy children will be

given this Sunday by KKG and

TEP, PDN and Alpha Sig, Pi Phi

and AGR, and SK and PMD. SK
has also donated gifts to the

needy families of Maine.

The houses had some really en-

joyable exchange suppers this

week: KKG and AEPi, Pi Phi

and QTV, SK and LCA, Chi O and
PSK, and Pi Phi and ATG. Best

wishes to SK's Nancy Kogut on
her pinning to Bob Gib'ely (KS).

SDT is now happily eating in

their new dining room, which

sprang up quite quickly.

Campus Varieties . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

strings; his mother, Sandy Srgel,

keeps putting her finger on the

string.

Also to be commended are Pat

O'Connell, hilariously funny as a

Jersey City type Irish cleaning

woman; Tony Scalzi, as the Ital-

ian vegetable man with pot (belly

,that is) ; and Jack Sweeney as

the blue-jeaned, beat expression

of "Cogito, ergo, sum." In the

confusion of song, drama, and

dance, one of the jazz dance in-

terpreters, Thea Brown, was ele-

vated from the crowd by her

grace and agility.

In conclusion, the supervision

by an able production staff, and

the dramatization by a congenial

group of enthusiastic actors,

make The Flowers Grow Wild a

show not to be missed.

ONE RELIGION
The Christian, Jew, Moslem, Hindu, Buddhist or other sec-

tarian accepted uncritically In childhood the religion to which

his family happened to belong. If each had been born into an-

other religious group, presumably he would have accepted that.

Thoughtful people recognize that accident of birth determines

sectarian preference, so realize that there is no reason to be-

lieve their own religion is the one true religion or is superior to

that of the family next door, across the street or across the

ocean.
More and more religious people object tp the senselessness

of remaining divided into sects because of accident of birth.

Some wish to organize an inclusive Brotherhood. If you prefer

inclusive Brotherhood to sectarian exclusiveness, you might get

in touch with Joe Arnold. 1787 Cambridge St., Cambridge 38,

Mass.

Dick MacLeod
Is Honored
This Month

This month the Special Events

Committee of th> Student Union

Planning Council honors Richard

MacLeod.
Well known foi

ing assistance in

ties, MacLeod le

on campus. Editoi

Collegian, Dick ha

years a member of the RSO Com-

mittee. He is treasurer of the

Political Science Association, vice-

president of the Press Club, and

chairman of the Collegian Pub-

(( 'mi tinned ">i page r
>)

The Campus Beat
by JERRY GAM IGHER '62

i*l i She comes

found looking for,

his outstand-

ampus activi-

popular man
n-Chief of the

been (<>r two

72" LP VINYL

RCA Cusiom

Record

A tlSTFNING
MANS RFCORD
(A /n!«.i.V,.j Womon
Kmrord, too)—

brought to you
exclusively

by VICEROY— the

Cigarette with A
THINKING MAN'S
FILTER ... A SMOKING
MANS TASTEI

Freshman Girli come in assorted shapes, (thi-

in rariom sizes (this is not alwayi eo good). She

running to, and standing in front of—mirrors. Boj them, upper-

is girls hate them :mhI Hele&e CuTtia protects them. She is So-

ciability drinking a Pepsi, Wisdom wearing Bermuda Shorts and Hope

for the future going to her first fraternity Party.

She has the gullibleness of a kitten, the coyness of a Iamb and

the voraciousness of a shark.

She likes filter cignrettes, Sal Mineo ( he'l CUte) ?, Rock 'n Roll,

teddy bears, hoys and mostly—money. She hate- /oology Labs, Chem-

istry, Jane Mansfield and other girls m general.

Nobody else gets uj> so early for an S o'clock class and arrives

so late. Nobody else can stuff into one pocketbook: one wallet, two

gallons of perfume, sis lipsticks, two thousand pictures and a moun-

tain of other junk.

She is a curious creature. The only way you can tfot rid of her is

to marry her off. Let's face it! Things are tough all over.

The Arts and Music Committee will present: Three Rani* Krrnnt,

Sunday, Dec. 13 at 3:00 p.m. in the Colonial Lounge of the S.C Folk

Music in style of Kingston Trio.

The German Club will hold R Christmas Party Monday, Dec. 14

in Leach Lounge at 7:30 p.m. Refreshments] games and songs.

Chairmen are needed for (he two major functions of the Sopho-

more Class—the Soph Banquet and Soph-Senior Hop. There will be a

sign up sheet at the S.U. Lobby Counter until Dec. 19 for all those

interested.

This year's ('hanukah Festival sponsored by the H'nai M'rith Hillel

Foundation will feature the well known folk singers of Brown Univer-

sity The Rosens. The Festival will be held Sunday, Dec. 13 at 7:00

p.m. in the Commons, Line 1. Potato Latkes will be served and a door

prize awarded. Everyone invited.

Baker Dorm will hold a Christmas Dance "Christmas Dreams" to-

night at 8:00 p.m.. Admission 35c stag, 50^ dratr.

There will be a Carol Sing Sunday night outside the S.U. starting

at 8:00 p.m. Free refreshments will be served afterwards in the main
ballroom.

The Living Rosary, an annual Newman Club event, will take place

arouaw College Pond December 13, at 7:30 p.m.

"Christmas Dorm Dance'* tonight

at 8:00 p.m. It's 50C drag and

35c4 stag. Refreshments will be

tjust &e/easec//6r

VICEROY
\
" CIGARETTES!

The Greatest Jazz
Album in Years!

served.

ON A SPECIALLY PRESSED RCA CUSTOM RECORD

Featuring Top Favorite Jazz Instrumentalists

—winners in a national popularity survey of American

College and University Students! Yours at a special

low price—with the compliments of VICEROY — the

cigarette that gives you the best filtering of all for

full rich taste. "A Thinking Man's Filter . . .

A Smoking Mans Taste."

fa/rs /or Onfy
ami 2 empty packages of VICEROY Cigarettes

BROWN * WHUAMSON TOBACCO CORPORATION
In 3SS
lool«villa I, Kentucky

PtaflKC scn.l DM i>oBtp«id recordfs) of Ihc Special VICRHOY
CAMIM'S JAZZ KKSTIVAI,. Knclnmd ia $1.00 (no stamp*,

ptatae) tad empty Viceroy package* lor each record ordered.

qS>W%#
© ! O-.O, lt«*»wn A Wnilnmiton ToImkto Con*.

Name*-

Mathers Hold
Annual Dance
For Faculty

President and Ut», S. Paul

Mather will entertain all mom-
ben of the faculty ol the Univer-

sity oi .•i,i.--,'m i i it.-i a1 tnc i

)

annual Christmas • sepl on and

dance from 8 t«> 12 p.m. Saturday,

December 12. at thn Student

Union ballroom.

Music for dancing will bo pro-

vided by Gus Perfito and his or-
a.

< ' !• Hilt.

Refreshments will 1»p prepared
and served by the Steward- Club
of the Pood Management depart-

ment under the direction of Pro-

or John Baker, faculty advi-

sor, and James Musante. student

comptroller.

LOST <& FOUND
Lost: Lady's p;old Hamilton

WStch, black cord band on tht-

ewniag of Doe. l. If found

please notify Caroline Rone,
217 Hamilin.

Beige leather pocketbook con-

taining important personal arti-

cles. Person finding please return

to Lucille Allen. TJn Leach BoUM
REWARD

&ANK NOVi
•

Tilt* "Hi

nr .iiliinviJie r<

>v in I' S A Not valid in otatw v»h*re prohibited, t.-inpd

i icted—wmtrw Uec. II, I9S9.

kJ|B||MfJB

Q Club

Free Dance
FRIDAY, DEC. 11

ONLY
Dancing 8:30-12:30

Popular Dance

Music Played
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Langland's Poems Featured

At Meet The Author Hour
by BILL

Joseph Langland, newly in-

ited teacher at the University,

I selections from his book

of poems, "Haruspicating on Bal-

vue Farm" as part of* the

M .-t the Author Beries in the

Ionia) Lounge, on Wednesday,
! >• -ember J>.

Mr. Langland, who previously

taught at the University of

Wyoming, has also had a book of

short story anthologies published

by MacMillan and has written a

volume of poetry to be published

in the near future. Mr. Langland's

poems have appeared in such na-

tional magazines as the New
Yorker, Atlantic Monthly and

Saturday Review. He has re-

cently been invited to read his

poetry at the Library of Con-

gress.

The poems included in "Harus-

picating on Balleyvue Farm"
mainly portray the sometimes

AVEST 63

shocking life cycle of the animals

on Balieyvne Farm, the place

where Mr. Langland spent his

boyhood, in reference to the rea-

son fot writing the poems, Mr.

Langland said, "Every spring

hundreds of new animals were

being born so that one came to

regard death as only a small part

of a larger cycle."

Student Opinion Is Explored

At Board Of Visitors Meeting
bv STEPHEN DOYLE '60

Iht Old Itm&L

—»

IKKW
"Dancing is one of the few

remaining activities in which
men lead women."

Recently the Board of Visitors

held a meeting in the Student

Union during which six univer-

sity students were asked their

opinions concerning the reorgan-

ization of the Student Health

Service.

The Board of Visitors is a

group comprised of seventeen

medical specialists and university

administrators. The purpose of

the board is to draw up a health

service policy to be incorporated

next year at the opening of the

new infirmary.

Since it is . the object of the

hoard to examine all aspects of

the questions to he considered,

students were Invited to provide

the board members their sugges-

tions. The availability of am-
bulance service, the extent of

X-ray service, and the question

of a fixed Stude> f Health Fee
were among the topics discussed.

Of interest to married students,

is the fact that the board does
not seem to be optimistic about
creation of a consultation clinic.

The inclusion of dependents as

recipients of student health serv-

ice benefits is doubtful; but the
need for a comprehensive, low
cost insurance coverage for all

students and dependents is re-

ognized.

Following the meeting the stu-

dents were invited to a luncheon
with the board members. Smaller
groups were formed and student
opinion was further explored.

"Behind every successful man
you'll find a woman who has
nothing to wear." —Harold Coffin

"Money doesn't make a fool out
of a man nearly as often as a" girl

makes money out of a fool."

—Anna Herbert

:...<.<• sss.<:-y

Never

too strong. Never
too weak.

just right!

You can light either end!

Get satisfying flavor...so friendly to your teste!

See how Pall Mall's famous length of fine, rich-

tasting tobacco travels and gentles the smoke-
makes it mild— hut does not filter out

that satisfying flavor!

WHY SMOKE "TRAVELED" THROUGH HNE TOBACCO TA9TES BEST

Outstanding... 1

and they are Mild!

You get Pall Mall's

famous length of the

finest tobaccos
money can buy.

2
Pall Mall's famous
length travels and
gen lies t ho smoke
naturally

.

,

3
Travels it over, under,

around and through
Pall Mall's fine tobaccos
. . . and makes it mild I

O » t o> Product of (J& JVmnimam, *+&eeo~£&yxany> - Ju&ubbo- is our miJdlt nam*'

Yehudi Menuhin,

Violinist, Featured

At Cage Tuesday
Yehudi Monuhin, world famous

violinist was featured Tuesday

night by the UMass Concert As-

sociation at the Cage. He was ac-

companied by Leon Pommers at

the piano.

The evening program consisted

of works by Beethoven, Bach,

Paganini, Bartok, and Sarasate.

''The Spring Sonata by Beeth-

oven was written for violin and
piano and Bach's "Sonata in G
Minor" was composed for un-

accompanied violin. The selection

by Paganini, was "Concerto in

D Major, Opus 6." Mr. Menuhin
closed the program with "Ru-
manian Dances" by Bartok, a

modern Hungarian composer, and
Sarasate's "Habanera".

Since Mr. Menuhin matured as

a recognized artist, he has ap-

peared as a soloist with outstand-

ing symphony orchestras, con-

ducted by such artists as Tos-

canini, Stokowski, Koussevitsky,

and Monteaux. Recently he, has
toured numerous countries, and
was the first American artist to

go behind the Iron Curtain. He
has been honored as the United
Nations' "artist representing the

entire world" and by the Pope for

his contributions toward interna-

tional good will.

"The Roger Wagner Chorale",

the next feature of the UMass
Concert Association will be pre-

sented February 10.

WMUA Schedule
Friday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather
4.ori Campus Caper
5:00 News and Weather
5:08 Campus Caper (cont.)

K:S0 Dinner Datfl

6:30 News and Sports
fi:-1i> Civil Defense
7;00 Old Tunes
8:00 News and Weather
R; 05 Crazy Rhythms

1 1 :.*:o Crazy Rhythms (conf

)

l:oo Newt, Weather—Sign Off
Saturday

4:00 Sign On News, Wont her

1
•<>:> Campn - Caper

.voo \V\v- and Weather
5:05 Campus Caper (cont.)

R;JM Dinner Date

8:80 N • md Weather
(\: 16 Spurts

7:00 Campus Jukebox
8:00 News and Weather
8:06 Dancing In The Dark
12:30 News, Weather Sign Off

Sunday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather
4:05 Sounds of the People
5:00 News and Weather
5:05 Dinner Date

8:00 Polka Party
8:80 News and Sports
0:45 civil Defense
7:00 B.B.C.

7:.*w News Headline!
7:.S2 Musicale

9:00 News and Weather
•>:05 Showcase
10:00 News and Weather
10:05 Jazz

11:00 News and Weather
11:05 Shoes Off Session
12:00 News, Weather Sign Off

Lost & Found
Lost: Red covered three ring

notebook. Taken by mistake at
the Commons. Please contact
Robert Sullivan, 320 Plymouth.

Lost: sterling silver narrow
bracelet. Great personal value.

Reward offered. Please contact
Kathy La Vigne, Lyon's.

Lost, possibly between Cage
and the Hatch, a gold Lady
Hulova, with* broken links in the
band. Ann Darracq, 422 Hamlin
House.

Long List of Scholarships

And Prizes Available At UM
by DAVID FLAGG '61

In the University Catalogue is

found an extensive list of schol-

arships and prizes available to

deserving students. These schol-

arships are classified as general

or restricted. An example of the

former is the Commonwealth
Scholarship, 25 of which are pre-

sented annually to needy students.

Scholarship honors are also

available. If a student application

is accepted by the department

and the Honors Committee, he is

allowed to pursue a course of in-

dependent study within the de-

partment of his choice through-

out his senior year.

Among the more promising

general scholarships are the Uni-
versity Scholarships ranging in

value .from $50 to $500, the Com-
monwealth Scholarships of not

more than $250 each, and there

are grants-in-aid awarded on the

basis of leadership, good citizen-

ship, need or high scholarship.

Lucius Clapp, Henry Gasset,

Charles A. Gleason, Whiting
Street, and Danforth Keyes
Bangs have left money to the

University for scholarship funds.

Other general scholarships of-

fered are the University Founda-
tion Scholarships, the Foreign

Student Scholarships, and the Al-

pha Sigma Phi Scholarship.

Scholarship Qualifications

Restricted scholarships are ar-

ranged on the basis of home resi-

dence class eligibility, sex, Col-

lege or School attending while at

the University, or other special

qualifications.

Scholastic prizes, athletic

awards, and military honors and
awards available to University

students are just as numerous and

varied as are the scholarships.

The scholastic prizes include

the Phi Kappa Phi award for

scholarship, the Burnham and
Flint prizes for best speeches

given in limited fields, the Betty

Steinbugler prize in English, the

L. R. Wilson Award in geology,

the, Massachusetts Society for

Promoting Agriculture prizes, and

the Hills Botanical Priie.

Athletic and Military Awards
An impressive list of athletic

awards are given annually to out-

standing athletes and varsity let-

termen who have special qual-

ifications such as academic ex-

cellence, enthusiasm, cooperation

and leadership.

Twenty-five separate and spe-

cialized awards and honors are

presented through or by the Pro-

fessor of Military Science each

year to outstanding military stu-

dents.

Dick MacLeod ...
(Continued from page 3)

lishing Board. Bouse Counselor at

V.in Meter last year, Dick ha>

also been a men, of the Sen-

ate, International Relations Club.

and Intercollegiate Debating So

ciety. He served o on the I'll:

varsity Open Hoi. -e and Military

Hal! Committee He an

AFROTC Cadet Major and thus

plans to spend a minimum of

three years in the Air Force, after

which he hopea to enter poli-

tics as a career.

Dick's answer

portant way in

Utfinn serves the

this:

"The Collegia'

campus only as \

pus actively sui

tegian. Our prin

to provide twel-

four sports page

torial pages each

the staff this y

this function as b

for part-time,

newspapermen ai

most im-

hich the Col-

tudent body is

.h

:>,:

erve the

the cam-

irts the CoJ-

y function la

news pages,

and four edi-

ek. I feel that

r has served

as Is possible

!i -professional

women to do

so.

"By achieving to a great ex-

tent, prompt and orderly dissem-

ination of campus publicity, relat-

ing accurately all available news,

expressing considered opinions

through editorial- and by provid-

ing our letters column as an out-

let for the expre n of student

opinion, I feel fhai the Collegian

serves an important function as

a cohesive organization on this

'rapidly expanding' campus."

m» COMES ALIV (.

IN THE(qasp!) BlGGESTAND(roar!) FUNNiEST
s

•Egaa*- »**3»L

i0

l if,,mm,
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t^oti^'nsafi'iM^slilT''

As 100 per cent

red-blooded American

boy (age 17) I cain't

possibly lie! Your whole

I I family will go stark, ravin'

mad wif joy when we
come a-tearin' from

2 years as a Broadway

moosical smash-hit— right

Into the movies! In

Technicolor*
and VlstaVision*

-natchelly!

L
AND(pant!jGlRLIESTSHQW

j&

Happy

I. ...i .1. - .* -V"Jubilation

T Cornpone
*N«m«ty You.

•nd miry
moral

*W>~
«M u/fi)

9
u

HOLLYWOOD EVER WHOMPED UP
With Hollywood s most exciting cast

of NEW FACES AND (gasp!) FIGGERS!

Pf if fl I nUflUi **•»>•«* «*»«« ••>imi»m»»%*»*'«i roe WH "!' tQM mn

COMING SOON TO YOUR FAVORITE THEATRE! Watch For It!

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship

CHRISTMAS PARTY
CAROL SINGING — GAMES — REFRESHMENTS

Meeting to start in Plymouth Room, Student Union

Friday, December 11 — 7:00 p.m.

• EVERYONE WELCOME #

With The Fraternities
by DAVE STEWART, QTV

The current 1FC basketball

oompetition baa been filled with

many Bpteta. Thus far only

AGU, Ahl'i, and Theta Chi are

unbeaten. Congratulations to

the Greeks for their spirited

games.

This weekend the Creeks plan

to start the Christmas season

with a bang. On Friday night

Lambda Chi and Gamma Chi

will have a Xmas party for

needy Amherst area children.

AFPi and SDT will do the same

on Saturday, and on Sunday
afternoon TKK and SDT, AGR
and Pi PW, TEP and KKG, and

Theta Chi and Chi O will have

seasonal parties for underpri-

vileged children.

Other weekend parties include

the AGR-l'i Phi Decoration par-

ty on Friday, AFPi's Fireside

and Weenie Roast Party, QTV's

Rock 'n Roll party, TKE's
Theater party, and Phi Mu's

post-theater buffet, all to be

hold on Saturday night. Also,

on Saturday night PSK's House

Formal will be held.

Four exchange suppers have

been planned for next wTeek.

They are: QTV-Gamma Chi,

SAE-Chi <~U PMD-Gamma Chi,

and TKE-E m e r s o n House,

Smith College.

Congratulations to Pete
Lindstrom who was recently

initiated into Kappa Sig and to

Jack Sabin, Bill McDonough,
Jim Corsi, Bob Zieminski and
Frank Cesario who were recent-

pledged to KS. TKE also re-

ceived pledges Tom Connolly,

Paul Curley, and Dick Burns.

All the Greeks congratulate

ATG on celebrating their 40th

Anniversary this weekend. The
ATG's will have a caroling and
tree decorating party to ofele-

brate.

SAE's recent Reception-Tea

for their housemother, Mrs.

Oberg, was an outstanding suc-

cess. Another similar event was
held by LCA at their annual tea

for freshmen women. It was
well attended a/id a good time

was had by all.

Elections of officers in many
houses will be coming up in the

next few weeks. Good fraterni-

ty leaders are essential if

strong houses are to be main-

tained and if the rejuvenated

IFC is to continue its construc-

tive policies. Make the best pos-

sible choices, Greeks, in select-

ing your leaders for the next

year.

Vespers Set

For Sunday
In Bowker
Christmas is the wonder of the

first snowfiake, the smell of holi-

day baking, the crackling fire on

tlie family hearth, and the imag-

ination of a child hearing rein-

deer hooTs OB the roof. More
especially. Christmas is the glory

of the child of Bethlehem, and a

hope for peace.

As their Christmas offering

this year, the Christian Associa-

tion of the University of Mass,

is presenting the Fred Waring
Choral arrangement of "The

Song of Christmas."

The nativity story will he por-

trayed in tableau under the

direction of the Rev. Jere Berger.

Dr. Frank Prentice Rand will

narrate the story and the C.A.

choir directed by Stephen Allen

will sing the special hymns and

carols of the arrangement.
They are presenting nine

soloists: Suzanne Drew, Arlaine

Anderson, Diana Carlson, Rachel

Allen, Richard Lipman, Alan
Beardsall, David Osterhout

Robert Hartley, and William

Shearer. They are also members
of the Operetta Guild and the

Chorale at the University.

The star of Bethlehem will

come to rest over Bowkpr Audi-

torium on Sunday, December
13th, at 7:00 as faithful Chris-

tians start the season with the

right spirit at Amherst.

Letters . .

.

(Continued front page 2)

fast in the Hatch. What about

silencing the dinner music
emanating from the athletic

field loud speaker. I reside in

Lincoln Apartments and express

the feeling of my neighbors

that it constitutes an inconsi-

derate imvasion of our privacy.

MORE SUN

MORE SNOW

Men's Judiciary

Elections Are Set
Men's Judiciary elections will

be held on Saturday, December 12,

at 12 noon. Candidates are asked

to meet in the Senate office.

SKI CAPITAL
OF THE EAST

For folders, information or

reservations, write lodge of

your choice or Box 206'

Stowe Area Association,

Inc., Stowe, Vermont.

Junior Year

in

New York

An unusual one-year

college program

i

i

•
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

Wrif* for

brochure fOi

Prof, J. W. Eierer

Wathlnfton Squirt

College

New York University

New Y0rH3, N.Y,
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REDMEN FELLED
BY TERRIERS 71-57

by BILL LENNON '61

The Redmen quintet held off

the inevitable for a glorious first

half Wednesday night, then fell

to the tune of 71-57 before Bos-

ton University's second half bar-

rage of 44 points.

The overflowing and enthusias-

tic crowd which jammed the cage

saw many of the boys Matt Zunic

formerly coached, spoil his home

debut at UMass.

After John Alexander, the Ter-

rier's high scorer for the night,

opened the scoring with a charity

toss, UMass rang up nine con-

secutive points. The new defense

used by Zunic, a combination of a

man to man and a zone, obviously

confused BU during these early

minutes.

BU finally found the range sev-

en minutes after the opening tap-

off. Led by Bill Gates's long sets

and the dribbling performances

of Tom Chamberlain in the back

court, the invaders knotted the

score at 23 points and left the

floor at half time with a 27-25

lead.

In the second half BU con-

trolled all phases of the game.

While controlling the backboards,

the Terrier's connected on 14 of

28 field goal attempts.

Throughout the 40 minutes of

hectic play the Redmen were

forced to shoot from the outside.

Doug Grutehfield responded very

well, however, as he connected on

11 out of 26 from the floor. Also,

flashy sophmore Mike. Mole, who
harassed the BU players through*

out the evening with his catilke

defensive maneuvers, popped in 6

out of 14 attempts.

Again in this game the Redmen
suffered because of the excessive

personai fouis they committed.

Several times BU players who
didn't even have possession of the

ball were fouled. Since the Ter-

rier's cashed in on 27 of 38 of the

gift tosses they received, the fact

that the Redmen outscoied them

from the floor was insignificant.

DRIBBLING AROUND
The crowd of over 3000 gave a

hearty welcome to our new men-

tor and his family. Matt, his wife,

and their three daughters were

introduced before -the start of

play.

Two new innovations this year

are a group of lively cheerleaders

and a pep band. Both of these

groups should inject added spirit

into the UMass supporters
throughout the coming months.

Watch for this UMass club to

improve considerably during the

season. With added experience us-

ing the "Chinese" Defense the

boys should reduce the high num-
ber of personal fouls they have

committed in the first three

games. Also, the Redmen will

gain much needed strength next

semester when Kirk Leslie and

Don Tremblay return to the fold.

The Summary
Boston U. Massachusetts

BFPU B F Pts
Gates 6 3 IS G'tchfield 11 2 24
Alexander 8 6 22 Naedele 1 1 S

Cha'berlain OSS Fohlin 12 4
[senberg 2 6 9 Eichorn S 6 11
O'Connell 4 1 16 Mole 6 12
Power 2 8 7 LeBlanc

Ricci 1 1 S
Graves

Totals 22 27 71 Totals 23 11 67

Frosh Lose
The UMass frosh quintet drop-

ped their opener to an adept Bos-

ton University squad, 66-62, at

the Cage Wednesday night.

Sloppy ball handling, leading to

an excess of fouls, was the major
cause of the UMass defeat, said

coach Richard Garher.

High scorer for the Little Red-

men was Dick Conlin, with 15

points. Tom Hallinan and Ed Dun-
ham followed with 13 and 12

points, respectively.

Gymnastics Meet
The University of Massachu-

setts Gymnastics team will meet.

Cortland State of New York here

at the Cage tomorrow night at

7 p.m.

This Cortland team in gymnas-
tics is to New York as Springfield

College is to Massachusetts.

The UMass gymnasts will have
as their strong men Heinz Briegel

on. the parallel bars, the side

horse and the high bar; Charlie
Paydos and Big Jim Bltgood on
the flying rings and Gary Hazop-
in and Don Sarri in tumbling. An-
other man that makes up the
backbone of the team is Dick
Stedt on the parallel bars.

Lacrosse Team
To Show Movie
The University of Massachu-

setts lacrosse team is sponsoring
the powerful and unusual adven-
ture movie "Jungle Road" on De-
cember J 4 at 8 p.m. in the Student
Union Ballroom.

This seventy minute color movie
made by Mr. Lincoln, a former
paratrooper and now a graduate
student at the University of Ari-

zona, takes you on a 13,000 mile
trip down the Pan-American
Highway, over the Andes Moun-
tains, and by dugout canoe
through uncharted rivers of the

upper Amazon River Basin. The
scientific treatment of the In-

dians, animals and jungle ve-

getation, combined with magnifi-

cent scenery, make this an un-

usual production.

The Canero, a tiny fish but a
deadly killer, never before photo-
graphed, and Yaguas Indians of

the Marana River, «rho avoid all

contact with civilization are pre-

Continued practice, of course,

will eliminate ball-handling prob-
lems, and the frosh are hoping
that they'll be ready when they
meet UConn's most promising
team in six years at the cage
Tuesday night.

APPLIED MAGNETISM 405-406

Reactions of water, hair, women

Professor D. Juan

10:00-11:00 p.m. Saturday

Examination of why men usually use water

with their hair (onic. Demonstration that wa-

ter causes dried-out hair resembling explosion

in a silo. Practical applications of 'Vaseline
1

Hair Tonic; proof that 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic

replaces oil that water removes from hair.

Definitive interrelationships of water to 'Vase-

line
1 Hair Tonic to hair to women to things

in general. Laboratory evidence of reverse

magnetism between women and messy hair.

Positive correlations between alcohol and dry

hair, cream tonics and clogged-up hair (Rag-

mop's Third Law). Required before Christmas

vacation.

Prerequisite: ANIMAL MAGNETISM 203204.

Materials: one 4 01. bottle ' Vaseline ' Hair Tonic

Vaseline

HAIR
TONIC

Vaseline I

HAIP
TONIC

**

|»->Q*t>* INC
». r,. v I A 1

imiil

it's clear,

it's clean,

it's

Vaseline
HAIR TONIC
'Vwnn- it aw -nn'.'M

P CMMfNflPlti'i !•(,

'Atta Boy. Mike'

—Photo by Pats
Classy MIKE MOLE (10) drives in for a two pointer during Wednes-
day's encounter with BIT. TOM CHAMBERLAIN (31) is pictured

making a futile attempt to block the layup by the young sophomore,

who seldom missed during the evening.

sented for tlje first time.

JUNGLE ROAD was presented

an television in May 1959 by Jack

Douglas, on the program "I

Search for Adventure".

Its early showings evoked these

responses . . .

"Interest in Edward P. Lin-

coln's adventure film, JUNGLE
ROAD, was so great that the two
scheduled^ showings Friday and
Saturday were extended into a

third showing Sunday night . . .

"Excellent filming and beautiful

color heightened interest in the

adventure-packed trip." —The
Courier, Wareham Massachusetts.

Proceeds from the movie will go
to aid the lacrosse team's southern

trip this spring.

Frosh Hockey
* \ 1 1 Li I *'OC iUlLH..»n,Ll4 111 t I V ~

ing out for the Freshman
Hockey Team are asked to re-

port to Room 14 in the Cage at

5 p.m. on December 15.

Wrestling
For all college wrestling

fans there is a wrestling match
tomorrow here at the Cage at

2:30 p.m. In this match the

University of Massachusetts
will ho3t Amherst College. Ad-
mission is free.

B'nai B'rith Hillel Festival

University of Massachusetts

Chanukah Festival
—Featuring—

ROSENS
Folk Singers, Brown Univ.

Sun Eve — Dec. 13 — 7:00 p.m.

Commons Line 1

ISRAELI FOLK DANCING

POTATO LATKES — DOOR PRIZES

—ALL INVITELV-

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE
PROM AMHERST TO SPRINGFIELD and BOSTON

Via the MatMchuaattt Turnpike

—EFFECTIVE SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15th—
U. Amherst 8:53 12:55 4:55 7:40
U. H.dley 0:05 105 505 7:50
U. Northampton 9:15 MS 515 8:00
-NO CHANGE IN OTHER SCHEDULES NOW OPERATED-

PETER PAN BUS LINES, INC.

COLD & CLEAR

Birth

Control

(See Page 2)
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Christmas Concert

Slated Wednesday
UMass Shares Ford

For Non-Western
Grant
Studies

The Chorale's annual Christ-

mas Conetert, directed by John R.

King, will be given Wednesday,

December 16, at 8 p.m. in Bow-

ker Auditorium.

A special feature of the con-

cert will be a number of students

singing solo parts in some of the

larger works. "Fantasia on

Christmas Carols", by Vaughan

Williams, has solo parts which

will be sung by Curtis and Don-

ald Paine '60. Arlaine Anderson

*62, Fred Shotz '62, Richard Lip-

man '60, Donald Paine '60, Rach-

el Allen '62, and Carol Schofield

'62 are preparing solo parts for

"Christmas Day," which is based

on four familiar Christmas car-

ols. "St. Nicholas," a cantata by

Benjamin Britten, is both rever-

ent and rollicking; three move-

ments will be sung, featuring

Kenneth Goodman '02 as tenor

soloist, with Edgar Lefebvre '62

lending an interesting percussion

effect.

The group will also sing carols

of other nations. Carol books will

be provided so that the audience

may join in singing familiar car-

ols.

A special brass ensemble, or-

ganized by David Wentworth '60

with the co-operation of the Uni-

versity's Concert Band, will ac-

company the carol singing.

Deanna Tan, a graduate stu-

dent, will sing three soprano so-

los: Handel's "Rejoice Greatly,"

Warlock's "Balulalow," and Mo-

zart's "Alleluia." Alan Beard-

sail '60 will sing Hoist's 'Lullay

My Liking." Accompanists will

be Susan Nichols '60 and Elaine

Carlson '63.

UMass, Amh<

oke and Smith

ceived collecth

$191,000 from t

tion to make po:

gram for the

' Mount Holy-

leges have re-

ly a grant of

he Ford Founda-
; bit- a joint pro-

further develop-

Dedication Ceremonies Held

For Dwight, Lyons Houses
by ANN FRAZIER '62

Dwight and Mary Lyon, our two

new women's dormitories, were

dedicated last week. Many stu-

dents, University officials, and

special guests attended the cere-

monies.

Dwight House, dedicated bun-

day, Dec. 6, at 4 p.m., was named

for Mrs. Minnie Dwight, past pub-

lisher of the Holyoke Transcript

and president of the Advisory

Council of the Extension Service

here at the University.

Dr. Alden C. Brett, member of

the Board of Trustees and Pres-

ident of the University Building

Association, opened the dedica-

tion. Mrs. Frederic A. Rothery,

Chairman of the Advisory Coun-

— Photo by Towne

. DR. BOYDEN

cil of Women, then gave a short

talk on "Mrs. William G. Dwight."

Chairman Kathryn Lilly '61 of-

(Continued on page S)

THE GIANT CHRISTMAS TREE in Rockefeller Center, aglow
with light* wa« donated by the Commonwealth of Maasaehusett*
this year.

ment of non-W stern studies on

all four campup

The grant is to he used over a

period of approximately four

years and will bring to these

institutions specialists on Africa,

the Near East and South Asia as

visiting professors to give both

lectures and courses, and to ad-

vise on curricular development in

these and allied fields.

Some of the grant will be

Concert Band
Music For

The 50-piece University con-

cert band, accompanying the Ra-

dio City Choristers, opened a 15-

minute nationals- televised
Christmas tree lighting program

at Rockefeller Plaza in New
York City Thursday night.

The band provided musfr for

the annual lighting of the Rocke-

feller Center Christmas Tree,

this year donated by the Com-

monwealth of Massachusetts.

Millions of TV viewers watched

as its 1050 red, green, and white

plastic globes and 3000 tiny

"firefly" lamps were turned on

by Lawrence S Rockefeller,

Chairman of the Board of Rocke-

feller Center.

John T. B'irke, Commissioner

of the Massac iusetts Department

of Commerce, presented the tree

and extended greetings from the

state.

5000 persons watched the tree

lighting at the Plaza as the con-

cert band and the Statesmen, U-

Mass male octet, performed. Jo-

seph Contino, assistant Professor

of music and Director of bands

conducted the performance.

Preceding the televised show,

At The State House

Provides

Tree Lighting
the band and the Statesmen gave

an hour-long program for the

Rockefeller Plaza audience. The

announcer for this program was

Anthony Zaitz, assistant profes-

sor of speech.

The Massachusetts contingent

attended the Radio City Music

Hall pageant in the afternoon

as guests of Rockefeller Center.

spent to release time for present

members of the four faculties

for instruction in these areas; to

strengthen library resources in

these subjects; and to provide

the necessary administrative ex-

panses of a cooperative operation

of this kind.

The four Presidents have al-

reftdy established a joint com-

mittee to carry out the details

of this project under the chair-

manship of Professor John Har-

ris of the department of govern-

ment at the University of Mas-

sachusetts. The other members
are: Professor Gwendolen M.
Carter, of the government de-'

partment at Smith; Professor

Ruth C. Lawson, of the depart

ment of political science at Mount
Holyoke (to be replaced by Pro-

fessor Everett D. Hawkins of

the department of economics

(Coniinuod on pope $)

— Photo by M«cl.«xl

THE UNIVERSITY Concert Band and the Statesmen are shown

at the Rockefeller Plaza skating rink as they performed for the

nationally televised, 15 minute lighting ceremony in New York

City.

Elections,

Communities, Highlight Beacon Hill News
THE OFFICIAL CALENDAR

for the Presidential Primaries

April 26 was made public De-

cember 9, by the Elections Di-

vision, office of Secretary, Jo-

seph D. Ward.

The division also issued a re-

Men's Judiciary

Elect Two New
Members Saturday
Two members of the class of

'61 were e!< »d to Men's Judi-

ciary Saturday.

Chosen as representative of the

cJass of T>1 was Joseph Harring-

ton, who will fill the vacancy

left by the re ignation of Justice

Philip Grand* tamp '61.

Mike Kle » erman was elected

alternate representative, accord-

ing to Bill K'lowlton, '60, chair-

man of Men's Affairs on the Stu-

dent Senate

The purpose of electing an al-

ternate mi i
,r to the Judiciary

M to insure that a minimum of

five members will be present to

review all ease* He will sit in on

and discuss all cases, but will not

be allowed to vote until second

semester

minder of the change in the

number of signatures required

for nomination papers. Nomina-

tion papers for national dele-

gates require 2500 signatures,

not more than 600 from a coun-

ty, where formerly not more than

250 were required from a coun-

ty.

The aalendar is scheduled as

follows.

February 9, 16, 23, and March

1, Registrars of Voters and elec-

tion Commissioners are required

to hold meetings to certify names

for primary nomination papers.

March 1, 5:00 p.m. is the last

day and hour for filing all nom-

ination papers with the Regis-

trars of Voters and the Election

Commissioners for the certifica-

tion of signatures.

March 11, 5:00 p.m. is the last

day and hour for filing with-

drawals of objections to nomina-

tions with the Secretary of the

Commonwealth.

March 15, 5:00 p.m. it the last

day and hour for filing vacancies

caused by withdrawal.

March 25 is the last day to re-

gister voters for the Presiden-

tial Primaries.

ONE OF THE BILLS has re-

cently been proe< ssed by the

House Clerk's .staff as matters

trickled in for House Council.

Representative William F.

Keenan, of a Boston District,

sponsored a measure to halve the

motor vehicle tax.

A SURVEY of the Problems

and requirements of children

and youth in the communities of

the Commonwealth has been in-

stituted by Governor Furcolo in

preparation for the Whitr House

conference to be held next March

in Washington. The survey is to

cover:

Problems being created for the

young by social, economic and

aultural changrs such as urban-

ization, population increase and

changed economic status.

Problems faced by the com-

munity in promoting well being

and normal development of chil-

dren.

Problems faced by the com-

munity in providing necessary

services for young people with

special needs.

These reports, due by January

1, 1960 are to facilitate the work

of the 70-member Massachusetts

Commitee on Children and youth

now viewing state-wide problems.
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Bill of Rights Day

December IT, is Bill of Rights Day. It re-

minds 08 that the first article of our Bill of

Rights guarantees freedom of the press and

other related rights.

That this should be the first article is ap-

propriate As the Commission on Freedom

of the Press has noted, a free press is unique

among liberties because 1) it protects, and

2) it promotes all other liberties.

Private Problem

The issue of birth control recently joined to the

question of foreign aid by a U.S. Senate advisory-

committee has erupted before the public as a

potential political issue. The loud voices of prominent

religious and political leaders have died down. After

Eisenhower's statement that population control

should not and will not be allowed to become a poli-

tical issue, there seems to be little more to say.

Foreign aid without any stipulation in favor of

or against population control in the country receiv-

ing aid is the order of the day as it has been in the

past. The controversy is "very academic" according

to a spokesman for the International Cooperation

Administration which disposes aid.

We are not then to campaign for birth control in

the countries to which we are giving aid. And our

government is not to be officially available for the

dispensing of information on the subject. Foreign

governments interested in promoting artificial birth

prevention must go to private agencies for help.

In the meantime foreign aid helps underdeveloped

countries to expand educational, economic and

medical development. These, especially medical de-

velopment, serve to increase the probability that the

rate of population growth will remain the same or

will grow in the future. Who would say that we

should go back to the days of famine and uncon-

trolled disease? We cannot pretend that we have not

made advances in death control. But it does not

follow that advances in birth control are necessary.

Arguments for increased production and im-

proved agricultural methods alone as a substitute for

reducing population are also as invalid as arguments

that birth control is the answer to the economic

problems of the world. The fact remains that birth

rates in developed countries of the world have de-

creased as economic advancement has proceeded.

Countries only develop as the rural population be-

comes urbanized and land is left free for the use of

advanced farming methods, etc.

Education is perhaps the most important need in

underdeveloped countries. Without education we can-

not expect p<<>ple to realize the implications of popu-

lation increase. We cannot expect uneducated people

to leave a primitive agricultural way of life to pro-

mote economic development in a more urban type of

civilization.

L. M. D.

In A Very Minor Key

Th<> fUnom Grow Will was excellent. The Col-

legian wishes to congratulate all those, from ecript

writers on through Endsville, who contributed to

make this imaginative satire on the current rage

known as Beatdom. It is stimulating to think that

this entrrtaining evening was the creation of stu-

dents here at UMass, where one finds apathy six

feet deep.
P. L. W.

LETTERS

FRENCH IMPRESSIONISTS
by ELIZABETH A. SCHNECK '62

Last Wednesday evening, partly out of curiosity

to find out more about the French Institute, I wan-

dered over to Machmer W17 and the Institute's little

publicized lecture on French Impre Zionists. Given

by Prof. S. Lane Faison of Williams '-liege, the in-

formal talk and slide presentation was nothing less

than inspiring.

Mr. Faison's comparative analysi and critique of

several Impn ssionists was further enhanced by the

use of two slide projectors and screens as well as

beautiful transparencies of the onz :nals. He was

thus able to convey the mood and outlook of this

school by juxtiposing representative works of Im-

pressionism and of the Pre-and Po.-t- Impressionist

eras.

Centering in Paris among the Bohemian* of that

day, Impressionism found its most active years from

the later part of the 1870's to 1885. Of the painters

closely associated with
%
this movem. nt, Mr. Faison

considers a quartet of artists the most representative.

They are: Claude Monet, Renoir, Pissaro, and Sisley.

But certainly such others as Manet, Cezanne, Degas,

Van Gogh, and Seurat did not go unrecognized.

"The magic of the instant of the moment," "catch-

ing the moment on the fly"—this was one of the

chief aspects of impressionist art Mr. Faison empha-

sized. Understandably, their prime interest in tech-

nique was the effect of light on their subjects. To

such an extent was this true that the work of Sisley,

who is noted for his heavy use of pigment, literally

caught the light in his canvases.

This new art form was characterized by "beauti-

ful and elaborate broken up surfaces" of a sunny

landscape, of sunlight on water, or of people — a

capsule of life. Their palette was a "rainbow of col-

ors" with bright, pure tones predominating rather

than the grays and browns. Their stroke was usually

comma-like, quick, not deliberate and gave a dap-

pled effect. This sprightly, dazzling effect of the

Impressionists, in most comparisons, Mr. Faison

noted, was similar, hut there were a few deviants.

Seurat had developed a new technique of tiny dots

of pure color on the canvas, later known as Point-

ilism. Monet, on the other hand, used a horizontal

brush stroke.

Art critic and author of several article^ and two

books on art, Mr. Faison commented on the back-

ground and mode of each of tin- major artists Oi toe

period. The minor Impression! sts and their works

were highlighted as well. In all. the Institute's lec-

ture was excellent, Informative, And certainly a most

representative exhibit of the art known as French

Impressionism. It was one which should have been

more publicized and made available to more students.

Khrushchev won recognition here as an adroit

politician. But, to use one of his favorite expressions,

we have better ones in our country.
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THE ICONOCLAST
by JIM TRELEASE '63

Since most of the student body wasn't invited to

President Mather's annual faculty Christmas party,

you might he interested in the goings on. Colonel

Weaver (not to be confused with Charlie) arrived in

his new convertible tank deeorated in the holiday-

spirit with red stars. Provost McCune, just back

from his trip to the Orient, came by way of jinrick-

sha pulled by two coolies. And Charles O'Rourke

came as the invited guest of the Collegian sports de-

partment.

The affair started off very socially as the pro-

fessors gathered together and swapped lecture notes

aind lab instructors exchanged specimens. When the

botony profs started to dissect the Christmas tree in

the Union lobby, President Mather decided it was

time to start the dancing . . . to the Bubble-Up mu-

sic of Lawrence Welch. Everyone having worked up

a thirst mid-way through the dance, the Deans led

the way down to the "Hatch" where everyone had

Coke on the rocks. Things started to swing until

someone remembered that the "Hatch" gathering

wasn't registered. The high point of the evening

came when J.P. announced the publishing of his new
book, "Mein Kwmpf."

The evening's festivities were brought to a close

as the guests formed a circle around the Union Lobby

Christmas tree and under the direction of the his-

tory department, sang three choruses of the "NDEA
Loyalty Oath."

With only eight shop-lifting days left till Christ-

mas, I wish you the best of Holiday Greetings and

see you in 1960 ... I hope.

Insults?
To the Editor:

* After reading the hoax of the baron put on by your aspiring Ttm*

magazine writers I came to the conclusion that the Collegian should

be disbanded and sold with all profits going to the Mentally Retarded

Fund. With the recent pious writings of your columnists denouncing

the quiz show riggings it seems rather hypocritical for them to oome

out with a hoax of their own and condone it. Your Madison Avenua

tactics are just as low as those used by the quiz shows and deserve

the same condemnation.

If these writers cannot keep from fluctuating in their morala and

principles I suggest they resign from the staff.

Yours sincerely,

John P. Carrigan, '6*

His Lordship

Editor's Note: While we realize that "Hit Lordthip" might benefit

by the demise of this journal, we think that he is somewhat mis-

guided. Whereas, the quiz shows were the "true" man speaking false,

the Baron was a case of "phony" speaking the true. In any case we

expected our little drama to be exposed while the quiz shows did so

only at some embarrassment to themselves. We welcome you to come

down here on Sunday, Tuesday or Thursday nights to wateh our

morals.

Inefficiency?
To the Editor:

Inefficiency? Incompetence? Negligence? I don't know what to

call it. Any way one looks at it an aura of injustice prevails. I am

referring to the failure of WMUA, the atudent operated radio et*v-

tion, to provide converters for certain dormitories on campus, without

which the station cannot be received by standard AM radios.

All right, you say, so what?

The students of the University are paying, each semester, for the

maintenance of this student operated station. Is it not injustice to be

deprived of something which is one's right to have?

Representatives from Butterfield Dormitory have repeatedly asked

WMUA to have a converter placed in the dorm (our last converter was

transferred to Wheeler dorm) but nothing has come of these requests.

Either the opportunity to hear WMUA be granted to all students, or

the now compulsory student fee for the maintenance of the station be

voluntary.

Ben Gordon '62

Butterfield Dormitory

Compulsory ROTC?
To the Editor:

May I call to the attention of readers interested in your timely

editorial on ROTC two articles which appeared in the Nation maga-

zine?

The most recent (November 28, 1959), "Campus Rebels Find a

Cause," by Allan Brick, surveys various campus peace movements. Mr.

Brick, a Dartmouth teacher and recent speaker for the UMass Chris-

tian Association, describes a number of student movements against

ROTC. At UCLA, for example, a poll of 1,189 students showed 70%
demanding the abolition of compulsory ROTC. At Wiaconain, atudenta

—largely non-pacifists who had had ROTC testified before both

houses of the legislature in an effort to end compulsory ROTC; and a

"Student Peace Center" culminated its year's activities by holding, the

night after the campus' annual Military Ball, an "Anti-Military Ball"

titled "The Street Where You Lived, or Dig You Later Atom Crater."

At Dartmouth, students quietly picketed the annual military review

on the college "green," carrying signs reading "There Will Be No
Veterans of Future Wars" and "All Men Atp Cremated Equal." These

examples are symptomatic of growing student discontent with ROTC.

The reasons for such discontent are clearly stated in the other

article: "ROTC: Failure of a Mission," by Gene M. Lyons (October

24, 1959), also a Dartmouth teacher and co-author with Dartmouth

Provost, John Masland, of Education and Military Leadership: A
Study of ROTC (a book in part supported by military funds and quite

free from any pacifist "bias"). Mr. Lyons' article opens by condemn-

ing current ROTC courses as of "little practical value." "What the

students learn in ROTC," he points out, "bores them, gives them a dim
view of what their military service holds in store, and has so little ef-

fect that almost all they learn has to be learned over again once the

young officers enter on active duty." Students are forced to give up
precious academic time to outdated and ill-taught courses with "little

intellectual content"; they are treated "as if they were immature high

school sophomores"; they are understandably "disdainful" of a pro-

gram which defeats its own purposes—the recruitment of career of-

ficers—both by the inadequacy of its courses and by its compulsory
nature.

Mr. Lyons proposes a three-part solution. First, that military of-

ficers on campus devote themselves to their "only legitimate" func-

tion—counseling and recruiting students interested in a military

career—not to teaching. "Technical subjects should bo left to summer
training and post-commissioning service schools; non-technical sub-

jects should be left to the college." Second, "compulsory ROTC, as
practiced in most land-grant and state universities during the fresh-

man and sophomore years, should be dropped." Third, the problems of

a pre-professional military career program should be studied by joint

faculty-administration committees. If, after such study, it seems clear

"that a worthwhile program, from the viewpoint of the stndents and
the eareer service, is not possible, then steps should he taken to drop
ROTC

It is to be hoped that your editorial will stimulate further con-

structive thinking of the sort Mr. Lyons and Mr. Brick propose on the
suhject of ROTC at the University.

Yours very truly,

Paul Latiter

Department of English

WMUA Schedule
(Mon. & Tues.)

WMUA
4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

Campus Caper

News and Weather
Campus Caper (cont.)

Dinner Date

News and Sports

Here's To Veterans

Friendly World Talks

(Mon.)

Science Plus (Tues.)

News Headlines

Musicale

Basketball vs. UConn
(Tues.)

News and Weather
Showcase

News and Weather
Jazz

News and Weather
Shoes Off Session

News, Weather—Sign Off

4:05

5:00

5:05

5:30

G.'.iO

6:45

7:00

7:30

7:32
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Dedication . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

ii< -uilly accepted the dorm for the

168 girls living there. Mrs.

Dwight's grandson, Donald

Dwight, presented the house with

a silver tea service. The ceremony

was concluded by a fourteen mem-
ber choral group singing "Bless

This House."

During the coffee hour which

followed the dedication cere-

monies, the guests of honor were

riven a tour of the house.

The second dedication, that

of the Mary Lyon House, named

for the founder of Mount
Holyoke College, took place at

4 o'clock Wednesday. The guest

of honor was Cynthia Field, a

student at^Mt. Holyoke College

and the great-great-great grand-

niece of Mary Lyon. Mistress of

Ceremonies, Lee Hadsell '61,

introduced Dr. Frank Boyden,

Headmaster of Deerfteld Acad-

emy and Acting Chairman of

the Board of Tr: of UMass,

who spoke about "Mary Lyon."

Miss Hadsall officially accepted

the dorm after which "Bless

This House" was sung by Gratia

Lew '60, Lynne Chnstianson '62,

Dianna Harrington '63, and

Leyanne Monsur '63.

Other participants in the de-

dication were Dr. John Gilles-

pie, administrative assistant to

the president of the University,

and Mrs. Francs Pennington,

Housemother.

A coffee hour was followed by

a dorm tour for the family and

other guests.

On Saturday, December 12, an

Open House was held from 3:00

to 5 o'clock.

*

JOB OPPORTUNITIES!
A General Motors representative will be on campus

a

January 4, 5

Contact your college placement office to arrange an interview.

Looking deep...

into the nature ofthings

At the General Motors Research Laboratories, physicists employ

radioactive isotopes and other ultra-modern technique* and tools

in their search for neic scientific knowledge and an understanding

of the many laws of nature that continue to perplex mankind.

Although a lot depends on a man's ability, enthusiasm and

growth potential, there's every chance for advancement in

many liel.ls for General Motors scientists and engineers There's

virtually DO limit to opportunity at GM. Fields id' work areas

varied as radioactive isotope research, astronautics, auto-

mobiles, aircraft engines and inertial guidance -\ -terns

—

to mention but few.

If you wish to pursue postgraduate Studies, GM offers

financial aid. And since each GM division is autonomous yet

related, you can grow in two directions— up through your

own division, or to the side to other divisions,

For an exciting, rewarding career, see your Placement Officer

or write to General Motors, Salaried Personnel Placement,

Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan.

The Campus Beat
by JUDY DICKSTEIN

"Sign your name and have a

seat in the waiting room," a

cheery voice bids all visitors to

the clinic. So you sign your name,

walk down the hall, and sink com-

fortably into a hard wooden bench

in the waiting room. You find

that you're not alone, and rather

than read the July 1941 issue of

the Readers Digest, you begin to

observe the other patients.

First you notice the boy in the

far corner; you couldn't very well

ignore him, for every now and

then he remembers why he's here

and lets go with a series of loud,

hacking coughs, certainly audible

two rooms away.

His compatriot sits by his side,

snuffling loudly into a square

yard of handerchief. From time

to time, the two exchange sympa-

thetic glances.

An ostentatiously bandaged fin-

ger proclaims the reason for an-

other patient's visit. Only one

other candidate for medical care

is present, a shapely girl who

sits, faintly smiling, filing her

nails, the picture of health.

Suddenly a cry emanates from

the other room.

"Ooooouch!"

Minutes later, a hig husky foot-

hall player emerges from the

ru..m, gingerly massaging a fresh

peneeiUin shot. Two more victims

are called in.

'It's nothing (cough-cough) ser-

ious." one is heard to assert. "All

I need is some, uh. cough medi-

cine . . .

Once you yourself have been

summoned, you tell your troubles

to a benevolent nurse, who listens

with a sympathetic ear and an oc-

casional, "tsk-tsk". She then re-

lates a revised and edited version

of your ills to the doctor, and the

lw»» agree that your diet Is de-

finitely deficient in vitamins and

you leave the clinic clutching a

tiny envelope containing a two-

day supply of white vitamin tab-

lets, to he taken before every

meal, after every meal, upon wak-

ing, before retiring, and whenev-

er you're looking for an excuse

to strike up a conversation about

your malady.

It is only as you are walking

back down the hill that you real-

ize that the doctor never even

looked at your sore toe—and it

still hurts!

And it is as I am sitting here

writing that I realize that T have

not even begun to mention what's

happening on campus and there

is still a lot to fM said.

To begin with, the Library will

be open only during the following

hours during the Christmas re-

cess:

Dec. 19 8 a.m.-l p.m.

Dec. 20 Closed

Dec. 21-23 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Dec. 24 8:30 a.m.-12 noon

Dec. 25-27 Closed

Dec. 28-30 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Dec. 31 8:30 a.m.-12 noon

Jan. 1,2,3 Closed

And if you think their schedule

is erratic, here's the Student Un-

ion's schedule for the holidays:

Dec. 19 Closes 3 p.m.

Dec. 20 Closed

Dec. 21-23 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Dec. 24-27 Closed

Dec. 28-30 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Dec. 31 8 a.m.-l :30 p.m.

Jan. 1,2 Closed

Jan. 3 1 p.m.-10:30 p.m.

The International Weekend
Committee will hold a general

meeting for all members tomor-

row at 11 a.m. in the Hampden

Room. Attendance is necessary in

order to co-ordinate the activities

<>f all the members over the com-

ing holidays.

There will be a Christmas dance

in the S.l . ballroom this Friday

Bight from 8-11:30. The fee of

35c stag or 50c dra« will provide

refreshments and a dance hand.

Come to the last UMass flinjr for

'59.

The Ski Club is sponsoring a

Ski Swap Night tomorrow at 7:Su

in the Commonwealth Room. A
complete line of new and used ski

equipment for both the expert and

the beginner will he on sale at

bargain prices. Anyone with ski

equipment to* sen" Is invited. The

program will also include a mo-

vie, "Learning to Ski". Members

planning to go on the mid-semes-

1. r ski trip to Mt. SnOW will

sign up at this meeting.

The third meeting of the Phys-

ical Education Majors Club will

be held at 7:30 Wed. night at the

WPF Building. The truest speaker

will be Dr. Josephine L. Rathbone,

whose topic will be "Adaptive

Physical Education."

Thursday at 11 a.m. the Ac-

counting Association will sponsor

an address by Victor McDonnell

Of IHM on "Why Data Processing

Machines" in Room 124 of Draper

Hall. Students and faculty of the

School of Business are invited to

attend.

Professor Faison Is Fourth

Speaker At French Institute

GM positions now avoiloble in these fields for men holding Bachelor's, Master's and Doctor's degrees: Mechan.cal,

fclectr.cal, Industrial, Metallurgical, Chemical, Aeronautical and Ceramic Engineering • Mathematics • Industrial

Design • Physics • Chemistry • Engineering Mechanics • Business Administration and Related fields

S. Lane Fiason, Jr., professor

of ait and director of the Law-

rence Art Museum at Williams

College was the fourth speaker

:it the Iniversity of Massachu-

setts French Institute. Prof, Fai-

son gaVS an illustrated lecture

—

in English—on "The French Im-

pressionists" on Dec B at 8 p.m.

in Machmer Hall W17. The lec-

ture was open to the public.

Prof. Faison holds academic de-

grees from Williams College, Har-

vard University, and Princeton

University and taught at Yale

University before joining the staff

at Williams College.

Prof. Faison has been a mem-
ber of the College Art Associa-

tion (President 1951-58) and the

New and International Asaocia-

tion of Art Critics. He was also

a member of the Editorial Board

of Magazine of Arts and has

served as art critic for the Na-

tion magasine.

The University's lnst ; tute is

the first year-long program es-

tabllshed under the National D<>.

fense Education Act for second-

ary school teachers of French.

Ford Grant . .

.

(Continued from fKlfjc 1)

and sociology, upon his return

from Indonesia Feb. 1); and Pro-

fessor James R. Nelson of the

economics department of Am-
herst College. Professor Sidney

R. Packard, the coordinator of

the academic activities of the

four institutions, will sit with

the committee a§ a member ex

officio.

The committee is beginning

its work at once and expects to

complete necessary preliminary

arrangements this coming semes-

ter so thai a three year program

may commence full operation in

the fall of I960.
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Mass Education

NDEA—Control of Funds

Is Control of Policy
A great deal of controversy

has been centered around the

two loyalty testaments of the

National Defense Education Act

of 1958.

The demands for both a loyalty

oath and a disclaimer affidavit

as conditions of loans bave been

questioned on principle and util-

ity by leading figures in educa-

tion, politics, and, in addition, by

almost every faculty, senate and

student council in the country.

The controversy around the

oath stipulation arises from fear

of future government control. If

it stands unchallenged now it will

be cited as a precedent for un-

qualified Federal policy, for pol-

icy is set through distribution of

money, and federal aid is going

to be necessary.

To receive the loan the stu-

dent is required to sign two testa-

ments. The oath requirement

reads that the student will bear

"true faith and allegiance to the

United States of America against

all its «nemies, foreign and do-

mestic."

The much more frequently

challenged affidavit reads that

the student does not "... believe

in, (is) not a member of and

(does) not support any organi-

zation that believes in or teaches,

the overthrow of the United

States Government by force or

violence or by any illegal or un-

constitutional methods."

Some of the well endowed

schools have not only taken po-

sitions of opposition, but have

emphasized their stand by rejec-

tion of the funds under existing

terms.

The Democratic Advisory
Council has included as a plan

of its I960 policy statement one

advocating the quick repeal of

the NDEA affidavit.

The relationship of the feder-

al government to a national pro-

gram and policy, and the central

issue of whether government con-

ditions follow government money

is in the ring.

Davis Heads

UM Alumni
Richard J. Davis, genenl man,

ager of the New Kngland Tele-

phone* and Telegraph Co. in Maine,

has been' elected president of the

12,000-member Associate Alumni

organization at the University of

Massachusetts, it waa announced

today.

Mr. Davis will direct the As-

sociate Alumni program of serv-

ice to the university and main-

tenance of communication among

the university's far-flung gradu-

ates.

A native of Arlington, Mr. Da-

vis was graduated from the uni-

versity in 1928. H- entered the

employ of the New England Tele-

phone and Telegraph Co. shortly

after graduation and has held

various supervisory and adminis-

trative positions in Boston,
Springfield, Concord, N. H., and

Portland, Me. Before his recent

appointment as general manager

of the Maine office, he held a

similar post in New Hampshire.

' Other newly elected officers of

the Associate Alumni include:

Robert D. Gordon, class of 1948,

Author Robert N. Linscott

Sponsored By English Dept.
• i /inr/idD tvnrocnv »«9

by GINGER ANDERSON '62

Tuesday, December 8, the
"Meet the Author" program,

sponsored by the English Depart-

ment, featured Robert N. Lins-

cott as the main speaker. His

topic, "Editor and Author in the

Publication Process", dealt with

the relations between the author

and the publisher. Mr. Linscott

was at one time associated with

the Houghton Mifflin Publishing

Company, and later he became an

associate editor for Random
House. Two recent books which

he edited are The Selected Poems
of Emily Dickinson and Note-

books of Leonardo DiVinci. An-

other book, Journals of Ralph

an attorney in Newton, execu-

tive vice-president; George F. Be-

noit, class of 1943, manager, Sur-

face Radar Department, Raytheon

Wayland Laboratory, Wayland,

secretary; and Bernard P. Bussel,

class of 1949, instructor in mathe-

matics at the university, treasur-

er.

while you're home on vacation,

invest a few minutes in your future . .

.

SEE IBM
If you're a Senior or Graduate Student, make this a productive holiday as well as a happy one.

Take time to investigate career opportunities at IBM. You'll receive a warm welcome at any

of nearly 200 branch offices. Just call the manager and ask for an appointment. He is expecting you.

He will tell you what sort of company we are . . . what the people are like .
what we do . . .

how rapidly the data processing industry has been expanding And he will tell you what we

offer qualified college graduates in career training, job satisfactions, prestige, earnings, and

opportunities for promotion.

We need men and women for a variety of careers in direct and indirect sales, applied science,

business administration, programming, manufacturing, engineering research and product devel-

opment. We want men and women with imagination, ambition, and unusual ability.

Please call me for the location of the office nearest your home:

Mr. C. W. Sink, Branch Manager
International Business Machines Corporation

* 273 State Street, Springfield 3, Mass.

Telephone: State 5-5371

If circumstances prevent you from accepting this invitation,

please ask me or your College Vhucment Officer for the

date of the next IBM interview on campus.

t

DATA PROCESSING

IBM
have a merry Christmas and a happy new year!

Waldo Emerson, is coming out

early next year.

In discussing the relations be-

tween the publisher and the au-

thor, Mr. Linscott told many a-

m using anecdotes about such

well-known authors as Amy Low-

ell, Ernest Hemingway, and Eliot

Paul to illustrate the tempera-

ments and eccentric ways of au-

thors with which the editor comes

in contact.

In Mr. Linscott's opinion, Wil-

liam Faulkner is perhapi the

greatest contemporary author,

and he commented that he per-

sonally felt that Remembrance of

Things Passed was the best con-

temporary novel.

Mr. Linscott discussed the edi-

tor's responsibilities toward the

author and stated that a good

editor needs not only a vast know-

ledge of books, but also a deep

understanding of human tmturc.

In concluding, he stated, 'The re-

lations between the publisher and

the author should be businesslike,

intimate, and friendly."

Following his talk, Mr. Lin-

scott held a brief question period,

and then read two letters by

Ernest Hemingway and an article

by William Faulkner appearing in

the Paris Review to conclude the

program.

MISS ELEANOR FLEXNER

Miss Flexner

Sponsored At

Authors' Hour
by ROSEMARY RUSSET '62

Eleanor Flexner of Northamp-

ton was guest speaker at Meet

the Author hour held yesterday

at 4 p.m. in thn Colonial Room of

the Student Union.

Miss Flexner is the author of

Century of Struggle in which she

treats the Women's Rights Move-

ment from the beginning of co-

lonial times to the passing of

Women's Suffrage in 1980.

In her talk yesterday, Miss

FleNtif-r dealt mainly with the

women's rights movement in Mas-
sachusetts. She pointed out that

the most noticeable steps bowerd

equal opportunities in higher ed-

ucation for women Wert centered

at Mount Holyoke College and

that one of the first women's un-

ions was located in I/owell, Mas-
sachusetts. Another point was
that the right for women to speak

in public on civic issues was
fought in Massachusetts.

Whqn questioned as to why she

wrote her book, Miss Flexner an-

swered that she had wanted t0

read a book of its kind and was
unable to find one. She comment-
ed, also, that she thought it un-

fortunate that the struggle for

equal rights for women is so ob-

literated from history books.
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Briegel Takes Three Firsts, Leads

Redmen To Victory Over Cortland

by DUTCH HUNTER '62

Captain Heinz Briegel led the

Redmen gynnasts to victory Sat-

urday nighc by defeating tough

Cortland State, B0tt-86W.

Briegel again came in first in

three everfts before a very recep-

tive crowd of around two hundred

spectators.

In the tumbling event, the U-

Mass delegates Hagopian and

Saari tied for a third place be-

hind Cortland's Cutler and Petro-

aino. Saari entered the meet still

ailing from a fractured thumb.

Side horse competition was won

in a dazzling routine by Captain

Briegel, followed by teammates

Jim Adam and Al Ober. Adam
and Ober, strong men in the point

department, have surprised all in

their remarkable progress on the

difficult horse.

Amid the longest refrain of ap-

plause at the meet, Briegel walked

away from the high bar with an-

other first place.

Heinz received his highest rat-

ing on the H bar, with a score of

93 out of a possible 100. Big men,

Titus and Stedt placed a strong

third and fourth to add more
points to the team score.

The winners of the rope climb,

Redman Ralph Nichols and Don
Orthman of Cortland, scooted up

the rope in 5.9 seconds each.

Hawk of Cortland placed third

with a 0.1 second time.

The parallel bar event saw Brie-

gel take another first place. Dick

Stedt came through again for a

third place, and Jim Adam came

in fifth.

The final event saw the two

big men on the rings, Charlie

Paydos and "Big Jim" Bit good,

place first and second respective-

ly. Paydos, with his dislocate fly-

away, and Bit good, now perfect-

ing a double somersault dismount,

will be giving Fred Peterson a

run for his money when Fred re-

turns in February.

Heinz Briegel scored an unof-

ficial 95 points from a judge for

difficulty in performance when he

stumbled over the mat while

walking away from his perform-

ance on the H bar.

Self-Survey

Highlights

Conference
i was unable

t Exe-

at Head-; held at

if Massachusetts.

Governor Fu

fcO attend the (

eutive Departnv

the University

Daniel J. O'Conn. m, Chief Secre-

tary to the Governor, presiding

over the evening banquet in the

Student Union <1 for the

Governor's abs- iry O'-

Connell then read the governor's

speech.

Highlighting the conference

was the announcement, made by

Secretary O'Conn. 11 for Governor

F u r c o 1 o and Commissioner

Charles Mahoney. of a self-sur-

vey to be made by all state de-

partments and agencies in Mas-

sachusetts.

Of the 4,363,70(1 business firms

in the U.S., only 3,550 employ

more than 1,000 persons.

Because of inflation, it now

costs $2.07 to buy what a dollar

bought in 1940.

One-fourth of all U.S. exports

go to Latin America.

A Campus-to-Career Case History

Mark Dollard (center) discusses an impending customer service problem with two of his supervisors.

There's a

in Mark Dollard 9

Mark C. Dollard earned his B.A. degree

in English from Yale University in June,

1955. He joined the New York Telephone

Company the following July 18th. Three

and a half years later, he became a Dis-

trict Manager for the company in New
York City— with a staff of 87 people re-

porting to him and responsibility for

49,000 customer accounts.

Mark's choice of a telephone career came

after numerous job interviews in a variety

of business fields. "What sold me," he

says, "was the telephone company's repu-

tation for solid managerial training, sta-

bility and growth. And I was impressed

by the high caliber of people I met during

my visit to the company.
*

And those are the things to which Mark

credits his rapid advancement. His train-

ing during his first two years covered a

wide rang** of activities . . . including the

handling of customer contacts in the

business office, selling communicatirtns

for you
progress story

services to businessmen and supervising a

business office.

"It was the company's vigorous growth

that created the opportunity for me to be-

come District Manager in January, 1959,"

Mark points out.

"What I like most about my present posi-

tion is the variety of manageri.il responsi-

bilities I have," he says. "1*'<* interesting,

stimulating work. I deal with sales and

marketing programs, handle personnel

problems and make a lot of public rela-

tions contacts."

* * *

The message for yon? Stability, growth,

systematic training and grnninr advance-

ment opportunities all add up 10 rewarding

careen with the Bell Telephone tympanies.

Be »«re to look into the opportunities for

you. Talk with the Bell interviewer when

he visits your campus — and rend the Bell

Telephone booklet on file in »our Place-

ment Offiee. You'll like whm >ou learn.

BILL. TELEPHONE COMPANIES

Poet Ramon Guthrie Appears
At Meet The Author Hour

by MIKE BELANGER '63

Friday's author, the last in the

current Meet The Author series,

was Ramon Guthrie of Norwich,

Vt. Mr. Guthrie read selections

from his newly published book

of poems, Graffiti, Author of six

previous books, Mr. Guthrie has

also translated three books and

written for the New York Timet,

The New Yorker, The New York
Herald Tribune, The Nation, etc.

Born in New York City, brought

up in Connecticut, educated at The

Sorbonne and the University de

Toulouse, Mr. Guthrie, after a

checkered cam r as a wartime

ambulance driver and flier, pri-

detective, free-lance writer,

'<1 with the Strategic Serv«

Icee in North Africa and France,

now tenches French and compar-

ative literature at Dartmouth
College.

The entire stock of Mr. Guth-

rie's Graffiti was sold out soon

after the conclusion of the coffee

hour.

*"77ie family waff givinp mr a hr*rJ *imt> nenin ..."

You're driving: into aanger
when troubles take the wheel! Park

your troubles before you take off. It's risky to let worries

interfere when your sole problem should be how to drive

safely. Last year traffic accidents took 37,000 lives. Many

died because some drivers let worries distract them from the

road ahead. So when you drive, keep your mind where your

car is—and keep on living!

AMHERST CINEMA

-NOW SHOWING-
"BATTLE OF THE

CORAL SEA"
—Co-Feature

—

"Yesterday's Enemy"

-WEDNESDAY-
" ECSTASY"

LOST <£ FOUND
1. One beige three-quarter-

length coat, with knit eollar and

Cuffs, and a pair of glasses in the

pocket.

2. Women's Physical Ed. Build-

ing- Co-Rec Night, Dee. 11.

.'».. Robert A. Lively.

1. Rn Adam House.

MORE SUN

MORE SNOW

Everything You Need
Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILM

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

Open Every Night until 1 1:00

The

Little Store
Located on N. Pleasant St.

On Corner Next to Newest

Men's Dormitory

"On the Campus Doorstep"

SKI CAPITAL
OF THE EAST

For folders, information or

reservations, write lodge of

your choice or Box 206'

Stowe Area Association,

Inc., Stowe, Vermont.

FUN 'ROUND THE

Round
Hearth
STOWE'S GREAT SKI DORM
Warm, casual, glowing with good com-
panionship, the Round Hearth's the

lodge to rest and refresh yourself.

Hearty fare, dancing, relaxing around

the famous circular fireplace— it adds

up to fun! Only $6.25 a day with two

meals, $40 a week. Write for folder or

Tel. STOWE. Vt., ALpine 3-7223.
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SPORTALK

Redmen Ready For UConn

Invasion Tomorrow Night

Rogersmen Outpointed

By Wesleyan Swimmers

by HAL DUTTON '60

The mighty men from Storrs

come to the Cage tomorrow night

looking for victory number five.

Thus far this season, the Huskies

have toppled AIC, Vale, New

Hampshire, and B<\

Last year Hugh Greer's cluh

posted a 17-7 slate as they won

Rams won it back in 1919-50, and

the Huskies were runners-up that

year. UConn's over-all Yankee

Conference record, including this

season's victory over the Blue

Wildcats, is a remarkable 75-10.

Captain Jackie Rose leads the

defending champions into tomor-

row's clash. Far and away the

league's best backcourt perform-

er, Rose made the All Conference

team last year. Two years ago,

as a sophomore, he made the sec-

ond squad. Dell Magazine picked

BOB EICHORN. a starting

guard, is a senior from Adams
who earned his letter as a soph-

omore but was ineligible dur-

ing the second semester last

winter and thus did not play

enough to qualify for his second

award.

the Yankee Conference crown for

the ninth straight year. In fact,

the Blue and White have taken

the title eleven times in the

twelve years the loop has been

in operation. The Rhode Island

DOUG GRUTCHFIELD, 6'4"

forward, is one of the key men

in the Redmen's plans for the

next two seasons. He became

the highest scoring sophomore

in Redmen court history when

he hooped 322 points last sea-

son.

him on their All East team at the

start of the current season.

6-5 Jack Pipczynski, 6-5 Ed
Martin, and 6-6 Walt Griffin make
up the front court. All are veter-

ans. George Uhl teams with Rose

outside.

Mattie Zunie eourtside

spectator as tin dubbed

BC Saturday, 8-1 -• He must have

gotten quite an eyeful.

HARDWOOD HINTS

Army made a two game swing

through the area over the week-

end, topping Williams 77-58, and

Amherst 59-52. The Redmen meet

the Cadets at Weal Ppint on Jan-

uary 13th.

Holy Cross edged Yale at New
Haven Saturday 85-84. For the

second successive week the Elis

went on the floor a definite un-

derdog and lost by a single point.

Last week UConn nipped the Blue

66-65. Soph sensation Jack Foley

made his varsity debut. Foley hit

on a pair of free throws in the

waning seconds to give the Cru-

saders the victory. He Collected

25 points for the evening. Foley

and the Crusaders come to Am-
herst to meet the Jeffs Wednes-

day.

•<.••• •• • •i«.«it»«» iiki »••• nniKni itM mi <©c ooc oo*»«»».

Not so absent-minded when you get

right down to it. He remembered the

most important item— the Coke! Yes,

people will forgive you almost anything

if you just remember to bring along

their favorite sparkling drink— ice-cold

Coca-Cola. Do have another, professor!

Drink

(<™fc7a

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

by BEN GORDON *62

The UMass Mermen were out

swum by a strong Wesleyan team

57 29 last Friday at the Women'l
Phys. I'M. Pool before a crowd of

some 300 students.

It looked, at first, as if a see-

saw battle was in the making. Af-

ter Wesleyan had won the opening

event, the 100 yd. medley relay.

UMass sophomore Mat Rutkowski

took the first of his two top hon-

ors of the meet when he copped

first place in the 220 free style in

2:22.9.

Ben Knight, captain of the Rog-

ersmen, then sank his opponent

to take a first in the 50 yd. free

style in 24.5. From then on the

Massmen lost ground.

Top honors in fancy diving went

to Wesleyan's Sorenson who truly

earned the applause given to him

by the fans. Don Saluta took a

third in diving for UMass.

The 100 yd. butterfly, 100 yd.

Otyle and 206 yd. backstroke

were won by Wesleyan with U-

IfMS'l Jack Knight, Ben Knight

and Dave Goldstein taking third

places respect ively.

Mat Rutkowski then won his

second event by swimming away

with the 440 yard free style in

5:11.8.

Merman Dick Desjardins took

a wcond in the 200 yd. breast

stroke, and the Rogersmen ended

the meet by outswimming W
Uyan in the fast (3:59) 400 yd.

free style relay.

FRESHMEN WIN

After the Varsity meet, the

frosh outswam Wesleyan 44-22,

with Tony Lincoln, Bob Burke,

and Jim Coffey taking top honors.

The Frosh won, the relay and took

seconds and thirds consistently

throughout the meet.

The Rogersmen will meet the

Amherst swim team at Amherst

Wednesday at 8:00 p.m.

(enter CHARLES FOHLIN
played excellent bali for the

frosh last year and is promising

the same this year for the

Redmen.

STOCKBRIDGE
RIFLE TEAM

In its first postal match of the

season the newly-formed Stock-

bridge school rifle team defeated

Cirus Junior College of Califor-

nia, 1150-1010.

High guns for the Stockbridge

team were Dick Stenberg, Andy

Peura, Ray Ciesluk, Ron Lombard

and Alan Bagge. Barany of the

Citrus Team led their shooters

with an individual 245.

For their first year of compe-

tition, the Stockbridge shooters

have an ambitious schedule of 18

postal matches and several

shouldpr to shoulder matches with

college and prep schools across

the nation.

SPORTS SCHEDULE
FOR THE WEEK

Tuesday, Dec. 15

Basketball vs. UConn (H)

Fr. Basketball vs. UConn (H)

Wednesday, Dec. 16

Gymnastics vs. Springfield (H)

Swimming vs. Amherst (A)

Wrestling vs. WPI (H)

Thursday, Dec. 17

No games scheduled

Friday, Dec. 18

Basketball vs. Vermont (II)

Fr. Basketball vs. Stockbridge

Mors Sports on p. 5

WMUA ON THE AIR

WMUA will broadcast the

hig Yankee- Conference clash

between the Redmen and the

UConn Huskies tomorrow
night. Join Hal Dutton at 8:05

as he brings you all the action

over the "Big Sound on Cam-

Vaseline

Absent-minded Professor

20th CENTURY ROMANCE 378379

Techniques in handling women

No academic credit, but who cares

Professor Romeo M.

The effects of well-groomed hair on romantic

success in the mid-twentieth century. Labora-

tory demonstration of 'Vaseline
1 Hair Tonic,

its effect on hair and women. Disastrous action

of II
2

on hair. Salutary effect of Hfi plus

•Vaseline
1 Hair Tonic on hair. Term Paper:

Unfavorable reaction of females to male's use

o! alcohol tonics and hair creams (Stikkywig's

Law of Diminishing Returns). Students taking

this course are advised to stock up on 'Vaseline
1

Hair Tonic and keep week ends open.

Materials: one 4 oz. bottle 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic

HAIR
TONIC

• Vp Conditions

Vaseline I

HAIR
TONtC

and

Hi

loftled under outhoriry of The Coco-Cola Company by

Coca-Cole Bottling Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Mat*.

it's clear,

it's clean,

it's

Vaseline
9

HAIR TONIC
'VlMltM' to I rniuw««

tfCfeMOftMikPMrsie

. )I _ ..

Happy Birthday, Beethoven!

FAIR & MILD

Notice To Readers

The Cob'<•<) MM will he

available at the regular dis-

tributing points at 6 a.m.

Friday morning.
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At the State House

HAMILTON I. NEWELL. Collegian printer, expresses his reac-

tion at the announcement of an eight page issue to be received by

students by 10 Friday morning. The special issue will contain a

Christmas feature section in color.

Campus Religious Council

Will Hold Clothing Drive
"Our situation is desperate;'

This la the cry of Japanese stu-

dents unable to continue studies

due to recent typhoons. The
.M~l r"*T>"+' /»v!t?io hoc Keen called

the worst disaster in the history

of Japan.

To help meet the need, the

Campus Religious Council will

hold a special emergency drive

for clothes during the week im-

mediately following Christmas

vacation. Special boxes will be

placed in dormitories and in

houses to receive clothes students

ish to donate.

The recent typhoons in Japan

have caused 300 student deaths.

A recent document indicates that

iU\} japait'-ac Biu» , •
-• -

by the September 'J<>-'J'< typhoon,

are unable to continue studies.

The World University Service

Committee of Japan appeals to

the campus for emergency as-

sistance. Students are requested

to bring extra clothes back to

campus with them to meet the

emergency.

Solons Get

Prexy's

Salary Bills
Three acts to establish a high-

er salary for the President of

I' Mass have been introduced into

the state Legislature. Bill H-97

provides on section of Simmer Z.

Kaplan, (D-Brookline), UMass

alumnus, for establishing the

salary of the President at $20,-

000.

"

A second bill, H-98, introduced

by Kaplan and Alvin C. Tamkin

(Boston) would provide that the

President's salary be fixed by the

trustees of UMass.

The third bill. H-99, introduced

by Alexander J. Celta (Medford)

would provide that "the Presi-

dent (of UMass i shall receive a

salary of $20,000, ami shall be

provided with living accommoda-

tions for himself and his family."

These bills have been referred

to the joint committee on edu-

cation.

A motion has been introduced

which would require UMass to ae-

f a qualified graduate of Kfar

Who's Who Lists

34 UMass Seniors
Thirty-four senior men and

women have been chosen to rep-

resent UMass in the 1959-1960

edition of Who'* Who Among

Student* In American Univer-

sities and College. The thirty-

four were picked by a Who's

Who Committee at UMass and

their names have been sent to the

publication issuing the edition.

The following 34 seniors were

chosen to meet the UMass quota,

which is two more than last year:

Peter Anderson, George Brad-

ley, Richard Bresciani, Heinz

Briegel, Penelope Bullard, Shir-

ley Bush, Thomas Campbell,

Janet Carlson, William Chouin-

ard. Joseph Crocetta, Michael

Dube, Conrad Ferrara, Richard

Gaberman, Barbara Groll, David

Hefler, Marcia Hubbard, Alta-

Mae Ide, Donald Kelly, Harold

Lane, and Wayne Lynch.

Richard MacLeod, Arthur Ma-

honey. Penelope Martin, Ronny

IfetS, Donna Mitchell, Donald

Moriarty, Steven P a u 1 d i n g,

Janice Reid, Penelope Renton,

Vickie Roehette, Joanne Russell,

Ifarlene Sandler, Eliot Sohraer,

Florence Steinberg, and Robert

Zelis.

The committee, acting through

the Office of the Dean of Men

and the Student Senate, original-

ly sent questionnaires to the sen-

iors under consideration. They

were requested to list scholastic

honors and extra-curricular ac-

tivities.

Those in Who's Who have been

asked to no to Stockbridge Hall

tomorrow at 11:00 a.m. for a

group Index picture. Men are

asked to wear coats, and ties,

and women, dresses.

T, .* i f>fr

School Of Education Offers

Graduate Courses This Spring
The School of Education at the education, Chaucer, English prose

University of Massachusetts will

offer Tfiduate courses this spring .

for teachers-in-service and others.

The courses, all to be given in the

late afternoon or evening ses-

sions, will include the general

areas of education, philosophy,

English, government, history and

sociology.

Classes will be in session from

February 8 through the week of

May 10. Teachers-in-service may

take either one or two courses

but not more than two.

Courses to be offered include:

teacher and school administration

seminar in secondary curriculum,

administering extracurricular ac-

tivities, seminar in elementary

curriculum, contemporary prob-

lems in education, educational re-

search, teaching with television

and radio, seminar in secondary

school methods, techniques in re-

medial reading, educational tests

and measurements, principles of

school guidance, philosophy of

of the nineteenth century, crea-

tive writing, international rela-

tions, seminar on government,

public law, history of American

thought and culture, literature of

American history, the develop*

ment of American civilization,

social welfare, and India and

Southeast Asia.

All undergraduat.-s and special

graduates enrolling for the first

time at the University must

present a transcript of under-

graduate work at registration,

All applicants should register

on Feb. 1 in the Main Ballroom

of the Student Union, between

a.m. and 5 p.m.. ami no registra-

tion will be accepted any later

than 8 p.m. on Feb. 11 without

approval of the Dean of the Orad*

u.ite School and the Dean of the

School of Education. All new stu-

dents who wish to enter the mas-

ter's degree program should ap-

ply to the Graduate School at

least a month before registration.

S I i '. i i

Btitute in Israel. S-34, Introduced

by A. Prank Foster and Alvin C.

Tamkin would provide that "The

University of Massachusetts shall

admit one person* who is a quali-

..i graduate ai the Kfar Silver

Agricultural Training Institute in

Israel. &fl a student in the agri-

cultural department for the

course of four yoars.

"The qualifications of said

person shall be approved by the

board of admissions. Said person

shall pay the same annual tui-

tion fee as is required of resi-

dents of the commonwealth."

ANOTHER SALARY ISSUE will

confront the Legislators when

the 19^0 General Court convenes

Jan. 6.

This is a simple problem:

w h e t h e r to raise their own

salaries. But judging from what

has happened when other bills to

raise the legislative pay scale

came before the branches it may

well cause more debate than the

sales tax, according to State

House sources.

The rank and file legislator

now receives $5200 a year, plus

travel, plus a $400 expense al-

lowance. The travel, which con

tinues as long as the Legislature

is in session and the individual

attends daily sessions, ranges

from $4.50 per week for a Boston

member to $75 a week for some-

one in a remote area of the Com-

monwealth.
The presiding officer of each

branch receives double pay, the

Senate and House chairmen of

ways and means, tne vice-cnair-

men and the majority and

minority floor leaders of each

(Continued on page 3)

Collegian Promotes Two
In News Department
Two members of the News De-

partment w.re promoted last

night, it was announced hy Ri-

chard MacLeod, at a meeting of

the Colleg "" Executive Board.

Richard W ute '01 was pro

moted to the position of assistant

News Editor and Susan Cal-

lagher '81 WSM appointed As-

signment Editor.

In recommending the appoint-

ments. News Editor Larry Ray*

ner said. -Both Susan and Dick

work. I have com-

plete confidence in them and will

stand behind any decisions made

in my absence."

It was pointed out that these

positions have been unfilled since

September*
Concerning other business, the

CnlUginn was unanimously voted

to remain uncensored by the Ex-

ecutive Board. It was pointed out

that, this matter was brought up

for a vote because of a provision

in the Constitution.

Dames Club Holds

A Christmas Party
The December meeting of the

Dames Club will be held at 5:00

Thursday evening, December 17,

in the Middlesex Recreation room.

Immediately after the busi-

ness meeting, Mr. George God*

dard of the Floriculture depart*

ment will giv.« expert instruction

in making holiday decoration*.

Following the speaker, there will

be carol singing after which

Santa will arrive bearing gifts.

The Dames Children's Christ-

mas party will be held Saturday,

December 12, at 3:00 in the Mid-

dlesex Recreation room. Favors

and entertainment will start the

afternoon ami a visit from Santa

ClailS will climax it.

Collegium Legis Will Hold

First Meeting In Machmer
Collegium I^egis, a pre-law un- edge of the types of law practice.

dergraduate organization, will

hold its organizational meeting

tonight at 7:.'U) in Machmer E-12.

According to William Tinti 'til.

Chairman of the organizational

Committee, this meeting will

serve to acquaint students, who

are considering law as a career,

with methods of obtaining ad-

mission to law school and knowl-

Distinguished members of thr

bar and University graduates en-

rolled in prominent law schools

will aldTCSS the society during

the Spring Semester.

The founders of the organiza

tion have invited all interested

members of the University com

munity to join their organiza-

tion.

Mr. Dana Harlow Named
New Advisor To Revelers

RICHARD WHITE '61

hy LINDA FRISSELL '61

Sandy Hill and Rill Benna, co-

chairmen of the Revelers, an-

nounced today that Mr. Dana

Harlow, Ph.D., of the Recreation

Department would be the new

advisor to the Revel. -rs. He re-i

places Mike Lane who left Nov.

19 for duty in the armed services.

Dr. Harlow was previously em-

ployed with UNESCO, He began

working there in 1057, coming

from Union Carbide where he

worked in industrial relations.

Mr. Harlow graduated from

West Virginia University, re-

ceived his Blaster's in Recreation

from the University of Illinois,

and his Ph.D. in International

Relations from the University of

Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland.

In 196? he traveled around the

world and in 1958 while working

with UNESCO he went to Brus-

sels World Fair as a United Na-

tions observer.

Mr. Harlow has had articles

published in the Air Force

Manual and in recreational mag-
azines. He has also had articles

read on the Voice of America.

While m Illinois, Mr. Harlow

was faculty advisor for Phi

Kappa Psi and was recently

chosen to be the advisor to our

Maroon Key honor society.
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A PUBLIC ADMONITION
TO THE

ADMINISTRATION
Some time ago, upon the announcement

and publication of the alcoholic beverages

prohibition memorandum, we admonished

the administration that the regulations ex-

plicit in the prohibition policy were essen-

tially unenforceable; further, that as a re-

sult of the impossibility of enforcing certain

regulations, the prestige of the administra-

tion's enforcing authorities would drop to

the point where even the reasonable, neces-

sary and enforceable regulations became im-

possible to enforce.

The administration up to the present has

continued the unwise policy of piling one

upon the other numerous and various petty

and essentially unnecessary regulations; so

much so that the student finds it impossible

even to know what the regulations are, and

not knowing whether or not what he does

be correct or not, appears to have elected

to adopt the policy of deceiving at every op-

portunity the enforcing authorities of the

University.

It would appear that our earlier ex-

pressed fears have become justified. It is

our opinion that the University administra-

tion would realize greater and more enthus-

iastic student cooperation, were they to ap-

praise severely their current attitude re reg-

ulations, and replace that policy with one of

announcing but few essential and enforce-

able regulations, which the students, being

able to know them all, will be more disposed

to respect.

Flame Of Freedom Burns

In Citadel Of Constitution
From coast to coast, border to border, in every

state, county, city, and community burns the tender

flame of freedom which mankind strives to keep

alive.

Found in the two-room wooden Kansas court

house, in the clanging presses of the metropolitan

ri<nv<?nappr, it is provided and preserved by, and

synonymous with the Constitution. But to define this

Constitution which safeguards liberties, rights, and

laws in the interests of humanity . . .

It is the student with an assignment to memorize

a paragraph which opens with: "We the people of

the United States, in order to form a more perfect

union, establish justice . .
."

It is a Polish immigrant, a Negro steel worker,

and Chinese laundryman anxiously awaiting their

turn to vote on election day.

It is the various religions preached in Madison

Square Garden by Roman Catholics, Evangelists,

Hebrews. Jehovah's Witnesses.

It is the granting of asylum to thousands of ter-

rified and oppressed Hungarian refugees.

It is the silent prayer offered at the opening of

each Congressional session when every head bows
in supplication for guidance.

It is the right of an accused criminal to public

trial by an impartial jury.

It is the Hales, Jacksons, Smiths, Murphys, and
Rosenbaums . . . the millions who surrendered their

lives to defend the Constitution.

It is the recognition of equality in man regard-

less of political, social, or religious convictions.

It is finally — American in its foundation, char-

acteristics, and ideals. It is for all America, this

Constitution — for you and for me. J. T.
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Research and Researchers

Shillings Works To Improve

Registration Procedure

by JOE MASPERO '60 and LES TURNER '61

Research and study have enabled administration officials to de-

velop a method which enables students to enjoy a speedy and pain-

less registration as compared to the former system of registration.

Continued research promises further developments in this field.

Most upperclassmen can remember the time consuming registra-

tions which were held in the men's cage, especially if one had a prob-

lem or conflict in his schedule. Lonjr lines were more or less normal

procedure. Long lines both inside and outside the building meant

that students with no registration problems could complete registra-

tion in a half-hour, if they were lucky.

A normal registration now takes less than ten minutes. New
students and transfers and others with problems need more time but

the overall improvement is obvious.

To help make a speedy registration possible for next semester

a crew of about ten students, under the direction of Mr. H. H.

Skillings of the Scheduling Office, have been working part time since

course cards from pre-registration were turned in. Work will con-

tinue through the Christmas vacation until the process is completed.

Each of the approximately forty thousand cards must be handled

several times. There is an initial check to note if the registration

card and the course cards agree (many do not) and to note if the

student's schedule agrees with the courses he wishes to take (often

they do not agree). The course cards are then filed according to de-

partments and the registration card^ filed according to class number.

Next the cards are sorted into sections or classes. The sections, classes

and labs must then be counted and balanced.

This procedure is followed except when problems occur. About
twenty to twenty-five per cent of the students have problems which

means a great many cards require special handling.

There are a variety of problems such as conflicts in schedule,

signing up for nonexistent courses and improperly filling out the

course card in general. This latter includes handwriting and printing

which is impossible to read. A particular cause of annoyance is im-

proper designation of department. For instance, a student taking
R.O.T.C should specify "Air Science" or "Military Science" To write

on his card merely "R.O.T.C." means only confusion and delay at reg-

istration. Most of the problems can be resolved between now and reg-

istration but the process is time consuming.

Investigation is now being carried out to attempt to make use of

the capacities of electronic machines to further speed up the program.
As enrollment increases the need for a faster, more efficient method
of processing for registration is apparent. Eventually all registra-

tion will probably be done by machine. This will be disconcerting news
to the students wTho refuse to schedule eight o'clock or Saturday
classes and who wish Monday, Wednesday and Friday afternoons
free. Students will likely be able to reserve "free" time for athletics,

work, etc., but elections of academic subjects will be limited largely

to the course without specifying the particular section desired.

LETTERS

Thought And Action

And The Disclaimer Affidavit
by JAMES A. MERINO '60

This is a defense of a disclaimer affidavit which rests upon the
proposition that to subscribe to a political or social philosophy is

meaningless unless at some time that philosophy is complemented by
action according to its doctrines and tenets.

If we could be certain that American Communists and fellow-

travelers—who subscribe to a political and social philosophy which
calls for the violent overthrow of governments when expedient

—

would simply subscribe to their doctrines without acting upon them,
then it would be sensible to argue that the disclaimer affidavit is both
dangerous to freedom of thought and useless as a weapon to combat
subversion. But we know that such subversive elements do not intend
simply to subscribe to Leninist-Communist doctrines, but also to act

upon them.

The disclaimer affidavit attached to NDEA states that the sig-

natory ".
. . does not believe in, and is not a member of and does not

support any organization that believes in or teaches, the overthrow of

the United States Government by force or violence or by any illegal

or unconstitutional methods . .
." (Pub. Law 8-864, sec 1001 f).

The word organization is the key word; it connotes action, not
thought.

Hence the disclaimer affidavit is not an attempt to limit the

freedom of thought; its purpose is to limit the freedom of action.

Certainly we cannot blind ourselves — as have some rose-eyed

"Liberals" — to the fact that the end of the artions of those

subscribing to subversive doctrines in the violent and/or unconstitu^

tional overthrow of the United States Government.

Further, to argue that the affidavit is a "product of fear" is val-

id, but only so long as we define "fear" in this case to mean eoneern.

It must be remembered that democratic institutions in America are

sufficiently old such that the general populace tends to take them for

granted, tends to believe these institutions to be of themselves eter-

nal. Hence it is a less difficult task for a dedicated organization whose
purpose it is to subvert and destroy these Institutions. We see, then,

that the affidavit is designed to work in two directions: to restrict

the freedom of actum on the part of actual or potential subversives;

and to remind the American people that their democratic institutions

shall remain safe only so long as the people remain vigilant and con-

cerned for their safety.

on the blindmen

of the Collegian

re student senate

To The Student Body:

Why did the Student Senate postpone taking a

stand on the National Defense Education Act last

Wednesday ? It was not, as Mr. Mael implies in his

editorial "Student Senate Passes The Buck," to

leave the decision up to the Faculty Senate instead

of making a decision itself. It was absolutely im-

possible for the Student Senate to have that as

their motive in postponing this motion. Mr. Mael,

had he been present at the Senate meeting, would

have known that the move to refer this question to

the Faculty Senate was unknown to practically the

entire Senate; even the Executive Committee, which

discussed the NDEA motion the previous night, did

not know of the other motion until it was brought

to the floor, after the move to postpone S23 had

been discussed and carried.

Rather, the reason to postpone the NDEA mo-

tion (S23), which was obscurely hidden in the edi-

torial and completely misconstrued, as usual, in the

news article, was to give the Senators time to talk,

think, and act in the best interests of you, their

constituents.

You, the Student Body, deserve the chance to

talk to your Senators and to come to the Senate

meeting tonight to see how they vote.

The quotation, used by Mr. Mael to substantiate

his contention that the Student Senate failed to

lead, is sheer nonsense. This was pointed out by

every other Senator who spoke after the statement

that "we . . . haven't got the ability ..." was made.

This again Mr. Mael would have known were he at

the meeting. Further, if he wanted to examine the

ability of the Senate to lead, he need not have

looked farther than the motion to refer the NDEA
question to the Faculty Senate. The one and only

reason for passing that motion was to force that

body to action. As of that time the Faculty Senate,

the chief board responsible for setting academic

policy, had done nothing on the one question which

is perhaps more vital than any other to our student

generation. We felt it was time that that body
finally committed itself.

We of the Student Senate have had time to

discuss the NDEA issue with you, our constituents.

Tonight, it is time for us to commit ourselves. If

you wish to know how and why we do this, come
to the Senate meeting tonight to learn the facts. It

is impossible for you to know these facts through
Collegian editorials written by blind men who in

turn are led by other blind men who obtain their

information quite second-hand.

Robert Zelis '60

President,

Student Senate

reasons lor mandatory

basic course ROTC
To The Editor:

Having been advised that the Student Senate is

about to consider voicing an opinion as to whether

Basic ROTC should be voluntary, as are the second

two years, I should like to cite reasons against vol-

untary Bask ROTC.
Hiprh School boys for the most part do not see,

plan, or look ahead clearly. ROTC looms for them
fts something unknown and so forbidding. Military

8denC6 is something which must possibly be avoided.

If they come to a college where ROTC is voluntary,

they will for the most part keep their distance. By
the time they see the advantages of doing military

II tries as officers, rather than as enlisted men, it

will be too late.

Secondly, the University believes that a young
man's acquaintance with the position of the mili-

tary in his life and in the present scheme of things
is a requisite part of his university education. Just
as two years of English is required to make a more
cultivated, broader, knowledgeable person, on whom
to append the designation of University Graduate,
so are two years of military included and for es-

sentially the same purpose.

I voiced these sentiments to a sophomore who
acknowledged that ROTC was a college level course,
"but", he said, "we must take it without equivalent
credit."

Men, if that is your problem I suggest you
change your angle of attack.

James R. Weaver
Colonel. Infsntry

PMST

Eight Upperclassmen Initiated

By Alpha Zeta At Annual Rite
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Thursday, December 10th,

Alpha Zeta, the Agriculture hon-

orary fraternity held its annual

initiation of new members. The
following eight juniors and sen-

iors were welcomed into the mem-
bership.

John Carlson—Animal Science

John Davis—Animal Science

Borden Rowland—Animal Science

Richard Waskiewicz—Dairy
Norman Lemoine—Forestry
Charles Gillette—Wildlife

William Rose—Forestry
William Ziener—Entomology

Membership in Alpha Zeta is

based upon academic excellence

and qualities of leadership.

On Campus
with

MaxShuIman

!.l ulhor of 'I Wat n Teen-nge Dwarf" "The Many
Loves of Dolne Gillis". etc.)

DECK THE HALLS

When you think of Christmas gifts you naturally think of

Marlboro cigarettes, leading seller in flip-top box in all fifty

states—and if we annex Wales, in all fifty-one—and if we annex

Lapland, in all fifty-two. (This talk about annexing Wales and

Lapland is, incidentally, nt)t just idle speculation. Groat Britain

wants ti) trade Wales to the United States for a desert, Great

Britain needs a desert desperately on account of the tourist

trade. Tourists are always coming up to the Prime Minister or

the Lord Privy Seal, or the Thane of Glamis, or like that and

saying, "I'm not knocking your country, mind you. It's very

quaint and picturesque, etc., what with Buckingham Palace and

Bovril and Scotland Yard, etc., but where's your desert?"

•
.bat uihret Votir desert?

*r

Who wss the Irreverent faculty member who re-
ferred to The Committee to Define the Aim* of s
Liberal Education ss ".

. . Desn Fred CshiH's pri-

vate list"?

Before I forget, let me point out that Scotland Yard, Britain's

plain-clothes police branch, was named after Wally Scotland and

Fred Yard who invented plain clothes. The American plain-

clothes force is called the F.B.I, alter Frank B. lncluliil, who

invented fingerprints. Before Mr. Inchcliff's invention, every-

body's fingers were absolutely glassy smooth. This, as you may
imagine, played hob with the identification <>f newborn babies

in hospitals. From 1791 until 11*04 no American parent ever

brought home the right baby from the hospital. This later be-

came known as the Black Tom Explosion.

(But I digress. England, I was saying, wants to trade Wales

for a desert. Sweden wants to trade Lapland for Frank B.

InebelifT. The reason is that Swedes to this day still don't have

fingerprints. As a result, identification of babies in Swedish

hospitals is so haphazard that Swedes flatly refuse to bring

their babies home. There are, at present, nearly a half-billion

unclaimed battel in Swedish hospitals—some of them well over

eighty years old.) m

But I digress. Marlboro is, of course, an ideal Christmas gift

for your friends and loved ones who enjoy filter cigarettes. If,

on the other hand, your friends and loved ones like mildness

but don't like filters, then you can't go wrong with I carton of

Philip Morris. If your friends and loved ones like a subtly

mentholated cigarette that combines refreshing taste with high

filtration, then buy a carton of Alpines. (Alpines, incidentally,

are named after the late Albert G. Pine. Al Pine worked all his

life to invent a cigarette that would combine light menthol and

high filtration, but alas he never succeeded. As by-products of

his research he did manage to invent the atom, the gooseneck

lamp and the cocker spaniel, but the lightly mentholated high

filtration cigarette, alas, never. Now this dream is realized,

and what could be more fitting than to pay tribute to this gal-

lant man by calling this cigarette Alpine?) g l0M M„ shuims.

We, the makers of Marlboro, Philip Morris and Alpine are
now enjoying our sixth year with Max Shulman. Obviously,

we think he is a funny fellow. We think you'll think so too,

if you look at his television series "THE MANY LOVES
OF OOBIE GIUJS"—and read his latest book, "I WAS A
TEES -AGE DWARF."

The Campus Beat
by JERRY GALLAGHER '62

The end of the y> ar brings out

"iy "Worst of the Year*1 A warns
presented for Inefficiency to a

high degree in the realm of --how-

business.

Worst movie of the year;

"They Came to <'.>nlura." Dull

version of novel poorly presented

in terrible taste. Honorable men-
tion: "Say One For Me", and

"Battle of the Cora! Sea**.

Worst actor of the year: Tab
Hunter, a repeater from last

year for his poor work in "Damn
Yankee," again comes through

for his sloppy work in "They
Came To Cordura". Honorable

mention: Sal Mineo, "Tonka",

Charles Van Doren.

Worst TV Show of year: Louis

Jordan Timex Special (no com-

ment necessary). Honorable men-
tion: "The Deputy*. "Shotgun
Slade", "Peter Gunn".

Worst recording artist: Fabian.

His "Turn Me Loose" and more
recent "Hound Do^ Man" clinch-

ed the award in a close contest.

Honorable mention: Frankie
Avalon, Kingston Trio (for poor

representation of authentic folk

music).
aj

Worst commercial of year:

Alpine Cigarottes. Anyone who
dreams of "green trees" by smok-
ing a cigarette is out of it to be-

gin with. However, that three

stage filter clinched the award.
Honorable mention: Pepsi-Cola,

Blue Cheer.

There will be a Christmas

Dance tonight at 8:00 p.m. in the

Main Ballroom of the S.U. Ad-
mission 35<* stag, BO** drag.

There will be a Christmas
Party for the employees of the

S.U. beginning at 6:00 p.m.

Bring a gift.

Metawampe: U. of M. Braves,

attending the annual Mt. Toby
trek and feast, will meet at the

Faculty Club at 1:30 p.m. Satur-

day to depart in cars (what is

Contract Bridge
by SHIRLEY BURT '61

North (Dealer)

S—10 7 2

H—Q 4 3

D—A 4 3

C—6 4 3 2

West
S—Q 5 4

H—A 7 2

D—K 10 8 2

C—K Q 8

East

S—A K 8 6 3

H—K J 8 6

D—Q 9

C—A 7

South

S—J 9

H—10 9 5

D-J 7 6 5

C—J 10 9 5

Bidding:

North East South West

Pass 1 spade Pass 2 no trump
Pass 4 n.t. Pass 5 diamonds
Pass 4 n.t. Pass 6 hearts

Pass 6 n.t. Pass Pass

North is on lead, and opens
with the DA. He then leads the

D3 which is taken by dummy with

the DQ. Playing for the spades
to split, declarer cashes the SA
and SK, then eomes to his hand
with the SQ, iv' leads the C8 to

the CA on board, and cashes the

96 andS3, which are good. West
sluffs a club ami a heart from his

hand. He makes the HK on board
and comes to his hand with HA.

The CK, CQ, and the DK are all

good, giving him the bid.

If North had opened with a

low club instead of the DA, de-

clarer would probably make only

one diamond trick. He must then

take the heart finesse. As long as

he works toward the length,

which is on the board, he will

•till make the contract.

generation comingthis older

to ?).

The American Institute of

Electrical Engineers and the In-

stitute of Radio Engineers will

hold a Christmas Party tomorrow
at 11:00 a.m. in Gunness Labora-
tory. Rm. 10 and 11. Everyone
is arelcome. Donation: ten cents.

LOST & FOUND
Lost: knee-length gray coat

from Student Union checkroom
Monday night between 9 and 10

p.m. Name inside, gloves in pock-

ets. Please return to M. French,

280 Adams.
Lost: a large, blue Gov't 63

text "Parties, Politics and Pros--

sure Groups." May have been left

in E 23. Please return to Larry

Rayner, Collegian office or call

AL 3-2970.

Lo.^t: a heavy gold charm
bracelet with two gold charms.

Lost near Union or Amherst
Centre. Please return—has per-

sonal value — Reward. Sandy
Brodsky, 2.' Lewis.

Lost: maroon Waterman's cart-

ridge pen, silver cap, lost two
weeks ago. PLEASE—sentimen-

tal value— I'll be murdered if I

don't find it. L. Goldman, Leach.

Solons Get . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

branch receive pay and a half.

All receive the same travel and

the same flat expense allowance

of $400 yearly.

Rep. Iannello would add $1,000

annually to the $5200, which

would mean further increases for

the legislators just listed.

The Legislators set their own
pay scale, but it must be ap-

proved by the Governor.

CA*?0i COMtDY

Everything You Need
Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILM

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

Open Every Night until 1 1 00

The

Little Store
Located on N. Pleasant St.

On Corner Next to Newest

Men's Dormitory

"On the Campus Doorstep'

MAI
HO»r\AM

*ir YOU OION'T fMVP A CAt WHW Y0O Wr*T TO $CtOOL
f

HOW OtO )00 6fT TO KM<W MOH rVfU ZHQUGn TO PftDFOtf ?"

BUXTON
billfolds

A. J. Hastings,
INCORPORATED

NEWSDEALER 8. STATIONER

AMHERST, MASS.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE
FROM AMHERST TO SPRINGFIELD end IOSTON

Via tho Massachusetts Turnpike

—EFFECTIVE SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15th

—

Lv. Amherst 8:55 12:55 4:55 7:40

Lv. Hadley 9:05 1:05 5:05 7:50

Lv. Northampton 9:15 1:15 5:15 8:00

-NO CHANGE IN OTHER SCHEDULES NOW OPERATED-

PETER PAN BUS LINES, INC.

LOUIS

FOODS

76 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

AMHERST CINEMA

-now showing-
BATTLE OF THE
CORAL SEA"
—Co-Feature—

"Yesterday's Enemy"

-WEDNESDAY-

ECSTASY n
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ZUNICMEN DEFEAT UCONN IN MAJOR UPSET, 62-60
_____ Mole, along with senior Bob field got one of his many re-

_ _ Rii-hnrn ' maHr* trouble for the bounds to clinch the game for ITVocVi Hnni)stf>rS

Sophomore
Stars With
by AL BERMAN '62

Assistant Sports Editor

The Redmen basketball team,

led by the brilliant play of sopho-

more Mike Mole, pulled a major

upset at the Cage last night when

they edged highly favored U-

Conn, 62-60.

UConn, much touted as one of

the strongest teams in the area,

and favored to beat the Redmen

by more than twenty points,

couldn't cope with Matt Zunic's

fired up squad.

UConn was very cold at the

beginning, and early in the sec-

ond half UMass opened up an

18-11 lead. The Huskies soon

sparked, however, and pulled

away to a one point lead by the

middle of the second frame.

This was the only time during

the game that UConn was ahead,

and they stayed in the lead for

about 20 seconds.

UMass kept right with the

Huskies, quickly overtaking the

one point lead and staying ahead

by three or four points until the

end of the half.

The score at the end of the

half was UMass 33, UConn 30.

Then, at the beginning of the

third quarter, Mole started to

shine offensively as well as de-

Mike Mole
21 Points

fens'ively. He scored nine points

in the first half and was des-

tined to do even better in the

second sphere.

MIKE MOLE dribbles down-

court in one of his many drives.

The sophomore sensation scored

twenty-one points last night as

the Redmen edged out UConn.

A bright future is expected for

Mole.

Mole, along with senior Bob

Eichorn,* made trouble for the

Huskies. The duo blocked passes

and shots, tied up several U-

Connites, and broke up many

plays.

The play was fast and furious

in the second half, from begin-

ning to end.

The score stayed uncomfortably

close all through the half.

At one point in the third quar-

ter the Redmen, led by a dazzling

exhibition by Mole, when he

scored seven points in three min-

utes, broke out another seven

point lead, this time 47-40.

In the fourth quarter the

game got even faster. At times

the play was sloppy on both

sides; but the score stayed close.

With 6:27 left in the final stanza,

the score stood UMass 52, UConn

50.

Bob Eichorn had fouled out

late in the third period, and with

5:28 left in the game Fred

Naedele also left for the showers.

Captain Leo LeHlanc entered

the game, and from then on it

was all LeBlanc. Mole, and

Grutchfield. The trio played ex-

ceptionally well during the last

five minutes of the game, when

UConn was never behind by more

than one or two points.

Then, with thirty seconds left,

Mole scored on a foul shot to

make it 62-60, UMass. UConn got

the ball and attempted a shot,

but it failed and Doug Grutch-

fleld got one of his

bounds to clinch the

r.Mass.

The Redmen were not to be

denied. They were ahead all the

way, except for a twenty second

stretch in the second period.

Mole and LeBlanc were offen-

sive stars in the crucial fina!

quarter, with Doug Grutchfield

displaying a great show on de-

fense, snagging many rebounds

and bothering the Huskies.

The other starting sophomore,

center Charlie Fohlin, handled

himself well all through the

game on the defensive side.

But no matter how you look at

it, Mike Mole was the entire

game. The shortest man on the

Redmen squad, he proved that

inch for inch he's as valuable as

any of the bigger, more experi-

enced players.

The upset effected by the Red-

men will jolt the pre-season fore-

cast of the YanCon prophets.

Powerful UConn had previously

beaten Yale and Boston College.

The Zunicmen proved that they

are a team to be reckoned with

in the Yankee Conference or any-

where else.

The score:
UCONN UMASS
Player FG *T T 1'Iayer FG FT T
Risley 2 1 5 Mole 7 7 21
Rose S 2 8 G'teh'ld 6 1 13

Uhl 2 8 7 Widdison
Madison 1 2 Naedele 2 2

Kelly 2 1 5 LeBlanc 2 2 6

Griffin 3 3 Laughnane 1 1

Martin 3 6 12 Fohlin 3 2 8

Pipezynsk 5 8 18 Eichorn 3 5 11

Totals 18 24 60 TotalB 21 20 62

Examinetke'Mix"
AT GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT

The Defense Department policy of relying on a "WEAPONS MIX" as the best war

deterrent is reflected at Grumman. The company has always abided by this concept by

putting its corporate effort into many diversified projects, both military and commercial.

It is precisely this "COMPANY MIX" that is creating a wealth ofengineering opportunities.

"^H *

P~ i

Wmrj*

m^L
W^l. >:'/

____ 732mm
MOHAWK, a new observation plane on which ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE The award to Grum-

man by the U. S. Navy of a contract for a new anti submarine air-

plnn», th«> S?F-3, i? the result of an intensified effort on the part of

our Anti-Submarine Warfare development team 'ASWi The S2F-3

was designed to combat what may well be considered to be the

free world's greatest menace . . . the submarine!

production began in 1958—Grumman's first Army air-

plane—is designed to operate from small unimproved
fields and will be used for purposes of loctical ob-
servation. Featuring a 59-knot stall speed and rela-

tively the same short take-off and landing (STOl)
capabilities as the Army's present light-weight single-

engine airplanes, the Mohawk will be able to virtually

"live" with the Army in the field.

COMMERCIAL AVIATION-THE
GULPb I Kc/XlVl Grumman'* new prop-jet busi-

ness transport. The Gulfstream marks the return of

Grumman to commercial aviation. This 350-mile-an-

hour pressurized aircraft, now in full-scale production,

has been ordered by many of the nation's leading

corporations

EARLY WARNING An early warning air
plane serves at an "electronic fence" for the Navy.
Designed to operate from aircraft carriers far at sea,
the plane patrols the extremes of defense perimeters
to detect impending attacks by enemy air and sea
forces. Carrying detection gear in a huge saucer-like
radome atop its fuselage, the early-warning plane
identifies approaching "strikes and relays data to

task force Combat Information Centers for the imme-
diate dispatch of defensive fighters or missile units.

MISSILE & SPACE
TECHNOLOGY

The Navy Department selected
the Bendix Aviation Grumman
Aircraft proposal os the win-
ning design, in a slxteen-com-

fiany competition, for its new
ong-range air to air guided
missile, The Eagle. The Eagle
will equip the Navy with a
new generation of air-to-air
missile capabilities.

Top design engineers and re-

search scientists are studying a
wide range of problem* con-
nected with space and its ex-
loration to meet the chall-

enges which stand somewhere
between the present and the
realization of a true space age.

c

HYDROFOIL SEACRAFT a contract to

design a high-speed hydrofoil equipped vessel suit

able for operation on the open icas has been awarded
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation by the

Maritime Administration. The feasibility of employing
hydrofoils to increase ocean tro< sportation »[ •t) n t

comfort has been recently established by a Grummon
Study. The study's results showed that hydrofoil croft

were well-suited to a wide range of high-seas opera
tlons.

Our representative will interview Engineering Degree Candidates majoring in aeronautical,

mechanical, electrical or civil engineering, math or physics on January 7

Contact your Placement Bureau.

// this date is not convenient, send your resume to the attention of Mr. H. E. Anderson, Dspt. GR-900.

GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORPORATION
Bethpage, long Island, New York

Frosh Hoopsters

Edge Statesmen

by BILL LENNON '61

and JAY BAKER '63

The little Redmen staged a

thrilling come back to nip the

I'fonn Pups, 61-57, in a double

overtime victory last night at the

cage.

The highly regarded Storrs-

m«B held the upper-hand until

the waning minutes of the bat-

tle. The surging yearlings then

knotted the score at 48. Then
with fifteen seconds left on the

?lock, Howard Siegel countered a

UConn basket and evened the

count at 50 each to send the

game into overtime.

Still the stalement existed and

the teams battled into a second

five minute period in which

UMass ended the hectic prelimin-

ary.

Wheeler, Larkin, and Conlin

popped in 13, 12, 11 points re-

spectively while Howie Berube
sank 22 for UConn.

Girls Begin
W.A.A. Basketball

by PENNY NEAL
The WA.A. basketball competi-

tion got under way when the girls

from KKG beat KAT 25-15 De-

cember 3rd. That same night

Leach I swamped the Leach II

girls 27-1.

The Dwight damsels romped

over Chi O 27-1 and Stockbridge

edged out Gamma Chi 16-13 on

December 8.

The girls from Crabtree didn't

have a chance as they bowed to

Km.wlton 53-14. and SDT won by

default of Pi Phi.

If you missed out on the dorm
competition there is still a chance

to Ret in on I he fun and to play

for your class. Those girls inter-

ested are asked to come to the

W.P.E Building Monday and

Wednesday from 6:00-7:00 p.m.

for practice.

Stockbridge

Riflemen Lose
Weakness in the off hand posi-

tion found Stockbridge riflemen

on the short end of a postal

match with Long Island Agricul-

tural and Technical Institute.

The match, Stockbridge's sec-

ond of the season, saw Price and

Feinstein of the Ixmg Islanders

posting identical 277's, their team

total of 1304 being far out in

front of the 1195 fired by Colonel

Merchant's Stockbridge team.

The squad, presently composed

of 14 men, is bolstered by Dick

Stenberg, and experienced shoot-

er, Al Pagge, and Dick Palis.

The team, in its first year of

competition, is improving rapid-

ly, and has high hopes for the

future.

Swimmers Meet Jeffs

The varsity swimming team

will meet. Amherst College at

8:00 p.m. tonight at Amherst.

The Rogersmen, in their only

previous outing lost to Wes-

loyan, 57-29. They lost last

vear to Amherst.

Newman Club Christmas Party
Wed. Dec. 16—7:30 P.M.

Dining Commons

Question Box
Conducted by

FATHER POWER

77?erry Lshnrtstmas andZLPPU I lew //ear

J

RAND

CHRISTMAS CARD

COLLECTION

(See page 2)
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President's Message Children's Christmas Parties

Brighten Greek Yule SeasonThe simple things of people of good will are now richly

shared in season—including the simple wish—Merry Christ-

mas!
Beyond the rules, schedules, organizations, and tasks—

the orders and ordering of the University — we all think

quietly together at this special time of our common bond

of faith in the good life that comes nearer each generation

through the search for truth.

The continuity of the Christian concept of men, living

together in all ways better, still holds, as in a chalice, the

only decent solution of the problems of "man's inhumanity

to man." In the light of real stars, and of that everlasting

Bethlehem star, we can find the calm and courage that will

outshine and outlast forever the sparkle and sputter of man-

made satellites. And so together, in this peaceful valley at

Christmas time, we share the simple love, and dignity, and

human respect that make us all of common purpose—free

in our separate faiths, but bondsmen through education to

ultimate truth—at any cost!

J. Paul Mather

Christmas parti,

and underprivil«T

highlighted the I

nity world this Res

The festivities it-

underprivileged

traditional with th-

Most of the child

orphans

the

arc

are from

Amherst and vicinity and or*

invited in connection with the

local welf in i

••

Phi Sigma Di a party

last Saturday
* dren of

Brightside nin by

I

The part

Collegian's Annual Letter

To Its Journalism Alumni
Dear Collegian Alumnus

:

Once again The Collegian is glad to send you, as its an-

nual Christmas gift, this report on some 30 of its alumni

who are now on professional newspapers or in other areas

of journalism. Professor Musgrave and the alumni office

have provided most of this information, and we thank them

i a \forrv Christmas.

The Collegian

Although seven Collegian mew
bers in the class of 1958 went in-

to professional journalism and

one went to a journalism grad-

uate school, oniy one Coilry'uin

member of the class of 1959 has

become a professional newsman

whflf threp have undertaken

graduate work in journalism.

t'pholding this newspaper's

honor, is Robert Prentiss, our

Executive Editor last Spring, who

is now a reporter on the Berk-

shire Evening Kagle.

The three '59 ers in journalism

fr,.r, filiate uohrwiln are Joel Wolf-

son (Iowa State). Joe Tannic

(State Univ. of Iowa), and Alan

laioo. who is at Columbia Univ.

i Ui lil< 1

'55, is completing work for his

Ph.D in journalism at Stanford

University, and in January starts

as an Assistant Professor in the

School of Communications at the

University of Washington.

Frank Spear '58, who wont rn

graduate school, has left the

State University of Iowa, and

(Continued on page i)

by WltkMhi

—Phot© by L*ln«

ONE OF MANY underprivileged children attending TMass fra-

tentity-soror it) Christmas parties it shown ju»t after he n

his gift from Sants (Mob Wallace). »n sddition i<< g cull

dren at TKE had a hig dinner and sa« cartoons.

given by the following fraterni-

ties and sororities?

AEPi and SDT, Alpha Sigma
Phi and PDN, AGR and PI Beta

Phi, KS and Chi O, Lambda Chi

Theta Chi and KAT, ami SDT
and TKE.

The parties were in true holi-

day spirit with caroling, gifts,

refreshments, and cartoon films

for the children,

I ast Sunday, Sigma Kappa
and Phi Mu Delta had their

mas party, caroling at two

for t'nc aged people in

Amh.»r,-t.

Typical of the Christmas par

ties last weekend was the party

with SDT at TKP3 Sunday

noon.

The "guests" were the children

of decea or hospitalized

erans. They arrived in time

for a dinner Movies were shown,

refreshments were served, and

the afternoon was climaxed by

Santa i Bob Wallace) giving each

child a Christmas present.

A (LhriBtmaa JJraijpr

Dear Father of Joseph, we pray

For a beam from b"» Kethlehem

star,

An m of worshippers

—

Who came from afar.

• M .
»•' pray

F ]
oire of

The*

pile of f hay,

And c.

ChristmasTradition Observed

By IM Christian Students

Last Sund

dents of the I ersity held their

annual religi- '-vices.

The CA Riesaorated the

birth of Chi I : > tableau and

chorale tinging. At the same time

Catholics font • '
i Living Rosary

between College P«kl and Old

Chapel.

The CA presented the Fred

Waring cRoi rangement of

"The Song '"
» stmas". At the

vespers, Dr. F ink Prentice Hand

narrat.nl the u-istm:»s

while ftUden!
! rayed the na-

tivity scene II

; the direction

of Rev. Jere & rgsr. A full cli

sang hymns snd arols interpret

praj

•her P

ning'a celebration with

mas ble

ay

•t his war • nay

To i

ro pel petuate pi so

[P, k- p. Rand's rur-

ren
'

paps two.]

Editorial

ing the
brought to the

to help student

Kong through

shy Service 1
il

choir par'

congregat ion

mas spirit I

the service.

Catholic ttudi

versity formed

impressive

blue, white,

by the parti*

• :i Worshipp
K ng an offering

efugees in Hong
ie World limer-

. eau chat i '

•

• and a large

d the Chi

i recaptured at

of the uni-

md recited sn

ng Rosary. The
•d lights he'd

- signified each

A Time For Optimism
though Christmas means many things to many people, there

why .'il people in all count '
> Christmas.

The celebration I
a holiday exists beeau de,

million! of people, want d I I, H meets deep need- that are

,,li people The tinsel, the colored lights, the giving of gifts,

.,,-,. the outward manifestations of these need. ds that can be

p u desirs for peace on earth and good will among men.

Because this holiday IS B manifestation of this de-ore among mil-

lions of people. Chi me for optimism in our view of man.

Whatever else Christmas menns, the lights before out eyes and the

Vldence that man ' who wants, and

,i- peace on earth and good will among men,

That's why Merry Christmas.

And suddenly there was with the sngel a multitude of the

heavenly host prsising God snd saying, "Glory to God In the

highest, And on esrth peace, Good will towsrd Men."

-Luke IMS.
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Joseph, what are you thinking.

And what do you see?

Are your spirits rising or sinking

At what is to be?

We too are aware oi a Presence

Too deep to explore —
A tender, mysterious essence.

We also adore.

1

The Rands
1955

Professor Frank Prentice Rand

is Designer of Christmas Greetings
"Silent Night . . . Holy Night"

T,i all ,,; time of the year these words have a special

significant t of us they may brinj to mind the true religious

•
| i'dl in the birth of Christ; to others

e materia minded they may signify gifts, bright lights

.,, .
;1

. i ' • the 11 they may mean a vacation from

t classes, exams and papers.

j, , , .,
| | ned and created by Mr. Rand of

5h ], , : ?e may all find an added significance an<i a

^j.,, , • .
.. our own conception of Christmas.

OJrirlfltmaa. 1944

"Holy ntujjt. prarrful ntotit ..."

(0 hrllB of Irnmj!

tint aftrr barknrnn. rmnrtt? Il9>?t:

fcrant ua. Jfattfrr. arronb Bhjbl.

And outlook brnthrrlu.

Iljr Ranee

C hnstmas Qvraditton
Santas \4tfts

• 1: »-.

Ml' •

Chr *tmas Day ia a festival of the Christian religion,

ruber, in memor) of the birthi- 'j~.ii
[i ttu' _-iin

1st

\ ia gome difficulty in accepting this as

•
. Katn ity (December being tye height oi the

in Judea, when neither flocks nof shepherds
a 1 1 .

»• O .ui. .!,.,„, ., niff4rf) Phvis-
. ' ( I H •

I ( I fl
I I 1 1 I « I i 1 1 •_ I I < 1 I 1 « 4 « 1 • f> ' » •- / . • •

ould probably agree in laying more
• ,ia\ in memory of the Nativity, than on

tion of the actual and pi date oi the

In many countries the annual recur of Christmas

ha- rated with fes. ties <
""- kinds. Many

1 1

••'. .-
1 ustomSi (, iti anil in >een copied

from thos< practiced in England, in that country it was the

Ul> -.
1 tmaa • • ifter the usual devotions were

I large • tnd throw on the hearth a huge

i a Yule Log or a Christma ck.

Other • te pastimes, especially practiced amon

. upper 1 gaming, music, conjuring, dipping

ing, and blind-man's buff. At such

tim< \ i Christian preachers (as, for instance, St

Bernard '" remons with their

Hocks for paving attention toil., festive chara'

in. and too little to its ft wjlemn aspects.

Th, for breakfast and supper at this

n were the boar's load with an apple or orange in the

mouth, and, set off with row marj . plum puddingy and m
pies. Th< and churcl ere decked with evergreetii

, .. ialh with mistlel which a traditional sacredni

ha d sinc# the days ol the Druids, W.A,

Christmas Commercialism
Th« emphasis placed Oti the t'hnstn ateflj "»«'

of material gain rather tha ;!, k-

Th. ver) *** a fu' r '] '
'

N U " '
''""'' *nd ,IK

'

adorning each town and city, stors arindowi elaborate!) decorated to

entice th< buy, and truck* loaded down with fhristmas

tree* waiting to be Unpacked and Sold for exorbitant prices.

One walks into a Hon onlj to be botnberded b) * I ristmaa music,

ire**, forty chubby Sa • r skates, mink Wats, ami huge

signs painted in the traditional red and grew w
Btt) ROW I'ay later

People n.- longer seem to give gifta because of the foj in giving,

but to see just who can spend mow On whom. This idea menu to b.

basic in motivating people etci y Decen bar 2otn

What we need today li to return to the true spiri! of Ghriatma*

to think of others rathei than of mnsHu-s <»nly the,, can m
achieve the true significance ••! I

v

c
I the following small portion of our campus

world, in this season of joy, we present t..ese gi- I

from Santa.

TO:
President Mather: A copy of the Stttdenttf Role in

Uega /' ilicy -Making

Dean Curtis; A cup of coffee—straight

Provoal M< A Geisha girl

|fr , Stark A reserved seat in the Hatch

M>- Burkhsrdt A parkine ticket

Mrs. Gonon: Second-semester rush

Dean Hopkins: lady Chatterley

Mr. Scot' of Union cot
1

Mr. Frank V Kand: A analysis of

all the bit.! and flowers- in the context of Shakes-

V\ .rth and the Bible

Dr. Cald t O
Dr Fetdntan • "id Chapel

\\, ] udtke f old railroad stock

Mr. Manfred Yoga lessons

M, yEn g< Rhinestone collars for his pet

poodles

M, WiUiavmi The role of atephlatopfcelea in

lethe'a '

\\ Oonnell: A book on Hairy B. Truman

by 1 ">k'e

BU] Paul Tl 'obby count."

h.h, . 1 -
I

-ment: Presidenl Mathei

pi Greenbaum. An imported brush for his Tyrol-

a at

j,, ->
1 Th,- Wiat Side story in stereo

1 •}„. StUdi I Sfc '
!>'<jinn

Tin- ('•// !'he Student Senate

\\ , 1 ontino wreaters for Uw Precisionettes

Mi Richard I own N
'

I), 1;, \ , UH | tnp ticket to th*- moon

Business A copy of the A/»im in thr (imy

Fta

The <> 1 is of luck

"Ufd" Blask< Hum tie tlum-dum

Mi . Bat ron \ paisby book bag

;
... Bs n Academy Award

ji, Kjx.i \ -tee ride on th*- Boston an«l Maine

WMUA 1 a"

Mr. Smith 1 • billet au* FoHee*Berg«rea

Mi ..,. ,, Goodwin: A ticket to the DemocraUc

National • ention

Dr. Anderson iMath): Robert's Rules of Order

1»,. I mi,. \ i«.n : A lifetime pass to the French

I
conventions

Mr. Henrj 1 • Anothat Bob Williams

Dr. Glenn I
A book on how to run a lottery

Did the Babe of Bethlehem cry,

Missing the warmth of womb,

Sensing a strangeness to sky,

Even a cross and a tomb?

Mary was not unaware

Of the mystical grace of her Son;

The Magi were moved to declero

The humanly heavenly One.

But we, who are living to-day

When intellect tengles with awe,

Are we at perceptive es they

To see what they saw?

From the Chaplains

"The world is too much with us;

late and soon,

Getting and spending, we

lay waste our powers,"

—Wordsworth

Perhaps at no time of the year are these words

ore true than m the hectic days just before Chiist-m
mas W
(,... „,.,, n

* ........ - - * • • * deid Imes
, „,, 1 1 1 • <•!

• |g, and we g(,t-

littie joy from the canned carols of the shopping

places. Christmas will come and ro, and rest will

make up for it! Wear ness. *

But more than the world is with us. The signs

of the timei all false The fresh green from

t*,^ f I
. .; • • ,

• h mes 1 doorwavs,ua •

the wonder iv. child's expectant face—point t<

something r "
I

- 1« en in the hot-

house of the l there is an Emmanuel, and

the mystery and the ligniftcanc* o£ it all is dis-

closed in the meaning of his name thai ii with

110

God be you '

nc

brir. I
home again.

41b.- 1 1 Seely

At fchif

t h'iu<!;i nd '<
1 ;i

'

n mi >
' *

I

'
' l' two

as

.

.

born so humbly

in Bethlehem. 1' a Simple, inspiring story as it ll

narrated for us by Saint I Uke in his holy gospel

.h it ma ' li one of which

we never tire; one that always retains it« warmth

and joy that ia I and new. Lit

wondet then that the v.orld I I lly awaits the day

thai
*

:

' "' " f Ml
'

s"" " f ( '""'

In mi! University family >v >• tOO anticipate this

day of grent joy, this day of peace. Bleaesd indeed

are we to be abl- f-.-ly* to participate- in all of

the festivities nf this h "-on So with a pray

of thanksgiving for ilegea and of petition

fnr tiv 1 fortunate, we reverently, yet excited-

ly approach Chriatmaa, 1951.

It is my fenenl prayei and sincere wish that the

Infant King will pour fmth His choices! v»aces and

blessings on you and your families May yours be

a Happy ami Holy Christmas.

Father Power

Chanukah, perhaps more than any other holiday

in the Jewish riilendnr, emphasizes the ideal of re*

liKioiis freedom. Originating in the successful de-

I of Judaism against the onslaught of Syrio-

Qreek paganism, the observance of Chanukah

through the ages has been the occasion for a yearly

affirmation of Jewish devotion h) freedom of relig-

ion, not only for ourselves as Jews, but for all men.

This year we again make that affirmation. As we

look forward with our Christian friends, towards

the observance of our r<sp»*-tive holidays, may the

freedom in which we do so continue to flourish, that

we may be enabled to enrich our lives with the re-

ligion of our choice, in devotion to God and in aerv-

lce to our fellow men.

Rabbi Louis Ruchames

WOMAN'S PAGE
SANDRA HAGG '60 and MARY HAMILTON '60,

Women And Scholarship

One of The CoUegian'i purposes is to promote seholar-

ship—and this page has been started to further this pur-

pose. Our central concern is with news about women as

students; i.e., with academic news.

We are not opposed to social news. We think pinnings,

engagements, and marriages are important. We are not

opposed to news about fashions or parties, either. But such

news, in a college newspaper, should be in perspective. So-

cial news should be incidental to news about women as stu-

dents; at least, that's the thought behind this page.

The organization of a separate women's page serves

two purposes. It should make possible a better utilization

of The Collegian's space. Secondly, it should cut down on

the time and work required of other editors. And the trou-

ble with college newspapers is that they take a lot of work.

Our thanks to the contributors to this experimental

page. In future issues we hope this page will bring you

news of other women who are outstanding as students,

teachers, and alumni.

In short, we hope this page will be worthy of the only

residential co-educational university in Massachusetts.

CO EDITORS

Where To Host Men
In s recent article in the

Moumi Holyoke Neu >\ six Mount

Holyoke students, desiring a

change in the rules, requested

that 'men be allowed jn their

rooms during dating hours.

The article read as follows:

"It's raining out The C.I. is

packed. Gracious living has mon-

opolized the living room. Because

of the increase in the student

body and the lack of facilities,

there is no compatible place

available. V a s s a •-

. Radcliffe,

Wellesley, Barnard, and Smith

(Heaven forbid), can all have

men in their rooms. Are we not

as mature as our contemporaries?

Are their conditions so different

from ours that they merit such

freedom? Certainly not

"We are tired of being sardines

in a goldfish bowl.

"Why not give us the incentive

to keep our rooms clean?"

Two Senior Honors Projects

Study Othello And Nutrition
by ELAINE BORASH '60

Among the senior women doing Honors Work on cam-

pus today arc Frances Richards and Linda IMvental. Their

projects provide a study in contrasts—one being a scienti-

fic research project on nutrition, and the other being a

literary study of imagery in Shakespeare.

A60(pe foR C0-£DS on n
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FRANCES RICHARDS

NUTRITION PROJECT

Frances Richards, from W«ir«>

noco, Massachusetts, is a maj«ir

in Foods and Nutrition and ha

cumulative average -»f 3,3, She

is doing an honors study en-

titled, "Foods of Vegetable Origin

Which Will Have a Protein Con-

tent Comparable to High Quality

Animal Protein,"

Her project is under the supt-r

vision of Dr. Anne Wertz, head

of the Nutrition Research De-

naj-tmunt \fi«e Rirhnrd*! began

her study when she won a Na-

tional Science Foundation Grant

for summer research work for

June August of 1959

She is also pres'dent of the

local chapter of Orr.icrer. Nu, the

National Home Economics Honor

Society, and is a member of the

Home Economics Club and the

Stewards Club.

Miss Richards intends to

dietitian, and would like to intern

in a large city hospital.

teY'Ge~f»>€ .owes

•\-: *i I iffhi touch in our Merry how to t.-ll :i married er. incidentally, that won a na-

it man from single man. The ar- tional awar

of our office Bias the drawing

above by the noted cartoonist

Francis hah! of tha B» '<>< Hi r-

nhl.

Xhi behind this m-

goes ba< k to February 1947 wh( n

our campus, like most, was noone<l

pro\

! ; 1 r 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1

and

"i

\i
1 Dahl into a

(11 OT,^H
III 1-

reminder that th<

excellence in

n.-.: \ ar, According to

\Tr R .f>in had fw

[
fanguay, and

d student has become, ap- Mario Po ".-//.
|

tit fixture of back in 1947 won the N

York Stati I
era' fellow •

•
.

- rsity's S

LINDA DELVENTAL

SHAKESPEARE STUDY
Modern Approa thea to Ima-

gery in Shakespeare's < >t h»*llo"

ia the title given the honors proj-

ect being undertaken by Linda

Dedvental, an English major

Her home addreaa is Jamaica

Plain, Massachusetts With a

cumulative average of 8.5, she is

a memher of Phi Ka[>pa Phi, a

national s IC honor society.

Miss Detvental ia s student aa

sistant to the English Depart-

nt, anri teaches two remedial

sections of English for on*' hour

each week. She has had a campus

job through her college years.

A member of the Colle fjif
i
ri.

siail, silt jia.> aiMi ii. 'ii «*• 1 1 > < iii

the Christian Association. Uni-

versity Singers, and has been a

Leeds Hospital volunteer.

At this time she is on the pro-

gram committee for International

Week-end.

Her honors p; nler tfte

supervision of Or, David Clark.

ODear Santa,

war college camji.

al arti
• PUS, llhe oiosi , « .t> immim. n ... .

With married veteran. The Co* ten b] U RomiH '48, HOW man- of Joum. I
is A0W MI ad-

I^JU, |„ ita usual helpful way, a
/.,<„/.',,„„/. vertising e: a In Naw York

ran a srticle explaining In Middletown, M.Y. -a newspap (

Helen Culleii>—

of the outstanding teach

Bra OH tkis campus is Helen

i
i

i alien, I al Pro

feasor Of Mathematics Pi ! I

len, currently engaged in s/ril

a text on Topolog s
i- "

| " of the

few mathemntii :i,i!

with this study ' of point set

th<

Miss Cullen [oined the faculty

in 1949 previously, she had ob-

Master At Math
tan. e, i bar MA. at Radcliffe 'to

' her Masters Ml, and Doctor-

a'e '."i(» at the I'niversity of Mich-

igan

l ast year Prof. Cullen spent a

<abbatic.il leave at the University

,f H doing (tsearch in

topological analysis.

When asked if she had expel

ienced anj discrimination aa a

woman in an academic commun
ity, I>r. Cullen said, "Happily no

!h tituation exists here at the

University." When asked if worn

ntuil ion was of any use In

i i if mat hemal ies, Miss

Cullen replied, "Nn comment.

M as Cullen is i meniber of

Jobs For Women

Available In Alaska
In Alaska iv there is a

ifesa

ted in WJi

•
.

i s a i i

I! no in t "it r-

t,.l Who1
* Who >n

III I I N (II I IA

Mosi of Prof I -aching

il the graduate level, but tlm

f. ^- undergi aduah » <" hois that

havi i» eefi?( d b • ti at hing

a pp-e, ite hei thorough knowl

,if mal hi n tal ad her

foi teaching.

steady dem<ai women who

can cpialify I

hers, nurse

oi stenogi i There is no
i

juiremenl foi •us residence

in that state.

Positions f H hing OOUplaa

have also ! available. Then
• etnents, which

can be obtain •ii through the

placemen' iffice winning aalai-

iaa range from rOO to $6,60

Than i ' SS openings a

year foi I and public

heal! h nui -> - the state. Begin

ning sai.i .',• from $,"j,lii()

tn $6.2 1 ' a .

In great< nd are clei leal

i es range

-
i

a month, plas

some cost of '<> bonuses.

Collage gradt - interested in

teachingi i
clerical jobs,

should wi ' v to tha car-

of
' depa rl

'n.. ii addn may Vm1 ObtS

fiooi t Vi * p 1 ofrke.
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Joseph, what are you thinking.

And what do you see?

Are your spirits rising or sinking

At what is to be?

We too are aware of a Presence

Too deep to explore —
A tender, mysterious essence.

We also adore.

The Rands
1955

Professor Frank Prentice Rand

is Designer of Christmas Greetings
"Silent Night . . . Holy Night"

Tq al! of u? at this time of the year these words have a special

nificance to some of us they may bring to mind the true religious

and aesthetic meaning words in the birth of Christ; to others

. materialistically minded the> may signify gifts, bright lights

and decorations: and to still others they may moan a vacation from

the daily grind of the co l< . itine of classes, exams and papers.

I n tl ese i
• • '- ••tine's, designed and created by Mr. Rand of

. . . i .... ... ... .,..,,. ..n r....i .... added significance and a
the kngusn lieptu tniem, *< maj «i.. ...... ai. ^ui.f . ..^—Ra,iv - «.n .

supplementary meaning to our own conception of Christmas.

C lilt stttias o.yraditton
Christmas Day is a festival of the Christian religion,

n the 25th of December, in memorj of the birth

of Jesus Christ.

Although there is sonic difficulty in accepting this as

'
• op.te "i tiif »\(iuun { i/ccemoei using i-v v i«**ti*»% ' ^* ,v

ny season in Judea, when neither flocks nor shepherds

u ]fi |iaVf heen in the fields <<:' Bethlehem at night), Chris-

m communities would probably agree in laying more

- on k. ping a day in memory of the Nativity, than on

- > i e< i ion oi the actual and precise date of themeeess
•\ -lit.

In many countries the annual recurrence of Christmas

has been celebrated with festivities of various kin<K Many

our Christmas customs, old and new, hav< been copied

»m those practiced in England. In that country it was the

custom on Christmas eve, after the usual devotions were

over, to light largo candles and throw on the hearth a huge

log. called a Yule Log or a Christmas Block.

Other favorite pastimes, especially practiced among

the upper classes, were gaming, music, conjuring, dipping

for nuts and apples, dancing, and blind-man's buff. At such

times, various Christian preachers (as. for instance, St.

BernardJ have taken occasion to remonstrate with their

flocks for paving too great attention to the festive charac-

ftson, and too little to its more solemn aspects.

The favorite dishes for breakfast and supper at this

ason were the boar's head with an apple or orange in the

mouth, and set off with rosemary, plum puddingy and mice

pies. The houses and churches were decked with evergreen,

especially with mistletoe, to which a traditional sacredm

has been attached since the days of the Druids, M.A.

Christmas Commercialism
The emphasis plac d on the Christmas ftaaofj today is chiefly DIM

of material gain rather than spiritual awakening.

The very day after Thanksgiving < • •* the Uniel and lifl

adorning each town and city, store windows elaborately decorated to

entice the consume! to buy, and ttuck« loaded down with Christmas

trees waiting to he unpacked ami sold for iX0rWt»»1 prices.

One walks into a store only to h« bombarded b) ChriatmM mosle,

trees, forty chubby Santa Clauaea, roller »kate«, mink coats, and huge

siims painted in the traditional red and jroen, 'R"> now Pay later!

People no longer seem t« Rive gifts because of the my in giving,

but to see just who can spend more on whom. This idea seems fee be

basic in motivating people every Decernbei 26th.

What we need today is to return to the true spirit of Christmas

—to think of others rather than o! OUtselvrs <Hily then

achieve the true sigmtirance of Chrlatn

(ShHatmaa. 1944

•luilH ntgijt, prarrful nlgift ..."

tH brlla of Irony!

But after barknrflB. rumrtb, llgtjt:

drant ua. Jfathn. arronb aUjb.1.

Anu outlook brntljrrlit.

ffbr Sattbi

*

\ M

To tho following small portion of our campus
>i :.. *.i,{a -£: - t*9 \ttv we MMji.nt thp^p ciftsWUftU, ill 11118 3t05«'" Hi ,P".T» ^ i . — C

fmm Santa.

TO:
President Mather! A copy of the Students' Sofa h
College V<Hc I/ -Making

Dean Curtis: A cup of coffee straight

at M A Geisha girl

Mi. Starkweather! A reserved seat in the Hatch

Mr Btirkhardt A parking ticket

Mrs. Gonon S< ennd-semester rush

Dean Hopkins: Lady Chatterley

Mr. Scoti: A c ip of Union coffee

Mr. Frank i Rand: A COmpn .malysis of

all the birds and flower sin the context of Shakes

peare, Woi Isworltl and the Bible

Dr. Caldvell !«•!?/ <
}mtterleu'$ Lovtf

l>r. Feldman: Did Chapel

Mr. Ludtke: h portfolio of old railroad stock

Mr. Manfred Yoga lessons

Ifr. Van Bteenberg: Rhinestone collar tor his pet

poodles

M. Williams The rob of sftphlatopfcelti in

Gocth* Fa I

Dr. William nl-onnell: A boofe M Harry 3. Truman

by Tttckei BrooMl

Bill Paul 1 1 lobby coufi

Home i' De] irtmetttJ President Mat

T),. Greenbaui An imported brush toi ins Tyrol

Mji hat

Dr. VaWonsk; The Wi»l Sid* story in stereo

The Studenl rial* : The Cetyegten

The ( -

; Ph« Student Senate

Mr. Confirm weaters for the PrOCiaionettei

Mi Rh hard B mew * to! "Tifor"

i), Roi v md trip I

' ! " the atooa

Hu • I: A copy of the Mnn in the <irny

Flaunt I :-

Th« Greeki : i *>ts of luck

-RvA" Blaako: l)um-de-dum dvnn

Mr. Barron: \ paisley hook hag

,\m "Baron" 'n Academy Awarri

i>r Rivers \ free rWa on the Boston and Maine

WMCA l a"

Mr. s. mh i billet aux Pollea-Bergtrta

Mr Georjri Uoodwint A ticket to the Democratic

National < i mention

Dr. Anderson (Math): Robert's Rules of Order

hi l.uth.i A HellJ A lifetime pass to the French

Socialist Party conventions

Mr H.in> PiercOl Another Hob Williams

l»t. Glenn Tinder: A book on how to run a lottery

Did the Babe of Bethlehem cry,

Missing the warmth of womb,

Sensing a strangeness to sky,

Even a cross and a tomb?

Mary was not unaware

Of the mystical grace of her Son;

The Magi were moved to declare)

The humanly heavenly One.

But wo, who are living to-day

When intellect tangles with iws,

Are we as perceptive at they

To see what they saw?

From the Chaplains

"The world is too much with us;

late and soon,

Getting and spending, we

lay waste our powers."

—Wordsworth

Perhaps at no time of the yeai are these words
..... ,i ;.. ti,. hectic lays i'

,t;t o«*fore Christ-

mas ^ e spenn oUrseiveS striving to mtn ucnuiinw

f,, r term papers »o'l Christmas 'aids, and we get

little j<»y from the canned cai"!s " f th« shopping

places. Christmas will come and go, and real will

make up for its wear nese, *

Hut more than the wurld is with us. The sipns

of the times are not all false. The fresh green from

Hu> r v. c» *!,., warm liehts over homes' doorways,

the wonder in a child's expectant fact- -point to

something greatei than themsel - I .en in the hot-

house of the ' 'hive is an Emmanuel, and

the mystery ail is

closed in the mi > I | of his nam." that God is with

us.
PVirietrnn'sGud be with yoa and your family

brings vou hom^ again.

Albeit 1-. Seely

about two

-'mas
• so humbly
>iy as it «s

his holy gospel.

At this ' ^s

thousand > the event of

when the Baviour of the world v

in Bethlehem, it

aarrated f nl l riw

How. though it may \»-, it is one of which

w" iH-v«»r tire; mm that alwa-. t\ llni its warmth

and joy, one that is always fresh and new. t.ittl"

wonder then that th< world excitedly awaits the day

that macks the birth pf the s"" of God.

in our University family we tea anticipate this

day of great ioy, this day of peace. Hlessed indeed

are we to he able freely* -to participate in all of

the festivities of this holy season. Bo with a prayer
,

of thanksgiving for our privileges and of petition

foi those leas fortunate* we reverently, yet excited-

ly approach Christmas, IM0<

It is my fervent prayer and sincere wish that the

Infant King will pour forth His Choicest graces and

bleaalngS on yoa and your families. May yours be

I Happy and Holy Christmas.

Father Power

Ohanukah, perhaps RtOre than an) other holiday

in the Jewish calendai. emphasizes the ideal of re-

ligious freedom. Originating in the successful de-

fense of .Judaism against the onslaught of Syrio-

Greek paganism, the observancp of Chanukah

through the ages has been the occasion for a yearly

affirmation of Jewish devotion to freedom of relig-

ion, not only for ourselves as Jews, but for all men.

This year we again make that affirmation. As we

look forward with our Christian friends, towards

the observance of our respective holidays, may the

freedom in which we do so continue to flourish, that

wi> may be enabled to enrich our lives with the re-

ligion of our choice, in devotion to God and in aerv*

ice to our fellow men.

Rabbi Louia Ruchames

WOMAN'S PAGE
IL=*= =*=

SANDRA BAGG *60 and MARY HAMILTON »60, CO-EDITORS
4c

Women And Scholarship

One of The Collegia*** purposes is to promote scholar-

ship—and this page has been started to further this pur-

pose. Our central concern is with news about women as

students; i.e., with academic news.

We are not opposed to social news. We think pinnings,

engagements, and marriages are important. We are not

opposed to news about fashions or parties, either. But such

news, in a college newspaper, should be in perspective. So-

cial news should be incidental to news about women as stu-

dents; at least, that's the thought behind this page.

The organization of a separate women's page serves

two purposes. It should make possible a better utilization

of The Collegian's space. Secondly, it should cut down on

the time and work required of other editors. And the trou-

ble with college newspapers is that they take a lot of work.

Our thanks to the contributors to this experimental

page. In future issues we hope this page will bring you

news of other women who are outstanding as students,

teachers, and alumni.

In short, we hope this page will be worthy of the only

residential coeducational university in Massachusetts.

Where To Host Men
In a recent article in the

Mount Holyoke fVetws, six Mount

Holyoke students, deairing a

change in the rules, requested

that *men be allowed in their

rooms during dating hours.

The article read as follows:

"It's raining out The C.I. is

packed. Gracious living has mon

opolized the living room. Because

of the increase in the student

body and the lack of facilities,

there is no comparable place

available. V a s s a »
, Radcliffe,

Wellesley, Barnard, and Smith

(Heaven forbid), can all have

men in their rooms. Are we not

as mature as our contemporaries)

Are their conditions so different

from ours that they merit such

freedom? Certainly not.

"We are tired of being sardines

in a goldfish bowl.

"Why not give us the incentive

I to keep our rooms clean?"

Two Senior Honors Projects

Study Othello And Nutrition
by ELAINE BORASH 60

Among the senior women doing Honors Work on cam-

pus today are Frances Richards and Linda Delvental. Their

projects provide a study in contrasts—one being a scienti-

fic research project on nutrition, and the other being a

literary study of imagery in Shakespeare.

Afcwpe Toft co-eps ot-J Nerefiw

S

^ A Cartoon by Dahl
-THer>P€RS«MSMA*R»e: ?fcNTS

\SThat P^F't-yt-T *?

iiMfAApeieP Srut?6^TS SPCMP A LoT

FficfMtv/!M6<f- A

Tf4« VfeTfefcAMS

tWR»*P SrupeKTS SPeND» ^ £T©F
-n>\e iNTH£ue«Af£/ scum's*: th**

a^ a light touch in our Merry

Christmas issue we have <iuK OUl

of our office flies the drawing

above by the roted cartoonist

i buhl of the />'" '"" H'

'

ttUl

The jtoi y behind this <;n I • >n

goea hack to February 1947 *
l " n

our campus, like moat, wasfloodetl

with married eeterans, The Col-

htimv, in its usual helpful way,

ran n feature article explaining

THCf 5a^ a M^Kwep ^ruftr^i WW*
SoMCtiM^S Hl<2>V*-MAT Af46TH£f<-

FtC^St H»^ WIF6 HAS A. 6tTT6R
75bB"THAKlTH£ 6T^eP. Fallows .

to co^ds hi.w to tell a married

man from a single man. The ar-

ticle provoked Mr, Dehl into '»

cartoon. Its humoi is still good,

and it is a reminder that the

married student has become, ap

patently, a permanent fixture of

Ih !-•<• campus
i [>U iclc WBt -Vf'it

iiy Av Romm 'is, nets man-

aging editor of the !>iuhi Record,

in Middletown. NY. I ne'.vspap

CX'S p€R»-fc CTuj CAS i
'

Co-epS To P»STifJ6UiSi"

iVfJMAPG.ifep N/£TS

.

PRANCES RICHARDS

NUTRITION PROJECT
Frances Richards, from Won

noeo, Massachusetts, is a major

in Foods and Nutrition and has a*

cumulative average of '*,.'}. She

is doing an honors study en-

titled, "Foods of Vegetable Origin

Which Will Have a Protein Con-

tent Comparable, to High Quality-

Animal Protein."

Her project is under the super

vision of Dr. Anne Wertz, head

of the Nutrition Research De-

partment. Miss Richards began

her study when she won a Na-

tional Science Foundation Grant

for summer research work for

June-August of 1959.

She is also president of the

local chapter of Ornieron Nu, the

National Home Economics Honor

Society, and is a member of the

Hnmc Economics Club and the

Stewards Club.

Miss Richards intends to be a

dietitian, and would like to intern

in a large city hospital.

"TWRGTH€ BA'^'OL ONES

t ional

autho

Dario

dentally, that won a na-

excellence in

According to

v*

.

••) h<*H rWO '*o-

i
Tanguay, and

Politella, ' "lleffinn editor

hack in 1941 • won the New
York St • • ) -'

f( t* ship

to 8

.

eraKy's S«

of Journalism, d la now an ad

^ing el in New YoTM

LINDA DELVENTAt

SHAKESPEARE STUDY
"Modern Approaches to Ima-

gery in Shakespeare's Othello"

is the title given the honors pi"j

ect being undertaken hy I.intla

Delvental, an English major.

Her home address is Jamaica

Plain, Massachusetts. With a

cumulative average of 3.5, <he is

a member of Phi Ka; pa Phi, a

national academic honor society.

Miss Delvental is a student as-

sistant to the English Depart-

munt qnH pishes »«' > pt»meaial

sections of English for one hour

each week. She has had a campus

job through her college years.

A member of the Collegian

staff, she has also hern active in

the Christian Association, Tni-

versity Singers, and has been a

Leeds Hospital volunteer

At this time she is on the pro-

gram committee for International

Week-end.

Her honors project is under the

supervision of Dr. David Clark.

CDear Santa,

Helen < allien— Master At Math
. of the outstanding b

I on this CttmpttS is Helen

Frances Cttllen, I
' ,,,n

f, noi of Mathematics. Pr©f. ( '"h

len, currently engaged in writing

a text on Topology, is one (, f thi

few mathematicians < I
anl

with this study "of l"" 1 ' W '

t In ory.

Miss Cullen joined the facuhv

in 1949 I'ifviously, she had 00-

HELEN (I II EN

tamed her P. A. at RadclitTe '40

and her Masters Ml, and fjocl

*M at the (Jnjyeraity of Mich

igan.

I ,ast year Prnf. Cullen spent a

labbatical have at the University

if Michigan doing research in

topological analysis.

When asked if she had exper

ieflCed any discrimination as a

woman in an academic commun
ity, hi. Cullen said, "Happily no

such situation exists lure at the

I niverslty." When asked if erom

Hi's intuition waj Of any use in

the science of mathem M

Ctllletl replied, ''No rnriimuit-"

Miss Culh'n is a member of

various professional societies i

i. ited in Wfto'$ Who in Aimr-
»• Women and Who'i Who in

\ Science.

M iSt «»f Prof. Cullen's teaching

In i: t he gi aduate level, but the

aduati eel ons i hat

!,. nefltrd b) h< < teaching

,
I

• ite hei know 1

•
!

* ii -•: and hei

teal fin teaching,

Jobs For Women

Available In Alaska
In Alaska ay there is a

steady demai for women who

can qualify 'hers, -nurses,

01 stenograph' rs There is no re-

piiremen! f©l evkHWI residence

in that sta'<

Positions f

have also bt i

•

are different re

ran he

placement 0rfftC4

iel range from

There an

year for

health I
-

ning sals

to (6,210 a .

In Km
workers, Thei

aching couples

nilahle. There

ements, which

1 through the

; ginning salar-

I, .in to |6f600.

i~> openings a

I and public

State. Hegin

gl from |5,100

! t>N clerical

salaries range

from 1*345 t« $425 a month, plus*

some cost of Ii B Amuses.

Bring

m« a

dariy instead

of a rote,

Or premise

_me mowton instead

of chinchilla.

Gowns by Givenchy

are still only clothes

A flat is as rainproof, I'm

sure, as a villa.

Offer me root beer instead of

champagne.

Remember that I'm not the type to

disparage

Tripping to

Cleveland instead

of to Spain —
If only, my hero, youll talk about marriage!

Colleg.

teaching, nui i

should write

tain heads of

Their add 1

1
-

from the plae<

I interested in

i clerical Jobs,

| to the Cel

departments.

iy t»e obtained

office.

by

Mary Margaret

Milbraith
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SANTA AND JOEY get acquainted at fraternity-sorority party

discussing those extra-special gifts.

—Photo hj WUkoiki

WHO SAYS THERE IS NO SANTA CLAUST Larry Rayner '61, is welcomed, mistletoe stye, as

an honorary member of Sigma Kappa. Shown left to right: first row, Marilyn Armstrong. Nancy

Flanders, Merry Borden, Claire Freeman, Pat Egatt; second row, Mrs. Kalherine Young, Toni Blanch-

ette, Larry Rayner. Mary Pil-

kington, Nancy Cushing;

third row, Joan Sharpe, Carol

Grady, Jan Bardazzi, Carol

Rooney.

RABBI LOUIS RUCHAMES lighting the candles marking the

Festival of Lights.

Jewish Chanukah Holiday

Called Festival Of Lights
by SONJA LANGWA '61

While Christians are joyfully

making plans for the coming

Christmas season, members of the

Jewish faith are no less joyfully

preparing to celebrate their eight-

day long holiday called Chanukah,

the festival of lights.

Perhaps the most symbolic and

important ceremony of Chanukah

is the kindling of lights in the

Menorah, or Hebrew candelabra.

The meaning of this ceremony

extends back to ancient times,

when the Jews, denied freedom

of worship by Antiochus, king

of Syria defeated the Syrian

army in 165 B.C.

Judah Maceabee (whose name
meant "Who is like unto Thee,

O Lord"), the son of a Rabbi,

led the small army of determined

men that defeated the Syrians.

Following the battle, the He
brews undertook to restore their

place of worship, which had been

used MM m Grecian temple.

At the time of the rededication

of the temple, by Judah, a per-

petual light was to be kindled,

but only enough oil to keep the

light burning for one day could

be found.

Legend tells that the oil

burned for eight days, until

more could be found. Hence the

tradition of the present-day

ceremony, in which one candle

is lit on the first day of

Chanukah, another the second,

and so on until, on the final

night, eight candles are burning

in the Menorah.
For the Jewish people of

today, the celebration of Chan-

ukah symbolizes achievement of

their religious freedom, and for

many, means a renewal of

interest in the revived Jewish

slate, Israel.

The exchange of gifts is as

much tradition of Chanukah as

itia of Christmas, and like the

holiday season for Christians, the

festival of lights is a time for

family get-togethers and visiting

of friends.

It's Christmas

In Several

Languages
To the many foreign stu-

dents on campus, the Univer-

sity extern!- its wishes for a

Merry Christmas' arid a Happy
Year in a variety of languages.

To the students from Argen-

tina, Bolivia, f'hile, Mexico, and

Venezuela: Fells Navidad y Feliz

A no Nuevo'

To th. udents from the

British West Indies, Canada and

Scotland: Merry Christmas and

a Happy \e« Year.

To the Cln.ese students: Kon
Hou Shin Nan!

To the itudfBfti from Egypt,

Jordan, and Libya: Aam Saeed!

To the French students: Joyeux

Noel et Bonne Anne!

To the Greek students: Kalla

Christougena Kai Holies Neo

Btoel

To the Hungarian students:

Kellemes l\ . arson>i Unepeket,

Hoi <1o u UJevepl

To the itudefttl from India:

( hriNtma* \ur Naya Sal Mo-
barak!

To the 'udent from Iran:

Zalau Schastle Vogo Novogo y

Kn/.de«tva Hristovo!

To the Japanese students:

Christ man Omedata, Shinncn

Omedata!

To Hit students from Swil

land: F'-ohe Weihnarhtrn, (Jules

Neues Jahr;

To the student! from the Phil

Eppines: Maligayang Pasko M
Bagong Tann,*

And t,, Hip student from Nm
Nvay; (.«.) Jul. (iodt Nrtle Ar!

—Photo by Looitara1

"GOD REST YE MERRY, GENTLEMEN . .
." Christmas carolers

overlooking College Pond lift their voices in Yule rejoicing.

Collegian Letter
(Cirnl nun il frOfH /"i'/e I)

is now teaehing journalism and

pttUIc nlations at Marshall Col-

elge, in Huntington, West Vir-

ginia.

Members of the class of T>K

who are in professional

Journalism Include- - Bas Hearty

and Collette Dumont—of the

W< reester Telegram, and Frank

Sou /.a of the Springfield I'nion.

John Lacey T>8 is on the New
London (Conn.) Hay, and John

Enos Ti8, is still doing public

relation! work in Hie University

of New Hampshire newg office.

Chris Ivusic *5H, has left the

Springfield Daily News for the

Army, and Marcia (Beardsell)

Briggs T»H. has left the Chris-

tian Science Monitor to go with

her husband to the We.d Coast.

Sandra (Feingold) Rosenthal

'66, left her magazine job on

r.s. investor in Boston to go

with her husband to Seattle, and
at p re.se nt is working as a pub-

lications editor at the University
of Washington.

Most of our alumni, however,

remain in Massachusetts. Still

on the Worcester papers are

Betty (Kreiger) Lilyestrom 'SO,

Paul Perry T>0, and Dick Hafey
'52.

Hobie Maynard '50, editor of

the Ware River News, was this

year's homecoming speaker.

Mr. Edward Cynarski, alumni

representative on the c<>ll> t/mn'n

Publishing Hoard, has been

teaching the .1 -83 copyediting

lab this year. His prsdsCOHOr on

the Pub, Hoard, Av Uomm, con-

tinues sj Managing Editor of

Mlddletown (N.Y.) Daily Record,

which this year won the Ayer
cup for excellence in makeup.

Still on the Springfield I'nion

arc Cordon Taylor '18, and
Henry Filar 'SO, while Carroll

Bobbins '18 continues on the

Springfield Daily News.

Bob Beaiilieii '50 continues at

his job on the Fitchburg Sentinel.

And still on thi Berkshire Even-
ing Eagle are William Tague
'SO, Milton Bass '46, and William
Mahan 'VI, while James Devaney
*5R continues on The Hartford
( ourant.

Journalism Class Produces

Special Christmas Feature
We extend our fchanka to Professor Arthur Musgrave

and his Journalism 88 (lass for the special Christmas fea-

ture section (pages one-four) of today's Collegian. Profes-

sor Musgravu asked that his class be allowed to put out this

section as a class project.

Under the Editorship of Larry Rayner '61, Collegian

News Editor and a member of the class, the following

formed the staff for the section: Marilyn Armstrong '60

and Carol Rooney '60, page one editors; Stevia Dounelis '60,

page two editor; Mary Hamilton '60 and Sandra Bagg '60,

page three editors; Lane Farr '81, page four editor. Writers

were: Sonja Langwa '61 and Abby Murray '60.

Richard MacLeod '60

Editor-in-Chief

NDEA Disclaimer Oath Hit

By Student Senate Vote 21-8

Duke Paper Banned

by DAVID MWI.KY '63

The Student Senate, "as rep-

reaentat Ives of the undergrad-

uate body," expressed their op-

position to the disclaimer af-

fidavit in the \'r onal Defense

Education Act (NDEA) and at

the same time e

approval of the

stipulation, by a r

21 to 8.

"It's about tin.

got on the ball," Si

Sheerin "W who

position to the

come from the

ted their

i or this

le call vote of

we students

d Senator Ted

ailed for op-

disclaimer to

stud< nts. The

student!, he said, must call for

the repeal Of this affidavit in a

"loud, clear voice."

Senator Mike Moschos '62,

voted against the motion, for he

"could see no reason why stu-

dents do not want the affidavit

in the act."

Senator Don Croteau '61,

favored student action for, he

said, "We students are the ones

most involved. We have to make

the decision. We should let the

government know we want the

affidavit out."

In answer to a question by

At The State House

Duke University President

Hollis Edens has announced that

The Duke Chronicle has been

suspended pending a reorganiza-

tion.

The suspension of the student

newspaper followed the publica-

tion of a column entitled "A

Christmas Story."

"The column," Dr. Edens said,

"goes far beyond the broad free-

dom within which 'The Chronicle'

has traditionally operated. Hie

story has the compound fault of

mingling the acutely obscene

KNIGHT QUOTE
In the next two weeks, several

students will end their college

careers. They will not graduate,

however, they will be killed in

traffic accidents.

Jack Knight '60

with the offensively sacrilegious.

It is the opinion of the adminis-

trative committee that the edi-

torial decision to print the col-

umn had the effect of turning

freedom into license."

The article itself was a paro-

dy on the Virgin Birth with re-

ference to prostitution, homo-

sexuality, rape and sadism.

President Edens emphasized

that "'The Chronicle' has long

enjoyed a breadth of freedom

of the university and probably

unrivaled by many other college

newspapers. There has been no

restraint on the freedom to criti-

cize, to recommend or to discuss.

However, the column in question

has received from the student

body and from the University

community at large the most

general condemnation in my ex-

perience."

Morrissey Predicts

Changes In Budget

Plan Mow After Vacation Showings

Fraternity Blazers

by HANS KELLERMAN of AMHERST
SPECIAL DISCOUNT

Authentic Embroidered Emblem & Extra Pocket

State Budget

who is busily pn

January 18 &
changes" this y<

orate. Final d;.

said his depart

n

ernor at least tw<

Bills Filed I

Legislature con' |

the following:

An unpaid <

lives divided eqvi

tablished to in

an order filed by I

State offic. r

fraudulent stat<

for the use of a u

of the Common
cis M, Perry ( R

Motor veh

speeds below 61

Finnegan, Jr. D

Super '

I

municipal n

wniild be- .• ted

Richard II Nolan

State Budget Commissioner Kermit C. Morrissey

ng the state budget and working against a

. revealed today that there will be "radical

the set-up of the 1960 budget. He did not elab

ling the budget is January 20, but Morrissey

t will have it prepared and in the hands Of the gOV-

lays in advance of this.

ie stockpile of bills to be considered by the 1960

to increase. The latest House docket includes

[mission of four senators and eight representa-

betweeu the two political parties would be es-

the State Department of Public Works under

Frank S. Giles of Methuen, OOP House leader.

I employees may be removed from office for

relating to an appropriation by the Legislature

partment, office, commission, division or institution

under a bill filed by Rep. Giles and Pep. Fran-

i hixbury).

would be equipped with governors set to keep

an hour under a bill filed by Rep. Cornelius T.

Lowell).

tj and assistant superintendents of county and

tons "who have served for two consecutive fears

unlimited tenure of office under a bill tiled for

of West Roxbury.

Senator Andy D'Avanzo, "Why
do you, Senator Armstrong,

think the government should tell

as what to believe in?"; Bob
Armstrong *6(>, replied, "The

government has the right to have

us ltate our belief that we won't

overthrow the government."

Senator Bill Knowlton, speak-

ing against the affidavit said,

"It is aimed against the intellect.

The university 11 one of the last

bastions of the true democratic

idea." He added that we should

fight anything that destroys that

democratic idea.

The Faculty Senate is yoinsr to

consider t he acceptability of the

affidavit and whether the Uni-

versity should remain in the pro-

mi m under the stipulation, at

It's first meeting in January.

One of the visitors to the

Senate meeting, Colonel James
R. Weaver, addressed the Sena-

tors on the matter of compulsory

vs. voluntary ROTC, a topic

which was under discussion. The
Senate voted to hold a referend-

um immediately after the vaca-

tion for the male members of

the student body to indicate their

feelings in favor of a voluntary

or a compulsory ROTC program.

My Neighbors

^2&r&J*

"Now think, Hartwig, is this

the time to ask for a raise?"

Sdlem'S new cigarette paper discover
"air-softens" every puff I

menthol

HOWMORE
THAN EVER m refreshes your taste
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Natiwtp,
by STAN! BY 0. KOEHLER

Incredulous death with angels ran

even as they

To stare among the nursery lambs

where -Jesus lay.

In a <lark dazzle, in slender

light he saw

(rod's hand incapable, tender

to straw.

Gullible, death ! and fooled by Fact

riddling to prove

How act accommodates to Act,

or Love to love.

When asked to eom.nent

on the aim of his poem, Mr.

Koehler said, "The poem, of

course, deals with the divine

and human confronting each

other. What do you see in

the babe in the manger? It

is nativity with a small 'n'

and also with a capital 'N\

to use the conventional de-

vice to indicate deity, i ht*

capital letters within thp

ttsl linea deal with the re-

lation between the divine and

the human."

Mr. Koehler

A Gift Suggestion
Certainh the peak of efficiency in life i.s to

accomplish many things with one action like writ-

ing one papH r for three courses, A CluisLmas-time

suggestion of a multiplc-eMVct-action would be

giving 'A subscription of the MnssQchusetts A'<

-

rit W,

Thus you are giving a gift to someone
throughout the year, directly aiding our own
people of the Rt vu w staff, and boosting an in-

digenous magazine which will be acting on the

intellectual world.

erry

cyt

Lsha.

torn

nstmas .

cJhe LPoets

Anuplua

An Hirntnrm
by DAVID ( LARK

Angelus ad Virffim m
Suhint)<ins in conclave:

\ iri) in is fonn id\ yu m
Demulceha inqttit, Ave!

Make me thy makeles Maid,

Sudden mild messenger!

Wake me in terror

To wondering welcome!

Under the archway
Enter this emptiness!

Fill by not moving
The space of this breathing.

That the blossom well

Round the hole of a wound,
That the dogwood tree

May quarter the sky,

Virgin this wood
Sleeps for the carver.

Make of my myriad grain

Print of thy lover!

from The Dublin Magazine

Mr. (lark

Mr. Clark «aid that

"this is an Annuneia

tion. It's a prayer in

which the soul waits,

like Bary, foi God.
M

The third stanza "re-

calls that the cross

was of dogwood, with

the leaves of that tree

still bearing the marks
of the nails on Christ's

hands and feel. The
last stanza makes the

soul material for the

divine wonduct artist."

LINOLKIM BLOCK PRIMS

In K, \. SUI MM lv *62

iKyMf 3n $mi
by JOSEPH LANGLAND

Conscience carouses in particular,

Conception in event;

Who thinks the thought before he knows the act

Surely is heaven-sent.

Idea sleeps upon the summer hills,

Dreaming events that pass

Eroded bottomlands to rise and mate
High in the mountain grass.

I have been plangent all these many days

In a rough lowland sea

To come, at last, day-, year- and season-spent

On old philosophy.

Whoever taunts that rural parable

Must ring the thought that grows
In dying reason and expiring thought:

Wood logic of a rose.

The mountain meadows green the valley floor,

Chill peaks the river l^ed;

And somewhere in old religions of the mind
The loin begets the head.

See, we are tinkling simples till the rude
Simplicities extoll

Myself in you; then we may both carouse

The idea of the soul.

—Poetry (Chicago)

In explaining his poem,

Mr. Langland said, "This is

a greeting from one person

to another, suggesting that

all significant ideas arise

from particular human eon-

tacts. That is why I send it

as a card at Christmas."

Mr. Langland
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Hockeymen In Bowdoin Invitational
by BILL LENNON '61

The UMass icemen invade the

wilds of Brunswick, Maine, Sun-

day where they will participate

in Bowdoin College's invitational

hockey tournament from Decem-

ber 21-23.

Each of the eight teams in the

field will have one 45 minute

practice period Sunday after

they arrive.

Monday afternoon the Redmen
face top-seeded Hamilton in the

second game of the tourney. The
following two days the stickmen

will engage in skirmishes with

two other teams. These, oppon-

ents will be selected after the

first round of games has been

completed. Tuesday the puck-

sters will fact- either Williams

Of I'NH and the final day one

of the four remaining squads

which are as follows: Brown,

Colgate, Bowdoin, or Cornell.

Coach Kosakowski feels that

his boys have shown great de-

termination and should make a

respectable showing during the

three games.

The team is led by goalie Bob

Roland, who has done a master-

ful job thus far making innum-

erable saves. Captain Ted Kelly

and Muss Devreau comprise the

defensive forward wall. Tom
Taylor and lettermen Bill Ryan
and Jim Rosenburg round out the

starting six.

ICE CHIPS

Because of the inadequate fa-

cilities on campus the Redmen

are at a distinct disadvantage.

Nearly an hour is consumed in

travel every night when the boys

travel to Deerfield Academy.

There the players get in an hour

of ice time on the modern in-

door rink.

Two new additions to the sex-

tet include Charlie Dyer and Bob
Glew. Both boys made impres-

sive showings while members of

last year's yearlings and should

provide much added strength.

Thus far during the young
season the Redmen have been de-

feated by Amherst and Pennsyl-

vania by identical scores of 4-1.

name

in industry

T
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I
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AC SPARK PLUG, THE ELECTRONICS
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS, has

IMMEDIATE openings for permanent positions

in MILWAUKEE and FLINT for engineers

and designers on Thor and Mace missiles

as well as other advanced projects. If you have

a BS, MS or Ph.D. degree in EE, Physics, Mam
or ME, you may qualify for one of the

positions listed below.

You can exploit your talents to the fullest

degree at AC. For every AC engineer has

access to the finest equipment ... at

all AC facilities.

AC and GM gladly assist your career progress

through financial assistance for graduate study

at first class engineering schools in necr

locations. In addition, you will have the

opportunity to take exclusive on-the-job course

work on the advanced state of the art.

DIGITAL COMPUTER ENGINEERS-Logic
design of special purpose computers . . .

Pulse Circuit Design . . . Airborne Digital

Computers . . . Memory Design . . .

Analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog

conversion. Milwaukee

TRANSISTOR APPLICATION ENGINEERS
— Applied development in the field c I

transistor circuitry. Flint and Milwaukee

GYRO ENGINEERS-Work on fi< *ed,

integrating gyroscopes and gyr Aerometers

for inertiai guidance systems for missiles.

Milwaukee

INFRA-RED DEVELOPMENT- D? /elopment

of the theoretical concepts that will advance
the state of the art of infra-red System

applications. Flint

SYSTEMS ENGINEERS-Systems design,

analysis and instrumentation o* inertia!

guidance. Milwaukee

OPTICS— The development of optics and
optical instrumentation, A genem knowledge

of military optical systems and c " monly used

optical and mechanical compone ts is required.

Flint

PRODUCT DESIGN ENGINEERS Design,

development and test of electronic components,

servos and circuits. Flint and Milwaukee

TEST ENGINEERS- Design and d /elopment

of production test equipment ... wironmental

test instrumentation and data red Hon ...
ground support equipment. Flint o'id

Milwaukee

FIELD ENGINEERS FOR FORE'*N AND
DOMESTIC ASSIGNMENTS f tronics

technicians or recent technical grnfuates may
qualify for top training on inertiri guidance,

bombing navigational systems, gyo
computers, etc.

TECHNICAL WRITERS- Electr -echamcal

or electronic writing experience. Z-^ust be able

to work with engineers in the writng of service

manuals. Flint and Milwaukee

SEE YOUR

PLACEMENT OFFICER

TO SCHEDULE

GENERAL MOTORS
INTERVIEW

Spark Plug <$>

the Electronic Division

of General Motors
Milwaukee 1, Wiscoi n

Flint 2, Michigan

A 'Trite' Editorial
While the issues of Foreign Aid and Birth Control

dominate current news, the Subject of "Death Control"
should not be forgotten.

A drinking driver was involved in about 30 per cent

of all fatal accidents last year. Speed violations were fac-

tors in 37 per cent of the fatal accidents. Today and to-

morrow almost 6,000 persons will leave campus for the
holidays; the transportation media to be used by many will

be the car.

Perhaps it is trite for us to urge caution when driving

during the holidays; perhaps it is trite for us to repeat:
* If you drink, don't drive—if you drive, don't drink." This
is an oft-repeated phrase, and repetition causes loss of in-

terest so that a subject becomes "trite."

We do repeat this phrase, and we do urge that a few
minutes more be taken in your holiday traveling by slower

driving.

Death by automobile accident is an oft-repeated oc-

currence; it will not trite if it involves you. R.M.

Rrdford Rand '61

The Poll Bearer
by M£L YOKEN ho

Photos by JOEL TILLMAN '63

Question: Since the subject of music is a "major controversy" on

the UMass campus, we decided to ask the following questions:

Who is your favorite male, female singers — your favorite male
and female groups?

Dave Hautanen *61, Province-

town. Perry Como, Doris Day,

Kingston Trio, McGuire Sisters.

RedforH Rand '61, Greenland,

N.H. Mitch Miller, Chris Connor,

Kingston Trio, McGuire Sisters.

Pat Merchant '60. Medford.

Frank Sinatra, Doris Day. Roger
Wagner Chorale.

Rrenda Lunna '61, Keene, N.H.

Frank Sinatra, Doris Day,

Kingston Trio, MoGuiic Sitter*,

Janice Larkin '61, Springfield.

Johnny Mathis, June Christie,

DeJohn Sisters, Four Lads.

Peppy Dehlquist '63, Greenfield.

Johnny Mathis, Dolla Reise,

Junio l.nrkin '«l McGuire Sisters

D> you like rock and roll ?

(lass Number asked

I960 12

1'ir.i SO

I!lfi2 18

mm;:* r»7

Dave Haotantn *S1

ft
Pal Mrrrhani '«» Hrrndu l.unna «l

v
Platters. P**ry OrhlquiM '8.1

es No No answer
20 17 S

29 15 6

28 16 1

4i> 16

Tirtnl 207 1 2o 64 17

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE
FROM AMHERST TO SPRINGFIELD and BOSTON

Via the Massachusetts Turnpike

—EFFECTIVE SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 15th

—

Lv. Amherst 8 55 12:55 4:55 7:40

U. Hadley 9:05 1:05 5:05 7:50

Lv. Northampton 9:15 1:15 5:15 8 00

NO CHANGE IN OTHER SCHEDULES NOW OPERATED-

PETER PAN BUS LINES, INC.
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Redmen Fans Had
Many Surprises In

959
by AL BERMAN '62,

Asst. Sports Editor

This year the UMass Bport*

fans cannot say they didn't have

something to talk about.

The fuss and furor over the

football team, the surprise res-

ignation of the head football

coach, the even more surprising

recent upset by the basketball

team and the continued success

of the very capable Redmen

gymnastics team have provided

good sources for many friendly

(and some not so friendly) ar-

guments.

Let's have a quick look at the

year so far.

The football team started the

season with a bang and finished

with a bang, but sort of fizzled

out in the middle. Perhaps the

addition of more expensive am-

munition and a new firing pin

will serve to keep the Redmen

gridsters alive all next season.

The gymnastics team has kept

up its tradition of a truly fine

team. Led by Heinz Briegel, the

rope men are looking forward to

another fine season.

They have already defeated

Southern Connecticut and Cort-

land, and will meet formidable

Army next year.

The hockey and swimming

teams were unfortunate in their

preliminary outings, but look

forward to better results.

Naturally, the topic of conver-

sation is the basketball team,

having toppled highly favored

UConn in the Cage Tuesday

night.

The surprise victory sparks

hopes that the quintet will go

all the way and take the Yan-

Con crown from Connecticut,

who has won the crown eleven

of the twelve years the league

has been in existence.

The Zunicmen face Vermont

tonight in the Cage, and head

for the Springfield Invitational

Tournament on the thirtieth.

The sports staff sincerely

wishes that Matt Zunic, Bob

James, Steve Kosakowski, Joe

Rogers, and John Douglas have

the happiest New Year that

they've had in a long while.

The Entire Sports Staff

Of The Collegian Extends

Season's Greetings To All

LUCKY STRIKE presents

DR. FROOD'S MORAL OF THE MONTH

Things worth having are worth working for. For example: If you

want a football letter, find a football player and ask him to write

you one.

Dr. Frood, Ph.T.T.

Dear Dr. Frood: T am a 35 year-old

freshman. Should I wear a beanie?

Worried

D«ar Worried: If I were a 35-year-old

freshman, I'd wear a mask.

(0» «£• 101

Dpor Dr. Frood: I'm flunking every-

thing but math. 1 get D in that. Help me.

(Name withheld by request)

Dear Withheld: Spend less time on

math.

Dear Dr. Frood: Nobody likes me. Girls

despise me. Men can't stand me. Profs

detest me Dogs snap at my cuffs. What
should I do? Hated

Dear Hated: Don't ask me. 1 don't like

you, either.

«0> *&> <&>

Dear Dr. Frood: I'm a non -conformist.

B i I s noke what everybody else smokes

— lie v sti i e. How can I be different

and still smoke Lucktes?

/. M. Odd

Dear Mr. Odd: Light both ends of the

1 h\\ and Insert a straw into the middle.

Sin tiic smoke through the straw and say

"wildsvillc" after each puff.

e> < t.c+

Dear Dr. Frood: I go steady with two

girls—one in the dorm, one in the Theta

house. Traveling between the two places

is making a wreck of me. What to do?

Tired

Dear Tired: Get your girl to get your

girl into her sorority.

Dear Dr. Frood: I have a ravishinidv

beautiful girl in my class. Sadly, she is

witless. Should 1 flunk her?

Bookish

Dear Bookish: Pass her. Other profes-

sors are waiting.

DR. FROOD AND THE
AMAZING NEW FILTER

I had occasion recently fo

study the remarkable "no

smoke" filter made of solid

lead. No matter how hard

you puff, you get no smoke.

Incidentally, a pack of these

cigarettes weighs 2 pounds.

Luckies weigh less . . and

you get smoke. The best.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
MORE LUCKIES THAN
ANY OTHER REGULAR!

When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

L.S./M.F.T.— Lucky Strike means fine tobacco:

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

'60 Slate For

W.A.A. Basketball
T. Jan.

rh. Jan.

T. .Jim.

rh. Jan.

T. Feb.

Th. Feb.

T. Feb.

Th. Feb.

5 Leach I vs. KAT
Leach II vs. Pi Phi

7 Hamlin vs. Crabtree
Knowlton vs. Gamma Chi

12 Leach II vs. Lewis
SDT vs. KKG

14 KAT vs. Hamlin
Pi Phi vs. Dwig-ht
and Mary Lyon

2 KKG vs. Knowlton
Crabtree vs. Leach I

i Hamlin vs. Arnold
Chi O vs. Steckbridfcc
Gamma Chi vs. Lewis
Knowlton vs. Leach II

11 SDT vs. Dwight and Mary
Lyon

Arnold vs. Crabtree

9

Frodud of <Mi t,mm\mm\t > IrfaeethChrryotmy — JuGtveeo is our mMlt nanw

Sportalk
by HAL DUTTON '60

It's Christmas time again and

everyone is busy sending letters

to old Saint Nick up at the

North Pub'. W«*V« just finished

ours and perhaps you'd like to

take a peek.

To President Mather—A cita-

tion for openly admitting that

we would expand our football

program.

To the new President—A nrw

head coach.

To the new coach—The bean-

pot in 1960.

To Warren McGuirk—The new
stadium, fieldhouse, and ice rink

that he wishes for daily.

To Publicist Dick Page— A
larger office so he can breathe.

To Matt Zunic—Many more
Tuesday nights.

To the basketball team—More
of the spirit shown by Redman
supporters at the Cage the other

night.

To the student body—A win-

ner.

To the WMUA sports crew-
More money for road broadcasts.

To E»r1 Lordia—A trip to the

NCAA finals in Omaha with his

dhargftf rome June.

To John Douglas -A barefoot

boy named Korea from Argen-
tina.

To Joe Rogers—A young lad

from down under, Jon Konrnds.

To Steve Kosakowski — Leg
Canadiens of Montreal.

To our readers few though
they may be— A wonderful
Christmas and a joyous New
Year.

.
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Treasurer Johnson
VotedToCommittee
Kenneth W. Johnson, Treas-

urer of the University of Mas-

sachusetts, has been named to

the Executive Committee of the

Eastern Association of College

and University Business Officers.

Mr. Johnson was elected to the

eight-man board at the organiza-

tion's -inth annual meeting held

recently in Boston.

The Association, composed of

240 member institutions in the

eastern portion of the U.S. and

Canada, provides for the main-

tenance of high standards of

business management in colleges

and universities. It also con-

tributes to the development of

business officers as professional

tier dm ti the field of college

management. Roth public and

private institutions are included

in the Association's membership.

Mr. Johnson has been treas-

urer of the University of Mas-

husetts since January, 1952.

Before assuming that post, he

was assistant to the provost at

Chan plain rolIege of the State

University of New York. Earlier

he had served as Acting Dean of

KENNETH JOHNSON

the Faculty at Sampson College,

a unit of the Associated Colleges

of Upper New York.

In addition to administrative

posts, Mr. Johnson has taught

college courses in business and

industrial management. In 1948

he was named Head of the Man-
agement Department at Sampson

College of the Associated Col-

leges of Upper New York.

Carnegie Scholarships

Given To Four Colleges
A Carnegie Corporation grant

of $145,500 has been granted to

UMass, Harvard, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology and Bos-

ton University for a three-year

program "of intern fellowships in

state public service.

UMass has been named fiscal

agent for the grant and will re-

ceive annual payments of $48,500

to be used by the participating

institutions in cooperation with

the Commissioner of Administra-

tion of the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts.

The program is designed to at-

tract young people who have ad-

(Continued on page 5)

'Silver SleighlandP To Be
Winter Carnival Theme

Amherst. Jan. 6 — The theme
"Silver SleifhUmd" will hail the

silver (25th) anniversary of Win-

ter Carnivals at the University

of Massachusetts this February

12, 13, and 14.

Plans are now being developed

for the annual festivities tradi-

tionally held under auspices of

the junior class at the Univer-

sity. Student chairmen of vari-

ous committees have begun work

on the activities which collective

ly constitute the social highpoint

of the winter season.

Instead of the customary fire-

works display, the carnival this

year will open on a new note, the

sterling silver strains of a bell

concert from the tower of Old

Chapel. Tradition will follow in-

novations as the competition

opens on |he Silver Sleighland

Snow Sculptures, created by
dormitory, sorority and frater-

nity members.
Besides the snow sculptures,

there will be a fashion show, a

jazz concert, a skating show,

and the Carnival Ball, presided

over by the Carnival Queen and
featuring the music of the Glen

Miller Band under the direction

of Ray MacKinley. The Stock-

bridge School of Agriculture will

hold its annual Sno-Ball Dance
at the same time.

Tentative plans under way
provide for a ski meet, dog sled

racing, barrel jumping, and a

co-ed hockey game to be held on
the Campus Pond.

At The State House

Furcolo's Annual Message

Shows Sensational Aspirations
Expansion of urban renewal

projects as one step toward im-

provement of the state's eco-

nomic climate, coupled with an

attack on federal government
policies in this and other fields,

featured the Annual Message of

Governor Furcolo to the Legists,

ture today.

The tone of the Governor's ad-

dreis concerning federal policies,

as well as his strong praise of

advances made by Massachusetts
industry during his administm-
tion, in contrast to his denuncia-
tion of the financial mess he
he said he inherited on taking of-

fice, led State House observers to

believe he has definitely decided
to run for U.S. Senator this year.

Before an audience that Jn-

(Continued on page 8)

UMass Military Department

To Hold ROTC Referendum
by BILL AVERY '63

A ROTC Referendum will be

held tomorrow and on Friday,

Jan. 8th in the Student Union

enabling all male students to

vote for either voluntary or com-

pulsory ROTC.

Under the present regulations

of the University, as established

by the Board of Trustees, every

male Freshman and Sophomore

student is required to take 4

semesters of ROTr. It is often

said that these 4 semesters rep-

resent a small sacrifice in rela-

tion to the importance of national

security. Many significant fac-

tors, both for and against ROTC,
need to be considered.

Has the opportunity for as

broad an education as possible

been lessened with the require-

ment of 4 semesters of training

in ROTC?
If the courses offered by the

military services were under the

same regulations which guide

other courses at the University,

then one might not be as critical

of the compulsory program.

However they are not. As this is

the case, it is difficult to under-

stand how the guiding principles

of this University can be fol-

lowed.

Tiie student who has taken two

years of ROTC moreover, has no

advantage over the person who
has not taken ROTC upon induc-

tion into the military services.

His previous f riining is not rec-

ognized by the military services.

In fact, it is often duplicated

within the first several weeks of

his tour of dutv.

Maintenance of this compul-

sory program is actually a waste

of money and time. Hundreds of

men are being equipped and

trained with no recognizable

benefit resulting; they leave the

program in two years with no

gain either to themselves or to

the military.

It is furthermore an excessive

expenditure of valuable time. The
military spends many hours

teaching men who do not want to

be taught, and the students in

turn spend hours they otherwise

could be using to gain a more
libera] education.

ROTC itself as a program
definitely should be offered, but

only on a voluntary basil

The University of Massachu-
setts does play a vital role in the

maintenance of our national se-

curity; it has been said that con-

cern for this role is the main rea-

son the compulsory program is

continued. There is evidence that

the University's role would ac-

tually be enhanced by the institu-

tion of a voluntary program—

a

program that would give im-

proved training to students who
enrolled in the course by their

own choice

On the other hand, many would
still argue for compulsory ROTC
by stating that it is directly re-

sponsible for the number of of-

ficers eventually produced.

The arguments favoring •

pulsory ROTC are best stated in

a letter from the Army Chief of

Staff. General T AinnitSftF H»
states, "In these uncertain times,

we cannot afford the leisure of

waiting until an emergency oc-

curs to start preparing for it.

Unless young leaders of the

calibre produced through the

ROTC program in our colleges

and universities are immediately

available in the event of an

emergency, the Armed Forces

mobilization readiness will be

seriously impaired."

He also said, "By participat-

ing in the military program
when he is young, the student

recognizes a continuing patriotic

obligation to his country. The
discipline and training that he

receives not only prepares him
for better service to his civilian

community and his country, but

also could, in fact, save his own
life in time of emergency as well.

To be responsive to the require-

ments of military leadership, a

man must be trained. It is this

training which the ROTC pro-

gram provides."

WMUA is having a panel dis-

cussion from 6:45 to 7 p.m. to-

night. Participating in the dis-

cussion will be Colonel Weaver,

Dick MacLeod and others.

AEC Grants

Four Schools

$375,631
UMass will share a $375,631

grant from the Atomic Energy

Commission, it was announced in

Boston, Monday.
The University's share of the

grant is $11,350 to be used for

teaching radio - chemistry. The
vbA if>_ ^^P*71 !cti«v rtrtiivop o ^ I .VTlSSS

provides trained personnel for

work in hospitals and industry.

Gov. Foster Furcolo said the

New England Deaconess Hospital

in Boston would receive the

largest amount, $274,000. The
other colleges receiving funds

are MIT and Northeastern Uni-

versity.

Ellen Wattendorf
To Be New Editor

OfEducationDept.
The start of a new Collegian

Education department with Ellen

Wattendorf '60 as Editor was

announced today by Editor-in-

Chief Richard MacLeod '60. The
purpose of the new department

will be to do interpretive report-

ing on contemporary thought and

activity in Education.

(Continued on page 5)

Music Committee

Holds Talent Show
The Music and Arts Commit-

tee will present their annual

talent show, titled "Discoveries

of I960" on Saturday evening

Jan. 9 at 8 in the SU Ballroom.

The show will be emceed by

comedian Jack Knight and prizes

will be awarded to the winners

of the competition.

Participants in the show are:

Judy Dickstein, Mike Buckman's

Three Bard's Errant, Barbara

Weiner, Mike Palter, Karen Can-

field, Lester Neil, Kenny Good-

man, Hatholynd Colard and Janet

Facten.

There will be ft 25<* admission

fee to what promises to be a

very enjoyable pvening.

Autonomy Bill

By Sumner Z.
by ANNE MISCHE 62

"The University must have

the power to exercise freedom of

choice in budget and appropria-

tion in order to achieve the free-

dom necessary to expand into a

great University." In the past,

the University's growth has been

hampered by controls imposed by

the state government: tradition-

ally, a University thrives on

freedom.

Representative Sumner Z.

Kaplan explained his proposed

legislation—the establishment of

a Mump sum' budget to increase

the freedom of the trustees and

president of the University of

Massachusetts to operate that

Proposed

Kaplan
institution. Operationally, the
trustees would submit the Uni-

versity budget in detail to the

Budget Committee for considera-

tion by the governor and passage

by the general court. Thus, the

detailed budget would be pre-

sented to justify the total ap-

propriation requested, and a to-

tal appropriation figure would be

arrived at after examination

based on the considerations in-

volved in the creation of a ba-

lanced budget for the State. Once

passed, the trustees should have

the power to revise the original

budget submitted, if necessary.

In this way, the trustees would

(Continued on page S)

Dr. Dana Harlow Named
New Advisor To Revelers
Sandra Hill '61 and William

Benner '62 announce the appoint-

ment of Dr. Dana Harlow of the

Recreation Department as advi-

sor to the Revelers. He replaces

Mike Lane, who left Nov. 19 for

duty in the armed services.

Joining the Recreation staff

this September, Dr. Harlow was

previously employed with U.N.-

E.S.C.O. since 1957. Before 1957,

he worked with industrial rela-

tions at Union Carbide Corp.

Dr. Harlow graduated from

West Virginia University, re-

ceived his master's in Recreation

from the University of Illinois,

(Continue I on page S)
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The New McCarthyism—

A Red-Influenced Senate

Colonel Weaver, it seems, is taxing our

sense of humor a little too much these days.

We are willing to debate with him on such

issues as whether high school students can

effectively decide on entering Basic ROTC.

But when he compares Basic ROTC to Eng-

lish and says that the Student Senate is un-

wittingly responsive to alleged Communist

desires, he removes the issues from the

realm of reason to that of the ridiculous. It

is like saying that since Communists are

opposed to Nazism, Colonel Weaver and

most of his fellow Americans are Commu-
nists.

As the Colonel said, English is required

to make a more cultivated, broader, knowl-

edgeable person. Does he really believe, how-

ever, that Basic ROTC, with a curriculum

that includes drill; the components of a

rifle ; or the structure of an airplane, makes

us as cultivated as English courses?

If, as the Colonel stated, we should study

about the position of the military because

of its importance in our lives, this course

should be offered by the Government De-

partment, whose instructors would be much
more objective than those in ROTC.

Let's face it. The prime purpose of ROTC
is to train people for future careers as of-

ficers. Granted a few students who would

not join ROTC in freshman year would

later want to become officers. In a previous

editorial, the Collegian suggested methods

by which the detachments could persuade

prospective freshmen to join. However,

should most freshman and sophomore male

students be compelled to take a course mean-

ingless to them for the sake of these few?

The issue is extremely important, and

the success of the referendum will depend

upon as large a vote as possible. If the stu-

dents are effectively to convey their feelings

about ROTC to the board of trustees, they

must vote on Thursday or Friday in the Stu-

dent Union lobby. It will take only a min-

ute. We cannot afford to be apathetic.

Congratulations & Gooo Luck

to the Basketball Team
Kudos for the basketball team! These

dedicated lads worked many long days to

improve their game while the rest of us were

enjoying our vacation.

With their wins over Amherst, Williams

and AIC in the Springfield Tournament the

team members and Coach Zunic drew de-

served praise from sportswriters and fans

throughout New England.

UMass fans will continue to cheer the

Zunicmen tonight in Worcester. And,

though facing the hardest contest of the sea-

son against Holy Cross, we are confident

that the team will surpass its previous

achievements.

R. M.

Zl)t filaiuutrljiuirttii (inilruian
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Reds Infiltrate Senate

To The Editors of the Collegian

I know, officially, that two years ago a definite Com-
munist program for colleges was initiated on the west coast,

the two primary tenets of which were to strive to eliminate

loyalty oaths in any form and to get ROTC off the campus.

The latter program was specifically delineated to eliminate

ROTC training as a requirement and then follow with total

removal.

It was startling and depressing then to see the Student

Senate, perhaps, unwittingly, entirely responsive to these

Communist pushes in both parts.

You knew, did you not, members of the electorate, that

your representatives decided on 16 December to express to

the Congress' of the United States and to the Presidency

your strong opposition to the disclaimer provision of the

loyalty oath? This is that part by which you state you have

no connection with an organization devoted to the overthrow

of the government by violence or by unconstitutional means.

A proposal to allow you to decide for yourselves in a

referendum was quickly suppressed with such assertions as

"too complicated" and "they don't know the issues and
wouldn't know which way to vote". One Senator said an in-

formal poll of his constituency showed almost an even split,

eight and seven. "Therefore there wouldn't be much point in

a referendum."

Immediately after decrying the efficacy of a referendum

on this case (to achieve the desired results), the Senate

quickly, (with less than a legal quorum present) approved

the promulgation of one of the most patently specious

referendums it would be possible to issue. Male undergrad-

uates are to be asked on 7 and 8 January, "Are you in favor

of a voluntary or compulsory ROTC program here at the

University of Massachusetts?" There will be two blocks to

check: the first proudly labeled "voluntary" and the second,

in a lower position, labeled with the odious word "compul-
sory". Now what red blooded American youth is going to

indicate his free acceptance of compulsion about anything at

all? Put those same blocks after any requirement at the

University and you will get the same results exactly!

The results are so entirely predictable that it says right

in the bill that they will be publicised and forwarded to the

Board of Trustees. It would be entertaining to see what hap-

pened if the vote went the other way. However, since the

Trustees are intelligent men, it Would not be advisable for

basic cadets to stop attending classes. Let me clarify the

referendum to this extent: Advanced ROTC is entirely volun-

tary and veterans are exempt from the requirement of the
basic course. There is and will be nothing compulsory in

either case.

My conclusion ?—A plea to you students and your lead-

ership to be unresponsive to pushing which is in deroga-
tion of the ethics, the standards and the principles by which
we live. Accentuate the positive!

JAMES R. WEAVER
Colonel, PMST

ROTC Revision Necessary
Dear Sirs:

After watching the present controversy over whether
the ROTC program should be compulsory or not, and in par-

ticular after reading the informative letter by Mr. Paul
Lauter, I thought I would add a comment or two.

ROTC is necessary and should be compulsory BUT in a

greatly modified form. Since government and military leaders

today feel that some type of war is inevitable, whether it be
economic, cold, hot, limited, or whatever, the citizens of our
country should have some knowledge of military thought. At
colleges and universities the future leaders and thinkers of

OUT nation are educated. What better place could there be to

teach them the evolution of military thinking and doctrine?

Here I am implying a revision of the course contents. I agree
with Mr. Lauter that " 'technical subjects should be left to

summer training and post-commissioning service schools,'"

and those of a more intellectual content be substituted.

Do away with drill as it can be taught more effectively

in the regular service. Also students object to this aspect the
most. If the ROTC countefl can be brought up to regular
academic standards on a level with other required courses, I

would offer more credit for their completion. The kbovfl

changes apply to the required ROtC program and, I believe,

make it more attractive and worthwhile to the student.

G. Barton (fatal '62

A Retraction
To the Editor:

In a letter that the Collegian published in the Decem-
ber ninth issue, I mentioned Maker dormitory in I very un-

favorable manner, and 1 #lfth to retract that statement from
my letter.

Neal Andelman *ft3

Ike Should Be Praised
To the Editor:

Your editorial PRIVATE PROBLEM (Monday's Col-

ln/ian) (haling with the birth control issue is admittedly a

ticklish one, but rather than criticize (disparagingly) Eisen-

hower on his statement "that population control should not

and will not be allowed to become a political issue," I think

that he should be praised.

The moral implications attached to birth control go

beyond the economic and political issues. We are not only

dealing with a way of life, but with life itself. If we con-

sider birth control as an aspect of modern progress, then it

is also plausible that this type of "progress" can evolve to

not only who shall be given the privilege to be born or not

born, but also, who shall be allowed to live or not live. This

opens the door for Eugenics and the rebirth of Racists.

You claim that "education is perhaps the most import-

ant need ( I am for education) in underdeveloped countries.

Without education we cannot expect people to realize the

implications of population increase. We cannot expect un-

educated people to leave a primitive agricultural way of life

to promote economic development in a more* urban type of

civilization." This is a classic example of ethnocentrism and

one of the main reasons why our foreign aid has resulted

in so much failure and disappointment. We are not trying to

educate these people alone, but we are "dumping" our whole

value system upon them and judging them by it. Many of

these people do not want to live in "a more urban type of

civilization," they are quite happy in their rural (or primi-

tive) setting where the mental illness and neurosis rates are

much lower than in most urban civilizations.

Finally, our highly sophisticated degree of education,

urban development; and technology has produced such spe-

cialties as the Hydrogen and Atom Bombs which will ulti-

mately resolve the population control question for us. Maybe
the people in the underdeveloped countries do not want to

realize the "implications of population increase" and are as

a result all the better without it.

Paul Tela '59

Love?
Tu the Editor:

Upon entering her dorm at closing time any evening of

the week, many a girl is subjected to a highly repulsive and
awkward situation. She must—sedately, unobtrusively, and
indifferently—trip op to the door, through it, and boyond it,

all the while picking her way through a morass of love mak-
ing. She dares not avert her eyes for fear of making the
fondling—er, children—self-conscious or even embarrassed.

These amorous proceedings are usually carried on by
approximately 2 to fi very un-furtive smoochers greeting
each resident at the door with the sight of an inextricable
embrace and an unsettling- smackinor sound

Inside, the intensity worsens — Ihey don't smack, they
don't gaze, they don't fondle — they just grip and hang on,
quite mesmerized. An amused observer cannot help being
astonished at the relentless and lengthy character of these
—urn, oscillatory affairs. One wonders that they don't suf-
focate, or worse.

But, all facetiousness aside, we must admit that such
goings-on, though undeniably tasty, are hardly tasteful. Cer-
tainly, the condition called love (which I would scarcely
classify as their state) does not warrant a public kissing
spree. In. fact, the truest love does not require such pro
longed physical contact and remindings as these assiduous
teen-agers seem to think. Perhaps they are afraid if they
stop they may find themselves at a loss for words or very
unassured of their—ah, emotion. -

As it is, they seem to reason that their affection must
DC kindled by the most diligent you-know-what, and they un-
scrupulously go to it at any-convenient spot. Ff they feel the
need for such reassurance they might at least select a less
ostentatious and unmannerly method (or place). It's down-
right disgusting, and a waste of time, I might add.

G. A. R. '63

(Reprinted from Render*' Digest)

Use Your Eyes

Helen Keller in Three PUff U> See:

I who am blind can give one hint to those who see: Use
four eyes as if tomorrow you would be stricken blind. And
the same method can be applied to the other senses.

Hear the music of voices, the song of | bird, the mighty
strains of an orchestra as if you would be stricken deaf to-
morrow. Touch sjftfth object you want to touch as if tomorrow
your tactile sense would fail. Smell the perfume of flowers,
taste with relish each morsel, as if tomorrow you could never
smell and taste again. Glory in all the facets of pleasure
and beauty which the world reveals to you; make the most
of everv sense.

1

ACLU Advises Colleges

To Observe Due Process
The American Civil Liberties

Union has strongly recommended
that colleges carefully observe

due process in all cases involving

expulsion of students, except for

failure to meet academic stand-

ards.

The ACLU contended that stu-

dents, as well as teachers, are

entitled to the safeguards of due

process. Its proposal is included

in revisions of the pamphlet
"Academic Freedom and Civil

Liberties for Students," which

the Union first prepared and
published in 1956.

The revised pamphlet calls for

the "utmost procedural protec-

tion possible" in cases involving

expulsion of students.

In cases involving expulsion or

other major disciplinary action

except for failure to meet aca-

demic standards, the pamphlet
emphasized, students should be

advised in writing of charges

against them, be present at hear-

ings, have counsel if they wish,

and confront and cross-examine

witnesses.

The revisions, in effect, extend

to students the same kind of pro-

visions for due process which

ACLU and its Academic Free-

dom Committee have recommend-

ed in civil liberties cases gen-

erally, including those affecting

teachers.

WMUA Schedule

WED. AND THURS.

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:05 Campus Caper

5:00 News and Weather

5:05 Campus Caper

5:80 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 Call Assn.

Civil Defense (Thurs.)

7:00 Here's To Veterans

C.B.C. (Thurs.)

7:15 B.B.C.

7:30 News Headlines

7:32 Musicale

8:05 Basketball (Wed.)

9:00 News and Weather

9:05 Showcase
10:00 News and Weather

10:05 Jazz

11:00 News and Weather

11:05 Shoes Off Session

12:00 News-Sign Off

The whole is equal
to the sum of its parts
(But some of its parts are more equal than others!)

Even Euclid had to admit...

It's what's up front
that counts

Euclid proved that a straight

line is the shortest distance

between two points. And if

you'll walk a straight line to the

nearest pack of Winstons, you'll

find it the shortest distance to

a really enjoyable smoke. It's

the tobacco up front that makes

the difference and that's where

Winston packs its own exclusive

Filter-Blend—a special selection

of light, mild tobacco, specially

processed for filter smoking.

You'll find Filter -Blend gives

Winston a flavor without paral-

lel. In fact, it's axiomatic that...

WINSTON TASTES GOOD, LIKE A CIGARETTE SHOULD I

r.j. fttvuotot tomcco eo..wiw*Tow.iTClsj.s].c

Seniors Participate

In Honor Program
The following students are

participating in the 1959-60

Senior Honors Research Pro-

gram of the University of

Massachusetts.

ALBRECHT, R.

BARR, S.

BORSTELL, G. R.

BUTDER, V.

CARLSON, R.

CONKLIN,- G.

COOLEY, J.

CORREIA, R.

CRAIG, J.

DAVISON, G.

DELVENTAL, L.

DERSARKISIAN, D.

DeVERRY, G.

DOWNEY, J.

DOYLE, S.

ELIOPOULAS, S.

GAGNON, V.

GAUTHIER, N.

GETCHELL, C.

GOLDBERG, B.

GONYEA, M.
GRANT, E.

GREGORY, B.

HEBERT, L.

HOLMES. P.

JENNINGS, P.

Bus. & Fin.

Chem. Eng.
Physics

Psych.

Chemistry
Zoology

Math.

Civil Eng.

Chemistry
Zoology

English

Bact.

Physics

Entomology
English

Chemistry
Government
Entomology

Math.

English

Horticulture

Psych.

Philosophy

Chem. Eng.

Botany
Horticulture

JONES, R.

KAPLITA, F.

KKELON, J.

KELLY, D.

KRAUSE, H.

LAWRENCE, R.

LORING, R.

LUST, G.

Chem. Eng.

Mcch. Eng.

History

Zoology

Zoology

Zoology
Math.

Chemistry

MacRITCHIE, Mrs. B. Food Tech.

MARSDEN, EDWIN Math.

MORAN, J.

MORTON, L.

NELSON, D.

NICHOLS, S.

PECK, J.

PIECHOTA, S.

PRESCOTT, R.

RATAY, G.

RICE, E.

RICHARDS, F.

RILEY, R.

ROBAR, D.

RUSSELL, J.

SAVAGE, D.

SHILANSKY, R.

SIRD, A.

THOMPSON, F.

TRIPP, R.

WILLEY, R

Zoology

Bact.

Civil Eng.

German
Geology

Civil Eur.

Geology
Math.

Zoology

Home Ec.

Physics

Psychology

Sociology

Gen. Bus. &
Finance

Psych.

Zoology

German

English

History

Athletic Council

Announces Officers
The University of Mass. Athle-

tic Council announces the elec-

tion of the following officers for

1960. Dr. J. Henry Winn, New-
ton dentist, class of '39 Chair-

man. This is Dr. Winn's second

year as chairman and his fifth on

the Council. Mr. William Tunis, a

member of the University Facul-

ty, Vice Chairman. Mr. Edward
Larkin. a member of the Univer-

sity Faculty. Secretary. Mi.

Joseph Marcus and Mr. Donald

Cadigan, both of the faculty,

make up the executive commit-

tee. Mr. Warren P. McGuirk is

the Executive Officer.

The Athletic Council is a ten

man board that governs all athle-

tic affairs of the Universitv.

Dr. Dana Harlow . .

.

(Continued fro^m page 1)

and his Ph.D. in International

Relations from the University of

Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland.

In 1957, he took a trip around

the world and in '58, while work-

ing with U.N.E.S.C.O., he went

to Brussels World Fair as a

United Nations observer.

Dr. Harlow has had articles on

recreation published in the "Air

Force Manual" and in "Recrea-

:,i>n m :i!_';i/.iiit' . his articles nave

also been read on the Voice of

America.

While in Illinois, Dr. Harlow

was faculty advisor f<>r Phi Kap
pa Psi. and was recently chosen

oon

Km' Honor Society,

Furcolo's Annual . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

eluded the Legislature. the
Executive Council, the constitu-

tional officers and the public, the

Governor made 34 specific rec

ommendations and announced
that ho will have more in special

messages he will send to the

Genera! Court later.

In his Budget Message, to he

delivered Wednesday, Jan. 20.

the Governor promised he would
offer a "fair, equitable and
balanced tax program, adapted to

our changing economic conditions

and koyed to our expanding
economy."

Although he noted in his An-
nual Message that Massachu-
setts If one of the few states

that has not expanded its tax

base, he El not expected to re-

new his recommendation for a
limited sales tax, which the

Legislature has rejected several

times in the past.

Several recommendations af-

fecting management and labor
were made by the Governor but
his most sensational was one to

require the compulsory registra-

ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT

tion of strike-breakers and pro-

fessional pickets.

As in the past the Governor

favored a popular constitutional

convention to redraft the state's

constitution; legislation making
department heads' terms coter-

minus with that of the Governor;

elimination of the price-fixing

power of the State Milk Control

Commission; and strengthening

of the law to prohibit sales be-

low cost.

But the greater part of his

address was devoted to the eco-

nomic climate of the state to

which he referred to from vari-

ous angles, particularly support

for urban renewal, the vacation-

travel industry and state aid for

regional p la n n i n g, and the

transportation problem facing

most major communities.

Then, swinging into high gear,

the Governor declared:

"The failure of the national

administration to recognize the

national shift from an agrarian

to an urban civilization has con-

tinued to place a disproportion-

ate burden on the metropolitan

(Continued on page 4)

ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT

"THE MAN WHO SAW GOD"
is Steve Allen'* favorite joke He read it in the Realist, a unique maga-

zine of freethought criticism and satire Serious articles on interfaith mar-

riage; the psychology of myth; anti-contraceptive laws; the semantics of

God; a poem that caused a campus controversy. Satirical critique* of profes-

sional beatniks; H-bomb tests; the FBI; telethon*; the AMA. Column* on

church-state conflict*; censorship trend*. The 3 issues described cost $1.

They're your* free with a subscription. Rates: $3 for 10 issues; $5 for 20

issue*.

The Realist, Dept. C, 225 Lafayette St., New York 12, N.Y.
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The Poll Bearer
by MEL YOKEN '60

Question: Who do you think will

be the next President of the

U.S.? Why do you choose this

man? (This poll will be done as

a series.)

John Kulas '60 Cheshire. "Hu-

bert Humphrey. We need an in-

dividual that has an understand-

ing of the Soviet Union, since

that is our opponent in the

struggle for survival. Mr. Hum-
phrey seems to me the best

qualified in this respect and also

possesses attributes desirable

for an executive position."

Carol Clapp '63 Princeton.

"Nixon. I think he is the best

man for the job because, having

been Vice-President, he logically

is more familiar with the pro-

blems of both our Nation and
International relations—more so

than anyone else with the ex-

ception of President Eisenhower

himself."

Frank Kelley '62 Medford. "I

feel that it is about time for a

change in our present executive

party in office. I think that in

our next election we will have

a new regime in office, mainly

the Democrats. I'm all the way
for Kennedy. It is my opinion

that John is as qualified as any
other politician and that he

would work more for the com-

mon man that any Republican

would."

Sandy Cohen '61 Fitchburg. "I

believe that the next President

of the U.S. will be John Kennedy.

Despite the religious barrier

which exists, I feel that Ameri-

can citizens will still place a

man's responsibility, integrity,

and character before religious

factors in their trend toward a

more broadminded point of

view."

David Winkley '60 South

Hadley Falls. "I believe that

our next President is going to

be someone that has not already

started to blow his horn."

Suzanne Drew '63 Newbury.
"I hope the next President will

be Nixon. I believe he is the only

man who can and deserves to

win. Kennedy has proven nothing

except that he can run down the

safe middle-line. Nixon's ex-

perience, character, and deter-

mination will serve him well in

the White House."

Winter Carni

Events
February

12

13

13

13

13

13

8:30 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

All Day
All Day
Not definite

6:15 p.m.

13

13

Ball

Fashion Show
Skiing

Ice Skating

Ice Show
Queen's

Reception

Movie
Snow-Ball

(Stockbridge)

Fraternity

Parties

SHOW sculptures will be com-
pleted by Saturday noon, and
may be seen Saturday and Sun-
day and if we have snow.
14 1:00 p.m. Naiads
14 2:30 p.m. Jazz Concert

7:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

13 8:30 p.m.

AND DICK MASLOWSKI

They're transmission engineers with Michigan
Bell Telephone Company in Detroit. Burnell

graduated from Western Michigan in 1951

with a H.S. in Physics, spent four years in

the Navy, then joined the telephone company.
His present work is with carrier systems, as

they relate to Direct Distance Dialing facilities.

Dick got his B.S.E.E, degree from Michigan
in 1956 and came straight to Michigan Bell.

He is currently engineering and administering

a program to utilize new, transistorized re-

peater I amplifier) equipment.

Both men are well qualified to answer a

question you might well be asking yourself:

"What's in telephone company engineering

for me?"

SAYS DICK:

"There's an interesting day's work for you
every day. You really have to use your engi-

neering training and vou're alwavs working
with new developments. Every time Bell Lab-

oratories designs a new and more efficient

piece of equipment, you are challenged to in-

corporate it in our system effectively and
economically. For example, I have been work-

ing on projects utilizing a newly developed

Voice frequency amplifier. It's a plug-in type

—-transistorized— and consumes only two
watts, so it has lots of advantages. But ! have
to fimire out where and how it can be used in

our sprawling network to provide new and
improved service. Technological developments
like this really put spice in the job."

SAYS BURNELL:

"Training helps, too— and you get the best.

Through an interdepartmental training pro-

gram, yon learn how company -wide operations

dovetail. You also get a broad background by

rotation of assignments. I'm now working

frith carrier systems, but previously worked on

repeater (amplifier) projects as Dick is doing

now. Most important, I think yon always learn

'practical engineering.' You constantly search

for the solution that will be most economical

in the long run."

Tin re's more, of course — but you can get

I lit* whole story from the Bell interviewer.

Hell be visiting your Campilfl before long. Be

sure to sit down and talk with him.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

Furcolo's Annual . . .

(Continued from page S)

taxpayer.

"The federal government corv-

tinues to support extensive pro-

grams of assistance for special

segments of the national economy
without adequate programs for

the city dweller in mass trans

portation, urban renewal, hous-

ing, inexpensive power, area de-

velopment and other similar pro-

grams.

"The economic imbalance thus

created among the states is de-

trimental to the economy of the

commonwealth and to our sister

states in the New England re-

gion.

"The stubborn refusal of the

federal government to end dis-

criminatory freight rate policies

is harmful to New England.

To aid cities and towns in their

urban renewal programs, tbe

Governor proposed the establish-

ment of a Massachusetts division

of urban and industrial renewal,

a program calling for 50 percent

reimbursement by the state for

local costs of federally-aided ur-

ban renewal, a $25,000,000 bond
issue and state aid for non-fed-

eral ly aided urban renewal proj-

ects.

Under the usual legislative

routine the Governor's message
will be broken down into specific

recommendations which will be

referred to the appropriate
legislative committee for study
and report to the Legislature.

Charles F. Mahoney, commis-
sioner of administration, an-

nounced the "self-survey" pro-

gram at a recent conference of

state department heads at U-
Mass. The intent, he said, is to

streamline state government, pro-

mote efficiency and cut the cost

of administration.

Thus the stage may he set for

another bitter battle between the

Furcolo administration and legis-

lators who insist that rising cost

of government most be stemmed
—this time, over who is t.- con-
duct the examination of the
structure of the state govern-
ment, the executive or the legis-

lative branch.

Two key Boston political per-

sonalities will certainly enter
• --..* |, .,..**.*. |.,< utit' iii iti»*

coming year. They are Senate
President John E. Powers and
the man who defeated him for
Mayor of Boston, former Sena
tor John F. Collins,

Senator Powers is reported to

be convinced that the Governor,
in retaliation for Powers op-
position to his sales tax, aided
Collins in his successful mayoral
ty campaign. What Senator Pow-
ers' attitude toward administra-
tion measures will be is not

known, but it could he decisive.

A COLLEGE PROFESSOR
WARNS:

College cheating is an
American disgrace!
Why is cheating an accepted
prat ice in many of our colleges
today? What* can we do to
stop this scandalous habit? In
this week's Saturday Evening
Post, a college professor re-
ports:
• about the ingenious ways stu-

dents cheat.

• how one college official ad-
mits "I out of 3 students cheats
rather regularly."

• why many professors know
what's going on—but do nothing
to stop If.

He sttfe to read the explo
sive report on OUT "American
Disgrace: College Cheating"—
in this week's rot '

the Saturday Ktenlng

POST
9. IfHiO

A rtTRTIS MAflAKINR

Autonomy Bill . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

have operational control over

the diffuse facets involved in an

organized University govern-

ment.

This conception of a Univer-

sity's deserved control differs

from the former policy in that

a request from the trustees must
now be channelled through the

Budget Commissioner, the Ways
and Means Committees of both

houses, and so forth on consi-

deration of each individual de-

partment's requests, and then

finally to the governor for signa-

ture. In this system the Univer-

sity's budget is broken down in-

to a number of items, and no

funds may be transferred from
one item to another.

Representative Kaplan would
leave this operational detail up

to the trustees; the procedure for

submission of the lump sum

would remain the same. The
'heck in this system, would he

the post-audit which would be
made annually by the office of

the state auditor.

The legislation of this budget
autonomy would not interfere in

the operational relationship be-

tween the state government and
the state University. While the
controls formerly applied to the

University might be necessary in

other state agencies, Mr. Kaplan
said that "they are not ap-

propriate or applicable to a State

University which traditionally

thrives on freedom."

In summary, the Mump sum'
budget would give the trustees

control over the details contained

within the budget, while still

permitting to the State the func-

tion of exercising its prerogative

of policy decision regarding the

total sum which the state should

allocate to its University.

Operetta Guild

Holds Auditions

For Performanee
The Operetta Guild is moving

into high gear preparing its

I960 production "The Belli Are
Ringing."

The cast has heen rehearsing

for several weeks, and the next

order of business is selecting an

orchestra.

Orchestra manner A I Berman
has announced that tryouts will

be held on Monday, January 11,

at 7:00 p.m. in the Memorial

Building for the following in-

struments: tenor and alto clari-

nets, baritone, violins, viola,

cello, bass, trUttpets, horns, trom-

bones, guitar, harp, and drums.

Students from all classes are

encouraged to try out.

Do You Think for Yourself ?
(DIAL IN THESE QUESTIONS AND SEE IF YOU'RE IN FOCUS*)

If you saw a full rieecd sailing ship in the middle of

the desert, would you say (A) "Long time no sea!"

(B) "Wish they'd invent talking mirages," or (C)

"Anything can happen in Las Vegas!" AQ bd en

When a man says, "Brevity
is the soul of wit," he means
(A) he's about to make a

long speech; (B) wise
thoughts rnme in short sen-

tences; (C) "Shut up!"

A fj B c

You're caught in a pouring
rain — and you're offered a

lift, by a pal whose driving

is dangerously erratic.
Would you (A) tell him
you enjoy walking in the

rain? (B) say, "Sure -but.
let me drive"? (C) accept

rather than hurt his
feelings?

AD BDCD
In choosing a filter ciga-

rette, would you pick one
that (A) says the filter

doesn't count, only the to-

bacco; (B> is designed to

do the best filtering job for

the best taste; (C) gives

you an enormous filter but
very little taste.

A[_] B[J CD

smoke Viceroy. They know only Viceroy

has a thinking man's filter -the most

advanced filter design of them all. And
only Viceroy has a smoking man's taste

. . . the full rich taste of choice tobacco.

*If you have checked (C) in three out of

four questions, you're pretty sharp . . . but

if you picked (B), you think for yourself I

When you think for yourself . . . you de-

pend on judgment, not chance, in your

choice of cigarettes. That is why men and

women who think for themselves usually Familiar pack
or crush -proof box.

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows—
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER. ..A SMOKING MANS TASTE!

QSW9, nrrtwnA Wi «SA Tobarfi> f t\r

The Campus Beat

fa r 1 1 1 1
1 j it 1

by JKRKY GALLAGHER "62

The truth must he told. The truth about tl

and their long forgotten endings *

to have*b< n

where in the musty pagea >>f h story. Now it can be told!

George Washington -"Father, I cannot tell % lie, I did it with my
little hatchet—main bum I couldn't find b damn ax anywhere."

Horace Greeley -"Go west young man two blocks take a right

and it's the house with the red light window."
David Farragut — "Damn the torpedoes! Full speed ahead \

think I see b cove we can hide in."

Nathan Hale—"I only regret that I have hut one life to lose for

my country— I further regret that it has to he mine."

I'riscilla Alden—"Why don't you speak for yourself John are
you chicken or something?"

Tom Thumb—"I feel as big as anyone keep away there, doe
keep away!"

Col. Prescott -" Don't fire till you Bee the whites of their eyet
if their eyes are closed, let them walk by and shoot them in the hack."

The Forestry Club will hold a meeting tonight at ?:30 in Skinner
Aud. The program will be on "Consulting Forestry." Mr. William
House, consultant forester from Chesham, N.H. will be guest speaker.
Refreshments will he served.

Tomorrow's movie is "All Quiet On the Western Front", starring
Lew Ayres and Louis Wolheim. Showings will be at 6:30 and 8:35.
Final show ends at 10:20. No refreshments will he served.

Speaking of movies, the Movie < ommittee will have a meeting
tomorrow A.M. at 11:00 in the Norfolk Room.

There will be a Commuters Cluh Meeting at 11 :00 AM. tomor-
row. For place please refer to the spaghetti board, wherever and
whatever it is.

There will be a meeting of the Bridge Club, Thursday Evening,
Jan. 7 at 6:00 F\M. where the evening duplicate game will take place.

All interested students are invited to attend, as well as the Executive
Board.

The Sigma Xi Lecture tonight will feature Dr. F. F. Dodge of
tale University whose topic will be: "Fresh-water from the Ocean
and other Saline Waters". Time—7:00 P.M. in Goessmann Auditorium.

Dion Wnttendorf . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

Such questions as the content

and structure of the cirriculum,

the nature of teacher education,

the ways of raising sufficient

funds, the nature of research and
its relation to the universities

and the scope of academic free-

dom are currently as important

and controversial as ever and I

should be treated.

Contemporary events, philoso-

nil--., puiji > sTaxemenis, siuq

and reports will be covered.

"This program is long over-

due." stated MacLeod in making
the announcement. "We feel that

with the start of the Education

department we will be providing

the campus with a needed sys-

tem of reporting 'in depth' on

these vital subjects," he said.

LOST & FOUND
Taken from the Student

Union Dec. 14, grayish corduroy

Mighty Mac carcoat with tan

knit collar. Size 10 tall; name
inside. Return to Marty French,
230 Adam?..

Lost: Will the person who
found a rock crystal rosary at

the basketball game last Friday
('before vacation > please return

it to Jacqueline Lapointe, 312,

Arnold.

v\ill the person who founQ a

chemistry iab. notebook near
Coessmnnn Hal! nie-i^.i return it

to Stephen Karlson, S02, Chad-
bourn. A reward Is offi re '

Wiii the person who found a

German One Textbook please re
turn It to Joan Hloget at the
Collegian office.

Cc^ecrie •

«

( Continued from page 1)

ministrative ability and want to

undertake life-long career&sin the

public service. The project pro-

MORE SUN

::?

'%

MORE SNOW

SKI CAPITAL
OF THE EAST

For folders, information or

reservations, write lodge of

your choice or Box 206

Stowe Area Association,

Inc., Stowe, Vermont.

vides experience and knowledge
•

' i otnej states.

The grant provides for the
selection of five qualified grad-
uate students each year to serve
for one-year periods as interns
in the Office of tbe Commis-

•"•'• of Administration. Each
student Will also undertake |

year of graduate study in public

administration after serving as
an intern.

Departments participating in

im include: the political

CtiOll of the department
of economics and social

i

at M.I.T.; the Graduate School
ftf Public Administration at Har
vard; -the department of rrovern-
ment at Boston University; and
the dej n( of government at

the University Of Massachusetts.

Give *o

PHIrrious Council

Clothing Drive

Fraternity

Blazers
by HANS KELLERMAN

of AMHERST
• Authentic Embroidered

Emblem

• Special Discount

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE:

LAWRENCE OOVONI
Al 3-9125
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THREE REDMEN CHOSEN
FOR ALL-STAR TEAM

Three Redmen have been

chosen to be members of the

Springfield College Holiday In-

vitation basketball tourney all-

star team.

Doug Grutchfield. Mike Mole

and Bob Eichorn are the honored

three.

Grutchfield, a 6'4" forward

from North Quincy, won the out-

standing player trophy donated

by the Springfield Republican on

the basis of his fine, all-around

play.

LEADING SCORER
Doug is the leading scorer in

Western Mass. He made 51

points in the tourney, hitting on

23 of 61 shots. He is also the

Redmen's best man under the

boards.

Six foot Bob Eichorn, a senior

from Adams, played excellent

ball for the Redmen and beat out

Ralph Dobiejko, the other all-

star guard from AIC 54 points to

52.

MOLE ADDS SPARK
Mike Mole didn't score as

much, hitting only 37 points, but

his quick passing, adept ball

dealing, able play-directing and

general hustling kept the Red-

men on the move and gave them

the spark they needed to win the

tourney.

Probably the keynote of the

UMass success in the Springfield

Tournament was the overall

balance in scoring among the

starters and the improved per-

formances of sophomore Charlie

Fohlin in the pivot and senior

Fred Naedele at one of the for-

ward spots.

Eichorn, Grutchfield and Mole

had all come through with some

fine performances during the

first five games of the campaign,

but Naedele's accuracy from the

floor as well as the free throw

line and Fohlin's continued
steady rebounding and pivot

playing definitely strengthened

the Redmen offensively as well

as defensively.

Jim Laughnane, Leo LeBlanc

and John Widdison all chipped

in with steady play as the first

line substitutes to supply Zunic

with adequate bench strength

when the occasion arose.

It looks as if the Massmen are

finally mastering Coach Zunic's

Chinese defense, and are putting

it to good use.

Zunicmen Will

Meet Crusaders
Plenty of hard wort and hustle

have paid off in six wins in the

first eight games f«>r Coach Matt

Zunic's University of Massachu-

setts varsity basketball team in-

cluding first place in the Second

Springfield College Invitational

Tournament.

Although a bit of optimism

permeates the campus following

the Redmen's surprising fine

showing at the beginning of

what was supposed to be a "re-

building year", Coach Matt Zunic

is the first to bring the dreamers

back to earth by pointing out

that "we still have our toughest

foes ahead of us."

An acid test for the UMass

five game winning streak will be

the Holy Cross Crusaders this

Wednesday evening in Worcester.

Although Holy Cross lost two

games over the holidays in the

Dixie Classic, Coach Roy Lee-

nig's squad showed enough talent

and ability to be called one of

the two top teams in New Eng-

land. Injuries have hindered the

Crusaders in games to date, but

all the regulars should be ready

for Wednesday's game in Worces-

ter.

We Had High Hopes

High Living—Buddy Werner

of Colorado soars high while

racing the Men's Downhill

course during the Trial Events

conducted at Squaw Valley,

Calif., in 1959. Werner was the

chief hope of the U.S. to take

skiing honors in the Winter

Olympics, but Buddy suffered

a broken leg during training

and dealt a death blow to U.S.

ski hopes.

Are these gold bars
worth two more years of study?

Aa a college sophomore, you're nearing the mid-point.

Halfway through college—halfway through Army ROTC.

Now you face a major decision: Are the gold bars of a

Second Lieutenant worth two additional years of study

in advanced ROTC ?

That question is yours to answer now—before you

register for your junior year. As you explore the facts,

carefully weigh the traditional responsibilities and rewards

of serving as an Army officer ...

1. Traditional responsibilities. To meet the command responsi-

bilities of an Army officer, you apply the leadership prin-

ciples abeorbed during advanced ROTC training. And your

executive potential grows as you gather leadership experi-

ence. That's why employers often prefer men who served as

commissioned officers. These men already have proven

their capacity to shoulder executive responsibility.

2. Traditional rewards. In every organization, greater reapon-

sibilitipfl mean greater rewards. Thus the traditional respon-

sibilities and prestige of an Army officer are matched by

material advantages. For example, if you plan to marry

soon after graduation—an officer's salary can b« a distinct

advantage. A married 2nd Lieutenant earns a minimum of

$366.68 per month—plus substantial fringe benefits.

Need more information? Check with the Professor of Mili-

tary Science and Tactics at your college or university.

He'll be glad to discuss your decision with you.

Winter Games

Scheduled Soon
The I960 Winter Olympics to

be held at Squaw Valley, Califor-

nia, are rapidly becoming a

reality.

Contestants have been pre-

paring for months and promise

to make the games a fine display

of sportsmanship and skill.

The U.S. has had its share of

bad breaks, however. America

had been pinning its hopes on

Wallace "Buddy" Werner to win

the Alpine ski events at the

games. Ruddy, however, brohe

his leg while in training for the

Olympics and *ill he unable to

participate.

Werner had won three major

down hills in Europe against top

competition and was believed to

be the U.S.'s only great threat

tn win the ski events.

The U.S. is expected to fare

•at!! in men's and women's speed

^ksti n.g.

In men's speed skating, the

U.S. team probably has the best

chance in the 500 meter distance,

and possibly in the middle dis-

tances (1,500 and 5,000 meter.)

Since ladies' spi*i»d skating ts

being held for the first time in

these games, predictions are dif-

ficult. However, we expect to do

well, especially in the 500 meter

distance.

Thp Russians probably will put

up the most Important competi-

tion in the ladies' events, but

even this is difficult to predict.

Riflemen Win
The Stockbridge riflemen

racked up thrir second win of

the season by defeating Marshall

College of West Virginia, 1245-

1176.

Al Bagge's 265 for Stockbridge

topped the 259 fired by Diet* of

the Marshallmen, while Dick

Stenberg, Dick Pelis, Tom Ma-

deiros and Fred Letter of Stock-

bridge outshot the rest of the

Marshall team.

•Leaf year, 14,436 sophomores answered "yes" to this question-and entered advanced Army ROTC.

FUN 'ROUND THE

Round
Hearth
STOWE'S GREAT SKI DORM
Warm, casual, tlowinf with food com-

panionship, the Round Heerth't the

lodge to rsst and refresh yourself.

Hearty fare, dancing, relating around

the famous circular fireplace-It addi

up to fun! Only $6.25 a day with two

meals, $40 a waak. Write for foldar or

Tal. STOWE, Vt., ALpina 3-7223

eq
i^^^ Colonel

M%\%*hwl Corrects

iau^ Collegian

1
w^^r+w
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WINTER CARNIVAL FINALISTS—Standing, left to right:

Nancy Pizzano '62, Judy Lawson S'61, Hyohee Kim '61, and

Carolyn Sherriff '62 help Jan Towne '62 up off the ice.

Five Finalists Chosen
For Carnival Queen

hy TAMMY IDE '60

Gordon Massing'ham. Publicity

Chairman of this year's Winter

Carnival, has announced the five

finalists for Queen. They were:

Hyokee Kim. Judy L a w s o n.

Nancy Pizzano, Carolyn Sherrif.

and Jar.ica Towne.

A native of Seoul, Korea, Hyo-

kee is majoring in Home Econom-

ics here at the University. She

graduated from Sook Myoung
Girl's High School. in Seoul, and

attended Garland Junior College

in Boston. Last summer, Hyokee

attended summer school in Bos-

ton and is a Junior at UMass.

Also a Junior, Judith Lawson
comes from Taunton and is ma-
joring in Floriculture. She is a

member of the Modern Dance
Club, Newman Club, and appear-

ed in Campus Varieties.

A sophomore from Winchester,

Nancy Pizzano is an English

major. She is a member of Chi

Omega, and is aiso active in

Scrolls and the Student Senate.

Sophomore Carolyn Sherrif is

planning a career as a nurse.

Carrie, who hails from Belmont

is a member of Scrolls, and she

is also active in Chi Omega.

Janica Towne is a sophomore

from Quincy, majoring in So-

ciology, She is a member of the

Collegian staff, the C.A., and the

Operetta Guild.

One of these five candidates

will be crowned Queen during the

intermission of "Silver Sleigh-

land". A reception, honoring the

Queen, will be held at The Hotel

Northampton on Saturday, Feb-

ruary 13. All have been invited

to attend.

—rhmu ay TUHnaa
At Theta Chi's Tentimonial Dinner for their House Mother and

their Cook, Mra. Mary Doering was presented with an oil portrait.

Left to right: Mra. Laura Pease, cook; Tom Campbell, Past presi-

ident, Mra. Mary Doering, House Mother; Mra. Loretta Ruahworth.
Hotiae Mother at Phi Sigma Kappa. See atory on page 4.

Senate Makes Public Protest

Against Col. Weaver's Letter
by DAVE MANLEY '63

The Student Senate, by a vote

of 22-7, registered a protest

against Colonel Weaver's letter

in the January 6th issue of the

Collegian on the grounds that it

was "near slander" and mislead-

ing. Copies of this protest, which

was presented by Senator Ted

Sheerin '60, and the resulting

vote, are to be sent to the Secre-

tary of Defense, Commanding
General of the First Army, Pres-

ident Mather, Chairman of the

Board of Trustees, and Colonel

Weaver.

Sheerin particularly pointed

out two excerpts from Colonel

Weaver's letter which stated:

"It was startling and depressing

to see the Student Senate, per-

haps, unwittingly, entirely re-

sponsive to these Communist
pushes in both parts" ('both

parts' refers to Senate action on

the NDEA disclaimer affidavit

and the ROTC referendum) . . .

and, "My conclusion?—A plea

to you students and your leader-

ship to be unresponsive to push-

ing which is in derogation of the

ethics, the standards and the

principles by which we live."

Senator Sheerin, laying em-

phasis on the words "perhaps,

unwittingly, entirely responsive

ROTC Pulls A Fast One

$?$

*°-

to these Communist pushes", felt

the Colonel's letter made "in-

nuendoes that the Student Senate

is being pushed by Communists,"
and that, Sheerin added, respon-

sible persons in the Army should

know what one of their Colonels

was writing under the title of

PMST and responsible persons of

the University should know what
slander was being thrown against

the university.

Sheerin was worried what ef-

fect the letter would have on

legislative and popular opinion

concerning the university. "A lot

of people." he said, "are going to

believe that the university is run
by Communists when they see the

University and Communists men-
tioned in the same paragraph."

Senator Dennis Twohig '61, in

agreement with Sheerin, said, the

letter is "slander to each of us

as individuals, to the Student
Senate and to the people of the
university."

Senator Bob Armstrong '60,

said that Colonel Weaver was
merely exercising his right to

freedom of speech.

As to Senate action, Arm-
strong said, "Congressional legis-

lature doesn't lower themselves"

(Continued on page 5)

THE MILITARYDEPT DIDHOT
5POA/30/eA/02 IS fTASSOCIATED
WAMY WAY WITHWISREFERENDUM*

—Photo by Leonard

CORRECTION BY COL. WEAVER (See page I)

At the State House

State Budget May Have

4-10 Motion Dollar Deficit
A deficiency budget that may

range from four to ten million

dollars is expected to be an-

nounced in the first of the series

of special messages which Gov-

ernor Furcolo promised in his

Annual Message to the Legisla-

ture.

Praise from Democrats and

condemnation from Republicans

followed delivery of the Gover-

nor's address as legislators of

both parties were assessing the

effects of the message in their

home districts.

Significant were the reactions

of the two most influential

Senate Democrats: President

John E. Powers, (Boston), and

Senator William D. Fleming

(Worcester), Chairman of the

Senate Ways and Means commit-

tee, both of whom led the fight

last year that resulted in a $33

million cut in the Governor's rec-

ommended budget.

"The Governor's message is

legislatively ambitious" said
President Powers, "but the suc-

cess of any program depends

wholly on the Legislature's deci-

sion as to the ability of the state

to support it.

"Expanded and new services

mean more government and of

necessity this means more taxes.

More taxes would endanger our

economy, however, it is not con-

ceivable that this will be a spend-

ing session."

President Powers has long been

known as the most powerful op-

ponent of Governor Furcolo's

limited sales tax. He was recent-

(Continued on page S)

WUS To Aid
700 Victims

Of Typhoons
The worst disaster in the his-

tory of Japan has given World
University Service an unusual

and urgent opportunity for serv-

ice. An early estimate by the

WUS Committee of Japan, after

the recent typhoons, records 5,500

students, including 300 dead, as

victims. A recent document in-

dicated that 700 Japanese uni-

versity students, affected by the

September 26-27 typhoon, are un-

able to continue their studies,

having lost their parents and/or

property.

As you know, the total number
of victims has been estimated at

1,350,000 The WUS Committee
of Japan appeals to the United

States for emergency assistance

(Continued on page 5)

-Pa**, by P*wl«
Students vote for Senate sponsored ROTC referendum. Left to

right: Bob Burnham '62, Sandy Lipton '62, and Senators Charlie

O'Keefe '62, Phil Williams 60, and Ted Osetek '62.
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The Colonel Corrects

The Collegian

An incorrect headHne waa put on the

ROTC Referendum story which appeared in

the Wednesday issue of the Collegian. The

Student Senate, not the ROTC Departments,

is holding the referendum to determine stu-

dent opinion.

Colonel Weaver. PMST of the Armor De-

tachment, was quick to note our error and

ordered the sign pictured on page one to be

placed in the SU where the voting has been

taking place.

There was no explanation available as to

why the edges of the portion of the page re-

moved from the Collegian showed evidence

of having been burned.

Another sign was placed on the walk be-

tween the SU and Machmer Hall—without

the graphic display of charred CoUctnmi—

providing the same information.

The movie title shown at the top right

side of the charred segment of newsprint ap-

parently does not reflect the prevailing cam-

pus atmosphere. R
-
M *

Letter
To The Editor:

In his letter that appeared on this page WedttOK

day, Colonel Weaver expressed disfavor over the ad-

jective used to describe the basic ROTC course.

When commenting on the referendum question he

stated, "the second (question on the ballot), in a

lower position, was labeled with the odious word,

'compulsory.'

"

,

Be goes on to say that while the advanced

course is voluntary, and the basic course for vet-

erans is voluntary, "nothing is compulsory in either

Perhaps bo. But the referendum has nothing to

do with either of those cases. It applies only to basic

ROTC for entering treshmen who, under existing

conditions, are required to take the course. If a stu-

dent doesn't complete and pass the four semesters

uf basic ROTC he docs not sraduate.

If the Colonel does not consider the basic course

to be compulsory, I would like t^ ask him formally

what in the world he could possibly call it

If his feelings are hurt by the "odious word, he

certainly can't blame the people who formed the

.;.,-. . f01 th referendum I don't see how any-

one could possibly think that merely because the

advanced course is voluntary and the veterans

course is voluntary, the basic course should not be

called compulsory. That is what the Colonel would

have us believe in his letter.

t*. • * I ., i th-if there will be no more Col-
li is too o.ui in. ii mi n «ii» w»-

I.,,;.,,, until after the beginning of second semester.

so' that Colonel Weaver would have a chance to back

up his unusual reasoning.

Allan Berman '62

Not For The Yahoos:

a review of

'At The Drop of a Hat'

The critics of such miles-apart weeklies as Time

and the Ni to York*? concur in the judgment that

"AT THE DROP OF A HAT", two-m:m WVW DJ

and with Michael Flanders and Donald Swann. resi-

dent at the Golden Theatre since October 8th, is the

best musical of the new theatrical season. In a rare

burst of enthusiasm, Time's Louis Kronenherner

saluted the invaders thus: "The two of them are

notably British but notably themselves—casual and

informal, yet with the timing of the solar system

and the teamwork of the Lunts. Altogether, they

are as engagingly funny a pan as any nation need

ask for or any theatre season expect, and have given

Broadway its gayest evening since 'La Plume de ma

Tante' ".

The New Yorker's acidulous and omniscient

Kenneth Tynan sheathed his dirk on seeing "AT

THE DROP OF A HAT" and called it "two hours

of wit, charm, heartease and immaculate timing . . .

Mr. Swann is innocence, Mr. Flanders experience.

and their coalition is irresistible. There is nothing on

Broadway 1 would rather see twice."

The reviewers on New York's daily newspapers

echoed the hosannas of Kronenberger and Tynan,

showering Flanders and Swann with such exquisite

adjectives as "fau . "impeccable'*, "satirical",

"witty", "sophisicated". One adjective was common

to nil the reviews, an adjective rarely employed to

describe Broadway musicals: "civilized". The Satur-

day Rcvif"'" Henry Hewes voiced the consensus of

his peerg when he closed his tribute to Flanders and

Swann and their "AT THK DROP OF A HAT"

with these words: "The ultimate in civilized enter-

tainment."

A Refutation of a Lie

by ALAN HARVEY ROSKN

(Editor's Note: The opinions expressed in Oits

article are those of tlie autfier and do not neces-

sarily reflect tlwse of the Collegian.)

Someone once said, "Every man has his price."

Saving returned this Wednesday from Cuba—

I

asked myself: What must one pay to buy the entire

mentality of a people? and decided that whatever

the price, it would not only be worthwhile, but cheap.

Who has bought the minds of the American peo-

ple? Who would be willing to pay the price?

Fulgeneio Batista and the United Fruit Company

would undoubtedly be interested in such a market.

(Batista took with him at least 300 million in cash;

and hundreds of millions more in stocks and bonds

he has deposited in the U.S. and Switzerland. What

better way, then, to use fifty or a hundred million

dollars than to invest it in the overthrow of the

revolutionary government of Cuba; and to attempt,

as did Peron of Argentina, at least to be allowed to

live in the Western Hemisphere?)

Batista could not remain in the U.S.; even the

Dominican Republic, long a haven of every Central

and South American Dictator and gangster was un-

safe for the murderer.

If the Castro regime is holding on as precarious-

ly as alleged, if the D.R. is supposedly the center

of his activities, then why did Batista find it nec-

essary to flee to the island of Madeira?

The greatest financial losers, and therefore most

anxious to return a pro-Big-American-Business gov-

ernment to an agrarian reform government, is the

United Fruit Company. This corporation lost mil-

lions of dollars in illegally purchased land and

monopolized sugar mills.

The U.F.C., however, by virtue of its immense

holdings in Centra! and S.A., is still able to dictate

the rents of the lands, how much sugar cane may

be gi*own, and how much the poor cainpesino must

pay to have it milled.

At best this enslavement of the Cuban campeaino

may be called sharecropping; at worst it may be

called slavery. In the United States, we are trying

to mitigate the former, and we have outlawed the

latter. We have also proscribed in America the kind

of monopoly which the 1T.F.C. enjoyed in Cuba, and

still enjoys in the Central American States. Why is

the Castro regime, then, spoken ill of when it at-

tempts to deal with such social problems as we have

done here in America.

1'erhaps it is not Communion or Socialism which

is thus condemned, but National* m. 'i he. same feel-

ing for Nationalism and Freedom which the Ameri-

can people cheered when Castro was in the moun-

tain,-, of Orient! Province :. B ' cat-ealledj for the

American people have been subjected to half-

truths in the American newspapers and maga-

zin. s, These publications have been bought and

paid for by dollars which have been literailJ stolen

from the Cuban People. Are the lives of six mil-

lion Cubans not worth more than the two or three

dollar- a share that certain companies have lost?

The enemies of the Cuban people and of the

Castro regime know that without American dollars

and markets Cuba cannot exist. They are attempt

-

ingf therefore, to cut the life line by halting the

tourist trade and by pursuading the American Gov-

ernment to place an embargo on Cuban sugar. The

latter was almost successfully done, hut when Rus-

sia intervened and offered to hny any amount of

sugar refused by the United States, Congress killed

the bill in spite of the lobby isls.

QUO VADIS

by BRYANT ROLLINS

Associate Editor-in-Chief

Northeastern News (reprint)

For a year now, during my editorship with the NEWS there has

been building up inside me the desire to throw off the traditional

cloak of anonimity provided by editorials, and to speak as myself, a

Negro, in the ironical situation of heading a predominantly white or-

ganization.

For five years I have worked on the NEWS. My co-editors and

I have traveled to the heights and depths of success and failure, news-

paper-Wide. We have sweated, panicked, and laughed together, and

through an intimacy which is bred only through a close reja.onsh.p

with each, we have come to know and love one another. In times of

stress, my co-editors have been closer to me than my own family.

And, it pains me to the very bowels of my being to think that

they may now go out into a biased world and become biased; go out

into a narrow-minded world and become narrow; go out into a racially

discriminatory world and become racial discriminants.

Man is an amazingly adaptable creature, and this ability to adapt

is, perhaps, the dramatic force behind the domination of homo sapiens

on earth.

Man is also an amazingly retentive creature. And this ability to

retain facts and impressions and to apply them to varying situations

is another force behind the continuance of the human race.

When they leave here, my co-workers on the NEWS will have a

choice ... to adapt or to retain ... to adapt themselves wholly to

their white environments, taking on the thought patterns and likes

of their neighbors; or to adapt themselves only physically, while re-

taining mental impressions which belie the discriminatory nature of

their environment.

But now I am discriminating for this choice is not limited to my

NEWS co-editors. All of us, at one time or another, have come into

contact with members of different religions, races, etc. Yet, people

will come up with statements that "ALL Catholics are . . .; ALL

Jews are . . .; ALL Italians are . .
." despite knowing individuals in

these groups who are not.

But before it starts to sound like an NAACP anti Ku Klux Klan

speech, I'll bring this editorial to a close with the knowledge that I

have reaped many benefits from my years on the NEWS and with

the hope that my co-editors will take with them into the world the

rare ability to be discriminatory without discriminating.

The former tactic, however, has been successful;

tourism in Cuba is virtually now dead. Naturally

people will hesitate to visit a cuntry wherein sup-

posedly occurs strife, shootings, bombings, impri-

sonments and other forms of violence. But T am
able to say that the Cuba of palm trees, white

sands, happy and fun loving people, exists today as

never before. In lOf.fi, the palm trees and the

beaches were there, but one noticed in the air sup-

pression; today, the people are gay in their new

freedom. They have nothing to hide; they want the

American people to know this. The government is

offering a special student rate. I am interested in

forming a group to go to Cuba between semesters.

Anyone Interested can contact me at Mills 214.
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The Collegian, The Colonel

and ROTC
hy JAMES A. MERINO '60

When in his letter to the Collegian Colonel Weaver alleged that

the current campaign to do away with compulsory ROTC was Red

inspired, the Collegian Protectors of the Downtrodden thought to

refute him by labeling his allegation "The New McCarthyism". They

apparently hoped that, while not bothering to check the Colonel's

allegation, all that was necessary to convince the campus of the

"ridiculous" nature of the charge was to attach the fashionable dirty

word "McCarthyism" upon it. The Collegian's 'Freedom Fighters' are

u.iy behind the times; no longer does that epithet serve to refute

charge! of Red influence; it is now necessary to produce evidence on

the part of both sides. At least I hardly think that the Colonel would

leave himself open to ridicule by making such a charge, and men-

tioning official evidence, if there were not some truth in it. (It is

•lificant that the anti-ROTC campaign did not begin to assume the

present intensity until just approximately two years ago.) But

whether or not the Colonel be misinformed is not derided by label-

ing his allegation "McCarthyism" and letting it go at that.

Another interesting fact about the anti-ROTC sentiment of the

general faculty and students was revealed to me while reading the

article "Your Hoy And The ROTC" by Dr. Harold W. Dodds, in the

Atlantic Monthly of March. 1953. At that time Dr. Dodds was Presi-

dent of Princeton University; He declared that during World War II

and the Korean War, colleges and universities were literally begging

high military commands to establish ROTC units on their campuses.

The reason? Staple. To ROTC attaches a draft deferment. Apparently,

now that ROTC no longer appears to be needed as a means for bud-

ding intelligensia to avoid conscription the uniform has assumed a

mysterious air of odium to our intellectual friends. Or perhaps we

need a war? Then we may see some opinions change.

An important fact about ROTC is this: current figures for the

Army and Air Force show that of the officers of each service, only

some 8W are career officers; the remaining are reserve officers.

The nearly sole source of reserve officers is the ROTC. It is easily

Been that in the event of war, the ROTC becomes vital. If a compul-

sory Basic Course program -even perhaps the compromise solution of

requiring only one of the two courses, Physical Fdueation OR ROTC
—can serve as an impetus for students to volunteer for the Advanced

Course, then I maintain that the small sacrifice on the part of the

majority who would not volunteer for the Advanced Course is justi-

fied.

As regards the Government Department's "more objective" ap-

P oach to the military's importance in our lives: if this indeed bo

I lie, then perhaps the Military Department ought to he- charged with

the problem of the importance of the civilian government in our lives,

giving us the "more objective" approach? Or better yet, that we may
Injure "objectivity" all around, perhaps both problems could he han-

dled by the School of Home Economics?

UM Regional

Science Fair

This Spring
Scientific minded youngsters in

the western Massachusetts area

are beginning work on projects

which may earn them a chance to

compete in the third annual Uni-

versity of Massachusetts Region-

al Science Fair in the spring.

Invitations have been sent by

the University's science fair com-

mittee to 73 high schools in the

four western Massachusetts coun-

ties. Students in grades 10, 11

and 12 who win in local com-

petition will have an opportunity

to enter exhibits at the Univer-

sity's fair to be held April 2'i and

24 in Amherst.

All exhibitors at the regional

event will be given certificates

signifying their participation,

and cash prizes will be awarded

to students with winning entries.

Dr. Warren I. Johansson, as-

sistant professor of geology at

the University and chairman of

the Regional Science Fair com-

(( (fntinued on page h)

WMUA Schedule
FRIDAY
4:00 Sign On—News, Weather
4:05 Campus Caper
5:00 News and Weather
5:05 Campus Caper
5:30 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

o':ir> Here's To Veterans

7:00 Old Tunes
8:00 Crazy Rhythms
10:30 Crazy Rhythms
1:00 News, Weather—Sign Off

SATURDAY
4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

Campus Caper
News and Weather
Campus Caper
Dinner Date
News and Sports

Civil Defense

Campus Jukebox
Basketball Game
Dancing In The Dark
News—Sign Off

SUNDAY—
4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:05 Sounds Of The People

5:00 News and Weather
5:05 Dinner Date
o:00 Polka Party

6:30 News and Sports

6:46 Here's To Veterans

7:00 B.B.C.

7:15 Musicale

4:05

5:00

5:05

5:30

6:30

6:45

7:00

8:05

10:05

12:30

State House . .

.

(Continued from page t)

ly defeated for Mayor of Boston

by Probate Register John F. Col-

lins, and Power-;' supporters con

tend that the Governor extended

aid to Collins.

Senator Fleming had "no com-

merit" when queried about the

Governor's message.

It is the belief of observers

that the Governor will ask for a

large deficiencj budget, and if

items are rejected, repeat his re-

quest in the General Appropria-

tion bill. If the items such u
regional colleges — are then

turned down, he could dramatize

his battle with the Legislature

on a much narrower and popular

issue.

It was on such an issue—high-

er pay., for the professional staff

at UMass—that the Senate back-

tracked and finally agreed to a

salary increase for all state em-

ployees.

The Campus Beat
h> JERRY GALLAGHER *62

Freshman boys come in assorted ihapes, (fortunately) Th

found even ' (unfortunately) Advis< lor

I ate the and Red B1

9:00 News and Weather

0:05 Showcase

10:00 News and Weather

10:05 Jazz

11:00 News and Weather

11:05 Shoes Off Session

12.00 N.-ws— .Sign Off

LUCKY STRIKE presents *

32eO/V"Dp, FfUHHX:
BAFFLING BLOT

FAILS TO FAZE FROODI
(see below)

He is Truth with a slide rule in his hand, Wisdom reading Lady

Chatterh/'s I,over and Hope for the Future urith a bottle of beer in

his hand.

At times he has the brains of a flea, tlie gullibleness of a puppy,

the shrewdness of a cow and when he passes an exam the audaeitj

a lion.

lie likes girls, Rock *n Roll, girls, TV Westerns, girls, fla y car

and girls, He's not much f<<r Botany I.ahs. English Then

Classes, phone duty or ROTC.
Nobody else can take b0 many notes that can say so little. No-

body else can cram Into one room a life size picture of Lili St. Cyr, a

Hi-Fi Set, an easy chair, two lamps, a book case, three radios (one

of which works), a set of barbells, a hot plate, a tennis racket (un-

used) and four years hack issues of Playboy.

A freshman is a worthless creature. You can flunk him out of a

course hut vou can't flunk him out of school. But when you leave an

exam with only the shattered remnants of your dream of a D left, he

can make you feel even worse with just three words, "Easy wasn't

it.
,:

A dance called the "Final Fling" will be held in the Ballroom of

the SU tonight starting at 8:00 P.M. The UMass Dance Band will

play. 35c-50e\

The Snowflake Watching Club will meet tomorrow to discuss

various sightings this year. In the planning stage are a snowman con-

test and a snowball fight with Amherst Junior High. No one is in-

vited.

The Cage will jump tomorrow with both wrestling teams going

against the Coast Guard at 2:00 p.m. and the Freshman Basket-

.
hall Team beating Leicester Jr.

College at 6:30 and the varsity

drubbing Brandeis at 8:15.

There will also be a Talent

Show going on simultaneously in

the SU Ballroom. Admission

-V, and a square dance some*

where else in the Union, Which
proves you can have plenty of

fun on a d y campus.

Tryout 3 for the next RD pro-

duction, Auntie Maime, will be

held on Jan. 11, 13, 18 and 20, 7-

9 p m. in the Old .Math wilding

or by appointment with Henry
p. • .• of the Speech department.

Dear Dr. Frood: Every night for the past

two weeks I've dreamt that I am being

pursued bv a beautiful nir! in a Bikini

who wants one of my Luckics. Just as

she catches me, 1 wake up. Mow can

I prevent this? Parried

Dear Puzzled: Go to hed a few minutes

earlier.
t^> c^» t&>

Dear Dr. Frood: I am the ugliest guy on

campus. My face looks like 90 miles of

bad road. When I go to I party someone

always steals my date. I worry about

this. Can you help me? Loveless

Dear Loveless: Take heart. Any girl

who would go out with you isn't worth

worrying about.

|0» «0» «0I

Dear Dr. Frood: I think this ink blot

looks just like rabbit ears. My friends

say I'm nuts. What think? Bugs

Dear Dr. Frood: I have invited three

girls to the dance this Saturday. How do

1 set out of this mess? Vp'ha Creek

Dear Mr. Creek: Tell two of them to

dance with each other until you cut in.

c^» c^> t0->

Dear Dr. Frood: I have been dating one

girl but I am so good-looking and so

popular that 1 have decided to spread

myself around a little more. What should

I t\o about this girl? Dashing

Dear Dashing: Fell her the good news.

01 «0> 40!

Dear Dr. Frood: My roommate always

wears my clothes. What should I do?

Put Upon

# «
-
SB

Dr. Frood, Ph.T.T.

Dear Put Upon: Cover yourself and

stay indoors.

Dear Dr. Frood: My mother and my

brother don't like my boy friend, but my

father and m> sister do. His father and

two brothers don't like me. but his

mother and his other brother do. What

should I do? Miss Muddle

Dear Miss Muddle: Tell your father to

talk to your mother and tell your sister to

talk to your brother. Then tell your boy

friend's mother to talk to his father and

tell his brother to talk to his brothers. If

that doesn't work, then talk to your

mother and brother yourself. Maybe they

know something you don't know.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR!
Wh$n it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

L.S./M.FT.- Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

Smith College

Has Received
Carnegie Gift
The Department °f A**' Hi

Smith College has just received

SB :i gift from the Carnegie Cor-

poration of New ^ ork a eolle -

t,t>n of 2,500 color siides of

American Art, with the under-

standing that they be available on

loan to teachers in nearby in-

• tutions. The slides, which are-

bwo-by-two inches in size, include

American architecture, pa'nl

sculpture, folk art, the decora-

tive arts, stage design, and the

arts of the American Indian,

Teachers who wish to bo

items from this Carnegie coliec

tion, which is housed in the Slide

Room at tho Hillyer Art Build-

ing, Room 2, are asked to con-

sult Mrs. Edna Hither, Curator

of Slides. JT 4-2700, ext. S58.

Dear Bugs: It's your friends who are

nuts. Those arc clearly rabbit ears. And

HW long shape extending down is the

rabbit's trunk.

©4. T. Co.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Pmdurl of J/iUmuitan J!rfam4my>mp -Jo&*o a our mMIt <amt

Sunday Marks
Fiftieth R.D.

Anniversary
The Roister DoisteTS, "tie ,>f

the oldest extracurricular org

it the University, <
,,,

'

|>

the •• '"th Anniversary

Sunday.

Tfle society was initiated on

Ian. 10, 1910 under tlie name
"The Dramatic Society of the

I'm >r Massachusetts.'*

The first production was "Pri-

vate Secretary", Dor. !> of the

tame yea i

in 1913 the gTOUp adopted its

present name from the play

"Ralph R o s 1 1 § r Dcdster" by

Nicholas t'ddall. This play was
the first English eomedv.
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SUG Board Rules Which SU
Rooms Available For Study
The Student Union Board of

Governors approved the follow-

ing policy at their last meeting

on December 1 t. This policy be-

came effective on January 7. I960,

Studying shall be discouraged

in the Union Building in the fol-

lowing areas:

1. Offices

*2. Music Room
3. Ballrooms

4. Campus Room

Studying will he restricted

from:

1. Worcester Room
2. Council Chamber

3. Norfolk

4. Barnstable

Studying will be permitted as

long as it does not interfere with

normal building activities, in the

following rooms:

1. Cape Cod Lounge

2. Governor's Lounge

3. Rending Room
4. Hatch

6. Lodge
Studying will be permitted on

a scheduled basis and at times

meeting rooms are free from

scheduled activities:

1. Middlesex

2. Nantucket

;i. Plymouth

1. Hampden
5. Franklin

It is understood that any

studying is permissible but does

not take any priority over I " I

uled activities in the Union

Building. In the case of meeting

rooms that have been scheduled

for certain periods of studying,

students must give way when

any scheduled meeting appears.

Ro was will be available from

8:0') 11:00 a.m. and 12:00 to 4:00

p.m., Monday through Friday.

Signs will be placed on the door

of those rooms that will be

available. This policy has been

implemented for the convenience

of the students. It is therefore
j

requested that students pick up '

before leaving the room.

Study rooms will be available

in the east wing of Machmer on

the ground floor Monday throned

Thursday from 6:80 p m. to 10:30

p.m.

With The Fraternities

•'Campus Comedian", Jack

Knight will emcee a talent

show, presented by The Music

and Arts Committee Saturday

evening, Jan. 9 at 8 in thV SU
Ballroom.

^otects . . .

(Continued from page S)

m'ttee asked all interested high

school students to begin work on

individual projects as soon as

possible.

Prizewinners at the Univer-

sity's fair will have a chance to

compete on state, New Kngland,

and national levels.

Schools wanting more informa-

tion on the Regional Science

Fair should write to Dr. Warren

T, Johansson, Geology Depart-

ment, University of Massachu-

setts, Amherst.

With all the Greeks just back

from vacation, the dreaded word

"finals" once again looms in the

t r Sri •• r n i t y scene. After the

however, many of the

houses will be looking forward to

welcoming the new officers for

I960 elected before the Holidays.

The newly elected officers are as

follows:

AEPi
Barry v/eider Master

LAMBDA CHI
Dave Moore President
Don Witkowski—Vice President

Charles Fohlin—Secretary

Leo Pintinen—Treasurer

Pope Dorgan
—Rushing Chairmen

Charles LaPier

PHI SIGMA DELTA
John Pirog—President

Andrew Soucy—Vice President

David Hautanen—Treasurer

Stan Miller—Recording Secretary

St'an Kramer — Corresponding

Secretary

QTV
Gordon Massingham—President

B'll Bolia—Vice President

Ron Baker—Treasurer

Bob Moakler — Recording Secre-

tary

by SAM BLYTHE, SPE

Pete Baker Corresponding

Secretary

Her Uniform-
The Exclusive Executive Model

Tailored To Fit The Finest

One look at her and you know she's an officer in the United States

Army. Her uniform gives it away—and she doesn't mind a bit

!

Because it's her passport to prestige ... the distinctive sign of a

young executive in the Women's Anny Corps. Wherever she goes-

and it might t>e anywhere from Heidelberg to Honolulu !—she knows

that uniform will bring reaped and recognition.

She doesn't have time to get smug about it, though her uniform

demands M mueh from her as sho does from til She's got to keep on

her toes. She's got to show initiative and intelligence, foresight and

flexibility—qualities worthy of a college graduate. Qualities worthy of

an executive in a world-wide organization. i

Interested in wearing the Anny uniform? We'll be glnd to tell

you more if you mail us the ODttpOfi Mow . . . (It's your preliminary

"passport to prestige l")

•MCIAI...SUMMU MOOSAM FOR JUNIOR*. Wiu.t

» special preview of Army life? Why tint nee it for

yourself this summer! If you qualify for this limited

[>rogram, you'll receive 4 weeks of oritoUtioa t nun-

ng thw summer—without any oommitment. The
program in to help you decide with confidence- if

you want to apply for an Army officer'* commission
• you graduate If you're interested. Unlay js the

\m to msil the mui»on Ther«'« no obligation.

• •••••••••••••a
THI ADJUTANT OENIRAl

• Department of the Army
• Washington 75, D C
• Attn: AOSN-l
• Pleat Ml m$ mot* about
• a wrM-traveling. einntu$
• carter in the Women'*
• Army Corp*.

• • • •

"<

Nome.

TEP
Marshall Myers—President
Rill Miller—Vice President *

Bob Pollack—Treasurer

Dave Cohen—Secretary

Mark Challant—Historian

TC
James Early— President

Roger Riikemon—Vice President

James Laughnane—Secretary

Jack Sweeney- Treasurer

The several exchange suppers

for the following week are Sig

Ep with SDT and QTV with KAT
and KKG.

All the fraternities on campus
are anxiously awaiting the open-

ing of rushing season on Sunday,

January 31, and heartily extend

invitations to all freshmen males

(and females too) to visit the

houses during the rushing period.

TOT MASSAOII 'SETTS COLLEGIAN, FRIDAY, JAM \UY 8, i960

Box Lockers
Installed For
Commuters
At the request of many in-

dividual students, the Student

Union Board of Governors has

approved the installation of 80

individual box lookers outside of

the Lodge. Twelve of these

lockers are available for individ-

ual use at the rate of five rents

per use. Eighteen of the lockers

na\i- oft Mi 'i' .- i(i iiir semes-

ter rental. Any student interested

in tin* use of these lockers should

apply at the Union Office fm-

Thg lock' rs arc 18" deep, 9.6"

wide, and 10.8" high. In order to

provide these lockers, the Union

Board has established s small

rental fee aimed at amortizing

tin- investment ore* a 10

period.

—Notice

—

Account books for all RSO
groups must be brought up to

date and lefl in the proper mall

boxes in the Student Activities

Office on or before January 2*5,

I960, for auditing.

CSV

Ccll.^Of Unlv

M.|«f—

Ion«

Omi.

TC Honors
Its Cook And
I fousemother
Wednesday night a Test i

motiial Dinner was held at Theta

CW in honor of the many years of

igTVlce and devotion given to the

Brotherhood by Mrs, Mary Doer

inir and Mix. Laura PeBBO.

Mrs. Pease was presented with

an engraved silver howl as a

tokatl of appreciation for her

twelve years nf service as rook

to the fraternity.

In recognition of her eight

years as Housemother, Mrs.

Doering was presented with an

oil portrait of herself which will

hang In the living room of Theta

Chi. Mrs. Doering was the first

fraternity Housemother on this

campus and it was Inrgely

through the success of her work

that the housemother system for

Fraternities was devised.

The following were guests at

the supper: Mr. Robert Hopkins,

Dean of Men; Mrs. Rushworth,
Housemother at Phi Sigma Kap-
pa; Mrs. Mahoney, Housemother

at Pi Beta Phi; Mrs. Bouthilette,

Housemother at Kappa Sigma.

"LITTLE STORIES WITH BIG MORALS"
First Little Story

Once upon a time a German exchange student from old Heidel-

berg came to an American university. Ho lived in the mens

dormitory of the great American university. He was a tine,

decent young man and all the other young men in the dormitory

of the 'great American university tried very hard to make

friends with him, hut, unfortunately, he was so shy that he

refused all their invitations to join their bull winns. At,*r a

while his dormitory mates got tired of asking him and so the

poor ( lermar, exchange student, alas spent every evening alone

in his room. . ,, j ,i _

One night while sitting all alone in his room, he smeller
I

the

most delicious aroma coming from the room next doOf. Con-

nuering his shyness, he walked to the room next door and h, t

!

he saw a bunch of his dormitory mates sitting around and dis-

cussing literature, art, culture, and like that They were all

smoking Marlboro cigarettes, which accounts for the delicious

aroma smelled by the German exchange student.

'\z7%//elhitlimdww(j$Jrm..-

Timidly, he entered the room. "Excuse me," he said, "but

what is that marvelous smell I smeuT

"It's our good Marlboro cigarettes/' cried the men, who were

named Fun-loving Ned, Happy Harry, Jolly Jim, and Tol able

go the derma* exchange student took a Marlboro and en-

joyed those batter makin's, that finer filter, that smooth, hearty

flavor, and soon he was comfortable and easy and lost nil

From that night forward, whenever he smelled the good swell

Of Marlboro cigarettes, he always went next door and joined

the bull session.

MORAL: WHERE THERB'S SMOKE, THERE S MEYER

Second Little Story

Once upon a time there was an Indian brave named Walter T.

Muskrat who had a squaw named Margaret < Jiggling Water

Margaret was sort of a mess but, she sure could make beaded

moccasins. Every day she whipped up a brand-new pair of

beaded moccasins for Walter, which were so gorgeous that all

the Indian maids on the reservation grew giddy with admiration.

Well sir, Margaret got pretty tense about all the girls making

eves at Walter and one night they had a terrible quarrel.

Walter flew into a rage and sUpped her on the wrist, whereupon

she started crying like all get-out and went home to her mother

and never came back. ... t i *

"Good riddance!" said Walter, but alas, he soon found out

how wrong be was, for the Indian maids mm not really in-

terested in him, only in bis moccasins, and when he stopped

showing up with n new pair every day they quickly gayc him

DM yo-heave-ho. Today he is a broken man, sitting all alone in

his tepee and muttering ancient Tte curses.

MORA] : /MT FIOHT THE BAND THAT BEADS YOU

Third Little Story

Once there was a lion which was a very quiet lion. In fact, the

onlv time it ever made I Bound was whan it had « toothache.

M()H\b WHEN IT I'AISS, IT ROARSavIW"'
(0 1IMW M»i Shultnw.

The maker* of Marlboro ,roukl like to point «/"""/ '"»•

Nothing ventured, nothing gained. Try a pack of Marlboro*

orMarlZo'* *ister cigarette*-Phllip Morris and Alpine-

and gain your*eif a heap of pleamre.

A Sorority

Asserts Itself
Phi Delta Nu was chartered as

a local sorority in November

1950. Its story deserves to be re-

corded. Our local Panhellenic

Council, at that time, was con-

vinced that there was a place on

this campus for a sorority with

non-discrimination, as one of its

basic tenets, specifically written

into its constitution. Two girls,

from each of the six national

sororities on campus, removed

their pins, and helped the local

group to set up its organization,

its ritual, its rushing procedures,

and its pledge training.

Since its inception members of

Phi Delta Nu h*ve tried to meas-

ure up to the Panhellenic creed.

In addition with full freedom of

selection at the local level they

have admitted to membership

such students at the University,

regardless of their race, color, or

religion, as they felt would be

compatible with the group and

with its ideals. The sorority's

criteria for selection have been

individual worth, congeniality,

achievement, and mutuality of

interest. It is non-discriminatory

but discriminating. Because of

its unwillingness to give up its

freedom of selection at the local

level, it will continue as a local

sorority until a national sorority

is willing to grant it a charter

providing for local option in

selecting its members.

Panhellenic Council wishes to

commend Phi Delta Nu for its

willingness to take a positive

stand. It reaffirms its belief that

there is need for such a group on

this campus. Though the seven

other sororities on this campus

have no restrictive clauses as to

race, color, or creed in their con-

stitutions, Phi Delta Nu stands

alone among sororities here as

explicitly including non-discrim-

ination within its constitution. It

can exercise its own autonomy

without alumnae recommenda-

With The Sororities
by PAT O'CONNELL '61

Hi-ho! All you well rested

rascals!

The next few weeks should

prove to be very busy for both

the sororities and the freshman

women. We hope that the talks

given in the dorms by the mem-
hers of the Panhellenic Council

were beneficial and answered

many of the questions that you

freshmen might have had.

We hope to see you all on

Saturday and Sunday when you

come around for ROUND ROB-

INS.

The set-up for ROUND ROB-

INS is as follows:

1. a) A-L on Saturday b) M-Z
on Sunday

2. a) Dwight, Mary Lyon,

Thatcher, Lewis, and Commuters

will meet at Dwight House, b)

Arnold, Knowlton, Hamlin, Leach,

and Crabtree will gather in

Arnold.

All freshmen are asked to be

at the respective dorms by 1:00

P.M. because everyone must be

ready to leave at 1:15.

One hint which might be ap-

preciated is — be casual, don't

wear heels—it's a long walk!

The following quota-limitation

system has been passed by the

Panhellenic Council by a vote of

7-1:

All sororities shall have an

ultimate limitation of 85 mem-
bers with the quota for freshmen

being 20. Houses not having

reached the limitation may take

as many members as they need

to reach 85; while those houses

which have over 85 are allowed

no more than 20 until their

limitation has Iihhh reached.

It seems Pi Phi was very busy

the week before vacation. Dr.

and Mrs. Mather were guests at

a dinner on Tuesday evening.

Also present were the Statesmen

who entertained at the coffee

hour following dinner. On Wed-

nesday evening Dean Helen

Curtis visited Pi Phi for dinner,

after which time* everyone e*

joyed Tammy Idofs slides taken

on her trip to Europe this past

summer,
Chi Omega is very pleased to

welcome their new housemother,

Mrs. Alna Scott Garfield, a grad-

uate of Wellesley, an accom-

plished artist, and a charming

person. We sincerely hope she

will enjoy her new home and her

75 new daughters!

There are many new sisters

among the sororities this week.

Initiated Thursday by Gamma
Chi Alpha were:

Class of '61 : Barbara Gaterie-

wictz, Janet Balboni, and Carol

Radulski.

Class of '62: Ruth Henderson,

Janet Stewart, Jane Hayden,

Mary Ellen Cicchetti, Elizabeth

Baldi, Ostra Ozolins, Sallie Gates,

Carol Ehnes, and Marilyn Fulton.

New sisters of Chi Omega are:

Class of '61: Joanne Aijala,

Judy Cochran, and Ellen Murphy.

Class of '62: Sandra Glass,

Elaine Hurney, and Janet Parker.

Congratulations to you all!

Best wishes are in order for

Judy Whitman (PBP) who is en-

gaged to Jim Young and plans to

be married in June; to Merle

Horeaatein (SDT) on her en-

gagement to Julie Miller (AEPi);

and to Helen Burns (GCA) en-

gaged to Richard Gibbs (PMD).

More news on the lovelorn

tion or veto.

Panhellenic is proud to include

PUN in its membership, to rec-

ognize the accomplishments of

its members in varied activities,

its high scholastic achievement,

and its success in purchasing a

house without outside support.

The campus needs to be re-

minded of what Phi Delta Nu
stands for. The UMass Panhel-

lenic Council commends PDN for

its unwillingness to go national

if by so doing it would lose its

autonomy and compromise its

principles. The UMass Panhel-

lenic Council reaffirms its sup-

port of Phi I>lta Nu and com-

mends it for consideration by

prospective members who share

its ideals and jtl belief in a posi-

tive approach to the problem of

non-discrimmat ion.

line-
Mary Lou Dunsford and Carole

Grant (both CO's) were pinned,

as was Bonnie Scally to Gregory

Gerkanian (AGR); Marie Sharpe

(CO) and Hope Chlebus (CO)

were married qvpt vacation!

The very best of wishes to you

both and—happy finals!

Gamma Chi says "welcome" to

their new houseboy, Jay Mercer

(QTV). They insist they still

love their other two, Bernie

Murphy and Ronnie Baker (both

QTV).'

Tobe-Coburn Scholarships

Open To Senior Women

Clothing Drive . .

.

(Cnvtintx'l from pOf« 1)

to help that, committee meet the

clothing, food, and monetary

needs of students.

This week 'he Campus Reli-

gious Council is sponsoring a

clothing drive to assist the

Japanese typl -m victims. Boxes

are placed in I is dorms and there

is also a box al the lobby counter.

The support and help of all

students la ear >»stly requested.

Furnished Studio

Country setting in South DoorfUld.

Two Ivdroorm modern bath with

shower, knotty ,»ne kitchen, living

room with p*po*ed beams and

large picture window overlook

hills. Modern aromatic heat, stove,

refrigerator, insulated and comfor-

table. Rent $59 00 per month. Fif-

teen minute drive to e#/npu». Phone

E F Perkin*. EMerson 9*4309.

Tobe-Coburn School for Fash-

ion Careers in New York City

announced that up to four Fash-

ion Fellowships will be awarded

this year in their twenty-second

annual nation-wide awards to

senior eollejre women. Each fel-

lowship covers the full tuition of

$1360 for the One Year Course

for the year 1960-1961. All sen-

ior women graduating: before

August 31, I960 are eligible to

apply.

The widely-known New York

School offers fellowships yearly

to encourage able college grad-

uates to enter a field which holds

unusual advancement opportuni-

ties for well-trained young wom-

en. Graduates hold jobs in buy-

ing, advertising, styling, radio

and television, and magazine

editorial work. The School main-

tains an active placement serv-

ice to help 'graduates throughout

their careers.

The One Year Course at Tobe-

Cohurn emphasizes social contact

with the fashion industry through

lectures by important fashion

;» rtOTtalities; visits to manufac-

turers, department stores, buying

offices, fashion shows and mu-

seums; and ten full weeks of

working experience, with pay, in

New York stores and other fash-

ion organizations.

Now attending Tobe-Coburn as

holders of the 1959-1960 fellow-

ships are graduates of Brigham

Young University, Northwestern

University, and the University of

Itah.

Senior women may secure

Fashion Fellowship registration

blanks from the dean's office, the

vocational office, or from the

Fashion Fellowship Secretary,

Tobe-Coburn School for Fashion

Careers, 851 Madison Avenue,

New York 21, New York. Regis-

tration closes January 27, 1960.

Senate Meeting . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

by answering enafli letters, and

"I wouldn't want to see the Stu-

dent Senate lower itself by enter-

ing into the bickering with

Colonel Weaver."

Armstrong, recommending in-

dividual replies in the next issues

of the Collegian, said "that would

satisfy the need and do a more

effective job."

In reply, Senator Carol Jones

'61, said, "Slander isn't freedom

of speech." He was attacking the

Senate as a whole and it should

be answered as a whole.

In the same vein, Senator

Archie Strong '63 said, "Slander,

or close to it, is something the

Senate should obejet to."

Senator Rob Trudeau '62, voic-

ing the same worries of Sheerin,

said there are people off campus

who would believe we are Com-

munists; therefore, he added, it

would be in the best interest of

the Senate to "straighten this

out."

Senator Charles O'Keefe '63,

speaking for the opposition, said,

"Colonel Weaver actually hasn't

called us Communists — no in-

ferences at all. It would be de-

trimental to the Senate to inter-

pret it that way".
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Redmen Dumped By HC;

Eagerly Await Brandeis
by AL BERMAN '62

A stubborn UMass quintet

held onto the shirts of a highly

rated Holy Cross team Wednes-

day night, but suddenly fell

apart as they were sacked, 82-

68.

It was a close game until the

Redmen suddenly went haywire

after trimming the Crusader lead

to five points with 13:30 still to

play.

Both teams were comparative-

ly cold. Had UMass played the

aame ball it had when it beat

UConn, the game would have

been a tight one, for Holy Cross,

even though the score might in-

dicate otherwise, was not up to

P*r.

Big man Jack Foley scored 28

points for the Cross, but a low

percentage of shots from the

floor.

Three times UMass pulled to

within 5 points of its opponent

after the second half had begun.

It was 50-45 after Chuck Fohlin

hit on a pusher.

Then the roof fell in.

With a sudden spurt the

Crusaders pulled away to a 66-

47 lead and from then on it was

no contest.

In the preliminary game, the

Holy Cross frosh scalped the

UMass rookies, 69-47, after lead-

ing all the way.

Thus the Redmen saw a five

game winning streak snapped,

and came back home with a 6-3

record.

Doug Grutchfield was the

high man for UMass, scoring

twenty-one points. Bob Eichorn

hooped 17 points, fifteen of them

in the first half.

Tomorrow night at 8:15, the

Redmen will encounter Brandeis

in the Cage.

The hapless Judges have a 1-8

record so far this season, and

should be just what the Zunic-

men need to pep up their morale.

At 6:15 the freshmen will take

on Leicester Junior College.

While the Collegian is hiber-

nating for finals, the hoopsters

will play three games, all of them

away.

On Wednesday, Jan. 13, they

travel to West Point to meet the

Cadets, and on the 28th, they

journey to Boston College.

These last three games are the

acid test for the Redmen, Holy

Cross, Army, and Boston College

are all strong and a victory over

any of them, while entirely pos-

sible, would be worthy of much
praise.

They complete their vacation

with a game at Springfield.

Sportalk

A Year In Retrospect
by HAL DUTTON 60

A year has passed and with it

many thrills in the world of

sports. With the passing of time

many events fade in memory but

others linger on.

Back in the winter the Mon-

treal Canadiens kept rolling
along adding another National

Hockey League crown and Stan-

ley Cup championship to their

ntring. Monsieur* Richard. Bel-

iveau, Moore, Geoffrion, and

Company were just too much for

the rest of the league.

The Boaluu Celtics, after cdg

ing by the Syracuse Nats in sev-

en games, clubbed the Minnea-

polis Lakers four straight to

gain their second NBA title in

three years.

Out west Pete Newell 's defen-

sive-minded California Bears nip-

ped West Virginia to capture the

NCAA crown.

As spring training rolled

around everybody figured the

Yankees and Braves to walk in.

Come October, the Chicago White

Sox had their first winner in

forty years and the Los Angeles

Dodgers became the first team in

hiatory to go from seventh place

to the World Championship in

successive years.

A fifteen-year-old chlorine-

streaked blonde splashed to five

gold medals in the Pan Ameri-

can Games. Chris von Saltza be-

came the swimming queen of the

world.

1959 will be remembered as the

year which began a new era in

boxing. On a damp, rainy, June

night a good looking young con-

tractor from Gotenburg, Sweden
became Heavyweight Champion
of the world.

When football rolled around

the experts figured the Colts and

Giants again. The Colts started

low but came hack to finUh

atop the heap for the second

straight year.

The east produced their first

bona-fide national champion since

the days of Blanchard and Davis

at Army as Syracuse rolled over

all opposition.

While the Orange ran away
from evervone I vnunjr fomilv

man with three children was do.

ing alright for himself down in

the southland. Billy Cannon of

LSI* was named the best college

football player in the land.

Bill Shea and Lamar Hunt
spent most of the year running
around trying to scare up
franchises for their proposed new
baseball and football loops.

It was the year when the most
heralded basketball player of

them all donned an NBA uniform
for the first time. However, it

soon became apparent that the

awesome figure of Wilt Cham-
berlain would not singlehandedly

stop the Celtics.

SPORTS NOTICES
The UMass Mermen will

meet the Worcester Polytech-

nical Institute swim team at

the Woman's Phys. Ed. pool

tonight at 7:30 p.m.

The wrestling team will host

the Coast Guard Academy
Saturday at 2:00 p.m. in the

Cage.

EUROPE 1960
CAMPUS TRAVEL CLUB TOURS

• Coed Guided Tour Specially Programmed
for College Students, June 22-August 12

Travel via Sabena Jet Clipper — 52 days in

Europe. Ask for our free brochure containing

Itinerary.

Panoramic Tours Norman Spencer

101 W 55 St., N.Y. 19, N.Y. Amherst ,Matt. AL 3-9221

Flashing Blades At Squaw Valley

Members of the United States speed skating contingent drill on the lightning-fast speed skating

oval that will be the scene of competitions during the VIII Olympic Winter games at Squaw Valley,

California, Feb. 18-28.

Outlook In Speed Skating
Since ladies' speed skating is

being held for the first time in

these Olympic games, predictions

are difficult. However, the United

States expects to fare quite well,

especially in the 500 meter dis-

tance. Top prospects among the

Americans are Barbara Lockhart,

Jeanne Ashworth and MrsTJeanne

Omelenchuk. Youngest member
of the ladifs' team is Cornelia

Harrington, who has just turned

15. Most members of the team

are teen-ager?.

The Russians probably will put

up th» mmt competition in the

ladies' event, but even this is dif-

ficult to predict, f

In men's speed skating, the

U.S. team probably has the best

chance in the 500 meter distance,

and possibly in the middle dis-

tances (1.500 and 5,000 meter).

In the 500 meter, top U.S. men
are Donald McDermott, Tom
Weisel, Bill Disney and Bill

Carow.

In the middle distances, our

top men appear to be Floyd Bed-

bury and Kenneth Meyer. In. the

long distances (10,000 meters),

Richard Hunt seems to be our

shining hope.

Generally, the Norwegians are

expected to take the long dis-

tance events. In the middle dis-

tances, the man to beat is a Finn,

Juhani Jarvinen.

In the February trials at

Squaw Valley, he broke the old

world's record in the 1,500 meter

race by nearly 2 seconds (usually

records are broken by tenths of

seconds). His time was 2:6.3.

In the 500 meter race, we ex-

pect to take at least three out of

the first six places, which means

a very good chance to get a gold

medal and even a possibility of

sweeping the event. Bill Disney,

who placed second in the Febru-

ary Squaw Valley trials, had

finished only seventh in the U.S.

trials at Minneapolis: and Bill

McDermott and Tom Weisel

couldn't even compete at Squaw

Valley because they came down
with the flu.

SIDELIGHTS

Jack Disney, one of our short

distance speed skaters, won sec-

ond place in the 1,000 meter

bicycle race at the 1959 Pan

American Games in Chicago. He
has been five timer, national

bicycle champion.

The U.S. men's speed skating

team is the youngest we ever

had. Most youthful members are

Eddie Rudolph and Tom Weisel,

both about 18.

Hockey Team Finishes

1-2 In Bowdoin Tourney

CLASS
RINGS
99% ol

JUNIOR ORDERS
are here.

SENIORS and JUNIORS!

Order* taken 2:00-4:30

Monday to Friday

University Store

by BILL LENNON '61

The UMass hockeymen, after

losing their first two encounters

to Hamilton and Williams, finish-

ed strong to nip Cornell in Bow-

doin College's Invitational Hock-

ey Tournament. As a result of

their 1-2 record, the Redmen
finished 7th among the eight

teams which participated in the

holiday meet.

The Redmen lost their first en-

counter to an excellent Hamilton

team, 7-2. Bill Ryan and Jim El-

lingwood scored the two UMass
goals while Bob Roland starred

defensively as he made 48 saves.

The Hamilton defense completely

stymied the Redmen, who got

only 20 shots away.

In the second game Williams

triumphed as the Redmen again

faltered in the second half.

In the final game the fighting

Redmen staged a thrilling come-

back, scoring four times in the

final five minutes, to upend

Cornell, 5-4. After Tom Taylor,

Dick Alger, and Bill Ryan had

scored, Tom Taylor knocked in

the tying goal unassisted. With
50 seconds remaining Jim Rosen-

burg tallied the winning goal on

an assist from Ed Forbush.

WMUA TO AIR GAME
Join Hal Dutton at court-

side tomorrow night as the

Redmen meet the Brandeis

Judges. Air time over WMUA
is 8:05.

New Redmen Schedule
Director of Athletics Warren

P. McGuirk has announced that

the 1960 University of Massachu-

setts varsity football team will

play a nine game schedule. *

The only new opponent on the

schedule will be American Inter-

national College which will open

the Redmen'g home Slate on

Sept. 24. In addition to four

Yankee Conference games UMass
will meet two major opponent!,

Harvard and Boston U,

Gymnasts Travel

To West Point
by DUTCH HUNTER '62

The UMass gym team win

meet the West Point Cadets this

Saturday afternoon at 2:00 at

West Point. This is the first

away from home meet of the sea-

son for the Jamesmen and
promises to be a demonstration of

tne best gymnasts in tne country.

For the members of the team
this will probably be the tough-

est meet of the season, but the

chances of a UMass victory are

far from small.

Captain Briegel is expected to

give his best performance yet on

all three of his pieces. The strong

flying ring squad will give any-

one attempting to break it a
tough time. It will have to be a

good team that stops the James*
men from getting their third

straight victory of the season.
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Majority Choose
Voluntary ROTC

Photo by York
Dave Breil, '60, and his roommate, Bert Roffman, '60, get settled in their new room at Hills House.

One wing of the giant dormitory (capacity 450) has been opened. Students assigned to HUU Rouse
include returning and new students, and victims of the crowded conditions in other dormitories. It is

located at the foot of Van Meter Hill and is the dormitory closest to the center of Amherst.

On January 7, 8, the Student

Senate sponsored a referendum

in which the male students were

to vote for either voluntary or

compulsory ROTC in the fresh-

man and sophomore years.

At the tima of the referendum

there was a total of 3090 male
undergraduate students at U-
Mass. Of these a total of 1610,

or 529?- voted. The results were
1187 voted for voluntary and
423 voted for compulsory.

The Student Senate plans to

present the results of this ref-

erendum to the Board of Trus-

tees. The action to be taken by

the Board is indefinite.

The results were as follows.

Class of 1960:

Voluntary—132

Compulsory—119

Class of 1963:

Voluntary—600

Compulsory—78

Class of 1961:

Voluntary—156

637c voluntary

85.5 rr voluntary

Compulsory—79

Veterans:

Voluntary—96
48.2 r/

r compulsory
Compulsory—103

Basic Cadets:

Voluntary—791
81.59r voluntary

Compulsory—182

Advanced Cadets:

Voluntary—47

43.1% compulsory
Compulsory—62

Completed Military Obligation:

Voluntary— 195

687c voluntary
Compulsory—92

57.19c voluntary
Compulsory—117

Class of 19C2;

Voluntary—236
66.5" voluntary

Sheerin Will Represent
UMass On TV Program
Winthrop F. Sheerin, Jr., '60

a UMass senior and Student
Qnn^Ai' jo ¥ r\ |^f* the UMass rep-

resentative appearing on ARC'c

"College News Conference" on

Sunday.

Originating from WMAL TV,
Washington, D.C., the program
consists of a half hour interview

of prominent government, 'busi-

ness, iabor, or international af-

fair.-, leaders conducted by five

university panelists from differ

ent sections of the country.

Mr. Sheerin, a senior at UMass
will interview John McCormack,
Democratic majority leader in the

Massachusetts House of Rep-
r .«.;.r.r a i

Man-Made Snow
Predicted To Fall

For Winter Carni
On Thursday February 4th at

exactly 12 o'clock, the Winter
Carnival Publicity Committee pre-

dicts snow. At exactly 12, drop
what you are doing; you don't

want to eat that commons meal
anyway; besides, you didn't study

for that R.O.T.C. quiz.

Don't miss it! The snow flakes

will be large, approximately 5

inches in diameter according to

the committee's report. As to the

extent of the fall, the committee
expects exactly 3200 flakes. How
can they be sure? It's very easy;

as a matter of fact, most elemen-

tary. They are man-made snow
flakes, and each one has an im-

portant message about Silver

Sleighland.

But, just don't watch those

snowflakes flutter to earth; run,

run faster, pick one up, read it.

If you pick up a white one keep
it as a reminder, but if you are

among the lucky few to pick up
a red snowflake, make your way
carefully, lest someone steal it

away from you, to the Norfolk

Room of the Student Union,

Here, you may, if you are among
the first 5 to arrive, cash in your
red snowflake for a free ride

through Silver Sleighland. This
red snowflake will entitle you to

a bona fide and complete set of

Winter Carnival tickets. The
(Continued on page i)

Long active in campus and

political affairs, Sheerin did re-

search for the recently published

book John F. Kennedy, a Political

Profile, by James Burns, pub-

lished in January of this year.

Sheerin is characterized by Burns
as "combining enthusiasm of

youth with the political under-

standing of an experienced poli-

tician." He also mentions that

Sheerin was "extremely helpful

in the Connecticut Valley" in his

campaign for Congress, being one
of the persons influencing his

running.

At the University he has been
an active member of the Student
Senate, and an editorial editor of
the Collegian. He was co-chair-

man with Richard MacLeod '60,

Collegian Editor-in-Chief, of a
group of University students who

(Continued on page k)

Editor MacLeod Announces Promotions
For Members Of Collegian
Two members of the Collegian

were promoted yesterday Record-

ing to an announcement by

Editor-in-chief Richard P. Mac-
Leod '60.

Patricia Ward '61 was named

Macl '60 and Michael Cohen '61

was named as assistant Business

Manager.

Editorial Editor Ted Mael said

that Miss Ward's past work on

the Collegian made her the

logical choice for the promotion.

Business Manager Steve Kap-
Iinsky '60 described Cohen's work
as Advertising Manager as ".

. .

a great job; he deserves the pro-

motion."

Both Mael and K a p 1 i n s k y
stated that the moves were
designed to disperse the functions

of their offices.

Miss Ward, an English Major,

is a member of Sigma Kappa
sorority, secretary of the Inter-

national relations Club, and a

member of the International

Weekend Committee and the Stu-

dent Senate.

Cohen, a government major

from Longmeadow, is a member
of Alpha Epsilon Pi fraternity.

PATRICIA WARD

AT THE STATE HOUSE

Pay Raise Bill By Sumner Kaplan
Instigates Controversy In Senate
The bill to raise the President's

salary at UMass received unex-
pected support at a hearing of
the Joint Legislative Committee
on Education last week. Spon-
sored by Rep. Sumner Z. Kaplan
(D-Brookline), the bill would
raise the President's salary to

$20,000 from its present $15,000.

Senate President John E. Pow-
ers stated: "We saved education
in the Commonwealth in Septem-
ber by preventing an increase in

one educational area while not

giving it to others . . . and now
we want to strengthen it. I would
recommend an increase for Presi-

dent Mather or anyone else."

Though the Kaplan bill called

for a $20,000 level for the job,

Sen. Powers and others who
spoke for it, including Frank
Boyden, Chairman of the UMass
trusteees and members of the

Board, all proposed instead the

(Continued on pag§ 4)

Dr. McCune
To Speak
On Education

Dr. Shannon McCune, provost

of UMass., will be one of five

major speakers at the 15th' Na-
tional Conference on Higher
Education to be held March 6-9 in

Chicago under sponsorship of the

Association for Higher Educa-

tion.

Dr. McCune, chairman of a

four-college committee planning

a new institution in the Am-
(Continued on page 5)

Fraternities Pool
Finances To Form
Central Association
Fourteen UMass fraternities

have pooled their financial re-

sources to form a fraternity

manager's association.

Aim of the non-profit associa-
tion, which «viiJ have a purchas-
ing power of approximately
$25D,000 annually, is "to promote
and maintain a high degree of

financial competence in the

policies and operation of social

fraternities at the University of

Massachusetts."

Under the new arrangement
the fraternities will cooperate in

the purchase of food, fuel, sup-
plies, furniture, equipment and
services for ail fourteen members
of the association.

The new system, based on
similar operations at other large

universities, will involve training

of stewards, house managers and
treasurers; central buying pro-

cedures; more efficient account-

ing of finances and maintaining
of records; and development of

oentralized resource material on
menu planning, kitchen operation,

and housekeeping practices.

A professional fraternity man-
ager, to be employed on a full-

time basis, will be in charge of
the entire operation. He will be
responsible to a Board of Direc-

tors which will oversee all as-

sociation activities. The board is

composed of two fraternity presi-

dents; the president, secretary
and one member of the council of
fraternity stewards; a fraternity

treasurer; two faculty members;
two alumni; and the faculty ad-
visor to the Interfraternity Coun-
cil.

2000 Book Review Sections

By Herald Tribune At UM
2000 Herald Tribune Book Re-

view sections will be delivered

this afternoon with the Wednes-
day Collegians, according to Au-
gustine J. Ryan, manager of the

University bookstore.

The Review is a list of collec-

tions or shelves of paperback

books put out by different pub-

lishing companies.

Ryan added that another 500
copies will be available for mem-
bers of the faculty. They were
purchased at a rate of five cents
apiece or a total of $125. by the
bookstore.

Ryan said that the Reviews
will be distributed on a one to
each room basis by Nelson Wein-
stork. circulation manager for
the Collegian.
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On Student Class Cuts

As the new semester opens, we once

again bring to the attention of the student

body the question of class cuts.

There are some few among the faculty

here who, either because of large classes or

because they do not wish to be bothered, will

not excuse an absence without a Dean's ex-

cuse or a medical excuse signed by a physi-

cian.

Last year, the unique suggestion that

those students having attained an academic

average above 3.0 be permitted unlimited

cuts from classes so long as the average is

maintained, was introduced in the Student

Senate for presentation to the Faculty

Senate. This revolutionary measure was un-

doubtedly too much for the Faculty Senate

and it was turned down.

Some faculty would declare the sophistry

that some students may cut too often and

"flunk" a course. If a student does not pos-

sess the judgment to know when cutting

would be harmful to himself, then he ought

not to have entered the University.

It seems that the poor teachers are the

most particular about attendance. If the in-

structor had something to say that was

original, interesting, and informative, there

probably would not he many cuts.

We believe students, 3.0 or not, should

be allowed to cut classes at their own dis-

cretion; if the consequences be injurious to

individual students, then that ought to be

their responsibility.

We recognize that with freshmen, some

form of control is necessary, at most for the

first semester. And we also say that a stu-

dent must be marked on his performance m
the course, not on his attendance. It is absurd

to fail a student in a course on the basis of

cuts alone.
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January 12th 1960

To:

Richard MacLeod, Editor in Chief

Ted Mael, Editorial Editor

Robert Zelis, President Student Senate

Congratulations for your fine article appearing in this

morning's Springfield Union which clarifies the position the

majority of the student body at U. of M. has taken in the

recent issue between Col. Weaver and the students.

It is regrettable that a person of maturity who holds the

rank of Colonel should question the sincerity of decent Amer-
ican citizens who, because they speak frankly on a subject,

are called "Communist inspired".

I think the Colonel should not only apologize to each mem-
ber of the Student body but to the Faculty as well, for by
indirection he is also accusing the faculty as being a part of

such a program for which you are accused.

Too long has the Military tried to control the civilian and

unless we as citizens have the backbone to oppose such

mitigated thinking as that of Col. Weaver, we shall even-

tually lose all our rights including Freedom.

The Colonel makes me think of the recent incident in

which Mr. Strauss, former chairman of the A.E.C., openly

condemned those citizens who opposed the testing of A & H
Bombs as being Communist inspired. When some of us got

after him, he was not only apologetic but we were able to

keep him from becoming Secretary of Commerce.

Such indictments are a continuous program to create

fears in the mind of our young people who, when they take

their place in this world, will be conformists as desired by
the cheap politicians and many military employees.

Too many of the oldsters have become rigid in their

thinking and action and although they benefit from the many
good things this Nation offers, they contribute nothing.

My congratulations to all of you, to the student body and
even to those who opposed the majority. Dissent is just as

important as consent, for it clears the air.

From one citizen to another.

Sincerely

Julius Meltzer

11 January 1960

The Editor of the Collegian:

IF THE SHOE FITS . . .

Senator Armstrong says there will be "individual replies

in the next issues of the Collegian" to my letter.

Although the Collegian failed to print an earlier letter of

mid-December addressed to Mr. Lyons, Mr. Lauter and Mr.
Brick, I presume I will be permitted to call attention to in-

accuracies evident in the responses.

The omitted letter stated: "ROTC stands for Reserve Of-
ficer Training Corps. ROTC dues not aspire to fully train

even the voluntary Advanced Cadets as 'career military.'

The training will, however, equip men to serve their country
better during a brief period uf all but inevitable military

service, whether they serve a? enlisted men, or as officers

after voluntarily achieving a commission. It will also help

them be better civilian citizens,"

The Collegian's nameless editor who labeled mc with Mc-
Carthyism (because I was "startled and depressed to see the
Student Senate following, perhaps unwittingly, a full pro-
gram promulgated by a communist group on the West Coast
two years ago)" hadn't read this letter (or had he?) when
in fuming counter attack he said, "Let's face it, the primary
purpose of ROTC is to train career military." Wrong!

The headline "Reds Infiltrate Senate," dear reader, was
the Collegian's, not mine.—Their conclusion, not mine. The
editors should read before they write!

All of my letters, responses to them, and pertinent
Collegian'?, editorial reporting are sent to XIII Corps and
thence to First Army. The weighted discussion (weighted
certainly, if the press does not accord equivalent space) on
NDEA last Spring is all of record there. My title at the Uni-
versity is TMST'. The Army has no objection to my "writ-
ing under that title" and with my name. Would you have me
anonymous also? Or would you simply silence informed op-
position ?

Moon Rockets and Such-Like Gadgets
Lately, I have been interested in reports of the so-called

"Rocket Race" between the United States and Russia. What
it boils down to is that the two mightiest nations on earth
are now ready to spend billions to send some chunks of scrap
iron and transistors, with or without rats or monkeys or
some human idiot insane enough to be talked into the deal,
to the moon.

"RM" is worried about the charred edges on the scrap of

the Collegian picture on 11 January. He says "no evidence

is available as to why." He didn't ask! Happens, Sgt. Dobson
was using rubber cement to make that poster correcting the

Collegian's headline error, (deliberate error?), and he was
smoking the while. Sgt D saw the surviving scrap contained

the misleading headline and proceeded without cigarette. We
all knew about it ... in this inflammable building.

The Collegian labeled their photograph of this poster with

"The ROTC pulls a Fast One." How about that headline?

Was it not fast ? Was there anything unforthright about the

poster, or my insistence that it be displayed? Think again!

That whole referendum smelled: Its illegal inception, the

panel discussion on WMUA (four speakers to counter me,
none of whom had had two years basic Armor ROTC, and
Col. Marchant, PAS, had not been invited, despite assertions

to me to the contrary), that headline, Collegian revision of

16 Dec letter they did print, and influence of the vote by
persons conducting the referendum.

I am delighted that over four hundred men would say
that all who came after should be required to take basic

ROTC. That is a solid, healthy vote for ROTC! The thousand
plus on the other side voted for voluntary choice, ... on any-
thing.

The letter on which the Student Senate has protested

(where is my copy?) was factual. You don't slander with
facts.

,

I say to you again students, be watchful, be careful, ac-

centuate the positive.

JAMES R. WEAVER
Colonel, Infantry

PMST

(Editor's Note: The following statements are presented
to clarify the Collegian position in providing the readers—
and writers—with comments from both sides of the Volun-
tary vs. Compulsory ROTC question.

Colonel Weaver's "omitted letter" was not printed be-

cause he submitted two letters on the same day, both of them
on the ROTC question.. We did not care to publish two of the
Colonel's letters in the same issue and therefore wc decided
to use the longer and more pertinent of the two.

A Collegian columnist expressed in the next issue com-
ments similar to those co-ntaincd in the Colonel's omitted let-

ter. Therefore, the "pro-compulsory" ROTC faction WAS al-

loived to voice opinions. To allow this columnist space to

speak from the "pro" point of view, the Colonel's letter was
omitted.

The "nameless editor" who presented the official Col-
legian stand on the issue was Editorial Editor Ted Mail 'GO.

We accept the criticism regarding the headline "REDS
INFILTRATE SENATE" as justifiable, and apologize to
the Colonel for this.

My "question" concerning the burned edges of tfie Col-
legian pasted to the Colonel's sign in the SU lobby was
facetious. The answer—which the Colonel has provided in
Atg Icitfy—was obvious.

The News Associate for the January 4 issue erred in
allowing the. headline "MILITARY DEPARTMENT TO
HOLD REFERENDUM" and the story with it to be printed.
There is no excuse for this and we apologize for it.

The Colonel's allegation that the story was purposely
mis-headed, however, we take as an insult to the integrity
of the Collegian. While we have allowed ourselves to be face-
tious at times and, further, admit the fallibility of our staff
(displayed at this inopportune time), we have never pur-
posely misrepresented true facts on any issue. We did not
at any time revise the Colonel's letters which were printed.

The Colonel states that "You don't slander with facts."
These are the facts concerning our handling of this con-
troversy.

Richard MacLeod '60

Editor-in-Chief

by JAMES A. MERINO '60

I am not without a suggestion as to America's response
to the so-called Russian "scientific challenge." I advocate the
United States Government estimating very carefully how
much it would cost to send a piece of processed steel to the
moon; and after this calculation has been made, to appro-
priate the monies for fort-urn aid and lo?ns, material and
information, for the so-called "underdeveloped" countries.

I recall reading that the "emerging peoples" of the world
will weigh the merits of the United States and Russia in
terms of the technology displayed via the race to the moon;
and further, that they would resent our overtures of aid. But
I think both sides ought to be realistic. In America, by far
the great number of our people enjoy good health and a
reasonable standard of living; and for those who in America
do not, we have resources to correct the situation. Rut many
of the materially poorer nations of the world have large

segments of their populations suffering from poor health
and nutrition, and further, they lack the resources — either
the technology or the natural resources, or both—to effect
better material conditions. We have abundance; they have
misery and privation. If past indications show that aid is dis-
liked, then perhaps it is our manner of giving aid which is
at fault, which we ought to correct. For, as I see it, it is the
responsibility of us who have much to aid those who do not
have enough.

The "have npt" peoples of the world need moon rockets
like they need holes in their heads. With my plan we can
challenge the Russians on our terms. We could make a very
good case of the well-being of the Russian people themselves
being sacrificed in order to send rockets to the moon; and,
avoiding being obnoxious about it, point out our employment
of our resources to help our fellow men.

There are enough problems—problems concerning people
—about which to concern ourselves on the earth; moon prob-
lems can wait. The moon will always be there when we have
the time and money to send an expedition; presently our
energies ought to be used to effect our prime responsibility
—the responsibility to our brother!.

IXew York Civil Service
Test Set For February 27
Governor Rockefeller an-

nounced recently that New York
State government offers a college

graduate "one of the greatest

opportunities! for a career that

any young person can have in

America."
He urged college seniors, jun-

iors and graduates to take the

Professional Career Tests to be

held by the State Department of

Civil Service on February 27.

Applications should be filed by
February 1.

"The responsibility of the

State of New York is to offer the

finest possible government to its

citizens," the Governor said. "In

order to do this we have to have

the best available personnel in

government, and we're particu-

larly interested in getting out-

standing young people graduat-

ing from college."

New York State residence is

•not a requirement. Arrangements
are made to accommodate out-of-

state candidates by holding the

tests at places reasonably near
them. They will be held at about
40 locations within New York
State.

Most of the jobs to which ap-

pointments are made through
the Professional Career Test

Program pay $4600 for the first

year. At the start of the second

year the salary goes to $4988

and advances to $P>078 by five an-

nual increases. Some positions

pay higher salaries. (Beginning

engineers, for example, for whom
there is a separate testing pro-

gram, earn $5246 to start.)

Details about the tests and re-

quu-ements are available at col-

lege placement offices. They may
also be procured from the State

Department of Civil Service in

Albany, New York, Buffalo and

Rochester, and at local offices of

the New York State Employment

Service.

Nursing

Notes
on BETTY K\i: I. 60

Three UMass Professors

Engage In Literary Projects

tents

and
This month, juri

will begin an

interesting sorpsrlence in the

clinical field of nursing—assist-

ing surgeons and other members

of the surgical team in the

operating rooms of the Spring-

field Hospital. There, in the

role of "scrub mm-. " they will

be able to participate in many

types of operations, and also to

learn nursing car< of po

operative patients in the re-

covery room.

In the Emergency Ward they

will gain experienr.. in admini-

stering first-aid can- to accident

victims, and immediate mining

care to both medical and surgical

patients. As members of the

nursing team in the Out-Patient

Department of the Hospital, the

students will assist doctors in the

Hospital clinics and work with

persons requiring therapy in th<>

clinics.

Three members of the UMass
• hsii department haw been

asked to participate in major lit-

v and cultural projects.

Dr. Maxwell Fl. Goldberg, head

of the department, has been

granted have of absence for the

academic yeai 1960-61 In order

to serve m director of liberal

ails at the newly founded Uni-

versity of South Florida at

Tampa.

Dr, Goldberg, who is executive

director of the Humanities Cen-

ter for Liberal Education, will

aid in the development of th*

humanities program at. the Flor-

ida institution scheduled to open

its doors in September of this

year. A freshman class of 1500

or more students will initiate the

program, with classes to be add-

ed each year until a full degree

program is in operation.

The Massachusetts educator is

a member of the Committee on

IBM WILL INTERVIEW

FEB. 11

IBM invites candidates for Bachelor's or Master's Degrees to discuss

opportunities in Applied Science, Manufacturing, Marketing, Product

Development and Programming . . positions throughout the United States.

Laboratories and manufacturing facilities are located in Endicott. Kings-

ton, Owego, Poughkeepsie, Yorktown, N. Y.; Burlington, Vt.; San Jose,

Calif.; Lexington, Kv.; and Rochester, Minn. Corporate headquarters is

located in New York, with 192 branch offices in cities throughout the

United States. The IBM representative will be glad to discuss with you

the type of career of particular interest to yon. IBM offers:

• Leadership in the development of information-handling systems.

• New applications for data processing and advances in computer

technology.

• Favorable climate for continued career growth.

• Opportunities for a wide range of academic backgrounds

and talents.

Contact your College Placement Officer to arrange an appointment for

a personal interview with the IBM representative.

If you cannot attend the interview, call or write:

Mr. C. W. Sink, Branch Manager

IBM Corporation, Dept. 868

273 State Street

Springfield 3, Mast.

ST 5-5371IBM
IHltSSAliOhAL BUSiNf»5 MAI « Nt COd'OSAfiON

<ii neral Education of the Associ-

ation for Higher Education and

serves on that group's executive,

committee. Be la also a memo*
of the Committee on Indust

and Higher Education of the

American Council on Education,

Dr. Goldberg baa b elected

a^ th' 1 American con! i to

an international volume. 77. <

University Today: V' Role and

Place in Socit tif, to he published

in Geneva. Switzerland. Title of

the chapter is "The University

and the Search for Unity of

Knowledge."

Another member of the depart-

ment, Dr. David R. Clark, will

be one of seven lecturers at the

Yeati International Summer
School to be held Aug. 1B-27 at

Sligo, Ireland. Object of the

school is to provide seminars and

lectures on William Butler Yeats,

his poetry, and the Anglo-Irish

literary movement in general.

Dr. Clark, who is an associate

professor at the University, a

Yeats scholar and a poet in his

own right, will represent the

United States during the two-

week session. Other speakers will

include distinguished Irish and

English scholars and men of let-

ters.

A third En&rlish department
member this week completed a

reading of his poems for the ar-

chives of the Library of Con-

gress in Washington. Joseph

Langland. associate professor in

the department, recorded a num-
ber of his noems at the invita-

tion of Richard Eberhart. con-

sultant in noetrv at the Lihrarv

of Congress. The recordings will

become part of the larcre collec-

tion of readings permanently
stored hv the I,?brarv.

Langland joined the Univer-

sity siaff in September, coming
from the University rrf Wvom-
ine\ His first book of poems was
published bv Scrihner's in 105fi.

Titled The Green Town, this col-

lection was amnnp the finalists in

the nominee?, for the NfttlOUSl

Rook AwaH the following year.

A new book bv him is currently

with a New York publisher.

His poetry also appears in an

American anthology being pub-

lished by the British magazine.

Listen. Two other poems will ap-

pear this year in an anthology-

being published hy Random
House. Langland previously ap-

peared in New Poets of England

and America, issued hv Meridian

Rooks paperbacks in IBS7

Annual Tour MaoV

B> Concert Band
The UMass. Concert Band, un-

der the direction of Mr. Joseph

Contino, recently completed its

annual tour through the state,

The hand, numbering fifty mem-

bers, presented s varied program
of music, including semi-classieial

selections, marches, and popular

n U m b e r s. Framingham. Nail

tucket, East Rridgewator, Somer-

set and Northhoro were visited

during the tour.

At the Framingham Concert,

the first concert of the tour, the

band presented the Now Eng-

land premiere of the Boston

Glohe March, composed by Lucien

H. Thayer, assistant managing
editor of that newspaper. The
composer was present at the

concert.

This semester the band will

present two more campus con-

certs, ending its season with the

annual Pops Concert on the

Student Union terrace in the

spring.
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Man-Made Snow . .

.

(Continued front page 1)

doors of every Winter Carnival

event will be open to you free of

charge.

One more thing: that large

mass of matter that you will sec

floating down underneath a great

sheet of white silk isn't a snow-
flake. It's one of the members
of our own Parachute Club, which
is responsible for the snowflake
drop. And that's not all; the first

person to run and pick him up
gets to keep him. Yes, that's

right, be the first person on your
corridor to own a real live para-

chute jumper.
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Sheerin Will . .

.

(Continual from page 1)

went to Boston in protest of the

action of the state legislature in

refusing to grant faculty pay
raises.

, Sheerin's f a c u 1 t y advisor,

George Goodwin, an associate

professor of Government at the

University has stated that, "he
has played an important role in

undergraduate political organiza-

tions at the University of Mas-
sachusetts."

Chosen as alternates for the

program were the President of the

Student Senate and Richard P.

MacLeod, Editor-in-Chief of the

Collegian, They will remain eli-

gible for a future appearance on

the program.

At the State House . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

$25,000 salary proposed by Gov.
Furcolo in his message to the
Legislature on education.

However, Senator Maurice A.

Donahue (D-Holyoke) assailed

President Mather.

"One of the greatest benefit

Massachusetts is the so-called

loss of the present President,"

said Sen. Donahue, "I hope they

don't brinp; another huckster to

the University."

There are presently ten quali-

fied candidates being considered

to replace President Mather, Dr.

Boyden said. "But," he noted,

"some of the best men are wait-

ing to see" how the salary ques-

tion is resolved.

The Committee also heard
testimony on a petition of the
American Federation of Teachers"

(AFT) filed by Reps. Thomas C.

Wojtkowski (P-Pittsfield) and

Alexander J. Cells (D-Medfofd)
for an unpaid study commission
lu review the salary structure of

the professional staff of the Uni-

versity.

Rep. Cornelius Desmond, Jr.

(D-Lowell), House Chairman of

the Committee, questioned wit-

ness after witness about the rela-

tionship between salaries and the

quality of education.

"There is no reason," Martha
O'Neill of the MFr told him, "a
person dedicated to teaching
should make a human sacrifice to

himself."

The Education committee is

not expected to take any action

until the announced Special Mes-
sage is received from the Gover-
nor recommending a $25,000
salary for the president.

Government Dept. To Offer

Work Leading To Doctorate

Mather Announces New Entry Needs
President Mather announced to-

day that students entering the
University in the fall will have to

fulfill a requirement of three
units of mathematics and one
unit of a lab science, instead of

the previous two and a half units
of math and an optional science

course.

All applicants must offer a
minimum of sixteen units of
secondary school work consisting
of: college preparatory math

—

three units (preferably one unit

of geometry and two units of
algebra): laboratory science—one
unit; English—four units; foreign
language (two years of one lan-

guage)—two units; U.S. History
—one unit.

Remaining units are elective

and may be chosen from the fol-

lowing categories: mathematics,
science, foreign language, history
and social studies. Free electives

are not to exceed four units, and

UMass. will, as of the next

academic year, offer work lead-

ing to doctorate degrees in gov-

ernment, it was announced today
by Gilbert L. Woodside, Dean of
the Graduate School.

The program, recently ap-

proved by the University's Board
of Trustees, will open in Sept.
1JW0, thug providing full grad-
uate opportunities in the field of

government for qualified stu-

dents. At present the department
of government offers work for
bachelor's and master's degrees.

Six areas in the general field

of political science are now of-

fered in the government depart-
ment. These include: theory of

government; constitutional law;
public administration; interna-
tional relations; American poli-

ties and the legislative process;
and comparative governments.
Dissertations for the Ph.D. de-

may be drawn from such subjects
as music, art, drawing and home
economics. Such free elective-

give students a chance to elect

other high school offerings while
•t the same time covering the
basic requirements for college
work.

Summer jobs often lead to rewarding careers at Du Pont

THIS SUMMER...
ON-THE-JOB TECHNICAL TRAINING AT DU PONT

Pictured are a few of the many Du Pont
plants and laboratories across the country

where selected technical students roll up
their sleeves during summer vacation and
put their college training to poetical use.

Most of the assignments are similar to

work the employees are likely to do titer

graduation. Next summer, for example, a

chemical engineering student may go to

work on a catalyst recovery project. A
mechanical engineering trainee may he-

roine engrossed in. a challenging liydraulie

study. A promising young chemist may
tackle a problem in organic chemistry.

In short, each man is given a regular
plant or laboratory assignment OOBUnen<
surate with his education to date. And. as

with permanent employees, the student's

training is personalized and tailored to fit

his background and interests . . . even to

the location he prefers, as far as practical

This program has proved of benefit both
to students and to Du Pont. It gives stu^

dents an opportunity to increase technical

knowledge and to learn how to put College

training to use in Industry. It gives

Du Pont a duUICC to observe men who will

soon he graduating in science and engi-

neering. Many of these summer associa-

tions are stepping stones to rewarding
careers with this company.

Juniors, seniors and graduate students

will he given technical assignments. Op-
portunities are in chemical, mechaniral,

electrical and metallurgical engineering;

also in physics and mathematics. Candi-

dates should write at once to K. I. du Pont
de Nemours I Co. (Inc. I, 2120 Nemours
Building, Wilmington 96, Delaware. Open-
ings are, of course, limited.

There arc opportunities also for men
who have completed their freshman and
sophomore years, as laboratory assistants

or vacation relief operators. They should

apply direct to the Du Pont plant or
laboratory location of their choice.

MTTiR THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY

•HtlMOM

gree will be accepted at present
in the latter two areas.

*

The government department
was recently named as one of the
recipients of a $145,500 grant
from the Carnegie Corporation
for a three-year program of in-

tern fellowships in another of
these areas—public administra-
tion. Departments at Harvard,
M.I.T., and Boston University
are also participating in the pro-
gram which is being undertaken
in cooperation with the Common
wealth's Commissioner of Ad-
ministration. Dr. John S. Harris,
head of the government depart-
ment at FMass is a member
of the committee formed to over-
see the program.
The department is also par-

ticipating in a Four-College Co-
operative Program for the de-
velopment of non-Western studies
under a Ford Foundation grant
of $191,000. Amherst, Mount
Holyoke and Smith Colleges and
the University of Massachusetts
will carry on the four-year pro-
gram which will bring to Jhese
institutions specialists on Africa,
the Near East and South Asia!
Aim of the projecft is to provide
greater knowledge of non-West-
ern societies through lectures and
courses leading to development of
curricula in this general area.

WMUA Schedule
Wednesday and Thursday

1:00 Sure n„ News, Weather
4:06 Campus Caper
5:00 News and Weather
ikO.") Campus Caper *
G:S0 Diimc r Da;
6:.'!0 News and Sport-
6:41 Call Asm
7:00 Chril Defense
7:ir, B.B.C. (Wed I

/ * f » / « . MM
' - '* y (Tnu rs,

)

7::w News Headlines
~:'.i2 Musicale
BHH5 Raftketball va\ UE1

(Thins.)
l>:oo Newa and W. athei
Sh©5 Showcase
10:ko New and W
10:06 Ja/z
11:00 \. » I . ...i,

,

1 1 :06 Shoes off Session
i2:oo News Sign Off

Winter Carnival
•Snow-Hair Feb. 13

It's Winter Carnival time
gain, By all expectations it

should be a gala affair.

On Saturday night. February
IS, the annual "Snow- Hall" will
be held. Music will be provided
I y Sonny Coatanaa and his twen-
ty piece oranestra. Party favors
and ejHBoaaed protoeoti will add
to tike evening*! merriment. The
festivities will start at X o'clock.
Hie affaii is wmi-formal.

The Mall is held in conjunc-
tion with the Claes of IWI'i win
fcer Carnival and li sponsored by
In' Stock hridjre School ,,f Agri-

culture.

Hi\. Bossart Talks
At C.A. Vespers
"A Christian Answer to (Juilt",

will he the meditation at the C.A.
Vespers Wednesday at 6:80 p.m.
Speaker will he the Key, Donald
Bossart who is an Aaaodate
Chaplain at the University. The
time has heen changed for the
Weekly Vespers series -from fi:00
to 6:80 p.m. The place remains
Skinner Auditorium.

In future weeks, topics will be
concerned with Christian an
swan to anxiety, indecision, and
loneliness. Speakers will he Gra-
tia Lew, David Narrower and
Marcia Smith.

«

Three Science Professors

Awarded Total Of $37,510
Three grants amounting to

$37,510 have been awarded by
national agencies for science

studies at UMass, it was an-

nounced recently by President

J. Paul Mather.

An award of $17,300 has been

made by the National Science

Foundation to Dr. Warren H.

Teichner, associate professor of

psychology, who will study "Be-
havioral and Psychophysiological

Efforts of Cold Environments."
Dr. Teichner, who holds a Ph.D.

degree from the State Univer-

sity of Iowa, served in the U.S.

Army Quartermaster Researcih

and Development Center as chief

of its psychology branch and
was also chief of the controls

section, psychology branch, at

the Aero-Space Medical Labora-

tory, Wright Air Development
Center, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio.

The psychologist's research

will involve animal studies hav-

ing relevance for later studies

of humans operating in extreme
environments, such as regions of

outer space or polar areas on
earth. Though there are studies

indicating how humans react

physiologically to such extreme
conditions, little is known of be-

havioral reactions or of how
people perform under these

conditions. Dr. Teichner's work,
which will utilize temperature

control apparatus, will be done
at the University where a special

temperature chamber will soon
be available in the institution's

new and soon-to-bc-opened Lib-

eral Arts Building,

A second award, amounting
to $11,350, has been made by
the Atomic Energy Commission
for the teaching of radio-

chemistry at the University.

Funds will be used for additional

support of the course in radio-

chemistry now taught in the de-

partment of chemistry by George
R. Richason, Jr., associate pro-

fessor of chemistry. The course

provides trained personnel for

nuclear work in industry as well

as in hospitals where tracer

techniques are employed in

diagnosis and therapy.

Recipient of the third grant is

Dr. Robert F. Howard, assistant

professor of astronomy. Dr.

Howard, who holds his Ph.D.

Degree from Princeton Univer-

sity, was granted the award for

"The Reduction of Observations

of Magnetic Fields and Motions

on the Surface of the Sun"
under the sponsorship of the

Naional Science Foundation. The
grant will enable Dr. Howard to

make computations and correla-

tions derived from observations

he made at Mt. Wilson and
Palomar Observatories under a
Carnegie post-doctorate fellow-

Now!
SIRWALTER RALEIGH

in a Pouch

!

Keeps
Tobacco

FRESHER!
New alrproof aluminum loll pouch kpf»n<*

famous, mild Sir Walter Raleigh 44% fresher

than old-fashioned tin cans. Choice Ken-

tucky burley — extra aged. Get the

familiar orange-and-black pack with

the new pouch inside

!

No spills

wh«n you -fill...

ju«f dip in

!

Soonsr or L«t«r—

Your FivoriU Tobacco

Taarproof i* > Iripl. Carrie* flat in pockH.
lominoUd Roolly durobi* No bulge FlaxibU, too
. . . won't tpring o look ... if bend* with you.

SIRWALTER RALEIGH

McCune . .

.

(Continued from page I)

herst - Northampton area, will

speak on "The College of the

Sixties: The Imperative for |fa

jor Departures." The provost's

talk will consider the import

"New College" has had on the

thinking of educators throughout

the nation. John S. Allen, presi-

dent of the newly founded Uni-

versity of South Florida, and D.

B. Varner, chancellor of the new
Michigan State University at

Oakland, will speak at the same
session.

Educational leaders from all

parts of the United States will

convene to discuss critical issues

facing American education in the

coming decade. The opening ad-

dress will be giwn by A. A.

Berle, Jr., forme)' advisor to

President Roosevelt, now profes-

sor of law at Columbia Univer-

sity.

Dore Schary, well-known movie
producer, author and playwright,

will address the conference on
the creative spirit in a free so-

ciety. Howard Bowen, president

of Grinnell College, will discuss

means of financing higher edu-

cation and the relationship of this

problem to the national economy.
The theme of the conference,

"Platform for Higher Education:

Guide Lines for the Sixties,"

will also be explored by particip-

ants in 10 information sessions

and more than 30 discussion

groups.

ship during 1957-59. ~
Howard is teaching under the

Four College astronomy program
whereby basic courses in astron-

omy at Smith, Mt. Holyoke, and
Amherst Colleges and the Uni-
versity are taught at the res-

pective schools and advanced

topics are attended by students

from the four schools collectively.

He teaches the elementary course

lit kill. Willl,li9'.
tl I* II 11 .U^LIU"

physics in the combined section.

The Campus Beat
by Kl> HAMMOND *63 and ERNIE MANDER '60

Is it up it?

The sign's O.K., Shad, but the

building leans a little.

Look, Clod, it took year.-: to

build Machmer, Wheeler and
those other place.--. Y m'vo gol to

remember we only had a week's

vacation to build our fraternity.

I realize that, but I still don't

think we should have built it on
college pond. A few warm days
and "Why Rye Stigma" will be

on the bottom.

That's just the trouble with
you, no imagination. Why do

you think 1 picked this place?

This is the first one they'll come
to. We're handy to everything.

We sure are. See those guys
playing hockey? Every time I

open the front door I have to

stop a few shots. We ought to

hang a red light on the place.

This fire really warms up the
room. The guys will feel right at
home tonight.

I don't think it's such a good
idea. We're in close quarters
here, and besides it's on ice.

That's the safety feature Clod.

Hurry up and finish rolling the

cigarettes. How many have you
got donr» so far 9

About two packs. Shad. That
should be plenty.

Are you kidding? We'll have
to have at least 200 more.
For what? We'll make a limit

of one to a person.

Look Clod, if we're going to

compete with the better frater-

nities, S.A.E. and Phi Si^ma
Kappa on this rushing we can't

afford to be skimpy with the

cigarettes. Besides, they'll be

here any minute. So get some
more made.

It's too late Shad. Here comes
nuv f'ir<t irmnn Criv tV>o onoo/»V,

"Welcome men. Welcome all.

Welcome rma Hall. Men.

«eo«t" t» • mun'in T«.n, «••• rnmi«.' mi txi roe* ton

Sociology

DrinL.

&£(£&>

Spin a platter . . . have some chatter . .

.

and sip that real great taste of Coke.

Sure, you can have a party without

Coca-Cola—but who wants to I

Bottled under authority of The Coco-Cola Company by

€•€#€•!• iortllng Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Mess.

as you stand in the aeweel fra-

ternity on campus ."{ questions
may enter your minds. First,

Why Rye Stigma? Secondly,
Why Rye? and Third, Why?
Just make yours.. Ives at home
and feel free to ask questions
of myself or the vie. .-presi-

dent"

I think they were impressed,
Shad. Especially Al, that old red-
headed fellow. He's gobbled Up
half the elgarettes already.

I noticed him. lb- looks aw-
fully familiar. He's the shabbiest
one in the bunrh. Better send
him down to Phi gjgf,

I'll keep my eye on him. He's
over by the fire warming his
hands.

I don't see him. In fact, I don't
even see the fire.

I knew we shouldn't have built
that thing on the ice.

Vvory fraternity should have
two latrines. Besides, he probably
wouldn't have pledged anyway.
The Amateur Radio Association

will meet at 7 P.M. tonight in
dimness Lab.
The first meeting of the All

University Open House will be
held February ith at 4 P.M. in
the Middlesex Room of the S.U.AH campus organizations or
clubs are invited to send a rep-
reaentative. PJans and committees
will be arranged.

Six Lectures
To Be Held
On France

"Franco, Political Laboratory
of the World" is the general title
Jor a series of six lectures to be
held at the University of Massa-
chusetts under the sponsorship
of the French Institute.

Prof. Karl Loewenstein, of the
political science department at
Amherst College, will deliver the
first three lectures: "Types of
Government from the anient re-

Dgh ihe French Revolu-
tion to the Third Republic"
(Feb. 9), "Political Pattern of
the Third and Fourth Republic"
(Feb. 1(3), and "The DeGaulle
Experiment" (Feb. 28). Prof.
Luther Allen, of the University's
government department, will
conclude the series with "Par-
tics" (March 1), "Elections"
(March 8), and "Issues" (March
15).

All of the consecutive Tuesday
lectures will be given in Bow-
ditch Lodge at 8 p.m., and are
open to the public.

Lost & Found
Lost: Acumath Ixig I^og Deci-

Trig Slide Rule in tan case lost

either in the Hatch or Hasbrouck.
David Rohitaille—302 dreenough.

Lost: Otie black hockey skate.

If found please return to B.

Phillips—B 18 Van Meter. "It's

0IM of a matched pair."

Lost: A black-watch plaid wool
scarf on Jan. 4, 19(>0 at Dining
Commons. It's going to be a long,

cold winter without it, so will the

finder please notify Roberta
Hanna—Crabtree House.

FOR SALF
35-FOOT TRAILER

All Furnished

All Established

Country Setting

ALpine 3-7261
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Redmen-Rams Game Crucial

To UMass YanCon Hopes
by AL BERMAN '62

The Yankee Conference teams

are currently embroiled in the

hottest basketball tight in ten

years, for it has been that long

since a team has been able to

top the UConn quintet.

This season not one, but three

teams are threatening to end the

Huskies' bear hug on first place.

The Storrsmen now find them-

selves (2-1) behind Rhode Island

(3-0), UMass (2-0), and Maine

(2-0) in the standings.

One of the challengers will

fall from the undefeated ranks

tomorrow, when the Rams of

Rhode Island dome to the Cage

to meet Matt Zunic's crew.

The Redmen have demonstrated

they are serious contenders for

the crown by defeating UConn
once, 62-60. It would be interest-

ing if UMass knocked off Rhode

Island, and the Rams were

subsequently eliminated from the

crown. If so, the winner would

be decided in the final two games

of the season, when the Zunic-

men have a twin set with Maine

at the Cage.

But that's all speculation. What

is important now is the UMass -

Rhode Island game tomorrow.

During the vacation week,

UMass lost twice; once to a

powerful Boston College five, and

again to a not-so-powerful

Springfield quintet. The loss to

B.C. (even though the Redmen

were scalped 74-51) was not to

be mourned due to the strength

of the Beantown team. However,

the spill by Springfield was a

shattering blow to UMass
boosters. The Marooners are not

too potent and the Redmen should

have taken the victory.

Thus the Redmen, who entered

the new year with an attractive

6-2 record, have seen their tab

somewhat evened off to a still-

respectable 7-6.

The rest of the schedule,

though not pleasant by a long

shot, should be a little easier to

take. Here's hoping that Matt

Zunic and his men can keep up

the good work and bring the

YanCon crown to UMass.
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UMass Gladiator

Advances In N.E.

ClovesTournament
Maurice Cocchi, speedy light

heavyweight from Butterfield

dorm, won a split decision victory

over Dave Trumbull of Spring-

field College Monday night, in

the first round of the Western

New England Golden Gloves

tournament.

Cocchi. a quiet sophomore, put

on a ling W of boxing

skill as he out aneuvered his

opponent in a close, rugged

match.

Ma"ry brought the crowd to its

feet several times and the capac-

ity audience wanted the fight to

continue after the final bell

had sounded.

Cocchi, a physics major, is a

dean's list student and also works

part-time at Butterfield cafeteria.

He follows in the footsteps of

Ben Doherty, who represented

UMass for four years in the ring.

Doherty, '59, was ultimately the

amateur middleweight champion
of New England.

The Winner!

Charles Studley Chosen
As Head Redmen Coach

U. Of

Photo by Lane

MAURICE COCCHI

—FOR SALE—
1951 4-DR CHEVROLET

P.G., R&H, New Motor Job,

Brakes & Front End. AL 3-7892.

Charles B. "Chuck" Studley,

line coach at the University of

Illinois for the past five years,

has been chosen to succeed Charlie

O'Rourke as the Redmen's head

coach. O'Rourke had resigned at

the conclusion of the 1959 season

after eight years as head Redmen
football coach.

Director of Athletics Warren
McGuirk commented: "The Uni-

versity feels very fortunate to

have been able to secure the serv-

ices of Charles Studley to guide

its football program. He is a high-

ly respected young coach who has

made a tremendous impression in

the Big Ten . .

."

A native of Maywood, Illinois,

Studley spent two years in the

U.S. Navy following graduation

from Pontiac (111.) High School.

He was a letterman at the Uni-

versity of Illinois for three years

as a guard. He also captained the

1951 Illinois squad which was Big

Ten Champion and went on to

defeat Stanford University 40-7

in the 1952 Rose Bowl Game.

Following his senior year he

was an All Big Ten choice at

guard, selected on the All Mid-

west team, and was named to the

Second Team of Ail-Americans

selected by the Chicago Tribune.

Following his graduation from
Illinois where he received a B.S.

degree while majoring in physical

education, Studley was head foot-

ball coach at Alton Senior High
in Illinois for three years.

In February 1955 he returned

to the Illinois campus where he

has since established himself as

the top first assistant coach in

the Big Ten Conference, Married

and the father of four children.

Studley has recently celebrated

CHARLES (Chuck) STUDLEY

his thirty-first birthday.

Selecting one person from more

than sixty applicants who applied

for the head coaching position was

no easy task for the six man
committee that embraced the

teaching faculty, university ad-

ministration and alumni.

A spokesman for the screening

committee indicated that "Stud-

ley's youth was a major factor

in his selection, for we wanted a

dynamic young coach for a young

dynamic state university."

Several years ago Massachu-

setts began an attempt to raise

its footabll program to the high

level of the academic achieve-

ments of the school. Last fall

for the first time the UMass foot-

ball squad finished second in the

Yankee Conference and perhaps

the new football regime will be

able to push the Redmen even

higher in the New England foot-

ball realm.

Winter Olympic Games
Rapidly Approaching

The 1960 Squaw Valley Winter

Olympic Games are nearly upon

us. Months of practice will soon

be rewarded when contestants

frnm ih* U B and many ^ther

countries convene in the Winter

Paradise that is Squaw Valley.

NOW! WE CAN

SAVE YOU MONEY

ON FINE

EASY-TO-ERASE

TYPEWRITER

PAPER!
Now we hive a fine quality, famous

brand easy-to-erase paper at the

lowest price yet! It's Eagle-A

Type-Erase, the popular paper for

cleaner, faster typing and quick

erasability. At the touch of a pencil

eraser, typing errors "wipe" off the

surface of Type-Erase, leaving no

mark Saves time . . . makes your work

neater. Comes in a budget priced

pack of 100 sheets, 8V?" x 11", in

medium or heavy weight, plain or

3- hole punched. Free with every pack

- a Letter Placement Guide to help

you type neater letters and reports.

EAGLE-A TYPE-ERASE
...the paper that erases perfectly with a pencil eraser

Hide by Mtncin Writing Paper Corporation, Holyoke,

manufacturer of Cagie-A Boxed Typewriter Papers

, Buy your EAGLE-A TYPE-ERASE PAPER today at

UNIVERSITY STORE

The U.S. has received some im-

portant setback", setbacks which
might well prove decisive in

Olympic competition.

The major US setback is the

fact that, due to a broken lea;

suffered during practice for the
Games, top U.S. skier Bud Wer-
ner will be unable to compete.

Women's Skier Betsy Snite
may also prove to be under par
due to a skiing mishap.

Coach Glatz
Goes To B.C.
The Redmen lost a competent

varsity end coach recently when
Fred Glatt left to fill the same
slot at Boston College.

Fred, a graduate of the Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh, won his

letters in his junior and senior

years as an end. He obtained his

B.S. in 1956 after majoring in

health and physical education.

After graduation Fred played

witfi the Pittaburg Steelers for

a year before entering the serv-

ice. Fred's coaching chorea be-

gan in the army where he was a

standout performer in football,

basketball and baseball, and

where he assisted m coaching

football.

"Sleep la something that al-

ways aanume* much more im

portanee the morning after thai

It did the night before."— Lester

D. Klimek.

MOVE TONIGHT

The

EddieDuehin

Story
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Ballroom Transformed
For Winter Carnival

by ROSEMARY HUSSEY
The SU large and small ball-

room will function with a won-

drously changed appearance Fri-

day evening, February 12th

8:30 through 12:00 p.m. to be in

keeping with the Silver Sleigh-

land festivities.

Donna Brooks, as chairman of

the decorating committee, will

see that the small ballroom is

transformed into a cheerful ski

lodge. The large ballroom will

simulate out-of-doors. To cast a

romantic aura, a storm of colors

(14 is the exact figure) will play

around the room.

The widely acclaimed Glenn

Miller orchestra, under the excel-

lent and talented direction of

Ray McKinley, will provide per

feet dance music. The identity of

the Queen, who will reign over

all the gala carnival affairs, will

be revealed during intermission.

She will be crowned by new foot-

•62

Senate Considers Special Fee

To Pay For Better Teachers
by ALAN FINKLESTEIN '61

RAY McKINLEY

ball coach, "Chuck" Studley.

Tickets for the ball are $4.00

per couple and may be obtained

at the Student Union.

(Suggestion: The evening can

be finished off very nicely at one

of the dorm or fraternity buffet

suppers.)

500 People Hear Furcolo

At UMass Youth Conference
by DON CROTEAU

More than 500 people attended

the Massachusetts Conference on

Children and Youth held Tuesday

and Wednesday in the Student

Union.

This conference was called by

•u, r* ^..r.mnv nnA iq a prelude to

the Golden Anniversary White

House Conference on Children

and Youth to be held in Wash-

ington later this year.

Governor Furcolo, speaking at

the Wednesday luncheon, listed

mese objectives 01 cne vm new
ing:

To enable citizens to consider

critical needs of children and

youth which local authorities face.

And, to propose lines of action

toward the solution of problems

which this state can undertake

within the next decade.

He said "a long, careful look

at the problems of children and

youth is needed in every decade,"

From this conference he said, he

hoped could come findings and

"practical lines of action" for

both professional and lay inter-

ests in communities throughout

the state.

Concluding the two-day meet-

ing was Dr. Martha M. Eliot,

chairman of the Massachusetts

Committee on Children and Youth

who reported that a co-ordinated

approach to the problems of chil-

dren and youth is gaining new

support.

She added that this approach

is evident on three levels. Re-

gional or district planning, or-

•61. Managing Editor

ganization or even administration

of some services "is under con-

sideration, I am told, by some

groups of communities.

Small communities that cannot

provide j* highly qualified staff

are pooling resources in the

fields of education, welfare or

health.

And there is a need for each

community to co-ordinate the

work of agencies operating in be-

half of children.

Dr. Eliot said the needs of

children are not bounded by the

administrative limits of the

schools, the welfare or health

agencies, recreation organiza

tions, the courts and probation

services.

This, she added, "indicates de-

velopment of interagency and in-

terfield co-operation is a matter

of some urgency."

Meeting the personnel require-

ments of these programs is an-

other major problem.

Gov. Furcolo, speaking earlier,

called this a "crying need".

A recommendation to collect a

special fee of $1.50 per semester

from every undergraduate student

at the University for the purpose

of "attracting outstanding per-

sons to the faculty of the Uni-

versity" was considered by the

Student Senate Wednesday night.

The recommendation further

states that such persons will oc-

cupy positions of special studies

and shall be outside the regular

departments. The bill was later

postponed for one week "in order

to get complete understanding of

it."

Speaking on the recommenda-

tion Senator Ted Shcerin said,

"This is an indication that we

as students want to do something

on our own initiative. Such a po-

sition exists at other universities.

It is a small investment which

could realize a great return.

When $1.50 is added to the se-

mester bill it won't make too

much difference as far as the

overall bill is concerned."

Asked if he felt a referendum

was needed, Sheerin replied, "not

necessarily." Asked by Senator

Mike Moschos '62 (Brooks) if

salary would be paid in addition

to money raised by such a fund,

Sheerin' answ« :-
', "Yes. the two

together could attract someone

TED SHEERIN '60

Going to Washington.

worthwhile."

Commenting on the situation.

Senate President Bob Zelis "60

said that he hoped the Senate

would be able to levy the fee.

This would put the Student Sen-

ate in control of such funds. The
final authority, however, would

still rest with the President of

the University.

During the meeting the Senate

appropriated $54.10 to send Ted

Sheerin to the "College News
Conference," a television program
originating from Washington,

D.C. Sheerin will appear on ABC
this Sunday at 1 p.m. along with

others who will interview Mass.

Rep. and assistant Democratic

majority leader in the House,

John McCormack.
In answer to a query about

Sheerin's status at the Univer-

sity, Bob Zelis stated, "Sheerin

is a special student who does not

pay Student Activities Tax." The
SAT is the money being used to

send Sheerin to Washington.

Declared Sen. James O'Leary
'62, "Sheerin has already been

selected by the program. If we
do not send him, we may not be

represented."

Speaking for himself and his

constituents (married students)

Senator Dennis Twohijr said, "We
don't care to haw Sheerin rep-

resent us on any television pro-

gram." When Sheerin was asked

if he would represent himself or

the University, he replied that he

would represent himself on the

program.

Earlier in the meeting the Sen-

ate referred two motions to the

Finance Committee. Or.e was for

$95 to provide the Cnllecjinn with

State House News Service for the

remainder of the semester, while

the other was for $200 to help

(Continued on page 3)

Bello Elected SI J President;

Slavin, Idelson Also Chosen
The new Student Union Pro-

.xerut

GOV. FOSTER FURCOLO

Governor's Council Appoints
Two To Board Of Trustees
The Governor's Executive Coun-

cil gave unanimous consent to the

appointment of two members to

the UMass Board of Trustees

yesterday afternoon.

Frank Boyden, Headmaster of

Deerfield Academy and Chairman
of the Board this year was re-

OFFICIAL NOTICE
No new courses may be added to a student's schedule after 5:00

p.m., Friday, February 12th. A course added without the approval of

the adviser and Registrar on a Program Change Card will not receive

credit.

A student may withdraw from a course without a grade on his

record any time before 5:00 p.m. Tuesday, February 23. A course

dropped any time without the approval of the adviser and the Regis-

trar on a Program Change Card will be recorded as a failure.

The minimum load that can be approved for uny student is 12

semester hours. A student is not permitted to withdraw passing from

courses which will bring his total credits below this minimum.

For complete information refer to Page 11 of the Faculty Edition

of the Handbook or Page 15 of the Student Handbook.

M. O. Lanphear
Registrar

appointed and George L. Pumph-
ret of Dorchester was appointed

to succeed Ralph Tabor,

There was no debate on the ac-

tion which followed a special

suspension of the rules to allow'

a vote.

Pumphret has been the New
England President of General

Accident Assurance Fire and Life

Corp. for over twenty yedrs. He
has also been Director of the In-

surance Society of Massachusetts

and has been arrive in organizing

college scholarships at Commerce
High School in Boston.

Informed sources indicate that

the Governor's appointment of a

new Trustee may have special

significance at this time. The
Board of Trustees is now in the

process of selecting a successor

to President Mather, who will

leave the University on March
16.

was? introduced by Sieve Pau' ,!

ing, outgoing President, Tuesday
night

Herbert L. Bello '61 was elected

president; Betty Slavin, '61 vice-

president; and Chuck Idelson, '61

treasurer,

Bello, a member of AEPi fra-

ternity, is an Electrical Engineer-

ing major from Mattapan. He

has been Chairman of the Stu-

dent Union Movie Committee and

is a member of the Hillel Founda-

tion and the American Society of

Electrical Engineers besides serv-

ing as Subscription Manager for

the Collegian

,

Betty Slavin, a member of KAT
sorority, is an Education major

from Wellesley. A house coun-

selor at Hamlin, she is a member

of the Newman Club, the Winter

the Precisionettes. She has served

on the Student Union Program
for the past year.

Chuck Idelson, a pre-dental

student from Dorchester, has

served on the Student Union

Program Council as co-chairman

of the Arts and Music Committee.

A member of AEPi fraternity, he

has been an Index photographer

and a member of the ROTC band,

and has been active in the Hillel

Foundation.

Elected to the office of Public

Relations was Buddy Schultz,

while Committee Chairmen named
were: Movie, Barry Ravech; Arts

and Music. Sue Sidney and Sid

Feldman; Dance, Ann Pogorski;

Games and Tournaments, Neil

Goldman.

—Photo br BUnloy Pott

ONE DAY "Red" saw some naughty boys throwing snowballs.

Be ik seen here leaving Chadbourne after chasing the boys into
the . . . ,
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A Student-Sponsored Chair

An almost revolutionary motion was In-

troduced before the Student Senate Wednes-

day evening. The motion to have the under-

graduates taxed $1.50 a semester to attract

outstanding academicians and to provide for

a student loan fund. Should this bill pass,

for the first time at the I diversity and per-

haps in college history, students will of their

own accord initiate a program to provide

money to raise the faculty standards.

Because of a maximum ceiling on the

faculty pay scale, the University has had dif-

ficult^ in attracting and maintaining dis-

tinguished faculty members. For a number

of years, the Administration has unsuccess-

fully asked the legislature for a more flex-

ible pay scale. The proposed budget for 1960-

61 says: "Many of our competitive higher

educational institutions have for years

operated on a different basis from the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts with regard to rec-

ognition for staff achievement. They reward

their people according to ability and achieve-

ment. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts

has asked the faculty and other professional

personnel of the University for similar ef-

fort and achievement but has not provided

an incentive for outstanding distinguished

work.

$1 .50 a semester can make a little money

go a long way. Granted, if the bill is passed,

only one man will be obtained the first year.

But the undergraduates will dramatize to

the Legislature and to the Alumni concern

for high faculty standards. This constructive

and worthy motion deserves our enthusiastic

support.
T. M.

Faculty Reflect Concern

It is refreshing to see that the Faculty

Senate voted to register its opposition to the

affidavit requirement of the National De-

fense Education Act. Their motion to sug-

gp.*r. to the Congressmen from Massachusetts

that it be repealed, although not breathtak-

ing in its force, scope, or daring, reflects a

concern for the direction of federal control

and a realistic appraisal of our situation as

UMass. They are communicating to the peo-

ple who arc making the policy. "Granted the

gesture of the well-heeled institutions of re-

jecting the money is more emphatic, but in

light of our state of financial limbo, un-

realistic.

A follow with the world's greatest inferiority

complex: Whenever he tells an elevator operator

what floor he wants to stop at", he ail. Is apologetical-

ly, "Tf it isn't out of your way."

(The Reader's Digest)

Editorial Editors
Ted Mael T.O

Pat Ward '62

Sports Editor
Yin Built '62

Photography Editor
Ed York '60

EDITOR'S MAILBOX

A Faculty Protest on NDEA
To the Editor:

The Faculty Senate Agenda for February 11 includes two mo-

tions relating to the oath-disclaimer controversy on the National De-

fense Education Act. One of the motions is directed specifically to-

ward removing from the Act the requirement of the loyalty oath.

Having cast one of the two negative votes (the other, strictly coin-

cidentally, coming also from the Physics Department) in the January

14 session on the motion that removed the loyalty oath from the ac-

tion taken against the disclaimer affidavit, I have perhaps earned the

right herewith to air my views in your columns.

I am against the loyalty oath requirement in this Act for several

reasons, of which I shall here name but one. The requirement is sub-

versive of the true role of such oaths in our tradition. Conscience

impels the patriot to regard needed service to his country as a solemn

obligation, which is appropriately celebrated in administration of an

oath. For this rite at all levels I say "Bravo!" Let the R.O.T.C. cadet

or the enlisted private share the same feelings of duty and of privilege

as the acceding chief justice or president. But accepting a benefit

from the nation is not the same as undertaking a responsibility to the

nation.

The blurring of our ideals and traditions has proceeded until we

scarcely recognize the image of ourselves as free men in a free so-

city. I protest!
John D. Trimmer
Head of Physics Department
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A Few Comments
To the Editor:

.

Mr. Meltzer, regarding youY letter in the Feb. 3rd Collegian I

would like to say that there are always some military or, more prob-

ably, individuals who think that they are military geniuses, such as

Hitler, Mussolini and others, who are' constantly trying to take over a

government, any government. Don't forget John Kasper and his poor

misunderstood friend, Ezra Pound. Also don't forget that the United

States was formed out of war. Who is it that has been pulling the

chestnuts out of the fire when the freedom of the people of the U.S.

has been threatened? It wasn't the eggheads who talked to and ap-

peased our enemies; it was the Military.

I gather that you are proud of your stand in the Strauss case. I

therefore assume you like Adlai Stevenson. You feel that we could

suspend our advanced weapons testing unilaterally and could be cer-

tain that the Russians could do likewise, all this without controls. I

would like to know from what document you and your friends got

this. If the Russians promised this in writing I'm certain that it has

been placed on file with the rest of their promises. So Mr. Strauss

was anti-communist and therefore he would not make a good Sec. of

Commerce. Besides that the communists don't like him.

Mr. Meltzer, you do not see any reason to create fear. Neither do

I. However, I do see a reason for instilling caution in those who will

someday take over the running of the country. But you apparently

feel that there is no "Communist Conspiracy" to take over the world.

Or if you do you think we can "petcwfttlly ro exist" through negotia-

tions with an enemy whose basic tenet is that the whole world should

be and will be communist. We could "peacefully co-exist" if we bar-

gained for our existence. But we could not do this if we had such

"rigid minded" people as the late Sec. of State Dulles, the late Sena-

tor McCarthy or Gen. MacArthur. We would need people like Mr.

Stevenson, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, the Rosenbergs, and Rudolph Able.

You condemn extreme conservatism. I believe that extreme

liberalism is every bit f a o'srtgproiis if not more so.

To Mr. James Merino:

Mr. Merino, I wonder if you would call Christopher Columbus an

"insane idiot," or how about the Wright Bros, or maybe the Wise Men

of the Bible.

I agree that we should try to help the "have not" nations but I

disagree with you over the priority you place on it. As I see it our

prime responsibility is the, survival of the United States as a whole

and independent body. If we survive we can then help our friends. If

we don't survive nothing makes much difference.

In your letter you also think we should make an unilateral deci-

sion. We will stop all work on advance weapons sb we can help our

brethren. Public opinion will then force Russia to do the same. But

suppose Russia is not swayed by public opinion and keeps on building

bigger and better weapons and then decides that it is time to remake

the world in the image of the communist dream and in doing so

threatens our annihilation. Public opinion can't stop a bullet from kill-

ing a defenseless man.
Thomas Hender '61

Students Unconcerned

In Civic Affairs

by SALLY MALLALIEU '68

In a recent survey of the values of college stu-

dents in this country a mere 3% of the campus

population gave top priority in their future plans to

active interests in national and local affairs. This

is a marked contrast to the outlook of students in

several other countries. "Only 17% expected that

participating as a citizen in the affairs of the com-

munity would be one of the three activities giving

them the most satisfaction in life," and only 12%

expected that activity directed toward national or

international betterment would be one of their three

most satisfying activities.

Clearly, these facts exhibit a great lack of con-

cern on the part of college students over the social

and government problems of our country. It is

evident that most students are unwilling to accept

responsibility in national or local affairs. Most likely,

they consider it too much trouble to think about

problems or situations which do not aifect them-

selves directly. Perhaps this is the key to student

apathy in regard to local government—the student

is so wrapt up in his own personal life that he has

very little desire to be civic-minded.

In any case, the student should consider the dan-

ger of his indifference to the social, economic, and

political affairs of his country. It does not require

much Imagination to picture what happens when the

public completely ignores or neglects the problems

of the nation. When this happens, corruption and

inefficiency often become prevalent in government,

as happened in Louisiana under Long. Injustices

in many other institutions of our society often re-

main uncorrected for long periods of time. Problems

concerning the general welfare of our country are

solved less quickly.

Hence it appears wise for us to spend some of our

time developing a knowledge and interest in com-

munity and national problems. "A self-oriented life

has little room in it for outpourings of social con-

sciousness and civic mindedness."* Perhaps we
should live lives which are less "self-oriented."

mentioned in Changing Values in Colleges, by

Philip E. Jacob

Civil Defense Terms Defined
EVACUATION—Otherwise known as "Operation Scram," this is

name given to CD fantasy of moving everybody out of a large city

within the anticipated warning time of to 3 hours. Under this plan,

people in the city's center would leave their own cars and walk (not

run) to a "loading perimeter" a half-mile away. The 20 percent who
walked fastest would there be loaded on all available buses, trolleys,

trains, etc., and moved out of the city. The 80 percent, or slow walk-

ers, could keep on walking or wait for the vehicles to return.

The shift from "shelters" to "evacuation" accounts for the gradu-

al removal of all those signs saying that in event of attack, this high-

way will be closed to all except military and civil defense traffic. All

highways will now be wide open for exit, at least until the first pan-
;cky driver, moving at 70 miles an hour, piles up the biggest multiple

collison and traffic jam in history.

MASSIVE RETALIATION—The policy under which, if "they" began

the war, you could take satisfaction, in the instant of being vaporized

or cooked, in the knowledge that "our" planes and guided missileB are

going to do the same thing to "them" in just a few minutes. If "we"

started the war, massive retaliation would be what was vaporizing or

cooking you.

The Eyes of Mortar Board

In lieu of an article relating to our opinions on a

campus topic, Isogon chapter of Mortar Board would

like to take this opportunity to publish a news re-

lease received from our National Office for publica-

tion in our campus newspaper. Though this release

directly affects but a small minority of our Univer-

sity population, it is presented to the campus-at-

large in order to show one part of the functions of

Mortar Board as a national organization, an organ-

ization of which Isogon, our local chapter, is but one

integral unit.

"The National Council of Mortar Board an-

nounces the Katherine Willis Coleman Fellowships

for graduate work for the academic year 1960-1961.

Each Fellowship carries ah award of $500.00.

One Fellowship will be awarded to an active mem-
ber of a 1959-60 chapter of Mortar Board who can

qualify as a candidate for an advanced degree be-

yond the bachelor's in an accepted university. One
Fellowship will be awarded to an alumna or an ac-

tive member; the alumna member shall not have
graduated from college more than two years prior

to the award, shall not have previously attended

graduate school, and shall be able to qualify as a
candidate for an advanced degree beyond the bache-

lor's in an accepted university. The candidate may
receive this award in addition to any other fellow-

ship or assistantship.

The Katherine Willis Coleman Fellowships,

named for a former National President of Mortar
Board, have been awarded for several years to ac-

tive members of the organization as an aid to grad-

uate study. This year an award may be granted an
alumna member who has not graduated from college

more than two years prior to the award.
Additional information, as well as application

forms, may be obtained from Miss Daisy Parker,
Mortar Board Fellowship Chairman, Department of
Government, Florida State University, Tallahassee,

Florida.

QUOTATIONS . .

.

"We Will Keep Faith With You Who Lie Asleep-
Even After Finals, Sorrows You Reap."

"Minds Are Like Parachutes—They Only Function
When Open."

"Dear Prof: To Doctor Our Mental Strife—Wield A
Scalpel, Not A Butcher Knife."

"The Only Good Redman Is A Well-Informed One."

"The Older A Professor Gets, The Wilder A Student
Becomes."

"Punctuality Ts Ths Art Of Arriving At Classes In

Time To Walt."

Senate . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

send two delegates to the Nation-

al Student Nurses Association

Convention to be held in Miami,

Fla., from April 28 to May 2.

Setting forth the motion for

State House News Service, Sen-

ator Bob Trudeuu (Van Meter)

said, "We as students are direct-

ly interested in what goes on in

the State House."

According to Senator Jack

Knight, the service would im-

prove the Collegian through bet-

ter coverage. The motion to send

delegates of the Nursing Club to

Florida was brought forth by

Senator Gail Osbaldeston ( Knowl-

ton) who claimed that the Nurs-

ing Club has shown initiative in

that it raised half the money
itself.

Replied Senator Dennis Two-
hig, "We should not send any

professional interest groups on

trips, only service groups. I feel

students at the University do not

want their tax money used in

this manner."

A notice concerning the public

budget hearing is currently posted

on the Senate Bulletin Board in

the S.U.

Osfoiqns
with

s^t: (Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

APPAREL OFT PROCLAIMS THE MAN

The hounds of spring are on winter's traces. Soon we will be

shedding our mukluks and union suits and putting on our

spring finery. And what does Dame Fashion decree for the com-

ing season?

(Dame Fashion, incidentally, is not, as many people believe,

a fictitious character. She was a real Englishwoman who lived

in Elizabethan times and, indeed, England is greatly in her debt.

During the invasion of the Spanish Armada, Dame Fashion-

not yet a Dame but a mere, unlettered country lass named

Becky Sharp-during the- invasion, I say, of the Spanish

Armada, this dauntless girl stood on the white cliffs of Dover

and turned the tide of battle by rallying the sagging morale of

the British fleet with this stirring poem of her own composition:

Don't be gutless,

Men of Britain.

Swing your cutlass,

We ain't quittin'.

Smash the Spanish,

Sink their boats,

Make 'em vanish,

Like a horse makes oate.

For Good Que*n Bess, *

Good sirs, you gotta

Make a mess

Of thai Armada.

You won't fail!

Knock 'em fiat!

Then we'll drink ale

And stuff like that.

V Ik X&9 &

As a reward for these inspirational verses Queen Elizabeth

dubbed her a Dame, made her poet laureate, and gave her the

Western Hemisphere except Duluth. But this was not the ex-

tent of Dame Fashion's services to queen and country. In. 1589

she invented the egg. In 1590, alas, she was arrested for poach-

ing and imprisoned for thirty years in a butt of malmsey. This

later became known as Guy Fawkes Day).

But I digress. Let us get oack to spring fashions.

Certain to be popular again this year ift the cardigan (which,

curiously enough, was named after I/>rd Cardigan, who com-

manded the English fleet against the Spanish Armada. The

sweater is only one product of this fertile Briton's imagination.

He also invented the ball-peen hammer, the gerund, and the

molar, without which chewing, as we know it tedny, would not

be possible).

But I digress. The cardigan, I say, will »*» back, which is

cause for rejoicing. Why? Because the cardigan has nice big

pockets in which to carry your Marlboro Curettes- and that,

good buddies, is ample reason for celebration. Do you think

flavor went out when filters came in? If so, you've jrot another

smoke coming. I mean Marlboros-all the rich, smooth flavor

of prime tobaccos plus a filter that really filter*. So slip into

your cardigan and hie yourself to your tobacconist for some

good Marlboro*.. They sowte in r X pack or flip-top l*>x. C arch-

gun* come in pink for girls and blue for boys. » wr-

// «ouVe a filter smoker, try Marlboro*. It you're a non-

Atter smoker, try Philip Morris. If you're* television etcher

try Max Shutman's "The Man* Loeee of Dobie GiUie —
Tuesday nights, CBS.

WMUA Schedule

Friday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather
4:05 Campus Caper

5:00 News and Weather

5:05 Campus Caper

5:30 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 Here's To Veterans

7:00 Old Tunes

8:00 Crazy Rhythms
9:00 Ski Reports

10:30 Crazy Rhythms
1:00 News, Weather—Sign Off

Saturday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:05 Campus Caper

5:00 News and Weather

5:05 Campus Caper

5:30 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 Civil Defense

7:00 Campus Jukebox

8:05 Dancing in the Dark

12:30 News—Sign Off

These are the silver wings of a

U. S. Air Force Navigator. As a

flying officer on the Aerospace
team, he has chosen a career of

leadership, a career that has

meaning, rewards and executive

opportunity.

The Aviation Cadet Program
is the gateway to this eaieei. To
qualify for this rigorous and pro-

fessional training, a high school

diploma is required ; however, two
or more years of college are highly

desirable. Upon completion of the

program the Air Force encou rages

the new officer to earn his degree

so he can better handle the respon-

sibilities of his position. This in-

cludes full pay and allowances
while taking off-duty courses un-

der the Bootstrap education pro-

gram. The Air Force will pay a

substantial part of all tuition costs.

After having attained enough
credits so that he can complete

course work and residence require-

ments for a college degree in 6
months or less, he is eligible to

apply for temporary duty at the

school of his choice.

If you think you have what it

takes to earn the silver win^s of

an Air Force Navigator, see your

local Air Force Recruiter. Ask
him about Aviation Cadet Navi-

gator training and the benefits

which are available to a flying

officer in the Air Force. Or fill in

and mail this coupon.

There's a place for tomorrow's
leaders on the -»- y g^>*

Aerospace Team. 1 ^^

Air rorce
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
AVIATION CA0ET INFORMATION
DEPT. SC01
BOX 7608, WASHINGTON 4. D C.

f am tilnin IS Md 26V*. a citiren

of th* U S. and a high school graduate
with yaara of college. Please

sand me detailed information on the

Air Forca Aviation Cadet program.

NAME-

Sunday
4:00 Sign On—News, Weather
4:05 Sounds of the People

5:00 News and Weather
5:05 Dinner Date
6:00 Polka Party

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 Here's To Veterans

7:00 B.B.C
7:15 Musicale

9:00 News and Weather
9:05 Showcase
10:00 News ^nd Weather
10:05 Jazz

11:00 News and Weather
11:05 Shoes Off Session

12:00 News—Sign Off

LOST <£ FOUND
Pound- one pair of wool-knit

mittens found in front of Skinner

Hall. Contact Robie Hubley, 118

Brooks.

Taken from TKE smoker Tues.

lightweight trenchcoat. Please re-

turn to Jim Donnhue, 218 Adams.

Lost—one brown leather glove

between Commons parking lot

and Thatcher. Please return to

Judith Sprague, 301 Thatcher.

Found—An engagement ring in

vicinity of Commons. To claim,

leave name on Bulletin Board in

Middlesex House.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

YOU HAV£ YOLK ASSIGNMENTS iWSTeP^ -TUB v5 „„supfSkp to ?%. a Botany Fiffio -^\?-mn BtoLOGt"

Pacifism vs. Defensive War
at WESLEY FOUNDATION
Wesley Methodist Church

Sunday, February 7 — 7:00 p.m.

Panelists:

ROBERT GUSSNER
Fellowship QT Reconciliation

DR. RONALD TAMBLYN

Mount Holyoke College

EUROPE 1960
CAMPUS TRAVEL CLUB TOURS

• Coed Guided Tour Specially Programmed
for College Students, June 22-August 12

Travel via Sabena Jet Clipper — 52 days in

Europe. Ask for our tree brochure containing

Itinerary.

Panoramic Tours Norman Spencer

101 W. 55 St., N.Y. 19, N.Y. Amherst ,Mass. AL 3-9221

STMET.

CITY

COUNTY. .STATE-

Going out of business

SALE
Drastically

REDUCED PRICES

WARREN'S
MEN'S SHOP

69 Main St.
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With The Sororities
by PAT O'CONNELL »61

All the sororities have had a

buay week — with the pressure

and parties continuing all next

week. Hope all the freshmen had

a great time at the parties this

week and we hope to see all your

"bright, shining" faces next week

—the schedule for which follows:

Monday: Theme Parties

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday:

Closed Dates

Tuesday: Sigma Delta Tau
Pi Beta Phi

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Wednesday: Sigma Kappa

Gamma Chi Alpha
Phi Delta Nu

Thursday: Chi Omega
Kappa Alpha Theta

Friday: Preferential Bidding

Saturday: Bids go out and are

answered

Sunday, Monday: Pledging

The Theta's had an exchange

supper with QTV and an appar-

ently great party with TKE this

past Thursday.

Be3t wishes to Sue Whitney

who returned with a diamond

which is the envy of all. And to

Karen Mich, president of KAT,
who is now engaged to Bob Am-
irault (TC).

'Lucky Phyllis McCain (PDN)
spent a wonderful holiday in

Miami and—thanks to Mr. Cava-

naugh, the Phi Delts have a

shiny, new fire alarm system!

Voluntary-Compulsory Issue

Discussed At Ten Colleges
A recent Department of De-

fense policy statement announc-

ing that it does not care whether

the nation's college ROTC pro-

grams are voluntary or required

has brought an eruption of ac-

tion aimed at changing present

compulsory programs to a volun-

tary basis.

Approximately ten colleges and

universities have been engaged in

discussion on the merits of the

compulsory program.

The biggest battle over the

ROTC issue is raging at Cornell

University where an overwhelm-

ing number of students voted in

an all-school opinion poll in fa-

vor of abolishing the compulsory

ROTC program and replacing it

with a voluntary one.

A proposal to reduce the num-

ber of accredited military sub-

jects and replace them with nor-

mal University courses with civ-

ilian instruction has been sub-

mitted to the University of Idaho

for study. The University of Ida-

ho must offer* military training

since it is a land-grant college

and falls under the Morrill Act,

and the Idaho Board of Regents

B
R C
1 L
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Every bridge player waits patiently for

this pat seven-no hand. Gracy Grybko plays

some hands of a more prosaic nature at a

recent Thursday night Duplicate Bridge Club
meeting. Photos by Leonard

O Great Goren where
sitteth the king

Doubled

*

Dick Ernsdorff studies a microwave site-layout chart atop a moun-

tain near Orting, in western Washington state. On assignments like

this, he often carries $25,000 worth of equipment with him.

Here, Dick checks line-of-sight with a distant repeater station by

mirror-flashing and confirms reception by portable radio. Using this

tcchniaue, reflections of the sun's rays can be seen as far as 50 miles.

He wears two kinds of work togs

For engineer Richard A. Ernsdorff, the "uniform of the

day" changes frequently. A Monday might find him in a

checkered wool shirt on a Washington or Idaho mountain

top. Wednesday could be a collar-and-tie day.

Dick is a transmission engineer with the Pacific Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company in Seattle, Washington. He

joined the company in June, 1956, after getting his B.S.E.E.

degree from Washington State University. "I wanted to

work in Washington," he says, "with an established, grow-

ing company where I could find a variety of engineering op-

portunities and could use some imagination in my work."

Dick spent 2V2 years in rotational, on-the-job training,

doing power and equipment engineering and "learning the

business." Since April, 1959, he has worked with micro-

wave radio relay systems in the Washington-Idaho area.

When Dick breaks out his checkered shirt, he's headed

for the mountains. He makes field studies involving micro-

Dick stops by the East Central Office building in Seattle to look

at some microwave terminating equipment. It's involved in a 4000

megacycle radio relay system between Seattle and Portland, Oregon.

wave systems and SAGE radars and trouble-shoots any

problem that arises. He also engineers "radar remoting"

facilities which provide a vital communications link be-

tween radar sites and Air Force Operations.

A current assignment is a new 11,000 mc radio route

from central Washington into Canada, utilizing reflectors

on mountains and repeaters (amplifiers) in valleys. It's a

million-dollar-plus project.

**I don't know where an engineer could find more inter-

esting work," says Dick.

* * *

You might also find an interesting, rewarding career with

the Bell Telephone Companies. See the Bell interviewer

when he visits your campus.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

In the Engineering Lab in downtown Seattle, Dick calibrates and

aligns transmitting and receiving equipment prior to making a path-

loss test of microwave circuits between Orting and Seattle.

have made military training com-

pulsory for all male students for

two years.

A committee report calling for

gradual elimination of compulsory

military training at Michigan

State University has been ac-

cepted by the MSU Student Con-

gress. A faculty study commission
has recommended that a volun-

tary instead of a compulsory pro-

gram he installed next fall. A
final decision is up to the MSU
Board of Trustees which is mak-

ing its own study of the program.

At the University of California

two years ago, students voted

two to one against compulsory

ROTC, but no action has been

taken on this yet. The situation

was recently highlighted by the

hunger strike of an 18 year old

against compulsory service.

Voluntary ROTC at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin appears to be

a possibility for next year, since

the Wisconsin Board of Regents

has decided to take a mail vote

on the controversial issue.

In most cases the opponents

of the compulsory ROTC pro-

gram cite the fact that compul-

sory ROTC requires a student

not interested in military affairs

to devote much time which could

be spent in pursuit of academic

education. Those in favor of re-

taining the compulsory program
maintain that voluntary ROTC
programs may mean a decisive

drop in the number of officers

entering the armed services, and
rite responsibility to thp nation

as a reason for maintaining the

compulsory program.

In a letter to the president of

Michigan State University, Army
Chief of Staff General L. L. Lem-
nitzer expressed grave concern

over the trend toward the ROTC
programs. "In time of emergency,
these young officers constitute the

main source of skilled and trained

leadership necessary for our com-
pany grade officers," said Lem-
nitzer.

Senate Plans

To Fill Six

Empty Seats
Kevin Shea, Chairman of the

Student Senate Elections Commit-
tee, announced yesterday that

plans are being made to fill six

senate vacancies.

Those senate seats open are Van
Meter because of the resignation

of Tony Williams, Chadbourne
because of Bill Knowlton moving,

and Mills because of Kevin Shea
becoming a counselor in Baker.

Other vacancies are in the class

of '61 because of the resignation

of Pat Ward and Sonja Langwa.
Shea also announced that the

new Hills dorm will be allowed

one senator at the present time.

Nomination papers for filling

these vacancies will be available

Monday, Feb. 8, in the office of

the Dean of Men. These papers

have to be returned by Friday,

Feb. 12, at 5 p.m. Elections will

be held the following week.

Q CLUB
—Announces—

—Friday Night-

Modern Dancing
RIECE MOYNIHAN

A Hit Orchestra



Talent Show
Winners Will

Go To UNH
The three winners of the Tal-

ent Show held last month will

compete in the Annual New Eng-

land Regional Talent Show to be

held at the University of New

Hampshire sometime next month,

it was announced by the Art and

Music Committee today.

First prize was won by Ken

Goodman, '62, who sang and

played bongo drums while accom-

panied by Al Berman '62, on the

piano. Hatholynd Colard '62,

was in second place singing a

medley from the King and I.

Mike Buckman's Three Bards

Errant were in third place.
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Intramural

Debating Set

For Feb. 15
Victor Gagnon, president of the

Debating Club at the University,

announces that the Third Annual

Intramural Debate Tournament

will begin the week of February

15.

The tournament will consist of

4 rounds. Information necessary

for the debate will be given to

the participants 30 minutes prior

to the start of the debate on 5-

paged mimeographed sheets. The

debate itself lasts 30 minutes.

The winner of the tournament

is awarded a travelling trophy.

This trophy was copped by AEPi

in 1957-1958, and by PSD in 1958-

1959.

The top teams in the Intra-

murals will be invited to par-

ticipate in an experimental inter-

collegiate tournament designed

for non-varsity debaters. The

date set for this last mentioned

tournament is March 12, 1960.

Those interested should contact

Vic Gagnon, 102 Wheeler, or

Messrs. Savereid or Angell of the

Speech Department.

Charter Plane Flight

To Europe — Last

Chance To Sign Up
Price: $275.00 Round-Trip

Leaves from NYC on June 24th, arrives in Paris and

returns from same on Sept. 7th.

Call Immediately Alpine 3-7905 (Dick Herman)

HASSO
S. Hurok is presenting the Na-

tional Phoenix Theatre produc-

tion of Friedrich Schiller's famous

romantic drama "Mary Stuart"

starring Eva LeGallienne and

Signe Hasso, (above) appearing

on stage in*person. at the North-

ampton Academy of Music for

two evening performances, on

Monday and Tuesday evenings,

Feb. 8th and 9th at 8-30 D.rn.

The tensely exciting play, which

has served many of the world's

most famous stai.^ since i<. WHS

first written in 1800, covers the

final period in the life of the

beautiful Mary, Queen of the

Scots.

I~j-FOR SALE—
1951 4-Dr. Chevrolet

PG, R&H, New Motor Job,

Brakes & Front End

Tel. ALpine 3-7892

1

Coming February 18

Hughes announces

campus inteniaes for Electrical Engineers

and Physicists receiving

B. S. or M. S. degrees.

Consult your placement office now

for an appointment.

the West's leader in advanced electronics

r
~-

i

i

HUGHES
HUOHI»«HCI»»fT COMPANY

Culver City, El Sefnmdo, Fullerton, Los Angeles, Matibu and

Newport Beach, California; and Tucson, Arizona

Professor Salvadori

Speaks Here Sunday
The H'nai B'rith Hillel Founda-

tion presents Prof. Massimo Sal-

vadori, Department of History,

Smith College as guest speaker

at breakfast. Prof. Salvadori

will speak on "Israel and the

Middle East."

The Bagels and Lox Breakfast

will be held Feb. 7, 10:00 a.m.,

in the Commonwealth Room, Stu-

dent Union. For those unable to

attend the Breakfast but who
wish to hear Prof. Salvadori, the

lecture will commende at 10:45.

Mr. Salvadori received a Li-

cence es Sciences Sociales in

1929 from the University of

Geneva and a doctorate in Poli-

tical Science from the University

of Rome in 1930. He also holds

the honorary degree of Doctor of

Letters.

From 1937 to 1939 he was a

lecturer in economics at the Uni-

versity of Geneva, and from 1939-

1941 was an assistant professor

in economics and sociology at

the St. Lawrence University,

Canton, N.Y. Mr. Salvadori, who
has taught at Bennington College

since 1945, joined the Smith

faculty in 1947. For the past five

summers he has directed the

School for Freedom, organized

by the Liberal International and

held successively in various

countries of western Europe.

Mr. Salvadori has written

numerous articles, pamphlets and

books on contemporary political

and economic subjects. His books

in English include "The Rise of

London 1953) translated into 16

languages; "Liberal Democracy"
(Doubleday 1957, London 1958),

six translations; "NATO: a

Twentieth Century Community of

Nations" (Van Nostrand 1957).

PROFESSOR SALVADORI

also translated into several lan-

guages. An autobiography, "The

Labour and the Wounds" (Pall

Mall Press, London, 1957) deals

with his activities as an opponent

of the Fascist distatorship since

the early twenties culminating

in arrest and imprisonment, and

the following years spent farm-

ing in British East Africa; the

book ends with the war years.

His latest book, "The Economics

of Freedom: American Capitalism

Today," was published in 1959 by

Doubleday.

During World War II Mr. Sal-

vador]' a lieutenant-colonel in the

British Army, was awarded the

Distinguished Service Order and

the Military Cross.

In 1948 49, Mr. Salvadori
served in Paris as director of the

Division of Political Science of

UNESCO, and again on leave in

1952-53 he was a politidal analyst

in the information service of the

NATO secretariat in Paris.

Luclsy girl

!

Next time one of her dates bring up the Schleswig-

Holstein question, she'll really be ready for him.

Ready for that test tomorrow, too ... if that bottle of

Coke keeps her as alert tonight as it does other people.

I>HI\K

Bottled under outhoiny of

the Coca-Colo Company by

("#(&

ROTC RIDES AGAIN

i i

I

SPORTALK
by HAL DITTTON '60

^^^B ^^^^
^^^^^^^^B W'- &&

Photo by York

Five Hundred Thousand Dollar Structure

Pending Completion For ROTC Activities
The new structure rising next

to the old Liberal Arts Annex is

being constructed to house the en-

tire Reserve Officers Training

Corps staff and equipment. The
new building will consolidate all

phases of the military activities

into a compact unit and will cost

five hundred thousand dollars.

Within its thirty-thousand

square feet are two large class-

rooms on each of the two floors,

which can be divided into twice

as many small rooms by sliding

panels in the center. Sliding

blackboards cover three walls, the

fourth of which is a large win-

dow, and at the front of each

room is a movie screen, Th*
rooms are illuminated by indirect

lighting, and are topped by a

sound-proof porous material.

The offices are large and well-

lighted, with connecting doors

between them. The main office is

linked to the remainder of the

building through the public ad-

dress and intercom systems.

In the basement is the armory,

firing range, and supply room,

which contains storage space for

all equipment which is now
stored either in the Stables or the

ROTC building. The firing range

is a standard U.S. three and a

half foot range.

Upon completion, this building

will be dedicated as the Dickinson

Building in memory of a grad-

uate of the Massachusetts Agri-

cultural College.

The few thousand fans, includ-

ing yours truly, who sat in the

Onondaga County War Memorial

the other Sunday afternoon, and

the several million who viewed

the game via television saw a

record set that" may never be

erased Bob Cousy made assist

number five thousand.

The record book tells us that

an assist is a pass that leads di-

rectly to a field goal. Most pro-

fessional teams make about fif-

teen hundred assists each season.

"Mr. Basketball," now in his

tenth year with the Celtics, has

averaged better than five hun-

dred each season. He has often

remarked that setting up a bas-

ket gives him a greater thrill

than putting the ball in the hoop.

There was no fanfare. They

didn't stop the game and make a

presentation to the former Holy

Cross great. There wasn't even a

murmur from public address an-

nouncer Red Parton, but one

Robert J. Cousy had reached an-

other milestone in his career.

Maine Hosts UConn

With last night's game at the

Cage in the books, the eyes of

YanCon basketball fans shift up-

LUCKY STRIKE presents

MARRYING FOR MONEY- IS FR00D IN FAVOR?
(see below)

Dear Dr. Frood: The other day I stopped

at my boy friend's house unexpectedly

and I found Lucky Strike butts with

lipstick on them in the ash tray. What
should 1 do 7 Observant

Dear Observant: Go ahead and smoke

them. A little lipstick won't hurt you.

*» «» t0>

Dear Dr. Frood: I am a 267-pound

tackle on the football team, cleanup

hitter on "the baseball team, champion

shot-putter and captain of the basket-

ball team. Where can I find a job when

I graduate? Athletically Inclined

Dear Dr. Frood: I am a math professor.

Over half my students are flunking their

tests. What can I do about this?

Discouraged

Dear Discouraged: Use Frood** For-

mula: Divide distance between students'

chairs by 2. Since chairs will now be

closer together, result should be a Sto%

improvement in exam grades.

«» c<?» *»

Dear Dr. Frood: Last Saturday my girl

told me she couldn't go out with me
because she had a cold. Next day I found

out she was out with my roommate.

Think I should stay away from her?

Disillusioned

Dear Athletically Inclined: Look

the Want Ads under "Boy— strong."

in

Dear Dr. Frood: Recently, while

collecting ants, 1 happened upon

this strange creature in the woods.

I enclose a sketch. What is it?

Nature Lover

Dear Nature Lover: It is toria

ianota (blind date). Do not go

near. Poisonous.

Dear Disillusioned: Better stay iwif
from your roommate. He's probably

caught the cold now.

Dear Dr. Frood: I understand that your

hobby is cooking. Mine is, too. But my
girl friend says any guy who cooks is a

sissy. How can I make her stop laugh-

ing at me? Cooky

Dear Cooky: Place a large cauldron of

oil over a high flame. When it comes to a

boil, add your girl friend.

<&> <&> *a>

Dear Dr. Frood: Should a man marry a

girlwho makes more money than he does?

Old-Fashioned

Dear Old-Fashioned:
If it's at all possible.

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Matt.
)A.1f

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

LS./M.F.T.— Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Product of >/X*\*/n*uran e^eR^tNwy - cS^OfO is our middle name

ward to the state of Maine. To-

morrow night the Black Bears
host the Huskies.

A lot of interest has been

generated in the forthcoming

battle. The game has been shift-

ed from the Orono campus to

Bangor to take advantage of an
auditorium that seats 8,000.

Maine's Memorial Gym holds a
paltry 2,800. We hear that the

game is being; televised locally

for those who can't scare up du-
cats.

Both clubs are enjoying' good
reasons. In fact the home forces
have won all of their twelve
games and are currently ranked
number one among New Eng-
land's small colleges. Last year
the Down Easters were 15-7, the
best record in the school's hard-
wood history. Brian McCall's club
is short on height but they like

to run. Perhaps the men from
Storrs are in for another eve-
ning like last December 15th.

Rhodies Rammed!
Rhode Island (Mass

ar f t * t t
Koenig OSS Naedele 6 4 16
Ricereto 7 6 20 Leslie 7 4 18
Chaplin Pohlin 2 4
Multer 6 2 12 Mole S 5 11
Stenhouae 3 17 Grutehfleld 6 12
Weiss 5 8 18 Eichom 2 4
Schachter 3 6 Widdison 2 4
Har'grton Tremblay

28 20 66 28 IS 69

"Some of today's movies should

be pitied rather than censored."

—Anna Herbert.

"Experience is what permits

you to make the same mistake

again without getting caught."

—

Franklin P. Jones.

"Life today is like a round of

golf; as soon as we get out of

one hole, we head for another."

—Maurice Seitter.

uiiiimiiinmi!i!!!itiD!!i!!!!!m!nmimi!£

I CLOTHING I

I DRIVE I

I Last Call 1
S The CAMPUS RELIGIOUS \

COUNCIL will accept all

| Clothing left at the Stu- |
5 dent Union Lobby Counter q
= through Saturday noon.

Please Help!
^immnimmmiinmiiiiimiDimiimiiiQ

NOITHIMION S

acADcmv^OF MUSIC

Mon.-Tues. Feb. 8-9

On Stage—In Person

EN ROUTE TO CAPACITY
AUDIENCES IN BOSTON!

Signe Hasso

sroatf
wait 'STMTS COTSWORTH

P»hiefc V»*«Mmg»on. Bruno Gtrtnsi

Paul B*H»n«y«e, IMxrt GwJ'«

Orch. 5.50. Bat. 5.00 - 4.50

Box Office Open 19 Daily.

'$S Section SoM Out Both F.ves.
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Redmen Rally Twice
To Edge Rams, 69-66

by AL BERMAN '62

Assistant Sports Editor

The Redmen basketball team,

by means of two thrilling come-

from-behind efforts in third and

fourth quarters, captured an

important YanCon victory here

last night, beating the Rams

from Rhode Island, 69-66.

The game was highlighted by

three distinct phases in which

the Redmen played with outstand-

ing hustle and fight.

Led by the agressive defen-

sive work of Doug Grutchfield

and Charlie Fohlin, UMass was

able to tie up the Rams several

times in the first quarter and

keep the game close.

During the second frame,

however, the Redmen seemed to

fall apart, liieir defense was

ineffective and their offense

sloppy. Towards the end of the

half the Zunicmen had faded

eleven points behind and the

second quarter finally ended with

the Kingston quintet ahead 33-24.

One of the reasons for the

deficit was the poor showing of

the Redmen at the foul line.
»

Out of 12 attempts in the first

half, they were able to sink only

four shots. URI, however, ac-

cumulated 9 for 12 in the same

time.

As the third quarter began

the Redmen were once again

fired up and were able to close

the gap at 37. They showed the

same hustle and drive that they

showed in the early minutes of

the game.
But they also fell apart again

aa they did in the first quarter.

Center Charlie Fohlin fouled

out late in the third quarter as

the UMass quintet faded further

into the background.

Behind eight points early in

the fourth quarter, and as most

fans were beginning to give up

hope. Coach Matt . unic called a

time out that changed the face

of the game.

The Zunicrew once again drove

and fought, dribbled and passed,

and finally, with 5:23 left, they

again knotted the score at 51 all.

Then came perhaps the most

thrilling five minutes and twenty-

three seconds that UMass bas-

ketball fans have ever witnessed.

Do\buThinkIbrllbuiself?
(BUZZ THIS QUIZ AND SEE WHERE YOU LAND!*)

"A little learning is a dangerous thing" means:

(A) it's better to leave your mind alone; (B)

people who act on half-knowledge often make
mistakes; (C) beware of sophomores. AD bD cD

"Never look a gift horse in

the mouth" is good advice

because (A) he'll bite; (B)

even if his teeth show he's

old, what can you do about

it? (C) there's nothing in

there anyway.

AD BD cD
Assuming the starting sal-

ary is the same, would you

rather have (A) a job with

an assured income for life,

but with no chance to in-

crease it? (B) a job where

you'll always be paid ac-

cording to your abilities?

(C) a job where you have

to advance rapidly or be

fired?

AD bD cD
"The finer the filter

strands, the finer the filter

action" is a way of saying

(A) don't use chicken wire

in a window screen; (B)

Viceroy gives you finest

filter action because it has

the finest filter strands;

(C) the finer the filters,

the finer the smoking.

AD BD cD

will have found out that Viceroy gives

you the best filtering of any cigarette, for

a taste you can really enjoy. A thinking

man's filter. A smoking man's taste.

That's Viceroy!

•// you checked (C) on three out offour of

these questions, you're fairly astute. But if

you checked {B)—you think for yourself!

When you depend on judgment, not

chance, in your choice of cigarette*,

you're apt to'be a Viceroy smoker. You

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows

-

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER. ..A SMOKING MAN'S TASTEI
• !•»•

KIRK LESLIE (32) made his

debut at UMass last night

against the Rams, and cele-

brated it by scoring 18 points.

Constantly the Rams would

pull two or three points ahead

and once they were even five

points ahead - and constantly the

Redmen would fight back to tie

the score.

The UMass hoopsters had

fought hard twice before and

had fallen behind, but this time

they were not to be denied.

Finally, after what seemed

like ten minutes (but waa only

three), the hatchet-men took the

lead for the first time since the

opening miuntes of the game.

With 2:15 left it was UMass

63, Rhode Island 62. The Redmen

didn't let down in their fervent

drive. They steadily increased

their lead and held the desperate

Rams. When the final buzzer

sounded, UMass had won, 69-66.

The fourth quarter was one

of the greatest team efforts that

this reporter has witnessed in a

long while.

Sophomore Mike Mole, who

had attained three fouls early in

the game, came in to score all

of his eleven points in the con-

centrated drive. Steady forward

Fred Naedele contributed nine

big points in the fourth frame.

Center John Widdison, who
replaced Fohlin, dipped in four

big* points. Doug Grutchfield,

who was outstanding in the first

two rallies, was a bulwark on

the defense. Kirk Leslie, who
made his debut in the game,

scored 18 points and was a

standout all through.

The Redmen proved that their

drubbing of the Huskies was not

a fluke. They gave the fans the

most gripping game of the sea-

son; they displayed one of the

finest team efforts of the year;

and they won.

Box score on page 7
1

UMass Sextet Loses
by BILL LENNON '61

Northeastern scored eight goals

in the third period to defeat the

Redmen stickmen, 11-4, in the

Boston Arena Wednesday night.

Bob Glew knocked the puck into

the nets twice in the first period

to give the Redmen a 2-0 lead.

The Redmen then faltered bad-

ly and the game was all but over

when Tom Taylor's two goals

wound up the scoring for the Am-
herst boys.

ICE CHIPS
The undermanned Redmen sex-

tet only had four practices in

preparation for this encounter.

Many of the members of the

team gavp up three days of their

vacation to come back and prac-

tice. They also had to pay their

oven expenses.

Saturday the Redmen travel to

Bowdoin. This game will be one

of the main attractions of Bow-

doin's winter carnival.

The summary :

NORTH LAS I ERN (II) UMASS (4)

LeBotuf, g g. Roland
Palmer. Id Id, Kelley

Cn»ey, rd rd, Staffon
Chisholm, c

Cronin, rw
Weisbach, lw ..

Northeastern
Vint, Johnson.

c. Taylor
rw, Ryan

lw. Rosenberg
spares McElholm.
Lynch, Waleman. De-

lany, Gaudette. McGrath. Dutczak, Wil-
son.
UMass Bparw — Ellingwood, Glew.

Dyer. Alger, Hnssett, Cheever. ror-
bush, Donovan, Cesario.

FIRST PERIOD—UM. Glew ( Kelley I

4:3«J. GK-w (Ellingwoodl 11.12.

SECOND PERIOD — Northestern,
Cronin (Weisbach) 8.S5: McElholm
(MrGrathl 16 26; McElholm (unassisted)

17.12
THIRD PERIOD — Northeastern.

Palmer (Chisholm) 0.51 : Cronin (Weis-

bach) 2.02: McElholm (Gaudette. Dut-

ctak) 4.03; Cronin (unassisted) 11.08;

Dtlar.y (Weisbach) 1! 50: Chisholm

(Gaudette) 13.03; I'M Taylor (un-

assisted) 13.30: Taylor (Rns*nl*rg>

M 12 • Northeastern. lynch (unnssisted)

16 27 ; McElholm (McGrath) 16.57. Save*

Roland 35. Leboeuf 19

The UMass Mermen will

take on a powerful Coast

Guard team on Saurday. Feb-

ruary 6 at 2:00 p.m. in the

Women's Phys. Ed. pool.

TOTO'S
4 Miles South of Smith College on Route 5 in Holyoke

-

-PRESENTS-

The Greatest Names in Jazz

• THIS SUNDAY. FEB. 7, at 3:00 P.M. •

in person

The Glenn Miller

Orchestra

-Featuring

—

ray Mckinley

PARTLY CL'DY. WARMER

VOL. LXXXIX NO. 43 5* PER COPY

IMPORTANT

COLLEGIAN

STAFF MEETING

11:00 — Tomorrow

.
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TV QUEENS

QUEEN FINALISTS—From left to right. Hyohee Kim '61, Judy
Lawson '63, Nancy Pizzano '62, Carrie Sherriff '62, and Janica
Towne '62, Winter Carni finalists who appeared on television Fri-

day and Saturday. The candidates are to appear on WWLP-TV,
Channel 22, from Springfield on Wednesday.

Carnival Candidates

Will Appear On TV
Winter Carnie Queen Finalists

Carrie Sherriff '62, Nancy Piz-

fano '62, Judy Lawson '63, Hyo-
hee Kim '61, and Janica Towne
'62, participated in a tour of sev-

eral television shows in Provi-

dence and Boston on Friday and
Saturday Feb. 6, 6.

Friday the girls appeared on
the Salty Brine Show on WPRO-
TV from Providence. Friday

night the queens stayed at the
Sheraton Hotel in Providence. Up
early the next morning the girla

appeared on the Rex Trailer

Show from WBZ-TV at 9:80 a.m.

The Bob Clayton Show from
WHDH-TV played host to the

queens from 2-3:30 p.m. At 6:46

p.m. the queens appeared on the

WBZ-TV news with Arch Mac-
Donald.

Saturday night the girls stayed
at the Somerset Hotel in Boston

and returned to campus yesterday

afternoon.

While at the WBZ-TV studios

the queens met Ed Fouhy '56,

and Sheldon Saltman, both grad-

uates of UMass.
Wednesday Feb. 10 at noon,

the queens will again appear on
television, this time from
Springfield WWLP-TV channel 22

which can be received on campus.
The trip was chaperoned by

Mrs. Isabclle Gonon, asst. to

Dean of Women and Mr. William
Starkweather, asst. Registrar.

Mr. Starkweather commented
that the friendliness of the tele-

vision staffs contributed to the

fact that the girls were not ner-

vous. He also mentioned that
films were taken at WBZ-TV and
that the idea of releasing to tele-

vision stations films shot on cam-
pus would be good publicity.

President Of Tufts Favors
UMass Budget Autonomy

President Nils Y. Wessell of Tufts University has announced
he favored a bill (H 2332) filed by State Representative Sumner Z.
Kaplan of Brookline which would give full budget autonomy to the
Board of Trustees at UMass.

The Tufts educator stated that he endorsed those sections of the
bill which would give the trustees budget control and full say on. per-
sonnel matters saying that "these sections are proper steps in the di-
rection of greater academic effectiveness and business efficiency for
the University of Massachusetts."

"The greater degree of responsibility for the quality of the in-
stitution which the bill also gives to the trustees is very much in
order. The bill fortifies the trustees in their responsibility to do every-
thing they can to see to it that the University of Massachusetts is
well run. A state university of high quality is an asset to all of higher
education in the Commonwealth, both private and public."

Great Decisions Group To Meet
The Great Decisions discussion

groups will start their third year
of weekly meetings Monday,
February 8. Groups of eight to

fifteen will meet to discuss as-

pects of foreign policy.

The Foreign Policy Associa-

tion provides background infor-
mation in "fact sheets". Further
information will be obtained
from weekly news programs, such
as a show moderated by Christ-
ian Herter, Jr., the head of the
World Affairs Council of Bos-
ton.

Prof. Salvadori Of Smith
Speaks At Hillel Meeting

by SHARON CLARK 63

Massimo Salvadori, professor

of history at Smith College,

lectured on Israel and the Mid-

dle East at the B'nai B'rith Hil-

lel Foundation meeting yester-

day.

Professor Salvadori began his

lecture by drawing a distinct dif-

ference between a situation and

a problem. He went on to say

that while a problem implies a

solution, a situation is a more
serious involvement, and that a

situation exists between Israel

and the Middle East.

He said, that this is in part

caused by the contact established

in the nineteenth century be-

tween Europeans and the Arabs.

With the replacement of Turkish

control by the Europeans, ten-

sions began to develop. Continu-

ing, Professor Salvadori said

that under the French and Bri-

tish control of the area, new-
ideas and aspirations reached the

Middle East. A small scale intel-

ligentsia developed characterized

by varied groups of people who
made use of their minds to solve

problems. This usage, Professor

Salvadori said, was entirely

apart from common sense; it was
reason. He said, that "some
times the results were good and
other times the results were not

so good." One of these aspira-

tions is that of nationalism or
"the consciousness of belonging
to a nation." He stated a conflict

is felt in the Middle East's desire

for cultural and material
achievement due to western in-

JUST THE BEGINNING—Above are Sue Streeter, George Ber-

gen, and Carol Stone shown building a 63-foot snowman. See story

on page four.

AT THE STATE HOUSE

Solons Battle Over Bottles

And Legalized Beano Bills
The battle of the bottle—non-

alcoholic version—will be waged
before the committee on agricul-

ture this afternoon.

The committee will hold public

hearings on thre* bills to curb
the powers of the Milk Control

Commission or to abolish it com-
pletely.

Governor Furcolo, in his an-

nual message, recommended that

the milk control laws be amended
to eliminate price fixing, to

strengthen the prohibition against
sales below cost, and authorizing

proceedings to prevent violations

of the laws against the sale of
milk below cost.

"Since 1967," the Governor
said, "I have recommended the

abolition of the Milk Control
Commission and favored the
transfer of its inspection and
health functions to the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. It is still my
belief that my original recom-
mendations should have been a-

dopted. In the* meantime I have

repeatedly warned that the price

fixing powers of that Commission
under present law have been used
as a device for keeping the pric«»

of milk to consumers at an arti-

ficial height and to limit compe-
tition in the milk industry," he
said.

"While the farmer is now pro-

tected in most areas by Federal
regulations, our present milk
laws are obsolete and, in part at

least, detrimental to consumer in-

terests," the Governor continued.

Sen. Otto F. Burkhardt (R-
Westfield) sponsored a bill to es-

tablish an office of milk industry

in the Department of Agriculture
headed by a Director. He would
transfer to the new office all the
functions, duties, etc., of the Milk
Control Board.

Rep. Alvin C. Tamkin (D Bos-
ton) was a little more abrupt.
He would merely abolish the Milk
Control Commission and the Di-
vision ot Milk Control.

(Continued on page 4)

fluence. But the people lack the
realization that the highly de-

veloped countries on both sides

of the Atlantic have reached
their level only through effort,
work, and time. The intelligentsia

desire the fruits of this achieve-
ment but they "want it fast" and
without the work that went into
it.

Professor Salvadori continued
by saying that in order to
achieve a higher level of prog-
ress, equality, and material
goods, the Arab countries must
overcome their obstacles. The
main obstacle is their past. It is

the traditional pride in their past
and the social differences that
have been fostered by this pride.

It is necessary that the Arab na-
tions overcome these differences
in order to build a better future.

Prof. Salvadori said that it

must not be overlooked that the
Arab nations have given much to

the world and the people have a
right to their pride in tradition.

But the obstacle is a conflict be-
tween traditions that cannot be
accepted by the modern world
and cannot be relinquished by the
people of the Middle East.
The Smith College professor

went on to say that there are
fundamental elements to this

conflict that cannot be overlook-

ed. On one side is the role that
emotion plays in the lives of the

Arabic people, a role that is

closely linked with religion. On
the other side is the difficulty

(Continued on page 5)

UMass Infirmary

Filled To Capacity
The UMass infirmary is full to

capacity with virus infection

cases, with an overflow of about
eight who have been temporarily
placed upstairs in the Commons
dining hall. However, the total

number of close to fifty patients
actually amounts to a v^ry small
percentage of the entire student
body.

It was announced by a univer-
sity spokesman that "Incidence
of virus infection among students
is moderate but precautionary
measures are being taken should
the need arise."

It was also stated that Dean of
Men Hopkins' office was open
over the weekend until five each
day to answer parents' anxious
questions.

Collegium Legis

Meets Tonight
Collegium Legis, the Pre-Law

society, will inaugurate its pro-
gram in presenting Mr. Henry
Moynahan of Harvard Graduate
School of Law Tuesday evening
in Crabtree Lounge at 7:16.

Mr. Moynahan prepared for
Yale Law at Massachusetts, grad-
uating summa cum laude in gov-
ernment with the class of 1956.
He will present his. views upon
some of the undergraduate needs
In preparing for Law School.
The Society cordially invites

students interested in Law to at-
tend.
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On the Right of Criticism

and Ethical Responsibility

Recently, lome Democratic candidates for

the Presidential nomination sharply criti-

,1 St'ctvtan of Defense Gates and Pres-

ident Eisenhower for determining defense

needs on the basis of what the Kremlin is

Wcely to do, rather than on the basis of what

the Kremlin is capable of doing.

That these criticisms of the administration

defense policy are used by the candidates as

arguments for broader and greater defense

spending, we do not quarrel; to criticize is

their right. But we feel that a few of these

candidates go too far when they infer that

the defense effort has been sacrificed for the

political expediency of a balanced budget,

ami worse still, that the administration has

deliberately altered the respective defense

statistics of both the United States and Rus-

sia in order to quiet public concern and to

justify their program.

The latter charges are most serious ; such

examples of official irresponsibility could

very well be grounds for impeachment; they

very nearly amount to outright treason. Both

grounds for impeachment and for treason

are serious things; they are not to be in-

ferred of any group or individual without

overwhelming evidence making for indubi-

table proof. The ethical irresponsiblity

shown by some of the Democratic runners

for the nomination gravely concerns us; for

here is mudslinging at its worst—to infer

that the military well-being of the nation is

being sacrificed on the altar of political ex-

pediency.

Soon after these candidates made their

criticisms and inferences and began loudly

and publicly to declare that the defense

preparations of the United States were in-

adequate, the leaders of the Armed Forces

themselves came to the fore to warn unin-

formed critics that to spread the idea, with-

out having access to the highly secret infor-

mation available to themselves and to Mr.

Gates and the President, that the United

States cannot defend herself, could conceiv-

ably encourage the Kremlin to embark on

policies which would be unduly provocative,

and plunge the world into the nuclear con-

flict all mankind dreads.

We must have confidence in our leaders,

and in their ability to provide adequately

for the common defense against aggression;

we must respect the right of those who
criticise our leaders' policies, and also their

right to propose alternative policies. But we

must be wary of irresponsible and unin-

formed criticism. We believe that those

Democratic candidates having made the very

serious inferences alluded to above, should

apologize at once both to the Administration

and to the Nation ; for they have not only in-

sulted Mr. Gates and the President—they

have insulted the American people.

S.W.M-^I.A.M.

At The Guggenheim
by ELIZABETH A. SCIINECK 62

A stranger to Manhattan's newest edifice—the one located be-

tween 88th and 89th Streets on Filth Avenue and bounded on the west

by Central Park—does not come upon this monument, from the south-

ern direction, until half a block before it. At this distance he has the

first chance to glimpse and be amazed by the late Frank Lloyd

Wright's architectural delight and sculptural creation. Resembling.

as one critic suggested, a "mas- flower pot", it looms out from

among the trees and buildings. The drab, ocher-colored cement struc-

ture is a spiry six story tower or ziggurat 92 feet in height. This, the

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, will undoubtedly become as much

a pait of the New York silhouette as the Empire State Building.

Commissioned 16 years ago, the Guggenheim Museum gives an ap-

pearance of solidarity. If just an illusion, it is possibly created by the

small number of hidden windows. However, Wright is said to have

commented that he designed the stiucture to outlast the effects of a

nuclear explosion by the use of a cushioning foundation — this, per-

haps, in the hope of living down earlier flaws and failures in his fan^

tastic architectural designs.

The interior of the Guggenheim is nothing less than impressive.

And yet, at the same time, its deficiencies become all the more

evident. Man becomes impotent, powerless under the spell of the

architect. Once on the main floor the spectator may either choose the

long and breathtaking climb up the ramp in spite of the clusters of

people who are descending or take the elevator up and then wind his

way down. At the top and vantage point, six tiers high, the spectator

risks experiencing a feeling of vertigo. The design of the gallery also

serves to amplify the sounds and noises.

Lost in the maze of whiteness and artificial lighting are the vivid,

polychromatic Kadinskys, Pollacks, de Koonigs, Klees, etc., as well as

a few free-form sculptures. Except for an occasional painting hung

on small projecting partitions, the works are suspended in mid-space,

without a frame of reference, by the means of a supporting rod.

Should the Guggenheim continue to attract more and more peo-

ple who are all anxious to see Wright's curiosity and conversation

piece, it would become impossible to give anything except a passing

glance at each of the paintings in the collection. But whether the pri-

mary purpose and function of the Guggenheim Museum is to exhibit

art is, in the first place, questionable. For the width of the ramp as

well as the method of hanging the paintings limits the viewer to a

non-close-inspection look at the modern art being shown.

Frank Lloyd Wright's only contribution to the New York scene,

the Guggenheim Museum, has been auhjpct to praise and controversy

as an art form in itself and as a showplace for art works. Critic for

the New Yorker, Lewis Mumford had this comment to make about the

famed architect:

Sort of insisting that no picture at all be shown, Wright could not

have gone much farther to create a structure sublime in its own

right but ridiculous as a museum of art.

So often referred to as a monument, perhaps the Museum was

conceived by Wright as a cenotaph to himself. At any rate, one may
go to Fifth Avenue at 88th Street to see modern ait in two forms

—

as painting or as a massive concrete shell of geometrical shapes.

Down deep in our hearts we know how to cope with inflation, how
to assure our security, how to overcome all the other dilemmas that be-

set us. We know that it requires self-discipline and the subordination of

personal interest to the national interest. We know that it mean- uni-

versal self-sacrifice. Have we lost the strength of character to do

this? Have we grown so apathetic that we will not rouse ourselves

before some terrible tragedy overwhelms us? In time of peril, apathy

i.-< the unforgivable sin, the irredeemable error.

Bernard Baruch, Reader's Digest

Entered ns second class mutter nt the post office fit Amherst, Mass. Printed

three times weekly during the nrademie year, rrrept during vacation Hnd examina-
tion periods: twice a week tht- track following a vacation or ixaminntion period, or

when a holiday falls within the wi>ek. Accepted for mailing under the authority of

the act of March 8, 1879, as amended by the act of June It, 1934.

Subscription price $3.

,

r>0 per year: $2.00 per semester

Office: Student Union. Univ. of Mass., Amherst, Mass.

Member—Associated Collegiate Press: Intercollegiate Press

Deadline: Sim-. Tues.. Thurs.—4:00 p.m.

LETTERS

Col. Weaver Vindicated

(Editor's Note: The. letter below is the response by

Firti Army to the letter sent fast month in protest

by the Student Semite to what tfiat body declared to

he the 'Slander" of the Senate hi, Colonel Weaver's

criticisms of the ScnaUs actions re ROTC. The

StnaU also sent mpies of its letter to President

Mather and Department of Defense.)

Dear Mr. Zelis:

1 appreciate vour courtesy in sending me your

letter of 11 January 1960, in which you quote the

motion of the Student Senate of the University of

Massachusetts expressing opposition to Colonel

James R. Weaver's letter to the Editors of the Mas-

sachusetts Collegian.

I am sure that you do not object to Colonel

Weaver's exercise of his own freedom to express his

opinion concerning important events taking place at

the university. His letter does not state that the Stu-

dent Senate "knowingly took steps to further Com-

munism at the University of Massachusetts, but on

the contrary, states that "It was startling and de-

pressing then to see the Student Senate, perhaps, un-

fittingly, entirely responsive to these Communist

pushes in both parts" (underlining added).

An Army officer holding an appointment as Pro-

fessor of Military Science and Tactics in a univer-

sity has official responsibilities toward both the gov-

ernment and the university. As an Army officer he

is sworn to "defend the Constitution of the United

States against all enemies, foreign and domestic,"

to "bear true faith and allegiance to the same," and

to "well and faithfully discharge the duties of the

office" which he occupies. As a member of the uni-

versity staff he is expected to develop the program

of instruction in military science and tactics to the

best of his ability.

Colonel Weaver obviously finds it difficult to

understand the reason why any student accept ing

benefits from the government would object to stat-

ing that he had no connection with any organization

devoted to overthrow of the L'o\ernment by violence

or by unconstitutional means. He also indicates his

opposition to any moves which would adversely af

feet the ROTC program.

I am constrained to state that I believe Colonel

Weaver was entirely within his prerogatives as a

United States citizen and as a Professor of Military

Science and Tactics to express his opinion as he did

I would not expect him, as an officer of the United

States Army, to do any less.

Sincerely.

B. M. BRYAN
Lieutenant General

United States Army
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The Campus Beat
by JUDY DICKSTEIN '63

Dean Mitchell Retires;

Will Teach At Hokkaido
Today we shall pay tribute to

a hitherto unheralded character

on campus, the Engineer. Tradi-

tionally, he can do nothing more
practical than build bridges; he

has become notorious for his mis-

use of the English language; his

stereotype is a serious-faced, a-

loof, grinding and esoteric egg-

head. This, as every engineering

student will hasten to agree, is a

false picture.

As for utility, the possibilities

for practical everyday applica-

tion of his alleged knowledge are

unlimited. Each' evening, an en-

gineering student stands in front

of the Commons. He is calculat-

ing when his line will be the

shortest according to the follow-

ing formula:

n c- (a -f m)
B.T.T.G..TD. y2 (Vew _ g)

To find the Best Time To Go To

Dinner, he substitutes for the fol-

lowing:

n number of students holding

meal tickets for the given line,

c—number of calories in the ev-

ening's meal.

a—number of animals running

loose that evening in the Com-

mons.

m_number of club meetings oc-

curring during the dinner hour.

1—license plate number of the

campus police car.

e—number of employees serving

dinner that evening.

w—weight of Metawampee.

s—semester cumulative average

of calculator.

imagine! Now thank.- to mod-

ern science the Engineer and his

friends must #«it a minimum a-

mount of time on line for dinner

.rich night. This is Progress in

action! (The moral of this anec-

dote Is: befriend an engineering

student.)

Another direction in which the

engineers have manifested their

talent is in the construction of

the frame which is hoped will

support the 63-foot snowman to

be constructed by gung-ho mem-
bers of the freshman class and

other frosh who have been threat-

ened with persecution and ostra-

cism unless they participate in

its construction.

The snowman will set a new

world's record for height, so come

on, class of '63, and donate your

spare hours to The Cause. Sign

up in the S.U. lobby, or simply

show up at the building site dur-

ing the construction hours: all

day, every day this week.

And while you're in the Union,

stop by at the lobby counter and

write down the names of the re-

cord albums you'd like the Union

to buy.

Tonight there will be a fresh-

man basketball game vs. Holyoke

Jr. College at 6:30 in thp Cage

and the Stockbridge Senate and

the Math club will meet at 7:30

in the Student Union tonight.

Attention all members of thp

Collegian staff! There will be a

meeting of the entire staff tomor-

row morning at II in the Barn-

stable Room.

Also at 11 tomorrow there will

be a planning meeting for all

those interested in working on

the Intercollegiate Conference on

Education in Machmer, B85. The

conference will be held in the

Union on Tues.. March 15.

And at 4:30 tomorrow after-

noon, the Student Social Activi-

ties Committee will meet in the

I fiion.

At sundown tomorrow, in true

Indian fashion, there will be a

A distinguished leader in the

field of women's education at

UMass. will soon retire from the

post she has held for many

years.

Dr. Helen S. Mitchell, Dean of

the School of Home Economics

who is scheduled to retire Sept.

21, has accepted a professorship

at the University of Hokkaido in

Sapporo, Japan.

As a consultant in a new pro-

gram in home economics at Hok-

kaido under the International

Cooperation Administration, Dr.

Mitchell will help maintain a

long tradition of cooperation be-

tween the Japanese and Mas-

sachusetts mstitutions.

Hokkaido was founded in 1870

by Col. William Smith Clark,

third president of the Massachu-

setts Agricultural College, who

joined Japanese educators in es-

tablishing an agricultural institu-

tion with the American school as

a model.

Dr. Mitchell received her B.A.

degree from Mount Holyoke Col-

lege and her Ph.D. degree from

Yale University. During her

career she has served as research

professor in nutrition at the

University of Massachusetts and

also in numerous capacities else-

where.

Co-author of Nutrition in

Health and Disease, she has

written more than 60 other scien-

tific and popular articles end

pamphlets.

A member of the University

staff since 1935, Dr. Mitchell

was appointed dean of the School

of Heme Economics in 1946, suc-

ceeding the late Miss Edna I*

Skinner. The school now offers

specialized training in the fields

of child growth and development;

foods, nutrition, and institutional

administration; home economics

education and extension; mer-

chandising; and pre-research in

foods and nutrition.

An advisory committee will be

appointed to seek a successor to

Dean Mitchell as head of the

School.

snow dance, appealing to the

Great White Father to send us

snow for Winter Carni, in front

of the desecrated statue of Meta-

wampee. All students are invited

to join in the ceremony.

FREE! (Ah! Now you're in-

terested . . .) The Standard A

merioan Red Cross first aid

course will be offered to all those

interested. The series of seven

courses will be taught Tuesday

evenings from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.

at Machmer, E13, beginning to-

rrow, An authorized Red Cross

certificate will be given upon

satisfactory completion of the

course. Remember: the course is

free. The only expense is a 75c

handbook. To enroll, either at-

tend tomorrow's class or contact

Thomas A. Dolan, 322 Middlesex

House at AL 3-9209.

But back to the engineers.

The A TEE will hold their regular

meeting tomorrow night at 7 p.m.

in the Council Chambers of the

Student Union. Mr, John k. T'i

dard, flight evaluation engineer

for G. E., will speak on "The Use

of Space Films to Evaluate ICBM
Re-entry Vehicle Flights." All are

invited to attend; refreshments

will be served as an enticement.

All underclassmen interested in

joining the Concert Association

please attend the meeting tomor-

row night at 8 in the Union.

Also at 8 tomorrow night, Pro-

fessor Karl Loewenstein of Am
herst College will speak in Bow-

ditch Lodge on France, Political

Laboratory of the World. His

topic will be " Types of Govern-

ments from the ancien rtginu

through the French Revolution

to tbf. Third Republic."

FREE! A course in slush-

slopping will be offered every day

this week beside the college pond.

Don't miss this opportunity of a

lifetime!

Looking ahead a little, keep

in mind the C.A. Vespers (5 p.m..

Skinner) and the Roger Wagner

Chorale Concert (8 p.m., Cage)

this Wednesday.

WMUA
Monday and Tuesday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:05 Campus Caper

5:00 News and Weather

5:05 Campus Caper

5:30 Dinner Date

8:80 News and Sports

6:45 Civil Defense (Mon.)

Washington Reports

(Tues )

7:00 Friendly World Talks

(Mon.)

B.B.C. (Tues.)

7:15 Musicale

8:05 Basketball vs. Northeast-

ern (Mon.)

9:00 News and Weather

Ski Reports

9:06 Showcase

10:00 K and Weather

10:05 Jazz

11:00 News and Weather

11:05 Shoe.-, Off Session

12:00 News—Sig'n Off

Twice

Yearly

Store - wide

Clearance

NOW IN PROGRESS

WOMEN'S

SHETLAND
SWEATERS
Reg. $13.05

Now
$8.95

SKIRTS

40<?b off

Regular

Price

TENNIS

SWEATERS

507o off

Price

BERMUDAS SKI-PANTS

50°/o off 50?b off

Price Price

KNEE SOCKS
4

Reg. $2.00

Now $1.29

Special

Group
TROPICAL
TROUSERS
Vi Price

SPORT
SHIRTS
207b
307b
407b
off

SWEATERS
up
to

507b
off

SPORT COATS

up to 507b

off

OPEN
8:30 - 5:30

Mon. thru Sat.

House of Walsh
Amherst. Massachusetts

ALTERATIONS
EXTRA ON
SALE ITEMS

Photos end MonMirr by Pst Worn) '62
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New L.A. Building Nears Completion;

Will Be Used For Classes In Fall
by AUDREY RAYNER 64

The new Liberal Arts building,

which was officially scheduled to

be finished in October last year,

should he completed by late April

or May, according to Chief Clerk

of Works John F. Dowd and

Construction Engineer Harry S.

Hugill. However, Dean Cahill has

announced that most of the de-

partments will not move in until

this summer and that classes will

probably not be held there until

next semester.

The $2,100,000 edifice, built in

an L-shape, contains over 300

rooms, of which roughly 100 will

be department offices. The ground

(Continued on page 5)

At The State House . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

IN OTHER ACTION, four bills

to legalize beano have been dis-

tributed among three committer.

They are the Joint Committee on

Rules, the Legal Affairs Commit-

tee, and the Committee on State

Administration.

Veterans and fraternal organi-

zations have flocked to public

hearings to favor the legalization

of the game, while this has been

consistently opposed by church

groups.

But, with a vivid recollection

of the close margin by which they

lost out last year (102 to 97), the

backers of legalized beano un-

questionably will put on a real

drive with real pressure before

the session is over.

LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEES
are proceeding rapidly in the

opinion of legislative observers.

With the session only a month

old, they already have heard 52

per cent of the 3277 matters re-

ferred to them. In reports, they

are running about seven per cent

ahead of the last non-organization

year, 1958.

Freshmen "Shish-Sloppers"

Needed For Carni Sculpture
Sculpture headquarters located

in Nantucket Room of the Stu-

dent Union. Go there any time

Frosh in the know: It's going to

be one and one half times the

height of the Student Union!

"Frosh not in the know: What is?

Frosh in: And it'll be 63 feet

high (that 63 feet for the year

our class graduates, you know)

Frosh not: What is???

Frosh in: Why our Frosh Snow
Sculpture for Winter Carni.

Frosh not: Aw, that's impossible.

Besides who's going to be able

to build a thing like that??

Frosh in: 63 feet isn't impossible,

and besides it will set the

world's record for the largest

sculpture right down here by

the college pond. We need 4000

man hours of work to complete

this Frosh project which means
we need every Freshman avail-

able. Winter Carni's only a

week away.

Frosh not: But what can I do? I

don't have any experience in

sculpturing snow. In fact I

don't know anything about it.

Frosh in: Well, now's your chance

to learn. There is a Frosh Snow

IBM WILL INTERVIEW

FEB. 11

IBM invites candidates for Bachelor's or Masters Degrees to discuss

opportunities in Applied Science, Manufacturing, Marketing, Product

Development and Programming, .positions throughout the United States.

Laboratories and manufacturing facilities are located in Endicott, Kings-

ton, OwegO, Pougfl^eepsie, Ybrktown, N. Y.; Burlington, Vt; San Jose,

Calif.; Lexington K\ and Rochester, Minn. Corporate headquarters is

located in New York, with 192 branch offices in cities throughout the

United States. The IBM representative will be glad to discuss with you

the type of career of particular interest to you, IBM offers:

• Leadership in the development of information-handling systems.

• New applications for data processing and ad\ances in computer

technology.

• Favorable climate for continued career growth.

• Opportunities for a wide range of academic backgrounds

and talents.

Contact your College Placement Officer to arrange an appointment for

a personal interview with the IBM representative.

If you cannot attend the interview, call or write:

Mr. C. W. Sink, Branch Manager

IBM Corporation, Dept 868

273 Stat* Strttt

Springfield 3, Mall.

ST 5-3371IBMa
W1BMNATI0NAL UACHiNlt OONPOMTIOM

during the day, and you will

find a fellow classmate ready to

explain what needs to be done,

and when you can work. We
need Slush Sloppers like crazy,

so go down and sign up.

Frosh not: What if you've already

signed up to work?

Frosh in: Go down and work now

for" when you've signed up.

Schedules are being made out

now for when people are work-

ing, and we're depending on you

to come.

Frosh not: Well, it's fine if you

want to do it, but as for me I

don't have time. Studying and

all that. You know . . .

Frosh in: Not have time to set a

world's record? Not have one

little hour between a class to

pit^h in, and to prove to those

"apathetic" upperclassmen that

the frosh are on the ball ? ? ?

Frosh not: Gee, I think I'll stop

up in the Nantucket Room to

see what's going on. You say

the snow figure is being built

by College Pond? You can

count on me!

Frosh in: Besides, most of the

work will be done at night or

when its real cold so it should

be easy for you to get down
there. Bring your girl and get

her to bring her friends. Come
on All Frosh, as we prove that

we have the most colossal clfttfl

in l
T nivprsitv history!

ACCORDING to a cereal chem-

istry analyst in the Department of

Agrirulture, a bushel of wheat

can yield more than 86 loaves of

bread. With our present wheat

surplus at well over a billion

bushels, we could therefore pro-

duce upwards of fio billion loaves

—or 25 loaves for every person

on the planet. And with this yar'>

surplus, another 1H loaves could

be piled on for good measure.

IF THE national debt could

be eliminated, U.S. tax bills could

be lowered by $8 billion. It costs

that much eaeh year to pay in-

terest on the debt.

IF YOU think the price of

winter apparel is a bit iteep, con-

sider: The Air Fore.- is about to

place an order for a special space

suit, complete with oxygen, insul-

ation and other classified features.

The cost will be about $200,000.

MORE SUN

MORE SNOW

SKI CAPITAL
OF THE EAST

For folders, information or

reservations, write lodge of

your choice or Box 206'

Stowe Area Association,

Inc., Stowe, Vermont.
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L.A. Building . .

.

(Continued from page h)

floor of the office wing will con-

sist of the dean's office, a large

lounge, and a glass-walled lobby.

The basement floor holds a le<

ture hall, observation rooms, con

trol rooms, and experimental lab-

oratories. Remaining classrooms
are found oh the extension per-

pendicular to the office wing.
There is an animal house in the
back of the building.

Offices and departments to be
moved into the building are those
of English, psychology, speech,
history, art, the Romance lang-
uages, German, and philosophy.

Innovations are being presented
in the forms of laboratories for

psychology, languages, and

speech; a specially equipped room
for art is also included.

Prol. Salvadori . .

.

(Continued from /></</« 1

)

the Arabs find in being rational.
Their deeply religious feeling
that the after life is more im-
portant than earthly existence
results in an inattentiveness to
their present day economic and
material needs.

All these factors have been
further disturbed by t/he creation
of Israel as a democratic state in

1948. Because Israel represents a
totally foreign element in that

part of the world, there is a feel-

ing of badness associated with
them; one that is due to the fear
of newness. This hatred, Blhared

even by the intellectuals, is a re-

sult of the considerable progress

that Israel has achieved with-

in a very short period of time.

During the past twelve years

their population has doubled.

Economically Israel is stronger

than the UAR. She has made an
effort to achieve a higher level

of cultural development and has

attempted to promote her eco-

nomic activities elsewhere in the

world. Through her developing

industry, her military strength

is growing; it has, in fact, grown
to the point where her man-
power exceeds that of the com-
bined Arabic countries.

The problem of Russia, Profes-

sor Salvador) continued, cannot

be overlooked. During its history,

it has had repeated battles with

Turkey and Persia. Russia has

expressed her desire to readi the

Indian Ocean in the wake of her

expansion. Because the USSR is

a growing power, she cannot

be overlooked by Middle Eastern

leaders. Rather, an attraction to

her vastness, to her power, and

soft! What taste from

ryondd FILTER BLEND

ITS WHATS UP FRONTTHAT COUNTS
This filter, be it e'er so pure ancl white
Must needs give flavor too, full clear and bright
Else would the trusting smoker, filled with hope
Again be dashed, dejected be . . . and mope.

And thus we come to Winston's obvious truth
It's what's up front that counts— and 'tis, forsooth
In that the fine tobaccos, in the end
Are by exclusive process— Filter-Blend—
Become the tastiest taste that e'er hath played
Across your dancing taste-buds, man or maid I

Be ye not slow, therefore, to test the wit
Of what we say: that Winston, friend, is /f;

For that with ev'ry smoke ye do delay
Ye are not gath'ring rosebuds while ye may!

•• We are advertised by our loving friends.*"
NINO MtNRV VI. PART III. ACT V. SC. Ill

R.i. MIVN010I TOMCCO CO.WINITON-IALIM.If.C.

to 'her expressed desire /> n
pand, has taken place. On the

other hand, Israel's projection of

the West, daring the course of

American interest in the count ry,

has been a point of resentment
with the Arabs. Prof. Salvador!
emphasizes the fact that what
ever the pressures of power
politics in Middle Eastern rela-

tions, the West is attracted to

Israel.

Concluding his lecture, Profes-

sor Salvadori said that this is a

situation and one to which only
God has the solution. He said

that "there is only one thing to

do, and thouptfi it is simple, it is

difficult, and that is to have

Religious Council
To Sponsor Trips
Again this semester, the Camp-

us Religious Council will be
sponsoring student trips to the

Northampton State Hospital. The
main purpose of the trips is to

provide entertainment for the

many mentally retarded patients

at the Hospital. Judy Fredmnn 'fil,

chairman of this project, stated

that "this program gives stu-

dents a first-hand chance to ob-

serve these patients and their

problems, and also to bring a

little joy and fellowship into

their lives.

It is hoped that many of the
students wfll participate in this

worthwhile program this semes-
ter."

More information will be given
later concerning these student
trips.

lack Wessner

Music for

RUSHING

AL 3-7622

patience and hold tight. And
above all, not to offend these
countries; for by offense resent-
ment and conflicts are brought
into being."

LOST <£ FOUND
I "ST.- Monday, Feb. 1, in the

Hatch. A ehaome Ronson cigar-
ette lighter. Will the finder
please return to Nat Smith in
Thatcher.

IMPORTANT

COLLEGIAN

ENTIRE STAFF

MEETING

11 a.m. Tommorrow

Learn or advance in German, French

or Spanish next summer in Europe by
attending intensive classes, living

with European families.

CLASSROOMS ABROAD
4171 Univenity Station

Minneapolis ]4, Minn.

Everything You Need
Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES
TOILET ARTICLES, FILM

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

Open Every Night until 11:00

The

Little Store
Located on N. Pleasant St.

On Corner Next to Newest
Men's Dormitory

"On the Campus Doorstep''

INTERVIEWS FOR
JOBS IN EUROPE

CIVILIAN CAREERS
WITH

ARMY SPECIAL

Degree and appropriate experience
required for professional positions.
Openings for:

Servica Club Recreation Lead-
ers and Supervisors (women)
Librarians (women)
Craft Directors (women, men)

Single, minimum age 23. Positions
•re outside the federal competitive
•ervlee-no examination required.

PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

ON CAMPUS
WEDNESDAY, FEB 17th

South College
Placement Office For Women
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

The Adjutant General, Department of the Army, AGMP-H
Washington 25, D. C
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Redmen Turn Back Late

Rally To Top Ephs, 66-60
The University of Massachu

setts fought off a late rally to

defeat the Williams' Ephs, 66-60,

in Williamstown Saturday night.

The Redmen, ahead by as much

as twelve points in the second

half, nearly lost its lead in the

final minutes as the struggling

Ephmen came on strong.

It waa the ninth victory against

six losses for the Redmen.

It was a tight first half with

UMass pulling ahead just before

intermission on the strength of

Doug Grotchfield's shooting.

Soon after the second half

started Williams took the lead,

37-36. Then the Redmen, led by

Bob Eichorn, started to find the

range and went in front, 51-41.

Williams didn't quit, however,

as they pulled to a 62-60 deficit

with just thirty seconds to play.

The Ephs had the ball, but

Kirk Leslie stole it away and

the Redmen got four more points

on free throws by Mike Mole and

Don Tremblay.
*

Leslie was high man for the

Redmen with twenty points.

Grutchfield, Eichorn, and Mole

also scored in double figures.

The game was marred by an

unseemly demonstration by the

Williams fans. Several times the

bystanders razzed the UMass
players and coach, and even the

public address announcer demon-

strated his immaturity by obvi-

ous wisecracks directed towards

W.A.A. Basketball Commences With

Victory Over Mount Holyoke, 36-29

In its first game of the sea-

son, the University of Massachu-

setts Women's basketball team

defeated the Mount Holyoke

sextet, 36 29.

It was an exciting game all the

way with the Redmen Squaws

pushing ahead in the final period

for the win.

UMass forwards were Mar-

garet Adamson, Jane Holmes,

Carol Kosik, Lisette Walter, Sue

Nichols and Fran White. Guards

were Peggy Bagdon, Judy Dug-

gan, and Carol Greaves.

Let's not forget that the W.A.

A. is in operation all year round,

and it is an organization worthy

of much student support.

Swimmers Lose To
Coast Guard Crew

by BEN GORDON '62

Swimming before a near capa-

city crowd the UMass mermen,

handicapped by the absence of a

number of swir mers, were sunk

by a strong Coast Guard crew

60-26 last Saturday at the Wo-
men's Phys. Ed. pool.

The Coast Guard team took an

early lead, a lead which they

never lost, by winning the 400

yard medley relay by a good two

laps.

Sophomore Matt Rukowski of

the Rogersmen, who felt ill

throughout the meet brought

home a first place in the 220 yd.

free style in a time of 2:26.4.

In the next event, the 50 yard

free style, Redmen captain Ben

Knight led the field and won in

a fast 24.1 sedonds.

John Cushing, the sole UMass
diver due to the absence of Don

Saluda, dove well, but in vain,

against two excellent Coast

Guard acrobats. Cushing's best

performance was in the reverse

dive, layout position. However,

Coast Guard's Greiner showed

excellent form and won with a

total of 153,5 points to Cushing's

97.5. .

Schmidt, of the visitors, set a

pool record in the 100 yd. butter-

fly event by winning in 59.1 se-

conds. Ben Knight then took his

second win of the meet in the

100 yard free style.

Rogersman Dave Goldstein, ac-

complishing his best time in the

200 yard back stroke, placed a

close third, and the ailing Rut-

kowski took second in the 440

yard free style. First place in

the 200 yd. breaststroke went to

UM's Dave Dcsjardins who swam
a speedy 2:55.8.

Coach Joe Rogers, who had
only nine men with which to face

the strong opposition, needed a

second swimmer for the final

event, the 400 yd. relay. That

man was to be Matt Rutkowski,

for, as Joe said, "—, he'll swim
if he's dying." The sailors won
the relay, however and handed

the Redmen their third defeat In

four times out.

Icemen Bow To Bowdoin
7-1; Need Home Rink

by BILL LENNON '61

The UMass puckmen helped

Bowdoin celebrate its winter car-

nival Saturday afternoon as they

were drubbed, 7-1, by the Maine

team.

Bowdoin scored the first three

goals before the Redmen retali-

ated at 18:16 of the second per-

iod. Jim Ellingwood took a pass

from Tom Staffon, weaved be-

tween two defensemen and

knocked the puck into the lower

corner of the nets.

This was all the UMass del-

egation had to cheer about dur-

ing the bleak afternoon.

In the third period Bowdoin

continued its relentless attack.

Cheered on by the highly parti-

•an crowd, the Brunswick boys

tallied four more timet as the

undermanned Redmen began to

tire.

Ice Chips

Again the Redmen were forced

to send their two lines against

an opponent which had three

very capable threesomes. The de-

fensive men also had a tough
afternoon, since they all played

most of the game.
Bowdoin has a modern en-

closed rink. The fact that arti-

ficial ice can be made whenever
needed Is a distinct advantage

to any team. Unfortunately the

Redmen don't have fresh ice on

campus every day—in fart they

don't even haft their own rink!

How good would our basketball

team be If it had to travel S5

miles a night to practice?

For the second successive year

the stickmen won't have a home
engagement during the carnival

the Redmen. A small war threat-

ened to break out after the game,

but it was quickly stifled by of-

ficials.

It was surprising to see such a

flagrant display of unsportsman-

like conduct by the fans in a

college such as Williams. To be

sure, it will be a long while be-

fore any UMass affiliate again

succumbs to the propaganda
broadcast by the "gentlemen" of

Williamstown.

Footrickmen
Top Field In

B.A.A. Meet
by JOE LIPCHITZ '62

The University of Massachu-

setts mile relay team took a first

place in the B.A.A. track meet in

Boston on Saturday, by beating

Bowdoin, Northeastern, Spring-

field and Williams. The time was
3:32.5.

Coach Footrick had nothing

but praise for this mile relay

team of Everett Brinson, Joe La-

Marre, Ron Young and Jim Keel-

on, who put in a first rate per-

formance to cop the honors for

the University in this major

track meet of the East.

The starting man was Ev
Brinson. He took the lead for the

Redmen and never relinquished

it.

FRESHMEN ALSO WIN
The University freshmen relay

team also won their meet in Bos-

ton in the B.A.A. games on Sat-

urday, setting a new freshmen

record for the University with a

time of 3:32.6 that breaks a rec-

ord that was set only last year.

The freshmen team, made up

of Harrington, Trelease, Hughes

and Flagg, gave an excellent per-

formance and showed even great-

er potentiality than at any prior

time this year. Jim Trelease ran

his fastest time and shows great

promise in the coming season.

Loren Flagg, who took a

fourth place in the K. of C. meet

a week ago in the fifty yard

dash, just two tenths of a sec-

ond behind the winner, eould only

manage the semi-finals last Sat-

urday. This is no disgrace If

you keep in mind that the teams

who compete in the B.A.A. are

the top college teams in the East.

The first track meet of the in-

door season for the Redmen is

on February 17 when both the

Varsity and Freshmen travel to

the University of Connecticut to

take on the Huskies.

celebrations. They aren't being

slighted, however, since none of

the athletic teams are at home..

Thursday the local club drags
its 1-8 record across the valley

to Springfield where they face

the powerful Aces of AIC under,

the lights.

The lineups:

BOWDOIN (T)
Chsff«». >
AfUmi. rd
Hftwklna. Id ....

Stowell, c

FunlflteUi, rw
Jellr. Iw

UMsm (II
g. Rolrnd
H. Kelly

Id. 8t»ffr>n

e. Tsylor
rw. Ellinfwood
Iw. Rn«»nS»rf

Spfti-M (Bowdoin) Telton. Mittrom.
Orlffln. Bacon. Brown. Pratt Bartloll.
Gre«wn, E-"i*itnn. Bfrt#n Very.

Spares (UMaml Dyer. Rmn Alver,
Donovan, Baaaett. C«Mrto. Forbuifc.

FIRST PKRIOn
1—Bowdoin. Adamt (unanlttad) 14:14

m a BBTOVD FEBIOD
|—Bowdoin. Brown (unAMUUd) Ii41
I—Bowdoin, 8towell (Jelly) U.tl
4—UMaat. Eltlnrwood (Staffon) IS IS

THIRD PKRIOD
S—Bowdoin. Orlffln (Tllton) 4!»1
•—Bowdoin. Burton (Brown) 7:01
7 Bowdoin. Jelly (Stowell) II tM
•—Bowdoin. Eteleaton (Mostron,

Orlffln) 17: It

SPORTALK
by HAL DI

The three most important

weeks of the season begin for

Mattie Zunic's charges Saturday

night at New Hampshire's field-

house. True, the Redmen host

Northeastern tonight and travel

to Springfield to meet AIC on

Wednesday, but those games are

not really that important. Begin-

ning Saturday the Redmen em-
bark on the last seven games of

the season — all against Yankee
Conference opposition.

Following the New Hampshire
clash, Che Zunicmen travel to

Connecticut and Rhode* Island.

Then, they meet New Hampshire
at the Cage before going to Ver-

mont. These five games will set

the stage for the weekend of

March 4th and 5th when Maine
comes to the Cage.

Those two games could well

decide who will reign as confer-

ence champion for this year. The
Black Bears ran their streak to

thirteen straight Saturday with

a 75-74 victory over the Huskies.

It was the first time that a Maine
team had posted a victory over

Connecticut since the 1944-45

season when they won another

thriller 45-44.

The Redmen and the Black

Bears stand atop the conference

with three wins each. Rhode Is-

land is second with a 3-1 record,

and UConn, the perennial champ-
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ions, are 1-2.

The Huskies have lost both of

their conference games to the

leaders by the slimmest of mar-

gins. They have return engage-

ments with both clubs at Storrs.

The conference could well end up
in a three way tie, or perhaps a

four way deadlock, because Rhode
Island can't be counted out.

A tie would create quite a

problem. The conference slate

ends on Saturday, March 5th, and
the champion has a date with a

Member-at-Large representative

at the Eastern Regionals of the

NCAA tourney the following

Tuesday, If two teams tie, there

could be a playoff on Monday.
If more than two clubs end up in

first place some other arrange-

ment must be worked out. It

might mean that the team with

the best over-all record would be

our representative.

At this point that would put

Maine in Madison Square Harden.

They are undefeated in thirteen

outings. UConn has won eleven of

seventeen. Rhode Island has won
seven and lost eight. The Red-

men are now nine and six.

It's going to be a long hard

three weeks, and the two game
set with Maine could spell the

difference. Let's pack the Cage
tonight and every game night

from here on in. They deserve it.

Spotlight

On Sports
by AL BERMAN '62

Many students here at UMass
are occasionally out of touch with

the "outside world," and some-
times have trouble keeping up
with the professional sports and
with collegiate athletics taking

place outside the scope of Col-

legian reporting.

This column is intended to

bring those students up to date.

Here are a few of the sports

events that have taken place re-

cently that might be of interest.

John Thomas, the ICBM of

the track world, amazed a crowd

of over 13,000 fans in the Boston
Garden Saturday night, by equal-

ling his own world record in the

high jump with a fantastic leap

of 7' IV. Thomas had set the

record just last week in New
York and just missed breaking it

when he fell short of V 2tt" by
a hair.

The seven-foot high jump at

one time was considered as much
of a rarity as the four-minute

mile. But now both marks have
been broken several times and
their invulnerability is wearing
off.

BETTER ATHLETES
The physical condition of to-

day's athletes is the greatest it

ever has been. The repeated

crashing of many of the goals

that were never passed years ago
is a testimony to the fact. Thom-
as himself has cleared that sev-

en foot mark every time he has
tried this season, and the con-

tinual running of the mile in

under four minutes has erased
the novelty of that feat.

HOCKEY
In pro hockey, the Boston

Bruins have fallen into fifth

place in the NHL by virtue of

their 5-3 loss to Montreal Satur-

day night. Les Canadiens were
without the services of Jean Beli-

veau, but were well compensated
by "Boom Boom" Geoffrion who
scored the "hat trie**' against

Boston goalie Harry Lumley.
The Bruins don't seem to be

able to find a third line to bolster

their sagging offense. The "Uke"
line of Bronco Horvath, Johnny
Rnrky, and Vic Stasiuk has been

doing a masterly job all season

long, but they have had little

support. Horvath leads the NHL
in total scoring and Stasiuk isn't

far behind.

Th*» line of Jerry Toppasini.

Leo Labine, and Don McKenney
has played with steady consist-

ency all season, having scored

two goals in the most recent

game.

But Coach Milt Schmidt can't

seem to find a third line. He has

experimented with several all

thru the slate, and the best one

seems to be one with Guy Gen-
dron, Flem Mackell, and Charlie

Burns. Young Burns, a real hust-

ler, has done well in his turns

with the two older veterans, and
the three might be able to click

if tried long enough.

The Celtics, meanwhile, are

running away with the Eastern
Division Crown of the National
Basketball Association.

Bill Russell grahbed 31 re-

bounds while scoring 29 points

as the Beantowners crushed the

New York Knickerbockers, 143-

117 Saturday. Russell, who set

the league rebound record ot 51

against Syracuse Friday,

snatched 22 off the boards in the

first half for a Madison Square
Garden mark. The old standard

of 19 was set by St. Louis' Bob
Petit on Jan. 6, 1959, against

Minneapolis.

Getting back to collegiate ath-

letics. Maurice Coechi, sophomore
physics major at UMass, is in

line for the 175 pound crown in

the finals of the Western New
England Golden Gloves Tourney,

to be held tonight in Holyoke.

Coechi gained the right to com

pete in the finals by defeating

Dave Trumbull of Springfield,

last Monday night in the semi-

finals.

Tomorrow's Movie

High Noon
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Jazz Show Features

Gillespie And Hackett

UN RepresentativeTo Keynote
Annual InternationalWeekend

DIZZY GILLESPIE BOBBY HACKETT

by ROSEMARY HUSSEY 62

Bobby Hackett and Dizzy Gil-

lespie will bring the world of jazz

to the UMass campus next Sun-

day afternoon as part of the Win-

ter Carnival activities.

From 2:30 to 5:00 p.m. at the

cage, these two swiniin' trum-

peters will entertain. Admission

is $1.50 per person.

Bobby Hackett started playing

early with Teddy Wright and Pee

Wcc Russell. Though Hackett used

Louis Armstrong as his model, he

had become associated with Dixie-

land music of the style of Bix

Beiderbecke. Soon he attracted

national attention and came to

New York in 1937 to play with

bands there.

In 1941 he joined the Glen Mil-

ler band, leaving that to play

with Glen Gray. From 1953-1955

he came into the public eye

through a series of albums and

personal appearance's with Jackie

Gleason. He has records with

Louis Armstrong, Jackie Gleason,

and Benny Goodman.
Although Hackett has made his

fame entirely as a trumpeter and

cometist, he also plays the gui-

tar.

John Birks Gillespie, informally

known as Dizzy, has for many
years been the victim of a strange

paradox. While his name has be-

come as familiar as salt, he and

his accomplishments have re-

mained comparatively obscured

Most people know vaguely that

Dizzy is connected with jazz in

some way. They remember him

probably from the publicity he re-

ceived in his younger days when

his goatee and beret were the

very symbol of the bop movement

in which he was a spearhead,

To the millions who are de-

voted to modern jazz, John

"Dizzy" Gillespie is the giant of

jazz. His artistry on ihe krumpCv,

his genius for arranging, and his

amazing showmanship have
earned for him a place with the

all-time greats of jazz.

Among the orchestras with

which "Dizzy" has played, were

Cab Calloway. Lionel Hampton,

Charlie Bamett, Coleman Haw-
kins, snd Duke Ellington. How-

ever, looking for greater oppor-

tunities to explore the newest

musical form, Gillesp'e took hi~

first band into the Yacht Club-

52nd Street, where the group

aroused the attention of the whole

jazz world.

While Dizzy's audiences lov*

his showmanship and acting, he

never lets his musicianship suf-

fer, and constantly strives to use

his outstanding technique in in

terpreting the a^nnTemento
wh :ch have hailed him as an

established trumpet player.

Sir Pierson Di n, Permanent

Representative to the United Na-

t'ons from the Unted Kingdom,

will give the keynote address for

this year's International Week-

end.

The topic for the Weekend,

March 18 and 19. is "Africa:

South of the Sahara."

Sir Pierson Dixon has been in

the British Foreign Service since

1929. He held many varied posi-

tions within rhat department and

in 1948 he was sppohVed Am-
bassador to Czechoslovakia. In

1950 he wa3 apponted British

Under-Secretary of State in

charge of Foreign Affairs, a

Mass Education

position which he held until 1954

when he was selected Permanent

United Nations Representative

from the United Kingdom.

A coffee hour and discussion will

follow Sir Pier^on's keynote ad-

dress on Friday ni?ht.

H'ghli,Thting Saturday's pro-

gram w :

ll be two panel discus-

sions. The morning panel en-

titled "Bridging the Gap in

Africa" will deal essentially with

economic development and the

transformation of primitive so-

cieties. Chairing the panel will

be Dr. Gwendolen Carter, Profes-

sor of Government at Smith Col-

lege and nationally known in the

Amherst Endows Three
Frost Teaching Chairs

Three high school chairs of

teaching have been endowed
through the fund raising efforts

of a civic committee in Amherst.

They have been named in honor

of Robert Frost, longtime resi-

dent of the town.

The first of these, to be award-

ed March 26, Frost's birthday,

will be for $800 to SI 000. in ad-

dition to the salary.

The faculty members will nom-

inate candidates, and a three-

member committee consisting of

the Amherst College and UMass
presidents and the chairman of

the Board of Trustees of the

Jones Library will appoint a

committee to choose the chair

holder.

Only those who have taught

language, math, history, science.

nr Fnpflish for over three years

in the Amherst junior-senior high

schools are eligible.

This is a surprising, but not il

logical, develonment in secondary

education which may set off a

chain of similar endowment cam-

paigns by concerned civic com-

mittees in educationally aware

communities.

Le Corbusier, a world-famous

modern architect of France, has

been commissioned by Harvard to

design its new $1.2 million visual

arts center.

Although he did not announce

his design when visiting Cam-
bridge, Le Corbusier stated, "It

must grow from the inside, with-

out pretentiousness ir. the facade

(Continued on page A)

field of Africian affairs. Other
panelists will be Prof. Charles

Abrams of MIT, lawyer and city

planner, and Mr. Nigel Heseltine

African Liason Officer with the

Food and Agriculture Organiza-

tion U.N. Rome.
The afternoon discussion, now

in the late planning stage, is to

be aimed specifically at presenting

the views of Africans themselves

on specific problems and current

issues in the area. Among the

panel members will be representa-

tives from Ghana, Nigeria, Ken-
ya, and South Africa.

The noon program will feature

the International Buffet followed

by an address by Mr. Michael

Babatunde Olatunji. Mr. Olatunji,

a Nigerian, is a doctoral candi-

date in Public Administration at

New York Univ. and President

of the African Students Union in

the U.S. His talk will be "Cul-

tural Basis for Africian Unity".

On Saturday evening an
African dance troupe under the

direction of Mr. Olatunji, a skill-

ful drummer, will present a pro-

gram of authentic native folk

music and dancing.

Also to be a feature of the

weekend is an exhibit of African

art brought to the campus
through the courtesy of the

Primitive Museum of Art New
York.

When asked if he had any com-

ment to make on the flu situation

Dr. Radcliffe jokingly replied

"None, but I'm awful tired."

Flu Epidemic Hits Campus
UMass Infirmary Reports

Dr. Ernest Radcliffe, UMass not expect as many overall casei

senior physician, announced today of flu as occurred last year,

that the number of flu cases has

reached a point that may be

classified as a mild epidemic.

Dr. Radcliffe said that it was

difficult to estimate the number

of students that are infected with

the flu because so many of them

go home or do not report their

infection to the infirmary.

Approximately sixty-five stu-

dents have been confined to bed

with the flu. Because the in-

firmary is filled to capacity ten

students have been bedded in the

University Dining Commons.

When asked if the infection

could be classified as Asian Flu,

Dr. Radcliffe replied that it was

impossible to diagnose the exact

type of flu until clinical tests

ware made, but that the infection

was definitely a form of flu.

Dr. Radcliffe also stated that

tha Fedaral Health Bureau did

Bus Trip Planned

For UConn Game
Plans are being made for a bu«

ride for students who wish to at-

tend the UMass-UConn basket-

ball game next Tuesday night, ac-

cording to Bob Armstrong,
Chairman of the Senate Services

Committee.

40 students are needed for the

buj trip to materialise The
roundtrip fare is $2.50. Interested

students should leave their names
at the Student Union lobby coute*

or contact Armstrong in Mills

dormitory.

Chorale Will
Give Concert
Here Tonight
The internationally famous Ro-

ger Wagner Chorale will sing at

a conaert sponsored by the

UMass Concert Association to-

night at 8 p.m. in the Cage.

Headed by its French-born di-

rector, Roger Wagner, the Chor-

ale is currently on an itinerary

which takes it to South America

fo- the first time and across the

United States and Canada for

the fifth time.

The youthful choristers are 24

in number, with an equal propor-

tion of male and female voices.

The Chorale is accompanied by a

chamber orchestra also under the

direction of Roger Wagner.

The Wagner ooncert is the

fourth in a series of seven spon-

sored by the University's Con-

cert Association. Other concerts

to be held at the University in-

clude the Baltimore Symphony
Orchestra on March 17, the Nieuw

Amsterdam Trio on March 24,

and Alec Templeton on April 5.

Admission is by ticket, student

ID, and season ticket.

Editor-in-Chief Resigns; Paper

May Go Daily In September
Richard MacLeod highlighted a

full staff meeting of the Col-

legian yesterday by tendering his

resignation as Editor-in-cnief

The budget proposal for next year

was announced. An explanation of

the new election procedure was

also given.

The resignation of Richard

MacLeod is a reflection of one of

the major problems facing the
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Collegian and other organizations

on campus, that of the friction be-

tween academic and extra-cur-

ricular life at the university, ac-

cording to Albert P. Madeira of

the English department, advisor

to the Collegian.

MacLeod stated that he found

it necessary to spend 40 hours

each week working on the Col'

legian, which he found to be de-

trimental to his academic aver-

age. Believing that the prime

responsibility of any Collegian

member is first to his academic

record, MacLeod felt the only

anlntinn wsc to r«"=i^n TiWino' an

overload of courses and devoting

his time to his studies, MacLeod
said that he could not effectively

carry out the responsibilities of

E litor-;n-chief.

MacLeod's resignation will be-

come effective next weak. The
matter will come before the Pub-

lishing Board of the Collegian on

Monday. Feb. 15 which will re-

view the possible candidates for

succession.

The Collegian staff expressed

regrets at MacLeod's announce-

ment. News Editor Larry Rayner

said, "The CoU§f/iem has suffered

a great loss in the resignation of

Richard MacLeod. I have found

it very easy to work with him."

Patricia Ward, Co-Editorial

Editor is "very sorry to see Dick

leave. He has done a lot for the

paper and is the best Editor-in-

chief we have had."

Madeira spoke on the academic

problems created by working too

many hours on the Collegian. To
emphasize the problem, he noted

various excerpts from the Col-

legian's constitution. He stated

that no Collegian member should

spend more than eight to ten

hours weekly on the paper

Madeira further pointed out that

the Collegian was a "team opera-

tion," and that "an adequate

academic record must be a pre-

requisite for work on the Col-

legian. He stated that members
should be "active but not over

active." At the Publishing Board

(Continued on page 4)
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Activities vs. Studies

All through one's college years the con-

trovorsy rages about extra-curricular activ-

s vs. academic studies. Both on campus

and in letters from home comes the message

that academic studies should come first. For

upperclassmen, however, this advice is often

ignored. The results are almost able to be

guaranteed : there is a drop in the semester

grades.

The facts remain that the freshmen and

sopohomores, because of lack of experience

and interest, do relatively little work in most

campus organizations. Upperclassmen are

thus placed in the managerial positions and

are forced to spend much more time in extra-

curricular affairs.

Ideally, of course, the underclassmen

should take a greater interest in these activ-

ities, thus spreading the work load more

equally among the members. Instead of join-

ing many activities, a few should be joined,

and a better job on each of them would re-

sult.

Ideal situations, however, seldom exist.

As such, the work must still be done." This

serves as an excuse for many upperclassmen

to become cxtmmely overloaded with extra-

curricular work. For no matter how frustrat-

ing a problem may arise in running an or-

ganization, it is still more interesting and

offers a greater immediate challenge than

an assignment in a dull lecture course.

There is therefore but one correct prac-

tical solution. Mr. Madeira, in speaking to

the Collegian staff members yesterday, said

that one should be selfish about the time spent

in any one activity. It should not exceed

more than one three-credit course. Studies

must come first.

State House News
A motion has been made by Senator Ro-

bert Trudeau that the Student Senate appro-

priate $95.00 from R.S.O. account $802 to

provide the Collegian with State House News

Service for the rest of this semester. (R.S.O.

account £802 is a general activities fund for

supplementing all budgets except the Senate

budget.) Since the University is a state-sup-

ported institution directly affected by many

State House actions, it is important that the

students on this campus be well-informed of

the issues being discussed and acted upon in

our legislature. More T
T

. of M. students will

be well-informed if the latest information

from the State House is made easily avail-

able to them through their campus news-

paper. The Collegian can best provide stu-

dents with the latest news from the State

Legislature if it is provided with the State

House News Service. S.W.M.
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MUSIC MAN
by VERN

The Congressional investiga-

tions of Payola seem to be mere-

ly an attempt to discredit "rock

'n roll." The hearings have the

atmosphere of a three-ring cir-

cus.

As we go to press, two more

prominent area disk jockeys have

been strapped into the hot seat

for a litttle tete-a-tete with the

Committee and there is a rumor

going around that Fidel Castro

is now backing the movement.

There are further indications that

the scene of the investigation

may be shifted to Yankee Sta-

dium to permit larger crowds to

watch the Christians as they are

thrown to the lions. Not only that

but because of the publicity their

brothers are getting now, it

seems that Dee Jays from all

over the country have formed a

waiting list, wanting to be in-

vestigated. It reminds me of the

lines of men waiting to enlist in

the service just after the bombing
of Fearl Harbor. Oh well, we live

and learn.

STIGMA ATTACHED TO POP
MUSIC

The unfortunate part of this

whole mess, however, is the

stigma which it has attached to

the pop music business in Amer-
ica today. Whenever someone

mentions the "top forty" these

days words like "trash", "junk",

and even "filth" usually follow

closely. People seem to have for-

gotten that many promotors

sought to have their records

played without offering payola.

These fellows couldn't have af-

forded payola, even if it had been

requested of them. They lamented

the fact that even though many
of these records had merit, there

were just too many of them for

the De^ Jays to play t.hem all.

I've seen many of them beg for

PERO '63

a hearing, both in the offices of

the radio stations where I have

worked and in other stations all

over the New England area.

Never once did any of them offer

money or gifts in return for a

play or two, and often my boss

listened to the record, nodded his

head, shook hands with these

people and told us to play the

record on the air. No agreements

were made, no one even thought

of them, and usually both par-

ties were very happy. No one

seems to be thinking of the

thousands of honest, hard work-

ing people on both sides of this

scandal who only hope the whole

thing will blow over soon and

they can go back to their normal

routines without the fear that

the "thing" will touch them.

NOT DEFENDING GUILTY

To be sure I am not defending

those who are definitely guilty of

fraud and deception; for in fact

they are responsible for the

whole rotten business. Also, I

applaud the conscientious men
who are weeding them out and

really attempting to clear things

up. But I do not agree with the

people who condemn all pop mu-

sic as bad, for a great deal of it

is very good, and it has been

tagged thus by the American peo-

ple who listen to it. Who is in a

position to condemn them for

preferring what they do? And
let's remember the many who are

innocent, who are suffering for

something over which they have

no control, and let's get 'behind

them and show them how we feel.

By all means support the men
who support the music and per

sonalities you like. If you don't,

the whole thing may just dry up

into a desert of monotony where

no one can hear what he wants

The Iconoclast
by JIM TRELEASE '63

With the conclusion of a decade in history, I thought it might be

interesting if I collected a few of the nostalgic memories of the 1950's.

Let's look at the news items ... the plane crashes, police duties, and

school bombings . . . which made the 50's fabulous ... to the nation's

insurance beneficiaries.

Our decade began on an obscure peninsula called Korea. Ordin-

arily the action here would have been called World War III, but in-

stead Truman labeled it "police action." His reason for this was if

it was a World War he would have to drop the bomb, and he didn't

want people to know we didn't have it any more. You see . . . we

loaned them all to Johnson's Wax so they could drop them on floors

and say, "Look, Ma ... no scuff!"

On the home front, Americans began to live at an unbearable pace.

Everything came in frozen package . . . like little kids locked in back-

yard iceboxes.

We also saw a new President in the 1950's ... a man whose

weak political platform was such because it was built on a sandtrap.

But you must give him credit for keeping Walter Reed Army Hos-

pital from going bankrupt. We also saw Jack Kennedy start taking

art lessons ... so he can draw th»* line between Church and State.

Our American youth became the most important people in the

nation. Campaigns were started to clean up slum areas and provide

recreational facilities for kids. Telethons were held to buy guns and

ropes for New York playgrounds. The general public criticized people

like Alan Freed, Elvis, James Dean, and Sal Mineo. This, in my
opinion, was unfair.

The first real gangleadera started their TV show every day with

the war cry, "Hey, GANG, what time is it, GANG?" Yes ... Buffalo

Bob and Howdy DoOdy were the first gang protagonists. Thank good-

ness they're banished from the TV screen now, and we can watch

girls dancing cheek to cheek with other girls on the Dick Clark Show.

Those were the 1950's. Ah, yes ... we remember them well!

Editor-columnist Chester P.

Bailey, Mansfield, Pa., Advertiser

—As many of us know, the Pres-

ident has had to fight the spend-

ers in Congress and the demands
of the people for more money for

roads, education, bridges, build-

ings, price support, etc., and there

are still in Congress many who
want the government to spend

more money. And so do the gov-

ernors of some states. New York
has recently passed legislation

turning the barge canal over to

the federal government and this

mean* a saving in money for

New York and greater expense

for the United States.

Editor-columnist Frieda J.

Monger, Duluth, Minn., Publicity

—Out of the mysterious East has

come a new way of making corn-

stalks grow faster. According to

a report from India, delivered at

the Ninth International Botanical

Congress in Montreal, the same
flute music which Indian snake

charmers play to their cobras has

made cornstalks grow faster than

plants left in silence. The report

said that flute music was played

to a selected group of plants

half an hour each day for 30

days. Another group was left in

silence. The plants which listened

to the music grew 25 to 60 per

cent faster.

Loewenstein on France
by JAMES A, MERINO '60

Last evening, Dr. Karl Loewenstein, of Amherst

College, delivered the first of three lectures of a

series entitled "France, the Political Laboratory of

the World." In this lecture, he treated the constitu-

tional history of France from the Ancien Regime,

through the Third Republic, to the present day.

Professor Loewenstein opened by declaring that

the French political experience had been varied;

that the French literally "invented" many political

forms subsequently adopted by other nations in

Europe, particularly the idea of the parliamentary

monarchy. He declared that the French had since

1789 no less than sixteen principal constitutions.

Loewenstein compared the French Political Logic

to the Hegelian Dialectic: the setting of a Thesis,

opposed by the Anti-thesis, the two resolved, into

the Synthesis, which is in turn opposed by another

Anti-thesis, etc. In the French political experience,

this logic has been used in roughly the following

manner—The Absolute Monarchy was followed

briefly by the Constitutional Monarchy of 1789-1791,

representing the prominence of the executive posi-

tion; this is followed by the 1st Republic and the

Convention, representing the ascendancy of the

Popular Assembly; this in turn is followed by the

Directory, representing the oligarchic political or-

ganization. Recent events also indicate the same;

the moribund 4th Republic representing the ascen-

dancy of the Assembly, the 5th Republic represent-

ing the ascendancy of the Executive, personified in

DeGaulle.

One of the great effects of the Revolution of

1789, within France herself, according to Dr. Loewen-

stein, is the creation of Les deux Frances, a "split

personality," as it were, which characterizes the

French Nation even today. He spoke of six principal

conflicts:

1) Rationalism vs. Emotionalism;

2) Conservatism as opposed to the idea of Reform

—

reflecting and illustrating Loewenstein's declara-

tion that the French live all their past in their

present

;

3) Corporatism, or Collectivism as opposed to In-

dividualism;

4) Secularism as opposed to Clericalism— this con-

flict has raged ever since the Revolution, the

clerical groups experiencing alternate victory

and defeat; great defeat experienced from 1901-

1905; main issue being the amount of clerical

influence and control in elementary education in

France;

5) Centralization, which we may see represented in

Paris, as opposed to Provincialism;

6) The conflict between the established political au-

thority and the powerful bureaucracy.

These conflicts, according to Professor Loewen-

stein, are the heritage of the Old Regime, and have

marked French constitutional history since; the con-

flict between the bureaucracy and the established

political government being in the sphere of political

authority the most marked (even in the present day)

real power in France rests in a 300-400 upper eche-

lon, managerial elite, chosen by the most rigid and

exacting standards and examinations; even more
powerful has this group become under DeGaulle.

The French concept of the Sovereignty of the

Nation—a concept very different from that of the

Sovereignty of the People—is in part responsible

for the French dilemma, also reflected in France's

constitutional history, of having to choose between

a strong executive, a leader, and a powerful popular

assembly; which choice they have not as yet ap-

parently been willing to make.

Letters

re student sponsored chair

To The Editor:

Three cheers to the person (or persons) who saw
fit to take into his own hands the sorely abused
State responsibility of providing an adequate, com-
petitively paid salary for the faculty of the Univer-

sity (ref: "A Student-Sponsored Chair, "Collegian,

Friday, February 5).

It is high time that some action be taken to bring
the five year out-of-date faculty salary up to a

realistic level, an action which the "respected mem-
bers" of the State Legislature deem unnecessary.

We should all extend a vote of confidence to the
Student Senator responsible.

Owen C. Jones, '63

(Editor's Note: the "peraon" ia Mr. Ted Sheer-in,

commuter Senator.)

Junkets abroad by members of Congress while it

is in session may be banned—even though the ab-
sence of some might benefit the country.
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The Square Dance Club
Hosts For Folk Festival

This year for the first time,

I Mass will be host for the Inter-

collegiate Folk Festival, which in

the past has been held at either

the University of New Hampshire

or the University of Connecticut.

This annual affair consists of

two sessions, one held in the

afternoon and the other in the

evening. Early in the fall preced-

ing the Festival, invitations are

sent to all the colleges, universi-

ties, and state teacher's colleges

in New England and part of New
York State. All schools which

have an organization interested in

folk dancing and/or square danc-

ing are invited to attend, and also

to participate in the exhibition

session of the Festival.

The program for the Festival

consists of an afternoon session

of exhibitions by the attending

schools with some free square

dancing between these perform-

ances. The evening session con-

sists of two parts. There will be

instruction offered during the

early evening for those interested

in learning phases of dancing

other than what they are getting

at their school. The caller to be

featured for the main evening

session is Dick Leger and his own
orchestra from Providence, R.I.

He has been quite active in the

Springfield area. The Evening

dance is open to the public in the

arta, as well as to the University

students.

The Square Dance Club, which

is a subcommittee of the Student

Union Dance Committee, is doing

the planning ami sponsoring of

the Festival. This group which is

open to any one interested in

square dancing, holds dances

every Wednesday evening in the

My Neighbors

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

Open Every Night until 1 1 :00

The

Little Store
On the Corner Next to

Hills House

"On the Campus Doorstep"

Jack Wessner

Music for

RUSHING

AL 3-7622

"Why take vitamins? They
just make you feel better so

you can worry about taxes
harder!"

Union Commonwealth Room
(Small Ballroom), and on Friday

evenings when the calendar per-

mits. A group from the club will

perform at the Folk Festival and

will consist of any one who has

the time and interest to put into

the rehearsals needed.

Decorating
Supplies

Crepe Paper
Poster

Paints

A. J. Hastings,
INCORPORATED

NEWSDEALER & STATIONER

LOUIS'

FOODS

76 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

ARNIE
EUROPE THIS SUMMER!

from $697 to $1212, all-inclusive

THE EIGHTH YEAR OF STUDENT

SHIP OR AIR TOURS UNDER FAMOUS

NFCCS-NNCF Travel Program
1 Thomas Circle, N.W. Washington 5, D.C.

Heiv'a a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

Because students are on the average taller than
in the past, some colleges are installing 7-foot men's
dormitory beds. Even the cost of sleeping is going
up.

The best tobacco makes the best smoke! fH^mfifSP^

Student Leaders Engage

In More Than One Activity
(Editor's Note: This is the

second of a series of article*

designed to provide accurate in-

formation about the time re-

quired of students who hob!

responsible posts in extra-curri-

cular activities. A total of }\ stu-

dents answered questionnaires on

which they listed the total time

they had averaged in extra-cur-

ricular activities and part-time

jobs from the start of the semes-

ter to Thmiksgiving vacation.

Tn the first article ( Dee. 7), it

was reported that most of the 54

student leaden surveyed had

averaged more than 20 hours

weekly on activities and johs, and

that several had averaged ap-

proximately 40 hours per week

Altogether 12 of the 54 student

leaders estimated that they aver-

aged between 35 and 45 hours

weekly on activities and jobs. Of

this group, 10 hold part-time jobs.

Tho two who did not hold part-

time jobs were officen in Adel-

phia, but they had responsibili-

ties in other activities.

Eleven of the "top 12" in

terms of number of hours were

men. Five fraternity presidents

held part-time jobs, including two

who avenged 30 or more hours

weekly on johs and activities.

Only one sorority president held

Grants Available
Students interested in public

affairs and public .service careen
who will receive their B.A. in

June have been offered an op-

portunity to apply for fellowships

tn stuHy at three different uni-

versities. The fellowships grant

.$1,700 n year plus college fees.

Beginning this June fellows

will serve three months with a

public agency such as TVA or a

department in a city or state

government. In the 1960-61 school

rsion they will take graduate
courses at the I tiivenitiea of

Alabama. Kentucky, and T.nti.s

see.

Completion of the twelve

months training period entitles

fellows to a certificate in public

administration. They can be

awarded a master's degree at

either of the three universities at-

tended upon completing a th

and passing examinations.

For eligibility requirements and
other information students should

wrfte the Educational Director.

Southern Regional Training Pro-

grani In Public Administration,
University of Alabama. Drawer 1,

University, Alabama. The dead-

line for submitting applications is

March 1. 1000.

n. J Rtyraldi TobifcoCo.. Wlniton-Stltm. N. C fc«c 9. ...we—b—sosee iJ

LOST & FOUND
LOST: A Chi Omega Sorority

Pin at the cage on Thursday Feb.

1. at the Rhode Island Basket-
ball Game. Please return to

Connie Love at Thatcher Dorm,
Chi O. or give it to any Chi O.

Thank you.

LOST: A chrome Ronson cigar-

ette lighter in the Hatch on
Monday. Will the finder please

return it to Nat Smith, Thatcher
Dorm.

Lost February 5, a narrow
gold bncelet. Sentimental value.

Reward .Judith Walker, 112

Thatcher Rouse,
Lost- in the Cage February 9.

a gold "Longines" watch. Inscrip-

tion- "to Jeff from Mom and
Dad." Reward fS. Return to

Jeff Kliman. 241, Van Meter.

Lost \ tan trench COUt with

brown gloves In the pockets. Lost

at Alpha Gamma Rho Smoker
Wednesday night, Return to Jack
Prior, 317 Adams House

Lost—A grey hood for a coat

on the path from Van Meter to

Dining Commons. Return to Paul
E. Rusek, Lift Van Meter.

a part-time job in addition to her

ext ra-curricular activities.

The number of students who

average hetween 35 and 45 hours

weekly on activities and job

could not he ascertained from the

survey heeause a number of stu-

dent leaders did not wish to pi"

vide this information. These lead-

ers said that they put in 35 or

more hours weekly, but they did

not wish to fill nut the question*

naires or provide any breakdown

BS to how much time they spent

on jobs or activities

Included in the group of those

who did not fill out question-

naires were metnben of Roister

Doisters. Campus V a r i e t I e s.

WML A, fndex and the Senate.

The demand for talented stu-

dents in many activities seems to

be a key factor in the amount of

time spent. Only three of the 54

leaders in the survey were active

in one activity only. Most of the

more active students participated

in several activities, including I

number of faculty committees.

It is beneficial to many organ-

izations to have members who
are participants in other ac-

tivities, to provide effective co-

operation. Thus a student who
-pent five or Six hours a week in

the Senate as his major activity

reported that his various minor

activities required 27 to 28 hours

week! v. It might be added that

this student also carried six

courses, in addition to his extra-

agedeurr

ilVi

loan avwhich

or 32 hours weekly.

Seven Semite members
n;

.i of H
other activities

ing part-time \>

-even estimated

averaged betw<

>ar-

in

is well as hold-

ba. Four of the

that they had

and 45

_.. noun
activities,

thev had

hours weekly, two BVewigsd be-

tween 30 and 31, and the seventh

hetween 17 and 25 hours weekly.

Seventeen Collegian memben
took part in the survey. Eleven of

these held part-time johs on

which they spent from five to 25

hours weekly. Sixteen of the 17

al o participated in other activi-

ties. Seven reported that they

averaged more than

weekly on Jobs and

while five estimated

averaged 36 or more.

It was evident from the survey

that the performance activities,

such as football, Collegian, Rois-

ter Doisters, WML A. and Index

seen to take the most time. Many
of these latter activities take

more time than football.

Many student leaders felt that

the positions they held in their

major activity required more time

than they wished to Spend.

It was also pointed out that

then seems to be a need for ade-

quate job descriptions or lists of

duties which state the amount of

time each position requires.

WMUA
Wednesday and Thursday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather
4:05 Campus Caper
5:00 News and Weather
r>:05 Campus Caper
5:30 Dinner Date

News and Spoils

Call Assn. (Wed.)
Washington Reports

(Thurs.)

Civil Defense (Wed.)
C.H.C. (Thurs.)
New- Headlines

Mu&icale

Basketball vs. A.LC.
(Wed.)

0:00 Ski Reports (Thun.)
9:06 Showcase
10:00 News and Weather
10:00 Jazz

11:00 News and Weather
11:05 Shoes Off Session

12:00 News, Weather-
Sign Off

0:30

6:48

7:00

7:30

7:32

8:05
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Editor-in-Chief . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

meeting next Monday solutions to

this problem will be considered.

Forms wore passed out to each

member of the staff, requiring

such information as how much

time each person spends working

on the Collegian and other extra-

curricular activities as well as bis

average. The purpose of this is

to discover which members of the

staff have been over fulfilling or

slighting their responsibilities.

MacLeod announced to the

staff the decision to submit a

budget to the Senate providing

for the publication of four issues

per week next year. Three of

these would be four page issues

and one would be a six page is-

sue

A new election procedure was

explained by Madeira and Mac-

Leod. There will be advanced

(Continued on page 5)

The Campus Beat
by ED HAMMOND '60 and ERNIE MANDEK 60

These Buicks certainly give a

smooth ride. It was pretty nice

of your old friend Joe to loan you

his car, Shad. Couldn't we have

taken the "Just Married" sign

off though?

What do you want for nothing,

Clod. This car's in good shape

considering all the trips to Haver-

hill and back.

When does he want us to re-

turn it?

He didn't say, but I doubt if

he'll be needing it for a few

weeks. Besides, we need it to

drive over to the Punch Party be-

ing held at Phi Sigma Kappa for

all freshmen and dates before the

Ball.

Punch at Phi Sig? Are you

than what they are getting at

Charter Plane Flight

To Europe — Last
Chance To Sign Up

Price: $275.00 Round-Trip
Leaves from NYC on June 24th, arrives in Paris and

returns from same on Sept. 7th.

Call Immediately ALpine 3-7905 (Dick Herman)

ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

NORDEN DIVISION
OF

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

...will be on campus

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 24

To Meet Graduating Electrical and Mechanical Engineers

Interested in Research & Development Engineering

(UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED)

Please Arrange in Advance

Through Your Placement Office

for Your Convenient Appointment

with Norden Representatives

CHOICE OF LOCATIONS
NORDEN LABORATORIES

(Whit* Plain*. New York and Stamford. Connecticut)

Offers opportunity to do research and develop-

ment engineering in diversified areas: Missile

& Aircraft Guidance; Re-Entry Attitude Control

Problems; Radar & Communications; Inertial

& Stellar-Inertial Navigation; Data-Handling &
Navigation-Stabilization Systems; Bomb Direc-

tor Systems; and other electronic areas

MILFORO DEPARTMENT
(Miiford. Connecticut)

Offers opportunity to engage in development
and design engineering ot advanced precision

instrumentation for application in air and space
vehicles and missile systems, including All-

Attitude Stable Platforms, Ultra-Resolution
Position Encoders, Ground Support Equipment.

Norden now has under construction a new
multi-million dollar engineering research
and manufacturing facility in Norwalk,
Connecticut,

NORDEN DIVISION
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Descriptive Brochure Available upon Request

serious? That's like the Barten-

ders' Association holding a tea.

Speaking of high, Clod, the

movie at the S.U. tomorrow night

is "High Noon". There will be

two showings, one at 6:30 and the

other at 8:30: I'll be in the S.U.

tomorrow at 11 A.M. anyway to

hear Mr^ Gerald J. Grady, the

Assistant Director of Government

Research discuss the role of "The

Businessman in Politics".

Couldn't you have parked a lit-

tle closer to the place than this,

Shad? My feet are killing me.

Why don't you quit complain-

ing? What did you want to wear

to the Carnival Ball—sneakers?

Anything but these damn high

heels. I've got weak ankles you

know.

Let's cut across the parking

lot. We're pretty late now.

It's not too late to forgei. about

this whole thing. I still don't

know how you talked me into it.

How many times do I have to

tell you? We're obligated to go.

It's a great time to do some rush-

ing. You wouldn't want all those

other fraternities to get the jump
on us, would you?

No, but there must be an easier

way out than this. Why couldn't

we get dates like everybody else?

Listen, this is a !>ig weekend. I

tried everyplace. Even some of

the juniors and seniors are busy.

Besides, you look all right.

I don't see why I have to dress

like the girl. I don't even look

good in hlue

No one will notice if you're not

there. I'm President so I'm est

pected to attend.

f think it would have looked a

lot better If I had a corsage.

Clod, do you realize how murh
wp have in the treasury. We've
trot to try to keep expenses to a

minimum. Here we nre. Let's go

inside.

It's pretty crowded, Shad. Let's

find a dark corner.

Yon stay here and I'll go

mingle with the crowd. If you

see any freshmen guys, try to

pledge them.

I'll see if I ran get some girls

to join. We should have some
variety.

,

Why didn't you join a sorority

then? By the way, I heard that a

girl from Theta is still missing

from that last -lave auction they

held. Wait here, 1 see a freshman.

Hey Shad. 1 thought you said

there weren't jroing to be any
stags here.

There aren't, only the campus
police force,

From now on then I'm going

to stick close to you. Every time

you wander off some big red

head comes over and tries to pick

me up. He asked me what I was
doing tomorrow night.

Tell him you're busy. We have

to go to the cage to watch the

Wheeler game. They've got a

great team. Last week they lost

in overtime to the Holyoke para-

plegics but only because Hill,

Flynn, and MacGregor fouled out

in the first quarter. I think it's

about time for them to pick the

Carnival Queen, Shad. Here comes
the announrement

"Ladies and Gentlemen, and
Students. For the first time in

history the judges have been

forced to choose the queen from
outside the regular contestants.

Will the young lady in the rear

step forward please."

Clod, that's you ! I wonder who
the king is? He's coming through

the crowd.

"May I escort you up, Cin-

derella?"

Take your hands off me, you

redheaded . . ,

SUMNER Z. KAPLAN '41

Representative Sumner Z.

Kaplan from Brookline will speak-

on "Relationship of Law to the

Food Industry'' on Thursday at

7:30 in room 2 Chenoweth Lab.

An alumnus, Mr. Kaplan is a

very active supporter of UMass.
His raosl recent contribution is

sponsorship of the Autonomy
Bill.

Summer Jobs Sponsored

By Christian Association
'Summer Jobs and Service

will he discussed at an ..pen ^,-s-

sion sponsored by the CA on

Thursday St 4:00 p.m. in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student

Union.

Specific i.ihs to hp presented

include work at national parks,

mental hospitals, damps, end
settlement houses. Leaders for

the session will be Don Bossart,

Kenneth Swain, Joan Magoon,
David Poland and Russell Claus-

sen. iieorge .M.w mii ii'iu iii int?

American Friends Service Com-
mittee Will also he present.

In almost every case, these arc

tudy seminars along with tie"

work to interpret and better un-

derstand the situation.

Sponsoring agencies for the

Work and service include denom-

inations, the World Council of

Churches, the YM and YWCA.
groups which aid handicapped

and retarded children, and others.

Bureau Of Gov't Research
Announces New Handbook
The Bureau of Government Re-

search at UMass has announced
the publication of a handbook for

Massachusetts Municipal Plan-

ning Boards. Author of the hand
book is William G. O'Hare. Jr..

director of the Bureau.

Fifth in a series of booklets on

public administration, the hand-
book covers such matters as the

development of city and town

planning, mapping, economic re

search, renewal and redevelop-

ment, subdivision control, master
plans, zoning, and regional plan-

ning. Previously the Bureau has
published similar handbooks for

selectmen, school committees,

public health officers, and per

sonnel boards.

Mass Education
(Continued from pa.ge 1)

. . . must be biological, not static

. . . A beautiful sea shell is not

a facade, it is a shell."

The building is to provide facil-

ities for drawing, painting,

sculpture, photography, typo-

graphy, ceramics, television and

other visual communication.

AMHERST GRANTS FREEDOM
The Amherst College faculty

has approved junior-senior elec-

tion of independent reading
courses, both first, and second

semester. This move seems an-

other multiple solution to prob-

lems of higher education cur-

riculum and philosophy, offering

an alternate from both the sur-

vey course lock-step and total

program of independent work. It

seems that such courses could

easily be conceived on the UMass

campus by teachers steeped in

their subject area, if not too

hindered by the threatened hike

on teacher load.

BAY STATE IS LAST
Massachusetts is ninth in the

nation in per-capita income and
50th in spending on public higher

education.

TV IN EDUCATION
In the area of cooperation

among universities, eleven Texas
colleges are planning a closed-

circuit TV network to link them
up. The programming would em-
phasize courses by distinguished

professors, and specialty areas of

the different schools, thereby
disseminating information of the

university lecture as the printing
press did that of the written
word. To carry this one step fur-

ther, films of these people would
give the lectures permanency and
value.

SKI CLUB MEETING
The Ski Club winter outing will

be the topic of discussion at their

meeting to be held tonight at

7:30 in the Student Union.

The outing will be an all day
trip to Hogback Mountain on

Saturday, Feb. 13. The price will

be $5, which will cover the cost

of the bus fare and use of the

ski tow.

Plans for a trip during the
February 22 vacation are also to

be discussed. Club membership is

not necessary for this trip.

Slides of the Mt. Snow trip

will be shown.

Ways And Means Committee
Pondering On State Song

For the first time in the history

of the Commonwealth, something

new has been added to the House

ways and means committee's

deliberations on the annual multi-

million dollar state budget—mu-

sic.

The committee on state admin-

istration had before it a peti-

tion of Jane A. Flanders that

"Massachusetts Our Home" be

designated the official song of the

Commonwealth. Acting on that

petition, the state administration

committee reported the following

order:

"Ordered, That the House

committee on ways and means
shall include in the investigation

and study of finances of the

Commonwealth the subject matter

of current House document

numbered 1513, relative to pro-

OnCanpa with

MaxShulman

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf , "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gittis", etc.)

COMMITTEES: AN AGONIZING REAPPRAISAL

To those of you who stay out of your student government

because you believe the committee system is just an excuse for

inaction, let me cite an example to prove that a committee,

properly led and directed, can i>e a great force for good.

Last week the Student Council met at the Duluth College of

Veterinary Medicine and Belles-Ijettres to discuss purchasing a

new doorrriat for the students union. It was, I assure you, a

desperate problem because Sherwin K. Sigafoos, janitor of the

students union, threatened flatly to quit unless a new doormat

was installed immediately. "I'm sick and tired of mopping

that dirty old floor," said Mr. Sigafoos, sobbing convulsively.

(Mr. Sigafoos, once a jolly outgoing sort, has been crying almost

steadily since the recent death of his pet wart hog who had been

his constant companion for 22 years. Actually, Mr. Sigafoos is

much better off without the wart hog, who tusked him viciously

at least once a day, but a companionship of 22 years is, I sup-

pose, not lightly relinquished. The college tried to give Mr.

Sigafoos a new wart hog—a frisky little fellow with floppy ears

and a waggly tail—but Mr. Sigafoos only turned his back and

cried the harder.)

-T$^^0ffi^

WeltillitmkW2tmtfttiw

Rut. I digress. The Student Council met, discussed the door-

mat for eight or ten hours, and then referred it to a committee.

There were some who scoffed then and said nothing would ever

W heard of the doormat again, but they reckoned without

Invictus Millstone.

Invictus Millstone, chairman of the doormat committee, was

a man of action— lithe and lean and keen and, naturally, a

smoker of Marlboro Cigarettes. Why do I say "naturally"?

Because, dear friends, active men and active women don't have

time to fuss and fumble and experiment with cigarettes. They

need to be sure their cigarettes will never fail them— that the

flavor will always be mild and mellow—that the filter will

always filter— that the pack will always be soft or flip-top. In

sjiort, they need to be sure it's Marllwro— dependable, con-

stant, tried and true Marlboro. Smoke one. You'll see.

Well sir, Invictus Millstone chaired his doormat committee

with such vigor and dispatch that, when the Student Council

met only one week later, he was able to rise and deliver the

following recommendations:

1. That the college build new schools of botany, hydraulic

engineering, tropical medicine, Indo-Germanic languages, and

millinery.

2. That the college drop football, put a roof on the stadium,

and turn it into a low-cost housing project for married students.

3. That the college raise faculty salaries by 1.5000 per year

across the board.

4. That the college secede from the United States.

5. That the question of a doormat for the students union be

referred to a subcommittee.

So let us hear no more defeatist talk about the committee

system. It can be made to work

!

• »•*> m»« «b«i~.

You don't need a committer to fall you how good Marlboro*

art* You just need yourself, a Marlboro, and a match ...Or

if you like mildness but you don't like filter: try Marlboro's

titter cigarette—Philip Morrit.

viding for an offu ial state gong."

So ways and means committee

members can be expected today

to be "taking it from the top,"

budget wise.

Editor-in-Chief . .

.

(Continued from page k)

competition for executive posi-

tions which consists of a series of

three talks on the Collegian by

Mr. Edward Cynarski, of the

Springfield Union and two hours

with Mr. Madeira. The competi-

tion will conclude with an exam.

This competition ie open to Jun-

iors and Sophomores. As a result

of this competition and other

factors, a senior hoard of ten per-

sons will post the names of the

qualified candidates for the exe-

cutive positions

Winter Carni

Events Listed
A full schedule of Winter Car-

nival activities have been planned

for Saturday and Sunday, Feb.

13 and 14.

Saturday from 1 to 2:30 there

will be an Ice Sh<>w at Orr Rink

in Amherst, put on by the Provi-

dence Figure Skating Club. Ad-

mission will be free. Snow Sculp-

ture awards will be presented at

intermission.

From 3 to 5, a fashion- show

will be held in Bnwker Auditori-

um. Fifteen girl^ and siv hoys

will model the latest in spring

and summer fashions from the

House of Walsh and Hanley's.

The Statesmen will entertain and

. Karen Mich will do the com-

mentaries.

At 8 o'clock in Bowker the

movie, "From Here To Eternity"

is to be shown at a price of fifty

cents.

Ail day Saturday there will be

skating on the College Pond and

skiiing at the Mohawk Ski Trails

in Greenfield. Saturday and Sun-

day evenings a bonfire will be

provided for the skaters' warmth.

After the jazz concert on Sunday
fhere will be a Student Figure

Skating Exhibition at the College

Pond.

Tickets for the fashion show

and the movie may be obtained at

the Student Union Ticket Office

or at the door of Bowker Audi-

torium.

Snow sculptures by dormitories,

fraternities, and sororities, will

be on display starting Friday

night.

Keeping an eye on the activi-

ties will be the world's record

snowman built by the freshman
class near the College Pond.

"He who is at war with what

is hateful within himself is too

busy to be at war with his neigh-

bor."—Bishop Fulton J. Sheen.

'The huge national debt our

younger generation will inherit

should keep them from one in-

dulgence — ancestor worship."

—

Wall Street Journal.

.——FUN 'ROUND THE

Round
Hearth
STOWE'S tREAT SKI iORM
Warm, casual, glowlnt with good com-
panionship, tha Round Hearth's ths

lodge to raat and refresh yourself.

Hearty fare, dancing, relaxing around

the famous circular fireplace— it adds

up to fun! Onlv $6.25 a day with two
meals, $40 a week. Write for folder or

Tel. STOWE, Vt., ALpine 3-7223

t*A*y

"I don't suppose you'd care to grubstake me
until my allowance arrives . .

."

Carni Queen 's Reception
Scheduled For Saturday
The Winter Carnival Queen's

Reception will be held in the

Coachlight Room of the Hotel

Northampton Saturday,

After the reception, the Queen

and one of the other members of

the Queen's Court will leave for

Boston, where they will be can-

didates for Carnation Queen at

the Sweetheart Valentine Dance

and College Beauty Parade in the

Statler-Hilton Ballroom. Tickets

to this event, which is sponsored

by the Massachusetts Department

of Commerce, eoit $3.00 per

couple and can be obtained in the

Student Union.

Guests at Queen's Recep-

tion will be Provost Shannon Mc-

Cune, and his wife, President and

Mrs. J. Paul Mather, Mr. and Mrs.

William Deminoff, Mr. Donald

Cadigan, Mrs. Joanne Bilodeau,

Miss Esther Wallace and Mr. and

Mrs. Everett Kosarick. Mr. Cadi-

gan, Mrs. Bilodeau, Miss Wallace

and Mr. Kosarick are the judges

for the Carni Queen
The tickets for the reception,

which includes a buffet supper

and dancing from 4 to 6 p.m.,

coat $1.26 per person, They can

be bought in the Student Union
or at the door.

Contract Bridge
by SHIRLEY E. BURT '61

North

S 10 8

H—A 9 8 6

D—8 6 4 2

C—Q 10 2

West (dealer) East

S—K Q 9 4 2 S—A 6 5

H-7 H—K Q 5 2

D—A K Q 5 D—J 9 7 3

C-^I 8 7 C- -A 9

South

S—J 7 3

H-^I 10 4 3

D— 10

C—K 6 5 4 3

East-West vulnerable

Bidding:

North
pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

East

2 n.t.

3 H.

4 D.

6 H.

pass

South

pass

pass

pass

pass

pass

West

1

3

s.

D.

3 S.

4 n.t.

6 D.

North leads the S10, which de-

clarer takes in his hand, return-

ing the singleton H7. If North

takes his HA, West can now sluff

two club losers on dummy's good

hearts. Playing the spades to

split, the contract can not be de-

feated. If North does not take the

HA, Dummy's HK wins. Declarer

trumps a small heart in his hand,

and takes his DA, DK, and DQ.

In order to pull the last trump

he goes to the board by taking

the CA. Dummy takes out North's

last trump, while declarer sluffs

a club, cashes the SA, and the

lead returns to declarer's spades

which are good. Declarer gives up
one elub

This hand is a good lesson in

choosing a matching suit for

trump. If the hand had been

played in six spades, declarer

would have been unable to sluff

the losing clubs if North didn't

take his HA immediately.

• BRIDGE CLUB •

hi the duplicate bridge game,

Thursday, Feb. 4, the results

were:

1-st N-S Larry Crabtree-Harry

McCullough

2-nd NS Prof. Smart-Jim Lean-

ard

1-st EW Al Page Jr.-Mrs. Botells

2-nd E-W Grant Gridley-Frank

Kiely

At the Saturday afternoon stu-

dent's game Heymen-McCarthy

and Crabtree-Burt tied for first

place.

The duplicate bridge game for

fractional master points is held

every Thursday night in the

Union at 6:45. There is an in-

formal student's game every

Saturday at 2:00. All students are

invited.

The National Intercollegiate

Bridge Tournament, sponsored by

cooperating college Student

Unions throughout the country,

will be held in the UMass Union

on Sunday. Feb. 28, from 2-5.

Students may register from 6:30-

6:45 on Thursdays preceding the

regular duplicate game.

Summer School

CLARK UNIVERSITY
INTERSESSION - JUNE 6-25

One Course - Three ".emester hours

SUMMER SESSION - JUNE 27-AUG 12

Two Courses — Six semester hours

Coeducational; Arts — Sciences — Education — Business

Write for Bulletin, Worcester 10, Mass.
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Grutchfield, Eichorn Shine

As Redmen Topple Huskies

Grutchfield Smashes UMass Record
by AL BERMAN '62

Assistant Sports Editor

The University of Massachu-

setts Redmen, led by the sharp-

shooting of Doug Grutchfield and

Bob Eichorn, throttled the North-

eastern Huskies, 87-61, in the

Cage Monday night

Grutchfield, scoring seventeen

points in the first half, broke the

UMass record for the most field

goals in a game. He hooped four-

teen from the floor, breaking the

old record by one.

If Grutchfield was the star of

the first half, it was Bob Eichorn

who stole the show during the

second half. The Adams senior

scored 19 points in that frame,

and was second only to Grutch-

field in total point output.

Here, BOB EICHORN goes up

for two of his 23 points in the

Northeastern game. The 6' sen-

ior from Adams was a live wire

during the second half, scoring

19 points in that frame, and

placing second in total point

output.

UMass scored the first six

points of the game, before NU's

leading scorer, Mike Dvorchak,

could hit a foul shot. The Huskies

were frigid during the first ten

minutes, as the Redmen built up

a 23-10 lead.

NU shooting remained cold,

and the Redmen were soon ahead,

33-13, due to the expert play of

Grutchfield and Kirk Leslie. The

play remained fairly static, and

the half ended with UMass ahead,

42-24.

The second half started out

very slowly, as both teams played

poorly. Soon UMass opened up

and built a lead of 21 points. NU
also started to perk up and

pulled back to within 14 points,

56-42, as UMass began to look

sloppy.

Soon, however, the Redmen re-

turned to par and the Huskies

found themselves trailing by 22

points.

The marksmanship of Bob

Eichorn was the standout feature

of the second half, a^ the Red-

men steadily bombarded the

Huskies. A sudden siurt by the

NU second string guard, Don

Carter, pulled the Huskies up a

little, but the Redmen were out of

reach. The game ended, UMass
87, Northeastern 61.

The contest was never close.

UMass opened the game with a

six point bulge and never saw

their lead threatened.

There were several unsung

heroes on the Redmen crew. Guard

Don Tremblay played a masterful

game on defense, as he constantly

threw hs 5'7" frame around to

the most advantage. He hustled

and fought, stealing the ball sev-

eral times and snagginT some re-

bounds. He also scored eight

points.

Center Dave Elson led the

UMass subs in the final minutes

of the game as they successfully

fought off the NU second team.

Grutchfield, in addition to scor-

ing thirty points and breaking

the field goal record, was a bul-

wark on defense for the Redmen,
snagging 17 rebounds.

The Varsity Pep Band, on hand
at all UMass home games, added

much to the spirit of the fans

during the time-outs.

In the preliminary event, the

DOUG GRUTCHFIELD, a jun-

ior from North Quincy, broke

the UMass record for field goals

in the game against North-

eastern by hitting 14 from the

floor. Doug's jump shot, shown

here, accounted for a number of

his 30 points.

UMass freshmen trounced Hoi-

yoke Junior College 95-63. It was

the superior height of the Red-

men frosh that accounted for the

amazing vietory.

Top men for the frosh were

Dick Coniin with 25 points, Ed
Dunham with 19, and Rod Corey

with 14.

A blow to UMass wag felt when

Fred Naedele broke his wrist dur-

ing the Williams game. The

steady forward leaves a big gap

in the UMass ranks.

The Redmen meet A.I.C. to-

night in Springfield, in the last

non conference game on the tab.

Starting Saturday, they play

their remain :ng seven games vs.

YanCon opponents.

UMass will meet New Hamp-
shire, Connecticut, and Rhode

Island before coming home to

Twice

Yearly SALE
\OW /Y PROGRESS

Store - wide

Clearance

WOMEN'S

SHETLAND
SWEATERS
Rrg. $l*M

Now
$895

SKIRTS ITENNIS BERMUDAS SKI-PANTS KNEE SOCKS
40^0 Off SWEATERS

50* off Now $1.29
Regular

Price IVir ricr

Special

Group
TROPICAL
TROUSERS
Vi Price

oSS
8:30 5*0

Mon. thru Sat.

SPORT
SHIRTS
20<*>

40*>
off

SWEATERS
up
to

50*>
off

SPORT COATS

up to 509*

off

House of Walsh
Amherst. Ma**achu»oti«

ALTERATIONS
EXTRA <>N

SALE ITKMS

Who's Got My Horse?

—Photo by Pats

EDDIE DUNHAM of the Redmen frosh goes up for the score as

the papooses beat Holyoke Junior College 95-63 Tuesday night.

Eddie was second in point output, seoring 19 to Dick Conlin's 25.

Redmen Safe As Rivals

Meet In Crucial Clashes
The University of Massachu-

setts Redmen, sitting in the cat-

bird's seat as a result of their

upset victories over Connecticut

and Rhode Island, are in an en-

viable position this week as their

three rivals for the Yankee Con-

ference hoop title loclc horns in a

"make-or-break" week of confer-

ence activity. The Redmen, sport-

ing a 3-0 record in conference

play, have only one conference

game scheduled this week, that

when they meet New* Hampshire

at Durham on Saturday. Mean-

while, Connecticut, Maine and

Rhode Island are meeting in con-

tests which could result in a

further scrambling of the stand-

ings.

The week's activities will get

underway tonight when the de-

fending champions from Con-

necticut invade Kingston for a

game with Rhode Island whiie

Maine is host to New Hampshire

at Orono. The UConns were upset

by Massachusetts, 62-60, earlier

in the season, and the Rams, after

meet the Wildcats again on Feb
27. The games are extremely im-

portant,' especially the ones

against UConn and URI, since

they could very well determine

the UMass hopes for the Confer-

ence crown.

three straight league triumphs

were knocked from the unbeaten

ranks, 69-66, by the Zunicmen

last Thursday,

On Friday night, Maine will

start a two-game invasion of

southern New England by meet-

ing Connecticut at Storrs and on

Saturday will move over to Kings-

ton to meet the Rams. The Red-

men cannot take their game at

Durham too lightly, however, as

Coach Bill Olson's Wildcats are

capable of pulling an upset.

Vermont, which gave Connecti-

cut quite a battle last week but

is winless in seven outings, has no

conference activity scheduled this

week.

The scoring:
Nortboutont

r» pt t
1 ft BColloo

Duooy
Seers
Burke

t 1 S
1 1 I

Pr Pt T
Mole 1 2

Gr'ehfl'ld 14 t 80

Dvorchak • 10 28
Carter 4 1*
Veufhen 8 17
Hem'gway 11
Brown
Lynch 1 t
Peteraon

Lealie
Eichorn
FohHn
Tremblay
Elton
LeBlane
Laugh' n*
Tucker
Greene

S

I

2

2

8

1

8 9
7 28
1 6

Totals 20 21 61 ToUla 84 19 87

Golf Classes
NOW FORMING

JERRY OlANFEtANTI, le»..< tto*

Pre. 8prlns«elc Ceantry tiob
CImom Burt Beeend Week In Peh.

•t 89 Main St . Masonic Bl«i .

Northampton
OPtM 19 NOON TO 19 P.M.

Private Leeeena H«?£
• Leaem Cearae ...„ 8388.H

—SPECIAL GROUP RATI*—
9 to 8 Meaahera la Graap

a I «tann (oar**. 918 each messher
9 to 12 Memhert In Great

9 Lesson Ceerae. 919 each member
Over 19 Members In Green

9-Lsbssw Cearse |19 each member
f*«a payable on or before Srat lessor

10IN UP NOW I GET YOUR
FRIENDS TO JOIN WITH YOU
Pick oat the course you want and re

terve the day and time bet suited V
• I. F r farther Information or to

n . ke reservations

Call Northampton JU 4-9631

between 1 P.M. and 19 P.M.
-or write to>—

NORTHAMPTON INDOOR
OOLF SCHOOL ft HANOI
99 Main St.. Northampton. Mass.

Cocchi Wins
By TKO

by BEN GORDON 62

Maurice Cocchi, the slugging

sophomore from UMass, scored a

TKO against Ed Feigler, a stu-

dent at Holyoke Junior College,

in 1:56 of the second round of a

Western New England Golden

Gloves bout held in Holyoke,

Monday night.

Maury held his mighty left

hook back during most of the first

round, and as he let Feigler have

his way he studied the latter's

movements. Maury nearly carried

this too far, for late in the first

round Feigler landed a smashing

right hook to the chin which sent

Cocchi reeling into the ropes.

With the bell signaling the

start of the second round, Cocchi

let loose with all he had. His left

hook had a devastating effect on

Feigler, who could not continue

the fight at the end of the second

frame.

The winner—Maurice Cocchi!

Senate Agenda
S37 Moved that the Student

Senate appropriate the sum of

$611.00 to the International

Weekend Committee for operat-

ing expenses for the Weekend,

the money to come from RSO
account 1802. (Resolve: Ward)

VARSITY BASEBALL

Varsity Baseball candidates

v 11 meet Thursday, Feb. 11 at

1:30 p.m. in room 10 of the

Phys. Ed. Building.

25th Annual Winter Carnival Begins Tonight

The Payola

Controversy

See page 2
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Student Senate Ruling
Differentiates Groups

by DAVE MANLEY '63

At the Wednesday meeting of

the Student Senate, a new pre-

cedent which will differentiate

between special interest groups

i.e., professional clubs as opposed
to service clubs, was set. Also

enacted during the meeting was
the formation of three Ad Hoc
Committees which will concern

themselves with the proposed
faculty chair fund, absentee vot-

ing, and summer activities.

Senator Gail Osbaldeston,

chairman of the Finance Com-
mittee, returned a negative com-
mittee report to the Senate on

the Nursing Club's request for

$200.00. The reason was, she said,

"money should not be given to

professional groups as opposed to

service groups."

Senator Osbaldeston, in taking

such a course, hoped to set a pre-

cedent which would differentiate

between professional and service

groups, particularly concerning

financial affairs.

Senator Ted Sheerin '60 felt it

would be impossible to set up a

continous Senate policy for the

"lines between service, profession-

al, and team organizations are

not clear enough."

The Senate decided to set up a

flexible policy which would dif-

ferentiate between organizations

that serve the campus as a whole
and special interest organizations

which benefit only a certain pro-

fession.

At the suggestion of Senator

Dennis Twohig '61, a special Ad
Hoc Committee was initially

(Comtinued on page 5)

LouisArmstrong To GetBid

For Greek Week Concert
by BILL AVERY '63

The Interfraternity Council
Wednesday voted to try and get

Louis Armstrong for the jnzz

concert on March 27, the begin-

ning of Greek Week.
"The price that was quoted for

the engagement was $2500 or

60% of the gate. The price for

the concert will be $1.60 per per-

son. The proceeds from the con-

cert will go the Fraternity Man-
ager's Association," said Dave
Hefler, Administrative Vice-Pres-

ident of the I.F.C. The managers

then distribute the money to each

Fraternity, proportionately, ac-

cording to the number of mem-
bers in the house.

Gordon Massingham, QTV,
said, "Already the jazz concert

tickets for the Winter Carnival

Weekend have been sold for $3,

000." President of the IFC, Tom
Campbell said, "Louis Armstrong
is the only one we can get that

will draw." Dave Hefler then said.

"We tried to get the Kingston

Trio, and the Four Freshmen,

but they were unavailable."

Tom Campbell then warned the

Presidents that it was their res-

ponsibility that no consumption
ol alcoholic beverages was to be
carried on in the Fraternity

Houses, especially during the

Freshman rushing period.

Dean of men, Robert Hopkins
stated that if any member of

any house was caught drinking

liquor in the Fraternity he would

be dealt with by the IFC Judi-

ciary board not by the Univer-
sity.

President Tom Campbell then

said that he needed eight men,
one w!th a car, from each fra-

(Continued on page S)

IFC Selects George Rogers

To Act As Fraternity Manager
The Fraternity Manager's As-

sociation today announced the se-

lection of Mr, George G. Rogers

as Fraternity Manager. Mr. Ro-

gers was hired by unanimous
decision of the Exec. Committee.

Mr. Roger is an ATO graduate

of Colgate Univ. and has a law

degree from B.U., where he was
vice-president of Delta Theta Phi

legal fraternity. During law

school he worked as an insur-

ance investigator and covered

New England territory in that

by JACK KNIGHT '60

field for five years thereafter.

In the next fifteen years, he

served as co-Manager of a food

processing plant in Indiana and
during that time also served as

Secretary-Treasurer and Manager
of a branch plant.

In this job, he was responsible

for the supervision and operation

of the company, including con-

tracting and quality control; sani-

tation and safety; sales mer-
chandising and purchasing; and

other duties which gave him ad-

ministrative experience,

Mr. Rogers, 45, is married to a
Smith College graduate and has
two daughters aged 16 and 12. The
eldest girl is a student at the

Northfield School, sister school

to Mr. Rogers' alma master,
Mount Hermon.

His administrative office is

now being readied on the third

floor of South College and he
will start work on March 1.

Carni Weekend Launched
With Chapel Bell Concert

by ROSEMARY 'HUSSEY *62

Carnival of 1960 is ton, the Stockbridge "Sno-Ball"

dance and the movie "From Here
to Eternity". The latter will be

shown at Bowker Auditorium.

The big news about Sunday is

Winter
here—or almost here. Silver

Sleighland will be launched to-

night with a Bell Concert orig-

inating at Old Chapel.

Following this will be the tra-

ditional Carni Ball in the attrac-

tively decorated SU large and
small ballrooms mhe noted Glen
Miller orchestra with its equally

noted leader Ray McKinley, the

coronation of the carnival Queen
and followup dorm and fraternity

buffet suppers will make this

Friday night of more than routine

interest.

Tomorrow afternoon attention

can be directed either to the ice

show at Orr Rink where the Pro-

vidence Skating Club will be

featured, or the fashion show at

Bowker. Tomorrow night's

agenda includes the Queen's re

ception at The Hotel Northamp-

the Jazz Concert at the Cage.
Dizzy Gillespie and Bobby Hack-
ett are the entertainers who will

attract crowds to this affair.

On p. 5 is printed the full

calendar of events and the where-
abouts and times of each. Un-
fortunately, due to improper
weather conditions, some of the
activities such as skating and
skiing will have to be foregone.

And The Rains Came Down

Concert Presented At Cage
By Roger Wagner Chorale
The Concert Association of the

University presented another

command performance in its pro-

gram series designed to brinj

good music and culture to the

campus.

PROF. KARL LOEWENSTEIN, of Amherst College, will deUveT'
the seoond lecture of a series of three Tuesday. Fob. 16. The lec-

ture will be held in Bowditch Lodge.

The nationally famous Roger
Wagner Chorale appeared in the

Curry Hicks Cage on Wednes-
day evening before an apprecia-

tive audience of students and peo-

ple from the Amherst area.

Featuring the great masters of

the Eighteenth Century or the

Baroque Period, the genius of

Bach, Handel, and Haydn, the

program opened with three selec-

tions written in Latin: the "Ave
Maria" of Vittoria, his "Vere
Languores", and "Hodie Christus
Natus Est."

Then, under Mr. Wagner's di-

rection, a stirring performance of

Bach's Cantata No. 4—"Christ
Lag In Todesbanden" was given.

One of the highlights of the
evening was a delightful rendi-

tion of Haydn's "Piano Concerto
No. 2" by soloist James Mac-
Innes. Handel's "Acis and Gala-

tea" with the chorus and four

soloists as the characters in the

pastoral oratorio ended the pro-

gram.

Because of the tremendous ap-

plause, Mr. Wagner directed six

(Continued on page 5)

—Photo by WltkMki
ROGER RIIKON.EN, President of the Junior class and Chairman
of the Winter Carnival, and "Sam" reflect dismay at ihe thought
of Winter Carnival without snow sculptures.

Women's Judiciary Election

Procedure Newly Changed
Penny Renton, Chairman of

Women's Affairs, has announced

a new election procedure for

members of Women's Judiciary.

The new rules are as follows.

The two junior and one sopho-

more members presently on the

Board do not have to run for re-

election, if they wish to continue

as members. However, they may
stay on only with the approval

of a reviewing committee to be
composed of the two senior mem-
bers of Women's Judiciary, the

Chairman of Women's Affairs,

and two members of Women's
Affairs Committee.

Providing the present members
wish to remain on the Board,
there will be only one opening in

the sophomore class, and one
opening in the freshmen class,

thus composing a Board of five
members. Applications will be
available in the Dean of Wom-
en's office on February 17 to any
freshman or sophomore woman
with a 2.0 cumulative. A screen-
ing committee to be composed of
all present members of Judiciary,

Chairman of Women's Affairs,

and two other members of Wom-
en's Affairs will go over all ap-

(Cvntinued on page S)
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Red Banner Day
As students at a state university, we

should take particular note of the observance

of February 12. For it was Abraham Lin-

coln who, on December 2, 1861, acting as

President of the Senate pro tempore, added
his signature to the Land-Grant Act. The
Act, as originally conceived when Lincoln

formally approved it on July 2, 1862, granted
public lands to states to "provide colleges for

the benefit of agriculture and the Mechanic
arts."

In the century that has passed since 1862,

the state university has come of age. While
it is still true that much agricultural research
is carried on at them, this is no longer a main
purpose of the universities. How the state

university has come into its own is analyzed
by Mr. Paul Engle in an article appearing in

the latest issue of Saturday Evening Post,

entitled "In Defense of the State Univer-
sity."

Mr. Engle speaks frankly about the prob-
lems and accusations facing these institu-

tions today. He does not deny that, in some
instances, the schools are like factories in

turning out mediocre degree-carrying grad-
uates. Nor does he deny that the public

seldom learns more about the schools than the
huge spectaculars put on by the athletic de-

partments and fraternities and sororities,

particularly in the Midwestern schools.

Mr. Engle, who has taught English at the
State University of Iowa since 1937, puts
forward the tremendous contributions of the
state schools in the sciences. The University
of California at Berkeley, for example, is a
world center for nuclear research, and has a
Noble prize winner in physics, Prof. E. O.
Lawrence, on its faculty.

The liberal and fine arts are playing an
increasingly important part in the state in-

stitution. Besides the actual subject matter
of the courses, the public lectures, concerts,

and drama—often with such attractions as
T. S. Eliot—provide an opportunity for stu-

dents and private citizens alike.

Not overlooked either by Mr. Engle, is

the fact that the tax-supported institutions

provide an opportunity for a higher educa-
tion for many of those who could not other-

wise receive it.

We should indeed remember February 12.

It is a true "red banner" day for the state

university. B.A.K.

Positive Thinking
The snow sculptures at this year's Winter

Carnival will feature more imagination than
ever before. There will be no problems to tax
the builders' imaginations, such as how to
build a green shamrock green only on the
outside, only how to build with no snow. Two
solutions present themselves ; Have our great
chief Metawampe lead all his braves in a
snow dance! Or, as someone said, those liv-

ing in each residence should gather on the
lawn and concentrate. The judges will come
by and concentrate. The prize will go to the
most right-thinKlng group. Shows the Power
of Positive Thinking! P. A. W.
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INSIDE PAYOLA
Part One

by JIM TRELEASE '63

Three days ago, Alan Dary, Dave Maynard, Bill Givens, Paul O'-

Friel, and Norm Prescott, all, at one time or another, affiliated with
Boston radio station WBZ, testified in the Washington "payola" hear-
ings that they were involved in "payola" of sorts. Two of the Dee
Jays—men who influence public opinion, provide an insight to the
glittering entertainment world for old ladies, housewives and eager
teenagers—were placed on probation for their practices.

For WBZ to be involved in this so-called scandal was a sharp
blow to the prestige of the Westinghouse station which boasts the
largest listening audience in New England. Here is the station which
has sponsored innumerable charitable benefit shows, has merited na-
tional honors for its coverage of the Andrea-Doria tragedy, and has
been honored by the city of Boston for its constant efforts to check
pornography, delinquency, and slum conditions.

Thus when former BZ producer Bill Givens was called before the
House subcommittee on Legislative Oversight, stoic New England
gasped. Mr. Givens announced that he and Norman Prescott had been
ordered in 1958 to help rebuild the dying record library on Soldiers'

Field Road. The order came from WBZ General Manager Paul O'Friel.

A trip to New York by Prescott and Givens followed a month
later. According to the testimony, they received about 1000 free,

long-playing albums. This is the story you could read in almost any
newspaper this past week. But there is another story which remains
untold till now ... a story no reporter or Congressman knows ... no
reporter except one. When a high school editor entered the WBZ rec-

ord library, September 2, 1958, he never dreamed of what would fol-

low on the next day or two years later.

RISE OF NORM PRESCOTT
After dropping its ties with the NBC network, WBZ was faced

with the problem of holding its high rating. Disc jockeys Carl De
Suze, Alan Dary, Bill Marlowe, Norm Prescott, and John Bassett were
handed the project with high aspirations. Without a doubt, Prescott
was the most popular and influential of the "live five". He had worked
his way up in radio from small town New England to WNEW in New
York and then back to the Hub. But on the way up to the pinnacle of
success which he would soon enjoy, he met and became popular with
the "right people". Frank Sinatra did Prescott's entire show one after-
noon, free of charge, after Norm, meeting Frank for the first time,
almost dared him to show up for the broadcast. It was the beginning
of a long friendship. When Pat Boone was still struggling to get on
"The Arthur Godfrey Talent Scouts" show, the young lad and Prescott
used to have hamburgers together every Thursday night in N.Y.,
Eddie Fisher made it a habit to stop at the Prescott home whenever
he journeyed to Beantown. Perry Como and Steve Lawrence are
also among his close friends.

Thus, when General Manager Paul G. O'Friel was perplexed with
the record library problem, Prescott volunteered to use his influence
with the "right people" and probably save money for the station.

With this in mind, O'Friel ordered Prescott and Givens to leave
for New York on Sept. 3, 1958. The day before they left, Norm had
an appointment to meet that high school editor, previously mentioned,
in the WBZ studios. I was fortunate enough to be that editor who
never dreamed that the conversation between Prescott and Givens
would spell headlines two years later. What about their phone calls to
New York that afternoon and the conversation with a prominent
singer's (Vaughn M.'s) manager, Prescott's candid views on his job.
slurred words that hinted the future dismissal of Bill Marlowe from
WBZ, and the hidden third party from the station on that now famous
trip to New York ? For the answers to these questions, see the con-
clusion of this story in Monday's Collegian.

Behind The Guild Productions
With the production dates of the Operetta Guild presentation fast

approaching, it is not irrelevant to probe that area of Theatre which
concerns itself not only with drama, but also with music and its ally,
dance.

The Operetta Guild's forthcoming production, "The Bells are
Ringing" is not, as the organization's name might imply, an operetta.
It is, rather, as termed by Dr. Doric Alviani, advisor to the group and
head of the Music department, a "musical play." Ever since the open-
ing of "Oklahoma" in 1943, explains Dr. Alviani, the trend has been
increasing in favor of the type of musical identified above.

A musical play is based on some form of literature with a plot,
theme, and purpose other than, or supplementary to, that of character-
ization. Music, lyrics, and dance are integrated with, but not necessary
to the plot.

An operetta, which is what the Guild first started with (hence
the name), is a European form of the combination of music and drama.
Musical comedy, in contrast to both consists of plot and music, lyrics,
and dance chosen to fit certain selected theater stars. "Call Me
Madam", for example, was written expressly for Ethel Merman.

A musical play involves more work for everybody than a musical
comedy. It was estimated by Dr. Alviani that the average musical
play has from 22 to 24 scenes, often requiring four or more complete
sets. Many more costumes are required in a musical than in straight
drama, since the chorus must be "in period" as well as the main play-
ers. This brings up one of the biggest problems—money. Royalties are
high, ($700 for "the Bells . .

." for four nights), costumes and sets
are expensive, and, of course, box office returns are not guaranteed.

One big problem on the college level is finding people who can
both act passably and sing on key loud enough to be heard over the
orchestra. Talent, remarked Mr. Alviani, does not increase at the same
rate as enrollment. This makes casting difficult. It is also hard on a
college orchestra to play music composed and arranged for profes-
sional musicians.

A difficulty somewhat unique to this campus is the lack of men
who dance, (not ballroom, but ballet, interpretive, Up, or soft shoe).
Mr. Alviani said there seems to be a feeling that is is unmasculine,
"sissy stuff". (Ever seen Ted Shawn, or David Blair, fellas?)

The Operetta Guild's "The Bells Are Ringing" opens March 2,
and runs through March 5. Good luck to what their advisor emlls. "»
dedicated group"!

LETTERS

Time Rewarded
To the Editor:

Three years ago a group of UMass students, in-

terested in helping the less fortunate, formed a

volunteer service to visit Northampton State Hos-

pital for the mentally ill.

Once a week the group met and journeyed by

car to the hospital to spend an evening entertaining

the patients. They found their efforts were reward-

ing ones, for the self-satisfaction as well as the

pleased looks on the patients' faces was a tremend-

ous experience.

The patients range from about 16 years of age to

80. None of the patients the volunteers come in con-

tact with are violent, many are just under observa-

tion. About 95% of these cases are expected to be

cured, enabling the patient to return to society. One
of the main reasons it is so vital that volunteers

continue to bring a little of this social life to the

patients is that they do not lose contact with society

and can join it again more readily.

Volunteer work is easy! Perhaps this is because

the patients are so very cooperative, thus making
the job that much simpler. Games, dancing, and
parties are very popular with the patients, and the

volunteers carry on Bingo games, minor record hops,

and a few holiday celebrations. The activity that

heads the popularity list, however, is conversation.

The patients really enjoy conversations concerning

college life, courses the student volunteers take,

professors, and campus social life. This is what
makes it easy, for isn't it simple to tell about one-

self and one's friends?

This year the group has continued its service,

but with very little participation on the part of the
student body of this campus. This is the main rea-
son for this letter. If Mount Holyoke and Smith
can send 20-30 volunteers to the hospital each week,
couldn't the University manage a few more than its

usual five to eight?

Perhaps the inactivity is due to lack of informa-
tion, and I hope this letter has cleared up that point.

I might add that no orientation is needed, and any
students interested in the group may sign up at the
SU lobby counter Tuesday, February 16. The group's
next visit to the hospital will be Wednesday, Feb-
ruary 17.

Carol Clifford '60

Do Janitors Have The Answers
An open letter to the Janitors:

Since we have been frustrated in our talks with
the higher members of the administration, we turn
to you, dear sirs, in an attempt to ascertain the true
reasons for the failure to open the Library exten-
sion.

Our previous meetings have netted us January,
February, May, and June as proposed openings with
the lack of authorized help, lack of books, and/or
lack of furniture being extolled as causes for this
isolation booth.

It is to you, the real keepers and sweepers of
University policy that we appeal for the hidden
meaning and tragic flaw in our Library program.

In your next meeting we would appreciate your
discussing the problem keeping in mind the sugges-
tion that as you have named the new Science Cen-
ter as a memorial to Justin Morrill you might
christen the new Library Justin Time.

BX

Notice From Collegian Advisor
It is with great regret that I have accepted the

resignations of Richard MacLeod, '60, Editor-in-
Chief and Donald Croteau, '61, Managing Editor.

Subject to approval by the Collegian Publishing
Board, I hereby make the following appointments
for the second semester:

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor

News Editor

Sports Editor

Lawrence Rayner '61

Vincent Basile '62

Susan Gallagher '61

Allan Berman '62
Mr. Croteau has agreed to remain with the pa-

per as a Senior Reporter, and Mr. MacLeod as Chair-
man of the Senior Board.

Albert P. Madeira

WHAT THEY WON
On the basis of increased pay alone, it will re-

quire the average steel worker about 1V% years to
make up the $2,000 he lost in wages during the 116-
day steel strike.

These figures are based on a 40-hour work week,
52-week year, and increases of seven cents an hour
effective Dec. 1, 1960, and Oct. 1, 1961.

However this does not take into consideration
fringe benefits, skill differentials, etc. It is difficult
to figure exactly how long it will take him to make
up the loss if all factors are considered.

Taking the estimate of a union official, it will
take about IH years—the life of the new contract—
to mafce up the loss, counting all factor*.

Jobs And Travel

Offered Students
Frankfurt, Germany. The

American Student Information

Service, a non-profit agency that

locates summer jobs in Europe

for American college students, is

looking for students to fill such

summer jobs as lifeguard on the

French Riviera, construction en-

gineer in French Equatorial

Africa, jazz musican, gun-maker
in Spain, water ski instructor in

Switzerland, and private secre-

tary in Germany.
The Service, which has been

placing American college students

in Europe for two years, now has

over 3,000 positions in all fields

open to students.

ASIS also has arranged a spe-

cial student "summer package"
costing $329 for members of the

organization. Included in the

three hundred twenty-nine dollar

package is the round-trip air

fare to Europe, a three hour orien-

tation course upon arrival, free

In Europe
By ASA

first night accommodations, a

summer job, complete health and
accident insurance for 95 days and
the use of the many ASIS facili-

ties which include free postal

service and social receptions.

The non-profit agency head-
quarters is located at Jahnstras-

see 56-a, Frankfurt/Main, Ger-
many, and they have a branch
office at the University of

Bridgeport, Bridgeport, Conn.
However, students interested in

summer jobs are requested to

write directly to the European
office.

Women's Judiciary . .

.

(Continued from page 1)
plications and conduct interviews

for all applicants. Those receiving

the committee's approval will be

put on the primary election bal-

lot.

I

These same rules would apply
to anyone applying for an open-

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Summer Schools

Becoming Popular
Attendance at Massachusetts

summer schools has more than

quadrupled over the past two
years, according to a report by
the State Department of Educa-

tion.

In the summer of 1959, more
than 11,700 Massachusetts stu-

dents representing 13 high school

systems attended summer ses-

sions. The report also states that

summer terms are no longer in-

tended merely to help students

make up work they have missed

or failed.

ing in the junior class if one

should occur in future years.

Remember:

Feb. 17—applications available in

Dean's Office

Feb. 23—applications must be re-

turned to Dean's office

Mar. 7—Primary elections

Mar. 9—Final elections
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Disclaimer Affidavit, Loyalty

Oath Controversy Continues
The battle to remove the loyal-

ty oath and disclaimer affidavit

provisions of the National De-

fense Education Act continues to

rage in the nation's colleges and

universities, highlighted by the

protests of the University of

Wisconsin, the first land-grant

college to express disapproval of

the oath requirements, and the

withdrawal of the University of

Chicago from the NDEA pro-

gram.

Latest protests, however, have

been directed only at the dis-

claimer affidavit and not at the

affirmative oath of allegiance.

At the University of Wisconsin,

faculty members voted to ask the

noxt session of Congress to

eliminate the loyalty oath provi-

sion, now required a? a condition

of eligibility for students wish-

ing to borrow money to continue

their education.

In the latest developments at

the University of Chicago, the

Board of Trustees voted to with-

draw from the NDEA program
unless the disclaimer affidavit

clause is repealed by Congress

within the next year.

A clear distinction was pointed

out, however, between the af-

firmative oath and the disclaimer

affidavit. Glenn Lloyd, chair-

man of the Board of Trustees,

said "the clear and simple oath

of allegiance lies within the

American tradition. The affidavit

does not. It could lead to start-

ing chamber investigations into a

man's belief and to government
interference in the conduct of

universities."

The action of the Board of

Trustees was an endorsement of

the resolution of the Council of

the University of Chicago Stu-

dent Senate, passed in December.

Latest developments in tin- na

tion'.s capital saw the introduction

of Senate Bill 2828, calling for

the repeal of the disclaimer af-

fidavit, but not the affirmative

oath.

A bill in the Senate last session

calling for the repeal of both the

oath and the affidavit was re-

turned to Committee toward the

end of the session.

The final action by the Har-

vard Corporation was preceded

by supporting resolutions from

ten of the Harvard faculties and

by the decision of President

Nathan M. Pusey to freeze

NDEA funds in September after

Congress failed to eliminate the

affidavit requirement last session.

Oberlin's withdrawal followed a

campus-wide referendum. Recent-

ly Oberlin's President Can- af-

firmed the college's stand ami
emphasized the disclaimer af-

fidavit's danger as an attempt to

regulate belief. He called this

"contrary to democratic prin-

ciple." A college quarterly pam-
phlet, Oberlin Today, has issued

a special report to faculty, par-

ents and alumni, explaining the

college's recent withdrawal from
the NDEA program.

Other colleges refusing to par-

ticipate include: Amherst, An-
tioch, Bennington, Bryn Mawr,
G o u c h e r, Grinnell, Haverford,

Reed, Sarah Lawrence, St. John's

of Maryland, Swarthmore and
Wilmington.

Louis Armstrong . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

ternity, to go to each house in

Amherst to collect for the Heart
Fund. "Last year the Heart fund
was, by our efforts, increnspd by
$2300," Tom Campbell said.

CO^YRIOHT 1987 TM£ COC*-COUl COMPANY

Dont just sit there!
You'll enjoy today's copy of this publication

much more if you'll get up right now and get

yourself an ice-cold bottle of Coca-Cola.

(Naturally, we'd be happier, too!)

BE REALLY REFRESHED

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

C—€! Bottling Co of Northampton, Northampton,
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The Campus Beat
by JERRY GALLAGHER '62

This is Charles Colliedog bring-

ing you the highlights of the

U. of M. Winter Carnivore . . er

Carnival. We have our NBS
cameras located in historic Old

Chapel. It's historic mainly be-

cause it's old. Off to our right

we can see picturesque Campus
Pond. Several students can be

Been angling for Blood Suckers

through the ice. In front of us is

the Student Union, and the sun

is seen flashing off of its gold

roof.

Looking at the campus today,

few would believe that it was once

a mudhole. Most would believe

that it -still is.

We have with us a few guests.

The first is Steve Knob a mem-
ber of BVD Fraternity and

chairman of the snow sculpturing

at BVD. "Hello Steve."

"Hello, Charles. Hello, America.

Welcome to Umieland. Hi Ma, I

got the cookies."

"Tell me Steve, what's your

fcheme this year?"

"Well, Charles, we call it 'Boy

Pushing Snowball'."

"1 imagine that a great deal of

effort went into the construction,

e."

"Yea and no, Charles. You see,

one of our Hedges froze push-

ing a snowball the other night, so

we merely packed a little snow
around him."

Our next guest is Miss Gloria

Snoot. Gloria is a candidate for

Q CLUB
—Announces—

—Friday Niaht

—

Modern Dancing
RIECE MOYNIHAN

4 His Orchestra

Carnival Queen. "Hello, Gloria."

"Hi, hooney. Don't get fresh

now. (hee, hee)"

"Tell me, Gloria, what are

some of your activities here on

campus?"

"Well baybeee, I'm a member
of ORB Sorority, DIM Sorority

and SOP Sorority."

"Three sororities? Isn't that a

bit ridiculous?"

"We sorority girls pride our-

selves on being ridiculous,

Charles."

"Well I hate to interrupt you,

but it's time for a station break

. hey you there! Get away
from those bells! Hey! . . . BONG,
BONG, BONG ... h ... e ... 1

. . . P . .
."

There will be an organizational

meeting of the Lacrosse Team,
Monday at 4:30 in room 14 of the

cage for all interested in par-

ticipating this spring. For further

information contact Billy Maxwell
in apartment J3 in Hampshire
House.

Tonight at 8:00 P.M. in Goess-

man Lab. a Sigma Xi Lecture can

be heard. Guest speaker is Dr.

H. A. Lowenstam, national Sigma
Xi lecturer from the Department
of Paleontology, California In-

stitute of Technology. The sub-

ject will be: "Skeletal Properties

and Paleontology".

For the movie bug (the guy too

cheap to take his girl out) here is

a list of flics popping in the im-

mediate area over the weekend:

Sat., Feb. 13—U. of M. "From
Here to Eternity"—Bowker—25*

at 8:00 P.M.

Sat., Feb. 18 — Smith — Two
Spanish Films—"Muerte de un
cielisa" (Age of Infidelity) &

Hall—no admission charged

—

7:30-9:30 P.M.

Sun., Feb. 14—Amherst College—"Inspector Maigret" (French)
Kirby—50c—6:30 & 8:30 P.M.

Anybody for Russian Roulette?

Dr. Overholt
To Speak

On Cancer
This Sunday evening at 7:00

P.M. at the Wesley Foundation in

Wesley Methodist Church, Dr.

Richard H. Overh'olt will speak on

the topic, "Cancer by the Car-

ton". Dr. Overholt directs the

Overholt Thoracic Clinic in Bos-

ton which deals mostly with dis-

eases related to the lungs that

can be corrected through surgical

means. His topic for the evening

is one which has been of increas-

ing interest to students—that of

the effect of cigarette smoking
upon the lungs and its relation

to lung cancer. All are invited to

hear him speak.

Dr. Overholt was noted in the

July 30, 1959 Boston Traveler as

having saved a woman for the

second time by his skillful sur-

gery. The news article relates

that in 1933, he saved Mrs.

Arayia Tarpinian's life by re-

moving her right lung in a then

unprecedented operation. Then,
this past July, he was summoned
immediately to go to Sanford,

Maine where Mrs. Tarpinian was
suffering from a serious case of

pneumonia in her remaining lung.

He had to skillfully drain that

organ of fluid so that she could

get air. Her total recovery has
proved that people can lead ac-

tive lives following lung removals.

Dr. Overholt has become one of

the world's foremost chest sur-

geons. But this was not the ori-

ginal intent of his life. He began
by studying to be a teacher
at the Nebraska State Teacher's
College. Following a year as
principal of a high school, he
decided rather to study medicine,
and did so at Nebraska School of
Modirin^, After f> years of post-
graduate work in Pennsylvania,
he moved to Boston to practice

and is now on the Staff of the
New England Deaconess Hospital
and NVw England Baptist Hos-
pital as well as Director of
the Overholt Thoracic Clinic. The
campus is invited to hear him and
meet him.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Opportunities for Majors

in

Physical Sciences • Engineering • Arts

Social Sciences • Business Administration

Representatives will be on the Campus Tuesday
and Wednesday, February 16 and 17.

OPERATING TELEPHONE COMPANIES
Engineering, construction, operation and maintenance of communi-
cation facilities. The following companies will be represented on
the campus:

Nkw England Telephone and Telegraph Company
The Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Companies
Niv* Jersky Bell Telephone Company

Applicants mil he i»/( n ittnJ /or other regional operating com-
partus tti th, I tutid States and Canada.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Manufacturing, purchasing, installation and distribution of equip,
ment and supplies for the Bell System and national defense projects.

Please make arrangements for interviews

through your Placement Office.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

With The Sororities
by PAT O'CONNELL 61
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Congratulations to all the new
pledges! It's good to have you
with us.

Gamma Chi held their initiation

on Sunday, February 7, in the

Colonial Lounge of the Student
Union. Those initiated were Janet
Bairstow, 61, and Paulette Demi-
tropuolas, '61. In addition, Gam-
ma Chi held their elections on
Monday, February 1st., and the
results are as follows:

President, Janet Massimiano,
V.P., Kathleen Hovey, Corres-
ponding Sec, Henrietta Menkes,
Recording Sec., Judy Konopka,
Treasurer, Grace Grybko, Chap-
lain, Sally Blombach, Historian,

Joan Hebert, Social Chairman,

Elaine Olbrych, Rushing Chair-

man, Linda Friss.'ll. Scholarship

Chairman, Sally Burke, Panhel-

lenic Reps., Kathleen Hovey,

Carol Castagnetto, Warden, Eli-

zabeth Malboeuf, Stewards, Helen

Burns, Sallie Gates, Devil,

Dorothy Ravgiala.

SDT wishes Mrs. Ryan, our

housemother, a belated Happy
Birthday and many happy re-

turns. And they also welcome

back Janie Allen! The girls of SD
enjoyed their exchange supper

with Kappa Sigma Wednesday

night very much.

Operetta Guild To Present
The Bells Are Ringing'
The college premiere of The

Bells Are Ringing will be pre-

sented by the University of Mas-
sachusetts Operetta Guild March
2, 3, 4, and 5.

The Broadway play, written by

Comden, Green, and Stym-.

opened at the Shubert Theatre in

New York in 1956. This year it

was played in summer stock

around the country.

The witty musical comedy re-

volves around a sophisticated

bookmaker who is using his girl

friend's telephone answering
service as a base of operations.

Sandor, the bookmaker, is played

by Alan Beardsell, a senior from
Springfield, w*ho has been a mem
ber of the Operetta Guild for

four years. Last year Alan
played Joe Hardy in the Guild's

production of Damn Yankees.

Judith St. Jean, a junior from
Atfawam, a veteran of the Oper-
etta Guild for three years and
its vice president this year, takes
the part of Sue, owner of Susan-
swerphone and unsuspecting
pawn of Sandor.

Ella, the kindhearted operator

who falls in low witfh an unseen

client, is played by Anne Shutty,

a junior from South Hadley.

Anne playpd Meg in Damn Yan-

kees, and has been singing for

two years for the University

dance band, the Marooners.

The "unseen client" is actually

.TnflForv Mnss
,

ocpirir»g R'lth^r,

who knows Ella as "Grandmaw",
the voice from Susanswerpnone

that wakes him every morning.
Jeffery is played by John Knight,
senior from Somerville, a new-
comer to the Guild, and an ac-

complished member of the Roister

Doisters\ campus drama group.

Songs from the score include "I

Met A Girl," "Long Befoi-e I

(Continued on page 5)

Businesses

More Active

In Politics
by SHIRLEY E. BURT '61

"In the last four years busi-

ness men have decided they must
take a more active role in poli-

tics" said Gerald G. Grady. As-

sistant Director of Government
Research at UMass, at the Man-
agement Club meeting Thursday.

Business faces many problems
in political activity; the legal re-

strictions placed on large cor-

porations; the problem of how to

treat politics in the firm; whether
to penalize employees who take

the wrong stand or to reward
those who are politically success-

ful.

It is Gerald Grady's opinion

that business will start encourag-

ing people who might be interest-

ed in participating in politics. He
thinks party affiliation! nre he.

coming less important to busi-

ness.

NOW! WE'VE GOT

FAMOUS BRAND

EASY-TO-ERASE

TYPEWRITER PAPER

AT THE LOWEST

PRICE YET!
Now at a new, money-saving low

price, we have fine quality Eagle A

Type Erase - the paper that's

famous for cleaner, faster typing

and easy erasability. At the touch

of a pencil eraser, typing errors

"wipe" right off the surface of

Type-Erase, leaving no mark. Saves

time . . . makes your work neater.

Comes in a budget-priced pack of

100 sheets, 8V2" x 11", in medium
or heavy weight, plain or 3-hole

punched. Free with every pack

a Letter Placement Guide to help

you type neater letters and reports.

EAGLE-A TYPE-ERASE
... the paper that erases perfectly with a pencil eraser

Made by American Writing Paper Corporation, Holyoke, Mass

,

manufacturer of Eagle A Boxed Typewriter Papers

Buy your EAQLE-A TYPE-ERASE PAPER today at

UNIVERSITY STORE

WEEKEND CALENDAR
Event

Friday, February 12

Chapel Bell Concert

Carnival Ball

Buffet Suppers

Saturday, February 13

Skating

Skiing

Snow Sculpture Judging

Ice Show
Fashion Show
Queen's Reception

Movie "From Here to Eternity"

Stockbridge Snowball Dance

Fraternity Parties

Sunday, February 14

Skating

Jazz Concert

Figure Skating Exhibition

Inter-Sorority Hockey Games

Time

7:00-8-00 p.m.

8:30-12:00 p.m.

12:00-1:30 p.m.

all day

all day

10:00-12:00 n,

1:00-2:30 p.m.

3:00-4:30 p.m.

4:00-6:00 p.m.

8:00-10:30 p.m.

8:00-12:00 p.m.

8:30 12:30 a.m.

1:00-11:00 p.m.

2:30-5:00 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Place

Campus

Student Union

Fraternities

College Pond
Greenfield

Campus
Orr Rink (Amherst)

Bowker Aud.
Hotel Northampton

Bowker Aud.
Student Union

All fraternities

College Pond
Cage

College Pond
College Pond

EUROPE 1960
CAMPUS TRAVEL CLUB TOURS

• Coed Guided Tour Specially Programmed
for College Students, June 22-August 12

Travel via Sabena Jet Clipper — 52 days in

Europe. Ask for our free brochure containing
Itinerary.

Panoramic Tours Norman Spencor
101 W. 55 St., N.Y. 19, N.Y. Amherst ,Mass. AL 3-9221

and a big variety to select from

at A&P's Delicatessen Department

Chinas* Egg Rolls—Shrimp or Chicken

Chop Suey—Several Kinds

tologna, Salami, Liverwurst

Variety Cheeses and Spreads

Cocktail FranWorts—Midget Bologna

Herring-Sardines-Wino Fillets

Potato Salads—Mexican Selads

Kilbosi—Linguica—Cappacolla

Cooked Shrimp and Cocktail Sauce

Variety of Puddings—Cheese Cekes

Old Fashioned Rye Bread and others

and many

mort —

come In

and brow**

34 BRIDGE ST.
NORTHAMPTON

if tbtn's phnty free parking

LOST & FOUND
Taken from Sig Ep Friday night,

Feb. 5. A trench coat with plaid

zip-in lining, and initialed "W"
in collar. Please contact Charlie

Weeber, 816 Butterfield. I have
yours.

Gold Friendship Rinj? with sap-

phire and a small diamond on
each side. It was lost in the

Hatch last Sunday night. Please
return. Really big reward. Edith
Larkin, 410 Hamlin.

With The Fraternities
by STEVE SHt'STKKMAN, AEPi

Student Senate . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

formed which would discuss the

pending motion of setting up a
fund for the purpose of attract-

ing outstanding persons to the

University faculty.

Senator Mike Moschos '62,

was particularly concerned with
which stocks the fund would be
invested in, and the integrity of
any administrative committee
which would handle the money.

An Ad Hoc Committee on Ab-
sentee Voting was formed, with
Senate approval, to "encourage
and aid, by any available means,
members of the University com-
munity in voting in the forth-

coming state and federal elec-

tions."

Senator Twohig, who drew up
the motion, said this committee
would enable the Student Senate
to do its part in furthering demo-
cratic ideas within the campus
community.

An Ad Hoc Committee on
Summer Activities was alsc ap-
proved for the purpose of devel-
oping some continuity of student
activities throughout the sum-
mer months.

The Senate appropriated $95.00
to provide the Collegian with
State House News Service, for
in the words of Senator Osbaldes-
ton, "News Service would be
good for the University as a
whole."

An appropriation of $611.00 for

the International Weekend Com-
mittee was referred to the

Finance Committee.

The highlight of our winter so-

cial season is here, and all the

Greeks extend a cordial invita-

tion to the freshmen and their

dates to join with them in all the

events they have planned. In-

cluded in our invitation is a

hearty welcome-back to our alum-
ni, here for a visit to ye-olde

chapter house. QTV and Alpha
Sig are off to an early start with

Operetta Guild . .

.

(Continued from page i)

Knew You," "Just in Time," and
"The Party's Over."

The Operetta Guild, under the

direction of Professor Doric Al-

viani, has been presenting Broad-
way musicals since 1947. It has
produced such works as South
Pacific, Finian's Rainbow, Carou-
sel, Lost vn the Stars, Pipe
Dream and Damm Yankees.

Concert Presented . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

encores—folk songs from one of

their albums, A tremendous per-

sonality and an imaginative di-

rector, Mr. Wagner met many of
the students after the perform-
ance in the Colonial Lounge.

Students are reminded that

their IDs are good for entrance
at the Concert Series productions.

My Neighbors

5?^. «£/»«_> %

"Speak to me. Melvinl
Melvin! Do you hear me?"

pre hall punch party and buf-
fet. For those who have managed
to escape the flu, who also sur-
vive the "crush" at the Rail,

AEPi. Kippe Sis, ,Si ff Ep, Alpha
Sig, SAE, and TKE are all hold-

ing postball buffets. Saturday
afternoon AEPi, PSD, and TKE
will have buffets. At night there
will be theme parties at all the

houses, highlighted by a "Rock
& Roll" party at AEPi, a "Skol
Shed" party at Sig Ep, a "Reno"
party at QTV, a "Valentine-
Twin" party at Lambda Chi, and
a Newport Jazz party at Alpha
Sig. To complete the weekend, on
Sunday AEPi has planned
Brunch, and QTV has planned a
Pre-Jazz Concert buff.-t.

On the sports scene, congratu-
lations are due SAE on their re-

cent 51-50, triple overtime defeat
of Kappa Sig for the fraternity
basketball league championship.
The scene now shifts to the bowl-
ing league competition every
Tuesday night in the SU.

Phi Mu's newly-elected officers

are Dick Egsegian, pres.; Bob
Leahy, Vice-pres.; Ted Russel,
Sec.; and Jack Corr, Treas. With
the advent of second semester
rushing, many houses have ini-

tiated their first semester
pledges. QTV welcomes Charles
Dyer, Ted Dudley, Chuck Bora-
ski, and Frank Psiowski. AEPi
welcomes John Seletsky.

Exchange suppers have been
planned between Sig Ep and SDT,
and SAE and KKG . . . While on
the subject, congratulations to

the sororities and their new
pledges.

While hope is waning for the

snow sculptures, the Greeks hope
you enjoy the full schedule they
have planned.

If an injury accident occurs at
60 miles an hour or more, the in-

jured person is eight times more
likely to die of his injuries than

if he had been injured in an ac-

cident at 20 miles an hour.:
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Spotlight On Sports

by AL BERMAN '62

The Boston Celtics scored their

fourteenth victory in a row over

Detroit Wednesday, by the re-

markable score of 153-121. It was

the highest score the Celtics have

attained this year. Their 91 points

in the second half is a league

record.

Art Gleason, former sports di-

rector of the Mutual Broadcast-

ing Company, will be No. 2 man

behind the Red Sox microphone

when the season opens on April

18.

Gleason takes over Bob Mur-

phy's spot. Murphy has left Fen-

way Park to become the "voice of

the Baltimore Orioles."

There is a stir currently brew-

ing in the National Hockey

league that has people wondering

who actually runs the League.

Recently Red Kelley and Billy

McNeill were traded to the New
York Rangers by the Detroit Red

Wings, whereupon they both quit

hockey. Kelley reconsidered yes-

terday when traded to Toronto,

but McNeill remains retired.

The club owners of the league

set a pretty dangerous precedent

for themselves Wednesday when

they agreed to the disputed deal-

ings between Detroit and Toronto.

As a result, Red Kelley emerged

fom his brief rest to join the

Maple Leafs for their home game

with the Canadiens last night.

This will give ideas to other

players who don't like the idea

of being traded, despite the

definite stipulation in the stand-

ard player contract that they

agree to any such shift. The

owners have plared themselves in

a precarious position, and it will

be interesting to see what hap-

pens to the next player who re-

sents being traded.

Terry Sawchuk is at it again!

He has asked for, and has been

granted, a temporary respite

from the Detroit organization.

Boston fans will remember that

he did the same thing with the

Bruins a few years ago, and

never returned to the team. Per-

haps Terry has had another one

of his "nervous spells," that he

blamed for his departure before.

When he left the Bruins it was

suddenly; without warning or

permission. Rules state that

whenever a player leaves a club

without permission, he is to be

barred from the NHL for life.

Soon, however, Sawchuk, after

leaving the Bruins goalieless,

turned up in the Detroit nets and

was allowed to stay there. Here

again was an obvious "relaxing"

of the rules for the benefit of a

single player. The NHL has done

it twice, now. It surely does not

make for conditions suitable to

the harmonious functioning of the

league!

It is not definite yet that Bos-

ton's professional football team

will build its stadium within the

city limits. There are about three

locations, according to Bill Sul-

livan, the club president, which

interest the team's administra-

tors, which as yet have remained

unnamed.

An announcement from Bos-

ton's Mayor Collins and Sullivan

early Wednesday made it appear,

however, that the site and plans

for a Boston stadium were all

set for release soon.

Shown above is FRED NAEDELE. a 6 foot 3 inch senior forward

from Attleboro who broke his wrist in the Williams game and,

unfortunately, will be out the remainder of the season.

ARNIE SGAN

-DANCE SATURDAY-
RONNE DRUMM

-MAR. 12 JAZZ SHOW-
And Dtnct For Modern*

HOTTEST JA22 SAND
IN THC COUNTRY

Mctynard Ferguson
Advance lets—$1.00

ROSELAND
BALLROOM

DWIOHT ITMIT - MOIYOKI

FOR SALE
35-FOOT TRAILER

All Furnished

All Established

Country Setting

ALpine 3-7261

Three Redmen In

Top Fifteen Yan
Conferences Aves.
Three University of Massachu-

setts players, Kirk Leslie, Dous

Grutchfield and Mike Mole, are
|

among the top fifteen scorers in

the Yankee Conference.

In the lead for scoring honors

is Dave Ricereto of Rhode Island

with 76 points in four games and

an average of 19 points a game.

Pete Smilikis is in second place

with an 18 point average at the

University of New Hampshire.

Also averaging 18 points a game

is Kirk Leslie of The University

of Massachusetts.

The other Redmen high scorers

are Doug Grutchfield with 15

points a game average and Mike

Mole with 14.

The top scorers and their

averages follow:

Name Games
Ricereto (RI) 4

Smilikis (NH) 3

Leslie (UM) 1

Schiner (Me) 8

Chapelle (Me) 8

Weiss (RI) 1

GiordanoC Vt) 7

Grutchfield (UM) 3

Greene (NH) 8

Pipczynski (Conn) 5

Mole (UM) 3

Multer (RI) 4

Sturgeon (Me) 3

Rose (Conn) 5

Kelsey (Vt) 7

I>tew Golf School Opens

Av.

19.0

18.0

18.0

16.0

16.0

16.0

15.0

15.0

14.3

14.0

14.0

13.7

13.3

10.2

10.1

Good news it in the offing in

this area for all golfers as the

openvng of an indoor school and

practice range in the Masonic

Building in Northampton was an-

nounced recently. The school will

be operated by John F. Svoboda

of Northampton and will .operate

until April 29.

Jerry Giaferante of West

Springfield who is pro at the

Springfield Country Club will be

the teaching instructor and will

be available for lessons from to-

day on as he has just, returned

from competition in tournaments

in the South, including the PGA
seniors at Dunedin, Florida.

Giaferante who has been a pro

for 35 years, is considered to be

one of New England's finest

teachers and during his playing

career has annexed top honors

in nearly all the main tourna-

ments in this area. He was Mas-

sachusetts Open Champ in 1948,

Stockbridge

Loses To North
Dakota A.C.
The Stockbridge Rifle team

under the direction of Col. John

Marchant, Professor of Air Sci-

ence here at the University, lost

a postal match recently against

liurlli uaivut,** Agntuiiujai col-

lege Rifle Team by a score of

1314 to 1278.

The high man for the Stock-

bridge club was Bagge who shot

a 266 with three of his teammates

shooting in the 250's and one

other shooting a 244. This was

not high enough however as

North Dakota's high man shot a

275 and their low man was 254.

The shooting was quite con-

sistent for the Stockbridge team

in the first two positions of

prone and kneeling, but fell way
down on the offhand position.

The Scoring went as follows:

North Dskota
Franke 275

Erickson 262

Unruh 259

Kville 254

Mulhsir 254

Stockbridge

Bagge
Pelis

Lombard
Stenburg

Medeiros

1314

266

258

255

255

244

1278

Jazz at

Midnight

with

Harvey Sheldon
on

WTXL
Radio 1490

Springfield'! Only Full Time

JAZZ SHOW

MON -SAT -Heard Nightly

Listen to Jazz in

Modern Idiom

won the New England PGA
tournament in 1946 and 1961, and

also won the Maine open twice, in

1942 and 1952. He was the first

native Massachusetts pro to be

invited to play in the Masters

Tournament in 1937, and com-

peted again in 1942. He has

played in ten National PGA
championships and seven National

Opens.

The range will be open for

practice from noon until 10 prn.

and applications are now being

accepted for lessons, either in-

dividually or in groups. Special

emphasis is being placed on six-

lesson courses to groups, concen-

trating on fundamentals, rules,

and etiquette of golf. It is hoped

that special golf movies will be

available to further help pupils

acquire a good sound game before

the action moves outdoors in the

Spring.

Former Yankee
Conference Champ
Chosen All-American
The North Quincy Koch Club

was notified this week by the

Gold Medal Basketball Touma-,

ment, Central States Basketball

that George Burke, captain of the

North Quincy Koch basketball

team has been setected as a guard

on their 1959 All American team.

He was selected on the basis of

his play in the South Boston Boys

Club Gold Medal Tournament

when he scored 22, 39, and 49

points for which he was named
outstanding player in the tourna-

ment.

G«»org« Burke was formerly

with the Boston Celtics in 1957,

as a rookie in the same year Sam

Jones started with them, but

George left to return to Boston

College Law School. He is now

a lawyer in Boston, and a city

councillor in Quincy.

He has been playing for the

Koch Club for eleven years.

George began his basketball ca-

reer at Quincy High where he

captained the Tech Tourney team.

Later he graduated from the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts where

he was selected as an honorable

mention candidate for All Amer-

ican, All East, All New England,

All Boston Garden, All Yankee
Conference in which he still holds

the second highest average of

27.2 points a game.

Rogersmen Meet

R.P.I. Today
The University of Massachu-

setts swimming team under the

watchful eye of Coach Joe

Rogers will travel to Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute, there to

face the undefeated home team

this eve of Winter Carnival.

Swimming for the Rogersmen

in the 220 and 440 yard distance

free style events will be Dave

Osterhaut and Matt Rutkowski

both of whom are sophomores.

Matt so far this year has proven

himself one the most versatile

and strongest swimmers on the

team, and until the Coast Guard

meet placed first three times in

three events for every meet pre-

vious.

In the backstroke and the fifty

yard free style events Dave Gold-

stein and Ben Knight respec-

tively are the Redmen hopes.

In the 200 yard breastroke

Dave Desjardins will be the U-
Mass man to watch as he has

proven himself a consistent

swimmer in the earlier meets of

the season.

With the absence ot diver Don
Saluda, the Mermen's diving
hopes will have to rest solely up-

on John Cushing who is now the

only diver.

Against R.P.I, the Rogersmen
can only hope to do their best as

their formidable opponents are

the strongest team to face them

this year. The Redmen have a

one and three record this year,

their only win being over Wor-
cester Polytechnic Institute. The
looses were to Wesleyan, Amherst
and Coast Guard who have al-

ways proven to be strong op-

ponents.

After this meet the Mermen
will have a week before their

next test, which is against UConn
here at the Women's Physical

Education Pool on February 25 at

7:30 p.m.

Jack Wessner

Music for

RUSHING

AL 3-7622

Frosh Baseball

There will be a meeting of

all candidates interested in

Freshman Baseball on Wed-
nesday February 17 in room 10

of the Physical Education

Building at 6:30.

I

Sports Meeting
There will be an important

meeting of all members of the

sports staff on Tuesday, Feb-

ruary 16, at 11:00. New mem-
bers are welcome.

FAIR * COLDER

GIRLS MAY
GO TO

UCONN GAME

Dean Curtis
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Penny Renton Joins

Publishing Board
Senator Penny Renton '60 will

fill the new position of Senate

Representative to the Publishing

Board of the Collegian. This new

position was created by the

Board in January in order to

give the Student Senate more

PENNY RENTON '60

voice in the affairs of the Col-

legian, The appointment was

made by President Robert Zelis

with the confirmation of the rest

of the Senate.

The Publishing Board now con-

sists of ten members, four of

whom are on the staff of the

Collegian. They are Editor-in-

Chief Larry Rayner, Managing

Editor Vin Basile, Business Man-

ager Steve Kaplinsky, Faculty

Technical Advisor Dr. Richard

Harper (newly appointed), Alum-

nus Ed Cynarski, Business Advi-

sor from PSO Mr. Edward Buck,

President of the Senate Robert

Zelis, Editorial Editor Ted Mael

and Co-Editorial Editor Pat

Ward, Editorial Consultant Philip

Koehane of United Press Interna-

tional, and Miss Renton.

A member of Chi Omega So-

rority, Miss Renton is also chair-

man of the Women's Affairs

Committee.

Hyohee Kim Carni Queen;
Crowning Highlights Ball

by SANDRA GIORDANO

MASS EDUCATION

Silver Company Announces

Contest To UMass Women
During the months of Febru-

ary and March, Reed & Barton,

America's oldest major silver-

smiths, are conducting a "Silver

Opinion Competition" in which

valuable scholarship awards tot-

alling $2050 are being offered to

duly enrolled women students at

a few selected colleges and uni-

versities. UMass has been chosen

to enter this competition m
which the First Grand Award is

a $500 cash scholarship; Second

Grand Award is a $300 scholar-

ship -

r and Third Grand Award is

a $250 scholarship. There are

three $200 scholarships and four

$100 scholarships in addition.

100 other awards consist of

sterling silver, fine china, and

crystal with an approximate val-

ue of $50,

The entry form for the compe-

tition illustrates twelve designs

of sterling with nine designs of

both china and crystal. The en-

trant simply lists what she con-

siders the six best <*>mbinations

of these. Awards will be made
to those entries matching or

coming closest to the unanimous

selections of tablesetting editors

from three of the nation's lead-

ing magazines.

Miss Patricia Howarth is the

student representative who is

conducting the "Silver Opinion

Competition" for Reed & Barton

Miss Hyohee Kim of Seoul,

Korea, was chosen to reign over

the Winter Carnival weekend here

at UMass. Miss Kim, wearing a

gown of red velvet and white or-

gandy, was crowned by the Uni-

versity's new football coach,

Charles W. Studley, at the Win-

ter Carnival Ball in the Student

Union Building Friday night.

Miss Kim presided over the

rhree-day festivities of the Silver

Sleighland weekend.

The queen is a home econom-

ics major of the class of '61, and

also an accomplished ballerina.

Members of the queen's court

were: Judith Lawson '61, a flori-

culture major at Stockbridge

School of Agriculture, of Taun-

ton; Nancy Pizzano '62, an Eng-

lish major from Winchester; Car-

olyn Sherriff '62 of Belmont,

enrolled in the School of Nurs-

ing, and Janica Towne '62, a so-

ciology major from Quincy.

The queen's reception was held

in the Candlelight Room of the

Hotel Northampton Saturday eve-

ning.

Harvard Forms Committee
Against Disclaimer Affidavit

MISS HYOHEE KIM '61

At both Harvard and the Uni-

versity of Chicago committees

have been formed to promote

written protests to Congressmen

concerning the affidavit require-

ment of the NDEA Act. These

have been partially organized in

response to various statements by
Congressmen to the effect that

the students were apathetic to

the issue.

The Harvard Committee for the

Repeal of 1001(f), composed of

students of all political senti-

ments and seven faculty mem-
bers including sociologist David
Riesman, is sponsoring lectures

stressing the need for student ac-

tion and stimulating letter writ-

ing.

The aims of the Chicago group

are the same. They made avail-

able fact sheets regarding each

(Continued on page S)

NOTICE
Women of the freshman

and sophomore classes are re-

minded that they may pick

up their nomination papers

for Womens Judiciary in the

Dean of Men's Office, Wed-
nesday, February 17. These

papers must be turned in to

the same office by Tuesday,

February 23.

at UMass. Those interested in

entering the contest should con-

tact her at 205 Dwight for entry

blanks and complete details con-

cerning the rules.

Through the opinions on silver

design expressed by college wo-
men competing for these schol-

arships, Reed & Barton hopes to

compile a valuable library of ex-

pressions of young American

tastes.

Training For
Collegian Will

Begin Tues.
A training program for stu-

dents desiring to become mem-
bers of the Collegian staff will

begin tomorrow afternoon at

4:30 in the Collegian office.

The course will be taught this

year by Mr, Philip Keohane,

United Press International

(UPI) Bureau chief in Spring-

field. One hour classes will be

Annual Fashion Show Is

Big Success For Carnival
by CAROL DOLIBER '62

The annual fashion show,

held on Saturday, February 13,

in Bowker Auditorium, was one

of the highlights of the Winter

Carnival Weekend.
Master of Ceremonies Tom

Campbell '60 introduced the Car-

nival Queen, Hyohee Kim, and

her court.

Karen Mich '60 was fashion

commentator for the show, which

included fashions from the

House of Walsh and Hanley's in

Amherst.

The recently popular Indian

Madras prints were featured in

skirts, bermudas, blazers, and

men's sport jackets.

White is a "big" color this

year. Suits in particular are

news in white.

During intermission the audi-

ence was entertained by the

eight-man campus vocal group,

the Statesmen. Steve Allen '61,

leader of the Statesmen, intro-

duced the songs, which included

the traditional "Halls of Ivy." JANET WEHMANN '63

held Tuesday and Thursday af-

ternoons at 4:30 for three con-

secutive weeks.

According to Larry Rayner '61

Editor-in-Chief, "All members of

the reporting and copy-editing

2500 People Hear Concert

In Spite Of Poor Weather
by MIKE BELANGER '63

WE SPENT a lot of time, and it's no blarney, to build a sculpture

for the Winter Carni. But the snow did go. Oht What a blow. So

well bury Old Man Winter low.

A crowd of 2500 people braved

rain, snow, and sleet to hear

the Winter Carnival Jaw Con-

cert at Curry Hicks Cage Sunday

afternoon.

The concert was delayed by

the late arrival of the perform-

ers, Bobby Hackett and Dizzy

Gillespie, but once underway

proved a huge success.

Hackett entertained the crowd

with such selections as the Tin

Roof Blues, Muskrat Ramble,

and Tenderly.

Autumn Leaves and My Man
were among Dizzie Gillespie's

selections, which held the audi-

ence spellbound.

staffs who have not taken the

course in the past are expected

to attend these six classes. Any
other undergraduates who would
like to become members of the

Collegian staff are also welcome

to attend."

The course is designed to give

students practical training in

basic newswriting fundamentals.

Also included will be instruction

on interview techniques and

proper methods to use in report-

ing speeches, meetings, and

sports events.

Students may sign up and be-

gin the course at 4:30 tomorrow

afternoon at the Collegian office

in the SU.
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Teachers Vote

For Salary Study
Members of the teachers' union at the

University were recorded as approving

House Bill 1057 which would appoint a com-

mittee of two senators, three representatives,

the president of the University, and three

persons named by the governor to study the

salary structure of the teaching staff at the

University.

Dr. Walter G. O'Donnell, professor of

management and president of the University

Chapter of the American Federation of

Teachers, AFI/-CIO, said the union is also in

favor of a $25,000 salary for the president,

and is on record as supporting the so-called

Kaplan bill, which would grant the school

fiscal autonomy.

Part Two

INSIDE PAYOLA

Thanks To The Police

The people of Amherst, especially college

students, are very fortunate in having a

police department that is willing to go out

of its way in aiding the distressed.

The ease to which we refer is that of a

couple returning to Worcester Saturday

night when their car battery went dead.

Sgt. Weymouth B. Heath and Officer John

P. Gedmin took the couple in and called a lo-

cal mechanic at his home requesting some as-

sistance for the unfortunate pair. Both of-

ficers were extremely helpful to the stranded

travelers.

It is reasuring to know that the Amherst

police department has a continuing policy of

cooperation and friendliness with those in

distress.

Unfortunately, there is a tendency to re-

gard any police department with fear. Peo-

ple would do well to think of a policeman as

a friend. L.R.
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_h. JIM TRELEASE '63

It was 1:15 p.m. when I arrived at the WBZ studios on Surrey

Road outside greater Boston and I found Norm Prescott, the subject

of my interview that day, in the record library. The date was^Septem-

ber 2, 1958 ... one day before Norm, Bill Givens, and a third party

would leave for New York on their record collecting journey.

Dressed in red sport shirt, slacks, and loafers, Prescott introduced

me to Bill Givens, producer, and Arnie Rosen, a young man of about

25, who was their librarian and third party. For the last six months

he has been in the armed services which may be the reason why his

name wasn't mentioned in reports coming from the Congressional

hearings.

Munching on a sandwich, Norm complained about the terrible

pickles his wife put in his food. Shortly, he reached for the phone and

asked for the "trunk line" to New York city. He waited.

"Hello This is Norm. How's tricks, buddy? ... I hear

you and Vaughn are leaving your apartment in town? What are the

chances of my grabbing it? How much did you say last week that

you paid for rent? Great! Well, I'll drop in to see you this weekend . .

.

Yeah, I'll be there. Thanks,
"

The voice on the other end z* the line was that of the manager

of popular singer and entertainer Vaughn Monroe. Immediately I

noticed that Prescott was on first name relationships with him.

In the background, Errol Garner tickled the ivories through a

speaker broadcasting the Bill Marlowe show. Tiring of the long cut,

Givens threw a pencil in disgust on the table and mumbled, "Come on,

Marlowe! Get off it, will ya!" Here was the first hint that Bill Marlowe

would practically be forced to resign a year later because of what I

believe was differing in musical tastes between jockeys.

The phone rang again. "Hello, Norm Prescott speaking . .
.
Sure!

Sell it at that price if you can." He hung up and grinned. "I just sold

that motion picture I bought not long ago—'Orient Express'—for a

cool grand." Givens whistled low.

Looking at his watch, Prescott reached for a stack of records piled

almost a foot high. Within five minutes he had separated them into

two piles. "And who said I don't spend an hour preparing my show,"

he grinned. "Look, Jim, you wait here for a few minutes and then Bill

will bring you into the other studio where I'll be for the show." He

disappeared out the door.

Producer Givens reached into his pocket and retrieved a list of

names.

"Take a look at the people we have to see tomorrow in New York,

Arnie."

Rosen glanopd over the names wide-eyed. "I'm telling you, doors

will open for us in New York that are or«n to no jockey in New Eng-

land except Prescott. Wait till you see the way they treat this guy."

Later, Norm leaned back in his chair and, between records, said,

"This business entertainment is the greatest. The people who com-

pose it are the most ffraciottf you ever could hope to meet. Every

Christmas I'm flooded with gifts simply for playing their records. It's

their talent which sells the discs but "ery few of them stop being

gracious for their blessings." His eyes were red and you could readily

see he had been taping the rest of the week's shows since early

6 o'clock that morning. Yet he took time out to grant an interview to

an ordinary high school editor.

Prescott today holds a prominent position with Embassy Pic-

tures in New York. From time to time Norm and I exchange notes of

news. I think of him as a friend. This article was written to EXPOSE
absolutely no one. T cast no judgment on any of the persons involved.

The judgment is reserved for you the readers. My only effort* wen-

directed toward giving you an insight into the "payola" hearings. It

was a story which would otherwise have gone untold.

IN THE COMMONWEALTH ROOM
A retrospective exhibit of more than 50 water-

colors and drawings by Amherst artist Ian Maclver

opened today in the Commonwealth Room of the

Student Union.

The one- man-show, which is first in a series of

art exhibits to be offered by the student activities

program and art department, covers a period of 20

years of painting done by Mr. Maclver. Working in

watercolors and mixed media, his themes include

land and seascapes, Manhattan scenes, and architec-

tural and industrial designs.

Mr. Maclver, whose work has been described as

having "powerfully dramatic values," has had ap-

proximately 40 one-man exhibits since beginning his

career as a professional artist. The net impression

of Mr. Maclver's work seems to center on its power

of evocation. His paintings have been referred to as

vigorously imaginative and bold in conception. Wrote

the art critic of the New York Journal American,

"There is something both of elemental power and

austerity in these landscape papers to which the

patterns of fluent rhythms and the use of areas of

gleaming white paper give intensity of effect."

An instructor at the University, Mr. Maclver is

a native of Scotland who spent many years in

Canada before coming to the United States. After

studying landscape architecture and fine arts at

Columbia University, he did cartographic work with

the U.S. Army Map Service upon this country's en-

try into World War II and later worked with the

Logistics Planning Committee in the Navy Depart-

ment.

During this time he was appointed an instructor

in drawing and painting and in topographic draw-

ing at U. Mass., leaving temporarily in 1945 to work

with city planning firms in New York.

Mr. Maclver's most recent exhibits were one-

man shows held under sponsorship of the Tyringham
Galleries and the Old Lyme and MyntiV Art As-

sociations. The exhibit here will end Feb. 28.
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IN A VERY MINOR KEY
by JAMFS I). LEONARD '60

There is nothing more to peeve me
When on blue books I see

The word illegible

Alas, illegibly.

A recent development in the continuing Master Plan of the auto-

mation of college education is being used by an enterprising instruc-

tor of the history department. This long suffering corrector has a

collection of the most frequent corrections embossed on rubber stamps,

saving countless hours of writing repetitious occurrences of spelling,

grammar, et al. The ultimate will be when the student can purchase a

set of stamps with useful phrase for the composition of similarly

repetitious sentences.

"And this, too, shall pass away"
Tt is said an Eastern monarch once charged his wise men to in-

vent him a sentence to be ever in view, and which should be true and

appropriate in all times and situations. They presented him the words,

"And this, too, shall pass away." How much it expresses! How chast-

ening in the hour of pride! How consoling in the depths of affliction!

"And this, too, shall pass away." And yet, let us hope, it is not quite

true. Let us hope, rather, that by the best cultivation of the physical

world beneath and around us, and the intellectual and moral world

within us, we shall secure an individual, social, and political prosperity

and happiness, whose course shall be onward and upward, and which,

while the earth endures, shall not pass away.

I-ineoln, Annual Address Before the

Wisconsin State Agricultural Society,

September 30, 1859

Condition of Baker

Stairs Deplored
To the Editor:

If you take this letter to be a criticism of the

University, of the Collegian or of the Student

Senate, you would be absolutely correct.

This is my fourth winter on campus, and this

al«o marks the fourth year that I have noted the

absencr of any type of railing or banister on the

stairs leading from the greenhouse .-ind the Wildlife

building up to Baker hill. These stairs themselves

are in pretty poor condition, but when covered with

ice and packed-snow they are "hazardous". Why
there haven't been more serious accidents and

broken arms and legs occurring on these stairs is

a mystery to me.

The University has in the past attempted to erect

some flimsy hand railings, but the first person to

slip and grab this railing invariably tore the thing

down. What is desperately needed is an iron pipe

railing mounted in a concrete base. Since the Uni-

versity can afford multi-million dollar buildings,

why are the students not provided with elementary
structures?

I do not recall any article in the Collegian re-

questing action on such a railing, or the action of

the so-called student senate to investigate the lack

of such a hand railing. I am not an expert in law,

but I believe there is some such law in the building
codes that requires a hand railing for stairs of this

type. Perhaps this would be a good article for the

Student senate to debate.

As there are only a few more months this win-

ter, action on this matter by the University is prob-

ably impossible, but I hope some future classes will

be granted the extravagance that such a railing ob-

viously is.

Harold Garey *60

A Collegian editorial staff meeting will be held

Tuesday, February 10 at 11:00 a.m. in the Col-

legian office. Anyone interested in joining the etaff

is invited to attend.

The Campus Beat
by ED HAMMOND '63

and ERNIE MANDER '60

I don't see the other bus up

ahead any more, Shad. Are you

sure we took the right road ?

Sure I'm sure. Besides, what

difference does it make ? The sign

back there said "Storrs — 15

miles." We should be there any

time now.

I think we're lost. We passed

that sign two hours ago.

Look, Clod. Are you trying to

say I don't know where we are?

No, it's not that. But I think

the girls are getting a little rest-

less, especially Dean Curtis. She

keeps asking me when we're go-

ing to get to the game.

How did I know we were going

to run into a storm like this? I

can hardly see the road.

Road! What road? Tt looks like

we're blazing a trail. We haven't

passed a car or a house for miles.

Okay. Just to keep you quiet

we'll stop at the next place we

come to and ask directions.

Better ask how we get back to

Amherst. It's 10:30. The game

must be over by now.

This is the last time I'll ever

cut you in on something like this.

Clod. Here we are, the only guys

and a busload of girls and you're

—look, a store up ahead!

There's a sign "The beer that

made . .
." Hey Shad, it's a bar-

room.

So what. Tt's hetter than noth-

ing. Tell the girls we're stopping.

"All right girls, there will be a

ten minute layover here while

we refuel."

Here comes an old guy now
Clod. He looks familiar. Better

let me do all the talking.

"Are you the owner of this

place?"

"Me and my brother, only he

don't live around these parts. I

run the joint for now. He's quit-

ting his job to help out around

the first of June. We got big

plans for expansion, rooms up-

stairs, hostesses—by the way,

Mather's the name."

"Look, we're lost. Can you tell

us the best way to Amherst,

Mass. ?"

"The best way to go any place

is with a few under your belt

—

that's what my brother always

says. I doubt if you'll get through.

Why don't you stay here for the

night?"

Round up the girls, Clod. Well
tell them the news.

I'll tell them about the meeting

of the International Relations

Club on Thursday at 11 a.m. in

the Nantucket Room of the S.U.

There will be a business meeting

to elect new officers. All interested

parties are invited to attend.

"Girls, would you put down the

drinks for a minute. We'll have

to stay over for the night. If the

snow lets up by morning we

should be on our way back so

you seniors can attend the Senior

Class meeting in the ballroom of

the S.U. on Thursday morning at

11. Two thousand dollars will be

given away."

Shad, the girls are starting to

pet a little rowdy. Here comes

Mr. Mather.

"Say fellows, I wonder if you

could control the girls a little bet-

ter, especially the older one

swinging from the chandelier."

Clod, isn't that

Mass Education . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

Congressman's voting and names

and addresses to the student body.

Bernard Berenson, world famed

art critic, historian and connois-

seur, has willed his estate in Italy

to Harvard as a centre of human-

istic studies.

The series o? villas, called T

Tatti, will be used mainly for re-

search in the fine arts. According

to Nathan Pusey, president of

Harvard, it would be "... a centre

of humanistic studies where schol-

ars from all nations might find

a favoring climate in which to

conduct research into the fine

arts and their relationship to hu-

man life and history."

The projected effects of the

$9.5 million Ford grant on MIT
were recently discussed by their

Dean of Engineering, G. S.

Brown.

The MIT educated engineer,

would be one who could creatively

combine seemingly unrelated

ideas; who could design a stan-

dard device, but see the possibil-

ity for a totally new one for do-

ing the same job, according to

Brown.
The program, to be carried out

over seven years, has multiple ob-

jectives. One is that of creating

interdepartmental fields such as

Energy, Communication, Trans-

portation, and Environmental

Planning.

The impact of an advance re-

search center on undergradnatefl

was mentioned by Brown as im-

portant as the student would be

listening to the jareron, working

on experimental problems and,

hopefully, come to realize the re 1 -

evance of certain particularly dif-

ficult subjects, he may meet and

partially reject as an undergrad-

uate.

The teaching techniques of

closed circuit TV and movies are

also in the plans.

Tutorials are being seriously

considered, hampered mainly by

scheduling and organizational dif-

ficulties, but important to "draw

the student into an active life of

research."

In the student editorial com-

ment Dr. Edwin Land, inventor

of the Polaroid camera and head

of the Corporation was quoted in

relation to this revamping of

MTT. He advocated a "generation

of greatness" which would result

in a totally new concept of the

American University with radi-

cally changed methods of com-

municating knowledge and
thought processes to its students."

Protestant Religion Classes

And Study Groups Offered
Non-credit classes in religion

and study groups will be offered

again this semester by the Pro-

testant Chaplain's staff. Students

may enroll for a class or group

in the Protestant Chaplain's of-

fice on the second floor of the

Student Union.

"The Bible Today" and "What

Protestants Believe" are the two

classes offered. Study groups will

be on "Politics and the World

Crisis" and "Contemporary Dra-

ma".
"The Bible Today" will meet

each T h u r s da y (beginning

February 18) at 12:00 in E-13

Machmer. Mr. J. Springer is the

instructor. The class will exam-

ine the Bible with the tools of

modern science and within the

thought of contemporary the.l

ogy. Subject matter will include

the Biblical distinction between

leerend and fact, the contributions

of the prophets, the differences

between the Old and New Testa-
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•What Protestants Believe"

will begin this Thursday at 4:00

in K-13 Machmer and will be

taught by Mr. Russell Claussen.

Basic questions of faith wil be

dealt with in the light of Pro-

testant doctrines.

The study group on "Politics

and the World Crisis" will dis-

cuss the Christian as he lives in

a world where new nations are

formed, where Communism is a

threat and total annihilation a

possibility. The opening session

will be Wednesday February 17

at 7:00 in Bowditch Lodge. An

international panel composed of

John Sundarsingh from India,

Walter Fenz from Austria and

Joanne Russell wil open the dis-

cussion.

A study group on contempor-

ary drama will begin on Wednes-

day at 8:30 p.m. in the Christian

Association office. This informal

group will gather to rend por-

tions of play.- md discuss their

meaning and significance for our

time. Plays to be read are For

the Time Being, .Separate Tables,

The Lady's Not for Burning,

J.B. and others. Jere Berger is

the leader of the group.

Ski

Student Tours Go
To Israel. Western
Northern Europe
The National Student Associa-

tion is offering tours to Israel

and Western Europe this sum-

mer, as well as Russia, Poland,

and the Scandinavian countries

The tour to Israel also includes

visits to Greece, Italy. Switzer-

land, France and England.

Students interested should

write to The National Student

Association, Educational Travel,

Inc., 20 West 38th Street, New
York IS. NY,

sterns new cigarette paper discovery
air-softens" every puff!

. menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste .modern filter, too

NOWMOM
WANlVt* Salem refreshes your taste

'"e.
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Esterbrook fountain pens

write with the amazing new

miracle discovery-INK!

Don't bother to have vour handwriting analyzed. It prob-

ably looks ju>t like your room-mate's No character at all.

Wait until you come to your senses and huv the smart look-

ing Esterbrook Clastic fountain pen—with the point that's

custom-fitted for you.

The Esterbrook Classic starts writing instantly-the min-

ute it touches the paper. Feels so 'right' in the hand . . .
and

looks good, too ! Choice of six colors.

Another thing -the Esterbrook Classic always uses ink.

You'll like ink once you get used to it. It makes clearly dis-

cernible marks on the paper.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Opportunities for Majors

in

Physical Sciences • Engineering • Arts

Social Sciences • Business Administration

Representatives will be on the Campus Tuesday

and Wednesday, February 16 and 17.

&dvil>took Shu
•T, M The F>t€T»-iv>n1( IVn Co.

THE CLASSIC
FOUNTAIN PEN

2.95
Other E»1«rbfOO»
pens »nghti» hlqh»r

THERE'S A POINT CHOICE OF 32-ONE IS CUSTOM-FOOTED FOR vOUl

10 /L rM&uCf jfoMCv

OPERATING TELEPHONE COMPANIES
Engineering, construction, operation and maintenance of communi-

cation facilities. The following companies will be represented on

the campus:

New England Telephonf and Telegraph Company
The Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Companies
New Jersey Bell Telephone Company

Applicants will he intcrx teued jot other regional operating com-

panies in the United States and Canaiia.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Manufacturing, purchasing, installation and distribution of equip-

ment and supplies for 'he Bell System and national defense projects.

Please make arrangements for interviews

through your Placement Office.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

B
U
T

N
O

N
O
w

f
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A wide selection of

Arrow University Fashions

Add up the points of this Arrow University

shirt ciru! you'll iwdcrstntid whv it*! 'h<>

college man's favorite. Buttondown collar

front and center back. Full back box pleat.

Exacting quality and workmanship. $5.00.

Shown with it, a »>iik tie, also by AffOW. $2.50.

F. N. Thompson

it. •
.

<Mlwje Hint

Arrow Oxford

Buttondotvns

Check your supply ... the

average college man owns at

least ten shirts. He consistently

buys oxford cloth shirts with the

Arrow label. Reason? Only Arrow

offers the authentic, soft roll

collar, luxurious "Sanforized"

fabric. Ask for the "Dover"

collar. $5.00.

-ARROW-
Whtroror you go . . .

yj look b*tr«r In an Arrow

To err is human
to erase, divine with

EATON'S CORRASA BLE BOND

Typewriter Paper

Try it! }w\ tho flirk of a

pencil*eraser and jtout

typing errors arc ii< me ! It i

liko magic! The special

surface of Corrisable Bond

erases without a trace. Your

first typing effort is the

finished ropy when
Corrasahlr puts things right.

This fine quality bond give-

a handsome appearance to

all your work. Saves time

ami money, too!

Erasable Corrasable Is available In light, medium, heavy

weights and onion skin. In convenient 100-shaet packets

and ROO-sheet ream boxes. A Berkshire Typewriter

Paper, backed by the famous Eaton nam"

EATON'S CORRXSABLE BOND
Made only by Eaton

EATON PAPER CORPORATION {E> P1TTSFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS
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REDMEN DEFEAT UNH;

TRAVEL TO CONN. FOR
YANCON SHOWDOWN

by AL HERMAN '62

Sports Editor

The University of Massachu-

setts broke a tie at 8-13 of the

second half and then went on to

build a six point lead which it

maintained until the end in de-

feating New Hampshire, 67-61, at

Durham Saturday night.

The victory kept UMass atop

the hot Yankee Conference race

with a 4-0 record, and marked

its twelfth victory overall against

six losses.

Four of the Redmen starting

five hit double figures, with back-

court sophomore Mike Mole lead-

ing the way with 18 points

E1CHORN BREAKS TIE

It was Bob Eichorn's basket at

8-13 of the second frame that

snapped a 48-48 deadlock. From

there, the Redmen opened a 54-

48 spread and refused to yield

an inch, although they never had

much breathing room.

Kirk Leslie topped the team

in rebounds, snagging 18, while

Doug Grutchfield grabbed 14 off

the boards. Leslie tossed 11 of

his 17 points in the first half.

The University of Maine con-

tributed to the UMass position

by conveniently dropping two in

a row this past weekend. That

puts the Redmen in front of

Connecticut, Rhode Island and

Maine by two full games in the

loss column.

UMASS IN GOOD POSITION

Thus, if UMass cou.d pu.l a

twin victory in its next two

games (vs. Connecticut and

Rhode T si and. both away), it

would be in an enviable position

to cop the YanCon crown.

The Zunicrew travels to the

first of its teats tomorrow, when

it will meet the Connecticut

Huskies in Storrs.

UConn, ha ing lost to UMass

once this season (62-60 at the

Cage), will be out vengefully

seeking the scalps of the Redmen

tomorrow night.

UCONN IS POWERFUL
Connecticut has a powerful

team and will give Matt Zunic and

the boys a good deal of trouble

before the final buzzer sounds.

The Huskies tot* by only two

points to a powerful Temple

quintet Saturday night, 69-67.

As if UConn isn't enough,

the Redmen will have to face

Rhode Island a week later. Maine

was flying high until it hit the

UConn-URI combination this

past weekend.

The Redmen have proven that

they have what it takes to defeat

UConn and URI and win the

crown. The squad has the ability

and hustle to win, as well as a

strong second line to back up

the starters.

Gymnasts Promise

Exciting Meet Tues.
by DUTCH HUNTER '62 ^_ _

The University of Massachu- bars. Cardinal! has suffered only

The scoring:

G'tchfield
Leali*
Fohlln
Eicborn
Mole
Tremblay
Elton

VUvm
B P PU
t 14

6

|
I
7

N«w Ht»ptKlr*
B F Pt*.

Totals 14 19 67

Greene
Devil
SmiMkii
Fischer
Kagelary
Couture
Bridge
Harden
McEachren
Bron
Touts

10
10
8
18
4
4
4
6

2

20 21 61

Score at half time—UM 88. NH 88

Referee—Benjamin Umpire—Marshall

Pucksters Lead AIC
3 Times, Then Lose, 5-4

setts gymnastics team will oppose

the able-bodied Springfield crew

at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the

Cage.

The Jamesmen, having returned

from Southern Connecticut last

Saturday with another victory on

the slate (69-24), will put every-

thing they have into this meet

against the strong Marooners.

The two rivals are probably the

most cloaely matched teams in

Western New England. Both were

beaten by Army; UMass by a

score of 64-32, and Springfield by

a 59*.-i-36Vi deficit.

UMass captain Heinz Briegel

will meet his toughest opponent

so far in the person of Spring-

field's Jeff Cardinali. Cardinal!

will be entered in the same three

events as will Briegel; namely the

sidehorse, high bar, and parallel

one loss of a first place in all of

these events so far this season.

Briegel, however, hasn't taken

anything but firsts in the events.

The results of these three contests

should be interesting.

Fred Peterson, ring giant from

Worcester, has returned to the

team to take up his position in

the flying ring event, the parallel

bars, and the rope climb.-

Coach James feels confident

that the team will be in the best

of shape to meet Springfield. The

Redmen have lost one of the bet-

ter tumblers in Don Saari, who

injured his neck in a practice

session.

The meet promises to be the

closest and most exciting event of

the season, and a display of some

of the finest gymnasts in the

East.

by BILL LENNON '61

Ernie Barton's two goals in the

final 70 seconds carried AIC to

a 5-4 victory over the UMass

stickmen Thursday night at the

Springfield Coliseum.

Bill Ryan broke the ice with

4:50 gone in the first period to

project the Redmen into the lead.

Barton's first goal of the game

knotted the score shortly after

and both teams battled through

the scoreless second period.

In the hectic windup the Red-

SPORTS STAFF

There will be an important

meeting of all present mem-
bers of the Sports Staff on

Tuesday, Feb. 16. in the Colle-

gian office. Anyone interested

in joining the staff is also in-

vited to attend.

SPORTALK

MARLBORO CONTEST
Men Women

TWO PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED

One for Mens Group

One for Women's Group

—RULES—

1 Contest is open to all accepted student groups within the

2 Ballots to be used will be empty packages of MARLBORO,

PHILIP MORRIS, ALPIN€ and PARLIAMENT cigarettes

3 Groups must collect and store their own ballots until they
"

are delivered to the Bookstore on the last day of the

4 Contest will begin on Monday, February 15th and end on
'

friday, March 11th at 1.00 p.m.

5. Ballots must be deposited with the Bookstore by 1:00

om., March 11th.

6. Ballots must be counted and properly marked w.th the

exact amounts and group name.

Prizes to be awarded.

Prizes will be awarded immediately afteV counttng of

Ballots in the University Book Store.

—prizes-
Two first prizes of RCA High-Fidelity Portable

Phonographs wired for Stereophonic Sound:

One for Men's Group with largest number of empty packs.

One for Women's Group with largest number of empty

packs.

men grabbed a 2-1 edge on Jim

Ellingwood'a angle shot. The

Aces retaliated, however, as Dave

Kearney and Barton put them

back in the driver's seat.

The upset-minded Redmen con-

tinued their aggressive play as

they scored the next two goals.

Tom Taylor connected on a screen

shot and Jim Alger knocked a

pass from Charlie Dyer into the

nets to give the Redmen a short-

lived 4-3 lead.

Barton's two goals then iced

the Ace's sixth win, as against

four setbacks. The defeat ran

the record of the Amherst boys

to 1-9.

Following their rolls aa the

perfect guests during the winter

carnivals of Bowdoin and AIC,

the Redmen hit the road during

the I
T Mass celebrations.

Saturday afternoon the West

Point Cadets soundly trounced the

Redmen, 6-1. The 47 saves by

Bob Roland saved the UMass
puckmen from tasting a worse

defeat.

AIC (I) UMAS8 <«>

W«ik«r S S« Rs'-and

Villi, Id W. Kelly

LaBr»»i*ur, rd rd, Stafford
M»tt*on, c c. Taylor
Barton, Iw Iw, Ry»n
Keaney, rw rw, Ro»»ph*r»
AIC spares— Hliwonette. Tana. Ra«a-

slni. Kosu6. LoiMlle. A. Tana. Gillit.

UMaaa spare* — Glen. Ellinrwood,
Dyer, Basaett. Alger. Forbuih, Donovon.

Firat Period
1—UMaaa: Ryan (Roaenbars) 4:50

2—AIC: Barton i Keaney ) 8:82
8econ4 Period

No scoring.
Third Period

S—UMaaa: Ellingwood (unaaritt-

ed) 6 :43

4—AIC: keaney (Mattaon) 7:60

5—AIC: Barton (Keaney. Matt-

by HAL DUTTON '60

The battle is at hand. Unde-

feated Maine came out of the

north country over the weekend

and suffered successive setbacks

at the hands of UConn, 91-79, and

Rhode Island, 97-85. Previously

tbey had played only five road

games in fourteen outings, three

in the State Series and two with

Vermont in Burlington.

With their 67-61 victory over

New Hampshire, the Redmen

stand alone atop the conference

with a 4-0 record. UConn is 5-2,

while Maine and Rhode Island

are tied with 4-2 slates.

All of the Huskies' remaining

conference games are at home.

The Black Bears must play three

of their remaining four on the

road. The Rams face a similar

task. The Redmen have three

booked at the Cage and three on

foreign floors. All signs point

towards a four way race for the

crown.

Come Tuesday 4500 partisan

fans will pack the fieldhouse at

Storrs, when Mattie Zunic brings

his charges to town. Earlier in

the season the Redmen won a

62-60 thriller from the Huskies,

but that was at the Cage amidst

familiar surroundings.

The Huskies are a hard team

to beat at home. Last year the

Redmen led till the game's last

moments when the Blue and

White pulled away to a 71-67

victory.

UConn has won the conference

crown for nine straight years

and eleven of the twelve years

the loop has been in operation.

They have never lost more than

two . games in conference play

during any one season.

Since the December meeting,

both teams have made additions

to their squads. Roland Sheldon

has been averaging better than

fourteen points per game since

he joined the Storrsmen at the

onset of second semester. Our

own club has been bolstered by

the likes of Kirk Leslie, Don

Tremblay, and Dave Elson.

Hugh Greer carries the tag of

"the winningest coach in New

England collegiate basketball."

He was in Springfield the other

night as the Redman stopppd

AIC. Our own Mattie Zunic is an

acknowledged master of the

game. It should he quite an ev-

ening.

WMUA ON THE AIR

Join Hal Dutton and Jim

Trelease as they bring you all

the action from the UConn

fieldhouse when the league

leading Redmen meet the sec-

ond place Huskies. Air time

tomorrow night is 7:50 p.m.

son*
«:02

6—UMaaa: Taylor (unaaeiat*d) »:"
7—UMaaa: Alger (Dyer) 17:20

g—AIC: Barton (Keaney) 8:|>°

9—AIC: Barton (unaaalated) ... **«**

7.

8.

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Open Evwy Nlghl until 1 1 00

On Ihe Corner Next to

Hills Houm

Swimmers Downed By
Undefeated RPI, 75-21
Sophomore Matt Rutkowski

was the only bright spot for the

UMass mermen as they lost to

undefeated Renselaer Polytechni-

cal Institute (7-0) by a score of

75-21 last Friday night in New
York.

Rutkowski, still ailing from a

bout with the flu, took two first

places, in the 220 and 440 yd.

free styles.

Matt completed the 440 in 5:17

a poor time for him, and still

paced his opponent to ten points

above his previous record.

Captain Ben Knight took se-

cond spots in the 50 and 100 yd.

free styles. Junior Dave Gold-

stein and Sophomore Dave Des-

jardins placed third in the 200

yd. back stroke, and 200 yd.

breast stroke, respectively, and

Goldstein placed third in the in-

dividual medley, an event not in-

cluded in Massachusetts' meets.

Charlie Leverone, a track man
and an able gymnast on the

trampoline, participated in the

fancy diving contest for the first

time and placed third with 49.8

points. John Cushing was close

behind with 49.6.

The Redmen will meet UConn's

swimmers Thursday, February

18, at 4:00 p.m. in the Women's

Phys. Ed. Building.

FRESHMAN BASEBALL
All freshman baseball can-

didates will meet in Room 10

of the Physical Education

Building at 6:30 Wednesday

night, Feb. 17.

NEWMAN CLUB MEETING
Tuesday, February 16 — 7:30 P.M.

Dining Commons

Guest Speaker:

REV. ANTHONY ZIMMERMAN. S.V.D.

"OVERPOPULATION"

1

Tomorrow's Movie

"CARNIVAL IN

FLANDERS'
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Elections

To Begin
Tonight
The Student Senate, which is

down to a minimum of members

due to the annual plague of

resignations, has announced a

special election to be held to fill

all vacancies. Kevin Shea, Chair,

man of the Elections Committee,

has set the date of elections for

tomorrow, Feb. 18.

Several seats are open for a

variety of reasons. Phil Williams,

Greenough, and Bill Knowlton,

Chadbourne, have moved out of

their constituencies. Kevin Shea

(Continued on page 4)

Zelis Freezes Quarterly Funds
| |^

u
jfat

On Board

Joan Sharpe To Play Lead

In RD's Auntie Mame

by DON CROTEAU '61

Robert Zelis, "60, President of the Student Senate, has frozen the funds of the Quarterly.

Such action came as a result of their non-compliance with Senate budget regulations and caused the

resignation of Carmen Rezendes, '60, as Editor-in-Chief of the magazine.

According to her, the main reason for the resignation was a letter from Zelis on Feb. 8. Regarding

this letter she says, "The sarcasm oi Mr. Zelis' dictatory to the magazine is inappropriate considering

his official position in the Senate and is better suited to the politic of a personal attitude."

In answer to this charge Zelis states "I treated them with the same courtesy that they treated the

Senate."

The letter included the four major points lacking in the budget and allowed for a two day extension

to the magazine for the budget's correction.

According to Zelis there was no reason for the errors since the person responsible, Bill Lee, Quarterly

Business Manager, knew a month and a half ahead of time what was required.

Zelis was upset over the difficulty which Senate Representative Andy D'Avanzo, '63, had in contact-

ing Mr. Lee for the purpose of helping him with the budget. Three appointments were broken and no

contact was made.

After allowing the Quarterly a two day extension Zelis waited a week for some action on their

part. When none came by Monday Feb. 15 he issued a memorandum freezing their funds.

Between cries of "I think it's bureaucracy" from Miss Rezendes and "I'll be darned if I'll do any-

thing" from Zelis lies the fate of the magazine.

The Senate, according to Zelis,

On April 7, 8, and 9 the Roister

Doisters will stage their annual

spring production. This year they

are presenting the comedy, Auntie

Mame, by Patrick Dennis.

Playing the lead, as Auntie

Mame, will be Joan Sharpe '60. In

view of her past performances in

The Matchmaker and Our Town,

Senior Class

To Meet
A meeting of the senior class

will be held tomorrow morning at

11 o'clock in the Bali Room of the

Student Union.

The main topics of discussion

will concern the class gift and

what should be done with the

sum of $2000.

Senior class president Conrad

Ferrara stated today that "all

seniors should attend the meeting

because of its importance to the

class."

"This is the time for the sen-

iors to show that they are inter-

ested in what will be done with

their money," Ferrara added.

Auntie Mame should be another

admirable campus production.

Joan is an English major from

Wakefield and has participated in

numerous campus activities with

a particular emphasis on the

dramatic. She has served as

treasurer of Actors' Workshop

and taken part in Campus Varie-

(Continued on page 8)

Phot* by Lertne

JOAN SHARPE '60

Rabbi Ruchames Publishes

Book On Abolitionist Brown
Louis Ruchames, Ph.D. chap-

lain to Jewish students at UMass
and at Smith and Amherst Col-

leges, is the author of a newly

published book on the abolitionist

John Brown.

Issued this week under the im-

print of Abelard-Schuman, pub-

lishers in New York and London,

the book provides an interpreta-

tion of John Brown's life and

place in American thought.

Containing Brown's letters and

other writings in a comprehen-

sively representative collection,

the volume also includes remi-

niscences of those who either

knew Brown or had an opportu-

nity to observe him closely. A
third section consists of ad-

dresses, essays, poetry, and se-

lections from biographies which

reflect the John Brown tradi-

tion in America's literature. An
introduction and biographical

commentary by Dr. Ruchames

serve to correct certain erroneous

impressions held by persons in-

terested in that tradition.

The pre-Civil War leader, who
was hanged for his desperate

is not going to move. "It is up to

them," he says.

The memorandum from Zelis

states "In the event that a solu-

tion to this year's situation is not

worked out by the end of the cur-

rent fiscal year, and no budget is

provided to the Senate for the

next fiscal year, the balance of the

Quarterly Account will revert

back to the Student Activities

Tax Fund."

Over the Senate's stand is

heard the reprisal from the

Quarterly in the person of Car-

men Rezendes, "Control of funds

should not dictate magazine pol-

icy."

The blame for this difficulty

has been laid on the Quarterly by

Zelis who says "You don't pamper
a spoiled child like the Quarter,

ly." In addition he says "The per-

son I hold entirely to blame is

Bill Lee, '60, although I can't

completely absolve Carmen since

she is the chief executive and en-

tirely responsible."

When asked to comment on his

recent election to the Town of

Amherst Board of Selectmen, H.

Hills Skillings of the University

Scheduling Office stated that he

is "very proud and delighted to

be elected." Skillings and incum-

bent Harold M. Elder were both

elected in Monday's elections.

The voters approved a proposal

to limit the number of town meet-

ing members to 240. The present

membership totals 220. Amherst
citizens also voted against chang-
ing the town manager form of

government.

Secretary Herter

UMass Honorary

Receives

Degree

RABBI RUCHAMES

attack on Harpers Ferry in 1859
after a fiery career as a major
Northern proponent of Negro
emancipation, has become an
American legend and an integral

(Continued on page 8)

At The State House

Local, State

Governments
May Change
The legislative committee on

constitutional law today was on

record in favor of amendments to

the state's constitution which, if

approved by the Legislature and

the voters, would effect far-

reaching changes in local and

state government.

One amendment would limit

sessions of the Legislature, now
unlimited, to six months. Reps.

James R, Mclntyre of Quincy,

Daniel H. Rider of Needham and

George H. Burgeson of Brockton,

all Republicans, dissented from

the favorable report.

A second amendment would re-

strict the General Court sitting in

even-numbered years to consid-

eration of the state budget, mes-

sages from the Governor, legisla-

tion pertaining to administration

of counties and municipalities,

and emergency matters. This was

filed by Rep. Harold E. Rosen

(R-Dedham).
Another, sponsored by Senator

Philip A. Graham (R-Hamilton)

would require a two-thirds favor-

able vote by both branches of the

Legislature to pledge the credit

of the state.

(Continued on page 8)

Secretary of State Christian A.

Herter, cited as representing "the

living tradition" of statesmen

from Massachusetts who have

performed "service to the nation

and the world," was awarded an

honorary degree by UMass yes-

terday,

In a special ceremony in Wash-
ington, Pres. Jean Mather con-

ferred the degree of doctor of

laws on Mr. Herter in the pres-

ence of distinguished University

alumni residing in the Washing-
ton area.

A former Massachusetts stale

legislator, Congressman, and gov-

ernor, Mr. Herter was honored
for his four decades of public

service.

"Now as Secretary of State in

one of the crucial periods of

world history, you assume among
many heavy burdens that of keep-

ing the peace—one of the endur-

ing concerns of your career since

yon entered the diplomatic serv-

ice in World War I," the citation

continued.

The Secretary was also praised

for his contributions to public

higher education while governor
of Massachusetts from 1953 to

1957. President Mather pointed to

the vigorous support given by Mr.

Herter to the expansion of the

University of Massachusetts dur-

ing that time.

President Mather and Dr. John
Gillespie, Secretary of the Uni-
versity, presented the degree and
citation in a simple ceremony in

Mr. Herter's State Department
office.

Graduate
Seholarships
Graduating seniors who plan to

work for graduate degrees and
who are members of Phi Eta
Sigma, Freshman Honor Society,

should get in touch with Robert
S. Hopkins, Jr., faculty advisor
of UMass chapter, at South Col-
lege.

The National Phi Eta Sigma
Fraternity offers two three-hun-
dred-dollar scholarships each year
on the basis of the student's
scholastic record, evidence of
creative ability, evidence of fi-

nancial need, promise of success
in chosen field, and personality.

Only members of Phi Eta S 5 g-

ma are eligible for the«e gift

scholarships.

Local deadline for applications

is February 19. 1960.

Rev. Seely Awarded Grant
For Year's Graduate Study
Rev. Albert L. Seely, chaplain

to Protestant students at UMass,
has been awarded a grant fro.n

the Danforth Foundation for a

year of graduate study.

The Danforth grant provides

for a year's full-time graduate

work at an accredited American
university or theological school,

and is intended to strengthen the

academic preparation and ability

of campus chaplains and directors

of religious activities.

Since coming to UMass in Sep-

tember, 1954, Chaplain Seely has

guided the Christian Association,

ft Protestant student organiza-

tion, and developed a counselling

service for students as well as

worked with the Catholic and

Jewish chaplain to develop the

Campus Religious Council which

sponsors such activities aa the

annual campus blood drive, visits

to patients in mental hospitals

REV. ALBERT
by UvtaM

SEELY

t
i

and a recent clothing appeal for

(Continued on pago 5)
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A Petty Issue Blown Up
The current Quarterly controversy is one

of UlOM minor issues that has blown up out

of all proportion. Bec-auae of this dispute, in

which the Senate froze the Quarterly's funds,

Carmen Rezendes resigned as editor-in-chief

of the literary journal.

Bob Zelis, the chairman of the Senate

Budget Committee, had every right to freeze

the funds because the budget the Quarterly

submitted was in form and organization a

farce. Since the Committee must require all

activities to conform to its rules, it cannot

put up with negligence and delays.

By freezing the Quarterly's funds, the

Senate is merely forcing the journal to sub-

mit a satisfactory budget as soon as possible.

When that is done, the funds will be un-

frozen.

Carmen Rezendes resigned in protest to

Zelis* method of handling the dispute. In-

stead of informing her about the unsatisfac-

tory budget, he told only the business man-

ager. As editor-in-chief, however, Miss

Rezendes should have kept in touch with her

business manager and the budget. Even

though Zelis has failed to inform her, she

has no cause to resign. Instead, she should

clear up the petty dispute by forcing her

business manager to prepare a satisfactory

budget. All it takes is one night of diligent

work. T.M.

A Statesman Honored
Last Monday, President Mather 'con-

ferred an honorary Doctor of Laws degree on

Secretary of State Christian A. Herter in

Washington, D.C. No person has ever been

more deserving of such an award than the

present Secretary of State. This degree is as

much an honor to the UJniversity as it is to

Mr. Herter. Both as Governor of Massachu-

sets and now as foreign minister, he has

exemplified the ideal of statesmanship.
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Music Man
by Vern Pero '63

The craze is still on in full. Every season a new set of t.v. pro-

grams takes to the air and every year a new bunch of speculators take

on the job of popularizing their theme songs.

This has been going on for years. In fact, it even reaches way

back to the time when movies were the form of entertainment and

everyone came out of the theater whistling or humming some tune

from the show which was destined to be a hit. It still happens. One of

the most popular tunes on this campus right now is Percy Faith's ver-

sion of THE THEME FROM *A SUMMER PLACE', one of the big

money making Hollywood productions this year. Right behind it is

TRACY'S THEME which is actually the crawl music from the PHILA-

DELPHIA STORY. There are many more that are either popular now

or have been popular recently, and now that the Payola scare has

hastened the decline of rock and roll there will probably be a great

many more such popular hits in the future than in the past few years.

THE MUSIC FROM PETER GUNN by Henry Mancini has

caused a considerable stir in the area of background scores for t.v.

shows, but even this was not the biggest or the first. Richard Rodgers

music on RCA VICTOR'S 'VICTORY AT SEA' still ranks high on the

lists of all time best-selling albums, and if you really want to dig into

the matter deeply just try and guess how many copies, versions, ar-

rangements and styling of THE WILLIAM TELL OVERTURE were

sold by the Lone Ranger. It seems to be a never ending process.

Not long ago an album of background music from the new series

JOHNNY STACCATO was released, and right on its heels was the

soundtrack album from the new British thriller JACK THE RIPPER.

Jack also has two new pop versions of this music out on singles for

those of you with a tendency toward the morbid and a stomach for

imitation. Compare this single disc to Bobby Darin's MACK THE
KNIFE and you'll see what I mean.

Broadway shows have always been a prime source of hit song

material, and one of the newest and best albums in this line is done

by Alfred Newman (that's right lovers of MAD) and his orchestra on

the Capitol record label. In this album one side is composed of songs

from the hit musical FIORELLO and the other side contains music

from THE SOUND OF MUSIC, Mary Martin's new success. (Maybe

at last they'll stop calling her Peter Pan.) Also worthy of note is a

new album by Columbia called HITS FROM THE MOVIES. No mat-

ter what your taste in music, chances are you'll find something among

the soundtrack, semi-soundtrack, and revised soundtrack releases

from today's Broadway shows, t.v. programs and movies to suit you.

They say Television is getting' bad, but the music is certainly getting

much, much better.
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A Search For Value
by Bob Viator 62

Perhaps it is unfortunate that the newspapers have seized the

Payola investigations as a weapon in their lonjy standing feud with

radio. Certainly it would be naive to believe that the human weak-

nesses that these investigations uncover are peculiar to the pop music

business. However, it would be unwise to dismiss with a shrug obvious

cases of misconduct on the part of some big name Det* Jays, even

though they be a minority. Unscrupulous promoters are crafty enough

to know which top disk jockeys are influential enough to "make" a

hit record.

It is an unfortunate fart of life that many teenagers, and perhaps

even the majority, tend to judge the music they hear with too much

regard for the endorsements of their favorite Dee Jay and his air of

phony sincerity. Therefore, they are dupes for any record with "the

beat" and thp endorsement of an expert sympathetic to teen tastes;

i.e., the platter jockey.

Although thp Dee Jays invariably play "what you want to hear",

a few of the top jockeys on stations whose programming is aimed at

the teenagers, are instrumental in making a new record "break" in the

big town. Through such devices as the platter of the week, the teen

audience is exposed to the record being pushed, and this frequent ex-

posure drives the tune (if it has one), into the listener's memory.

While pop music is a valid art form, and the worthwhile music

in that field will probably succeed in coming to the fore, it is unfor-

tunate that it should have to compete with subsidized trash, because

entertainment air time is for sale under the counter.

To argue that this trash, junk and even filth is necessarily worth-

while because a considerable segment of the population has accepted

it, is invalid. The judgment of a plurality of adolescents is not ne-

cessarily a criterion of worth.

P»y all means, give your support to the thousands of hardworking

people in the field whose only remuneration is their salary and en-

joyment of their work. Request what you want to hear, but don't con-

fuse what you enjoy with the first song that pops into your mind. It

will probably be the one you heard played seven timeB yesterday on

WNOYS.

Concentrated Effort

A meal is not simply food but also the spirit in which it is eaten.

Mealtimes should be the occasions for the happiest kinds of exchanges

and learning—for cheerful, not solemn, communion. A bad meal can

be redeemed by good conversation, but a good meal can be Irre-

trievably ruined by bad conversation.

Ashley Montagu
But wt'vs tried, Honest.

EXTENDED RUSH?
No!

There are those who think that the sorority rush-

ing period should be lengthened to relieve the helter-

skelter confusion. This would not be a good policy,

as any girl who was involved in rushing can tell

you. For two weeks these girls, both freshmen and

upperclassmen, found other interests to be almost

non-existent.

For several freshman girls, studying the new

semester's work has barely begun. Throughout rush-

ing they were beset with several house parties and

the girl who had her heart set on pledging a house

found her mind wandering every time she picked up

a book.

Sorority members had another problem in addi

tion to a lack of study time. For these girls, there

was considerable effort put into planning and dec-

orating. If the time were extended, members would

find the situation only more difficult to handle and

probably without better results.

I'll admit that a more drawn out period would

be less nerveracking as far as the swarm of in-

troductions and wide grins, but a concentrated in-

terval has an advantage in that it has more control

than the fraternity system has. Such a method gives

all girls a more equal opportunity to meet and be-

come friendly with the house members. One could go

to the Hatch during the fraternity rush season to

see the "dirty rushing" and realize the value of a

system which frowns on giving a boost to a selected

few.

All in all, it's a better policy to keep the rushing

period at the "fast and furious" pace at which the

administration has set it. In that way, academics

won't be as badly harmed and favoritism won't be

as important.

A. W.

MASS EDUCATION

Yes!
The present sorority rushing period of two weeks

does not give the rushing freshmeq tim»> to become

acquainted with each individual sorority. The rushees

have only four days of open parties before the closed

date bids are sent out. Four days are too short a

time for a girl to make a decision between house?

and to choose the girls who are to be her close

friends for the rest of her college days.

The Panhellenic Council has been advised by the

administration to set the rushing period at two

weeks so that the girls will not be distracted from

their studies any mere than necessary. But a less

formal and less concentrated period of perhaps a

month would not cause so much tension because the

rushees would have more time to weigh the merits

of each house and to make an intelligent decision.

Another alternative would be to have informal

open houses during the freshmen's first semester.

Thus before the formal two-week rush in the second

semester, rushees could get to know the various

houses at a more leisurely pace. Then formal rush-

ing would only be a matter of final decisions.

Any system that would help the freshmen to re-

lax during rushing would be an improvement over

the present one. The administration should realize

that pledging a sorority is a serious step in a girl's

life, and it should give her ample opportunity to

make an intelligent decision. P. B.

INTERCOLLEGIATE COMMENTS

Campus Bookstore
From the University of Chicago

MAROON
J"Bookstore here for profit or for students?'

In a few days entering students will have their

academic programs mapped out, and will then be

prepared to troop over to the University Book Store

to buy their texts and syllabi and other course books

and materials. Returning students are unlucky;

they've experienced this displeasure before. When
you are presented with your thirty or forty dollar

book bill, don't flinch; it's not becoming.

The bookstore on this campus is a profit making
concern and not too much more. The greatest serv-

ice it provides students and faculty is its location,!

and this says little for the store.

The bookstore has stonily rejected any sugges-

tions for offering students books at discounts. M
I'i

in business to make money. If you sell student

books at discounts you're subsidizing students, ant

it's not my job to subsidize students." In this waj
Dempster S. Passmore, head of the store, sumj
marizes his position.

History Of Sciences, A
Necessity For Scientists

"A strong department in the

history of sciencfes is a necessity

for any faculty of arts and

sciences which hopes for scienti-

fic advancement," stated James

B. Conant, president emeritus of

Harvard University, in Cam-
bridge last week.

The foremost reason he cited for

the scientist to be versed in both

history and the history of science

was because of the changing

role of the scientist in our cul-

ture. "Every indidation points to

an expansion of the process of

turning scientists into admini-

strators. The scientist of today

is likely to be the bureaucrat of

tomorrow," stated Conant.

"The scientist as administra-

tor faces the problem of organiz-

ing scientific action and of re-

lating pure and applied science,"

said Conant. "The difficulties one

must overcome in working with

a social institution are found by

looking at its past history, parti-

cularly those historical incidents

where there were violent colli-

sions of vested interests."

A psychology professor at

Harvard recently stated that,

with the aid of teaching machines

"the goals of education can be

redefined to include teaching

mental abilities."

"All the abilities which tests

can measure can be taught

simply by leading a child

through a series of tests of in-

creasing difficulty," he said.

He is hoping that "education

now becomes a true technology

based on scientific analysis of

human behavior, which can be

directed toward any aim of

which humans are capable."

"If you say that a student

knows French, you can break it

down into certain kinds of be-

havior on which one can con-

struct a series of programs lead-

ing to the state dalled knowing

French," he explained.

Use of the machines would not

be able to change IQ, as he de-

fined it, being the difference in

the speed of comprehension.

However, he feels, people would

learn faster with the aid of the

machines.

Contract Bridge
by SHIRLEY

There will be a meeting

Thursday, Feb. 18, at 6 P.M
for all students interested in

playing in the National Inter-

collegiate Bridge Tournament on

Sunday, Feb. 28, from 2-5.

The results of the duplicate

bridge game Thursday, Feb. 11

were:

N-S 1-st Mr. and Mrs. Robert

Ratay

N-S 2-nd Harry McCul lough and
Larry Crabtree

N-S 3-rd Barbara Dubia and

Jack McClung
E-W 1-st John Hedlund and R.

K. S. Vas
E-W 2-nd Allan Israel and

Frank Kiely

E-W 3-rd Al Tobias and Ed
Glasser

North (Dealer)

S—J 2

H-KQ9
D—A J 10 7 5

C—K 9 4

West Fast

S—A 9 5 S—8 7 6

H—10 4 2 H .T fi

D—K Q 9 2 D—8 4 3

C_J 10 8 C—A Q 6 5 2

South

S—K Q 10 4 8

H—A 8 7 5 3

D—

6

C—7 3

E. BURT '61

Bidding:

North East South West
ID pass 1H pass

2D pass LiS pass

3H pass m pass

pass pass

West opens the DK. Dummy's
DA takes it, and the HK is re-

turned. After pulling the rest of

the trumps, declarer leads the

SK from his hand. West can

cover it now or on the next

lead. East signals for a club

when he sluffs on the third

trump, so West now leads a club

and declarer loses two clubs.

South trumps the next lead,

either a club or a diamond, and
now has good spades in his

hand and one trump. He has won
four spades, five trumps, and the

DA. making the contract. He can

onlv lose the SA and two clubs.

Essav Contest In
ar

Chemistry Open
To Undergraduates
The opening of the 1960 con-

test in colloid and surface

chemistry among college under-

graduates is announced by the

University of Southern Califor-

nia. The contest is sponsored by

LUCKY STRIKE presents .

Send your troubles to Dr. Frood,

P.O Box 2990, Grand Central Station,

New York 17, NY.

Dear Dr. Frood: Presumably college is

a time of intellectual ferment ... a period

of curiosity and discontent preceding a

man's plunge into commercialism and

the material life. Why must this inquiry

after lofty truths suddenly give way to

crass financial motives? Ihid

Dear Ibid: It's the children. All they seem

to care about is food, food, food.

*&> *&> «»

Dear Dr. Frood: I am a skin diver. Is it

possible to enjoy a Lucky under water

?

Jutes

Dear Jules: Certainly. You may have a

little trouble lighting the match, however.

*» «?> <o»

Dear Dr. Frood: I very now and then

,on sneak a plug for I uckics into your

answcis. Is this subliminal advertising?

Psych Major

Jear Psych: No, sir. Subliminal adver-

tising Is much less obvious. For example.

Notice what the first letters of all the

words in the next answer spell.

© A T. Cm.

SUBLIMINAL? FROOD
PLEADS NOT GUILTY
Dear Dr. Frood: Is there any old mavim

that proves it pays for a young man to

go to college? A. Yoiwgman

Dear Youngman: "let us collect

knowledge young. Soon thou reapest in-

telligence kings envy." (See previous

question).

** *» tfr

Dear Dr. Frood: I've been kicked out of

college, rejected by the Army, divorced

by my wife, disinherited by my father,

and tired from my job. What is there

Dear Sturgis: > ou could still be black-

balled by the Book -of- the-Month C lub.

ccw <&> «?>

Frood, Old Man Seriously, friend, your

brand of wit doesn't sit with a sophisti

cated student body. Try to sharpen it a

bit, old sock. Make it chic, what? Skoal.

Dink

left for me? Sttn ^IS

Dear Dink: Makes good sense. Friend

Dink. Will give it a go. Now, old bean, a*

for that part of your letter you asked me
not to print. Don't be afraid of girls. Sure

you stammer and choke and blush. Rut

just walk right up and announce, "Hi, I'm

Dink, and I think you're swell." Skoal.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

L.S./M. FT.— Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Product t>f t/fo , Vme ue<*n tJvva*mo-*Z4myM»iy'- t/waeto- is our middle name

the Continental Oil Company of

Houston, Texas and Ponca City.

Oklahoma, and is now in its

fourth year.

Students of chemistry, bio-

chemistry and chemical engi-

neering st nil accredited eollpgpn

and universities of the United

States and Canada are eligible

if they are regular undergrad-
uates on April 1, 1960.

The contestants may enter

either a report on a research
project conducted by themselves

or an essay on the subject, "The
importance of the ultracentri-

fuge in colloid chemistry". The
best essay and the best report

will each receive prizes of |500
and the second best $200 each
under contest regulations. Honor-
able mention prizes of $50 each
are also provided.

The deadline for submitting
entries is July 1st, i960. Entry
blanks may be obtained imme-
diately by writing to Prof. K. J.

Mysels, Chemistry Department,
University of Southern Califor-

nia. Los Angeles 7, California.

The prizes will be awarded \>y

a panel of anonymous judges
and will he distributed Septem-
ber 1st.

Joan Sharpe . .

.

(Continued from, page 1)
ties, and the Interclass Play-.

Miss Sharpe has also been a
member of the Quarterly staff,

the Literary Society. C.A., Wesley
Foundation and Sigma Kappa
Sorority. This year Joan won the

Inter-Sorority Dramatization con.

test with her interpretation of
The White Cliffs of Dover,

In the Roister Doisters' pres-

entation of .\nntii Mawe, Joan
will he supported by the follow-

ing: Karen Mich 8S Mrs, Upson;
Mareia Hubbard as Gloria Upson;
Ann Mirsky as Vers Charles; and
Steve Paulding Sf I indsay.

MORE SUN

MORE SNOW

SKI CAPITAL
OF THE EAST

For folders, information or

reservations, write lodge of

your choice or Box 206 "

Stowe Area Association,

Inc., Stowe, Vermont.

::•:'

i

Everything You Need
Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Open Every Night until 1 1:00

On the Corner Next to

Hills House
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The Poll Bearer
by MEL YOKEN '60

Question: What movie of 1969 do you think will win the Acad-

emy Award as the best picture of the year, and why?

Stan Kramer '61 Dorchester. "LITTLE ABNER. This movie con-

tained the best elements of comedy and music. Underlying its sati-

rical frame, however, was a commentary on the most important

events of the world."

Phyllis McClain '61 Pepperell. "PILLOW TALK. I liked the two

stars Doris Day and Rock Hudson. The movie was so fantastic,

think everyone dreams of it happening to them but never think it

will "

Leonard Kane '62 Fall River. ANATOMY OF A MURDER. "A

great picture with a different view of a jury trial. Some of the indi-

vidual performers will probably receive awards also. Especially, look

for an award for Joseph Welch, the Boston lawyer-turned-actor.

John Lelecas '63 Lynn. "A SUMMER PLACE. I thought this

movie was an excellent portrait of the problems and joys of teen-

agers as well as adults. It was amazingly true to life, and the entire

cast played their roles excellently. I believe definitely that this mo-

tion picture should win an award—if not two."

John Seletsky '62 Hewlitt, N.Y. "BEN HUR. This was a specta-

cular production. It had everything that an Academy Award winner

should have—beautiful scenery, splendid acting and an interesting

plot. It truly deserves an Academy Award."

Merna Rosenthal '61 Newton. "BELOVED INFIDEL. I think that

this movie has a chance of winning the Academy Award. The charac-

terizations were effective. Gregory Peck and Deborah Kerr seemed

madp for each other. There was humor in her illiteracy and tragedy

in the fate of both."

Other movies named were THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK,

OPERATION PETTICOAT, JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE

EARTH, THE LAST ANGRY MAN, THE STORY ON PAGE ONE,

NUN'S STORY, SUDDENLY LAST SUMMER and ON THE BEACH.

ENGINEERS

The Bureau of Ships

Offers Civilian

Opportunities

In Challenging

Fields

The Bureau of Ships of the U S Navy has

opportunities for engineers in the following

specialties: Electrical. Electronic. Mechani-

cal, Civil (for training as Naval Architects),

Marine and Naval Architecture.

You will participate in programs involving

new concepts and advanced studies in ship,

machinery and electronic design including

hydrofoil craft ... air cushion ships . . .

motion stabilizers . . . thermo electric power

generation . . . thermionic power conversion

. . . fuel cells . . . magneto hydrodynamic

propulsion . . . missile environment . . .

noise reduction . . . radar, sonar communi-
cations.

Training programs are tailored to individual

assignments, and job-related graduate study

is sponsored by the Bureau of Ships.

Positions are available in the Headquarters

Office in Washington, D. C. and in the naval

shipyards and laboratories throughout the

United States.

INTERVIEWS ON YOUR CAMPUS

Arrange with your Placement Officer to meet

the representative of the Bureau of Ships, who
will be on your campus on

February 25

Department of the Navy

NURSING
NOTES

Dean Helen Curtis will be

guest of honor at a tea to be

given at the Sprinjrfield Hospital

Nurses Residence by the junior

and senior nursing students. Other

invited guests include Dean Mary

Maher and faculty of the School

of Nursing, and the Chairmen

of the Women's Judiciary Board

and the Committee on Women's

Affairs.

Donning the navy blue uniform

of the public health nurse, sen-

ior nursing students are now-

receiving nursing experiences in

the communities of Springfield,

West Springfield, and the Long-

meadows. Under the supervision

of Miss Evelyn Byrne, U-Mass in-

structor of public health, the

Springfield Visiting Nurses As-

sociation, and the Public Health

Department, the students are

giving nursing care and health

education to school children, clinic

patients, and persons needing

care and health teaching in their

homes.

Debating Society
The UMass Debating Society

will hold intramural debates Tues-

day. Feh. 2.'?, in Machmer E20.

Victor Gagnon, president of the

society stated:

"Anyone interested is invited

with or without a partner. No

public speaking experience is

necessary."

Dean Fred Jeffrey

Reminds Students

Of Near Deadline
Dean Fred F\ Jeffrey ha^

stated a reminder that all applica-

tions for scholarships are due be-

fore March 15. Because of the

fact that most students are un-

aware of this deadline, many are

disappointed to learn, too late,

that they cannot file applications

for financial help which may be

necessary for the fall semester.

Mr. Jeffrey said, "Every year

certain students come to my of-

fice in April and May with the

hope of getting a scholarship.

This is too late in the year to do

anything for them, and I would

strongly urge all students to meet

the March 15 deadline." However,

he mentioned further that it is of

little use to try if the student has

not maintained at least a 2.5

average.

Last year, approximately 400

uMperclassmen applied for schol-

arship aid. Of these, only half

were taken care of. It is easier,

however, to receive help once in

college.

Dean Jeffrey also announced

that freshmen with severe finan-

cial need, which was stressed as

a requisite for application, should

visit him in his office at 212A

Stockbridge Hall to review in-

dividual situations.

All participants enter the de-

bate on equal footing, because all

information required to present

an argument is provided 45 min-

utes before the debate.

Elections To . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

resigned at Mills since he is now

a counselor in Baker. Charlie

O'Keefe. Baker, has left school.

Tony Williams, Van Meter,

resigned as did Pat Ward and

Sonja Langwa, both representa-

tives of the junior class. Miss

Ward is now Co-Editorial Editor

of the Collegian and does not

wish an overload of responsibili-

ties; Miss Langwa has been

forced to leave the university due

to her father's sudden illness. The

other available position is that

of the new dormitory, Hills House.

The deadline for nomination

papers was Monday. It was ap-

parent from these that the largest

group of candidates for a single

office is in Greenough, where

John Kane '63, Ray Sundlin f8,

and Lloyd Crossman '62, are

competing. At Baker, Dick Valen-

tinetti '63 and Jay Baker '63 are

campaigning. Chadbourne also

has two candidates, Ernest Dun-

bar '61 and Ricky Greenfield '63.

At Hills, the only candidate is

Phil Williams '61, the experienced

former senator from Greenough.

In the Senator-at-large election

for the Class of 1961, both can

didates are veterans of the

Senate. Judy Madden was former-

ly a Senator from Arnold, and

Bill Knowlton has been Chad-

bourne's representative for the

past two terms of office.

Van Meter's residents have yet

to take advantage of the opening

in their dormitory; unless action

is taken on election night their

representation will be reduced to

two instead of the usual three.

. . . As an RCA Engineer

Receive vour MS in Electrical Kng.neenng,

Mechanical Engineering or Pl.ys.rs at RCAs

expense, through the RCA Graduate Study

Program. At the same time, you're beginning

vour RCA career as an engineer on a fully

professional level, getting a head start in the

field VOU prefer. RCA pays the full 00*1 of

vour tuition, lees and approved texts wlule

you take graduate study part-time at the Urn-

ver,.i\ ol Pennsylvania or Rutgers University.

( li so., may prefer a different path ahead . .
.

RC\ Design and Development Specialized

Training. Here is another of RCA I pro-

gram- for careers, in which you begin by

working lull-time on planned technical eMMjn-

ments. Experienced engineers and intcreste.l

management guide your progress You may

receive assignments in design and development

Riaht note, nee vour placement ofreer. Get squared

my on a speeifie time for your intense And get

i mr copies of th brochure* that ah> help to jdlymm
on the RCA picture. If you're tied m when R(A,

dmu n at right:

of radar, airborne electronics, computers,

missile electronics, television, radio and Other

equipment fields, as well as In ele. Iron tubes,

-.•ruir.mductor materials and devices, and

space electronics.

Your experience or advanced education may

point your wav to direct assignment. Dozens

ol RCA engineering fields lie Open to the man

who's thoroughly acquainted with the direc-

tion he wants to take and whose qualifications

open this path to him.

There's a lot more that's extremely interesting

about an RCA engineering career. You should

have these facts to make a wise decision about

your future Cct them in person very soon

when an RCA engineering management repre-

sentative arrives on campus—

FEBRUARY 25

Mr. Robert llakliarh. Manager

College Relation*. I>epl. < R-2

Radio Corporation of America

Camden 2, N. J.

Tomorrow Is here today at RCA

1\ RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA

Rabbi Ruchames . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

symbol of a massive crisis in

American life. For the slave-

holder, Brown's act was a
criminal attack on a legal institu-

tion. For northern anti-slavery

circles, this example of sacrifice

on behalf of the Negro people

represented the highest idealism.

Louis Ruchames' book is a com-

prehensive presentation of the

impact of such attitudes on

American Life and thought.

Louis Ruchames, a graduate of

City College of New York, re-

ceived a Ph.D. degree in sociology

from Columbia University. A
graduate also of the Jewish In-

stitute of Religion, he has since

1944 been director of the B'nai

B'rith Hillel Foundations at the

University of Massachusetts and

at Smith and Amherst Colleges.

A contributor of many articles

to journals of history, Louis

Ruchames' is also author of Race,

Jobs, and Politics: The Story of

the F.E.P.C., a book published by

Columbia University Press in

1953.

His research into the John

On Campus
with

MttShulman

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age ffa<arf","The Many
Loves of Dohie Gillis", etc.)

THREE WHO PASSED IN THE NIGHT
Last year, as everyone knows, 1 ,210,014 undergraduates dropped

out of college. 250,080 flunked; 309,686 got married; 375,021

ran out of money; and 309,254 found jobs, As you have, of

course, observed, this accounts for only 1,210,011 out of

1,210,014. What happened to the other three'.'

Well sir, to find the answer, I recently completed a tour of

American campuses where I interviewed 40 million students

and sold several subscriptions to The Open Road for Boys, and

it pleases me to report that I can now account for those three

elusive undergraduates.

The first was an tflU junior named Fred Gaugin. He was

extremely popular, always ready with a smile, fond of folk

dancing and pralines, and last semester his Chi Psi brothers

unanimously elected him treasurer of the fraternity. This proved

an error. Gaugin, alas, promptly absconded with the money

and went to Tahiti to paint. The fraternity is bending every

effort to extradite Gaugin, but Tahiti, alas, is currently observ-

ing the feast of Dipthong, the Sun-God, a five-year ceremony

during which all the islanders wear masks, so nobody, alas, can

say for certain which one is < .mitrin.

***t*&s^>

tyixxfycxWfacaim Vkice misteaAiv.

The second missine undergraduate is William Cullen Hipnfoos,

Oregon State freshman, who went one day last fall to a dis-

reputable vendor named A. If, Sashweight to buy pack of

Marlboros. Mr. Sashweight did not have any Marlboros be-

cause Marlboros are only sold by reputable vendors. However,

he told Sieafoos that he had another brand which was just as

good, and Signfoos, being but an innocent freshman, believed

him.

Well sir, you and I know there is no other brand M good M
Marlboros. That fine filter, that flavorful flavor, that pleasure,

that joy, that fulfillment -are Marlboro's and Marlboro's alone.

All of this was quickly apparent to young Signfoos and he

flew into a terrible rage. "As good as Marlboros indeed!" he

shrieked, kicking his roommate furiously. "I am going right

back to that mendacious Mr. Sasliwcight and give him a thrash-

ing he won't soon forget !" With that he seized his lacrosse bat

and rushed out

Mr. Sashweight heard him coming and started running. Now

Mr. Sashweight, before he became a disreputable vendor, had

taken numerous prizes as a cross-country runner, and he thought

he would soon outdistance foung Sigafoos. But he reckoned

without Sigafoos's stick-to-itiveness. At last report the two

of them hnd passed Cleveland. When they reach the Atlantic

Beeboaftt, bad Mr. Sashweight will get bis lumps from Sigafoos,

you may be sure, and I, for one, am glad.

The third missing undergraduate, also named .Sigafoos, is a

Bennington sophomore named Celeste Sigafoos and, ironically,

she never intended to leave college at all. She was merely going

home for Christmas on the Natchez, Mobile, and Boise Rail-

road, and during the night, alas, her Upper berth slammed shut

on her. Being a Bennington girl, she naturally did not wish to

make an unseemly outcry, BO she just kept silent. The next

morning, alas, the railroad went, bankrupt, and Miss Sigafoo*

today is lying forgotten on a siding near Valparaiso, Indiana.

Fortunatelv she has plenty of MaifbOfOI with her. _ _

• • •

And how about the rest of you t Do you have plenty *t

Marlboros? Or if you like mildne§» but you don't like

Rlter; plenty of Philip MorrieesT HmmT Do youT

Brown story was aided by a

grant from the University of

Massachusetts Research Council.

State House . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

Senator Robert P. Cramer (D-

Williamstown) sponsored two
legislative amendments under
which 1) any act increasing local

expenditures for any municipal

purposes must be accepted by the

city council or a town meeting

unless the General Court ap-

proves the act by a two-thirds

vote of both branches, or the

state assumes the cost; and 2)

prevent enactment of local laws

affecting a city or town, or local

public employees, unless approved

in the same manner.

Another proposed amendment
would allow cities and towns to

waive levying of real estate taxes

on commercial and industrial

buildings as an aid to bringing

new industries into a community.

The committee rejected two
amendments, sponsored by Sena-

tor Cramer and Rep. Harrison

Chadwick (R-Winchester) which

would reduce the House of Rep-

resentatives from the present

240 members to 160 by electing

four Representatives from each

of the 40 Senatorial districts.

The Campus Beat
by JBKRY GALLAGHER '62

Mr. Secretary, how

Rev. Seely . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

Japanese students who were vic-

tims of a typhoon.

A native of Massachusetts, Rev.

Seely graduated from Northamp-
ton High School, went to Ober-

lin College, and spent five years

in China representing his class at

the Oberlin Schools and fulfilling

his military obligation. After

completing graduate work in

theology at the Oheriin Graduate

School of Theology and Yale

University Divinity School, he

served as minister of the Con-

grpgational Church in Wells

River, Vt. and whs then called to

the University post under spon-

sorship of the United Christian

Foundation.

The Student Senate will now come to order,

many are here?

Uh . . . four Chief. Have we got enough chairs?
Yeah, just enough. We weren't expecting such a large turnout,

though.

Sen. S.: I move that we outlaw air on this campus.
I'll refer it to the Air Force.

Sen. C: I move we express our disapproval of fire and water.
O.K., I'll refer it to the Fire Dept. and the Water Commissioner.
Now men, do we have everything for the, shall we say . . .

"Purge"?
Sen. S.: Yeah, Chief, wp won't let Mr. X down.
Let's check it all over once more. C, let's see the damn tools.

Sen. C: Here's a hot bike with snow tires, dual chains and hy-
draulic pedals. We'll be able to coast all the way down to the Union.
Here's some mittens to hide fingerprints, scotch tape to set up road
blocks, rotten pizza to confuse the blood hounds and the silencer . . .

(a fifth of Southern Comfort).

Sen. S.: Here's the Hula Hoops to keep the cops busy.
We're all set then. All we've got to do is wait for Mr. X and . . .

Hark! Here he is now. Ten-hut!

Mr. X: At ease men, as you were. The whole thing is off. I was
just appointed president legally. I can see it now . . . President
Weevur, Commandant of the Massachusetts Military Academy.

Interviews for the Secondary Block for the school year 1960-61,
will be held from February 29 to March 11.

Sign ujfc sheets are in the School of Education office, Room 301,
Machmer Hall.

The Education Club will hold forth tonight at 7:00 P.M. in the
Commonwealth Room. There will be a short business meeting followed
by a panel of six students who practice taught in elementary schools
last semester. For further information see Kathy Grover in Hamlin
House.

A square dance will be held tonight at 7:00 in the Main Bar—uh
Ballroom.

The Dames Club will have a food sale tomorrow in the S.U. Lobby.
It will last as long as the food lasts. The proceeds will go to provide
a scholarship.

• The Commuters Club will hold a meeting tomorrow morning at
11:00 A.M. in the Essex Room of the S.U. It is a special meeting
called to discuss the Midwinter Mixer.

The International Relations Club will also meet tomorrow A.M.
at 11:00. It will be a meeting designed to involve Constitutional revi-
sion, program and election of officers. All interested parties are urged
to attend.

The Literary Social Club will meet tomorrow at 8:00, to discuss
"The Prophetic Aspects of the Works of William Shakespeare". For
further information see W. Flynn, 202 Wheeler.

The movie tomorrow is entitled, "Carnival in Flanders". It's a
foreign job. Time is 7:00 P.M.

Word has it that Paul Ryan has pinned Marianne Stratton.
Congratulations to the Freshman Class for your two feet snow-

man.

The case of the typing paper

that erased without a trace— or,

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Typewriter Paper

It's a cinch to "rub out"

typing errors and leave no
f

Vlues
,

\ when you use

Eaton's CorrasaWe Bond
Paper. Never smears, never

smudges— because

Corrasable's like-magic

Surface . . . erases without a

trace! (A Hick of the wrist

and a pencil eraser puts

things right!) This fine

quality bond paper gives a

handsome appearance to all

your work. It's a perfect

crime not to use it

!

Erasable Corrasable ia available In all the weight* you

might require -from onionskin to heavy bond. In con-

venient 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxee.

A Berkshire Typewriter Paper, backed by the famous

Eaton name.

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Made only by Eaton

Senate Agenda

-ij Stedent Senate meetina- This

«££ \ltmt
*,r

o{
.
**• aB,on <••>*». will

"'opmentT"' ^^^ S fcl"" d-
The Student Senate welcome* anyone

,

*jio la interested to ait In *n Math*-'*address .nd the Senate meeting/. In the

!Ui, !
of Senate president Bob Zeli*. 'it

will be well worthwhile."
Vp for discussion In the remlnrSenate meetinr will be asTeral bill* eon-

rernlnar the Constitution and the By.
/.aw. of the Student Government As-
sociation.

Bill S4«. If passed, will define the
ronr anderrradnat* elaaaee. Under hillM7, proponed rhanre In the By-Law*
which will affect Unireraity committee
appointments, will be diacgaMi).

Bill S49 and SS0 propose amendment,
in the Student Government Constitution
concern in* the General Coert af Justice
and its constituent., the Men's and
Woman's Judiciary.

EATON PAPEI CORPORATION FITTSPIELD. IfASSACIVSETTS

TABLE TENNIS

SUPPLIES

Paddles — Balls

Nets — Tables

A. J. Hastings,
INCORPORATED

NEWSDEALER ft STATIONER

LOUIS'

FOODS

7« N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHBRST
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YANCON RACE TENSE AS REDMEN BOW TO UCONN

UMass Quintet Suffers First

Defeat In Conference, 71-49
by BILL LENNON '61

The surging UConn Huskies

threw the Yankee Conference into

the tightest race in its history

last night as they drubbed the

league leading UMass hoopers,

71-49.

Played before 4500 fans at the

UConn field house, the game

turned into a route as the Red-

men were held to a mere 15 points

in the second half.

After the Redmen jumped off

to a quick 5-1 lead, the UMass

delegation had little to cheer

about. The pressing zone set up

by the Redmen failed to effec-

tively hold Sheldon. Pipc/ynski,

and Rose as they all tallied 9

times to lead the blue and white

to a 39-34 half time lead.

The final twenty minutes were

the worst the Redmen have ex-

perienced in some time. The

UConn men tenaciously held to

the shirts of every UMass player

during this period. Flashy Mike

Mole, who starred with 17 in the

first half, was stopped cold after

intermission. Bob Eichorn and

Charles Fohlin also joined him in

the scoreless ranks.

The Huskies rebounded with

authority in the final half. Led by

Ed Martin and Pipezynski the

shorter UConn team consistently

cleared the boards.

With six minutes left in the

contest the Redmen went into a

man to man defense in an attempt

to gain possession. This also

failed as the home forces con-

tinued to widen their lead and

left the floor with a victory which

completely over shadowed their

loss to the Redmen last month.

In the preliminary, the UConn
Pups rolled over the Redmen
papooses, 79-53.

DRIBBLING AROUND
The Redmen were handicapped

throughout the skirmish. Leslie,

Eichorn, and Fohlin all were suf-

fering from colds and none were

near peak form. Also, John Wid-

dison, who had missed the last

two games, was still recovering

from a bout with the flu.

Connecticut wasn't in the best

of shape for the crucial game
either. They played without the

services of 6-6 center Walt Grif-

fin, who returned to his Alexan-

dria, Va., home for the funeral of

his mother. Griffin's mother died

Saturday after being stricken in

Philadelphia while watching her

son play against
r"''

,mple.

Rollie Sheldon, a six-foot four

transfer from Texas A&M, has

been Hugh Greer's much needed

"find". In his first four games

since becoming eligible at the be-

ginning of the second semester,

the sharpshooting sophomore has

connected for 60 points.

The Redmen are still in a very

favorable position to win the

crown and the free ticket to the

sprawling NCAA's. Should they

be upended in any of the remain-

ing five games, however, UMass
hopes will be very bleak.

This was the 47th meeting of

these two foes; UConn has the

advantage 28-19.

The standings and the remain-

ing schedule of the tight race is

as follows:

YC Roundup
Massachusetts 4

Connecticut 6

Maine 4

Rhode Island . 4

New Hampshire .... 1

Vermont

REMAINING SCHEDULE
(Friday)

Rhode Island at New Hamp
shire

(Saturday)

Rhode Island at Maine
Feb. 23)

UMass at Rhode Island

(Feb. 24)

New Hampshire at Vermont
(Feb. 27)

Vermont at UConn
New Hampshire at UMass

(Feb. 29)

UMass at Vermont
Maine at New Hampshire

(March 4)

Maine at UMass
(March 5)

Maine at UMass
Rhode Island at UConn

1

2

2

2

5

7

.750

.677

.667

.667

.167

.000

Stays moist and firm throughout your shave

!

regular or new mentholated

Take your choice of new, cool mentholated or regular

Smooth Shave. Both have rich, thick Old Spice quality*

lather that won't dry up before you've finished shaving.

Both soften your beard instantly— end razor drag com*

pletely. For the closest, cleanest, quickest shaves... try

Old Spice Smooth Shave! "|00

rWc$«*
SMOOTH SHAVI

by SHUITON

Gymnasts Lose; Peterson,

Briegel Take Top Honors
The UMass gymnastics team,

competing in its second last meet

of the season, fell to the Spring-

field gymnasts, 57-39, Tuesday

evening.

A large crowd saw the Redmen
keep pace with their foes during

the opening events of the meet,

hut then give way as the evening

progressed.

All eyes were on Heinz Briegel

and Jeff Cardinali, the two out-

Leslie Among
ScorersTop

On the strength of a 36 point

scoring spree against Rhode Is-

land last Saturday, Skip Chap-

pelle, the University of Maine's

sophomore shooting star took the

Yankee Conference scoring lead

with a total of 128 points and an

average of 21.3 points per game.

Mike Weiss, Rhode Island

sophomore who has been going

great guns for the Rams since he

joined the team two weeks ago,

and Roland Sheldon, also a mid-

year addition to the Connecticut

squad, are tied for second with 19

point averages.

Dave Ricereto, another Rhode
Island sophomore, who led the

scoring parade a week ago,

slipped to fourth place but still

has a respectable 18.3 average.

Kirk Leslie of Massachusetts'

league leading Redmen has scored

35 points in two games for an

average of 17.5.

Grutchfield Picked

For All-Star Team
Doug Grutchfield of the Mas-

sachusetts Redmen has been

elected to the all-east major col-

lege team of the Eastern College

Athletic Conference for the sec-

ond time this season.

Doug, a 6'4" junior from
Quinsy, played evrpptjnnnl brill

this past week. He broke the

UMass field goal record, hitting

14 from the floor, as the Red-

men scalped the Northeastern

Huskies, 87-61.

Others selected were Tom Siith

of St. Bonaventure. Tom Sanders

of New York University, Bill

Smith of St. Feter's (N.J.), and
Norm Brandi of Lehigh.

FROSII BASEBALL
Freshman baseball candi-

dates will meet in Room 10 of

the Phys. Ed. Building Wed-
nesday, Feb. 17, at 6:30 p.m.

Richard Bergquist, Coach

standing members of each squad.

The Springfield gymnast even-

tually bested Briegel by 11 points.

The first event of the evening

was won by Springfield, whose

powerful tumbling squad limited

UMass's Hagopion to third place.

Heinz Briegel and Jeff Car-

dinali put on a spectacular ex-

hibition on the horse, and Car-

dinali eventually won this event.

UMass took top honors in only

two events in the meet. Fred

Peterson took an initial slot on

the flying rings, displaying

superb form as he executed a

difficult shoulder stand to head

stand, and a double somersault

dismount.

Heinz Briegel copped the other

top honor when he outscored Jeff

Cardinali 179-175 in the high bar

event.

Swimmers To
Meet UConn
The UMass mermen will bring

their 1-4 record into a meet with

a strong UConn team, Thursday,

at 4 p.m. in the Women's Phys.

Ed. Pool.

The Rogersmen, harassed by

the flu for the past two weeks,

have gained their sole win against

Worcester Polytechnical Institute,

losing to Wesleyan, Amherst,

Coast Guard and Rensselaer.

Sophomore Matt Rutkowski has

been the big sparkplug for the

swimmers, having taken nine

first places out of ten events,

.these being in the 220 and 440 yd.

free styles.

Another rather consistent win-

ner is captain Ben Knight who
swims the 50 and 100 yd. free

style events. Ben took a first

place in the 50 yd. free style

against UConn last year, and will

be out to better himself.

Other Redmen to watch are

Dave.Goldstein and Dave Desjar-

dins. both of whom have been

constantly improving their times.

Diver Charlie Leverone, who
dove in his first meet against

R.P.I, last week, taking a third

place, shows great promise and

should be a great help to divers

Don Saluda and John Cushing.

FOOTBALL
Coach Chuck Studley has an-

nounced an important meeting

for all prospective football

candidates. Those interested in

playing for I Mass should at-

tend this meeting Tuesday,
Feb. 28 at 6:46 p.m. in the

Barnstable room of the S.U.

Be perspicacious!

Not ihit- a ttutUnt who This I P»r»plc«cl»w» •••

ttutJIci drowally no molUf %harp I NoOoi !•••• you
hew moth •!••• ht fltti. owak* and oUrl— tafalyl

If you find studying sometimes soporific (and who doesn't?) the word

to remember is NoDmq. NoDoi alerts you with a safe and accurate

amount of caffeine— the same refreshing stimulant

in coffee and tea. Yet non-habit-forming

NoDoz is faster, handier, more reliable.

So to keep perspicacious during study and

exams—and while driving, too—
always keep NoDoz in proximity.

TN «•!• >Uy awaks tattfat — availabla tvtrywhtrt. Another lint product of Grovt labor it* ,iai.
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MILDER WITH SHOWERS

Valentine Dance

Tonight -

Small Ballroom
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Student Senate Votes

To Support House Bill
by DAVE MANLEY '63

The Student Senate voted un-

animously to support House Bill

No. 1597 now pending before the

General Court of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts. This

House Bill, which is the result of

a petition by the American
Federation of Teachers, AFL-
ClO, a teacher's union on campus,
calls for an investigation of the

salary structure for both admin-
istrative and faculty staff.' of the

University.

The investigation will deter-

mine if there are any reasons for

changing the salary structure in

order to attract and maintain an
efficient professional staff.

Senator Ted Sheerin '60, who
called for Senate support of the

House Bill, recommended that the

investigation be extended to all

agencies of Higher Education In

Massachusetts. Sheerin felt it

would be a nice gesture to include

all state school-; of higher educa-
tion in tt.i ;.,,-,, -4 ;,,.. ;,.„ fnr «i,..

university is always being at-

tacked as being overly self-inter-

ested.

Senate President Boh Z*Un '60,

announced he bad unfrozen the

(Jinn l- rli/'.< funds as a result of

the new appoint rr nts to the posi-

tions of editor-in-chief and busi-

ness manager. In addition, def

inite datelines were set for the

printing of the Quarterly'* three

issues.

Zelis also announced that the

ROTC report was sent to the

Board of Trustees; more shall be

heard about that when the Trus-

tees hold their next meeting,

within two week*.

Fiscal appropriations of $611.00,

$15.00, and $24.00, were approved

for the International Relations

Club, and the Radcliffe Exchange

Program, respectively.

Committee appointments were

announced by Zelis. The ap-

pointees to the Ad Hoc committee

for the faculty fund are Sena-

tors Bruce MacLean, chairman;

Kevin Shea; Jim O'Leary; Bob
Fishel; and Ted Sheerin.

The Summer Activities Com-
mittee appointments are Sena-

tors Bob Trudeau, chairman; Don
Croteau; and non-senator Paul

Nowill.

The Absentee Voting appoint-

ments are non-senators Peter

Watson, chairman; and Marshall

Whitbed.

President Zelis announced that

there are other non-senator posi-

tions to be filled for those who
are interested.

The motion to enlarge the Stu-

dent General Court calls for an

amendment in the Student Gov-

ernment Constitutions eonse

quently it was referred to a Con-

stitutional Convention composed

of the Student Senators and al!

class officers.

Mather's Address Stresses

Budget, University Conflicts
by AUDREY RAYNER *64

In his annual State of the Uni-

versity Address to the Student

Senate Wednesday' evening, Pres-

ident J. Paul Mather disclosed

several options for his future

plans, discussed the school ap-

propriations budget, and stressed

many points of conflict and In-

terest to the entire student body.

He has, he staled, received sev-

eral offers of positions in the

fields of industry and education.

Although still undecided he hopes

to have made a decision by the

end of March. His options include

four positions of university pres-

idencies, three of industrial work,

and two of foundation jobs.

Discussing the budget in terms

of faculty salaries, President

Mather said that the UMass
faculty members now receive less

than almost every other state

university. This fact, he hopes,

will be remedied soon by the

budget under consideration in the

Ways and Means Committee. This

budget has eight points to be con

sidered in all. A larger salary for

the president, a fund for the pur-

pose of "entertaining important

visitors'*, an appropriation for

books for the new library, and

salary grades for special mem-
bers of the faculty are included.

Also, there are plans for eight

new buildings to be constructed.

A fine Arts Building, a Men's

Dining Commons, and a new in-

firmary which should be started

by April first, are among the

most inportant of these. Another

item covered in the bill is the re-

quest for new teaching positions

to be opened earlier in the year

than September. This would call

for tougher competition among
aspirants to the UMass faculty

staff.

The president also spoke on the

status of fraternity and sorority

houses on the campus. Unless

they contribute to leadership, or-

ganization, and social progress,

(Continued on page 3)

UM Plans Student Exchange-

With Radcliffe College Ferns
Arriving on campus the eve-

ning of Feb. 22 will be two stu-

dents participating in a one week

exchange progrem with Radcliffe

College, They arc Marjorie Heft,

who will stay at Patricia O'Con-

nell's residence in Knowlton. and

Betty Richmond, wbo will be in

Thatcher while Joanne Russell is

at Radcliffe.

Besides a tour of the Univer-

sity, our visitors plan to attend

various classes and campus activi-

ties such as the Student Senate

and rehearsals for Bells Are

Ringing and Auntie Mete. In the

evenings, after dinner at the

sororities, our guests will hold

Informs! discussion groups,

Through such a program both

the University and Radcliffe hope

to benefit by an exchange fsf Ideas

and a better understanding of

methods of education.

The University's delegates, Pat

O'Connell 'til and Joanne Russell

'60, are anticipating an exciting

and valuable week at Radcliffe.

In their places, the University

welcomes to our campus Marjorie

Neff and Betty Richmond and

intends to make their week inter

esting and beneficial.

photo by troSARI*
PRESIDENT JEAN PAUL MATHER

Mass. Women's Clubs
Present Graduate Award

This year the Massachusetts

State Federation of Women's

Clubs is offering a graduate

study award of $1500 U» a Sen-

ior woman graduating from a

Massachusetts college or univer-

sity who wishes to continue her

studies in th*> fiold of either Art

or Religious Education.

In recent years, seven Senior

women of UMass have received

UMass Coverage Brings

Award To Globe Writers

—Photo by Wttftookl

MISS JUDITH LAWSON, Stockbridge '61, who was awarded second

place from among 25 contestants in Judging based on beauty and

clothes sense at the Carnation Ball in Boston recently.

The newspaper series on UMass
which appeared in the Boston

Glob* in August has earned its

writers a national award.

Ian Formaii, Education Re-

porter, and Ian Menzies, Science

Reporter, won a special Honorable

Mention in the nationwide 1969

Education Writers Association

competition for outstanding
coverage in education.

The award- were presented at

a luncheon In Atlantic City, with

Miss Terry Ferrer, education edi-

tor of the New York Hrrnhl Tri-

hnw, making the presentations.

Forman end Menzies teamed up

last summer and spent nearly two

months prepai ng their eight -part

series on UMass which ran from

August 9 to 16.

Their stories reported the rapid

growth in stature and size of the

University, showing how passage

of the 1'Ma faculty pay raise

bill was vital toward continuing

that growth.

While the series was running,

the Massachusetts House patted

the bill hut the Senate killed it.

Three days later President Mather

resigned in protest of this latter

action.

During the fight for the facul-

ty pay hike bills, the <»'/<»/># also

published 14 editorials in support

of them, as well as giving com-

plete news coverage of the events.

When the pay bill finally

passed. President Mather com-

mented publicly: "The Boston

Glob* should be given s medal for

its contribution to education."

the Women's Club Award. After

receiving the Federation awards,

Martha Mape.s '54 received her

M.A. in Economics from the Uni

versity of Washington in Seattle,

Brenda Campbell '56 her M.A.

degree in occupational therapy at

Tufts University, and Madelaine

May '56 earned her Master of

Arts in Journalism at Columbia

University. Lillian Sherwood '57

and Joan LaChance 'a? studied at

Smith and the University of

Wisconsin. Fmily Anderson *59 il

now studying for her Ph.D. at the

University of Wisconsin and Sue
Harrington Fisk for her Master's

degree at Yale.

Interested Seniors should apply

at once on forms which may be

secured from the Office of the

DeSBl of Women. Th-se must be

in by February 25.

This award may be given in

addition to other grants or fel-

lowships received by the applicant

and may be used in the institu-

tion of her choice.

Quarterly's Funds Unfrozen

Due To Organization Change
Kobe Z< President of the and we are more than eager to

Student Senate, announced yester-

day that he has unfrozen the

Quarterly'* funds because of n

change in their organization.

This change was the hurried

election of Sue Gordon, a Junior

Knglish major, as Editor-in-Chief,

to replace Carmen Rezendes.

According to Zelis, Miss Gor-

don contacted him after the budg-

et hearings Tuesday night to

"talk things over". They were
"very eager to do things right

help," he added.

The result of this conversation

was the decision by Zelis to un-

frests all funds and also to ex-

tend their budget deadline to

February 2.'i.

Zelis hinted that another f.i

tor affecting his decision is the

probable appointment of a new
business manager to replace Bill

Lee.

"I think it turned out for the

best", Zelis concluded.
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A MILITARY MANUAL:

NEO-MCCARTHYISM?
An Air Force Reserve training manual

for noncommissioned Reserve officers was

banned by the Pentagon Wednesday, and an

apology was issued by Secretary of Defense

Gates to James VV. Wine, associate general

secretary of the National Council of

Churches of Christ. The manual is now un-

der investigation by the Air Force.

The reason for this controversy? In an

excerpt from the N.Y. Times report, the

manual stated that "pastors of certain

churches were card-carrying Communists

and that thirty out of ninety-five persons

who revised the Bible for the National Coun-

cil of Churches of Christ were affiliated with

. . . pro-Communist fronts, projects, and pub-

lications."

Continuing further, the article cited the

manual as referring to an editorial of a large

city newspaper as stating: "Communists and

Communist fellow travelers have success-

fully infiltrated our churches"

Also contained in the manual was this

Dassage: "Another foolish remark often

ieard is that Americans have a right to know

vhat is going on. Most people realize the fool-

hardiness of such a suggestion pertaining to

security measures."

What can a mere editorial say about the

consequences of such writing? That it is un-

democratic and un-American? That it vio-

lates the very principles upon which our

country was founded? True, these are all

valid objections, but the most far-reaching

implications of the incident are worse in-

deed. They reach deep into the basic creed

and beliefs of our society. For if we, as a

religious people, are told not to put our trust

in our religious leaders, whom can wc trust?

The author of the manual in question is

at present anonymous; all that is known is

that it was prepared at the military training

center, Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.

There is only one word which may be ap-

plied to such writing: McCarthyism. No
doubt the next step would be to have a Con-

gressional investigation of our religious in-

stitutions complete with all the publicity

trimmings. This would indeed be the final

disgrace—and would play directly into the

hands of Communist propoganda.

B. A. K.

the [Roister (Doister

-column-
by RALPH

The column, "By Ralph", has been initiated in cooperation with

the Roister-PoiMers in the hope that it »,ay serve to activate interest

in the dramatic arts. If any reader has any suggestions or topics he

would like to have covered in the column, h* should leave a note at

the Collegian office addressed to "By Ralph". Comments pertaining

to the column would he appreciated.

Mikovan Goes To Cuba:

Sugar At Three Cents?

Mr. Annstns Mikoyan. Deputy Premier of the

Soviet Union and a shrewd Armenian, recently

visited Cuha. The Castro crowd managed to ferry

him about the island secretly, after embarrassing

demonstrations in Havana.

One of the d.als (bistro cooked up with Mikoyan

was the sale of some million pounds of sugar to the

Soviet Union, at three ceata per pound.

We cannot but he struck at the irony of the situa-

tion; and we cannot refrain from gloating a little.

The United States has for years lieen purchasing

sugar from Cuba at five cents a pound (two cents

above world market price). Well: cYst la vie.

3Up IHaBHarljUfirttfi (finllnjran —
FOUNDED OCTOBKB M. 187*
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"gala opening on Broadway . . .", "As Broadway shows go . .
.",

"happiest show on Broadway . . .". Why Broadway? What is "on

Broadway" ? Why the special significance of "original Broadway pro-

duction" ?

Leo Lerman, in an article in the February Mademoiselle, defines

"Broadway" as "a rectangular never-never land between Sixth and

Eighth Avenues, 41st and 54th Streets." This area with its thirty two

theatres has come to have a special meaning not only to playgoers, but

to the many who fall outside the class of "patrons of the arts".

According to the Encyclopediae Britanica, the phrase, "original

Broadway production," was first used as advertisement for an ex-

travaganza called "The Black Crook", produced on Broadway in 1866.

Ever since, the term "on Broadway", has been used to denote pro-

ductions produced in the immediate vicinity of Broadway. The fact

that some of the greatest theatres and stock companies have been

"on Broadway" has added significance to the term.

The first of the great Broadway theatres was the National Thea-

ter, originally built for opera by a group of wealthy New Yorkers.

The theatre was, unfortunately, situated in the middle of some of

New York's most notorious brothels. Nevertheless, in 1837, James

Wallack, former star in Stephen Price's Park Theater, leased the Na-

tional, assembled a stock company, and fulfilled Philip Hone's as-

sertation that if he, (Wallack), succeeded with the National on the

corner of Church and Leonard Streets, one block West of Broadway,

"He is immortal."

The " 'burlettas, extravagances, farces' ", (as described in Lloyd

Morris' book on the story of American theatre, eh" Leo

Morris' book on the story of American theatre, Curtain Time), of

William Mitchell's Olympic Theater, which were offered for fifty

cents—dress circle seats, kept Broadway from completely folding in

the depression following 1837.

By 1880. Steele Mackaye was introducing the elevator stage, fold-

ing orchestra seats and overhead electric iights, (the latter, insLalled

personally by Thomas Edison, notes the Britanica) in his Madison

Square theatre. Such stars as Maude Adams, Ethel Barrymore, Billie

Burke, and John Drew were playing in Charles Frohman's produc-

tions in the Empire theatre in the beginning of the Twentieth century.

About this time George M. Cohan was writing what became the

American musical comedy. "Cohan's shows were Broadway personi-

fied except that they constantly had patriotic themes and were con-

sistently devoid of off-colour material", states the Britanica,

In 1D07, tli. first of Florcnz Zicgfeld's "Follies" opened on

Broadway, and "the show was i." and on and on. One of the Ziegfeld

musical reviews ran for more i in twenty years.

During, and after World W.n I, the Provincetown Players, Wash-

ington Square Players and the Neighborhood Playhouse, (all off

Broadway companies), became important as proving grounds for new

plays; Eugene O'Neill's in particular.

The Washington Square Players reformed in 1919 to the Theatre

Guild and moved to Broadway where it imported European produc-

tions and became New York's most powerful producing organization

until the Schuberts created th.ir "theatrical empire" in the '30's.

A long tradition of fin.- plays, theatres, and players, (from "The

Merchant of Venice", at the I, ye..sum Theater starring Laura Kee&e,

to "The Miracle Worker", at the Playhouse, starring Anne Bancroft)

on Broadway and the association of all that is "theatre," the excite-

ment of becoming, or creating something—someone, other than what

you are, make "on Broadway" a label of itself, exciting and fine.

THE ICONOCLAST
by JIM TRELEASE 63

With the big holiday weekend almost upon us

and with spring weather in the air, you might be

interested in hiking out of doors. Taking walks is

now a great American tradition. This Friday night

you will find lots of people taking walks . . . neigh-

bors, policemen, lovers . . . Caryl Chessman. If he

is granted a reprieve, he'll appear on the Friday

night fights with Earl (the pearl) Warren. In either

case, be sure to see the Gillette documentary en-

titled, "You And Your Tax Problems" starring Joe

Louis.

Perhaps you'll be going to the Olympics over the

weekend. Nixon traveled 3000 miles to give a 15

word speech to open the winter games, you know.

While many feel that Dick's duties are petty, I dis-

agree. At the Olympic speech he had to decide,

"Should I wear my brown or blue suit? Would a 8ki

cap look too conventional?"

With the world situation the way it is, the U.S.,

in hopes of easing world tensions, decided to house

all the athletes together in the same living quarters.

I doubt if world tensions will be eased and the world

population problem might even be worsened.

It'll probably be a big weekend for England.

Philip hopes that the kid arrives on Monday . . .

double Green Stamps day with the British Medical

association. And speaking of Britain, radar stations

will be set up in Yorkshire to give early warnings

of rocket attacks on England from the Soviet Union.

The maximum warning Britain would receive would

be four minutes and the U.S. fifteen minutes. For

this reason, both nations will now be listed in the

Yellow Pages for your convenience. With time a

precious parcel, be sure to ask for the overseas

operator when you are. warning England; but what

can they do in four minutes? Cook Jello and apply

Minute Rub?

And this week at his 180'th press conference, Ikp

spoke on defense, national problems, Cuba, and

missies but failed to answer the most pressing ques-

tion in the country . . . Will Jack Paar return? Also

the Pres. said that the presidential nominee should

have some say in who will be his vice president since

"they will be working closely together." After all,

working that closely, the future President wouldn't

want to have a Veep with Halitosis. Thus, if they

get their pick of Veeps, Kennedy may have either

Cardinal Cushing or Billy Graham, while Nixon will

probably choose Harmon Killebrcw.

And finally, the Pentagon has repudiated an Air

Force training manual that said pastors of certain

churches in the U.S. were card-carrying "Cominu-

niHts" and that 30 out of 9F» persons who revised the

Bible for the National Council of Churches of Christ

urn- affiliated with "subversive" organizations,

Such accusations appearing in military print only

pointed out the growth of that new anti-red move-

mint Wcnverism.
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Letter To The Editor:

to the student body

Got a gripe? Whether it's ahout hroken hand

rails, pot holes, or disappearing shower curtains,

your student senator will ho glad to help answer your

questions. One of the minor services of the Student

Senate is to rectify these annoying situations, or at

least explain why it is impossible to do so.

As a particular example, I would like to take Mr.

Garey's complaint which appeared in last Monday's
Cofle</i(nt, about the broken hand rails on the stair*

leading up the Hill hy the greenhouses. This year

the Senate has complained to the administration

four times. Each time the same answer was re-

ceived and made public on the Senate floor: the ad

ministration will not fix anything over which new
buildings will soon he built. The new infirmary is

to be built this spring at the foot of the stairs.

Realizing the dangerous condition, they h.-ive legally

closed the stairway and recommended the use of the

President's road. The temporary wooden railings

were placed there at the request of the Senate last

year. The point is that Mr. (Jarey is represented by

six senators, three from his class, and three from

hifl residence area (one of whom is the chairman
of the Senate Huildings and Grottnda Coram.) Any
one of his representatives could have given him this

anawer, Everyone has at least one Senator, who en

joys the privileged status of being able to procure

all this information first hand. If you have a com-
plaint, complain to him; he can answer it or get it

answered.

To shift from a minor to a major key, the Senate,

through your Senator, would appreciate COW
plaints or suggestions about any major University
policy. If anything can be done, we'll do it.

Robert Zclis,

President, Student Senate
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Co-ed Corner
by GERDA BROOKS and CAROL KIBITZ
HAMLIN

Marriages too are in the news

at Hamlin. Our best wishes and

congratulations are extended to

Agnes Burgess, '60, who was re-

cently married to Bill Phelps of

Alpha Sigma Phi. They are now
living at Hampshire House. Our

best wishes also to Sue Mac-

Donald, '62, who was married to

Larra Penna, and Linda Heller,

'63, who was married to Barry

Marcus of Worcester.

Best wishes also to Marcia

Burke, '63, who is engaged to

Curt Douglas, '60, of Phi Sigma

Delta.

Our congratulations go to the

following girls on their recent

pinnings: Ann Darracq, '61, who
was pinned to Bob Leahy, '61, of

Phi Mu Delta, and Ada Nord-

berg, '63, who was pinned to

Thornton Banks, '61, of Q.T.V.

Q.T.V.

Hamlin is quite proud of Susan

Sidney, '62, who was the reci-

pient of the Student Union Award

for the Most Active Committee
Chairman at the Student Union
Leaden' Banquet. Congratula-

tions, Sue!

LEWIS
Jane Pursglove celebrated her

birthday on February 3rd. Sev-

eral of her friends from the 4th

floor helped her celebrate by eat-

ing a good part of the three cakes

which Jane received.

Second North is happy to wel-

come back Nancy King and
Marilyn Fulton after their stay

in the infirmary.

Lewis has lost two girls to that

blessed institution — marriage:

Claire Hyland '60 was married to

Don Bamford '58 on December
27th. Jan Moran '60 and Paul

Kendra '62 took the big step

January 23rd. All the girls wish

them much happiness.

KNOWLTON NEWS
Frefmman rushing is over;

Knowlton congratulates her six-

teen girls who are pledges: to

KAT, Leona Carrell, Karen

Peterson, and Judy Wilkinaon;

SDT's are Nancy Baker, Barb
Center, and Elaine Kaplinsky;

and Beth Stone, and Jane Ben-

oit are pledged to Pi Phi. SK
took eight pledges from Knowl-

ton: Barbara Cushing, Carol Es-

oldi, Connie Gardini, Jean Mul

laney, Carolyn Price, Elaine

Ricker, Bev Smith, and Carol

Tarr.

Knowlton's welcome mat is out

for Gail Gentile, KKG, who re-

cently became counsellor of third

south; and for the senior nursing

students who have joined the

clan.

Best wishes are extended to

Susan J. Taylor, '61, on her en-

gagement to Rob Watson '61.

Quarterly To
Hold Exam
The Quarterly is giving a com-

petitive exam for membership,

which will be held Thursday,

Feb. 25, 1960, at 7:00 p.m. in the

Campus Room in the S.U.
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GALA OPENING
AMHERST SPEED QUEEN
COIN-OP LAUNDRY

I Saturday, February 20. 1960

-FREE-
| WASH & DRY On Opening Day
= FROM 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
B

1 20 COIN OPERATED QUEEN WASHERS (Cap. 9 lbs. each)

1 9 COJN OPERATED QUEEN DRYERS (Cap. 45 lbs. each)

Washing 2<V Drying 1(V

i it We Never Close — Open 24 Hours 7 Days a Week *
= a

= Located on No. Pleasant St. Next to Little Store

liiiiiiiDimiimiiiaiiiiimiiiiaimmimi^

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

The best tobacco makes the best smoke! """"ESSS*
1

> I. Bejnotdi Tobtcop Co.. Wlniion-Miltm. N. C. V
l t G A K fc 1 I t. »

..i.j i iiii.ii iiiiih——

Mather's Address . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

he said, th«>y will be ••liminati <1

At pivsrnt their most important

function ia servinp as a social

outlet. In direct relation to the

subject of frats is that <>f the

liquor ban. President Mather
stressed the fact that the prohihi

tion ia not a temporary stop gap;

it is permanent and will probably

be strictly enforced by his suc-

cessor.

In mentioning the march on
Buston by students last year, the

president called it an "orderly.

Library Hours

Library Hours for the Coming
Weekend
Saturday, February 20 — 8:00

a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Sunday, February 21—CLOSED
Monday, February 22—2:00 p.m.-

10:00 p.m.

organized, responsible g r (Ttt p
exercising democratic rights" and

( ( 'ontiuiuil on patfe 5)

W \shim;ton's BIRTHDAY

Most of the A mherst stores will

be closed all day Monday, in ob-

servance of Washington's Birth-

day, according to the arrange-

ments of the Retail M> rehants

Committee of the Amherst Cham-
her of Commerce.

—DANCE SATURDAY—
RONNIE DRUMM

—MAIL 12 JAZZ SHOW—
And Dance For Moderns

Hottest Jazz Band
In the Country

Maynard Ferguson
Advance Sale—$2.00

ROSELAND
BALLROOM

Dwight Street — Holyoke

-m ™ * I-— e» ii-

This Sunday at 3 p.m.

TOTOS
Presents

The Newport Jazz Festival

All-Stars

—Featuring

—

-BUD FREEMAN
-PEE WEE RUSSELL
-MAX KAMINSKY

FRIDAY NIGHT: LOBSTER FESTIVAL
WHOLE BROILED LIVE MAINE LOBSTER

FRENCH FRIED POTATOES COLESLAW
$1 75

This Summer • •

.

Round-trip flight to Europe

$250.00
LTMITED TO STUDENTS AND FACULTY OF
UNIV. OF MASS.

Call ALpine 3-5157 for information.

N :'VE GOT

0- ERASE

TYPEWRITER PAPER

AT THE LOWEST

PRICE YET!
Now at a new, money-saving low
price, we have fine quality Eagle-A

Type-Erase - the paper that's

famous for cleaner, faster typing

and easy erasability. At the touch
of a pencil eraser, typing errors

"wipe" right off the surface of

Type-Erase, leaving no mark. Saves
time . . . makes your work neater.

Comes in a budget-priced pack of

100 sheets, 81/2" x 11", in medium
or heavy weight, plain or 3-hole

punched. Free with every pack —
a Letter Placement Guide to help

you type neater letters and reports.

EAGLE-A TYPE-ERASE
... the paper that erases perfectly with a pencil eraserm

Mjde by American Writing Paper Corporation, Holyoke,
manufacturer of Eagle-A Boxed Typewriter Papon

Buy your EAQLE-A TYPE-ERASC PAPER today at

UNIVERSITY STORE
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Greek Week Sponsored

By Pan-Hellenic And IFC
The 1960 Greek Week under co-sponsorship of the Pan-Hellenic

Council and the Interfraternity Council will be held from March 26

to April 3.

The tentative chedule is as follows: •

Event Place

I.F.C. Theme Parties All Fraternities

I.F.C. Jazz Concert • Curry Hicks

Louis Armstrong and his All Stars

Greek Advisors and Presidents Luncheon
Student Union

Mass Exchange Supper All Fraternities and
Sororities

Greek Banquet Student Union Ballroom

Open
Greek Ball Student Union Ballroom

I.F.C.-PanHel Chariot Races Alumni Field

Fraternity Parties All Fraternity Houses

Greek Open House Fraternities and Sororities

Gordon L. Massingham (QTV)

Greek Week Chairman

Committee Heads: Bill Lockwood, Greek Ball; Art Winn, Greek Ban-

quet; Perry Harris, Jazz Concert; Ron Perry, Chariot Races; and

Clark Lennon, Exchange supper and parties.

Amherst Stores Closed Monday

Date

Sat., Mar. 26

Sun., Mar. 27

Mon., Mar. 28

Tues., Mar. 29

Wed., Mar. 30

Thurs., Mar. 31

Pri., April 1

Sat., April 2

Sat., April 2

Sun., April 3

The Campus Beat
by JUDY DICKSTEIN '63

Today's Friday; I'm a private eye. My beat: Virginia.

Hey, you! You with the powdered wig! Where were you yester-

day at 4 p.m.?

"At the Drake, my good man, having a—er . . . spot of tea."

Well don't leave the colony; I may want to question you further.

Excuse me, sir. Ye*, >'«»» in the red coat.

Ay, guv'nor."

Where were you yesterday at 4 p.m.?

"At camouflage maneuvers, gov'nor."

I was getting nowhere fast, and time was running out. I decided

to try a new approach. An emaciated lad about 5'2" was approaching.

Excuse me, son. Where will you be this Tuesday at 6:45 p.m.?

"At Coach Studley's important meeting of all prospective foot-

ball candidates."

Yeah? Where's that?

"In the Barnstable Room of the Union."

Run along, then.

I'd been questioning people all morning, and still I had no clue

as to who had attempted to assassinate the Chief.

Then I got a big break. A suspicious-looking lad was down by the

river. I quietly walked up behind him in time to hear him mutter,

"Oh, hell. Missed again."

Excuse me, young man. May I ask what you're doing? "That was

the sixty-ninth silver dollar I've lost this week. But I'll throw one

across one of these days."

He sounded guilty. On a sudden hunch I charged, "Okay-confess-

(Continued on page 5)

How to shrink a giant computer
Electronic computers do big jobs -2 50,000,000 calculations a day, for

instance, in tracking earth satellites.

The computer's already gargantuan capacity is being increased at IBM

as our scientists and engineers probe deep into the mysteries of such

fields as cryogenics, magnetics and microwaves. Utilizing many of their

findings, we arc simultaneously working to shrink the giant computers

of today down to Tom Thumb size.

The improvement of our products and methods is an area to which

IBM has devoted a great deal of time and work. This effort has resulted

in a steady, planned growth, which in turn has created excellent career

opportunities for persons of widely diverse skills and talents in research,

engineering, programming and manufacturing.

IBM
A person like yourself, for instance.

•
You are invited to contact your College Placement Division to find out -when our

interviewers will next visit your campus. Or write to the Director of Recruitment,

Dtpt. 87MIBM Corporation, $90 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York.

IBM Salutes Engineers' Week-February 21-27

Smith Holds
Two Concerts

Hurry James and his Music
Makers, nationally known dance
and jazz band, and the Fabulous
Four Aces, popular singing quar-
tet, will give two performances
at John M. Greene Hall, Smith
College, Sunday. (February 21.)

The concerts will take place at

3 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. and are
open to the public.

The proceeds from the per-

formances will go to charity.

Tickets for the concert are $1.75
and $2.00 per person and are on
sale at the Jeffery Amherst
Music Shop and the Jeffery Am-
herst Bookshop and there is a
possibility they will also be on
eale at the Lobby Counter at the

University of Massachusetts Stu-

dent Union. The box office will be

open for ticket purchases one
hour before each performance.

LOST <S FOUND
Lost: Red notebook taken from

Student Union, Hatch area. If

found, contact John Mulhearn,
312 Berkshire.

Found: Trench coat with red

plaid lining. Found at the Drake.
Contact 414 Chadbourne.

host: One sterling silver light-

er. Reward. If found, contact

Esther Coulter, Hamlin.

WMUA
Friday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather
4: Of) Campus Caper
5:00 News and Weather
5:05 Campus Caper

5:30 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

8:46 Public Service E.T.

7:00 Old Tunes
8:00 Crazy Rhythms
9:00 Ski Reports

10:.'i0 Crazy Rhythms
1:00 News, Weather

Sign Off

Saiurday

4:00 Sign On -News, Weather

1:05 Campus Caper
5:00 News and Weather
5:05 Campus Caper
5 ::{0 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 Public Service E.T.

8:00 Dancing In The Dark

7:00 Campus Jukebox

12:30 News, Weather

—

Sign Off

Sunday
4:00 Sign On—News, Weather
4:05 Sounds Of The People

5:00 News and Weather
5:05 Dinner Date
6:00 Latin Music

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 B.B.C.

7:00 Public Service E.T.

7:15 Washington Reports

7:30 News Headlines

7:32 Musicale

9:00 News, Weather, and Ski

Reports

9:05 Showcase
10:00 News and Weather
10:05 Jazz

11:00 News and Weather
11:05 Shoes Off Session

12:00 News, Weather—Sign Off
»•••••••••••••••••••• •••"••••"••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CLASS RINGS

New Shipment

1960 1961

University

Store

MON -FRI 2 00 4 30

ORDERS MAY STILL

BE PLACED FOR

SPRING DELIVERY

Campus Beat . .

.

(Continued from page k)

it was-you-who-attempted-to-assassinate-the-Chief-you-did-it - didn't-

you-out-with-it!"

He heaved another silver dollar into the Potomac, shrugged his

shoulders, and admitted, "Yes. I cannot tell a lie. I did it with my lit-

tle hatchet."
• *

February 22, he was arraigned in federal court and sentenced to

a four-year term as President.

Interviews for the Secondary Block for the school year, 1960-61,

will be held from February 29 to March 11.

Tonight, the S.l . Dance Committee is sponsoring a poet-Valen-

tine's Day dance, "Cupid's Caper," for those who missed the festivi-

ties of Feb. 14. Your second chance will be in the Commonwealth Room
from 8 to 11:30 p.m. Music will be provided by a band. Stag—35^

Drag—50c
Right now, and continuing until Feb. 28, there is a very fine art

exhibition in the Commonwealth Room: water color and mixed media

by Ian Maclver. Stop by soon and browse through.

....This coming Tuesday at 3:45 p.m., the Department of Govern-

ment will present its fifth colloquium of 1959-60 in political science.

Professor G. Lowell Field, a good-will ambassador from UConn, will

speak on "Political Development: A New Theory; the Socio-Economic

Basis of Democracy." An informal coffee hour will be held in Farley

Lodge.

Tonight at 7 p.m., there are lots of open free events. There's in-

door track vs. Boston College in the Cage, and in the Union there's

the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship and Hillel Services. At 7:30,

there is a square dance in the Union, also admission—free.

Here's wishing everyone a happy weekend and an ecstatic class-

less Monday.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, GEORGE!

RD Coffee

Hour To Be
Held Tuesday
A free coffee hour open to the

public will be held by the Roister

Doisters on Tues., Feb. 23 from

7 to 8:30 p.m. in the Common-
wealth Room of the SU.

The purpose of the coffee hour

is to discuss the forthcoming RD
production, Auntie Munu, and to

accept formally new members in-

to the organization.

Anyone interested in working

on the production of Auntie

AfafJM should come.

With The Sororities

EUROPE 1960
CAMPUS TRAVEL CLUB TOURS

• Coed Guided Tour Specially Programmed
for College Students, June 22-August 12

Travel via Sabena Jet Clipper — 52 days in

Europe Ask lor our free brochure containing

Itinerary.

Panoramic Tours Norman Spencer

101 W. 55 St., N.Y. 19, N.Y. Amherst ,Mass. AL 3-9221

Mather's Address . .

.

(Continued from page S)

that he would "refuse to apolo-

gize for that or for effigy burn-

ing."

The president ended his talk

by summing up his seven years

as UMass president. He stated

that we have improved greatly in

additional buildings, faculty, and

equipment to the extent that

members of the Class of 1960

have received a far better educa-

tion than those of the Class of

1953. However, he asserted, we
still need more than financial

by ANN Bt
This has been an important

week for the many girls who
were pledged to the sororities of

their choice. Pledges of class of

'63 at Chi Omega are: Judy As-

kew, Nancy Carlyn, Kathryn

Connolly, Bev De Marco, Elaine

DeMont, Gini Gross, Mimi Hal-

per, Joan Hussey, Ann Kelley,

Carol Lufkin, Carol Madison,

Joan Mahoney, Marcia Mallette,

Sara O'Reilly, Anita Osper, Joan

Rubenstein, Anne Slattery, Judy

Soule, Ena Tunberg, and Bar-

bara Wood. Pi Beta Phi pledged

23 freshman girls. Those pledged

at the ceremony Monday night

were: Bobbie Beck, Alice Carey,

Janice Webb, Bobbie Hanna,

Laurie Gennari, Pam O'Donnell,

Pris Hutchinson, Sandy Phelps,

Sue Lemanis, Beth Stone, Carol

McDonough, Jo Veale, Ruth Ann
Kirby, Sue Iossa, Ann Tibbetts,

Barbara Vierra, Dottie Curlone,

Marty Hume, Debbie Beerman,

Maureen McQueen ie, Robin
O'Brien and Jane Benoit. Phi Del-

support. We need a "spirit of

public education . . ." which can

be brought about by an improved

attitude of the students them-

•alrea.

AMHERST CINEMA —Now Showing—

the 'MOUSE that ROARED'
With PETER SELLER as - - - The Grand Duchess - - - As the

Prime Minister - - - As the Field Marshal

NEXT! — "NEVER SO FEW" Frank Sinatra

bee The Dinnh Shore Chevy Show h. coloi Sut.H«r» t.os^1 . -th. hat. o.k....*. ir.

'• L-

STEP OUT IN IT
Impala Sport Sedan

Get the quiet proof of Chevrolet's

superior performance on the road—
No other car in the low-priced three

can match the bnrne-on-the-wind
sensation you got from a ride in the

I960 Chevrolet, But that's not sur-

prising when you consider to what
lengths Chevy has gone to provide

for your comfort at no extra cost to

you. As you drive, count the ways
Chevrolet has been thoughtful:

Supple Full Coil suspension
Coil springs at all four wheels melt

bumps as no other suspension can.

Taking the punch out of rough roads

is their only function— they don't
have to anchor the rear axle.

Butyl rubber body mounts—
Thicker, newly designed body mounts

further insulate you from the road.

Body by Fisher—Only Chevy in

its field offers the polish and crafts-

manship of Body by Fisher.

Foam cushioned seats— Chevy
offers foam cushioned seats in both

front and rear in all series but one.

Safety-Girder frame — X-built

and not merely X -braced, the Safety-

Girdef frame affords greater rigidity

to minimize twisting and squeaks.

Hydraulic valve lifters— Oil
hushed hydraulic valve lifters reduce

engine noise to a whisper.

Cushioned steering shaft—
A universal joint and cushioned
coupling keep those annoying road

tremors from the steering wheel.

Precision balanced wheels and
tires— Here again Chevy has shown
concern for your comfort by elimi-

nating vibration in this vital area-
tire life is longer, too.

Easy steering ratio—Chevy's high

ratio Ball Race steering takes the
work out of steering foi" rou«

Superior weight tion
Chevy rides better, better

and stops better because the car's

weight is more equally divided be-
tween the front and rear wheels.

Wide choice of power teams-
Choose from 21 different power com-
binations to satisfy

the itchiesr driving
foot— more ,. 4 ii any
other car.

Now—fast delivery, favorable deals! See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer 1

HNS '63

ta Nu also welcomed new pledges

Eleanor Gavoni, Paula Colclough,

Priseilla Hynes and Mamey Whit-

ney, all members of the class of

T»3. Gamma Chi Alpha congrat-

ulates the following new pledges:

Rita Blake, Sandra Carlson, Jud-

ith Hancock, Shirley Ingalls,

Barbara LeBarnes, Suzanne La-

Croix, Ada Nordberg, Catherine

Stopenuck, Margaret Sawyer,

and Cary O'Connell—Class of

T>3. Also pledged were Nancy
Hanlon, Marsha Hargreaves.

Margaret Smith, and Mary Ann
McKay—Class of '62. Sigma Del-

ta Tau welcomed new pledges

Nancy Baker, Irma Barron, Lou-

ise Crosby, Barbara Genter,

Honey Gold, Sheila Harrison,

Elaine Kaplinsky, Carol Lang-

bort, Linda Lederman, Maxine

Levenson, Janet Louis, Susan

Macycove, Judy Rosenberg, De-

anna Shapiro, Ann Shifman, and

Brina Shneider.

Joni Knowles and Doreen Was-

kiewicz were initiated into Chi

Omega February 9, 1960. Phi

Delta Nu welcomes back Sylvia

Henderson who spent first semes-

ter at Herri] Palmer, Detroit;

also a big welcome to nurses,

Ann Allyn and Mell Barnes. Pi

Phi recently held their elections,

and the results were as follows:

President, Joyce Teir; Vice-Pres-

ident, Betty Goodnow; Corre-

sponding Secretary, Mai Kola-

zyk; Recording Secretary, Lane

Fair; Treasurer, Carol McKin-

stry; Rush Chairman, Pat Bink-

ley; Social Chairman, Penny

Matthews; Pledge Chairman,

Linda Lippert; House Manager,

Priseilla Des Chenes; and Music

Chairman, Lee Hadsell.

On Wednesday night Chi

Omega held an exchange supper

with Kappa Sig. Pi Phi also en-

joyed an exchange supper with

TKE on ThuiMlay, the 18th.

Congratulations are in order

for two Pi Phi's who were pinned

last weekend—Penny Bullard to

Don Kelly (Sig Ep), and Betty

Goodnow to Ted Rcsscl (Phi

Mu). Also pinned over Winter

Carni weekend were Carol Ehnes

of Gamma Chi to Ron Stribley

(Sig Ep), and Nancy Cassin of

Chi O to ?-?. And extra congrat-

ulations to Joanne Aijala, a Chi

Omega, who is engaged to Bob

Eichorn (Kappa Sig).

FOR SALE

35-FT. TRAILER
All Furnished

All Established

Country Setting

al *;-<;ir,<.t

FUN 'ROUND THE

Round
Hearth
STOWES GREAT SKI DORM
Warm, casual, glowing with good com-

panionship, the Round Hearth's tht

lodge to rest and refresh yourself

Hearty fare, dancing, relaxing around

the famou« circular fireplace— it adds

up to fun! Only $625 a day with two

meals, $40 a week. Write for folder or

Tel. STOWE. Vt., ALpine 3-7223
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Trackmen Lose To UConn;
As Freshmen Also Bow
Ward Smashes Records

by JOE LIPCHITZ '62

Varsity Freshmen

The University of Massachu-

tetts varsity track team lost its

first meet of the season Wednes-

day night by a score of 63 li -49*6

to a strong University of Con-

necticut.

The strong events for the Red-

men were the mile, the 600 yd.

run, the 1000 yd. run, the mile

relay and the 35 pound hammer.

Ralph Buschmann won the mile

and then came back later to take

a second place in the two mile be-

hind Cross of Connecticut.

In the 600, Ev Brinson placed

first and also took a second in the

60 yd. daah. Jim Keelon won the

1000 and then returned to help

win the mile relay with Ev Brin-

son, Jim Rogers and Jack Knight.

The only bright spot in the weight

and field events was Roger

Kindred's first place in the 36

pound hammer throw.

In the pole vault Jim Allen just

missed clearing 11 feet 6 inches

and had to settle for a two way
tie for second place.

The next meet for the track-

men is tonight, beginning with

the weight and field events at

Amherst at 6 p.m. and ending

with the track events at the Cage

at 7 p.m.

The Results:

Mil«: Husrhmann <UM) fir«t. <><>*«

(UC) mtiiiii!. i rtt»r<>i<I tt'Ci liiirtl.

t:4I.S.

<0 yd. Dash : (livens (UC) first. Brin-
son mm, —..,...1 Elltnoft. (UC) third.
I.t.

600: llrinsnn (I'M) first. l.nMnrrr
(UM) second. Hansen (UC) third. 1:21.4.

60 yd. Hii: (.ivena M « ) tint, har-
dener (UC) second. LaPler (I'M) third.
7.6.

J Mile: Cross (UC) first. Buschmann
(Hit) saronri, Barron (UM) third.
10:tT.7.

1000 Keelon (I'M. first, Tahorsaek

The University of Massachu-

setts Freshmen, who at one time

led the UConn freshmen, dropped

their first meet of the season

59%-53'fc at Storrs Wednesday
night.

The big men for the Frosh were

Dave Balch, who won the mile

and the two mile walking away,

and big Dick Ward, who broke

two freshman records for the

UConn cage by throwing 45 feet

in the thirty five pound hammer
and high jumping six feet to win

first place in these events for the

Cobbmen.
The two mile event was run

with the varsity and after the

fourth lap Dave Balch led the

field with plenty to spare and
never slackened his pace to beat

all competitors with a time of

10:17.8. This is remarkable any-

way, but even more so if you
know that Cross of UConn was a

full ten seconds behind in finish-

ing first for the Varsity.

The next Freshman meet is at

six this evening as they go
against the Boston College Fresh-

men here at the Cage.

(If) second, LaMarre (UM) third.
2:25.7.

60 yd. LB I Gardner (UC) first. Kirk
(I'M) second. LaPier (UM) third. 7.5.

High jump: Harrison (UC) first, Cmm-
•idy (UM) second, I.aPier (UM) and
Danielo <UC) third. 6'2".

Broad jump: Ilarriaon .IT. first,

Reiliy (I'M) second, Irawshaw (UC)
third. 21 feet 9 inches.

Pole Vault: Stephens (UC) first.

Allen (UM) and Turren (UC) tie for
second. 1 1 feet 6 inches.

IS lb. shot: Dragon (UC) first,

Daniels iUC) second, etiacknois t.UC)
third. 48 feet i inches.

35 Ih. hammer: Kindred (UM) first,

I.auridson il'Ci second, Oras-an (IT)
third, ', feet 6 inches.
Mile Relay: Brinson, Sogrcri, Kc*!os

and Knight (UM).

Mermen Drowned
By Huskies, 56-30

by BEN GOBDON '62

The UMass mermen lost to a

superior UConn squad, 56-30, at

the Women's Phys. Ed. pool,

Thursday evening.

From the start of the meet it

was evident that the Huskie

squad was superior to that of

UMass. The UConn swimmers
have met such teams as Yale,

Cornell and New York University,

and their 4-4 record, therefore,

should not be taken at face value.

UMass sophomore Matt But-

kowski again took a first place in

the 220 yd. free style, and placed

second in the 440 yd. free style.

Captain Ben Knight won the

second slot in both the 50 and 100

yd. free styles.

Other standouts for the Red-

men were Charlie Leverone, who
placed third in the diving com-

petition, Dave Desjardins who
finished third in the 200 yd.

breast stroke, and Amos Dixon

who copped second place in the

100 yd. butterfly.

Andy Grace, Dave Goldstein,

Jack Knight, and Dave Oster-

haut took thirds in the 50 yd.

free style, 200 yd. back stroke,

100 yd. butterfly and 440 yd. free

style, respectively.

The Rogersmen finished the

meet by winning the 400 yd. free

style relay in a fast 3:58.3.

SPORTALK

UMass Skates

Top Tufts 5-0
by BILL LEN.NON 62

The UMass hockey team cele-

brated its return to home ice

Wednesday night when they

blanked Tufts, 5-0, on Orr Rink.

The puckmen equaled their

highest output of the season as

they ended their six game losing

SOCIAL MATHEMATICS 488-489

Making After-Hours Count

Prof. Tangent

Principles of Accounting. Accounting for time

not spent on dates by males using ordinary

hair tonics. Accounting for time well spent on

dates by males using 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic.

Dr. Frightwig's Theorem (water 4- hair= dust-

mop hair). Proof that 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic

replaces oil that water removes, makes men's

hair irresistible to women. Application of proof

by application of 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic. For

students who have taken Applied Magnetism

405-406 but do not intend to spend weekends

studying.

Materials: one 4 oz. bottle 'Vaseline* Hair Tonic

Vaseline

HAIR
TONIC

jjiJm nil
—^araoiRS |M<S Condition*

trieMil Way

it's clear,

it's clean,

it's

Vaseline'
HAIR TONIC
Tstsunt ii itfiixsns ussssian

•I CsMsfetMgs Psai' t Ik.

Conn. Fans Ridicule
UMass Performance

by HAL DUTTON '60

The story in the Connecticut

Daily Campus began, "Believe it

or not the University of Mas-
sachusetts leads the Yankee Con-

ference." Less than two hours

later more than four thousand

fans at the fieldhouse in Storrs

must have wondered the same
thing.

The Redmen outscored their

hosts 12-11 on the floor in the

first half but the sharp shooting

Huskies made 17 out of 21 foul

shots to take a 39-34 lead.

Then the roof fell in. It was
just one of those nights that

every team has at times. We
couldn't do anything right and
the Greermen could do no wrong.
We scored only two field goals

in the first seventeen minutes of

the second half as the Huskies
rolled to a 71-49 victory. In all

we were to score but 20 points

over the last twenty minutes.

Mattie Zunic juggled his line

up several times in a desperate

attempt to stay in the game but

streak, five of which have been

played on foreign ice.

Jim Ellingwood broke the ice

at 1:24 of the first period. Jim
Rosenberg increased the lead with

a shot into the upper right cor-

ner of the nets.

Soon after the final period

started, Ellingwood scored for

the second time as he fired in a

pass from Charlie Dyer.

Bill Ryan's pair of tallies ended

the rout as the stickmen won their

second game in 12 outings.

Saturday the Redmen will at-

tempt to revenue their early sea-

son loss to Bowdoin when the

Maine team invades Amherst for

I 2:00 p.m. contest on Orr Rink.

his efforts failed. The Redmen

were down but don't count them

out.

If you know coach Zunic and

his charges you know they'll he

in the thick of it until the final

buzzer sounds at the Cage around

ten o'clock on Saturday evening

March 5th. As we said before,

Tuesday was just one of those

nights.

Hardwood Hints

, The hectic conference picture

will change again over the week-

end. Rhode Island has left the

home front for a two game road

trip. Tonight they meet New
Hampshire and tomorrow they

visit Maine. The Redmen will bat-

tle the Rams at Kingston Tues-

day. WMUA will air the clash at

8:05 P.M.

Providence and Holy Cross,

generally regarded as the top

two clubs in New England, have

both accepted bids to the NIT
tourney in New York next month.

That leaves us wondering just

who the Member-at-Large rep-

resentative from this area will be

in the NCAA affair. The Cru-

saders and the Friars meet for

the mythical New England

championship in Providence Tues-

day. With the advantage <»f the

home court and the towering

(6-10) sophomore, Jimmy Had-

not, to sweep the boards, we'll

take Joe Mullaney's team in a

close one.

LOST & FOUND
Taken from Sig Ep Friday

night. Feb. 5. A trench coat with

phiid zip-in lining, und Initialed

'^V" in collar. Please contact

Charlie Weeber, 316 Butterfield.

I have yours.

-*mr- 4 . »f»t<tai» wilww SSSW BBS "<•

Statistic

!

The other day our vice president in charge of good

news announced that someone, somewhere, enjoys Coke

58 million times a day. You can look at this 12 ways:

Either we've got an incredibly thirsty

Individual on our bunds. Or Coca-Cola is the

best-loved sparkling drink in the world.

We lean to the latter interpretation.

BE REALLY REFRESHED

Drink

(?<*$$%

L
i LEAK & COOL, MAN

Tomorrow's Movie

"A WALK

IN THE SUN'
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Prof. Robert Potash

Has Book Published

ROBERT POTASH

Robert Potash, Associate Pro-

fessor of History at the university

recently received notice that his

El Borneo Be A no De Mexico had

heen published by a company

which puhlishes economic works

in other languages for Mexicans,

Fcmdo De Culture Economic*.

The book if a study of Mexican

economic history from 1821 -1810,

a period previously almost ex-

Osittively rtudied in the political

aspects. Mr. Potash sought to re-

veal the efforts of the Mexican

government to promote industry

through the bank of that period,

El Banco De Avio. He discusses

thfl economic progress in a period

of political instability.

Mr. Potash began research on

this subject in 1947 for his doc-

toral dissertion a* Harvard.

Coming to the university, in 1950,

he started writing the book

shortly after. In 1963 he com-

pleted his re "arch and submitted

it to Ramon Fernandez y Fernan-

dez to be translated.

At the university, Mr. Potash

teaches European History and

Hispanic-American History. From

155 to '57, he left the university

to work for the Bureau of Inter-

national Research and Analysis of

the State Department, in connec-

tion with Argentina. Presently,

Mr. Potash is also Foreign Stu-

dent Coordinator.

Professor Potash has had ar-

ticles published in El Trimeatre

EconomicOf Inveetigaoion Econo-

miin, Hi&torio. Mexieana, and T.I >

Journal of Inter-American Stn-

diee. In 1969, he was elected to

the Bo«rd of Editors of The Hi.-:

panic-American Historical Re-

r'li -in.

G. Lowell Field Of UConn
Gives Govt. Theory Preview

At The Stale House

Commission Studies Crop,

Insect Spraying Method
Citing the recent eases involv-

ing the eranberry aad dairy in-

dustries, a Special commission has

recommended » $"*o,nnn state

ntudv "f the use of nostioiow? antl

aerial and ground spraying of in-

sects and crops.

A public hearing OH the report

will be held by the. legislative

committee on public health to-

morrow Feb. li5 at. 10:.",0 A.M. in

Room 480, State RoUM
The special commission, in its

report, itated that tta first act

was to set up a technical advi-

sory hoard. Based on the findings

of the board the commission un-

animously decided that "a com-

prehensive study of pesticides

sjhI their uses is now urgently

ended in Massachusetts."

The commission's preliminary

studies have revealed instances

whore the commonwealth should

sjstefeiai some measure of respon-

aniility in the public's interest by

injuring the proper conduct and

s
coordination ••!' chemical control

programs.
The technical advisory board of

the commission was directed t<>

establish a voluntary clearing-

house for all spray operations

conducted by state agencies dur-

ing ISGp.

Utilising the facilities of the

bureau of insect pest control of

(Continued on page S)

by DON CKOTEAU
Professor G. Lowell Field, Head

of the Department of Government

and International Relations at

the University of Connecticut,

lectured yesterday at the Fifth

Colloquium of 1959-60 in Political

Science at Farley Lodge to over

50 government majors and pro-

fessors.

The address was a preview of

the book he has just completed

which seeks to develop a method.

ological theory and framework to

enable political scientists to anal-

yze and understand the socio-eco-

nomic conditions essentia] to the

growth and development of dem-

ocracy in various parts of the

world.

Professor Field directed his re-

marks mainly to the question of

a possible relation between poli-

tical systems and corresponding

socio-economic structures.

He pointed out that "It has

proved possible to construct an

entirely new theory which stands

up under historical evidence."

"I have collected enough data

to prove that my theory shows a

distinct relationship between the

Lwo, lit" added. "It is a theory

to:>i evwM so r .fined by evidence

but has not been."

The accumulated data was

G. LOWELL FIELD

gathered from the files of the

United Nations which provided

complete information on 08 na-

tions. Prof. Field stressed hhat In

all but one of these cases his

theory was irrefutable.

Basically the theory consists of

breaking all possible basic gov-

ernmental systems into 5 main

groups and from combinations of

these, farming H possible descrip-

tions, formulate two epistemic

correlations and a hypothetical

relation which lead t<> a percen-

tage of "decision audience."

Remarking on the theory. Prof.

Field stated "it gives promise of

cumulative results
"

Professor Field lias taught at

Columbia University, University

of Texas, and Waym State Uni-

versity, besides ' ( oral and has

many publications in the field to

his credit.

AFL-CIO Urges Pay Hike

Before House Committee
In hearings °n the university

nf Massachusetts budget before

the House Ways and Means Com-

mittee of the General Court Feb.

17 in Boston, the President of the

recently organized CM. Chapter

( >f the American Federation of

Teacher., AFL-CIO, Professor

Walter G. O'Donnell, asserted

that his group bad voted approval

jm-

lottled under authority of The Coca Colo Company by

Pre-Law Club

To Hold Meeting
The UMass Pre-Law Club Col-

legium Ltgis, will hold its second

bu.nne g | meeting of the year this

Thursday night at 8 p.m. in the

Nantucket RoOtn of the Stud, n'

Union. This will be primarily an

organizational meeting In which

the installment, of temporary of-

ficers and committee beads will

sake place.

Speaking for the Executive

Committee, William Tinti '61 ex-

pressed hope that all those in-

toreatod, eren vaguely, in the

legal profession would attend this

very important organizational

mooting.

Bells Are Ringing Scenes

On TV Show Tomorrow

of optional salary ra

the present maxima for ass-

and full professors of outs

ing ability as originally >"

mended by Deans Fred V. ( shill,

Himy B, Kirshen. and George A.

Marston for the Deans and Din

tors of the University.

Dr. O'Donnell went on to laj

that this sp.-cia; device of optional

salary ranks for senior profes

wm needed badly to punc-

ture the low ceilings of s depr<

ed salary structure at the '

sity, and retain or attract dis-

tinguished professors, "in first

rate private universities," he

pointed out, "such outstanding

professors are provided by special

endowments, and such men are

equally necessary at the Iniver-

(Continued on page S)

S.O.S. Grants

Scholarships
The Student Organisation for

Scholarship at UMass will hold

its annual elections tomorrow at

8 p.m. in the Franklin Boom of

the S.TJ

This organization, just getting

on its feet after ,f s first two

years of organization and plan

rimg, has already heen active this

.:• in its work U>r the Amherst

Bicentennial and the Campus

Che-t.

I iture plans include the co-

, [i of the Faculty Fran-

i be held after a fi\ <
;

• "

absence.

The purpose of this organiza-

ti<.r, -.. provide scholarships

sad scholarship information to in-

terested students. Last year the

organization gave four $200

scho.arships to needy students

> i ' > .-• ii <<n fxi'j' >

)

Headquarters For National

Tournament To Be UMass

LHt to right: Ann Shutly, Jack

and Judy St. Jean.

Members of the University of

Massachusetts Operetta (J u i I d

production Th>~ lhlh< An- /' >"/

ituj will present scenes and songs

from the show on Kitty At Horn*

,

at I :()(• p.m. on Channel 22, on

February 20. Steve Allen, Allan

Heardsall, Jack Knight, and Judy

St. Jean, leading characters in the

musical, will spend 15 minutes

KniKlit, Steve Allen, Al Bearclnell

covering the high spots of the

show.

The collage premiere of The

Belle Are Ringing will be pre-

sented in Rowker Auditorium,

March 1, 2, 3, and 4. Off campus
engagements are planned for the

next weekend. Tickets are now
available at the Student Union

box office and by mail.

The University of Massachu

setts this year will be the Head

quarters for the National Int<

Collegiate Bridge Tournament.

All play will be by mail, and

will be conducted on individual

college campuses; the UMass ses-

sion will be held Sunday, Febru-

ary 28. from 2-5 p.m., under the

direction of Assc. Prof. (Bus.

Adm.) Harold W. Smart, advisor

to the UMass Bridge Club.

UMass is one of more than 125

colleges and universities which

have entered the tournament

(last year, 2038 students rep-

resenting 118 institutions, located

in 37 states and Canada, par-

ticipated). Prizes Include trophy

c.i|M for the colleges winning the

national titles, and smaller tro-

phies for the four individual play-

er winners. ( Bach colleg compet-

ing fur the first time this yeat

will be nted with a plaque

b of the four

colli imp on players*)

\;; campus bridge players are

invited to participate in the r

sfasg session; sponsors expect a

good turnout.

The National Intercollegiate

Bridge Tournament "Committee,

Games Committee, Association of

College Unions, sponsors these

competitions in order to develop

contract bridge as an interesting

and integral part of the collegiate

social program.
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Format For The Future
With the ever-increasing emphasis in the

country on the need for better science educa-

tion in our universities and colleges, the

University of Massachusetts has presented

an educational program in this field of which

we may well be proud. Many graduates of

our university have gone on to achieve

prominent positions in science and have been

recognized and honored in Who's Who in

American Men of Science. We have men
such as Dr. Ritchie doing research in high

polymer chemistry and we can also boast of

our Entomology Department which is one of

the best in the country.

Although we realize that there is a need

for better science education in our nation's

institutions, we also feel that a broad cul-

tural, intellectual and aesthetic background

in the liberal arts has taken a secondary

position to science. The institutions of higher

education in the country have, at times, been

accused of what is popularly termed as "in-

tellectual apathy." In the face of this chal-

lenge to their greater intellectual achieve-

ment, the colleges and universities have at-

tempted to provide a stronger program in

liberal arts education.

Where the man of science is trained to

solve his scientific problems through the use

of an absolute formula, there is no formula

which may be set down to solve the growing

problems of the world today. How to live in

an atomic world, how to derive sane values

from a life which may seem to offer no sane

course of existence are hardly to be obtained

from a test tube formula. No matter how
complex a formula is needed to solve a scien-

tific problem, there is nothing that seems

more complex than the problem of man's

existence.

Certainly, it cannot be denied that it was
the man of science who helped formulate the

progressive world in which we live today.

But, it also cannot be denied that it is not

the man of science who will have to produce

the impossible—namely a working formula

for living in such a world.

It will be the man who has been carefully

trained in the liberal arts and who has de-

veloped such a thinking that will be neces-

sary in devising a system of existence in this

modern world. Our diplomacy and national

and international policy will not be based on

science alone, but rather on a system of

values and ideas derived from these men who
have been educated in the cultural, intel-

lectual and aesthetic aspects of life.

It is for reasons such as this that it is

Unjustifiable for a liberal arts program to

have to l)e subordinated to a scientific pro-

gram. Each is equally important to man's

progress and development. Each should be

Used to complement the other rather than

to supersede one another. A science program

and a liberal arts program should work hand

in hand to produce the quality of people

Which our nation craves for today. We here

at the University of Massachusetts should

strive to maintain an intelligent balance be-

tween the two. S. D.

Get Out The Vote
A turnout of less than 10' , of the junior

class voted in last Thursday's election for

Senator at Large of the class of '61. This

Apparent show of student apathy was great-

ly due to poor publicity by the Senate elec-

tions committee. The only announcement that

nomination papers could be taken out was

a small notice in the Collegia*, The day be-

fore the election another article, written by

one of the candidates, appeared, giving the

date and place of the election and the names
of the candidates.

Two posts were open, and two candidate's

names appeared on the ballot. Both candi-

dates had been senators previously and had
some knowledge of the election calendar.

MUSIC MAN
by VERN PERO

Carlos Montoya, the master of the guitar, has departed from his

usual choice of material on his latest album for RCA Victor by choos-

ing music in the popular vein for one side of the record. The album

is called "From St. Louis to Seville" and to maintain the pattern the

title has established, Montoya plays Flamenco and classical guitar on

one side and the songs have titles like Zambrilla and Tango de les

Noches. On the other side he plays a ten minute version of the "St.

Louis Blues" and you haven't lived until you've heard the "St. Louis

Blues" played on a Flamenco guitar. The result is not just a departure

from the ordinary but a radical shift from convention.

Fortunately for Mr. Montoya as well as for the folks at RCA the

change comes off without a hitch. There's fun here for everyone who

has ever studied the guitar seriously or is fascinated by this man who

plucks at the strings with both hands while fingering at the same time.

The results sound like two or three guitars at once and no one, after

hearing this record, would venture to say that Carlos Montoya has not

mastered his instrument.

When Carlos walks out on a stage, you are never filled with emo-

tion or absorbed immediately by an engaging personality. I suppose

Carlos has a personality but I don't think any audience has ever seen

it. He just sits down on a stool, bends down over his instrument, and

proceeds to very meticulously tie you into little knots of pleasure. As

you may have gathered, I like the music of Carlos Montoya, and I

think you will too.

This is not to indicate tlfat Carlos epitomizes perfection, either in

his own field or anywhere else. His is an unusual talent which has

been carefully developed through years of care and diligent practice.

This is what makes him distinguished in his chosen profession. Where

others have creatd a sensation, Carlos Montoya has become a success.

After all, ability does not always produce the desired result, either for

the performer or the audience. The great pianist Van Clibum once

said, "I've been a sensation, now I want to be a success." Like an un-

noticed actor who has been getting nice, juicy character roles all his

life, Carlos goes along, year after year, continuing to improve himself

and to make more and more people happy. If you've already been

touched by the bug, this album will make a worthwhile addition to

your collection, and if you haven't been touched, expose yourself and

see what happens.

Nationalism And The United States

by Ted Mael '60

The present United States foreign policy finds itself in the impos-

sible and unenviable position of trying to preserve the status quo. Be-

cause of the fear of communist expansion, the United States has made
shortsighted agreements which prove favorable in the immediate fu-

ture but unsuccessful in the long run. The most obvious example is

Iraq.

Before 1968 the American government aided the late King Faisal

because he was pro-Western. Then Faisal was overthrown and assas-

sinated in a national revolution. In 1960 Iraq may be falling into

the Russian orbit.

U.S. Suspicious of Nationalism

Communism and nationalism are the two most potent forces in the

non-Western world. Premier Khrushchev, as his current trip through

southeast Asia demonstrates, hopes to identify communism with the

nationalist movements. Paradoxically, the United States has been

most helpful to him. Fearing that these nationalist movements may
bring about instability and, eventually communism, the United States

ha.s tended lo support the pro-Western monarcha and colonial powers.

Our government has been openly suspicious of nationalist leaders like

Nehru and Sukarno of Indonesia, who have accepted aid from Russia:

much ill feeling has resulted.

At one time, the intellertu ' and lf>aders of the under-developed

nations of Asia and Africa Wei inspired by thp freed of the Ameri-

can Revolution, the Declaration of Independence, and the United States

Constitution. They are still inspired by these ideals but find the chil-

dren of this heritage supporting the seventeenth rentury monarchy of

Hussein in Jordan anr! the fasri«it dictator Franco in Spain. They see

this country, which was the first to revolt against colonialism, often

supporting the colonial powers against those people trying to gain

th.ir own independence. And we wonder why these people are disil-

lusioned with the United Slates?

Need For New Policy

In place of the status quo policy, the LTnited States should offer

I more farsighted alternative- identification of the American heri-

tage and ideals to nationalist aspirations. We should support the ter-

ritories and people who ar»- s.M-king independence from colonial rule

provided these aspirants can form a stable government. Once they

have become independent, we should do as much as necessary to in-

sure their stability. This new policy will not only be wise politically,

but will also eliminate much of the hypocrisy attached to our present

policy.

This change will, of course, require sacrifices. We would have to

spend more on foreign aid. We would have to withdraw support from
such dubious confederates -as Hussein and Franco nnd possibly lose

some Middle East oil reserves and overseas bases. We would have to

support many Afro-Asian claims against the colonial powers and,

thereby, cause friction in NATO.
The old nineteenth century concept of power politics has bfen

subordinated to the emphasis on ideology. If we are to have friendly

relations with the vital nun-Western nations, we must change our

our basic concepts.

The majority of the class had little opportunity to draw out

papers and wage a successful campaign. Regardless of how interested

they may bo in th' Senate, students have other activities to take up
their time.

Adequate publicity for the Sennte elections is the business of the

elections committee. The students might be blamed for a certain lack

of interest, but it is up to the elections committee to draw the elections

to their attention and to attract their interest. Perhaps during the

spring campaign, the committee will exert itself, so that students

who are capable will have ample opportunity to experience the hold,

ing of a Senate office.

LETTERS
Professor E. O. Lawrence, mentioned as teaching

at the University of California in your editorial on

state universities, died in 1958. His picture and two

articles on the cyclotron are featured in the October

1959 issues of Physics Today. This recalled to mind

my fortune in having lunch at the Faculty Club in

Berkeley, in 1953, when Professor Lawrence and

five other Noble Prize winners on the faculty were

present. Professor Segre and Professor Chamberlain

also had lunch there and since last year have been

Noble Prize winners in Physics. Public or state edu-

cation and mediocrity certainly are not necessarily

synonymous. In this same regard, I recently noticed

in the Feb. 1960 issue of Physics Today, "The New
England Section of the Optical Society has made the

first presentation of its recently established New
England Optical Scholarship to Robert Merrithew, a

1959 graduate of the University of Massachusetts,

who is currenly a graduate physics student at Ohio
State University."

William H. Ross

Physics Department

Waterloo
Editor's Note: The opinions expressed in this

column (if they can he railed opinions) are those of

Mr. Watson, and not necessarily those of the Col-

li f/ian.

To the Editor:

Every war has its end and with it comes the
evacuation of the losing forces. Such a war has just

been won by the Psychology Department here on
campus, led by General C. C. Neet. Vanquished were
the valiant forces of Colonels Marchant and the
indomitable Colonel Weaver, (perennial fighter for

the RIGHT).
Stressing a ground attack, General Neet led his

forces down the perilous stairs of the Liberal Arts
Annex in a direct frontal assault on the entrenched
forces of Colonels Marchant and Weaver. Caught by
surprise, the courageous men of war fought a superb
delaying action allowing all but the sergeants to

escape.

Colonel Weaver's dog was the first to escape,
carrying with him a black satchel containing top
secret information, (one copy of the NDEA dis-

claimer affidavit personally autographed by Win-
throp F. Sheerin, Jr. and one copy of the corrected
Collegian complete with burned edges and the proud
autograph of Richard MacLeod).

Temporarily bivonaced at the new Armory across
the mudflats. Colonel Weaver conducted a remorse-
ful press conference starting, "Perhaps unwittingly,
entirely responsive . ,

."

Peter Watson '«1

In A
Very Minor

Key
One of life's more charming experiences ti to

crawl out of bed at eight in the cold, freeiing morn-
ing and hie oneself to Marshall Hall Annex, there
to sit for three hours with the fragrance of pickled
frog in one's nostrils.

Ah! The romance of zoology—the feeling of ad
venture as one pokes and pries, tracing little veins
and arteries, looking for gall bladders. The .sensa
tion of triumph when one finds something where it

tl supposed to be.

The wondrous sound* of lab—when one's partm-i
says, "I'll do the dissecting,"—when the instructor
says, "That's all for today."

It is truly joyful to be | liberal arts major fully
entitled to a thorough science background!
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Professor Stein Speaks

At Chemistry Dept. Lecture
by MONETTA WRONSKI '63

Third speaker at the chemistry

department's spring seminar was

Richard Stein, Ph.D., who spoke

yesterday on "The Texture of

Crystalline Polymers", augment-

ing his lecture with slides show-

ing the results of experiments

which his graduate students have

conducted.

Stein, a graduate of Brooklyn

Polytechnic Institute, received his

M.A. and Ph.D. at Princeton Uni-

versity and has done post-doc-

toral work at Cambridge Univer-

sity. He has taught here for ten

years, and received his professor-

ship last fall.

His lecture dealt with struc-

tures of polyethylene crystals,

methods of studying them, and

effects of temperature on the

crystals. He pointed out that his

students have not yet had a

chance to study them completely

because the chem department

lacks an electron microscope, but

one will be available in the new
Science Center when it opens in

the fall.

Although primarily intended

for chem majors, the seminar is

open to all interested persons.

The next lecture will be held on

Tuesday, March 1, in room 152,

Goessmann, at 11 a.m. Speaker is

Mr. John Donoghue, whose topic

will be "Trimeric Phosphonitri-

lic Chloride and Related Com-

pounds."

At the State House . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

the state department of natural

resources, master sheets will be

prepared which will record the

chemicals, dosages, and area

covered in each pest control proj-

ect.

From the pilot project, the

commission believes it can evalu-

ate the feasibility of a more per-

manent clearing-house to cen-

tralize spraying projects, public

and private, within the state.

The commission is composed of

Commissioner Charles H. W. Fos-

ter of the department of natural

resources; Dr. John H. Lilly, Uni-

versity of Massachusetts; Mario

Boschetti, public health depart-

ment; Commissioner Charles H.

McNamara, department of agri-

culture; Edward Wright, state

(Continued on page 4)
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Even Virgil

is with the Winston beat

I Sing Of Arms And
Like Ifilter-blendI, Man,

For if you dig a modern filter cigarette

It figures that it's what's up front that is the most

Like pure Flavorsville, orbit stuff, and all that jazz;

And only Winston swings with 1
FILTER-BLENP| up front,

A real gone eombo of golden, rich tobaccos

Selected and processed like for filter smoking;

That's why, dear cats or even squares, it's understood

Winston tastes good like a cigarette should

!

1. 1. mtmum to»acco co.. MMMMI * e

Mount Holyoke Faculty

Condemns NDEA Affidavit
The Faculty of Mount Holyoke

has both unanimously condemned

the disclaimer affidavit of the

National Defense Education Act

of 1968 this past week and rec

ommended that the school with-

draw from the program and re

turn funds not used.

This was done on the grounds

that the required affidavit was

one "disclaiming vaguely de-

fined beliefs" it was "ineffective

as a measure to prevent subver

sion," and "constitutes an inva-

sion of freedom of thought and

belief, establishes ambiguous

standards for determining per-

jury, and discriminates in an un-

warranted fashion against stu-

dents seeking financial assistance

• • •

An additional reason was that

participation in the NDEA is

". . . inconsistent with the prin-

ciple of intellectual freedom
which is fundamental to the Col-

lege . .
."

Of the $15,000 Mount Holyoke

received $2,200 is outstanding.

Three students who had contract-

ed to, decided not to continue ac-

cepting the funds under the pro-

gram as it stands.

RECEIVES ART SLIDES
The Carnegie Corporation of

New York has given Smith a col-

lection of 2,500 slides of Ameri-

can Art with the understanding

that they will be available f >r

loan to the nearby institutions.

The slides include American

architecture, painting, folk art,

decorative design, stage design,

and the arts of the American In-

dian. They are 2 by 2 inches in

size.

Those who wish to borrow from

this collection are referred to the

Curator of Slides, Mrs. Erna

Huber at Ju 4-2700, ext. 358.

TEACHING WITH TV
Northeastern has conducted a

t.'st run of closed circuit TV lec-

tures using a committee to plan

the course with the most informed

giving a half hour lecture and the

others carrying on discussion

groups in the remaining half

hour.

According to theory this would

increase the impact of their

teaching staff.

E. J. Blackman, in charge of

the program stated, "What peo-

ple now object to may soon be-

come conventional. We live in a

dynamic society and the possibili-

ty of chancre is imminent in al-

mo rt any sphere.*
1

DARTMOUTH MIT STUDY
Boston's South F.nd h to be the

subject of a joint Dartmouth-MIT

study this spring in a Ford spon-

sored research program exploring

the social and cultural aspects of

metropolitan 1 if o.

The 10 to 12 participating Dart-

mouth students who will receive

credit for a semester's work, will

v.f. selected from majors in art.

government, sociology, geography
#jr».'j economics

This w ihe B-52. Advanced as it

ma) he rhis airplane has one thing

in common with the firsj war-

u a 11 e \ > of ancient Egypt. ..and

with the air and space vehicles <»i

the future. Someone must chart it*

course. Someone must navigate it.

For certain young men this pre-

sents a career of real executive

opportunity. Here, perhaps row

will have the chance to master a

profession full <>f meaning, excite-

ment and rewards ... a> a Naviga-

tor in the U. S. Air Force.

To qualify for Navigator train

in^ as an Aviation Cadet you must

be an American citizen between 19

and 26' .•—single, healthy and in-

telligent. A high school diploma is

required, hut some college is highly

desirable. Successful completion of

the training program leads to a

commission as a Second Lieuten-

ant... and your Navigator wings.

If you think you have what it

takes to measure up to the Avia-

tion Cadet Program for Naviga-

tor training, see your local Air

Force Recruiter. Or clip and mail

this coupon.

There's a place for tomorrow's

leaders on the y y ^>-
Aerospace Team. 1 ^^

Airrorce
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

AVIATION CADET INFORMATION
DEPT SC102
BOX 7608. WASHINGTON 4, O.C.

I am between 19 and HVt, a cituen

of the u S and a high school graduate

with years of college Pleas*

send me detailed information on the

Aviation Cadet program.

NAME.

STREET.

CITY

COUNTY. .STATE.

AFL-CIO . .

.

(Con tin tied from i>age 1)

sity of Massachusetts to set the

highest standards <•'< professions]

excellence, inspire superior

achievements in scholarship and

f.-.yrtajv'h, stimulate and assist

their junior colleagues, and build

the educational stature of our

state university to a love!, befitt-

ing the wealth, pei capita in

come, and cultural traditions of

the Commonwealth."

"However/' he emphasized,

"our AFT organisation will never

regard this, or any other stop-gap

salary adjustments as a deterrent

or substitute for an elevation of

the entire salary structure of the

professional staff at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts to a level

closely approximating leading

state universities elsewhere. The

Barrington Plan, the upgradings

an. I salary increases granted last

September under Chapter 620, ef-

fective Feb. 28th of this year, and

now the proposed optional salary

ranges, are stop-gap measures

that have kept the professional

turnover rate at the University

under %% to date. But the overall

problem of professional salaries

at the University, depressed from

the top down, with narrow dif-

ferentials between ranks, remains

to be solved in order to assure a

professional staff of high com-

petence in the future, and prevent

the exodus of the most capable

faculty members as other more
attractive alternatives induce
them to transfer their profes-

sional dedication to other institu-

tions."

"In order to move systematical-

ly towards a sound solution of

this major problem of elevating

the entire salary structure of the

professional staff at the Univer-

sity, our AFT group is putting its

main effort forth in support of its

(Continued on page A)
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Home Economics News
hy RACHEL CAVANAUGH '61

Hr. Helen S. Mitchell, Dean of

the School of Home Econom
announced at a meeting of the

Student Faculty Planning Com-
mittee Wednesday night, that a

committee of five has been ap-

pointed by the administration to

appoint a new Dean.

Chairman of the committee is

Dr. Lloyd Davis. Members are

Dr. Himy Kirshen, Miss Oreana

Merriam, Miss Sarah Hawes, and

Mrs. Georgia French.

Attention is called to a recent

publication concerning Home Eco-

nomics in land-grant colleges and

universities and future plans con-

cerning Home Economics at U-

Mass. This bulletin has been com-

piled by members of the Skinner

Hall staff, and is available at the

office there.

The Home Ec Club will pre-

sent "Hawaii at the Homestead"

next Wednesday evening, from

6:30 to 7:30. Dean Mitchell will

show her slides of Hawaii.

The children's party for the

Belchertown State School nursery

children has been postponed from

Feb. 27 until March 19th.

State House . .

.

(Continued from page S)

reclamation board; Peter Lucarel-

li, metropolitan district commis-

sion, Burton C. Parker, public

works department, and Dr. Wil-

liam H. Drury, Massachusetts

Conservation Council.

The technical board comprises

Dr. Lilly, Dr. Drury, Prof. Robert

D. Whitcomb, University of Mas-

sachusetts; Mr. Boschetti, Peter

C. Kuzmiski, agriculture depart-

ment; Robert Armstrong, state

reclamation board; Joseph L.

Beasley, public works depart-

ment; Charles 9, Hood, depart-

ment of natural resources, and

Joseph S. Larson, state division

of fisheries and game.

EDUCATION COMMITTEE
REPORT

The committee on education has

reported adversely on a bill to

authorize the trustees of UMass
to fix the salary of the university

President. It is now set by statute

at $15,000 annually.

That committee also reported

12:00 News, Weather—Sign Off adversely on a bill to make the

WMUA Schedule
Wednesday and Thursday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:05 Campus Caper

5:00 News and Weather
5:05 Campus Caper

5:30 Dinner Date
fi:30 News and Sports

6:45 B.B.C. (Wed.)

Public Service E.T.

(Thurs.)

7:00 C.B.C. (Thurs.)

7:15 Call Assn. (Wed.)

7:30 News Headlines

7:32 Musicale

9:00 News, Weather—Ski

Reports

9:05 Showcase
10:00 News and Weather
10:05 Jazz

11:05 Shoes Off Session

Magazine
Appoints 4
UMass will be represented this

year on Mademoiselle's national

College Board by Sally Burke '61,

Sandra Golden '62, Judy Fred-

man '61, and Mary Hamilton '60.

They are among the 819 students

at 314 colleges who will report

to Mademoiselle this year on col-

lege life and the college scene.

As a College Board member,

each girl will complete an as-

signment that will help he* s*>

plore her interests and abilities in

writing, editing, fashion, adver-

tising or art, in competition for

the twenty Guest Editorships to

be awarded by the magazine at

the end of May.
The Guest Editors will be

brought to New York for four

weeks next June to help write,

edit and illustrate Mademoiselle's

1960 August College issue. Then-

transportation will be paid to and

from New York and they will re-

ceive a regular salary for their

work.

The Guest Editors will inter-

view outstanding men and women

in their chosen fields, visit fashion

showrooms, publishing houses and

advertising agencies, and attend

parties.

state teachers' colleges, the Mas-

sachusetts College of Art, the

Massachusetts Maritime Acade-

my, and the state technological

institutions branches of UMass.

Both will be before the House

Tuesday on question of accept-

ance.

Journal Publishes Poetry

Of Two UMass Students
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Two students from UMass were
recognized in the American An-
thology of College Poetry pub-

lished this winter.

Judy Dickstein '63, and Dan
Hemenway '61 had poetry pub-

lished in this journal. When asked
what their poetry was supposed to

signify, Judy had no comment on
her poem Felicity. Dan, however.

said that his poem Pretty Sandy,
a lyric poem, was an "overly ab
stract description of a young lady

friend's naivete and melancholy
status."

Both students remarked that

they did not confine themselves to

writing poetry but that they were
serious about this one form of

art.

Olympic Games Feature

Of West European Tour
The Olympic Games in Rome

this year will undoubtedly be the

highlight of the 1960 tourist sea

son. The United States National

Student Association, Educational

Travel, Inc., will operate a ape

cial comprehensive tour to West-
ern Europe including the Olympic

Games.

Students participating in the

Olympic Tour will attend th*«

opening games as well as two

other major events. They will sail

July 1st aboard the "SS HAN
SEATIC" for Southampton where
the trip will commence. After

visits to England, Holland,

France, Germany, Switzerland

and Austria, the tour will continue

to Italy arriving in Rome for the

official opening of the games.

The tour will spend a full welk-

in Rome and upon completion fly

via TWA BOEING 707 JET for

New York.

The all-inclusive tour price of

SENSATIONAL RECORD BARGAIN!

12" LP VINYL

Specially Pressed b

RCA Custom

Records

Just released

for VICEROY
— the Cigarette

with

A THINKING
MAN'S FILTER .

A SMOKING
MAN'S TASTE!

PLAYED BY YOUR FAVORITE ARTISTS \
Benny Goodman Louis Armstrong

Erroll Garner Shorty Rogers

Jonah Jones Duke Ellington

Ben Webster Red Norvo

-and 2 VICEROY Cigarette packages I

Hurry! Hurry! (Jet this truly great jazz record at a

low. low price, while the limited supply lnsts! Record

feature! your top favorite Jazz Instrumentalists- the

winners in a national popularity survey of American

< loUefS Mid University Students. Send for Campus Jazz

Festival today. Use coupon below!

••OWN * WIUIAMSON TOBACCO COMO*ATION
to* 355
louiivillo t. Kentucky

I'lensr send me postpaid recordfs) of the Special VICEROY
(' \MI'I S .! V/.Z FESTIVAL. BilUoSSd is % I '«» »»o stamps, plea**)

and 2 empty Viceroy pjuktifes for e.irh record ordered,

S«'^%fBl#;

Name

Arid

City ./one..

< '..llece I !nlveraity.

\ N,,i v i!nl in •• Iti ' iitcd.

$1480,00 covers round-trip trans-

Atlantic transportation, all meals

(three daily), all hotel accom-
modations, all .sightseeing and ex-

cursions, all land travel in Europe,

museum entranre fees and bag-

gage porterage Open and Tho.'i-

tre tickets are also included.

For further information contact:

USNSA Educational Travel, Inc.

20 West 38th Street

New York 18, New York

LOST <& FOUND
Lost: Wrist watch left in men's

room of Dining Commons, Friday
night Feb. 12. Contact Hob Nel-

son 108 Mills, Al 3-925H.

Lost: Ladies gold Bulova with

broken band. Lost in vicinity of

Machmer or Student Union. Con-

tact Mary Ann Bernot, 201 Lewis.

REWARD.
Lost: A charcoal black coat, full

length, red alpaka lining. I have

possession of a coat similar to

lost one. If found notify Janet

Ward, Leach House.

Lost: One trench coat, tan,

initials A.Y. Lost at QTV on Feb.

7. Please return to QTV. We have

yours.

AFL-CIO ...

(Continued from page S)

own petition, H. 1597. providing

for the establishment of a 8p6-

cial Commission to study and re-

port on the salary structure and

fringe benefits of the professional

staff of the University of Mas-
sachusetts and recommend ap

pro&rietfl legislation to the flon

era! Court by the 1961 session,

at the latest. The legislators in

this Ceneral Court, and the mem-
bers of this Committee, are en

titled to a thorough factual and

comparative survey of the salary

situation at the University so that

they can meet their responsibili-

ties to the university faculty and

youth of this Commonwealth with

sound judgment."

"Our fundamental concern, as

group of the faculty at the I'ni

versity of Massachusetts, is to

render educational opportunities

at the state university truly

equitable by maintaining the

highest possible standards of pro-

fessional service for the youth of

the Commonwealth. Actually,

although nearly last among tin-

states in the support of public

higher education, this Common
wealth has great resources and
wealth, a high and rapidly in-

cii'iising per capita income, and
can well afford investment in :i

first-rate stnte university."

Ci9*o. n«owN a »»tiii»M»0N rot*eco eo»s.

'PIONEER VALLEY'S FINEST

AMHERST CINEMA
NOW SHOWING-

Frank
SINATRA

Glna
LOLLOBRIGIDA

'NEVER 50
FEW COLOR

Plus Tom & Jerry Cartoon

The Campus Beat
by JACKIE JOHNSON '63

As long as it was the Collegian

staff which roped me into this

job, I thought it only proper that

our readers be made aware of

what actually takes place around

here during publication.

As one enters that small,

cluttered room on the second floor

of the Union, one can hear type-

writers clacking, pencils scratch-

ing, gum snapping, the editor

yelling, and the telephone ring-

ing. And, in one corner is a small

group of ambitious staff members
diligently playing cards.

At the far end of the room is

the copy-editor's desk, the only

really busy place in the room.

The freshman members of the re-

write department are kept oc-

cupied correcting the mistakes of

the senior staff members—rear-

ranging perfectly good para-

graphs and misspelling misspelled

words a different way.

When an article has been made
as unreadable as possible, the

next step is to write a headline

for it. This is simply the process

of putting long words in short

spaces. Actually, headlines serve

a very practical purpose. When
the Collegian is lacking news, we
just fill up the spaces with large

headlines, and no one is the wiser

—at least they weren't until now.

Our readers won't be required

to read this trash again as I've

just received my notice for writ-

ing libelous copy. But before

closing, I've been asked to let

you in on the news of the week.

Our illustrious basketball team
will be playing Trinity College

tonite in the Cage. Admission is

$.50.

There will be a coffee hour and
brainstorm session for all com-

muters tomorrow at 11 a.m. in

the Worcester Room of the Stu-

dent Union. "Anyone interested

in seeing a brainstorm in action

is welcome," a spokesman said.

There will be a meeting for all

members of the Roister Doisterg

on Thursday, February 25, at 11

a.m. in the Student Union to

elect new officers.

For Art majors and all inter-

ested persons—a meeting will be

held for the purpose of organiz-

ing an Art Club tomorrow at 11

a.m. in Machmer E12.

Interviews for the Secondary

Block for the school year 1960-61

will be held for February 29 to

March 11.

The Orchid Cotillion, a dance

sponsored by the Science Clubs of

the University, wil be held in the

Student Union Ballroom on Fri-

day, February 26 from 8-11:15

p.m. Free orchids will be given to

the first hundred women. Music

will be provided by Bob Harding's

Dance Band. All are welcome.

The Bridge Club is sponsoring

an intercollegiate bridge tourna-

ment to be held Sunday, February

28 at 2:00. It will be held in the

SU and is open to anyone who
wishes to enter.

Anyone interested in submitting

a team for the Tnter-Dorm Bowl-

ing League, please contact Neil

Goldman at AEPi fraternity.

A modern dress production, in

French, of Molicre's classic com-

edy, "Le Misanthrope" will be

performed by the Theatre du

Vieux Columbier of Paris at

Mount Holyoke College on Thurs-

day evening, March 17. The per-

formances will be given in

Chapin Auditorium of Mary E.

Woolley Hall at 8:15 p.m.

COPYK'OIU )>&> Till COCA COLA COMFANY

We'd like to admit right here and now that the

main reason we run advert isements Btot this is to

get you, dear reader, to drink Coca-Cola to the

virtual exclusion of all other beverages. The

sooner you start going along with us, the sooner

we'll both begin to get more out of life.

BE REALLY REFRESHED

Drink

("<?&£

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Colo Company by

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Mass

French Club

Holds Dance
Series Tonite
The French Club will present

Madame Evelyn Teeluckdharry,

who will do a series of interpre-

tive dances, at eight o'clock on

Wednesday, February 24, at

Skinner Auditorium. Madame
Teeluckdharry, a native of

France, is a Professor of French

at Mount Holyoke College, and

at Middlebury College in the

summer. Refreshments will be

served.

Furcolo's Window
Needs To Be Fixed

Governor Furcolo got a laugh

at his press conference when he

related the following:

"I was engrossed in an im-

portant interview when I heard a

tap on my window. 1 looked up,

as did the others, and saw a

workman who is working on the

Bui finch Front project. He waved

his hand and I went with others

and opened the window.

" 'Mind if I come in and go out

your door,' the worker asked.
" 'No, go ahead, '

I told him. As
he came through I told a state

photographer to take his picture,

which startled the fellow. My
chief secretary, Dan O'Connell, is

out sick. I'm going to write him:

'Hurry back, Dan, they're coming
throue-h the window.' "

UMass Open
For Weekend
"Educating for Democracy" is

the theme of the UMass Open
House being planned for Saturday

and Sunday, April 9 and 10.

All colleges, schools and divi-

sion* of the University will pre-

sent departmental exhibits il-

lustrating the various phases of

the University program of teach-

ing and research.

Demonstrations, classroom and

House Set

Of April 9
laboratory visits, discussions with

faculty members, inspection of

dormitory and recreational facili-

ties are also planned for campus
visitors. Special events and sporr«

activities are also planned.

Luncheon and dinner will he

available in the University Din-

ing Commons, and receptions will

be held for guests at dormitories,

sororities, and fraternities.

SOS Grants . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

and plans to add to this number.

A bulletin board has been set

up by this group in the S.TJ. op-

posite the Student Activities Of-

fice.

THE MAROON KEY tapping ceremony, shown above, which brought

a new member into the Sophomore organization. Left to right are

Ken Swain, Bob Boulais, Fred Shotz, Chet Gogan, Dick Paige and

Dimitri Moschos.

Former Senate President

Identifies Civil War Shells
A former UM student may

have been responsible for saving

the South Carolina State House

from possible demolition, accord-

ing to reports received here.

Lt. Richard J. Keogh, former
Student Senate Prexy, identified

ten Civil War Shells which turned

up in the Confederate Relic

Room of the state capitol building
as still being live. The shells
could, in the words of Lt

f
Keogh.

"«p'iode if exposed to heat
shock, or rough handling."
The six cannonballs, three pro

jeetiles, and one grenade Were
taken to Fort Jackson where
Keogh is stationed, to he diaarmed It has been estimated
that they had been in rhe state
House Rolic room for at !eaRt 5Q
year,. The State House was bom-
barded hy <;Pnr, raI shorman .

f
forces in 1865,

"1 can'r sav Brheth "• • h •

Vank,e or Confederate", taid
keojrh.

No telltale traces . .

.

EATOxVS COR RASA BLE BOND
Typewriter Paper

It's ca«y to flick off vmir mistakes on Eaton's

Corrisable Bond. Make a pass with a pencil eraser and

typing erron are gone—like magic—no error evidence

led. Corrisable has an exceptional Burface—erases

without fl trace. Once floes It—there's no need to

retype. Saves lime; money, too. The per Pert paper Por

perfection—erasable Corrasabie.

Eaton* s CorrasabU Bond is

available in lights medium,

hm i v weights and onion

shin. In convenient 100-

sheet packets ana W0
sheet ream boxes. A
Berkshire I vpen riter

Vnpcr. ho i km by the

famous httonnnme.

EATON'S CORRISABLE BOND
Made only by Eaton

EATON PAPER CORPORATION ;*E'; PI I" rsFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS

Senate Agenda

,

' h
';

!
' of the Onand, uh,,,,,, , h .. r , a „ p, WHihI< .

f conflict with the R,.,. ,eniz,^*** *tion. Cotm n£hthe tame powi
i

''• •' ted Omi the following ba *»trd«n« rcneral policy for th- conduct
>t aii-campue ortanlaationa, to tx-comf

•.,• with the approval of th<« KS<

,

Committee an.! th.. President ..f the Vn<
varsity i

1. General Policy far the conduct of
nil-campus organizations to Ix-.N.mr
effective shall hi- pnsae,) by both th.Mm I, tit .s,.„nt,» ;m ,| ,he RSO I

jaittog nml ,| hv (ho Pr M'-
K'nt ..f the University. This shall
then b» known as 'Joint Studt

.:ito RSO Policy."
2. In rase one body .ipproves a state-

ment of policy ,m ,| t^r other <li>e«
tl*« differences ~n.-»! t be worked

out hy a joint moetmv ..f the
ate Activities Committee and the
RSO ittbcommfttea No. 1. The com-
promise policy «*orhs4 out hy the
rreup sh.-tii then be mbmltted to
the parent hodies ilmoltaneooaly for
approval, in the event that
i» ftill not reached the President of
the University shall decide the pol-
icy after beitnr mad.- familinr with
all the proposals of both bodies.

Policy that <i«w»s not fall under this
act *hali be specific policy concern*
intr organization* wholly or partly
mpported by tht Student Activities
Tan. Thi» ipeciflc policj mail he
set only by the Stud. te
Further, spoeiflf> RSt » it

, pol.
ley *hail be sei by the R80 Com-
m it tee.

The Ant "Joint Student. Senate^

—

RSO Policy" statement shall be
made in the sprinjr o' 1900, This
and subsequent ehanjres to this shall
be executed in the above prescribed
manner.
: Activities Committee-OnksetO

1

(Act
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Robert Delaney And Richard
Anderson Named To Redmen
Coaching Staff By Studley

Charles B. Studley, new head

football coach at the University

of Mass., recently announced the

appointments of Richard Ander-

son and Robert Delaney as back-

field coach and end coach respec-

tively, on the Redmen varsity

football staff.

Richard 'Dick' Anderson, a na-

tive of Fairbury. Nebraska has

compiled an outstanding high

•chool coaching record since

graduating from the University

•f Nebraska in 1954.

A three letter man in three

•ports at Fairbury (football, bas-

ketball and track), Anderson was
an All State quarterback in

Nebraska during his senior year

as he led his squad to an 8 and 1

record.

^Following his graduation from
the University of Nebraska where
he received a B.S. degree while

majoring in physical education,

ROBERT DELANEY

B.C. Cruises

By Gobbmen
Outclassed by 1 strong Boston

College team, the Footrickmen of

the University lost heavily last

Friday night by a SCOPE of ~'---.-

40H.

It was in the 85 pound hammer,
won by Kindred and Karshick.

and the pole vault with Jim Allen

and Dick Atkinson taking a first

and a third, that the Redmen ex-

celled.

Ralph Buschmann ran a magnif-

icent two mile which showed his

overall strength and potentiality

that will be Men throughout the

season. With two laps loft to go
in the twenty lap race Ralph
pulled ahoad and loft all op-

ponents in the dust, winning with

a time of 10:14.8.

The frosh won their meet 59%-
58 *.

THE REsri.TO
Mile: (Vl^arr (BC), Runchmann (I'M),

fin iron i in >, «:?6..1.

35 yd. «Unh: FmIIa (BC), Gortin (BC).
Rrillv it Mi. 4.4.

600: Q.iinn (BC). nrinson (I'M), Mr-
Nnmftrm <Br>. 1 tlS.1.

t Mile II nmnn iI'Ml, Hnrl". (BC),
Hninnr (I'M), 10:14.8.

1000: Diifr inr>. (Vl.mrr (BC), L«-
Marrr (I'M) 1 :20.».

LOUIS'

FOODS

76 N, PLEASANT ST.

*.Mrl~*9T

Anderson has been head football!

coach at Gordon H.S. (Neb.).

I

Norfolk H.S. (Neb.) and Rich

Township H.S. (111.), and during

six years his teams have won 39

games, lost 9, and tied 2.

A young coach who has been

nominated for "Coach of the

Year" honors in both Nebraska

and Illinois, Coach Anderson has

also developed seven players who

have won All State Honors dur-

ing his six years as a head coach.

A very sound fundamentalist

whose teams have been char-

acterized by precision offenses,

Anderson will have charge of the

Redmen offensive and defensive

back field assignments under

Coach Studley. Married and the

father of three boys. Anderson

plans to move his family into the

Amherst area this week.

Robert 'Bob* Delaney has been

a member of the University of Il-

linois football coaching staff for

the past two years following his

graduation from the Illini with a

bachelor of science degree while

majoring in physical education.

A native of Chicago. Illinois,

Coach Delaney played halfback

for Terry Brennan'a Mt. Carmel

High School teams and par-

tlripated in two city champion-

shin games as a halfback.

After winning letters in foot-

ball, basketball and baseball in

high school. Delaney concen-

trated on football at Illinois

where he played end. At 175 lbs.

he was one of the smallest flank-

men in the Tlig Ten Conference.

Bob is married and is the

father of two children, a boy and
„ o-;».l 14^. its T!«-n,' v».«ii!nu> u itn

his family in nearby Leverett.

RICHARD ANDERSON

Ricerito's Toss

Beats UMass
A long set shot by Dave Ricer-

eto at the sound of the buzzer

ending the game gave the Rhode

Island Rams a T6-78 victory over

the UMass Redmen at Kingston,

R.I. Tuesday night. Tie- defeat

knocked the Redmen nut of first

place in the standings.

I Mass had a 75-74 lead with

only four seconds to play as a

result of Doug Grutchfield's jump
toss from the corner in this

blood-tingler but it wasn't good

enough to win.

Rhode Island received the ball

out of bounds with two and one-

half seconds left on the clock

when Rarry Multer took a pass

and missed a long set shot.

Rieereto took the rebound and

converted his lengthy set toss.

UMass Puckmen Batter

Wesleyan Sextet. 13-0
by BILL LENNON 61

The UMass pm-kmen crushed

Wesleyan. 19 0, Monday night in

a hem" encounter on Orr Rink.

Bill Ryan and Jim Ellingw I

scored four and three goals

tlvely to lead the Redmen
to then- third victory of the

season.

iturday Rowdoin College

invaded Amherst and defeated

the Redmen for the second time

this season by a score of 4-1. Tom
Taylor's tally averted a shutout

This afternoon at 4:00 the Red-

men will attempt to better their

3-11 record when they face their

cross town rival. UMass will be
attempting to revenge the earlier

4-1 defeat administered by Am-
herst.

SS tew hnrrilt-: fthleld* (BO, S«il«-m
(I'M). Vinrrnt (WD :5.0.

Hijrh Jump: Vinrrnt (nC), LmPirr
(I'M), Shlrl«K 0>ynr (BO. 5 fe#t
10 inrhrn.

Shot Pat i Knmhirli ilMl, Cn»ky <Hf>.
Kindred i t M>. 19 frrt, % inrhrn.

85 Hnmmrr: Kimlrrrf 'I Mi. Knrxhlrk
(I M>. SiiUivnn (BC). 48 frrt. 4 inrhrn

Polr Vault: Allrn (I'Ml. ShlrlH* (BC).
Atkinunn (I'M). 10 frrt. • Inches.

Brn«<l Jump: Shirlrl» (BC). Brill*
(I'Ml, Vinrrnl (BC), 21 frrt, S inrhrn.

EATON'S
CORRASIBLE BOND
TYPING PAPER

For

Theses

A. J. Hastings,
INCOMORATID

NEWSDEALER A STATIONER

FROSH WIN
Thursday afternoon the little

Redmen won their initial game of

the season as (hey swamped Am-
herst. 7-3. Leading the Redmen
was Frank Gilliatt with four

goals, two assisted by Dave Ken-
nedy, who also scored once

Tomorrow at 7:00 the yearlings

will oppose Amherst on the lat-

ter'3 home rink in their second

and last game of the short sea-

son.

I'M ASS (IS) WESLEYAN (0)
CcMno, k g, Gillette
Kell.-v. r.1 rrl. Hints
UiiMt-tt. Id Id. Bloom
Taylor, r r, Ki-ratr.ea

n. rw rw, Johns
!<..x«#nlw tk, lw lw. Kwart
tJMaM £*?«: Glew, Dyer. Ellinic-

wood, Porrash, Al^er. Donovan. Staf-
foo, Rotand.

Wf«l.ynn »pnrflB: Burnett, Adam*.
Knrr. WhiMy. I'.itton. Blatrhford. Pal-
rn.T, Eklund, Citler.
KlUsl PF.BIOD: tJMMii Rosmherg

(Ryan). 1:09; rjlew (Hass^U). 2:4B;
EllinR—ood Inn.•existed >, 11;3S; Ry.in
(Taylor, Ro«cnh«rir), 14 '.01 \ staffmi
(unnaniKlwh. 1 r»

: ",0 ; Donovan (BaKBett.

SKIOND PERIOD : UHa*. Ryan (Krt-
KllinnwnoH ((Slew) fi:r>8;

K< IBasaett), 14. 01 | Ryan (Taylor,
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Spotlight On Sports
by AL HERMAN

Russia wrapped up victory in

the Winter Olympics Monday.

France, Russia and Germany won

the three gold medals that were

up for grabs on the holiday.

With four days of competition

completed (as of Monday) and

six to go, Russia, with SO 1
;?

points, had nearly double the

total of her nearest rival, Ger-

many, with 48. Sweden is third

with 29, and the United States,

with 16, leads a host of teams

bunched up in the wake.

One cause of the poor U.S.

showing could be the mutiny in

the American ranks. The com-

petitors on the U.S. speed skating

team are so disgusted at inat-

tention of coaches and managers,

"on hand only for a good time,"

that they are about ready to give

up.

The team members have been

warned by the officials under fire

that if they made a complaint to

newsmen they would not be en-

tered in their events.

The team is the most demoral-

ized and disheartened group of

athletes at the Games. Almost

the entire squad has been pro-

testing vigorously about the lack

of supervision ever since they

were banded together. Some-

thing's rotten in Squaw Valley!

Rod Sox catcher Sammy White
didn't leave with the Sox today

for their training site in Scotts-

<ia!e, Arizona. White insists that

he's not a holdout, but is sup-

posed to be concentrating on the

completion of an outside business

deal.

The hose had two of j>>- ?n,,
|

promising young pitchers in Win-
ter League competition this year.

Earl Wilson, a 15-game winner,

was the Puerto Rican champion,

while SOUtbpaW Ted Row.sfiold,

who won 14, was the Occidental

(Venezuela) league leader.

High flying jumper John

Thomas broke his own world's

record for the high jump Satur-

day ••' MHisnr! Square Garden by

hurtling 7 feet, 2 inches before a
thunderous crowd. The previous

record w:is sot, by Thomas only

three weekfl ago. He jumps again

in the Chicago Daily News Relays

on March 1 1

.

SPOT QUIZ
l . . . Who was the Hint* Amer-

ican League slugging champion?
2 . . . Floyd Patterson is the

youngest fighter ever to win the

heavyweight title (21), and the

youngest to lose it (24). Who was
the youngest boxer to regain the

heavyweight crown 7 8... For

the second consecutive year, the

Raltimore Colts d'-feated the New
York Giants to gain tho NFL
championship. How many teams

'62, Sports Editor

have won the title two years in a

row? 4 What is the record

number of knockdowns recorded

in a single fight? 11, 31, or 43?

Answers are below.

The new, gleaming Candlestick

Park is ready and completed in

San Francisco, but a hehind-the

scenes battle with builders has

kept the Giants from taking over.

Roosevelt Grier, the New York
Giants' defensive lineman, has

changed from tackling backs to

tackling tunes. Rosey's first rec-

ording of Sincerely and Why
Don't You Do Right? has just

been released. He sings and plays

the guitar.

Wilt Chamberlain tried his luck

in the recording business recent-

ly, but not even his fame nor the

fact that the song had a "beat,"

could make up for the Stilt's

pathetic singing voice. His platter

isn't exactly breaking many rec-

ords, and Wilt would do well to

confine his rockin' and rollin' to

the basketball court.

Answers to quiz ... 1 ... Al

Kaline was the AL slugging lead-

er 2 .. . No one has ever regained

the heavyweight title. 8 . . .

Five; Bears (1910-11), Eagles

(1948-49), Lions (1952-53),

Browns (1951-55), and, of course,

the Colts (1958-59). 4 . . . 48—
Battling Nelson yg, Christy Wil-

liams in 1902.

Bronco Horvath's prominent

nose is a popular topic around the

National Hockey League, Fans
call him "Beak," and "Pinnoehio,

and other such epithets. Opposing

players are less kind. Sometimes
their name-calling bothers
Bronco, but not the way if once

did. He has learned to take it in

stride.

A while ago. Horvalh was in a

restaurant with teammate Jerry

Toppazini. Seated across from
eru-h other nf ?i .-nia!! table, they

wore studying a menu when a

fly landed on Horvath's nose.

Bronco continued to read. Top-

pazini put down his menu and
stared at the fly. Tt didn't move.

Toppazini began to squirm.

"Rronco
(

»» hn c ..ui "that tly hi

driving me crazy. For crying out

loud, knock it off your nose."

Horvath smiled. "Why don't

you knock it off. Topper?" he

said. "You're closer to it than F

am."

Swimming
The I'Mass mermen will

meet the Holy Cross swim-
mers, Thursday night at 7:30

p.m. in the Women's Phys. Ed.

I'ool. The Rogerstnen will be

looking for their second win.

Revengeful UMass Matmen
Defeat UConn Grapplers

by BILL BATT '62

UConn was justly revenged by

the Mass. matmen Tuesday after,

noon by a score of 28-8 at the

StofTfl campus. In the eighth of

their nine scheduled meets the

wrest lers under Coach John

Douglas won the first six

matches, the first five by pins.

Qordta Wallace's pin wns the

fastest of the year as he flattened

his man after only .17 seconds.

Steve Murphy itaftad the con-

test by pinning a veteran op-

ponent, early in the second period,

while Bill Batt followed suit by

a pin after seven minutes.

In the 137 lb. class, Bruce
Ogilvie agnin made a pin in the

second period to set the score at

150. Captain Dan Kiel ty made his

second quick in a row (the first

being Saturday against Tufts) in

just a bit over the two minute
mark.

The fifth match, Wallace's, as-

sured a Mass. victory, putting

the score at 25-0. This is the third

match in which he has put his

opponent's shoulders to the mat
in the first period for the re-

quired two seconds. Al Brouillet,

decisioned his man and added a
final three points to the total.

This gave the grapplers the

second victory of their season
and set their eyes upon Wesleyan
whom they will meet in the Cage
this Saturday afternoon.

RESULTS
CUnm flt».) Tlmo/Rror*
12» Murphy (M> ptnn*r1 Haaa (C> 6 mln.
180 Rntt (M) nlnnH Wolnh (C) 7 mln.
187 OkIIvI* (M) |.inrif<l JmiNon (C) 6:58
147 KiHfy (Ml pinnr«l MndnVn (C> ' -

1S7 Walla™ (M) pin nod Menna (01
87 aae.

1*7 Rroulllrt d«H». Gorko (C>
177 Chute (C) .I.-- Rlr* (M)
Hwt. Conntnntlna (C) pinned

Riley (H)

7
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Amherst Prof. Predicts Fall Of French Republic
Esta Yaffee Elected
President Of Pan-HeI

Loewenstein Believes 'Political Laboratory'
Will Be Lost When DeGaulle Leaves Post

by TONY BLANCHETTE 60

Esta Yaffee was elected to the

presidency at the last Panhel-

lenic-Council meeting. Also con-

sidered at the meeting was the

average for initiating upper-

class women and serenading after

pledgings.

On Feb. 11, nominations for

president were made. The con-

stitution of Panhel provides for

the nomination of president by

the executive committee and

further nominations from the

floor. Esta was the executive

committee's nomination and Pat

O'Connell and Joyce Tiel '61 were

nominated from the floor. Mrs.

Gonon, assistant Dean of wom-
en, felt all candidates were

qualified for the job. She stated.

"It would be a pleasure to work

with any of them. It will be a

very difficult choice".

Esta was elected on the first

ballot. She is a junior at the

university, and a Sociology ma-

jor from Wellesley. Last year

she was a member of Scrolls.

Presently she is a counselor in

Arnold and on Women's Judi-

ciary. She is in Sigma Delta Tau
sorority.

ESTA YAFFEE

The question of the initiation

average for upperclass girls was
discussed. It was decided that an

upperclassman should not be

initiated on the same average as

she was pledged on, unless she

has a 2.0 cumulative average or

above. The scholarship chairmen
from each house participated in

(Cf>t> iirnii'i! (in ]>ftge 5)

Six Newly Elected Senators

Sworn In Wednesday Night
Six newly elected senators

were sworn in by Justice Grant

Bowman Wednesday night at the

Senate meeting. They were Ray

Sundlin '6.3, from Greenough;

Joe D'Amico '62, Mills; Dick

Valentinetti *63, Baker; Stephen

Burke '63, Van Meter; and Bill

Knowlton '61 and Judy Madden
'61, elected at large. Due to a

tie in Hills House between Phil

Williams '60 and Henry Carr '63,

a new election is to be held by
Bill Knowlton, who was appoint-

ed by President Bob Zelis as

chairman of the elections com-
mitter

A Constitutional Convention
was held to amend the Student
Government Constitution. By this

amendment, the much-needed ex-

pansion of the membership of the

Men's Judiciary has been ac-

complished.

A resolve was made of the

motion concerning class status

in which an effort is being made
to realize what class accelerated

students will represent in all

class elections. This resolve is to

be put into effect for a semester

and will be reconsidered for im-

provements in September.

The Fall of the Fifth French

Republic within a few years was
predicted by Karl Loewenstein,

professor of Jurisprudence and
Political Science at Amherst Col-

lege, Tuesday night in the third

and final lecture of a series

given at Bowditch Lodge.

Tho white-haired middle-aged

man addressed a group of stu

dents, and townspeople on the

French Republic which he con-

siders a political laboratory.

The heavily accented man said

that the real test of the De-

Gaulle government came with

the recent insurrection in Al-

geria. Ruling by decree, the

French ordered the rebellion

squashed and the question of the

Louis Armstrong Signed For
Greek Week Jazz Concert

by BILL AVERY '63

The IFC has signed the con-

tract obtaining Louis Armstrong
for the Greek Week Jazz Con-

cert, Dave Hefler (AGR), Execu-

tive Vice President of the IFC,

disclosed Wednesday.
The IFC also voted to hold

Chariot Races as part of Greek
week on Sat. Apr. 2. President

Tom Campbell (TO said, "The
Chariot Races are a gnmble, but

we should try something new
for Greek Week."

Then the IFC voted to have
something else new, a mass ex
change supper, * M-» part of

Greek Week. Under this plan,

one member from each sorority

and fraternity wdl eat supper at

every other house on Tuesday,
March 29.

The IFC Ihen voted to follow

tradition and hold a Greek Ban-
quet on Wednesday, Mar. 30. "A
guest speaker will he chosen at

a later date," Dave Hefler then
added.

A thpmp party will Start off

Greek Week on Sat. March 26.

There was much debate as to

whether these parties will be in-

cluded in IFC competition with
the standard number of points
awarded for the Skits, the Sing

and Sports. Advisor to the IFC,

William Starkweather, pointed

out "There will be no incentive

to decorate the houses unless

no nts are awarded." Eliot Soh-

mer, (TEP), IFC Secretary,

stated that "Points are insigni-

ficant unless many points are

awarded. Give the parties ponits

or don't have them at all".

Algerian situation set* led hy

referendum. This fact ll a test

of the prestige of the DeGaulle

influence and without him the

spirit of France is lost. When the

General leaves his post he will

take with him the Fifth Repub-

lic, because he rules by decree

and a bad constitution, just like

a Republican Absolute Monarch.

The Alger :ans have a choice of

joining the French community as

a colony, obtaining independence

or integrating with the mother

country. Their first choice is the

best. The second would be un-

wise since the Algerians have no

identity, no government nor in-

come, and could fall into a Com-
munist bloc. The last choice is

unfeasible because Franco is

economically unable to integrate

with Algeria.

The professor said that the

fContinued en pine 5)
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Glenn Tinder Has Article

Published By The Nation
longer article >» III' M Mr. Tinder

R.P.I. President Folsom
Addresses UM Engineers

Dr. Richard G. Folsom, presi

dent of R.P.I., was the speaker

at the Engineering Convocation
held in the S.U. Ballroom on Feb.

25. The subject -of his address
was "The Future of Engineering
Education."

In emphasizing the importance
of progressive engineering edu-

cation, Dr. Folsom said. "We are

in a race, or a hot scientific war,

or whatever you might call it,

with Soviet Russia at the present

time. The recent flurry of ac-

tivity in the educational field,

although encouraging, is not suf-

ficient to meet future demands."

In the future, said Dr. Folsom,

there will he further emphasis in

the engineering curriculum on

the application of the basic sci-

ences to the solution of problems.

ion

4 :2 -„

MAKING PLANS for Heart Sunday fund drive on cam pun. Drive
will be undertaken this Sunday. Feb. 28. Left to right. Donna
Mitchell, president of Panhellenic Council; Mrs. John Noyes; Mrs.
William D. Scott, chairman for Heart Sunday; and Tom Camp-
bell, president of IFC.

Heart Fund Drive
All fraternity men designated

to drive their cars, are asked to

park in front of the Student

Cnion, at 2 P.M., Sunday Feb.

28th. Instructions will be given

upon the picking up of passen-

gers.

Those that are collecting may
use their cars hut are asked to

park behind the Student LInion

to alleviate unnecessary traffic

conditions. These men will also

report at the time stated above.

GLENN TINDER
An article, written by Profes-

sor Glenn Tinder of the Univer-

sity's Government Department,
was published in thp February
20 issue of The Nation, a large

nationwide magazine which re-

views what is going on in the

areas of politics, national news,

and the arts.

The article is a re-write of a

"had publisht'1 in "The Review of

Polities," a professional publica-

tion for Political Scientists in

Oct. 1050.

Entitled, "1960: Failure of

Political Imagination," the article

comments on the failure of

politicians to give thp voters a

comprehensive look at the situa-

tion of the nation.

In the article. Professor Tinder

writes, "We do not know how the

various problem* confronting US

are related to one another. We
do not know how these problems
are related to those of the past

. . . As long as our present lead-

.-. aitd those ^ho are striving

to replace them, do not help us

to know the^e things, our politics

is threatened with a deadly ir-

relevance.

"

Mr. Tinder is a graduate of

Pomona College and the Univer-
sity of California at Merkeley.

and has been teaching Political

Science at the University since

1952.

Former Moscow Priest Will

Speak On Russia To IRC
Fr. Georges Bissonnette, A. A.

author of Moscow Was My Parish

speaks on "Soviet Foreign Poli-

cy" Monday night, February 29.

The meeting will be held in the

Nantucket and Middlesex rooms

of the BLU, at 8:00 p.m.

The Soviet Government ex-

pelled the controversial Assump-

tionist from Russia in March

1955. At the time of his expul-

sion, Fr, Bissonnette was the

Apostolic Administrator of the

U.S.S.R. and chaplain to Ameri-

can Catholics in Moscow.

Today Fr. Bissonnette is Di-

rector of the Foreign Service

School at Assumption College,

Worcester, where he holds the

position of Assistant Professor

of Political Science.

Among his other works he has

published Slavic and Kast h'uro-

fiean Studies; Moscnit, ma jta-

roint ; The Legislation of Peter
the Great m Religious Matters
Prior to 1721.

Richard Des.lardins, President

of the IRC stated, "This meet-
ing will undoubtedly he one of

best of the year. Interest in

Russia's foreign policy Is always
high, but since Krushchev's visit

to the U.S. and with President
Eisenhower's proposed trip to

the Soviet Union, interest has
reached an even higher peak. We
are very fortunate to get some-
one as well versed in Russian
affairs as Fr. Rissonnette to
come to our campus."

After the meeting there will

be an open forum in which Fr.

Bissonnette will answer questions
from the floor.
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Warning
Speaking to the Brazilian Congress on his current

South American tour, President Eisenhower sent a warn-

ing to any ideology which seeks to deny any American na-

tion the freedom to choose its way of life. This reaffirma-

tion of the Monme Doctrine is fine, but it makes one won-

'

While there was a point to the doctrine when it was

first promulgator!, and the United States, like the Latin

American nations, was struggling for existence any equali-

ty between the United States and its neighbors in the

hemisphere has been nonexistent for at least fifty years.

The Monroe Doctrine sounds fine as an ideological con-

cept but experience shows it apparently applies only when

United States interests are concerned. If Cuba appears to

be going Communist, this is bad, and we invoke the Monroe

Doctrine If. as has happened in the past, it is the United

States which is interfering in Latin American affairs, then

nothing is said. . t ,

It is just a further example of the fact that the United

States like any other nation in the world, is playing realis-

tic power politics. It might be to our advantage to temper

our pious homilies with a real sense of humility and justice,

for no one is being fooled. p -
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by JAMES A. MERINO '60

Mr. Mael's appraisal of U.S.

foreign policy I found most

amusing. With the invaluable as-

sistance of Pharisaical hind-

sight, he gives Iraq as an ex-

ample of American blunders re

emerging nationalism. This is the

first criticism of our foreign

policy resting on diplomats' lack

of photo-divine prescience I have

ever read.
* Mr. Mael refers to nationalist

intellectuals' disillusionment with

America resulting from our sup-

port of such leaders as Hussein

and Franco; which support he

calls a compromise of our own

ideals embodied in the Constitu-

tion and the Declaration of In-

dependence. I do not know much

about Hussein, but I do know

something about Franco. The

Franco dictatorship in Spain is

neither fascist nor totalitarian.

I have given that problem some

study, and the evidence shows

that the so-called "Liberal" "Re-

public" he overthrew in 1939

would have imposed upon the

Spanish people a totalitarian

yoke many times more harsh

than the Franco dictatorship.

I should like to ask Mr. Mael

what he would have us do re

French Algeria. The so-ealled

"Rebel Government" holed up in

Tunisia is no more than a coali-

tion of gangsters. The "Rebel"

forces in Algeria have murdered

more "unco-operative" Moslems

than they have Frenchmen.

In regard to genuine nation-

alist leaders, I believe the evi-

dence indicates more that we are

not sure how to treat with them

T°
I anfw^iiing to you to complain publicly of the Physical Edu^

cation department's general ineptness concerning.the exchange of

towels, sweatshirts, etc. After a recent exciting and benelical session

of physical culture commonly known as "conditioning, I decided to

turn in my sweaty sweatshirt and soiled towel for clean ones. I ap-

proached the cheerful, helpful, spastic attendant whom the P. E.

dept deems to keep enclosed in a wire cage, handed him the sweat-

shirt, and asked him if he would be so kind as to exchange my reek-

ing sweatshirt for a clean one. He answered me with a cheerful "wait

till Friday." I accepted his answer and then handed him the towel.

He looked at it and said, "This is not one of ours!" Taken aback I

stated "But it was issued to me." He answered, sympathetically,

"That ;

s too bad! But, I'll gladly issue you one of aura for the price

of two American dollars." I declined his offer and asked if I could

speak to someone about returning a towel that supposedly wasnt one

of "ours " He told me to go up to the front office. I walked upstairs

to "front office" and asked whom I could see about turning in a used

towel which was not marked as one of "ours." I was told by a man

who was in a "front office" that he couldn't do anything about it and

that I should speak to one of the cheerful, helpful attendants about it.

By this time I was five minutes late for my next class. I decided to

wait till my' next beneficial, backbreaking conditioning class before

I did anything about getting a clean towel. I am determined not to

pay for another towel. I hope that this letter will be effective in

changing the policy of our helpful and friendly Physical Education

Department.

I want a clean towel!
John Fitzgerald, '63

by [Ralph
Costume has bean a part of dramatic presentations ever since

. ... .. „..ir tricing +o holp him convey the idea or
primitive in««.i .>>•»<- ..^-.. - i ,.

•Volfnesi" in his ritual dances. Costumes are not necessary m all

drama, (the Biahop'i Players, for example, use neither costumes nor

BCenery), but any actor or actress of any experience will admit that

a good costume can certainly help in getting -'into" a character

Ti„ Roist*T-Doftter forthcoming production of Auntie Mame.

adapted bv Jerome Lawrence from the book by Patrick Dennis, is a

play in which the ** rf costuming is fully used to great advantage.

Mame plaved by Rosalind Russell in both the Broadway and Hol-

lywood production*, is a character in her own right. Her costumes,

estimated at fifty, with twelve wigs, express and carry out the fasci-

nating diversity of her personality. Travis Banton, designer for Mame

in the Broadway production, states:

"I designed the fashions in Auntie Mame with a tongue-in-cheek

exaggeration, because fashions amuse Auntie Mame. The play

cover* a period of about twenty years from the late twenties on,

but I didn't caricature the fashions of the times because Auntie

Maine is no caricature."

Orvy-Keliy who designed the clothes for the Hollywood version

of AunUt Mama, chow what Rosalind Russell termed, "wearable

clothes" for MUM, rather than typo costumes.

One might wonder what ihe difference is in designing for film

or television, and designing for theatre. Travis Banton explains in his

article in Theatre Arts magazine:

There is no difference. Except that in the theatre you take the

Whole figure into consideration, whereas in films and television

you concentrate on close-ups. Whether I am designing for Broad-

way. Hollywood, or Timbuktu. 1 follow the same creed—under-

statement. And the one word defines the woman of taste in fash-

ion."

(Girls take note.)

Those who are aiming at an art career, may be interested to find

that Mr. Banton, who started designing for the Ziegfeld Follies, never

intended to go into commercial art at all. The field was suggested to

him by his mother as being more practical than painting, and, as he

put? it: "I followed the line of least resistance. Why battle? To my

surprise. I found I liked d.-signing and I've been at it ever since."

The costuming for the Roister- Doister's Auntie Mame is being

handled by Elaine Gwosdl and Judy Braskie, both seniors who have

been in the costuming end of production ever since they were fresh-

men roommates. Due to the many rapid changes which Mame must

make, special costumes have to be designed. Some of these, and the

specially "shaped" MMM for Gooch will be handled by an outpide

designer.

rather than that we distrust

them. Our principal blunder, in

my opinion, has not been that

we support "colonial" powers in

Europe, but that we have at-

tempted to use foreign aid as a

bribe to emerging nationalist

leaders to align themselves with

the West. It is these strings

which blind them to the fact that

as in the past the soldiers have

followed the Frane or the Pound,

so in the future the soldiers will

follow the Ruble.

The only point at which I

agree with Mr. Mael is foreign

aid; we ought to give more. I"

this regard, our blunder has been

to take the cue of the Russians

and to have allowed them to ex-

ploit bogus space technology to

their advantage. More aid with

less strings is part of solving the

problem of relations with emerg-

ing nationalist leaders. Not pos-

sessing Mr. Mael's extraordinary

prescience, nor having committed

myself to the same "Progressive"

platitudes and ideological double-

talk, I can not pretend to offer

any more of the solution to our

dilemma.

Dr. Carl Fellers

Dies At 66
Dr. Carl R. Fellers, food tech-

nologist, former Government bac-

teriologist and retired head of

the Department of Food Tech-

nology at UMass, died Monday

at St. Anne de la Pocatiere,

Quebec, at the age of 66.

Dr. Fellers was the author of

many technical and scientific pa-

pers on chemistry, bacteriology,

and food technology.

He received an A.B. from Cor-

nell University in 1915, an M.S.

and Ph.D. from Rutgers Univer-

sity in 1916, and 1917, respec-

tively.

In 1926, Dr. Fellers joined the

faculty of UMass (then Mas-

sachusetts Agricultural School)

as Research Professor on Food

Technology. He served as head

of the department from '41 to

'17, when he retired.

In the Collegian dated Wednesday, Feb. 24, 1960, a short edi-

torial commented on another display of student apathy on our cam-

pus Along with the observation of facts, there was a rather obvious

implication that the University of Massachusetts Student Senate is

not all that it could be. I am writing to extend the listed facts and to

reinforce the implication.

In the late evening of Thursday, February 18, 1960, a member of

the Student Senate reported to Hills House South (the new men's

dorm), presented an armload of printed ballot forms and announced

"I'm here to hold a Senate election." The House Student Senate Rep-

resentative was to be elecjted. No previous notice of this intended

election had been given. It had been inconspicuously noted m the pre-

vious day's Collegian; but no issues of that paper had been delivered

to Hills House. After a short discussion with the Head of Residence

the Senator left without having held the election. On Tuesday, Feb-

ruary 23, 1960, posters were placed in and around Hills House an-

nouncing a Senate election to be held that night. The ballots pro-

vided still carried only the name of one candidate.

Fortunately, a resident who was aware of the situation, took it

upon himself to campaign as a 'write in candidate' for the post of

Representative. His day-long campaign efforts gained him a tie vote

for the post. This however is an unofficial count. I mention this smcte

it is possible that the 'official' count will show the lone, prenomtnatcd

candidate the winner. I hope this tie will lead to an open, hard

fought, decent campaign, and a decisive vote.

It is my opinion that our Student Senate and, in particular, those

in responsible positions within the Senate ought to concern them-

selves less with the opposing of Federal Bills; squelching of intel-

ligent critical comments; financing farcical 'representative trips' to

the Nation's Capital and the making of names for certain of the Stu-

dent Senators; and turn to a more productive task in cleaning up the

Senate operations. Obviously, there are several student organizations

on the campus which are in need of «np«»rvi«ion. The Senate ought to

be able to insure that supervision which it has currently failed to of-

fer the grossly mismanaged Quarterly. Now the work is in the hands

of non-Senate parties, interested enough to care. If the Senate would

act in behalf of all students' interests and stop supporting those

dead-beat 'politicians' who are presently using it for their own ends,

I believe it would come nearer acotomplishing those purposes for

which it was established.

Stephen E. Doyle '60

To the Editor:

I am not going to utter any defense for my irresponsibility

towards the Senate. I have a case, but I have lodged no protest to

the Finance Committee, so there is no need for its statement here.

I consider the freezing act of the Finance Committee legal and pro-

visionary, and as Ted Mael said in his editorial, a move to evoke ac-

tion from the Quarterly and specifically from myself. But this is not

the issue.

The issue centers around the interview Bob Zelis gave Don Cro-

teau. The attack includes Carmen Rezendes, who is not in the least

to blame. The article was unfortunately intense in its vehemence and

would give anyone reading it the impression that I had reason to be

ashamed of my association with the Quarterly. During my editorship

(Fall '58—Spring '59), I have reason to believe the magazine im-

proved in quality. I did this in spite of a spurious attempt at a coup

d'etat by the then Associate Editor and Business Manager, and a

Finance Committee investigation. Carmen Rezendes, during her tenure

as Editor was doing very well with the magazine and had been mak-

ing significant plans for improvment before her resignation.

As far as my responsibility to the students is concerned, I feel

I have fulfilled this. I determine this from the general approbation the

magazine has received during my association with it. As far as my
responsibility to the writers is concerned, I have fulfilled that. Res-

ponsibility to the Senate, which is accidental and of a noa-Hterary

nature, has been unsatisfactory, due to my behavior alone.

Nevertheless the attack in the Collegian was intense enough to

cause Carmen to resign and myself to quit. The action of the Senate

was justified; the public insults were not, they demand public

apology. Bill Leo '66

( Editor'a Note: Miee Rezendes reined oe QUAstTVLY Editor before

the appearomee of the Collbt.IAN aee.ou.nt, not as a reeuU of the at>

count; and although Mr. Zelis' remark* about the organisation may
have been tactlenn, he attacked no one directly.)

3,500,000 Students To Enter With The Sororities
7 ~ wwm'*>«.^ ...«. m/i^r .as. BURNS '63

Colleges Despite Facility Lag
by ANN BURNS '63

Although there is apprehension

about lack of college facilities,

nearly 3,500,000 students will

enter institutions of higher edu-

cation this fall. There never has

been a shortage of college capa-

city, there is no shortage now,

and there will be no shortage in

the future because of the finan-

cal support of alumni, industry

and government, according to

Christian E. Burckel, editor and

publisher of "The College Blue

Book."

There are many opportunities

for education at "untapped,"

specialized and not-so-well-known

institutions and the new 1959

edition of "The College Blue

Book" includes some 2,800 named
institutions comprising some

11,586 colleges and divisions of

universities.

Pointing out that non-ac-

credited colleges are now educat-

ing hundreds of thousands of

students, Mr. Burckel believes

that every institution will be

needed in the next decade to ac-

commodate all applications. "The

College Blue Book" lists, there-

fore, not only all "Ivy League"

and accredited institutions but

also all institutions that accept

high school graduates.

"The College Blue Book" is a

1200 page reference book (9th

edition) published every three

years by Christian E. Burckel

and Associates, Yonkers, N.Y.,

and may be ordered from: The
College Blue Book, P. 0. Box
311, Yonkers, N.Y. (Sept. 1,

$22.50).

As college requirements differ

and student abilities vary there

is often confusion and misunder-

standing about admission re-

quirements. "The College Blue

Book," therefore, includes 59

pertinent tabulated data as to:

type of institution; admitting

men, women or both; location;

officers; control or affiliation, ac-

creditation and recognition;

credit transfer; capacity; en-

rollment; resources, entrance re-

quirements; military depart-

ments; dormitory capacity;

terms; scholarships; living ex-

penses and other information.

Because of national concern

with the large number of appli-

cants for education in the Age

of Science "The College Blue

Book" publishes a set of tables

of college enrollments projected

by states to 1975, prepared by

Dr. Ronald B. Thompson, execu-

tive dean of the Ohio State Uni-

versity. This is the foundation

for implementing the National

Defense Education Act and the

President's Advisory Committee

Report on Education for the Age

of Science.

Other highlights of the new

edition are: 89 sections including

audio-visual education; educa-

tional television; mental tests;

science; scholarships; co-opera-

tive education; as well ;is all pro-

fessions, technical and sub-pro-

fessional disciplines.

In one volume are listed in

tabular form all American col-

leges and universities, graduate

schools, junior colleges, technical

institutes, extension and evening

Colleges, and other higher educa-

cational institutions, regardless

of control or affiliation.

Typical of the information to

be found in "The College Blue

Book" are answers to such ques-

tions as:

Congratulationi to Bfta Yaffee

of SDT. who is the new presiri-

of Pan-Hellenic Council! Good

luck in your new office, Esta.

On Feb. 13, Sigma Kappa wel-

comed their new pledges: Connie

Balutis, Elaine Carlson, Barbara

Cashing, Miriam Drew, Carolyn

Eldridge. Carol Esoldi. Connie

Gardini, Carol Hajar, Rosemary

Name the institutions of High-

er Education where I can enroll

for Co-operative Education and

state the nature of each, where

each is located and to whom I

can write for further informa-

tion?

Which institutions are ap-

proved by the American Medical

Association for Pre-Medical Edu-

cation ?

How many institutions (in

each State) offer courses in

Architecture, Dentistry, Engi-

neering, Mortuary Science, Aero-

nautics, Optometry. Physical and

Occupational Therapy, etc., etc.

Some 74 Advisers cooperated

in the preparation of this refer-

ence book which contains nearly

two million data submitted by an

estimated 15,000 individuals rep-

resenting some 8,000 institutions

and organizations.

LUCKY STRIKE presents *

OBFUSCATED ENGLISH PROF
FAILS TO FOOL FROOD

(see below)

Dr. Frood, Ph.T.T.

Dear Dr. Frood: Would you please ex-

plain F.instein's theory of relativity in

simple terms.
Physics Major

Dear Physic*: Gladly. It is a theory. It

is about relativity. It was thought up by a

man named hinstein.

Dear Dr. Frood: Very soon the major

corporations will be scouting the colleges

for capable seniors. They'll be offering

fabulous salaries, b«g titles, golden op-

portunities. Whom should 1 work for to

guarantee myself a secure future and top

income?
Capable

Dear English: You can answer that one

yourself. Simply put a match to a Lucky

Strike and puff.

<&> cO* cO*

cO* cO> <&»

Dear Dr. Frood: I wear button-down

shirts. I wear grey flannel trousers. I

wear line tweed jackets. I wear British-

made shoes. 1 wear thin striped ties. But

still I have no friends. Why?
Friendless

Dear Capable: Dad.

<&>

Dear Dr. Frood: Recently 1 saw this

slogan for Lucky Strike: •Remember

how great cigarettes used to taste?

Luckies still do." I wonder if the Lucky

Strike people realize there is a most seri-

ous obfuscation here. The moditier is

awkward. Hoes "great"* modify "taste"?

Or does "great" modify "cigarettes"?

English Professor

Dear Dr. Frood: For many months 1

have worked nights in the lab, develop-

ing the formula that 1 am convinced will

make possible the perfect crime. It is a

deadly poison that works externally,

rather than internally. To test my for-

mula. 1 have placed a large amount of

the poison on this letter that you are now

holding in your hands. Sorry it had to

be you, old man.
Wolfgang

I

Dear Wolfgang: My secretary received

your letter. Now that there is no one to

care for them, I 'm sending you her 14 cats.

Dear Friendless: Your ties must be a

tritle too thin.

€<» co>

Dear Dr. Frood: My sociology Professor

says parents should be held responsible

for juvenile delinquency. Do you agree?

Sac. Major

Dear Soc: Only if they are very young.

© *. r. es.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

L.S./M.F.T.- Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Product of Jt£jd**imm <£t<!m>-&yH»eep- <%&**> is our middle name

Kirehner, Barbara Londgren, Ar-

lene Ifawaka, Fran Mn/.iar/,

Chris Merrill, Lois ftforsanki,

Marie Mortimer, Jeanne Mul-

aney, Carolyn Price, Rlaine

Rieker, Nancy Ringoen, Beverly

Rxeexestek, Charlotte Seannell,

Bev Smith, Patricia Steo, Carol

Tarr. and Joan Werner, all mem-
bers of the class of '0.'$; and two

new sophomore pledges: Carol

Kt'hiiz and Joanne Saulnier.

SDT extends a hearty welcome
to three new initiates: Carolyn
Baker, Cynthia Lipkin and Liz

Wiess.

Poetry Contest

To Be Held
The International Poetry As-

sociation announces its annual

amateur poetry contest. Entries

may be made to The Interna-

tional Poetry Association, Box

60, East Lansing, Michigan—no

later than April 15. Manuscripts

should contain no more than

three pages. Poems may be in

any style and on any subject;

they should be no longer than

24 lines. A self-addressed,

stamped envelope should accom-

pany all entries. Winners will he

notified by April .'«) and poems

will be published in The Anthol-

ogy of International Poetry.

MORE SUN

MORE SNOW

SKI CAPITAL

OF THE EAST

For folders, information or

reservations, write lodge of

your choice or Box 206 'D

Stowe Area Association,

Inc.. Stowe. Vermont.

singer
offer*

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT WITH
CAKRKK OPPORTUNITY
FOR UNDERGRADUATES

and
PERMANENT CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES FOR

GRADUATES
Unique employment opportunities

with challenging possibilities, limited
only by your ambition und ability,
with a well «»Btahlished international
>rk':uiization. arc available to grnd*
unto) nnd urioVrtrradiiateB.
Employment can l>e arranged in

OflC '>f tho lfiOO branches of the
SINGER Sewing Machine Company
MMT your home. Undergraduates
gain valuable business experience
while earning salary plus commit-
sion. Your potential abilities will be
developed by our proven training
program.

Successful men who wish to finance
their .duration may continue on a

i.art -time basis during school term
and will be given n graduation career
opnort unity with a chance for ad-
vancement In Domestic Sales. For-
eign Distribution, Advertising. En-
gineering, Finance, etc.

For personal interview, write, stat-

ing name and location of college,

area of desired employment, course
or major, and year of graduation,
to:
SINOKR SEWINC. MACHINE CO.

Singer Uuilding
149 Hroadway New York 8. N.Y.
Attention : Mr. F. A. Kolyer

Dir. of Sales Promotion
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ETI Offers Scholarship

For Summer In Europe
U.S. National Student Associa-

tion, Education Travel, Inc. an-

nounces a plan to offer this sum-

mer, for the first time, an $850

scholarship to the person selected

to be tour leader of the Festivals

of Music and Art tour of

Europe. Applications for the

position will be accepted from

young, qualified graduate stu-

dents and college instructors,

well acquainted with the fields of

European art, music, and litera-

ture.

Educational Travel, Inc., the

travel department of USNSA, is

a non-profit organization, pro-

viding low-cost, educational trav-

el programs abroad for the

American student. Working in

cooperation with its sister stu-

dent unions in tho various Euro-

pean countries, ETI is able to

offer the American student many
opportunities for contact with

their European counterparts, in

both an educational and a social

setting. An additional educationa

I

feature is the comprehensive

program of continuing orienta-

tion sessions offered on ship-

board and on land. ETIs pro-

grams range in scope from the

more general European tours to

a newly-launched program of

study tours to France and South

America. The Festivals tour is

one of the more specialized pro-

grams.

To obtain the services of such

a person, ETI is willing to pay

for the entire land portion of the

tour leader's European trip, as

well as a part of his trans-Atlan-

tic transportation. The cost to

the tour leader for an 82 day

tour will be only $350. The tour

leaves New York on June 28,

and will visit Holland, France,

Italy, Austria, Germany, Switzer-

land, England and Scotland.

Further details on the above of-

fer and program can be obtained

by writing to: Educational Tr.iv

el. Inc., 20 West 38th Street, New
York 18, N.Y.

—YOUR SHOWPLACE

Amherst Cinema held overi

Filmed Where It Happened, In Exotic Burma

ENDS
MON

FRANK SINATRA GINA L0L10BRIGIDA

NEVER SO FEW!
INEMASCOPE 4/vo METROCOLOR

COMING
HITS

"ON THE BEACH
'BRAMBLE BUSH

SUDDENLY
LAST SUMMER"

SPECIAL OFFER...

For 2-Headed

Pipe Collectors
Genuine imported hand-carved
cherrywood pipe...

that really smokes!

Tins unique two-headed pipe is a

real conversation piece ... a must

for vour collection! Hand carved

in the Italian Alps and finished

in pay colors Stands alone on

its own tiny l«*ps Ideal for

your desk, mantle, oi bookshelf

. . . mighty good smoking, tool

A real value shipped direct to

you from ltalv Bend For vour

two-headed pipe todaj '

I

I

I

I

I

L,

COLLEGE

This offer good only in USA Not valid in »tates wh«rt prohibited, taxed, or other-

wise restricted. Offer expire! June 30, 1M0. Allow four weeks for delivery.

Store Segregation Issue Spreads

To Nine Cities In Four States
"If we can stand up and be

served, why can't we sit down

and be served?" asked one

Negrro coed at North Carolina

College Durham, verbalizing the

thought that had first stirred

action in a Greensboro, N.C.

variety store two weeks ago, and

by last Friday had sparked a

movement which had spread to 9

cities in 4 states.

Four Seniors

Will Attend

N.Y. Convo
Four UMass seniors, Carol

Jansson, Sandra Johnson, Ed-

ward Szymanski, and Lawrence

Rubin are attention New York

University's twelfth annual Con-

ference on Careers in Retailing

today.

Some 200 students and faculty

members from about 70 eastern

colleges and universities will

participate in the all-day meet-

ing at the Hotel Statler Hilton

in New York City. The program

includes lectures by prominent

retailing executives, a round-

table discussion by personnel

administrators, a luncheon spon-

sored by the NYU School of Re-

tailing's Merchant's Council,

visits to fashion houses, and a

behind-the-scenes tour of the

Allied Stores Corporation buying

office.

The annual conference is de-

signed to give students a know-

ledge of executive opportunities

in the field of retailing and of

how to prepare for them.

It all began at 4:45 p.m.,

February 1, when four freshmen

from North Carolina Agricul-

tural and Technical College in

Greensboro entered an F. W.
Woolworth store in the heart of

Greensboro. They bought a few

articles, then sat down at the

lunch counter for a snack.

According to New York Times

dispatches, the following conver-

sation ensued. The students said

they were approached by a

Negro kitchen woman who said,

"You know you're not supposed

to be in here." She later called

them "ignorant" and a "dis-

grace" to their race.

The students then asked a

white waitress for coffee.

"I'm sorry but we don't serve

colored here," they quoted her.

"I beg your pardon," said

Franklin McCain, 18, of Wash-

ington, "you just served me at a

counter two feet away. Why is it

that you serve me at one counter

and deny me at another? Why
not stop serving me at all the

counters."

The four students sat, coffee-

less, until the store closed at

5:30 p.m., Then, hearing that

they might be prosecuted, they

went to the executive committee

of the Greensboro NAACP to

ask advice.

NAACP President, George C.

Simpkins contacted the New
York office of Congress on Racial

Equality (CORE): since hf» had

heard of their successful attempt

to desegregate a Baltimore res-

taurant, and CORE'S field sec-

retary Gordan R. Garey arrived

in Greensboro the next day.

EUROPE 1960
CAMPUS TRAVEL CLUB TOURS

• Coed Guided Tour Specially Programmed
lor College Students. June 22-August 12

Travel via Sabena Jet Clipper — 52 days in

Europe Ask for our free brochure containing

Itinerary

Panoramic Toors Norman Spencer

101 W. 55 St., N.Y. 19, N.Y. Amhertt ,Ma»*. AL 39221

NOW! WE CAN

SAVE YOU MONEY

ON FINE

EASY-TO-ERASE

TYPEWRITER

PAPER!
Now we have a fine quality, famous

brand easy-to-era^e paper at the

lowest price yet' It's Eagle-A

Type-Erase, the popular paper for

cleaner, faster typing and quick

erasability. At the touch of a pencil

eraser, typing errors "wipe" off the

surface of Type-Erase, leaving no

mark Saves time . makes your work

neater. Comes in a budget-priced

pack of 100 sheet ,.8<?"x 11", in

medium or heavy weight, plain or

3-hole punched Free with every pack

- a Letter Placement Guide to help

you typo neater letters and reports.

EAGLE-A TYPE-ERASE
... the paper that erases perfectly with a pencil eraser

Made by American Writing Paper Corporation. Holyoke, Maw.,

manufacturer of Eagle-A Boned Typewriter Papers

Buy your EAGLE-A TYPE-ERASE PAPER today at

UNIVERSITY STORE

The Greensboro demonstration

triggered off a number of similar

demonstrations throughout the

South. The movement's chief

targets were two national variety

chains, S. H. Kress and Co. and

the F. W. Woolworth & Co.

stores. Other chains were af-

fected too, however, and in some

cities the students demonstrated

at local stores.

According to New York Times

reporters, protests followed

similar patterns. Students en-

tered the stores and requested

food service. They meet refusals

in all cases and remained at the

lunch counters in silent protest.

The reaction of store man-
agers in such instances was to

close down lunch counters and,

when trouble developed or bomb
threats were received, the entire

store. (Both Greensboro variety

stores received bomb threats and

closed down last Saturday.)

Hastily painted signs, posted

on the counters read: "Tem-
porarily Closed," "Closed for Re-

pairs," "Closed in the Interest
<>f Public* Safety." "No Trespas-

sing," and "We Reserve Tin 1

Right to Service the Public A3
We See Fit."

After a number of establish-

ments had shut down in High
Point, N. C, the S. H. Kress &
Co. store remained open, its

lunch counter desegregated. The
secret? No stools.

The demonsrations attracted

crowds of whites. At first the

hecklers were youths with duck-

tailed haircuts. Some carried

small Confederate battle flags.

Later they were joined hy older

men in faded khakis and overalls.

In a few cases the Negroes
were elbowed, jostled and shoved.

Itching powder was prinkled on

them and they were spattered

with eggs.

The demonstrations have
aroused action on the part of

Duke University, whose Wo-
men's Student Government last

week passed a resolution expre
sing "sympathy for the attempt

to attain justice" and urging
every attempt to be made to

reach an equitable solution.

LOST & FOUND
Lott: One silver masks of

comedy and tragedy pin. prob-

ably around Hatch or Maehmer
but could be anywhere. Send
mental value. Would Under

please return to Rosemary
Simpson, 41f> Lewis. Reward

offered.

Lost: Black skirt and jacket

in the Hatch. Please return

Contact Penny Mathews m
Knowlton.

ROBERT STAFFANSON
Conductor

Opera Festival
Tuesday, March 1 at 8:30

Municipal Auditorium

Springfield

highlights from
\( )S( A

moris OODUNOV
ORPEO

SARAMAF ENDICH
LEOPOLD SIMONEAU

KIM BORG
Student rate— 75t

STEINERT'S
10 Stearm Sq RE 4-7383

Springfield

-NoticeS-
There will be a work-party for

Auntie Maine Saturday, Feb. 27,

starting at 10 a.m. Work will be

in the loft of Stockbridge Hall.

Freshmen and sophomores in-

terested in being managers of the

football team should contact Bob

O'Neill, 202 Butterfield.

The Arts and Music Committee

is holding a Music Hour on Sun-

day, Feb. 28 at 3 p.m. in the

Colonial Lounge. The theme will

be "America Sings."

The State Tree for Massachu-

setts is the elm.

Esta Yaffee ...

(Continued from page 1)

the discussion.

All delegates expressed their

disappointment in the fact that

they were not allowed to sere-

nade after frashman pledging. It

was decided that a proposal for

a policy would be made so that

in the future there would be no

question as to whether serenad-

ing was permissible. As it

stands, Panhel "would like to re-

quest permission to make a poli-

cy that serenading be allowed,

if first the proposal is cleared

through the Dean of Women's
Office."

OnCamp%
with

lli MaxSfralman

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf', "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

HAIL TO THE DEAN!

Today let us examine that much maligned, widely misunder-

stood, grossly overworked, wholly dedicated campus figure—

the dean.

The dean (from the Latin deanere— to expel) is not, as many

think, primarily a disciplinary officer. He is a counselor and

guide, a haven and refuge for the troubled student. The dean

(from the Greek dsavos— to skewer) is characterized chiefly by

sympathy, wisdom, patience, forbearance, and a fondness for

homely pleasures like barn-raisings, gruel, spelldowns, and

Marlboro Cigarettes. The dean (from the German denngemotht

—to poop a party) is fond of Marlboros for the same reason that

all men of good will are fond of Marlboros— because Marlboro

is an honest cigarette. Those better makin's are honestly better,

honestly aged to the peak of perfection, honestly blended for

the best of all possible flavors. The filter honestly filters.

Marll>oro honestly comes in two different containers-a soft

pack which is honestly soft, and a flip-top box which honestly

flips. You too will flip when next you try an honest Marlboro,

which, one honestly hopes, will be soon.

Rut T digress. We were learning how a dean helps under-

graduates. To illustrate, let us take a typical case from the files

of Dean S of the University of Y (Oh, why

be so mysterious? The dean's name is Sigafoos and the Univer-

sity is Yutah.)

5? WrirJft &m/m
Wise, kindly Dean Sigafoos was visited one day by a fresh-

man named Walter Aguincourt who came to ask permission to

marrv one Emma Blenheim, his dormitory laundress. To the

dean the marriage seemed ill-advised, for Walter was only 18

and Emma was 91. Walter :»greed, but said he felt obligated to

go through with it because Emnm had invested her life savings

in a transparent rain hood to protect her from the mist at

Niagara Falls where they planned to spend their honeymoon.

What use, asked Walter, would the poor woman have for a rain

bood in Yutah? The wise, kindly dean pondered briefly and

came up with an answer: let Walter punch holes in the back of

Emma's steam iron ; with steam billowing back at the old lady,

she would find a rain hood very useful- possibly even essential.

Whimpering with gratitude, Walter kissed the dean's Phi

Beta Kappa key '«nd hastened away to follow his advice which,

it pleasures ine to report, solved matters brilliantly.

Today Emma is a happy woman- singing lustily, wearing her

rain hood, eating sofW'cnter chocolates, and ironing clothes—

twice as happy, to be candid, than if she had married Wnlter.

And Walter9 He is happy too. Freed from his liaison with

Emma, be married a girl much nearer his own age Agnes

Yucca, 72. Walter is now the proud father- stepfather, to l*»

perfectly accurate- of three fine healthy boys from Agnes's first

marriage -Everett, 38; Willem, 4.'i; and Irving, 55- and when

Walter puts the boys in Eton collars and takes them for a stroll

in the park on Sunday afternoons, you may be sure there is not

a dry eye in Yutah. . . . And Dean Sigafoos? He too is happy-

happy to spend long, tiring days in his little office, giving counsel

without stint and without, complaint, doing his bit to set the

young, uncertain feet of his charges on the path to a brighter

tomorrow. • 1""° M" Mbu,°-

We don't nay that Marlboro is the dean of filter cigarette;

hut it's sure at the head of the rla»». Try some—or if you

prefer mildness without niters, try popular Philip Morrt*

from the same malteru.

Loewenstein . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

modern world has no place for

brave men since they tend to be

anachronistic as DeGaulle has

been. He feels the world needs

men of mediocrity in government.

and most of the French people

agree with him.

Although France has received

unfavorable press coverage about

its Fourth Republic, Loewen-

stein says it set examples in

Europe by instigating and press-

ing for a successful European

Community, had no unemploy-

ment, and a stable money. With

the best social security system

in the world and a rising birth-

rate, the French people showed

their hope in the future. "They,"

said the professor, "were a rich

people in a poor state."

WMUA Schedule

Friday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:05 Campus Caper

5:00 News and Weather

5:05 Campus Caper

5:30 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 Public Service E.T.

7:00 Old Tunes

8:00 Crazy Rhythms

9:00 Ski Reports

10:30 Crazy Rhythms

1:00 News, Weather—Sign Off

Saturday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:05 Campus Caper

5:00 News and Weather

5:05 Campus Caper

5:30 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 Public Service E.T.

7:00 Campus .Tukehox

8:05 Basketball vs. U.N.H.

10:05 Dancing in the Dark

12:30 News, Weather—Sign Off

Sunday
4:00

4:05

5:00

5:05

6:00

6:30

r,-4R

7:00

7:15

7:30

7:32

9:00

Sign On—News, Weather

Sounds of the People

News and Weather
Dinner Date

Latin Music

News and Sports

B.B.C.

Public Service E.T.

Washington Reports

News Headlines

Musicale

News and Weather

The Campus Beat
bj JERRY GALLAGHER '62

Dr. Norbert Vincent Seale Answers Your Questions

Question:

I am 16 yrs. old. I intend to marry my girlfriends father, a

widower, who is 34% years my elder and bald headed. How can I ex-

plain this to my girlfriend?

Ans:
,

. __

I'm sure your girlfriend realizes her father is bald. If not, point

out the fact to her after the marriage.

Question:

I have proposed marriage to several young ladies, but have no

intention to marry. Now 1 am confronted with three different

"Breach of Promise" suits. What can I do to clear up this mess?

Ans:
Get out nf town, you jerk.

Question:

How can I obtain a dopy of your book "Practical Polygamy?

Ans:
Send five dollars—and Pray.

Question:

I haven't a friend in the world, even dogs hate me. I have no

money and can't find a job. I'm desperate. Please help me!

Ans:
Have you ever considered suicide?

Question:

Recently I met a young man at a party and we have been see-

ing quite a lot of each other. However, we have little in common. He

likes a good time while T prefer to stay at home. He is 13 years old

while I am 33. He is Zen Buddhist while I am Confusionist. He wants

children while I do not. He prefers Maverick while I prefer Ed Sul-

livan. Should we get married?

Ans:

I would not recommend it. Statistics show that many broken

homes are caused by conflicting TV preferences.

Question:

I've been married for 43 years. I guess I've taken my husband

for granted and I confess I nagged him slightly. Lately, he has

shown his irritation by putting doses of poison in my Geritol. What

should I do?
Ans:

You're a grown woman. You'll just have to take your medicine

and accept the consequences.

The B'nai Brith Hillel Foundation will hold a Deli Supper and

Mixer this Sunday at 5:30 P.M. in the Commonwealth Room. Folk

Singer Bob Levy will entertain.

Also, the B'nai Brith will hold regular services tonight at 7:00

P.M. in the Worcester Room. Guest speaker will be Prof. Chametsky

of the English Dept. His subject will be "American Jewish Writers".

The swimming championships will be held in the WPE today

with the trials starling at 10:30 A.M. and the finals taking place at

2:00 P.M. tomorrow.

The Music Appreciation Club will hold an organizational meet-

ing Monday night in the S.U. Speaker will be Mr. R, Schadliek who

will talk on "The Distinctive Beauty of Bagpipe Music". For further

information see W. Flynn, 202 Wheeler.

Interviews for the Secondary Block for the school year 1960-61

will be held for February 29 to March 11.

9:05 Showcase

10:00 News and Weather

10:05 Jazz

11:00 News and Weather
1 1 :05 Shoes Off Session

12:00 News, Weather—Sign Off

Stays moist and firm throughout your shave!

regular or new mentholated

Take your choice of new, cool mentholated or regular

Smooth Shtve. Both have rich, thick Old Spice quality-

Uther that won*t dry up before you've finished shaving.

Both soften your beard instantly— end razor drag com-

pletely. For the closest, cleanest, quickest shaves... try

Old Spice Smooth Shave! 1QO

SMOOTH SHAVI

by SHULTON
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FACTS N' FIGURES
by DICK BRESCIANI '60

The scoreboard clock showed 27 seconds remaining in the ball

game with the score Rhode Island 74, UMass 73. The Redmen had

the ball by vitrue of Doug Grutchf it-Id's key rebound on a missed one-

and-one foul shot by a Rhody player.

Backcourtmen Don Tremblay and Bob Eichorn worked the ball

back and forth until with about 13 seconds left Tremblay drove the

left side of the key and tried a difficult lay-up which was batted out

of bounds by the Rams. Only nine seconds were left as UMass called

another time-out.

The ball was passed to Grutchfield in the left-hand corner. He
faked several times and finally arched a perfect jump shot, over the

outstretched arms of Barry Multer, that swished through the nets.

Rhody railed time out, but just two and one-half seconds were left.

UMass had overcome a six point deficit in the final 48 seconds.

Undisputed possession of first place in the Yankee Conference pre-

sumably was ours.

But who knew that probably the most unbelievable two and a half

seconds in the history of the Yankee Conference remained? As Rhody
came out of its time-out and got ready to resume action, Zunic strode

toward the official time-keeper and reminded hhn that time starts as

soon as a player on the court touches the ball. "You start that clock

when the ball's touched," Zunic shouted with a smile to the time-
keeper. Coach Zunic wasn't angry. It would take a once-in-a-Iife-time

play in order for the Redmen to lose.

Referee Gentile handed the ball to Ron Stenhouse. Big Dave El-

son waved his arms in front of Stenhouse in an attempt to stop his

pass-in. He succeeded, and batted the ball back out of bounds again.

The ball rolled toward the UMass bench and Gentile yelled, "Stop the

clock." But the clock had never even started, so two and a half sec-

onds still remained.

Again Stenhouse put the ball in play. This time he lobbed a pass
over Elson's head to Multer, who was about 40 feet from the basket.

Multer, covered very closely by Grutchfield, juggled the ball, took
one dribble, turned toward the basket and fired an off-balance heave.

The ball came nowhere near the hoop and deflected off the left-

hand side of the backboard. Rhody's Dave Ricereto grabbed the ball

just before it hit the floor, took a big stride toward the basket and
laid the ball in—just as the buzzer started to sound.

It was such a stunning finish that the Redmen stood still on the
floor for a brief moment before the impact of what had happened
occurred to them. UMass had lost, 7G-75. Amazing? Fantastic? Un-
believable? No, it was impossible. It was simply impossible for all

that action to happen in such a brief span of time.

Just count to yourself—one-thousand one, one-thousand two,
buzzer. A juggled ball, two shots, a rebound in that length ? This re-
porter jumped to his feet and screamed at the official scorer, "It's
impossible. It couldn't happen." The happy Rhody officials looked up
at me and stated, "A lot can happen in two seconds. Besides Grutch-
field was lucky to make his basket anyway." Very intelligent re-
marks.

Where was the official time-keeper? Oh, he vanished as quick
as a wink and wasn't seen again. Did he hold back on starting the
clock on purpose, or dkl he just freeze in the excitement of the game?
Only he knows the answer to this question.

The big point is that UMass was robbed, whether intentionally or

Trackmen Defeat
N.H.; Freshmen Romp

by JOE LIFCHITZ '62

The University of Massachu-

setts Freshmen walloped the

University of New Hampshire

Frosh track team 77-36 last

Wednesday night.

In the course of the evening's

work the Cobbmen broke three

records and completely demoral-

ized the baby wildcats. Dick

Ward once again broke his own
record in the hammer by throw-

ing forty-seven feet and nine

inches. Dave Balch smashed a

very old (1942) record for the

freshmen two mile by running

away in 10:06.7. And John Har-

rington broke Joe LaMarre's rec-

ord of a year ago in the 100 by
turning in a time of 2:24.6.

The Cobbmen swept the low

hurdles, the mile relay, the high

jump, the high hurdles, and the

hammer throw.

The varsity track team won its

first meet of the season bv beat-

ing the University of New Hamp-
shire 60^-52% on Wednesday
evening.

The Footrickmen held a slim

lead all the way but the final

score depended on the Mile Relay
which is the last event in the

track meet. This was won by the

Redmen and thus won the meet.

The surprise of the night was
Jim Keelon's running the mile

and winning it in good time. This
is generally not his race but when
he saw the opening he pushed
ahead never to be caught.

In the thirty-five pound ham-
mer Roger Kindred threw a foot

farther than previously this year
with a distance of foily-nine

feet nine inches to win for the

University, with Abe Sheinker
taking a third with his best

throw of the season. Jim Allen
came through with a pole vault

of eleven feet six inches, to take
a first place.

unintentionally. In such a critical situation the referees, who did an
otherwise good job, should have counted off the time. They should
have done something, but they didn't.

Tomorrow the Redmen return to the Cage for a clash with New
Hampshire. The stands should be crowded. By all rights, this UMass
club which has worked so hard to overcome the pessimism and sneers
of the rest of the Conference as well as its own campus, should be
resting comfortably in first place.

"We're not out of this yet," Coach Zunic told the Redmen after
the game and he's right. It's up to the campus to show the club the
support it deserves.

And as a footnote to the whole issue, just think what tremendous
prestige Rhode Island would get if they admitted they lost and
awarded the victory to UMass. Publicity, honor, uprighteousness,
congratulations for sportsmanship, would be theirs. (And we would
have our win.)

VOLLEYBALL NOTICE

A double volleyball tourna-

ment begins March 7. Frater-
nity, Dorm and Independent
teams may compete and must
consist of at least six but no
rMAKO rniw »»»»/*!»*/* ma i>t*uU -«•-'""*v ^..4*.i ItHlVC lilClTiUCrO.

Blank rosters are available in

room 10A in the Cage.

Rogersmen
Outswim H.C.

by BEN GORDON '62

UMass swimmers defeated

Holy Cross 49-37 Thursday night.

The Crusaders, entering the

meet with a fine 6-1 record,

fought valiantly but were up
against superior forces.

Matt Rutkowski took top hon-

ors in both the 220 and 440 yd.

free styles, while captain Ben
Knight followed suit in the 50

and 100 yd. free style events.

Amos Dixon, Dave Goldstein

and Dave Desjardins copped the

first slots in the 100 yd. butter-

fly, 200 yd. backstroke and 200
yd. breast stroke events respec-

tively, Desjardins setting his

fastest time of 2:55.

The combination of Dave Gold-

stein, Dave Desjardins, Amos
Dixon and Jack Knight was able

to bring home the 400 yd. med-
ley relay.

Dave Osterhout did exception-

ally well, keeping pace with his

running mate, Rutkowski, for the

majority of each of his two
events and placing second and
third in the 440 yd. freestyle

and 220 yd. freestyle.

Andy Grace and Bill O'Neil

took thirds in the 50 yd. free-

style and 200 yd. breast stroke,

respectively, and Charlie Le-

verone placed third in the diving

competition.

The diving event and the 400

yd. freestyle relay were the only

events that UMass did not win,

H.C. setting a new pool record

in the latter.

W3&
Oflfoy

no need to - - just

brouse around the

A&P for a snack

to please the palate.

34 BRIDGE ST
NORTHAMPTON

and be sure to visit

the choice, delectable

Delicatessen Dept.

This Sunday---

TOTO'S

Touch system or hunt-and-peck—

Results are perfect with

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND

Typewriter Paper

Whatever your typing

talents, you ran turn out

neat, clean-looking work the

first time, with Eaton's

Corrasable Bond Paper.

Reason why: Corrasable has

a special surface— it erases

without a trace. Just the flick

of an ordinary pencil eraser

and typographical errors

disappear. No smears, no
smudges. Saves time, temper

and money!

CorrStable is available In several weights - from onion-

akin to heavy bond, in handy 100-sheet packets and 600- '

aheet ream boxea. A fine quality paper for all your typed

aaalgnmenta. Only Eaton makes eraaable Corrasable

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
A Berkshire typewriter Paper

ATON PAPER CORPORATION (j|) PITTSPIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

presents

February 28th from 3-7 P.M

The Arvell Shaw Quintet
FOR RESERVATIONS

TELEPHONE
J 17 6-6439 or 6-6430

OL. LXXXiX NO. 51 5? PER COPY

CHEERLEADING

TRYOUTS

Tonight 6-7 p.m.

Mem Hall
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Radcliffe Sophomore
Comments On UM

by SHARON
Betty Richmond '62, a history

major at Radcliffe, spent the past

week at UMass as one of two
exchange students. Marjorie Neff
'62, a biochemistry major at Rad-
c'iffe was the other exchange stu-

dent.

Offering her views on the Uni-
versity, where she observed
classes, toured the campus, and
visited sororities, Miss Richmond
stated that the atmosphcrr at

the university was not "conducive
to academics." "The courses,

though not academic in the stric-

test sense, seem to fulfill the

needs of the university."

She went on to say that "The
University's policy toward class

cutting seems to infer a lack of
recognition of the student's ma-
turity. I see no reason that
courses shouldn't allow unlimited

cuts. If the student can't keep
up his work and still insists upon
cutting classes, he doesn't belong
in college."

Miss Richmond also felt that

the students seemed to hold a

belligerent attitude toward the

administration. On the other
hand, she stated that apathy to-

ward the administration was pre-

valent at. Radcliffe, where the

CLARK '63

administration does not have as
much direct control over the stu-

dents.

She was impressed with the

Senate meeting she had visited,

but commented on other extra-

curricular activities: "I think it

would be better if more of the

campus activities were self-sup-

porting and did not have to de-

pend on the Senate for appro-
priations; the students would
have more of. a responsibility to

produce and control would not

be a limiting factor in their pro-

duction."

As to rules and regulations

here, she said "There seems to be

too much campus jurisidiction.

The students seem old enough to

regulate their personal lives and
should be allowed to do so."

The scenic beauty of the cam-
pus and the surrounding area im-

pressed the Radcliffe sophomore.

She felt the Student Union was
impressive, and "went on a sight-

seeing tour of Amherst and was
shown the ABC's of the town. I

was very impressed with the his-

toric character of the buildings."

In conclusion, Miss Richmond
said she enjoyed her stay here

and was "very sorry to leave."

SOS Announces Elections;

To Expand In Size, Scope
The Student Organization for

Scholarships at UMass will hold

its annual elections tomorrow at

8 p.m. in the S.U.

This is an extension of the

previously scheduled elections

which were postponed because of

a poor turnout.

S.O.S., just getting on its feet

after its first two years of or-

ganization and planning, has al-

ready been active this year in

its work for the Amherst Bicen-

tennial and the Campus Chest.

Heart Fund Sunday
Accomplishes Goal

Women's Judiciary

To Hold Elections
Primary elections for Wom-

en's Judiciary Board are sched-

uled to be held March 7, 1960

and final elections will be held

two days following. Penny Ren-

ton '60, chairman of Women's
Affairs, is managing the elec-

tion.

The Women's Judiciary Board,

in conjunction with Women's Af-

fairs is inaugurating a new plan

this year as regards the election

and selection of co-eds to Wom-
en's Judiciary.

The new program is such that

the women already on Judiciary

may choose to stay on. If they

so wish, they are then subject to.

a reviewing by a committee com-
posed of members of Women's
Affairs and Senior members of

Judiciary. Those eligible to stay

on, Pat Binkley '61, Esta Yaf-

fee '61, and Carol Veno '62, have

chosen to remain and they have
been satisfactorily passed by the

aforementioned group.

This year, then, there will be

two openings on the Board, in the
freshman and sophomore classes.

Closing day for nomination pa-

pers was Tuesday, Feb. 23, 1960.

Those who drew nomination pa-

pers were then reviewed by Wom-
en's Judiciary and three members
of Women's Affairs. A 2.0 cum-
ulative average, a good moral
reputation, and the ability to

think independently are necessary

qualifications for consideration of

election to the Board.

The purpose of Women's Ju-

diciary is to review cases that

are too* serious to be bandied by
the dormitory House Councils.

Dean Curtis is advisor to the

board but she does not sit in on
cases. The Board meets about
once a week.

VOLUNTEERS for the Heart Fund, shown left to right, are:
Mike Flaherty. Bill Laverty, Rill Carlin, Walt Hartfield, Tom
Campbell, and seated, Donna Mitchell.

The annual Heart Fund Sun-
day, which was held yesterday,
amassed a sum of approximately
one thousand dollars, according
to Mr. Paul C. French, treasurer
of the Heart Fund Drive.
About 140 volunteers, students

from the UMass fraternities and
sororities, collected donations

from the Amherst residents all

day. They were helped by Red
Blasko, who was in charge of

transportation.

Mrs. William D. Scott, chair-

man of the drive, said that due
to the fact that many people
were not at home, more contri-

butions are expected.

UMass Dept. Accredited

Philippine Grad Students

Enjoy Living In Dorm

The department of landscape
architecture at the UMass has
been granted accreditation by the
American Society of Landscape
Architects, it was announced by
Provost Shannon McCune.

The National Commission on
Accrediting in Washington, D.C.,

recognizes the American Society

of Landscape Architects as the

qualified professional organiza-

tion to evaluate university cur-

ricula in this field. Examination
of the department is done by an
accrediting team made up of
members of the American So-
ciety of Landscape Architects.

Two women graduate students

from the Philippines, one of

whom is a mother of five, have
moved from a private home into

a dormitory this semester so

that they may gain greater fa-

miliarity with American college

customs. Both are from Manila
and are roommates at Hamlin.

Mrs. Edith Baria is studying

for her M.A. in English, and
hopes to teach the language at

her alma mater in the Philip-

pines, the Far Eastern Univer-
sity. The wife of a Manila law-

yer, she is the mother of five

children ranging in age from
eight years to eleven months.
One typical UMass occupation
has been quickly adapted by Mrs.
Baria. She may be seen working
in the Commons!

Miss Flora Rodriguez is study-
ing for an advanced degree in

Nutrition. After spending some
time this summer at a U.S. hos-
pital, she hopes to return to the
Philippines as a dietician. She is

a graduate of the Philippine
Women's University.

Intramural Debaters Hold
Tournament In Machmer
Tuesday, February 24, the

third annual Intramural Debate
Tournament, sponsored by the
UMass Debating Society, was
held in Machmer.

Results of the first round*
were: Michael Williams and Pet-

er Tenny of Butterneld defeated
Carol Friar and June Crasco,
both from Arnold. In the second
round, Dave Crawley and Lee
Kats, P.S.D. beat John Wylde
and Paul Cassidy, Q.T.V.
The problem debated

whether or not circumstantial

evidence constituted sufficient

proof for convicting a person of

murder in a particular trial. The
facts of this date were presented
in dialogue form on eight mime-
ographed pages with a list of
suggested points that could be
stressed in the debate

Next Tuesday and Thursday
nights Rounds 1 and 2 respec-

tively will be held in Machmer
E20 and 22. All debates bea>
at 6:16 PJtf.

Future plans include the co-
sponsorship of the Faculty Fran-
tics, to be held after a five year
absence.

The purpose of this organiza-
tion is to raise money to provide
scholarships and scholarship in-
formation to interested and
needy students. Last year the
group gave $800 in scholarships
to UMass students and this year
plans to add to this amount.

At the present time there is a
large amount of scholarship in-
formation on the S.O.S. bulletin
board which has been set up out-
side the Student Activities Of-
fice.

The group numbers about 20
and plans extensive expansion in
both number and activities. All
interested persons are invited to
attend these elections to provide
a firm nucleus for the scheduled
plans.

AIEE-ffiE To Meet
With GE Rep.
The joint student branch of the

AI*j,«.-j,«.E will be host to the
Yankee Section of the Illumin-
ating Engineering Society on
Monday, Feb. 29. After dinner in

the Hampshire Room at 6:00
P.M., there will be a meeting in
the (?nmmr»nwoolfVi P«-n-.»», ~* n,oo

PJt, The speaker at the_meeting
will be Mr. Ralph E. Crockett of
G.E.

Mr. Crockett, a native of
Cleveland, is a graduate of Case
Institute of Technology with a
B.S. degree in Electrical Engin-
eering, majoring in Illumination.
His experience in Application
Engineering' includes work in

9tore, office, school, industrial,
and public building lighting. He
has worked in the field of photo-
metry dealing with automotive
and aviation lamps of all types.
After having been District En-
gineer of G.E.'s Large Lamp De-
partment in Indianapolis, as well
as Commercial Industrial Sales
Specialist, Mr. Crockett, in 1957,
was assigned his present posi-
tion in New York.

This will be an excellent
chance to meet and talk with
practicing engineers.

APO, Service Frat.

To Hold Smoker
Robert S. Hopkins, Jr., Dean

of Men. will address Kappa Omf-
cron chapter, Alpha Phi Omega,
tonight- the general topic of his
address will be: The Role of the
Service Fraternity in The Ex-
panding University Community.

The occasion will be an APO
smoker for interested students,
to be held in the Worcester Room,
SU, 7:30 tonight. Refreshments
will be served.

Alpha Phi Omega ia a national
service fraternity, founded in
1926 under the auspices of the
Boy Scouts of America. The U-
Mass chapter was established in
1962.
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Goodell Library:

Critique And Retort
tly 8 UMam faculty momber cri-

tli that arrangement of books in Goodell

Library. He referred to the separation of

hooks into the dosed stack section, the re-

book soct ion. and the general reference

n as being highly inconvenient for the

per30n doing research. People using the li-

brary are unable to see or browse through

all the books the library offers on a specific

subject because they are in at least three dif-

it places, two of which are usually In-

accessible to browsers. The "obnoxious"

closed stack arrangement should be replaced

by a door check, as in Yale, Columbia, Har-

vard, and other colleges and universities.

This door check system would protect the

library from losses and would eliminate the

need for the troublesome separation of books

into caged and uncaged sections. This is

the argument of a certain UMass instructor.

In answer to this faculty member's cri-

ticism. Mr. Montgomery, head librarian of

Goodell Library, states the following:

1. There has to be some sort of guard

against the theft of the library's most valua-

ble books. Past experience has proven that

a large portion of valuable books will dis-

appear if there is no special check or re-

striction on them.

2. Under the present fiscal arrangement,

the Legislature will not provide the funds

needed for the troublesome separation of

books and extra funds would be required in

order to employ the six extra persons neces-

sary as door checkers.

3. Therefore, the present system is the

best that our library can have under the fi-

nancial circumstances.

4. Moreover, the student can find in the

card catalogue a list of all the information

the library has available in every subject.

—S. W. M.

A REVIEW

Of Christians And Pagans
In a recent issue of Time magazine un-

der the section entitled Religion, an article

concerning the crucifixion of a lamb in a

southern Baptist church was printed. This

was supposed to represent the crucifixion of

Christ, of course* and those who saw the

"special service" were generally pleased and

moved by what they witnessed.

Natural I v. there were objections to the

spectacle—primarily from animal-lovers of

the SPCA variety. Rut it seems that a more

fundamental objection, other than cruelty to

animals, could be raised. Was this bloody act,

because it was done under the name of

Christianity, any better than pagan sacri-

fices of animals to their gods? And if the

congregation thought that the event was so

wonderfully moving, are they really any-

more civilized or "advanced" than the pa-

gan^ they try so hard to convert from their

rroneous" ways?

We are inclined to think that these

"Christians" are guilty of the same sort of

morbid paganism that motivates their

heathen brethren. Since when do bloody sa-

crifices constitute sublimated religious
thought?

J.P.
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...Not With A Bang
by CAROLYN CHENEY '61

Love, death and the end of the world. These are the ingredients

of Stanley Kramer's production of "On the Beach." There are two

types of love; the illicit, desperate kind and the more mature, re-

strained, married love. There is death from radioactivity on the other

continents and Australia, the scene of the film, is awaiting its turn

and the inevitable radioactive cloud. The end of the world is caused

by the now unimportant pushing of a button which released a barrage

of nuclear bombs—realistic and frighten ingly dated 1964.

Gregory Peck, as the commander of an American submarine which

surfaces in doomed Australia, is handsome but just a little too much

the stoic Hemingway hero as he sails off for home with his men at

the film's end, rather than spend the few lingering days with Ava

Gardner. And Miss Gardner, although sensibly cast and lookmg better

in her obvious dissipation than she has ever looked when cast other-

wise is just a little too much the ill-famed Lady Brett Ashley who

chirps the inevitable "I'm so frightened" at the prospect of her dy-

ing. However, what is a Hollywood movie today without a love story,

no matter how trite and out of place?

Fred Astaire, the drunken scientist, does serve a useful function,

and that is to predict the future—continue nuclear armament, he says,

and you will increase the risk of destroying civilization. Anthony

Perkins plays the young husband with delicacy and a deep under-

standing, and his is, by far, the best acting in the film.

But the flaws cannot detract from the film's powerful impact.

Despite the impending destruction, life goes on quite normally: parties,

love babies, sailing, car races, and the trout season—all played

against the background music of the mocking, rollicking "Waltzing

Matilda." It is fortunate indeed that Commander Peck has to leave the

pleasures of Miss Gardner to seek out a mysterious radio signal from

America, for herein lies the most moving scene of the film. The sight

of an America, bleak and silent with deserted streets and empty cars,

totally destroyed with no visible signs of destruction, snaps the audi-

ence into realization that this has happened here, too.

In spite of the character's (and likewise, the audience's) natural

refusal to face the unalterable, the stealthy cloud of radioactivity

finally does hit Australia in a completely natural and matter-of-fact

manner. Each character faces death with remarkable courage and the

subtlety and unbelievable naturalness of the tragedy is the reason for

its impact. Truly, the world does not end with a bang but a whimper.

THE ICONOCLAST
by JIM TRELEASE '63

LETTERS
Dining Commons

Service Criticized

To the Editor:

I would like to express some of my criticisms of

the Dining Commons. These are put forth with the

hope that something will be done.

(1) The indifference of the persons concerned

with the preparation and adequate supply of the

food served at the Commons. It has been my ex-

perience on several occasions to arrive at the Com-

mons close to 8:00 A.M. and find only one line open,

with this solitary line serving cold toast and soggy,

soggy cereal. It seems they ran out of hot food and

had no desire or inclination toward preparing any

more. Nothing starts the morning off better than

cold toast and soggy cereal!

(2) The long lines. The management of the

Commons has an inauspicious desire to close all

lines as soon as possible. This seems to accomplish

nothing but add more students to the one line re-

maining open. It may be the opinion of the manage-

ment that standing in a long line will make their ill-

prepared food more appetizing to the student. I

hardly think so!

(3) The poorly paid student workers. To me, this

bit of malice has no conceivably reasonable ex-

planation. Seventy-five cents per hour is hardly

recompense for the work that is done. How the Uni-

versity worked its way around the minimum wage

law is beyond me. But then again, There is an old

adage, "Laws are made to be broken."

I am aware that very little will be done to cor-

rect any of these conditions, probably because of

the many so-called "connections", which exist in

and around the University. However, it is my be-

lief that some protest is better than none at all.

Robert T. Coffin '62

Alas!!! Our very own ROTC building. Yes, this past week its

glass portals werp thrown open in welcome as hundreds of wide-eyed

"draftees" scurried within.

With the installation of this year's new green uniforms, the Army

classrooms are decorated with green walls, floors and blackboards.

This enables the commanding officer to blend into the wall while stu-

dents take quizzes. Then, as the unsuspecting child leans toward his

classmate's paper, this officer leaps accusingly forward from his

camouflage ... at times strongly resembling "Green Arrow".

Another innovation with the building is their public address sys-

tem over which is broadcast music from dawn till dusk. Thus, as one

walks down the halls, he hears the "Battle Hymn of the Republic"

until he approaches the offices of Captain Hathaway and Ser-

geant Barringer where "Way Down Yonder in New Orleans" rattles

till dusk.

At the end of one hallway, there are rocket models as well as oil

paintings of famous personages in military history . . . people Hke

Eisenhower, Washington, MacArthur ... Joe McCarthy, David Shine.

And the next time you observe the ICBM model, notice the printing

under the right wing . . . "Made in Japan."

The opening came just one week before "Advanced ROTC Rush-

ing Week". Students, wishing to go "advanced", may visit the open

smokers at the stables this week at their convenience. Tanks and

jeeps will be at the dorms if you need rides. Language majors are

advised to join Sigma Barringer, while those subscribers to "War

Comics" should rush Cappa Hatha Way. During homecoming week-

end, Sigma Barringer decorated their house like a Southern mansion,

planted weeping willow trees on the lawn, and erected levees. Later

these same boys were put on social probation for importing slaves to

clear the levees.

Indeed it was a shame that the week's proceedings were marred

by the absence of Colonel Weaver and Major Huff—who refused to
|

leave the Liberal Arts Annex. "Who's going to guard the bulletin

board?" cried the two as everyone moved out.

Bo now the two conservatives inhabit one room in the old build

ing- -avoiding lonesomeness by taking apart M-l'a, then putting them

hick together, reading maps, and giving each other demerits. Twice

a day, Major Huff shouts roll call. And trouble started the other day

when h«* slipped and called the Colonel, "Comrade". Now they aren't

talking to each other . . , which makes it difficult when the good

Major reads off, "Colonel Weaver," and the latter won't answer,

'Here, Sir!" Since all their officers deserted them, the two must de-

pend upon Dick MacLeod and Bob Zelis to bring them coffee and

doughnuts along with their reserved copies of the Collegian.

TJnriergraHuat* newspaper of th« University of Maaaaehuaetta, owned and con-
trolled by the student body. The Collegian la a free, responsible and unrenaored
preaa; I.e.. no faculty member* or any other non-staff persons road Its articles for

accuracy or approval prior to publication, and hence only ita staff is accountable for

ita editorial content*.
Entered as second class matter at the poet office at Amherst. Mass. Printed

three times weekly during the academie year, except during vacation and examina-
tion periods; twice a week the week following a vacation or examination period, or
when a holiday falls within the week. A*>*ptad for mailing under the authority of

the act of March S. l«79. as amended by the act at June 11. 1984.

Subscription priee M.M> per year; tt.00 per semester

Office: Student Union Untr. of Mass.. Amherst. Masa.

Deadline: Sun.. Taos., Thure.—4:00 p.m.
Member Associated Collegiate Preaa; tnterrollegi.te Preas

Certain Senate
Tactics Flayed

Editor's Note: The following letter, written by a

University of Massachusetts' Alumnus, concerning

the issue of compulsory or non-compulsory ROTC
and the action of the Student Senate, was prompted

by his receipt of the Jan. S COLLEGIAN.

Itazuke A.B., Japan

To the Editor:

I am not going to argue for either side of the

question, . . . but I feel the tactics employed by

some members debating the question is deplorable

and to them, the Student Senate, this is addressed.

Firstly, the seven senators who voted against

the protest to Col. Weaver are to be congratulated

and the 22 who voted for the protest should be

ashamed of themselves. To see the once highly res-

pected Student Senate resort to terms of "near slan-

der" and send letters of protest to the Secretary

of Defense, Commanding Generals, etc., because

someone dared to oppose their views is a sickening

spectacle to a former undergraduate of this Univer-

sity. I am particularly shocked to see a senator come

out and say, "the Senate should not lower itself ...

tvrkerinj? with Col. Weaver." If the good Colonel

was entirely wrong, which I know he is not, he is

deserving of more respect by virtue of his position,

rank responsibility, and age (to mention a few) than

that uttered by an unthinking and highly ego-in-

P.ated senator.

This, coupled with the remark added by another

senate member, "responsible persons in the Army
should know what one of their colonels was writing

under the title PMST . . . ," pushes the dignity of

the Senate even lower. If all the time, effort, and

money used to draft this protest and send letters

to high-ranking officials was channeled in the right

direction (to see if there was some truth to the

Colonel's statements, and to present solid and rea-

soned views of the question at hand), then I would

say the Senate was fulfilling its obligation to the

campus community. I am deeply ashamed of the

Student Senate and am sure many Alumni fee! the

same.

The views expressed in this letter are entirely

my own and do not reflect the views of the U. S.

Air Force.

Lt. Donald Evans '57

68th FIS

IN A VERY MINOR KEY
Between the Eisenhower notion that the budget

must be balanced, even if everything goes to hell in

the process, and the Democratic principle of eternal

deficit, even if everything goes to hell in the pro-

cess, the voters must choose in November. Never in

the history of the United States was the process of

voting in federal elections so simple. Every citizen

realizes that everything is going to hell; all the in-

dividual voter has to choose is by what means he

deems it preferable that the country effect thin

process.

So everybody vote in November who ara so

privileged; let your voice be heard in determining

by what means the country will continue to go to

hell.

The Campus Beat
by ED HAMMOND '63 and KRME IIANDES "60

Squaw Valley, California, Feb.

28—"From the first it was ap-

parent that these Winter Olym-

pics were not going to lack re-

volutionary ferVor. The fabled

Russians, doped to win almost

half of the 27 gold medals, were

winning medals all right, but not

all of them were the right color."

How's that sound, Clod?

Great, but suppose they should

find out we didn't write it?

Are you kidding? How many
of the students do you think read

the Reno Gazette? They don't

even read the Collegian. Now
throw an Olympic stamp on the

envelope and mail it.

We don't have any more.

We're running low on money.

You better stop playing those

slot machines.

I>ook, if the Collegian wants

exclusive coverage of these
events then they've got to be

willing to pay for some of our

entertainment as well as our

work.

What work? Anybody could

have done it the way we are.

Well if you think I'm going

out and stand around in the cold

just to watch some people ski

down a hill when I can sit in this

warm hotel room and see the

same thing on TV you're crazy.

That reminds me. Shad. The

Psychology Club will hold a

meeting tomorrow night at 8

p.m. in the SU. Several faculty

members from the department

will discuss opportunities avail-

able in the field of Psychology.

That shouldn't take too long.

I doubt if the Senate would

have appropriated the money for

this trip if they knew how we
were handling this, Shad.

Will you quit complaining.

Better throw some more Quar-
t„~.l.,r. nr\ +Vio fivo tht* nlnep is

getting a little chilly.

This room isn't very well lit

either. They probably don't have

any Illuminating Engineering

Society around here. I know
there's a Yankee Section because

Mr. Ralph E. Crockett of Gener-

al Electric is going to speak to

the IKK A IKK tonight at 7:30 in

the Commonwealth Room of the

S.U. Anyone interested in meet-

ing practicing engineers and eat-

ing refreshments is invited to at-

tend.

Turn the TV on, Clod. We'll

watch the wind-up of the men's

figure skating.

That was a disappointing

event for the U.S. I thought

they'd win it. Cullen was doing

all right till he fell through the

ice.

Why don't we go down to the

lobby, Shad. Maybe we can inter-

view somebody.

Good idea. We can pick up
some late editions for our next

exclusive, too.

There's some Russians over

there in the corner. I wonder if

they know Mr. Orrin Frink, the

professor of Russian, who will

speak at 8 P.M. Wednesday in

the S.U. His topic: The Russian

Alphabet (In English). Col. Wea-
ver will administer the loyalty

oath.

Clod, we better not let those

Russians see us. I think they're

plotting something. T heard them

say they were on their way to

the East Coast.

This could be a real scoop for

the Collegian, STiad. They're

talking about observing the
methods of some secret police

outfit.

I never knew the F.B.I, was
that fiendish. Clod. Listen, I

think they're talking about J.

Edgar Hoover.

"Comrades, this man is an evil

genius. You will recognize him

by his red hair and . .

Roister Doisters

Elects Officers

For New Season
At a meeting last Thursday

the Roister Doisters elected the

following officers : Francis

Broadhurst '62, president, Gor-

don Benoit '61, secretary, Mary

Blais '61, vice-president, and Dan

Hemenway '61, who will fill the

IteWly-created position of Direc-

tor of Public Relations.

Broadhurst, a history major,

has played in the RD productions

of Time Remembered and Our

Town, in which he portrayed the

stage manager. While in the

Navy he was a member of the

Key West Players in Florida.

Miss Blais has worked in

make-up for RD's for a number

of productions including Our

Town, for which she was head

of the make-up committee.

Benoit has worked in lighting

or props in every RD production

for the last three years, and was

master electrician for Time Re-

membered.

Hemenway, an English major,

is a past editorial associate and

The Eyes Of Mortar Board
V\ hen .Mortar Boards all over

the country stent to think <>f

electing new members to carry

0B the traditions of their ch:u>

;. the three Criteria Of Schol-

arship, Leftderehip and Service

become even more meaningful

and essential concepts to under

Htand. In view of these three

words we must evaluate which

Junior women can best uphold

the dignity of this honor society.

Besides the required average

necessary for election, Isogon

Chapter tries to pin down that

more elusive quality of scholar-

ship that should characterize the

best of college expectations, The

attaining of high grades, though

an excellent goal in itself, is not

enough. A future Mortar Hoard

must have a certain academic

interest in her studies for their

assignment editor of the Colle-

ginn, non-senate member of the

Student Senate Public Relations

Committee, and chairman of the

Writers' Workshop. He has had

small parts in Our Town and did

prop work for the Holden Play-

ers' production of Song of Nor-

way.

Co-ed Corner
by CAROL KIBITZ '62

M

Editor's Note:

Co-ed Corner is the column rep-

resentative of the women's

dorms and can't exist without

contributions. So, dorm report-

er*, please let us know all your

news by Thursday at U:00. Place

14< f n t tUfjy Lfi fit V^/Lr- *,-(* \s*S* WW
box in the Collegian office row

of mailboxes.

KNOWLTON
Many men. on campus and off,

are losing their pins to Knowl-

tonites: Paul Tela '59, QTV, gave

his pin Lo Nancy R. Stiles '62, last

week; and Elaine Cantrel T,2, Pi

Phi, is wen ring Steve Dutton's

pin. He's a PKS at the University

of Pennsylvania. Best wishes to

both of you!

Very belated best wishes are

extended to Bonnie Scally, Pi

Phi, '62, who is pinned to Greg

Terkanian, '60, AGR; to Hilda

Irwin Cohen. PSD at B.U.; and

especially to Joanne Aijala, '61,

Chi O, on her engagement to

Bob Eichorn, KS.

HAMLIN
Connie Lowell will be in the

Quern's Court at Northeastern

University's Military Hall. Con-

gratulations to her!

OWB sake. She must pursue her

todies not for the grade she

can earn but Cor the intrinsic

that education offers.

] n internal qual-

hown externally

ti nanj waj Be idi s an abil

kO carry th<- Mobilities of

campus activities goes the res-

ponsibilities of upholding the

best of campus ideals. Dependa-

bility in getting jobs accomp-

lished promptly and accurately

should be accompanied by an

ability to organize and to work

effectively with other people. An-

other essential aspect of a lead-

er is her Insight Into campus Is-

sues and a mature and Weil-

balanced attitude towards them.

A person's service to the cam-

pus and Community includes her

devotion to the highest efforts of

that campus and her fulfilling an

integral part of the community.

A devotion to service includes

not only a cheerful compliance

when asked but also an active

interest in serving where others

might not see the need. A Mor-

tar Beard should be able to see

where something is missing and

try to ti" tna * deficiency. She

must show as much interest and

work in jobs that have no ac-

ipanj [ng gloi at in those

that are recognized and noticed.

These are very high ideals for

a future Mortar Hoard bul I*©*

gon Chapter feels that their ac-

tuality and potentiality can be

. en in the possible candidates

of the Junior class. With such

goals we can choose only the

best to lead the campus.

Massachusetts e
' %

- 1 e r ed the

Union as the sixth state in Feb-

ruary, 17N8.

fhe Massachusetts state Motto
Jc ; "Bv the sword **re seek peace,

but peace only under liberty."

The State Flower for Mas-

sachusetts is the Mayflower.

Saiem'S new cigarette paper discovery

"air-softens" every puff!

mm
Special new HIGH POROSITY

cigarette paper \

. m

V-

s Invisible porous openings

blend fresh air with each puff for

a softer, fresher, more flavorful smoke

Salem research creates a revolutionary new ciga-

rette paper that breathes new refreshing softness

and finer flavor into the smoke. Now, more than

ever, there's Springtime freshness in every puff of ,.

a Salem. Smoke refreshed . . . smoke Salem.

Created by R J Reynold*

Tobscco Comp§ny //• J

st&^5̂?W

>.:V:^
;

:;

.'mentholfresh 'rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too ti

MOWMORB
THAN EVE* Salem refreshes your taste
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REDMEN STUNNED BY UNH; YANCON HOPES FLY

Eichorn Scores 35 In Vain

For Mass. In 87-79 Disaster
by AL HERMAN 62

The Redmen hoopsters saw all

hopes they had of winning the

YanCon crown thrashed to bite

Saturday, as they were struck

down from behind by the Wild-

cats of New Hampshire, 81-79.

"Whs* happen?" is the ques-

tion most fans were asking each

other after the game. The Red-

men were ahead all through the

first half, and most observers

thought that the team was on

its way to a fairly easy victory

(I Mass led, 38-32. at the end of

the half.)

Bob Eichorn and Kirk Leslie

were pacing the Ztinicmen as

they pulled out to a 45-34 lead

goon after the opening of the se-

cond half. Slowly, however, UNH
came back, and at 14:18 UMass
fans were startled when they

saw the Wildcats leading, 53-52.

Everyone figured that natural-

ly this was only a sudden, short-

lived spurt. The Redmen helped

nllay all fears by soon regaining

the lead, 55-53.

New Hampshire again sur-

prised everyone by engaging the

Redmen in a nedk-and-neck bat-

tle for several minutes. UMass
would tie it up, only to have the

stuhbom Wildcats pull ahead. At

2:30. the White Mountain boys

were leading 78-76. when Matt

Zunic called a.time out.

That was it. Zunic would give

his charges a few words of "ad-

vice", and they would soon put

the pesky Wildcats in their place.

Well, it didn't exactly go that

way. For after play resumed,

UNH, led by seniors Pete Davis

and Pete Smilikis, stepped on the

gas and completely befuddled the

thunderstruck Redmen.

Rill Olson's boys pulled farther

ahead despite the frantic, but

useless efforts to stop them.

When the final buzzer sounded,

the Wildcats had won.

You say it was impossible ?

You wonder how the Redmen
could lose when Bob Eichorn

scored 35 points and tied Grutch-

fteld's record for the highest num-

ber of field goals (14)? When
Kirk Leslie scored 21 points and

^ank seven out of eight free

throws ?

Well, it wasn't impossible. The
Wildcats did it because Pete Da-

vis scored 27 points and grabbed

18 rebounds, and Pete Smilikis

scored 16 points and hauled in 19

rebounds.

They did it because the cock-

sure Redmen were not fired up
enough to hold any leads they

attained.

They did it because UMass
missed nine shots in the final

four minutes, and New Hamp-

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF

BB Sound Corp.
113 RUSSELL STREET - HADLEY, MASS.

HI-FI COMPONENTS — PILOT — AR — Z
PICKERING — COLDARO — GARRARD

TV — RADIO
Sales <£ Service

FREE Telephone Open
Pick-up & JUstice 4-2323 Until

Delivery 9 p.m.
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• S'udent Frices on Special Service
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House of Hunter
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• Shirts (La.est Spring Style)

Store Hours: 12-5:30 Weekday*
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-LOCATED BEHIND THE LITTLE STORE'-

shire scored on every attempt

during that time.

As far as the Yankee Confer-

ence crown is concerned, the

Redmen are through, done, fin-

ished. UConn and URI will meet

this week to decide the regional

winner. Since the game is being

played at UConn, there shouldn't

be too much doubt about the vic-

tor. But one thing is sure: it

won't be UMass.

Thus the season that started

out with so much promise, is

ending in failure. All the Red-

men had to dc was win one of

the last three games to assure

themselves of at least a tie for

the YanCon crown.

They lost all three.

It seems that UMass sports

enthusiasts have had their share

of letdowns this year.

UNH B P PU. UMut B p Pt».

Kageleiry 6 1 13 Crutchf'd 1 8 5
Fischer I 2 12 Leslie 7 7 21
Smilikis 6 4 16 Elson 4 2 10
llargen 8 8 Eichorn 14 7 35
McEach'n Mole 8 1 7
Davis 11 1 27 Kohl in

Hri.ljce 5 1 11 Tremblay 1 1

Couture 1 1 8 LeBlanc
Bron 2 2

34 19 87 29 21 79

UMass. Bows 592/3-53y3
As Northeastern Triumphs

by JOE LIPCHIT& '62

Once again the varsity track

team has run into trouble as

they lost to Northeastern on Sat-

urday by a score of 59%-fi3f£.

This is the third loss in four

times out for the Footrickmen

this year who have so far been

able to beat only New Hamp-
shire.

Three events were outstanding

in the Redmen loss and these

were the low hurdles, the high

hurdles and the broad jump. In

these events they offered no

competition to speak of against

Northeastern. Also in the two

mile Redmen's hope Ralph Busch-

mann lost out to himself by tak-

ing a second in a very slow race

behind a winning time of 10:32.1

The most spectacular event

from the point of view of the

Footrickmen was Roger Kind-

red's thirty-five pound hammer
throw of fifty-ene feet, three

quarters of an inch. This was

twelve feet ahead of the second

place throw of UMass Abe
Sheinker who also took his place

with some to spare.

For the team this year, one

of its consistent strongholds has

Conlin 9
s 15,7 Leads Frosh

Hoopsters To 7-7 Finish
gle point; Holyoke J. C. 87-88,

UConn 53-79 and Springfield 73-

74.

The big gun all year for the

Frosh was Dick Conlin who fin-

ished the season with a startling

15.7 average, Torn Hallinan, a
6'7" sky scraper, averaged 9.3

points per game.

Although there were no real

standouts besides these two play-

ers, several members have a good

chance of breaking into the I9r«0-

61 varsity squad.

TEAM AVERAGES

by JAY BAKER '63

Coach Garber's Little Redmen
recently completed the 1959-60

Freshmen Basketball year with

an impressive 7-7 record. On
their home court the Frosh won
five out of six games, iosmg
only tn B T T

,
62-66. In the West

Point Invitational Tournament
the yearlings finished in second

place.

After dropping their first game
the Redmen successfully downed
UConn 61-57, Stockbridge 70-48,

and Army 78-48. The next seven

games had their ups and downs,
hpatinpr ?,eiee*fpr J C. • 74-68

Windham 56-52, Holyoke J. C.

95-63, A.I.C. 63-62 and losing to

Pen 58-87, Holy Cross 57-69, and
Williams 49-65.

Although the freshmen were
edged out of their laat three

names, two were lost by a gin-

crf*f**«f

ROBPRT STAFFANSON
Conductm

Opera Festival
Tuesday, March 1 at 8:30

Municipal Auditorium

Springfield

highlights from
TOSC A

BORIS GODUNOV
ORFEO

with

SARAMAF F.NDIC.H
LEOPOLD SIMONEAU

KIM BORG
Student rate—75<

STEINERT'S
10 tPMTM Sq. Rf 4-7383

Springfield

Conlin

Hallinan

Larkin

Dunham
Wbpeler

Patriarcia

Corey

Garsys

Moriarity

Si »gel

Tashman
Swan

UMass
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7

2

13
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14 372 191

14 358 224
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9.3

7.1

7.0

7.0

5.9

5.8

4.2

4.0

3.9

3.2

1.5

66.7

67.1

Everything You Need
Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Open Every Night until 1 1:00

On the Corner Next to

Hill* House

been the pole vault with Jim Al-

len holding forth in first place in

three out of four meets. Thus

far Jim's high mark has been

eleven six but as things look

now, with consistent offort

twelve feet is easily within his

reach.

Jim Keelon is hitting his stride

once again as he took firsts in

both the mile and the 1000.

The summary:

THE SUMMARY
Mile: I. Keelon (UM), 2. Panel lo (NU).

3. Woodland (NU). 4:42.4.
Dash: BanlU (NU). Haywood (NU),

Reilly (UM). S.S.
400 yd.: 1. Brinaon (UM). 2. Bolton

(NU). 3. De»n (NU). 1:18.5.
Hich Hurdlea: 1. Lytle (NU), 2. Bank.

(NU), 3. Kirk (UM). C.2.
2 Mile: I. Abelon (NU). 2. Buarhmann

(UM). 3. Panillo (NU). 10:32.1.
1.000 yd.: 1. Keelon (UM). 2. Dean

(NU). 3. La Marre (UM). 2:28.4
Low Hurdlea: 1. Lytle (NU), Banks
(NU). 3. Baynea (NU). 5.6.

II. «l, Jump. 1. Caaaidy (UM), 2. Ander-
aon (NU). 3. LaPier (UM), Jenny
(NU). Lucar (NU). 5 feet 8 inchea.

Shot Put: Kindred (UM). 2. Karahick
(UM), 3. Knight (UM). 40' 1%".

35 Hammer: 1. Kindred (I'M). 2.

Sheinker (UM), 3. Donohue (NU).
lift".

Pole Vault: Allen (UM). 2. Lynch (NU).
3. Anderson (NU). 1 16".

Broad Jump: 1. Srhuster (NU), 2. Lytle
(NU). 3. Luras. 21'5".

Mile Relay: Brinaon. Reilly, Roger* and
LaMarre ( I'M ASS i.

Here shown i* a scene from

Playday at the University held

last Saturday in the Women's
Physical Education Building.

l
T
Ma&t« KHiijicit'ii agains! Ml.

Holyoke and Springfield in

basketball and swimming.

VOLLEYBALL NOTICE

A double Volleyball tourn-

ament begins March 7. Fra-

ternity, Dorm, and Independ-

ent teams may compete and

must consist of at least six

but no more than twelve

members. Blank rosters are

available in Room 10A in the

Cage.

The Chickadee is the "State

Bird" of Massachusetts.

The origin of the name "Mas-
sachusetts" is in two Indian words
meaning "great mountain place."

'PIONEER VALLEY'S HNEST'

AMHERST CINEMA
Ton.aM "NEVER SO FfW"

HHI, * WI0. 'only)

Brigitte Bardot

In

"A WOMAN LIKE SATAN"

Filmed in Madrid in Eastman Color

Newman Club Meeting
Guest Speaker:

FR. RICHARD SULLIVAN. C.S.C.

March 1, 7:30 P.M.

Topic:

LIBERALISM AND EDUCATION'

— J. Ui

Tomorrow's Movie

"MAN IN THE

GRAY FLANNEL

SUIT"
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Mather Accepts $25,000 Testing Service Post

Soviets Lure Nations
With Aid—Bissonnette

by BARBARA KATZIFF »61

The Soviet Union is effectively

pursuing its foreign policy in the

underdeveloped nations of the

world by combining the strate-

gic-historical portion of its for-

eign policy program with the

force of the pull of Marxist-

Leninist ideology.

This was the focal point of a

speech on Soviet foreign policy

given by the Rev. Georges Bis-

sonnette, A.A., to a capacity

audience of the IRC Monday eve-

ning.

Father Bissonnette was the

Apostolic Administrator of the

U.S.S.R. and Chaplain to Ameri-

can Roman Catholics in Moscow
from 1953 to 1955, at which time

he was expelled by the Soviet

Government. His book, Moscow
Was My Parish, was published

on his return to the United

States, where he is at present

Director of the Foreign Service

School and an Assistant Profes-

sor of Political Science at As-

sumption College in Worcester.

Premier Khrushchev Is com-
bining the ideology of Marxism-
Leninism with the strategic aims

of the Russian state in a unique

manner. He believes that major

wars will not occur, but that con-

ditions may be created synthe-

tically in weak nations whereby

a Communist coup d'etat may
take place with ease. By appeal-

ing to the young country's sense

of nationalistic pride, the Soviet

Union forces the country into a

(Continued on page S)

FR. BISSONNETTE

Sigma Xi Honorary Society

Elections To Be Wednesday
by MONETTA WRONSKI '63

Elections for the Massachu-
setts Chanter Society of Sigma
Xi, will be held on Friday, March
11. The Society, an honorary re-

search fraternity, is open to

graduate students and faculty

members who are outstanding in

research in the field of physical

science, life and agricultural sci-

ence, earth science, medical sci-

ence, mathematics, or engineer-

ing. Outstanding seniors may be

nominated by their instructors,

but not more than five per cent

of the seniors majoring in recog-

nized fields may be elected.

The purpose of the society is

to "encourage original investiga-

tion in science, pure and ap-

plied." Its motto, "Companions in

Zealous Research", comes from
the Greek words "Spoudon
Xynones."

The National Chapter was
founded at Cornell University in

1886 by a group of eight engi-

neering students and their in-

structor. Since then it has grown
to include a chapter in each of

the 50 states, and chapters in

Canada and Lebanon. In 1958

there were 134 chapters and 79
clubs (trial units which have not

yet received their charter). The
UMass chapter was organized in

1938.

The Society also has branches
in industries throughout the coun-

try which are engaged in re-

search.

The present membership at the

University includes approximate-
ly 125 full members and 75 as-

sociate members.

Each year on Honors Day,
which falls on May 12 this year,

the chapter awards $100 to an
outstanding undergraduate stu-

dent. At initiation ceremonies in

May, it also awards $50 to a fa-

culty member who has carried

(Continued on page 2)

AT THE STATE HOUSE

Merit Rating

Bill Approved

By Senate
The Senate refused to appruve

legislation providing for a flat

rate for compulsory automobile

insurance premiums by a roll

dall vote of 9 to 24 and then

gave initial approval to a bill to

establish a merit rating system

that would reward careful driv-

ers with lower rates.

By a roll call vote of 19 to 15

substitution of a merit bill filed

by Senator Robert P. Cramer

(D-Williamstown) was granted.

This bill was then referred to the

Senate ways and means commit-

tee.

Senator Cramer pleaded for

substitution of his bill on the

ground that "we can put in a

system whereby responsible,

careful, good drivers will get a

reward in lower premiums,
whereas those causing the high

rates will be penalized."

But Speaker Thompson said

later that they will be given

plenty of time to complete their

work. "We don't want to rush
them on something as important

as the budget," he said.

Committees have completed

45.7 per cent of their work, the

latest tabulation disclosed. They
have reported on 1664 matters of

the 3638 referred to them. Two
years ago at this time, the last

comparable year, they had re-

ported on 1372 matters, 38.8 per

cent of the total of 3536.

Constitutional officers and
legislators should have four-

year terms, while the terms of

department heads should he eo-

(Continued -on page 2)

To Leave
Successor

President J. Paul Mather has

accepted the post of president

ami executive director of the

American College Testing Service

in Iowa City, la.

Mather will leave the univer-

sity on March 31 and hegin his

new duties the following day.

The rejection of a bill to in-

crease faculty salaries in the

State Senate early last fall led

to his resignation from the uni-

versity.

PRESIDENT MATHER

March 31;
Not Named

Mather was appointed univer

sity provost in 1953 and a yeai

later, ;it the age of 38, was
named to the presidency.

Mather acknowledged his ac-

ceptance of the new position in a

telephone call last night from
Ken* Stati University in Ohio,

where he addressed the univer-

sity's business school apon their

semi-centennial celt bration

The Iowa Service ii a recently

founded competitor of the Prince

ton Service in Princeton, N.J. Its

purpose is to test high school stu-

dents for college entrance and for

guidance and counseling at the

secondary school level. The for-

mer president received his ap
pointment through the Service
Research Association of Chicago
and the Measurement Research
Center in Iowa City.

Mather's resignation was to be-

come "effective June 30, if he had
not accepted another position pre-

viously. The early acceptance of

a new post by Mather has been
a shock to all interested in

I 'Mass.

The Trustees of the University
are conducting an extensive
search for a new president. A bill

now pending before the General
Court proposes a salary ol

$2f),000, plus expenses for Math-
er's successor.

Helen Krause '60 Receives
Grant For Australian Study

by ANN M
UMass graduate Helen Krause

'60, having completed require-

ments for a B.S. in zoology last

semester, has been awarded a

Flying Redmen And Westover Hosts

For Annual AFROTC Drill Competition

The University of Massachu-
setts Flying Redmen Air Force
Drill Team and Westover Air
Force Base are acting as joint

hosts this year for the 8th an-
nual Area AFROTC drill com-
petition to be held Sunday,
March 13, 1960 at Westover Air
Force Base. In the past this com-
petition has been held in Boston
and at the National Guard
Armory in Hartford. Since 19 r

»4

Flying Redmen At National Competition Washington, D.C. (1959)

the Flying Redmen have won the

armed drill competition five

times in a row, finishing a close

second last year. The team

finished second of all Air Force

teams and sixth over all in the

national drill competition held in

Washington, D.C. in conjunction

with the Cherry Blossom Fes-

tival in 1958.

Elimination trials will be held

Sunday morning, March 13, and

the finals will be held from 2-6

Sunday afternoon. The public is

invited to the competition which

will take place in hangar SI at

Westover Air Force Base. The
program will include an Intro

duct ion by Col. John C. Marrhant

U.S.A. F. PAS at the UMass, wel-

come by Col. William C. Lewis,

remarks by Col. Joseph Am-
brose, Assistant Commandant

( ('utit i)iunl ttn page *)

FRAZIER *tJ2

Fulbright Scholarship for one
year's academic study in Queens
land, Australia, beginning in

March of 1961.

This scholarship, awarded only
after a student has applied and
been accepted to the college of
his choice, provides for the pay-
ment of the tuition, transporta-
tion to and from school, and for
living expenses comparable to

those of that particular country.

Miss Krause, at present, is

studying zoology on campus as
a first semester graduate, under
a departmental fellowship which
involves working part time as a
lab assistant.

Next spring she will begin to

pursue her master'^ degree in the
field of marine ecology in Aus-
tralia. As this may possibly re-

quire two years' study, she plans
to remain there, working her

way through the second year.

Achieving this goal, Helen has

yet (0 decide whether she will at-

tend the University of Hawaii or

Stanford to fulfill requisite

>tudy for a Ph.D. in the same
field. After such extensive edu-

cation, the plans to teach at the

college level as well as continue

in research work on the West
i 'oast, due to the excellent condi-

tions for investigations in this

particular sphere of activity,
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Peaceful Struggle

The X' III Olympic Winter Carries are over

and the unofficial team sorce has the Soviet

Union the victor by a large margin.

Although the Olympic contestants are

judged individually, the sports writers use

a point system in which the first six places

in each event are counted.

The Soviet Union with seven gold medals

this year's Winter Olympiad with J66ft

points. Sweden was second with 71 V2 points,

the United States third with 71 points and

Germany fourth with 70y2 .

These games, whose origin dates back to

the Battle of Marathon in 490 B.C., are

spectacular to behold.

But what is even more spectacular is the

goal that these games strive to reach. The

games were originated to bring together the

warring factions and jealous city-states of

ancient Greece. After some frustration the

early games brought about this end—and

even now they serve to bring about a great-

er understanding of mankind.

Is there a staunch believer in the ideals

of democracy who can forget the splendid

performance of Jessie Owens, the American

Negro, during the 1936 Olympic games held

in Nazi Berlin?

Owen's feats so refuted Hitler's pro-

paganda of a "super race" of Aryans, that

the Nazi dictator would leave the Berlin

stadium, whenever Jessie won an event.

The Russian athletes are to be con-

gratulated on their fine showing and

sportsmanship. Likewise the United States

and other contesting nations should be

spurred on to seek victory in this year's

summer games to be held at Rome. What a

much healthier sight it is to behold na-

tions struggling for victory on a hockey

rink, rather than seeking ultimate destruc-

tion in the armament race.

One question remains . . . What is to be

the fate of the Russian hockey team upon
their return home???

V. B.
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MUSIC MAN
by VERN PERO

Last summer a friend of mine ran into Dave Brubeck in my

home town where he was spending the summer between engage-

ments on the road. They talked about music in general for a while,

jazz in particular, and then about such novelties as nine eight and

six four time. The talk finally worked its way around to Dave's new

album which was to be released within the next couple of weeks. My

friend was amazed to learn that a title had not yet been selected for

the album and that Dave had only the right to suggest the title, not

to choose it finally.

Also last summer I happened to meet Dave Guard, the nominal

leader of the Kingston Trio, which was making a local appearance,

and I was interested to note the malice with which he regarded the

group's latest undertaking, unreleased at the time, a little venture

called Cu Cu Yoo or something like that. It was so gimmicked up

that the group would never be able to perform it in any of their

Bhows, and he had not liked the song to begin with.

The general conclusion is that, for the most part, artists are not

given permission to choose their own material and seldom have per-

mission to arrange and present it in a way they see fit. All this is de-

cided by the boys Upstairs, the recording executives, and the A and

R men who have their fingers in every pie from royalties to payola.

Not only that, but the tremendous cost of producing a disc falls on

the shoulders of the artist as well. He may hot have to put one

cent down on the board, but the entire cost, musicians included, is

credited to an "account" and the amount is paid out of his or her

royalties if and when the money starts to roll in. Even the very

biggest concerns follow this practice, and it is not uncommon for a

recording artist to use all the revenue from a disc that has sold fairly

well to pay off back debts on records that never hit the charts. Con-

nie Francis was in to MGM for a very large sum when her first hit

came along. She lost quite a bit on it, and the pressure was on for

her to pay up when the company bosses begin to feel that she was

a losing proposition. That's all changed now of course.

There are some people, Frank Sinatra for one, who have given

up security of position for the right to choose, arrange, and record

his own material, which is released through Capitol only. He pays

for everything directly himself, not on the idea of the middle-man,

and for this reason his record albums cost $4.98 on the general mar-

ket instead of the regular $3.98. For someone with the name Sinatra

and a great many outside interests, this is not such a difficult thing.

But for the little known newcomer the entire operation seems beyond

his scope of understanding (or his pocketbook). This, of course,

is in reference to albums, not the pop singles, which any radio sta-

tion will attest are produced in profusion and with very little capital

outlay.

Yes, for the "stars" it's a tough row to hoe and a great many of

them long for the day when they will be able to strike out on their

own and do what they want to do. But then is this so different from

the temperamental movie star who refuses to adhere to a contract be-

cause he or she is not getting the best roles ? This is another side to

a question which is very prominent these days; maybe, in order to

get permission to do what they want, the record stars are giving

payola to the boys who give payola. Payola, in time, may even be

found to reach back to the roots of the business itself, to the execu-

tives who pay it in order to have the right to pay it to others. Who
knows ?
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out original investigation while

associated with the University

and had a paper published with-

in the last calendar year.

Officers of the Massachusetts

Chapter of Sigma Chi this year

are: Fmmett Bennett, biochemis-

try, president; Carl Roys, elec-

trical engineering, vice-presi-

dent; Ralston Reid, bacteriology,

treasurer; and Anne Wertz, home

economics, secretary. All officers

of the chapter must be faculty

members.

Entered at second clasa matter at tbe poet offlea at

beret. Matt. Printed three tlmea weekly during the academic

year, except during vacation and examination periods: twice a

week tbe week following a vacation or examination pertee]. er

wben a holiday falls within the week. Accepted for malllag

under the authority of the art of March S. 1
*.».:.»

by tbe art of J una 11. 19M.
•abnerfption price 9*M per year; S3-<i

Offlea: Student Union. tJnlr. of Maaa,
,00 par ana iafar
Aasberet. Maaa.

Publisher ( olumnist Tom Mr
Knight, Moorseville, N.C., Tri-

bune (discussing a beatnik poetry

reading session at Princeton)

—

The prize poem of the evening

seems to have been a special of-

fering from one of the beatniks

for Princeton University alone:

"There are no girls in Tiger

Town
And Tiger Town is falling

down

—

Escape! Escape! Escape!"

How one generation can pro-

dues both the hydrogen bomb and

this tort of thing in a mystery
only God could know.

Flying Redmen . .

.

(Continued from pane 1)

AFROTC for Area A, and pres-

entations by Brig. General John

C. Meyer U.S.A.F. Commander
57th Air Division S.A.C.

Teams entered in the competi-

tion are: Trinity, UConn., Colby,

Holy Cross, Lowell Tech, Tufts,

Boston University, Harvard,
M.I.T., New Hampshire, Union

College, R.P.I., St. Michael's, and

U.Vermont.

Letters

A PROTEST

But what has been the United States' attitude

toward Spain? Our government has handed the

Franco regime hundreds of millions in taxpayers'

dollars in support of his ruthless gang of bandits,

who are indeed a worse menace to the interests of

our country than international communism will ever

be. Ironically, it is for this reason that we have

given, are giving, and will be giving our millions

to suppress the threat of communism in Spain. And

also, for our own security and self-interest, we are

giving air bases from which to deliver devastating

attacks against the communist enemy inside the

Iron Curtain.

Disregarding this however, Spain is a partic-

ularly hopeless case, I'm afraid. Bigotry has twisted

itself around the country and petrified the social

and economic system. Poverty is appalling, and lit-

tle is done to alleviate this. Franco recently com-

pleted a grandiose monument, to the Fascists who
died in the Civil War (1936), at a phenomenal cost.

He will be buried there in a few years or so, like

a pharaoh of ancient Egypt.

David R. Halevy '62

FACETIOUSLY

To the editor:

Mr. Merino's comments on several phases of our

foreign policy in Friday's Collegian cannot be per-

mitted to pass unchallenged. I was particularly dis-

turbed by the foggy-headed remarks on Spain. As

for the rest of his article, I'll leave it to some other

interested party to take up.

Little do I care to debate the question of

whether or not a totalitarian regime exists in Spain.

Because no such question arises in even the poorest

minds.

One fact is vr>ry certain, however. Franco's dic-

tatorship has not succeeded in improving the liv-

ing standards of the workers and peasants, con-

sidered among the lowest in Europe. Many political

prisoners still remain in his jails. Franco, a Spanish

general at thirty two is as brilliant as he is cruel.

His action against the Riffs in Morocco and later

on, against his own people attests to this fact. The

worst crimes against humanity have been com-

mitted and officially sanctioned by this brute. The

list is indeed far too long and gruesome. The flame

of democracy in Spain has been all but extinguished.

The leading Spanish liberal in exile, Senor Mada-

riaga, is old and tired. Democracy in Spain is a lost

cause, at least in our time.

T wonder if the Student Senate is reflecting on

the insidious communist propaganda promulgated

in Army and Air Force Training Manuals when it

"perhaps unwittingly" responds to "pushes"?

Or have they been reading the "communist-in-

spired" new revised edition of the Holy Bible?

Facetiously,

Ted Sheerin '60

At The State House . .

.

(Continued from, page J)

terminous with that of the Gov-

ernor, the committee on con-

stitutional law has deeded.

This was one of several mat-

ters acted upon by the commit-

tee. All will be placed on file un-

less and until a Constitutional

Convention is held for the speci-

fic purpose of acting upon them.

On Twice) rote the Senate sub-

stituted for an adverse commit-

tee report a bill to establish a

minimum wage of $1.25. The

matter was then referred to the

committee on ways and means.

The motion to substitute) was

made by Sen. Robert P. Cramer
(D-Williamatown).

ENLIGHTENMENT
A lobbyist who was opposing a large appropria-

tion for a state college approached a legislator who
boasted of his self-education.

"Do you realize," asked the portly lobbyist

gravely, "that up at the state college men and wom-
en students actually have to use the same cur-

riculum ?"

The legislator looked startled.

"And that boys and girls will often matriculate

together?"

"No!" exclaimed the shocked legislator.

The lobbyist came closer and whispered, "And
a young lady student can be forced at any time to

show a male professor her thesis?"

The lawmaker shrank back
vote 'em a damn cent!"

in horror. "I won't

PARENTS VS. CHILDREN
Woman looking at child-care books to clerk:

"Don't you have any that stick up for the par-

ents T
H

The Reader's Digest
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Fr. Bissonnette . . •

(Continued from page 1)

position which it cannot afford

but from which it cannot back

down without losing face. Then,

the Soviet state offers long-term

financial and/or technical aid.

The nation is thus economically

and eventually politically tied to

the Soviet Union. Moat of these

nations happen to be in areas of

historical geographic importance

to the Soviet state.

In the postwar years, accord-

ing to Fr. Bissonnette, • Soviet

confidence in its political system

was growing and it began to en-

gage in an extremely flexible

foreign policy. It pointed to old

agreements and treaties, or com-

pletely disregarded them, as it

deemed suitable for its own pur-

poses.

Fundamentally, the Soviets be-

lieve that they have the best pos-

sible solution to the direction of

world history. In true Marxist
tradition, they believe that a so-

cialist Utopia will inevitably re-

sult. An unquestioning belief in

this system has resulted in the

high level of confidence dis-

played by Soviet delegates to

various conferences.

On Campus
with

Max Shulman

(Author of "I Wat n Trcn-agr Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dohir (nllis", etc.)

THE THUNDERING MARCH OF PROGRESS

Today, as everyone knows, is the forty-sixth anniversary of the

founding of (iransmirc College for Women, which, as everyone

knows, was the first Progressive Education college in the

United States.

Well do T recollect the tizzy in the academic world when

Gransmire -opened its portals! What a buzz there was, what a

brouhaha in faculty common rooms, what a rattling of teacups,

when Dr. Agnes Thudd Sigafoos, first president of Gransmire,

lifted her learned old head and announced defiantly, "We will

teach the student, not the course. There will be no marks, no

exams, no requirements. This, by George, is Progressive

Education!"

Well sir, forward-looking maidens all over the country east

off their fetters and came rushing to Xew Hampshire to enroll

at Gransmire. Here they found freedom. They broadened their

vist.-is. They lengthened their horizons. They unstopped their

bottled personalities. They roamed the campus in togas, lead-

ing ocelots on leashes.

And, of course, they smoked Marlboro cigarettes. (I say, "Of

course." Why do 1 say, "< H course"? I say, "< >f course" because

it is a matter of course that anyone in search of freedom should

naturally turn to Marlboro, for Marlboro is the smoke thai sets

the spirit snaring, that unyokes the captive soul, that fills the

air with the murmur of wings. If you think flavor went out

when filters eame in -try Marlboro. They are sold in soft pack

or flip-top box wherever freedom rings.)

But all was not Marlboro and ocelots for the girls of Grans-

mire, There was work and study too- not in the ordinary sense,

to be sure, for there were no formal classes. Instead there was

n hrond approach to enlarging: each giri's potentials, both mental

and physical.

Take, for example, the course called B.M.S. (Basic Motor

Skills). B.M.S. was divided into L.D. (Lying Down). SI'.

(Standing Up) and W. (Walking). < Mice the student had mas-

tered L.D. am! S.U., she was taught to W. but not just to W.

any old way! No, sir! She was taught to VY. with poise.

dignity, bearing! To inculcate a sense of balance m the girl,

she began her exercises by walking with a suitcase in each hand.

(One girl, Mary KUen Dorgenicht, got so good at it that today

she is bell captain at the I )eshler-Hilton Hotel in Columbus,

Ohio.) ^

If W£wfcd1?wpi&M&&-"
When the girls had walking under their belt*, they were

allowed to dance. Again no formality was imixiscd. They were

simply told to fling themselves about in any way their impulses

dictated, and, believe you me, it was quite an impressive sight-

to see them go bounding into the woods with their togas flying.

(Several later joined the IS. Forestry Service.)

There was also a lot of finger printing and sculpture with

coat hangers .and like that, and soon the fresh wind of Progres-

sivism came whistling out of Gransmire to blow the ancient dust

of pedantry off curricula everywhere, and today, t hunks lo the

pioneers at Gransmire, we are all free.

If you are ever in New Hampshire, Ik* sure to visit the Grans-

mire campus. It is now a tannery. * iteo Han shuim*.

a * *

If you like mildnt *•< but you don't like Altera—try Marlboro'*

sinter cigarette, Philip Morri*. If you like television but you
don't like cowboy*—try Max Shulman'* "The Many Lovet

of Dobie (iillin" erery Tuenday night on CBS.

Because of the unique situa-

tion of having "grass roots" con-

tact with virtually every state of

the world through the interna-

tional Communist parties, the

delegates gain additional con-

fidence by being extremely w.'ll

informed on most local desires

and needs. It la possible, Fr.

Bissonnette stated, for the So-

viets to gain a wide following

because their ideology does not

stress allegiance to a foreign

power but rather to the interna-

tional principles of Communism.

In the forum period following

his speech, Fr. Bissonnette cited

a major weakness inherent in the

Soviet policy approach. Because

we are aware of the objectives of

the Soviet state by virtue of its

ideology, any departure from

them by the Soviets may be

viewed as a diverting measure
and therefore relatively unim-

portant.

Fr. Bissonnette cited also an-

other emerging weakness of the

Soviet bloc; the growing power
and independence of Communist
China. In a Marxist society there

is room for only one center of

influence. As a result, Moscow
and Peiping often do not agree

or cooperate with one another.

This situation is occurring at

present in Iraq, where both

capitals are appealing independ-

ently to the Iraqis.

LOST & FOUND
Lost: A Parker "51" silver, in

the Hatch. Please return to Nor-

man J. Lipointe, 425 N. Pleasant

St., Amherst. Tel. Al 3-7004.

Lost: from coat rack in Batch.

Man's tan plymouth raincoat

with purple print lining. If found

please return to Lawrence Danti,

.'J02 Mills House.

Lost a copy of The Market -

Milk Industry, by Koadhouse,

Henderson, published by McGraw
Hill. Lost in the vicinity of

Stockbridge and the Union about

two weeks ago. Please return to

Betty Heiny, 108 Crabtree; re

ward offered.

—NOTICE-
TYPISTS ARE NEEDED to

help prepare scripts for the next

RD production, Auntie Mame,
Printed scripts will not be ready

until late March and dittoed

copies must be prepared to

facilitate rehearsals. Those will-

ing to volunteer should call

Henry Peirce in Old Math Build-

ing or call AL 8-3411, ext. 206.

There are eight Democrats and

six Republicans in the Massachu-
setts Congressional delegation. In

addition, Senator Leverett Salton-

stall of Dover is a Republican and
Senator John Kennedy of Boston

is a Democrat.

Positions Open For

Counselorships In

Women's Dorms
Women students of the classes

of '61 and '62 who are interested

in applying for positions as

House Counselors in women's
dormitories for next year are in-

vited to apply. Application
blanks may be secured from

Heads of Residence and the Of-

fice of the Dean of Women. They
must be returned on or before

Thursday, March 10th.

Final selections, which will be

announced in April, will be made
from recommendations by pres-

ent House Councils, Dormitory
Heads of Residence, faculty, and

the Senate Committee on Wom-
en's Affairs. Financial need is

no*./" '• consideration. Selections

will ^ made on the basis of per-

sonal qualifications of maturity,

leadership, dependability, and

scholarship.

With the opening of the new
dormitory north of Lewis House
there will be ten houses for wom-
en next year.

There are fourteen counties in

Massachusetts. Each is represent-

ed by a room in the UMass Stu-

dent Union.

A Campus-to-Career Case History

Bill Dugan goes over work schedules with Chief Operator Merle Brauch in the Des Moines toll center.

Bill Dugan wanted responsibility.

See how he's done in Just four years.

When William P. Dugan graduated from
State University of Iowa in 1955, he had
a degree in business administration, a
wife, and a firm resolution to get ahead
in business.

Bill went to work with Northwestern
Bell Telephone Company at Des Moines.

"I wanted to work where I'd find real

opportunities for advancement and get

the training necessary to take advantage
of them," he says. **I couldn't have made
a better choice."

Ten months of diversified training
taught Rill the "language" of the business

and gave him the know-how and self-

assurance he needed. He was transferred

to the Traffic Department at Cedar Rapids
where he gained experience in operating

room procedures, force scheduling and
training and in supervising operating

personnel. He returned to De* Moines
and in February, 1959, was promoted to

District Traffic Supervisor there.

Today. Bill heads up an organization

of ten sujiervisory |>eople and about 230
telephone operators who handle approxi-

mately 12,000 calls each day. He is also

responsible for auxiliary services such as

Information and the Telephone Company
switchboard.

"'This is a booming business," says
Rill. "There are new problems coming up
every Hay to keep my job interesting and
challenging. 1 don't know where a man
can find more genuine opportunities to

improve himself."

Hill Dugan found the career he teas looking for
with a Bell Telephone Company, You might find

your*, too. Talk with the Bell intervietver when
hv rinitH your mm pun and read the Bell Tele*

phone booklet on file in your Placement Office,

BILL
TILtPHONI
coMPANiaa
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Photo hv Morton

A playboy writer, a man-crazy redhead, an

intellectual bookie, a marble-mouthed would-

be actor, a dentist who composes songs on his

air hose, a police inspector who has "a dirty

mind", topped off by a zany, irresistible

switchboard operator — these are a few of

the characters that you will meet on the stage

of Bowker Auditorium when the Operetta

Guild presents "Bells Are Ringing".

In addition to the variety in characters,

this musical provides an abundance of fine

music and dancing.

Directed by Professor Doric Alviani, "Bells

Are Ringing" promises to be a fine evening's

entertainment. Won't you join us? Tickets are

on sale at the Student Union ticket office.

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
ft. J. ftWMlfe Tt*M» CO.. WlUlM'ltJM. N. C

JVHKiXH R DOMtJlttC
9LBNP

C,YWT!IH ii h

NOW! WE CAN

SAVE YOU MONEY

ON FINE

EASY-TO-ERASE

TYPEWRITER

PAPER!
Now we have a fine quality, famous

brand easy to-erase paper at the

lowest price yet! Its Eagle-A

Type-Erase, the popular paper for

cleaner, faster typing and quick

erasability. At the touch of a pencil

eraser, typing errors "wipe" off the

surface of Type-Erase, leaving no

mark. Saves time . . . makes your work
neater. Comes in a budget-priced

pack of 100 sheets, 8V2" x 11", in

medium or heavy weight, plain or

3 hole punched. Free with every pack
— a Letter Placement Guide to help

you type neater letters and reports.

EAGLE-A TYPE-ERASE
... the paper that erases perfectly with a pencil eraser

Made by Mifrtcan Writing Paper Corporation, Holyoka, Mass..

manufacturer of Caflt-A Boitd Typewriter Papers

Buy your EAQLE-A TYPE-ERASE PAPER today tt

UNIVERSITY STORE

Young Americans Needed
To Represent U.S. Business

only 11 companies actually inter-

viewed at Thunderbird during

the 1958-1959 first semester

period and 38 reviewed data

sheets and resumes sent by mail.

Demand of U.S. business and

industry for young men qualified

for assignment in American

international operations is re-

flected by the placement record

of the class graduated at the

mid-year by the American Insti-

tute for Foreign Trade.

According to statistics released

by Mrs. Mabel J. Erickson,

Director of Placement of the

Institute, 81 percent of the

graduates were considered placed

by the end of last week.

Recapitulating placement acti-

vities at Thunderbird, the Phoe-

nix, Arizona, campus of the

American Institute for Foreign

Trade, Mrs. Erickson said that

a total of 26 companies had sent

representatives to conduct on-

campus interviews and that re-

presentatives of an additional

four companies had made ex-

ploratory visits to evaluate the

Institute as a sourer* of potontial

employees.

Further, 43 companies had re-

quested records be forwarded for

employment evaluation.

In contrast to these figures,

"This is sufficient evidence for

us," Mrs. Erickson continued,

"that there is a growing demand
for properly trained young

Americans to represent U.S.

business and industry abroad."

In its 14 years of existence,

the American Institute for

Foreign Trade has qualified more

than 2,000 young Americans for

effective performance abroad. Of

this number, 800 are presently

living and working in 72 dif-

ferent countries of the world and

the remainder are either under-

going domestic training prior to

overseas assignment or holding

key positions in export offices

with permanent base in the

United States.

• Training offered at the Institute

embraces the study of French,

Spanish, or Portuguese to ac-

quire conversational competency,

background study of the major

areas of the world, and the busi-

WMUA Schedule
Wednesday and Thursday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:05 Campus Caper

5:00 News and Weather

5:05 Campus Caper

5:30 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 B.B.C. (Wed.)

Public Service E.T.

(Thurs.)

C.B.C. (Thurs.)

Call Assn. (Wed.)

News Headlines

Musicale

News, Weather— Ski

Reports

Showcase
News and Weather

Jazz

Shoes Off Session

News, Weather—Sign Off

The Campus Beat
by JUDY DICKSTEIN

7:00

7:15

7:30

7:32

9:00

9:05

10:00

10:05

11:05

12:00

ness administration of foreign

trade.

"In short," says President

Carl A. Sauer, "our product is

the 'un-ugly American' and our

placement records prove that he

fulfills a very real demand."

"About all the United States

is getting to see of the dove of

peace is the bill."—Alex Dreier.

"Almost everyone knows the

difference between right and

wrong. But some just hate to

make decisions."—Joseph Salak.

This is Leap Year, a time

when- things are turned topsy

turvy. In observance, this column

is written today in reverse order.

Generally, there is first a story

or skit, followed by the an-

nouncements; today we begin

with the notices, and if I'm in

any shape to spout something

witty after this gargantuan list

of events, I shall do so.

This evening at 6:30, the C.A.

Vespers will be held at Skinner.

At 7 tonight, there will be the

IFC Pledge Chapel and a square

dance, both at the Union.

Also at 7, the UMass Amateur
Radio Assoc, will meet at

Gunness Lab. All you hams and

any others interested in joining

please attend.

At 7:30 this evening, it has

been calculated that the Math
Club will meet in the Union.

Also at 7:30, the Forestry

Club is scheduled to meet at

Skinner Auditorium.

Then, Comrades, at 8 p.m. in

the Hampden Room of the S.U.

the Russian Club will present

Mr, Orrin Frink lecturing on

Lucky Strike's Dr. Frood is asked

Why Are Today's Students More
Serious, Dedicated, Industrious?

Dear Dr. Frood: In your day, college

students were all rah-rah and raccoon

coats. Today's student is more respon-

sible, more dedicated, more industrious.

What accounts for this big change?

Studious

Dear Dr. Frood: Why doesn't every-

body smoke Lucky Strike?

Lucky Smoker

Dear Lucky: Why doesn't everybody get

straight "A's"?

co> <&> <&>

Dear Dr. Frood: Grandfather's will pro-

vided a rather handsome allowance on

the stipulation that I showed "the cour-

age and strength of character" to stay in

college. Frankly, however, I am tired of

college. I have been here 40 years. Is

there any way I can quit and still collect?

Senior

Dear Dr. Frood: Here are two portrait*

of Beethoven. One was done by an old

master. The other by a student. Which

is the masterpiece?

Dear Stu: Today's world is more com-

plex, more challenging. Ideologies clash.

Our planet grows smaller. The cold war

strikes fear into our hearts. There is a

shortage of raccoons.

*» <&> «»

Dear Dr. Frood: 1 am disgusted with

my classmates. All they think about is

women and parties. How can I get them

to talk about important things?

Serious

Dear Serious: Throw a large party.

Invite plenty of women. Then, around

midnight, say something important, like

"We're out of beer."

Dear Senior: Your question brings up a

considerable number of legal problems,

with interesting technical ramifications.

Having given the matter much thought, I

have this suggestion: enter Law School.

Dear Art: The one on the left is the

master's work. The stroke is deft, dean,

authoritative. Every detail is authentic

Beethoven, even the gesture of keeping

his composing hand warm.

</>> «» <4»

Dear Dr. Frood: Has college ever reallv

helped anyone in business?

Practical

Dear Practical: Of course. Think how

college has helped the people who make

pennants, footballs, fraternity pins.

«0» «?> *»

Dear Dr. Frood: Modern girls go to

college for four years. Then they get

married and don't even know how to

change diapers. What is this leading to?

Old'Fashioned

Dear Old- Fashioned: Self-sufficient

babies.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

L.S./M.FT.— Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

©4, r. c*.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Product of < //* dmttie™ Jo&u»o~€my*€*y — Jo&er* is our middle name

"The Russian Alphabet." For
the benefit of the masses, the

lecture will be delivered in

Knglish. And that's no "Russian
promise," either . . .

At 11 tomorrow morning,

there will be a meeting of the

Movie Committee in the Norfolk

Room of the Union.

Also tomorrow at 11, the of-

ficers of the Commuters' Club
dommune (try that for a tongue-

twister three times — fast!) in

the Franklin Room, S.U.

Tomorrow evening at 6:30, the

Bridge Club will hold its meet-
ing. So if you can break away
from your bridge game for a
while, they'll be glad to have you
attend.

Attention, all residents of
Hills House! You fellows have to,

elect a dorm senator if you
desire to be heard. So let's see

you all downstairs to vote tomor-
row evening, anytime between 8

and 11. Write-in votes will be

permissible. "Citizenship begins
at home," as one anomalous
writer once phrased it.

For those of you who can ar-

range transportation, there will

be a concert at Smith College

tomorrow night. The program is

in Greene Hall and begins at 8:15

p.m. John Browning will be the

pianist.

This week's movie is "Man in

the Grey Flannel Suit"; it will

be shown at 7 p.m. tomorrow
and 8 p.m. Friday.

nn\'T PORnfT' tk« fhmrjt-

ta Guild will present that smash
hit, "Bells Are Ringing" for

four big nights, tonight through
Saturday, at 8:15 in Bowker
Auditorium. Don't miss this one!

For those of you who are
particularly fond of the art of
Picasso, there will be a showing
of his prints at the Smith Art
Museum through March 23, 9-5
weekdays and 2:30 to 4:30 Sun-
days.

Congratulations and best
wishes to the boys at Delta Delta
Sigma on the new identification

pins they're sporting.

Now for those witty saws I

promised. Say wait a minute!
I'm running out of space! Say,
you make-up editors! Let me
have just a few more teensy
woensy lines. All I want to do
is tell the people that—O.K.,
bav^ it your way!

Massachusetts is the 9th larg-
est state in the Union with a
population of 4.888.000.

Massachusetts ranks fourty-
fifth in total area with 8,257 sq.

miles.

MEN - WOMEN
STILL TIME
TO ENTER

One Men's Group and On*
Women's Group will Win a

PORTABLE STEREO HI-FI SET

Marlboro Cigarette Contest

Campus Group collecting most emp-

ty packs of Marlboro, Alpine, Par-

liament, or Philip Morris. Contest

closes March II, 1960. Turn in all

entries (counted) to Univ. Store by

1:00 p.m. on March 1 1.

LOUIS'

FOODS

76 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST
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Redmen Trampled By Holy

Cross Runners; Ward Stars

As Frosh Vanquish Crusaders

Varsity

The University of Massachu-

setts track team lost last night

to an overpowering Holy Cross

team by a score of 87H-25V4 in

the Cage.

In the weight and field events

the Redmen won over the Crusa-

ders easily with the exception of

the Shot and the Pole Vault. But

it was in the running events that

they could not keep pace. The

two mile time was a very fast

9:41.6 won by Simons of Holy

Cross with Barker and Chupack

right behind him. The mile relay

was also taken by Holy Cross

in 3:31.1, which beat out the

•University team who are not

slow themselves.

This is the last meet of the

season for indoor track for the

Redmen who finished with a rec-

ord of one win and four losses.

by JOE UIPCHITZ '62

Freshmen
The Freshmen track team of

the University easily won over

the Holy Cross Freshmen last

night at the Cage to close out

their indoor season with a rec-

ord of three wins and one loss.

The highlight of the Freshmen

squad was Dick Ward who set a

new Cage record for the Fresh-

man high jump with a height of

six feet, one and three-quarters

of an inch, which is just one

quarter of an inch short of the

Varsity Cage record. Dick also

took a first in the thirty-five

pound weight with a throw of 45

feet, 11H inches.

The freshmen also swept the

low hurdles and won easily in

the dash, as well as in the pole

vault.

—Photo by Pat*

Last night at the Cage, Big Dick Ward who already holds the

Freshmen thirty-five pound hammer record, broke* the Frosh high

Jump record by leaping six feet one and three-quarters inches.

Intramurals

Sabbos Defeat

SAE, Win Title

The Sabbos under player-

coach Armand Sabourin copped

the school basketball champion-

ship with a 44-41 upset victory

over the Fraternity champs,

SAE. Fran Guliano paced the

Sabbos with 24 points, while Ed

Connelly, Ken Fallon, and John

McCormick scored a dozen each

for the losers.

SAE won the title in the Fra-

ternity League with a 51-50

comeback win over Kappa Sig in

three overtimes despite a 21

point performance by Phil

Athanas. The margin of victory

was a steal and full-court drive

by Fallon with five seconds re-

maining. Meanwhile Theta Chi

topped KS for second place after

first eliminating AGR.

The last two games are com-

ing up this weekend as pre-

liminaries to the Maine games.

On Friday night is the annual

"Nose Bowl" game between

AEPi and TEP. and on Saturday

the 1FC All-Stars face the

Freshmen. »

The final standings were:

Lcasur A
KS
TC
AF.P
PMD
LCA
TKE
ATu
PSD

IFC BOWLING
Kappa Sig. AEPi, and TEP

art- off to fast starts after the

first three weeks of the bowling

season.

1

«

4

4

3
2

2

Lear ii r B
SAfc
AGR
PSK
TEP
QTV
SPE
ASF

S
5

5

3

I
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Vaseline

BODIES IN MOTION 219- 220

Advanced Pursuit of Females

Professor Stalk

Time fc Motion Study. Study of time required

to set dates in motion, (1) with ordinary hair

tonics, (2) with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic. Con-

clusive proof that latter more effective on

men's hair and women's reactions. Special

emphasis on common use of water on hair.

Evaporation of same with dire consequences

noted. Proof that 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic does

not evaporate but replaces oil that water re-

moves. Laboratory specimen: H. Ragmop, be-

fore and after 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic. Before,

a walking hayloft. After, B.M.O.C This course

specially suited to Bachelors of Science, Bach-

elors of Art, and just plain bachelors.

Materials: one 4 ox. bottle 'Vaseline'Hair Tonic {full)

one little black book {empty)

HAIR
TONIC

Vaseline

HAIR
TON IC

i.m rnubt inc
• o » »

Vaseline
HAIR TONIC
fIMM9 ll I ftfMVIVM vtWffft

Swimmers Swamp
Rutkowski, Knight

_. —. *. * *-* *-wn v*. *-». m. t *4> di

Tuft

Shine
by BEN GORDON *62

A rather discouraging season free style,

came to a happy end as the U-

Mass swimmers swamped the

men from Tufts 63*22 Tuesday-

afternoon.

Every event but the diving

was won by the Rogersmen, and

Charlie Leverone took a second

in the latter with 124.7 points.

Matt Rutkowski and Captain

Ben Knight, the two standouts

for the swimmers, both copped

first places in their events, (the

220 and 440 yd. free styles for

Matt and the 50 and 100 yd.

free style for Ben).

Dave Osterhaut again showed

great form as he placed second

behind Rutkowski in the free

styles.

Dave Desjardins. Dave Gold-

stein and Amos Dixon took top

honors in the 200 yd. breast-

stroke, 200 yd. back stroke, and

100 yd. butterfly respectively.

Desjardins established his high-

est time of the season, finishing

in 2:51.8.

Andy Grace took a second be-

hind Ben Knight in the 50 yd.

free style, and Bill O'Neil and

Steve Peters, both of whom have

not seen too much action this

season, placed third in the 200

yd. breast stroke and 100 yd.

Goldstein, Desjardins, Dixon

and Peters teamed up to bring

home the 400 yd. medley relay

for the second time this year,

and Peters, Grace, Osterhout and

Dixon followed suit by ending

the meet with a win in the 400

yd. free style relay.

This victory, combined with

the recent win against the

mighty Holy Cross Crusaders,

and an earlier win over Wor-

cester Poly. Tech., enabled the

Redmen to finish their season

with a 3-6 record.

The Mermen have been handi-

capped throughout the season by

a lack of players, and, there-

fore, there is more to the story

than the record shows.

Don't forget the Swimming
Championships to be held Satur-

day, March 5, at 2:00 p.m. in the

Women's Phys. Ed. pool.

Redmen Lose
Our once highly praised bas-

ketball team lost another game
by an upset score of 82-74 to

last place Vermont, Monday
night.

If this is a slump which all

teams fall into sooner or later,

let's save some face by pulling

out of it and giving Maine a run

for its money this weekend.

League A League B
KS 22 2 TEP 12 4

AEP 18 6 QTV 10 6

TC 16 a AGR 14 10

PMD 14 10 SPE 14 10

PSD 10 14 SAE « 10

TKE 10 14 AMP 8 18

ATG 4 20 PSK 6 1H

LCA m

Puckmen Win
Over Williams

by BILL LENNON '61

The UMass puckmen won their

third game in a week Monday

night when they closed then-

season with a 3-2 win other Wil-

liams on Orr Rink.

The Redmen had to come from

behind twice to upset the highly

regarded Ephmen.
After Bill Ryan, the team's

leading scorer, knotted the counl

at 1-1, the Redmen were held

scoreless until the final period.

Then, following another Wil-

liams goal, Jim Rosenberg and

Jim Fllingwnod both tallied to

wrap up the victory for the local

club.

The win gave UMass a 5-12

I'eCoru for the season.

HOCKEY
The UMass hockey team

has qualified for the Little

Three hockey title, although

the University is not in com-

petition for it. So said Coach

Steve Kosakowski, jokingly,

as he mentioned that UMass
has defeated Amherst, Wes-

leyan and Williams, the little

three teams.

WILLIAMS (2)

g, Lnpey
rd. Marlow

* j nr i. : . — —
|Q , V. It I lilrj

. e, Hawkins
r*-, Comstock

TO OBT A LBTTBft

The aunnnarr:
t MASS (3)
Roland, ft

Stnffon. rd
Keiiey, Id

Tsylor, c

Ryan, rw
Rosenberg, lw ,., Iw. Rpineman
UMaB spares: Glew. Dyer. Ellin*wood.

Donovan. Bos«ett, Alger, Forbush. O-
snrio.

Williams spares: Readie. Fisher. Lowe
Ward. Stout, Kratovll, Only, Sage,

limwn. Roe.
First Period

1 Williams, Reineman (Hawkinsi
2— TTMns<*. Ryan (Rosenberg)

Second Period
8—Williams. Comstock (Hawkins)

Third Period

4—UMass, Rosenberg (Ellingwoodt 4 :2*

S— UMass, Ellingwood (Dyer) 6:51

4:55
1«:2T

1 1 :f.7

r

intramural Wrestling

Entry Blanks are available

for Intramural wrestling in

room 10A in the Cage and

must be submitted by Friday

March 11.

Trophies will be awarded to

the winners of each weight

class.

WRITS A LlTTiR
Salaam

PINK LETTER PAPER
The greatest bargain in the world

is a postage stamp! It bridges

time and distance, keeps friends

and family close. So, "visit by

mail" to fill your maibox!

Come here for the Eaton papers

that will do you proud.

From $1.00

A. J. Hastings,
IMCOtPOIATlO

NEWSDEALER A STATIONER
Amherst, Men.

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Opon Ivory Night until 1 1:00

On the Corner Next to

Hills House

VOL. LXXXIX NO. 53 5<< PER COPY

Review of

"BELLS ARE

RINGING"

See page 2
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Provost May Head
UMass Temporarily
Before the end of the week

Provost Shannon McCune may be

appointed temporary successor to

President Mather, who has an-

nounced his acceptance of a $25,-

000 position effective March 31.

The executive board of the Board

of Trustees of the University

will hold a special meeting in the

Boston area before the week is

out to appoint an acting succes-

sor to President Mather.

Usual procedure in the past

has been to appoint the provost

as temporary president until a

permanent successor is found.

President Mather, it should be

noted, came to the University in

1953 as provost, and only a year

later was named to the presi-

dency. Thus, if the executive

board acts according to the usual

procedure, Mr. McCune will as-

sume temporary responsibility of

President of the University.

President Mather's sudden
move makes an immediate deci-

sion by the board necessary to

the functioning of the Univer-

sity. A successor has not pre-

viously been named, primarily be-

cause of the uncertain status of
the bill pending before the state
legislature considering an in-

crease in the president's salary
to $25,000.

Senate Holds Open Hearing
To Consider Sheerin Motion

SHANNON McCUNE

Contino Announces Three
Majorettes For Next Fall
Mr. Joseph Contino has recent-

ly announced that the majorettes
for the 1960 football season will

be Sandra Ritchie, Sandra Glass
and Susan O'Neill. These young
ladies will he performing with

the Redmen Marching Band next

fall.

Sandra Ritchie, a member of

the class of 1961, will be starting

her third season with the band
next year. A home economics
major, Sandra is a member of
Chi Omega sorority. Her home-
town is Andover, where she was
a majorette with the high school

band for &;.\ j.-urs.

Sandra Glass, a member of the
class of 1962. is returning for her
second season with the Redmen
Marching Band. Miss Glass is

also a member of Chi Omega
sorority; her major here at the

University is mathematics. In her

home town of Beverly, Sandra

was soloist with the band during

her years at high school.

Susan O'Neill, a newcomer to

the band this year, is a member
of the class of 1963 from Brook-

line, Mass. Sue is a pre-med stu-

by ANNE RESEJGH '61

At the Senate meet ng Wednes-
day evening, it wat announced
that an open hearing wilj be held

in the Student Senat - Chambers
on Monday, March 7, at 3:30 p.m.

in order to discuss the proposed

motion of a studer'- sponsored

faculty chair. The motion, which

by AUDREY RAYNER 61

was brought up by Ted 3he<

'60, provides fur a fee of >! 50

to be collected from a!! UMass
undergraduate students per

semester for the purpose of "at-

tracting outstanding persons to

the faculty of the University . . .

who will occupy positions of spe-

Home Economics Majors To
Tour Food Industry In N.Y.

by RACHEL CAVANAUGH '61

Opportunities for home econo-

mists in business and the food

industry will be explored by

twelve UMass home economics

majors in New York City, March
9, 10, and 11.

The group will visit a •••arioty

of organizations in which they

will see and visit with home
economists on the job. There will

be opportunities to witness test

kitchen procedures, ta.^e test-

ing panels, photography studios,

magazine food editing, adven-

ing agencies, copy-wri ers and
equipment testing laboratories,

of in

iw*.»*n*lo*r*«y

dent and has recently pledged
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority.

While in high vhnn^ Sue was
the captain of a competition
grou' • •• /»f t\v uitr

v.-iiumpiOh-Massachusetts State

ship in dance twirling. She has

also giVi'»n hitT! lessor! 5* fcr **.vo

years and won medals in com-

petitive strutting contests.

A recent survey

demand towards ih. hiring oi

young', well qualified college

graduates with a B.S, degree in

Home Economics. These girls are

being hired for responsible posi-

tions such as food testing and

research, preparation of food for

camera, radio and T. V. work and
home service representatives and
publicists.

Members of the group going to

New York include Shirley Mat-

At the State House

Constitutional Convention,
Autonomy Bill Chief Issues
Warnings that the calling of

a constitutional convention would
be "a dangerous experiment" and
tend to take government from
the people were among the long

list of arguments advanced be-

fore the joint legislative com-
mittee on constitutional law by
opponents of bills, including a
recommendation o f Governor
Furcolo, to ascertain whether the
people want to set in motion the

(Continued <rn page k)

SANDRA GLASS, left, and SANDRA RITCHIE, right, help SU
SAN O'NEILL don her war bonnet. These three girls will he the
majorette* for the Redmen Marching Band neat year.

Editor's Note: The following is

a portion of the text of crn en-

dorsement of the " I'Mass Au-
tonomy Bill" by Speaker of the

House John F. Thompson.
As a firm believer in the

continued growth and develop-

ment of our higher public educa-

tional institutions, I wish to an-

nounce my wholehearted and en-

thusiastic support of House Bill

2335, a petition to provide for

greater financial autonomy and
budgetary flexibility at the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts.

During the course of my
legislative career, I have wit-

nessed the tremendous expansion
of physical facilities at Amherst.
As a direct result of the continu-

ing support which we in the
General Court have given to our
state university, an ever-increas-

ing number of worthy students
have been able to further their

education beyond the high school
level.

In my judgment, the fiscal au-

tonomy bill is the next logical

step in the evolution of a more
effective working relationship

between the state university and
the state government. If the uni-
versity is to continue to flourish,

(Continued on page 3)

thews 'K2, Carol Byrne '61, Helen

Burns '61, Elizabeth Forbes '60,

Deborah Kinne 'fil, Rachel Ca
vanaugh '61, Ruby Harrison r

62,

Eleanor Bartlett '62, Bonny Waye
'62, Carol Scobie '62, Karen Os-

terberg '62 and Shirley Atherton
•62.

Two visiting professors from
Hokkaido University, Japan,

Miss Sachiko Yamashita, arm

Mrs. Setsuko Santo, and Miss
Dorothy Davis of the Skinner

Foodr, Staff the

group.

rial studies and shall be outside

the regular departments," Al-

though the motion has been made
in its entirety, there is wide
ground for suggestion and im
provement. Sheerin commented
that he hoped there would he

many students present at the

hearing to offer suggestions and
voice opinions on the mot inn.

President Boh Zelis reported
that he had received a notice

from the Board of Trustees
which stated that the ROTC prob-
lem had been referred to the

Committee on Faculty and Pro-
gram nf Study. This means thai
the question will probably be
brought up at th«' next meeting
and results will be known soon
after.

The motion was carried to re-

vise a by-law of th.^ Co on
concerning appointments
Men's Judiciary. According to

the amendment, in the case of a

female Senate president. tHp
>!* executive

(Cim tinned on pa

Gwozdz Is To Represent
IFYE On Uruguay Tour

by GINGER

ELAINE GWOZDZ

Elaine Gwozdz, '60, has been
selected by the International

Farm Youth Exchange Program
to spend six months in Uruguay
next year. Each year the I.F.Y.F.

sends approximately 100 persons
under 30 years of age to Europe.
While there, they live with dif-

ferent families and travel

throughout the country, gaining

VNDRWSOV '62

first-hand knowledge of the

customs, and traditions.

The International Farm Youth
Exchange Program was founded

shortly after World War II, Its

primary aim is to promote peaee
and Und "ding through the

youth of the world. The persons
selected to participate in this

program are college students and
other young people living <™

farms with a background in 4-H
work.

Elaine will leave for Uruguay
on August 25 and will return to

the United States in March 1961

While she is in Uruguay, she will

live with a different family each
month. It will be necessary for
her to learn to speak Spa'

before leaving the U.S., as it is

the national language of Uru-
guay.

In addition to having her name
appear consistently on the Dean's
List, Elaine has been active in a

number of activities. These in-

clude: the 4-H Club; the New-
man Club; the Home Economics
Club; the Executive Board; and
the Ro iter Doisters.

G.E/s Crockett Speaks On
'Esthetics In Engineering'

by JACK GIURLEO *6l
Mr. Ralph E. Crockett, of the determined that much

General Electric Co , speaking at
a joint meeting of the A1EE-IRE,
brought out esthetic values as an
illumination engineering prob-
lem.

With the aid of color slides,

Mr, Crockett demonstrated the
remarkable effects which have
been achieved by multi-colored
lighting. "These effects don't
just happen," said Mr. Crockett,
"Illumination Engineers plan
them." He proposed that il-

lumination engineering is an art,
and a means of expression,
A recent research program has

higher
light intensities than are present-
ly used in factories, homes,
schools, and offices is desirable.
"Therefore," said Mr. Cmckett,
"we can expect much higher
light intensities as better and
more economical sources become
available from the laboratories."

"Illumination Engineering."
said Mr. Crockett, "is an ex-
panding, challenging, and reward-
ing field which should be given
consideration as a career objec-

tive by future Electrical Engi
neers."
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An Exchange Student

Looks At UMass
The observation of the exchange student

from Radcliffe that the University is not

Conducive to academics is interesting if not

novel. (Collegian, Feb. 29) For a long time,

some students and faculty members have

realized that the atmosphere at the univer-

sity is nothing more than that of a glorified

high school. To find evidence, one only has

to go to the main center of campus activity,

the Hatch, which is nothing more than a

high school hangout.

The atmosphere is probably inherent in

any public education, which caters to the

mass instead of the selected few. Any type

of mass education will accept many imma-

ture as well as mature students. Unfortu-

nately, the immature stereotype the school

because they are so conspicuous in the

Hatch, at the Thursday night movies, and

in the Student Union. Most of the mature

students probably study in their rooms or

in the library most of the time.

No one person or group can be blamed

for this high school attitude through its reg-

ulations.

Coed groups that want to hear a speaker

must belong to RSO, prepare a constitution,

and submit a budget. Mixed groups have

been so restricted from meeting informally

without a housemother that they have to

meet in the Union and in the Hatch. The

rules for the women are so petty that Queen

Victoria would have been shocked. By pro-

hibiting drinking, the Administration did not

purify the morals nor raise the marks but

merely made the University a "suitcase

campus."
We realize that many students are

treated as they should properly be. But if

the Administration continues to regard all

students as "teenagers," then the immature

students will i-emain immature while the ma-

ture will be brought down to the level of the

immature. The officials should adopt policies

that will attempt to raise the level of matur-

ity, for example, students with a cumula-

tive average above 2.5 should be allowed

unlimited cuts; and women with a 2.5 or

better average should be allowed later cur-

few hours.
T.M.

Change Your Tactics

A number of campus interest groups,

particularly the sciences, have become highly

incensed at the Collegian recently because

the paper has failed to give what they con-

sider proper coverage.

They have a perfect right to express

their dissatisfaction, but their method of ex-

pression is somewhat confusing. It would

seem only natural that, if persons or groups

of persons want to register a complaint, they

would talk to the head of the organization.

But these groups have tried a different

way. They want the Student Senate to "pun-

ish'' the Collegian with a budget cut. This

would mean that the Collegian would have

to print fewer papers, which would ultimate-

ly mean that these same groups will succeed

in making it more difficult for their articles

to appear in print.

L.R.
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ThePresident'sNewJob
by BILL KNOWLTON '61

The announcement by President J. Paul Mather that he has ac-

cepted the position of president and executive director to the Ameri-

can College Testing Service, should serve to focus the attention of

the New England states on one of the most significant steps to be

made in the field of educational testing since the founding of the

College Board Association of Princeton, N.J.

The American College Testing Service, often referred to as ACT,

is in many respects quite similar to the Princeton group, but its his-

tory is quite different. The State of Iowa, like many other midwestern

states, had in past years realized that the increasing number of ap-

plicants to the state colleges would necessitate the establishment of a

means of evaluating and selecting prospective students. The first at-

tempt to provide a solution to this problem was made when the state

established the Iowa College Scholarship and Placement Testing Pro-

gram. This plan has been used by all junior and senior colleges in

Iowa for the past two years. Two basic problems still existed how-

ever; out of state applicants were not being judged on an equal stand-

ard with the Iowa students, and the growth of the program was put-

ting it beyond the capabilities of a single state and university. Thus a

number of stales grouped together to set up a coordinated testing

program which they called the American College Testing Service.

The success of this operation in the West has led to the decision to

run it on a national scale starting in 1960-61.

The purposes of ACT are to supply ability measures for use in

admissions decisions; to provide test scores for use in granting scho-

larships, loans, and other awards; and to provide information for

pre-e.ollege counselling, and for on-campus educational guidance. The

expenses of the organization will be met by income received from a

throe dollar fee paid by each examinee. The services rendered each

applicant and the participating institutions are extensive. As well as

providing each institution with the names, addresses, and test scores

of the students who indicate a desire to attend that institution, ACT
will also provide a progress evaluation report for the student and the

college, at the end of each Freshman year, evaluating the scores of

lh.- student's grade point average in the general areas of English, the

social studies, mathematics, and the natural sciences, and correlating

this with the ACT scores. Thus ACT provides a comprehensive valida-

tion service on the tests of each annual freshman class. ACT also

provides from this information a probability of success table for each

institution. The high schools benefit in that they will receive a similar

report in relation to the scores and achievements of their students,

and a report of the first year grade point averages of their graduates.

Scoring and data processing will be done by the non-profit Meas-

urement Research Center at Iowa University, and for the first year

test publications and administration services by Science Research

Associates, Inc. of Chicago, 111.
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'Bells Are Ringing
9

Rated As Best Yet
by LARRY .RAYNER '61, Editor-in-Chief

Jack Knight and Ann Shutty combined superb

acting and beautiful singing to lead the Operetta

Guild to the best performance seen on this campus

in three years.

Knight, who fits the role of playboy writer Jef-

frey Moss perfectly, not only drew hearty laughter

with his suave humor but impressed with a clear,

natural voice singing "Independent," "Hello, Hello

There," and "Just in Time." Jack's humor was at

its best when he was awakened by a strange wom-

an (Ann Shutty) crawling by his bed.

Ann Shutty topped her performance as Meg in

"Damn Yankees" in her role as a matchmaker work-

ing for a telephone answering service. Her wide

acting experience impressed once again while her

beautiful voice was 'oluminous enough to enthrall

a widely varied audience. Bringing the serious mind-

ed Inspector Barnes (capably played by Steve Allen)

to tears with "Is it a Crime," Miss Shutty teamed

with Jack and the chorus singing "Hello, Hello

There" in the best scene of the opening night, The

Subway.
Judy St. Jean somewhat over sophisticated her

role as the owner of Susanswerphone while Alan

Beardsell failed to enunciate clearly in Act I. Both

showed their capabilities when they combined to do

a magnificent job singing "Salzberg" in Act II.

Eugene Lambert, as Inspector Barnes' sidekick

Francis, drew many laughs with his "lispthing" and

scampering around the stage leaning over back-

wards.

The beautifully costumed Dancers gave a great

all-round performance, particularly in the Subway

scene while the Chorus showed a remarkable ability

to blend voices.

Even the usual first night "rough spots" were

kept at a minimum, which shows the long hours of

constant rehearsing put into the production. A lit-

tle more polishing is certain to bring Act II up to

the par set by Act I.

Never before has a campus production used

sound effects and props so effectively. The scenery

equalled and the costuming surpassed Campus
Varieties Flowers (trow Wild. The stage crew used

a revolving stage to full advantage to cut the length

of the play to two hours and 45 minutes.

LETTERS
Editor's Note: Due to a printer's error, this Utter

appeared in Wednesday's paper in a somewhat

garbled form. It has been decided to run the letter

again as it should have been run to make the

writer's meaning clear.

To the Editor:

Mr. Merino's comments on several phases of our

foreign policy in Friday's Collegian cannot be per-

mitted to pass unchallenged. I was particularly dis-

turbed by the foggy-headed remarks on Spain. As

for the rest of his article, I'll leave it to some other

interested party to take up.

Little do I care to debate the question of whether

or not a totalitarian regime exists in Spain. Be-

cause no such question arises in even the poorest

minds.

One fact is very certain, however. Franco's dic-

tatorship has not. succeeded in improving the living

standards of the workers and peasants, considered

among the lowest in Europe. Many political prison-

ers still remain in his jails. Franco, a Spanish gen-

eral at thirty two is as brilliant as he is cruel. His

action against the Riffs in Morocco and later on,

against his own people attests to this fact. The
worst crimes against humanity have been com-

mitted and officially sanctioned by this brute. The
list is indeed far too long and gruesome. The flame

of democracy in Spain has been all but extinguished.

The leading Spanish liberal in exile, Senor Madaria-

ga, is old and tired. Democracy in Spain is a lost

cause, at least in our time.

But what has been the United States' attitude

toward Spain? Our government has handed the

Franco regime hundreds of millions in taxpayers'

dollars in support of his ruthless gang of bandits,

who arc indeed a worse menace to the interests of

our country than international communism will ever

be. Ironically, it is for this reason that we have
given, are giving, and will be giving our millions to

suppress the threat of communism in Spain. And
also, for our own security and self-interest, we are

giving air bases from which to deliver devastating

attacks against the communist enemy inside the

Iron Curtain.

Disregarding this however, Spain is a particular-

ly hopeless case, I'm afraid. Bigotry has twisted

itself around the country and petrified the social and
economic system. Poverty is appalling, and little is

done to alleviate this. Franco recently completed a

grandiose monument, to the Fascists who died in the

Civil War (1936), at a phenomenal cost. He will

he buried there in a few years or so, like a pharaoh
of ancient Egypt. David R. Halevy '62
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The Poll Bearer
by MEL YOKEN '60

Question: Who do you think will be the next President of the United
Stater and why do you choose this man?

Judith Madden '61 Winchester. "NIXON. I feel that Kennedy, if

the democratic choice, will give Nixon the ttiffect competition. But
due to the religious affiliation of Kennedy, Nixon has the edge, be-
cause Catholicism is still a disputed subject, especially in the Mid-
west. Nixon has experience and seems a wise choice because of the
much needed experience he has encountered in foreign diplomacy."

Richard Newmark '61 Milford. "KENNEDY. This man's excel-

lence in politics is clearly evident from day to day. This alone will

not secure him the presidency. His name, his social standing and
his appeal to the women of the nation will in the end he the deter-

mining factors."

Carol Doliber '62 Cambridge. "NIXON. He takes a strong stand
on U.S.-Russian cold war problems. I think that many Americans
want a strict policy concerning the Russians. His recent Russian tour
showed that he can diplomatically handle foreign affairs. A dynamic
individual, he is firm on civil rights although this area could bring
him trouble with Southern votes. His period as executive head of the
Government when Eisenhower was ill shows that he is capable of do-
ing a good job in the presidency. Nixon doesn't seem to have much
opposition in getting the Republican nomination ticket. Rockefeller's
tax program in New York cooked his goose."

Robert Pat! '60 West Brookfield. "KENNEDY. In the recent past
Eisenhower has done much to relax international tensions. I doubt
if Nixon will be as willing to continue this policy. Kennedy has had
much to do with foreign relations. I think this will be a major issue

in the coming election. Nixon has not proven to be much of a diplo-

mat. I think if people realize the difference between Eisenhower and
Nixon they will vote for Kennedy."

Stephen Sackmary '60 Dorchester. "NIXON. He has had experi-
ence in an office where he had to work closely with the President as
well as with the upper levels of Government. In addition, his appeal
among nations overseas has been proven in the past".

(Continued cm page h)

Nomination Papers

.To Be Available

On Men's Judiciary
Candidates for Men's Judiciary

may pick up nomination papers

next Monday at the Dean of

Men's office, it was announced

today by Chairman of the Men's

Affairs Committee John Finne-

gan '61.

Finnegan stated that they

must be returned to the Dean's

office not later than 4 p.m. Fri-

day, March 18 with 25 valid

signatures.

There are two openings in the

class of 1962 and one in the class

of 1963. The proceedings for the

sophomores will take place Sat-

urday, March 19, and for the

freshmen, March 20.

At The State House . .

.

(Continued from page 1

)

we must invest its key adminis-

trative personnel with a greater

degree of control over, and res-

ponsibility for, its own over-all

budget. Under the provisions of

House Bill 2335, ultimate control

over the total amount of the

budget would still remain in the

hands of the General Court.

Administration at the University

(Continued mi page 4)

Contract Bridge
by BRANDY PEARLM \N

The University of Massachu-
setts section of the Intercolle-

giate Bridge Tournament was
held on Sunday, February 28,

1960 at 2 p.m., under the direc-

tion of Professor Harold Smart.

The national results will be re-

leased about the first of April,

hut among themselves, the

students placed as follows:

N-S 1-st Richard Thompson and
Lawrence Crabtree

N-S 2-nd William Hailer and

Elliot Heyman
N-S 3-rd Margaret Matte and

Donald Dubois

—Notices

—

The Student Union Dance Com-
mittee is sponsoring a Come-As-
You-Are Dance in the Common-
wealth Room tonight after the

UMass-Maine basketb;i 1 1 name.

There will he dancing to the

music of Rod MacLeod4
* Band

until 12 p.m. Refreshments will

be served from 10:30 p.m. on
Admission is free.

Primary elections for Women's
Judiciary will be held in the Stu-

dent Union lohby from 9:00 to

5:00 Monday, March 7. No Sen-

iors may vote.

RCA
offer* careers In

ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING

ANNOUNCING A NEW TRAINING PROGRAM
FOR PERMANENT POSITIONS IN

Sales Systems & Methods Product Planning

i

FOR ORADUATE8 AND CANDIDATI

Mathematics Industrial Management Physics

Business Administration Accounting Marketing I

8 FOR DEGREES IN

I Liberal Arts Social Sciences

Statistics Finance Economics

Campus Interview: MONDAY, MARCH 7

Electronic Data Processing, or EDP, is the most

rapidly expanding aid to automation of clerical

work in business, industry and government

today. RCA's advanced systems have won wide

acceptance. Paperwork which ordinarily would

take days or even weeks of effort can be accom-

plished within hours.

Unlimited opportunities exist for EDP Sales

Representatives, for Systems & Methods Ana-

lysts to evolve workable new systems, for Product

Planning Specialists to devise new performance

Concepts in both modified and new systems.

These ire the challenges—and RCA. pre-eminent

in electronics, offers permanent positions, through

a comprehensive KDP Training Program.

Rijjhl now. see your Placement Officer. Arrange a

specific time for your interview. And get your

copies of the brochures that fill you in on RCA
and the RCA EDP picture. If you're tied up wh««n

RCA's Representative is here, send a resume to:

Mr. William Docharty

College Relations

Radio Corporation of America

Camden 2, Now Jersey

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA

E-W 1-st Edward Glmw and

Alhert Tobias

E-W 2-nd James Fitzgerald and
Edward McCarthy

E-W 3rd Grant Gridley and
Frank Kieley

The results of the duplicate

ijamc Thursday, February 25

were

:

N-S 1-st Los (layman
Frank Kiely

N-S 2-nd Margaret Matte
Pat O'Hearn

N-S 3rd Joanne McClung
Mary Reid

E-W 1st Al Page and Elliot

Harwood
E-W 2nd Mr. and Mrs. Glennon
E-W 3rd William Hailer and

Elliot Heyman
There will be a duplicate game

Thursday night March 3, in the

Worcester Room.

and

and

and

WMUA Schedule
Friday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather
Campus Caper
News and Weather
Campus ('aper

Dinner Date

News and Sports

Public Service E.T.

Old Tunes
Crazy Rhythms
Ski Reports

Crazy Rhythms
News, Weather—Sign Off

Saturday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather
Campus Caper
News and Weather
Campus Caper
Dinner Date
News and Sports

Public Service E.T.

Campus Jukebox

4:05

5:00

5:05

5:30

0:45

7:00

R:00

9:00

10:30

1:00

4:05

5:00

5:05

5:30

6:30

6:45

7:00

8-05 Basketball vs. U of Maine
10:05 Dancing in tht- Dark
12:30 News, Weather—Sign Off
Sunday
4 00 .Sign On—News, Weather
4:05 Sounds of the People

5:00 News and Weather
5:05 Dinner Date
6:00 Latin Music
6:30 News and Sports
6:45 Showcase Preview
<•<•<( Pubhc Service E.T.

7:15 Washington Reports
7:30 News Headlines

7:32 Musicale
9:00 News and Weather
9:0*. Showcase

10:00 News and Weather
10:05 Jazz
11:00 New* and Weather
I 1

:0.*> Shoes Off Session

12:00 News, Weather—Sign Off

•'•r-M~K4Q;*:>..:

iPllllg

MORE SUN

8 1 ife*

MORE SNOW

SKI CAPITAL
OF THE EAST

For folders, information or

reservations, write lodge of

your choice or Box 206 I>

Stowe Area Association,

Inc., Stowe, Vermont.
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The Campus Beat
by JERRY GAL

Okay folks, all takin' the

campus tour fall in over here.

Shuddup in ranks! Roll call! Mr.

People* t Mrs. Bulls? Mr.

Cowes? I guess you're all here.

Right face! Forward march!

Guide around that puddle.

Mr. S.: Is this the Campus

Pond?
No buddy, the CampuB Pond

is much smaller than this.

Mrs. B.: Young man where'e

the bus?
There ain't none, lady. The

last two were lost in the mud in

that parking lot across from

Clark Hall. Keep in step there

and Shuddup. That's Guessman

Lab off to the left. It's full of

people who don't know nothin'

and teach classes to prove it.

Mrs. B.: Young man don't be

so rude. My sister Kay has

Chemistry.

Good for her! Look, I've got

ulcers but you don't hear me
crabbin' do you? Off to your

left are the girls dorms, some-

times called Animal Houses be-

cause so many beasts are locked

up in there.

Mr. P.: My feet are wet. I

hate this place. When does the

next bus leave for Bahston ?

At 9:15, champ, be under it.

Off to our right is Clark Hall,

home of the Plant People, where

they prove plants is mostly

green and mostly nothin* else.

LAGHER '62

Mr. C: I'd like to see those

new dorms. (He points off in the

direction of Wheeler Dorm)

Okay, you asked for it. Uh,

you go ahead while I rinse out

my socks.

(They walk for 20 or 30 feet

and slowly sink out of sight)

Damnif, I forgot to tell 'em to

look for a bus out there.

Communion Services will be

held every Friday morning from

March 11 to April 8, sponsored

by the C.A. The various tradi-

tions of the Protestant Church

will be represented.

There will be a movie tonight

in the S.U. starting at 7:00 p.m.

It's "The Man In The Gray

Flannel Suit". 25*

The Amherst College Mas-

quers will present "The Oresteia"

by Aeschylus in Kirby Memorial

Theater at 8:15 p.m. on Friday,

the 4th of March and at 2:30 and

8:15 on Sat. Also several other

dates.

There will be a Victory Dance

at 8:00 p.m. tomorrow in the

S.U. at no charge.

A Skunk Hunt will be held

Sunday night in back of Wheeler

Dorm. Flashlights will be pro-

vided plus spare shotgun shells.

Pith helmets and canteens are

optional. For further informa-

tion contact E. Mander, OIC or

W. Flynn, SOP.

ENDS
WED

YOUR SHOWPLACE-

Amherst Cinema now
A New Emotional Peak in Motion Picture Making . . .

Authored by TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

ELIZABETH KATHARINE MONTGOMERY
TAYLOR HEPBURN CUFT

in the electrifying production

"Suddenly Last Summer"
* Nominated for 4 ACADEMY AWARDS

Weekday* 6:50. 9:00 Saturday, 4:50, 7, 9:20 Sunday, 2:20, 4:40, 6:50, 9:10

NOT A SIGN OF A SLIP-UP!

Typing erron disappear Uke magic when von use Eaton I

Corrasable Bond. Never trace «»l the word that was

erased; erron can be flicked offConfieble'a ipectal surfaoB

with an ordinary pencil eraser. Saves re-typing, lime and

money. And the sparkling new whiteness gives all t\ping

a new brilliance. Yon can't make a mistake getting

Katons f.nnasalile. (Hhymes with erasable.)

Eaton > ConHsoble Bond 11

availahlc in lipht. mnluini. hcav\

and onion shin mights. In

convenient lOO^keet packeti
and 500 jfteri rram boxes. A

Berksiiirc T\iwuntcr Paper;
backed hv the famous

Eaton name.

Made only by Eaton

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Typewriter Paper

EATON PAPER CORPORATION ; 17 I
•• PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

Constitutional . .

(Continued from page 1)

machinery to amend the Mas-

sachusetts constitution.

"Government s h o u I d n't be

taken from the people," Warned

Rep. Farrell. "Massachusetts has

something that other states

would do well to adopt. Leave it

alone." Then referring to people

who are always anxious to

change things, Rep. Farrell add-

ed: "Some people would amend
the Bible if they could do it."

Farrell also took issue with

political scientists describing

them as "book men who don't

have to answer to the people."

"We in the Legislature are closer

to the people than any other rep-

resentatives in government," the

Worcester lawmaker continued.

"We should hold fast to what we
have got. And we should beware

of those people who want to come
in thru the back way in the guise

of economy."

y Leo D. Bouthiller, a legisla-

tive counsel for the Massachu-

setts Federation of Taxpayers

Associations, Inc. opposed the

measures as leading to "com-

plete chaos." Their passage, he

maintained, "would lead to the

greatest free-for-all scramble

for delegates by pressure groups

interested in particular amend-
ments." He reminded the commit-

tee that at the hearing "there

has been no great outpouring of

citizens demanding a conven-

tion."

UMass Volunteers Take
Belchertown Kids To Circus

With The Sororities

At The State House . .

.

(Continued from page S)

would be empowered, if neces-

sary, to transfer funds from one

account to another in order to

meet, unforeseen contingencies

and to provide most intelligently

for effective operation.-;.

I pledge the full measure of

my support to secure its (H
2335) legislative enactment.

Five students of the Univer
sity, members of the Belchertown

Volunteers, assisted officials of

the Belchertown State School for

Mentally Retarded Children in

taking one hundred of the resi-

dents of the school to a circus in

Ludlow last Saturday morning.

This was only one of many
things which this group, spon-

sored by the Christian Associa-

tion has done at Belchertown this

year. Every week interested stu-

Open House

To Draw 6000
"Educating for Democracy" is

the theme of the UMass Open

House being planned for Satur-

day and Sunday, April 9 and 10.

An annual event, Open House

this year is expected to attract

between five and six thousand

visitors to the University cam-

pus. A joint student-faculty com-

mittee is working on plans for

the most extensive program yet

offered in the six year history

of the event.

All colleges, schools and divi-

sions of the University will pre-

sent departmental exhibits illus-

trating the various phases of the

University program of teaching

and research.

Demonstrations, classroom and

laboratory visits, discussions with

faculty members, inspection <»i

dormitory and recreational facili-

ties are also planned for e BtpUS

visitors. Many special events and

sports activities are also planned.

Luncheon and dinner will be

available in the University Din-

ing Commons, and receptions will

be held for guests at dormitories,

sororities, and fraternities

dents spend Saturday afternoon

working with the mentally re-

tarded. This consists of enter-

taining the children, dancing

with the girls, playing basketball

or pool with the boys, or plain

just talking with them.

Any students who are interest-

ed in participating in this serv-

ice project are invited to leave

their names in the Christian As-

sociation Office in the Student

Union. Those who have already

been on the orientation tour and

wish to take part on a specific

weekend are asked to sign up on

the list in the office.

The children at the school need

the love and understanding which

volunteers can give them. Here is

an opportunity for students to

loam and to help those less for-

tunate than they are.

Roll Bearers . .

.

(Continued from page S)

Carole Kadulski '60 Lynn. "KENNEDY. He has in the past had

much experience in the field of politics. His religious affiliation will

not hinder him. Many of the barriers that were evident in the last

election in which religion played a great role have fallen. Many
Americans have seen Nixon in action and feel he will be ineffective

as a president. Kennedy has had experience in foreign relations, which

now are more acute than ever."

Naiad's Show
Theme To Be
Movement

Trie spring Naiad production,

an annual campus event, is

scheduled to be held March 10,

11, and 12 at the Women's
Physical Educational Building.

Pool time is 8:00 p.m.

No admission is charged for

any of the performances, but

tickets will be made available

and must be presented at the

door. They m;iy be obtained at

the Student Union beginning
Monday, March 7. at 9:00 a.m.

Over 40 girls, all members of

Naiads, will participate in the

.>u'»rt, movement im me invinv

around which the production is

Iniilt. Soloist for this year's

presentation, Jennette Morin '60

will swim to the accompaniment
of "Enchanted Sea". Other music
includes "Gaits' P&riesieuae",
"Swan Lake", "Basin Street
Blues," and "Navaho Nocturne."
There will be nine numbers in

all.

The same show that will l».«

put on this next weekend will

be included in the activities of

Open House Weekend.

before every date
*S

after every shave
Splash on Old Spice After Shave Lotion. Keel your

face *\;ike up ind live! So food for your skin...

mi nod for rout ego, Hri^k as nn ocean breeze,

Old Spice manTT rou feel Uke new man. Confident,

Matured. Relaxed. You hnnu vou'ir it your best

ulii'ii you top off your shave wilh Old Spicel |QO

wee
AFTER SHAVE LOTION

by SHULTON
plyt tnn

by PAT O'CONNELL 61

The Pi Phi's enjoyed their

pledge formal which was held on

Saturday, February 27, 1960 at

the Hotel Roger Smith in Hol-

yoke. Lynn Foley was chosen Pi

Phi Deb and Kathy Creeden and

Debbie Reed made up her court.

Two Pi Phi's were elected as

officers to the Newman Club re-

cently. They are Sheila Day,

First Vice President, and Ada
Tieri, Corresponding Secretary.

Mimi Halper and Ellen Mur-

phy, Chi Omegas, are contestants

for the annual Animal Hus-

bandry can milking contest for

March 12. Joanne Aijala was
chosen as Chi O's candidate for

Greek Ball queen.

On Wednesday, February 24,

the Pi Phi's held an exchange

supper with AGR—everyone had
a good time, Chi Omegas enjoyed

punch and supper with Phi Sigma
Kappa on Wednesday, February
24 and an exchange supper with

SAE on Thursday. Sigma Kappa
thanks Alpha Sig and TKE for

their enjoyable exchange suppers.

Congratulations to Elaine Can-

trel, Pi Beta Phi, who was pinned

recently to Steve Dutton, a Phi

Kappa Sigma from off campus.
SDT exends welcome to Ro-

ehelle Simons, who became a

pledge on Tuesday evening.
Sigma Kappa welcomes their six

new initiates: Marilyn Clapper,

Pat Howorth, Judy Jarvela,

Joanne Howalski, Eleanor Asley,

and Carol Zangrilli. Kappa Kap-
pa Gamma welcomes our new
pledges: Elaine Bernardo, Elly

Bloomsac, Jean Bruen, Dorothy
Bubon, Lana Canavan, Nancy
Clarkson, Mary Pat Daley, Carol

Friar, Holly Ladd, Pat Malliaros,

Elizabeth Nermi, Sue O'Neill,

Sandy Russell, Barbara Sneider,

Casey Stengel, Josine Stevens,

and Sally Wilson.

Senate Holds . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

power will appoint members to

the court. The amendment was
made to avoid the confusion

caused by a woman's appointing

men in a case where she would be

relatively unconcerned.

The Sd&dtock SCRIBE'

is the Ball Point made
to write best on PAPER!

Here is a piece of paper.

Clip it out and try this

test: write on it with

an Sdf&ttitOoA and all

other ball point pens,

and by golly you'll see

what we mean.

!

S&UtStOcA SCRIBE $1.69

Bartlett Hall

Named After

UMass Trustee
UMass this week honored the

long-time chairman of its board

of trustees by naming one of its

newest buildings for him.

The modernistic two-wing

liberal arts building, just com-

pleted and scheduled to be opened

for full use in September, will

be called Bartlett Hall in honor

of Joseph Warren Bartlett, dis-

tinguished Boston attorney who
has been a member of the Uni-

versity's board of trustees since

1934 and chairman since 1945.

Commenting on the action, Dr.

Fred V. Cahill, Jr., dean of the

College of Arts and Sciences,

said today: "This is a splendid

move and a fitting tribute to a

long-time friend and supporter

of the University."

Mr. Bartlett, 83, has not been

able to take an active part in the

board's recent deliberations, but

will continue on as the group's

honorary chairman. New chair-

man of the board is Dr. Frank

L. Boyden, headmaster of Deer-

field Academy.

A graduate of Dartmouth Col-

lege, Mr. Bartlett took his law

degree from Harvard University

in 1901. He is today senior mem-
ber of the Boston law firm of

Ely, Bartlett, Brown and Proctor,

and a member of the Middlesex,

Boston and American Bar As-

sociations.

A distinguished public servant,

Mr. Bartlett has held many
municipal and state positions.

The new Bartlett Hall has a

three-floor classroom wing and

four-floor office wing. In addition

to classrooms and faculty offices,

it has a modern psychology

laboratory, a lansruage labora-

tory, facilities for speech therapy

and clinical work in connection

with speech defects.

College Expansion Outstrips

Industry's Aid To ,Schools
Iril.'nsiv.> surveys of America's

school systems by educational ox-

1'i-rts and anxious government

officials reveal that three out of

ton youths of college age are en-

rolling in our colleges and uni-

versities, However, servicing the

influx of students is becoming

more and more difficult.

College expansion, halted by

World War II, is now proceeding

nt a tremendous pace. But as the

cost of living rises. SO duos the

problem of maintaining adequate

teaching staffs, increasing the

physical plant, finding all the

equipment and classroom aids

necessary to fill the varied cur-

ricula needs.

While experts agree k final

solution to the problem won't be

reached unless the total college

income reaches $9 billion by

1970, the nation's financial in-

vestment in higher education is

increasing at a rate of $400 mil-

lion a year.

Key factor is the ever-increas-

ing awareness of the nation's in-

dustries themselves to the need

for supporting education. Most

companies have accepted their

supporting role not as a "show"

gesture to acquire good will

—

but as another vital responsibili-

ty.

Contributions are reaching
amazing proportions, with many
corporations donating up to 5%
of their net annual income. The
results show up dramatically in

the figures. Increase in money
investment for higher education

from 1950 to 1954 was 01J%.
From 1950 to the present it was
over 246.5%!

As our population rises, indus-

try is more and more looking to

higher educational institutions to

supply the men and women who
are prepared and equipped to fill

the growing needs ol our dy-

•OK" >• » utaitrtoto ?»«ot-«»««. eorvmowt i*m t*t eoc»-eoui eon»»»r.

Absent-minded Professor

Not so absent-minded when you get

right down to it. He remembered the

most important item— the Coke! Yes,

people will forgive you almost anything

if you just remember to bring along

their favorite sparkling drink— ice-cold

Coca-Cola. Do have another, professor!

Drink

m&n
BE REALLY REFKF

ItMod weder ">»--• ' '
"* •'*-- "* '* Tompany by

Coca-Cols Bottling Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Mass.

namic economy. But just as busi-

ness depends on education, so too

have our colleges and universi-

ties become increasingly depend-

ent on business.

The question of maintaining

intellectual quality is getting

special consideration from indus-

try. A typical example is an or-

ganization like the Scott Paper
Company.

Thomas B. McCabe, president

of Scott Paper Company, and
one of the nation's leading pro-

ponents of closer ties between in-

dustry and education, claims

mutual interdependence is in-

herent and inevitable.

"The requirements of business

and the goals of a liberal educa-
tion have a common meeting
ground in the aims and needs of
modern society," Mr. McCabe
says. "The heart and soul of the
American system of free enter-

prise has been preserved and per-

petuated by privately supported
colleges and universities. Men
and women educated in this tra-

dition, and moving into industry,

government and education, are
the ones who will take the lead

in opposing those who work for

the destruction of our system."

Yet these schools, according to
Mr. McCabe, are becoming in-

creasingly confronted with eco-

nomic problems of varying com-
plexities. With the number of in-

dividual endowments on the
wane, Mr. McCabe firmly be-

lieves the nation's institutions of

higher learning must obtain more
financial help from industry to

supplement the regular annual
gifts of their friends and grad-
uates.

In addition to financial aid,

however, Scott's president feels

industry has an obligation to
contribute even more than gifts

for special projects, fellowships,

scholarships and grants for basic

research.

"There must be more inter-

change of ideas," Mr. McCabe
contends. "... a clearer def-

inition and agreement on the
goals of education and the aims
and requirements of business.

Many colleges and universities

are gaining recognition from
business for their intelligent pro-
grams of exploration into speci-

fic, current business problems.
Many schools are also conducting
general studies of considerable
interest to industry. The value
of all these investigations is in

direct proportion to the effi-

ciency and clarity with which the
information is communicated."

Under Mr. McCabe's guidance,
Scott Paper Company has ini-

tiated several education pro-
grams . . . not only encompass-
ing direct financial aid to schools

but also in keeping with the

philosophy of a trpcr exchange
of ideas.

The company's newest venture
in the latter field is an adapa-
tion of its regular 1958 annual
report with insert pages which
nnnlyze and explain each seg-

ment of the report. This "Stu-
dent Edition" of Scott's report is

produced to help foster a better

understanding of the workings of

our economy and the relation-

ship of sales, earnings and in-

vestments to everyday living.

The liberally illustrated pub-
lication thoroughly explains the
accounting procedures under-

taken by a corporation in making
its annual report to sharehold-
ers. Page by Page, tht Student
Edition comments briefly on the
major elements of growth.
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Yankee Conference News

Redmen Face Maine Black Bears;

New England Collegiate Swimming
Championships Here This Weekend
The University of Massachu-

setts hoopsters faro the Univer-

sity of Maine quintet tonight and

tomorrow night in the Cage.

Maim- is on the threshold of the

finest court season in the school-*"

history as they come to Amherst

in a twinset that could decide the

I960 YanCon Championship.

Coach Brian McOall's sensa-

tional Black Bears have by far

the best record of any college

quintet in New England and two

wins would just about insure

Maine of The Yankee Conference

spot in the NCAA playoffs in

New York next Tuesday. Since

a playoff will not be held in case

of a tie between one or more

teams upon the conclusion of the

ten game league slate, it is very

possible that the Bears would be

the choice should they tie for

league laurels.

Two weeks ago Coach Matt

Zunic's Redmen squad was on top

of the conference standings but

consecutive losses to Connecticut,

Rhode Island and Vermont have

dropped the surprising UMass
squad out of the title contention

in a hurry. Zunic will probably

start Doug Grutchfield. Kirk

Leslie, Dave Elson, Bob Eichorn

and Mike Mole as the Redmen
now hope to assume the role of

"spoiler."

Skip Chapelle, Larry Schiner,

Don Sturgeon, Wayne Champeon
and Jon Ingalls will prohahly

comprise the visitors' starting

lineup this weekend in the key

games with Maurry Dore and

Boh Morin listed for first line

reserve duty.

Connecticut, Rhode Inland and
Maine are all still in contention

for the league crown as the sea-

son's final weekend arrives, and

although the defending champs,

Connecticut, are the favorites,

M:»inc is still hoping to win al!

the marbles.

G TP Avg
8 196 24.5

9 150 16.5

7 110 15.7

6 92 15.3

4 61 15.2

7 106 15.1

9 133 14.8

9 128 14.2

9 128 14.2

7 95 13.6

Two Redmen are among the

top ten scorers in the Yankee

Conference. Doug Grutchfield in

seven games has scored 106

points to average 15.1 per game,

and he is in sixth place.

In the tenth slot is sophomore

Mike Mole who has a 13.6 aver-

age for 95 points in seven games.

Name
Chappelle, Me.

Ricereto, R.I.

Schiner, Me.

Greene, N.H.

Sheldon, Conn.

Grutchfield, Mass.

Smilikis, N.H.

Giordano, Vt.

Pipcynski, Conn.

Mole, Mass.

New England Swimming Here
Swimming Coach Joe Rogers

and his squad will host the forty-

first New England Intercollegi-

ate Swimming Championships
that will be held in the pool of

the Women's Physical Educa-
tion Building on Friday and Sat-

urday March 4 and 5. More than

a dozen teams will compete for

individual and team laurels with

Springfield College and defend-

ing champion Williams College

battling it out for team honors.

Gymnastics Eastern

Championships
The Varsity gymnastics squad

which has compiled four wins in

six dual meets will be represent-

ed in the Eastern Championships
to be held in Philadelphia at

Temple University. Captain
Heinz Briegel, along with Charles

Paydos, Jim Ritgood, and Fred
Peterson are entered in events
in the two day meet.
Coach John Douglas' varsity

wrestling squad will conclude its

1!>r>9-fi0 season as it travels to

Williamstown to compete in the
New England Intercollegiate

Wrestling League Championships
to be held at Williams College.

TRIUMPH DISTRIBUTOR OF NEW ENGLAND, INC.

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
NEWEST AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR

TRIUMPH

Come in for an excep-
tional deal on a TR-3
sports model, sedan or
estate wagon!
They're all here waiting for you to test

drive thorn... all models, all color*

ready for immediate delivery

PRICES START AT JUST *1690 p ° *

DEALER NAME
MON-CEN MOTORS

57 King Street Northampton, Matt. Tel. JU 6-041

1

Oppoi.t« Hoftl Northampton Op*n 8 00 • m 9 00 p m

Springfield College, the defend-

ing team champion, is again

favored to win the team crown.

UMass Grad.

Now Coach
At Rochester

Louis A. Alexander, University

of Rochester athletic director, is

stepping down as varsity base-

ball coach this season ending a

twenty-nine year coaching career

at the university. He is giving

up the baseball post to devote full

time to his positions as athletic

director and head of the physical

Education department.

Don Smith the freshmen base-

ball coach will take over the head

coaching job.

Smith graduated from the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts in 1952

and received his master's degree

in physical education at Spring-

field College in June of 1955,

when he went to Rochester as

Freshmen baseball coach and

physical education instructor.

While at the University of Mas-

sachusetts the 28 year old

Smith played on the varsity foot-

ball, basketball and baseball

teams.

Volleyball Tourn.
The start of thp volleyhall

tournament will be next Wednes-
day on March 9 in the Cage.

However, teams have until the

eleventh of March to hand in

their full rosters to Mr, Cohh
in the Physical Education build-

ing.

All fraternities, dormitories

and independent teams may par-

ticipate. Teams must consist of

at least six men but more may
be scheduled on the roster pro-

vided that the number does not

go above twelve players.

Spotlight

On Sports
by AL HERMAN '62. Sports Editor

The Philadelphia Warriors may other season, Wednesday
well have caused their own doom
as far as the National Basketball

Association world's championship
is concerned. A few days ago the

Warriors beat the Celtics in a

regular league game, and then

promptly announced that they

would maul the Boston quintet

in the playoffs.

The boasting seems to have ir-

ritated Red Auerbach, Boston
coach, and the rest of the team;
for in their most recent meeting
Wednesday night, the Celtics

turned on the steam and trounced

the Warriors, 133-119. If this is

any indication of the playoffs,

Philadelphia is headed for a

rough time. Boston gained the

recent victory despite the fact

that it was playing without the

services of Frank Ramsey, and
Philly beanstalk Wilt Chamber-

lain sank 39 points.

Incidentally, in the Western

division of the league, Minnea-

polis clinched a tie for the third

and last playoff position by

knocking the Knicks, 123-113.

That leaves hapless Cincinnati

in the Western cellar. The
Royals, who have been able to

win only 19 of 72 games so far

this season, are the same boys

that stopped the Boston Celtics

record-tying win streak (17

games straight) a few weeks

ago.

SPOT QUIZ

1. . .What Yankee slugger is

holding out on his contract this

year, because he has been given

a $15,000 pay cut? ... 2. . .When
the Celtics recently tied the rec-

ord for the longest winning

streak, which team did they

join? . . . 3. . .Who are the re-

cently-elected members of the

1960 UPI All-American college

basketball team?.. . . Answers
beiow.

Ted Williams, 41-year-old fos-

sil of the Red Sox, hopeful that

his celebrated pain in the neck

i won't keep him from playing an-

WESLEY FOUNDATION presents

Bishop John Wesley Lord
Bishop of New England Methodism

on

Protestant Churchmanship
WESLEY METHODIST CHURCH

Amherst
Supper 6:00 p.m. MARCH 6, 1960 Program 7:00 p.m.

Charter Plane Flight

To Europe — Last
Chance To Sign Up

Price: $275.00 Round-Trip
Leaves from NYC on June 24th, arrives in Paris and
returns from same on Sept. 7th.

Call Immediately ALpine 3-7905 (Dick Herman)

Amherst Folklore Society
presents

ODETTA
Sunday afternoon, March 13th, 1960

at 3:00 o'clock

Student Union Ballroom

Send stamped, self-addressed envelope to 18 South
Prospect St., Amherst. $1.60 reserved seats.

ac-

cepted the job of special batting

instructor with the team. Billy

Jurges, Sox manager, stressed

that the job had nothing to do

with Williams' status as a play-

er. Making plans for the future,

Ted?
A sleeping Russian athlete who

overslept and almost missed his

plane, came close to causing an

international incident Wednesday.
A newspaper in Stockholm had

mistakenly reported that a Rus-

sian player had defected and had

decided to stay in America. That

disturbed the Russians no end.

When their plane was ready to

take off, sure enough one player

was missing. A check of the hotel

where the athletes stayed re-

vealed the player fast asleep in

bed.

Answers to quiz . . . 1. . .Mick-

ey Mantle is the swinger who's

feeling hurt. 2. . .The Celtics tied

their own record. 3. . .Named to

the first team were Jerry West,

W.Va., Jerry Lucas, Ohio, Dar-

rall Imhoff, Calif., Tom Stith,

St. Bonaventure, and, of course,

the fabulous Oscar Robertson of

Cincinnati, who was an almost

unanimous selection.

Just in case anyone is interest-

ed, Real Madrid advanced into

the semifinals of the Europe

soccer cup championship by beat-

ing the Olympique of Nice, 4-0,

last night.

UMass Goes To
New York Arena

The IC4A track meet will be

held tomorrow in Madison Square

Garden and the University of

Massachusetts will be represent-

ed by both Varsity and Fresh-

men members. For the varsity

Roger Kindred and Ev Brinson

will enter the 35 pound hammer
and the GOO events respectively.

The freshmen will send down

a distance medley team consist-

ing of an 880 run by John Har-

rington, a 440 by Jim Trelease,

a 220 by Loren Flagg and the

mile run by Dave Balch. A
qualifying time of eight minutes

was set and these men ran it

here in 7:56.

Season Summary
This year the freshmen have

proved to be one of the moat able

teams to come along in some
time. Not only did they win all

but one meet but now hold nine

new records. Big Dick Ward
holds two records to his credit,

these being the 35 pound hammer
with a throw of 47 feet 9 inches

and the high jump record of aix

feet 1 V« inches which is just '<

inch off the Cage record of aix

feet even. Dave Balch now holds

the two mile record that was
last set in 1942. Dave's time is

10:06. John Harrington holds the

10:00 record of 2:24.5, and Al
Lucy holds both the 40 yd. high
and low hurdles. The 40 yd. dash
is held by Loren Flagg.

In the mile relay the four rec-

ord holders are Jim Trelease,

Bob Hughes, Loren Flagg and
John Harrington. The distance

medley is held by Dave Balch,

John Harrington, Jim Trelease,

and Loren Flagg.

This may be the end of the in-

door season with the exception

of the UConn Relays come
March 19, but the outdoor season
will begin its practice on March
21 and this gives them all spring
to work on any outdoor record

they may have set their sights

on.

INVESTIGATION

OF
FACULTY SALARY

STRUCTURE

See page 2
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CA Will Sponsor
*

Embassy At UMass
The Christian Association will

sponsor a three-day Embassy be-

ginning Tuesday March 15, at

7:00 in Public Health Aud. The

Very Rev. Sir George MacLeod

will speak on "Modem Revolt in

the Church".

Sir George is best known as the

founder and leader of the Iona

Community, a movement for the

renewed leadership of laymen in

the Church of Scotland. He

describes himself as "an uncom-

fortable socialist and a reluctant

pacifist"—both convictions arise

from his understanding of the

Christian faith in our day. Nor

does 'he question the sincerity of

fellow Christians who come to

differing conclusions. In March,

1956, he was appointed a Chap-

lain to Her Majesty the Queen in

Scotland. His current visit to the

United States is as a visiting lec-

turer for the Danforth Founda-

tion.

On Wednesday evening Dick

Celeste, a student at Yale Uni-

versity who has been accepted at

Oxford next year as a Rhodes

Scholar, will express his feelings

on "Beat: Prophet or Parasite."

Speaking from experience in and
sympathy for this topic, Dick

puts a great deal of imagination

and aest into it. To provide for

the best "atmosphere" there will

be two discussion groups, one in

Crabtree Lounge at 7:00 p.m.,

and a second at Theta Chi at

0:30 for males only.

As a conclusion for the Em-
bassy, Fred Buss and John Ken-

drick, also Yale students, will

comment on "Faith and Life on

Campus". While students at the

University of Texas, they par-

ticipated in the "Christian Faith-

and-Life Community", set up to

strengthen Christian witness in

campus life. Because of the in-

adequate service of existing
Christian groups, clergy and stu-

dents set up this program and se-

cured a house. Besides participat-

ing in an active college life, the

students of which there are sixty,

meet for daily worship and study.

This concluding meeting will be

held on Thursday evening at 6:30

in Bowditch Lodge.

Statesmen, University Octet,

Give Second TV Performance
The Statesmen, the Univer-

sity's male octet, will make their

second television appearance to-

morrow evening when WWLP,
Channel 22 in Springfield, con-

tinuing in their presentation of

the "Highlights of Western

Mass" will present this well-

known group at 7:15 p.m. for a

by IKAN LOVKJOY 62

fifteen minute performance of

their songs, which will include

"Bermuda Buggy Ride". "Josh-

ua" and "My Baby Just Cares

for Me".

The Statesmen were original-

ly organized in 1930 as a quartet

and appeared at several Univer-

sity functions.

Students Urged
To Join In Protest

Protest demonstrations by col-

lege students were being urged

by the U.S. National Student As-

sociation in an attempt to focus

nationwide attention on the re-

cent arrest of nearly 100 Nash-

ville, Tennessee, students.

The purpose of t!he demonstra-

tions is to "express support for

the courageous battle now being

fought by Southern students for

equality of education, facilities,

and treatment . . .", according to

a letter sent to NSA member
campuses.

Another result of racial dis-

crimination, the Wesleyan and

Syracuse chapters, of Sigma Nu
fraternity and the Dartmouth

chapter of Phi Delta Theta have

dropped their affilation with

their national chapters because of

"discriminatory clauses".

The Sigma Nu chapter at Wes-

leyan suspended its charter be-

cause it could not accept "a

statement of principle informing

each prospective member that

Sigma Nu has membership lim-

itations based on race."

Though they have dropped

their affiliation, the Syracuse

chapter will continue to fight for

elimination of the organization's

discriminatory clauses at the

Sigma Nu national convention

this summer.
The Dartmouth fraternity

dropped its national affiliation in

compliance with a decision issued

by the Undergraduate Council

stating that all national fraterni-

ties must drop discriminatory

clauses.

—Photo by Leonard

STATESMEN—Fran Lovejoy '62, Ken Chase '60, Ed Hazlett '62.

Steve Allen '61. Bob DeWolfe '61, Bob Bury '60, and Hap Lud

lum '61, and, center. Bill Benner '62.

Hopkins Throws Towel

Over Frigid Festivities

Bishop Lord
Says Church
Fails People

by MARGE BOUVE

Methodist Bishop John Wesley

Lord, guest speaker at the Wes-

ley Methodist Church last night,

spoke on "Is the Church Reach-

ing the People Today?" "Evi-

dently not," answered the Bish-

op, "since the question was

raised." There are reasons for

this.

For one thing, the gospel be-

ing preached now isn't relevant

to today's generation in many
cases. "Christ's words must be

related to modern questions such

Hie first meeting of the U.

of Mass. Polar Bears met in the

College Pond Friday as club

President, "Frank" Howarth

called the meeting to order with

a hearty, "Come on in, the wa-

ter's fine."

Other charter members of the

club who were on hand were,

Jack Knight, Dana Clarke, Dick

MacLeod, and Bob Fishel.

Later on in the afternoon,

Knight and a new member, Les-

ter Neale w«re scheduled to go

through the initiation ceremony

which consists of a refreshing

dip in the pond.

With all the preliminary ar-

rangements made, and with Col-

leyian Photographer Morton on

hand, the initiation was abruptly

halted by the Dean of Men.

Later the boys had to settle

for a cold shower at the cage

after a heated session in the

Dean's office.

as racial problems and world

peace," the Bishop believes. The
church must concern itself with

the world every day, not just on

Sunday. It has to be able to

change and adapt itself to the

world around ft or become obso-

lete.

For another thing, preachers

with out-of-date ideas are going

to drive people away from the

church. The Bishop emphasized

that practice and preaching must

be harmonious.

The Bishop went on to say

that a church that is just trying

to keep itself alive instead of

doing its best to save the king-

dom of God is not meeting the

needs of the people.

To answer Bishop Lord's first

question it is necessary to:

(1) understand the nature of

the church, (2) know how and
what it means to reach people.

There is no "short-cut" creed

which states exactly what a

Protestant helieves. A person

must arrive at basic convictions

of faith on his own, concluded

Bishop Lord.

Bishop Lord was the first of

(Continued on page i)

- Ptioto by Morion
POLAR BEAR CLUB charter members pictured here are: in the

water, "Frank" Howarth, looking on, awaiting his initiation which

w«m later foiled by the Dean of Men, in Jack Knight.

Two Students

Discuss Visit
There will be an informal dis-

cussion period tomorrow, March
8 at 3 P.M. in the Colonial

Lounge of the SU with the two

UMass exchange students to

Radcliffe College. Anyone who is

interested — student, faculty and

staff — is welcome to attend.

These girls have some interesting

and informative ideas.

In 1941, this quartet wearing

their black tuxedos started to

gain recognition, appearing at

the Mt. Tom State F'ark and

Dad's Day, singing in their own
".striking style".

In 1941, the Stattetes, a fe-

male counterpart, were organ-

ized by Doric Alviani, and the

Statesmen continued to gain

fame appearing in Boston at the

Hotel Bradford.

Then in 1943, disaster struck!

Scarlet fever crippled the lead

tenor a few days before one of

the performances. But, as fate

would have it, none other than

Doric Alviani stepped in with

the group and they continued

singing in their striking style,

with "I Wonder Who's Kissing

Her Now".

For the next four years, the

Statesmen were discontinued and

were revived in 1948. The pre-

sent advisor, Mr. Paul Gagnon,

participated in the group, whose

Saturday night sings at the

Drake and Kahar's for free beers

were well-received by the custo-

mers and the owner who enjoyed

them so much that, for two con

secutive years a banquet was

held in their honor.

The Statesmen's now estab-

lished trade mark ot red vests

are worn by Ken Chase, '60,

"Hap" Ludlum, fil, Bob DeWoIfe,
»61, Steve Allen, '61, Ed Hazlett,

'62, Bill Benner, '62, Fran Love-

joy, '62. and director Bob Bury.

'60.

This year the Statesmen's ap-

pearances have included Mill

Ball, the Fall Fashion Show, the

Winter Carnival Fashion Show,

and a nation-wide television ap-

pearance for the annual Christ-

mas Tree Lighting at Rockefel-

ler Center, New York City. Al-

ready booked for several soror-

ity and fraternity House «For-

mals plus the Springfield Col-

lege Intercollegiate Sing in May,
the Statesmen are available for

all occasions and may be ob-

tained by contacting their Bus-

iness Manager Ed Hazlett (303

Greenough).

Incidentally tryouts for parts

will be held at announced dates

during the next month.

186 Men
Join UMass
Fraternities

186 men were pledged to U-
Mass fraternities at Pledge
Chapel Wednesday night. Follow-

ing is a list of the new pledges:

ALPHA EPSILON PI

< lass of 1963

Michael A. Abrams, Michael H.

Caroline, Lawrence M. Cohen,
Edward S« Davidson, Martin H.

Duby, Mark L. Feingold, Steven

M. Forman, Robert D. Ginsberg,

Jeffrey A. Goldberg, Ronald D.

Harris.

Irving L. Hurwitz, Alan S.

Isreal, Steven R. Isreal, Philip

Linsky, Sayre A. Litchman, Fred-
erick H. Posner, Edward A. Rad-

(Continued on page S)
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Investigation

Of Faculty Salary

Structure

Now on the lobby counter in the Student

Union is a resolution that provides for an investi-

gation and study of the salary structure of the

professional staff at UMass by a special commis-

sion. Attached to the resolution is a petition in

favor of this bill to establish a committee for

studying and reporting to the general court on

the salary structures and fringe benefits of the

faculty.

Forty-four signatures appeared on the peti-

tion by yesterday afternoon. Forty-four members

of the faculty had riffled through countless cal-

endars, Collegians, bus schedules, and newspapers

on the lobby counter, and pushed aside signboard

and wastebaskets to sign their names to the small

paper which will be, at best, only a small step in

the tedious process of obtaining adequate salaries

for our faculty.

We on the Collegian staff hope that the inves-

tigation will prove successful in determining the

necessary changes to be made in the present sal-

ary structure to attract and maintain an efficient

and satisfied staff. Although it will be only a small

step in the overall process of improving faculty

salaries, we join the staff in supporting this bill

and any changes resulting from it that will bene-

fit them. P -B -

Lshiimera
by ELIZABETH A. SCHNECK '62

Guest Editorial

First Generation

Of Newspapermen

In his 70th birthday address to the National

Press Club Walter Lippmann made an observa-

tion that bears repeating:

"In a democracy like ours it is an awful res-

ponsibility to undertake the processing of the

raw news so as to make it intelligible and to re-

veal its significance. It is such a great responsi-

bility, it lends itself so easily to all manner of

shenanigans, that when I can bear to think about

it, I console myself with the thought that we are

only the first generation of newspapermen who

have been assigned tiie job of informing a mass

audience about a world that is in a period of such

great, of such deep, of such rapid, and of such

unprecedented change.

"The newspaper correspondents of this gen-

eration have learned from practical experience

that the old rule of thumb about reporters and

editorial writers, about news and comment, does

not fit—or rather, 1 should say, it oversimplifies

the nature of the newspaperman's work in the

modern world.

"The old rule is that reporters collect the

news, which consists of facts, and that the edi-

torial page then utters opinions approving or dis-

approving of these facts.

"Before I criticize this rule, I must pay tri-

bute to its enduring importance. It contains what

we may call the Bill of Rights of the working

newspaperman. It encourages not only the ener-

getic reporting of facts. It encourages the honest

search for the truth to which these facts belong.

It imposes restraints upon owners and editors.

It authorizes resistance, indeed in honor it calls

for resistance, to the contamination of the news

by special prejudices and by special interests.

"It proclaims the corporate opposition of our

whole profession to the prostitution of the press

by political parties and by political, economic and

ideological pressure groups, and by social climb-

ers* and by adventurers on the make.

"But while the rule is an indispensable rally-

ing point for maintaining the integrity of the

press, the practical application of the rule cannot

be carried out in a wooden and literal way. The

distinction between reporting and interpreting

has to be redefined if it is to fit the conditions of

the modern age."

In the introduction to his study, The Creative Proems,

Brewster Ghiselin has proposed a supposition by which

seemingly insoluble, intricate problems may perhaps be

transcended. He suggests an alternate approach-creative

thinking—to that of the conventional method. And, it is

evident, upon surveying the field of publications from

literary reviews and paperbacks to business magazines

and industrial house organs, that this mode of thought

is currently being discussed and employed in the quest

for answers to our decade's cultural pressures, manipula-

tions, and coercions. For this reason, creativity might well

be explored by the student.

Ghiselin declares: ". . . our problems in world crisis, as

at other times, may be soluble only creatively—that is,

by a profound and thorough alteration of our inner life

and of the outer forms in which life finds expression and

support." He continues, warning and entreating us: "If it

(the necessary change) does not come soon, if the limit-

ing forms of our consciousness, the sometimes too-rigid

patterns of current thought and feeling, are not shaped

quickly to meet the need of life, there is grave danger that

they will continue to possess us until too late."

One of the greatest painters of our time, Pablo Pi-

casso, has also noted a suspense in the progress of crea-

tive expression in the realm of art. "The youth of today,"

he has commented, "do not know any more where to go

. . . Instead of taking up our researches in order to react

sharply against us, they apply themselves in reanimat-

ing the past."

In another field of endeavor, General Motors' presi-

dent, John F. Gordon, has emphasized in an engineering

publication article the need to cultivate the creative mind

at the student level.

Need we go farther to see what underlies the state of

near-suspense and stagnation in thought? All the Rip van

Winkles of the mid-twentieth century are being lulled into

an hypnotic sleep by the promotions of society. A new,

fresh, vigorous approach to problem-solving is required.

It almost appears as if the sentimental trappings of a

country of luxury have enmeshed its sound-thinking

Htizetiry into a complacency which distorts, in the end.

proper insight, attitudes, and judgment.

One mi^ht wish to question and argue this point.

Nonetheless, we all rest assured in the fact that that

which we do, believe, is right ... so the horrors at learn-

ing about the rigged TV shows, then the shortcomings

of Payola. This same self-righteous conviction or faith of

taking everything for granted extends to the very food

which we eat. Who protests to the food adulterants and

additives that make everyday-eating "so much finer and

pleasurable?"

Perhaps by this digression it might be seen that

Ghiselin's imploring is not to be passed over glibly. An
approach must be taken up, put into practice, in an ef-

fort to combat complacency, indifference, apathy, the

everythinpc-will-be-all-right notion. In exercising the flow

of judgments, the complacent person will always make
the same choices, the easiest choices. It is the heroic per-

son who makes those choices which are not aimed at

satisfying immediate ends. The lax attitude—the belief

that the enemy is never of consequence—can not be vin-

dicated.

Creative thinking then might be an answer. Insight,

analyses, and clear judgment are reducible to their sim-

plest forms in the creative process when abetted by an

inspired attitude. Without any doubt this approach by

creativity is worthy of consideration, even exploitation.

For it is the unique inventiveness developed and possibly

acquired at the university level which will be influential

in the continued progress of our nation—politically, so-

cially, and culturally.

A REVIEW

Aeschylus' ORESTEIA
by LORKAINE GELPEY *63

At Kirby Memorial Theater, Amherst College, the

Amherst Masquers are giving a rare performance of the

only extant Greek trilogy, Aeschylus' Oresteia. The plays

have each been shortened from the translations of Ri-

chard Lattimore, so that the entire performance takes a

little over three hours.

The plays take place against the morbid background of

the legend of Thyestes' curse upon the house of Atreus.

He gave this curse when he learned that "his brother,

Atreus had in a rage of jealousy fed him the flesh of his

own children because he, Thyestes, had seduced the wife

of Atreus. In Agamemnon we see the tragic fate of Aga-

memnon, elder son of Atreus; The Libation Bearers por-

trays the death of Agamemnon's murderers; in The

Furies we see the curse lifted from the house of Atreus

in a court scene that reminds us of our debt to the great

civilization of ancient Greece.

The production is worth seeing for its classic content,

fine scenery, beautiful costumes, and effective lighting,

but the acting leaves much to be desired.

However, the leading part of Clytemnestra, wife and

murderer of Agamemnon, is played by Beverly May with

graceful sensitivity and ease. Indeed, Mrs. May's per-

formance is so smooth that it has the unfortunate re-

sult of making the rest of the cast appear clumsy and ill

at ease. Most of the other characters seem preoccupied

with highly exaggerated arm movements and vocal gym-

nastics. These antics suit the characters of Cassandra,

.dramatically and effectively played by Georgia Boughton,

and of the furies, the fantastic chorus of the third play,

but are out of place in many other characters who em-

ploy them. We recognize the difficulty of training a

chorus to speak in unison and it seems that Amherst is

not so adept at this as Athens was for the choruses are

all less than perfect.

Leaving Kirby Theater last Friday night, one of those

bespectacled well-dressed young gentlemen with which

Amherst abounds was heard to declaim that he had just

witnessed the desecration of a great playwright. If you

are interested in witnessing this desecration yourself, the

performance continues through Tuesday evening.

In A Very Minor Key
Recently Speed Qnepp Wash-o-Mnr opened. It is cen-

trally located next to Hills House with new washers and

rapid dryers. At first this might seem just another busi-

ness enterprise, but there is an interesting question posed

by this establishment.

The University's Athletic Dept. offers the same ser-

vice in the dormitories to the student body and the two

apartment blocks to married faculty and students. But

how can this private business operate charging five cents

a load less than the University and pay for rent, taxes,

and water? This smacks of the TVA private power con-

troversy.

Two Types
A Bimple experiment will distinguish two types of

human nature. Gather a throng of people and pour them

into a ferryboat. By the time the boat has swung into

the river you will find that a certain proportion have

climbed upstairs in order to be out on deck and see what
is to be seen as they cross over. The rest have settled in-

doors, to lose themselves in apathy or tobacco smoke.

We may divide the passengers on the boat into two class-

es—those who are interested in crossing the river, and

those who are merely interested in getting across.

—Reader's Digest: Max Kastman in Enjoyment of Poetry
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LETTERS
THANKS TO HILLS HOUSE

March 4, lOfiO

To the Editor:

I wish that I were able to thank personally those who

voted for me in the Senate election Thursday night. I

sincerely hope that I can satisfactorily fill that post to

which I was elected. I also wish to commend those who

showed enough interest in student affairs to exercise their

right to vote last night.

Your Senator,

Henry P. Cart
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ding, Michael S. Ratner, Myer

H. Rosenthal, Alan F. Savat,

Andrew J. Shulman, Robert L.

Slesinger, Anthony S. Summers,

Robert Wallace, Lawrence I.

Winokur, Arthur B. Wolpert.

ALPHA GAMMA RHO
(lass of 1963

David M. Buckingham, Peter

A. Chiasson, James B. Coffey,

Jr., Samuel J. Concemi, George D.

Dunn, William B. Field, Peter

Haeblor, Charles W. Hale, Peter

W. Stanley, George H. Swenson.

Class of 1962

David J. Bungay, W. H.

Christmann, William H. Dugan.

Jr., A. G. Gervais, Jr., Arthur C.

Maniatis, William S. McNamara

ALPHA SIGMA PHI

Class of 1963

Robert I». Addison, William J.

Boyle, Jr., Walter H. Carey, Wil-

liam E. Carruth, John F. Coman,
Thomas E. Dodge, Donald F. Ek-

wall, Wesley J. Fwell, Robert J.

Ireland, L. James Levine, Austin

C. Morris, Alexander F. Morze.

John E. O'Brien, Charles R.

Ransford, John K. Southard, Jr.,

Alan L. Whit,.

KAPPA SIGMA
Class of 1963

Joseph F. Barry. John R.

Byrne, Roderick L. Corey, John

P. Hartnett, Jr., Stephen M. Mys-

kowski, Peter C. Ryan, James B,

Schmoyer, Anthony C, Simone.

Jr.. Anthony R. Williams.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Class of 1963

Paul E. Dupont, Alglmant

GatwjB, Kenneth Sciplone, Wil-

liam J. Smidt.

I'll I MU DELTA
Class of 1963

Charles E. Bemis, Paul L. Bo-

liver, George K. Drury, Samuel

J. Gorvine, Peter W. Grazio.

Charles D. Lyman, Arthur M.

Maskell, Jr., John T. Pianowski,

James F. Quance.

PHI SIGMA DELTA
Class of 1963

Jon T. Babineau, Raymond L.

Blain, Gerald Chaskelson, Ste-

phen M. Ford, Elliot H. Gaffer,

Richard E. Gloth, Ronald D.

Lees, Jay Martin, Mitchel C.

Miller.

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Class of 1963

Joseph J. Collins, James H.

Coopee, Joseph B. Kaitz, Carl T.

Columbus discovers the

Winston Hemisphere

"Flavor, Ho!" The Admiral Shouted

As He Sighted I
filter-blend]

From the Captain's Log . • •

One Day Out. Weighed anchor

and let sail in search of a filter

cigarette that really tastes like

cigarette. Crew thinks this is wild

goose chase.

One Week Out. Have sighted

many filter cigarettes ami smoked

Hme. Crew still thinks the world

is flat.

One Month Out. Discovered

New World of smoking pleasure:

Winston! If is the only cigarette

with I modern filter plus Filter-

Blend — rich, golden tobaccos not

only speciiill) tehcted, hut also

spa hilly processed fur filter smok-

ing. Crew now thinks this is a

pleasure cruise.

One Year Out. Crew has muti-

nied. Refuses rn go hack to the Old

World (non-Winston Hemisphere).

1 agree. Therefore I am founding a

colony called Filter* Blend. Colony's

motto will be:

Winston tastes good... like a cigarette should!

«.J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO WIN JTON.SAltM, «,C.

i adeft, Howard B. stone, Donald

T. Tapper, Jr.

Q.T.V.

CUM of 1963

Donald P. Cnraa, Jamea A.

Curtis, Joseph If, Donato, Rl

chard A. Doran, 1'Yanns J.

Fnniyma, Kenneth J. MaeDonald,

John W. iforriuey, Gordon N.

Oakea, Jaratid V. Saval, James J.

T release, Stephen H. Weiss, John

F. White.

SIGMA ALPHA KP8ILON
(lass of 1963

Fred L Back, Donald F. Bar-

Rter, Francis T. Urophey, Patrick

A. DePaolo, John M. Dnnasky,

Thomas F. Furey, Ken U. Kezer,

Thomas W. Kirhy, Pater K. Mac-

Donald, Paul A. Mftjeaki, John J.

Patterson, Arthur A. IVrdigaro,

George E. Pleau, John J. Prior.

Honald S. Kusieeki, Kenneth J.

Ryan, Peter A. Sehindler.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Class of 1963

Robert C. Adams. Charles W.

Bowker, Ronald W. Geddes, Ri-

chard K. Gpiowski, William A.

Hajjar, Warren G. Hathaway,

Robert L Hnwkea, Henry W.

Lena, Norman W. I.aprade, Wil-

.: c. K« U "d, MiebjM :
W.

Morris, Robert M. Phillips, Ri-

chard H. Tarbock, Riehard h

Valentlnettii Judaea C, Walton.

TA1 EPSILON PHI

due el INI
Robert A. Arrick, Jay H

Baker, Joel l> BerkowH*. Berry

s. Bries, Michael L. Bookman,

Alan D. Bornstain, Norman I.

Kropp, Jeffrey M. Peldman,

Theodora Gerber, R"tf<-r J. Gleck-

man.

Saul K. Gliaerman, Richard

Goldstein. William M. Goodman,

Charles I). Gordon, Matthew N.

Herman, Murray J. Kaplan,

Philip H. Katz, Peter M. Levine,

David M. Lipton, Warren Miller,

Stephen M. Morris, Joel L. Till-

man, Kenneth R. Wax, Harry Y.

Weiner,

TM KAPPA KPSILON
( lass of 1963

Anthony V. Depalma, Thomas

W. Bdiaon, Anthony P. J. Ga-

gliarducci, David A. Leith, Ro-

(Continued <>n pnge ft)

Senate Holds Open Hearing

To Discuss Proposed Tax
The Student Senate will hold

an open hearing to investigate

S35, on Monday, March 7, 1960,

in the Council Chambers of the

Student Union at 3:30 p.m.

S35 reads as follows:

S35 Be it recommended »>y the

Student Senate of the University

of Massachusetts that a special

fee of $1.50 per undergraduate

student per semester be collected

by the office of the Treasurer of

the University.

This money shall be used for

the purpose of attracting out-

standing persons to the faculty

of the University. These persons

will occupy positions of special

studies and shall be outside the

regular departments.

The money shall be used al

the discretion of an administia

tive committee composed of two

members of the Board of Trus-

tees, the President and Provost

of the University, the Deans of

the various schoole and colleges

of the University, two members

each from the Faculty and Stu

dent Senates, and one membei
selected from each undergraduate

class by the Class president.

During the first ten years of

the operation of the fund, fifty

per cent of the monies collected

shall be used contemporaneously.

During the second ten years of

the operation of this program

twenty-five per cent of current

income from fees collected may

be expended in addition to in-

come from interest. At the end

of twenty years, only interest in-

cine shall be expended. All oth-

er monies shall he invested by

the committee vested with ad

ministrative responsibility f <> i

this program.

At least half of the portion of

the fund designated to be invest-

ed shall be made available for

unsecured loans to needy stu

dents at a rate of interest com-

parable to the rate of commer-

cial iianking houses.

All questions as to credit for

courses and format of programs

under this program shall be de-

cided by regular University

policy in cooperation with the

administrative committee de-

scribed above.

NOW! WE CAN

SAVE YOU MONEY

INE

EASY-TQ-B

TYPEWRITER

£%l
Now we have a fine quality, famous

brand easy to era r
.e pap-T at the

bwest pr :a fit! II • igle-A

Type-Erase, the popular paper for

cleaner, faster typing and quick

erasahility At the touch of a pencil

eraser, typing errors "wipe" off the

surface of Type-Erase, leaving no

mark. Saves time . . makes your work

neater. Comes in a budget priced

pack of 100 sheets. 8'/'x U". in

medium or heavy weight plan or

3 hole punched. Free with every pack

- a Letter Placement Guide to help

you type neater letters and reports.

EAGLE-A TYPE-ERASE
...the paper that erases perfectly with a pencil eraser

Made by American Wr

manufacturer ol

iper Corporation, Holyoke, Mass.

A Boxed Typewriter Papers

Buy your EAGLE-A TYPE-ERASE PAPER today at

UNIVERSITY STORE
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bert C Mulryan, Charles H.

Noble, Charles W. Rock, William

M. Shaw, David A. Whiteomb,

Edmund G. Woods.

Til ETA CHI
Class of 1963

Paul S. Chalmers, Matthew L.

Collins, Anthony J. DiMauro,

David W. Drye, John & Counaris,

Brian D. Graves, Howard N.

Harris, Geoffrey G. Howe, Bruce

B. MeCraeken, Richard C. Moras-

si, Daniel C. Moreno, Kevart

Tevekelian, Jeffrey M. Wheeler,

Ronald Stewart.

Bishop Lord . . •

(Continued from pove J)

three speakers invited by the

Wesley Foundation to speak on

"Is the Church Reaching the

People Today?" In the next two

weeks Rabbi Louis Ruchames

and Father David Power will

speak on the same subject.

LOST & FOUND
LOST: Heavy winter coat with

fur-lining and hood. Gloves and

scarf in pocket. Lost in Student

Union Friday evening.

James Keelon, 202 Mills House.

Professor Paul Gagnon To
Moderate Quiz Discussion

Paul A. Gagnon, of the history

department, will be moderator at

a panel discussion on "Quiz Rig-

ging—Where Does it Lead?" at a

UMass Students To Visit

Amherst Town Meeting
An opportunity to view one of

the backbones of American De-

mocracy—the Town Meeting—is

being provided by the Political

Science Association today.

The Association has made ar-

rangements to have students vis-

it the Amherst Town Meeting

which will be held in the Am-

herst Regional High School Au-

ditorium tonight at 7 p.m.

A preliminary discussion ex-

plaining the various procedures

and the important issues to be

discussed at the meeting will be

held in the high school cafeteria

starting at 6:15 p.m.

Al Fini '60, president of the

Political Science Association,

said, "This will be an ideal op-

portunity for those who have ne-

ver had an opportunity to make

an informed visit to see this

form of American Democracy in

action."

Informal arrangements for

transportation may be made by

contacting either Al Fini, Tom

Kennedy, or Paul Rosenberg.

meeting of the Connecticut Val-

ley Branch of the American As-

sociation of University Women
tonight at 8 p.m. The meeting

will be held at Mary Woolley

Hall, Mount Holyoke College.

Mr. Gagnon, a member of Phi

Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa Phi,

was a Fulbright Scholar at the

University of Paris in 1951.

Participants in the discussion

will be: Frank Doherty, Jr., of

the Springfield Television Broad-

casting Corporation; Prof. F. P.

Ferre of Mt. Holyoke; Miss

Eleanor Hadley, assos. prof, of

economics at Smith; Mrs. Robert

Pumell, instructor in physical

education at UMass; and student

panelists from Mt. Holyoke,

sophomore Eleanor Orlin and

Judith Kolb.

The Campus Beat
by ED HAMMOND '63 and ERNIE MANDER '60

We're almost there now, so re- fee while we're waiting ?"

member, Shad, let me do all the

talking. This is an important as-

signment for us. Ring the bell.

The door's open, Clod. Maybe
we should just walk in. He
knows that we're coming. "Hello

—anyone home?"

"Come in. I'm in the living

room reading. You must be the

gentlemen from the Collegian.

I've been expecting you. Now, if

I understand it correctly, you

are here to interview me and

sort of look around the place."

Yes, Mr. President, just to get

an idea <>f some of your hobbies,

etc. For instance, if I may,

what's that book you were read-

ing when we interrupted you ?

"Oh that! Why, 'God's Little

Acre.' Since I've bought it I

haven't been able to put it

down."

Now Mr. President, I see over

there in the corner you have

some bongo drums. Doesn't the

children's playing bother you?

"Children, hell! Those are

mine. By the way, you gentle-

men haven't met the kids yet.

I'll have the little woman get

them. Now how about some cof-

ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS
REPRESENTATIVES OI'

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.
WIIA CON1HTCT OX-CAMPl'S INTERVIEWS MONDAY, MARCH 14

Visit your placement office now

for all the facts about a future with North American Aviation, Inc.

Nuclear
power

at the Atomics
International

Division

Electronics

& electro-

mechanics at the

Autonetics Division

i»¥ Califof<Mol

Atomics International, located in the San
Fernando Valley of Southern California, is a

leader in the development and manufacture

of nuclear reactors for power, research, and

mobile systems. Two proven Al power reac-

tor concepts arc now under construction.

Atomics International is building a Sodium

Graphite Reactor for the Consumers Public

Power District of Nebraska and an Organic

Power Reactor at Piqua, Ohio. Al also is

engaged in extensive research activities to

develop improved materials for fuel ele-

ments and reactor components.

Ay a\ Naval
aircraft

& missiles at the

Columbus Division

Autonetics, a leader in the field of electronics,

is engaged in research, development, and
manufacture of Computers, Inertial Guid-
ance, Armament Control and Flight Control

System! AutOtWtiCJ designed and built the

inertial navigation system for the USS Nau-
tilus and Skate; the first, completely auto-

matic landing system for supersonic missiles

and aircraft; the first, general purpose, all-

transistor, digital computer. It is now at work

«m the inertial navigation system for the first

nuclear-powered Polaris-carrying subma-
rines and the guidance and control systems

for the Minuteman and GAM-77 missiles

ICoiumbu*. Ohio 1

-A-£W£ Design &
^| development

of manned weapon
systems at the

Los Angeles Division

The Columbus Division, designed and built

the Navy's T2J Buckeye, America's most ver-

satile jet trainer which will train today's

jet cadets to command tomorrow's manned
weapons systems, and the Navy's supersonic,

all-weather A3J Vigilante, today's most ver-

satile manned weapons system. Advanced

design studies now underway at the Colum-
bus Division include undersea, land, and air

weapons systems for all Military Services.

Current studies include ASW, missiles, ECM,
intercept aircraft, electronics systems.VTOl .-

STOL, ground support equipment, and other

still confidential programs.

The Los Angeles Division is the home of the

next -generation manned weapon system

the Mach 3 B-70 Valkyrie multi-purpose

bomber- and America's first manned space

vehicle, the X-15. Engineers in this division

are engaged in research, development, and

production of complete manned weapon
systems. Work encompasses the fields of

Electronics, Metallurgy, Structures, Aero-
dynamics, Thermodynamics, Dynamics,
Mathematics, Physics, Human Factors and
Industrial Engineering.

Ilos Ang«l*l. CoUfO'"lo>

-A-/aP'a\ Missile
* weapon

system management
& space research at

the Missile Division

iD<iwn#y Cotlto'nlo'

I ^P Propulsion
IpBk systems

and concepts

at the Rocketd> ne
Division

The Missile Division is the home of the GAM-
77 "Hound Dog," an air-to-surfa£c missile

for the Air Force's B-52 bomber. The Mis-

sile Division has within its ranks some of the

nation's most experienced engineers and sci-

entists in the fields of missiles and weapon
systems. They are performing research on

missiles and space exploration vehirles of a

wide variety of range, speed and propulsion

methods. Scientists at the Aero-Space Labo-
ratories, an organization within the Missile

Division, are conducting creative research

well in advance of existing technology in the

space sciences.

Rockctdyne is engaged in ideas-to-hardwam

development of propulsion systems Hi-

thrust liquid propellant engines, built by

Rockctdyne, have powered most of the mis-

siles used for military and civilian space

projects including Atlas. Jupiter, Thor, Red

stone, Explorer, Discoverer, Pioneer. Juno,

and others. Under development at present

are two super performance liquid systems.

While leading the nation in liquid propellant

items, the division is under contract for

high energy solid propellant motors and

unique accessory equipment, Solid propel*

laut operations are located at McGregor,

Texas. Other propulsion system concepts are

actively under development employing the

principles Of ion energy, nuclear energy,

plasma jets, are-lhormodynamic and mag-
niMohydrodynamie systems.

AT WORK IN THi FIEIDS OF THE FUTURE

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC-

Shad, look what's coming.

Must be his kids. Look at their

feet
"How many times must I tell

you kids to wipe your feet be-

fore coming upstairs. You leave

grape stains all through the

house. Now go outside and play

in the mud for awhile."

Clod, did you hear what I

heard? GRAPES—now you don't

suppose ....
"I'm sorry gentlemen for that

outburst. You don't know how
much trouble a nine—and a ten-

year old can get into. Why, just

the other day I sent them down
to press grapes and found them

later tapping my best vintage."

Mr. President, excuse me, but

didn't you know that the campus
was dry?
"DRY? Why, hell, this is

worse than Korea."

I mean, sir, that there has

been no drinking on the campus.

"No DRINKING!! What do

you kids de for kicks ? Well, we
will have to change that. Now
gentlemen, you'll have to excuse

me; it's time for my afternoon

yogi lesson."

Well, thank you, sir, I think

wo have enough information.

Come on, Shad.

Keep your eyes open for an

announcement of the Existen-

tialist Club meeting sometime

this week. Presiding will be the

the goose-stepping Miss B. B.

(not Brijrette Bardot) of 106

Knowlton. Prior to the meeting

Miss B. will lead the group in

their first sock washing of the

1959-60 season.

Applications for the position

of Counselor in Men's Dormi-

tories must be turned into the

Dean of Men's Office no later

than i p.m. Tuesday, March 15.

The Sugaring-off Party to be

held by the Outing Club has

been postponed to March 20.

Persons may now sign up for the

first white water canoe trip. A
sign-up sheet is on the SU bul-

letin board. Deadline is March 9.

The American Society of Civil

Engineers will hold a meeting

Wednesday night at 7:30 in the

Student Union, sponsored by the

Mass. Dept. of Public Works.

Two films on "The Billion Dollar

Federal Aid Program" and "The
Activities of the Massachusetts

Department of Public Works"
will he shown. The public is in-

vited and refreshments will he

served.

The International Relations

Club will hold a meeting tonight

at 7 p.m. in the Nantucket Room
of the SU, for election of offi-

cers.

Tau Beta Pi. the national En
gineering Honor Society, will

hold tutoring sessions in Physics

6 every Tuesday and Thursday in

El 6 Machmer at 4 p.m.

PUN 'ROUND THE

Round
Hearth
STOWE'S GREAT SKI DORM
Warm, casual, glowing with good com-
panionship, the Round Hearth's the

lodge to rest and refresh yourself.

Hearty fare, dancing, relaxing around

the famous circular nrep1ar«* it add*

up to funl Only $6.25 • day with two
meals, $40 a week. Write for folder or

Tel. 8TOWE, Vt.. ALpine 3-7223
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Redmen Soon Lose Two Seniors

Two Redmen played their last games for UMass this weekend.

BOB EICHORN (52) has been a standout the past two years with

his fine shooting and all-around hustle.

Captain LEO LEBLANC, also leaving this year, has been one of

the firemen for Matt Zunic. Whenever the team needed to be

sparked up, in went LeBlanc. And he was the perfect guy to do it.

SENSATIONAL RECORD BARGAIN!

12" LP VINYL

Specially Pr«»i«d by

RCA Custom

R«eordi

Juif releaied

for VICEROY
— fht Clgarstte

with

A THINKING
MANS FILTER .

A SMOKING
MANS TASTE I

N x
- GET //

-the Hottest Jazz
Record In Years

::;:; : :;•;<; ./•:•.:.

WHATA RECORD!!
10 GREAT JAZZ NUMBERS

Martian*' Lullaby March Of The Toy*

Royal Gordon Blue* Just A Mood

Shin« On Harvest Moon

Erroll't Bounce St. James Infirmary

Ciribiribio Tin Roof Blue*

When The Saints Oo Marching In

PLAYED BY YOUR FAVORITE ARTISTS I \

Senny Goodman Loui* Armstrong *
\Benny

Erroll Garner

Jonah Jones

Ben Webster

Bob Scebey

Vic Dickenson

Rex Stewart

Dukes of Dixieland

-and 2 VICEROY Cigarette packages I

Hurryl Hurryl Get this truly great jaa record at

low, low price, while the limited supply lasts! Record

features your top favorite Jazz Instrumentalists —the

winners in a national popularity survey of American

College and University Students. Send for Campus J

Festival today. Use coupon below!

Shorty Rogers

Duke Ellington

Red Norvo

Buck Clayton

lO^

MOWN * WILLIAMSON TOBACCO COIfOtAflOM
••i 333
lovl«vlll« |, Kentucky

Ploaw iwnH m* pmrtpnirt rteordfi) of th» 8p»rf*l VTCWHOT
CAMPUS JAZZ FESTIVAL, Kneloaed m 11.00 (no tUiope, plwl

and 2 empty Viceroy package* tor each record ordered.

.-;«.-.- .:•..-.-- '" -

-"-'<'X •:<::
' ,0*f\ Name.

m fil#-
'••«''

Collate or University.

TMa e*>' f """^ oalv ia VS A. Ne* valM In etatea where amhTeliaii

tared or etharwlea restricted—*sptret June 30, 1*10.

Springfield Wins
N.E.I.S.A. Meet As
UMass Places 10th

by BEN GORDON '62

The swimmers from Spring-

ticld College proved to be vastly

superior to those of defending

champion's Williams College, as

they won the list annual New
England Intercollegiate Swim-
ming Championship meet, Satur-

day afternoon.

Springfield, tutored by coach

Charles Silvia, captured three

first place medals.

The first of those came in the

fancy diving competition, diver

Poiriere performing as no other

diver has at the Women's pool.

His dives were excellent, and he

constantly received scores of 6

points or better, his final total

being 802,50 points.

Springfield's other top honors

came in the 100 yd. butterfly

and 200 yd. bark stroke. The
Maroons placed third, fourth or

fifth in all other events but one,

and finished with a winning

team score of 59 points.

The Brown swimmers, although

they took top honors in three

events, did not place as consis-

tently as did Springfield in other

events, and managed to cop se-

cond place with a total of 55

points.

The defending champions of

Williams could win only one
event, and finished third in the
meet, collecting 39 points in all.

Close on their heels were the

M.I.T. mermen with 37 points.

Out of the 11 teams eligible

for the meet, the University of

Massachusetts placed tenth, Cap-
tain Ben Knight brought home the

sole Kedmen point with a sixth

place in the 50 yd. free style.

Ben trailed the fifth-place Bow-
doin swimmer by one tenth of a
second.

The meet was certainly one of

the most exciting in recent years.

Brown, Williams and Springfield

were in sharp contention
throughout the meet, and the

fate of Brown and Williams was
not derided until the final event.

when the former won the 400 yd.

free style, Williams finishing

last.

Most of the events were thril-

lers right down to the finish,

many being won by tenths of a
second.

The capacity crowd received

an added attraction after the
meet as the jubilant Springfield

squad threw, coach, manager,
themselves and bystanders into

the field of victory.

A diving exhibition was also

put on by the Springfield mana-
ger who executed a British half

gainer from the high board: "it's

not too slow, not too fast, just

sort of halffast."

Pinal Standings

Team Pts. Team Pts.

Springfield 59 UConn 25

Brown 55 Trinity 11

Williams 39 Amherst 7

M.I.T. 37 Wesleyan 4

Botodoin 26 UMass 1

©tico, n»)!*N a wiut»*«'iN f©t*eeo mur.

Northeaster Keeps
UMass Tracksters

From I.C.4A. Meet
After a long struggle to get to

go to New York for the I.C.4A

track meet, at Madison Square
Garden, the varsity and freshmen
track stars were foiled by nature

and could not get a bus to travel

through the blizzard.

Needless to say, this was a
great disappointment to the men
and especially to the freshmen
who have been looking forward to

this trip for some tims.
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REDMEN TOP BEARS TWICE, SNAP LOSS STREAK

UMass Gains Triple Tie For

Second Place Behind UConn
by BILL LKNNON '61

Photos hy Pati

Maine's Black Bears dribbled

into the cage Friday and were

promptly scalped on consecutive

nights by the Redmen, who

made two of their best showings

of the season. The twin victories

7,'l-fiO, and 79-71, enabled Mas-

sachusetts to gain a second place

tie with their fallen foe ami

URL
The series was a must for the

boys from the north country. An

NCAA bid might have been

theirs had they extended the

Redmen's four game losing

streak; but a two game total of

4500 fans saw UPl's sixth

ranked small college team falter

and fall.

Following a 11-14 deadlock at

the 10 minute mark of the first

game, Bob Eichorn's basket put

the Redmen in front for good.

A twelve point chain later in

the first half gave the home club

a 34-20 bulge and the Redmen
left the floor with a 34-23 half

time lead.

The tight combination of zone

and man to man defense which

the Redmen hare used through-

out the season stymied Maine.

During both games the Orono

boys were forced to shoot from

the outside. Many of their ef-

forts were futile in Friday's

game, however, and the Redmen

MIKE MOLE was a big asset

to the Redmen with his play-

ing.

consistently cleared the boards.

During the first six minutes

of the second half Doug Grutch-

field did all the scoring for U-
Mass.

Kirk Leslie's rebounding, Mike

Mole's quick, accuratp passes,

and sharp shooting by the rest

of the team led the remainder

of the second half stand. UMass
canned 13 out of 27 from the

floor during that 20 minute

period to walk away with a 73-

'!0 win.

Twenty-two hours later the

Grutch Had His Ups • • •

EUROPE This Summer
from $697 to $1212, all inclusive

THE EIGHTH YEAR OF STUDENT

SHIP OR AIR TOURS UNDER FAMOUS

NFCCS-NNCF Travel Proggram
1 1 West 42nd St. New York 36 NY.

Talk to: SHEILA DAY, 103 Arnold

large and boisterous Maine dele-

gation had something to cheer

about. The faithful followers

who braved a blizzard to make

the long trip went wild and the

Bears clawed their way to a 24-

14 lead. Brian McCalls* men con-

nected on nine of their first 14

shots during this spree.

The Redmen weren't to be de-

nied and soon returned to the

warpath. Mike Mole harassed

the opposition from the begin-

ning; the classy sophomore stole

passes, broke up plays and was

B great asset in the assist de-

partment.

Kirk Leslie's basket at the

buzzer tied the count at 34-34

During the opening half the vis-

itors sank an amazing 52^
from the floor.

The final 20 minutes were a

wild climax to a wild season.

Twice players from both benches

poured onto the court after mi-

nor skirmishes had resulted in

tempers' reaching the boiling

point. During this hectic wind-

up 23 personals and 3 techni-

cals were levied against both

teams.

In the blazing finish Bob Ei-

chorn sank the ten free throws

he attempted, an excellent cli-

max of his collegiate career. Leo

LeBlanc also played his last

game in a Massachusetts uni-

form. After replacing Mike Mole

who fouled out, the UMass cap-

tain sparked the quintet during

tbe Rita! slv minutes.

Sophomore centers Dave Klsun

who hit the double figures and

Charlie Fohlin, a very agiessive

rebounder, also were contribut-

ing factors in the 79-71 victory.

Thus the Zunicmen ended

their season the way it started*

in a blaze of glory. Their 14-10

record compares to a 19-4 for

Maine.

Dribbling Around

UConn's perennial Y q n k e e

Conference champs will he shoot-

ing for an upset Tuesday night

when they face NYU in the op

ening round of the NCAA's . . .

Skip Chappelle, Maine's flashy

sophomore, ran up a total of 42

points for the two game serie9.

In the Bear's 116-85 rout of

URI, the 6' guard rang up 41

. . . Maine only ha9 one senior,

a substitute, on its 12 man
squad.

IKE Goes Up

BOB EICHORN scored 33

points for the Redmen in the

Maine contests.

.... And Downs

UMass junior DOUG GRUTCHFIELD (12) seemed to be high and

mighty Friday night against the Bears. He didn't look quite so

formidable, however, as he

took a bad spill that left him

limping during Saturday

night's battle.
Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Open Every Night until 1 1:00

On the Comer Next to

Hills House

AMHERST Cinema

-NOW SHOWING

Screened at 650, 9 00

Elizabeth Taylor

Katharine Hepburn

Montgomery Clift

m—
<tSuddenly

Last
Summer"

Leslie Shoots 2

KIKK LESLIE scored 24 point*

and rebounded well for the

Kedmen.

Frat Stars Edge
Frosh Hoopsters

by JAY BAKER '63

In an exciting game Saturday

night, the Fraternity All-Stars

edged out the Freshmen Basket-

ball Team 54-52. The Little Red-

men, although very rusty during

the first half, managed to keep

in contention, never trailing by

more than two haskets.

The second half started with

the All-Stars breaking away to

roll up a seven point lead and go

ahead at the end of the third

period by a score of 45-38.

However, the fourth period

was quite different, as the Frosh

made a good comeback and go-

ing ahead with only four min-

utes remaining in the game. The
All-Stars then rallied tying the

game at two minutes and finally

winning it 54-52 in the last min-

ute of play.

TEP Tops Pi In

Annual Nose Bowl
I-ast Friday, for the sixth con-

secutive year, Tau Epsilon Phi

defeated Alpha Epsilon Pi in the

annual Nose Bowl Game 43-21.

After a closely fought first half,

TEP broke away for a consider-

able lead in fhe third period. Led
by Guards Gerson Rafer and
Kenny Martin, who sunk 13

points, plus a decisive advantage
on the boards, the Teppers had
little trouble in winning the con-

test. John Seletsky managed to

get 11 points for the losers, but

to no avail.

f <

/ Wuz Fouled"

MARCEL KORN (TEP) neemn
to be showing MIKE KLEIN
ERMAN (AEPi) the None

Today's Movie

AN AFFAIB

TO REMEMBER
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Square Dance Club
Hosts Folk Festival

by JACKIE JOHNSON
The UMass Square Dance Club

will be host to five other colleges

at the seventh annual New Eng-
land Intercollegiate Folk Fes-

tival, to be held Saturday,

March 12, in the SU ballrooms.

The Festival, held for the first

time at UMass, will consist of

two sessions. During the after-

noon program, from one to five

p.m., there will be exhibition

dances by the attending schools.

Square dancing will be demon-
strated by groups from Colby

College, UConn, and UMass. Mc-
Gill U„ and the "Durham Reel-

ers" from UNH will exhibit folk

dancing. Brooklyn College will

present an exhibition of Israeli

dancing.

Our own Square Dance Club

will be doing dances representa-

tive of three phases: the Quad-

rille, or old fashioned type of

square dance; the Western Pat-

ter, which is a series of con-

tinuous figures without a set

pattern, usually called "Hash";

and the Eastern Singing Style,

which consists of a repeated pat-

tern with breaks at regular in-

tervals.

Between demonstrations there

will be square dancing open to

the public and from 6:30 to 8:00

p.m. the leaders of the attending

groups will give dance instruc-

tions.

At 8 p.m., the main event of

the evening, an open square

dance, will take place. The caller,

Dick Leger, will be accompanied

by his own orchestra. Known as

the "man with the guitar", Dick

comes from Warren, R.I., where

. (Continued on page k)

AT THE STATE HOUSE

Educational TV Possible

In Mass. Public Schools
Massachusetts may embark on

a far-flung program of educa-

tional television in its public

schools.

If the current session of the

Legislature enacts a bill, estab-

lishing the powers of the Mas-
sachusetts Executive Committee
for Educational Television, the

program will be underway.

Unheralded and practically -un-

noticed in the concentrated inter-

est in major legislative issues,

the bill took a long step towards
enactment when, in a new draft,

it was given a favorable report

into the Senate by the joint com-
mittee on state administration.

The measure, with Senator Ri-

chard R. Caples' (D-Boston)
state administration committee
in its charge, was referred to the

upper branch's ways and means
committee.

The bill would set up the

machinery for state-wide par-

ticipation in the proposed pro-

gram by sehool committees, or-

ganizations and individuals. Pub-

lic and private funds would be

used.

At the outset, the proposed
jgw states "The course of stud*/

in elementary and high scbooto
may include instruction by means
of educational programs broad-

cast through the facilities of tele-

vision stations."

As to the cost involved, the bill

proposes: "The cost of such pro-

grams may be shared by cities

and towns within viewing range
of such television stations and
the school committee of each
such city and town may include

within its budget such funds not

to exceed one dollar per pupil

enrolled in public elementary and
high schools in such city or town,
for the payment thereof as it

may deem advisable. Other edu-
cational agencies may participate

in this program by a financial

(Continued on page b)

African Troupe To Highlight

Annual InternationalWeekend
Leader, Olatunji

Speaks On Culture
Michael Babatunde Olatunji

and his troupe will present

African drum and rhythm dance

interpretations as an integral

part of the University's 7th An-

nual International Weekend
which will be held March 18 and

19.

Mr. Olatunji, who has g

concerts at Carnegie Hall and

the United Nation*. raveled

all over the world suss

of African music. Ho was the

choreographer and composer for

the Broadway show, Ratain h>

the Sun, and has recently re-

corded an album f
' jmbia,

"Michael Babatunde inji:

Drums of Passion."

The performance, as part of

the International Weekend, is

designed to show the fascination

of the African people and their

culture through ui dnnn
effects and rhythm d ;mrp inter-

pretations.

300 Persons

Attend Rites

Of J. Burtlett
Some 300 persons attended

services for Joseph Warren Bart

lett, 84, Chairman of the UM
Board of Trustees since 1945,

Tuesday in Union "Church. Wa-
ban.

Mr. Bartlett died Thursday at

his home in the Waban section of

Newton.

The new f-ihnral Arts building

was named in Bartlett's honor
prior to his Heath.

A delegation from UMass was
headed by President J. Paul

Mather and C. K Cashin. trustee

Among the many Newton city

officials present vere Mayor Do-
nald L. Gibbs; Harold T. Pills-

(Continued >>n fmge '>)

Newly Formed

Presents Folk
Name the most exciting folk

singers to emerge in the past
decade and the small list must
surely include Odetta, a musical
descendant of Bessie Smith and
Leadbelly, although she emulates
neither, nor anyone else.

In music, as in anything else,
Odetta prefers finding her own
way, and the songs she chooses
are not necessarily those most
requested by audiences, but songs
that mirror her own yearnings,
sympathies and imaginings.

When Odetta was six her
family uprooted itself from
Birmingham, Alabama, where
she was born, and moved to Los
Angeles. She had been thorough-
ly briefed in the fiction that it
never rains in California, but on
the day her family arrived it
poured mightily. Odette suddenly
understood why the phrase "when
it rains" occurred so often in the
records her father had collected
of Lil Green, Joe Turner, Clean-

Amherst Folklore Society

Singer Odetta At UMass

ODETTA

head Vinson and other great
blues artists. That first day in

California was perhaps her first
real life encounter with the blues.
Since then she hai come to know
the mood well,

Odette then tmght herself to

play the , lil it Her first pffort

was "Down In The Valley," and
it was an tffort indeed. It took

her five minutes to change each

(Continued on page f,t

OLATUNJI DAN"

Olatunji to Speak on Africa

Besides performing with h

dance troupe on Saturday ni^ht, • I

Olatunji will play an important

part in the remainder of I

Weekend's program which tbis

year is titled "Africa Comes of

On Saturday afternoon

will be the after-luncheon speak

-

Hi speech which h-

'The Cultural Basis for *?'

Unity" will give example! of

influences of western culture nn

African music.

Mr. Olatunji will also be a

3 p.m. Saturday, which Is en

titled "Africa—The New Politi-

cal Arena." Along with other

prominent African Natior

nji will discuss the in-

herent problems of the African

native's struggle for independ-

ence,

A native of Nigeria,

i'tewei!

-

•tary Bdu
A t 1 a n t a,

H< erraduated in

i

•n at ?

Dixon to Give Keynote Address

-

|
k

dor- ive to the T'n

Natmn- He will
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UMass Participates In

Education ( lonference
Students from American Fnt<

.1 College, Springfield I

lege, Keene State Teachers' <

lege, and the College of Our
Lady of the Elms will join the

future teachers from our

campus at the S

Man tend the Inter

legiate conference in Elements
Education, The aim of this con

fef( : to develop practical

ria on how schools

more adequately pr young
for the prof

The gtu will form

^ plain he teach

i* i eir

schc to show ho i

I

t

• ' • <-rva 1
1 ..n," |.-if

i on

MASS. EDUCATION

Referendum May Abolish
Amherst Students' Paper
A referendum i for the

abolishment of the Amherst un-

dergraduate newspaper, the Stu

dent, is scheduled to go before

the campus this week.

The r>n calling for the

referendum read as folioWi
"Whereas the policy of the

AmJieTHt Studtnt has been shown
to be contrary to the general in

terests of the college; whereas
the new Student regime has
proved to be a clique of irrespon-

sible iconoclasts; whereas the in-

•
1 M pi

.

harpby

for thi

1
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A Dull Campus
True enjoyment of one's college life comes in

many ways—through the group gathering in par-

. "bull" sessions, or folk singing; or the intimate

talk with a friend. Although these activities vary,

they have some elements in common. The artificial-

I and conventionalities of everyday living break

down, and the affair is informal and spontaneous.

Unlike a movie or a show, the participants in this

gathering share in the pleasure of a good discus-

sion or party. To achieve this type of enjoyment

robably a conscious of latent desire of every per-

son.

At the University of Massachusetts, however,

it is a € I HI ult task to attain this goal of informality

and spontaneity. The Administration, through its

Innumerable rules and regulations, has forced the

: nts into a social strait-jacket. There is no place

on campus where a mixed group can meet on the

Bpur-of the moment without the control of a house-

tnother. If a mixed group wants to hold a discus-

or hear a speaker, it must join RSO; elect

officers: find an adviser; draft a constitution; and

pare a budget. If it would like to have a social

event, it must register with the Calendar Office

and the Dean of Women.

The local point for the Administration's policy

of "planned enjoyment" is the Student Union. When

the Union first opened in Feb., 1957, most people

.ed that the $2,000,000 temple would make the

Students' extra-curricular life a veritable paradise.

But, like Joseph's beautiful coat of many colors, it

fa i proven to be a boomerang to its beneficiaries.

finally dedicated to promote the students' inter-

and enjoyments, it has merely allowed the Ad-

oration to channel all extra-curricular and so-

cial activities into one conveniently-supervised loca-

tion.

Not only is the Union the focal point of campus

activities, but it is the embodiment of the very

atmosphere of this University. It is an institution.

Like all good institutions, it has movies; ping-pong

and bridge tournaments; dances; music hours; and

other planned events. Like all good institutions, it

requires that all meetings and events be properly

registered with the Calendar Office and have prop-

er supervision. Like all good institutions, it has a

Program Office to see that the Students are pro-

[y enjoying themselves. Like all good institu-

t ons, its activities are dull, artificial, and sterile.

A college campus should be an ideal place for

.~ ... ,>;.>!. liirMcolf A r»vimo r»iiv»»r»eo of Tiisj niirriov
.' " ^— ... -• ! |"»*I * *»* •*'" -"fe"-

on is to develop his imagination and knowl-

, | at he may widen his range of interests.

pus, he will find an abundance of people of

and with his interests, who are, on the

far less inhibited than those in the business

i

he Administration's policies have negated

:.: ta res The mass exoduses from cam-

rnoon and Saturday morning

that the students ire bored

tioi al aspects of the Un e

Vd in ion" and Stu>

n go a long way to make the
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Pagpantry Replaces Policy
\ e Pi N on's inconvenience

of s n stage and

pw -.: I i, has returned as all old

to

I
x

. mttsi step hack and hum
hiy - up

M \ on must allow the "Imaj i

lit so conducive t<> presidential

et ng.

V ; Mi. Nixon must congratulate Ivis

maV i a ob W ell done.

Once Again the American public must step

"What has been accomplished? What

el will this tour have on intercontinental

Will the Luce magazines approve?"

Of John F. Kennedy has charged that the

are replacing "policy with
\ ". I irtisan politics? Somewhat—but un-

• •ly, somewhat true.

relations do not seem to have changed be-

CSUse m Minns of people show their adulation for an

admittedly popular man. These trips are not bad

pet se, hut are a noteworthy supplement to a vig-

orous and forward-looking foreign policy—some-

thing this country has not seen for many years

—

from the inside.

It would appear that the Eisenhower adminis-

tration is using these trips not as a supplement but

as an end in itself, believing the engaging person-

ality of Mr. Eisenhower capable of soothing the wa-

ter, quieting the wind, and stopping the reins . . .

mavbe. P.W.

E

fortunate

World

ICONOCLAST
by JIM TRELEASE '63

There was a bit of a tear in everyone's eye last Wednesday when

the story of President Mather's new job was announced. Perhaps it

Wii mere fantasy on our part but many of us had hoped he would

accept a position away from the administration but still on campus.

There were those students who felt perhaps he would replace that

happy, cheerful, spastic attendant in the locker room. Fraternity

brothers in many houses expressed high hopes that he might con-

sider a housemother position.

How many of you realize that one year ago our beloved Presi-

dent was offered the part of the gang-busting, prohibitionist—Elliot

Ness of the "Untouchables"? Few realize that application papers

were sent to him for the part of "The Man from Schweps". Yes, it

seems like only yesterday that he argued in favor of passing the bill

for higher faculty wages. I can see him last summer as he stood out-

side Beacon Hill in his shirt sleeves ... his brow dripping with per-

spiration, his eyes red from the intensity of his battle ... as he en-

tered a Boston cafe and gave that friendly, cheerful call again—"Hey,

Mabel! Small Coke, please." Never did he or I realize that the entire

affair would be written for the silver screen under the title
—"Sud-

denly Last Summer."

The hard hitting facets of the story have made this picture a

"must" for all movie lovers. Under the direction of that noted Holly-

wood personality, Otto Blascoe, some of filmdom's greats are at their

best. Sensual Elizabeth Taylor portrays Mather's great aunt—Cotton-

pickin Mather; greying Katherine Hepburn creates the role of a

humble lab assistant who was willing to throw down her life for her

President; young Brandon De Wilde plays Billy Burkhart; moody
Montgomery Clift is cast as stoic Senator Powers; and even our own
President Powers plays a bit part ... as that happy, cheerful, spastic

attendant in the locker room; and finally that beloved character actor,

Jack Knight, portrays the President's desk. My only disappointment

is in the selection of Paul Anka and Tuesday Weld as the young Mr.

and Mrs. Mather as children.

The last scene of the picture is perhaps the happiest . . . mainly

because it is the last scene. After choosing between his two principal

job offers . . . one as an administrator of sobriety tests for A.A., the

other as president of a collegiate testing service in Iowa City, la.

... .he tours the Midwest in an effort to create better relations be-

tween peoples and to ease world tensions. This last scene sees our man
winding up the triumphant tour in Iowa City amidst clashes between

"anti-college testing" student demonstrators and the President's

security chief, Red *Blascoe, who fought them off with tear gas and

fire hoses.

The credits start to flash across the screen as Mather's car drives

through a cloud of tear gas and he (at this stage of his life in the pic-

ture he's played by Charles Coburn) wipes his eyes with one hand as

the other rests upon the shoulder of his wife (at this stage played by
Diane Varsi).

Yes . . . we're going to wis* you, dear and noble chief executive

But we understand your reasons for leaving. Wasn't it the Duke of
Windsor who summarized your motives for abdication as—"I find it

impossible to continue without the . . . money I love."

JL'etters
Religion on Campus

An Open Letter to Students

Thursday evening March 17, at 6:30 p.m. in Bowditch Lodge we
will have the opportunity to hear two fellow students, Fred Buss and

John Kendl'iek, from Vale University speak of their experiences as

• a-
i

' -gM men.

Sn often we fee' tha our religion should take a hack-seat when
we i m to be apart from us with their

' I 1 '
I Bge . .

.". Otir Sundays no loir

i u a service, and prayers seem to be

tl of d. Iii hort, we h*ve no time for God. HK Is

' i! while Btudi nts at the University of Texas, be-

Fa '!•. ai '
I iii- Community, ft group of awakened

» • is to Who they :ire, what the\ ire

. d *h.
"

they committed themselves to the Com-
1

i of worship, study, life together, and
\ orld.

rial in.•ting will be interesting and relevant
I

'

<< •
. ivone to attend and join in with

nts while we discuss our position on eam-

i
c< ntu y Christians,

Respectfully yours,

Robert D. Slagle

Wesley Foundation

March 7, 19fi()

To he Editor:
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^ing the appreciation of the Wesley Foundation for

siven Bishop Lord's visit with us in Monday's Gel-

ike to correct two errors. Rabbi Ruchames spoke to

try 2H on "Judaism—What it is not", and Father
on 'Roman Catholicism", March 13.

?o like to invite all interested to hear Eduardo Mond-
lane. of the Trusteeship Department of the United Nations, speak on
"Tribesman to Stateman", March 20; to see a full-length motion pic-

ture, "Albert Schweitzer", April 10; and participate in a discussion
with Provost McCune and Professor Shute, from thp University, on
the conflicts of the "Old and the New in the Orient", May 1. Our
meetings begin at 7:00 in Wesley Methodist Church.

Very sincerely yours,

Charles Getchell '60, Vice-President and
Program Chairman, The Wesley Foundation

m&e
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Last summer while I was doing a special record-

ed radio program for a small station in the area

where I live, I received a program of the summer
concerts to be held at a resort-jazz colony which is

located nearby. It really was no surprise because

prior to the receipt of the program I had been ap-

proached by a representative of the place who asked

me if I could include a few plugs for his place of

employment on the air. I hinted broadly that a few

passes to the concerts might be in order but I never

got them so I still can't be accused of taking payola.

Anyhow, on the program I found the names of

many jazz notables, Stan Kenton, the Four Fresh-

men, Miles Davis, and buried in the middle, right

at the time when the season would be at its height,

I found Old "Satchmo", Louis Armstrong. The old

master had been in town before and had been warm-
ly received indeed, but I was surprised to see his

name there because at the time I received the pro-

gram he was in Europe on tour and the date of his

local appearance was just a few days after his

scheduled return. If it came through it would be

great timing and I began looking for material on
Louis to feature him in one of my shows. Then it

happened.

Somewhere in Italy one of the greatest jazz

artists of our time was confined to a hospital and
there were a great many conflicting reports as to

his condition or even the nature of his illness. The
concert I had planned on spot-lighting was definite-

ly off.

At about the same time I ran across a little

poem in a newspaper concerning Satchmo and his
illness. The paper was filled with stories about him
and for quite some time he was the "headline of the
hour". I broke with tradition and featured him on
my entire show and received very favorable com-
ments. A great many people were very unhappy
about the cancellation and even took the time to

write and tell him about it. It was then, when they
had almost lost him, that they began to fully ap-
preciate what he was and what he represented, an
important evolutionary period of one of the great-
est parts of the American heritage.

Vnw qf lqcjf I'll ko nUU fn l-,w... lU.i .!..». I-t ~ n , a. .... . i «» k,*^ awit- t,0 ivL.C|> iii.ii uair 1

made with Louis almost a year ago, because on Sun-
day, March 27, Louis Armstrong and his All Stars
invade the UMa.ss campus for a big concert to be
held in the Curry Hicks Cage. It won't be quite the
same, for I won't have the excuse I had then for

getting to meet him personally and it will cost me
11,50 to get to hear him play. But I've waited so
long that the thrill will certainly be worth whatever
it costs. I sing thy praises, O IFC, for making this
dream a reality (pretty subtle poetry, huh?). Oh,
and the time, in case you're interested in joining
me there, is 2:30 p.m.

After hearing the concert you're sure to be in-
terested to know that Louis is still recording singles
on the MOM record label, and the soothing texture
of his voice has not been injured by his lung ail-
ment. They're available for 98c at your favorite
record store and if you hurry right over there you
may he aide to get some before the price of records
goes up again. See you next week, I hope.

Point to Ponder . . . from the Reader's Difiiti
An educated man is one who ran entertain a new

idea, entertain another person, and entertain him-
self.

Sydney Herbert Woods
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Contract Bridge

North

S—Q J 6 2

H—

A

5

D—

A

K 4

C—A J 7 8

West East

S—10 9 5 4 3 S—K 8 7

H-Q 10 8 H—9 7 3 2

D-Q 10 8 5 D—J 9 7 3

C—

6

C—K 10

South (Dealer)

S—

A

H—K J 6 4

D—

6

2

C—

Q

9 8 5 4 2

North West South East

pass pass

1C pass 3C pass

4NT pass 5D pass

6C pass pass pass

North opened 1C so that he

could jump-shift to show his

partner the full strength of his

hand. However, with his partner's

response of three cluhs, which

shows almost an opening hand,

twelve to thirteen points, North

decided to go rig'ht into Black-

wood Convention. Finding that

his partner holds one ace, North

by B. I)CBIS

goes directly to six clubs.

The opening lead was the 3D,
and North wins with KD. North
then leads the AC and everyone

follows suit. North now is ready
to set up a crossruff, allowing the

defense to take their KC when-
ever they wish. There is no point

in sacrificing two of North's

trumps to take out the boss

trump.

North leads the AD, then the

4D which he trumps with the 5C.

The AS is taken from the dum-
my, and North leads the 4H to

the AH in his hand. The 2S is

led and trumped by the dummy's
8C. North takes his KH from the

dummy, and returns the 6H,

trumps with the 3C. QS is led,

dummy trumps with the 4C. The
JH is led and North sloughs his

6S. North now leads a low club

and West's KC wins. The QC
takes the last trick.

BRIDGE CLUB
The results of the duplicate

bridge game of Thursday, March

3, are as follows:

N-S 1-st Professor Smart and

Jim Hemingway

(Continued on page 5)

May Program For

SWAP Conference

Being Considered
The committee for the Student

Workshop on Activities Prob-

lems began planning the program

for the May conference at a

meeting last Thursday. At the

conference, questions pertaining

to campus and organizational

problems are discussed among

members of the student body, the

faculty, and the administration.

The committee welcomes sug-

gestions. If your club would like

to have a certain topic consid-

ered, contact Christa Hahnen-

stein '61 at Crabtree or KKG, or

leave your suggestion in the RSO
box (205) in the SU activities

office.

Senate Committee
Holds Open Hearing

NOTICE
Amherst Red Cross Wood

Donor Day. Students and staff

members who are willing to sign

up to give blood on Tuesday,

March 15, between noon and 6

P.M. at the Masonic Hall, on

Main Street please send name,

address, age, and first and sec-

ond choices for preferred time to

Robert B. Whitney, Department

of Chemistry, Amherst College.

Monday afternoon In the Coun

cil Chambers, an open hearing W
S35 was held hy Stud-Tit Sen

ate Committee headed by Sen.

Bruce McLean, Ti2.

S8S is a motion sponsored by

Sen, Ted Sheerin establishing a

student financed chair at the Cni-

versity. This chair will be fi-

nanced by taxing each student

$1.50 P'T semester.

Questions Whether Bill Will

Benefit All

At the hearing. Professor
Harold W. Smart said that if the

motion "is for the benefit of all.

there is perfect justification for

the passage of this bill," How-
ever, he also felt that the motion

will only "benefit the group that

gets the scholar."

In answer to this, it was point

ed out by Chairman McLean
that this would be the ease only

while the fund is in its infancy.

It was also suggested that the

guest teacher give a series of

public lectures in addition to

teaching an advanced course, so

that the whole campus may bene-

Lucky Strike's Dr. Frood to the rescue :

Foolproof Formula

Simplifies Chemistry
Dear Dr. Frood: 1 am having a difficult

time in chemistry. We are studying the

chemicai properties of acids, and I have

become utterly confused. Can you help

me understand acids?

/. Bunsen Bfirnvr

Dear Bunsen: Take two parts of hydro-

chloric acid and three parts nitric acid.

Pour into saucer. Stir mixture with finger.

Note how much shorter the finger be-

comes. That is due to the chemical action

of the acid.

Dear Dr. Frood: Exactly what is the

difference between adult westerns and

what I suppose you would call juvenile

westerns?
Channel Selector

Dear Channel: It's the horses. The hero

on juvenile westerns rides a pure white

horse or a palomino. In adult westerns,

the hero's horse is brown, sincere, ma-

ture-looking.

<&> <&> <&>

<4» <o* «»

Dear Dr. Frood: I was amazed at the

recent survey which proved that the

poorest students were students with cars.

Would you comment, please?

Dean

Dear Dean: I was amazed, too. In my
dav only the rich students had cars.

Dear Dr. Frood: 1 am going out for the

college play and have become interested

in the "Method" school of acting Could

you tell me how this differs from ordi-

nary acting?
Thespis

tfZ£&3®®®®

Dear Thesp: It is all a matter of how

you throw yourself into your part. For

instance, when playing "Peter Pan" the

ordinary actor flies throuch the air on

guide wires. When the "Method" actor

plays the role, wires are unnecessary.

<^» «?> c^>

Dear Dr. Frood: I am friendly, out-

going, tolerant, athletic, well to do and

a good conversationalist. Why doesevery-

body hate me?
Hurt

Dear Hurt: I don't know why—we just do.

«<>» «*» «*

Dear Dr. Frood: On the level, do you

smoke Luckies?

Doubting Tom

Dear Tom: On the level, I do smoke

Luckies. I also smoke Luckies on inclines.

And once enjoyed one while scaling the

vertical face of Mt. Everest.

14. r e>.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

L.S./M.F.T.— Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Product of c4&J&nstoea» Jo^tec-Coryxxn^ — Jofotero is our middU nam

l I t'i'irn his presence.

In pointing out administrative

problems of the motion, Mrs.

rsabelle < lornm. Assistant Dean
of Women, asked if funds for In-

terviewing applicant* would come
from the fund itself or from

some other source of revenue.

Smart Asks for Student Control

Prof. Smart emphasized that

the administration of the fund
should be kept in the hands of

the students. He added, "when
the fund is of considerable size,

it will be open prey for the

greedy." He felt that keeping the

students in control would prevent

any mishandling of funds.

Archie Strong '63, said that

many Senior-; might feel that the

tax is unfair to them since they

will not benefit directly. Bill

Knowlton 'fil. pointed out that

any Improvement in the faculty

at the University would enhance
the diplomas of the graduates.

The Senate will vote on this

motion March 16th.

CA Officers Nominations
Will Be Considered

The nominating committee for

tlie Christian Association is meet-

ing to consider officers for next

year.

Those persona interested in an
office or having suggestions for

an officer should leave a noto

listing' these names and positions,

in the CA office by 5 p.m. Mon-
day, March 1

1

WMUA
Wednesday and Thursday

1:00 Sign On News. Weather

4:05 Campus Caper

r>:00 News and Weather

5:05 Campus Caper

5:30 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

fi:ir, B.B.C. (Wed. i

Public Service E.T (Thurs.)

7:00 Public Service E.T. (Wed.)
CB.C. (Thurs |

7:15 Call Assn. (Wed.)

7::M> Mews H end lines

7:32 M isicale

fr:00 News, Weather. Ski Re-

porl

9:05 Showca •

io on Newa and Weather

10:05 Sounds of Jssz (Wed.)
Swingtime (Thurs.

»

1 I on News and Weather

11:05 Shoes Off Session (Wed.)

Swinftime (Thurs.)

12:00 News and Weather
12:05 Dig (Wed.)

Sounds of Jazz (Thurs.)

1 :00 N.-ws and Weather

1:05 Dig (Wed.)

Sounds of Jazz (Thurs.)

2:00 News, Weather—Sign Off

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Open Every Night until 1 1 00

On the Corner Next to

Hill* House
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At the State House . .

.

contribution."

State sum* t ion of the pro-

gram is apecified in the current

bill. In this respect, the measure

provides that the state hoard of

education, with the advice of the

*<• commissioner of education,

"shall appoint an executive com-

mittee to co-ordinate and admin-

ister these programs."

It would be a 12-man commit-

tee. It was this particular pro-

vision of the bill that was re-

drafted by the state administra-

tion committee. This eommitee

wrote into the new hill a stipula-

tion that, "A majority of the

members shall be made up of

representatives of contributing

school systems." The committee

members would he unpaid.

Mass. Education . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

torial staff.

The Chairman of the Student

commented that he was "pleased

that people are at least reading

and talking about what we're

writing."

This referendum for the aboli-

tion of the paper follows on the

heels of the newspaper-initiated

referendum for revision of the

student government. Last Friday

the campus voted to keep the

Student Council, three to one.

Wesleyan Announces
Wesleyan has announced plans

to continue and extend its in-

formal program of leaves of ab-

sences for underachieves which

it has unofficially carried on for

some time.

The group primarily concerned

is that in the borderline C t

ritory. Candidates for enforced

withdrawal would be nominated

by the faculty.

In this connection, it is inter-

esting to see that The Rhode Is-

land School of Design holds an

annual Sophomore Review, with

a committee interviewing: every

sophomore on campus about his

performance record. An editorial

appearing in the undergraduate

newspaper stated that since the

student's work pattern will prob-

ably remain consistent with that

of his first two years, the sopho-

more is at a crucial point. "Hap-

pily he will be committed to a

professional career and the pur-

suit of excellence. If, however,

this is not the case, the college

is prepared to exert pressures

to bring about desirable changes

in the behavior of those deemed

to be underachievers. To this end

the college has set up the Sopho-

more Review."

All students of RISD are as

signed o?i entrance a predicted

grade point average which is the

basil of the committee's discus-

sion.

Although this program ii open

to charges of paternalism it can

he defended in coldly realistic

terms. In addition to the reflec-

tive impact the graduates of a

school have on its subsequent

reputation, there is the grim fact

that, to further quote RISD edi-

torial, '"mere survival ... is not

realistic for the student prepar-

ing for a professional career."

and a big variety to select from

it A&P's Delicatessen Department

Chinese Egg Rolls—Shrimp or Chicken

Chop Suey—Several Kinds

Bologna, Salami, liverwurst

Variety Cheeses and Spreads

Cocktail Frankfort? Midget Bologna

Herring—Sardines—Win* Fillets

Potato Salads—Mexican Salads

Kilbosi-Linguica-Cappacolla

Cooked Shrimp and Cocktail Sauce

Variety of Pudding* Cheese Cakos

Old Fashioned Rye Bread and others

and many

more —

come in

and browse

34 BRIDCt ST.
NORTHAMPTON

* there's plenty free parking

Conference . .

.

(Continued from poffi i

)

the UMass.
The guest speaker will be

Morris Cogan, Director of Ap-

prentice Teaching at the Harvard

Graduate School of Education.

Mr. Cogan's speech will concern

the new directions being taken,

in teacher education all over the

country, to better teacher prep-

aration.

Tickets may be purchased for

$1.50 at the Education Office in

Machmer on Monday through

Friday from 8:30 until 5:00.

These tickets will enable one to

attend the schedule of events

listed below:

9:00-9:45 Registration and

Coffee Hour
10:00-10:15 Welcome

Discussion Groups

Resume Discussion

10:30-11:30

12:00-1:00

Groups
1:00-2:00

2:00-3:00

ris Cogan

The Campus Beat
by JUDY D1CKSTKIN '63

Luncheon
Speech by Dr Mor-

Odetta . .

.

(Continued from page i

)

chord! Today r-he can make the

instrument comment as though it

had a mind of its own.

Odetta was invited to play a

month at New York's Blue Angel,

and in the East she won new
audiences and the admiration of

other folk singers, among them

Pete Seeger and Harry Belafonte.

Returning to California, she

made an appearance in the film,

"Cinerama Holiday," singing a

rousing version of the sea

chanty "Santy Anno."

A true artist, Odetta is a per-

fectionist and her own severest

critic. She may work as long as

:i year on a single song and will

not offer it publicly until .^he is

fully satisfied that her rendition

is precisely as she wants it.

Oil Sunday, March 13, the

Amherst Folklore Society |

newly formed group composed of

students from the four college

The other day I was reading a

book, and I became particularly

intrigued by a chapter on occu-

pationally acquired traits. For

instance, it mentioned that pro-

fessors are prone to developing

poor eyesight from having to de-

cipher their student's poor hand-

writing. Carrying this assump-

tion one step further, I came to

a number of startling conclu-

sions.

All students of engineering

drawing must have stiff arms

from carrying their drawing

boards. All engineers have dis-

located hips from that slide-rule

action. Chemistry students have

acid-pocked hands.

The converse is true. By ex-

amination, little traits can re-

veal a person's activities, occupa-

tion, or hobbies. Sometimes these

characteristics are quite unoh-

trusive, but with luck and per-

severance they can be detected.

Like the other day, I saw a chap

walking across campus in a pair

of bathing trunks and blue skin.

It did not require great mental

prowess to see
#

that he was

charter member of the Polar

Hear Club.

Speaking of swimming, the

Naiads will be holding their syn-

chronized swimming exhibit
March 10th, 11th, and 12th at

8 p.m. in the pool of the Wom-
en's Physical Education building.

When you see someone on cam-

pus with a nose rendered bulbous

by allergy, you can make an edu-

cated guess tfhat his major is

floriculture. Or if a fellow has

flat feet, odds are he is a mem-
ber of the R.O.T.C. drill team.

A common Thursday morning

malady is the Charlie horse,

area will present Odetta in the

Student Union Ballroom at 3:«0

p.m.

"eo*i" >t • *r«'i<(*ft »•*&! ««»•» cu»<**A«* n*» *«i ea

Anachronism?
Not really. 'Cause if Coke had been

around in Caesar's day, Caesar would

have treated himself to the sparkling

good taste, the welcome lift of Coke!

Caesar's motto— M
I came, I saw, I

conquered." Pretty good motto for

Coke too— the prime favoriu in ov«r

100 countries today I

Drink

0wd3a

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

•oMl*d under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

Coca-Colt iortling Co of Northampton, Northampton, Mast.

caused by active (too active)

participation in the Square Dance

Club, which holds square dances

every Wednesday nigtot in the

Commonwealth Room.

Even better are the multiple

symptoms, which come together

in complete sets to reveal the per-

son's activities. For instance, if

you see a person stoop-shouldered

from leaning over forward,

bleary-eyed from staying up un-

til 5 a.m., and making uncon-

scious shuffling motions with the

'hands, you can be fairly sure

that he or she is a Bridge Play-

er. Bridge Players, incidentally,

meet every Thursday evening at

the Union to iry to outdo each

other. Drop in some evening to

observe or partake in the festiv-

ities.

One other way to identify a

man's occupation is to note what
he carries with him. A person

with a green book bag is an in-

tellectual; a person carrying skis

is likely to be a technical direc-

tor at WMUA; a person carry-

ing a beer can is probably either

a fraternity man or not enrolled

in the University; and a man
sporting a little tin badge is a

member of the Gestapo.

Keep your eyes open: see what
you can observe.

There will be a Movie Commit-

tee Meeting Thursday at 1 1 :00

in the Norfolk TJonm.

The University Ski Club will

present :i ski film at 8 p.m.

Wednesday in the Barnstable

Room. Discussion and planning

on the projected Mt. Washington

trip will also take place,

A meeting of the History Club

will be held Wednesday night at

7 p.m. in the Norfolk Room. Fol-

lowing the business meeting a

record 6f historic interest will l»<>

played.

The Roister Dolfiters will hold

its annual banquet in the Student

Union on Tuesday, March IS at

6:80 p.m. All RD members who
plan to attend are asked to leave

$1.00 with the secretary in the

RSO office before Saturday

Otherwise contact Ren Benoii at

Hills House or use the RD box

in the RS() office,

Square Dance . .

.

(Continued from page l)

he has been active in square

dancing for the past ten years.

He is also club caller for the

"Merrymakers" from Cntnston,

R.I., and has called at several of

the larger conventions at New
England.

His versatility at both eastern

and western figures, combined
with a good singing style, has

helped Dick to beCORN one of the

most popular singing square
dance callers in New England,
Arrangements for the Festival

are being made by the Square
Dance Club, under the lender-

ship of Dave Richardson '60.

My Neighbors

"1 say there. Old Chap, I

represent the Bureau of J

terns! Revenue!**

African Troupe . .

.

(Continued from page 1

)

Hahnenstein '61, have termed

Olatunji's dance performance "a

most unusual opportunity to see

and hear one of the foremost

contemporary African artists."

While the remainder of the

Weekend's events are free to the

public, there will be an admission

charge of $1.00 per person for

the dance troupe in Bowker Au-

ditorium.

Tickets may be obtained all

next week at the Student Union

Ticket window between the hours

of 12 to 2 p.m. or by contacting

any of the Weekend Committee
members. The performance will

be in Bowker Auditorium Satur-

day, March 19.

SENATE AGENDA
864 Moved that the Student Sen-

ate approve the revised By-

Laws of S.W.A.P. (Act: Lin-

coln)

S55 Moved that the Student Sen-

ate accept the revised constitu-

tion of Ya-Hoo. (Act: Onksen

for non-Senate member Gra-

ham)

OnCamptB
with

AfeShulman

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

THE SEARCH FOR BRIDEY SIGAFOOS

It was a dullish evening at the Theta house. The pledget were i

down in the catacombs; the actives were sacked out upstairs,

not doing much of anything. Mary Ellen Krumbald was stick-

ing pins in an effigy of the housemother; Evelyn Zinsmastcr

was welding a manhole cover to her charm bracelet; Algelica

McKeesport was writing a letter to Fabian in blood. Like I say,

it was a dullish evening.

Suddenly Dolores Vladnay stood up and stamped her foot.

"Chaps," she said to her sorors, "this is too yawn-making ! Let's

do something gay and mad and gasp-making. Anybody got an

idea?"

"No," said the sorors, shaking their little sausage curls.

"Think, chaps, think!" said Dolores and passed Marlboro

cigarettes to everybody, for if there ever was a smoke to start

you thinking, it is mild and flavorful Marlboro! Things come

dear when you puff that good, clean smoke through that fine

filter— knots untie, dilemmas dissolve, problems evaporate,

cobwebs vanish, fog disperses, and the benevolent sun pours

radiance on a new and dewy world. Oh, happy world! Oh,

Marlboro! Oh, soft pack! Oh, flip-top box! Oh, get some

already!

*<-*•-

I fatk&tjsWNtid faofimfc
'

Now Geraldine Quidnunc, her drooping brain cells revivified

by a good Marlboro, leapt up and cried, "Oh, I have a perfect

gnsser of an idea! Let's hypnotize somebody!"

"Oh, capital!" cried the sorors. "Oh, tingle-making!"

At this point, in walked a young pledge named Alice Blue-

gown. "Excuse me, mistresses," said she, tugging her forelock,

"I have finished making your beds, doing your homework, and

ironing your pica!*. Will there be anything else?"

"Yes," snapped Dolofefl Vladnay. "When I count to three,

you will be hypnotised."

"Yes, excellency," said Alice, bobbing a curtsey.

"One, two, three," said Dolores.

Alice promptly went into a trance.

"do back," said Dolnres, "back into your childhood. Oo

back to your fifth birthday, back to your birth, to before your

birth, to your last incarnation . . . Now, who are you?"

"My name is Bridey Sigafoos," said Alice. "The year is 1S18,

and I am in County Cork."

"Coo!" said the sorors.

"How old are you''" nsked Dolores.

"1 am seven," said Alice.

"Where is your mother"" asked Dolores.

"I don't know," said Alice. "She got sold at the fair last

year."

"Coo!" said the sorors.

"Tell us about yourself," said Dolores.

"I am five feet tall." said Alice, "I have brown eyes, and I

weigh 82(H) pounds."

"Coo!" said the sorors.

"Isn't that rather heavy for a girl
9" said Dolores.

"Who's a girl?" said Alice. "I'm a black and white guernsey."

"Coo!" said the sorors.

"Moo!" said Bridey Sigafoos," 9 19*0 Mat ShuloMA

* • •

We, the maker* of Marlboro, have our doubt* about fMe

itory. About cigarette*, houerer, we hold the*e truth* to be

&elf-evldent: Marlboro for filter *moker; Philip Morri* for

non -filter imoker*. Try *om*»

Bartlett . .

.

(Continued from pane 1)

bury, administrative assistant;

Matt Jones, city solicitor; and

Willard S. Pratt, director of pub-

lic works.

The entire office force of Ely,

Bartlett, Brown and Proctor,

Boston law firm of which Mr.

Bartlett was senior partner, was

also present.

Contract Bridge . .

.

(Continued from page S)

N-S 2nd Patti Roberts and Pris-

cilla Battis

E-W 1-st Larry Crabtree and
Dick Thompson

E-W 2-nd Olson and Dubois

The regular duplicate game
will be played Thursday, March
10 at C:45. All students are wel-

come.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Tan waistlength winter

coat at Mike's Friday. March 4.

Return to Dick Marquis Al 3-

9234.

Lost: Would the person who
took a light trench coat from th<-

games area in the Union please

return to Kerry Sullivan, 123

Baker. I have yours.

Amherst Folklore Society

Presents

ODETTA

Internationally Famous

Folk Singer

Sunday
Afternoon

at 3 p.m.

March 13
STUDENT UNION

BALLROOM

University of Mass.

Advance Admission

$1.60

(Mail stamped, self-addressed

envelope to 18 S. Prospect St.)

$1.85 at door

CRiTiCS RAVEH - The New York Tim**, "Warming and electrifying glow";

New York Herald Tribune, "Odetta is a noble artist"; Boston Daily Record,

". . . a deep, foil throated voice and her delivery is superb."

Men who face wind and weather

choose the protection of...

©Mcfpice
AFTER SHAVE

LOTION

Skin protection, that is. Old Spice refreshes and stimulates, guards against the loss of vital

skin moisture. Feels great, too. Brisk, bracing, with that tangy Old Spice scent. It does seem

to attract female admirers, but what red-blooded

man needs protection against girls? 1.00 />iwi« M U L. T O M
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At the State House . .

.
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contribution."

State sanction i>f the pro-

gram is specified in the current

bill. In this respect, the measure

provides thai the state hoard of

education, with the advice of the

itate commissioner of education,

"shall appoint an executive com-

mittor to co-ordinate and admin-

ister those programs."

It would be a 12-man commit-

tee. It was this particular pro-

vision of the hill that was re-

drafted by the state administra-

tion committee. This commitee

wrote into the new bill a stipula-

tion that, "A majority of the

members shall be made up of

representatives of contributing

school systems." The committee

members would be unpaid.

Mass. Education . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

torial staff.

The Chairman of the Student

commented that he was "pleased

that people are at least reading

and talking about what we're

writing."

This referendum for the aboli-

tion of the paper follows on the

heels of the newspaper-initiated

referendum for revision of the

student government. Last Friday

the campus voted to keep the

Student Council, three to one.

Wesleyan Announces
Wesleyan has announced plans

to continue and extend its in-

formal program of leaves of ah-

sences for underachievers which

it has unoffieiallv carried on for

some time.

The group primarily concerned

'hat in the borderline C I

ritory. Candidates for enforced

withdrawal would be nominated

by the faculty.

In this connection, it is inter-

esting to see that The Rhode Is-

land School of Design holds an

annual Sophomore Review, with

a committee interviewing every

sophomore on campus about his

performance record. An editorial

appearing in the undergraduate

newspaper stated that since the

student's work pattern will prob-

ably remain consistent with that

of his first two years, the sopho-

more is at a crucial point. "Hap-

pily he will be committed to a

professional career and the pur-

suit of excellence. If, however,

this is not the case, the college

is prepared to exert pressures

to bring about desirable changes

in the behavior of those deemed

to he underachievers. To this end

the college has set up the Sopho

more Review."

All students of R1SI) are as-

signed on entrance a predicted

grade point average which is the

basis of the committee's discus-

sion.

Although this program is open

to charges of paternalism it can

be defended in coldly realistic

terms. In addition to the reflec-

tive impact the graduates of a

school have on its subsequent

reputation, there is the grim fact

that, to further quote RISD edi-

torial, "mere survival . . . is not

realistic for the student prepar-

ing for a professional career."

and a big variety to select from

it A&P's Delicatessen Department

Chinese Egg Rolls—Shrimp or Chicken

Chop Suey—Several Kindt

Bologna, Salami, Liverwunt

Variety Cheeses and Spreads

Cocktail Frankforts-Midget Bologna

Herring—Sardines—Win* Filiate

Potato Salads—Mexican Salads

Kilbosi-linguica-Cappacolla

Cooked Shrimp and Cocktail Sauca

Variety of Pudding* Cheese Cakes

Old Fashioned Ryo Bread and other*

and many

more —

come in

and browse

34 BRIDGfc ST
NORTHAMPTON

if there's plenty free parking

Conference . .

.

(Continued from pagi t)

the TMass.
The guest speaker will be

Morris Cogan, Director of Ap-

prentice Teaching at the Harvard

Graduate School of Education.

Mr. Cogan's speech will concern

the new directions being taken,

in teacher education all over the

country, to better teacher prep-

aration.

Tickets may be purchased for

$1.50 at the Education Office in

Machmer on Monday through

Friday from 8:30 until 5:00.

These tickets will enable one to

attend the schedule of events

listed below:

9:00-9:45 Registration and

Coffee Hour
10:00-10:15 Welcome

Discussion Groups

Resume Discussion

The Campus Beat
by JUDY DICKSTEIN 63

10:30-11:30

12:00-1:00

Groups
1:00-2:00

2:00-3:00

ris Cogan

Luncheon

Speech by Dr. Mor-

Odetta . .

.

(Continued from page if

chord! Today she can make the

instrument comment as though it

had a mind of its own.

Odetta was invited to play a

month at New York's Rlue Angel,

and in the East she won new
audiences and the admiration of

other folk singers, among them

Pete Seeger and Harry Belafonte.

Returning to California, she

made an appearance in the film,

"Cinerama Holiday," singing a

rousing version of the sea

chanty "Santy Anno."

A true artist, Odetta is a per-

fectionist and her own severest

critic. She may work as long as

a year on a single song and will

not offer it publicly until she is

fully satisfied that her rendition

is precisely as she wants it.

On Sunday, March 13. the

Antherat Folklore Society, a

newly formed group composed of

students from the four college

The other day I was reading a

book, and I became particularly

intrigued by a chapter on occu-

pationally acquired traits. For

instance, it mentioned that pro-

fessors are prone to developing

poor eyesight from having to de-

cipher their student's poor hand-

writing. Carrying this assump-

tion one step further, I came to

a number of startling conclu-

sions.

All students of engineering

drawing must have stiff arms

from carrying their drawing

boards. All engineers have dis-

located hips from that slide-rule

action. Chemistry students have

acid-pocked hands.

The converse is true. By ex-

amination, little traits can re-

veal a person's activities, occupa-

tion, or hobbies. Sometimes these

characteristics are quite unob-

trusive, but with luck and per-

severance they can be detected.

Like the other day, I saw a chap

walkiqg across campus in a pair

of bathing trunks and blue skin.

It did not require great mental

prowess to see that he was a

charter member of the Polar

Hear Club.

Speaking of swimming, the

Naiads will be holding their syn-

chronized swimming exhibit
March 10th, 11th, and 12th at

8 p.m. in the pool of the Wom-
en's Physical Education building.

When you see someone on cam-

pus with a nose rendered bulbous

by allergy, you can make an edu-

cated guess tJhat his major is

floriculture. Or if a fellow has

flat feet, odds are he is a mem-
ber of the R.O.T.C. drill team.

A common Thursday morning

malady is the Charlie horse.

area will present Odetta in tin-

Student Union Ballroom at 3:00

p.m.

» ••»OI »*#»• t<3»'*'»"* »•-# '

Anachronism?
Not really. 'Cause if Coke had been

around in Caesar's day, Caesar would

have treated himself to the sparkling

good taste, the welcome lift of Coke!

Caesar's motto— "I came, I saw, I

conquered." Pretty good motto for

Coke too— the prime ftvoriU in over

100 countries today I

Drink

(m^Om

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

lottl«d under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

Coca-Cola lottlinB Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Mass.

caused by active (too active)

participation in the Square Dance

Club, which holds square dances

every Wednesday night in the

Commonwealth Room.

Even better are the multiple

symptoms, which come together

in complete sets to reveal the per-

son's activities. For instance, if

you see a person stoop-shouldered

from leaning over forward,

bleary-eyed from staying up un-

til 5 a.m., and making uncon-

scious shuffling motions with the

hands, you can be fairly sure

that he or she is a Bridge Play-

er. Bridge Players, incidentally,

meet every Thursday evening at

the Union to try to outdo each

other. Drop in some evening to

observe or partake in the festiv-

ities.

One other way to identify a

man's occupation is to note what
he carries with him. A person

with a green book bag is an in-

tellectual; a person carrying skis

is likely to be a technical direc-

tor at WMUA ; a person carry-

ing a beer can is probably either

a fraternity man or not enrolled

in the University; and a man
sporting a little tin badge is a

member of the Gestapo.

Keep your eyes open; see what
you can observe.

There will he a Movie Commit-

tee Meeting Thursday at 11:00

in the Norfolk Room.
The University Ski Club will

present R ski film at 8 p.m.

Wednesday in the Barnstable

Room. Discussion and planning

on the pioj.-ct.--d Mt. Washington

trip will also take place.

A meeting of the History Club

will be held Wednesday night at

7 p.m. in the Norfolk Room. Pol-

lowing the business meeting a

record of historic interest will lie

played.

The Roister Doister-; will hold

its annual banquet' in the Student

Union on Tuesday, March 1 5 at

6:30 p.m. All RD members who
plan to attend are asked to leave

$1.00 with the secretary in the

RSO office before Saturday

Otherwise contact Ren Renoit at

Hills House "r use the RD hox

in the RSO office

Square Dance . .

.

(Continued from pa,fn I >

he has been active in square

dancing for the past ten years

He is also cluh caller for the

"Merrymakers" from Cranston.

R.I., atul has i ailed iii se> eral of

the larger conventions :it NJew

England.

His versatility at both eastern

and western figures, combined
with a good singing style, has
helped Dick to become one of the

most popular singing square

dance callers in New England.
Arrangements for the Festival

are being made by the Square-

Dance Club, under the leader

ship of Dave Richardson '00.

My Neighbors

"1 say there. Old Chap, I

represent the Bureau of 1

ternsl Revenue!"

African Troupe . .

.

(Continued from jmge 1)

Hahnenstein '61, have termed

Olatunji's dance performance "a

most unusual opportunity to see

and hear one of the foremost

contemporary African artists."

While the remainder of the

Weekend's events are free to the

public, there will be an admission

charge of $1.00 per person for

the dance troupe in Bowker Au-

ditorium.

Tickets may be obtained all

next week at the Student Union

Ticket window between the hours

of 12 to 2 p.m. or by contacting

any of the Weekend Committee
members. The performance will

be in Bowker Auditorium Satur-

day, March 19.

SENATE AGENDA
S54 Moved that the Student Sen-

ate approve the revised By-

Laws of S.W.A.P. (Act:

coin)

Lin-

S55 Moved that the Student Sen-

ate accept the revised constitu-

tion of Ya-Hoo. (Act: Onksen
for non-Senate member Gra-

ham)

On Campus
with

AfexSrraJman

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf', "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

THE SEARCH FOR BRIDEY SIGAFOOS

It was a dullish evening at the Theta house. The pledges were ^

down in the catacombs; the actives were sacked out upstairs,

not doing much of anything. Mary Ellen Krumbald was stick-

ing pins in an effigy of the housemother; Evelyn Zinsumster

was welding a manhole cover to her charm bracelet; Algelica

McKeespori was writing a letter to Fabian in blood. Like I say,

it was a dullish evening.

Suddenly Dolores Vladnay stood up and stamped her foot.

"Chaps," she said to her sorors, "this is too yawn-making! Let's

do something gay and mad and gasp-making. Anybody got an

idea.'''

"No," said the sorors, shaking their little sausage curls.

"Think, chaps, think!" said Dolores and passed Marlboro

cigarettes to everybody, for if there ever was a smoke to start

you thinking, it is mild and flavorful Marlboro' Things come

clear when you puff that good, clean smoke through that fine

filter-knots untie, dilemmas dissolve, problems evaporate,

cobwebs vanish, fog disperses, and the benevolent sun pours

radiance on a new and dewy world. Ob, happy world! Oh,

Marlboro! Oh, soft pack! Oh, flip-top box! Oh, get some

already!

I tyre fan?hsWWia 3z&fmtfe
'

Now f leraldine Quidnunc, her drooping brain cells revivified

by a good Marlboro, leapt up and cried, "Oh, I have a perfect

gasser of an idea! Let's hypnotize somebody!"

"Oh, capital!" cried the sorors. "Oh, tingle-making!"

At this point, in walked a young pledge named Alice Blue-

gown. "Excuse me, mistresses," said she, tugging her forelock,

"I have finished making your beds, doing your homework, and

ironing your pleats. Will there i»e anything else'.'"

"Yes," snapped Dolores Vladnay. "When I count to three,

you will be hypnotized."

'^es, excellency," said Alice, bobbing a curtsey.

"One, two, three," said Dolores.

Alice promptly went into a trance.

"Go back," said Dolores, "back into your childhood. Co

back to your fifth birthday, buck to your birth, to before your

birth, to your last incarnation . . . Now, who are you?"

"My name is Bride? Sigafoos," said Alice. "The year is 1818,

and I am in County Cork."

"Coo!" said the sorors.

"How old are you.'" asked Dolores.

"I am seven," said Alice.

"Where is your mother " ;isked Dolores.

"I don't know," said Alice. "She got sold at the fair last

year."

"Coo!" said the sorors.

"Tell us about yourself," said Dolores.

"1 am five feet tall," said Alice, "I have brown eyes, and I

weigh 3300 pounds."

"Coo!" said the sorors.

"Isn't that rather heavy for a RirP" said Dolores.

"Who's a girl"' said Alice. "Em a black and white guernsey."

"Coo'" said the sorors.

"Moo!" said Bridey Sig-ifnos.
«$ 10AO Mm HhuloiM

* • •

We, the maker* of Marlboro, have our doubt* about thta

atory. About cigarette*, however, ice hold the*e truth* to he

Belf-erident: Marlboro tor filter *moker$. Philip Morri$ for

nor* -filter tmoker*. Try #ow«.

Bartlett . .
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(Continued from page 1)

bury, administrative assistant;

Matt Jones, city solicitor; and

Willard S. Pratt, director of pub-

lic works.

The entire office force of Ely,

Bartlett, Brown and Proctor,

Boston law firm of which Mr.

Bartlett was senior partner, was
also present.

Contract Bridge . .

.

(Continued front page S)

N-S 2-nd Patti Roberts and Pris-

cilla Battis

E-W 1-st Larry Crabtreo and
Dick Thompson

E-W 2-nd Olson and Dubois

The regular duplicate game
will be played Thursday, March
10 at 6:46, All students are wel-

come.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Tan waistlength winter

coat at Mike's Friday, March 4.

Return to Dick Marquis Al 3-

9234.

Lost: Would tho person who
took a light trench coal from the

games area in the Union plaasa

return to Kerry Sullivan, 123

Haker. I have yours.

Amherst Folklore Society

Presents

ODETTA

Internationally Famous

Folk Singer

Sunday
Afternoon

at 3 p.m.

MHHMtPP?? March 13
STUDENT UNION

BALLROOM

University of Mass.

Advance Admission

$1.60

(Mail stamped, self-addressed

envelope to 1 8 S. Prospect St.)

$1.85 at door

CRITICS RAVEM - The New York Times. "Warming and electrifying glow";

New York Herald Tribune, "Odetta is a noble artist"; Breton Daily Record,

"... a deep, foil throated voice and her delivery is superb."

Men who face wind and weather

choose the protection of...

iceV

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION

Skin protection, that is. Old Spice refreshes and stimulates, guards against the loss of vital

skin moisture. Feels great, too. Brisk, bracing, with that tangy Old Spire srent. It does seem

to attract female admirers, but what red-blooded

man needs protection against girls? 1.00 />/«»»«* S M i_j L. T O M
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Redmen Coach Studley

Maps Sincere Recruit Plan
Several years ago when the

University of Massachusetts be-

gan an attempt to elevate its

football program to the high level

of the academic achievements of

the school, one of its primary

objectives was to sell Massachu-

setts boys on attending their

state university.

As Dr. Shannon McCune, pro-

vost of the University, would

explain it, too many good foot-

ball players in the Bay State are

embracing Horace Greeley's

apothegm and moving out of the

Commonwealth to the middle

west and other parts of the coun-

try to continue their education

and gridiron pursuits.

In Charles Studley, new head

football coach of the Redmen, the

University appears to have not

only a promising, refreshing

young mentor, but a sincere lead-

er, capable of advertising and

selling UMass football to Bay

State boys.

Coach Studley comes to the

Redmen very highly recommend-

ed. So much so, reveals athletic

director Warren McGuirk, that it

appeared rival coaches "were anx-

ious to get him out of the Big

Ten." Studley was an assistant

under Ray Eliot, head coach at

the University of Illinois, for the

past five years.

Eliot, who after nearly two

decades as head coach resigned

this year to become assistant

athletic director, reportedly was

trying to swing the Illinois job

Studley's way.

NEEDED OPORTUNITY
"In my opinion," Eliot de-

clared, "Chuck Studley is the

finest head football coach pros-

pect in the country, and all he

needs is the opportunity to prove

himself. I have no doubt that

there isn't a spot in the country

that Studley could not take over

and do an outstanding job. I

feel that Massachusetts is ex-

tremely fortunate to have made
such a fine choice."

Studley, who was asked to stay

on at Illinois, told the Boston

press that Massachusetts was not

his second or third choice.

"What sold me on UMass,"

said the captain of Illinois' 1952

Rose Bowl team, "is its sincere,

honest approach to athletics."

MORE SUN

MORE SNOW

SKI CAPITAL

OF THI EAST

For folders. Information or

mtrvations, write lodge of

your choice or Box 206 CD

Stow* Area Association,

Inc., Btowt, Vermont. ,

The trim, 190-pounder, five

pounds over his playing weight

when a Big Ten, guard, intends

to use the same approach when

selling Massachusetts boys on

playing their college football at

UMass.
AIMS THREE-FOLD

"There is no reason why we
cannot draw the primary bulk

of our football talent from with-

in the state," Studley maintains.

"We're going to recruit hard,

first to sell the University and

then ourselves as individuals."

Looking younger than his 31

years, and more like a candidate

for next year's varisty than

its coach, Studley mentioned that

a good many schools would be

approaching the available talent.

These boys, he said, would be told

a lot of things, made a lot of

UMass Wrestlers

Take 5th In N.E.

Championships
by BILL BATT '62

The UMass wrestling team

returned this week-end from the

New England Championships at

Williams College with a fair

share of the points.

Despite the loss of five points

due to forfeit in the 177 lb. class,

the matmen scored a total of 10

to take a fifth place ahead ot

Dartmouth, Worcester Tech and

Connecticut.

Gordie Wallace pinned his op-

ponent in the first round in the

preliminaries and scored a spec-

tacular 8-2 decision in the semi-

finals.

But for a shoulder injury in-

curred in this match, he appeared

as the likely winner in the 157

lb. class going into the final

round. Springfield's Recher won
by default, however, after the

match was stopped in the first

period, to give Gordie a second

place medal.

Surprise winner of fourth place

in the heavyweight division was
the Redmen's own Dick "Bear"
Riley. Tom Kirby, freshman hwt.,

also captured a fourth position to

give credit to a frosh team that

is sure to add great strength to

Coach Douglas' matmen next
year.

TO Q1T A LBTTBW

promises. They won't know whom
to believe.

"Our aim la three-fold, stated

Studley. "First and most import-

ant is the education I
T Mass of-

fers. That should be of prime

concern to the boy.

"Second, he will know that

with us he will have an oppor-

tunity to play football. He won't

be sitting on the bench. And, ul-

timately, we will endeavor to sell

the boy on the esprit de corps

we have every intention of de-

veloping at the University. There

must be that winning desire

among the teammates—without it

no team can be a success."

••If we can get these boys to

like, respect and believe us, we'll

get the team we want."

If Coach Studley's plans are

realized, and there is, as is evi-

dent, great hope that they may
be, only one thing will be lack-

ing. That factor, obviously, is

school spirit. No team can play

its best if there is no support be-

hind it. The student body of the

University has the responsibility

of promoting the "winning de-

sire" necessary for success.

WRITS A LITTIR
ON
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The greatest bargain in the world

is a postage stamp! It bridges

time and distance, keeps friends

and family close. So, "visit by

mail" to fill your maibox!

Coma hare for the Eaton papers

that will do you proud.

From $1.00

A. J. Hastings,
INCOeeOtATID

NEWSDEALER ft STATION!*
Amherot, Maee.

Grutchfield Makes

Final N.E. All Stars
UMass junior Doug Grutchfield

has been selected to the final

New England All-Star team.

Doug, who has sparked the

Redmen throughout the season,

has been elected to the team
twice during that time. His fine

performance against Maine last

weekend enabled him to finish

off the season in great style.

UConn. vs. New York
The Connecticut Huskies,

winners of the Yankee Confer-

ence Basketball Championship.

(17-8) will clash with the

New York University quintet

(19-3) in Madison Square Gar-

den, Tuesday night.

NOTICE
De partment heads and

make-up editors will meet at

7:00 p.m. in the Collegian Of-

fice.

Salaam

Spotlight

On Sports
by AL BERMAN '62. Sports Editor

Tenpin bowling, a sport that

has been popular in other parts

of the country for quite a while,

has begun to sift its way into

New England. Alleys are spring-

ing up all over Massachusetts,

especially catering to this form
of bowling.

These aren't just ordinary al-

leys, however! Now that bowling

has become a family sport, we
can find all sorts of additions to

alleys that pop never dreamed of.

Most bowling establishments now
have 40 or 50 alleys, and include

such fringe benefits as snack

bars, nurseries, meeting rooms,

locker rooms, lounge areas, and

some' even provide free instruc-

tion to groups. The old sewing

circle has turned into a bowling

group, with many alley owners

offering attractive prices to

groups -of housewives who want

to bowl during the daylight

hours (a time that,, up until re-

cently, was very "dead" in bowl-

ing alleys).

There are several differences

between tenpin bowling and the

customary candlepin type com-

mon in New England.

The first and most obvious is

the size of the ball. In tenpin

bowling, the ball weighs from 10

to 16 'pounds. In some alleys 9

pound balls are provided for

children under fourteen—quite a

difference from the 2-pounder

used with candlepins.

Another fundamental variation

is that in tenpin bowling only

two balls per frame are allowed,

instead of the traditional three.

A shift from candlepin to ten-

pin bowling involves a change in

score appreciation. Most profes-

sionals and owners of alleys

agree that a 90 in candlepin

bowling is equal to about 170 in

tenpins.

There are many reasons for the

sudden swing to tenpins. The

most important is the installment

of automatic pin setters in most

alleys. It has always been pretty

hard to find any pinboy who
would face one of those 16-pound

cannonballs.

Also, the recent influx of TV
bowling programs showing pro-

fessional bowlers using large

balls, has conditioned a lot of

people.

Visitors to New England usual-

ly are amazed at the sight of 2

pound bowling balls. Tenpins

have been the vogue in the rest

Campus Cleaners
(Behind the Little Store)

SPECIALS THIS WEEK:
Trench Coot - Cleaned

Waterproofed
Shirts

$1.75
5 for 1.00

Suits 1.05
Trousers .55

Jackets .55
Chinos .40

Bermudas .45

Dresses 1.05

Skirts .55

Shirts .23
STORE HOURS: Monday-Friday, 1230 5 30

Alto -Saturday, 12:30-3:30

HOUSE OF HUNTER
Girls Sportswear

of the country for years, and

most people there have been

brought up to believe that there

is only one size ball.

It looks like another old Yan-

kee tradition is beginning to fade.

Spot Quiz

1. What institution recently re-

ceived the 1959-60 small college

basketball trophy of the Eastern

College Athletic Conference?. . .

2. Who is the Red Sox hope to

replace Jackie Jenson this year?

... 3. John Lawlor, Boston Uni-

versity weight-t hrower who
smashed the IC4A 35-pound

weight throw Saturday, with a

heave of 63 feet, M in., will be

going to the Olympics in Rome
this year. Which country will he

represent ?

The Boston Bruins, who have

been able to come up with only

one goal in their past nine games

(Stasiuk vs. Detroit), have fallen

into fifth place in the NHL, six

points behind the Red Wings.

Bronco Horvath. now the sec-

ond highest scorer in the league

with 75 points, hasn't scored

since February 13. Johnny Bucyk,

the third member of the UKE
line, last scored Feb. 11,

Coach Milt Schmidt, comment-

ing on the slump of his icemen,

stated, ". . . thp line has been

pressing, not making the picture

plays they were up till a month

ago. And when they don't score,

we don't have much offense."

Answers to quiz ... 1. Hofstra

College (23-1), was elected to

received the award ... 2. Ron

Jackson is the man the experts

pick. He is receiving special

batting training from Ted Wil-

liams ... 3. He will represent

Ireland.

Charlie Dressen, new coach of

the Milwaukee Braves, threatened

any members of the squad who

might resent his recently an-

nounced intention of "pushing"

them. Charlie vowed that "we'll

see a helluva change around here.

We're going to do things that

they didn't do last year. We'll

play more baseball."

Just in case the recent snow

storm got you down, it might be

interesting to know that two

weeks of bad weather have all but

ruined the national amateur

quail championship now being

held in Hernando, Miss. Things

are tough all over.

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
presents:

Time and
Eternity

A Moody Science Film

Friday, March 11, 1960

7:00 p.m.

Middlesex Room, S.U.

EVERYONE WELCOME

LOUIS'

FOODS

76 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

EXCHANGE

STUDENTS

DISCUSS UMASS

(See page 2)
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Two UMass Students

Awarded Fellowships
AND CONGRATULATIONS TO YOU . . .

Benoit And Coyle Chosen In

Women's Judiciary Elections

Woodrow Wilson Fellowship

winners at the University of

Massachusetts are shown being

congratulated by Fred V. Cahill,

Jr., dean of the College of Arts

and Sciences. On the leftv Ray-

mond P. Tripp, Jr., '60 of Mid-

dleboro and, in the center,

Charles L. Getchell '61 of Mer-

rimac. The award, carrying a

—University Newi Serrie*

grant of $1500 for each winner, is

designed to encourage superior

students to undertake graduate

work with college teaching as an

ultimate goal. Given honorable

mention awards were five addi-

tional seniors at the University:

Robert R. Blain, 33 Noel St.,

South Hadley Falls; Richard J.

(Continued nn page 5)

John Walsh Speaks Before

Nursing School Convocation
by BETH COUGHLIN '60

"Intellectualism and Profes-

sionalism" was the title of the

address given by Dr. John Walsh.

Associate Professor, Graduate

School of Education, Boston Col-

lege, to the Fifth Anniversary

Convocation of the School of

Nursing, held at 11:00 on Thurs-

day, March 10, in Skinner Audi-

torium.

The main question which he

wished to raise was whether in-

tellectualism and professionalism

were mutually exclusive or.

stated otherwise, whether profes-

sional schools were non- or anti-

intellectual.

"It is high time," he stated,

"that we began to appraise edu-

cation by results instead of by

labels." Outside of explanations

of technical or professional

aspects of a course, which by

their nature cannot advance the

student toward the goal of in-

tellectualism, Dr. Walsh feels

—Popple Picture

that in every professional course

there is sufficient opportunity

for dealing with abstractions,

and principles and ideas—the raw

materials of scholars—to vitally

(Continued en page 4)

by AUDREY RAYNEK *6»

Diann Coyle and Jane Benoit

were elected to Women's Judi-

ciary Wednesday.

Diann Coyle '62 won over

Mary-Jane Stack '62 by a vote

of 181 to 168. In the class of "03,

Jane Benoit polled 184 votes to

beat Jean Bruen's 179 after a re-

count.

Newly elected senator Henry

Carr '63, was sworn in by Jus-

tice Larry Tripp. Carr won by a

vote of 33-23 in a second (.lection

which was held as a result of a

tie in Van Meter.

Appointments were announced

by President Bob Zelis. They are:

Arthur Tacelli '62 as chairman

of the Public Relations commit-

tee; Don Croteau '61 and Nor-

man Greenfield '63 to the Public

AT THE STATE HOUSE

Solons Reject

Convention;

Decry Fixes
WITHOUT ONE RECORD

VOTE, the Senate following a

comparatively brief and one-

sided discussion rejected pro-

posals to set up the machinery

for the calling Of a popular con-

stitutional convention but fa-

vored the appointment of a new

special unpaid commission to

make a study of the constitution.

There was no defense offered

of the constitutional law com-

mittee's adverse reports on five

convention bills, including one

recommended by Governor Fur-

eolo. The only record vote was a

standing one of 6 to 7 in which

the Senate refused to overturn

the adverse report on a hill filpd

by Senator Richard R. Caples,

Boston Democrat,

A NO-FIX LAW. supported by

J. Henry Goguen, state commis-

sioner of public safety and Reg-

istrar of Motor Vehicles Clement

A Riley, for enforcing violations

(Continued on page 5)

Relations committee; Henry Carr

'68 to Men's Affairs; and Joe D'-

Amico '62 to Activities. Also a

recommendation has been made

by Zelis to President Mather t.«

appoint Hob Trudeau *62 to the

University Committee "»i the

Summer Session.

President Zelis announced that

any non Senator wishing to be

Honors Tea Is

Eight Women

appointed to a S< i late *•
•

•

must be prepared I

statement was mad' B of

the discovery that some nun-

Senate committee members have

not been active enough.

The motions vveii- earned to ac-

cept the revised constitutions of

S.W.A.P, and Ya-Hou. respective.

ly.

Elections For Men's Judiciary

Explained By Student Senator
by BILL KNOWLTON '61

There is currently circulating

among the younger male mem-

bers of the student body a gross

misconception of the elections

procedures for the Men's Judi-

ciary. Unlike the Women's Judi-

ciary which is elected by a sys-

tem of popular vote, the mem-

bers of the Men's Judiciary are

chosen by a board composed of

the seven current male justices,

and seven male members of the

Student Senate. The present elec-

tion will select a member of the

Freshman and Sophomore classes.

The process employed to elect

such an important official in stu-

dent government is by necessity

long, careful, and often wearing.

On Saturday, March !», and

again on Sunday, March 20, the

selection board will sit in the

council chambers of the Student

Senate in sessions beginning at

noon and lasting well into the

evening. They will be interview-

ing the candidates, testing them,

voting to eliminate some, and

then following this process again

until by this careful screening

process they have chosen the best

of all possible choices for the

job.

Any male member of the two

classes mentioned is eligible. A
candidate will be judged by his

past record, his adroitness in an-

swering the questions of the

board, and in general by all his

apparent capabilities as they ap-

pear to the board.

Mr. Satchmo
Jazz Concert

Coming Soon
by BILL AVERY '63

"Tickets will go on sale for the

Greek Week Jazz Concert, featur-

ing Louis Armstrong, on Mon-

day, March 11. There are a limit-

ed number of tickets priced at

$1.50 per person," Dave Hefler

(AGR), Administrative Vice-

President of the IFC disclosed

last Wednesday night.

The IFC also voted to award

points in IFC competition for

theme parties during Greek

Week. "Any and all houses may
receive a maximum of ten and

a minimum if zero points depend-

ing on the judges* decision," Tom
Campbell (TC) president of the

IFC revealed.

Dave Hefler also said that,

"Two Scholarships for the

amount of $100 dollars each will

be awarded at the University

(Cunt nurd on page S)

DR. MERIBETH CAMERON

Each year President and Mrs.

J. Paul Mather have honored

women students of high scholas-'

tic attainment by an invitation

to their home. Over one hundred

students who have semester of

cumulative averages over 3.1 arc-

being invited to the fifth annual

This Sunday;

Have All As
Women's Honors tea which will

be Held at 3:30 on Sunday after.

noon, March nth at the Presl

dent's house.

Guest of honor and speaker

will be Dr. Meribeth Cameron,

educator, Asian history scholar,

and author. Miss Cameron is

Vcad( mic Dean of Mount Hol-

yoke College and President of the

International Federation of Uni-

versity Women.

Eight women undergraduates

have all A records for last semes-

ter. They are: Patricia Adams,
'63, Arts and Science, Andover;

Evelyn Aliferis, '62, Zoology,

Lynn: Mrs, Barbara Barton

Jones, '61, Art, Sunderland; Anne
,b llTil "*, .Uu,ji, ^iutlii.t^ti,

Susan Gallagher '61, Education,

Worcester; Carol Sherwood *61,

Nursing, Tewksbury; Mrs. Bar-

bara Chliszczyk Bartlett '60,

Home Er., Amherst; and Mrs.

j yee Brightman Brooks '80

Education, Amherst.

A Six Year Old Mother
Has Fifty Lb. Baby Boy
A r.O-pound baby was born tn

the University Monday morning.

Bay State Bonnie, a six year

old Morgan mare, presented the

Commonwealth with a bouncing

bay colt about 1 a.m. this past

Monday. The lively youngster

was on his feet within a few

hours and gamboling friskily

about the large box stall he

shares with his mother.

The "young man", as he is

ailed, will not be named until

all of this year's foals have ar-

rived. All University horses born

in I960 must have names begin-

ning with "H", and names can-

not be chosen until the ratio of

mares to stallions is known.

This foal was bom and bred

in campUfl and sired hy the Uni-

versity's own Bay State Fleet.

Fleet won Grand Champion stal-

(Ci>tlt iniii'd OH png, S )

— Phot* bf Town*
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AN ADVERTISEMENT

On Leading UMass

To Become A Serious

Intellectual Community
At an informal discussion March 8, with

two UMass exchange students to Radcliffe,

nan) good suggestions were given for creat-

ing an academic atmosphere on campus.

(That such an atmosphere is definitely lack-

ing here has been previously emphasized in

this column.) Pat O'Connell, one of the ex-

change students, suggested that academic

success be encouraged by giving more pub-

licity to the honors system. She has found

that many students are unaware of or unin-

formed about this system. She also suggests

that more privileges be given to dean's

scholars in order to inspire people to reach

(Kan scholar standing. The opportunity for

students to audit courses might also stimu-

late academic interest. Under the present

system a student must register if he wishes

to audit a course steadily, says Pat. At Rad-

cliffe, however, the students may audit any

course without registering. Dean Helen Cur-

tis appeared especially enthusiastic about al-

lowing students to audit courses.

It was also proposed that a student's

participation in extra-curricula organizations

be determined or limited according to his

quality point average since many students

neglect their studies because of too many

extra-curricula obligations. Such a system,

however, would be another infringement up-

on the little liberty a student now has on

campus. Students must be given the freedom

to decide for themselves what and how

many organizations to participate in.

The suggestion was also given to allow

itudents more freedom in their choice of

subjects. Perhaps, if each student, beginning

m his Freshman year, were allowed to take

>ne unrequired course if he so desired, he or

she might become more academically-mind-

ed. As it is now, the Frosh and Soph are

given very little freedom in their choice of

subjects.

These are the most cogent suggestions

offered in the discussion. Whether or not

they are practicable and whether or not they

can actually stimulate academic interest are

as yet uncertain. At least, however, they in-

dicate a strong desire on the part of many

people for leading UMass to become a seri-

ous intellectual institution.

S. W. M.

A Monarchy For The U.S.

En the recent Poll-Bearer column, the

three Nixon supporters advanced the t\ pica!

argument that then- candidate has experi-

ence, particularly in foreign affairs*

if the Nixon supp i
size the

necessity of > p< I • President

add choose hia iucc< bj making him

Vice-1 i t ami giving him important

tasks, in short, i e would have a sort of

in. hy. We i call ou I ent King

1> i and Vh ' dent Crown

Prince Richard. T. M.
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In a hilarious version of the Pyramus and Thisbe story in

Shakespeare's "Midsummer's Night's Dream", given by the dramatic

club of Williston Academy on March 7, the lad who took the part

of "Wall" had great sport with the all-important "Chink" in the wall

through which Pyramus and Thisbe talk. His obvious enjoyment of

his own hamming was infectious and the laughter was epidemic in

proportion

Amateur performances may not be the most sophisticated, but

they can be very enjoyable. It is with this in mind that I decided to

devote every other column hereafter to being a "chink" through

which all ye Pyramusea and Thisbes may find out about theatre do-

ings in the area.

Dramatic readings have been revived of late as a form of enter-

tainment. Bette Davis is touring as a one-woman show called "The

World of Carl Sandburg", and Hal Holbrook carries the thing one

step further with his "Mark Twain Tonight". Television has picked

up the idea, and channel 4 now presents various notables reading

from other notables every Thursday evening at 7:30. On the 17th,

Eleanor Roosevelt will read from Kipling's "Just So Stories", and

Harry Belafonte will read the "Spider Man" on the 24th. On campus,

on March hi, Hilde Marx, monologist and actress, will present an eve-

ning of entertainment called "One Woman Show". This is being spon-

sored by the Hillel Foundation, and will take place in the Common-

wealth room at 7:00.

A little farther afield, in the four-college area much is ado about

lots of things. The Smith College Theater Department will produce

"The Innocents" by William Archibald. This runs from March 9-12 at

the Students Building on the Smith campus. Curtain at 8:00 p.m.

For those with transportation capable of crossing the Range, the

Mount Holyoke Dramatic Club is presenting an evening of one-act

plays in Chapin auditorium on March 19. The French Department at

Holyoke will produce Moliere's "Le Misanthrope" in modern dress.

This will take place at 8:15 on March 17, also in Chapin.

Just in case someone has time and money to hit the Big town,

"The Best Man," presented by the Playwrights Company, will open at

the Colonial Theater in Boston on March 15; it will run through the

29th. Frank Lovejoy from Northampton is in the cast. On March 23,

The New York City Opera will present Kurt Weill's "Street Scene"

at the Symphony Hall in Boston.

Should be something you can do Saturday night.

Calendar Art
by JAMES D. LEONARD '60

Recently, the Committee on the Propagation of Symbolic Tradi-

tion? unveiled the Student Union talisman. On the fourth month of

the student activities calendar there appears an Indian lad who looks

to be in his eighth.

He gazes sadly down his nose through beady eyes. If you had

this nose you would be sad, too. It starts on the Wednesday of one

week and runs clear to the Wednesday of the following.

On his face he wears a crooked grin. One comer of his mouth is

pointed upward towards Thursday; the other downward towards Tues-

day. The upward side is to remind us of the mirthful times which can

be had at the Student Union; the frown is a reminder not to put our

feet on the furniture or unoke in the Ballroom.

Indeed, good hearts, this benign aborigine stands flatfooted on

the next month, with his mind storing the good times of the past.

His feather points skyward to catch the faintest breeze of student

wishes, his arms outstretched to serve.

The familiarity at superiors embitters one, because it may Hoi

he returned.

F. Nietzsche

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

1. IBM

gtudmt Union. UnU w? Mui . Amhont. Mm. fyHWW *yr^SfD
.....Hi6 WIFE

Franco's Spain

by JAMES A. MERINO '60

Having been challenged, personally and through

the C<>11, gian, on my views re Franco's Spain, I will

set forth here my position in greater detail.

One of the unfortunate things about the Spanish

Civil War (1936-1939) is that it has become an in-

ternational Dreyfus Case; in the hurricane of ideo-

logical charge and countercharge which the conflict

precipitated, the Spanish nature of the conflict has

become submerged. I cannot here give details; let it

suffice to say, on the authority of Salvador de Ma-

dariaga, that both the extreme Left and the extreme

Right in Spain would not accept electoral defeat

without violence in the 1936 elections. The results

favored the Left; later the same year, army regi-

ments in Morocco revolted, Franco flew over to as-

sume leadership, and the Civil War began.

Both sides accepted foreign aid—the Loyalists

(Republican forces) accepted aid from Soviet Rus-

sia; the Nationalists (Franco's rebel group) accepted

aid from Fascist Italy, principally, and also from

Nazi Germany. But to transfer the labels of the

source of aid to the recipients is so to obscure the

issue as actually to distort it. The Loyalist govern-

ment was not Communist(although the threat of

Communist takeover through the device of the

"Popular Front" was very real), and the National-

ists were not Fascist. In 1939 the Republic fell;

Franco triumphed.

In 1946—at the end of the War, during which

Franco maintained an uneasy neutrality—the same
international Liberal opinion which during the war
countenanced aid and alliance with the Soviet Un.'on

in the interest of world Realpolitik, the same opinion

in Lhe United States which during the thirties set up

Soviet Russia as a model to be the inspiration of

economic recovery, this same opinion succeeded in

convincing the world to isolate Spain diplomatically,

in the interest and spirit of world Altruism. Cer-

tainly the irony of this stand is manifested to any-

one who does any thinking at all. (Incidentally, I

have spoken to people who say we must cease to

recognize Franco for altruistic reasons on the one

hand, and recognize Communist China for reasons

of realpolitik on the other.)

By one of the great ironies of History, Franco,

who in 1939 represented an extremist opinion in

Spain, is in 1960 one of the few spirits of modera-
tion and compromise in modern Spain. The magni-
ficent catacombs of the Valley of the Fallen, sur-

mounted by a great granite Cross, were intended

to hold the Civil War dead of both sides—presently
they are empty. He apparently seeks to revive the

monarchy as a symbol of unity. Some people may
say that the Republic must return. But the Republic
cannot return immediately after the demise of

Franco. If the monarchy can serve as a source of

agreement initially, then the transition to the Re-
public may be easier. There are worse than Franco
in the world to whom we give aid.

Letters

Poor Taste

To The Editor:

Wr would like to make some comments concern-
ing the article written by Jim Troloase, which ap-
peared in the CoHcgimr of March 9th.

This article concerning President Mather and
others was a poor attempt at satirical humor—al-

though we had to stretch very much the term "sa-
tirical humor" to make it apply. For not only did
it fail to be humorous; it failed to deal with any
real issues concerning President Mather specifical-

ly. We are forced to conclude that Mr. Trelease
neglected real issues because, no doubt, he knows of
no real issues on the subject. The sentence regard-
ing Mr. Mather's supposed love for money served
to emphasize Mr, Trelease's shortsightedness and
his failure to look beyond the end of his nose.

We feel that that article was indicative of poor
editorial taste and lack of standards, that it was
hardly worth even a first reading.

Gary Porter '62

John M. Sheehy '62

One evening after scanning the society page of
the local paper, a woman asked her husband if he
thought any girl on it was prettier than she. "Mo,
honey," he said "there's not one there as pretty as
you."

"That's why I love you, she told him, "You're
so kind and sweet and loyal."

* "Yes," he said. "And chicken, too."

(THE READER'S DIGEST)

1

as seen by

MARILYN ARMSTRONG '60

Co-ed Corner
In I \KOL K I HI IV '«3

By now, just about everybody's

heard about the Jones boy —
Margaret's Armstrong-Jones boy

that is. And the March 14th is-

sue of LIFE certainly has, too.

There are pictures of and by

lucky Tony, who has now the

happy distinction of heing the

only commoner welcomed four

paces hehind the princess.

From the looks of things, the

happy pair doesn't differ too

much from the average campus

couple—but they're just a little

older, just a little shorter, and

just a little richer. And they don't

hold hands.

For the Ladies. From Paris

Here we are, oh lovers of high

style—straight from Paris, and

cheap at half the price. (For so

much money I could have gone to

Vassar!) Realty, though. LIFE is

featuring full-color pictures of

dresses and coats—copied from

such as Dior, Chanel, and Ricci

which are being produced at »•

latively low costs.

And there is a black dress (or

rather, part of a Mac* Areas)

such as I've never seen. Just

nobody's mother would approve.

Don't mis? it—it's guaranteed to

be unique, and a real honest-to-

goodneef eyecatcher to say the

least. 1 can almost sae it walking

into South College. Wheeee!

Can Can-Can?

Mrs. K. gave the word, and

;

•••• old Nikita heeame abruptly

undelighted with the can-can

daneefl being filmed. LIFE, how-

ever, state? that Americana will

be likely to tind the proceedings

in the film version of Can-Can

more provocative than shocking.

Regardless of what people think,

here are the pictures of Shirley

MacLaine. Frank Sinatra, Man

rice Chevalier and Louis Jottf

dan in and out of costume. And

speaking of costumes, the Garden

of Eden ballet in the film has a

few that might ruin the day of

every member of Modern Dance

Club. Adam. Fve. and thai rol

ten to-the-core old Snake are all

here in glorious technicolor wide-

BCreen tights, beads, and glitter.

Protests— No! Quite Passive

In both the north and the

loath, all is not well.

Drawling Senators are fiiibus

tering in the Old South'* last

gasp against civil rights legisla-

tion. The proposal which would

uive protection to Negro voter*

seems to he the major problem

for the long-winded ones from

helow the M-D line. And there

seems to be trouble in their

camp, for Majority Leader Lyn-

don Johnson of Texas (way down

south) has heen rallying the civil

righters in a campaign to defeat

the filibustered. Nevertheless,

while we sleep, harried senators

in pajamas have been scurrying

around to meet midnight quo-

rums.

A protest involving a great

deal more than 82 hours of solid

talking was meanwhile going on

in the southern states. Harry

Golden of Only in America and

For 2c Plain fame tells readers

of the March 14th LIFE all

about how the southern Negroes'

tactics of non-violent resistance

and patience may be helping

them to win their struggle for

equal rights.

And in eastern Pennsylvania,

the Amish have found the new
Twin Valley school too worldly

for their children to attend. Ob-

jections to the teaching of

mechanics and science, objections

to the student council and the

shorts worn by girls in gym
classes have caused the Amish
fathers to set up their own week-

ly classes in a farm house. Al-

though fines have been imposed,

the Amish still protest compul-

sory attendance for their children

in a school wherein practices con

trary to their Bihle-literal reli-

gion are going on.

You Could Have Heard a Pin

Drop

Rememher last year when half

the campus wanted to buy one of

those silent records for the

Hatch? (Naturally, this was hack

in the days when people had

nickels and dimes.) Weil, the

same University of Detroit group

which formed the Hush Record

Co. has gone even further. This

time, they've come up with a

silent orchestra and a
-

silent

chorus which give concerts, no

less. Marshmallows are sold at

intermission to take the place of

thai NOISY popcorn, the audi-

ence is reprimanded for raucous

applause, and the chorus wears

sneakers. LIFE magazine takes

you to the scene .if soundless

solos and resoundless anvil

choruses- -and I'll just bet that if

you read the article in a relative-

ly quiet place, you'll find some-

thing akin to concert ball realism.

There's all this and a great

deal more for life readers in

the March Mth issue. There are

gorgeous pictures of new chry*

santhomums for Botany and Flori

majors, teeth and artificial mtts

el »>s for Zoology and PicMod.
James Thurber for the witty, and

good old Elvis for the freshmen.

For what more could we ask?

HILDE MARX

Hillel Brings

Hilde Marx
To Festival

The B'nai B'rith Hillel Founda-

tion will present Hilde Marx at

its annual Purim Festival Sun-

day evening, March 13", at 7:00 in

the Commonwealth Room, Stu-

dent Union.

From the first word of her

introduction to the last line of

her monologue- Hilde Marx has

her audience spellbound; fas-

cinated by her "old world

charm", by her text appeal, by

her timely subjects, and her

sense of timing.

While still in school, and

shortly before Hitler forced her

to leave Germany, she received

the distinguished "Jean Paul

Prize of Literature" of her na-

tive city, Bayreuth. When study-

ing at Berlin University she was

awarded the "First Prize of

Literature" of the Berlin Jewish

Community. She worked as a

journalist. wrote poems and

short stories, made a living by

acting, reciting and lecturing,

first all over Germany, later in

many European countries. She

came to the United States in

1938 and has become a citizen

since. Three volumes of her

poetry have appeared so far.

Hamantaschen will be served

following a skit and Israeli

Dancing.

LEWIS
t nngratulation • to Lucy Du-

biel '<12 who is pinned to .lack

Paulo, Phi Psi at Durfee Tech.

On February ninth Kbn.i Zyjd-

mann of Moxico City. Mexico.

spoke to Spanish Students in the

dorm on religious customs in

Mexico. Last week a birthday

party was held for Sue Fahl-

husch T>2.

Recently Mrs. Cumming Wren

of the Women's Marine Corps.

Girls who are interested in the

Marines spoke with the Captain.

Lewis has 16 pledges this year.

Judy Askew, Ann Kelly. Sara

O'Reilly, and Carol Madison. XO,

Elaine Bernardo, Casey Stengel,

and Pat Malliaros, KKG; Linda

Lederman and Janet Louis. SDT;

Barbara Viera and Dorothy Ciar-

lone, BO; all these girls are 'fio.

Barbara LeBarnes 'M and Nancy

Hanlon '<V2, X; Carol Kibitz '62.

Carolyn Eldridge '63 and Arlene

Mawaka '68, SK. Congratulations

to all of you!

ARNOLD
March 3 from fi:.'?0 to 7:80 the

freshmen of fourth south spon-

sored s coffee hour in the South

Lounge. At this time Mrs.

Churchill showed slides taken on

her summer tour abroad.

Arnold is proud of Esta Vaf

fee '61 for her recent election to

the Presidency of Panhellenir

Council. Good luck in your new

office, Esta!

DWIGHT

KNOWLTON
The showers in Knowlton got

lots of use Sunday night. Dunk-

ed in the cold .-.pray were three

Pi Phi initiates from the class of

'62: Donnie Scally, .Ian Dimock,

and Carol Wojcik; and 'Rusty"

Henderson. '62, OCA. who is pin

no(] to Jack Murray '62, Alpha

Sig. Later the same evening

girls of second and third floors

surprised Ruthie Butterfieid, '62,

Chi O, with a birthday party.

Knowlton welcomes back Pa1

O'Connell, 'C,i, Chi O, counsellor

of fourth north, who participated

in the Radeiiff-UMass exchange

program.

I ongratulations go out to

K IREN C WKIELD ,(
'.:i who has

been \n\ tad to Join the Woman's
Scholastic Honor Society Alpha

Lambda Delta. Good work, Karen.

Fourteen Dwightites hai s

graced the membership of vari-

ous sororities recently. All are

from the class of '63. To Chi

Omega went ENA TUNBERG,
\ A XI' V C A R L V H, JUDY
SOULE, and JOAN MAHONEY.
CONNIE CREAMER is now a

Kappa Alpha Theta while DOT
DCBON Is wearing the Kappa
Key. Phi Delta Nu welcomed

ELEANOR GOVONI. ANN TIB-

BETS is a new Pi Phi. 1RMA
BARRON, HONEY GOLD, and

ANN SHIFMAN are now mem
bars of Sigma Delta Tau. Sigma
Kappa's Dwight recruits are

ELA INK f'ARLSO N, JOAN
WERNER, and CHRIS MER-
RILL.

Happy Birthdays go out this

week to JACKIE DUMOi/CHEL,
'62, SHELLY NEWMAN '61,

.1 A N I E A B RAMS '63, and

MONTE EWING *63.

Deepest Sympathy is extended

to Dwight's humble volleyball

team which has been in a slight

rut.

Congratulations are in order

again, this time to the Dwight
members of Sigma Kappa who
were recently initiated: PAT
HOWORTH T>2 and MAI. CLAP-
FR T,2.

Dwight residents were glad to

get the word that our Cricket

population will soon ho moving1

out.

The WcIcotrb Mat is extended

for our new inhabitants: Carole

Zuchecki '64, Audrey Rayner '<
: L

Gerry Peicsan '64, Joyce Mellon

'62, and Gail Sandgren *fi4. Wel-

come, Girls.

Attention All Men: Be Thou

not discouraged: between the

hours of 1 a.m. and 6 a.m. our

one phone isn't bu&y at all. Take

note.

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

n HKlSti * nOMF.STlC

i >« > m< i i ri's

&*«*

u The best tobacco makes the best smoke

!

mk R, i. BflwIJ* Tobteco Co.. Winiton-Stlrto, K, C.
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With The Sororities
by PAT O'CONNELL '61

Congratulations to the new of- Hellenic, Judy

fleers of Phi Delta Nu: President,

Marilyn Bennett; Vice President,

Joan Copeland; Recording Secre-

tary, Joyce Parent; Correspond-

ing Secretary, Joan Jennings;

Social Chairman, Joyce Parent;

Rushing Chairman, Carolyn
Loia; Treasurer, Karen Tucker;

Co-Treasurer, Merrilee Atkins;

Chaplain, Peg Merrill; Acting

Chairman, Dotty Buckman; Pan-

Hellenic, Karen Tucker, Carolyn

Lola.

Last Sunday Pi Phi held an in-

itiation for seven sophomores:

Sandra Cookingham, Janice Di-

mock, Ann Leyden, Dehorah

Read, Bonnie Scally, Helen Van

Keuren, and Carol Wojcik.

Sigma Kappa is holding a

"Coming Out Party" in honor of

their new pledge class.

Belated congratulations to Bry-

na Lansky (SDT), Mimi Spack

(SDT), and Brenda Mason
(KAT) on their acceptance to

the Guadalajara, Mexico study-

travel program for the summer
of 1960.

Congratulations to Carolyn Mc-

Grath '62 who was pledged to

Chi Omega on March 3.

The new officers of Kappa Al-

pha Theta are: President, Mar-

sha Joyce; Vice President, Mary
Ann Blais; Recording Secretary,

Sue Powell; Corresponding Sec-

retary, Connie ledger; Treasur-

er. Anne Doane; Chaplain, Ruth

MacLeod: Department Treasurer,

Janice Ingham; Social Chairman,

Rosemary Kamison ; Acting
Chairman, Maura Driscoll

;

Rushing* Chairman, Nancy Dug-

gan; Hou«e Manager, Prlseilli

Gordon; Department House Man-

ager. Mary Lou O'Keefe; Schol-

arship, Charlotte Kimball; Pan-

Madden, Jane

Henry; Fraternity Editor, Ann
Hall; Athletic Chairman, Carol

Hunnewell; Editor, Judy Walsh;

Marshal, Judy Iverson; Alumni

Secretary, Gertie Myer; Histo-

rian, Patti Blair; Archivist,

Priscilla Deane; Songleader, Jane

Henry; Recreation Chairman,

Audrey Smith; Morale Chairman,

Barbara Feldman.

Joyce Teir and Carol McKin-

stry are planning to represent

Pi Phi at their National Conven-

tion which is to be held in June

at Arkansas.

Some of the candidates for

Greek Ball are: Jeanne Mullaney

(SK), Jane Benoit (Pi Phi), and

Mary Ellen Barnes (PDN).
The Sigma Kappas would like

to thank the ATG pledges for

their shiny silver!

Congratulations to the recently

elected officers of SDT:
President, Judy Freeman; 1st

Vice President, Barbara Marsi-

an; 2nd Vice President, Ruth Ep-

stein; Recording Secretary, Esta

Harris; Corresponding Secre-

tary, Sheila Silverman; Treasur-

er, Jacki Seigel; Assistant Treas-

urer, Judy Izenberg; Social

Chairman, Ann Slafsky; Rush-

ing Chairman, Bryna Lansky;

PanHellenic, Esta Yaffee, Mari

Porter; Steward, Sandra Segel;

Assistant Steward, Gail McCren-

sky; House Manager, Sandy Co-

hen; Assistant House Manager,

Charlotte Rosencrantz; Histori-

an, Merna Rosenthal; Acting

Chairman, Esta Yaffee; Alumni

Chairman, E 1 1 i e Erlichman;

WAA, Gail McCrensky; Ser-

geant-at-Arms, Linda 0»*enberg;

Assistant Rushing Chairman, Jan

Joseph.

Phi Delta Nu has three new

20thLivestock

Show Ready
ForTomorrow
A bucking barrel, a co-ed

milking contest, and a shearing

demonstration will enliven the

20th Little International Live-

stock Show in Grinnell Arena

tomorrow.

The show, presented by the

Animal Husbandry Club, will

run from 9 to 4. Twenty-six two

and four-year students will

participate in this yearly event.

The co-ed milking contest is

open only to girls who have

never before milked a cow. The

bucking barrel contest is open

to any hardy soul who thinks he

can sit a stock saddle strapped

to a wildly pitching barrel.

John Ropes, '60, is general

chairman for the event and Dr.

Louis Baker, Professor of Ani-

mal Science is advisor. Mr.

Luther Belden of Hatfield and

Mr. Don Balch of the University

of Vermont will be the judges.

Admission is free, and the

public is invited.

sisters. They are: Merrilee At-

kins, Irene Budrewicz, and Ann
Fitzgerald. Congratulations!

Best wishes to Rusty Hender-

son (GCA) on her pinning to

Jack Murray (Alpha Sig).

Kappa Alpha Theta's new
pledges are: Judy Anderson, Jan-

ice Jones, Mary Lee Jewell, Le-

ona Carrell, Karen Peterson,

Judy Wilkinson, Bette Broberg,

Lucille Johnson, Nancy Eisen,

Barbara LavaJette, PaMeia Val-

iton, Dorothy Goodwin, Valerie

Smith, Constance Creamer, Anne
Griffin.

Sm Tt» Dinah Sh»re Ckevy Skow in wUr Sunday*. NRr.TV -TV Put Boon* CheTT Showroom weekly. A.BC-TT

The Campus Beat
by JERRY GALLAGHER *62

Scene: U. of M. Campus. Time: Midnight. A drunken student,

L. Clubber, is weaving up to his dorm when suddenly a rocketahip

lands nearby.

Clubber: What the — not another ICBM failure.

Martian: Ho! I come from Mars to destroy your world of Rued.

We have been observing your planet through telescopes and have de-

cided that you pollute the Solar System. The stench arising from your

world is nauseous.

Glubber (sobering up) : Let me tell of the good here. Maybe I

can convince you to spare us.

Martian: Don't whine so! Speak! Use this place for your exam-

ples.

Glubber: Here we are very advanced. Nearly all our courses are

memory courses. We don't have to think anymore. Can your people

say this?

Martian: Rave on Tmpey Ouls.

Glubber : Here we have courses in science and engineering to give

us the knowledge of preserving ourselves by destroying our enemies.

We have courses in history and social sciences that have no perspec-

tive on the future, thus enabling us to follow the footsteps of our il-

lustrious forefathers.

Martian: Do not come closer, your stench is becoming unbearable.

Glubber: Look, that machine over there is called an auto. It aids

us in life. We have millions of different machines of uncanny devices

to do our work for us. Why, in our dorms we have machines that pro-

vide food and drink for us. (sometimes).

Martian : You speak in reverence Wolohl Ofol. Are these your

gods?

Glubber: No, these are our slaves. We spend vast amounts of

time and money making them our slaves. Many of us spend most of

our time servicing them.

Martian: You speak as the Eci Indms of our planet. They live

in ice and mud that freezes and clogs their brains. We regard them

as you regard the common rat or swine. However, I shall report what

you have said to my people and we shall all decide your fate.

Radio: Flash! Large globes of fire have been sighted approach-

ing the Earth, no one knows what—

!

The B'nai Brith Hillel Foundation will present Miss Hilde Marx
this Sunday at 7:00 P.M. in the Commonwealth Room of the S.U.

Miss Marx will present a "One Woman Show", consisting of Israeli

dancing and skits.

The Roister Doisters need peo-

ple for a "Work Party" tomorrow
afternoon from 1-5. Anyone in-

terested in giving a hand please

report to the Bowker Loft.

P.S. It's for Auntie Mame.
The Navy Officers Program In-

formation Team will be on cam-
pus between 9:00 A.M. and

5:00 P.M. on the 14 and 15 of

March. Information will he avail-

able for persons interested in

OCS, Navy Flight Training, or
any of the officer type programs
available to college grade.

There is a Bheet on the Lobby
Counter of the S,T T nn which th«*

students can choose the films they

would like to see appear next

vear.

SIX-PASSENGER

CAR OR

STATION SEDAN
...CORVAIR IS BOTH!

A wonderfully useful folding seat makes every

Corvair two cars in one. Just one quick flip and you

increase the luggage and parcel space t* 2S.9 cubic

feet. And pist as simply, you're back to comfortable

six-passenger capacity. It's standard equipment

. . . and extraordinarily practical.

Corvair does ear-pool duty with the biggest

and liest of them. Going to work or school or

out for the evmiri)_\ vou'w got a genuine

six sr.-itfT. \- for carting around pilot of stuff

instead of people, just look at Corvair'? station-

sedan ln.id spare with the rear seat folded. And
when that's full vou ran start on the trunk.

Coivair, you see is no ordinary compact
c*i . No others are so versatile, so ingeniously

engineered— with independent suspension at

all four wheels, an air-cooled rear engine

that never needs water or antifreeze. You just

ran't compare anything else coming out

these davs with a Corvair. Drive one . . . soon.

For rrnnnmiral

transportation— corvair
BY CHEVROLET

This is the Corvair 700 l-/Aw>r Sedan

Nursing Convo . .

.

(Continued from paff* 1 1

affect the entire course and di

rect the student toward Intel

lectual development linraKant
ousiy with professional compel
ence.

In sum. Dr. Walsh felt th.it

it was the quality of the in

struction and student hody thai

determined whether a course,
liheral or professions],

tellectual henefit.

Ho reminded the

that professionalism was
In the charters of our
universities. He cited Harvard's,
which profeSSee that the school's

main function is the preparation
of ministers.

had in-

audience

integral

earliest

Srive it—it's fun-tastk! See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for fast delivery'» favorable deals.

Tonite — Royal Teens
Tomorrow nite in person

MAYNARD
FERGUSON

Hottest Jaxx end Dance Band
in the Country—Adm. $2.25
Advance 1.90—Melody Cor.

ROSELAND
BALLROOM

With The Fraternities
by BOB BOULAIS '62

Well the hectic season of

formal rushing has finally come

to a close, and 182 new pledges

have been taken into the frater-

nities. A word to the pledges, if

you thought you were mixed-up

during rushing, you're in for a

shock. You haven't seen any-

thing yet! Anyway you might

still have time for some of the

social events, such as exchange

suppers. These still seem to be

popular for some unknown rea-

son.

Teke enjoyed theirs with Chi

O, Lambda Chi enjoyed theirs

with Sigma Kappa and Theta,

and Alpha Gam is looking for-

ward to one with Gamma Chi.

Phi Sig had a "Fireside" par-

ty, and Teke had a "Toboggan"
party Saturday afternoon fol-

lowed by an informal party at the

house after. This Saturday, SAE
is having a "Shipwreck" party

and ATG is holding their house

formal at Wiggin's.

Alpha Gam has elected new
officers. They are:

Dick Baker—President

Dick Greene—Vice President

Joe Field—Secretary

Walter Green—Treasurer

Dave Cheney—Social Chairman
Jack Adams—Rushing Chairman

PSD also elected Curt Douglas
as their new treasurer.

SAE enjoyed a visit by Jack

Hataling, their national visiting

officers, and QTV had their ad-

visor Mr. Karol Wisniewski as a

dinner guest.

TEP welcomes their new house-

mother, Mrs. Reverly and Kappa
Sig extends their congratulations

to the following men who were
initiated Monday: Frank Cesario,

Jim Carsi, John Hewitt, Bill Mc-

Donough, Jack Sabin, and Bob
Zieminski.

Finally, a pinning, Jack Mur-

ray of Alpha Sig to Rusty Hen-

derson of Gamma Chi.

Satchmo . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

Honors Convocation." Students

eligible for these scholarships

are those who received a mini-

mum average of 2.5 for the pre-

ceding semester, and who are

members of a Fraternity and In

good standing at the University.

Applications must be submitted

to Dean Jeffrey, located in Stock-

bridge Hall by March 30.

islature by its Joint committee on

highways and motor vehicles, it

was announced.

Public Safety Commissioner

Goguen was commended and de-

fended the no-fix policy he re-

cently promulgated for the state

police. And Rep. James F. Con-

don (D-Boston) who, while ad-

vocating favorable action on his

bill to transfer the state police

to the attorney general's depart-

ment, criticized Commissioner

Goguen. He was taken to task

publicly by Senatar Cramer and

Rep. Nagle.

A BILL TO CHANGE the

designation of the nine state

teachers' colleges to state col-

leges was passed to be engrossed

by the House.

A BILL TO PROHIBIT per-

sons under 18 years of age from

driving motor vehicles after dark

has been killed by "the House of

Representatives when the mem-
bers accepted an adverse report

on the measure. At the same time

the lower branch also accepted

an adverse report on a bill to in-

crease the minimum age for

driving to 17 years.

UM Debating Society

Host At Tournament

At The State House . .

.

(Continued from page l)

of the motor vehicle laws, will be

favorably reported into the Leg-

LOST <S FOUND
Lost: Heavy grey pullover

sweater with white monogram
(initials RLH). Lost outside

Maehmer, Judy Rajecki, 422

Dwight.

The Univ. of Mass. Debating

Society will be host to an Experi-

ment*] Intercollegiate Debate

Tournament on March 12th. The

purpose of this tournament is to

give inexperienced and experi-

enced debaters an opportunity to

debate topics very different from

the national topic, which is this

year, "Resolved: that Congress

should have the power to reverse

decisions of the U.S. Supreme

Court." Two topics will be used

Saturday. They are actually legal

cases which illustrate major and

interesting points of law.

The response to this novel idea,

according to Vic Gagnon '60,

President of the Debating So-

ciety, has been very favorable.

Debaters and debate coaches

from several New England col-

leges have commended this in-

novation.

Fifty debaters from nine col-

leges are participating, including

4 from UMass. The UMass rep-

resentatives are Peter Tenney

and Michael Williams, winners

of the 1960 Intramural Debate

Tournament, and Lee Katz and

Dave Crawley, last year's win-

ENGINEERS AND
REPRESENTATIVES OF

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION,
WItX CONDUCT OX-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS MONDAY, MARCH 14

Visit your placement office now
for all the facts about a future with North American Aviation, Inc.

Nuclear
power

at the Atomics
International

Division

IConoQO Pork, California!

Electronics

& electro-

mechanics at the

Autonetics Division

lOownay, California)

Atomics International, located in the San
Fernando Valley of Southern California, is a

leader in the development and manufacture
of nuclear reactors for power, research, and
mobile systems. Two proven AI power reac-

tor concepts are now under construction.

is building a Sodium

Graphite Reactor for the Consumers Public

Power District of Nebraska and an Organic

Power Reactor at Piqua, Ohio. AI also is

engaged in extensive research activities to

develop improved materials for fuel ele-

ments and reactor components.

-A-&WK Naval
\" aircraft

& missiles at the

Columbus Division

IColuml»u«, Ohiol

-A-/*1a\ Design &
™ development

of manned weapon
systems at the

Los Angeles Division

(tot Anget«», Collfornlol

™ weapon
system management
& space research at

the Missile Division

IDownay, California)

Autonetics, a leader in the field of electronics,

is engaged in research, development, and
manufacture of Computers, Inertial Guid-
ance, Armament Control and Flight Control
Systems. Autonetics designed and built the

inertial navigation system for the USS Nau-
tilus and Skate; the first, completely auto-

matic landing system for supersonic missiles

and aircraft; trie first, general purpose, all-

transistor, digital computer. It is now at work
on the inertial navigation system for the first

nuclear-powered Polaris-carrying subma-
rines and the guidance and control systems

for the Minuteman and GAM-77 missiles.

The Columbus Division, designed and built

the Navy's T2J Buckeye, America's most ver-

satile jet trainer which will train today's

jet cadets to command tomorrow's manned
weapons systems, and the Navy's supersonic,

all-weather A3J Vigilante, today's most ver-

satile manned weapons systtfm. Advanced

design studies now underway at the Colum-
bus Division include undersea, land, and air

weapons systems for all Military Services.

Current studies include ASW, missiles, ECM,
intercept aircraft, electronics systems.VTOL-
STOL, ground support equipment, and other
still confidential programs.

The Los Angeles Division is the home of the

next -generation manned weapon system -

the Mach 3 B-70 Valkyrie multi-purpose
bomber-and America's first manned space

vehicle, the X-15. Engineers in this division

are engaged in research, development, and

production of complete manned weapon
systems. Work encompasses the fields of

Electronics, Metallurgy. Structures, Aero-
dynamics, Thermodynamics, Dynamics,
Mathematics, Physics, Human Factors and
Industrial Engineering.

W Propulsion^k system*

and concepts

at the Rocketdyne
Division

ICanoga fork, Catltemlal

(McOr«o©», T«xa«)

The Missile Division is the home of the GAM-
77 "Hound Dog," an air-to-surface missile

for the Air Force's B-52 bomber. The Mis-

sile Division has within its ranks some of the

nation's most experienced engineers and sci-

entists in the fields of missiles and weapon
systems. They are performing research on

missiles and space exploration vehicles of a

wide variety of range, speed and propulsion
methods. Scientists at the Aero-Space Labo-
ratories, an organization within the Missile
Division, are conducting creative research
well in advance of existing technology in the
space sciences.

Rocketdyne is engaged in ideas-to-hardware
development of propulsion systems. Hi-

thrust liquid propellant engines, built by
Rocketdyne, have powered most of the mis-

siles used for military and civilian space

projects including Atlas, Jupiter, Thor, Red-
stone, Explorer, Discoverer, Pioneer, Juno,

and others. Under development at present

are two super performance liquid systems.

While leading the nation in liquid propellant

systems, the division is under contract for

high energy solid propellant motors and
unique accessory equipment. Solid propel-

lant operations are located at McGregor,
Texas. Other propulsion system concepts are

actively under development employing the

principles of ion energy, nuclear energy,

plasma jets, arc-thermodynamic and mag-
netohydrodynamic systems.

ning team from Phi Sigma Delta.

The nine participating colleges

are Amherst College, Clark
Univ., Eastern Nsssrent College,

Northeastern University, Smith
College, Trinity College, Wesley-
an College, Wore. Polytechnic In-

stitute, and UMass.

Registration will be from 10:00

a.m. to 10:30 in the Union Lobby.
At 10:30 there will he an open
meeting in the Middlesex and
Nantucket Rooms. The first

round of debates will start at

11:00 a.m. in Maehmer, Rooms
E10. 13, M, 14, 14, 17, W14. 15,

lfi, 17. Lunch will follow at 12:-

80 p.m. in Hampshire and Essex
Dining Rooms. Round two of the
debates will begin at 3:00 p.m. in

the same rooms in Maehmer.

Baby Colt . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

lion in the breeding section at
the Eastern States Land Grant
Colleges Horse Show as a year-
ling. Bonnie, the foal's dam, has
also won many ribbons both at
Eastern States and at the Na-
tional Morgan Horse Show in

Northampton.

The mare and foal may he seen
from 8 to 6 any day at the Uni-
versity horse barn.

Two Fellowships . .

.

(Continued from page J)

Willey, 22 Trillium St., Spring-
field; Peter J. Rrown of Melrose;
Linda Delvental of Jamaica
Plain; and Robert Shilansky of
Lynn.

The following is a list of the
number of fellowships awarded
to other schools in Region I.

Amherst College

Bates Collpge

Boston College

Boston University

Bowdoin College

Brandeis University

Clark University

Dartmouth College

Harvard University

Holy Cross

Mass. Institute of Technology
Middlchury College

Mount Holyoke College

University of New Hampshire
Hadcliff College

Smith College

Suffolk University

Tufts University

Wellesley College

Williams College

6

1

o

6

2

7

2

7

32

2

10

1

5

2

13

6

1

1

13

8

WMUA

AT WORK IN THE FIELDS OF THE FUTURE

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.

Saturday
1:00 Sign On—News, Weather

Campus Caper
News and Weather
Campus Caper
Dinner Date

News and Sports

Public Service E.T.

Campus Jukebox
Dancing in the Dark
News, Weather—Sign Off

Sunday
4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

Sounds of the People

News and Weather
Dinner Date
Latin Music

Mean and Sports

B.B.C.

Public Service E.T.

Washington Reports

News Headlines

Musieale

News and Weather
Showcase
News and Weather
Sounds of Jazz

News and Weather
Shoes Off Session

News, Weather—Sign Off

1:06

5:00

5:06

5:.10

6:30

6:46

7:00

S:00

12:30

4:05

5:00

5:05

6:00

6:30

6:45

7:00

7:15

7:29

7:30

0:00

9:05

10:00

10:05

11:00

11:05

12:00
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"Ripples In Rhythm"
Is Great Success

Naiads Acclaimed
by BEN GORDON '62

A truly beautiful swimming-

exhibition was presented by the

University Naiads, Thursday

night. The thame of Ripples in

Rhythm, that of movement, was

wonderfully carried out in the

various performances as the

rhythms and movements of the

dance were adapted to the water.

A gay, vivacious Can-Can be-

ginning the show, was performed

by a group of nine Naiads

dressed in black suits and red

caps. The effervescent routine

was brought to a close with a

snappy march.

One of the more enthralling

performances was the Dance of

The Little Swans. Swimming to

the strains of Tchaikovsky's

beautiful work, a Naiad sextet

carried out the intricately pre-

cise movements characteristic of

the ballet with enchanting

beauty.

In contrast to the somnolent

ballet, a Highland Fling was ac-

complished by the Junior Naiads.

Swimming to the tempo of Scot-

tish Bagpipes, the girls ultimate-

ly formed three water-circles

with elaborate precision.

The gentle, soothing motion of

waves was portrayed in the fol-

lowing act as Ruth Henderson,

Patricia Kaczorowski and Anne

Sherman carried the audience to

a sleepy lagoon in the South Seas.

The attractive combination of

aqua suits, red roses and colored

spotlights, combined with the

superb grace of the swimmers,

made the number a beautiful

spectacle to behold.

The days of Geronimo were

recalled as 14 lovely squaws,

complete with feathers, swam to

the strains of the Navaho Noc-

turne. The girls swam with the

short, powerful movements which

characterized the American In-

dian.

The scene then took a sudden

shift from the reservation to

New Orleans as W. C. Handy's

Basin Street Blues provided the

atmosphere of Dixieland. Rob-

erta Bernstein and Maren Sim-

onds ably performed this num-

ber highlighting the act by clever

acrobatic movements.

Angular positions and fluidity

of movement were combined to

present a picture of oriental

beauty as Merrilyn Borden and

Toni McCune led the Naiads in

the Persian Market.

The enchanting strains of

Mason's Enchanted Sea provided

the accompaniment to a beauti-

ful and precise solo by Jeanette

Morin. Twisting* and turning in

the attractively lit pool, Jeanette

enthralled the capacity audience.

The production was brought to

a close as the Naiads passed in

review in march time.

The combination of graceful

swimmers, precise movements,

attractive lighting effects and

wonderful music made the pres-

entation a marvelous spectacle

and a huge success.

Grutchfield Named To Eastern

Collegiate Basketball Squad
Doug Grutchfield, six foot four

inch junior from Quincy, Mas-

sachusetts, was the leading scorer

on the University of Massachu-

setts quintet for the recently con-

cluded season as Coach Matt

Zunic's squad won fourteen of

twenty-four games for the Red-

men's best court record in five

years.

Grutchfield, who was one of

ten players named to the ECAC
major college teams of the year,

tallied 429 points via 184 field

goals and 61 charity tosses.

Doug was also the team's lead-

ing rebounder, averaging 11 per

game and 40% marksmanship

from the floor was tops among

the regulars. Grutchfield's top

scoring performance for the year

DOUG GRUTCHFIELD, junior forward from Quincy and high

scorer for the Redmen basketball squad, was chosen for the East-

ern Collegiate Athletic Conference major college team of the

year.

Amherst Folklore Society
Present$

ODETTA
Internationally Famous

Folk Singer

Sunday
Afternoon

at 3 p.m.

March 13

STUDENT UNION

BALLROOM

University of Mass.

$1 85 at door

CRITICS RAVEII - - Th© New York Times, "Warming end electrifying glow";

New York Herald Tribune, "Odette it e noble erHat"; Boston Daily Record,

". . . e deep, full throated voice end Her delivery It tuporb
"

was against Northeastern as he

tallied 30 points; and in twelve

of the UMasa games Doug scored

twenty points or more.

Bob Eichorn, a senior from

Adams, Massachusetts, was run-

ner up in the scoring race as he

tallied 340 points for a 14.2 aver-

age. Eichorn led the team in free

throw percentage by converting

120 of 149 attempts. Mike Mole

and Kirk Leslie, sophomores from

Pittsfield were other performers

to average in the double figures

with final totals of 12-2 and 11.3

respectively.

Among the new UMass scoring

records established during the

season were: most consecutive

foul shots made—Mike Mole with

20; most points scored in a half

—21 by Bob Eichorn against Wil-

liams; most field goals scored in

one game—14 by Doug Grutch-

field and Bob Eichorn; most suc-

cessive foul shots made in 1

(fame—10 by Bob Eichorn against

Maine.

Grutchfield's 429 points give

him a two year total of 751 and

barring something unforeseen,

the Quincy native should surpags

Jack Foley's career scoring re-

cord of 1081 points sometime

during his senior year.

Only once in the history of

Redmen basketball, (1955-56 rec-

ord of 17-6) has a team scored as

many as 14 wins in a season and

Matt Zunic surprised many peo-

ple by making UMass a Yankee

Conference contender in his first

season as head coach.

Season Rerord 14-10
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Take an Esterbrook on

your next flight of fancy!

Sure, skywriting's fun. But— indoors— it's hard on

the furniture. This is where Esterbrook conies in

big! It's perfect for indoor flights of fancy.

Esterbrook has 32 custom-fitted pen points. One

is sure to suit your personality. If you don't have

any personality, the right Esterbrook point will fake

it for you just fine.

Another thing, Esterbrook Fountain Pens tend

to cost a lot less than airplanes. Esterbrook foun-

tain pens start at $2.95.

And there is one more thing . . . Esterbrook uses

that amazing new miracle discovery— ink. Pick up

your Esterbrook Fountain Pen today. It might help

you get off the ground.

Stitvibvoofi %n&
•T M The Bal*rkr<«.k P« <
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THt CLASSIC
FOUNTAIN PEN

•2.9S
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Juke Box

(See page 2)
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'Flying Redmen'
Win Championship

Photo by POPPLE
Jubilant members of the "Flying Redmen" AFROTC trick drill

team lift "Coach Brenzo" to their shoulders.

The "Flying Redmen" trick

drill team took first place for

"Armed Units" in the New Eng-

land Air Force ROTC drill

championships at Westover Air

Force Base yesterday. Defending

champion University of Vermont
placed second while Tufts Uni-

versity won third honors in a

field of seven participating units.

St. Michael's College, Winoo-

ski, Vt., captured the "Un-
armed" class championship.

Tufts University and Union Col-

lege, Schenectady, N.Y., placed

second and third respectively in

this class.

The UMass team has won the

New England Ohampionship six

times in fhe last seven years, re-

ceiving its only defeat at Hart-

fnrd last year by Vermont.

The "Flying Redmen" team is

under the command of Cadet Lt.

Col. Al Wolfe *60. Capt. Leon

Pfeiffer, Asst. Professor of Air

Science, is the officer in charge

of the Redmen. T/Sgt. Mark W.
Brenzo, Instructor of Military

Training, is the team's Coach.

Westover Air Force Base and

the University of Massachusetts

were hosts for the championships

in which 14 New England col-

leges and universities took part.

Other participants in the

"Armed" class were: Colby Col-

lege, Maine; UConn; Holy

Cross; and MIT. The "Unarmed"
class competitors included Bos-

ton University; Lowell Techno-

logical Institute; New Hamp-
shire; Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute, N.Y.J and Trinity Col-

lege, Conn.
The "Flying Redmen" placed

in the top one-fourth of the drill

tarns in the national champion-

ships during the Cherry Blossom

festival in Washington, D. C,

last year and sixth in the na-

tion in 1958.

Little International Livestock

Show Competition Winners
by DICK Gf.EED '61

The twentieth annual Little

International Livestock Show
was held Saturday, March 12 at

Grinnell Arena. Each spring,

Animal Science seniors and jun-

iors of the university and of

Stockbridge School compete for

DAVID BELDEN 'SO

honors in the fitting and show-

manship in the four classes of

swine, sheep, beef, and horses.

The judges for the event were

Mr. Donald Balch, Assistant

Professor, Animal and Dairy

Husbandry Dept., University of

Vermont, and Mr. Luther Belden,

Mountain Farm, Hatfield, Mass.

John Ropes '60 was manager of

the show.

The first place winner of the

swine class was Joseph Brouillet

of Phillipston with John Horton
of Lanesboro placing second. In

the sheep class William Tredo of

Springfield placed first with

James Swol of Fairview second.

Placing first in the beef class

was Borden Howland of West-
port with David Belden of E.

Longmeadow placing second. In

the Morgan horse class Roger
Howes of Ashfield placed first

with Donald Coffin second.

In addition to the individual

classes a contest for Premier
Showmanship was held. This

event was based solely on show-
manship with each contestant

showing animals from the four

previous classes. The contestants

for this event were the top two
(Continued an page 5)

Cuba Offers
UM Students
SpecialRates
by MONETTA WRONSKI '63

The Ministry of Tourism in

Cuba is offering tours of the

country at special student rates

to UM students during the

spring vacation, according to

Senate President Bob Zelis '60.

Zelis, who spent the Christmas

holidays in Cuba with a group of

students, said this includes a

half-price refund on plane fare

from Florida. Hotel rates run

from $2.50 to $3.00 a day, and

three meals a day cost as little

us $2.50.

The tours cover the scenic

V i n a 1 e s Valley, co-operative

farms where visitors may see the

agrarian reform in action, visits

to white, sandy beaches along

the coast, and an evening at the

Tropiciana at special student

rates.

There will be ample opportu-

nity to meet and speak with peo-

ple in government, business, and

students, all English-speaking.

According to Zelis, everyone

speaks freely about government
and cited a case where, to prove

this point, an acquaintance he

had made while in Cuba shouted

"Down with Castro 1 " within

honring distanep of two Cuban
policemen who did nothing more
than raise their eyebrows.

"No one need fear for their

safety while touring the coun-

try " Zelis said.

When queried about his own
reactions Lo the country, he

replied, "I was impressed with

their spirit of nationalism;

everyone likes Cuba and every-

one likes Castro."

He told of his acquaintance
with Jose Puente Blanco, a past

(Continued on page S)

CA To Sponsor

3 - Day Embassy

REV. MacLEOD

Tomorrow evening the CA will

be host to the Very Rev. Sir

George MacLeod, chaplain to the

Queen in Scotland, who will

speak on "Modern Revolt in the

Church," as the opening speaker

of CA's three-day Embassy
A fourth Baronet, Rev. Mac-

Leod prefers to be known by the

"sufficient title of Reverend."

He is founder of the Iona

Community, which has revolu-

tionized the Church of Scotland

through a strengthening of the

laymen through work, study, and

worship. In 1938, he and a group

iif young laymen and ministers

—

the nucleus of the Community

—

began to rebuild the Abbey and

train young men for religious

work m the industrial areas of

Scotland.

Those interested a e invited to

hear him speak at 7:00 p.m. in

the Public Health Auditorium.

On Wednesday evening, Dick

Celeste, a student at Yale, will

speak on "The Beat; Prophet or

Parasite?" at an open meeting

at Crabtree Lounge at 7:00 p.m.,

and again at 9:30 at Theta Chi

men only). The discussion will

center on the revolt of the beat

from the Church, the search for

meaning taking place through

their prose and poetry, and the

church as it seeks to minister to

the "beat" community. He will

also read some "inspirational"

beat compositions.

Celeste will be studying at Ox-
ford for the next two years as a

Rhodes Scholar.

Concluding speakers at the

Embassy Thursday night will be

Fred Buss and John Kendrick

from the University of Texas,

who will speak on "Faith and
Life on Campus." This is a new

(Continued on page k)

Intercollegiate Folk Festival

At UMass Is Big Success
by BOB TRUDEAU '62

The Seventh Annual New
England Intercollegiate Folk
Festival was held all day Satur-

day in the Student Union Ball-

room, with the Heymakers of

UMass as hosts.

A SCOTSMAN and his lassie

Intercollegiate Folk Festival.

— PH«t» by L«*nsrd
whirl through a dance during the

Festival Chairman Dave Ri-

chardson '60 called the event "a

great success."

Groups of students attended

from the University of New
Hampshire, Colby College,

Brooklyn College, and McGill

University in Montreal, Canada.
This last group, six girls and
four men, hitchhiked 350 miles

from Montreal to attend the

Festival.

The afternoon session featured

exhibition dances by the groups
and by our own Heymakers. New
Hampshire's Durham Reelers did

a Bavarian Beer Mug Dance.
The Square Dance Club from
Colby College exhibited a very
difficult Western-style square
dance.

The Folk Dance Club from
Brooklyn College presented three

Israeli folk dances. McGill Uni-
versity's Skean Dhu Club per-

formed three Scottish dances,
with the four men colorfully ar-

rayed in kilts.

The Heymakers presented
three types of square dance?, a

quadrille, a Western style or

Hash dance, and an Eastern or
Singing style dance.

The evening square dance at-

tracted over 300 avid particip-

ants to the Ballroom. The dance
was called by Dick Leger, from
Warren, R.I. Known as "the man
with the guitar." Dick plays
with his own Durfee orchestra
»tul is acknowledged as one of
New England's top callers.

At an afternoon meeting of
the leaders of all the attending
groups, it was decided that next
year's Festival will be held at
the University of New Hamp-
shire.
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1WE . . . the lucky ones'

While our always efficient police depart-

ment keeps itself busy with parking tickets

and our Student Union management hastens

the retirement of the debt by filling the

building with conventions, we, the students,

for whose benefit all this is done, suffer on.

It is we the students who must hold

meetings in Machmer or cancel them, be-

cause there's no room in the Union. It is we

the students who find our specially assigned

parking lots tastefully decorated with the

sign "Conference Parking", which means

they are filled up.

Aren't we lucky

!

—P.W.

The Idiot Box or Else
Like the TV officials who feed the mass-

es on a steady diet of westerns, detective

stories, and quiz programs, the Student

Union heads rationalize the revenues they

receive from the Idiot Box in the Hatch by

claiming that it is what the public wants. If

a poll were taken of the student body, the

claim of the Union staff would no doubt

prove true. But this argument which is in-

excusable for the TV officials, is invidious in

a university which is supposed to raise the

intellectual and aesthetic tastes of the stu-

dents. Even those who don't enjoy classical

and semi-classical music, show tunes, folk

songs, or jazz must realize that they are cer-

tainly on a far higher level than rock 'n roll.

Of course, a person's aesthetic tastes

cannot be censored. If the students want to

hear rock 'n roll in their rooms or cars,

that's their business. But why should a uni-

versity facility, which is frequented by many

students, faculty, and visitors be subjected

to this constant barrage of half-wit "music"?

The Student Union officials have been

telling us long enough: "This is what the

students want." Either they should get rid

of the Idiot Box entirely or else replace the

trash records with decent music. —T.M.I
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Sfolk Singer Odetta

A REVIEW

by LORRAINE CELPEY *6S

In the Student Union Ball-

room Sunday, a large and en-

thusiastic audience had a heart-

warming experience. They wit-

nessed the performance of a folk

sincer called Odetta. The concert

was presented by the newly-

formed Amherst Folklore Society,

a group of students from the

four colleges in the area.

Odetta often seemed to lose

herself in song; it was as if she

were pouring out the very spirit

of the people in her richly-fluid

voice. Accompanying herself on

the guitar, Odetta sang a versa-

tile selection of folksongs which

included blues, ballads, spirituals

and work songs. Much of her per-

formance was lightened by her

charming sense of humor, which

especially expressed itself in her

original interpretation of that de-

lightful ballad "The Fox." When
she emerged from a song, Odet-

ta seemed to be at once sur-

prised and pleased to see that

here was an audience applauding

her. Her grateful smile was al-

most child-like.

Odetta sings with a seemingly

effortless sensitivity and power.

She is the poignant voice of the

people.

Photo by LEONARD

Naiads - 'Ripples In Rhythm'
by CAROL KIBITZ »62

A graceful and colorful synchronized swimming pageant entitled

"Ripple", in Rhythm" was presented fo.* three consecutive evenings

beginning last Thursday by the University Naiads.

"The most beautiful form swimming," one spectator from Am-
herst commented about the well co-ordinated Naiads exhibit. The

group themes, such as "Gaite Parisienne", "Bagpipes and Drums",

"Persian Market", and "Navaho Nocturne" were presented through

..... .aain c .A „*r„„^:,.„ itin "

The beauty of the ballet was apparent in both Tchaikovsky's

"Dance of the Little Swans" with six swimmers and in the excellent

solo "Enchanted S<V by Jeanptte Morin '60.

Others noted for their very good, effortless rendition of "Sleepy

Lagoon" were: Ruth Henderson '62, Pat Kaczorowski '60, and Anne
Sherman '60. "Basin Street Blues" was rather spectacular with water

acrobatics by Roberta Bernstein 61 and Maren Simonds '61.

The entire ensemble "marched" into the "The Officer of the Day"
for a precise and snappy finale to a delightful performance by Naiads

and five members of the Modern Dance Club.

LETTERS
"ALL FOR A LAFF"

Dear Ted Mael,

For several years I have been reading the Collegian, and think

that for the most part the work of the students is to be commended.
However, I've often felt that, except for the Sigafoos ad, your sheet

is a bit lacking in the Wit and Humor Department.

Well, if you wait long enough, something's bound to happen!
Sure enough, last Wednesday, on page 2, I read this sentence:

"There is no place on campus where a mixed group can

meet on the spur-of-the-moment without the control of a
housemother."

When I saw the word "control", I couldn't believe my bleary old

eyes. I got out my magnifying glass and took a second look. No
doubt about it, the word wa9 CONTROL.

Well, I laffed and laffed until the tears rolled down my grue-

some old cheeks and fell onto my PLAYBOY (size) bosom. I laffed

until 1 nearly split my fat old insignificant sides.

Ted, T'd like to come over and personally shake your hand, but
right now I'm what you might call—convalescing— "because"-—

I

got beat-up and chained to my cot-type bed last Saturday night,

when I suggested that we have a faint glimmer of light in the loung-

ing room.

Sincerely yours,

A "Housemother"

The Department, of Agriculture yearbook, says Secretary Benson,
"tells things we all need to know about." Such as how to get rid of

the surplus?

Interest on ths national debt this year is $9,000,000,000, about
nine times more than 20 years ago. That's of personal interest to
everybody.

THE ICONOCLAST
by JIM TRELEASE '63

IN RESPONSE TO GARY PORTER AND
JOHN SHEEHY—After reading your letter to the

editor (March 11), I must admit my first reaction

was one of annoyance. But after reading it a sec-

ond and even a third time, my emotions had a

change of heart. Why should I feel annoyed that

my efforts had proved distasteful and you informed

me of the fact? After all, aren't you, the readers,

the sole objects of my efforts .. . . and I might add,

the sole judges of whether those efforts were suc-

cessful? I certainly don't sit down every Friday,

amid three newspaper dailies and two news-

magazines, and write for three hours just for my
health, or my wealth since Collegian positions are

non-salaried. Granted, I receive a certain amount

of enjoyment from journalism but the amount of

enjoyment I receive is measured by the enjoyment

you receive from reading it.

It behooves me to ask you, gentlemen, whether

you have ever taken the time to look up the word

"iconoclast" in a dictionary? In case you haven't,

let me quote: "One who opposes, or is hostile to,

false idols or images, superstitions." The title

was given to my column by an unknown source on

the editorial staff. It has been my aspiration that

the "Iconoclast" be a pseudo-intellectual source of

wit and enjoyment for Collegian readers, as well as

a diversion from the beaten path of trite humor.

In truth, my style and sense of proportion have

been strongly influenced by Mort Sahl. This TV
and night club performer has teased and satirized

our sacred cows and revered institutions with the

result of being called "a communist" by Hedda
Hopper, "a genius" by Max Shulman, and an en-

tertaining artist by Adlai Stevenson (the latter has

been included often in Mort's unswerving attack on

our political system). But his controversy narrows

down to what different individuals interpret as

good taste.

The purpose of the "Iconoclast", from Niki's

visit, throujrh Ike, Chet and Dave, Billy Graham,
Dick Klark, Alan Freed, Weaverism, Chessman and

Kennedy, concluding with President Mather, has

been clean, moral humor. These columns were far

from having the symbol of the United States gov-

ernment making an obscene gesture as one campus
publication has done. My efforts were, in every in-

stance, toward a cleaner smile.

To err is human! If the gentlemen who took

time out to inform my editors of their distaste for

my "poor taste" can guarantee that they could

write a humor column every week, week in and

week out, which would please everyone all of the

time, I would gladly surrender my typewriter and

column space to them. But before accepting my
challenge, may I caution you that even the great

est of humorists have erred in taste and choice of

words sometime in their lives . . . from Lincoln,

Twain, and Thurber to Shulman, Hope, Paar and,

of course, Sahl.

My intentions were to satire the President and

his Beacon Hill efforts along with his exit; but

misinterpretation has arisen, athough I've had more
favorable comments on the column than against.

As a boy (I'd call myself a man but I'm quite sure

we'd receive letters questioning my virility) and as

a student, I have the highest regard for our Pres-

ident. When WMUA went off the air before the

Christmas holidays, I spent the last five minutes
of air time, on my own accord, wishing President
Mather and his family a joyous Christmas and
Happy New Year while at the same time express-
ing the gratitude of the student body for his efforts
in 1959 toward providing us with better professors,
living quarters, and academic standards. This is

hardly what I would call a "slam". I've made no
about face in my opinions since then. Besides, any
criticism of the administration is always done
through the editorial department, not a humor
column. I truly regret the misinterpretations made
by select members of the student body, but I don't
regret my intentions for writing the said item for
they were in good fun.

Gary and John, before you conclude that I

"know of no real issues involved" and accuse me
of "shortsightedness" may I conclude with two
statements. My glasses are for nearsightedness, not
shortsightedness. And, if the student body was
tested on the issues involved at Beacon Hill, I feel
confident that I'd place above the average . . .

provided you mercifully scale the grades.
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Professor Allen Speaker
At French Institute Lecture

by RAY
Professor Luther Allen of the

Government Department pre-

sented a lecture on the French

Electoral System Tuesday eve-

ning in Bowditch Lodge. It was
the fifth in a series of six lec-

tures being offered on "France,

Political Laboratory of the

World" by the French Institute.

Professor Allen prefaced his

comments on the French elec-

toral system by explaining the

purposes of an electoral system

as one that represents diversity

and one that also provides a

basis for effective government.

However, continued Mr. Allen,

duo to the "deeply divisive

multi-party system" in France,

there has been no clear majority

presented by elections.

Of the three major types of

electoral systems used by France

in the past, that one characteris-

tic of the Third Republic appears

DION '62

to have been the most reliable,

he stated.

The electoral system of the

Third Republic, based on a sin-

gle member district, was char-

acterized by over-representation

of rural areas and by a lack of

party discipline. After World
War II the demand for a new
system resulted in that used by

the Fourth Republic, which was

based on proportional repre-

sentation and multi-member dis-

tricts. This system did encourage

party discipline but over-repre-

sented extremist parties.

Also, under Gen. De Gaulle,

the system of electing the presi-

dent has been altered by expan-

sion of the electoral college to

eighty-thousand members.

The last lecture in this series

will be presented Tuesday eve-

ning with Professor Allen

speaking on the subject of

"Issues" in French elections.

CAiaW C0MU>t

Frederic Bacon To Speak
To The AIEE-IRE Tuesday

V* VW EMRARRA55//S-G, POCTOR. *05H W5c*K

/* OVtt BUT I CAN'T >TOP WILING."

Director Cogan To Talk

On Teacher Education

Cuba . .

.

<Ci>,>ti,iucd from page 1)

president of the .student body at

the t"niv< rsity of Havana, who

had to leave the country during

the Batista regime (the two pre-

vious Student loaders had boon

killed by order sf Batista), and

returned during the revolution.

"It's not unusual at all for a

student to b«* holding an im-

portant position," said Zelis.

"After the revolution, the stu-

dents sort of took over. After

all, they were the ones who
fought for this."

Anyone who would like fur-

ther information about the tours

may contact Zelis at Mills House

or Phi Mu Delta.

Mr. Frederic S. Bacon, district

Vice President of the AIEE,

will speak in the Council Cham-
bers on Tuesday, March 15 at

7:00 p.m. The subject of his ad-,

dress will be "The Rolo of Pro-

fessional Societies in Engineer-

ing."

Mr. Bacon is a 1936 graduate

of Northeastern University with

a BS in EE. After 1- years with

Westinghouse, where he became

Manager of Utility Power

Equipment Sale? for New Eng-

land, ho became General Sales

Manager of Gamewell Co. He
left there in 1953 to become a

manufacturer's representative

covering the six New England

states. He presently is a repre-

sentitivo of Kuhlman Electric

Co. and Southern States Equip-

ment Corp. Mr. Bacon is a regis-

tered professional engineer, a

member of IRE, NSPE, AIEE,
and a past president of the

Mass. Society of Professional

Engineers.

This speaker is being present-

ed by the joint student branch of

the AIEE IRE, and all are in-

vited to attend.

LOST <S FOUND
Lost: UMass class ring in the

vicinity of the Dining Commons,
Inscription inside—"CK, BS."

Contact Caroline Knight T>1, MA
Arnold.

Morris Cogan, Ph.D., direc-

tor of apprentice teaching at the

Harvard Graduate School of Ed-

ucation, will he the principal

speaker at the Intercollegiate

Conference in Elementary Edu-

cation to be hold on Tuesday.

March 15, in the Student Union.

Dr. Cogan will speak on "New
Directions in Teacher Education."

His talk will center on departures

heing undertaken in teacher edu-

cation throughout the count

for purposes of bettering teach-

er preparation.

Future teachers from Ameri-

can International College, Spring

field College, Keene (N.H.) State

Teachers College, and the College

of Our Lady of the Elm s w 1 1 S joii

i

with UMass students at the con-

ference to develop practical sug-

gestions for improving the prep-

aration of nrosnecHve tp.nchers.

Participants will explain teach

er preparation programs at their

own schools and conduct discus*

sions on the following topics:

"Liberal Arts and Methods

Courses In Teacher Preparation,"

led by students from Keeno; 'The

Teacher's Role in the Commun-
ity," led by A.I.C. student-; "The

Teacher — Importer of Values."

l*-%\ 0\ Ijihl V V'i Lilt- Ivilli.- -t'-"'i* I I I O .

"The Role of Psychology in Edu-

cation." led by Springfield Col-

lege students; and "The Merits

of Practice Teaching and Obser-

vation," led by students from

I Mass.

The conference is open to all

interested persons. Information

about participation ur registra-

tion may be obtained by calling

the School of Education office.

Registration will be^in at 9 a.m.

on the day of the conference.

Confab Votes

Against NDEA
Oath,Affidavit

Speaking at the annual meet-

ing of the Association of Higher

Education in Chicago last Wed-
nesday, Shannon McCune, pro*

' •!' UMass. -aid that institU-

>f li
I arning should

irses", includingaboil ' kill

fundamental mathematics, labor-

atory sciences, foreign languages,

and English grammar, leaving

these to be taught in the high

schools or on-the-job training. He
further advocated more emphasis

on independent study, saying that

neighboring colleges should offer

courses which complement, rath-

er than compete with, each other.

Delegates to the four-day con-

ference passed a resolution urg-

ing elimination of the loyalty

oath and disclaimer affidavit by

students seeking loans under the

National Defense Education Act,

and condemned "political inter-

ference in th )pe ra tion

schools and colleges" (i.e. segre-

gation).

The theme of this yenr's ses-

sion was "Planning the New Col-

lege of the Sixties."

£
-

new cigarette paper discovery
"air-softens" every puff!

menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too

NOWMOM
THAN f/ffi OdiG-Ti refreshes your taste
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At the State House . .

.

Ways - Means
Coimn. Cuts

Transferring
The Senate Ways and Mean*

Committee, headed by Senator

Willam I). Fleming (P-Worces-

i, may have saved Massachu-

setts taxpayers approximately

$1,000,000 when it convinced the

Legislature last year to curb

fund transfers by the various

departments of state govern-

ment. The Legislature tacked on

a brand new section to the state

budget bill.

This section directs the state

budget commissioner to limit

transfers to those required "to

meet unforeseen emergencies."

Moreover, it instructed the

budget commissioner, upon ap-

proving any transfer, to file a

copy of the authorization with

the House and Senate commit-

tees on ways and means. Both

branches approved the restrictive

section, an Innovation in the his-

tory of state budget bills.

The nearly million dollar sav-

ing resulted from the fact that

the state departments, it has

now become known, were able to

operate at that much less than

the total provided for them by

the General Court in the Gen-

eral Appropriation Bill.

Chairman Fleming's commit-

tee will learn today that the

House has written into the

deficiency budget a new section

for the "assistance and informa-

tion" of the state treasurer.

This provision sets up a new

state board consisting of the

state treasurer, the commission-

Brittain's Sir Pierson Dixon

To Address Students Mar. 18
Sir Pirrson Dixon, the United

Kingdom's permanent representa-

tive to the United Nations, will

be the principal speaker :it the

seventh annual International

Weekend to be held March 18

and 10 in the Student T'nion.

The British diplomat will give

the keynote address at the open-

ing session on Friday, March 18,

at 8 p.m. He will speak on "Af-

rica's Place in the World Today."

Theme of this year's conference

is "Africa Comes of Age."

International Weekend is open

to all students from surrounding

colleges and to the general public.

A major speaker, panel discus-

sions and an event of cultural

interest (this year an African

dance group) are the main fea-

tures of the Weekend.

The principal speaker this year

has been permanent representa-

tive of the United Kingdom mis-

sion to the United Nations since

March 1954. Since beginning his

career in the British Foreign Of-

fice in 1929, Sir Pierson has

served in progressively more im-

portant posts. After a tour of

duty which took him to offices in

Madrid, Ankara and Rome, he

returned to the Foreign Office

and during World War IT served

as political adviser in Algeria

after the Allied landings in North

Africa.

As principal private seer,

to Anthony Eden, then foi

:ary for Britain. Sir Pi'

i al 1 the major Allied

conferences, from Casablanca to

Potsdam; and on V.E. Day was

with Mr. Eden in San Francisco

for the conference which set up

the United Nations.

After serving with Ernest

Bevin, who succeeded Anthony

Eden as foreign secretary in

1945, he was appointed ambas-

sador to Prague, Britain's young-

est ambassador at the time. Be-

tween 1950 and 1953 he served

as deputy under-secretary in the

Foreign Office and attended most

of the international conferences

held during that period. In 1954

he was appointed to his present

post in the United Nations. Since

then, he has been elected Presi-

dent of the Security Council five

times. During the Suez and Hun-

garian crises he led the British

delegation during the special ses-

sions before the General Assem-

bly.

A classical scholar, Sir Pierson

was a teacher of Greek and Latin

at Cambridge University before

joining the Foreign Office. A man
(Continued on page 5)

er of corporations and taxation

and the state budget commis-

sioner. To keep borrowings at a

minimum, every state agency

would have to obtain the board's

approval "before scheduling for

payment or otherwise providing

for the disbursement of public

funds for I960" if the amount

"exceeds one million dollars on

any one day."

The Senate ways and means

committee today also will learn

that its counterpart in the House

has added a few new chores to

its already top-heavy schedule,

one of which is a study of op-

tional salary grades and the

further revision of the staffing

of faculty for colleges.

"Apparel

GDft Jrorlatma

Hamlet I. Hi.

Shakespeare'i wise words might well

be kept in mind by young men

today. To look your best longer,

may we suggest our flattering

British Tab collar Under fastening

holds collar neatly and comfortably

in place. In fine oxford and

broadcloth. $5.00. Silk tie, $2.50.

-ARROW-
W(i»r»vif you KO . . .

you look botfor In on Arrow thirl

Look your best

in Arrow's Tabber

A popular choice with the college man it thU

$mart new collar style. Note the tab fastening

under collar that guarantees lasting good

looks. See us soon for your choice of collar

styles, fine fabrics. Arrow shirts, $5.00.

All silk repp ties, $2.50.

F. A. Thompson & Son
13 No. Pleasant St. — Amherst. Mass.

Mass Education
The recent passive resistan.e

demonstrations by Negroes for

ia] treatment at I

lunch

eounteri of Wool worth and

Kresi^e stores has Qlieited ;up-

from many student gn-ups

in cities such a, Nashvilie. New

Haven. Hi w York, Chicago, De-

troit, Boston, and Northampton.

Two national groups are spon-
t

soring picketing demonstrations,

the Congress of Racial Equality

(CORE), and the National Stu-

dent Association (NSA).

Such initiative by students is

seen by some as effective in re-

enforcing the efforts of the pro-

testing southern Negroes, ac-

cording to the Harvard Crimson.

Gordon Allport and Herbert

Kelman, Harvard professors, feel

that these demonstrations will

speed integration. Kelman saw

the willingness of northern stu-

dents "to do more than just pass

resolutions" as valuahle in show-

ing the southern Negroes that

they were not alone. He said that

in 1953 similiar demonstrations

in New York speeded equal

treatment at eating places in

Baltimore.

Allport noted that "pressures

have typically come from the

North for changes that have fi-

nally taken place in the South."

A CORE sponsored group of

over l.
r>0 students from BU,

Brandeis, Harvard, and MIT
picketed ten local Woolworth

stores two weeks ago for a two

hour period, passing out 3000

leaflets urging passers-by to

"support the students in North

Carolina" and to "examine your

conscience to see if you wanted

to patronize n iter* whose na-

tional organisation condones He-

gregated lunch counters in the

southern stores."

In the valley, nine Smith frirls

picketed the Northampton Wool-

worth store on February 25,

Peeling that demonstrations at

the northern stores would show
the extensive concern on the

civil ricrhts issue.

The MSA has asked its almost

500 member schools to hold pro-

test demonstrations, reports the

Chicago Maroon. The NSA is not
j

In favor of holding them in front

of Woolworth stores, howevei

because Woolworth had dropped

its charges made in conjunction

with two other similar chains

against 100 student demonstra-

tors from Kis|< arid Vanderbilt

universities.

The 100 were arrested, booked

Otl charges of trespassing, and

held overnight in iail incom-

municado.

The Student Government of

the University of Chicago voted

to send $100 to cover part of the

fines assessed against these stu-

dents.

The Emergency Public Inte-

gration Committee formed at

SENATE AGENDA
S50 Whereas President Jean

Paul Mather has announced

his resignation and subsequent

departure from the University

of Massachusetts and in rec-

ognition of his untiring efforts

in behalf of the University

community over the past seven

years be it resolved that the

Student Senate of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, as rep-

resentatives of the student

body, express its sincerest

thanks and extend l>est wishes

to President Mather for the

future. (Resolve: Executive

Committee)

S57 Moved that the Student

S •• n I t e appropriate $241.20

from account 5801 to "Cniver-

Slty-State HoUSC Hay Com-
mittee." (Resolve: Moschos)

Harvard is planning to seek

scholarships for the nine Nc-

groei • ntly from the

Alabama State University for

picketing' TbBj arc hoping to

obtain tuition grants for them

from schools in the Boston area.

room accommodations from sym-

pathetic families, and board

money from benefit dances.

E. W.

UWO To Hold
Testimonial

For Mathers
President and Mrs. Jean Paul

Mather will be honored by the

University women at a reception

to be held Sunday, March 20, in

the S.U. Ballroom from 3 to 5

p.m.

The Mathers will leave soon

for Iowa City where Dr. Mather

will assume his new duties as

pr.oident and executive director

of the American College Testing

Program.

The University's trustees,
faculty and staff members,
alumni directors, and members
of student honor societies will

join with residents Of Amherst
at the testimonial to Dr. and
Mrs. Mather.

Serving with Mrs. Kenneth
W. Johnson, chairman, on the

testimonial committee are the

following members of the Uni-

versity Women's Organization:

Mrs. Vincent Rogers, Mrs. Ray-

mond D. Gozzi, Mrs. William W.
Boycr, and Mrs Arnold D.

Rhodes.

CA To Sponsor . .

.
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experiment at Texas U. where
the church is seeking new ways
to foster an active Christian

spirit in campus life. The two

students will speak on the ex-

periment's impact on themselves,

as well as the relationship of

Christianity to campus life in

general, at 6:30 in Bowditch

Lodge.

The public is invited to attend

these sessions.

Wandering
Scholar Reviewed
By U.S. Colleges

Eight U.S. universities, have

announced a cooperative pro-

gram that revives the tradition

of the "wandering scholar".

Under the program, participat-

ing schools will pool their faculty

and research facilities for stu-

dents of Italian language and

literature. Ph.D. candidates will

study for threeyears, each year

at a different university.

Prof. Bernard Weinberg, chair-

man of the University of Chicago

Department of Romance Lan-

guages and Literatures and ori-

ginator of the program, said:

"The distinguished professors of

Italian languages and literature

are scattered throughout the

country today. The situation is

much the same as it was cen-

turies ago when European stu-

dents would have to roam from

one university to another to

complete their education in cer-

tain studies. Our program will

make it possible for students to

come in contact with the best

minds in the field."

The inter-university program
places the candidate in three dif-

ferent Institutions and provides

a more complete and diversified

program in Italian studies than

would he possible at any one

university, Weinberg added.

AIC Student Newspaper

Has Suspended Publication
A clash between unseated Edi-

tor-in-Chief Alice Champagne

and newly elected Editor-in-

Chief Thomas Hill, whose elec-

tion has not yet been ratified by

the Student Government, has

caused the Yellow Jacket, stu-

dent newspaper at American In-

ternational College, to suspend

publication for one week. The
flare-up led to student demon-

strations by followers of both

Miss Champagne and Mr. Hill,

and it was decided not to publish

until after the Student Govern-

ment met to settle their differ-

ences.

Dixon . .

.

(Continued from page t)

of versatile talents, he is the au-

thor of a recently published novel

called "Farewell, Catullus." Bil

first visit to the United States

was in 1927 when he worked at

a national park as a porter.

UMass Debate Tournament
Galled A Success By All
The Experimental Intercol-

legiate Debate Tournament, held

last Saturday, was a great suc-

cess. Because the emphasis was

not on winning, the atmosphere

appealed to all. The results are

hard to interpret, as most of the

winning teams debated on the

negative side.

The tournament was enthusi-

astically received by debaters

and judges. The debating socie-

ty is certain this informal tour-

nament will bo repeated next

year.

In tfhe second round one of the

UMass teams withdrew to en-

able a Smith team to enter. The

two girls, who were reluctant to

enter the first round, gained

confidence from the unique at-

mosphere.

Out of 40 debaters, one Am-
herst toam, the Wesleyan team,

and the two UMass teams were

undefeated. Mr. Jay Savereid,

UMass debating coach, believos

that the results reflect the inex-

perience of the debaters with the

different subject matter of law

cases, and also suggests that

"perhaps the teams may not

havo been evenly matched." It

is interesting to note that Team

Livestock Show . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

men in each of the four classes

minus two, w#io were eliminated

by the judges. Placing first in

this event was David Belden as

Premier Showman with James

Swol, Reserve Premier Show-

man, and William Tredo, Hon-

orable Mention.

A bucking barrel contest was

held with David Belden again

taking top honors. The co-ed

milking contest, witnessed by a

capacity crowd of over 300 and

termed by an eight year oW ob-

server as "fantastic" was won
by Phi Delta Nu.

A from UMass, Peter Tenney

and Michael Williams, winners

of the 1960 Intramural Dobate

Tournament, won on the affirma-

tive side, a difficult task with

the innovation in subject matter.

The Campus Beat
bv EKNIE MA.NDEK *60

WMUA Schedule
Monday & Tuesday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:05 Campus Caper

5:00 News and Weather

6:05 Campus Caper

5:30 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 Public Service E.T.

7:00 B.BC. (Mon.)

U.S. Senate (Tues.)

7:15 Public Service E.T. (Mon.)

News Analysis (Tues.)

7:30 News Headlines

7:32 Musical*

9:00 News, Weather, Ski Report

9:05 Showcase

10:00 News and Weather

10:05 Swingtime

11:00 News and Weather

11:05 Swingtime

12:00 News and Weather

12:05 Sounds of Jazz

1:00 News and Weather

1:05 Sounds of Jazz

2:00 News, Weather—Sign Off

Reverend Bernard Fiekers

To Sneak At Newman Club
by GENE LAMBERT 61

Reverend Bernard A. Fiekers

SJ. will be the guest speaker at

the biweekly meeting of the

Newman Club, Tuesday, March
15. Father Fiekers, head of the

Chemistry Department at Holy

Cross College and a prominent

Catholic educator, will present a

discussion on tho compatibility

of science and religion. This is a

timely topic since the question

concerning the morality of mod-

ern experiments in nuclear pow-

er is discussed by members of

all faiths.

Father Fiekers, a native of

Massachusetts, received his un-

dergraduate and master's degrees

from Boston College. He received

Doctorates from both Western

College and Clark University,

and did graduate work as a

Faculty-Guest-Student at MIT.

Father Fiekers taught at Boston

College, Holy Cross College, and

Loyola University before his ap-

pointment at Holy Cross.

Aside from his educational du-

ties, Father Fiekers is a promi-

nent member and officer of local,

national, and international sci-

entific associations. He is also

associated with several scientific

publications and is tho founder

of "The Newsletter," a depart-

mental publication dealing with

scientific news and reports.

All members of tho Newman
Club are urged to attend this

meeting at 7:30 in the Dining

Commons since the discussion

will be both enlightening and

beneficial. A short business meet-

ing will be held prior to the dis-

cussion and refreshments will be

served following the meeting.

There it is Clod, Exit 17—Bath,

N.Y. G miles.

Should I wake up Sully and

Herby, Joe?

No. Let them sleep till we get

there. They'd probably get too

excited.

I wish Shad hadn't been sick.

He was looking forward to this

trip.

It's just as well, Clod. He'd

only have been in the way.

What about you guys? They

only asked me to come up in the

letter.

Clod, you're the most one-way

guy I know. Just because you got

a job offer and we didn't, you

want to forget you know us.

It isn't that, Joe, but there

are a lot of companies coming

to campus during the next few

weeks looking for engineers.

Clod, we've been to every inter-

view so far. Sully even got turned

down by Albany Felt. We've got

a little pride you know.

What about Herby? He didn't

have to come along. He got an

offer.

The pay was too low, besides

he didn't think he'd look good

in a uniform.

What if Westing-house asks me
right there if T want a job. What
should I tell them ?

Just remember what I told you.

Tell them this is a package deal.

If they want you then they've got

to take us, too.

I don't think they'll go for that,

Joe. They're kind of selective I've

heard.

Selective? Are you kidding?

You've seen some of the people

they take.

But in a company that size

they're bound to make a few mis-

takes. Joe. It doesn't take them
long to weed out the deadwood
though.

Here we are Clod. You go in

and talk to them and well wait

out here. Whilo you're gone I'll

get the ads in.

The Outing Club invites all

persons to a Sugaring-off Party

on Sun. March 20. Also there will

be an election of officers at ihc

meeting in the SU on Wednesday
at 6:30.

The AIEE-IRE will hold a

meeting tomorrow at 7 p.m. in

the SU. Mr. Frederic Bacon, VP
of AIEE District 12, will speak

on the subject "The role of pro-

fessional societies in Engineer-

ing." Refreshments will be served.

All interested persons are invit-

ed.

The Department of Govern-

ment presents Professor Yusif

Sayigh, Chairman of the Depart-

ment of Economics at American

University, Beirut, Lebanon, who
will speak on the subject "The

Social and Political Content of

Economic Development in the

Arab East". This will he held

in the small Ballroom of the SU
at 1 p.m. on Wednesday.

How did you make out Clod ?

Terrible. He gave me a pop

quiz.

I never heard of that. What
wore the questions ?

One was a true f:ils<* to see if

I had read their financial report.

I missed that. The other one was
an integration problem, some-

thing about men, materials and

machines. I got part of that.

What did you think of the

place?

I didn't look around. That in-

terviewer trave me the creeps.

Number one was I just didn't

like the guy. He gave me an ap-

plication to fill out. He said to

bring it back next Tuesday but

I have until 1 p.m. the Tuesday
after that to bring it back.

Do you think we should come
back?

No. I'm not going to take an-

other quiz. He said the chances

were pretty slim that he'd give

me another one but he reserved

the option to give me one.

Well, let's head back to cam-
pus. We'll stop off at Savage
Arms on the way back.

Oh, didn't you hear about

them ? They're out of business.

One of their floors collapsed.

There goes our last chance for

a job. It looks as if well all have
to go into teaching.

Voluntary ROTC
Voluntary ROTC has been

adopted at the University of

Wisconsin for a two-year trial

period. If, at the end of this

time, the number of students en-

rolled in advanced ROTC has
dropped below 75% of the stu-

dents now enrolled in the pro-

gram, military training will

become compulsory again.

The two-year trial period also

.seeks lo include a plan for im-

proving the course quality.

Men who face wind and weather

choose the protection of...

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION

Summer Stock
Two sophomores, one from

Harvard and the other from
Yale, are forming a solf-flnanc-

ing all-student summer stock

company to produce former

Broadway hits such as Blue Den-
im, Stalag 17, and Tea and Sym-
pathy, at the Groton Playhouse*

in Groton, Conn.

Their plans are being backed

by Hobe Morrisson, chief drama
critic for Variety, and Alan

Zwerdling, editor of Show Butt-

MM,
Further information may be

obtained by writing to Peter

Stern, 973 Yale Station, New
Haven, Connecticut.

Skia areteetien, that is. Old Spice refreshes a«d •timulstes, guards aiainst the loss of vital

sltra moisture. Feels jreat, too. Brisk, bracing, with that tangy Old Spice scent. It Hoes seem

to attract female admirers, but what red-blooded

man needs protection agaisst girls? 1.00 r'»<"" » M

—the antithesis

of perspicacity. Right?

NdDoz* could save your life.

Worth knowing? Ritfrt!

tvo

Too often, driving a ear is like reading a textbook. It ran make you

drowsy no matter how much sleep you get. But safr NolW. fight* this

kind of "hypnosis." Safe NoDor, alerts you with

caffeinr— the same refreshing stimulant in

coffee and tea. Yet non-habit-forming

NoDo/, i- faster, handier, more reliable. "S^ «*i

So to keep perspicacious while you drive, i^^

study, and work—keep NoDoe handy. >-^#

Tttt Mft iUy awakt l«bltt - available evarywhara. Another line pwtfwt ol Greva Uaboritortt*.

•
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GYMNASTICS TEAM, 4-3, HEADS FOR NCAA MEETS
The l!Maw gymnastics team finished its season with a 4-3 record

and is eagerly awaiting the start of the NCAA competition this week-

end at Penn. State. Heinz Briegel led the Jamesmen to their first

two victories over Southern Connecticut and Cortland State of New

York. In those two meets Briegel took three first places, one in each

of his specialties: the high bars, the parallel bars, and the horse.

Briegel On High . .

.

During the Springfield meet UMass lost one of its best men, Don

Saari. Don injured his neck in a practice session before the meet. The

tumbling sector of the team was able to earn an irreproachable re-

cord, even without Saari. The Springfield encounter also saw the

Marooner's Jeff Cardinali top Briegel in the high bar event.

Round And Round

DICK NORRIS is a tumbler who started off late this year, but

will give the squad added depth next season. Norris is performing

a flip-flap.

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAOAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Open Every Night until 1 1 :00

On the Corner Next to

Hill* House

Salaam

AMHERST Cinema

Now ends Monday

Walt Disney's

%TOBY TYLER"

Tues., Wed

"SEVEN THIEVES"
WITH

ROD STIIOH

EDWARD O. tOIINSON

HEINZ BRIEGEL, captain of

the gymnastics team, is ex-

pected to bring back an award

from the NCAA meets this

week. Here he executes two of

his feats: on the left is a kehre-

in and above he does a back-

flip dismount.

The Boss~

This year the gymnastics team
was under the direction of

COACH ROBERT JAMES,
who replaced the degree-seek-

ing Jim Bosco. The impressive

record of the season is a testi-

monial to the capabilities of

Coach James. He is a graduate

of Springfield College.

The results of the season were:

UMASS
70 Southern Connecticut 26

59Va Cortland State (N.Y.) 36V*

32 Army 64

69 Southern Connecticut 24

39 Springfield College 57

60 Va Cortland State (N.Y.) 35 Va

33Va Temple (Philadelphia) 62Va

The freshman squad promises

several useful additions to next

year's varsity. Briegel will not

be around, but Peterson and most

of the regulars will be back. The
coming team holds hopes of even

better things to come.

Commentary by

Dutch Hunter '62

Photos by Patz

Newest Sensation in

Show Business

"JAZZ AND POETRY"

Poets - Jazz - Bongos

DIRECT FROM GREENWICH VILLAGE

Hatfield Barn
Sunday

After the first two succemiful meets, the gymnastics team suffered

a loss at the hands of powerful Army. Briegel managed to win two

first places in this one. The coach of the West Point team, Tom Mal-

omy, was appointed coach of the U.S. Olympic team this year. The

hopes of the UMass squad were brightened once more by another

win over Southern Connecticut. Fred Peterson returned to school in

time for this event, and made his re-entrance by taking a first in the

flying rings and a second behind Briegel on the parallel bars.

What Happens Now?

Quo Vadis?

FRED PETERSON, king of the flying rings, shows his versatility

by performing a one-arm handstand on the parallel bars.

There are other men who have made up the nucleus of the team

that have not thus far been mentioned. Gary Hagopian, an excellent

man on the tumbling mat; Dave Amundsen, a gymnast who has

learned rapidly enough to be a stand-in for almost every event; Bob
Coffin, a good performer on the still rings and the man to watch on

the high bar next year; Charlie Paydos and Jim Bitgood, two ring-

men who will be travelling to the NCAA meet with Briegel; ill

these men helped in bringing UMass and Coach James another suc-

cessful season in gymnastics.

Thus the 1960 gymnastics season

ended. The UMass representa-

tives will head towards Penn.

State confident that they will add

more honors to the team.

The NCAA meets should see

Heinz Briegel in the top ten in

all-around competition and Fred

Peterson in the top ten of the

flying ring competition. The com-

bination of Briegel, Peterson,

Paydos and Bitgood is one that

will take a lot of ability to top.

DON CLEARY seems to be

going up into nowhere. Actual-

ly, Don expects to climb to

new records next year with

the gym team.

My Nose Is Itchy

JIM ADAM shows his form by executing a kehre-in. He is part

of the backbone of the nquad that will return next year.

NEWMAN CLUB MEETING
Tuesday, March 15
7:30 p.m., Dining Commons

Father Feikers
Science and Religion

AFRICA-

PROBLEMS

AND HOPE

(See page 2)
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Baltimore Symphony
Concert Tomorrow
The Concert Association will

present a program by the Balti-

more Symphony Orchestra de-

scribed as "unique and exciting"

at UMass tomorrow at 8 p.m. in

the Curry Hicks Gymnasium.

The orchestra will feature the

vocal artistry of soprano Frances

Yeend and tenor Charles O'Neill.

Miss Yeend and Mr. O'Neill will

join with the orchestra in a pres-

entation of the greatest scenes

from Verdi's "Otello" and

Wagner's "Die Walkuere."

The orchestra will be under the

direction of Peter Herman Adler,

well-known music director of the

NBC Television Opera Theatre

since its inception in 1949. Guest

conductor of such symphonic

groups as the New York Phil-

harmonic and the Cleveland and

the Detroit symphony orchestras,

Mr. Adler is now permanent di-

rector of the Baltimore orchestra.

Formed in 1916, the orchestra

was the first in the U.S. to be

municipally subsidized. The Uni-

versity concert is one of many
scheduled in the group's frequent

tours throughout the East.

Admission is by I.D. or tickets

which may be purchased at the

door or by contacting the Stu-

dent Union Box Office at the

University.

Faculty Members Awarded

National Foundations' Grants
Two faculty members at U-

Mass., Jerome L. Myers, assistant

professor of psychology, and

Luther A. Allen, assistant pro-

fessor of government, have re-

ceived grants from national

foundations, it was announced to-

day by Pres. Jean Paul Mather.

Myers, who took his Ph.D.

degree from the University of

Wisconsin and was a research

psychologist at the U.S. Naval

Air Development Center at

Johnsville, Pa., has been awarded

113,200 by the National Science

Foundation for the support of re-

search on "Parameters of Risk

Taking". Myers, author of many

articles on learning and decision

making, will investigate the

variables involved in risk-taking

behavior.

While the general area of de-

cision making has received in-

creased attention in recent years,

there have been relatively few

studies of the decision to take

risks, that is, to gamble.

Allen, recipient of a United

States Educational Exchange

Grant, will serve as visiting pro-

fessor of political science at the

University of Saigon in Viet-

Nam during the next academic

year.

Author of many articles and

bonk fyylfWi ,
Allen received his

Ph.D. at the University of Chi-

cago and has studied at the In-

stitut d'Etudes Politiques in

Paris. He has been a member of

the University staff since 1952.

Clarence Shelnutt Appointed

SU Program Coordinator
Monday, Clarence B. Shelnutt

began his responsibilities as the

newly appointed Program Co-

ordinator for Student Activities

in the SU.

Clarence Shelnutt comes to the

university with an extensive

background in the field of com-

munity activities, especially rec-

reation. Varied experiences in the

related fields of education and

politics, enhance his qualifica-

tions for the new position. Shel-

nutt's employers expect out-

standing service to the university

from their new appointee.

The new Program Coordinator

is responsible to the Assistant

Director to Student Activities. He
will "provide direction and co-

ordination for a program of stu-

dent activities sponsored by

Union committees and provide

resource material and counselling

for other campus activity
groups." During the summer

Shelnutt will direct the univer-

sity summer activities program

in connection with the Ad Hoc

Committee of the Student Senate

in this area. In the absence of

the Ass't Director of Student

Activities, Mr. Edward Buck, he

will be in charge of the Student

Activities Office, including all

R.S.O. procedural.

An area of specific interest to

Mr. Shelnutt is that of assisting

student» to organise new groups.

He would like to start classes in

arts and crafts if the students

feel the need for these hobbies.

"Whenever sufficient interest is

shown in an activity, I will see

to it that instruction is made
available", says Mr. Shelnutt.

A native of Alabama and a

graduate of So. Union College in

that state, Mr. Shelnutt was most

recently employed as Director of

Carter Community Center, Le-

banon, N.H. Although a father of

three children, Mr. Shelnutt

found time to devote to many
recreation activities. From 1956

to 1959, he was a member of the

(Continued on page 5)

African Independence To Be
International WeekendTheme

The following is an analysis of

the current African situation to

be used as background informa-

tion for better understanding the

coming International Weekend.

The Theme for the seventh

annual International Weekend to

be held on campus this weekend

is "Africa Comes of Age". There

will be a keynote address Friday

night, two panels and an address

on Saturday which will discuss

various political, social, and eco-

nomic problems currently facing

Africa.

Recently Americans have

At The State House

Deadline Set

For All Bills

Still Pending
Legislative matters not report-

ed out by committee by Wednes-

day, March 23, will be automa-

tically referred to the next an-

nual session, according to legis-

lative leaders in the Senate and

House.

The annual crackdown will not

affect as many bills this year as

in the past joint '.c.^.si *.;••? com-
mittees have held public hearings

on 90^ of matters referred to

them, a survey shows.

Committees are nearly 209£

ahead of last year and more than

B7r ahead of the comparable pe-

riod two years ago, a progress

report disclosed.

State employees who showed

up to work during the recent

snowstorm—March 4, 5. and 6

—

will be given equal time off for

their "devotion to duty" under

orders issued by Governor Fur-

colo, it was announced by State

Administration Commissioner

Charles F. Mahoney.

However, employees who were
unable to reach their point "of

work will not be penalized be-

cause of the severity of the

storm. The Governor ordered that

"no employee shall suffer loss

of pay for absence on these days,

nor shall any charge be made
against sick leave or vacation

leave for said days."

CLARENCE B. SHELNUTT

SWAP Weekend
Set For May 6-8

At South Lee Inn
The third annual SWAP week-

end has been changed to May 6,

7, 8, according to chairman Dick

Bresciani '60.

The change was necessitated

because problems were en-

countered when the committee at-

tempted to choose a site for the

event.

For the first time the confer-

ence will not be held at the Red

Lion Inn in Stoekbridge. Instead

the Oak 'n Spruce in South Lee

will be host to SWAP this year.

All campus organizations

should start to plan to send a

delegate to SWAP. Any sugges-

tions concerning topics that

should be discussed will be wel-

comed by the committee.

by AL FINI '60

shown a tremendous interest in

Africa. This is primarily because

Africa stands today where Amer-
ica stood in 1776. It is under-

populated, rich in resources, and

pulses with the vigor of nation-

alism.

The panel discussion to be held

Saturday afternoon is entitled

"Africa, the New Political
Arena." It will be represented by

African natives who in turn rep-

resent four various degrees of

political independence and sub-

jugation.

Mr. Mallam Wali of Nigeria

represents a newly independent

country with a complete demo-

cratic government structure left

by the retiring British that

formerly controlled the country.

Nigeria has the largest popula-

tion of all the African nations.

34 million.

Mr. John Marcum of the de-

partment of Political Science at

Colgate University, the only

American on the panel, will

moderate and speak on the

French territories which gained

their independence within the

French community of nations by

virtue of a referendum held by

General DcGaullc.

Colonial Situation Different

These territories have their in-

dependence, but the other men on

the panel, Mr. Edwardo Mond-

lane of Mozambique and Mr.

Absalom Vilikasi of the Union of

South Africa come from areas

where the situation is vastly dif-

ferent.

Mozambique is one of Por-

tugal's remaining possessions.

Proponents of political autonomy
there argue that the colony is

dominated by the mother country.

A system of native labor exists

there, they state, which offers

the native few rights or the op-

portunity for self-expression.

Labor forces are drafted by po-

lice for work in the mines of

neighboring South Africa at a

substandard subsistence level.

A common word in the Union
of South Africa is "apartheid"

meaning separate or apart. This

word has a very exact meaning in

the Union. The Europeans hav.'

no intention of changing the

well-established political order,

granting the Africans and Asians

in the Union freedom. This is a

potentially explosive situation,

with three million whites calling

the area their home, fending off

some seven million Africans who
are attempting to achieve some-

thing less than equality.'

The panel discussion on Satur-

day will explore this situation as

it involves Americans and all

peoples of the world—democracy

hangs in the balance.

Trends In Teacher Training

Cited By Harvard's Cogan
Speaking to the Intercollegiate

Conference in Elementary Edu-

cation, Morris Cogan, Ph.D. of

Harvard Graduate School of Edu-

cation, mentioned many trends in

teacher education, how they will

affect the way teachers are pre-

pared for their work and how

they will affect teaching as a

profession.

In spite of the great drive to

professionalize, Cogan points out

that required professional courses

for teachers are shrinking rapid

ly. Since extensive graduate

preparation for teachers is not

forseeable in the near future, the

conclusion from some quarters is

that specialized training will be

given in the classroom. This plan

is for doctoral supervisors and

specialists to set up systematic

MORRIS COGAN

clinical experience in the schools.

This plan, besides providing

special technical training to

teachers, will open up new op-

portunities and careers in edu-

cation.

None of the programs In

teacher training which strive to

integrate education courses and

the actual teaching, do what they

set out to do. The most radical

plan, which Cogan cited, consists

of supervised teaching, and oc-

casional informal seminars. Co-

gan's opinion of this program is

that it will make education a

trade, not a profession, since one

criteria .of a profession is that

it demands extensive theoretical

preparation.

Technical Aids Discussed

Cogan cites the use of methous

and technical aids in teaching as

another problem area. The
emerging education machine that

actually teaches without the in-

tervention of a human being,

means that teachers, instead of

bowing down to a machine, must
learn to use technical aids like

this to free themselves for those

areas where only a human be ;ng

can give color and meaning.

The problem of academic res-

pectability was another point

considered by Cogan. It concerns

the problem of whether the ele-

mentary teacher merely imparts
intellectual knowledge or whether
he is educating the whole child,

his social and personal capacities

as well as his intellect. Cogan
says that the two great commit-
ments in teaching are the com-
mitment to knowledge and the

(Continued on page S)
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Africa - Problems And Hope
For thousands of years, the Africans

Uved in a tribal culture, which hardly

changed from one century to another. The

native's world went scarcely beyond his own

village.

Then, like the Great Glacier that swept

over the northern hemisphere, the Euro-

peans explored and colonized Africa (and in-

troduced a new culture known as "western

civilization". This European culture shook

the tribal life to its very roots. To both

Europeans and many Africans, the old

values and traditions were inferior to the

conquering civilization.

Now the Glacier of European colonialism

is receding; but it has left a permanent mark

on Africa and its people. As these countries

gain their independence, they hope to de-

velop politically and economically along

Western lines. They face an immense task.

Many natives still believe in the old tribal

customs and superstitions. Illiteracy rates

and lack of skilled labor are extremely high.

As great as this task of development is,

east and south Africa have a far more dif-

ficult problem. A small minority of Euro-

peans live in these areas and generally own

the choicest land and control the economics

and politics of these territories. On the

whole, these Europeans don't want to give

up their privileged positions. The Africans,

of course, want political, economic, and so-

cial equality. The future of these multi-racial

states will probably tell us if there is such a

thing as "The Brotherhood of Man".

But these very problems give Africa its

dynamism and its vitality while indepen-

dence or the prospect of independence has

given these people their hope. Since the de-

velopments and problems of this continent

will surely be a major subject in the 1960's,

the International Weekend Committee has

appropriately chosen Africa as its topic. The

discussions and social events for this Week-

end should prove to be of interest and en-

joyment to all students and faculty mem-

bers.

Disarmament
At Geneva, on March 15, Five Western

powers, the United States, Britain, France,

Italy, and Canada, revealed a new, more

forceful plan for world disarmament. This

plan, through three gradual stages, would

lead to all weapons of mass destruction be-

ing junked and space being barred to mili-

tary missiles.

These words sound as if they were taken

from a work of fiction or some person's

Utopian dream. How many times in the past

2000 years have men dreamed of achieving

world peace? Caesar's legions, the armies of

Napoleon and Hitler, the military strength

of Communist Russia: a chronology of ter-

ror.

Two thousand years ago these words

were hopefully uttered . . . "Peace on earth,

good will toward men." In looking through

the pages of history, cluttered with battles

and death, we sometimes wonder if peace on

earth is at all possible.

The words we hear today from Geneva

sound hopeful to us. But . . . what will the

world be like one year from today? Will

there be peace on earth?
M. K.
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Once upon a time, in the great big city of New York, a lonely

young man who knew practically no one who counted, and a lot of

people who didn't, made a record. It was not an especially good rec-

ord as records go. A lot of people felt that this would probably be

his last undertaking in the field as well as his first. But this par-

ticular young man had faith, not only in his engaging personality

which soon began to win him friends among those who counted, but

also in his musical talents which he claimed would one day make him

a big star. His confidence in himself was so strong that at times peo-

ple began to mistake it for egocentricism, which it was not. This

young man knew what he wanted and said so. He wanted to become

a millionaire while he was still young enough to enjoy the fruits of

his labors. Some people smiled and said well go ahead if you think

you can do it but with taxes the way they are and with the trouble

a lot of performers are having just getting work, we don't think you

can do it, and after the joy ride is over don't say we didn't tell you.

This particular young man is booked for over two million dollars

worth of commitments as of right now for the year 1960, and no one

knows what the future holds in store for him.

His first hit record was called "Splish Splash", and he sweated

blood to make it a hit. He pounded the pavement for many months,

knocked on an endless number of doors, and suffered a great many

disappointments. Yet through it all he kept saying to the people

around him, "I have the talent, and one day someone will see it. Un-

til then I'll just have to work and wait." Of course these were not his

exact words, but we have it on pretty good authority that he said

something very much to that effect. Anyway, everything he said has

come true, and more, and the end is not yet in sight.

One woman wrote a letter to LIFE Magazine after this young

man's amazing success story was printed in that publication. She

said that she admired this young man's aspirations, but she wondered

if we woud be forced to listen to him just on that basis. This, of

course, goes back to the original discussion which we had in this

space some months ago over the nature of good music. It is not my

purpose to rehash that situation here. I only wish to point out that

if Mrs. X does not like this young man's singing, she is perfectly at

liberty to seek her entertainment elsewhere. I find that I like a great

deal of almost every kind of music, and I can often see things from

the point of view of the other person who claims that this, or that,

kind of music is better than another. It is from this basis that I as-

sert the belief that people will judge the merit of music in regard to

what they themselves enjoy and that no one is in a position to right-

fully crfticize another's preferences.

When this young man makes a record or a night-club appear-

ance, people throng to see him. They bought his record of "Mack, the

Knife", they are still buying "Beyond the Sea", and his album, his

only album, has been on the best selling lists for so long that I hear

they are making up a permanent printing sheet with his name on

it and a lot of spaces all around it for the inclusion of lesser mortals.

To sum up, let's just say that along with a lot of other people

I like Bobby Darin, and that I hope he stays where he is for a long

time to come. His songs have a beat and are listenahle and danceable.

The musical sense and taste which is exhibited in his materfal is cer-

tainly one reason for his success and popularity. His undying con-

fidence, irksome to some, inspires admiration in others, and I guess

that as long as there are performers on a stage there will be people

out front to condemn their efforts. The fact that he comes out in front

again and again is proof enough that he is here to stay for a while.

As for the rest, you listen and form your own opinion.

Protest

Dean Curtis' refusal to allow serenading by fraternities, though

a well meaning attempt to preserve order in the dorms, is only one

more annoying restriction for the girls on this campus. Our coeds,

already burdened by a long list of petty rules, and our campus, al-

ready lacking in a "halls of ivy" atmosphere, need and deserve the

preservation of this tradition. There is little here at the University

to brighten female lives; the hapless college girl, placed in anxious

competition academically and hampered by Victorian regulations so-

cially, should not be denied the pleasure of hearing her boyfriend's

fraternity sing to her when she becomes pinned. Our school, more a

highly mechanized and impprsonal educational factory than a college

which stimulates young minds, desperately needs tradition.

Serenading is one of the best we could have. Perhaps Miss Curtis will

find some other way to maintain order among her charges than to

deny them this small pleasure.

T.C.

Letters

MAJORITY IN ERROR
To the Editor:

For two years I have watched the juke box con-

troversy rage around me. I've seen the juke box

praised, defamed, and turned off, and I've heard it

many times. Although juke boxes are not very im-

portant to me, Mr. Mael's editorial of March 14

compels me to write this letter.

Apparently the majority on the campus want a

juke box playing rock and roll, and hence, this is

what we have. Mr. Mael argues that what the ma-

jority wants is not necessarily right, and in this

case, it is wrong. With this I agree. It is time that

this nation realized that the majority is not always

right.

You and I, Mr. Mael, learned musicians that we

are, know that rock and roll is a poor facsimile of

music. But how are we going to convince the ma-

jority that classical music is the thing to have?

Should we take the candy away from the baby?

I don't think we should. I think it is better to feed

the baby two kinds of candy, always hoping that he

will finally select the classical brand.

It's one thing to realize that the majority is

wrong. It's another thing to try to correct the mis-

take. Taking away the rock and roll in the Hatch

will not make more people appreciate classical mu-

sic.

Let's take the positive approach and try to con-

vince more people to attend the various concerts that

their tax pays for. Eventually, we may achieve a

majority clamoring for classical music in the juke

box.

Robert Trudeau '62

ANTHROPOMORPHIC
IMAGE

To the Editor:

God is supposed to be all knowing—if so then

Madison Avenue should be congratulated for they

have not only fashioned an image of the great white

father; they have also instilled in this magnificent

creature the all-knowing protoplasm so necessary to

a God—

Tn recent press conferences President Eisenhower

has put this remarkable talent to the test. It has

hccome common that in answer to a question the

president answers, "damn it—I know more than you

do."

Either President Eisenhower has extended and

padded the image created for him by the men in

grey-or-the power of Madison Avenue has been

underestimated and we are about to be bombarded

with Great White Father kits-assembled or do-it-

yourself . . .

New* Editor
Sue Gallagher **1

Assistant News Editor
Richard Whi'e *61

Rtiftinenft Manager
Steve Kaplinsky '60

ApMiatant Buninea* Manager
Michael Cohen '61

WEO.t Nawt, Don Johnion; BdltwrW, Carol Kaenmif'. Aport*.

R«n Cordon Copy, Mary K H»«th

p. w.

THANKS

Advertisement in New York paper: "Young man who gets paid

on Monday and is broke hy Wednpsday would like to exchange small

loans with a young man who gets paid on Wednesday and is broke

by Monday."

(The Reader's Digest)
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tha act of March I. 1HI, aa mmuM hy tha art af Jans 11. 1M4.
_
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new Studsal Ualaa. Wntr. a* Maaa., Aaihsnt. Mass.
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Deadline; *»,. Iwss., T1airs/~4iaD p.m.

Dear Ted Mael,

Thank you for printing my letter. But the type-

setters made an error. That word should have been

"hounging" not "lounging."

Housemother

DISGRACEFUL LETTER!

To the Editor,

It is my opinion that you should not have printed

that letter signed by a housemother. It is a disgrace

to our profession. Why couldn't she at least have

screamed for help—and maybe the closet case on the

3rd floor would have come to her rescue. That type

is usually very intelligent.

What's more, the language in the letter was dis-

gusting. For instance, to mention that delinquent-

making magazine, PLAYBOY, and especially in the

connection in which it was used!! Why, the girls in

my house were shocked! The sweet innocent things!

I know if they ever set eyes on a magazine like that

they would burn it immediately, before a pledge got

hold of it!

I realize that we have a free press in America,

(and even, perhaps, on this campus?) but I DO
wish you would have President Mather look into this

matter before he leaves. Possibly he might appre-

hend this most unsuccessful woman, and sec that

she be dismissed.

I'm sure all the rest of us housemothers arc res-

pected and beloved by the dear boys and girls under

our care; and that our slightest wish is law to them.

Another " Housemother"
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SOCIAL DANCING 123-123

Leading Questions

Professor Dip

Female reaction to dancing partners using

ordinary hair tonics (Text: I'm Dancing With

Tears in My Eyes). Female reaction to dancing

partners using 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic (Text:

Waltz Me Around Again, Willie). Universal use

of water on hair with drying effects therefrom.

Conversely: with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic you

can use all the water you want... with neat

results. Status of the Male Wallflower at Con-

temporary Proms discussed in relation to

briarpatch hair caused hy alcohol tonics. Use

of tacky hair creams explored, outlining sticky

situations. Emphasis on the one step (the one

step necessary to be on the ball at the ball,

namely a simple application of 'Vaseline'

Hair Tonic.)

Materials; em 4 cz. bottle 'Vaseline
9Hair Tonic

Vaseline

HAIR
TONIC

it's clear,

it's clean,

it's

Vaseline'
HAIR TONIC
'Vitiiint is i rafittffti trifcmarfc

»t Ctotkroufh PonCs Inc.

Engineer
Explains
Handicap

In a recent speech to members
of the Michigan Society of Pro-

fessional Engineers, Mr. L. R.

Baker, director of the Chrysler

Institute of Engineering, said too

much specialization is a handicap

for graduate engineers because

modern industry demands in-

creasingly broader abilities.

"The main job of industry

training programs." said Mi

Baker, "is to build the specializa-

tion needed by the company on

engineering fundamentals," and

that the engineers with better

fundamental training "excel

when their specialized training

programs have done their Job."

Standing up for a good back-

ground in the Humanities, Mr,

Baker stated that engineers
"more often than not develop in-

to leaders in positions which may

or may not require their back-

ground of technical knowledge,

but which certainly demand an

ability to deal with people." He

felt that personality factors and

human relations account for

failure rather than lack of

technical competence.

WMUA Schedule
Wednesday and Thursday

4:00 Sign On— News. Weather

Campus Caper

News and Weather

Campus Caper

Dinner Date

News and Sports

B.B.C, (Wed.)

Public Service E.T.

(Thurs.)

Public Serivce E.T.

(Wed.)

C.B.C. (Thura.)

Call Assn. (Wed.)

News Headlines

Musicale

News, Weather. Ski Re-

ports

Showcase
News anrl Weather

Sounds of Jazz (Wed).

Swingtime (Thurs.

)

News and Weather
Shoes Off Session (Wed.)

Swingtime (Thurs.)

News and Weather

Dig (Wed.)

Sounds of Jazz (Thurs.)

News and Weather

Dig (Wed.)

Sounds of Jazz (Thurs.)

News, Weather- Sign Off

1m
6*00

B:06

5:80

6:30

6:45

7:00

7:15

7:29

7:30

9:00

9:05

10:00

10:05

11:00

1 1 :05

12:00

12:05

1:05

1:05

2:00

"Prosperity is something
you feel, fold, and send to

Washington."

Teacher Training . .

.

Continued from page 1

commitment to serve humanity

by educating children. Elemen-

tary teachers are committed to

people first, and subject matter

second. The stress in the elemen-

tary school is on people learning.

Cogan therefore concludes that

the specialization for elemental y

teachers is through the social

sciences, such as psychology, so-

ciology, and anthropology.

HE HAS ONE OF THE MOST
UNUSUAL JOBS IN BUSINESS TODAY
He's a computer programmer.

Its a job that didn't even exist until a few years ago. But today it's one

of the most important— and certainly most unusual — jobs that a college

graduate can do. Data processing systems, with their advanced technol-

ogies and tremendous speeds, offer new challenges to college graduates.

It is a field for new ideas, new methods, and new techniques.

Setting Up The Problem

A computer programmer analyzes a business, industrial, or scientific

problem, and translates it into a language which the computer can

"understand." From there the computer goes t<» work with prodigious

speed and accuracy. Often it can solve problems in minutes, which

might take days or even weeks, if done b\ other methods.

The assignments are interesting IBM programmers have programmed

Computers to tell businessmen the best locations for new factories: help

engineers design electronic circuitry; aid manufacturers in finding the

most profitable potential market for new products; work out payroll

or quality-control problems at the push of a few buttons; and even

analyze how other computer programs should be developed.

Your Logical Abilities Go To Work

No previous experience, or even knowledge of the wav computers work,

is necessary to begin a career as a computer programmer. But you

should have the talent and ability to analyze complex problems, to think

clearly and to express yourself well. These, plus .1 college degree with

two years of college mathematics, are important prerequisites.

If you qualify as a computer programmer, y&u will be given an inten-

sive training course in the problem-solving methods of the computer.

The salaries are excellent, and voni future coukl be as unlimited as llio

future of the computer itself. If you think you might be interested in

becoming a computer programmer, \on can obtain more details Irom

the IBM representative who can be contacted through your College

Placement Director.

Or write, outlining your background and interests, to:

Manager of Technical Employment, Dept. 875

IBM Corporation

590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. T. IBM
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
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Summer School Curriculum Increased
This summer more than 150

courses in 30 different fields will

be open to summer session stu-

dents at U.Mass.

Two sessions are offered, the

first term beginning June 27 and

ending July 30. The second term

will extend from August 1 to

September 3. Special continua-

tion courses in forestry, nursing,

and engineering (chemical, civil,

electrical, and mechanical) will be

offered from June 8 to Septem-

ber 9.

Students may now earn almost

the equivalent of a full semes-

ter's credit by attending the two

terms of the summer program.

And by attending two summers

in addition to the regular school

terms, a student may complete

an entire college program in

three calendar years.

The two term program brings

the University closer to year

round operation, planned by

University officials as an effi-

ciency .and economy measure

during the enrollment crisis of

the next few years.

Representing the largest num-

ber of courses ever offered by the

University in its summer ses-

sions, increased by one third over

last year's offerings, the cur-

riculum this year provides under-

graduate work in almost every

major college field. Departments

offering large numbers of courses

include: business administration,

chemistry, economics, education,

English, government, history,
mathematics, psychology and so-

ciology.

Under the expanded summer
program, qualified high school

students can begin their college

careers immediately after grad-

uating in June. Also, outstanding

high school juniors, upon ac-

ceptance under a new University

program for gifted students, may

begin their studies during the

summer.
Tn addition to regular under-

graduate courses, the summer

sessions will also offer graduate

courses in various fields.

Specific information on courses

and costs is contained in a spe-

cial summer sessions catalogue

available from the University

Registrar.

LOST & FOUND
Lost: Grey loden coat taken

from library. I have yours and

your keys. Contact Bill Christ-

mann, 404 Butterfield.

Lost: Class ring between Com-

mons and Berkshire House. Ini-

tials J.R.H. inside. Contact John

Hunt, room 288, Berkshire House.

Lost: Yellow English notebook

containing very important in-

formation ir. Union or on campus.

Contact Rochelle Bates in Thatch-

er.

Do YhuThinkforYburself?
(DIG THIS QUIZ AND SEE WHERE YOU RATE*)

The statement "it's the exception that proves the rule"

[a (A) a lame excuse for dumb rules; (8) an argument for

doing what you please; (C) evidence of a healthy dis-

respect for absolutes.

AD BD CD

You've just met a girl whose
beauty impresses you enor-

mously. Do you i \ ask for

a date at once? (B say,

"Aren't you lucky you
found toe?" (CI find out

what she likes 10 do!

AD BD CD
A rich uncle offers to give

you his big, expensive vin-

tage-type limousine. 1 )oyou

(A) say, "How about a

sports car, Unk?" (Bl de-

cline the offer, knowing the

big old boat woidd keep
you broke maintaining it?

(C) take the car and rent

it for big occasions?

AD BD CD
A manufacturer asks you
to p!ck tho kind of fn' r

cigarette he should make to

win the most smokers.
Would you recommend I \

|

a cigarei tewho >e weak taste

makes smokers t hink it has

1 strong filter? (B) a ciga

rette with a strong taste

and a filter put on just for

effect? (C) a cigarette with

a filter so good it allows use

of richer tobaccos?

AD BD CD
Smokers who think for themselves depend

on thoirownjudgment—notfadoropinion.

That's why they usually choose Viceroy.

They've found the filter's so good Viceroy

can use richer tobaccos for better taste.

Is this why they say, "Viceroy has a

thinking man's filter ... a smoking man's

taste"? Answer to that one is: Change to

Viceroy and see for yourself!

*lf you checked (C) in three out of four

questions, you're swift on the pickup, and you

reolly think for yourself!

Familiar pack
or erufh proof oo«

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows—
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER—* SMOKING MAN'S TASTEI

at»<IO. !*m»n* Wl!ll»m»onToh»rr«r«rri

The Campus Beat
by JUDY DICKSTEIN '63

Why are you reading this column? Ahah! You don't know, do

you? Do you? So why do you keep reading it? Why not stop now

before it's too late? I know. You think I'm going to say something

controversial; but I'm not. I've been told this column is too contro-

versial, so everything I may say today is going to be neutral. So why

do you continue reading?

You're expecting me to say something important, is that it I

Well, okay; if you've read this far, you deserve your expectations to

be rewarded.

This week-end is the Seventh Annual International Weekend. The

series of events will be inaugurated Friday night by a speech at 8

p.m. in the S.U. ballroom by the well-known permanent representa-

tive of the United Kingdom to the U.S.. Sir Pierson Dixon, whose

topic will be "Africa's Place in the World Today."

Saturday will bring four more events of concern to all educated

members of world society:

10 a.m.—Panel I, "Bridging the Gap," in the S.U. Ballroom.

1 p.m.—After luncheon speech by NY.U. African student Michael

Babatunde Olatunji, "The Basis for African Cultural Unity," same

place.

3 p.m.—Panel II, "Africa, the New Political Arena," same place

8 p.m.—"African Drum and Rhythm Interpretations" by Olatunji

and the Troupe in Bowker Auditorium.

Of these events, there will be an admission charge at only tlu-

final one; make plans now to attend as many of these events as po

sible. This will be the biggest weekend of the year.

Well, you're still with me! Persistent, aren't you? I'll bet I kn<>w

why you're reading this; you put a notice in the Campus Beat box in

the Collegian office for your organization and you want to mak.- surf

I printed it. You'd like to catch me not printing it and then write a

«asty letter to the editor, wouldn't you? Well this time you won't;

here are all your notices in print:

At 8 p.m. tonight in the Middlesex Room of the S.U.. the Russian

Club will present Alan Davis, an instructor of Russian at Amherst

College, speaking (in English) on "A Comparison of Russian and

English."

At 7 p.m. tonight, the Amateur Radio Association will meet at

Gunness Lab.

The Bridge Club will meet as usual tomorrow night at 6:30 in

the Union.

Tomorrow at 8 p.m. there will he a concert, one of the series, at

the Cage. The program by the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra will

consist of works by Verdi and Wagner featuring soprano and tenor

soloists. It's free, remember, with your I.D. card.

Tonight at 7. Richard Celeste will talk in the Crabtree Lounjre

on "The Beat: Prophet or Parasite?" This program will be open, and

the talk will he repeated at 9:30 at Theta Chi for men only.

At 6:30 tomorrow evening Fred Ross of the I
?
. of Texas will

speak in Bowditch Lodge on "Faith and Life on Campus."

This Saturday, the Home Economics Club i« holding a party for

the patients at the Belchertown State School. All members are asked

to volunteer for this service project: a bus will leave from the Skin-

ner parking lot at 1 :30 with plenty of room for those who decide to

join at the last moment. Refreshments will be provided for the volun-

teers as well as the patients.

Still here? Dont bother reading any further; you don't oven know

why you're reading this column in the first place, remember? If you

keep reading I shall find something to reprimand you about; stop

before it's too late.

You, the reading public, cannot be replied upon to put all im

portant news in the box in the Collramn office! (I warned you . . .)

Please make certain that all notices are in at east two days in ad-

vance and that all important items are reported to us. We are only

too hnppy to help with your publicity if you will cooperate with us.

Why don't you stop reading this column? Are you a non-con-

formist? Must you be different? If so (and you must be if you've

read this far despite my protests and admonitions), you will enjoy a

wonderful afternoon of something new in the way of poetry wading
at the Hatfield Barn this Sunday. From f! to 10 p.m., > <>n will hear

poetry read to jazz as well as the beating of bongo drams. Tw<> | »s

with experience at this sort of thing will recite about 2,000 original

poems. I'll see you there, you non -conformist you!

You had to read all the way to the end, didn't you?

International Club Sponsors

Foreign Buffet And Dance
This weekend the International

Club is sponsoring its seventh

annual International Weekend
which will be highlighted by a

dance and buffet.

On March l!», a huffet will be

held at the Wesley Methodist

Church from 5-7, Fourteen for-

eign dishes ere offered.

Later an international fellow-

ship dance will be held in the

Commonwealth Room from 9:30

to 12 featuring the Waldroti

Orchestra. Refreshments and n

30 minute foreign talent revipw

are also offered.

Tickets for the buffet may be

purchased at the door for 99«*.

There will be no charge for the

dn nee.

LIBRARY SHOWS WAR PHOTOS
A photographic exhibit en-

titled "Twenty Years Ago" la

currently on display at the I'ni-

versity Library.

The exhibit, which consists of

2tf panel photographs of events

leading to the outbreak of Work)
War II has been put together as

a reminder of the war's start. Its

foreword recalls that the war

which began with the invasion of

Poland in 1939 cost the world an

estimated thirty million live*

The photos express the hone

that the tragic happenings so

graphically depicted will never

occur again. This display will be

on the second floor of the library

until March 21.
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Honors List For Fall Semester Is Announced
University Honor's List

Fall Semester

Year 1959 - 1960

At the beginning of each

semester the Registrar posts a

list of those students who dur-

ing the previous semester made

a grade point average of 3.0 or

higher. Three groups are recog-

nized as follows:

First Honors
3.8 or higher

Second Honors
3.4 to 3.7 inclusive

Third Honors
3.0 to 3.3 inclusive

The following Honors List is

for the classes of 1960, 1961.

1962 and 1963 as of March 10,

1960.

Group I Average of 3.8 or Higher

CLASS OF 1960

Mrs. M. R. Avery P. L. Kemp, Jr.

H. V. Krause

R J. Loring

J. H. Peck

S. J. Piechota

Mrs. Rousseau

F. R. Richards

D. T, Savage

R. L. Sevrens

J. G. Shields

R. G. Somes
S. S. Tessier

R. P. Tripp, Jr.

R. J. Willey

B. Bartlett

H. A. Briegel

J. A. Brightman

J. Carpenter, Jr.

J. L. Cooley

A. Dersarkisian

J. J. Drewski

J. G. Evans
T. S. Foster

R. M. Gaberman
C. L. Getchell

E. A. Glasser

F A. Shrader

R. T. Jones

CLASS of

V. Augustkalns G.

S. D. Gallagher R.

J. A. Glickman W
B. F. Howland M
J. L. Izatt E.

K. J. Kelley A.

D. J. Kinne C.

C. Knight A.

R. J. Landry J.

B. F. Mason R.

J. B. McClung, Jr.

1961

J. McDonald
M. Mello

. H. Oakland

G. Page
A. Prych

J. Reseigh

B. Sherwood
R. Shutty

F. Von Deck

A. White

CLASS of 1962

E. Aliferis L. F. Paradysz

P. A. Conway J. Rodgers

J. F. Flagg, Jr. J. G. Young
D. M. Moschos

CLASS of 19fiS

P. A. Adams R. E. Gloth

D. P. Adinolf i R. B. Levine

J. H. Coopee C. Malin

E. C. Garriepy C. McDonough

Group II Average 3.4

to 3.7 Inclusive

CLASS OF 1960

R. C. Albrecht P. A. Keene

M. Armstrong
J. Bailey

B. A. Baker
E. M. Borash

M. Borden

A. P. Brackney
M. A. Brewster

P. J. Brown
B. I. Burke
S. A. Bush
J. F. Carlson

J. P. Clarke

H. dayman
L. M. Delvental

G. R. Deverry

J. E. Downey
L. N. Foster

B. D. Freeman
Mrs. N. Frost

B. J. Goldberg

R. Grayson
B. N. Gregory
R. L. Guerrero

P. Hamilton
C. L. Hannon
D. C. Harpell

Mrs. J. Hawkins
M. V. Heidrich

E. R. Hill

C. W. Hilliard

D. S. Howie, Jr.

Mrs. A. Frugoli

A. M. Ide

D. A. Jayes
F. P. Kapinos

J, L. Keelon

J. A. Kulas

C. O. lieslie, Jr.

J. A. Linscott

J. J. Lynch

M. MacKechnie

D. MacRitchie

W. C. Manuel

L. Martenson

J. W. Miner

D. C. Montague
G. M. Nassar

R. J. Patenaude

J. A. Pierce

C. L. Puha-1*

J. L, Reid

B. Richardson

J. Roberge

J. A. Roberts

Y. A. Russo

C. Samoriski

J. G. Satrape

L. Sawyer
N. J. Silvostri

J. F. Smith

S. C. Smith

R. L. Snow
S. E. Steele

B. J. Stowell

Mrs. G. Ratay

A. E. Thompson
F.ThompsonJr.

N. M. Weinstock

J. A. Wertz

M. J. Whiteman

P. A. Wood
N. C. Woodruff

CLASS
E. C. Abbe
C. P. Alex

R. C. Babillis

J. F. Balboni

V. D. Barooshian

Mrs. B. Jones

A. V. Caraviello

J. Corsi

M. A. Costantini

M. A. Darracq

L. J. Dowd
J. W. Downey
D. C. Drude
J. E. Dunleavy,

,

B. Garber

F. J. George
Mrs.Gordenstein

S. C. Gordon
A. E. Gorodetsky

J. H. Graff

J. L. Hebert

J. J. Hewitt

J. M. B. Hogan
D. R. Hopkins
A. M. Khoury

CLASS
M. R. Atkins

E. C. Bailey

J. J. Bucuzzo

J. E. Cass, Jr.

M. S. Crane

E. A. Daniels

A. L. Edgerton

N. A. Flood

R. J. Greene

J. D. Haggerty
M. C. Hallisey

R. A. Harrison

S. A. Hiltz

R. T. Hussey
J. Hyland

C. J. Jacobs, Jr.

R. Kalita

G. E. Lepine

J. V. Longo

CLASS
J. A. Abel

S. F. Alger

N. A. Aserkolf

M. S. Bliss

B. L. Broberg

K. E. Canfield

P. W. Chase

E. V. Chomyn
J. L. Clement

T. F. Connolly

M. B. Cyran
G. A. Davidson

M. E. Dickinson

G. K. Drury

J. S. Farris

H. A. Ferguson

R. T. Fitzgerald

A. Furtado

L. H. Gardner

S. J. Goddard

R. L. Hack
M. L. Halper

L. Harootyan, Jr

S. E. Harrigan

R. H. Hayes
N. L. Hopkins

M. W. Hume

of 1961

J. A. Konopka
J. F. Lavalley, Ji

S. A. Lazarus
R. Liimatainen

J. W. Long
M. Dalton

F. W. Martsen
D. A. McGee
C. J. McKinstry
G. Osbaldeston

D. E. Osgood
J. L. Pallazola

R. A. Paradis

R. S. Pollack

A. F. Proulx

J. J. Woodruff
N. A. Shaw
A. A. Sheinker

E. Theodores

W. F. Vincent

P. Wassarman
T. C. Whittaker

R. A. Wigoren
J. A. Young

of 1962

V. G. Mathurin

E. R. Merchant
L. C. Moody
W. R. Mucci

J. E. Parker

J. M. Patten

C. J. Paydos
H. Petersen

D. A. Pope
C. S. Romanson
R. R. Sargent

W. Sirota

D. P. Smith

D. M. Soja

J. C. Walker
B. L. Waye
J. K. Wells

D. B. Zwicker

of 1963

L. J.Immonen
R. J. Ireland

P. Juskiewicz

E. A. Kaplinsky

J. E. Kelley

R. M. Kirchner

R. F. Lawlor, Jr.

L. A. Lawson
B. P. Miller

D. C. Morrison

L. K. Nelson

K. L. O'Brien

B. G. Oliver

B. A. Peterson

C. F. Price

J. W. Riesen

C. S. Rone
M. H. Rosenthal

M. R. Sawyer
C. V. Scannell

J. S. Schmoyer
J. Schoonmaker

. H. L. Shainheit

J. Southard, Jr.

H. H. Waters

P. R. Wilgoren

W. D. Wiljanen

Barbara E. Groll

D. J. Grover

B. G. Guernsey

J. Guernsey, Jr.

J. T. Gustafson

T. J. Gutkowski

R. C. Hare
S. M. Henry

B. M. Hertz

W. T. Hesselton

P. J. Holmes

R. L. Howard
M. J. Hubbard

P. T. Jacobs

P. H. Jennings

S. E. Johnson

P. Kaczorowski

S. C. Kane
S. B. Kaplinsky

B. E. Kelly

E. E. Keogh
R. Kinnecome
E! H. Kopf. Jr.

E. A. Krauss

R. B. Kudera
H. M. Lane, Jr.

J. J. Larkin

A. F. Lawson
W. J. Leary

M. H. Lepp

H. J. Levin

R. MacGillivray

M. MacKenzie
T. Mael
E. Marsden, Jr.

J. A. Harsh

S. McConnell

B. E. McCue
J. L. McDuffie
L. J. McQuirk
Mrs. J.Merrill

K. L. Mich
D. J. Mish

J. M. Moran

Group III Average 3.0 to 3.3

Inclusive

CLASS
N. Altpeter

S. R. Anderson

F. J. Arold

B. P. Astley

G. W. Badger

M. E. Barnes

R. B. Barnhart

S. Barr

P. Battie

H. M. Baxter

A. O. Bergman

R. J. Betsold

C. Bishop

R. R. Blain

F. P. Bogan

V. A. Boire

G. R. Borstell

R. L. Bresciani

W. D. Breycr

M. J. Brothers

G. J. Caggiano

R. H. Carlson

H. Chlebue

E. C. Santos

J. R. Clark

OF 1960

R. F. Clowes

D. T. Coggeshall

N. M. Cole

C.C.Collins

Mrs. L. Comings
M. E. Coughlin

D. W. Crotty

M. E. Curry

G. A. Davison

M. P. Dickey

M. J. Dube
G. B. Dydek
G. Engelhardt

Mrs. M. Fine

G. J. Franz, Jr.

S. C. Frude
R. E. Gallant

G. F. Gee

G. C. Gentile

R. L. George
I. G. Gerbes

C. R. Gillette

M. A. Gonyea
C. A. Gorman
G. J. Gravel

T. A. Musiak

D. R. Muzyka
S. B. Needel

A. J. Neigher

P. V. Nelson

R. Normandin
W. D. O'Neill

J. T. Orton

J. Osgood
J. R. Pease

E. Pietras

Mrs. P. Potter

P. E. Potter

R. G. Rand
E. R. Rice

R. Richards, Jr.

P. J. Riordan

D. E. Rohar
J. E. Rossman
J. P. Russell

V. M. Ryder
B. M. Sargent

H. J. Shastany
E. Sohmer
J. R. Spellacy

F. L. Spencer

R. W. Sprague
F R. Steinberg

E. N. Steinmez

J. P. Strout

Mrs. L. Tie

M. M. Trask

R. M. Tridor

L. J. Waks
J. R. Walkey
A G. Wallace

M. C. Weinstat

D. Wentworth
C. U White
J. M. White
S. Whitney
J. C. Williams

E. Wolski, Jr.

A. Zimmerman

Class of I9fi1

T. J. Andrews

D. L. Anketell

N. R. Bailey

S. Baran, Jr.

J. K. Barney

P. X. Bellini

J. A. Bergeron
R. L. Bernstein

L. J. Bieniek

G. Bottomly

B. A. Bragiel

V. Briedis

A. O. Brouillet

M. P. Brown
M. P. Brutnell

J. S. Buckman
A. B. Buono
P. J. Burke

S. J. Burke

J. A. Campbell

M. I. Carr

S. N. Cashman
C. J. Cheney
M. Christensen

J. M. Cochran

J. A. Corsi

C. F. Costa

A. F. Couper

J. M. Crowley

R. M. Davis

H. D. Dickerson

M J. Dubiel

E. E. Dunbar

S. Dunny
P. L. Farr

R. T. Feola

J. P. Ferrick

P. A. Fetzer

W. F. Larson

J. Laughnane
R L. Lavallee

J. A. Laventis

D. R. Lemelin

R. M. Levine

A. C. Lewis
R. P. Lofgren

V. M. Logrillo

E. M. Longden
J. MacNeil

J. C. Magoon
C. E. Mahar
B. F. Mahoney
E. A. Malboeuf

J. A. Marshall

W. B. Marshall

B. R. Martin

P. A. McCarron
R. A. McCarthy
A. McCune
J. McManmon
M. J. Means
C. M. Mentor
M. E. Metivicr

A. L. Mogul
R. P. Moriarty

D. N. Morin
D. J. Mraz
T. M. Murray
E. P. E. Norton

J. E. O'Brien

P. A O'Connell

M. A. O'Connor
M. L. O'Keefe

J. Perdigao

J. C. Peterson

W. D. Phelps

J. T. Finnell, Jr. J. C. Pratt

S. H. Folstad D. L. Rawson

Class of 1962

L. L. Achenbach E. H. Jerome

J. A. Adam
V. M. Anderson
W. A. Anderson

R. C. Annino

D. Furman
N. C. Gamble
B. R. Girouard

.1. W. Graham
D. Grutehfield

D. H. Harmony

S. W. Ritchie

P. A. Rockwood
N. E. Rodzwell

J. A. Rosenthal

M. P. Ruffini

S. B. Saitto

D. R. Hemenway M. B. Samuels

M. Horenstein J- E. Siegel

R. W. Tacovelli

P. F. Jezyk

G. A. Johanson

J. L. Kane
A. Kaplan

E. T. Karl

T. Kean
J. F. Knowles

D. L. Arnold

S. L. Baird

E. A. Bartlett

L. M. Brown
R. D. Brownhill

L. Christiansen

M. H. Cocchi

S. R. Cohen
D. W. Collins

J. P. Conroy
F. J. Corrieri

W. E. Cote

K. F. Cottrell

A. E. Crago
R. M. DeFilippi

J. L. Disano

S. D. Doyle

K. D. Johnson

M. Katseff

J. M. Kelliher

F. Konsevich

J. F. Labrecque

J. J. Leary

J. C. Lewis

B. J. Lukow
D. McCormick
G. Munes
C. D. Ozimina
A. Podgorski

A. Popielski, Jr.

M. R. Porter

R. Racette, Jr.

B. Raveeh
J. A. Rizos

J. Romano
M. L. Schell

E. A. Smith
T. A. Souliotis

J. T. Dumouchel M. J. Stack

W. E. Dyer
S. T. Fahlbusch

M. T. Foley

S. A. Forys

J. L. Giulianelli

V. Giupponi

S. D. Glass

J. A. Goodell

B. L. Gordon
A. J. Grace
L. M. Griffin

P. H. Gum
D. T. Hawes
E. W. Hazlett

J. O. Hebert

D. E. Hollis

F. Stetson, Jr.

J. E. Taylor

M. F. Taylor

M. R. Theran
P. G. Tracy
I. J. Tyminski
W. F. Urban
D. S. Uretsky
C. A. Veno
V. M. Venti

J. A. Walker
M. Watson
N. C. Weidhaas
M. W. West
J. A. Williams

S. Woodworth
C. A. Hunnewell J. R. Wylde, Jr.

Bette M. Jantz L, J. Zimmer
J. H. Jarvela

Class of 1963

S. D. Aldrich

J. A. Anderson
R. A. Arrick

J. A. Baker
A. C. Barton
D. L. Beerman
J. G. Berberian

J. E. Biello

P. L. Blaekler

R. L. Blain

V. Blais

R. G. Brown
J. A. Burke
L. W. Burnham
C. W. Camp
J. P. Carrigan

V. A. Kallinen

J. L. Kallio

F. M. Karbott

M. L. Karl

G. P. Kasper
C. A. Keirstead

J. A. Kelley

R. A. Kirby
C. L. Korb
F. S. Kramer
S. A. LaCroix

J. S. Lambert
A.Lautzenheiser

J. M. Lawrence
B. J. Lebarnes
E. H. LeClair

C. P. Cepurneek J. A. Lindahl

J. A. Cherry
L. D. Crosby

J. F. Crowley

Fred P. Daher
D. Dallas

R. F. Lucas
B. A. Lundgren
D. E. MacLeod
M. E. Mallette

P. L. Masnik
D. DemetropoulasD. E. Matthews
B. A. Dickson J. W. Mayo
J. M. Donato
C. Donovan, Jr.

H. L. Dorsch

J. A. Doyle
P. F. Dupont
L. R. Dutton

C. F. Flathers

E. H. Gaffer

B. P. Gambino
G. L. Geberth

L. E. Goldman
S. S. Goldstein

D. J. Gorman
P. Haebler

J. MeGrath
E. R. Menin
D. V. Miller

W. Miller

L. F. Moczarski

A. C. Morris

M. H. Mortimer
R. F. Morton
M. J. Mould
J. P. Mullaney
G. R. Munro
A. Nathanson
J. Niejadlik, Jr.

C. F. O'Connell

H. L. PattJ. L. Hancock
E. F. Harrington P. Perkins

M. S. Hathaway V. F. Pero

F. A. Holman K. M. Rafferty

E. D. Houde
B. A. Howes
M. R. Isham
R. H. Johnston

E. C. Ricker

O. C. Jones, Jr.

G. A. Reail

E. M. Rennick

P. A. Resnick

R. Richman
M. E. Roberts

W. H. Rouleau

J. A. Rubin

R. S. Rusiecki

P. C. Ryan
S. G. Santarelli

W. Schillemat

R. L. Shields

L. F. Shoer

M. S. Silverman

R. Simons

C. A. Smith

V. J. Smith
J. Souza

B. E. Stone

A. Strong

D. E. Taber

M. P. Talbot, Jr.

R. H. Tarbuck

C. L. Tarr
P. J. Valiton

J. A. M. Veale

B. L. Viera

H. J. Wainstein

M. M. Walker
R. M. Wallace

!'.Warburton,Jr.

D. Waterman
P. C. Watts
M. A. Whitney
B. A. Wood
M. T. Zuretti

SHELNUTT . . .

(Continued from page 1)

New England Advisory Council

to the Nat'l Recreation Assoc.

When Mr. Shelnutt was president

of the N.H. Recreation Society

in '57 and '58, the society spon-

sored the first governor's con-

ference on recreation for N.H.

As a secretary of the Y.M.C.A.

for 3 years, he was concerned

with all aspects of program di-

recting. With 15 years of camping

experience, Mr. Shelnutt states,

"I will miss my camp work."

Not only in the field of rec-

reation, but in education and

politics also, Mr. Shelnutt has

made contributions. In Lebanon,

he was a member of the Board of

Education for 62 years and a

trustee of Lebanon College. He
also worked with the blind and

was secretary for the Nat'l. Assoc,

for the Blind. In politics, Mr.

Shelnutt has served on the Le-

banon Council and as a special

justice in juvenile court.

Mr. William Scott, Director of

the S.U. and Student Activities,

believes that the new Program

Coordinator "will be a great as-

set to the Union program and to

the whole campus in his role as

advisor to campus organizations.

Students can use his wealth of

knowledge to do things a lot

easier and better."

Home EcNews
Art will be featured at Skinner

Hall on the first floor March 18

to April 10, in the form of two

exhibits. The first exhibit con-

sists of Handicraft work, loaned

by the embassies of Finland,

Italy, Norway and Canada. Sev-

eral unusual objects will be

shown; the exhibit will be open

Saturday, March 19, in obser-

vance of International Weekend.

Mrs. Aino Jarvesso of the

School of Home Economics hopes

that the exhibit will contribute

toward understanding between

nations, as art needs no language

to be understood.

The second exhibit will present

the art work of students of U.

Mass. Of particular interest will

be the two and three dimensional

design works; and also the draw-

ings of the art students. Mr. El-

liot Offner of the Art Department

is helping to coordinate the ex-

hibit.

The exhibit is open from 9-5

every day and admission is free.

NOTICE
All Senators Senate Meeting

Tonight 7:30.

M. A. Simonds
S. L. Snell

E. S. Steinberg

D. C. Stevens

L. C. Stocks

N. G. Streeter

R. G. Sturtevanl

S. W. Thomas

M. A. M. KolazykW. Thompson

K. Kurkjian, Jr. L. M. Walter

H. C. Labb M. M. Winch

B. Lansky R. J. Wittshirk

R. J. Laporte

Hatfield Barn
Sunday, March 20

JAZZ • POETRY
6-10 p.m.

BONGOS
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Grutchfield, Eichorn,

Mole Take Spots In

Top YanCon Scoring

High scorer for the Zunicmen this Reason was Doug Grutch-

field, a 6'4W Junior from Norfh Quincv. Doug has fulfilled all

expectations. As a highschool player, he was elected to the Rec-

ord American's 1957 All-Scholastic squad and it was thought that

he would develop into one of the University's top court starts of

the last decade. This he has done; he was elected to the New Eng-

land team of the week twice during the season, and was selected

to be a member of the All-East All Stars. Who can tell what next

year will bring?

Three Redmcn arc among the

top fifteen scorers in the Yankee

Conference, In the final season

tabulations junior Doug Grutch-

field was in third place with a

17.0 average. Further down, sen-

ior Bob Eichorn was number

eleven and sophomore Mike Mole

placed twelfth with 14.1 and 14.0

averages respectively. The top

fifteen are:

Name G Pts.

Chappelle, Me. 10 238

Ricereto, R.l. 10 175

Grutchfield, UMass 10 170

Giordano, Vt. 10 170

Smilikis, N.H. 10 158

Sheldon, Conn. 5 79

Schiner, Me. 10 155

Greene, N.H. 6 92

Rose, Conn. 10 152

Pipcynski, Conn. 10 145

Eichorn, Mass. 10 141

Mole, Mass. 10 140

Isles, Vt. 9 123

Multer, R.I. 10 183

Sturgeon, Me. 10 114

'IVT Mv Name Is...

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

POOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Open Every Night until 11 00

On the Corner Next to

Hill* House

Satadtn

Esterbrook Pens

and Points

A. J. Hastings,

NEWSDEAUR 4 STATIONS*.

Amherst. Mas*.

Celtics And Warriors Battle

Spotlight On Sports
One of the greatest series bas-

ketball will ever see will take

place tonight at the Boston Gar-

den when the Celtics and the

Philadelphia Warriors open their

playoff set to determine the

Eastern NBA division winner.

The Warriors defeated the Syra-

cuse Nationals two games out of

three to gain the right to meet

the Celtics.

In the final game with Syra-

cuse (Philly won, 132-112), big

Wilt Chamberlain scored 53

points, a record for the playoffs.

Everyone is anxiously awaiting

the Chamberlain-Bill Russell duel

that is jn store.

The Boston Bruins have the

first National Hockey League

schoolboy player since their own

Ferny Flaman. The teener is 18-

year-old Dallas Smith, from

Hamiota, Manitoba, who so far

has played two games with the

Bruins and has looked so promis-

ing that Coach Milt Schmidt says

he might keep the boy around.

If so, Smith would attend some

high school in Boston while play-

ing for the Bruins (as did Fla-

man).

The Bruins, by the way, just

as they seemed to be all but out

of the NHL playoffs, came from

behind to edge the league-leading

Montreal Canadiens, 3-2 Sunday

night. Thus they gained a point

on the Detroit Red Wings, who

tied the Black Hawks. The equal-

izing goal in the Bruins game, in-

cidentally, was scored by Dallas

Smith. It's still a pretty bleak

picture for the Bruins, however.

SPOT QUIZ
1. Bronco Horvath, Bruin cen-

ter, was recently awarded the

Elizabeth C. Dufresne trophy, as

the most outstanding hockey

player in Boston games. There

was another center in the NHL
who won that award four times.

Who was he? ... 2. Speaking of

Horvath, the Bronc has scored

81 points so far this season and

stands a good chance of breaking

the Bruins' all-time high of 82.

What player currently holds the

record? ... 3. Bill Dykes, veteran

baseballer, has been around the

major leagues for years. He has

managed several teams in both

leagues. What club does he now
direct ?

Bob Thomson, the recent addi-

tion to the Red Sox, is slated to

try his hand at first base. The

long-time outfielder expressed

Mike Mole, the sophomore

sensation, has been a tremen-

dous asset to the UMass squad

thin season. His capable ball

handling and fine eye, com-

bined with an alert mind, have

earned praise for him from

many quarters. With two years

ahead of him, much can be ex-

pected.

by AL BERMAN
reluctance over trying for a posi-

tion for which there are so many
contenders (Ron Jackson, Vic

Wertz and Peter Runnels arc all

possibilities). Obviously, man-

ager Bill Jurges' reason for mak-

ing the move was based on the

fact that Thomson is not exactly

any blur of speed.

Just imagine Thomson and Ted

Williams in the same outfield

—

egad, a far cry from the speedy

set of Piersall, Stephens, and

Jensen, a few years ago.

Fortunately, however, both

Thomson and Williams can make

up in the power department

whatever they lack in fleet feet.

The Red Sox, behind 0-7 in a

recent Cactus league game,

scored a victory over the Chi-

cago Cubs by stunning them, 11-

9. Thus in the three games the

Sox have played, they are as yet

undefeated.

Answers to quiz ... 1. Milt

Schmidt, present coach of the

'62, Sports Editor

Bruins, won the award four

times ... 2. Herb Cain holds the

present record of 82 points . . .

3. He now manages the Detroit

Tigers.

The Chicago Cardinals of the

National Football League have

had their petition approved by

the league to move their fran-

chise to St. Louis. Chicago is now

left with one NFL team, the

Bears, while St. Louis has two

Cardinals' teams, one in football

and one in baseball.

The publicity people at Boston

Garden are confounded. They

are wondering why the Bruins

draw more fans than the Celtics.

Can you figure it out?

TRACK

There will be an important

meeting of all prospective

spring track candidates at

5:00 p.m. on Monday, Mar. 21

in Room 10 of the Cage.

Battlin
9 Bob Eichorn

Rob Eichorn, fi'l" forward for the Redmen, is a Senior from

Adams. His great driving ability and one hand jump shot has

enabled him to hit for an average of 14.1 points a game this sea-

son. A fine all-around athlete, Bob will be a great loss to the

UMass quintet, but will be hack in uniform when the baseball sea-

son rolls around, as he is the moundstay of the UMass nine.

AMHERST
CINEMA

Starts THURSDAY

Gregory Peck — Ava Gardner

Fred Asteire

in Stanley Kramer's

ttOn The Beach
••

LOUIS'

FOODS

74 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

WANTED
AGENTS

to solicit advertising for

Mti*iinrlnifie1t* Review

PERCENTAGE BASIS

Call Mn Goni

Unrvtrtity f*t«nti«n SIS

9-11 AM

Hand - Cut
NAME - BROOCH

Any single or nickname

EDNA
75* p.p.d.

Mail Orders To

K. H. Cleveland

34 Western Ave.

w Springfield, Mttt.
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Campus Is Scene Of 7th International Weekend

Louis Armstrong Is

Greek Week Feature
by BILL AVERY '63

"OLD SATCHMO"

Weekend Theme Is 'Africa Comes Of Age';

Panel Discussions, Dance Troupe Featured

Louis Armstrong, the ageless

Satchmo, will be visiting the

University campus on Sunday,

March 27.

Armstrong, whose name is

synonymous with jazz, will per-

form from 2:30 to 5 at the Curry

Hicks Auditorium. The Univer-

sity's Inter-Fraternity Council is

sponsoring the show as an opener

for the Greek Week festivities.

In the world of jazz, Louis

Armstrong is more than king, he

is a living legend and a symbol

of the music.

To gauge his influence and to

obtain a new perspective on him,

DOWNBEAT gathered opinion

and recollection from seven top

brassmen.

Every one of these top brass-

men agreed that Louis influenced

everyone's playing.

Lyrical cornetist Bobby Rack-

ett says, "Louis' playing in-

fluenced everybody. His concep-

tions, his ideas . . , everything.

To me, he is the perfect hot

trumpet player."

Trumpeter Art Farmer says,

"Louis' playing was an influence

on mine, but not directly. It's

like someone who plays good, and

then wants to make you get the

most out of a horn."

Veteran cornetist Rex Stuart

says, "He's an influence ori any-

one who plays a horn. He taught

the world how a trumpet should

be played."

There was less general agree-

ment on Armstrong's biggest

contribution to jazz.

Dizzy Gillespie, trumpeter,

(Continued on page A)

The 7th International Week-

end will highlight campus acti-

vities this weekend.

The theme for this year's

Weekend is "Africa Comes of

Age." This theme will be fully

discussed on Friday and Saturday

by means of two addresses and

two panel discussions. Also the

Weekend will feature drum and

rhythm dance interpretations by

a professional African native

dance troupe. Another highlight

will be an African Primitive Art

Exhibit which will be run in

conjunction with the Weekend.

The purposes of the Interna-

tional Weekend are to stimulate

interest in international affairs

among students of the Univer-

sity; to examine at first hand

issues on the international scene;

and to provide a means of com-

munication and understanding

between American and foreign

students.

The Weekend will formally be-

gin Friday at 8 p.m. in the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom with the

keynote address. The keynote ad-

by AL FIN I '60

SIR P1ERSON DIXON

dress will be delivered by Sir

Pierson Dixon, Permanent United

Kingdom Representative to the

United Nations. He will speak on

"Africa's Place in the World To-

day."

Sir Pierson Dixon has been in

the British Foreign Service since

1929. He held many varied posi-

Ted Sheerin's Motion Is

Finally Passed By Senate

Hatfield Barn To Feature
Jazz And Poetry Session
A Greenwich Village atmos-

phere will characterize the Hat-

field Barn on Sunday evenings,

March 20 through April 10, with

the poetry and jazz accompani*

ment of Jon Adams, Hugh Rom-
ney, and Erich Loab.

The two poets, Adams and

Romney, will read their poetry

to the accompaniment of back-

ground music provided by Loab.

The music includes bongos and a

three piece jazz combo. While one

poet reads selections from an

original repertoire of over 2000

poems dramatizing aspects of

modem life, the other will cir-

culate in the audience.

Adams and Romney were the

originators of jazz and poetry

on the east coast. It started at

"The Rock," a nightclub in Bos- HUGH ROMNEY
ton's artist section, in 1957. The the United States. Since that

pair received national attention time the group has toured not

in syndicated columns throughout (Continued on page S)

by A
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TDREY RAYNER 'W
The thrice-amended amendment

to Sheerin's motion was passed

Wednesday night in the Student

Senate after a long and heated

discussion.

The program, which will be

designated as "The University of

Massachusetts Students' Spon-

sored Distinguished Visitor Pro-

gram", calls for a fee of $1.25

per semester to be collected from

each undergraduate student for

special faculty members.

The amendment, written in or-

der to meet a deadline concern-

ing the motion, calls for a con-

stitution to be drawn ,up espe-

cially for the motion. Ted Sheer-

in '60 objected to the passage of

the amendment without the con-

stitution on the ground that

neither of the two could "stand

alone", and therefore should be

passed together. However, when

it was explained that the con-

stitution would probably take

several weeks to be finished,

Sheerin withdrew his motion. An
argument arose concerning whe-

ther or not a Senator could argue

against his own motion, and it

was decided that Sheerin wasn't

arguing against it and that he

could legally withdraw it.

Three minor amendments were

made on the original amendment

and the motion was finally passed

The announcement was made

that M^n'* .Tudirinry elections for

members of the class of 1962 will

be held on Saturday, March 19,

in the Student Union and Sunday,

March 20, for the class of 1968.

Candidates are to present them-

selves at the Student Senate of-

fice at 12:15 p.m. for a briefing

ae3sion before the respective elec-

tions take place.

The entire budget for the aca-

demic year beginning next fall

was presented to the Senate.

After a week during which the

Senators will go ov*r the respec-

( Continued on page » >

tions within that department and

in 1948 he was appointed ambas-

sador to Czechoslovakia. In 1950

he was appointed British Under-

Secretary of State in charge of

Foreign Affairs, a position which

he held until 1954 when he was

appointed Permanent United
Kingdom Representative to the

United Nations.

A coffee hour and informal

discussion will follow the key-

note address.

Highlighting Saturday's pro-

gram will be two panel discus-

sions. The morning panel en-

titled "Bridging the Gap" will

deal essentially with economic de-

velopment and the transformation

of primitive societies. Chairing

the panel will be Dr. Gwendolyn

Carter, Professor of Government

at Smith College and nationally

known expert in the field of

African affairs. Other panelists

will be Prof. Charles Abrahms of

MIT, lawyer and city planner;

and Mr. Taylor Ostrander, econ-

omist in charge of African af-

fairs for the American Metals

Climax Inc.

The afternoon panel will pre-

sent the views 0l tne African

natives on specific problems and

current issues within the area

The panel is entitled "Africa—

The New Political Arena." It will

be chaired by Professor John

Marcum of Colgate University.

(Continued on page 5)
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Shown above is the scroll that was resolved by the Student

Senate, in recognition of the effort* of President Mather in be-

half of the University.
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'Bad News'
The new polity Oil trial in some girls'

dormitories which does away with tho prac-

tice of blinking the lights outside the door

of the dorm at ti e minutes and three min-

uts before the closing hours is what we

would call, "bad news."'

The fact thai all the clocks on campus

do not register the correct time makes the

new system unr table. It is a fact that

the official clocks in some dorms are as much

as five minute, of! Eastern Standard Time.

People at Knowltori enjoy five extra

minutes of "goodnighting" while some un-

fortunate co-ed at Lewis is three minutes

late because the clock in her dorm is fast.

As many young lovers will attest, the

blinking of the lights is sometimes their

only warning that it is time to part. Ah!

parting is such sweet sorrow, particularly

when you find that you have been charged

with two minutes for being late.

If the policy is to be in effect in all the

dorms and if all the clocks are put in some

kind of mechanical agreement, the system

might work without any basis for argu-

ment for lateness. However, it is our opinion

that this new policy is for the couple that

will reset their chronometers every time

they turn around and that the Dean of Wom-
en should make a policy statement which will

:lear up the matter.

J. K.
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This campus may be dry, but
it is still

4,
lit" in Bowker Audi-

torium—4500 watts sometimes in

Just the front lights, known to

the initiated as the 4tbeain strip."

Those who run the lighting for

theatre are termed electricians

for good reason. Under their

care and direction are two strips

of spotlights (one of the first

spots was called, oddly enough,
the "lime light"), two banks of

border lights, and a strip of flood

lights, as well as special side

lights and moving spotlights.

The latter are situated in tho

balconies in Bowker. You know
those men who keep running in

and out during, the show? Well,

they're probably electricians fix-

ing "moonlight" or trying to fol-

low an active lead player with

spotlights as he hops over an
imaginary tennis net.

Lights are fixed on "pipes".

The acting area of tho stage is

divided into sixths; each spot-

light on the "beam strip" is

paired with another spot from
the other end of the strip. Three
pair of spots light the front half

of the stage. A secnm! pipe of

spots is just behind the main
curtain, or "teaser". These, are

the same as 'the front lights ex-

cept that they are softer giving

a diffused lieht to the back half

of the stage.

Each pair of spots is composed
of two colours; one, cool (blues,

greens, lavenders), and one
warm (reds, yellows). The com-

ip
bmation of the warm and cool

give a reasonable facsimile of

"normal" light to tho stage and

the actors thereon.

The variations of the light

colors are numerous, but still

more mutation may be achieved

by the use of "gels"—gelatin

substanco spread on the face of

the light. The terms for the gels

are as colourful as the sub-

stance. Two popular colors are

No. 17, a lavender, and No. 62,

bastard amber.

One of the brightest fellows

on campus in the stage lighting

field is Greg Eliot, '60. He was
electrician in "Time Remem-
bered", chief electrician in the

speech department's two one-act

plays last year and in "Our
Town", and was lighting design-

er for "Flowers Grow Wild," and
"The Bells Are Ringing."

As lighting designer for the

forthcoming Roister Doister pro-

duction of "Auntie Mame," Greg
is going to have a few problems,

it seems. There are 25 scenes in

the show and many special light-

ing effects are needed. It is a

very fast snow with many light

changes. While this very quick-

ness is an effective part of the

character of the show, at tho
same time it may make the elec-

tricians want to hang- themselves

from the teaser batten.

Complex as the job may be,

Greg Eliot's perseverance in the

field would seem to be an effec-

tive proof of the fascination in-

herent in it.

In A Very Minor Key
Reprint from the UMass catalogue, 1959-1960
Zoology 74 (II) Limnology (1959-1960)

Study of inland waters from geological, physical, chemical and
biological aspects. Given in alternate years.

2 class hours; 2 3-hour laboratory periods Credit 4
Miss Traver, in cooperation with the departments of Botany, En-
tomology, Public Health, Geology, and Zoology.
Prerequisites, Botany 1,; Zoology 1; Chemistry 1&2; and permission
to register.

(Confidentially, it's a gut!)

An Answer To The Right
by PETEK WATSON '61

This is a reply to Mr. Merino.

That the liberals attempted to bring about some class equality
(so-called) when the middle and upper classes didn't want it seems
to be in essence the "Liberal Blunder" as pictured by Mr. Merino.

DeapRe heing "the most important class", to quote Mr. Merino,
the liberals, or I presume, the New Dealers, are pictured as being
government interventionalists for daring to upset the social order.

Mr. Merino's rationale is that redistribution of the classes will

be done in good time, and willingly.

THIS IS NEWS!
Redistribution of the classes has always followed an external

motivation

—

A reaction to a catalyst much the same as an object's
mnv ng forward when pushed from the rear.

- cataly.t: the collapse of the laissez-faire government—re-

sua nfi in the Great Depression.

The reaction: the long-needed liberation of the class admitted by
Mr. M eri do to be the most important.

The question is really: is it right for the working class to be
anyth.ng but a cipher? Should they have waited for America, follow-
ing th< tradition of Harding, CooltdgS and Hoover, to invite them
into the human race? Should they simply have kept on supporting
the Top and the Middle, realizing that they were inferior beings, had
been, and always would be until the "good times" arrived?

No! A person isn't a cipher—neither is he inhuman because he
gets his hands dirty. Nowhere in the Constitution is there written
that those with money should decide when those without should be
granted the privileges of the human race.

The inferred meddlers in the social structure of the thirties prob-
ably did more to advance America by their bold and "uncalled for"
foray into human rights than had been done in the preceding fifty

years.

Indeed— it's hard to believe we ever lived that way . , .

Letter

Why?
251 Hills House
March 14, 1960

To the Editor:

Every year at this time the air at the University

becomes supersaturated with fraternal and sorora!

good cheer. Every year at this time eager young

freshmen, eagerly trying not to look like eager

young freshmen as they cheerfully slap the backs

of their new and somewhat less eager brothers, or

chattering hysterically with their new, alluringly

blase, and stylish listers, all flitting madly from

table to jukebox to table in the Hatch, all endeavor-

ing desperately to pronounce the words 'down the

house' with proper nonchalance, every year these

eager young freshmen find that, eagerly or con-

descendingly, they have been accepted into a fra-

ternity or sorority.

Every year at this time some foolhardy inde-

pendent dares to ask: Why? The independent is

foolhardly, first, because no one really knows why,

not even the omniscient and full-of-good-cheer au-

thors of "With the Fraternities/Sororities"; and,

second, because no one thinks independents have

the right to ask why, for the very fact that they are

independents.

I am, howevpr, hopelessly independent and hope-

lessly foolhardly. And since it may be (according to

that most conservative estimates) several millennia

before the fraternities and sororities themselves ask
the question, I hereby do so; Why do we have so-

cial fraternities and sororities at the University of

Massachusetts ?

I once entertained the vague and humble
suspicion that these organizations had something of

positive value to offer to at least a certain type of

student, some hidden power to enrich his life and
better equip him to tackle life's problems. But I have
found that fraternity and sorority members rarely

need cope with anything more problematic than the
fluctuations of their own popularity. Throwing cau-
tion to the winds, I have recklessly toyed with the
idea that popularity might conceivably take second
place to other of the student's problems.

Quite frankly, in four years I have been unable
to find sufficient reason for the existence of these
institutions. I firmly believe that the social frater-
nities and sororities on this campus are not merely
unfruitful, but also that they instill deep in the
hearts of their ail-too impressionable members an
intellectual hostility, a superficial fraternal chau-
vinism, and a sense of values which effectively com-
bines the ideals of Hollywood with highschool in-

fantilism, all of which I feel to be frighteningly de-
trimental to the aims of a university.

For the future welfare of the University I, for
one. would advocate the closing of all social frater-
nities and sororities either forever, or until such
t me. that students are mature enough to meet the
responsibilities that membership entails.

Frank Thompson *60
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The Liberal Blunder: A Theory

Of The Relation Of Classes

History shows that in a given

society that class most vital to

the society has in many instances

been generally most numerous
and has occupied the lowest so-

cial and economie stratum. Up to

the very recent present, the most
important class has been the

class most directly responsible

for the production of the society's

wealth: the slaves of the Roman
Empire; the serfs of medieval
Europe; and, more recently, the

industrial working class. Upon
this foundation rested, and still

rests, the superstructure of the

remaining groups, arranged in

hierarchic order.

Among the remaining groups
is the very vital so-called Middle
Class, which evidence shows to

be most conscious of caste and
position.

In the twenties and thirties,

Liberals in general advocated the
use of the power of the State in

the execution of policies, the ef-

fect of which would have been to

undermine the economic basis of
the social hierarchy (Note: but
the economic is not the tole basis
of the social hierarchy), and

hence upset the whole structure.

In essence, the Liberals confused
the issue of attempting to im-
prove the lot of the working
clash with the notion of class

equality- at a time (and this is

what I call the "Liberal Blund-
er") when the Middle and Upper
classes were most acutely sensi-

tive about the safety of their

positions. To make a long story
short, the Middle and Upper
classes (which, incidentally, did
not formulate the ideas of Naz-
ism or Fascism, which were de-
velopments stemming from the
"union" of nationalism, socialism,

and a pinch of romanticism) in

effect "hardened" their ideologi-

cal arteries, and attempted to
utilize the Nazi or Fascist state
as the executor of policies

designed to keep the classes in

their proper place. It was only
after the establishment of the
Nazi and Fascist regimes that
the Middle and Upper classes
realized with horror their part in
the creation of a totalitarian re-
gime, which constituted as much
a threat to them as to the Lib-
erals they hoped to emasculate
politically.

by

JAMES A. MERINO *60

Things have changed since the
thirties. Today, that sector of the
Middle Class charged with an
administrative function is bound
to yield its place to the industrial

worker, according to the thesis
set forth above; for the com-
plexities of the industrial eco-

nomy have created a situation in

which the administration func-
tion has become the most vital

in its relationship with the pro-
duction—and distribution—of the
society's wealth; and that ad-
ministrative class has further be-

come more and more numerous.
This is almost inevitable. For as
the machines of production be-
come more complex and efficient,

the number of tenders needed is

lessened, and at the same time
that class becomes less vitally
necessary and no longer can
count as the foundation.

But we must learn the tragic
lesson of the Liberals of the thir-

ties: let the process of class re-

distribution take place naturally
ami in its own good time; it is

disastrous to attempt to make it

a policy of the State to effect this

change more quickly.

Reminder:

International Weekend Is THIS Weekend

as seen by

MARILYN ARMSTRONG '60

You're bored, aren't you, men.
Tired of the same old parties,

tired of the same old faces, tired

of the same old proceedings. Ah,
yes. Well, don't just sit there

looking disgusted—there's a way
out! Have you ever heard of a

debutante? Certainly! I knew
you had. But you don't know
for sure if you'd know one if

you saw one. Well, gentlemen,
there are smarter men than you
about.

LIFE for March 21, 1960, has
found a rare species of man.
This fellow not only knows all

about debutantes, but he knows
how to get invited to their com-
ing-out parties, how to make
friends with the little darlings'

mothers, how to look suave and
quite comfortable in a tux, and
how to carry three glasses of

champagne (in one hand) across

a dance floor—smiling all the

way—without spilling a drop!

The young man who follows

the deb circuit needs to know
how to do all of these things,

you see, because he likes com-
ing-out parties. Maybe even you
would like coming-out parties.

They consist, it would seem from
LIFE's pictures, of lots of good
food, lots of good drink, and lots

of good money. So why !>e

bored? Smarten up! Live. Read
LIFE, and find out how.

Too Far Away . . .

Did you know that "En Zed"
has more natural wonders for

its size than does any other
land? (En Zed, for all unedu-
cated, mistruided souls who
haven't seen tho new IjIFE yet,

IS what the country's people call

New Zealand.) Cameraman
George Silk has photographed
his native land in vivirl color,

and his pictures of out-of-this-

world scenery of New Zealand
show this week's readers vistas

awesome, but a little too far
away to appreciate first hand.
The "Kiwis," New Zealand's

people, are a hardy group of

pioneers, happier outdoor* than
in. And well they might he,

for their land is literally un-
spoiled—precipitous mountains,
gleaming fiords, smooth beaches
with savage surf, rolling slopes
of emerald-green grazing land,

shimmering caves illuminated hy
glowworms, lakes and streams
to bring wonder to the eye of
any fisherman—tranquility and
vigor combined.

It's quite an experience to

see LIFE's pictures of this

beautiful new land, where the
first white settlement is now
only 120 years old. Kind of lets

a person realize what else there

ll in the world besides a campus,
a book, and a cup of Hatch coffee.

Not Even An Ounce
Reen looking in the mirror

lately and wondering if you
aren't looking a little pudgy
around the gills? Feel like a ton

pushing yourself up the stairs

to the fourth floor in the dorm ?

Ever wonder how it would feel

if you didn't weigh anything at

all? Well. LIFE, in the March
21st issue lets U.S. Astronaut
Navy Lieut. Scott Carpenter tell

readers just how it does feel.

And it's all done with golf balls

(shades of William Faulkner!)

which tell Carpenter juat how
weightless he is.

Voters' Image
A new study now tells just

what the American voter looks
for in a President. And although
the main requirements found as
a result of the poll included
principle, experience in foreign
affairs, non-partisanship, deci-

siveness, and the "common
touch," it's pretty surprising to

find what other kinds of things
influence the vote of the man in

the street.

Voters want a family man, a
religious man, a man of simple
tastes, a physically attractive
man. Voters are influenced by
the fact that Nixon has a dog
named Checkers, that Peter
Lawford is Kennedy's brother-
in-law, that Rockefeller is rich,

and that Symington did not in-

vent the atomic submarine.

It would seem that many
American voters are either mis-
informed, un-informed, or in-

formed about irrelevant factors.

Nevertheless, LIFE evaluates
possible candidates for the presi-
dency in light of the require-
ments of voters as discovered by
the poll, and the article in the
-March 21st issue makes very
interesting and enlightening
readiner. Did you say you wanted
to run for Class President ?

Strike One
Ladies and gentlemen, a new

crisis has arisen. There is a
strike—the first of its kind

—

going on in Hollywood right this

minute. The cameras have
stopped. Everyone has gone
home. All is quiet. But LIFE's
write-up of this catastrophe
leaves us with many questions,
the answers to which will decide
whether the Screen Actors' Guild
will strike out, or win out. Will
the story have a happy ending,
as all good American movie
stories should? Will Jack Lem-
mon ever get in off that ship's
yardarm ? Will Liz Taylor ever
finish putting on that sheet she's
partially wearing in LIFE's pic-

ture? Will Debbie Reynolds ever
finish sliding down the stairs,

and will MM ever finish doing
whatever it is she's doing with
that sweater? Only time will re-

veal the ending to the story,
hut LIFE lets readers in on a

lot of the plot development.

Scholarships

Offered To

Nigerian Students
Twenty-one leading American

colleges and universities are

sponsoring a pilot project in

Nigeria in cooperation with the

African-American Institute.

The colleges have joined in

offering approximately 26 schol-

arships for qualified undergrad-
uate men and women students
from Nigeria, as a test of their

plan. The Nigerian students will

be nominated by a joint Niger-
ian-American Scholarship Board
of distinguished educators and
public servants who will meet in

Nigeria. The Board will be es-

tablished in collaboration with
the African-American Institute.

Stipends for the Nigerian stu-

dents will be set according to in-

dividual need, and may total

more than $50,000 for the aca-
demic year 1960-fi]. The college

and universities will provide, if

needed, tuition, board, room, fee-

and other basic expenses; but

not transportation. Awards will

be renewable for the completion
of a normal Raehelor's degree
program, subject to the colleges'

usual regulations governing
financial aid.

The cooperating colleges and
universities are:

Amherst, Bernard, Brown, Bryn
Mawr, Columbia, Cornell, Dart-
mouth, Harvard. Haverford, Uni-
versity of Minnesota, Mt. Hoi
yoke, Oberlin. University of
Pennsylvania, Princeton, Rad-
cliffe, Smith, Swarthmore, Vas-
sal*, Wellesley, and Yale.

"The Colleges are hoping, on
their own initiative to suggest
new ways of dealing with a
situation which has concerned
American deans and admissions
officers for some time," explained
David D. Henry, Director of Ad-
missions at Harvard and secre-
tary of the cooperating colleges'

steering committee for the nlan
"We in the colleges find it dif-

ficult, and sometimes impossible,
to assess school records and re-

ports from abroad in terms of
the standards we apply to Ameri-
can students. We believe a joint
effort, involving direct coopera-
tion between educators her? and
abroad, may offer a fresh ap
proach to some long-standing
problems in international student
exchange."

News Picture Of The Year
Photos Displayed In SU
The S.U. Arts and M < om

mittee will present a display of

the 16th annual "News Picture

of the Year" photo competition
from March 18th to March SO,

1960.

This exhibit, sponsored by the

National Press Photographers
Association and the School of

Journalism, University of Mis-
souri, has become a regularly
scheduled event at numerous in-

stitutions throughout the United
States. It is used as an example
of fine photo journalism by

various high school and college

teachers.

Featured in the exhibit will

be the winners of this year's

contest In addition to other top

rated prints. Pictures by Dean
Conger named Newspaper Photo-

grapher of the Year, and those

of Tom Abererombie. Magazine
Photographer of the Year, will

be featured.

The competition was judged in

eighteen categories, each «>f

which is represented in the ex-

hibit by a selected group of pic-

tures. An estimated 2,000,000

people will view the display
which will tour nearly 200 cities.

— Photo by Qflbwt Garrara of the San Antonio I
• h

Oberlin Founds Fund To
Aid Nashville Students

Oberlin College students have
formed the Fund for Nashville
to aid arrested students in Nash
vine, Tennessee.

Thirty students form the
cleus of a committee which ;

.

ganizing itself on a town
and campus wide basis. Sev
students attending the Student
Council meeting last night start

ed off collections by passing tii<

nu

mt

HAVE YOU THOUGHT ABOUT A

Future in Finance

COMMERCIAL CREDIT

Representative

will be on campus

Wednesday, March 23

See Placement Office to schedule your interview-

hat. 938.60 was collected. $.1700

was added today. The drive began
officially Wednesday evening,
March Dth and will last one Week,

The Fund for Nashville is en-

couraging college students fa

channel their time and money in-

to g fund raising drive to collect

$2000 to help the students in

Xashville argue their ease in

eotirt. The Fund for Xashville

issued the following statement
of pm-pose; ••W,. believe that stu-

dents in Nashville have received
unjust treatment before the law.
Therefore, we are collecting

fUnrfs to aid these students in de-
fending (he i r Constitutional
rights."

in addition to support from the
Oberlin College Student Council,
the Fund has the support of the
Oberlin Friends Meeting, the
Oberlin College ymca-ywc \.

the Oberlin College chapter of
XSA, and the Oberlin College
chapter of the National Associa-
tion for the Advancement of
Colored People.

Collected funds will he sent to
Rev. K. M. Smith, President of
the Xashville chapter of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Council. The Rev. Martin Luther
King la president of the Southern
Christian Leadership Council.

For further information colt
tact; Kay A. Woodruff. Donald
Wright Patterson. Jr. Co-chair-
men for National Communica-
tions, Oberlin I »9 ."»»; I,

NOTICE
Music hour for this week has-

been cancelled. It had been set for
3 P.M. Sundav, March 20.
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Revelers Promote Freshman
Interest In Organizations
The Revolt i are a proup

lassmen, eight men and

!u women, who have b>

Chosen to promote and channel

freshman spiril and leadership

Th< ourage and stimulate

freshmen in Interest and psrti-

eipal 11 campus activil

They provide an "Activities

fhat freshmen may !>

come acquainted with and choose

the organizations they would

like to join. They sponsor Cam-
pus Varieties with Adelphia. In

the spring, they sponsor a

**Fro*h Picnic" which is the last

ovent at which they will he

underclassmen. This year, the

Revelers will be jacketing: at

Honors Convocation. If you

would like to be a member of

this organization, submit an *p-

plicat on hy March 28. The ap-

plications will be distributed at

the dorms and may be turned in

at the Student Union Lobby

Counter. If yoa bave any ques-

tions feel free to approach any

of the following Revelers: Pat

Blair '61, Bill Benner '62, Sandy

Brodsky '62, Leslie Anderson 'fit,

Nancy Dujrgan 61, Sandy Hill

M, \\\.s Honey 160, Judy I-'*

man <>\, Roger Riikonen '61,

Biyna Lansky '61, Marilyn Peo-

ples '62, Art Mahoney '60, Penny
Martin '6ii, Bernie Murphy '62,

Bob Savoy '62, or Cindy Selgel

'62.

IRE Elects

Officers For
Coming Year
The International Relations

Club elected officers for the com-

ing year at a meeting yesterday.

David Ellis '61, was elected

President; other officers include:

Francis Broadhurst '62, Vice

President; Pat Ward '61. Secre-

tary; Brenda Brizzolari '61,

Treasurer; Christa Hahnenstein
'61, Publicity Chairman; and

Dorothy Lurie '62, Librarian.

Members at large of the Exec-

utive Committee are: Kevin

Donovan *61, Ernest Chaples '61,

Peter Watson '61, and Joe Palla-

zola '61.

The Campus Beat
by JERRY GALLAGHER 62

Here's a discussion between

two friends. It concerns the. ro-

mantic interest one of them has

in a girl. Represented here are

how the linos always Been to

come out in the same old way in

American and foreign films.

American (scene: a bar in

New York): Yeh, Bill, Jeanie's

quite a dame. Sho's got real clfl

and man what a personality—be-

lles she thinks her old man can

get me a job.

British (scene: a bridge over-

looking the Thames): I say Billy-

old man, Catherine's quite a de-

Cent sort, you know. She's a

graduate from Miss Primin's

Finishing School and she comes

from one of the finest families

in London.

French (scene: a Riviera beach

with dozens of bikini-clad girls

strolling by): Oui, Mon Ami,

Fifi eez shall we say oo-la-la.

She 'as zee shape of 'n hour

glass and zoos legs. Ahh . . .

exquisite! Ven she smiles I am
in Heaven.

Russian (scene: lunch time at

a tractor factory): Da, comrade,

Katrina es dpr one for me. You
should see her handle a rivet

gun. She is two hundred percent
above her quota this year. She
was the champion wrestler in

der plant last year, you know.
The date for the annual Stu-

dent Workshop on Activities

Problems has been changed from
May 1.1. 14 & IS to May 6, 7

and 8. Also changed is the loca-

tion. This year the Conference
will be held at Oak n* Spruce, a
resort in East Lee, Mass.

An Intra-Fellowship Dance
will be held in the Main Ball-

room of the S.U. tomorrow start-

ing at 8:00 p.m. Music will be
provided by a six piece orchestra
and admission is free.

A few congratulations are in

order. Congratulations to the
Athletic Director of Wheeler
Dorm. Not only is he a real tiger
on the football field but we hear
he's also quite an All-Star with
the Co-Eds.

NDEA Raises

More Protests
The National Young Demo-

cratic Student Federation March
11 called for passage of legisla-

Her Uniform-
The Exclusive Executive Model . .

.

Tailored To Fit The Finest

One look at her and you know she's an officer in the LTnited States

Army. Her uniform gives it away—and she doesn't mind a bit!

Because it's her passport to prestige . . . the distinctive sign of a

young executive in the Women's Army Corps. Wherever she goes

and it might be anywhere from Heidelberg to Honolulu!—she kfiOWS

that uniform will bring respect and recognition.

She doesn't have time to get smug aboul it, though her uniform
demands as much from her as she does from it! She's got to keep on
her loos. She's got to show initiative nnd intelligence, foresight and
flexibility qualities worthy of a eolloge graduate. Qualities worthy of

an executive m :i world-wide organisation.

Interested in wearing the Army uniform? We'll l»e glad to Ml
you more if you mail us the coupon below ... (It's your preliminary
"passport to prestige!")

• • • • • • • • • • » •

irtClAL ...SUMMII PIOOIAM FOR JUNIORS) Wsnl
ft special preview of Army life? Why not see it for
yourself this summer t If you qualify for this limited
program, you'll receive 4 weeks of orientation train-
ing this summer—without any commit mont The
program is to help you decide—with confidence—if

you want to apply for an Army officer's commission
after you graduate. If you're interested, today is the

-- fo rrmn the oonnon There** no nhllgatkm,

THf ADJUTANT GFNERAl
Department of the Army
WatMnatan 35 DC.
AHn: AGSN-l
I'lnim i> ii wn "i"

i

(I ((»! ' l'ilrilirl%TiQ,

career in the Womtn'$
Army Corpt.

• • • • •
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tion which would repeal the use

M-laini<i affidavit and

the loyalty oath of the National

Defense Education Act. The

group's runt- member National

Executive Committee meeting in

Washington urged in a strong

resolution the organizing of let-

ter-writing campaigns on Ameri-

can campuses to members of

Congress informing them of the

wido student protest of section

lOoi (f) of the NDEA.
The group in a resolution stat-

Sd that the Act "represents an

unwarranted invasion, on the

part of the United States Gov-

ernment, into the, traditionally

private area of personal belief."

The Student Young Democrats

further charged that "the affi-

davit and the accompanying loy-

alty oath single out students as

objects of suspicion."

The Executive Committee,

speaking for more than 500 col-

lege chapters of the Young Dem-
ocrats, termed the provisions

presently included in the NDEA
as "insulting the American aci

demic community."

As a possible combat against

the movement of Communists in-

to the field of American higher

education, the committee stated,

"the affidavit and loyalty oath

are ineffective in protecting the

national security, and may even

harm it hy preventing otherwise

well-meaning students from ;i
•

cepting funds under the Act."

Armstrong . .

.

Continued from page 1

says, "His music is his biggest

contribution, for my persona!

taste."

Trumpeter-bandleader Maynard
Ferguson also says, "Since Louis

is associated with the word ja/z,

he has made the public conscious

of jazz. People love Louis, He's

the hottest jazz trumpeter off the

river boat."

Hackett, who is also a close

friend of Armstrong's, -ays, M
I

think he's just about the great-

est- guy who ever lived. There'-;

another wonderful thinrr sboul

him that nobody knows about.

lie's a very generous person. He
gives to a lot of charities, and he

like* to help people and riot e\

piOlt it.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost— 14 kt. gold mesuzeh

(Jewish religious medal). Lost at

or near the Mens Phys. Ed,
li'i Iding on Thursday, March 17.

Has greet sent 'mental \ n\ ip,

Please return to Mike Abrams,
Baker House. Rm, Ho. 107.

Lost St. Joseph's Daily Mi-
sal in Machmer en March 9.

Judie Doering, 1 12
X
D w i g h t

House.

Lost Gold colored lighter in

the Match at !•:.'!<) a.m. March 17,

I9f.n. Sentiment,-,) Value. Reward.
Florence Lewis.

IX)ST: One ted notebook in

the s.r. Barber Shop Whoerei
picked this up, please return it

to Jot DiSano, \]<j Mills.

IINGI1
i MMI K KMII OVMENT WITH

< AHKKK OPPORTUNITY
FOR i NHRK<;HAIH A I I s

and
I'KKMANKNT ( ARRKR
OPPORTUNITIES FOR

ORAPHATES
Hhii|i|i. ••r»ij>loy merit OpPOrttlllitisj

«itli fhallenKitiR pessibllHJst, limit**l
only hy your ambition unci nt.ility.
wiih ii well established Intorasthmal
organisation. *•*• avnllnble in Krml-
uafe* ;irnl iiriflprnrnduaten.
Employment ran }>» to-rnnirH In

WIS of thf» I BOO hrnnchon of tho
SINGBR Si-wlna Mnchin* Compriny
RSOr foof nOSIS, t'nrfi»rirrii<1iint<»*

Kit in valuable butlnsM experience
while enrninir wUary plus rnmmli.
ion. Your potential abilities will he
isvoiopad by our proven training
ptoifram,
Surrennful men who wlah to finance

tin ir . .Iiii m t inn may continue on a
pnrt time hn*ifl HtirlnR aehool teim
and will he iriven n irmHiintlnn enreer
opportunity with « rhnnce for ad-
vsncemi>nt in Oomratlc Snlea. For-

Dlstrlbutlon, Advertisinx. F.n-
>'. Finanee. ate,

i perwtnnl interview, write, itat«
n "Mr tiiifl loeat.lon of rolleire,

i ' deslrod <mpl»iyment, eourne
«! malar, nnd year of graduation.

SINOF.R SKWINf: MACHINE 00
Sln«er Huildinir

t|| Hroitdwny New York B. NY.
Attentii.fi : Mr F A Kolyer

Dtr of Sale* Promotion

With The Sororities
by PATOTONNFI I T.I

Two of the Phi Delta Nu
pledgee, Haroey Whitney 'fi.'l and

Priscilla Hynes, T>'A, won the

Coed Milking Contest at tht- Lit-

tle International Show. Con-

gratulations!

SDT enjoyed their exchange

supper with Phi Mu Delta Tues-

day evening very much. Pi Ph!

also enjoyed their supper with

Lambda Chi last Wednesday.

Thanks are extended by SDT.

to Judy Predman and her v.

We ii committee who tan

working very hard for our Pledge
Formal this coming Saturday
evening. By the way, tomebody
stole President Marilyn Bennett
'61 of Phi Delta Nu, from house

meeting; mayhe it was those

AGR pledgee. Please let her come
hack for Pledge Formal, fellas!

Congratulations to Pledge Ann
Shifman, SDT, on her pinning to

On Campus with

JfeShuIman

(Author of "/ Was a Teen-age Dwarf', "The Mavy
Loves of Dohie d'HIis", etc.)

EAT, DRINK AND BE MARRIED

On a recent tour of seventy million American colleges, I was
struck by two outstanding facts: first, the great number of

sttitlent8 who smoke Marlboro, and second, the great number
of students who are married.

The first phenomenon — the vast multitude of Marlboro
si linkers—comes as no surprise for, as everyone knows, the

college student is an enormously intelligent organism, and what
could be more intelligent than to smoke Marlboro? After all,

pleasure is what you smoke for and pleasure is what Marlboro

delivers— pleasure in every puff of that good golden tobacco.

If you think flavor went out when filters came in — try a

Marlboro. Light up and see for yourself... Or, if you like, don't

li^lit up. Just take a Marlboro, unlighted, and puff a couple of

times. (let that wonderful flavor? You bet you do! Even with-

out lighting you can taste Marlboro's excellent filter blend.

Also you can make your package last practically forever.

No, I say, it was not the great number of Marlboro smokers

that astounded me, it was the great number of married students.

You may find this hard to believe but latest statistics show that

at some coeducational colleges the proportion of married under-

frraduates runs as high as thirty percent! And, what is even

more startling, fully one-quarter of these nvirriages have been

blessed with issue!

Here now is a figure to give you pause! Not that we don't

all love babies. Of course we do! Babies are pink and fetching

rascals, given to winsome noises and droll expressions, and we
all like nothing better than to rain kisses on their soft little

skulls. But just the same, to the young campus couple who are

parents for the first time the baby is likely to be a source of

considerable worry. Therefore, let me devote today's column

to a few helpful hints on the care of babies.

First of all, we will take up the matter of diet. In the p;ist,

babies were raised largely on table scraps. This, however, Iras

(iitlawed by the Stnoot-IIawley Act, and today lvibies are fed

a scientific formula consisting of dextrose, maltose, distilled

w.iter, evaporated milk and n twist of lemon peel.

After eating, the baby tends t<> grow sleepy. A lullaby is very

useful to help it fall asleep. In case you don't know any lulla-

bies, make one up. This is not at all diflicult. In a lullaby the

Words ;ire unini|M»rtant since the baby doesn't understand ll • Bl

anyhoW. The important thing is the sound. All you have to do

is string together a bunch of nonsense syllables, taking tare

that they make an agreeable sound. For example;

(to to sleep, my little infant,

(loo-goo moo-moo poo-poo hinfant.

Having fed and serenaded the baby, arrange it in the position

for slumber. A baby sleeps best on its stomach so place it that

way in its crib. Then to make sure it. will not turn itself over

during the night lay a soft but fairly heavy object on its back —

another baby, for instance. « t.«.t m„ -i...i,..,.

And when baby la tant atleep—the little angel!—trhg don't

you relax and glre yoiimetfa treat? With Marlboro—or if you

like mtldnes* but you don't like filter*— with Philip Morrle

made in long $lze and regular by the nponaort of thl§ column.
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hnu or
really spp

Weilne lay n'r •

held their ann

Banquet hos

hi;rh scholasl i a r

guests present vr< re Mrs. Wri -

and Mr 1 1 non.

On Monday prht, the Pi

Phi's held their !' g SI I r

moi:y; all the |

their big sistera " that time,

The new officers for Chi

Omega are: President, Denis<

Harmony; Vice President, Mi;.
Fllen Rockwell; Secretary, Carol

Neal; Treasurer, Barber Bra"'.
'

Pledge Trainer. Mice EEdgerton;

Assistant Pledge Trainer. Sandra

Class; Personnel Chairman Mary
Morrison; Senior Pan Hoi, Pat

O'Connell; Junior Pan Hel, Bar-

bara Winslow; Rush Chairman,

Marian Macleod; Assistant Rush
Chairmen, Nancy Pizzano, Mari-

lyn Billings; Social Chairman,

Donna Brooks; Activities Chair-

man, Judith Kroll; Alumnae
Chairman, Pat Conway; Assistant

Alumnae, Leslie Payzant; His-

torian, Isabel Drmkwater; Chap-

ter Correspondent, Judith Nolet;

Social and Civic Chairman, Ju-

dith Cochran; Vocations Chair-

man, Sandra Ritchie; Standards:

Senior, Judith O'Brien, Junior,

Pat Olivoira, Sophomore, Sara
O'Reilly. The new House Man-
ager is Judith Doering and the

Stewardess, Connie Love.

With The Fraternities
by DAVE STOW »RT '62

V. I W ek rap

!

i ''ng up

an

Ball

any

in-

tan

• r

\V

I F.C.

ie e -in

and thai Greek

one of the out-

events uf this

parties will

Alpha Sigma

school year.

Tin's weekend's

tart oH* with an

Phi—Sigma Kappa pizza party.

On Saturday evening house par-

ties will be held at SAE and

Alpha Sig. Down ATG way will

be a Mardi Gras party, and

Dixieland Jazz will prevail at Phi

Sigma Kappa's theme party.

Mr. and Mrs. Samir Khabuz

were dinner guests at PSD last

Wednesday night. Phi Sigma
Kappa had its annual Founders

Day banquet last Tuesday night

at Wiggins' Tavern. The brothers

of AEPi have been busy renovat-

ing and redecorating the chapter

house; improvements include a

modernized kitchen, renovated

upstairs rooms, and refurnished

chapter rooms.

Rev. Sir George MacLeod
Speaks On 'Church Revolt'
The Very Reverend Sir George

MacLeod, opening speaker of the

Christian Association's three-day

Embassy, spoke Tuesday eve*

ning on the "Modern Revolt in

the Church" in the Public Health

Auditorium.

Rev. MacLeod started his talk

by stating that the Iona Com-
munity, of which he is a founder,

was not begun as a "revolt" but

was widely misunderstood to be

one. In reality, Rev. MacLeod
said, the movement is an "up-

side-dtvA-n revolt" which will re-

main in the church.

Rev. .MacLeod pointed out the

belief of the Iona Community in-

habitants that the history of the

church will follow a pattern set

by humanity. "For the first

twelve hundred years of Chris-

tianity," he explained, "the

church accepted the teachings of

che mother church calmly; it iS al-

most time now for a union of the

two, just as in adulthood a per-

son becomes a product of the two
stages which he has successfully

passed."

The chaplain kept the rapt at-

tention of the audience by punc-

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: By Sue Streeter, 108

Mary Lyon, a history notebook

and Mendenhall in the Hatch
Saturday, March 11. Please re-

turn. Have exam Tuesday.

LOST: We exchanged brown
jackets outside of Peter's and
yours doesn't fit. Steve Israel,

321 Baker.

tuating his talk with witty anec

dotes which illustrated many of

his main points.

After the speech, a coffee hour

and discussion were held.

Mass. Review Is

Now Available At

The SU Bookstore
The now issue of the Mas-

sachusetts Rerieiv is now on sale

at the Student Union bookstore.

In addition to poetry and prose

of University faculty and outside

sources, the Review will for the

first time contain contributions

of University of Massachusetts

students.

Ja22 and Poetry . .

.

Continued from page 1

only college lecture halls but

many noted nightclubs in major

cities.

Adams is the co-author of

Kaleidoscope, a collection of con-

temporary verse. Romney has

received a National Poetry

Award and collaborated in the

wri ing of Kaleidoscope.

The group has appeared on the

Ed Sullivan, Steve Allen, Dave
Garroway, and Jack Parr TV
shows.

Shcerin . .

.

Continue,! from page I

tive items individually, it will be

brought up again for discussion

and any questions which have

arisen.

The Public Relations commit-

Hatfield Barn
Sunder', March 20

JAZZ • POETTTt
6-10 p.m.
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Weekend Theme . .

.

Continued from page 1

Panel members will be Mr. Mal-

lam Wali of Nigeria; Mr. Ed-

wardo Mondlane, representing

the Trusteeship division of the

United Nations; and Dr. Absalom
Vilikasi of the Hartford Theo-

logical Seminary.

The noon program will fea-

ture a luncheon followed by an

address by Michael Bahatunde
Olatunji. Mr. Olatunji, a Ni-

gerian, is a doctoral candidate in

Public Administration at NYU,
and President of the African

Students Union in the U.S. His

talk will be "The Cultural Basis

for African Unity."

On Saturday evening an Afri-

can Dance troupe under the di-

rection of Mr. Olatunji, a skillful

drummer, will present a program
of authentic native folk music

and dancing.

Mr. Olatunji, who has given

concerts at Carnegie Hall and
the United Nations, has traveled

all over the world in the cause

of 'African music. He was the

choreographer and composer for

the Broadway show, Raisin in

fho Sun and has recently record-

ed an album for Columbia,

"Michael Babatunde Olatunji:

Drums of Passion."

The performance, as part of

the International Weekend, is

designed to show the fascination

of the African people and their

culture through unusual drum ef-

fects and rhythm dance interpre-

tations.

Olatunji's dance troupe will

perform in Bowker Auditorium at

8 p.m. Saturday. Tickets are $1

and may be purchased at the

door.

An added feature of the Week-
end is an exhibit of African Pri-

mitive Art brought to the campus
through the courtesy of the Pri-

mitive Museum of Art, New
York.

This exhibit which features

various forms of authentic Afri-

can sculpture will be on display

the entire Weekend on the second
floor of the Union.

tee, which "has had a disappoint-

ing year", will begin to hold

"gripe sessions" in which stu-

dents are encouraged to state

complaints to 4 or 5 Senators
who will be there to answer
questions and take suggestions.

The first of these open meetings
will take place in Arnold on
Thursday, March 24, at 9:15

p.m.

A motion was unanimously car-

ried to express the sincere thanks
and best wishes of the Student
Senate as representatives of the
entire student body, to UMass
President J. Paul Mather, who
has resigned and will leave the

university. A scroll with the mo-
tion printed on it was signed by
all members of the Senate. It

will be presented to tho president

this Sunday.
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Spotlight

On Sports
by AL BERMAN

The Boston Celtics took the

first game advantage in the besf-

of-seven playoff for the Eastern

Sector NBA crown, defeating the

Philadelphia Warriors, 111-105.

In the Western playoffs, St.

Louis beat Minneapolis, 112-99.

The game, billed as one of the

beat basketball clashes of all

time, drew 12,102 fans in an

arena (Boston Garden) that has

a capacity for 13,909. That leaves

over 1,800 seats empty—for the

best basketball game of all time.

The Boston Bruins, however, in

fifth place in the NHL and with

only a slight chance fcr getting

even to play in the playoffs, con-

tinue to draw full houses.

What is the cause for the un-

usual discrepancy? That's some-

thing the publicity officials in

Beantown are trying to figure

out. Why does a fifth place team

outdraw the world's champions?

The reason, as this reporter

sees it, is obvious. The Celtics, in

plain words, are too gobd. Their

games lack the color and excite-

ment that fans want. Everyone

wants to see his team win, but

no one likes to get to a game

knowing that his team will win.

It's like turning to the last page

of a mystery novel before read-

ing the whole book. The element

of suspense is gone.

The Bruins, meanwhile, al

though they don't win all the

time, (and that's the understate-

ment of the year!) they rarely

fail to provide fans with exciting

play.

The first reply to Lhat state-

ment is that hockey is naturally

faster than basketball, so it is

more exciting by nature. That

rationalizing will hold little wa-

ter. What about baseball? Sure-

iy that game is much slower than

basketball, yet I'm sure that if

there were ever 1,800 seats emp-

ty in Yankee Stadium during

the World Series, the Yankees

would follow the Giants to Cali-

fornia.

That brings us back to the

original hypothesis that the Cel-

tics are merely not providing

enough excitement. When they

do get a large crowd, it is not to

see the Celtics play, but to see

some colorful personality (Wilt

Chamberlain, Bob Petit, Elgin

Baylor, etc.). The once huge gate

attraction, Bill Russell, has lost

his novelty. The Celtics will have

to start providing more for fans

to squirm about.

THEY CANT LOSE
INTENTIONALLY

Naturally we can't ask the Cel-

tics to "lose a few games to make
the race more interesting." The
only thing left to do is to

examine the teams the Celtics

play. The rest of the teams in

the NBA must secure the talent

'62, Sports Editor

and ability to be able to match

the Celtics.

The reason for the persistent

large gates of the Bruins is

simply that the NIII. ii so bftl

Uiced that any garni' is a tOtfr-

up. The NBA will have to copy

that pattern or suffer serious

gate losses.

National Tourney Open

To Top UMass Bowlers

Hand - Cut
NAME -BROOCH

Any single or nickname

EDNA
75* p.p.d.

Mai) Orders To

K. H. Cleveland

34 Western Ave.

W. Springfield, Matt

SPOT QUIZ
1. Bob Thomson, recently

traded to the Boston Red Sox,

will long be remembered by base-

ball fans for his dramatic home

run that won the playoffs for the

New York Giants. What year was

the feat and against what team?

. . . 2. Another old Giant and ex-

Brave is still whooping it around,

but in a different locale. What

position and for what team is

Alvin Dark now playing? ... 3.

Who is the goalie for the New
York Rangers of the NHL?
The Bruins beat the Rangers

Wednesday night to keep their

playoff hopes alive. The B's are

now two points behind the De-

troit Red Wings, and both teams

have two games left to play.

What was I saying about the

excitement the Bruins furnish

even when they don't win ?

SAMMY WHITE TRADED
The Red Sox have traded

catcher Sammy White to the

Cleveland Indians. White was

sent along with first baseman

Jim Marshall in return for an-

other catcher, Russ Nixon. As a

result, the way has been cleared

for a forgotten man of the Red

Sox, Haywood Sullivan, to come

up to the varsity.

Billy Jurges, Sox manager,

says he plans to platoon SulHvim

and Nixon depending upon the

ball parks and the opposing

pitchers.

Answers to quiz ... 1. Thom-

son hit his drive in the 1951 Na-

tional League playoffs against

the Brooklyn Dodgers ... 2. Al

Dark is now playing third base

for the Philadelphia Phillies . . .

3. Jack McCartan, former Olym-

pic goalie, is now in the nets for

the Rangers.

The Blackburn Rovers will

meet Sheffield next Wednesday
at Manchester, England, for the

semi-finals of the British soccer

matches. Wot say, old chaps;

should be u jolly time, eh?

3 Teams Travel;

Winter Sports End
There are only three events

left n the winter sports calen-

dar, and all of them are away.

The varsity gymnastics team

travels to Penn. State this week-

end to compete in the NCAA
meets.

The track teams, varsity and

freshman, will be entering the

Connecticut relays.

This year, the collegiate bowl-

ing matches will become a na-

tional tournament. The purpose

of the event is to select the 1960

National Collegiate Match Games

Bowling Champion.

Last year the match games

were tremendously successful,

which brought about the current

expansion of the event. This year

the goal is 1000 students from

200 colleges. Entry blanks are

available from the Athletic De-

partment. Students from UMass

will be competing in New York

City in the Eastern Regional

tournament. The regional champ-

ion will then compete in New
York City for the National title.

UMass entries may bowl their

qualifying rounds at 1:00 p.m.,

4:00 p.m., or 7:00 p.m. on Satur-

day, April 23 or Sunday April

24; or at 1:00 p.m., or 4:00 p.m.

on Saturday April 30.

The contest is open to any male

undergraduate of a four year ac-

credited college. Full time stu-

dents must be taking 12 or more

credits. Entrants must be in good

scholastic standing, as determined

by their school standards. All

finalists' status will be checked

with their schools. If you desire

to compete, get the entry blank

at the Athletic Department, fill

it out, and enclose it with a fee

of $7.00 (which includes all bowl-

ing charges). To be eligible your

entry blank must be postmarked

no later than April 22, 1960.

There is further information on

the entry blanks.

UMass Sends Six

Young Democrats

Delegates To N.E.

Conference At BJJ.

by SHARON CLARK '63

The University of Massachu-

setts will send six delegates to

the New England Inter-Collegiate

Young Democrats Leadership

Conference to be held Sunday,

March 20, at the Boston Univer-

sity Faculty Club.

The UMass delegation will con-

sist of the Young Democrats

Club's faculty advisor, Mr. John

H. Fenton, a member of the Gov-

ernment Department, Thomas

Prof. Sayigh Favors Arab
Nationalism And Foreign Aid

VARSITY GOLF
There will be- a meeting of

all varsity golf candidates on

March 22 at 6:45 in the Cage.

by BETH COUGHLIN '

"While our society may accept

loans and other foreign aid, it

must make sure that it does not

become a professional beggar."

This was one point made by

Professor Yusif A. Sayigh, Pales-

tine native and current Visiting

Fellow at the Harvard Center of

International Affairs and Middle

EiiaL Studies, in his address Wed-
nesday, "Socio-Econoinic Content

of the Concept of Nationalism"

at the sixth colloquium in poli-

tical science.

He also emphasized the fact

that political parties don't

often emphasize socio-economic

matters, such as their program

for elevation of the masses, be-

cause independence and unity are

their first concern. Consequently,

the Communist party, which has

much economic content but non-

belief in Arab Nationalism, has

not succeeded in its goal of gain-

ing an ideological foothold in the

Arab world. Instead, it was been

pbpular only where its programs

have been involved with nation-

alism.

Regarding the socio-economic

philosophy of the Arab National-

ists, Mr. Sayigh said that private

ownership of the means of pro-

duction would be interfered with

by the state only if it failed

glaringly to be concerned with

national interests to the advan-

tage of personal profit through

such means as exploitation re-

sulting in social injustices. " In-

dividuals' rights won't be en-

croached upon", he said, "but

they (individuals) will not be al-

lowed to become demons."

Economic growth, Mr. Sayigh

also stressed, must come from

within, not from foreign enter-

prise. When asked by a student

in the discussion that followed

his speech whether he thought

that long-term aid from the U.S.

without strings attached would

better U.S. relations with the

Arab world, he replied with an

appropriate adaptation of the old

cliche that "that would be put-

ting the economic cart before the

political horse."

Mr. Sayigh, who was educated

at the American University in

Beirut, Lebanon, Ii presently

chairman of the department of

economics there. He received his

Ph.D. degree at Johns Hopkins

University. From 1950 to 1952

he was technical assistant to the

Economic Adviser of the United

Nations Relief and Works

Agency for Palestine Refugees.

Kennedy '61, Marshall Whithead

'61, William Knowlton '61, Pa-

tricia Ward '61, and Ernest

Chaples '61.

The conference will involve lec-

tures by several political experts

from the New England Area

such as Dr. Kermit Morrissey,

from the Massachusetts Bureau

of the Budget; Mr. Leo Flaherty,

Mayor of Rockville, Connecticut;

and Mr. Philip Brancucci, At-

torney. In addition, six seminar

study groups covering various

facets of successful political lea-

dership techniques will be fea-

tured. Each group will consist of

twelve student delegates with a

political expert or faculty advisor

to act as moderator. Among the

topics to be discussed by these

groups are: Y.D. Club Member-

ship and Finances; Educational

Projects; Social Activities for

Clubs; and Organization.

Included among the other ex-

perts participating in the con-

ference are David Adamany,

President of the Harvard Law-

School, Y.D.C., Mr. George Black-

wood, Professor of Science at

Boston University, Charles Ma-

natt, Chairman of the Democratic

National Student Federation, and

Mr. E. Burke, Attorney.
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De gustibus
non est disputandum"— and, quite

literally, there's no question about it—

when it comes to taste, Coca-Cola wins

hands down. In Latin, Greek or Sanskrit,

"Have a Coke" means the same thing-

it's an invitation to the most refreshing

pause of your life. Shall we?
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- 'African Rhythm '- Dixon Calls Free World
To Help Emergent Africa

Mr. Michael Babatunde Olatunji and troupe whose magnificent

performance Saturday evening was supplemented by several en-

cores.

'Bridging The Gap' Topic

Of Panel Discussion Sat.
A panel discussion was held

Saturday morning mi, lOsOO m.m.

in the Small Ballroom of the

S.U. The topic of the panel was

"Bridging the Gap" concerning

mainly the economic factors in

African development.

Participating in flie discussion

was Dr. Charles Abrams, Pro-

fessor of City Planning, MIT,

who centered his remarks around

the problem of urbanization and

city planning in Africa. He said

that the main difficulty existing

in the African States is their

tendency to "copy the inap-

plicable and irrelevant polices of

other countries."

Dr. Abrams mentioned that as

a member of a United Nations

investigation team sent to cover

the situation he was intrumen-

tal in introducing a debt and

credit system which seemed a

successful start to a solution of

the problem.

As a conclusion to his re-

marks Dr. Abrams said "African

States need the development of

ethics thru faith".

Another distinguished visitor,

Mr. Taylor Ostrandor of the

American Metals Climaz Inc. of

New York, cited the problem of

the existing conditions of exten-

sive poverty thruout Africa. Ho
stated that the African states

"must learn the economy of the

modprn world baaed on knowl-

edge of technology."

Moderator for the discussion

was Dr. Gwendolen Carter, Pro-

fessor of Government at Smith

College.

In the open discussion that

followed many questions were

asked by the 60 or more attend-

ing students and faculty which

led to a fuller understanding of

the Economic problem that faces

emergent Africa.

An interesting point that was
made by Dr. Abrams was the

realization that at present in the

rural areas of the continent and
even in most cities there is not a

single house that was built pre-

vious to the last generation.

Sir Pierson Dixon, permanent

United Kingdom representative

to the United Nations, Friday

called on the free world to face

the task of helping the new
African countries preserve their

internal stability, their momen-
tum of development and their

ties with the free world.

The speech, given in the S.U.

Ballroom, was the keynote ad-

dress of the seventh annual In-

ternational Weekend at UMass.

with about 700 students and fa-

culty attending.

Sir Pierson stressed that "We
should keep a wary eye on Com-
munist efforts to discredit the

western powers in the eyes of

emergent peoples and their ef-

forts to advocate the effective-

ness of the Communist way of

life and the Communist theory

of economics."

He also said that the problem

is world wide, though there is a

natural and proper inclination to

give the highest possible priority

to the needs of emergent Africa,

since the problems of that con-

tinent are at present the most

concentrated as well as the most

complex.

"What has been described in

some places as * period of im-

perialist exploitation will come to

be recognized as predominantly a

period of liberalism and prosr-

gress," Sir Pierson said.

Referring back to Communism

by DON CROTEAU '61

Sir Pierson said, "We must

clearly take Soviet interest in

Africa most seriously in framing

our policy toward the continent."

Considering the factor of tri-

balism, he pointed out that in-

evitably the conservative ele-

ments in African society, the

chiefs, the traditional elders and

all those who would profit by the

maintenance of the status quo

find themselves opposed to those

who want rapid change.

On nationalism he declared,

"Nationalist movements are

bound in Africa to be strongly

influenced by race feelings be-

cause they are movements by
Africans for independence from

European countries, but in most

parts of Africa they are not

comparable to race struggles be-

tween competing sections of the

population."

Referring to energy resources

put into education development

in Africa he said, "Most areas

still fall a long way snort of

primary education for all chil-

dren".

"The changes and improve-

ments that are needed cannot be

made in a day. They will take

years to accomplish. Large
amounts of outsido capital, pub-

lic and private, are needed now
and will continue to be needed

for as far ahead as can bo fore-

seen."

After the speech an informal

discussion session was held in the

Colonial Lounge where a large-

group of people were able to

gather information in prepara-

tion for the program on Satur-

day.

- Africa Promises Political Prominence -

Recent developments in Africa

promise that this is her year for

political prominence. The world

will see the emergence of sever-

al states which have attained

their independence from colonial

powers.

The future of Africa and its

new spirit of nationalism were

the keywords of the panel discus-

sion, "Africa the Political Arena",

one of the features on the pro-

gram agenda of International

Weekend.

Professor John Marcum, a

member of the government de-

partment at Colgate University,

headed the panel, which consisted

of Mr. Mallam Wali of Nigeria,

Mr. Edwardo Mondlane of Mo-
zambique, and Dr. Absalom Vila-

kazi of the Union of South Africa,

Discussion of the current is-

sues of the continent brought in

the fact that although the Afri-

can territories have a common
goal of independence, each is tied

to a different foreign power and

each has its own specifiic inter-

nal problems.

Mr. Mondlane stated his belief

that a federation of African

states is possible only if attempt-

ed before independence, and that

the would-be states must first

adopt a policy of co-operation.

One of the crucial issues of the

continent as a whole is the racial

problem, arising from the theory

of "white supremacy" by which
the foreign governments have
abided. The native reaction to

this attiude is one of nationalism.

The question of whether Africa

will be pro-Western or Commun-
istic is a troubling one. The pan-

elists stated that in their opin-

ion, Africa should be left neutral

in order to develop its own in-

stitutions of governments.

The importance of Africa on
the international scene is illus-

trated by the prediction that in

15-20 years, one-third of the

membership in the United Na-
tions will come from African

States.

- Comment On Cooperation Between Two Cultures -

MR. MALLAM WALL NIGERIA SIR PIERSON DIXON, UNITED KINGDOM
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TRIBUTE

TO PRESIDENT MATHER

© N March SI,

the man who
was probably the

most controversial

president in Uni-

versity of Massa-

chusetts history will

leave his post. Pres-

ident Mather WW
crusader to trans-

form the University

into an institution

of prestige. To

achieve his goal, he smashed many traditions,

made many changes, and offended many
people. His battles with the Legislature are

well known.

O^EW students, however, realize that

C/ Dr. Mather would constantly travel

throughout the state, speaking about the

university to any and every group that was

willing to listen to him. In this manner, he

aroused the interest of the people of Massa-

chusetts, whose support was to prove so vital

in the debates on faculty pay last summer.

fj\ RESIDENT Mather was controversial

t^JTnot only for his deeds but also for his

manner. He was at times brutally frank. Be-

cause of his bluntness, he shocker! many peo-

ple and made enemies, who often bitterly at-

tacked him. But whether we agreed or dis-

agreed with President Mather, we had to

respect him. His courage to speak his mind

on issues was refreshing. He never evaded

or hedged on questions and was not afraid

that someone might be offended Those of us

on the Colh ciian staff always looked forward

to an interview with him as an event of

special interest.

CT HE achievements of the President

Q/ have been mentioned many times and

need no repetition. The University needed a

crusader to awaken it out of its lethargy, and

Mr. Mather tilled the bill admirably. Thanks

to him, the citizens and legislators are begin-

ning to realize the importance of a state uni-

versity in a State which abounds in prestig-

ious institutions of higher learning.

JC GAIN, thank you Dr. Mather.

AFRICA
Art Dance

The period just before the turn of the twentieth century

when art expression was experiencing a break from tradition,

the •merging modern art form was realizing its stimulus and

ncy in th* divers and go-called primitive art of dark

Africa.

Europeans WW first alerted to the virtues a,nd qualities

found in the unique, fresh African art through the researches

of Cezanne in his analysis of form. Subsequent artists, who

foresaw danger in the arising competition of the camera,

w ire t.. further open European eyes, aa well as their own, to

the feature of this new approach. Surprisingly enough, this

••new approach" was fundamentally the same as that of ap-

::•..-, mately four or five thousand yean before our present

era.

Here certainly in the art of Africa was a break with con-

ventional forms; tta dramatic qualities, its craftsmanship,

its plasticity and yet restraint ran the gamut in variety of

expression and invention. Here was art varying from realis-

tic to abstract, elaborated into geometrical forms and decora-

tion,?, perhaps elongated or exaggerated. Here was the point

of departure for the searchers of modern art abstraction.

In the 15 piece exhibit of African statuettes, masks, and

Congo throwing knives brought to the Student Union for a

two week show by arrangement of the International Week-

end and Fine Arts committees and the Museum of Primitive

Art in New York, one has a splendid opportunity to see this

primitive art in the beauty of its original form and natural

patina. Characteristic of Sudan sacrificial sculptures, for

example, is the patina achieved by the mixture of animal

blood and millet juice, plus aging. This same type of patina

may be observed on the Dogon ancestor figure at the show.

The religious life of Africa has played a leading and pro-

found role in the influences on the contrasting art forms

of the African continent, Nonetheless, geographical incidence

should hardly be discounted, since the art of the savanna and

the art of the forest have each distinguishing features. In

a large part, the more animistic beliefs prevalent in the for-

ests, had a great impact on the pattern of development of

sculptures, masks, and fetishes.*1v-

Although much of the function and symbology of the

sculpture pieces have been subject to debate, Dr. Robert

Goldwater, director of the Museum of Primitive Art has

noted: "The beliefs of those societies—their dogma, their

symbols, and their ritual—are all related to an organized and

detailed body of cosmological theory and oral tradition fused

in a mythology that is at once cosmogony and history." It

also has been suggested that one of the fundamental ideas

of their religion is that of the "person" with a basis In two

spiritual principles, the soul and the vital force. Thus, for

the Dogon cult of the dead, masks and other objects are a

I of the* worship of tile "true owners of the soil."

Notable pieces in the African art exhibit here are the

Dan and Baule masks, as well as one believed to come from

the lower Belgian Congo and an outstanding 15 inch mask

from the Ogawe River region which, it is suggested, rep-

resents the spirit of a dead person.

Perhaps what has made African art so popular today

—

to the extent of large importation and reproduction of African

artifacts—is the mystery and myth which enshrouds its

symbolism and function. This lacuna in the story of art has

left open a vast field for further study and exploration.

A very fitting climax for the Seventh Annual Interna-

tional Weekend was Saturday evening's dance concert by

Olatunji and Company. The company of sixteen dancers and

musicians was made up of African students and American

Negroes. Mr. Olatunji is a Nigerian from Lagos.

The program opened with a song and dance of welcome

done in traditional and colorful African dress. The song and

dance showed the excitement and vitality which was ehar-

a-t-risiic of the? entire evening's performance. The second

number, Watusi Dance, was an excellent example of fluid

graceful movement of the body which is seldom seen in

We -tern dance. The high point of the first half of the pro-

gram was Batakoto-Dance of Twists and Turns, an acrobatic

dance common to West Africa. One unfamiliar with African

dance might have expected this to be a dance of cartwheels,

flips, and balances. However this type of movement is not

characteristic of the dances of Africa. The movements of

Batakoto are complex and agile coordinations done with a

degree of intensity difficult for a Western audience to ab-

sorb.

The second half of the program opened with folk songs

performed by the entire company. The audience joined in the

singing of two of these songs. This was followed by a tradi-

tional mask dance performed by male dancers. The cos-

tumes were made of colored grass which covered the entire

body and a small carved mask worn on top of the head. The

total effect of the costuming created the illusion that the

dancers were very tall. The Masked Dance is an example

of an activity in the ceremonies which me important in 1111*1

African life.

Primitive Fire, a drum solo by Olatunji, showed the vir-

tuosity of African drumming. The solo was performed on two

of the many drums the company brought with them. The

drum is the main instrument of the African orchestra and

the African drummer has developed a degree of rhythmic

complexity unparalleled in Western music. This art of drum-

ming is further complicated by the fact that the artist must

develop the ability to produce a variety of tone as well as

intensity for his instrument. Mr. Olatunji performed admir-

ably.

The concluding number was Ritual, a dance in three sec-

tions, in which the final section rose to a point of contagious

frenzy. The audience was most responsive and participated

in an encore drumming number.

One regrets that the individual names of this fine com-

pany of dancers and musicians did not appear on the pro-

Conflict
Beneath the united front of agreement on the issue of in-

dependence, there murmurs in the undercurrent of African

nationalist aspirations a conflict between what one may on

the one hand call the "Westemizers" — those who advocate

imitating the West ideologically, economically, politically

—

and one the other hand, t.hs "Ncgrophilcs". as we may term

them- who declare that Africa can progress by using her

own ideological, economic and political traditions, such as

they were and are after the brief interruption of Western

Colonialism.

Mr. Olatunji, in his address Saturday, revealed this con-

flict; a conflict to which he, as an artist, was very senitive.

Some African intellectuals, he declared, shun the ancient art

forms, the hallowed and rich mythology, the expressive dance

and artifactory, as something that has hern "outgrown", as

so many superstitions impeding the march of progress.

It will be interesting to see how this conflict will be re-

solved.

Letters To The Editor

In Protest . .

.

To The Kditor:

1 wish to protest M'% Watson's reply to my ar-

ticle entitled "The Liberal Blunder:. .
." Mr. Watson

attempt to infer to the reader that, because 1 made

the simple observation that upon an economic nnaly-

„iety it is found that the wealth producing

class generally occupies the lowest social stratum,

I ; t consider that group outside the human pale,

to be de.pi.d and exploited. On the contrary. I have

always held it a matter of principle that there is no

,• en e In B wealthy, industrialized lOciety for any-

to suffer economic or spiritual privation.

Certainly the reader will a^ree that the Liberals

committed a coloSSfti blunder in dismissing the fact

of Middle da Cttte sensitivity—and there is no

word to describe the Liberal stupidity in declaring

that they intended to use the coercive power of the

State, were it necessary, to destroy the position of

the Middle Clfttt, just at the time that the Middle

and Upper Classes were still in a position to use the

State a; a weapon against the Liberals themselves.

It is to be borne in mind that once the Middle Class

felt secure in their position, after they aided the

formation of th- Nazi or Fascist State, the Middle

Class provided social legislation designed to mitigate

the economic condition of the working class—the

Middle Class desired simply to b^ secure in their

tor'Pi] nnd •concrete position; they did not oppose

in principle the idea of social legislation to aid

economically the working class, but when that, prin-

ciple was bastardized by the Liberals by grafting

to it dogmatic assertions of class equality, the Mid-

dle Class simply acted to protect its own interests.

If the Nazi and Fascist States had succeeded in

finally burying the Liberal claptrap once for all, I

would be much tempted to praise them, for that

salutary act alone would have done much at least to

mitigate the atrocities inferred of them.

James A. Merino '60

"Hollywoodism" in Local Societies

To the FMitor:

In reference to Frank Thompson's letter of

March 11.

I am also an independent, therefore, I partially

•free with Mr. Thompson's views on sororities and

fraternities. Most of the local societies do dwell on

ner onal glamour and fluctuations of popularity. The

very fart that only a select few will be chosen ac-

eentnatei this "Hollywoodism". These select few en-

joy a rem* of prestige over the rest of the campus

crowd, tlave you ever noticed how many independ-

ents w? n elections?

This problem does exist, but the logical answer

would not be to do away with this institution. I feel

the traditional foundation of glamour and planned

social contacts should be changed to a more worthwhile aim. How are

theS( traditions to be changed when the participant! in the patterns

do not desire to have the pattern altered? Reformation would have to

come from within. First the members themselves must develop a

mature attitude towards life, and then reevaluate their personal

reason for joining a sorority or fraternity. Party girls and play boys
do not increase the educational value of college life.

I think most of these societies on campus are for the "birds",

because they do stress popularity and politics. I feel that there could

be, and should be, a positive value to this sororal and fraternal sys-

tem. The house should be founded on these ideals: a close bond of

friendship and the acceptance of the individual for himself—not so-

cial prestige. This way the system could satisfy the person's desire

to be needed and to be accepted by others. Also, if these organ iza-

t
;ons are to have true value then they should stimulate their members

to seek the proper level of sociability to scholastic achievement. The
societies on this campus should aim towards this goal, but they have
a long way to go in order to reach these values. Changes would not
only help the individual house, but the University, as well . . .

Carol Folley '62
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AT THE STATE HOUSE

House Ways And Means
Granted Budget Extension
The first three days of this

week will be busy ones for legis-

lative committees if the Demo-

cratic leadership of both branches

adheres to its promise to invoke

Joint Rule 10 Wednesday night.

Once that rule is invoked, all

joint committees must report ad-

versely on matters still before

them.

As of today, there were still

approximately 1400 bills in joint

committees. Ninety-eight per cent

of these, in round figures had

been heard and await committee

action.

This does not include House

and Senate committees to whom
Joint Rule 10 does not apply.

These committees, particularly

House Ways and Means and Sen-

ate Ways and Means, still have

tables full of work before them.

House Ways and Means has so

much work, in fact, that it was

recently granted an extension un-

til April 27 to report on the main

budget for the next fiscal year.

Senate Ways and Means is hard

at work on the deficiency budget

for the current year.

Three administration measures

designed to expand and promote

conservation and expansion of

state parks and recreation areas,

at a cost of up to $5.5 million,

have been favorably reported by

the Legislative Committee on

Natural Resources and today are

before the Senate Ways and

Means Committee.

The proposals are drawn from

the address to the legislature by

Gov. Furcolo and would:

-^-Authorize a bond issue of

up to $5 million "to continue the

land acquisition program for the

conservation and extension of

state parks and recreational

areas."

—Authorize a bond issue of up

to $500,000 "for an accelerated

program of forest management

on state forest lands,"

—Establish a "self-help con-

servation program for the cities

and towns" under which com-

munities could be reimbursed by

the state for up to 50 per cent of

the cost of approved municipal

conservation programs.

Professor Peters Brings

Historical Papers To ROTC
On 15 March Mr. Charles

Peters, Class of '97, for many

years Professor of Chemistry at

the University, brought to the

Armor ROTC Division a colla*

Hon of papers which had belonged

to his direct forebear Lt. Col.

Andrew Peters at the time of the

beginning and first years of the

American Revolution.

Thp paper-? had considerable

interest for the officers of the

ROTC Instructor Group. They in-

cluded pay records, supply rec-

ords, a battle plan, personnel rec-

ords, hand written music and

personal letters.

Colonel Weaver was fascinated

to find with the other papers an

"Oath of Alliogance for Yorkers

— 1775".

This oath was given hy "Oziaa

Bingham of Litchfield, Round for

Boston in a Sley". Bull's in Hart-

ford

Ben.i Starr—Magget and

Renj Aldrich

It was written as follows: (the

italics are Colonel Weaver's)

"I ... do solemnly appeal to

Almighty god the Rewarder of

good and the purifier of Evil

that I disclaim and Renounce

all allegiance to the King and

Crown or Parliament of Great

Britain and that I acknowledge

myself a Subject Co the State

of New York and I do most

solemnly swear that I will de-

fend the same v\ith my life and

fortune against all its open

and secret enemies and dis-

close all plutt.s, or conspiracies

against the same which may
(Continued on page 5)

Theme Of C.A.

Retreat Is Religion

And College Living
Next weekend, March 26 and

27, the Christian Association will

hold a retreat for men and wom-

en.

The theme of this weekend is

"Religion and College Living"

and such topics as "Is God Ex

tracurricular?" and "The Chris-

tian and Campus Life" will be

discussed. Our leader in these

areas will be John Pemberton of

the Dept. of Religion at Am-

herst College. Discussion will

center on questions students are

asking today concerning their

values and the apathetic feeling

of students in general to the

Christian faith.

The location of the retreat will

be at the Lasell House, an

Episcopal Conference Center near

Worcester.

The group will leave Saturday

March 26. after lunch and return

on Sunday in time for the Louis

Armstrong concert. The cost will

be $6.50.

All those interested please

sign up in the C.A. office by this

Wednesday.

Senate Gives Right

For Gripe Or Spite
by HON C ROTEAU '61

Do you have a complaint about

the Student Senate? Are you ; !i:

satisfied with the policies of cer-

tain members of the senate?

The opportunity has arrived for

all the UMass Co eds to air their

complaints to the Senators them-

selves. This Thursday at 9:1"

p.m. in Arnold Dorm ten male

and female senators will be ready

Mass Education
A student "Has no 'rights' with

in the I'niversity except tb

given by the University," stated

UConn's Provost Albert Waugh
recently in an interview with a

representative of the undergrad-

uate newspaper the Daily Cam-

pUt*

He also said, "I will not let

the student newspaper make the

decision as to what he thought

it "wise" to release

"The Board of Trustees could

suspend the student newspaper

tomorrow, if we thought it nec-

essary," he said. "I can see no

reason for such action if the ac-

tivities of the newspaper are

carried on in a gentlemanly man-

ner, however."

The keynote speaker of the

Yale Challenge Colloquium, re-

cent president of Sara Lawrence,

Harold Taylor, was drawn into

this discussion, and provided a

nice counterpart in philosophy.

to answer all questions at the

first Senate sponsored "Gripe"

The purpose of thj.-> "Gripe"

session according to Tex Tacelli,

Chairman of the Student Senate

Public Relations Committee, is

"to provide all students an

opportunity for the chronic com
plaints in a civilized manner to

the student senate."

"We'll l»e there unarmed and

willing to cooperate. Here is an

opportunity for the chronic com-

plalners, the apathetic indolent.

tfhati?

Sotmrriptton nr|p«
OffW

;

SI.B0 Mr rear: It.00 p#r
eeudmt Union. UnU. of Mm AmW

Oxm?
no need to - - just

brouse around the

A&P for a snack

to please the palate.

34 BRIDGE ST.
NORTHAMPTON

and be sure to visit

the choice, delectable

Delicatessen Dept.

This Incident could be the start

ing point of a discussion of the

pervasive impact of administra-

tive officials on their academic

community.
Taylor's comment on the sus-

pension statement was, "Any col-

lege which would do that is more

backward than the most conser-

vative of institutions."

He went on to say that, "Most

college papers can get, and all

should he able to get, all vital in-

formation." Rut, in, general most

college papers were "too bland."

As keynoter at the student ini-

tiated Challenge Colloquium at

Yale, Taylor spoke on "The Cris-

is in Liberal Democracy." He

stated that the country seemed

in a state of "aimlessness and

confusion rare to its history,"

feeling that "A national obsession

with the trivial" has led to the

blurring of values and loss of

(Continued on page 5)

Bay State Rifles Team In

St. Patricks Day Parade
The second platoon id" the Ba\

State Rifles, the armor drill team

of the University of Massachu-

setts, traveled to Holyoke yester-

day afternoon to participate in

the annual St. Patrick's Day pa

rade. The team under the com-

mand of Cadet First Sergeant

Donald Saari and Cadet Platoon

Sergeant Peter Hodges have been

working for the past few weeks

in preparation for t hi < event.

The second platoon is made

and the "average" r-tandbyer to

become better acquainted with

student government," Tex added.

The session will be organized

in such a manner that each sena-

tor present will talk separately

with small groups. This way the

senators feel, more questions and

accusations can be answered for

more students than if there were

one large group.

In certain Quarters, however,

it is feared that the girls will not

take advantage of this opportun-

ity. Kevin .Tudere, IFC represen-

tative, points out, "This action

is a sincere effort on the part of

student senators giving up their

valuable time to help the Univer-

sity and should not be overlooked

by the student body."

Tex Tacelli feels if this first

session Ea S success, immediate

plans will be made for a similar

one in the men's dorms.

jp of Freshmen who have just

joined the team in the fall and

next year will be moved up to

take the place of the outgoing

members of the first team.

This second team represents

the University on many occa-

sions. In the fall they marched

in the Veterans' Day Parade in

Springfield, and now that the bet-

ter weather is here they will par-

ticipate not only in the just com-

pleted St, Patrick's Day Parade

but also will march on Patriots'

Day and Open House here at the

University,

SENATE AGENDA
Soft Moved that the Student

Senate appropriate the sum of

fifty dollars ($50.00) to the Stu-

dent Workshop on Activities

Problems. (Resolve: Achenbach)

560 Moved that the Student

Senate appropriate the sum of

$690.00 from account 801 to

of Massachusetts AFROTC Fly

ing Redmen Drill Team at the

National Cherry Blossom Festi-

val in Washington, D. C. on

April 8 and ft. H>60. (Resolve:

Fishel

)

561 Moved that the Student

Senate of the University of

Massachusetts enact the Budget

Act of 1960. (Act: Ad Hoc Com-

mittee on Budgets-Zelis)

HAVE YOU THOUGHT ABOUT A

Future in Finance

COMMERCIAL CREDIT

Representative

will be on campus

Wednesday, March 23

See Placement Office to schedule your interview
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DM Open Housr

Weekend Will Be

April 9th 10th
It is time to mention that the

University Open House weekend

four weeks away. The dates

are April 9 and 10. The various

committees hope for pond atten-

li.mce and full cooperation from

ttdents and faculty in making

this weekend a success. The dif-

ferent groups have put much

time and effort in working on

this project. It is hoped that the

students will interest their par-

ents and friends in coming to

impus to view the many ex-

hibits and activities.

Letters of invitation to par-

ents, legislators and principals of

high schools will he mailed out

the latter part of March. These

letters will include a list of the

main features of the weekend.

Stockbridge Honors List
Oil Wednesday evening the Stoekhridge Faculty Advisory Com-

mittee announced the senior candidates for Stosag. the Stockbridge

hot, Students must have a 3.4 average or better to

qualify. The names are listed in order of rank.

James Walter Swol

Goiirad Richard Vanasse

Robert Francis Costantino

Edmond Robert Pelad.au

Thomas Alfred Dolan

Karnig Ovian

Richard Louis Robinson

William Harold Whitley

William Raines Bellofatto

Samuel Delmoline

Fred Herman Rowe
Harold Charles Stanley

George Adams, Jr.

John Stephen Bordenuk

Animal Science

Pood Management

Poultry Science

Animal Science

Vegetable Crops

Turf Maintenance

Poultry Science

Turf Maintenance

Forestry

Turf Maintenance

Animal Science

Vegetable Crops

Animal Science

Floriculture

Fairview

Northampton
Sonierville

Sutton

Lynn
Whitinsville

Belchertown

Northampton

Milford

Adams
Hingham
Peabody

Northampton
Springfield

The Campus Beat

(Continued on page 5)

Speech Department Hold

Reading Contest Tryouts

Scholarship
The National Academy of

Broadcasting, 3338 16th St., N.W.,

Washington. D.C. is offering a

free scholarship for one term of

study (Summer or Fall) to a stu-

dent of outstanding aptitude and

ability in speech and writing,

with job placement assured.

If interested, contact Mr. War-

ren Brill, Manager.

Tryouts for the eighty-first

annual BURNHAM DECLAMA-
TION CONTEST will be held

Tuesday, April 5th, from 10 a.m.

to 5 p.m. in the Plymouth Room

of the Student Union.

Prizes of $25 and $15 will be

awarded for the two best read-

ings. The selection may be any

prose, poetry, or drama of good

literary quality, and must be

limited to six minutes.

The contest is scheduled for

W. Somerset Maugham in The

Summing Up:

Culture avails nothing unless

it ennobles and strengthens

character. Too often it gives rise

to self-complacency. Who has

not seen the scholar's thin-lipped

smile when "he corrects a mis-

quotation and the connoisseur's

pained look when someone

praises a picture he doe* not.

care for?

There is no more merit in hav-

ing read a thousand books than

in having plowed a thousand

fields. There is no more merit in

being able to attach a correct

description to a picture than in

heing able to find out what is

wrong with a stalled car. The

stockbroker has his knowledge

too, and so has the artisan. It is

a silly prejudice of the intellec-

tual that his is the only one that

counts.

—Reader's Digest

Sociology
Spin a platter . . . have some chatter . .

,

and sip that real great taste of Coke,

Sure, you can have a party without

Coca-Cola—but who want* tol

Dr.uk

(<<$£(%

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

Coca-Cols Bottling Co. •* Nt>rt«iam|rtoH, Northampton, Matt.

April 28th at 8 p.m. Eight con-

testants will be chosen at the

tryouts which will be supervised

by Miss Catherine Hanifan and

Mrs. Eleanor Niedeck of the De-

partment of Speech. Material

used in the tryouts need not ne-

cessarily be the same used for the

final contest.

This contest is open to mem-

bers of the three upper classes

except the first and second place

winners of last year's contest.

by ERNIE MANDER
Because of the loss of my col- nal-minded

league, M. Trueswell (presently

in Venezuela undergoing extradi-

tion procedures being brought

to bear by the Engineering De-

partment) I am at a loss for

folksy dialogue with which to de-

light your senses.

Consequently, for the moment

at least, this column shall be de-

voted to a behind-the-scenes ac-

count of campus life, and at the

same time shall attack the bas-

tions of radicalism that are rapid

Iv springing up about us.

Well—last things first. 1 speak

now of an article appearing in

the Friday. March 18th edition

of the Collegian.

It is indeed exhilarating and

rewarding to know that in our

very midst lies one possessed of

such unbiased omniscience as to

be able to pass such a clear-head-

ed judgment of the fraternal

system. His delightfully illumi-

nating and ribtickling treatise

showing a tremendous grasp of

social institutions intertwined

with a host of capital 'T'"s is

like a breath of spring. Here, at

last, is the Messiah of the In-

dependents. How these myriad

non-conformlstt, i-e. Independents,

(who far outnumber their frater-

Art Convocation Will Meet

In Skinner March 24th
The Art Convocation sponsored

by Land Architecture, Art and

Home Economics will be held

Thursday, March 24th at 11 a.m.

The convocation is dedicated to

art in education, and will meet

in Skinner Auditorium.

The speaker will be Mr. Oliver

W. Larkin, Professor of Art at

Smith College. His subject will

be "Art and Life".

Mr. Larkin is especially well

known in the field of American

Art. His book Art and Life in

America won a Pultizer Prize.,

and was the first book on Ameri-

can art ever translated into

Erench and published in Paris.

Twice he has been visiting lec-

turer on American Art at the

seminar on American Studies in

Salsburg, Austria. He is Presi-

dent of the Northampton His

torieal Society, and a former df-

rector of the Northampton Play-

ers.

All persons interested are cor-

dially invited to attend.

Opportunities

in the

Food and Drug Administration
The Food and Drug Administration is responsible for

the protection of the public from harmful, contaminated, or

improperly labeled foods, drugs, devices and cosmetics. We
need scientifically trained people to cope with technical

problems encountered in the manufacture, processing, and

storage of these important commodities.

OPENINGS FOR FOOD AND DRUG INSPECTORS

The administration offers challenging work, plentiful

opportunities for advancement in an expanding organiza-

tion, full use of your scientific education, a formal training

program, a sound career in important work, and all the

benefits of the federal service.

Seniors may apply now for immediate appointment* to

report for doty following graduation.

REQUIREMENTS

A college degree, with thirty semester hours in any

one, or a combination of not more than three of the follow-

ing' Chemistry, Physics, Bacteriology, Pharmacy, Zoology,

Botany, Food Technology plus successful completion of the

Federal Service Entrance Examination.

The deadline for filing application for the April 9 exam

is March 25. Applications must be filed by April 28 for the

May 14 examination.

You can get applications from your placement office

or your nearest U.S. Civil Service Commission Office

A food and drug representative will bo on campus

Monday, March 28. Contact your placement office for inter-

views.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

ABOUT FOOD AND DRUG INSPECTOR POSITIONS

PLEASE WRITE

Director, Boston District

Food and Drug Administration

408 Atlantic Avenue

Boston 10, Massachusetts

counterparts) must

have been convulsed with ecstasy

upon reading these lines, and how

the light-hearted fraternal
nymphs, clad in their natty

tweeds and armed with the brit-

tle lance of false values, must

have paused for a moment from

their jovial jostling about and

directed their shallow extroverted

minds inward to the very core of

being.

Truly, this latter day Elijah

belongs in ranks of such notable

social thinkers as Karl Marx,

Pancho Villa, Dean Hopkins, and

Caryl Chessman.

Away now to the physical

world of Curry Hicks Gymnasium

where the lame, halt, and blind

streamed in from all corners of

the campus to try their hand in

the Gordie Wallace Wrestling

Tourney. How many mighty pin-

nacles of manhood were overcome

and sat upon. Bill Boyle, The

Noble Achilles (Paul Ryan in the

midget contest)— Yes, losers all.

Speaking of losers, the con-

troversy is still raging as to

whether Miss B. B. of existen-

tialist fame, changed her socks

on St. Patrick's Day or merely

dyed the ones she had on.

Warning—directed to the girls

of K.A.T. "The seal is out of his

tank and on the rampage". Some-
body down there at Theta forgot

to invite him to the formal. Best

advice: Travel in pairs; keep the

silverware locked up; and humor
him.

This week the girls of K.K.G.

celebrated their first anniversary

of being put on 'social pro hy a

debauch at the Drake Hotel. Bill

Boyle, as he was being carried

out of one of these sessions,

hlearily commented that Brenda
with thr-«r» words he slipped in-

to oblivion.

The Chemical Engineers Club

will hold a meeting on Tuesday,
March 22, at 7:30 in room 157 of

Goessmann. The speaker wili he

Joseph S. Marcus of our Depart-

ment of Civil Engineering. His

topic will be "Industrial T'srs of

Radioisotopes," and he will ac-

company this with a demonstra-

tion. Refreshments will be served

following the meeting. Everyone

is welcome.

Meeting of the Education Club

on Wednesday, March 23, in the

Commonwealth Room of the Stu-

dent L'nion at 7:00. A movie en-

titled "Susan's Wonderful Ad-

venture" from the Clarke School

for the Deaf will be shown. Two
graduates from the University

will be bore from the school to

answer Questions on their teach-

er training program Refresh-

ments will be served.

There will be a meeting of the

Math Club Wednesday. March

28, at 7:30 in the Worcester
Room of the Student Union. The
tnlk will be on the "Four Color

Problem."

The Philosophy Club will meet

Tuesday. March 22, at 8:00 in the

Middlesex Room of the Student

Union. Robert Coburn, of the

Dartmouth College Philosophy

Department, will speak on "Some
Neglected Uses of Theological

Discourse."

There will be a meeting of the

ASUE Wednesday, March 23, at.

7:30 at the Student Union. The

subject of the meeting will be

"Town Management" with Allen

Torrey, the Town Manager of

Amherst. Refreshments will be

served.

The Zoology Club will hold its

meeting at 8:00, Tuesday, March

22, in the Barnstable Room of

the Student Union. Dr. D. Bodcn

stein of the Biology Department

of the University of Virginia will

speak on "Insect Regulation."

Morrow To Play

At Greek Ball

In SU Ballroom
by BILL AVERY '63

Buddy Morrow has been signed

to play at the Greek Ball, April

1, 1960. The Greek Ball, one of

the highlights of the spring so-

cial season, will be held in the

Student Union Ballroom at 8:30

p.m.

The Morrow orchestra, whose

repertoire embraces the whole

spectrum of popular music from

early Dixeland and Rhythm and

Blues to full Progressive Jazz

interpretations will feature the

lovely voice of Jane Taylor.

Buddy, long considered one of

the greatest of all time trombone

players, will feature his inimit-

able rendition of "Night Train"

and the "Tara Theme" from the

motion picture "Gone With the

Wind".
A long time favorite of college

students, Morrow and his Orches-

tra are in great demand for many
college dances and proms.

An added inducement is the

fact that the ball will be semi-

formal.

Mass Education
(Continued on page S)

purpose.

Ho also said he is tired of the

liberal cliche "I don't have the

answer." He cited the absence of

commitments of teachers in the

universities as a prime cause of

irresolution and apathy. "No-
body is rethinking the purpose of

education," he charged, "and

thus the individual is becoming

lost in liberal arts colleges which

are becoming hothouses for grad-

uate students."

Thurgood Marshal, the direct-

ing counsel of the NAACP got a

standing ovation for his plea for

support of the students "sitting

in at Woolworth's and risking

getting their heads torn off."

The other two speakers w.-
Senator Barry Goldwatter and A.

Phillip Randolph, vice-president

of AFL-CIO.
E.K.W.

Honors List
(Continued from page k)

The high ranking Freshmen include:

Raymond George Fontaine Animal S Gardner

Contract Bridge
NORTH
S—7 6 4

H—

7

D—A 8 3 2

C—Q 8 7 4 3

EAST (Dealer)

S—9 8 5

WEST
S—A J 3

H—A 10 6 5 4 2 H—Q J 3

D—

7

C—9 5

D—Q J 9 6 5 4

C—10

SOUTH
S—K Q 10 2

H—K 9 8

D—K 10

C—A K J 6 2

y»u fofe Y»ur

f*H ...

A.rUr

r*y *

Thir-tr-ft•»/•

»-<"*.

for fc^

THE CLASSIC
FOUNTAIN PEN

•T M Th. rn.il*.* P*nCs.
Other EMrrbd li

p»n» iilyhlly hfghor

THERE'SA POINT CHOICE OF 33-ONB IS CUSTOM-FITTED FOR VOUI

South East

INT 2 Hearts

3NT Pass

5 Clubs Pass

North West
Pass

3 Clubs Pass

4 Clubs Pass

Pass Pass

South opened INT and West

ovorcalled with two hearts.
North had ten points, a singleton

heart and a club suit; he bid

three clubs. South went directly

to 3NT. North rebid his clubs

and South bid five clubs.

The H-Q was led. South played

the H-K which was taken by

West's H-A. The D-7 was re-

turned and South 's D-K took the

trick. The C-A and the C-Q were

played pullwig trumps. The D-A

was led; followed by a low dia-

mond which was ruffed in the

Dummy. The HO was ruffed by

North and North's last diamond

was ruffed by South. Tho H-8

was ruffed by North. The S-4

was led toward the dummy and

the S-K was played West ducked.

Declarer could do nothing to

avoid the loss of two spade tricks

for down one.

If West wins tho first spade

trick with his Ace, then Declarer

makes the bid. West must now

lead a spade to dummy's S-Q-10

or lead a heart allowing De-

clarer to discard a spade from

his hand a*nd trump in tho Dum-

my. The S-Q and Declarer's last

trump take the last two tricks.

The results of the Duplicate

Bridge Game of Thursday,
March 10 are: 1N-S Dubis-Crab-

tree; 2N-S Cinyman-Kioly: 3N-S

Ratay-Ratay: 1E-W Glennon-

Glennon; 2E-W Eisner-Myskow-

ski; 3 E-W tie Pelton-Higgen-

hotham and Olsen-Dubois.

There was a practice game

Saturday, March 12. The results

are: 1 Wells-Wyma-n; 2 Hailer-

Hayrnan; and 3 Pearlman-Sbea.

BRIDGE CLUB
It's a grand slam! No it's not

early lor the baseball season.

We're talking about that year-

round game, Bridge. Many of

you are probably familiar with

the game, but, then again, many-

are probably lost once the cards

are dealt.

Now, you can "bridge the gap"

hotween these two groups with

the instructions offered by the

Student Union. For those new
to the game, Professor Smart

gives instruction in "Newcomers

Bridge" at 7:30 p.m. every other

Wednesday. If you start lessons

now, you too will know how to re-

lax while studying for finals.

For those who are more fami-

liar with the game, there aTo

duplicated games for fractional

master points players Thursday

at 6:45 p.m. These games con-

sist of hands already played by

tho great masters of bridge, who
publish the make-up of the

hands. Thus the hands are

known before they are dealt and

the player tries to play them as

they should be played.

For people who play well

enough, instruction in the finer

points of bridge is given Tues-

day at 7:00 p.m. There are also

general duplicate games every

Saturday at 1:45 pjn. to which

all are invited.

Tho rooms assigned will be

posted on the S.U. events board

in the lobby.

Richard Thomas Gray
Bernice Joanne Kuzia

Brent Wilfred Morin

Harold Priestly Gill, Jr.

Stuart Duane Hawkins
William Otto Hultgren

R -hard McKenzie

Robert William Walters

John David Mulhearn

Robert William Sullivan

David Rockwell Weaver
Charles Adams
Alan David Bagge
Paul Albert Bleau

Wendell Robert Cook

Richard Leon Ellis

Kenneth William Mead
Peter Elwell Schwamb
Thomas Gardner Cranston

David Neale Gunn
Richard Brian Trudel

Jam ns Deming Wheeler

Landscape Operations Agawam
Floriculture Housatonic

Animal Science Cambridge

Animal Science South Hadley

Landscape Operations Blue Point, N.Y.

Floriculture

Arboriculture

Arboriculture

Turf Maintenance

Turf Maintenance

Charlton

Hingham
Moorestown, N.J,

Worcester

Westfield

Landscape Operations Marston Mills

Dairy Technology

Food Management
Animal Science

Floriculture

Food Management
Food Distribution

Floriculture

Animal Science

Arboriculture

Landscape Operations Leominster

Turf Maintenance Pittsfield

Northampton
Taunton
Lynn
Middlefteld

Wilmington, Vt.

Arlington

Arlington

Ash field

South Bend, Ind.

Papers
(Continued from page S)

come to my knowledge—and I

call God to Witness as I hope

for Salvation at the great and

tremendous day of judgment

when the Secrets of all hearts

will be known that I take this

Oath Voluntarily and freely

ant! mean honestly to perform

it without any mental reserva-

tion or equivocation whatso-

ever.

Mr. Peters tentatively plans to

give the papers to an Historical

Society.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPU?

"ON£ CONSOLATION A0OUT INCHING FRESHEN-- WITH
AMY LUCK YDU WONT HAV£ THE S.Mv\E 6R0UP NSXT YEAJZ."

Co-ed Corner
Dwight: Much news from the

Dwight front this weok.

First of all the Happy Birth-

davs go out to JUDY SOULE
V,:< and LEAH KAHALAS '63.

Happy Birthday kids.

Word has it that JUDY RA-
JECKI '63 has just been pledged

by K.K.G. Congratulations July.

At the I.F.C. Weekend at Cor-

nell recently, Dwight was rep-

resented by JANET MAR-
SHALL '61 and CONNIE
CREAMER '<>3 who tell all they

had a great time.

Dwight is proud of her Naiads

who were in "Ripples in Rhythm,"

MAREN S1MONDS '61, JUDY
SMITH '61, LIZ MURPHY '62,

PAT HOWORTH, '62, and DOT
RAVIGALA '61.

Hear tell that the Heads of

Residence. House Mothers had a

wonderful time at a Staff Tea
given them by our own Mrs.

Field last week.

Two Dwightites have been

chosen cheerleaders for the Ma-
roon and White. Congratulations,

NANCY C A R L Y N '63 and

SHEILA RYAN '68.

Dwight romances seem to be

Congratulations also go to all

tho freshman pledges and to

blooming of late. Pinning* and

engagements are the latest word.

Best wishes to SHELLY NEW-
MAN '61 on 'her engagement to

BILL LEYSER from Northeast-

em. Also best wishes to ANN
SHIFMAN '63 who is sporting

a pin from JERRY KATZ of

T.E.P. and to SUE LOTHROP
't>2 who is pinned to BILL
TUFTS of A.G.R.

On the Dean's List we have

observed many Dwight members.

Class of 1960: SUE STEELE,
MARY CURRY, RACHEL
GALLANT, and CLAIRE GOR-
MAN. Class of 1961: BOBBD3
BRAGIOL, and JOANIE
KNOWLES. Class of '62:

JACKIE DUMOUCHEL, and
LINDA GRIFFIN. Class of '63:

KAREN CANFIELD, BOBBIE
DICKSON, BETSY WALKER,
and MADDIE ZURETTI."Good
work, girls.

Mary Lyons: the Lyonites

wish to congratulate LEYANNE
MANSUR '63, pinned to ED-
WARD HARRISON '61 of Pi

Kappa Alpha at Trinity College.

JEAN CONDON '62, who wsi
elected Playday Manager for the

W.A.A.
All the girls were vory happy

over the election of BEAVER
COYLE '62 to the Women's
Judiciary.
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Doug Grutchfield Unanimous

Pick On All YanCon Team
Doug Grutchfield, 6-5 junior

from North Quincy, Mass., and

an outstanding* performer for the

University of Massachusetts all

season, is the only unanimous

choice for first team honors on

the all-Yankee Conference bas-

ketball team, according to the se-

lections made by the conference

basketball coaches.

The remainder of the first team

is spread out through New Eng-

land with only the University of

Vermont failing to get a player

on the first unit. Two members
of the championship University

of Connecticut team and one play-

er from the University of Maine

were outright choices while the

fifth spot is shared by New
Hampshire and Rhode Island.

Co-Capt. Jack Rose, a 5-11

senior from South Windsor,

Conn., and John Pipcynski, a 6-5

senior from North Hadley, Mass.,

who were key figures as Con-

necticut, after dropping two early

season games, roared back to

win its 10th straight conference

crown, were chosen for the first

team honors. For Rose, it was
a repeat performance while Pip-

cynski was a second team choice

last year.

Tom "Skip" Chappelle, sopho-

more shooting star from the Uni-

versity of Maine who captured

the conference scoring crown
with 236 points, also was named.
Chappelle hails from Old Town,
Maine.

The fifth spot resulted in a

tie between Pete Smilikis of New
Hampshire and Dave Ricereto of

Rhode Island. Smilikis, a 6-5

senior from Hudson, N.H., was
a first team selection a year ago
while Ricereto, a promising soph-

omore from North Bergen, N.J.

was runner-up to Chappelle in

the conference scoring race.

The ??cond team is made up of

UMass All-Stars

Larry Schiner of Maine, Berry
Multer of Rhode Island, Charlie

Isles of Vermont, Walt Grift* of

Connecticut and Bob Eieherr. of

Cobbmen Place Fourth
In Connecticut Relays

by JOE LIPCHITZ »62

The Freshmen track team of

the University of Massachusetts

traveled to the University of

Connecticut to run in the UConn
Relays on Saturday afternoon.

Two relay teams were chosen

from the squad; a distance med-
ley with Flagg, O'Brien, Har-
rington, and Balch running the-

440, 880, % and the mile respec-

tively and a sprint medley com-
posed of Flagg, Dineen, Trelease,

and Harrington was also select-

ed. The former two ran the 220

VARSITY TRACK
There will be a meeting of

all prospective varsity outdoor
traek candidates tonight In

room 10 in the Cage at 5 p.m.

All interested in going out for

the team are invited.

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

POOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Open Every Night until 11 AO

Oe tne Center Next to

Milt Hoot©

while the latter pair did the 440
and the half mile. Of the eight

teams entered in the relays the

University finished fourth. This
is not the best effort the team
has made this year, but with two
weeks off from practice to study
for hour exams they could hardly
be expected to do any better.

The Freshman team for the
season fared on the whole very
well.

In the B.A.A. they set a new
Freshman mile relay record for

the University of 3:32.6. This
broke the old record set only last

year. With the start of the for-

mal seasm however, the Frosh
ran into a strong UConn team
and lost by a close margin. The
next three meets however were
Cobbmen victories as they rolled

over Boston College, New Hamp-
shire and Holy Cross, setting re-

cords as they went.

In all, the Freshmen set nine
new records and two men on the
team hold two apiece. Dick Ward
holds both the high jump record
of 6' 1%" and the 85 pound ham-

Doug Grutchfield, left and Bob
Eichorn, above are the two
UMass basketball stars to be

chosen for the Van -Con all-star

team.

Massachusetts.

The players, their schools and
class, are as follows:

FIRST TEAM
Doug Grutchfield '61 UMass
Tom Chappelle '62 Maine
John Pipcynski '60 UConn
Jack Rose *60 UConn
Dave Ricereto '62 URI
Pete Smilikis '60 UNH

SECOND TEAM
Larry Schiner '61 Maine
Barry Multer '61 URI
Walt Griffin '61 UConn
Charles Isles '60 Vermont
Bob Eichorn '60 UMass

mer throw of 47' 9" to break the

old hammer throw by nearly

three feet, and Dick Lucy holds

the 40 yd. dash record and the

low hurdle record for the Frosh.

Other records set for the Cobb-
men were the two mile by Dave
Balch with a time of 10:06.6, and
the thousand by John Harrington
with a time of 2:26.

Briegel, Peterson
Place In NCAA;
Penn. State Wins
Two of the top UMass gym-

nasts, Heinz Briegel and Fred
Peterson, represented their team
at the NCAA meet held at Penn
State on Saturday.

Briegel, team captain, finished

eighth in a field of 40 competi-
tors in the high bar event. Peter-

son wound up in the top half

of all those in the flying rings

event.

Since the Redman only sent

two men, they had no chance of

winning the team championship.

Amherst
CINEMA

NOW

Gregory Peck - Ava Gardner

Fred Attaire

In Stanley Kramer's

On The Beach

Spotlight

On Sports
by AL BERMAN

Sam White has quit baseball.

White, obviously hurt at being

traded to the Cleveland Indians,

has decided to give more time

to his new business—a 48-lane

bowling alley in Boston.

White, who has never played

for any other major league team
but the Red Sox (nine years) had
had an unwritten agreement with

General Manager Bucky Harris

that he wouldn't be traded.

White, like Jackie Jensen, has
his family rooted and doesn't

want to leave Boston.

Sammy had recently been
traded to the Indians along with

outfielder Jim Marshall, for Russ
Nixon, another catcher. As a re-

sult of White's resignation the

trade will probably be nullified.

The Boston Bruins are out of

contention for the NHL Stanley

Cup race. The Bruins lost, 5-3, to

Montreal Saturday; and that loss,

coupled with the Detroit victory

over the Rangers puts fourth

place out of the reach of Milt

Schmidt's boys.

It was a constant up-and-down
fight for the Bruins, who would
find themselves one day third

place, and the next day in fifth.

It was close all the way between
Chicago, Detroit and Boston for

third, through fifth places, but

the Bruins finally proved the

weakest of the trio.

Thus in the opening round of

the NHL playoffs it will be first-

plare Montreal versus the third

place Chicago, and runner-up
Toronto facing Detroit.

SPOT QUIZ

1. Rumors are circulating that

Uie Red Sox will be moving bark

Briegel Eighth

'62, Sports Editor

to their old spring training site

in Florida next year. Where have

they been training the past two

years, and what is the name of

their old site? ... 2. Who was

the first string center for the

Boston Celtics before the advent

of Bill Russell, and where did

Russell come from ? , . . S. UConn
is the undisputed champion of

the Yankee Conference basketball

world, having won ten straight

crowns. Connecticut also is the

New England leader in schoolboy

basketball, its teams having won
the schoolboy tournament 24 out

of 34 years. Who is this year's

schoolboy contender from Con-

necticut, and how many times

has it won in a row?

The Boston Celtics are on their

way to the Eastern crown of the

National Basketball Association,

as they walloped Philadelphia,

120-90 Saturday. The win gives

the Celtics a 2-1 advantage in

the best-of-seven series.

The Warriors were handicapped

in this one and likewise may be

seriously under par for the rest

of the series because of the right-

hand injury suffered by Wilt

Chamberlain.

The Stilt left the game in the

third quarter with the Celtics a-

head by over 20 points. Al-

though it is doubtful that even

Wilt could have saved that game
for Philadelphia, his loss would

be a death blow to the boys from

Heinz Briegel, captain of the

1959-60 UMass gymnastics

team, here demonstrates his

superior form. Briegel, a sen-

ior, will be hard to replace on
next 'year's squad.

Penn State took this honor and
was followed by LSU. Penn State

also took the second highest

award when Werner won the all-

round competition, before the

overflowing crowd of 6,600,

VARSITY GOLF
There will be a meeting of

all candidates for the varsity

golf team tomorrow at 6:45 in

the Cage.

Boston University won the

Eastern College hockey crown at

Boston Arena Saturdsy, by de-

feating St. Lawrence, 7-6. The
winning goal was an 80-foot shot

hy Rush MeCurdy, a Junior from
Pawtucket. Rhode Island.

Answers to quiz ... 1. The Sox
have been training for the past

two years at Scottsdale, Arizona,

and before that at Sarasota, Flor

ida . . . 2. Easy Ed MacCaulay,

later manager of the St. Louis

Hawks, played first string center

for the Celtics before Russell

arrived. Russell came to the Cel-

tics from the University of San
Francisco. The Celtics traded

MacCaulay to St. Louis in return

for the draft rights to Russell.

At the time it was not sure if

Russell would go into pro ball . . .

3. Wilbur Cross is this year's

entry from Connecticut. The
school has won the championship

three years in a row (formerly

under the name of the Govern-

ors), and will beat Lewiston, Me.

in this year's final round for its

fourth straight.

PROFESSIONALS IN COLLEGE
The American Hockey Coach-

es Association has designed a

special committee report to curb

professionalism in college hockey.

While not making any specfic re-

ferences, it was evident that the

resolution was aimed at keeping

Canadian players out of Ameri-

can hockey.

The resolution forbids any
player to engage in the organi-

zation who has ever received pay

for playing. That would classify

them as professionals, claims the

report.

Unquestionably that would bar

players from Canada's Junior A
League, who have been drafted

in large numbers in recent years

by some Western Colleges to

produce championship hockey

teams.

PARTLY CLOUDY. MILD

Quarterly

Coming
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Alpha Lambda Delta

Initiates 40 Women
New Honor Society Installed Here

Forty women students will be

initiated on Sunday, March 27, in-

to a new scholastic honor society.

The University Honors Council

has announced that the new so-

ciety, which was started last

spring, will be installed as a chap-

ter of Alpha Lambda Delta, a na-

tional society recognizing out-

standing scholastic achievement

by freshman women.
The forty students to be

initiated include 21 from the

freshman class, and 17 who
qualified last year and started

the charter group. An average of

3.5 or better must be attained in

the first semester or as a cumula-

tive average for the whole fresh-

man year.

The purpose of the society,

which corresponds to Phi Eta

Sigma for freshman men, is "to

promote intelligent living and a

high standard of learning, and to

encourage superior scholastic at-

tainment among freshman wom-
en in institutions of higher learn-

ing."

One senior, Joanne Russell

from South Weymouth, and one
junior, Gail Osbaldcston of Seek-

onk, will be installed Sunday as

upperciass advisors. Four mem-
bers of the faculty will also be

initiated as honorary members.
They are Dean Helen S. Mitchell

of the School of Home Econom-
ics; Mrs. Grace Rollason of Zo-

ology department: Miss Loonta

Horrigan, assistant professor of

English; and Miss Helen Curtis,

Dean of Women. The latter two

serve as faculty advisors to the

group.

The national vice-president,

Dean Lucile Scheuer of Temple

University, Philadelphia, will lie

the installing off ; -er at the Sun-

day ceremonies. The installation

will take place at 3 p.m. in the

Commonwealth Room of the Stu-

dent Union, followed by a recep-

tion in the Colonial Lounge for

guests and parents of the initi-

ates.

Women of the class of 1962

who will be initiated are: Evelyn

Aliferis, Merrilee Atkins, Sandra

Baird, Patricia Conway, Martha
Cran, Ruby Harrison, Dorothy
Hubbard, Marsha Katseff. Mari-

lyn Mann, Jean Rodgers. Carol

Rurak, Mrs. Jacqueline Seuss,

Irene Tyminski, Carol Veno,

Bonny Waye, Martha West, and
Judith Williams.

Freshmen women are: Judith

Abel, Patricia Adams, Dorothy
Adinoifi, Nancy Aserkoff. Karen
Canfield, Jan Clement, Hildreth

Ferguson, Sandra Goddard,
Miriam Halper, Martha Hume,
Patricia Juskiewicz, Elaine Kap-
linsky, Ruth Levine, Christine

Maiin, Carol McDonough, Betty
Miller, Linda Neson, Barbara
Oliver, Bethel Peterson, Margaret
Sawyer, and Jnnet Schonnmakcr,

Concert Set For Tomorrow
By Nieuw Amsterdam Trio

Nieuw Amsterdam Trio: Edith Mocsanyi, Pianist; Daniel Vander-

shM. Cellist; Joseph Rayushk*. Violinist.

The Nieuw Amsterdam Trio

will appear at UMass tomorrow
evening, March 24, in Bowker
Auditorium at 8 p.m.

The trio performs, literature of

the French and the Romantic pe-

riods, as well as the work of such

modern composers as Shostako-

vich, Martinu, Piston, and Ives.

CriticB have praised the trio "as

coming near perfection" in their

92-concert, coast-to-coast tour

last year.

The leader of the trio is Edith

Moscanyi, pianist. A native of

Vienna, she has toured extensive
ly throughout Europe and the

U.S. The other two members of

the trio are Joseph Rabushka,
violinist, and Daniel Vandersall,

cellist.

Admission is by I.D. card or
tickets which may Ik» purchased
at the door.

Five Finalists
For Greek Ball

Front: Joanne Aijala '61, Brenda Fitzpatric '63; Back: Judy

Lawson '61, Jane Lewis '62, Rosalyn Zacher "62.

UM Concert Band To Hold

Annual Program Saturday
and Arthur Clark, will he fea-

tured in iin* program.

Joseph Contino, director of

bands and assistant professor of

music, has been conductor of the

concert band since his appoint-

ment in 1950. During these ten

years, the bano has steadiiy as-

sumed a position alongside other

New England symphonic hands,

Four of its members have been

selected this year to represent

UMass in the New England In-

tercollegiate Band to be held at

Colby College in April

The band, appearing frequently

off-campus, has most recently

presented concerts in Turner's

Falls and Holyoke. Admission to

the concert will be seventy-five

cents or ID. Tickets will be sold

at the door.

The University of Massachu

setts Concert Rami, under the di-

rection of Joseph Contino, wiii

present their annual spring con-

cei •- nere on campus »•..-- onmr-
day evening, March 26, at 8 p.m.

The concert will be held at the

S.U. Ballroom.

The program is a varied one,

including Christopher Von
Gluck's "Iphigenia in Aulis Over-

ture", Tschaikowsky's "Sleeping

Beauty", Waller Schumann's
"Variation? on a Folk Song" and

several spirited marches.

Earlier this year when appear-

ing in Framingham, the Concert

Band 'performed one of these

tnarchea, "The Boston Globe

March", for the first time in New
England in its band arrangement.

A trumpet trio, including Rob-

ert Skihinski, Warren Hathaway

Chemist To Be Speaker
At Regional Science Fair
A leading spokesman for

American science will be the

speaker at the third annual Re-

gional Science Fair to !>e held

next month ;u I'Mass.

Scientific minded youngsters

in public, private and pafochial

high schools in the four western

.Massachusetts counties are now
engajred in project! which will

give them a chance to compete

lor lop prises a1 thp regional fair.

At present, more than 30 schools

have given notice that they will

have contestants at the fair.

John Turkevich, distinguished

physical chemist and consultant

to various important government
agencies, will be the main speak-

er at the April 24 event, Spon-

sored by the UMass Associate

Alumni organization, Turkevich

will address the science fair audi-

ence at the awards ceremony
which comes at the close of th •

annual event.

Widely known as a pioneer of

new methods of research, Turke-

vich is presently Eugene Higgins

Professor of Chemistry at Prince-

ton University, A consultant to

the Atomic Energy Commission
and the National Science Founda-
tion, he also conducts Seminars in

the Woodrow Wilson School of

Public and International Affairs

on the relationship of govern-

ment to science. Turkevich has on

two occasions acted as adviser to

the U.S. Delegation to the Con-
ference on Peaceful Uses of

Atomic Energy at Geneva.

Tn post-World War II years

Professor Turkevich, described

by one authority as a "man of

frightening physical and intel-

lectual energy with a free-wheel-

ing mind and an inexhaustible

fund of specialized knowledge,"

has made the present state of

Russian science one of the areas

(Continued on pngt i)

Named
Queen

3 KKG% One

ChiO Picked For

Spring Highpoint

by VIN BASILS '62

Managing Editor

Joanne Aijala, Brenda Fitz-

patrick, Judy Lawson, Jane Lewis

and Rosalyn Zacher have been

selected as the five finalists for

Greek Ball Queen, it was an-

nounced by Paul Foley, Greek
Ball Queen Chairman.

WATER SKIING INSTRUCTOR

Joanne Aijala, a junior, is an
elementary education major. A
member of Chi Omega, she is an*

ardent sports enthusiast. A na-

tive of Fitchburg Joanne teaches

water skiing and ballet during
the summer months.

Brenda Fitzpatrick is a sopho-

more from Marblehead. A mem-
ber of Kappa Kappa Gamma, she
is an elementary education ma-
jor. She also serves on thp spe-

cial events committee.

YAHOO QUEEN
Jane Lewis, also a KKG, comes

from Melrose. An English major,
Jane is a member of the Class of
T,2.

Judy Larson is floriculture ma.
jor from Taunton. She is the

latest Ya-Hoo Queen.

Roz Zacher, a sophomore from
Boston, is also a KKG. She is a

Spanish major. Roz has par-

ticipated in the campus fashion
shows. She is also a member of

the special events committee.

Studley Asks

For Reports

On Athletes
Several faculty members have

recently received a form letter

from the Athletic Department re-

questing monthly reports on the
academic work of student ath-
letes.

The text of the form letter,

sent over the signature of Head
Football Coach Charles B. Stud-

ley follows:

"In order to keep a closer

check on our student-athletes and

insure proper attention to their

academic work, the football de-

partment would appreciate your

cooperation in returning the en-

closed card with suitable com-
ments.

"Each month an identical card

will be sent to you so that we
can carefully observe the prog-

ress of the student-athlete. Please

complete and return the cards M
soon as possible.

"Thank you very much for

your cooperation.

"
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SENATE GRIPE SESSION'

Throughout the year—indeed, almost con-

Unuously—student complaints about the Sen-

ate can be heard. Unlike the Collegian,

which has a "Letters to the Editor" column

for students to express complaints about the

paper, the Senate has no such public forum.

Students have to seek out their senator, a

tedious process at best. Senate meetings are

and always have been open to the student

body, but very few people avail themselves

of their right to attend. This lack of atten-

dance has nullified the effectiveness of the

question and answer sessions after meetings

Instituted this fall by the Senate Public Re-

lations Committee.

Therefore, in a further effort to seek out

the complaints, the first "Gripe Session"

sponsored by the Senate will be held Thurs-

day at 9:15 p.m. in Arnold Dorm for* all

coeds. Ten senators will be on hand to an-

swer questions and hear complaints.

This may very well not be successful. But

it is another attempt in good faith on the

part of the Senate to bring out into the open

any and all complaints.

It is easy to say that the Senate is doing

things wrong; it takes a little more effort to

investigate matters and talk to the Senate

about them. When an opportunity for such

communication is presented, those who com-

plain should take advantage of it, or forever

hold their peace.

TEMPESTS IN TEAPOTS

In California, recently, the local Ameri-

can Legion's Americanism Committee de-

nounced as a "vicious Communist propa-

ganda scheme" a question which appeared

in an admissions examination used by the

University of California. The controversial

question was: What are the dangers to a

democracy of a national police organization

like the F.B.I., which operates secretly and

is unresponsive to public criticism?

Surely there can be no better example of

tempests being stirred in teapot? than the

Americanism Committee's reaction to that

question. An apologist for the question de-

clared the question's "shock value" in that

it caused the student to reexamine and to

redefehd beliefs otherwise taken for grant-

ed; a statement with which we agree.

Quito paradoxically, the Americanism

Committee's- and other like groups'—read-

iness to cry "subversion!" at every sign of

departure from established socio-economic

doixnia, works to the ultimate advantage of

subversie elements; for soon even the ex-

posure of actual, palpably subversive groups

comes to be taken as lightly by the public

as the latest false alarms.

Our law enforcement agencies, the F.B.I.

,

The Departments of Justice and State

—

these are ale piate to prevent the dictator-

ship of the proletariat, the liquidation of the

bourgeoisie, or what have you. without being

embarrassed by Americanism Committees on

the one hand and senile professional de-

fenders of intellectual freedom on the other.
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One of the reasons the television industry strove for so long to

keep live television programming and audiences on the air in an

atmosphere which led constantly to the use of film, was the spon-

taneity which only this kind of program seemed to evoke. Even

though there were scripts, the audience still retained the feeling that

everything was happening "off the cuff", and with some stars they

really didn't know what was going to happen next.

On the musical shows especially the directors and producers were

especially concerned with the "use" of an audience reaction. I say

"uye", because in a great many oases even live programs used "canned'

or recorded laughter and applause, -'lour Hit Parade" used this

method for years before the public at large caught on, and other

programs such as Roberta Quinlan's "Mohawk Showroom" suffered

noticeably from lack of proper reaction. ' Roberta sang and chatted

and kept things moving along very nicely, yet there was something

missing, and this was a large and enthusiastic audience with which

the viewer at home could react.

This necessary spontaneity has extended itself into other media

as well. Try, if you will, to imagine one of Shelly Berman's two

albums, or one of Victor Borge's or Mort Sahl's shows without pro-

per audience reaction to stimulate your own response. You often get

the feeling that a monologue is a long, rehearsed speech (which it

is) without the breaks in between as the spectators roar with laugh-

ter. Often the performer will exchange comments "With them and

somehow the whole thing seems more real. For some reason we would

rather feel that we are part of the audience in the theater or club,

not individuals being privately entertained in our homes. In this con-

nection, witness the large numbers of radio and t.v. programs that

advertise that they originate "live" from "the Flamingo Room of the

beautiful Hotel Dutton in the heart of downtown Anchorage, Alaska."

Or else the record albums that were recorded "on the scene in the

lush rain forests of Pago Pago just off Hollywood and Vera". The

"why" may not be immediately forthcoming, but the "what" is cer-

tainly there.

FM radio fans are probably aware that a great many concerts

such as those of the Metropolitan Opera of New York City and the

Boston Symphony Orchestra are broadcast "live" from their point of

origin. This would tend to show that spontaneity and the need for

audience reaction extend even to the fields of serious musical ap-

preciation, evaluation and interpretation. Another example: try to

imagine a televised boxing match without the smoke and noise of the

crowd. In almost every field of entertainment where audience reac-

tion is expected, mechanical reproduction suffers when there is not

such reaction.

Recent albums which make this point very vividly are the ROAD
SHOW album on Capitol, featuring such people as Stan Kenton and

June Christie, the Four Freshmen, and also Harry Belafonte's album

of the Carnegie Hall Concert, Poke around a bit and you will find

dozens more, most of them fun to listen to and many of them great

entertainment. Why shouldn't you enjoy yourself? You're taking

part.

DEFENSE OF PLAYBOY

To another "Housemother",

Since I am the Playboy "College Representative" for UMass, I

feel it is my duty to defend Playboy magazine, which was referred

to in a most derogatory manner in your recent letter.

Playboy is not a delinquent-making magazine. It caters to the

mature, top quality young urban male market—the young man-about-

business and the man-about -rumpus. It is also read by many mature,

open-minded college girls who accept the challenge to land their own

playboy. The fact that many succeed in the venture is evidenced by

the following fact taken from the Starch Consumer Magazine Re-

port, that Wl.Vfr of all Playboy readers have been married in the

last five years.

I admire and respect our beloved housemothers as much as any

student, but I believe that you were wrong in criticizing Playboy. I

would appreciate the chance to prove this by offering you and your

sweet innocent girls a subscription to Playboy at special house-

mothers' rates.

Fred Davis '62

To the Editor,

Goody, Goody gumdrop! The housemothers are feudingl Maybe
they'll have a real wig-pulling hassle and exterminate each other!

Yours, in hopes,

a student

The Collegian wishes to thank Miss Georgia Reid, assistant pro-

fessor of women's physical education, for her interesting and in-

formative news coverage of the performance by Mr. Olatunji and

troupe, in the March 21 Colfrgian.
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Letters

SHORT REPLY

To the Editor:

In answer to the letter written by Mr. Merino

on March 21, I960.

Mr. Merino, do you honestly consider the liberals

to be as unreasonable as you claim them to be? I

cannot conceive a person of your self-stated intel-

lect as being so shortsighted that he cannot read

the handwriting on the wall.

What this country needs is a good liberal in the

White House to initiate some of the moves that will

put this country back in its proper place in the

world.

Just one more question, Mr. Merino; you said in

your letter that you would be much inclined to

prair.e the Nazis and Commies if they did something

or other. Please correct me if I'm wrong. All that

I have to say to that is anyone who can find any

reason whatsoever to praise the Nazis, should have

his head examined.
G. M. S.

NEED FOR FRATERNITIES

To the Editor:

In answer to Mr. Thompson's and Miss Folley's

letters, we would like to present some basic facts

which have been overlooked concerning the frater-

nities and sororities on campus.

Any person belonging to a sorority or fraternity

knows that his organization is not merely a social

one. This is a freshman delusion. What the campus

sees and misinterprets is merely the surface. Per-

haps these "societies" are at fault for not stressing

their scholastic and philanthropic achievements

more. However, in a quiet way, the sororities and

fraternities on campus do much to benefit not only

the campus world, but also the greater outside com-

munity.

Who collected for Heart Sunday? Who go out

of. their way to entertain the orphans, underprivi-

leged children and old folks at Christmas? These

are not to mention the philanthropies which these

individual organizations have. Those who are not

in a fraternity or sorority do not see these less

obvious activities which are performed.

Everyone who joins one of these so-called social

organizations does not do so merely for the prestige

of belonging nor for the desire to have an extra

decoration in the form of a pin. One's personal rea-

sons are involved in making any choice and deci-

sion, and to say that all fraternity men and sorority

women join for social prestige and an extra "good"

time, is unfair and also unfounded. Granted, that

to some it only means this at first, but to many
others it is a lot more. In a large and growing uni-

versity community such as ours, many people feel

a need to belong to a smaller and more closely knit

group than is offered them in a large dormitory. It

adds a little of the necessary personal touch that is

so often lost in a large community. With the

diminishing of University traditions it is important

that what is left be upheld. Many of the remnants

of spirit and tradition would be entirely lost without

the spirit that goes into the sororities and frater-

nities.

It's too bad that many in our campus world are

living under the misconception that we are all

"Hollywood" socialities looking for the glamour

derived from the "social" organizations. Why not

take another look around? It may prove to be en-

lightening, or don't you want to be enlightened?

R. D. and C. S.

THINGS REPLACEABLE

To the Editor:

Things I can do without . . .

The busted corner pocket at table No. 4 . . ,

James Merino's dissertations on anything and every-

thing . . . the "balanced diet" at Greenough . . .

girls who whisper German translations . . . guys who
whisper German translations . . . German transla-

tions . . . guys who won't pick you up on sub-zero

Saturdays . . . jazz experts who read authentically

off a record jacket . . . glass pack mufflers at 1 :30

a.m. . . . larcenous milk machines . . . Saturday
classes . . . R.O.T.C. . . . people who insist that col-

lege life is the softest . . . hour exams . . . guys who
scream 'cuz they only got a 96 in chem . . . cocky,

would-be high school athletes . . . beatniks . . . starv-

ing dogs who won't touch the meals at Greenough
. . . sociologists insisting that sociology is a science

. . . F's, D's, and C's, . . . bow-legs in bermudas . . .

II ,S . . . the corny editorials in the Collegian . . .

profs who act as if a required course is your major
. , . campus police . . , the clown who keeps saying
"at 7:37"—"at 9:61"—"at 10:17"—during the bas-

ketball broadcasts . . . the thieves in the bookstore
who offers you one fifth of what your books are
worth ... the "swill" food at Greenough . . .

(You advertised for a few gripes—here they are)

Ann Onymoua '62

Graduates May Apply For
24 Marshall Scholarships
The British government is

awarding Marshall Scholarships

to 24 American college students

for study in British universities.

The British government spon-

sors these scholarships as a sym-

bol of appreciation for the aid

given to them by the U.S. under

the Marshall Plan. Tho scholar-

ships were initiated in 1953, and

are> continually being increased.

Citizens of the U.S. 26 years or

older are eligible for these

scholarships. Candidates m u s t

hold a degree from an accredited

American college or university,

and should be prepared to spend

a reasonable portion of their va-

cation in the United Kingdom.

Each student has the full choice

of a university and course of

study in Britain.

The term of the scholarships

is two years. The scholarship-

provide for tuition at any British

university, passage to and from

Britain, a grant of $1540 a year

plus small allowances for books

and local travel.

Applications for 1961 must be

made by October 31, 1960. The
rules for candidates and further

information may be obtained

from the British Consulate-Gen-

eral, Room 2610. John Hancock

Building, Boston 16, Mass.

Tau Beta

To Hold Panel

On Thursday
Tau Beta Pi, the National En-

gineering Honor Society, will

sponsor a panel discussion, "How

the Engineer Can Prepare Aca-

demically and Socially for Grad-

uation" on Thursday, March 24 in

the Student Union Council Cham-

bers. The panel will consist of

George A. Marston, Dean of En-

gineering; William F. Field. Head

of Guidance; Robert J. Morris-

sey. Placement Officer; Joseph S.

Marcus, Associate Professor of

Civil Engineering; and Carl A.

Keyser, Professor of Metallurgy.

The event will be open to every-

one.

ARCHIMSOSS
makes another great discovery..

It's what's up front
that counts

You can reproduce the experiment.

It's easy as 7T . ( Yes, you can do it

in the bathtub.) Assuming that you

have first visited your friendly tobac-

conist, simply light your first Winston

and smoke it. Reasoning backwards,

the discovery proceeds as follows:

first, you will notice a delightful

flavor, in the class of fresh coffee or

of bread baking. Obviously, such

flavor cannot come from the filter.

Therefore, it's what's up front that

counts: Winston's Filter-Blend. The

tobaccos are selected for flavor and

mildness, then spcrially processed for

filter Bmoking, This extra step is the

real difference between Winston and

all other filter cigarettes. Besides,

it's why Winston is America's best-

selling filter cigarette.

'Eureka! Winston tastes good . .

.

like a cigarette should!"

s. j. rctnoio* Tosneeo eO..WlMTO»-!ALI"l.!»,&

The Campus Beat
by JUDY DICKSTEIN *fi3

Today as we wander about the

campus scouting up news, we'll

be inquiring of passers-by to de

termine whether we still have

people on this campus who "think

for themselves."

"Excuse me, sir. Is that a

drawing board you're carrying'.'"

"No, it's for kneading dough."

"Then you're a baker?"

"No, I'm an engineer."

For all engineers and people

interested in math, the Math

Club is meeting tonight at 7:30

in the Worcester Room of the

Union. There will be a talk on

the "Four Color Problem."

"Excuse me, ma'am. Is that a

baby carriage?"

"Yes. it is."

"Then you're married?"

"No, I carry my books in here."

Tonight at 7, the Education

Club will meet in the Common-
wraith of the S.U. There will be

a movie entitled Susan's Wonder-

ful Adventure from tho Clarke

School for the Deaf. Two of our

graduates who work there will he

available to answer questions on

their teacher training program.

Refreshments will be served.

"Is that a rifle?"

"Va- it 'a '*

"Then you're in ROTC?"
"No, I'm an assassin."

Madehen in Uniform will he

the movie at the Union this Fri-

day night at 7 p.m.

"Is that a medicine bottle?"

"Yes. it is."

"Then you're ill?"

"No. it's filled with Scotch. I'm

an alcoholic."

Speaking of SKNURD, the

Fraternity Presidents' Assembly

will h»> a« 7 t»night in the Union.

" 'Scuse me, sir. Arc those BUH

glasses ?"

"Like. man. don't be square.

Take they're my shades."

"Then you're a member of the

Beat General toll
?"

v,! man, 1 ike the sun's in my
eyes."

Speaking of squares is a very

sneaky device for bringing in the

fact that there will be a square

dance tonight at 7 and another

Friday night at 7:30. Free!

"Pardon me, sir. What is that

stick with which you're fanning

the air?"

"It's a baton."

"Oh . . . then you're a twirl

CUT
TRAVEL

Sheraton Hotels

STUDENT-FACULTY

DISCOUNTS
.are's money-saving news

for students, faculty and all

other college personnel. Dur-
ing weekends and college
vacations. Sheraton offers

you special low rates - even
lower rates when two or more
occupy the same room.
Special group rates are pro-
vided for athletic teams,
clubs, other college organ-
izations.

You get these discounts at

sny of Sheraton's 54 hotels
in the U.S.A., Hawaii and
Canada by presenting a
Sheraton Card. To get a
Sheraton Student I.D. Card
or Faculty Guest Card with
credit privileges, write us.
Please state where you are a
full time faculty member or
student.

Mr. Pet ftreen
Ceffesje leletfens Deer.
fKarate*) Corporation
470 Atlantic Avenwe

So«to« 10, Mete.

er
?••

"Heavens no! I'm a conduc-

tor."

He later told me that he con-

ducts the New Amsterdam Trio,

which will be giving a concert

at 8:15 tomorrow night in Bow
ker Auditorium.

"Excuse me, sir. Are those

skis you're carrying?"

"Yes. And this yellow piece of

paper I'm holding so reverently

is a ski report."

"Then you're an athlete?"

"No! Of course not! Anything
but! I'm an electrical engineer

M

As you've probably gathered

by now, this leads into the das-

tardly announcement that the

Ski Club will meet tonight at 8

p.m. in the Union.

"Is that bulgy green thing a

bookhag?"

"Yes, it is."

"Then you're an intellectual?"

"No. That's my lunch in there.

I'm a glutton."

If you're not busy at 6:30 to

morrow night, perhaps the Bridge
Club will he happy, to have you;

the "meeting" is in the Union
somewhere. Bridge players are

constantly searching around cam-
pus looking for a fifth . er

fourth, that is. Why not join

them tomorrow night?

Students Distracted

B> Prettv Coed A

I

West Coast College
A pretty coed at San Francisco

' College is having trouble.

It'- not h»r grades but her figure

thai presents the problem. It

measures li -20 :;?.

Sandy Cherniss, 21. likes to

wear a tight sweater and si

to olass. This makes her a dis-

traction to male students at the

college. As a result, faculty ad

visors have implored Sandy to

try to be a little less conspieu
ous. It was supcrested th«t she
wear looser clothing.

"The Dean of Women hem me, I

and hawed, but finally came oat

ami said I created a disturbance

Ovary time I walk into the cafe
teria," Sandy said. 'She told mt>

that my skirts and sweater* Wert
too tight."

Sandy said she was told "not

to go to the cafeteria unless it

was to eat." "I can't be segre-

gated because of something I

can't help, can I?"

Sandy Mid the Dean told her to

"take a good look at myself in

a full-length mirror ... I don't

know if I'm disturbing them.
What about them disturbing
me «»•

But Sandy promised she would
show up for future classes in a

loose sweater, "The loosest one I

have," she said.

Iht Old Junwt,
^I'llii.luhi^jJJihl

J
ljtlllllU"

iiuiiiiiiiii^iii

liMI/lllMI

"if you want the world to

beat a path to yonr door, jnot

He down to takt nap."
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Mahar Urges Formation Of

Faculty Legislative Committee
by MARIE FOLEY 62

Senator Ralph C. Mahar Mf-

geste<l the formation of a faculty

legislative committee in a talk to

approximately thirty-five mem-

bars of the American Association

of University Professors Friday

night.

Senator Mahar, a Republican

wh<> lives in Orange and repres

ents this district is no stranger

to UMass. In 1947, he filed a

hill in the legislature to rename

this school the University of

Massachusetts. He was also in-

strumental in estahlishing Com-

monwealth Scholarships for

needy students.

• W, could run our institutions

much hetter if we gave them a

line hudget," Mahar said. "Ken-

neth Johnson has to run down to

Boston for every question on ex-

penditures for the University."

The Senator also added that the

greatest way to stimulate good

will in th<> legislature was for

the alumni and the parents of

the students to get to know their

local senators and representa-

tives, and to tell them their views

on University issues.

Senator Mahar said he favored

a sales-tax to raise money for

education, but does not believe in

earmarking tax funds for a par-

ticular purpose.

In a remark he made regarding

much-needed library funds. Sena-

tor Mahar said, "Unless a person

is pretty squareheaded, I don't

see why he wouldn't realize that

a good library is essential to a

good university."

It's a tough world for the

American businessman. Every

time he comes up with some-

thing new, the Russians invent

it a week later and the Japa-

nese make it cheaper.

Science Fair . .

.

I mtinued from page 1

f his expertness and has warned

this country of the effectiveness

of many Russian scientists.

In 1957 he received the Nation-

al Award of the Chemists Manu-

facturers Association for excel-

lence in teaching, and the follow-

ing year was voted "most popular

professor" by the Princeton grad-

uating class of 1958.

He was chairman of the

United States delegation of uni-

versity educators sent to the So-

viet Union in the summer of

1958 to study the Soviet Educa-

tional System and he was also

selected that year to be the Na-

tional Sigma Xi Lecturer on the

basis of his research in chemis-

try. In this capacity he lectured

on his own work to the science

faculties of thirty universities

in this country.

Turkevich is a Russian-speak-

ing native of Minneapolis, Minn,

and the son of the Primate of the

Russian Orthodox Church in the

United States.

English Prof. W. O'Donnell

Coordinates Soph Courses
by ANN M.

William Gregory O'Donnell, a

graduate of UMass, is now a

member of the faculty. Professor

O'Donnell received a B.S. degree

from here in 1938, since before

1939 the B.A. did not exist. The
four years after he graduated he

spent in study at Yale for his

M.A. and Ph.D. in general Eng-

lish.

Coordinator of the sophomore

English course this year, O'Don-

nell is presently faced with the

problem of large lecture sections.

He feels that it is necessary to

maintain small classes in order

that student-instructor relations

might be on an individual basil.

Although it is possible for large

lectures to be well taught, he in-

dicated the need for Instructor

assistance.

At present O'Donnell is teach-

ing both freshman and sopho-

more English (which is required

of all members of the depart-

The most difficult puzzle in the world

Do you have a solution?
In high school, you may have thought you had

the solution, only to have it vanish. In college,

it may seem well within your grasp, only to

vanish again. But this is not unusual. It's a very

difficult puzzle.

The puzzle? How to find your Ufo's work. The solution? It comes

only with searching. It may be right under your nose or it may still

be far away in the future.

But the solution trill come. You will very probably find it in the work

you undertake alter college.

This has provec. rue many times at IBM. For instance, young engi-

neers and scientists - after learning the scope of IBM activities in

research, development and manufacturing -have found their inter-

ests leading them into such vital growth fields as microwaves, circuit

design, solid state physics, magnetics and manufacturing research.

Depending on individual talents and inclinations, a college graduate

may acquire skills at IBM that lead to a variety of careers.

When a person is able to move into areas where his true interests lie,

and when he has many areas to choose from, it will certainly be easier

for him to find his life's work.

After all. it's easier to find the solution to The Most Difficult Puzzle

in the World when you have access to all the clues. IBM
You are invited tn investigate opportunities in Research, Development, Manufac-

turing, Programming, and other fields. Your Placement Director can tell you when

our representatives will next visit your campus Or you may write to: Manager of

Technical Imploymcnt, Dept. 873, IBM Corporation, 590 Madison Avenue, New

York 22, S. Y.

FRAZIEK «2

ment). More meaningful and

satisfying to him. however, are

the upper class courses he has in

American Literature and Eliza-

bethan Drama.

He and his family reside near

•Chool, His wife, incidentally, was

also a UMass graduate. They

have two girls, one eleven years

and the other two, both of whom
have reddish-colored hair, ap-

parently a family characteristic.

O'Donnell has been enthusias-

tically interested in sports since

his earlier college years when he

participated in them, and pres-

ently he enjoys UMass athletics

as a spectator. This winter he

actively engaged in skiing, spend-

ing the greater part of his week-

ends at Mt. Snow or Hogback.

His feelings toward sports cur-

riculum and educational curri-

culum are that there is not—and

should not be—any conflict be-

tween the two. "There is no rea-

son why they can't be good play-

ers and good students," he com-

mented on athletes.

Presently O'Donnell is active in

the Alumni College. One of his

ambitions is to have Murray Lin-

coln, a 1914 graduate of UMass
and "one of the most eminent

men this school has ever pro-

duced," return and speak before

the students next year.

Among the contemporary writ-

ers of today whom he has stu-

dled, O'Donnell is personally ac-

quainted with Robert Frost. In

the future he wishes to write a

book on the nineteenth and twon-

ti<>th rontury writers of New
England, since he is deeply in-

terested in American Literature.

WMUA Schedule
Wedne sday and Thursday

4:06 Sij^n On- -News, Weather
1-ns Campus Caper

5:00 News and Weather

5:05 Campus Caper
r .onO . <«

'

Dinner Date

6:80 NVws and Sport*

6:45 R.R.C. (Wed.)

Puhiic Service E.T.

(Thurs.)

7:00 Public Service E.T.

(Wed.)

C.R.C. (Thurs.)

7:15 Call Assn (Wed.)

7:29 News Headlines

7:30 Musicale

9:00 News, Weather, Ski Re-

ports

9:05 Showcase
10:00 News and Weather
10:05 Sounds of Jazz (Wed.)

Swingtime (Thurs.)

11:00 News and Weather
11:05 Shoes Off Session (Wed.)

Swingtime (Thurs.)

12:00 Dig (Wed.)

12:00 Sounds of Jazz (Thurs.)

1:00 News and Weather
1:05 Dig (Wed.)

Sounds of Ja2S (Thurs.)

2:00 News, Weather—Sign Off

The nation's first course in

space history will be offered this

summer at the University of

Colorado at Boulder.

The course—titled "The His-

tory of Space"—will be presented

in two parts. The first half will

deal with the historical back-

ground and th<* second part with

the present day fulfillment.

This is an attempt to meet the

neod for a historical understand-

ing of space, stated James O.

Allen, chairman of the depart-

ment of history.

"We are entering the Space
Age," he said, "and the explora-

tion of space has become the

most significant factor in the

modern world."

Contract Bridge
By FRANK KIELY

West
S—10 7

H—Q J

D—3 2

C—A 10 9

5

4

East

1 H
Pass

Pass

North

S—Q 9 8 2

H—

6

D—Q 10 7 2

C—Q 9 4 2

East (Dealer)

S—A 3

H—A 8 7 5 2

D—K 9 6

C—K 8 6

South

S—K J 6 4

H—K 10 9

D—A J 8 4

C-^T 3

South

Double

1 S
Pass

West
Redoubb
2 H
Pass

North

Pass

2 S
East made the normal opening

bid of one heart. South doubled,

asking for North's best suit. But

after West's redouble, North

passed. Any bid would show at

least ten points.

South reopened the bidding at

one spade. West interfered with a

two heart bid; but North raised

South to two spades. The auction

was passed out at this point be-

cause South knew there was no

game bid.

West opened the H-3, and East

won with the HA. The C-0 was
returned to West's C-A. The (' 7

was returned and East's C-K
won. A third round of clubs arai

led. South discarded a Diamond
and North's C-Q won. The D-Q
was led, East covered with the

D-K and South's DA won. A
small trump was led to the S-Q,

The S-A won.

A club return was ruffed by

Declarer. Two rounds of trumps
were pulled with the S-K and the

S-J. The H-10 was ruff.-d with

Dummy's last trump.

The D-10 was played followed

by the D-2 which was won with

the D-J. The H-K took the last

trick.

Last Thursday night, the reg-

ular Fractional Master point

game was held. The results are:

1 N-S Hailer-Heyman; 2 N-S
Harwood-Nash; 3 N-S Reid-Reid;

LE-W Higgenbotham-Fitzgerald;

2 E-W tie Ratay-Ratay, Grybko-

Crabtree.

Saturday, March 19 there was
a practice game at the Student

Union. The results are 1 Hey-

man-Kiely; 2 Higgenbotham-Pel-

ton; 3. tie Stewart-Hing and Du-

bois-Barooshian.

ass
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Ne-
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Dr. Wilkinson
To Discuss

Racial Issue
With the present cont' •

over the "sit down" den m
tions by NYgr.»-s throughout

South and their resultant i

arrests, and with the control

in the House and Senate on

gro civil rights in the news

graduate students group an- pre

senting a program mi "The

Negro Race—Prejudice and Se

givgation" to be held this Friday

in Bowditch Lodge at 7:30 p.m.

Dr. T. O. Wilkinson, a physical

anthropologist here at the Uni

versity, will discuss the g netic

of the Negro race, a eontlnuin

controversy in the segregation

issue. He will be followed by ;i

film entitled, "Picture In Your

Mind", a very effective modernis-

tic presentation of the psycho-

logical history of prejudice in

men's minds. Open discussion will

then follow.

The objective of such a meet-

ing is to focus our various intel-

lectual and emotional back-

grounds Upon a present problem

in American society, allowing

graduate students and faculty to

share across lines of discipline.

Laura Scales

From Smith

LAURA SCALES

A statue of Laura Scales, for

whom a dormitory at Smith Col-

lege is named, was abducted at

approximately 2 p.m. Sunday

afternoon.

Traditionally, students at some

Ivy League college annually steal

this bust. P appears, however,

that this year the statue was re-

Lucky Strike's Dr. Frood reveals

A Foolproof Method for

Rating Your College

1

Dear Dr. Frood: Do you believe in the

theories that Shakespeare was actually

either Marlowe or Bacon?
English Major

Dear English: All rot. I have done con-

siderable research on the subject and can

prove that Marlowe was actually Bacon,

and that Bacon (who was a bit of a ham)

was, in reality, Marlowe, and that Shake-

speare, an itinerant grape squeezer who

could neither read nor write, was, in fact,

Queen Elizabeth. 1

Dear Dr. Frood: Whenever I am with

girls, I stutter. Frankly, I think it is

because my parents never told me about

the birds and the bees. What can I do?

A. W. Shucks

<& <0> <&>

Dear Dr. Frood: I have a very serious*

personal problem. I am secretly engaged

to three students here. Just between you

and me, however, they are all fools. I

really love a certain Professor Bowdley,

who is married. What should I do?

Needless to say, this letter is not for

publication. Mmcent Twecd,ey

Dear Dr. Frood: Whenever T put my

Lucky down, my roommate pick:* it up

and finishes it. How can I stop him

?

Put Upon

Dear Put: I ight both ends.

4» <&> u&>

Dear A. W.: You had better read some

books on the subject. I especially recom-

mend Mildred Twiddle's *'Th* Bees Are

Your Friends," and Agnes Moffet's

"Songs in the Trectops."

£ «0» «0I

Dear Dr. Frood: Is there anv accepted

method for determining the academic

ratings of American universities and

conges?
/. .

. Leeger

Dear I. V.: Of course. Simply take the

total number of graduates and divide

by money.

Dear Dr. Frood: I am just a little bit

worried about evams. I have not attended

'lasses this semester. I ha^e notan y

done any reading, either. I must be in

Aiken for the polo matches until the day

before exams and, of course, will be

unable to study. Any suggestions'.'

Bu::v

'<*?*#%«>£-

Dear Buxzy: Do you think professors

hearts are made of stone? .lust tell them

what you told me. I am sure they will

understand, and if they don't excuse you

altogether from exams, they certainly will

arrange «ome nice little oral quiz you can

take at your leisure later on in the summer.

Dear MIIHcent: Your secret Is safe wtih

me. I've left strict instructions not to print

our correspondence. Confidentially, how-

ever, you'll never get Bowdley. I wrote

Mrs. Bowdley about the situation, in

order to advise you better, and she says

Professor Bowdley is too old for you.

«0» i^» <C»

» See "Shakespeare Was a Grape Squeezer,'

by Dr. Frood, Frood Publishing Company, '60.

®4. r.Cfc

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

L.S./M.F.T.- Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Abducted
Dormitory
moved by UMass students. Re

portedly, the Smith women of

Scales dormitory thought it

would be a pood idea for some.

UMass. students to participate

in the long-established tradition.

"Miss Scales" was return »d

-terday afternoon to Smith

College police after having been

discovered in the office of the

Collegian,

Workers At

Leeds Given

Indoctrination
The Leeds V.A. Hospital in

Northampton has announced that

the Spring Orientation and In-

doctrination Course for volunteer

workers will be held on March
30th and April 6th. This two ses-

sion course is required by the

government for all volunteers

serving in the hospital wards.

Transportation w'ill be provided

for everyone interested, and will

leave Skinner Hall at 6:30 p.m.

The purpose of this course is

to provide the volunteer with an

understanding of the Veterans

Administration Volunteer Service

(VAVS) program which includes

the fundamental principles and

methods of volunteer assistance

in the hospital program, and

policy, functions, and objectives

of the VA hospital program.

The UMass VAVS program is

sponsored by the Campus Relig-

ious Council and tho Red Cross.

This program involves two nights

a month in an assigned ward at

the hospital. Qualified volunteers

go to the ward as a group and
entertain the patients by playing

games, dancing, or just visiting

with them. Volunteers with mu-
sical or other special talent arc

always needed, and constitute an

important part of the program.

Special Programs
Must Go Through
Respective Deans

Students desiring special pro

grams should follow the proce-

dure as indicated on page 19 of

the 1959-1960 Handbook.

"If a student is going to re-

quire a special program (so that

he may have time available for

working or for other valid pur-

poses), he must secure written

substantiation of this fact and

present it to the Dean of Men or

Dean of Women for verification.

The student's request, with ac-

companying substantiation, must

be presented to the Dean of Men
or Dean of Women not less than

two weeks prior to pre-registra.

tion (not later than April 13,

1960) ... It is expected that a

request, thus verified, will be

honored unless it is outweighed

in importance by other factors.

When a student's request is not

authenticated by the appropriate

dean, it will be honored solely at

the convenience of tho depart-

ments) concerned."

Ihe Old limwc

<Aftu&e-&my**mp— JoGatee* middle name

"Matrimony waa probably

the flrat union to challenge

management."
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Sigma Delta Psi Prepares

Spring Membership Drive
Sigma Delta Psi, Honorary

athletic fraternity, is now plan-

ning its Spring membership

campaign. All men who would

like to try out for membership

are welcome to contact Mr.

James or Mr. Footrick at the

Cage and start completing the

athletic requirements.

There are 13 athletic tests that

must be passed for membership

in the organization. Included are

events in track, gymastics, swim-

ming, and skills in baseball and

football. Individually, the tests

are not too difficult, but collec-

tively they represent a formid-

able challenge which only ten

men have met in the five year

history of the society here at

UMass. The small number of

members is partly due to a lack

of interest that is both unwar-

ranted and nonsensical.

This year a trophy will be

awarded to the man who ac-

cumulates the highest point total

in chapter competition. Each

event has a scaled point table

which assigns a certain value for

specific times and distances. A
permanent plaque will also be

put up in the Cage with the name
of each member inscribed on it.

The most recent man to be

admitted was former track cap-

tain Charles Leverone, who grad-

uated in February. Leverone had

won letters in track, soccer and

gymnastics, and was as well on

the cross country team and

N.E.A.A.U. trampoline champion.

PURPOSE OF SOCIETY
Sigma Delta Psi has as its pur-

pose the promotion of physical,

mental and moral development of

college students. All male stu-

dents in colleges in the United

States are eligible, hut no student

will be admitted who is found

by the faculty to be deficient in

by JACK KNIGHT '60

scholarship.

A candidate who has won the

varsity letter or an intramural

championship in any sport may
substitute this letter for any one

requirement in the qualifying test

except swimming. A substitution

may be made but once for one

sport.

THE SIGMA DELTA PSI TEST
1. 100 yd. dash 11 3/5 sec.

2. 120 yd. low hurdles . . 16 sec.

S. Running high jump - qualify-

ing time depending upon
height and weight of candi-

date.

4. Running broad jump . . 17 ft.

5. 16 lb. shot put; 160 lbs. to

throw 30 ft.

6. 20 foot rope climb . . 12 sec.

7. Baseball throw 250 ft.

or javelin 130 ft.

8. Football punt 120 ft.

9. 100 yd. swim 1^4 min.

10. 1 mile run 6 min.

11. Front hand spring landing on

feet.

12. Hand stand 10 sec.

13. Fence Vault chin high

14. Good posture . . Standard B

15. Scholarship eligible for var-

sity competition.

Further information can be ob-

tained from Messrs. James or

Footrick at the Cage, or by con-

tacting Jack Knight at Al 3-9228

any evening at 6:30 or most

afternoons in the Cage.

A Change Of Pace

Above are four of the active members of Sigma Delta Psi.

From left to right are JIM KEELON '60, JACK KNIGHT *60,

JOHN CUSHING '61, and LEO LEBLANC '60 enjoying a brief

respite from their normal activities.

UMass Baseball Squad Will Play
First Six Contests On The Road
The varsity baseball team will

play its first six games on the

road this year, starting with a

trip to the Coast Guard Academy
on April 9.

The squad, coached by Earl

Lorden, will play ten Yankee Con-

ATTENTION FRESHMEN
All freshmen interested in

playing lacrosse are asked to

report to room 10 in the Curry

Hicks Physical Education

Building on Friday, March 25,

at 4:15 p.m.

cbaiadm

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAOAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Opon Every Night until 1 1 00

On the Corner Next to

Hills House

ference contests, meeting each

rival twice. There are two twin-

sets on the schedule, one versus

Maine on April 22 and 23 and
the other against Vermont on

April 29 and 30.

The Redmen also face Amherst
twice. The complete schedule fol-

lows.

Apr. nt Const Guard
Apr. 19 at Amherst
Apr. 20 at Rhode Island

Apr. 22 at Maine
Apr. 23 at Maine

Apr. 26 at Holy Cross

Apr. 28 vs Williams

Apr. 29 vs Vermont
Apr. 30 vs Vermon'
May 3 at Connecticut

May 7 at New Hampshire
May 9 at Trinity

May 10 vs Boston Univ.

May 12 vs Rli...le Island

May 14 at Tufts

May 16 vs A.I.C.

May 18 vs Connecticut

May 21 vs New Hampshire
Mav 30 at Sprinsrfield

June 4 vs Amherst

Y
Hatfield Barn

Sunday, March 20 6-10 p.m.
JAZZ • POETRY • BONGOS

Soft bails

Softball Bats

A. J. Hastings,
INCORPORATED

NEWSDIAIM ft STATIONER

Amherst, Mmw,

LOUIS'

FOODS

76 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

PLENTY O NOTHIN
by BEN GORDON '62

Well, it's that time again.

Spring has tripped north again,

and nowhere is it more in evi-

dence than in UMieland.
The foot deep snow and sub-

freezing temperatures are disre-

garded by the hardy student, and
once more one can see bug-hun-

gry entomology students up-

turning moldy rocks, industrious

engineers puttering about the

campus, hairless pledges, and
minor riots. Yes, happy days are

here again.

But other events are occurring

also. The frostbitten lacrosse

players are out beating snakes

again, and baseballs are replac-

ing snowballs. All of which
brings us down to what this

column is really about. However
important bugs and riots may be,

this column is mainly concerned

with sports highlights on cam-
pus.

Looking back at what has oc-

curred thus far, it appears to me
that the previous sports have
been successful respective to

their order of occurrence.

The celebrated Charlie O'Rourke
and his wonderful whiz-kids

were not too successful and
Charlie was adequately handled
in a recent notorious campus
publication. So much for the

first major sport of the year.

Next came Matt Zunic and his

quintet. The hoopsters, although

they were somewhat of a disap-

pointment, played good ball, and
Coach Zunic is to be congratu-

lated for his fine work with the

team.

As is evidenced by the ascend-

ing success of previous sports

this year, spring sports are

bound to be a success. Right?
The UMass baseball squad has

been practicing for a while now;
the pitchers and catchers have
been throwing in the men's Phys
Ed. Building, and the rest of the

team is working out in Amherst's

cage in the host's absence. The

Jeffs have traveled to Florida to

play an eleven game round robin

at Rollins.

Springfield and Williams have

also traveled south, the Maroons

to Camp Lejeune, N.C. and the

Ephs to Elon College, also in

North Carolina.

"The Redmen, who played in

Florida last year, will remain in

Amherst. Although it is a little

too early to make predictions,

the UMass nine, coached by Earl

Lorden and captained by Armand
Sabourin, appear to have the

makings of a successful squad.

It will be good,to see versatile

Bob Eichorn back in a uniform,

Bob being a top hurler for the

Redmen. The Lordenmen will

play their first game against

Coast Guard, April 9.

Coach Richard Garber's la-

crosse squad is in Us third week

of practice and will soon be out

to better its admirable record of

last year (7-2). The snakebeaters

will journey to New York this

weekend where they will scrim-

mage with the Long Island La-

cross? Club.

Last year's championship ten-

nis team, led by Coach Steve

Kosakowski, and captain David

Crotty will open its season

against Coast Guard, here, April

9.

Varsity golf and track will be-

gin a little later, the Gladchuks

hosting Brandeis April 26, and

the Footrickmen hosting Spring-

field April 27.

So it's bound to be an exciting

sports-packed spring. The teams
will do their jobs, trying their

best to win, I'll do my job, keep-

ing tabs on their progress, and

you, I hope, will do your job,

lending support to the teams.

Between us we ought to have a

great season.

UMass Again Will Host
National Intercollegiate

Casting And Fishing Match
The University will be host

again this year to the Annual In-
tercollegiate Casting and Fishing

Contest. Since the match was or-

ganized in 1949, the 'University

has been host several times, and
teams from Yales Harvard, Prince-

ton, Amherst, Williams, Dart-

mouth and Springfield College

have competed here. Last year.

4 teams were entered and the

University of Western Ontario

sent its first team.

The match consists of 2 days
of competition events; fly-cast-

ing, for accuracy and distance,

and bait casting for accuracy.

The third day the teams move to

nearby streams to try their luck

on trout.

A trophy is awarded to the

team compiling the greatest num-
ber of points in competition
events and another trophy is

awarded to the team catching the

greatest number of fish.

Redmen Finish 14-10;
Final YanCon Total 6-4
Coach Matt Zunic's hoopsters

finished the regular season with

a 14-10 record, as most fans cer-

tainly know by now.

The Redmen were 6-4 in the

YanCon, having lost those four

all in a row against -UConn,
Rhode Island, New Hampshire
and Vermont, in that order.

Othpr losses were to Bates,

Boston University, Holy Cross,

Army, Boston College, and
Springfield. The complete re-

sults of the season follow.

EARN $300.00

CAMPUS AGENCY
We need an ambitiout itudent to

secure Easter and Mother's Day

Orchid Corsage Orders. No Invest-

ment, Frew Seles Kit arid samples.

High Commissions. Low price Free

delivery of corsage to anywhere

U.S.A. Full money-back guarantee

Write immediately fos Flower

Gift Service, 34 West 10th St.,

NYC II. NY.

UM
67 at Bates 75
50 at Colby 49
57 vs Boston Univ. 71

62 vs Connecticut 60*

77 vs Vermont 47*

Springfield Tourney, 3-0

67 Amherst 52

76 Williams 86*

82 A.I.C. 51

58 at Holy Cross 82

93 vs Brandeis 71

70 at Army 80

51 at Boston College 74

63 at Springfield 69

69 vs Rhode Island (56*

66 at Williams 60

87 vg Northeastern 61

66 at A.I.C. 54

67 at New Hampshire 61*

49 at Connecticut 71*

75 at Rhode Island 78*

79 at New Hampshire 87*

74 at Vermont 82*

73 vs Maine 60*

79 vi Maine 71*

YanCon games

I
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Powers To Speak
To AFT & AAUP

FRIDAY, MARCH 25. 1960

According to AFT President

Walter G. O'Donnell, UMass
Professor of Management, Sen-

ate President John E. Powers
will speak tonight before a joint

meeting of the American Federa-
tion of Teachers and the Ameri-
can Association of University

Professors.

Powers' speech at 8 P.M. in the
Council Chambers will be preced-
ed by a business meeting of the
AFT at 4 P.M. and a dinner in

the Student Union.

The topic for discussion will be

"The Commonwealth, the General
Court, and the University of

Massachusetts".

"The purpose of the meeting",
concluded President O'Donnell.
"is to create better understanding
between educators in the Univer-
sity and legislators in the Gen-
eral Court."

Professor of Economics, Bruce
R. Morris, and President of the

AAUP said, "I think that every-
one will be interested to hear
what their representative has to

say on this subject."

Problems Of UMass Growth

Mather Speech

Author Of Auntie Mame
Is Man Of Many Names
Edward Everett Tanner 3rd.

alias Patrick Tanner, alias Vir-

ginia Rowans, alias Patrick Den-
nis, is the author of the novel

Auntie Mame, the basis for the

next Roister Doister production
by the same name on April 7, 8

and 9 in Bowker Auditorium.

Under his real name, Edward
Everett Tanner, he was born in

1921 in Chicago, His early educa-
tion was by private tutors.

He began his career as staff

member of Creative Age Press,
and of the Cotmcil of Foreign
Affairs. During World War II

he served in North Africa in

the American Field Service, and
following the war, he collaborated
anonymously in the writing of
several serious books on foreign
affairs.

Probably as a means of not
clouding his reputation in the

serious field of foreign affairs,

he published his first novel, Oh,
W/iat a Wonderful Wediting, un-
der the name of Virginia Rowans
in 1953.

The book was so well received
that in the next four years he
published House Party, The Lov-
ing Couple, and The Pink Hotel
under the same name.

Fearing that the public was
becoming tired of Virginia Ro-
wans, he adopted a new pseu-
donym, Patrick Dennis, for his

next two novels, Auntie Mame
and Gustumrrl Ho.

Auntie Mame, the story of the
trials and tribulations of the or-

phaned Patrick Dennis while be-
ing raised by his Aunt Mam*, al-

most instantly became the big-
gest success in Tanner's (Den^
nis's?) career, selling over 25,-

000 copies.

Jerome Lawrence and Robert
E Lee immediately set to work,

Emphasized
(Editors Note: The text of

President Jean Paul Mother's

"Farew$ll" address t» the Facul-

ty given yesterday morning in

Bowker Auditorium, follows-:)

"This is an occasion for reflec-

tion as well as for warmth. I

need only remind you in parting

of the many problems of a grow-
ing University. And if \ seemed
to gloss over the many faculty

problems, the specific personal

struggles for assurance and dig-

nity, it is not that I was lacking

in knowledge of these things.

I have been too intimately a

part of an academic community
not to receive the many web-like

threads of communication that

radiate from a total campus. Such
things I feel deeply and of such
I was aware when I resigned as
President.

"No faculty can breathe the
life of the scholar and teacher
with dignity and respect without
the element of freedom and re-

lief from even a well meaning
State officialdom. The sincerity

«..,. „••••«., .1,1 or .---u m utliet'wise

appointed guard ans in Boston, in

a sense, are irrelevant to the
larger issue.

PRESIDENT MATHER

Hits "Irritating Controls"
To me the overwhelming prob-

lem here was not only promoting
the expansion of facilities, of
faculty, and of a student body of
university caliber. But all this
must take place within a climate
of freedom from petty and ir-

ritating controls. I was, and am,
fully aware that many on this
campus might have proceeded
differently.

Precisionettes Hold Tryouts;

Frosh, Soph Women Invited
Try-outs for freshman and

sophomore girls interested in the
Precisionettes wil be held start-

ing Monday March 28, in the
Commonwealth Room from 5-6

P.M.

Among the traditional activi-

ties associated with the Univer-
sity are the Precisionettes, a 48
girl drill team. The organization
is particularly distinctive, being

one of three such collegiate

groups in the country. They par-
ticipate in all home football

games and at least two away
games in conjunction with the
Redmen Band.

The Precisionettes will be un-
der the leadership of Prof. Joseph
Contino, Band Director; Don Wit-
koski, Drillmaster; and Otto Me-
Bride, Assistant Drillmaster.

and revised the novel into a show
that ran 639 consecutive per-
formances on Rroadway and was
itself adapted into a highly suc-
cessful movie.

Mr. Tanner, quick to size up
the situation, asked Patrick, now
highly regarded *s a successful
novelist, to write the preface to
the second edition of Miss Ro
wan's book, House Party, Mr.
Dennis graciously consented, and
wrote: "This book has always
been a favorite of mine, and I

hope many ofhers will buy and
enjoy it as I do."

Then, getting into the act in
all respects, Patrick Tanner took
a job as dramatic critic for the
Mr* fUfmbtk in 19f>7.

What name is he presently us-
ing? Who knows?

A Basic Philosophy

There arc those who deeply
felt the problem was chiefly one
of "human relations" and "good
will" with public officials, that
an attack on the basic principles
of State control over higher edu-
cation was a grave mistake and
would do harm to us all. This is

a position that can be sincere!

v

held.

But as people can differ in

reactions to a problem of signifi-
cance I differed from this view.
I saw it as only a stop gap. Good
will is essential in human rela-
tionships but the end result in
our situation would be to rec-
ognize the authority of public
and political officials in the gov-
erning of a University. And this
appeared to me fundamentally
wrong. This appeared to sanction
a straight jacket while uttering
pleasantries with the keeper and
guardian.

A faculty under such conditions
can only atrophy, and a faculty
that comes to find .pleasure in
such a relationship Me ^w;^,i^
its chief reasons for being: the
independent teaching of young
people; contributing to knowl-

(Continued on page 5)

AT THE STATE HOUSE

Governor Furcolo
Mass. Self - Survey

Fifteen leaders in the Legisla-
ture, business, labor, religion, and
public administration were ap-
pointed by Governor Furcolo to
the Advisory Council of the
Massachusetts Self-Survey, the
program designed to streamline
the state government for maxi-
mum .economy and efficiency.

The self-survey was started
two months ago under the direc-
tion of Charles F. Mahoney. com-
missioner of administration, to

modernize the management and

Appoints

Council

Consideralion

Brings Battles

Of Budgets
*

To Senate
by AUDREY RAYNER '61

Mn>t« hf Wilkoikt
Making plana for the Spring recruiting season which starts

Monday, March 28, are, left to right: Sybil Grossman, '81; Rob
rrta Bernstein, '61; Rosemary Kammon, '81

j Denise Harmony, •«!•

Joanne Aijala, '61; and Linda Lippert, '61.

Theae six girls were recently selected squad leaders for the
coming season.

The annual budget was pre-

sented to the Senate Wednesday
evening and the financial battle

was begun.

Senator Dennis Twohig '61

took the chair for the budget dis-

cussions, as President Zelis is

Chairman of the Budget Com-
mittee and therefore speaks from
the floor.

The first budget introduced
was that of the Alpha Zeta Judg-
ing Teams. After long and heated
discussions concerning whether
or not the teams were "special
interest" groups, the budget was
passed with an amendment that
further appropriations to Alpha
Zeta be considered next fall.

Senator Jim O'Leary '62

brought up the motion for an
amendment to the Collegian
budget which would call for an

extra appropriation to include
UPI service for the paper. Pro-
viding for "in depth" reporting,

this service sends national and
international news to the publica-

tion. The Collegian would be the
only newspaper "in this area"
which receives the service. An
argument against the amendment
was presented by President Zelis,

who said that "by getting UPI,
we are setting up into competi-
tion with the New York Times."
An opposing view was put

forth by Ted Sheerin '60, who
said that he thought it was time
"we as students woke up to the
fact that we are living in a world,
not on a campus."

After much discussion on the
pros and cons of receiving the
service, a question was called and

(Continued on page 5 J

structure of the executive depart-
ment. Presently, 200 teams, in-
volving 1000 state employees, are
making extensive reappraisals of
various functions and operations
of state government.
Appointed to the council were:

Senate President John E. Pow-
ers; House Speaker John F.
Thompson; John W. Agnew. vice-
president. First National Bank of
Boston; Noel S. Baker. vice-pr*#L
dent, John Hancock Life Insm
anoe Company; J. William Be
langer, ]>re*i<\ort>, Massachusetts
AFL-CIO; Lt. Gen. James H
Gavin (USA-ret), president \i
thur D. Little, Inc.; Rt. Rev". Ro-
bert M. Hatch, Episcopal Bishop
of Western Massachusetts; Rev
W. Seavey Joyce, S.J. Dean, Ros-
ton College school of Naincai
administration; Rabbi Albert 9
Goldstein, Temple L. Ohabei Sha-
lom, Brookline.

Also Joseph P. Healey, vice-
president and general counsel,
Boston Edison Company; Prof.
Earl Latham, chairman, depart-
ment, Amherst College; Don K
Price, graduate school of public
administration. Harvard Univer-
sity; Sidney R. Rabb, president,
Stop & Shop, Inc.; Albert
W. Vanderhoof, Standard Dupli-
cating Machines Corporation,
Everett; and Kermit C. Morris-
sey, state budget commissioner
Joseph F. Courtney has been

appointed by Commissioner Ma-
honey to be coordinator of the
survey.

Governor Furcolo announced
that he will file a special message

(Continued on page 5)
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Long a problem for students on campus

the telephone situation has—as is customary

—become more acute with each year.

A solution is now available which, while

not increasing the number of telephones,

would make more use of the existing facili-

ties.

Recently, the telephone company has

made available to Amherst a new exchange

(Al 6— ) instead of the now overworked Al

3-9—.

If a certain percentage of the telephones

on campus were to be put under this ex-

change^—the problem of being stalled at 3-

92— or 3-91— would be solved; thus much
of the telephone dilemma would be solved

without the addition of new telephones

—

seemingly a Utopian idea.

Young Democrats

Since 1956 there has been negligible

political activity among UMass students. Al-

though we are situated in a predominantly

Republican area of the state, the University

is the logical site for the rejuvenation of a

young Democratic movement, in the opinion

of the state Democratic organizations.

The majority of students at the Univer-

sity have Democratic leanings, and since it

is election year, there is a definite need for

an active political organization on campus.

In response to the need for more political

activity, a small group of students attended

the Young Democratic leadership confer-

ence at Harvard last Saturday. This group

has formed to stimulate the dormant inter-

est in the Young Democratic movement on

campus.

As far as Democratic movements go in

the state, the organization at the University

should lead in the campaign for greater

political activity on our campus and for

greater Democratic activity in the colleges

in the area. The latent political activity here

should be channelled into an active move-

ment, so that the state university students

may live up to its expectations of being the

center of Democratic activity for this elec-

tion year.

P. B.

At Hatfield Barn
by KATHY WOODROOFE '61

Smith College

Hatfield Bam last Sunday night, still hearing the

escutcheon of yuletide's commercial red crepe paper

and Reynold's foil (and full of suspicious or over

eager collegians), was a sotting sc-eaming to be

satirized by the Greenwich Village poets and musi-

cians who wore giving out with their stuff. The
poems were mainly of tw-o sorts—merciless satire

against Madison Avenue commercialism and lyrical

sentimentality about virgins and boyhood memories.
Poets Hugh Romnpy and John (Qnincy, so he

spoofed) Adams read poems by Greenwich Village's

"beautiful" Gregory Corso, now in Athens, and
Spain's Garcia Lorca, as well as dramatized their

own poetry.

Sometimes the poetry was spoken sans jazz, more
often with. When the two arts were put together,

the fusion was surprisingly successful. Romney was
at his best with a congo drum played by Erich Loeb
who beat out his own poetic sound in several solos.

The single drum allowed Romney to shout and be-

come quite agitated without obscuring the musical

element. Adams was at his best with the full quartet

of drum, muted trumpet, bass and flute which al-

ternated with tenor and soprano sax. The flute did

crazy watery things to Adams' poem "The Water-
front", and the whole quartet swept everyone into

the scarey "busy day" beat of "Machines". Both
poets smoked as they spoke, making with their own
poema from memory and from the then and there.

Romney perched on a high stool, often throwing his

head back in little boy excitement or shaking it in

painful rage; Adams preferred to stand, head hunch-
ed over with lips almost kissing the mike, his hands
always interpreting the flow of words.

The Hugh Romney troupe will be back on March
27, April 3 and 10. Make the scene for a gas if you
Mm,

Roister Doister Theatre Column
by RALPH

"Saying the thing which is not" may not be good Swiftian ethics,

but it makes darn good humour when done with a light Irish touch.

Thus the one-act play by Sean O'Casey entitled, "The Bedtime Story"

is, in contrast to its title, a definitely non-soporific farce.

The play, which is Mount Holyoke College's entry in the Yale

Arts Festival this weekend, (Anybody going to New Haven?), was

presented the night of March 23, at Mount Holyoke.

The entire production is student-run, with both cast and produc-

tion crew partially composed of U. of Mass. students. Student director

is Carol Klein from Mount Holyoke. Gordon ("Ben"), Benoit '61, an

experienced production man from this campus, is set designer for the

show. Also from U.Mass. are Bob' Stanton '62, who plays the male

lead (John Joe Mulligan), Leonard Katz, and F.I. ("Mick"), Broad-

hurst.

The story in short (as short as a* Irish yarn can be), is that of

a consciencous young Irishman, (JohntJoe Mulligan), who takes a

young lady street walker to read poet^ at his apartment which he

shares with Dan Halibut, (played by Mick Broadhurst), (That's what
the man said.) After the subject of poetry is dropped, and it gets

along toward morning, John begins to have pangs of remorse, and

worries about what people will think if he is seen with the girl. As
he tries vainly to get her to leave, she takes advantage of the situa-

tion, and, claiming he's ruined her, proceeds to get away with his

money, best coat, umbrella, and peace of mind.

His friend, Dan, seeing him running down the street in the sleet

in his stocking feet, thinks the girl must have his mind in toto. The
landlady thinks John is sleepwalking. Superstitious Dan is terrified.

Armed with a curtain pull, Dan tries to get his returning room-
mate to go to sleep. John becomes convinced that Dan is crazy, and
arms himself with a bottle, whereupon Dan faints. When the landlady

arrives with a "few friends to help" him including a cop and a doc-

tor, John, believing everyone to have gone crazy, joins his friend on

the floor in a final swoon.

Mick Broadhurst couldn't be more in his element than in such a

play. He is as Irish as his nickname and then some. Mick's activity

in the theatre started in high school and continued into the Service

when he was a member of the Key West theatre group. On campus,
he was in "Time Remembered" last Spring, and took the part of the

Stage Manager in the Roister- Doister production of "Our Town" last

fall. A first-semester Junior History major, Mick is also president of

the R.D.'s.

Speaking in this latter capacity, Mick notes the need for new
blood in the R.D.'s in general, and specifically in the forthcoming
production of "Auntie Mame." Several bit parts are still uncast, and
production workers are needed on sets, costuming, and props. Par
ticipation is not limited to R.D. members. Rehearsals are nightly in

Bowker, and production crews work Saturday afternoons. Just walk
in. Anyone interested would be more than welcome. And that's no
blarney!

IN A VERY MINOR KEY
Well! the second issues of both Yahoo and The Literary Maga-
of Lth 8 Uniccrsily uf Milsaachusetlt are uut. And those of us who

were able to get hold of a copy . . . got hold of a copy.
It is very amusing to me that students are always willing to cri-

ticize the Collegian. Our humor is nnn-evictent, or as one reader
phrased it. "cloddish". We are accused of catering to the moronic
minds of the campus, and completely ignoring quality.

Well, there's certainly some justification for such criticism, and
we know it. Maybe our humor isn't always humorous, nor our prose
perfect- we try, but when you're meeting a thrice weekly deadline
(which, by the way, we always meet) you can't be expected to make
it all the time. Our job is not to be funny, nor to be intellectual—our
job is to get the news. This we try to do.

Which brings mo to the point that it is Ya-hoo's duty to be funny,
and TLMOTUOM's job to be good. With a total of six months' time
between the two of them, these publications managed to put out a
combined total of 40 papes, 24 pages of humor and 16 of quality. Or
was it 24 pages of humor, and 16 pages of quality?

Spring has come to the UMud campus—and the smell of Stock-
bridge is in the air.
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Dear Editor:

T.C.'s protest in Wednesday's Collegian (Mar.

16) reminded me of my own four-year irritation at

the ridiculous regulations which women at the Uni-

versity must endure. My complaints during my col-

lege career were always met by the patient adminis-

trative reply that students always complain and

have no perspective in those matters. Now social

restraints upon women are becoming yet more bur-

densome and appear even sillier from a distance.

I was disappointed by the moderation of T.C.'s

"Protest": the refusal to allow serenading represents

the ultimate exaggeration of prurient Victorian

prudery, and the strongest language could hardly

have sufficed to castigate its absurdity, injustice,

stupidity, and malicious moral inertia.

The tide of years has swept away the world of

Jane Eyre, but has left a few superannuated gov-

ernesses to flounder on the sands of new times to

which they are obviously unsuited, in which, in fact,

they are anachronisms. Their restrictions are more
than annoying; they are humiliating, and, to a girl

of any spirit, insulting. Consider the implications:

that university students are too deficient or de-

praved morally to be permitted the company of the

opposite sex for more than a few hours, or without
official supervision. It may be argued that appear-
ances must be preserved. But what hypocrisy this

represents! For this external appearance of moral-
ity is all that the present system of regulations can
preserve; that the authorities can hardly fail to

realize this suggests that such an appearance is in

fact their chief concern. Or do I attribute too cal-

culated motives to official acts and attitudes which
really spring from irrational cultural and psy-
chological conditioning?

The law recognizes that girls of college age are
mature enough to assume the serious responsibility
of marriage and parenthood. Even the University
assumes that they are mature enough to profit by
the accumulated wisdom of their civilization which
is (supposedly) embodied in a college education.
But some officials apparently do not believe that
they are mature enough to come home at night, nor
to entertain male friends in their residences (more
than one at a time and by arrangement)—in short,
not to act like animals driven by their instincts
nor even to listen to,a simple serenade with the cus-
tomary decorum.

Why do the women students tolerate this situa-
tion ? Surely the time has come to end the sacrifice
of their emotional and intelieclual integrity to the
"Musty Moloch" of Victorian morality.

Susan Scofield Tripp '58

Open letter to the Housemothers:

Come, come, my dears, act your age! You're here,
and that's all there is to it! You ought to be thank-
ful. Now don't ask questions. Get back in your cells!

ENDURE!
Any time I can be of help

—

J. P. M.

To the Editor:

1 suspect that Ernie Zander, in his column "The
Campus Beat," was referring to my letter of March
18 when he suggested that its writer might be the
long-awaited incarnation of the "Messiah of the In-
dependents."

Mr. Mander's eyes, hypnotized by a veritable
host of Capital-I's, seem to see Capital-I's where,
alas, there are but small-i's. It is, in fact, for the
lark of a Capital! that my alleged Mmiinff
aspirations must eternally remain frustrated. For
I must confess that I am not, in spite of Mr. Man-
der, an Independent. 1 am merely an independent.

There are few people on this campus more tedi-
ous (unless it be the authors of Cloddish—spelled
with a Capital-C—humor) than professional inde-
pendents. I am not a member of their organization.

My letter represents personal opinion, nothing
more, nothing less. Its prejudices (if lack of love for
the fraternities and sororities must be called that)
are Bitot alone. If Mr. Mander, feeling as he does
about my use of the pronoun "I", knows of a suit-
able device whereby the word may be avoided in
letters expressing personal beliefs, then I should like
to hear of it.

Frank Thompson '60

Doar Fred Davis, '62, PLAYBOY representative,

Wowie! Will I ever take you up on that special
Housemothers' Rates for a subscription to PLAY-

In your letter you made the offer to the one who
»yl she has a house full of lovely chased girls. Be-
hove me, Fred, she won't he interested. If you don't
watch out, she'll have you put off campus, too.

I'm the one who gets tied up every now and then
when there's a special party on.—and I need some
reading matter. Sometimes I get a little sad, though,
J- rod, when I look at PLAYBOY. It puts me in mind
of my old man, somehow. Of course, he couldn't
PtM, but how he would have loved those pictures!!

Well, HI be see in you,

Housemother number out.

I

i

<

as seen by

MARILYN ARMSTRONG '60

How would you feel if you

owned a real honest-to-goodness

sportscar? (This is, of course,

assuming that you don't own

one.) Like a member of the elite,

right ? And you could go put-put-

putting and beep-beep-beeping all

around campus, whistling at

girls, splashing mud and puddles

all over members of the faculty,

running under campus police

cars, and running over various

and sundry administrators.

Wouldn't that be lots of fun!

And do you know what else it

would be like? Well. I don't

know this first-hand because I

couldn't even afford a scooter,

but IVe read the new LIFE—the

March 28th issue—and now I

know all about it. (Wasn't that

a sneaky way to get around to

mentioning LIFE?)

It seems that only certain

types of cars qualify to be mem-
bers of the sports car clan. If

you don't have one of these

genuine types, you might as well

turn in your badge but if you do

own, or drive just the right kind

of car, then certain people who

also drive a really-and-truly

sports car will wave or even blow

their horn in answer to your

wave or toot. Why, you know,

it's almost like belonging to a

(evil! evil!) fraternity or sorori-

ty, and it looks almost like Holly-

wood!

Whether you fraternize or not,

however, LIFE's article on sports

car owners is most entertaining.

It tells you how to tell a gaffera-

tor from an osmometer, how to

do all sorts of good boxwork,

and how to get in and out >»f

one of these special little cars

while still remaining smooth. A

veritable wealth of knowledge
fin the young man or woman-
about campus!

For The Politically Minded . . .

Meanwhile, back at the Wis-

consin dairy-farm. Jack and

Hubert were battling it out.

LIFE takes you to the scene of

two differing all-out campaigns
for the sake of winning Wis-

consin's presidential primary

slated for April 5th. Democratic

front- runners Kennedy and Hum-
phrey both seek the victory

which might win for them dele-

gates from other states. And
there is quite a difference in the

tactics of the two gentlemen in

question. Kennedy, we see, is

working on a sort of family plan

by means of which the whole

clan pitches in to help brother

Jack. Humphrey, according to

the LIFE pictures and reports,

is straight-talking to farmers,

having been limited by a smaller

budget and a smaller family.

Rose-Covered Cottage

So she's after your pin, is she!

Well, bless her calculating little

heart. LIFE shows you the way
to be a real hero in her eyes.

Listen! There's this town for

sale in Arizona! It's 450 acres in

area, and comes pre-equipped

with 26 homes, a gas station,

general store, bar and dance hall.

What's a paltry pin compared to

all that ? Show her how you feel.

Buy it for her. It's almost prac-

tically a bargain.

Deep In The Heart Of . .

Deep in the heart of Moscow,
there's still a little aesthetic

feeling. (Pay attention, Art

majors!) March 28th LIFE has

pages of full color pictures of

paintings by experimental Mus-
covites accomplished in a quiet

defiance of official Soviet acade-

micism which has been purported

to be stifling Russian art.

As yet, the Soviet government
has not clamped down upon

these creative artists—this due
largely to th<' fact that their

Work has received little publicity.

How long this "bourgeois de-

cadence" will be allowed remains

to be seen; however, the work is

to be commended for its hope for

free creative expression.

There's something for every-

one (now if that isn't a trite

statement for an English major)
(but it's true!) in the Match 28th

issue of LIFE: bountifully beauti

ful new blooms for the Botany
majors; a brand-new way t<> win
a letter if you've always wanted
to be a letterman; the story of

how some students voluntarily

entered a mental institution to

further their knowledge; the

story behind the Finch trial. See
what I mean? And believe it or

not, there's more besides. Like

it's just chock-full of life. That's

LIFE, gang, for March 28th,

1960, and it's on the news-stand

today!

WomenSkiers

Attend Clinic
Three members of the newly

formed Women's Ski T.-am at-

tended an Alpine Clinic tins

past weekend at Mount Aaeutttey,

Vermont. The clinic, sponsored

by the Keene Teacher's College

Ski Team, provided instruction

in slalom and giant slalom tech-

nique under actual racing condi-

tions.

The team was organized this

year through the efforts of Ann
Haggerty, '60, and is sponsored

by the Women's Athletic As-

sociation as one of its regular

activities. Members attending the

clinic were Elaine Hurney, '62,

Louise Anketell, '61, Joy Pratt,

'61, manager of the team for the

1960-1961 season, and Miss

Maida Riggs, faculty advisor.

The Campus Beat
by JERRY GALLAGHER '62

The Univcrait) has announced
a new curriculum with openings

available to eeleefed student >

It is designed to prepare tin

fortunate few in the profession

that thy will most likely enter.

Mr. Ernst Kuhlbran will teach

a course in Janitoring open to

engineers only. Mr. Kuhlbran has

formerly tended a furnace at the

Sorbonne, buffed floors at Oxford,

and was head of the men's lat

rine in historic Crumm Hall at

Harvard before

University.

Some of the

are: Bowl Tech

coming to the

courses offered

5 & 6, Furnace
Stoking 93, and Floor Buffing 25.

Miss Sadie Ace will teach a

course in Car Hopping open to

Education Conference
Will Be Held At MIT

Jasper Grassa, Vice President

of the Massachusetts Federation

of Teachers, AFL-CIO, and Con-

ference Chairman, announced

that the annual Federation edu-

cation conference will be held

April 9 at the MIT Faculty Club.

Two hundred teachers from

throughout Mass. are expected

to participate in discussions,

whose general theme will be:

Schools For Tomorrow Teach-

ing In The Decade Ahead. The
day-long session will include

three concurrent morning panels

entitled: The Public And The
Schools; Emerging Trends In

Education; and What Is The
Measure Of Professionalism ?

The Reverend Michael P.

Walsh, President of Boston Col-

lege, will speak during the morn-
ing session on The Pursuit Of
Excellence. The afternoon

speaker is Dr. Myron Lieberman,
professor and author of the con-

troversial new book "The Future

of Public Education". Dr. Lieber-

man is currently Research Direc-

tor of the Educational Research

Council of Greater Cleveland.

Two newly organized Federa-

tion faculty groups at UMass.
and in Gloucester will have

charters officially bestowed by
the National President of the

A FT.

Invited panel participants in-

clude: for the Public And Th^
Schools—moderator, John Bowes,

teacher. Boston Technical High,
and panelists: Mrs. Edna Koret-

sky, Member, Medford School

Committee, Miss Madeleine L.

Reilly, Member, Boston School

Committee, Kenneth J. Kelley,

Sec.-Treas., Mass. State Labor
Council, and Mrs Muriel Snow
den, Director, Freedom House,
Roxbury; for Emerging Trends
In Education—moderator, Lewis
Thistle, Principal, Lynn English
High, and panelists; Prof. Gene
D. Phillips of Boston University,

Carl J. Megel, President, Ameri-
can Federation of Teachers,

Jesse Richardson, Math and
Science Supervisor, National De
fense Education Act; for What
Is The Measure Of Professional

ism—moderator, Walter O'Don-
nell. Professor of Management.
UMass, and panelists: Sumner
Rosen, Asst. Prof., Northeastern
University; John (oil, Exec.
Secretary. Boston Newspaper
Guild, AFL-CIO; John Sullivan,

area representative. National

Education Association; and Jo-

seph Robinson, Member, Brook

line School Committee.

girl.; in the Nursing Dept. inl

boys in the Hoc. Dept. Miss Ace,

a graduate of the Dick Clark

Show, where she made 9,002 con-

secutive appearances in the same
dress, worked near UCLA and

Miami University before accept-

ing her present position.

Some of the courses offered

are: Tray Spilling 41, Back Seat

Tech. 88, and Short Changing
1 & 2.

Big Ed "The Bear" Fillipidi

will offer a course in Ditch Dig-

ging open to Liberal Arts Majors

only. Mr. Fillipidi is a graduate

of the fourth grade at Brigga

School in Pittsfield, Massachu-

setts. He helped dig a Mirer
drainage system at Yale Univer-

sity and dug a garbage sump at

NYU before coming here.

Some of the courses offered:

Pick Manip. 1 & 2 and Shovel

Manip. 3 & 4.

Dr. Looie Wallenbloom will

teach a course in Cheap Hood-

lumism open to all students and
recommended for business majors.

Mr. Wallenbloom, a graduate

of Feeding Hills Reformatory,

obtained his degree by forging it

after doing graduate work at

Alcatraz.

Some of the courses offered

are Pornography 34, Purse

Snatching 5, and Book Making 19.

The Student Union Dance
Committee is sponsoring a square

dance tonight in the Small Ball-

room of the S.U. It will run from
7:30-11:30 p.m. Admission 25#.

The movie tonight will be a

foreign film entitled "Madchen
In Uniform". 7:00 p.m.. 25*.

Tickets will go on sale tnmor
row for the Soph Banquet "Ro-
man Holiday". It will he held

from R:30-«;30, Saturday, April

2. The speaker will be Provost

McCune and entertainment will

be offered by the Statesmen and
Buffy St. Marie. Tickets are $1.25.

The B'nai Brith Hillel Founda-
tion will hold evening services

tonight at 7:00 p.m. Rabbi Louis

Ruchames will speak on the topic

"The Jewish Image of God".

Men who face wind and weather

choose the protection of...

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION

Skin protection, that in. 01 I Spice refreshes and stimulates, guards against the lorn of vital

•kin moisture. Feels great, too. Brisk, bracing, with that tangy Old Spice scent. It does seen
to attract female admirers, but what red-blooded

man needs protection against girU? 1 .00 ,./.,. <*. I H U LTO N
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11 Fraternity Theme Parties

Feature Weekend Activities

!

by BILL AVERT II

Theme parties will he held in Presidents

eleven of the fraternities on cam
pus this Saturday night, starting

at 8 P.M.

The eleven fraternities par-

ticipating are: Sigma Phi K?'

ftilon with a Vampire Party.

Theta Chi with a Toga Party,

Tau Kappa Epsilon with a Ha-
waiian Party.

\ Oogpatch Party will he held

at Alpha Gamma Rho. Tan Ep-

silon Phi will have an Egyptian

Party while Alpha Sigma Phi

will have a Little Ahner Party.

Phi Mu Delta is going to have

a Pirate's Den Party and Sigma
Alpha Epsilon is going to havp a

Fiji Island Party. QTV will have

a Voodoo Party while Alpha Tau
Gamma will have a Mardi Gras
Party and Phi Sigma Delta will

have a Comic Strip Party.

The IFC theme parties will be

governed by those rules pertain-

big tn all mixed social events

which are found in the University

handbook and those which have

been formulated by the IFC gov-

erning alcoholic beverages

Points will I).- given which will

be included in overall fFC com-
petition. However there will be no

trophy or plaque given for first,

second or third places. The points

will he awarded as follows: Any
and ail houses may receive a

maximum of ten or a minimum
of zero points depending on the

judges' decision.

Judging will be by three in-

dividuals who are not affiliated

with the University and who have
been approved by the Fraternity

Association. A mem-
bar of the tPC Social Committee
will accompany the three judges.

Judging will be hasod on the
following:

Originality of theme
Effect of decorations
I '"stumes

Effort shown in planning for

party

Overall effect-NOT INCLUD-
ING professional entertain-

ment

Foreign Crafts

Exhibited In

Skinner Hall
The arts and crafts exhihit ar-

ranged in Skinner Hall presents

an unusual and interesting dis

play. The enfhassies of Finland,
Norway, Italy and Canada have
st-nt examples of their country's

outstanding handicrafts. Finland

is depicted by exquisite glass ves

sels and brightly colored ni<!<

intricate wood carvings represent
-.Ko • ... ! ...

FraL Presidents
To Join Advisors
At Sunday Dinner
The fraternity p| |i

their fraternity advisors v. ill

together for an Informal dinner

at the Italian Village on Route
11« on Sunday, March 27.

The dinner will be held aft ti-

the Louis Armstrong Jazz Con-
cert. The purpose of this dinner

is that the fraternity presidents

and their advisors will get to

know one another hetter.

Co-ed Corner
by GERDA BROOKS '62

Norway. The Italian

sent woven baskets, and deiical

china pieces; while Canada's em
baasy has sent pottery and fig-

urines.

As part of the same exhibit the
visitor may see student art Work,
drawings and design displayed by
tiie Art Dept. of t'Mass.

The exhihit will be open 9 to 5

on the first floor of Skinner Hall

until April 10th. Everyone is wel-

come.

REVELERS APPLICATION'S

ARE AVAILABLE AT THE
DORMS AND S.U. LOBBY
COUNTER. IF INTERESTED
PLEASE FILL OUT BY MARCH
28.

Education Block

Interviews To Run
March 28 - April 1
SOPHOMORE Class of 1962

Interviews will he held from
March 23 - April 1. Sign-up sheets

in the Education Office, Room
SOI, Machmer Hall

JUNIOR Class of INI

Interviews will be held from
March 23 - April 1. Those not al-

ready accepted should sign up for

interviews. Check in Education
Office.

ALL STUDENTS PLANNING
TO TAKE THE BLOCK NEXT
YEAR MUST INFORM is OF
THE SEMESTER THEY WISH
TO DO THEIR STUDENT
TEACHING.

LEWIS
Lewis House is proud of all

its girls who took part in the

Naiads Show: Beth Egan '63,

Jeanne Rull '63, Marilyn Wood
«'»2, and Sandy Derbyshire '63

—

Junior Naiads, and Donna-Lee
Bonner '63 and Shelly Prentiss
'62 who danced You did a great
job "girls!

Second floor is happy to wel-
come back Nancy Hanlon '62 and
Laurel ie Walker '61 after their
long illnesses.

I ewis House wishes to com-

mend Ann Bhutty '61, for the

superb job she did in "The Bells

Are Ringing." Also Carol Doli-

ber '62, Jean Alden '62, Judy
Clark '61, Sue Lafrancis '60 and
Elaine Armstrong '63.

Due to an error in last week's

Collegian, a new sorority has
been founded in Lewis — Beta
Omega. Headquarters are located

on first south and all those with
i'uihs of at least 1.1 are invited

to pledge. See B.V. or D.C. in 101.

Chemistry Seminars Begin
Mar. 29 In Goessmann Lab

All seminars are in Goessmann
Laboratory and are open to the
public.

Tuesday, March £9, 11:00 a.m..

Room 152

Miss Patricia Scanlon "Some
USes of Ketone and its Deri-

vatives in Organic Syntheses"

Monday, April 4, 5:00 p.m.,

Peters Auditorium
Dr. Willard Richards, Amherst
College— "The Induction Pe-

riod of the Acetylene-Oxygen
• Reaction in Shock Waves"

Tuesday, April 5, 1 1 :oo a.m.,

Room 152

Miss Tina VeJantaas—"Tung-
sten Bronzes"

Tuesday. April 12, 11:00 a.m.,

Room 152

Mr. Albert (iirotti—"Biological

Oxidation and Reduction In-

volving Pyridine Nucleotides"

Tuesday, April 26, 11:00 a.m..

Room 152

Mr. Donald Lambert- "The In-

«• Iht Oinah Sho.tChtv, Show in coio. Sundt.t. NBC TV -he ?,'. tioemt Chtv» Sfcowraem wMkh/ AJC-TV Ml drxShwxnt -- Isirpwtiuri
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"Hey, Sweetie, how'd you like a new Chevy?

m«i« 'a wriw—«n« ill ».«•>..• r„^t- r. fit, , «»mons!r»!!sn'

SBynCn

|
MOh, Freddie" (sigh

J

SjMtate
' I he dealc

i
s got just the model we want,

Sweetie. Right color, right everything."

.-:•••:

1 "Oh, Freddie" (sigh)

"In fact he's got the biggest selection I ever saw
No problem at all to find what you want."

*: *"**v v^£4AM6AfiMaMMBMSMiM

"Oh, Freddie" (sigh)

"It's got that V8 in it

I've been talking

ibout too. What an
"Oh, Freddie" (sigh)

• • • • • •••-...... .

tmpala Sport

Drive it—It's fun- t aerie I Set voor local authorized Chevrolet dealer 4jQ^^ZZ7 for economical transportation

frared Spectra of Diboranes"

Tuesday, May 3, 11 :00 a.m., Room
152

To be announced
Tuesday, May 10, U a.m. Room
152

Miss Rosalind Stiftel - "The
Structure of Cyclic Base Cat-

alysed Condensation Prod-

ucts"

Tuesday, May 17. Il :00 a.m., Pe-

ters Auditorium
Dr. Marc Silver, Amherst Col-

lege- "lint, Cold and Luke-
warm Carbonium Ions"

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Pair of black-rimmed

glas-ses in red leather ease, If

found, contact Nancy Altpeter,

Leach House.

Lost: A Q.T.V. fraternity |iin

in the Public Health Building's

second flour Ladies' room be-

tween 8 a.m. and 1 p.m. on March
2.'*. Please return to the S.U. hib-

bj counter or to any Sigma
Kappa. Sentimental value. Paula
Rosa, Sigma Kappa House,

Greek Week
Started Off
By Satehmo

Louis Armstrong: and his All

Stars will start off Greek Week
this Sunday at 8:80 p.m.
To date. 2,600 tickets havs l>e.»i

sold. The remaining 2.700 tickets

will be old a1 the door on Sun-
day afternoon.

A mass exchange supper, an-
other highlight of Greek Week,
will be held r.n Tuesday. March
29.

A banquet with all the frater-
nities and sororities participating;

will he held on March 30. On
Friday, April 1. the Greek Ball
with Baddy Morrow and his or
ehestra will he held,

Chariol races with all fifteen

fraternities participating will

and Greet Week on Saturday,
April 2.

WMUA Schedule
Friday

4:00

4:05

5:00

5:05

5:.'{0

6:80

6:45

7:00

B:00

9:00

10:80

1 00

Saturday

1:00 Sign

4 :05

5:00

5:05

5:30

8:30
r, j 5

7:00

8:00

12:30

Sign On News, Weather
Campus Caper
News and Weathtr
CampUi Caper-

Dinner Date
News and Sport*
Public Service B.T.

Old Tunes
Crazy Rhythms
Ski Reports

Craiy Rhythms
News, Weather Sign Off

On -News, Weather
Campus Caper
News and Weather
Campus Caper
Dinner Date

NeWS and Sports
Public Service K.T.

CampUS Jukebox
Dancing; in the Dark
News, Weather—Sign Off
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State House . • .
triP to Washington with Boston

Contintted from page 1 Mayor John F. Collins to re-as-

with the Legislature immediately sure General Services Adminis-

to assure a new state office build-
{
trator Franklin G, Floete that the

ing in the proposed Government

Center in downtown Boston.

At the suggestion of the Gov-

ernor, Atty-Gen. Edward J. Mc-

Cormack will study the decision

which ruled invalid the state law

creating a three-man self-per-

petuating building association to

construct the office building for

leasing to the state.

Meanwhile, the Governor is ar-

ranging a mutually convenient

state office structure will be part

of the proposed Government Cen-

ter which will include a new
Boston City Hall and a new Fed-

eral Building.

At the same time they will go

over the draft of the legislation

which the Governor plans to sub-

mit to the General Court. The
new draft is expected to over-

come the objections raised by the

Massachusetts Supreme Court in

OnCampus
iuthor of "I Was a Teen-ag» Dwarf"

Loves of Doom Gilli*", etr.)

with

WaxShukan

Tin Many

««AN EMBARRASSMENT OF RICHES"

Twinkly, lovable old Dr. Wagstaff Sigafoos, head of chemistry

at the Upper Rhode Island College of Science and Palmistry,

cares naught for glory and wealth. All he cares about is to work

in his laboratory, to play Mozart quartets with a few cronies,

to smoke a good Marlboro, and to throw sticks for bis faithful

dog Trey to fetch.

So when, after years of patient research, Dr. Sigafoos dis-

covered Reverso, a shaving cream which causes whiskers to

grow inward instead of outward, thus enabling a man to bite

off his beard instead of shaving it, it never even crossed his

mind that be had come upon a key to fame and riches; he simply

assigned all bis royalties from Reverso to the college and went

on with bis quiet life of working in the laboratory, playing

Mozart quartets, smoking good Marlboros and throwing sticks

for his faithful dog Trey. (Trey, incidentally, had died some

years earlier but habit is a strong thing and Dr. Sigafoos to

this day continues to throw sticks.)

As everyone knows, Heverso turned out to be a madly success-

ful shaving cream. Royalties in the first month amounted to

$290,000, which came in mighty handy, believe you me, because

the college had long been postponing some urgently needed

repairs— a lightning rod for the men's dormitory, new hoops for

the basketball court, leather patches for the chess team's elbows

and a penwiper for the Director of Admissions.

/O
jM^f/$MWf$i/kh?0OO().

In the second month royalties amounted to an even million

dollars and the college bought Marlboro cigarettes for all

students and faculty members. It is interesting that the college

chose Marlboro cigarettes though they could well have afforded

more e\|»ensive brands. The reason is simply this: you can pay

more for cigarette but you can't get a better flavor, a battel

smoke. If you think flavor went out when fdters came in, try

a Marlboro. The filter cigarette with the unfiltered taste. You,

too, can smoke like a millionaire ;it :i cost which docs no violence

to the slimmest of budgets. Marlboros come in soft pack or

flip-top boi and can be found at any tobacco counter. Million-

aires can be found on yachts.

But I digress. We were speaking of the royalties from

Reverso which continue to accrue at an astonishing rate- now

in excess of one million dollars per week. The college is doing all

it can to spend the money; the student-fai ulty ratio which used

to be thirty Students to one teacher is DOW thirty teachers to

one student; the (Julf Stream has been purchased for the

Department of Marine Biology; the Dean of Women has been

gold-plated.

But money does not buy happiness, especially in the college

world. Poverty and ivy— that is the academic life- not power

and jH'If. The Upper Rhode Island College of Science and

Palmistry is frankly embarrassed by all this wealth, but I am
pleased to report that the trustees are not taking their calamity

lying down. Last week they earmarked all royalties for a crash

research program beaded by Dr. Wagstaff Sigafoos to develop

a whisker which is resistant to Keverso. ]jct us all join in wish-

ing the old gentleman success. ® ,w,° MMM»«hn«

The nponnor* of thin column can't offer you money hut they
can offer you tine tmokina flavor— with or without filter. It

you favor filtertt try a Marlboro, If non- filter* are your pleat'
lire pick a Philip Morrl*.

Mather Speech . .

.

Continued from fxipe 1

edge; and enhancing the dignity

of the profession.

Cities Faculty Conflicts

If one decides to hit a funda-

mental principle of State control

head-on one knows the conse-

quences. One knows that differ-

ences will occur on the campus.

One knows that an academic

world will be stirred, that con-

flicts will arise, that men might

ruling the state office building

association illegal.

Senate and Bouse Repubieans,

who had opposed the set-up for

erecting the state office building,

issued jubilant statements in

which they stressed they had

criticized the procedure for build-

ing, administering and maintain-

ing the structure.

Among them were Senator

Philip A. Graham of Hamilton

and Rep. Frank S. Giles of

Methuen, House minority leader,

both of whom are candidates for

the Republican nomination for

Governor. Graham has been espe-

cially active, through the Massa-

chusetts Citizens Committee, in

opposing the building cost and the

self-perpetuating powers of the

three members of the huilding

association.

?yours:

This is the I)-^2. Advanced as if

may be, this airplane has one thing

in common with the first war-

galleys of ancient Egypt... and

*ic air and -pare vehicles ofV\ I til

the future. Someone must chart its

course. Someone must navigate it.

i
- or certain

scuts a caict

opportunity. Here, pernaps you

avc

young men this ptc-

r of real executive
11— ... 1,

chance to master a

>f

rewards... as I Naviga-

th<

profession tui! ot meaning- excite-

will

of(

ment and

tor in the I . S. Air Force.

Toqualif} foi Navigator train*

ing as an Aviation Cadet you must

be an American citizen between 19

and -^>
;

1 single, healthy and in-

telligent. A hi^rh school diploma is

required, but some College is highly

desirable, Successful completion of

the training program leads to a

commission as a Second Lieuten-

ant... and your Navigator wings*

If you think you have what it

takes to measure up to the Avia-

tion Cadet Program for Naviga-

tor training, see your local Air

Force Recruiter. Or clip and mail

this coupon.

There's a place for tomorrow's
Uudvrs on the y y ^>-
Aerospace Team. 1 ^^

Air rorce
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

Aviation C»H»» Information

Dopt. SCL03A
Box 7608, Washington 4, D. C.

I am between 19 and 26V}, a cltiien

of the U.S. and a high school graduate

w ith years of college. Please

send me detailed Information on the

Aviation Cadet program.

NAMI'NAME-

STREET.

CITY

view others with suspicion and

attribute low rather than hifrh

motives to actions and pro-

nouncements.

And one knowo that at times

many of the barhs will call forth

words that might have been left

unborn, dancing upon the end of

the tongue hut dropping back in-

to the security of conscience.

Even the most sensitive man can

offend and even the most sensi-

tive man might not understand

the basic reason for a Univer-

sity's existence and worth. But

there are times. I firmly believe,

when the "monumental tact" that

might preserve a "peace of con-

formity" represents timidity, or

stupidity, or both.

In a sense one must have the

vision of the pioneer at the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts. One
must view the future as one of

grandeur and of great opportu-

nities a" did the Founders of this

country and the men from New
England who opened the Western
lands. The pioneer must always,

in the nature of things, look for-

ward. It is not what has happened
but what can happen that is the

living breath of the pioneer. And
although we might be in a rela-

tively old community with its

own history and culture, still

change must influence us all.

Conficts With Town Grow
The very fact, for example, of

a pioneering effort for this Uni-

versity, struggling for recogni-

tion, for status among its sister

universities and for dignity and

scholarship has brought tension

in Amherst itself. This is the in-

evitable product of change, of

growth, of size.

One does not deliberately set

out to change deep habits of peo-

ple, and there is no justification

in this unless the irritations and

disturbances are incidental to an-

other far-reaching essential: the

promotion of public higher edu-

cation in this Commonwealth.

"Watch Them Jump"
We do not disturb people

merely to watch them jump. We
disturb them only because we are

thoroughly convinced that the

young men and women of this

Commonwealth must have the

best education that can be of-

fered; that resources must be

found to accomplish this; and
that the survival of the Common-
wealth itself requires it.

This is the vision, and this Is

the prime essential. Within this

effort one must dedicate himself.

Who can say that we have not

accomplished much? And who can

say that such accomplishments
will not long" outlive the sharp

edges of the words we have ex-

pressed ?

Cannot Recapture Past

I consider the accomplishments
here as historically significant,

far beyond my own efforts. One
can never go back to an earlier

day. One cannot capture the sen-

timental delights or delusions of

a past. Dut one can develop a

deep human affection and respect

for what will result from our ef-

forts as part of the long con-

tinuity of history.

The rivalries and tensions with-

in an academic organization will

no doubt always exist. This is

true no matter where one might
be or go. And I repeat from the

text of my first address on this

COUNtY. STATE.

campus in February 1953. "The
solution of any problem is the

creation of a new one." Only the

cemetery has an abiding peace

and security from problems. Only

a mystical Utopia exists for one

seeking complete pleasantry and

good will.

I say to you as a faculty that

I am deeply aware of your part

in the University; that without

you no university can exist.

Not Oblivious To Faculty

And if I have appeared to be

oblivious of this to some of you,

it was only on the surface. It is

only because I feel so deeply the

need for higher education in this

Commonweath, and the invention

of appropriate ways of accom-
plishing this that I may have
slighted the more obvious per-

sonal touch. Indeed I know that

people might be happier were a
musician, an artist, an inventor,

an educator to exude good cheer

and be always ready with the

light and gay touch, the openly
warm heart.

I am not untouched by these

very human traits. They make
life more palatable and delightful

whether the life be that of a col-

lege professor, a student, or an
administrator.

No doubt it is difficult for a

professor to establish standards
that cause anguish for particular

students, but a professor must go
on record in favor of good work.
So a Dean must go on record

favoring excellence rather than
mediocrity, and a President must
go on record favoring an aca-

demic environment, free enough
and rich enough to yield excel-

lence in all things. These very
things of a good and great uni-

versity do not come by waving a
wand. They come, if at all, with
a mixture of tremendous achieve-
ment, tremendous disappoint-

ment, and tremendous effort.

No Regrets

I regret no achievement ac-

complished, no battle fought, or
won. In a larger spnse the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts must
take its place among the excel-

lent universities. One must be-
have as if this were so, as if this

must come, and as if any effort

ensuring this is worth human
despair, sacrifice, joy and satis-

faction. Those of us who have
come and who will yet leave have
shared an adventure worth shar-
ing.

Senate Battle . . .

Continued from page 1

the amendment was passed.

The budget meeting, which
lasted until 10:45 a.m., will be
continued next Wednesday at
6:30 p.m.

Postponed for one week was
the motion that the Senate send
a letter expressing the "regret
and disapproval of the students
at the University of Massachu-
setts" at the expulsion of stu-

dents who gave orderly demon-
strations against violations of
the Civil Rights in some south-
em universities.

Natives in the jungle interior

of Africa prefer metal coins to
paper money. Ants and rodents
have overly eager appetites for
paper currency.

P
0Et

Hatfield Barn
Sunday, March 27 6-10 pjn,
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McGuirk Announces Spring

Sports Athletic Schedule

For Varsity And Freshmen
Director of Athletics, Warren

P. McGuirk today announced that

the University of Massachusetts

Spring sports teams will par-

ticipate in a total of 77 contests

as well as six championship

meets during the next ten wreaks.

The Redmen. who have the most

comprehensive intercolle-

giate sports program of any of

the New England land grant uni-

versities, will have varsity and

Freshman competition in baseball.

track, tennis, lacrosse and golf

this Spring.

Coach Earl Lorden's varsity

baseball aggregation and Steve

Kosakowski's tennis team will

lift the curtain on the schedules

with April 9th contests against

teams of the United States

Coast Guard Academy.

Coach Dick Garber's varsity la-

crosse team inaugurates its ten

game slate on April 14 at Wes-
leyan, the Redmen golfers of

Chet Gladchuck open with a home
match against Brandeis on April

26, and the track and field men
of Coach Bill Footrick begin their

dual meet schedule on April 27

by hostirflf Springfield College.

The Complete Schedules:

U»f

Variitr

April •
It
X»
ti
ii
ii
29
3

7

I
10
ii
H
II
19
21
30

Junf 4

Baseball:

•t Coast Guard
•t Aahcnt
t Rhode Island
* 31 at Maine
at Holy Cross
vs. Williams
A 30 vs. Vermont
at Connecticut.
at New Hampshire
at Trinity
vs. Boston University
vs. Rhode Island
at Tufts
vs. A. I.C.
vs. Connecticut
va. New Hampshire
at Springfield
vs. Amherst

Freshman Baseball:

April II vs. Holy Cross
9* v«. Williams

May S at Springfield
S vs. SprinicIteiU
7 at Connecticut
9 at Trinity
11 at A I.C
13 at Windham
19 at Amherst
21 vs. Worcester Acad.

Varsity Golf:

April 21 vs. Brandeis
29 vs. B.C. and UNH

May S vi. Rhode Island
4 at Connecticut and A. I.C.
• vs. Vermont and W.P.I.
9 at Trinity
10 vs. Amherst

MORE SUN

MORE SNOW

SKI CAPITAL
OF THI IAST

^_ „._. . Information or

rwarvitlons. write lodge of

your cholct or Box 206 CD

ttowt Artt Association.

Inc., Stow* Vermont.

13 & 14 Yankee Conference and 27 at Mew Hampshire
New KnicUnd* at Port- 29 v». Rhode Uland
land, Maine 30 at Springfield

20 at Springfield May 2 at Tufts
4 at Connecticut

Freshman Golf i • A 7 Yankee Conferenc* at

April 27 vs. Williston Acad. Durham. N.H.
May 7 at Mt. Hermon 10 vi. A.M.

1 1 va. Worcester Acad. 14 New England! at New Haven
14 at Williston Acad. 16 vi. Fairfield
17 vs. Amherst College

Vanity Lacroiie: Freihman Tennis:
April 14 at Wesleyan April 27 at Worcester Acad.

27 at M.I.T. 30 at Springfield
30 v». Tufts May 4 at Connecticut

May 4 at Amherst Varsity Track:
7 at W.P.I. April 27 va. Springfield
10 vi. Trinity May 3 at Connecticut
12 vs. Brown 7 vi. Tafts
14 at Middlebury 11 vs. Holy Cross
17 vs. Holy Cross 14 Yankee Conference
21 at New Hampshire 18 at Brandeii

* 20 21 New England! at M.I.T.
Freshman Lacrosse

:

IC4A at New York
May 4 vs. Choate

11 at Nichol* Freshman Track

:

14 vi. New Hampshire April 27 vs. Springfield
17 at Dean Jr. College May 3 at Connecticut

Varsity Tennis: 7 va. Amherst
April 9 vs. Coast Guard 11 vs. Holy Cross

Here are three veteran Lacrosse men who are vying for this

year's starting positions at Midfieid for Coach Dick Garber's
promising squad who begin their meets on April 14 against Wes-
leyan on the opponents' home ground.

Kindred Sets New
Mark In UConn Relays

Roger Kindred, star hammer
thrower on the varsity track

team set a new school record for

the thirty-five pound hammer in

the Connecticut Relays hy heav-

ing the weight fifty-two feet and
one inch,

This breaks his own previous

record of fifty-one feet, seven

inches by a good margin. Roger
also holds the school record for

the sixteen pound hammer which
he set last year against Northeast-

ern by throwing 164 feet 10

inches. And no doubt about it, he
will be out to better that mark
this Spring when the Redmen
open their outdoor track season

against Springfield College here

at home on April 27.

This year, however, for Roger's

efforts in setting a new record,

he wgs presented with an award
by Mrs. Kindred which was an
eight pound son. Whether the

rumors are true or not, it is said

that Roger Kindred fears this

new young competitor and has in-

creased his efforts for this spring

season's track team.

Spring Track Season Ahead

With the coming of the warm-
er weather, Coach Footrick has

Relays
begun whipping his varsity track

team into shape again for the

outdoor season. It is quite pos-

sible that you may see these

aspiring track men flitting about

the campus clad in the usual

scanty wardrobe that is the

symbol of the runner.

Through the remaining snow
and now more and more prevalent

mud, they gaily speed on by col-

lecting many pounds of mud as

they go. These modern day Hip-

pomenes, however, have no fair

prize ahead of them—mud, sweat

ind lean until April 27 when
the Footriekmen turn against

their first foe of the season as

they go after Springfield College

here at the University.

Springfirld is only the first of

a strong slate that the Redmen
will meet this year in dual com-

petition. Another bright spot in

the season's schedule is the fact

that the Yankee Conference track

meet will be held here at the

University this year on May 14 at

10:00 a.m.

With many man returning from

last season, plus the all-year reg-

ulars, Coach Footrick will have a

well-balanced team.

Garber Gets Snakebeaters

in Shane For The Season
The spring sports season has

arrived for Coach Richard Gar-

ber's snakebeaters.

The varsity lacrosse team con-

eluded two weeks of outdoor prac

tice today, and according to Gar-
ber, the prospects are bright in

spite of the limited practice ses-

sions.

Having lost only four men be-

cause of graduation, the team is

considered stronger than it has
b«en in the past five years.

Key players to watch this sea-

son are Dave Cheever and Bill

Maxwell, both attack men; Dick

Hoss and Armand Caraviello,

midfielders; and Dick Glorioso,

goalie.
•

Coach Garber cited the team's
one glaring weakness defense.

With only Jerry Cullen return-

ing, he is looking to Bob Foote,

Dick Riley, and Pete Staffon for

a helping hand.

An interest fng sidelight is the

goalie situation. However, it is

not a lack of talent that bothers

Coach Garber. The problem is

who to choose between Dick

Glorioso, Paul Ryan, and John

Bamberry. Glorioso has the de-

cided edge. He was awarded an

honorable mention as an all New
England goalie last year, but

Bamberry and Ryan are not to

be counted out yet.

The snakebeaters first regular

game is scheduled for April 14,

vs. Wesleyan. Before then they

will scrimmage Williams on April

9 and the Connecticut Valley La-

crosse Club on April 10.

Garber urged the University

students to attend Lacrosse

games regularly if they want to

see a fine spirited team play a

good brand of lacrosse. In con-

clusion he stated, "This year's

team, barring injuries, should be

the best we've ever had".

Li brjj

DEAR SPORTS;

There Is No More:

Basketball

Gymnastics

Hockey

Swimming

Indoor Track

Wrestling

We Are Patiently Awaiting:

Baseball

Tennis

Lacrosse

Out Track

Golf

Hang on 9 Sports

Yours truly,

Sports Staff

SPORTS EDITORIAL
Recently Coach Charles Studley instituted a new policy of a

monthly proctoring of .the academic achievement of each of the mem-
bers of the football team. We might well appreciate this concern for
the athletes whose education is being subsidized by the Barber Fund.
But still we must ask the question are athletes who require this kind
of watching worth having in eolU-ge? And exactly who are they
watching, the players or the professors?

J. D. L.

GOLF NOTICE
All Freshmen who are in-

terested in trying out for the

Freshman Golf Team should

meet at the Cage Tuesday,
March 20 at 6:45 in Room 9.

ELECTION RESULTS
Results of the Men's Judiciary

Elections held last Saturday and

Sunday are as follows: from the

class of 1962, Robert Guerin and

Frederick Karshirk; from the

class of 1 963, David Clancey.

*Y
» »

PARTLY CLOUDY. MILD

Mid-Semester

Grades From

Advisors

Thursday-Friday
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"Satchmo" Armstrong Wows Huge Audience

In Greek-Sponsored Performance At Cage
by BILL AVERY. '63

Louis (Satchmo) Armstrong,

the man Time Magazine calls a

"picturesque Sambo-like enter-

tainer," thrilled 3,000 enthusias-

tic listeners at a Jazz Concert in

the Cage on Sunday afternoon.

Among the highlights of the

afternoon was Louis mopping his

head with his ever-present hand-

kerchief and saying "Excuse me
folks, my make-up is coming off."

Another highlight was Louis's

calling his trombonist, Trummy
Young, a "Bing Crosby in tech-

nicolor".

Velma Middleton, Louis' slight-

ly heavy singer broke up the

whole place singing "St. Louis

Woman", and dancing to "When

the Saints go Marching In" with

Louis. In fact, Velma, was so en

thralled with her dancing that at

one point Louis was prompted to

ask, "What the Hell you doin'

woman?"

Among the musical highlights

of the afternoon was Louis' and

the All Stars' rendition of "When
the Saints Go Marching In",

which prompted the whole audi-

ence to clap their hands in time

to the music. His rendition of

wOW Man River" and "Bill Bail-

ey" received the same response.

Two numbers from I OUia' re-

cent RtOVie "High Society", also

received an enthusiastic response.

They were "Now You Mas .Jazz".

OB which Billy Kyle and his "pi-

ano box that jocks" gav«> a very

able assistance, and "High Soci-

ety Calypso."

Louis also did a jazz rendition

of two old rock-and-roll hits, "I

Hear You Knocking", and "My
Bucket has a Hole in It", both

of which received a tremendous
ovation from the audience.

To the fraternities, at UMass
lie dedicated "I Want a Beer,

Just Like the Beer That Pickled

Dear Old Dad."

Then "Sachmo" with a husky
voice with all the smoothness of

sandpaper, but loaded with its

own unmistakable personality

and individuality, sang his theme
sonp "When It's Sleepy Time
Down South."

After this number, Louis
thanked the audience and said

that he was very pleased to have
been ahle to play before such a

responsive audience.

As a closing number, the All

Stars played "The Star Spangled
Banner."

UM Concert Band
Presents Annual

Spring Concert
The University of Massachu-

setts Concert Band, under the

direction of Joseph Contino, pre-

sented its annual Spring Con-

cert last Saturday evening in

the SU Ballroom.

The program included Christo-

pher Von Gluck's "Iphigenia in

Aulis Overture", Tschaikowsky's

"Sleeping Beauty", Walter Schu-

mann's "Variations on a Folk

Song", Tuthill's "Prelude and

Rondo", a selection from Humper-

dinck's "Hansel and Gretel", Si-

belius* "Finlandia" and several

spirited marches such as Ventre's

"Wings of Victory March", Saf-

roni's "Imperial Echoes March"

and Thayer's "Boston Globe

March" which was premiered by

the Band at Framingham on its

recent tour.

Also featured was a trumpet

trio hy Rnhert Skihinski, Warren

Hathaway and Arthur Clark.

Joseph Contino, Director of

Bands and Assistant Professor of

Music, has been conductor of the

concert band since his appoint-

ment in 1950. During these ten

years, the band has steadily as-

sumed a position alongside other

New England symphonic bands.

Four of its members have been

selected this year to represent

UMass in the New England In-

tercollegiate Band Concert to be

held at Colby College in April.

The band, which is comprised

of over fifty students, frequently

appears off-campus and has re-

cently presented concerts in Tur-

ners Falls and Holyoke.

Last Saturday evening's con-

cert proved to be one of their

most outstanding performances.

UNIVERSITY CONCERT BAND

Honor Group
Initiates 38

Twenty-one freshmen and sev-

enteen sophomore women were

initiated into Alpha Lambda
Delta, the freshman Women's

honor society, yesterday after-

noon in the Commonwealth Room
of the Student Union. Installa-

tion ceremonies were followed by

a reception in the Colonial

Lounge for parents and friends

of the initiates.

Upperclass advisors installed

were Gail Osbaldeston '61, and

Joanne Russell '60.

Honorary faculty members are:

Dean Helen Mitchell of the

School of Home Economics, Mrs.

Grace Rollason of the Zoology

Department, and faculty advisors

Miss Leonta Horrigan, assistant

professor of English, and Dean
Helen Curtis.

Officers from the Class of '62,

who were installed this year,

since the UMass chapter has just

heen officially recognized by the

national chapter, are: President,

Irene Tyminski; Vice-President,

RuBy Harrison; Secretary-Treas-

urer, Bonny Waye.

Those who were elected offi-

cers frm the Class of '63 are:

Carol McDonnughi President;

Elaine Kaplinsky, Vice-Presi-

dent; Jan Srhoonmaker, Secre-

tary; Christine Matin, Treasurer;

and Ruth B. Levlne, Historian.

Those eligible for the society

must have a 3.5 or better aver-

age for either the first semester

or cumulative average for the

freshman year.

The society is the feminine

counterpart at the University of

Phi Eta Sigman. freshman men's

honor society.

Powers Pushes
President's Pay

hy BILL KNOWLTON, '61

Senate President John E. Pow-
ers spoke before a group of fac-

un\ iiim siuuenis i nutty, .muiih

25, in the Council Chambers of

the Student Union on "The Com-
monwealth, the General Court,

and The University of Massachu-

setts".

Senator Powers aimed his

speech in two general directions.

He defended his position in last

year's faculty salary issue, saying

that the matter had not been

mentioned in the Governor's an-

nual budget, and thus the money
had not been appropriated as a

result when the request was
forthcoming. Powers further
stated that after he had under-

gone "the most violent vilifica-

tions of his political career" the

increase was granted on the date

he had promised it would be*

March 1.

Powers further emphasized that

the need of considering the salary

problems of all state employees
at the time made it impossible to

consider the I diversity as a
separate entity. He did express
his support of House Bill 1597
which would establish a commit-
tee to investigate the salary
structure of the University facul-

ty, emphasizing that the money-
would be provided to run this

study correctly, and that he
would take the chairmanship him-
self if necessary. If the results

show a definite need to revamp
the salary structures at the Uni-
versity, Powers assured the audi-
ence that action would be taken to

correct the situation. He also
added that he had noted the Stu-
dent Senate's motion which sup-
ported this House hill, and men-
tioned that the suggestion of the
Student Senate to extend the
study to all state schools had been
implemented by the legislature.

(Continued <>n pa<je $1

Lett to Right: Ernest Chaples. Jim Leonard, Bill Knowlton, Dirk

MacLeod, Tom Kennedy and Sen. Powers,
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THE MAGIC HOUR
The Intor-Fraternity Council must be

congratulated for thinking of Midi a fine

way to open Greek Week. I'm lure that all

who hoard Loins Armstrong in his concert

at the Cage Sunday enjoyed it immensely.

However, there was, to a certain extent,

the same old problem present. It never

ceases to amaze me that people who come to

a concert which begins at 2:30 find it im-

perative to leave before the end. The fact

that their departure is always noisy and dis-

tracting to the audience, much less an out-

right slap in the face to the performer, ap-

parently doesn't occur to them. Does no one

remember Gerry Mulligan's justifiably sar-

castic remarks and accelerated finish at last

year's Winter Carnival Concert? Does no one

remember that, late arrival not withstand-

ing, Dizzy Gillespie played for about a half

an hour at this year's Winter Carnival Con-

cert, because the Magic Hour of 5 'oclock

had arrived, and parts of the audience HAD
to leave?

My solution to this problem would be

that anyone buying a ticket be asked if they

will stay to the end. If not, they shouldn't

be let in. However, since this would be some-

what dictatorial and impractical may I give

an impassioned prayer that those who MUST
leave, or who have never heard the per-

former (and therefore don't know if they'll

enjoy it enough to stay till the end) sit in the

balcony, or at least in the back, where they

can make an inconspicuous exit?

PAW

Gradualism Has Failed
by PETE WATSON, *61

Those who call for the gradual approach

to integration in the South should take note

of the most recent development in South

Africa.

For the first time in recent years an

African may move about Africa without a

pass. In past years an African without a

pass would be arrested.

This loosening of the race laws did not

come about through gradualism—in fact the

plight of the African had continually be-

come worse-culminating with the reclassi-

fication by the government recently. This

reclassification arbitrarily made Africans

out of Negroes—a distinct difference in

South Africa due to the fact that Africans

according to law are barred from a number

of jobs open to negroes. GRADUALISM
FAILED

!

To gain this reprieve from feudalism it

cost the Africans 72 dead and 184 wounded

in riots against passes.

Such a similarity as between South

Africa and the South in this country might

seem far-fetched but on close examination

the difference is no more than relative.

The objects are the same. The methods

are the same. The frustrations are the same.

Gradualism has been tried in both cases and

found wanting.

In South Africa the trend towards in-

creasing stringency was turned only at the

cost of many dead and wounded. BUT—it

was turned.

Gradualism in the South, while possibly

proceeding forward is pathetically slow and

limited. The Southern Negro is little better

off in moat parts of the South than he was

before the Civil War. Advances in the south

have been made through incidents, not grad-

ualism.

With each incident a little progress is

made—a little more resentment created—an-

other battle to steel oneself for.

Proponents of a crash program realize

the pain and the resentment that will be fos-

tered, but thev also recognize that it will

only be one pain, one resentment, which by

the law of human nature can not last.

AMERICAN TASTES
IN ART

NEED MANICURING
by ELIZABETH A. SCHNECK '62

To an almost all-woman audience which jammed the small Skin-

Mr Auditorium last Thursday naming, a speaker sallied forth, with

sharp wit, to point up the mediocrity in contemporary American art

tastes. The speaker—Oliver W. Larkin, author of the Pulitzer prize-

winning book, AH and Life in America—was speaking at the con-

vocation, "Art and Life", a co-operatively sponsored lecture of the

Home Economics, Land ArchitocUne, and Art departments.

His listeners might have been surprised, perhaps they even

squirmed in their seats a little, on hearing the opening remarks of

this speaker: "Americans are not really very artistic." The professor

of art at Smith College continued; in referring to the visual arts, he

said Americans are "somewhat illiterate" ih the enjoyment and un-

derstanding of art. "Art doesn't play a very important role in the

lives of Americans ..."

Prof. Larkin, pursuing this same line of thought, hopefully tried

to lift the veil of illusion—one held unabashedly by many Americans

today—from the feared, awsome, magical quality called Art. At one

point he commented that Americans have a tendency to "put art on

a pedestal". This certainly appears to be a significant point, since

without a face-to-face approach with art in all its forms (for, as

Prof. Larkin said, "Art is ubiquitous."), a taste, an appreciation for

good art can not be groomed. Art, then, is nothing mystical!

To earmark the quality, to get a real indication of American
taste in art, Prof. Larkin suggested that we look in our stores, and
he added, "not in Schumachers, but Wool worth's." What may be

seen? Quoting De Tocqueville, he commented that the trading spirit

has entered the arts. The speaker, who blamed industry with the "crea-

tion of phony desires." used the contemporary automobile as an ex-

ample to illustrate his point. "A messy society" was the term, in

short, which he applied to the nature of our culture.

Assuredly a key factor—one bearing on the total attitude of the

public and one which might be pondered for a moment — is, Prof.

Larkin noted, that of "delegating judgment" to others. The public is

settling for the "convenient over-simplification," the "boiled-down
and pre-digested." Placing emphasis on the fraudulent claim by pub-
lishing houses for printed reproductions—the claim to be in "full-

color", the speaker urged: we should not permit ourselves to be con-

ducted through art by a lecture kit prepared for family appeal.

Succinctly, Prof. Larkin presented his perceptive analysis. In the

solution which he propounded for today's situation in art, he pre-

sented this maxim: "For a full life one must have art in some form."
This is to be achieved (fortunately for the nation's artists) by
patronizing the original pamters, sculptors, artists, by having' "con-

fidence" in the original works produced. It has also been suggested
that the educational system on all levels provide opportunity for the

study and creating of art. In becoming more critical of the arts which
encompass us, it was often that one might begin with the study of

a teacup.

To be fostered, then, are individuals who have the courage to

establish their own standards of value in art forms— those who will

resist the attempts made to standardize their value judgments.

Presidents Find Press A Problem
"// there is evrr to he nn nint lioration of the condition

of mankind, philosophers, theologians, legislators, politi-

cians and moralists will find that the regulation of the press

is the most difficult, dangerous and important problem they

have to resolve. Mankind cannot now be governed without
il, nor al present with it."

Those words spoken by a United States President

would seem to give evidence that the problem of the press

has confronted presidents of every age. Pres. John Adams
made the above statement to James Lloyd on February 11,

1815.
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A SAFE CUBA
Editor x N»te: Below is the reply of the New York

Times Cuban reporter tv a letter sent by a member

of the Student Senate regarding the safety of in-

dividual* making a trip to Cuba. Such a trip is be-

ing organized for the Spring Vacation. If you are

interested, there will he a meeting Thursday, March
31 at 7 '.00 in the Student Union to explain the spe-

cial rates for UMass students. Arrangement* may
he made then for driving to Florida and flying or

flying direrf from New York to Cuba.

Dear Mr. Sundlin:

I have your letter about the proposal of the

University of Massachusetts students to go to Cuba

during the spring vacation.

I can assure you that Cuba is one of the safest

places in the world to go at the present moment.

In my opinion it is much safer than Central Park

in New York City . . .

I believe what you should try to do, especially

those who know some Spanish, is to get as much of

the atmosphere and the opinions of Cubans on the

situation as you possibly can. Try to avoid being

mere tourists, hitting the tourist spots and talk-

ing mainly to Americans. If you can get out of

Havana, that would be most desirable as Havana
is not Cuba and you would get a much "better feel-

ing of what is happening in the rural districts or the

smaller towns. I am sure you will all keep in mind
that the Cuban revolution is the biggest and most
sensational development in Latin American affaires

since the Mexican revolution of fifty years ago.

You will have a rare privilege of seeing a revolu-

tion in operation. You may not like it, but the im-

portant thing first is to understand it.

Sincerely yours,

Herbert L. Matthews
Editorial Hoard

BACKBONE OF THE NATION
To the editor:

I have a complaint about an article in the Col-

legian on 25 March 1960. There was one sentence

which annoyed me very much, and I quote, "Spring
has come to the UMud campus, and the) sm*»ll of

Stockbridge is in the air." I consider this to be a

wisecrack, and a very uncouth and insulting re-

mark.

How can the relationship between Stockbridge

and the University ever become woven togther in

harmony if there are barbaric people on campus
who try their best to aggravate the situation?

The pleasant aroma which is in the air happens
to be produced by animals, which are the backbone
and livelihood of our nation.

If it was not for the bounty of aliment that is

produced by animals, and the farmer who works
from dawn to dusk, where would we be now or in

the future? We might be a China or. India, dying
like rats in the street.

Do you think that you could work 14 to 15 hours
a day, 7 days a week, all your life, with no vaca-
tions ? I doubt very much that you could.

The city slicker of this country just sits back
and makes fun of the backbone of our nation. With-
out, him this nation would be like a jellyfish, no
backbone. Where would we have been in both the
World Wars if it WSS* not for the tremendous in-

' r.ase in the production of food. Ask somebody who
has fought in the wars how far they could have
gon.> with nothing to eat. Let me remind you that
"an army travels on its stomach."

We can do without a lot of the modern things
such as ears, missiles, and planes, but try doing with-
out food. You can't very well sink your teeth into
a rubber tire or a car bumper, and if you did you
would need a cast iron stomach to digest it.

Maybe you city folk are some new species of hu-
man being which has the powers of living without
food, but I sure can't.

Paul A. Rleau SSA '61

P.S. You can print it if you want. I expect this to
bo printed, and so does all of Stockbridge.

Any time anyone would like a public debate on
the subject call me.

F<H tar's Note:

To Mr . Paul A. Bleau

The one line piece in last Friday's Collegian
about spring was not intended to offend anyone.
The smell from the farms wan mentioned without
descriptive abjectives, nnd I don't think anyone
who's been on this campus in the spring can deny
thnt there is surh a thing,

PAW
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AT THE STATE HOUSE

Slate Primaries, Elections

To Be Advanced This Year
The state primaries :uid i

tion will be held a week early

this year, according to a Political

Calendar now being prepared by

the Elections Division; office of

Secretary of State Joseph D
Ward.
The primaries will he held

Sept. 13, the election Nov. S. This

automatically changes the dates

of all other activities connected

with the primaries and election.

The advance dates for the

primaries and elections were an

thorized by special act of the

1960 Legislature. This is not the

earliest dates for them, however.

During the war years, the pri-

maries were held in mid-July to

expedite voting by overseas mem-
bers of the armed forces.

The calendar for the coming
year follows:

June 2H. July 5, 12 and 19. Reg-

istrars of voters and Elections

Commissioners are required to

hold meetings for certifying

names on all nomination papers.

July 19, 5 p.m. Last day and
hour for filing all nomination pa-

pers with Registers of Voters and

ction Ooramittioneri lot cer-

tification of signatures
July 25. 6 p.m. Last day for

holding convention of non-poli-
tical parties for the nomination
of candidates.

July 26, 5 p.m. Last day for
filing all nomination papers and
certificates of nomination for the
biennial State Primary and for
the State Station with the Sec
retary of the Commonwealth.

July 26. 5 p.m. Last day for fil-

ing certificates of enrollment of
candidates to the State Pri

maries.

July 29, 6 p.m. Last day for
filing withdrawals of or objec-

tions to all nomination papers
and certificates of nomination for

the State Election with the Sec-

retary of the Commonwealth.
Aug. 2. 5 pan. Last day for fil-

ling vacancies caused by with-
drawals.

Aug. 12. Last day to register

voters for the State Primaries.

Sept. 2. Last day for filing

public policy applications with
Registrars of Voters and Elec-

(Continued on page I)

Young Democrat*
To Initiate Campiifi

Membership Drive
The Young Democrat Club

University Chapter <>f the N i

tional—will hold an Organiza-

tional Meeting Tuesday evening

at 6:45 in the Barnstable Room
of the Student Union.

According to Peter Watson—
president of the club- this will

mark the first attempt to initiate

a continuing political force at the

University.

"Such an organization if piv

en the services of interested stu

dents who want to work— will

provide the students here with a

vehicle by which their opinions

in political matters can be fell

outside their dormitory sections,

fraternities or sororities," con-

tinued Mr. Watson.

The objects of the cluh- -brief-

ly outlined—are; the election of

Democrats to national, state, and

local office—the support of the

party platform when questioned

by the opposition—and the pro-

tection of the party platform and

democratic policies from irrespon-

sible individuals within the party

itself.

"In short our motto will be par-

tisanship," stated Watson.

Senate Gripe Session

—Pholo by 3. i'rtmrn

Airing gripes at the Student Senate Gripe Session are Richard
MacLeod '60, and Senators-at-Large Judy Madden '61. and John
Pinneean '61.

Tennessee Student Paper
Defends Loyalty Oath

In an editorial

20th issue, the Tennessee Tech
Oracle came out in defense of the

ftfsTHdff ft&f&TlU Y*U?
TEST YOURSELF!

If this ink blot reminds you that it's time to send
a note to the old folks at home, a note full of
laundry, it's clear your id is out of whack and
you're the kind who would stand in the Grand
Canyon and feel a touch of claustrophobia. All

of which is your problem.

Ours is these cigarettes: L*M. With our patented
Miracle Tip, we have found the secret that un-
locks flavor in a filter cigarette, but not everyone
knows this -so we have more L*M's than we
need. You probably have less than you need.

When you write your folks why not ask them to

send you a carton of L% M*s and not so much
starch in the collars, hey?

by MONETTA WRONSKI '63

in its January loyalty oath and disclaimer affi-

davit sections in the National De-
fense Education Act.

The controversial sections pro-

vide that an individual applying
for a loan must swear allegiance

to the United States and sign an
affidavit stating thai he is not a

member of, does not rapport, and
does not believe in any organiza-
tion which advocate* the over-

throw of the United States by
any illegal or unconstitutional
methods.

The Oracle felt that students,

presidents, and faculty members
"should be proud to sign the
loyalty oath and VOW their al-

legiance to America."

It stated "The loyalty oath
must be signed in order not to

cast shadow on the youth of this

country. A shadow which the

reel of the world will not fail to

notice. Is it so difficult to iova
one's Country? We hope not."

LOST AND FOUND
LOST — A white wallet some-
where on campus. Carol Hamp-
son, Leach House, Room L
LOST- \ pair of pink and black

glasses in a beige case in the vi-

cinity of Marshall Hall Annex
and Dining Commons. Please re-

turn to Gretchen Cobb—Dwight
House.

V

Reach for

flavor . .

.

Reach for

EM
O !*» I 03#« i Myar* tomcoo Ot

Summer Sessions in the Sun
with plenty of time for fun and trave'

in a refreshing climate. The University

of California summer sessions offer a

goldmine of excellent courses for credit

m all fields, from a renowned facility

6 and 8 week sessions. Four campuses:

Los Angeles and Berkeley-with cosmo-

politan atmosphere, Santa Barbaia. on

the Pacific, and Davis, neat ihe Sierra

Nevada mountains For a rich, reward.

ing summer write today Specify ihc

impus in which you are most inter-

Department AAS3. Office of Coord
inator of Summer Session*, 2441
Bancroft Way, Berkeley 4, California

UNIVERSITY
OF

CALIFORNIA
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Steam Officers Chosen;

Two UM Students Elected
by BRENDA

Agnes Peltier and JvA) draff.

i) '61, were sleeted to offices

the Student Teachers Educa-

tion Association of Massachu-

setts at the Spring Convention

.if STEAM, held Saturday at

I esley College. Agnes is the

hewly elected vice-president and

Judy Graff will be secretary.

The UMaas Education Club will

chairman the STEAM Mem-
bership Committee for the com-

ing year. Other STEAM officers

elected at the convention were

President — Howard Dimmick

from Worcester State Teachers

('"liege, Treasurer—Donna Zolov

from Emerson College, and His-

torian—Leonard Trainer from

Northeastern University.

STEAM, the professional as-

lociation for college or univer-

sity -indents preparing to teach,

has just .-Tided its first year.

During the past year two con-

ferenc hav »«-i'ii held and

membership has increased mark-

edly. Dick Morse of Northeast-

ern University edited two issues

t the "STEAM Engine", a pub-

lication which covers STEAM
activities. STEAM received pub-

licity in both national and local

publications. Joan Moreschi and

STATE HOUSE . . .

(Continued from page S)

tion Commissioners for certifies

tion of signatures.

Sept. 9. Last day for filing

with the Secretary of the Com-
monwealth applications for sub-

mission to voters at the State

Election of questions of public

policy.

Sept. 13, State Primaries.

Sept. 19, 5 p.m. Last day for

filing written acceptance by can-

didates to be voted for whose

names were not printed orj the

Primary ballots.

Sept. 19. 5 p.m. Last day for

filing vacancies caused by with-

LUNNA '61

her committee on Ethics drew up

a code of ethics for student

teachers which will be acted up-

on soon. John Proctor, president

for this past year, spoke at four

colleges stressing the need for

STEAM chapters on college cam-

puses.

The UMass Education Club

was represented at the spring

convention by Miss Elizabeth

McManamy, club advisor; and

four seniors — Kathie Grover,

club president; Jean Fearn, Beth

Sorenson, and Liza Steinmetz.

Also attending were Joan Born-

stein, Ann Gorodetsky. Judy

Graff, Merle Horenstein, Linda

Lippert, Brenda Lunna, and

Agnes Peltier, all members of

the class of '61.

"The Exceptional Child" was

the theme of Saturday's conven-

tion. Dr. Nicholas J. Wells. Sen-

ior Supervisor of the Massachu-

setts Department of Special Edu-

cation, gave the keynote ad-

dress. He outlined briefly the

history of development in this

phase of the education field in

the state of Massachusetts.

A highlight of the conference

was small discussion groups

(Continued on page 5)

drawals at the State Primaries.

Oct. 7. Last day to register

voters for the State Election.

Nov. 8. State Election.

1he Old l&ttm,

Message Of Fatima

Is Newman Club

Topic Tuesday Nile.

bv JEAN LAMBBKT '61

Mass Education
Almost 700 members off

student body of Amherst Col •

turned out to vote on the recent

referendum calling for the abol-

ishment of the Amherst Sti/dent.

the undergraduate newspaper.

The referendum was soundly

defeated by almost two to one,

the tally being 419 to 214.

"A sense of humor is what

makes you laugh at some-

thing which would make you

mad if it happened to you."

REV. JAMES I O'BRIEN

•The 1960 Jitters. Message of

Eatima", will be the topic of I

lecture presented by Rev. James

J. O'Brien at the meeting of the

Newman Club on Tuesday, March

29. This topic chosen by Father

O'Brien, Newman Club Chaplain

at the University of Connecticut,

will prove to he exceedingly in-

teresting, since this year, 1960,

the third message of Fatima will

be revealed.

The messages w ere presented

by the Blessed Virgin in her :-»p-

pearances to three Portugese

children in 1917 at Fatima. Of

the three children the only one

alive today is Lucy, a nun in the

cloistered Dorotlvan order. The

three messages deal with the fate

of the world. The tirst two have

been revealed and their predic-

tions substantiated. The first

published predicted the end of

World War I. and the coming of

a greater catastophe. World War
II. The second message predicted

(Continued on page 5)

At UConn the Provost went on

record as saying that "The Board

of Trustees could suspend the

student newspaper tomorrow, if

it were thought necessary," the

Student Senate passed a motion

stating that it "will not attempt

to coerce editorial policies . . .

nor . . . attempt to initiate cen-

sorship of materials . .
."

Non-science majors have a bet-

ter chance of admission to medi-

cal schools and a better chance of

success once admitted than do sci-

ence majors says Dr. Daniel Fun-

kenstein of Harvard Medical ad-

missions committee.

Science majors tend to do bet-

ter the first two years when the

curriculum is strongly scientific,

but tend to fall behind in the last

two years when major emphasis

is placed on ability to work with

people.

With these facts in mind, the

admissions committee values ap-

plicants' background in non-

scientific fields more than in

scientific.

Evidently the "superb" quality

of the teaching of the basic sci-

ence courses in the medical

schools makes up for any defi-

ciencies the student might have,

while the rigidity of the cur-

riculum makes it impossible to

(Continued on page 5)

Smash Broadway Comedy
To Be Presented By RD's

The smash Broadway hit come
dy Auntie Mann- will be brought

to the campus by the Roister

Doisters on April 7. 8, and !».

Adapted from the novel by I al

rick Dennis, the play relates the

spirited attempts of Mame Den-

nis, dilettante in the famous A

I

gonquin circle of wits, to teach

her orphaned nephew Patrick to

"Live (!)."

Firm in her belief that "life is

a banquet," Mame constantly op-

poses Dwight Babcock a stuffy

New York banker who is super-

vising Patrick's education, Bah

cock insists that the boy receive
i "conservative education" and

sends him away to an "exclusive

and restricted" private Connec-

ticut school.

Nonetheless, Patrick remains

fche chief influence in Mame's life

until she marries Beauregard

Bumslde, Southern plantation

owner and oil tycoon.

Mame then packs her bags for

an extended honeymoon in Eu-
rope. She returns, a widow, to

find that Babcock has arranged

for Patrick to marry Gloria Up-
son, a debutante from Connecti-

cut, "with braces on her brains."

Mame upsets the plans at a

fantastic "family gathering" and
provides a substitute fiancee, IV

geen Ryan, a sincere and warm-
hearted interior decorator.

Patrick marries Pegeen and
the play closes as the "pied-piper"

Mame lures their son. Michael,

away to India.

The cast includes Joan Sharpe
'60, Mame; Barry Keating, sev-

enth-grader from Hawiie Junior

High School, young Patrick; John
Knight, *60, Beauregard; Paul

Cwtklik, 'fiM, Babcock; Marcia
Hubbard 'GO, Gloria; and Ann
Meltzcr 'fi.'i. Pegeen.

Tickets will go on sale at the

ticket window in the Student Un-
ion on Thursday.

mS new cigarette paper discover;
air-softens" every puff!

menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too

oalem refreshes your taste

PRESIDENT'S PAY . . .

Continued from page 1

Powers said he would "fight

the sales tax issue wherever it

rears its ugly head", and that the

new withholding tax had un-

covered 600,000 people who have

up to now never paid an Income

tax. He said "it is this kind of

person who rapports the sales

tax."

''" a ver y strong
ii "i • of higher edt»

tion. Although fa bed in ref-
erence to the qui .f Univer-
sity autonomy that "you don't
give anyone a blank check", he
did non< • promise " >• the
bill presently tinder consideration
to raise the salary of the Uni-
versity's president to $25,000
would pass, saying "the raise will

go through."

4-H Confab Speaker Notes

Foremost World Problems
Mr. John H. Furbay, interna-

tionally known educator, spoke

on the theme "Leadership for

the Sixties" at the annual State

4-H Leaders' Conference in the

SU ballroom Saturday.

Dr. Furbay noted the four

great problems which must be

faced today are all-out war, in

which there can be no winner,

food for the world's one billion

hungry people, methods of deal-

ing with self-governing coun-

tries of the world, and ways of

achieving universal "human dig-

nity and equality."

To the first, he said, the solu-

tion is law and order; he ad-

vocated the settlement of all dis-

putes by the United Nations.

Scientific methods of agricul-

ture would help alleviate the

worlds' food problem, according

to Dr. Furbay. He warned that

"if we do not provide the world's

one billion hungry people with a

scientific revolution, they will

provide us with a violent one."

In answer to those who wish to

cut down on foreign aid, he
noted "the United States does
not spend as much per capita on
foreign aid as it does on cigar-

ette^: where is our sense of

values?"

Dr. Furbay termed the new
governments of the world "adoles-

cents" who "think they know
more than their fathers", and
called this situation "a problem
in understanding."

As to segregation, in which he

included not only racial, but also

religious segregation, as in In-

dia, he felt that "the prejudices

lie not in the youth, but in the

adults."

In conclusion he stated "As
4-H leaders, you are blessed with

one of the greater times in his-

tory for working with youth, for

today's youth may well be the

generation that solves these four

problems which have plagued

mankind for so long."

SPECIAL OFFER...

For2Headed

Pipe Collectors
Genuine imported hand-carved
cherrywood pipe...
that really smokes!

This unique two headed pipe is a

real conversation piece ... a must

for your collection! Hand-carved

in the Italian Alps and finished

in gay colors. Stands alone on

its own tiny legs. Ideal for

your desk, mantle, Of bookshelf

. . . mighty good smoking, too!

A real value shipped direct to

you from Italv. Send for your

two-headed pipe today!

NOW MORE
THAN EVER

Shown
Appoximatoly
H Actual Six*

Clip Coupon-

sir Walter Raleigh

Box 303

LouitvilU t, Kentucky

NAME .

ADDRESS

CITY

Choice Kentucky Burl«y—
Extra Agadt
Smells grand! Packs right 1

Smokaa awaatt Can't bite!

Mail Todayn

PI»oie s*nd ma prepaid
2-Headed pipe(s). Enclosed it $1

(no itampt, pleate) and the picture

of Sir Walter Raleigh from tne box
in which the pouch i* packed for

each pipe ordered.

ZONE STATE

COllEGE -. —

—

This offer food only in USA Not valid in states whtre prohibited, Usee), or other-

wise restricted. Offer expires June 30, 1960. Allow four weeks for delivery.

FATIMA MESSAGE . .

.

(Continued from page i)

the rise in power of Russia and

its menace to world peace. The

third is to be rev.-al.-d m the neur

future by His Holiness, Pope

John XXIII in Rome. What is in

this message which is to predict

the fate of the world? Will there

be a Third World War? Will

there be peace?

Father O'Brien received his

primary and secondary education

in Connecticut schools. He re-

ceived his decrees from the

Catholic University of America in

Washington, D.C., and did grad-

uate work at the University of

Connecticut. Except for a two

year 3ervice as chaplain in the

Air Force, Father O'Brien has

been chaplain 'to the Catholic stu-

dents at UConn since 1942. He
has also served in various offices

in the National Newman Club

Federation.

The meeting will be held at

7:30 P.M. in the Dining Com-
mons. Father O'Brien's discus-

sion will be preceded by a short

business meeting and followed by
refreshments.

WMUA Schedule
Monday and Tuesday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:05 Campus Caper

5:00 News and Weather

5:05 Campus Caper

5:30 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 Public Service E.T.

(Mon.)

United States Senate

(Tues.)

7:00 B.B.C. (Mon.)

Public Service E.T.

(Tues.)

7:16 Public Service E.T.

(Mon.)

Impulse (Tues.)

7:30 News Headlines

7:32 Musicale
q

: nn Hews V^eathef, SW Re-

port!

9:05 Showcase
10:00 News and Weather
10:05 Swingtime

11:00 News and Weather
11:05 Swingtime

12:00 News and Weather
12:05 Sounds of Jazz

1:00 News and Weather
1:05 Sounds of Jazz

2:00 News Weather—Sign Off

CTEAM OFFICERS . .

.

(Continued from, page h)

which dealt with the mentally

retarded and emotionally dis-

turb.*!, the physically handi-

ii.-d, and the gifted child.

Both students and faculty mem-
bers participated in these

groups The groups were led by

Mrs. Elizabeth Proctor and Miss

Katherine Best, who spoke on

"The Mentally Retarded and

Emotionally Disturbed Child";

Dr. Helen Collins who spoke on

"The Physically Handicapped

Child"; and Miss Mary Burns

and Mrs. Marjorie Jackson

whose subject was "The Gifted

Child".

The conference was attended

by about 100 students and facul-

ty advisors from Northeastern

University, Lesley College,

Emerson College, Framingham
State Teachers College, Worces-

ter State Teachers College, and

the University of Massachusetts.

P1ASS. EDUCATION . . .

(Continued from page h)

overcome deficiencies in the hu-

manities.

Of the science majors in med
school, the biology majors excel

above all others, however.

An exhibition titled "The New
Landscape in Art and Science"

has been set up at UConn which

is designed to challenge the con-

cept that artistic and scientific

creative thinking are polar op-

posit es.

Based on a book of the same
title by an MIT professor of

Visual Design, the exhibition is

planned to offer evidence that

vision is in itself a mode of think-

ing.

Placed in juxtaposition to

photographs of animal and min-

eral forms, of high speed pictures

of sound, motion and electricity,

aerial views of the earth and

telescopic pictures of the uni-

verse, are oils, watercolors, prints

and sculptures.

According to the UConn Daily

Campus, the resemblance of these

works to the photographs varies

from the obvious to the faintly

suggestive.

"Thus the interrelationship be-

tween the intuitive searchings of

some contemporary artists, like

Klee, Marin and Modrian, and the

new images and concepts re-

vealed through scientific dis-

coveries is explored in an allu-

sive manner.

"The implication is not that

the artist has turned to the scien-

tist for inspiration, for none of

these people have deliberately set

out to imitate the new imagery

of science. Rather it is a rec-

ognition that the artistic expres-

sion comes to conclusions similar

to those of science, finding idioms

for the description of processes

and relations."

ttMPW COMW

OfAH
NOMA*
I1H

"Let's skip this next class and go get a bee

isn't it Professor Sneck?"

of if ijl dav.

Men who face wind and weather

choose the protection of...

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION

Skin protection, that is. Old Spice refreshes and stimulates, guards against the loss of vital

skin moisture. Feels great, too. Bri»k. bracing, with that tangy Old Spice scent. It Hoes seem

to attract female admirers, hut what red-blooded

man nerds protection against girls? 1.00 p/««m» S m u l. t O m
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UMass Lacrosse Squad

Defeats C. W. Post College

In First Scrimmage, 15-1
hy BILL LKNNON '61

Bob Gibeley accounted for

four goals Saturday afternoon as

the Redmen snakebeaters rolled

to a 15-1 victory over C.VV. Post

College.

Though Ihe team has been

practicing in the snow for two

weeks, it encountered the same

conditions when it met the Long

Island foe. The game, played on

the opponents' home field, was

the initial skirmish of the season

for the Redmen.

Coach Richard C.arber's club

rocketed into a SO lead at the

end of the first period. The U-

Mass boys continued to bang

away at the nets and tallied three

more times before the half con-

cluded.

The defensive men played very

well during the entire game.

Jerry Cullen, only returning let-

terman from last year's defense,

was outstanding in containing

the opponents' attack men.

The team's three goalies also

showed exceptionally well.

Though Dick Glorioso was award-

ed honorable mention on last

year's All New England team, he

hasn't sewed up the position in

the nets this year. Paul Ryan

and John Bamberry are both pro-

viding stiff competition for th<

position.

The Redmen continued to blitz

their southern neighbors in the

second half, outscoring them by

a 71 count. Bill Maxwell, Dave

Chever and Phil Williams con

tributed 2 goals each during the

roflt.

Captain Maxwell is expected to

be a serious candidate for All-

American honors" this spring. A
high scoring senior from Mans-

field, he has been a starting

quarterback on the gridiron.

Since the stickmen lost only-

four men through graduation,

they are expected to be stronger

than last year's squad. It is also

interesting to note that only five

men on this year's team will re-

ceive their diplomas this June.

During the spring vacation the

Garbermen will invade the south-

land. Engagements have already

been made with North Carolina

and Duke's Bluedevils and it is

expected that more games will be

added to the slate.

Barring injuries this team

should be one of the finest in New
England. Certainly it should be

the best in the history of the

University.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

* ^^—

Look Coo*m\u, you oo tW bkoad jump YOM wav
u

' an' 111 boW geoAD jump MY waw. •

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campos Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Open Every Night until 1 1 00

On the Corner Next to

Mills House

Sataatn

Aladdin

Book Shop
2042 Santom St. Philadelphia 3, Pa.

HANDCRAFTED JEWELRY
Coppei-link Bracelets $3.50

Copper Name Pins $1 .50

Initials $.75

Handcarved African Heads
of Walnut or Oak $3 50
Made by Beatmki of Philadelphia

Sorry, no COO 25c »hipping

charge with each order

Spotlight On Sports

A Discussion About Athletic

Scholarships; Good Or Bad?

Every so often controversies

start concerning the value of

scholarships. The debate! may be

minor, perhaps occurring only in

the local bar, or they may be of

great importance, when they oc-

cur in the state legislature.

There are two main schools

of thought. One school claims

that while a student's average

may be good in high school, it

may not be quite good enough for

a scholarship, and that if the stu-

dent excels in a certain sport he

should be able to cash in on his

ability for a college education.

This school also claims that a

good team in any sport adds to

the "desirability" of the college

and makes the institution a bet-

ter place for all the students en-

rolled.

The other faction maintains

that academically poor students

are being given money for sports

scholarships while brilliant stu-

dents are denied a college educa-

tion due to lack of funds.

There are many sub-arguments.

The negative schools would be-

lieve that college athletes have

their marks padd-'d in order to

be eligible for sports, which con-

tributes to the demoralization of

other students.

AN APOLOGY
In the Friday edition of the

Collegian an article appeared un-

der the label of a Sports Edi-

torial. The article, by J.D.L., also

implied that it contained the sen-

timent of the entire sports staff.

On the contrary. J.D.L., who

isn't even a member of the sports

staff, neither consulted nor re-

ceived permission from the

Sports Editor to print the article.

Permission was granted by an

associate editor who has since

been "informed" of his error of

judgment in the case.

Holding myself responsible for

any article that appears on the

Sports page, I sincerely apologize

to Mr. Studley, to the football

team, and to the entire campus
for allowing that piece of incom-

petent, immature garbage to ap-

pear on my page. I promise that

it will not happen again.

Al Herman, Sports Editor

by AL HERMAN 62, Sports Editor

Professionalism in College?

The negative school has also

come up with another interesting

point. Does the paying of schol-

arships to high school athletes

constitute "professionalism"? The

school would claim that the do-

nation of a sports scholarship is

the same as paying a student to

play in a certain sport. This con-

cept of "professionalism" is grow-

ing in scope all over the nation.

It all started in the northwest-

ern part of the country where

certain colleges have been report

ed for paying athletes from

Canada's Junior A Hockey
League to come and play in the

states for those colleges and pro-

duce championship teams.

This type of professionalism is

doubtless going on in other parts

of the country. Negative schools

claim that this professionalism

is the same as giving sports

scholarships and think that it is

unethical. Now that is the most

radical school of negativists.

The fact is, though, that there

are many people who helieve_ that

sports scholarships are bad, both

for colleges and for the athletes

themselves. It might do well here

to answer a few of their argu-

ments.

NEGATIVISTS ANSWERED
First of all, all NCAA colleges

(and nearly all others, too) have

a certain average that a player

must obtain to retain his eligibil-

ity. Furthermore, as colleges get

larger and larger, instructors less

and less are likelv to know the

GRUTCHFIELD
Doug Grutchfield, 6»4" jun-

ior from Quincy, Mass., has

been elected to captain the

1960-fil UMass basketball

quintet.

The unanimous choice for

captain is another in the long

list of awards that Grutch-

field has received in his two

varsity seasons with the Red-

men, (follow up in Wed. is-

sue. )

Tuckcrman's

Ravine

Expedition

Sponsored by the Ski Club

(see Campus Beat)

students it...
LIICJ trad. » i i • * *

even here at UMass, where the

enrollment is not nearly as large-

as in colleges that go "gung ho"

over sports (Ivy League. Bi«

Ten, etc.) most marking is done

by an IBM machine. These ma-

chines are impersonal. They can-

not favor anyone.

That make* it unlikely that a

player's marks would be padded.

(Needless to say, the failure ev-

ery semester of some prominent

campus athletes to return to

school confirms the fact.)

That leads us to another argu.

ment against scholarships for

athletes: the fact that students

receiving these grants tend to

de\ote too much time to sports,

thus contributing to their own
downfall.

This is an interesting argu-

ment. Most people who hold tin;

claim seem to forget that most

college students are in either fra-

ternities or several extracurricu-

lar activities (or both). Indeed,

this flux of "belonging" occupies

as much and usually more time

than playing a sport, and is us-

ually a lot less healthy.

So we see that sports enthusi-

asts are not the only ones who
spend time on outer activities;

and, while 1 have no proof of

the fact, I think it would be safe

to assume that, percentage wise,

there are no more failures among
athletes than there are among
non-athletic individuals. Actually

it is not uncommon for a leading

athlete to be a leading scholar.

As a matter of fact, that is often

the case!

Then there is the last argument

of the negativists: the view that

many brilliant students cannot

go to college because scholarship

money is given to athletes.

It is important to make one

distinction here. Scholarships are

given to students who excel

—

they may txcel academically, or

on the athletic field. The good

student has as much opportunity

for a scholarship as the good

football player. Any educational

authority will confirm the fact

that there are innumerable schol-

arships that go unclaimed every

year, merely because there is no

one who has applied for them.

Scholars Have Equal Chance

The athlete takes his scholar-

ship exams on the field in front

of college scouts; the academic

wizard takes his exams in the

testing offices in front of the

College Board official. I could

list many different exams given

for scholarship eligibility. Any
student who does well in these

can get a scholarship just as

quickly as i top quarterback.

But I think I have belabored

my point long enough. The fact

remains that any good student

has no worry about not being able

to get a scholarship because the

money will go to athletes.

There is one last item to be

mentioned. Unfortunately, a col-

lege is rated by the general

public not by the quality of its

instruction, but by the quality of

its football t^m. I wonder how

many people ever knew of Provi-

dence College before this year

Frosh Golf

All freshmen interested in

trying out for thp frosh golf

team should meet at the cage

Tuesday, March 29 at 6:4-5

p.m.

Also, what previously little-

known college rose to unprece-

dented popularity because it was

rated the number one football

School in the nation this past

fall?

The fact is that while Provi-

dence and Syracuse may have

been rated high academically by

educators, they were not rated

high in popular approval until

recently, when their athletic

teams started to produce.

OLD NOTIONS REFITTED
It all boils down to this. Any

valid complaints that negativists

have about sports scholarships

can he refuted outright. We must

begin to get rid of the old notion

that most students go to college

because of the vast amount of

learning there. The idea is as old

as it is naive. Most good jobs re-

quire a college degree, and most

people want good jobs.

If a college has a good name

in the popular sense, it will, as

I have said before, increase its

desirability. This desirablity

brings many things in its wake,

not the least of which is addi-

tional students and more money.

This money can be used for more

and better teachers and books.

If the desirability needed for

such a reaction can only be pro-

duced by a good football or bas-

ketball team, then by all means,

let's have the team! And if the

team can be obtained only by

scholarships, then let's have the

scholarships!

NEWMAN CLUB MEETING
Tuesday. March 29 - 7:30 p.m

Speaker: Rev. James J. O'Brien

Subject 1960 Jitters - Fatima's Message
AT THE DINING COMMONS

Correction

—

Get Marks

April 7
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Collegian Board Gets

Reorganization Plan
A meeting of the Collegian

Publishing Board was held Mon-

day evening, March 8. At this

meeting a proposal for a reor-

ganization of the newspaper staff

was revealed by Richard D.

Harper, assistant professor of

speech, the faculty advisor to the

Collegian.

The proposed organization will

emphasize a "team concept" for

the staff of each issue, and give

each page editor the full au-

thority for the page content and

organization.

"The proposal for any reorgan-

ization or reappraisal of the

newspaper must come at this

time," Harper stated, "because

the forthcoming staff elections

must be related to the working

organizational plan".

The organizational proposal

presented at the meeting is

strictiy in accord with the staff

organization in the Collegian con-

stitution.

Establishes Three Staffs

The plan will establish three

separate functioning staff teams,

one for each issue of the paper.

The proposal also calls for a

newly created post of Coordinat-

ing Editor for each edition. The
duties of this individual would

be tc scr O VAiltC

conduct liaison with the printer,

having full authority to make
last-minute decisions over copy;

and lastly, and most important

to serve as liaison officer be-

tween the three staffs to main-

tain and develop overall policies.

The plan will institute separate

page editors, each with full au-

tonomy and authority for ma-

terial on their page. They would

further have full control over

their own make-up, story as-

signments, and * content, and

would be expected to develop a

compatible working group of in-

dividuals as their reporter-re-

write-copy editing staff on the

team.

The post of Executive Editor

would remain one of liaison, pub-

lic relations, recruiting and train-

ing, and supervision of the staff.

"A paper is no better than the

personnel staffing it," stated

Harper. "Any plan never solves

all the problems at hand, but it

can provide the groundwork for

people of wisdom, maturity, and
flexibility".

Harper has asked that all in-

dividuals who wish to serve on

the Collegian next year meet for

an educational session on Thurs-
Ao\r M'l^ok 'I 1 .. 4 11 •» w> .'. 4U~
UBjTf — »«».«.., «i, at, Ix u.iii. 4li 4,i»c
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Greek Ball Features Morrow
As Climax To Active Week

by DAVE STEWART *62

On Friday April 1 the Student

Union Ballroom will be the set-

ting of the Greek Ball sponsored

annually by the Pan Hellenic and

Interfraternity Councils. The
ballroom, which will be decorated

with fraternity and sorority let-

ters, will echo the magical sounds

of Buddy Morrow's Orchestra.

The Greek Ball is the climax of

the Greek Week festivities with

only the Greek Chariot Races

and fraternity parties to follow

on Saturday.

Earlier in the week were held

the Mass Exchange Suppers.

Each fraternity and sorority sent

one member to eat dinner at

each other's fraternity or sorority

house. The mass exchange was

an outstanding new attraction

in this year's Greek Week sched-

ule.

The Student Union Ballroom

will also be the scene of the an-

nual Greek Banquet tonight at

5:30 P.M. Over 1200 Greeks we
expected to attend. UM's new

Open House Theme To Be

'Educating For Democracy'
More than 50 exhibits demon-

strating the theme "Educating

for Democracy" will be on view

at the annual UMass Open

House weekend, April 9-10.

Approximately 5000 guests to

the University are expected to

attend the event, as the Univer-

sity treats its visitors to a spe-

cial showing of latest develop-

ments in applied and pure sci-

ences, the arts, engineering, agri-

culture, and many other fields.

The Open House program of ac-

tivities will offically commence

Saturday, Apiil 9 at 8 a.m. and

continue through 5 p.m. Sunday,

April 10.

Among the departmental dis-

plays will be several engineering

exhibits and demonstrations, in-

cluding special experiments in

chemical engineering and a dis-

play of a lightning generator in

the electrical engineering depart-

ment.

Focal point of the Open House

activities will be the Student

Union which will house many ex-

hibits and displays. In addition,

instructional buildings will be

open to visitors, and all will have

tor. Skinner Hall will feature a

home economics crafts display,

Morrill Science Center will con-

tain zoology and geology exhi-

bits, and Hasbrouck Laboratory

will feature experiments in phy-

sics.

The official dedication of the

new Army-Air Force ROTC
building, Walter M. Dickinson

Hall, will take place on Saturday

morning. Also scheduled Satur-

day are a concert by the com-

bined ROTC band, and a preci-

sion drill demonstration by the

Flying Redmen Drill Team. The

Naiads, girls' swimming team,

will present a water ballet on

demonstrations rnd laboratory

experiments in progress. All dor-

mitories on campus will be open

for inspection during the week-

end, and visitors will be offered

free refreshments at the dorms.

Gopssmann Laboratory will have

chemistry and chemical engineer-

ing experiments on view, as well

as the University's atomic reac-

BUDDY MORROW

football coach Charles B. (Chuck)

Studley will be featured as the

after-dinner speaker. Chairman

of this event of Greek Week for

the I.F.C. is Art Winn TEP. The

banquet is being catered by the

Stewards' Club of the University.

Meeting Will

Decide Upon
'60 Class Gift
A meeting of the class of 1960

will be held Thursday, March 31

at 11 o'clock in the main ball-

room of the Student Union.

President Conrad Ferrara said

the meeting will be of consi-

derable importance to all mem-
bers as the agenda includes a re-

port on the disposition of class

funds for a class gift, and the

recommendations of the commit-

tee to raise money for the 12th

reunion gift.

To date the class gift has been

narrowed down to:

1. A gift fund to the University

library for books, murals etc.

2. A donation to the Massachu-

setts Review.

3. Benches around the Student

Union.

4. A scholarship fund.

The class will make its final

decision on these proposals on

Thursday.

Of greater importance will he

the recommendations for raising

funds for a reunion gift. The
Committee, after long and thor-

ough investigation, has three

plans to propose at the meeting.

According to the chairman, mon-

ey can bo raised by: 1. an insur-

ance plan: 2. a banking plan or;

3. an investment fund. It is im-

portant that all seniors attend.

both Saturday and Sunday.

Saturday's activities will be

climaxed 'by the presentation of

Patrick Dennis' hit Broadway
comedy "Auntie Mame" by the

Roister-Doisters.

Sunday's features include a

jazz band and student octet con-

cert as w£ll as receptions at

men's and women's residences.

UMass faculty and students

hope that anyone interested in

seeing the state university in ac-

tion will take the opportunity t<i

coma to Amherst on these two

days. Visitors will be provided

with souvenir programs and maps
at the Student Union.

Roister Doisters To Present

Stage Play, Auntie Mame
The production of Auntie

Mame is the Roister Doisters'

way of celebrating its birthday

according to director Henry R.

Peirce, speech department.

Currently celebrating its 50th

year of theatrical activity, the

society first began in 1910 under

the name of the Massachusetts

Agricultural College Dramatic

Society. In its first year, the

group produced two farces, The

Private Secretary and What Hap-

pened to Jones.

In 1912 the society adopted its

prpssent name, the Roister Dois-

ters, taken from the title of the

first English comedy, Ralph

Roister Doister by Nicolas Udall.

During the war years between

1917 and 1919 the group was in-

active. Since then, however, the

Roister Doisters have distin-

guished themselves by producing

plays ranging from student-writ-

ten originals to widely acclaimed

outdoor performances of Twelth

Night and As You Like It.

In 1953, largely through the

influence of the successful Rois-

ter Doisters and their advisor.

Arthur E. Niedeck, the Univer-

sity initiated a program making
it possible for students to receive

their B.A. degree.

The establishment of a depart-

ment of speech provided the so-

ciety with added facilities and re-

sources, at the same time that ex-

panding afforded an influx of

manpower (and womanpower).
The result has been that in re-

cent years, capacity audiences

have witnessed performances of

unprecedented quality.

Looking for a greater chal-

lenge, the Roister Doisters re-

cently decided to make the Broad-

way hit Auntie Mame (involving

u total of 24 scenes and 18 cos-

tumes for Mame alone) a test of

their technical ability and agility.

Although the play calls for a

larger cast (50 characters) than

any previous RD production, the

problem confronting Henry
Peirce was not one of securing

talent, but one of selecting it

from a record turnout for read-

ings of over ion students.

The tickets for Auntie Mame
will go on sale tomorrow at the

ticket window of the Student
Union. The play will be held April

7, 8 and 9 in Bowker Aud.

George G. Elliott '60 and Richard L. Stromjjren. instructor

of speech, are shown working on "Auntie Mame" production

plans.
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Support

'Flying Redmen'
Among the niany controversial matters

to be voted upon by the Senate tonight is one

which should not be lost. S60 would provide

finances to send the "Flying Redmen" Air

Force ROTC trick drill team to the national

competitions in Washington, D.C. April 7, 8.

Held in conjunction with these competi-

tions is the annual Cherry Blossom Parade.

Marching through downtown Washington

past many thousands of people from all parts

of the world, outstanding participants in

the parade draw close scrutiny.

The "Flying Redmen" of UMass demon-

strated superiority over all outstanding Air

Force ROTC drill teams in New England by

winning the 1960 Championship. This was

accomplished by almost the same margin of

victory as was displayed two years ago by

the "Flying Redmen" team that went on to

place sixth in the nation among Army, and

Navy as well as Air Force drill teams at the

Championships in Washington.

In recent years, students at UMass have

given increasing support to programs

through which students gain favorable pub-

licity for the University. Certainly favorable

publicity was at a premium last spring and

summer while the tuition hike and faculty

salary raises caused state taxpayers to ques-

tion the name of UMass. And again, when

these same people questioned our loyalty dur-

ing the much-publicized ROTC and NDEA
controversies, students and alumni rose to

defend their alma mater.

If in just a small way—and we believe it

to be much more than that—the "Flying

RpHmen" drill team can bring favorable pub-

licity to UMass, we feel they should receive

the plaudits and financial support of the

student uo».*y.

Many have known the pride of seeing

someone from their home state performing

on Nation-wide television. The Cherry

Blossom parade receives nearly as much cov-

erage on TV, radio and in the press as does

the Tournament of Roses parade on New
Year's Day.

We want to sec our crack drill team in

the Cherry Blossom parade; certainly

through their diligent and conscientious

training they have demonstrated their

spirit and skill. This will be one way to make
Massachusetts proud of having the finest at

the University of Massachusetts.

Unfinished

Symphony
Obviously the University is in a hurry

—

so much so that they are moving students

into dormitories about as finished as the

"Auntie Mame" sets.

Bulletin boards number one—sitting on

the floor of the main entrance—the only en-

trance accessible—without walking through

a sea of mud.
A fire drill would force all the residents

of the Dormitory to either crowd through

one exit or plow through the fabled mud.

A view to the head on Sunday afternoons

might prove enlightening as there are win-

dows on the shower room doors. This un-

doubtedlv is for easv identification . . .

P. W.
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GRADUALISM IS THE ONLY WAY
By JAMES A. MERINO '60

Gradualism has failed, declares Mr. Watson; integration in the

South must be accomplished at one fell »woop—there may be initial

An" and "resentment", but such will occur but once, and be over

with.

Has gradualism failed? How can we know—for gradualism is

still in process.

The example of South Africa is invalid, and for this reason,

namely, that Apartheid is a deliberate policy of the central govern-

ment; in the United States, segregation—even if a policy of an in-

dividual state— is emphatically not a deliberate policy of the Federal

government. By virtue of the Supreme Court's decision on the

separate but equal doctrine, the Federal Courts constitute an agency

to which the Negro person or group may appeal; further, although

ultimately on no-one's side the Courts are presently on the Negro's

side. That the Negro person or group may appeal to the fundamental

Law of the Constitution—and by extension, to the higher Law we call

Natural—presupposes, does not preclude, gradualism.

We must remind ourselves that segregation is not merely a mat-

ter of a statute in a book; segregation is more deeply an attitude; the

statute only reflects the attitude, the Jim Crow mentality. When the

Jim Crow mentality is banished, it must be replaced; ideally, it must

be replaced with the mentality of Justice; and this, too, presupposes

giadualism.

Justice demands the rule of Law. That the rule of Law may work

demands the autonomy of the Law; the Law in turn depends upon the

Truth of Universal Principles.

Mr. Watson's "crash program" would halt the progress of the

rule of Law for an almost indefinite period. Why? Because the Courts

—the agents of the rule of Law—could not handle the program; it

is very nearly certain that another agency, namely, the military,

which is to say, sheer force, would be necessary. Now: Law will still

depend on Universal Principles. But the use of force—unmitigated

even by virtue of necessity—would compromise the autonomy of the

Law; the Law would then depend upon force—and so also Justice,

which thereby is compromised.

T concede to Mr. Watson that gradualism is slow, painful, creates

resentments at every step or "incident" of its progress; but far better

the rule of Law be uncompromised at the price of many pains and

resentments, than that the rule of Law be compromised, be halted in

its progress, in order to minimize the pain and resentment.

It is said by some, Mr. Watson, that we on Earth may never

know Truth; perhaps, then, we may never know Justice or the. rule

of Law.

The Mail

TO THE YOUNG DEMOCRATS:
I would like to congratulate Mr. Peter Watson and the others of

this new organization. I also feel that the students need means to

express their political opinions, outside of their own home on campus.

However, I wonder if these opinions will be "political," or just "Demo-

cratic.

"

There are three objects of the club, as listed in Monday's Colle-

gian. All three point towards blind obedience, or unthinking follow-

ing of Democratic policies, just because the policies are Democratic.

The Young Democrats are dedicated to defending any part of

the party platform, from both within and without, although these

policies may not be the best. The same Pete Watson wrote in the

same Collegian last Monday in favor of a crash program of integra-

tion in the South, and yet the Democratic platform in 1956 was so

vague un this matter, that it took a bevy of lawyers a good deal of

time to understand it. Apparently, Mr. Watson believes in one thing

but will support another.

This is the danger I see in "partisanship". Accepting as right

a policy because it is Demorrntir is foolish; and this practice should

be avoided by people who are genuinely interested in their country's

welfare. You who honestly think the Democratic policies are always

the best, because they come from the Democratic party, be a Young
Democrat, and bring your seeing-eye dog with you.

Bob Trudeau '62

GOURMET'S TASTES
Mrch 24, 1960

To the Editor:

We must have food! Too long have we been forced to eat the

"slop" thrown before us in the Commons, Greenough, and Butterfield.

Some of the worse food conceivable has been served at the Univer-

sity dining facilities. The normal menus consist of: lumpy, stale, bread;

fat soaked fish or fatty, unfried porkrhops; watery potatoes; aspara-

gus stems; a lettuce wedge; prune pie; and coffee flavored water.

This would thrill any gourmet.

The food is bad, but to make things worse, the University super-

vises our eating habits. Of course we are only college students who
must be lod by the hand to eat a proper diet, as if the meals served

by the University are a proper diet. However, the University fails to

realize that we are humans with different appetites. No seconds are

offered. Do our learned supervisors contend that a 100 lb. person

eats as much as a 250 lb. person? Outside of ice cream, no outside

dishes are offered for sale. If a person desires another piece of pie or

plate of macaroni, he must buy a Whole meal or none at all. Is the

University above selling food to its more active students, while the

Hatch enters to every student's whim, at a reasonable price?

If the University can't properly feed its students, it shouldn't

force them to eat at their facilities. If the University insists upon
supervising the students' eating, It must provide proper, adequate,

and convenient facilities.

Letters

SUPERIOR MENUS
To the Editor:

I fail to understand why so many individuals

complain about the meals at the Dining Commons

and Greenough when all they need to do is walk up

the hill to Butterfield for a meal that will, without

a doubt, surpass anything offered at the other halls.

It is a well known fact that the meals at Butter-

field Hall are very well prepared with the student

in mind. The night meals, especially, are really a

work of art and remind me of the ones Mother used

to make. If you students wonder how I know, it's

because I have eaten there for the past two years.

If the other halls will strive to match Butterfield,

I'm sure we all will be satisfied.

J. H. A.

COMPETENT TO JUDGE?

To the Editor:

Mr. Al Berman: An old Syrian saying reads:

"He who slings mud is losing ground." I personal-

ly feel that the campus community is competent to

judge what is garbage and what is not. But when

you label something as garbage you take upon your-

self the disproof of the argument which you have

so labeled. I feel that the campus community should

be informed and should discuss whether or not our

student athletes need this sort of protection. Ad-

mittedly I couched the question based on my own

personal conviction.

J.D.L. (James D. Leonard) '60

IS THERE AN ANSWER?
To the Editor:

There seems to be a growing question among
the legislators of these United States, "Did Lincoln

really free the slaves?" I myself would like a rea-

sonable answer to this question.

If one man is not to be the slave of another man
than both these men should be treated with equal

respect. I am referring to the abominable treatment

of the Southern Negro by many of the people who
depend on them for a good percentage of their in-

come. Why isn't the Negro allowed the right to sit

down and order a meal any time or place that he

sees fit? I can't find any reasonable explanation for

this, but if you can I would like to hear it this

Thursday night at Dwight Dorm, at 8:00 P.M.

Gary M. Sheinfeld

REPLY TO R.D. AND C.S.

220 Arnold House
March 25, 1960

To the Editor:

To R.D. and C.S. whomever you might be. I do

not even consider myself a typical sophomore. You
asked if I should like to be enlightened. I believe

that I already have been enlightened. I am not

against the Greek system, but I am against the way
the Greek system is outwardly represented on this

campus. I acknowledge the need for close bonds of

friendship with a group at this University. You
might recall that I mentioned this, too.

You have mentioned several worthwhile activi-

ties of the Greek organization (Heart Sunday and
Christmas parties for orphans). Why aren't these

things publicized more? There is such a thing as too

much humility. My advice to you; let your candle
shine, do not hide it under a basket. If the campus
has formed the wrong impressions about this or-

ganization, the members should desire to correct the

situation. I know all the houses have the right ideas

in their constitutions, but I have observed only one
house which really lives up to its constitution. T still

think something should be done to rectify the dis-

play of popularity and politics.

Carol Folley '62

Campus crentivity, as expressed through
writing and other art forms, is presently being

invited by the staff of The Literary Magazine
of the University of Massachusetts for publica-

tion in the May issue. To be considered for

publication are original short stories, poetry,

critical essays, pen and ink drawings, and
photograr/hic work. The Literary Magazine,
which serves as a media for enjoying and
examining the works of potential creative artists,

requests that works be submitted to a staff mem-
ber or placed in the LM basket at the Collegian

office by the end of this week.

I.F.C. Schedules

Chariot Races As

Greek Week Event
by BILL AVERY '63

Chariot Races will be held as

part of Greek Week on Saturday

April 2 at 2:00 P.M. The races

will begin in front of Goessmann

Hall and will end in front of

Memorial Hall.

The crew will consist of 5; one

rider and four runners. The

members of the fraternities will

be dressed uniformly so as to
designate their houses. The
chariots will be appropriately
painted with house colors and
letters.

There will be five heats (three
chariots per halt), and the three
fastest chariots, by stopwatch,
will compete in the final.

In case of a tie in the heats,

there will be a sixth, and if need-

ed, a seventh hi at for those

chariots in order to keep the

number of chariots in the final

below four.

A trophy will also he awarded

OnCampusAm
(Author of "I Was a Teen-n<jr Dwnrf","The Many

Loves of Dotrie Cillis", etc.)

WHO WENT TO THE PROM-AND WHY

"Hello," said the voice on the telephone. "This is Werther

Sigafoos. I sit next to you in psych. I'm kind of dumpy and

I always wear a sweat shirt."

"I'm afraid I don't remember you," said Anna Livia Plura-

belle.

"I'm the one whose lecture notes you've been borrowing for

two years," said Werther.

"Oh, yes!" said Anna Livia. "What do you wish, Walter?"

"Werther," said Werther. "What I wish is to take you to the

Junior Prom next April."

"But this is November 27, Westnor," said Anna Livia.

"Werther" said Werther. "Yes, I know, but you are so round

and beautiful that I was afraid you might have a date already."

"As a matter of fact I do, Wingate," said Anna Livia.

"Werther," said Werther. "Oh, drat!"

Anna Livia did not really have a date, hut she was expecting

to be asked by Stewart Stalwart, athletic and BMOC, handsome

as Apollo, smooth as ivory, wearer of faultless tweeds, smoker

of Marlboro cigarettes which even without his other achieve-

ments would stamp him as a man with know-how, with a

pleasure-oriented palate. If you think flavor went out when

niters came in, try a Marlboro. This one brims with zest and

zip and the good, mild taste ad dear to those who smoke for the

pure joy of it. (iet yourself a pack of Marlbnros and listen to

your friends say, 'There, by Ccorgc, goc? a smoker who knows

a hawk from a handsaw.

'

But I digress. Anna Livia waited and waited for Stewart

Stalwart to ask her, but two days before the Prom, to every-

body's amazement, he asked R<>so-of-Shnron Schwartz, a non-

descript girl with pavement-colored hair and a briefcase.

l tyredecidedto^'iw^
Anna Livia immediately phoned Werther Signfoos. "My

Prom date has .ome down with a dread virus."' she said, "and

I have decided to accept your invitation, Waldrop."

"Werther," said Werther. "Oh, goody ganders!"

The next day Anna Livia received a phone call from Stewart

Stalwart. "My Prom date has come down with a dread virus,"

he said. "Will yon go with me°"

"Certainly," she arid and promptly phoned Werther and said,

"I have come down with a dread virus and cannot go to the

Prom with you, Whipstitch."

"Werther," said Werther. "Ob. mice and rats!"

So Anna Livia went to the Prom with Stewart and who do you

think they ran into" Rose-of-Sharon with Werther, that's who!

Stewart had felt obliged to ask Rose-of-Sharon because she

always did his homework, but she had weaseled out because she

really wanted to go with Werther with whom she Pelt a great

oneness because they were both so .lumpy. He fell wildly in

love with her at the Prom, and today they an married and run

a very successful five-minute auto wash in New Bern, N. C.

Anna Livia and Stewart aft h*PWi **< Thpy ,iro stiU i
unior*

and have not missed a prom in sixteen years. ©i*» m.. stu.im.a

We hope you'll he smoking Marlhoros at your prom—or if

you like mildness but you don't like RUer*—Philip Morrle—

from the $ame maker*.

for first place.

Pledges may also parUcfpal

this event.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Tyrolean hat with brush

ornament. Please contact Sue

Sidney, Hamlin House if you

have information.

Lost: One pair of athletic socks

if found contact Linda Delvental,

Crabtree House. I have vours.

SAFETY SLOGANS
It isn't the right-of way that

counts— It's the right way.

Slow up here and show up

there.

Driving is a full-time job.

WMUA Schedule
Wednesday and Thursday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

Campus Caper

News and Weather

Campus Caper

Dinner Date

News and Sports

B.B.C. (Wed.)
Public Service E.T.

(Thurs.)

Public Service E.T.

(Wed.)

C.B.C. (Thurs.)

B.B.C. (Wed.)

News Headlines

Musicale *

News, Weather, Ski Re-

ports

Showcase
News and Weather
Sounds of Jazz (Wed.)

Swingtime (Thurs.)

News and Weather
Shoes Off Session (Wed.)

Swingtime (Thurs.)

News and Weather
Dig (Wed.)

Sounds of Jazz (Thurs.)

News and Weather
Dig (Wed.)

Sounds of Jazz (Thurs.)

News. Weather—Sign Off

4:05

5:00

5:05

5:30

6:30

6:45

7:00

7:15

7.29

7:30

9:00

10:00

10:05

11:00

11:05

12:00

12:05

1:00

1:05

2:00

My Neighbors

"Wake up, Dear—you're

art in <t to wear your cereal

The Campus Beat
by JIDY DICKSTKIN *63

7:00 p.m. the Transportation will be providedTonight at

Amateur Radio Assn. will hold

its meeting in Cunness Lai).

The Actors' Workshop will hold

a meeting in the S.U. at 7:00

p.m. tonight. All old members

awl anyone interested in joining

are asked to attend.

The French Club will also hold

its meeting tonight. The meeting

will be in Rmvditeh Lodge at

8:00 p.m. The club will present

Mme. Lucienne Boudet whose

subject will be "Arachon." Co-

lored slides of the town will be

shown.

Also at 8:00. The Student

Zionist Organization will hold a

mock Israeli senate meeting in

the Union. Israeli songs and

dances, a discussion, and re-

freshments will highlight the

evening.

Volunteers are wanted to do

gratifying work at Leed's V.A.

Hospital; there will be an orienta-

tion meeting at the Hospital to-

night for all newr volunteers.

from Skinner Hall at 6:80.

Thursday night at 8 in the

main lounge of Dwijrht House,

there will be a meeting of all

persons interested in supporting

the sit-down strike of college

students in the South. There will

be a discussion on ways in which

the student body could aid and

support the Southern movement.

A roller skating party spon-

sored by the Inter-Varsity Chris-

tian Fellowship will take place on

Friday. All persons interested in

going are asked to meet in the

Plymouth Room at 7:00 p.m.

Rides are being provided as well

as refreshments.

Tickets for the Naiad's show

will be available on Tues. and

Wed., April 5 and 6, from 9 to 4

at the S.U. Lobby Counter.

Persons interested in becoming

Revelers are reminded to fill in

their application and return it to

the box on the S.U. Lobby

Counter.

Contract Bridge
bv FRANK KIELY

WEST
S—K 6 5

H—

5

D—10 3

NORTH
S—

A

H—Q 8 4 3 2

D—Q 8 6 2

C—A J 3

EAST
2 S—Q J 10 9 8 7 3

H—10 7

D—J 7 4

C_Q 9 7 6 4 C—

5

SOUTH

North
4 H
5 H
6 C

East

3 S
P
P
P

S—
H—A K J 9

D—A K 9 5

C K 10 8 2

South
Double

4 NT
5 NT

West
P
P
P

7 H

lgam:

East preempted with a three

spades to open the bidding. This

crowed the North-South pair, but

precise bidding is still possible

over a preempt. South made a

Takeout Double. North answered

in his best suit, hearts.

This led South to believe that

I slam was possible. He went in-

to Blackwood Convention and

found that North had two Aces

and no Kings. South had two

Aers ;md three Kiners, so he bid

seven Hearts hoping for a suc-

cessful finesse.

The S-Q was the opening lead.

North's S-A won and the D-5

was thrown from the Dummy.
Trump were pulled with Dum-
my's H-A and H-K. The S-J and

then the S-Q were played. Both

East and West discarded two

Spades.

Dummy's D-A and D-K were

taken. Both East and West fol-

lowed. The D-9 was led to the

D-Q and East threw his last dia-

mond. The D-2 the thirteenth

Diamond was good and on it De-

clarer discarded a losing club,

ai East, and West, sluffed Spades.

Declarer had to make three

Club tricks. He reasoned that

East had two Hearts, three Dia-

monds and seven Spades. There-

fore, he could have no more than

one Club. The C-3 was led Lo the

C-K. The C-8 was returned. West
ducked and the C-Q won. De-

clarer claimed the remaining

tricks with the C-A and the S-J

in the Dummy.

GAME RESULTS
Thursday March 24, the reg-

ular Fractional Master Point

Bridge game was held in the Stu-

dent Union. The results are 1.

N-S Higgenhotham-Fitzgerald; 2,

N S Glasser Tobias; 3. N-S
Holmes-Kiely; 1 E-W Glennon-

Glennon; 2 E-W Bartel-Paige; 3

E-W Harmon- Nash.

BtU(3ents/Wcnwmb
to Staym College

&otib letyour
parents! See ...that

college
girl

who
can't
help
lovin'

tall

boys...l

JOSHUA [pGflNS production ofthat supe^saucy stage smash/

jatiCvuanthony Perkins <wtfc^sum &*, <^cov<^Jane ibnda
*4 - FromWARNER BROS.
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UMass Nine Prepares

For Successful Season
by HK\ GORDON '62

Things will soon be shaping up

for the UMass baseball team.

The squad, under the direction ol

Coach Earl Lorden, hM been

working out in the Amherst cap;*'

for the past two weeks, and will

be outside this week if the

weather holds out.

For the most part, prospects

look pretty good. Pitching will

probably be the team's strong*

point. Gerry Glynn, Dick Catalini

and Ed Connerly will most likely

be the bright spots on the mound,

and, if Connerly has recovered

from his arm trouble, he should

have a great season.

Bob Eichorn and Paul Weinnik,

both of whom were unable to

play last year, will return to the

mound this year.

Three sophomores, Cliff Bul-

lock, Lou Pia and Carl Elstrom,

will also be vying for spots on

the pitching staff. Fran Bogan,

a transfer from B.U., is another

prospect.

A second strong point for the

Lordenmen will be catching. Ed

Kelley, a three year vet, will

probably be back behind the

plate. this year. However, there

is a possibility that Captain

Armand Sabourin will fill the

slot. Armand is a good all around

player, and will be in the out-

field if not in the catcher's box.

Ted Osetek, who hit a solid 300

for last year's frosh, is another

candidate for the catcher's slot

Because of the loss of Ned

Larkin and Dick Siska, Coach

Lorden will have two positions to

fill in the infield, those being

first base and shortstop. How-

ever, sophomore Ed Forbush

should fill the first base slot

well. Boh Hatch will return to

>nd base, and Bob Roland will

be back at third.

Al Holbrook, who played well

as a utility man last year. Lou

Bush, Frank Bisicwki and Don

Tomasctti (a 357 slugger for last

year's frosh) will be out for in-

field spots, also.

Weak Outfield

The one possible weak spot

for the team will be the outfield.

No vets will be returning, with

the exception of Captain Sabour-

in. However, Bruce Wolfe, Paul

Foley and John Walker, all sec-

ond stringers from last year's

squad, will return this year.

Sophomores Robert Ziemesky,

and Fran Kelly are possibilities,

also.

Coach Lorden stated that he

expects to better last year's rec-

ord of 10-6, Maine and UConn be-

ing the teams to beat. Vermont,

always a strong team, which

twice defeated the UMass
nine last year, will also be a

strong contender.

"We want the Conference

Championship," said Coach Lor-

den, and with a little polishing

up UMass might very well take

it.

DOUG CRUTCH FIELD

Doug Grutchfield

Unanimous Pick

For Hoop Captain

Doug Grutchfield. high scoring

dynamo of the UMass basketball

quintet, has been unanimously

elected to captain the 1960-61

Redmen hoopsters.

This honor is another in the

long list of awards that Grutch-

field has received in his two

varsity seasons with the Redmen.

Doug was the key offensive weap-

on in Coach Matt Zunic's pat-

terns the past season, and re-

sponded with the second highest

total of points ever scored by a

UMass player in a single season

—429.

Playing in all but 67 minutes

of a 24 game schedule, Grutch-

field averaged 17.9 points a

game, tallied 40'; of his field

goal attempts, converted 7t# of

his foul tosses, and topped the

club in rebounding with an aver-

age of 12 per game.

Twice this year he was a mem-

ber of the Eastern College Athlet-

ic Conference team of the week

and he was named to the ECAC
major college squad at the sea-

son's completion.

As a sophomore, Grutchfield

was named to the second All

Yankee Conference team and this

year was the only unanimous

choice on the first team.

Other honors that Doug has

received as a result of his court

performances during the past

season include: most valuable

player in the Springfield College

Invitational Tournament; All

Western Mass. college first team;

All New England second team;

and second tpam on the basket-

ball coaches' Oistrict 1 NCAA
team.

Grutchfield. the only married

player on Coach Zunic's quintet

APPLIED PHILOSOPHY 221

Thought Process of Women

Dr. A. Tract

Emphasis on philosophy of getting dates. Background of dateless stu-

dents who use sticky hair creams or alcohol hair tonics. Fundamental

logic of students who have discovered that baseline' Hair Tonic takes

care of hair even when used with water. Philosophy of the Enlighten-

ment: one may use all the water one wants with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic.

Students who use * Vaseline* Hair Tonic think— therefore they are sought

after by lovely females. Cause: 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic. Effect: Dates.

Materials: one 4 oz. bottle 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic

Vaseline

HAIR
TONIC

r

HAIR TONIC
In the bottle and on your hair

the difference is clea rly there!

Vaseline

hair
TONIC

** <m ••t«.l ••

cum •>? U4»M

<S |>4 Seal*M

J
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Coach Joe Rogers
Resigns Position As
C.S.C.A. President
Joe Rogers, Coach of the

I "Mass mermen, recently re-

signed as president of the C.S.C.-

A. Coach Rogers, who last year

was promoted from vice presi-

dent of the College Swimming
Coaches of America to presi-

dent, resigned after conducting

the highly successful N.C.A.A.

swimming championships held in

Dallas, Texas last week.

Coach Rogers has heen coach-

ing the UMass swimmers for 21

years, his best season being in

1941 when he led the Redmen to

a second place in the N.A.A.U.

Intercollegiate Swimming Cham-
pionships.

the past season, is a physical edu-

cation major and a better than

average student who made the

Dean's honors list during: the last

semester.

Doug is a fine all around

athlete, winning nine letters as a

high school athlete. He was on

the Record American's 1957 All-

Scholastic squad and, obviously,

has lived up to all expectations.

1fis Old 1vm£fc

"The income tax has greatly

increased the price of suc-

cess."

Salaam

LOUIS'

FOOL*

76 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

VA6(UMt IS A RIGISTIRID TRADEMARK Or C M f St R ROUC.M-I'ON D ft, INC

AMHERST Cinema

Now
Screened at

7:00-9:15
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IT STARTS SUNDAY

Sink the Bistnark
IN CINIMASCOM

UMass Women End
Basketball Season

With No Defeats
The W.A.A. basketball team

finished an undefeated season

after competing in the annual

playday at Mt. Holyoke College

by defeating, in combination

with the UConn team, a Mt.

H o I y o k e-C lark team and a

Bridgewater-Wheaton team. The

ladies then defeated UConn sing-

ly.

The forwards are Mickey

Adamson, Carol Kosik, Sherry

Lambert, Sue Nichols, Jesse

Piecewicz, Lisette Walter, and

Fran White. The guards are Peg

Bagdon, Judy Duggan, Carole

Greaves, Ellie Harrington, and

Carol Majewski.

In the recent W.A.A. election

these officers and sport man-

agers were elected for the com-

ing year:

President Carole Greavea
Vice President Sherry Lambert
Secretary Sandy Morton
Treasurer Carol Majewski
Publicity Mickey Adamson
Playdaya Jean Condon
Co-Rec Ellie Harrington
Sub Board Maren Simonds
Archery Dottie Lurie
nadminton Fran White
Basketball Ann Huska
Bowling Marilyn Wood
Dance Norma Fairbanks
Field Hockey Ellie Osley

Gymnastics Sue Aldnch
Skiinir J°y P™"
Softball Judy .

Graham
Swimming Rusty Henderson

Tennis Sandy Glass

Volleyball TViane Coyle

Mickey Adamson 61

Nominations for all class of-

ficer positions, and Senators

at-Large, will open Friday

April 1st, and close on Friday

April 8th. Nomination papers

may be picked up at the Dean

of Men's office.

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAOAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep'

The

Little Store
Open Every Night until 1 1 00

On the Corner Next to

Hills House

&6tto£too£
fountain pens

write with

the amazing

new miracle

discovery—

INK!
THE CLASSIC FMMTAM

•2.96
Other I tierbrook
pen* tlifthtly I

A. J. Hastings,
INCOftPOHATID

NEWSDEALER A STATIONER
Amherxt, Mais,

CLEARING AND COOLER

EDITORIAL

ON

DISCRIMINATION

(See page 2)
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New President's Salary Hinges On Senate Action;

McCune Will Assume Responsibility For University

Provost Will

Have Duties

Of President
Provost Shannon McCune as-

sumed responsibility of UMass
today as the resignation of Pres-

ident Jean Paul Mather became

effective. An announcement by

the Board of Trustees states

that "in accordance with Article

IX of the Bylaws of the Board

of Trustees Shannon McCune, as

Provost of the University, 'shall

perform the duties of the Pres-

ident' effective April 1, 1960."

Former President Mather left

Amherst yesterday, planning to

stop in New York before con-

tinuing to Iowa where he will

assume his new duties as Presi-

dent and Director of the Ameri-

can College Testing Service.

Mrs. Mather will remain in Am-
herst until June when their

daughter will graduate from Am-
herst Regional High School.

Mr. McCune will continue his

duties as Provost and will dis-

charge the duties of the President

concurrently. He indicated to a

Collegian reporter late yesterday

that "everyone will have to work
together in a team operation."

The selection of a successor to

former President Mather is con-

—Phot* by Leonard

SHANNON McCUNE

sidered to be dependent upon pas-

sage of the salary bill by the

Massachusetts Senate next week.

French Exchange Instructor

Impressed By United States

"Any thing is possible in

America!" This is the over-

whelming impression that Made-

moiselle Lucienne Boudet, ex-

change instructor in the French

Department hero, will carry hack

with her when she returns to her

regular teaching poet in France

next Fall.

Asked to elaborate on this and

other of her observations of the

U.S., Mile. Boudet said with her

usual enthusiasm that one of the

things that most impressed her

is our "real democratic sense."

She was amazed to find, for

example, that at a good dining

place, it was impossible to dis-

tinguish, from appearance alone,

the "ouvrier" from the "haut

bourgeois."

Also, contrary to the situation

in Franco where class distinctions

have still not been obliterated,

Mile. Boudet came rather shock-

ingly to realize that "no one

here, regardless of position, is

ashamed of manual work."

Another American characteris-

tic which she finds remarkable is

our courtesy toward one another.

To clarify this statement Mile.

Boudet resorted to the emphatic

and French tactic of gestures as

she dramatized the difference in

reaction of the parties in an a

automobile accident in the U.S.

ind a la francaise.

In consensus with the generally

held fureign view of Americans,

Mile. Boudet agrees that we are

a nation of conformists. She

hastened to explain, however,

that perhaps this surface con-

by BETH COUGHLIN '60

formity is the natural child of

our diverse origins, and vital to

bur existence as a nation. The

French, she feels, bound by a

common ancestry and centuries of

tradition, can afford multiplicity

of opinion on the surface. Under-

neath this apparent instability

there is, she assures us, an in-

violable sentiment among all for

"la patrie."

This American conformity, she

emphasized, is not to be confused

with stagnation. In art, partic-

ularly, she feels the U.S. has the

great advantage of not being

hound by tradition. In this

sphere, as well as among students

in general,, she has found theYe

to be an exhilarating freshness

of ideas. She cited the con-

troversial Guggenheim Museum
as something truly American.

"For the first time, modern art

is housed in a building that is in

harmony with it."

Outside of the mild climate of

her native town, Mile. Boudet has

most missed the more intellectual

climate of France in general.

She has delighted, however, in

the beauty of our winter land-

scape, and, more surprisingly,

our trees!

McCune & Studley
Address Greeks

bv LARRY RAYNEK '61, Editor in Chief

"In the U.S. one feels himself

truly in the modern world, and it

in a profound emotional experi-

ence to witness the formation of

a new civilization which will be

the civilization of the future. The
faults of America* are the faults

of youth which, unhappily, only

age can correct," she concluded.

Approximately Too fraternity

men and sorority women attended

the Greek Banquet Wednesday

night, which was highlighted by

guest speakers Shannon McCune,

acting President, and the new

football coach, Charles Studley.

Assisting IFC President Tom
Campbell, in awarding fraterni-

ties prizes for high overall aver-

ages, McCune praised rhe frater-

nities for achieving a higher all-

fraternity average than the all-

men's average. He made the com

ment that some of the recent

changes may have been a con-

tributing factor.

First place went to Alpha

Sigma Phi which had a 2.41 aver-

age. Alpha Gamma Rho captured

second place while Tau Kappa

Esilon and Alpha Epsilon Pi took

third and fourth places respec

-

tively.

McCune was interrupted by

loud applause when he mentioned

that he would be acting President

until a successor to Mather was

named.
In closing, McCune said that it

was difficult to change the rules

set down by the Board of Trus-

tees and the faculty. "I do not

anticipate any major policy

changes in the next few months,"

he said.

Coach Studley, the main speak-

er, drew a great deal of applause

recalling his experiences as a sUi-

( Continued on page 5)

CHARLES STUDLEY

Salary Top
Of $25,000
Is Possible

The Board of Trustees will

have the power to set a salary of

$20,000 to $25,000 for the new
President if the bill passed by

the House is accepted by the

Senate The present salary is

$15,000, out of which the Presi-

dent must pay $100 per month
rent for his house on campus.
The salary range was set as a

compromise move between the

original motion reported out

favorably by the Committee on
Ways and Means ($25,000) and
those who desired a flat $20,000

salary. Rep. John J. Toomey (D-

Cambridgo) , a dissenting member
of Ways and Means, offered an

amendment prior to the com-
promise to set the pay at $18,000.

Rep. Sumner Z. Kaplan (D-

Brookline), sponsor of the orig-

inal bill, asked that the solons

"show the public the legislature

is in favor of our university and
getting the best possible presi-

( Continued on page i)-

Flying Redmen Visit Capitol;

Collegian Budget Is Passed
bv AUDREY RAYNEK '64

NOTICE
Any R.S.O. Organization that

has not returned its Voting Re-

port for
MMosl Valuable Mem-

ber" must do so by 0:OO a.m..

Monday. April L IW0, or H

will forfeit its privilege of

electing a Moat Valuable Mem-
ber.

Money for the Flying Redmen's

trip to Washington, D.C. was ap-

propriated and the ColUginn

budget was passed by the Stu-

dent Senate Wednesday evening.

An amount of $600 is to cover

expenses for the AFROTr Drill

Team, which will go to the Na-

tional Cherry Blossom Festival in

Washington on April 8 and 9.

The motion was amended by an

addition to read. "In future years,

the Student Senate urges that

the I>rill Team pay 50 per cent

of the cost."

This will be the third year m a

row that the Redmen have visited

Vs pari of Greek Week activily. all the fraternities will compete

in chariot races, scheduled for Saturday at 2 o'clock.

Shown above art* the members of ihe E\eculi\e Board of the

IFC. from left to right: Eliot Sohmer. Spcretary*. Gordon Ylas-

siiiRham. Greek Week Chairman; Tom Campbell, President; Dave

Hitler. Administrative Vice President; and Dick Gohprman, Treas*

mer.

the nation's eapitol.

The Collegian budget, which
was held over from last week,
came up again for consideration.

A petition signed by 150 students
was presented by President Bob
Zelis '60, who spoke from the
floor. Calling for three amend-
ments to the proposed budget,
the petition was carefully con-
sidered.

The first amendment, calling

for the striking out of a Colle-

gian secretary, and the third,

concerning a reduction in the

number of pages, were defeated.

The second, providing for the de-

leting of a swivel chair from the

budget, was passed.

A few points concerning the

secretary were brought out by
John Finnegan '01, who said that

"Co-odination is certainly needed

in a eaae where $.'i0,000 a year is

being handled. I think that a sec-

retary will help."

Zelis pointed out the fact that

the Senate, which is reasonably
close to the Collegian in size and
organization, does employ a reg-

ular secretary.

Ted Sheerin '00 spoke on the
i eduction of pages in different

i -sues throughout the year. He
noted that "quantity and quality

have nothing to do with each
other. Cutting the paper down
will not make the Collegian any
better."

The budget was finally eon-

gidered in toto and without much
further ado was passed.

The Adelphian budget, cut by

elimination of two items, was
excluded from the tax fund, as

it had been- largely "self-support-

ing" because it has a large

amount of available funds.
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Not Only The South

Recently, students of*many Eastern col-

leges have shown sympathy towards the

Negroes' "sit-down" strikes in the South.

These supporting demonstrations are wel-

comed ; but it is quite easy to be an ardent

advocate of racial equality 1,500 miles away

while remaining blind to the prejudices and

discriminations in their own backyards. How
many of these protesters go to colleges that

restrict the number of Negro students?

The Negro districts of the large Northern

cities are as much a blight as and more

hypercritical than the South. While Northern

whites pay lip service to the ideals of racial

equality and the dignity of the individual,

they restrict the Negroes' job opportunities

and force them to live in slums. Even a col-

lege graduate has limited chance of obtaining

a position for which he is capable. Only a

few Negroes have skilled jobs and far less

have managerial and executive positions in

corporations. The average annual Negro

wage is $2,652 compared to $4,569 for

whites.

A teen-ager in Cleveland said: "In some

ways, I'd rather be down South because at

least there you know what you're up against.

There is just as much discrimination only it's

more 'sneaky'." Countless other young Ne-

groes are just as disillusioned. Many people

piously remark about excessive crime and

immorality rates among Negroes. If true,

it is the white Americans who are to blame.

Let's have sympathy protests; but these

demonstrators, many of whom will become

employers and civic leaders, should also re-

member the discrimination at home.

T. M.

Roister Doister Theatre Column

"The Ancient Mariner" was
awarded the Red Badge of Cour-
age by "Auntie Mame" for his

Dissertation on a Roast Pig. The
funeral held after the "Death of

a Salesman" was interrupted by a
Wind in the Willows caused by
the husband of "Pilate's Daugh-
ter" who had lost his "Watch on
the Ruhr" while proposing as a

final toast, "One for the Dame."
It's April 1, so you might as well

get a "Run for the Money."
Crazy? Yup! Madness? Yes,

but with a method. The above are

simply titles of shows being
given between now and May.
On television, for instance, the

dramatic readings for this month
include Dr. Frank Baxter's in-

terpretation of "The Ancient

Mariner" on April 7; Jackie Rob-
inson, reading from the Red
Badge of Courage on the 14th;

Julie Harris breezes through
Wind in the Willows on the 21st;

and on the 28th, C. H. Percy,

President of Bell and Howell,

reads Dissertation on a Roast
Pig. All these are on Channel 4

at 7:30 p.m.

For those of you who are plan-

ning to hit the Hub in the next

weeks, there'll be no lack of

things to do. If you enjoyed the

Moiseyev Dancers, you might see

the U.S.S.R.'s Georgian State

Dance Company at the Boston
Garden, April 1-2. And for all

who have eyes for Sarah and
Satchmo — Vaughan and Arm-
strong—they will appear to-

gether from April 4 to April 10

at Blinstrubs. Bill and C^ra
Baird's Marionette Theatre will

present a show entitled "Davy
Jones Locker" Easter week (Apr.
16-24) at the Wilbur Theatre.

On the so-called "Legitimate"

stage, "West Side Story" con-

tinues to be a success at the Shu-
bert, and a new comedy, "One for

the Dame", is opening at the

TWO PARTY OR NOT TWO PARTY
by PETE WATSON *61

I regard Mr, Trudeau's letter

not as a personal attack on either

myself or the Young Democrats
Club, but rather as an attack on

the two party system under
which we live.

It is his contention that I will

apparently believe in one thing,

and support another. This is

true.

I may believe in an issue yet

not be able to support it because

it isn't on the ballot. When such

a situation occurs, an individual

has but two choices: to support

the party that comes closest to

his beliefs, or, to do nothing, to

retreat to an ivory tower.

As a proponent of the two-par-

ty system, I consider it my job-
indeed, my responsibility—to work
through the internal party struc-

ture toward such equilibrium.

I choose the Democratic party,

believing that it—the party of

the common man and of progress

—will be the vehicle through

which such equilibrium will be

reached. For this reason I am
and will continue to be a Demo-
crat.

by RALPH

Colonial. Arthur Miller's prize-

winning "Death of a Salesman"
is starred at the Charles Play-

house. The annual Lenten Drama
"Pilate's Daughter" is being

presented at the St. Alphonsus
Theatre in Roxbury. In Cam-
bridge, the 112th annual Hasty
Pudding Show is "Run for the

Money" given at the Hasty Pud-

ding Clubhouse.

Nearer your "home away from
Home", is the Internatioanl Rela-

tions Club movie, "Watch on the

Ruhr", being presented on April

19, at 7:30, in Hooker auditorium,
* Mt. Holyoke. On April 29 and 30,

the Glascock Poetry Reading con-

test will be held open to the pub-

lic in the New York Room at

Mount Holyoke. Although it is

yet a long way off, a good date

to keep in mind is May 4, the

day of Hal Holbrook's visit to

Mount Holyoke with his national-

ly successful "Mark Twain To-

night!"

At Smith College, the Theatre
Department Honors Production,

Ibsen's "Little Evolf", will be

presented April 14-16 at 8 p.m.

in the Students' Building.

On campus (all right, so it's

not home. Just because there are
600 or so commuters . . .) the

long awaited Roister Doister

production, "Auntie Mame" opens
April 7, and will continue through
the 9th. Don't be there with bells

on, but do be there if you can;

it promises to be a fully enjoy-

able show.

Drama as expressed in music
will be made available by Alec
Templeton, pianist. This will be

on April 5, at the Cage—uninter-
rupted by jets from Westover,
we hope. The Fine Arts Festival

is coming up on April 30 and
May 1.

Had enough? No foolin'! See
you at "Mame"!

THE ICONOCLAST

LETTER
To the Editor:

I would like to compliment the Collegian for one
of the best issues in terms of quality content that

has been published during this academic year.

I agree with President Mather that ".'monu-
mental tact' that might preserve a 'peace of con-

formity' represents timidity, stupidity, or both."

Rather, the "tact" that is truly "monumental" is

that which expresses the reasonable and rational

aspects of an argument without employing such

charged and biting connotations as to infuriate men
to the point where they are insensible to reason.

Mrs. Tripp's letter on page two was also very

interesting. Indeed, I had written a letter to the

Collegian myself, before the installment of the new-
est editorial board, which expressed a similar ab-

horrence of the absurd degree of control inflicted on
the members of our supposedly intellectual com-
munity (esp. the women). Unfortunately, my earlier

letter seems to have been misplaced, or it never saw
the Collegian's pages. I am glad Mrs. Tripp's letter

was not misplaced.

My third and last comment is on Mr. Thompson's
letter to the editor in this edition, and also on his

letter of March 18. I confess that I too am an in-

dependent (also with a lower case "i"). In this

status I have observed^the phenomenon which Mr.
Thompson describes, and I think I have the answer
to Mr. Thompson's question "Why?"

There is a choice of two answers which will justi-

fy the existence of the fraternal and sororal sys-

tems. The first is that they provide an atmosphere
so nearly identical to that of the high school con-
text that the student need not adapt at all when
entering a college. We wouldn't want our education
system to change any of the kiddies' values, would
we?

The second answer is the one which I had ex-
pected the fraternities and sororities to thunder in an
echo that would rumble from the Berkshires to the
Connecticut. (And it is likely this would have been
their answer had one of them read the editorial

page.) . . . "WHY NOT?"
Dan Hemenway '61

FENCES
Fences are what politicians,

I fear

Rush home to mend when election

is near.

And they're what they sit on
for the rest of the year.

Ethel Jacobson, in Look

Students interested in the coming FLECTIONS FOR SENATOR-
AT-LARGE, (three from each class), and CLASS OFFICERS, should

pick up nomination papers at the Dean of Men's office starting Mon-
day.
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After the publication of the

rebuttal column, I walked into

the Collegian oftice, misty-eyedly

shook hands with Larry Rayner,

exclaimed, "There must be a bet-

ter way of earning a living," and

quit. So off I went, with only my
real estate in Florida as a con-

solation, in the direction of the

Union lobby enunter. Somehow,
the world seemed against me and

my bitterness mounted till I

COUldfl't control myself. Ignoring

those pesty little signs ... I de-

liberately handled every one of

the newspapers and left the clerk

in tears . . . which were melting

the month old candy bars. Down
the stairs I traveled, and as I

passed the bookstore, once again

that bitterness returned. When I

walked in and shouted, "Big

business! . . . Hoffaists! . . . Capi-

talists!" the lady in charge of

buying used books from the- stu-

dents almost dropped her per-

sonal copy of Adam Smith's, "An
Inquiry into the Nature and

Causes of the Wealth of Book-

stores."

Soon I found myself before the

doors of the Inter-Religious

Council, where a meeting was
going on. It was announced that

there will be a retreat for all

three faiths, preached by a

Buddhist monk at Saladin. All

students are expected to supply

their own prayer rugs.

From here I walked over to the

Senate meeting where Bob Zelis

had set up a Cuban travel agency.

Before buying tickets, students

had to sell their stock in Gen-

eral Foods and General Motors.

Finally an inquiry was made as

to who would serve on the guest

panel for next year's Interna-

tional Weekend. Zelis proposed the

names of Castro, Peron, Herter,

Ben-GuHon, and, of course,
Carole Tregoff. Immediately, Bob
Armstrong objected to this since

it would be discordant with the

theme of the weekend. So it was
agreed; Ben-Gurion would not be

invited.

We were speaking of Cuba be-

fore. Did you read where Castro

accused the U.S. of blowing up
that ship in Havana harbor and
then called Nixon a tyrant and a

by JIM TRELEASE

moron? Our government denied

the ship incident and announced,

in regard to the latter charge,

that it is still undecided on which

of the two tickets Nixon will run

in 1960.

In search of a job, I wandered
into the Placement office. After

tolling the man that I used to be

a humor-fiction writer, he gave
me a job where I could put both

of those talents to good use . . .

writing out the menus in the

Commons. In rebellion against

the meals at the aforementioned

place, hundred of students won't

go to supper there any more.

Thus they have several hundred
pounds of food which no one will

eat. So the University has de-

vised a cure ... a policy by which
each student will be allowed only

three supper cuts next semester.

As punishment for those who
take too many cuts, weekend
meal tickets will be issued to all

offenders.

But alas, after much debate, I

returned to the offices of the

Collegian where I promised to

avoid the controversial and tone

down the copy.

Hntion price $11.60 per year; ft.OO per aa
Ofitatt Student Union. UnU. of Maaa.. Amhent. Man
Memher— Associated Collaffiate Prces; Intercollegiate Press
Deadline: Sun., Tues., Thurs.—4:00 r m

Thoae people who would like to be put on the official membership list of the Young Democrat Club
and thus he able to vote next week in the election, please drop a note in the Government office be-
fore Tuesday, April 5th.

Erneat Chaple*

Secretary
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Mather's Resignation Leads
To Faculty Salary Increase

by BRUNO DePALMO '63

On August 17, 1959, Dr. Jean
Paul Mather submitted his res-

ignation as the President of the

University of Massachusetts.

This was the culmination of a

lengthy controversy between the

President and the State Legisla-

ture regarding a faculty salary

increase.

Dr. Mather has consistently

tried to improve the quality and
quantity of education at UMass.
In order to attract and maintain
a capable and distinguished facul-

ty, a bill was introduced into the

State Legislature to obtain a

higher salary for the faculty and
administration.

An increase from $6812 to

$7644 for a starting salary and
from $8684 to $9828 maximum
salary for a full professor was

requested. This increase in salary

would cost the taxpayers nothing
as the increase of tuition (from
$100 to $200) would more than
provide enough funds for the
raise. The bill was passed in the
House (104-99) but defeated in

the Senate. The Senate defeated
the bill because of an animosity
between the President and the
Legislature. Realizing that his

resignation would secure the
raise which would greatly bene-
fit the University, the President
resigned on August 17, 1959, the
resignation becoming effective
June 30, 1960.

However, though the President
had resigned, he still continued
to fight for the salary increase,

and in October, the Legislature
did pass a law- which provided for
a raise in the faculty's salary.

As yet, no one has been se-

lected to replace the President.

Speech And Debate Depts.
Host High School Tourney
On Saturday, April 2, the De-

partments of Speech and Debate
will be hosts to the Annual High
School Speech and Debate Tour-
ney. The winners of the regional

competitions from all over the

state will be here. There are

about 225 finalists, who will

compete in all phases of speech,

except theater. Some of the fea-

tures presented will include dis-

cussion, oratory, humor, prose,

verse, extemporaneous speaking,

and debates.

The headquarters for the torn-.

ney will he in Stoekbridgo Hail,

but there will he about 50 rooms
on campus available for the

speeches.

The tourney has no direct af-

filiation with UMass. However,
as it is a state festival, the Uni-
versity is acting as state rep-

resentative with Dean Cahill de-

livering.

It is the welcoming speech to

the entire assembly sponsored by
the Massachusetts Principals'

Association. The members will be

aided by about 50 UMass stu-

dents who will act as chairmen
for the activities. Also, members
of Adelpbia, Maroon Key, and
Scrolls will participate as guides

and timekeepers.

tturaifnrannMiwi tiw umn n»> n* east »u dmm«t

Lucky girl

!

Next time one of her dates bring up the Schleswig-

Holstein question, she'll really be ready for him.

Ready for that test tomorrow, too ... if that bottle of

Coke keeps her as alert tonight as it does other people.

OHIXk

Bottled under authority of

The Coca-Cola Company by
<%Q*

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Mass.

$25,000 Amount I

Unanimously Voted

For '60 Class Gi;:
At Thursday's meting of the

class of iW'O, the members Noted

unanimously to miss (25,000 for

a gift to the University on the

25th reunion of the class. The
pioneer movment was the result

of the report given hy Richard

Gaberman and David Wilson,

Chairmen of the committee in-

vestigating methods to raise

money. The class had previously

indicated its desire to make
available some money as a meas-
ure of gratitude for the educa-

tion received.

The committee presented three

plans:

1. An insurance plan

2. A banking plan

3. An investment fund

In the detail report, the ad-

vantages and disadvantages were
presented and comments and
questions from the floor were
raised. After discussion, a mo-
tion was made: that each mem-
ber of the Senior Class be as-

sessed ten dollars ($10), and the

monies be invested in a mutual
fund to raise $25,000. Further,

the money will be collected on or

before the distribution of caps

and gowns.

The meeting was then closed,

and the remainder of the agenda
was postponed until the next

class meeting.

Mather Came Here In '52

As UMass' First Provost
by MARGE BOUVE '63

December 5, 1952 . . . President

Ralph A. Van Meter announced
the appointment of Jean Paul
Mather to the newly created post
of Provost of the University of

Massachusetts. Mather replaced

William L. Machmer who was
retiring from the office of Dean
of the University.

Mather was staff associate and
assistant treasurer of the Ameri-
can Council on Education prior to

obtaining his position at UMass.
A native of Del Norte, Colorado.

he holds his R.S.C, and M.R.A.

Achievements
Of Mather
Are Listed
by SANDRA GIORDANO '63

President Jean Paul Mather,

who had been with the University

since 1963, left March 31. Many
changes have occurred during his

term of office. Following are

some of the foremost achieve-

ments:

1. There has been a fifty per-

cent increase in the total student

body since 1958.

2. There was also an eighty
percent increase in the College of

Arts and Sciences.

3. An all-over expansion pro-

— Pfcoto by L«rry Popple
PRESIDENT MATHER LEAVES UMASS

Amherst
Cinema
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ml Arts

nlon. tnd

gram has transformed the Uni-

versity into a major educational

institution.

•1. A numher of new buildings

have heen added >>n campus.
Some of these are: the Puhlir

Health Winer of the Science Ten-
ter, the Women's Physical Educa-
tion Bulldng, the L

Building, the Stud m
Machmer.

.">. Since 1058 there has been
an i

•
• progj am in opera-

tion hetween faculty and students

from UMass and from Hokkaido
University, Sapporo, Japan.

'», The Faculty Senate was or-

ganized in 1967.

7. The Inter- Fraternity Coun-
cil reorganized in 1959.

8. The class of "f>2 was the
first to participate in the sum-
mer testing and orientation pro-

gram.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost ,\ trench coat taken out-

side Hatch hetween 3-5 Wed. My
name is in it. I have yours. Con-
tart Larry Winokur, 115 Hutter-
field.

degrees from the I 'diversity of
Denver and a M.A, degree from
Princeton. Before coming here,

Mather already had quite a
wealth of experience in the field

of education and college adminis-
tration behind him. Not only had
he lectured widely, been a college

administrator, written publica-

tions on fiscal problems affecting
state, municipal, and university

administration, but also had been
the assistant registrar and busi-

ness manager at the Colorado
School of Mines and director of

curriculum and instruction at the
University of Denver, College of
Business Administration.

Provost Jean Paul Mather
made his first public appearance
on campus, February 11, at
Bowker Auditorium where he
gave a talk on "Education In a
Free Society", followed by a re-

ception held to introduce Mr. and
Mrs. Mather socially to the col-

lege community.
Soon after his arrival here,

Mather told a Collegian reporter
his opinion of what the new job
of Provost would consist. He
stated that the Provost was to
be the "catalytic agent for in-

struction and research", and he
would be the co-ordinator of the
campus academic program. Said
Mather of the student body, "It
is the element that sparks an in-

telligent, mature campus com-
munity."

A brief record of Mather as
Provost:

March 13, 195:: Mather studied
the problem of basic revamp-
ing of Senate and faculty com-
mittees.

May 1. 1953—Provost Mather ex-
plained to the Student Senate
how the administration works,
thf responsi'M/ff/es of the
executive officers, and the role

of fraternities and sororities in

student activities.

He planned to initiate a coun-
cil of fraternities and sororities

separate from the Student Life
Committee of the Senate, which
eventually resulted in the forma-
tion of the T.F.C. and the Pan-
Hell Council.

Way 13, 1953—Mather spoke on
"The Future of Adult Educa-
tion*' at an ETV Conference
sponsored by the Adult Educa-
tion Association of Massachu-
setts.

May 15, 1953—the Provost, vin a
letter published in the CoJlr-
gian, commended the students'

efforts to send Dr. Maxwell
Goldberg ha i

,\<A,.ir-,t p ^q

Istanbul.

September 21. 1953 — Provost
Mather welcomed the ('lass of
'57 on behalf of President Van
Meter; Revealed changes in

activities organizations.
October 16, 1953—Mather made

the fraternities responsible for
alcoholic parties: Issued the

"Fraternity Com ".

November 17, 1953 — Mather,
Leavitt outlined $2,000,000 SI"

November 24, 1953 — Provost
Mather p r o p o g »-. ,1 the new
quality point ratine: System to

raise academic standards at
I'M ass.

December 18. 1 95.?—Mather ap-
peared at Huh hearing on Red
Infiltration on campus.

January 8, 1953—the new mark-
ing system was outlined by
Mather in a speech to the Stu-
dent Senate.

February 19, 1954 — Provost
Mather made an annual report
to Governor Herter and to the
Hoard of Trustees,

Provost .lean Paul Mather, who
had assumed the duties of both
Provost and President after Van
Meter's stroke on April 30, 195:<.

was appointed the 14th President
of the University of Massachu-
setts, on Mnv 11. 1951.
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as seen by
MARILYN ARMSTRONG '60

Attention all Royalists! Hear

ye that a new prince has been

born, Andrew Albert Christian

Edward, and that his first photo-

graphs appear in LIFE for

April 4, i960.

The now lipht of Philip's and

Liz's eyes lias a name most picas-

inpr to the land I
subjects. The

new royal name was hailed by

Britains not only for Its rolling

sound, but for its freshness—it

seems there hasn't been a Prince

Andrew in England for BOG

years, and seldom has there been

a royal baby with the name of

Christian. Scots like the name

for the fact that Scotland's pat

ron saint is Andrew—they feel

now that they are heinjr rep-

resented at court.

From LIFE'S pictures, it would

seem that the royal family is

pretty well pleased with new

liitle royal baby. too. (As for my
opinion, he's a cute little kid,

but could bo any regular future

UM grad.)

New Vending Machine . . .

For ail the gripes around cam-

pus, just about everyone agrees

that we are up to date as far as

one thing is concerned—vending

machines. Put stop! Lo, progress

has now even left us behind in

this field.

Although we have dorms

equipped with sandwich, coffee,

cigarette, candy, doughnut, soup,

and ice cream machines, Miami

Intel-national Airport has done us

one better It ha^ installed a new

machine which for 25c will read

a person's blood pressure! Just

think what implications toh my)

such a machine would have for

UMass. Gee, you could cut a

tough exam and then use for an

excuse that you had just that

morning taken your blood pres-

sure in a machine and it was up

fifty. And just who could be gJU

pected to take an e\am in that

• condition! Ov you could break al«

most any date of disagreeable

countenance, pleading high blood

pi'', lure, low blood pressure, or

no blood pressure! Ju>t think

what the installation of ibis tyi

of machine could do for the

stability and reputation of I'M.

Senators, fight for it! Up, to

arms, and away! We trust you

to do your best for us.

Liberty And Order . . .

In part three of a six-part

aeries on democratic development

in other countries, LIFE for

April 4, I960 looks at Colombia's

struggle for stability and self-

government. Now. through the

work of Liberal president Al-

berto Lleras Camargo the high-

sounding motto of "Liberty and

Honor" may be achieved. He il

conductor of a strange truce be-

tween the once feuding Conserva-

tive and Liberal parties. The gist

of the system is that a govern-

ment contract calls for "alterna-

tion" and "equality." In this case,

alternation means that all elected

representatives must each term

be replaced by someone from the

other party. Equality requires

that in every elective body, half

the representatives must be

Liberals, and half must be Con-

servatives. And although this

somewhat unnatural system puts

a strain upon party discipline, it

aims toward a set-up of checks

and balances as demonstrated in

the US Constitution—a "hopeful

experiment."

Brand New Brando . . .

Because accomplished actor

Marlon Brando feels that "Act-

ing is fundamentally a childish

thing to pursue", he has made his

first move somewhat away from

that profession in a new and vio-

lent western One-Eyed Jacks. Al-

though Mr. Brando acted in the

picture, he also was director both

on set and in the cutting room.

tn eight pages of words and

photographs, LIFE shows this

week's readers Brando running a

veritable gamut of emotion as he

shows bis actors and actresses

"how to." (And his recorded

facial expressions would top

those of any freshman strug-

gling with a microscope in

Zoology !•>

BB Strikes Again . . .

WMUA Schedule

Friday
4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:05 Campus Caper
5:00 News and Weather
5:05 Campus Caper
5:30 Dinner Date
6:30 News and Sports

6:45 Public Service E. T.

7:00 Old Tunes
8:00 Crazy Rhythms
9:00 Ski Reports
10:30 Crazy Rhythms
1:00 News, Weather—Sign Off

Saturday
4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:05 Campus Caper
5:00 News and Weather
5:05 Campus Caper
5:30 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 Public Service E. T.

7:00 Campus Jukebox

8:00 Dancing in the Dark
12:30 News, Weather—Sign Off

Sunday
4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:05 Sounds Of The People

5:00 News and Weather

5:05 Dinner Date
6:00 Latin Music

6:30 News and Sports

6:15 B.B.C.

7:00 Public Service E. T.

7:15 Washington Reports

7:29 News Headlines

7:30 Musicale

9:00 News, Weather,

Ski Reports

9:05 Showcase
'0:00 News and Weather
10:05 Sounds of Jazz

1 1 :00 News and Weather
11:05 Shoes Off Session

12:00 News, Weather—Sign Off

Oh my prophetic souii Can

you imagine what Brigitte Bar-

dot, (oh, you know her—she's

that French actress.) has done

now? As if she hadn't already

done enough to upset the equili-

brium of the American female,

sKri Vtqa orrvn*» and insnired some

more clothes. And to make it

even worse, Brigitte has this

time influenced the fashion for

little girls.

Because BP. WOW a lace-trimmed

pink checked gingham to her

wedding last summer, this year

little-giri-tots may very Well be

wearing play outfits, pinafores,

and party dresses of gingham

—

preferably pink, and with lace

trim.

LIFE'S pictures would predict

that this new trend is a nice,

sweet, and cute one for little

girls. But can you imagine what

a thing like this could do to cam-

pus fashions? Lace ami pink

gingham crewneck sweaters, pink

checked gingham ties, tyrolean

hats with pink checked brushes,

or maybe we'd even wear ging-

ham and lace sneakers. Hey,

this thing should be stamped out!

Why it might cause some kind

of a fad we might end up look-

ing practically all alike. Identi-

fication WOtlld be almost inip<>s

sihle for poor professors if we all

WOTS 'he tame style clothes. And

oh yes—how about a lace and

pink checked gingham bookbag.

How about that!

Bye now. See you next I

Lost & Found
LOST: A light colored trench

coat, with a blue lining, at Has-

brouck Lab, Wednesday noon.

Contact Fred Tibbetts, Alpha

Sigma Phi.

LOST: A pair of pink and

black rimmed glasses in the

vicinity of Marshall Hall Annex.

Pl.pase return to Gretehen Cobb

—

Dwight.

LOST: A trench coat. Acci-

dentally taken outside the Wor-

cester Room of S.U. on the night

of March 29. Please contact Dav-

id Bungay— 116 Butterfield.

FOUND: One white pearl neck-

lace. If it is yours, you can get

it at the Collegian office.

The Campus Beat
by JERRY GALLAGHER '62

Due to a request, (the only favorable one I've ever got) I re-

peat an article of last year. However, since I've forgotten most of it

it's been altered. (On a whole it's just as lousy as the other, though).

It's called "The Spring Offensive" and deals with the mass

(hysteria) drill conducted by the bottle-scarred ... I mean battle

scared ... you know what I mean! The ROTC Dept. The stars are

Pvt. Crimmins (new recruit) and Lt. Vinpenny (advanced recruit).

The scene opens with Crimmins wandering dazedly from the drill

field, bumping into and knocking over Lt. Vinpenny.

C: Watch where the . . . whoops!

V.: Tenhut! Where do you think youre going?

C: I can't stand this baloney. I'm going nuts in that damn mudl

V.: It's sir to you, private.

C: Sir? Well it sure as hell looks like mud.

V.: (fatherly): What are your troubles son? Can I help? I wasnt

always a great leader of men you know. Tell me what's wrong and 111

straighten you out.

C: I hate this sweaty uniform. I hate marchin'. I hate ROTC
Officers. I hate . . .

V.: That's enough! Fifty demerits! Let me tell you something

baybee. The ROTC is the backbone of the Army. See those men out

there (he points to mob scene on field) Those men are the future

h aders of our country.

C. (in awed voice): Good heavens! Are we that bad off? Tonight

will be a CoRec Night at the WPE. Games and stuff start at 8 p.m.

Photographs for all members of the May Issue of Ya-Hoo will be

taken Wednesday, April 6 at 6:00 in the Commonwealth Room of

the S.l .

Reminder! Tryouts for the annual Burnham Declamation Con-

test will be held in the Plymouth Room of the S.U. on Tuesday,

April 5th, from 10 a. m. to 5 p. m.

There will be an Easter Egg Hunt in the S.U. Sunday. Sorry

no freshmen allowed. It's only open to small children of the faculty

or married students.

The Ski Club is sponsoring a camping expedition to Tuckerman's

Ravine at Mt. Washington, N. H., over the Spring Vacation. Exper-

ienced leaders will guide the expedition. For further information call

Al-37914 or attend Ski Club meetings on April 6 and 13.

President's Salary . .

.

Continued from page 1

dent." Rep. Lawrence F. Bretta

(D-Somerville) asked,
1(Are uv

once again going to short-change

the children of Massachusetts?"

The Toomey amendment was

rejected on a rollcall vote of 180

to 92.

The proposal to establish the

slidinir scale of $20,000 to $25,-

000 was co-sponsored by Reps.

Alexander J. Cella (D-Medford),

and Edward F. Morrow (R-

HavHihilh.

Rep. Toomey, who has con-

i sistently opposed autonomy

moves which reduce control of

the State Personnel Board, con-

tended throughout Wednesday's

debate that $20,000 would he ade-

quate.

Former President Mather was
called "an intellectual snob" by

Rep. John T. Tynan (D-South

Boston).

The final amendment to the

bill provides that only successors

to former President Mather may
be eligible for the raise. It won
adoption on a voice vote. This

amendment was termed by some
as Mather's "Koing-away present

a slap in the facel"

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

LIFE
I

M * ^

ii KhiSN if POMBSTtC
BLBNP

ClOAIO. TTK§_
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The best tobacco makes the best smoke

!

a J, Reynold* Tobacco Co., Wlniton-*tIetn, N . C,

Fraternity Manager
Busy At New Post
by MONKTTA WKONSK1 '63

Atop numerous flights of stairs

in South College, the old site of

WMUA has been turned into an

office for UMass' new Fraternity

Manager, Mr. George G. Rodgers.

Mr. Rodgers, whose former job

included supervision and opera-

tion of a food processing plant in

Indiana, began operations here

on March 1. His job entails con-

solidating purchases such as food,

fuel, supplies, furniture, and

equipment to that the fraternities

may operate more efficiently;

training stewards, house man-
agers, and treasurers; maintain-

ing a uniform accounting pro-

cedure; and developing central-

ized resource material on menu
planning and kitchen operation.

He was hired by a unanimous

decision of the recently formed

Fraternity Managers' Associa-

tion, which is made up of two

fraternity \\r, ;
, the presi-

dent and secretary of the Stew-
ards' Council, a fraternity treas-
urer, two faculty member! in
allied fields (such .

| tech-
nology and bS i. tWO frater-
nity alumni representatives, Mr,
William Starkweather, advisor to
the IFC, and Dean jb.pkins. It

is headed by Tom Campbell '90,

President of the IFC.

Asked about his opinions on
prohibition and about the UMass
campus and students, he replied:
"I haven't been here long enough
to note tin- effects of prohibition,

and therefore can't make any
eommentfl on it yet; as for the
Campus, I think it's very nice,

and the students I have met so
far are as good a group of young
People as can be found any-

where." He also pointed out that

when he was a member of ATO
at Colgate University prohibi-

tion was in effect there, and so

Annual Open House

Naiads Show To Be
PresentedApr.9-10
The Annual Open House

ads Show will be presented

on April 9 and H> at :< p.m. in

the Women's Physical Kdtication

Building. This year's show Ii a

.me-hour "spectacular" which

displays dance movements in the

water, the dance movements of

diiTerettt countries throughout tin-

world. The highlight of this show
is a solo performance by Janette

Iforin '60, a very competent and

graceful swimmer.
Tickets for these performances

may be obtained in the Student

Union Lobby on Monday, April

1, from !) a.m. to 1 p.m.

he has never had a chance to

compare fraternities "before-and-

after" prohibition.

Mr. Rodgers said the work be-

ing done this semester is just

"groundwork*1 for the things he

hopes to accomplish in the fall,

and noted "it will take a while"

to organize a complete account-

ing system for the fraternities.

Co-ed Corner
Arnold News

Wednesday night, March 23,

proved to be a most Informative

and stimulating evening for the

residents of Arnold Dorm. The
freshmen of 1th north held a

Coffee hour to which they invited

ISVeral faculty members to dis-

cuss the topic "College Students:

Adult or Adolescent?" Dr. Nut-

ting, zoology; Dr. Ross, physics;

Dr. Wilkonson, sociology; Dr.

Gagnon, history; and Dr. Har-

low, recreational leadership, act-

ed as an informal panel repre-

senting their respective fields.

The girls were urged to contrib-

ute their ideas to the- discussion

and consequently a very diversi-

fied realm of opinions was ex-

pressed.

After this meeting came to a

formal termination, small groups

gathered to discuss more fully

those opinions held by the indiv-

idual professors. All agreed that

this was a tremendously success-

ful evening and hope that others

on the campus will be able to

but there will be soon

Youth is no obstacle at IBM for outstanding people.

The wey up is always open. We've been expanding

rapidly . . . snd we promote from within.

Whether you're msjoring in engineering, msth, science,

business administration, or liberal arts, I'd like to tell

you about IBM and the field of data processing. More

important, you should know about the varied and excit-

ing career opportunities— in direct and indirect market-

ing, applied science, programming, systems, and others

—for ambitious people with good scholastic records.

See your placement officer for more information. If we

have already interviewed on this campus, and you did

not get to see us, please write or call:

C. W. Sink, Branch Manager

International Business Machines Corporation

273 State Street, Springfield 3, Mats.

Telephone: STate 5 5371

DATA PROCESSING DIVISION IBM

participate in similar functions

in tin- near future.

A Counsellor's Workshop held

in Arnold'.-; Kec Room on Thurs-
day, March 24, proved to be both

informative and worthwhile.

The Student Senate held its

liist Gripe Session on Thursday.
The opinion of those attending

was that sessions of this type

should be held more often.

Dwight
There's been a new pinning in

Dwight recently. Best Wishes to

CAROL NEAL who is proudly

wearing the pin of WALLY
PARKS of Phi Sig.

Dwight is proud of her new
singing group under the able

directorship of Mrs. Field, our

Housemother. The group who
can be heard practicing through-

out the halls includes: CAROL
WHITE, CAROL SUCHECKI,
JANE GRANT, ROSEMARY
MURPHY, MARILYN BILL-
INGS, SUE LOTHROP, ELAINE
CARLSON. BETSY WALKER,
CAROL TUCKER, CONNIE
CREAMER, KATHY KELLY and
MARY ANN HART.
DOTTY HUBBARD, a sopho-

more, has recently been elected

to membership of Alpha Lambda
Delta, the women's honor society.

Congratulations, DOTTY.
The Happy Birthdays for this

week go out to DOTTY BUBON,
BOBBIE LINCOLN, and CAROL
NEAL. Many happy returns,

girls.

Speaking of returns, welcome
back to JANET HARDY, who
took a leave of absence from
Dwight to grace the infirmary

with her presence.

Get well wishes go out to

everyone on campus suffering

from fhe recent epidemic of •

chronic spring fever.

A final note of congratulations,

this time to KANA LILLY on
winning the Second Prize in last

year's Amherst College Women's
Auxiliary Christmas raffle.

Thatcher

Congratulations to Patricia

Adams '63, Martha Crane '62 and
Martha West '62 who were ini-

tiated into Alpha Lambda Delta

Honor Society. Ruth Epstein '61

was elected Second Vice Presi-

dent of S.D.T.

Congratulations also to Mary
Owczarski '62 who is pinned to

Donald Fernald of Mass. Mari-

time Academy; to Jean Creamer
'62 who is pinned to Connie Fer-

rara '60, Kappa Sigma; to Betty

Smith *62 who is pinned to Jim
Rosenburg, Theta Chi; to Joanne
Russell '60, Thatcher's House
Counselor who is pinned to Dave
Poland, Alpha Sigma; and to

Joyce Wiehman '63, who is en-

gaged to Thomas Renke from
Kings Point Merchant Marine.

Greeks . .

.

Continued from page 1

dent and coach at the University

of Illinois.

He said that "I have been hired

to field a winning football team",

which is a twelve month a year

business.

He stressed the importance of

a psychological element to any
team sport such as football.

"Football is a team sport and

its players must be in the proper

state id" mind to do well on the

field. Courage, determination,

and desire are important," he

stated.

On a subject that was closer to

the audience, Studley said that it

was not until In 1 graduated that

he realised the importance of fra-

ternities. He told the Greeks that

they were extremely powerful

because they were organized,

that they could control campus

Functions and offices, and that

they had the responsibility of

representing college life to visi-

tors.
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Yankee Conference Championships

Goal Of Kosakowski Tennis Team
As Spring Practice Session Begins

M *-*
._ _ ... FRESHMAN

by JOE LIPCHITZ '62

The I'niversity of Massachu-

setts tennis team under the adept

coaching of Steve Kosakowski it

out getting in shape once again

to shoot for the Yankee Confer

t'nee tennis team championships.

The Kosakowski tennis team

has won the championships the

last three years in a row but will

make no prediction on this year's

outcome. "The Yankee Confer-

ence championship is open to any

one of the teams this year" the

coach said.

Two of Coach Kosakowski *s

star players of last year will not

return this year, thus leaving a

hole in the team. The team this

year will consist of Sid Portiz

in first position who has very

good potential but up to this

year has not come through as

well as expected. In number two

slot will be Ken Barrows followed

by Captain Dave Crotty and Bill

Thompson. In number five spot

will be John Thomas who has not

had the experience thus far but

who has the potential to win with

continual practice. According to

the Coach the sixth place is a

fight out between Ernie Hor-

wath and Ron Carlson. Horwath

is a good doubles man but some-

times erratic while Carlson has

not played since Freshman year

although he is a strong player.

When asked about the new

Freshman group coming in this

year Coach Kosakowski said

"This seems to me to be the best

group of Freshmen in the last

five years." As a group, they are

very good and with the practice

they will get in this year they

will be a great asset to the team

in the coming years.

SCHEDULES
VARSITY

FRESHMAN
April
27 Worcester Acad
30 Springfield
May

4 CConn

(A) 2:30
(A) 3:00

(A) 2:00

This year the University ken-

nis team will face only the.

Yank.** Conference games before

the championships nn May 6 an '.

7 at Durham where they will be

out to take the title for the

fourth year in Q row.

April

9 Coast Guard
27 New Hampshire
29 Rhode Island
30 Springfield

<H) 2:00
(A) 2:00
(H) 2:00
(A) 2:00

May
2 Tufta (A) 2:00

4 UConn <A> 3:00

6 & 7 Yankee Conference at Durham.
N'w Hampshire

10 A.I.C. (H) 2:00

11 New Englands, New Haven

16 Fairfield Univ. (H> 3:00
COACH KOSAKOWSKI

r*
i

i

A Campus-to-Career Case History

i

i

i

i

i

i

Ken Murphy meets with Retinue Accounting people to discuss a new statistical formula. This

Kill be used to proportion the billing time spent on interstate and intrastate Long Distance calls.

He's making math and telephones

add up to a fine business career

During his senior year in college, math
major Kendall T. Murphy had job inter-

views with several firms, hut none of

them appealed to him. "I wasn't inter-

ested in doing pure mathematics," he

says. "I wanted to apply math and statis-

tic* to everyday husines9 problems and

have management responsibilities, too."

At a professor's suggestion. Ken talked

with a Bell System representative and

was "surprised to learn how many practi-

cal applications statistics had in tele-

phone company operations." The thor-

ough and varied training program and
opportunities to advance as a member of

management also impressed him.

Ken joined the Pacific Telephone and
Telegraph Company at Sacramento, Cali-

fornia, in June, 1956. Two years of ro-

tational training familiarized him with

company equipment, services and com-
mercial procedures. Then he was as-

signed to the Chief Statistician's Office

in San Francisco.

Today, as a Staff Statistician, Ken is

applying his math background to a vari-

ety of statistical studies dealing with:

rates and revenue, inventory and obso*

lescenee of equipment, customer opinion,

personnel administration, quality control

and auditing.

"This is a big, fast-growing business,"

says Ken, "and 1 feel I'm helpingit oper-

ate more efficiently every day. That s a
mighty satisfying way to put my college

education to work."

L

Ken Murphy got hit It. A. in Mathematie» from the University of

California'" Santa Barbara College in 1956. He'* one of many
young men building interesting career* in the Bell Teh-phone
Companies. There eouM be one for you, too. Be nure to talk

it over with the Bell interviewer when he visits your eampas.

BILL
TSLIPHON1
COMPANIIS

PLENTY O NOTHIN
by BEN GORDON '62

The sports events of the past

few weeks have testified to the

transition of college sports

throughout the nation. In schools

everywhere, attention li being

transferred from basketball and

swimming, along with other win-

tef port*, to spring events.

These weeks have been big ones

in the athletic world, and here

are the highlights.

In basketball, the big thing, of

course, has been the NCAA
championships. The Buckeyes

from Ohio State won this crown,

defeating Coach Pete Newell's de-

fending champions of California,

75-55 in the San Francisco Cow
Palace.

Newell, a notorious towel

ehewer, did not throw in his

towel, however, and was named

to roach one of the all-star teams

in the U.S. Olympic trials.

Long Reign

It looks as if Ohio State is

flue for a long reign as cham-

pions, four of the starting five

returning next year. (Every

member of the starting Buckeye

squad, incidentally, was named

for all tournament honors.)

Four All-American hoop stars,

Oscar Robertson included, played

in the East-West New York

Herald Tribune game, March 25.

The clash was highlighted by

Len Wilkins' sparking of the

East team, and the ensuing eome-

from behind victory by the East.

67-66.

Cincinnati's big "O"—Oscar

Robertson, the greatest scorer in

collegiate basketball history with

2911 points, was named the col-

lege basketball player of the

year for the eeOftd time. Others

who have received this rare

honor are George Glamack of

North Carolina. in 1940-'41,

George Mikan of De Paul in

1044'45, and Bill Russell of San

Francisco in 1955-'56.

In the track world, Dallas Long,

Southern California's sopho-

more, broke the world record for

the shot put with a toss of 64

feet, 6'i inches. The record had

been held by Parry O'Brien (63

feet, 2 inches).

The swimming season was also

brought to a close last week, as

UMass Coach Joe Rogers con-

ducted the NCAA swimming

championships in Dallas, Texas.

Olympic coaches Phil Moriarty

of Yale, and Gus Stager of

Michigan must have been quite

pleased, for 13 out of 14 records

were broken during the meet,

Southern California winning the

crown.

Spring Sports Begin

Thus, for the most part, win-

ter sports are over, and spring

sports will soon begin. Many col-

leges have begun spring football

practice, Coach Ernie Hefferle of

B.C. being greeted with the larg-

est group of Candidatea in B.C.

history— 110. (Charlie O'Rouike

had 50 last year.) UMass grid

practice will begin April 25, al-

though the players have been

working out at the cage fur the

past few weeks.

Congratulations

It looks as if Coach Studley is

living up to his statement that

"most important is the education

the University offers." His proc-

uring plan it highly commend-

able.

The Footrickmen can once

more be seen panting up Butter-

field hill, and the UMass nine

will be practicing outside as soon

as the mud hardens a hit.

Good Season

The Lordenmen are looking

forward to a good season, al-

though they'll have some tough

YanCon teams to tangle with.

UConn, last year's undefeated

champs, Maine and Vermont will

probably be the teams to beat, al-

though hard-hitting, returning

vets will make UNH a threat,

also.

In the past, the UMass base-

ball squad has been very success-

ful, winning the YanCon crown

in 1952 and 1957, and picked on

records to play in the NCAA
tournament in '55 and '56 (auto-

matic bids coming into being

only last year.)

In another week the ' Mass

teams will be in full swing, the

tennis and baseball teams launch-

ing their seasons on the ninth,

and lacrosse beginning on the

fourteenth.

Seven Champions Crowned
In Intramural Wrestling
Seven champions were crowned

Tuesday night in the finals of

the intramural wrestling tourna-

ment.

Jerry Cullen, veteran football

guard from SAE started the eve-

ning off by defeating teammate
John Oazourian of QTV in the

unlimited class. Dick Hoss, an-

other football regular, then won
the 191 -pound class with a de-

fault win over Pete Schindler.

Mike Chretian, representing

Sig Ep, then won the 177-pound

division title with a 2-0 decision

over John Murphy of SAE, Two
SAE'S battled it out for the 167

crown witi, Frank George finally

edging out Ned Brennan.

In one of the most exciting

bouts of the evening. Ed Shane
from AEPi held off the late

thrusts of Mike Kelly to win the

157 pound championship.

Two frosh put on a real fast

TWkermaiTs

Ravine

Expedition

Sponsored by the Ski Club

(see Campus Beat)

exhibition in the 147 finals with

Larry Newey shading Jerry

Clinton to become champ, and

Jimmy Rogers decisioned Ed

Schmidt to cop the 137 pound

titl.e

Co-Rec Nights
Resume At WPE
The Co-Rec nights at the Wom-

en's Physical Education Building

are back in full swing again. The
activities, so popular in the fall,

will resume tonight from 7:00 to

10:00 p.m.

. Several activities are scheduled

for tile enjoyment of every one,

no matter what sport is pre-

ferred: swimming, badminton,

ping pong, volleyball, and danc-

ing. Bring a date or come alone,

there's fun either way.

Banquet Will

Be Given By
Sophomores
The Sophomore Class will pre-

sent a banquet entitled Roman
Holiday, April 2, 6:30 p.m. at the

SI) Ballroom. The entertainment

will consist of an orchestra, the

Statesmen, BufTy St. Marie, plus

other attractions. Tickets are on

»»tle at the SU lobby counter,

$1.25 each .

-

—

Partly Cloudly and Milder

President's

Pay

(See page 2)
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Ball, Chariot Races Bring Greek Week To A Close

Photo by MORTON

Miss Rosalyn Zacher *62, who was crowned Greek Ball Queen

Friday night and presided over the annual festivities sponsored

by the University's fraternities and sororities.

UMass Committee Will Aid

Southern Negro Students
by TED MAEL '60

The Committee to Support Ne-

gro Students' Rights will hold

a drive to raise legal funds for

the Negro students arrested in

"sit-in" strikes in the South. Rep-

resentatives will collect funds in

the dormitories on Monday,

April 11.

Commenting on the drive, Bob

Fishel T>0 said: "We feel that it

is our duty both as students and

;is citizens to support our fellow

students in the South in the fight

for equal rights. We feel this is

one of the most helpful ways we

can assist them. Apathy and non-

action among Northern students

is tantamount to tacit approval

of the segregation policy in the

South."

At the meeting last Thursday,

the^ participants analyzed the

events and problems in the "sit-

in" demonstrations, the picketing

at Smith and Springfield, and the

decision of the University of Ver-

mont to admit an ousted Negro

student. Letters from Southern

students were read.

The Committee will hold a

meeting Tuesday, April 5, at

0:110 in Dwight Lounge to make

final preparations for the drive

and to continue the discussion

of last Thursday. All students

are invited to attend.

Formal Suggestion Made For

Honor Society Committee
At a meeting last Thursday

which was attended by repre-

sentatives of the honor societies,

the Provost's office, and the

Honor's Council, the formal sug-

gestion was set forth for the

establishment of a permanent

Committee of Honor Societies.

This idea, fostered by several

students, proposes a permanent

committee composed of students

and faculty to further the cause

of Honor Societies on this cam-

pus, to acquaint the Student

Body — particularly the incoming

Freshmen — with the functions

and the ideals of the Honor So-

cieties, and to promote better

communications among the So-

cieties themselves.

After preliminary remarks by

Dr. Levine of the Honor's Coun-

cil, Dr. Salwak of the Provost's

Office, and Joseph Patten of the

Student Body, the attending

members were encouraged to

voice their opinions concerning

the committee idea itself and the

possible functions of the com-

mittee. These comments though

reserved were favorable with

many idea» concerning publicity

brought forth. Since the idea

was new, further discussion was

postponed until a later meeting.

Roz Zacher

Is Chosen

Greek Queen
The most active and best

planned Greek Week came to a

close as Rosalyn Zacher '62 be-

came Greek Week Queen Friday

night and UMass saw its first an-

nual Chariot Race Saturday after-

noon.

Miss Zacher, a member of

Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority, is

a Spanish major from Boston.

Among her other campus activi-

ties, she has participated in cam-

pus fashion shows.

She was crowned queen at in-

termission of the Greek Ball by

Greek Week chairman Gordon

Massingham '61 Nearly 1000

couples packed the Ballroom to

the varied music of Buddy Mor-

row.

SAE WINS
SAE captured first honors in

the chariot races held on Ellis

Drive between Goessmann Lab.

and Memorial Hall. The SAE
team consisted of Pete Schindler,

Jim Hickman, Ken Kezer, Tim
Brophy and driver Steve Murphy
and won the 500 yd. race in

one minu+e, "6 s- roiuis.

Grouping together at the Cage,

the fraternities portrayed a bit

of colorful pageantry with their

reenactment of an historical

Greek holiday tradition. The fra-

ternities, each displaying their

flag and each group attired in

costumes resembling those of an-

cient Greece, moved in procession

from the Cage to the starting

point at Goessmann.

The race consisted of five heats

with three fraternities participat-

ing in each. The most exciting

race was that between Kappa Sig,

TEP, and Sig Ep. With both TEP
and Sig Ep ahead and with 15

yds. remaining. Kappa Sig came

up from the rear, cut their way
through the leaders and won the

race by five yds.

Saturday's races were the first

of this type to be held on this

campus and, according to several

fraternity men, a new, here-to-

stay, kind of tradition has been

inaugurated.

H.E.R. King
Nominations
Are Tonight

Nominations for King of HER
(His Economic Relief) Weekend

will be made tonight in the

women's dorms and in sorority

houses.

Each dorm will vote on its

nomination from 10-10:30 p.m.

Each sorority will make its

nomination at its weekly house

meeting tonight.

The 17 men thus nominated

will be voted on in the-SU lobby

during the week of April 26.

Of the five finalists, the one with

.the most votes will be King of

HER Weekend and will be an-

nounced and crowned at the dance

to be held Saturday, May 7 in

the SU Ballroom,

Leading the way to victory fur SAE are left to right: Ken Kezer,

Jim Hickman, driver Steve Murphy, Tim Brophy, and Pete Schind-

ler.

The Chariot Race, according to one IFC spokesman, "was such a

success that it is certain to become an annual affair."

Mildred Pierpont, Scheduling

Supervisor. Began In 1919
by NATALIE SMITH

"Classes for the entire student

body of the Massachusetts Agri-

cultural School were scheduled in

one night in 1921." This was the

comment of Miss Mildred Pier-

pont, Supervisor of the Schedul-

ing office.

Miss Pierj»ont, who began work

here in 1919, has a cramped of-

fice on the second floor of South

College. Here, she and her staff

work the entire year scheduling

the time, date and location of

the classes to be held.

She said scheduling today is

very different from what it was

in 1921. She estimated that there

were approximately 120 students

here at that time, and because

>f this classes were not scheduled

until the students arrived at

school. An assembly was held the

first day and here, the students

declared their majors and what

courses they wanted to take.

"The scheduling office spent one

night making out the schedules."

Two or three sections were made
up, each being a list of students

who were to have the same sched-

ule. "These section lists were

posted the next morning at Me-
morial Hall. It was all rather

simple."

In commenting about today's

procedures, she said, "Before the

student gets here, his schedule is

all made out for him." Evidence

of this statement is the fact that

Miss Pierpont and her staff are

already fast at work on next

semester's schedule.

Dr. Field Will Speak On
Nature Of Job Interviews

bv STEVE DOYLE '60

WILLIAM FIELD

Spring is interview tine. Dr.

William Field, University Direc-

tor of Guidance, will do all in his

power to alleviate the frustra-

tions created by this situation on

Wednesday, April 6, 1960 in the

Student Union Worcester Room
at 8:00 p.m.

The University Pre-Law Club,

Collegium Legis, is sponsoring a
.1 icussion of "Interviews, Their

Purposes and Techniques" by Dr.

Field to aid seniors, grad stu-

dents and potential law students

along with all other interested

parties, in acquiring the ability

to participate successfully in

interviews.

Speaking on the general topic

of interviews, Dr. Field will

employ taped examples of do's
ind donta, audience participation

(Continued on page 5)
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'Distinguished Visitors Program'
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S35
PRESIDENTS PAY

MEETS
A NEW CHALLENGE

The bill which would raise the

Salary of the next president Of the lected by the office of the treasurer of the

University has passed its first legis- University.

lative hurdle with its passage by the

State House, Wednesday, by the

slim majority of 112-106. Governor

Furcolo has indicated he will sign

the bill if it is passed by the Senate.

When the amended bill goes be-

fore the Senate for approval soon, it

will face its second—and it is hoped

its last—test.

Perhaps the bill passed its major

test, though, when it was the sub-

Movrd that the Student Senate

of the University of Massachu-

tt$ levy a special tax of $1.50 per under,

graduate- student per semester to be col

This money shall be used for the pur-

pose of attracting outstanding persons to

the University on a lecture, semester, or

yearly basis. These persons will occupy post'

tions of special studies and duties, and

shall be outside of the regular departments.

This program to be designated as "The

University of Massachusetts Student Spon-

sored Distinguished Visitor Program."

This money shall be used at the dis-

ject Of a rough, six-hour debate and eretion of an administrative committee to

five roll calls in the House. The be set up and governed by a special con-

amended measure would, if passed, stitution. This constitution to be submitted

When the Student Senate finally passed

the thrice-amended Bill S35 on March 16,

its solons were perhaps wishing that their

brain-child, an "outstanding" lecturers'

fund, might go into effect at once . . . just

so that the University of Massachusetts'

.'am pus might reap intellectual and presti-

gious benefits from it. For the unique ven-

ture Time magazine this week in a lead

story found it worthy of conferring plaudits

on the University.

With glory behind it, the Senate is now

facing a petition that calls for a referen-

dum. The petition, which needs the signa-

tures of 257' of the student body submitted

before April 22, in order to be effective,

questions the Senate prerogative to levy a

tax without student consent. If the referen-

dum is called, S35 can be passed by a two-

thirds vote cast in favor of the bill by a

majority of students. Should less than the

required 519$- turn out to vote, the Senate

acting as representatives of the student

body; would allegedly have the power to

Drovide the University trustees with to and accepted by the Senate on or before carry out the measure.
piuviuc uic ^"""""J

.fJih.hW »»..- u* First, hrouerht un or

the right to set the salary anywhere April is, i960. This constitution must be

between $20,000 and $25,000.

The need for the passage of this

bill has been stressed many times,

but perhaps for the benefit of those

state senators still opposed to it, the

argument needs to be reiterated.

At present, the University has no

president; its Provost is serving as

Acting President. The Board of

Trustees is anxiously awaiting ac-

tion on the bill so that it will be able

to appoint a new president with the

confidence that it will be selecting a

well qualified person. Failure of the

bill to pass the Senate would ob-

viously result in the appointment of

a less qualified person. It follows

from this that, in time, a second-

class faculty would also result. Does

the state Senate wish to have all the

funds it has appropriated thus far

towards the development of the Uni-

versity campus and the faculty pay

increases go to naught?

The entire University, including

its alumni, is awaiting the answer

to this question—by the Senate pas-

sage of the bill.

—B.K.

The Arts On Campus
One's attention might be called to the

.small but very fine and representative ex-

hibit of arts and crafts from four nations

and a showing of student drawings, de-

signs, and collages which is being held here

on campus. As part of a program to stim-

ulate interest in the visual and applied arts,

Aino Jarveson, instructor of home eco-

nomics, has been credited with organizing

and presenting the student exhibit and the

display of arts and crafts from Finland,

Norway, Italy, ami Canada.

To he commended for their works are the

University's art students.

Among the outstanding pieces in the

display are the modern Finnish glassware

and ceramics, as well as Canada's several

sculptured Kskimo figures.

The exhibits in Skinner Hall will be on

display until April 10.

ratified before S35 becomes effective.

(Act: Sheerin and as amended by the Ad

Hoc Committee, Bruce McLean, Chairman)

EDUCATION
DO-IT-YOURSELF ENDOWMENT

Reprinted from Time (April 4)

From Harvard to Holyoke,

Massachusetts cherishes rich col-

leges with independent incomes

—

and barely gives an allowance to

its own virtually unendowed Uni-

versity of Massachusetts in Am-

herst. No one feels this more

keenly than Massachusetts' able

President Jean Paul Mather, who

will quit this spring in protest

against low faculty pay (Time,

Aug. 31). Last week Mather's

5,200 students offered another

kind of protest to the penny-

pinching state legislature. To im-

port sorely needed "cosmopolitan

rnntacts." Senior Winthrop F.

Sheerin, 25, of West Stockbridge,

Mass.. proposed that a "dis-

tinguished visitors' " chair be en-

dowed by the students them-

selves. Instantly approved, an an-

nual $3 head tax will raise an

estimated $17,500, hopefully at-

tract all sorts of illustrious lec-

turers, from Poet T. S. Eliot to

Physicist Edward Teller. Said

embattled President Mather
proudly of his students: 'They

are honestly interested in sus-

taining excellence."

First brought up on the Senate floor on

February 3, Bill S35 was open to student

and faculty discussion at a public hearing

on March 7. Because the students had been

given time to protest and did not, the Sen-

ate felt that by passing S35 it acted ac-

cording to the wishes of its constituents. The

Collegian, believing this to be a noble and

well-meaning proposal, has advocated and

supported such a move.

The bill would tax undergraduates $3.

per year. The monies derived from this tax

would be placed in a trust fund under the

supervision of a special committee. The net

gain for the student would come from S35's

suggested program. It is designed to bring

important and distinguished speakers, pro-

fessors, and other notables to campus. At

the same time, it is realized that the "Dis-

tinguished Visitors' Program" would have

to operate on a modest scale during its

formative years. However, the objective is

to bring outstanding persons selected from

all fields—from literature to nuclear phy-

sics—to campus on a semester or yearly

basis.

The scheme, which could begin within

a year, would have approximately $8,500.

or half the total amount of the tax each

year with which too operate. One half of

the tax collected would be placed in the

tru?t fund where intefe'H* over the course

of several years might accrue. It is be-

lieved that after a period of 15 to 20 years

the annual interest would be sufficient to

sustain the fund and would no longer

necessitate the tax.

Whether the necessary 25C'r of the stu-

dent signatures fur a referendum is ob-

tained remains to be seen. If a referendum

is not called, the required constitution which

is to be drawn up with legal assistance,

will undoubtedly be ratified. The tax of

$1.50 per semester would then be imposed

on each UM undergraduate beginning next

fall.

In the opinion that S35 will serve to

inspire, promote, and motivate students

towards those educational ends of a uni-

versity system, the Collegian would like to

see this measure ratified.
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TIME & LIFE Building
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Dear Sir:

In regard to your article in the April 4th edition of TIME on the

"Student Sponsored Distinguished Visitor Program" here at the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts, we would like to make a few things clear.

First, the motion was presented to the Student Senate hy Sena-

tor Sheerin on February 3, and was postponed for one week. On Feb-

ruary 10, it was referred to an Ad Hoc Committee which brought out

a completely amended version of the original motion on March 16.

This could hardly be termed as "instantly approved" as your story

mentioned.

Secondly, this was not a "protest to the penny-pinching state

legislature". Although at times we do not see eye-to-eye with the

legishiture, it would be completely unrealistic to label them "penny-

pinching".

This motion wa§ passed by the Student Senate after much

thought and debate and it simply reflects the wishes of the students

here at the University to further the cause of education in a positive

manner. It was not meant to be used as a "political football" and we

want TIME to know it.

Very truly yours,

Robert Zelia, President, Student Senate

Dennis Twohlg, Vice-President, Student Senate

AMERICA'S

FREEDOM FIGHTERS

NEED UM SUPPORT
- by GEORGE JONES '62

On February 1, several Negro students

from neighboring colleges walked into a

downtown Woolworth department store and

sat down at the lunch-counter to order.

Not a very unusual occurrence; however,

these students were in Greensboro, N.C.

and, according to Southern custom, the

.waitress refused to serve them. The wait-

ress again refusing, the students stayed in

their seats until the store closed for the

day. Since then more than 53 cities have

seen similar "sit-in" strikes. More than 40

colleges and universities and any number
of secondary schools have participated in

them.

Why should a public store, which is will-

ing to sell any goods on the premises or

to serve food to any Negro who cares to do

business with" them while standing, refuse

to serve these same Negroes seated at

the same lunch-counter?

One reason goes back to the days of

slave trade when the slave stood while his

white master sat. The days of slave trade

are gone, but the customs remain. Up un-

til now the Southern white has always sup-

posed that the Negro was perfectly happy
with the segregated conditions in the

South. He took it for granted that the

Negro man, woman, and child would get

off the sidewalk while he passed by or that

the Negro would stand while eating at a

public lunch-counter. However, there is a

new generation growing up in the South,

which will not accept the inferior treat-

ment from the white man or any other who
obstructs his natural right to be human.
To state it as the students at six Atlanta

colleges did: "We will fight for those

rights that are legally and morally ours.

We will not wait for them to be handed

down to us. We will use every legal non-

violent means to obtain these rights."

The youth of the South are speaking

and the whole world is listening. The
Southern law makers are busily digging up
ancient laws to be used against the demon-

strators. Many of the students have been

arrested on charges of trespassing, ob-

structing commerce, and conspiring to in-

cite a riot.

Because of these arrests, students at the

University of Massachusetts are formulat-

ing a campus-wide drive for contributions to

the general law fund of the NAACP.

The National Association for the Ad-

vancement of the Colored People will use

these funds to provide legal aid and coun-

sel for those arrested and brought to court.

The campaign is being conducted by stu-

dents who are concerned with the atrocious

conditions to which fellow college students

are being subjected. We are asking all of

you to support this drive. On Monday,
April 11, a person from your dorm will be

paying you a visit. Please give as much as

you can to support these modern day,

American Freedom Fighters.

IN A
VERY

MINOR KEY
Besides the unknowns now being pro-

cessed in the bacteriology classes there are

a number of lesser unknowns in connec-

tion with the campus which, though rela-

tively important, do not receive the inten-

sive exploration deserving of bacteria.

Among these are: the new president,

whoever he is and whatever he will get; the

new provost, whoever he is and whatever

he'll do; the new University policy, who-

ever will vote for it and whatever it will

be; the new library and liberal arts

huildings, whoever has seen the inside and

whenever they will open; the new ditches

on campus, whoever knows why they are

there and whenever they are going to fill

them; the new COLLEGIAN reorganiza-

tion and whoever will staff it and God-

possibly-knowa what will happen . . i
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Christian Association Elects

David Harrower President
Elections were held on Thurs-

day night for the new officers

of the Christian Association.

David Harrower, '61 was elect-

ed President. Other officers in-

clude Betty Bamford, '62 Secre-

tary and John Slattery, '63

Treasurer. Vice Presidents of

the C.A. for next year are

Anne Reseigh '61 in charge of

Worship, Steve Allen, '61, Pro-

gram Coordinator, Ruth Mac-

Leod '61 in charge of Social

Responsibility, and Paul Hoden,

'61 for Campus Relations. The

new officers will be installed at

the annual Open House Break-

fast April 10 at 9:30 a.m. in Line

1 of the Dining Commons. Tick-

ets wil cost 99^ and are available

in the C.A. Office.

As President, Mr. Harrower

wil be co-ordinator and leader of

the interdenominational Protest-

ant group on campus.

Miss Reseigh's responsibilities

include Christmas Vespers, Len-

ten Vespers, Daily Prayers,

Weekly Vespers and other as-

pects of worship life on campus.

Mr. Allen will be chairman of

the Program Board, coordinating

the annual Religious BmbfU
general meetings, seminars, stu-

dy groups and conferences.

Miss MacLeod is in charge of

the service projects sponsored by

the C.A. (weekend workcamps to

Roxbury and Camp Rabbit Hol-

low, volunteers to the Belcher-

town School for Mentally Re-

tarded Children, and, in coopera-

tion with the Campus Religious

Council, volunteers to Leeds and

the Northampton State Hospi-

tal), as well as special study of

social concerns and expression in

some kind of social action.

Mr. Hoden will direct the an-

nual membership drive in the

fall and work with the dormitory

and house representatives, will

be in charge of freshmen orienta-

tion to the C.A. and will over-

see publications put out by the

C.A.

Any students eager to work in-

any of these areas are encour-

aged to sign up for them in the

C.A. Office.

Cast Is Announced

ForRD Production;

Joan Sharpe Lead
The cast for the forthcoming

production of Auntie Mame
which will open Thursday at

8:15 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium

is: Joan Sharpe, Auntie Mame:

Barry Keating, the younger

Patrick Dennis; David Manley,

the older Patrick Dennis; John

Knight, Beauregard Jackson

Pickett Bumside; Ann Bffeltser,

Vera Charles; Patricia O'Connell,

Norah Muldoon. Tsnejiro Asaku-

ra, Ito; Gordon Rondeau, Ralph

Divine; Steven Paulding, M.

Lindsay Woolsey; James Guern-

sey. Mr. Waldo; Paul Cwilick,

Mr. Babcock; Peter Rock, a

theater manager; Linda Gagnier,

a maid; Philip Weinmann, a

butler; John Urban, Reginald;

Dave Brown, Lord Dudley; Linda

Gagnier, a customer; Elaine

Borash, Mrs. Jannings; Raymond
Woodis, Mr. Loomis; Peter Rock,

Cousin Jeff; Evelyn Carlson,

Cousin Fan; Dave Brown, Uncle

Moultrie; Jule Mendrick, Lissie

Beaufort; Elaine Borash. Aunt

Euphemia; Nancy Stiles, Sally

Cato MacDougal; Karen Canfteld,

Mother Bumside; John Urban, a

(Continued on page 5)

With the Sororities
by JUDY M

I'anhellenic Council wishes tfl

congratulate its new officers for

the coming year: President, E
Y.ifTee; Vice President, Ada Ti-

eri; Secretary, Mari Porter; and

Treasurer, Karen Tucker.

Gamma Chi Alpha

Congratulations to Margaret

Sawyer, '68, who was recently in-

itiated into Alpha Lambda Delta,

Freshmen Women's Honor Soci-

ety.

Gamma Chi Alpha has had

some great times at Exchange

Suppers lately with Sig Ep, AGR
and QTV.
The pledges gave the sisters

a "Pizza-and-Puneh" Party on

March 26.

The new second vice president

is Dot Ravgiala '61 who will as-

sume the duties of that office

(pledge trainer) with the next

pledge class.

All Gamma Chis agree that

their Pledge Formal held at Wig-

gins on March 5 was a success.

Kappa Alpha Theta

Theta recently entertained a

guest from National. Mrs. Curt

Becker, District President, spent

a few days becoming better ac-

quainted with the Chapter.

On Saturday evening, March

Ghost Charge Haunts

Lucky Strike's Dr. Frood
Dear Dr. Frood: I am writing my term

paper and would like to know how the

average professor differentiates between

research and plagiarism?

Lit. Major

Dear Lit: Plagiarism is when you copy

your paper from a book. Research is when

you copy your paper from more than

one book.

«?> *» «?>

Dear Dr. Frood: I was shocked when

I read of ghostwriting firms preparing

term papers for certain college students.

But 1 was doubly horrified, upset and

stunned when I heard a rumor that you.

Dr. Frood. also use a ghost. Tell mc it

isn't so, Doctor.

Jacob Marley

Dear Jacob: I categorically deny your

accusation. I do not use. nor have I ever

used, a Rhost to write this column. I admit,

however, that when confronted with cer-

tain difficult student problems, I have

called upon my late departed Uncle

Purdy for advice and counsel.

«» <4»

Dear Dr. Frood: I have just been in-

formed that there are over 100 brands of

cigarettes on the market today. Why so

Dear Dr. Frood: I am a sophomore who

has finally mastered every syllable of the

Whiffenpoof Song. To my chagrin. I

have just discovered that I am not at-

tending Yale. Any suggestions?

Jivy Leaguer

Dear Jivy: Fake it, man, fake it!

e^> c^» c^>

Dear Dr. Frood: I have just completed

my doctorate thesis on "The Socio-

Politico-Reiigio-Eeonomico Aspects oi

Tribal Development in Central Africa,

1805-1809." I believe my work has im-

mense popular appeal and would like to

have it published in pocket-book form.

How does one go about doing this?

Ethelbert Pingbank

Dear Dr. Frood: 1

am going nuts— nuts,

1 tellyou!— trying to

solve this puzzle.

Please! What is the

secret?

Puzzled

Dear Puzzled:

«» <<» c<?»

Dear Ethelbert: One changes the title to

"Love-Starved in Mau Mau Land."

Dear Dr. Frood: I didn't make the crew

because I get seasick. 1 couldn't make

the baseball team because the resin

ba^ gives me a rash. I was kicked off the

track team because cinders kept getting

in my eye. And I had to drop tennis

because I get vertigo watching the ball

go back and forth. What can a great

athlete like myself do now?
Sig Lee

Dear Sig: Why don't you expose over-

emphasis of college athletics in a leading

national magazine?

ADDEN 61

12, Tin ia enjoyed their Pledge

tnal which was held at. the

Rotd Northampton. The week-

end was topped off by a dinner

served on Sunday in the Coach-

litfht Room*
Best wishes to Patti Blair who

is pinned to Don Moriarty of

Theta Chi.

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Ksppas and honored guests en-

joyed Pledge Formal this week-

end . , . frivolity and food pois-

oning. Ninety per cent of the

people attending the gala affair

catted for Turns after the turkey.

Nevertheless, the Dinner Dance

in honor of the new pledges was

a success.

Pi Beta Phi

Pi Beta Phi welcomes two new

pledges—Ann Barton and Pat

Chase—who were pledged last

Monday evening.

The Pi Phis thank AGR for

the spaghetti supper which was

held last Friday—the spaghetti

was delicious and all had a good

time.

Phi Delta Nu
Congratulations to Mary Kay

Heath '62, our new pledge.

We want to thank Joyce Pa-

rent, social chairman, for mak-

ing our annual Pledge Formal a

success.

success. The dance was held at

the Hotel Northampton on Satur-

day, March 26, followed by a

buffet dinner on Sunday, and

Open House for guests.

Sigma Delta Tau
SDT welcomes their new pledge

Gerta Brooks.

Thanks are extended to Mrs.

J., our beloved cook, for making

our Sunday meal a wonderful af-

fair.

Congratulations to Elaine Kap-

linsky, newly elected Vice Presi-

dent of Alpha Lamba Delta, the

new freshmen Women's Honor
Society.

Sigma Kappa
The sisters would like to thank

the Kappa Sigs for the most en-

joyable exchange supper and

Alpha Sig for a most enjoyable

Pizza Patty.

Sigma Kappa has been spark-

ling ."lpnr> tViorilrc to the Alnha

Sig pledges, and the girls really

appreciate it.

The Sigmas would like to wel-

come hack Toni Blanchette, who
was recently in the hospital, and

extend congratulations to Merry
Borden on her recent pinning to

John Cushinff.

many
Harvey J. Warnerdam

Dear Harvey: Conceivably, there are

100 people m the country who do not

wnoke Luckies.

14, r. -<•

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

L.S./M.F.T.- Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Product of J^jdn*uea^cri^aeet>-^y»t9^— JoOaae* is our middle namt

UM Open House
Exhibits To Include

Food Tech Display
The taste and color of foods

will be featured in a food tech-

nology department exhibit at the

forthcoming Open House to be

held April 9 and 10 at the Uni-

versity.

Among the more than 50 ex-

hibits to lie set up in the Stu-

dent Union during the annual

event will be a display of equip-

ment used to identify food

Havers and to measure food col-

ors. Operation of the equipment

and its use in improving foods

available to the American con-

sumer will be explained hy mem-
bers of the food technology de-

partment.

The exhibit will also include

a display of new food products

and packages. In addition, there

will be a demonstration of the

contribution of micro-organisms

to maintenance of the country's

food supply.

More than 5,000 guests from

nil parts of the -:fate :ire expected

to attend the special event

designed to acquaint the public

with the entire University pro-

gram.
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Reds Outclassed Americans

At Vienna Youth Festival
Loyal American college stu-

dents who attended last

Summer's Communist-sponsored

World Youth Festival in Vienna

were outwitted, outshoutcd and

outclassed hy the well-prepared,

well-disciplined Red delegates,

the March Reader's Digest as-

serts.

Frederic Sondern Jr., a Digest

roving editor who was at the

Festival, points out that Moscow

spent six months and more than

•20 million dollars in prepara-

tions. The communist delegates,

led by Kremlin-trained propa-

gandist Jean Garcias, made every

effort to see that the Festival

went according to Kremlin plans.

Group discussions were care-

fully rigged to present only So-

(ContinUtd on page 5)

with

MwStaknan

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf', "The Many
Loves of Dobie (iillis'\ etc.)

"NO PARKING"

As everyone knows, the most serious problem facing American

colleges today is the shortage of parking space for students' cars.

Many remedies have been offered to solve this vexing dilemma

.

For instance, it has l>een suggested that all students be required

to drive small foreign sports cars which can be carried in the

purse or pocket. This would, of course, solve the parking prob-

lem but it would make double dating impossible -unless, that

is, the boys make the girls run along behind the car. But that

is no solution either because by the time they get to the prom

the girls will lie panting so hard that they will wilt their corsages.

Another suggested cure for our parking woes is -that all

students smoke Marlboro cigarettes. At first glance this seems

an excellent solution because we all know Marlboro is the

cigarette which proved that flavor did not go out when filters

came in—and when we sit around and smoke good Marlboros

we are so possessed by sweet contentment that none of us

wishes ever to leave, which means no gadding about which

means no driving, which means no parking problem.

But the argument in favor of Marlboros overlooks one im-

portant fact: when you run out of Marlboros you must go get

some more, which means driving, which means parking, which

mean's you're right buck where you started.

Probably the most practical suggestion to alleviate the campus

n&rtring situation is to tear down everv school of dentistry in

the country and turn it into a parking lot. This is not to say

that dentistry is unimportant. CJracious, no! Dentistry is im-

portant and vital and a "limine part of our American heritage.

But the fact is there is no real need for separate sdioola frf den-

tistry. Dentistry eutild easily be moved to th<> gefaool of mining

engineering. Surely anyone who can drill a thousand feet for

oil can fill a simple little cavity.

^ske tfe a$e o{

This experiment -combining dentistry with mining engineer-

ing—has already l>een tried at several colleges—and with some

very interesting results. Take, for instance, the case of a dental

student named Fred C. Sigafoos. One day recently Fred MM
out practicing with, his drilling rig in a vacant lot just off

campus. He sank a shaft two hundred feet deep and, to his

surprise and delight, he struck a detergent mine. For a while

Fred thought his fortune was made but he soon learned that

he had drilled into the storage tank of the Ragle laundry.

Walter P. Eagle, president of the laundry, was mad as all getr

out and things looked mighty black for Fred. But it all ended

well. When Mr. Kaele called Fred into his office to chew him

out, it so happened that Mr. Eagle's beautiful daughter. Patient

Griselda. was present. For years Patient C.riselda had been

patiently waiting for the right man. "That's him!" she cried

upon spying Fred - and today Fred is a full partner in the Fagle

Laundry in charge of pleats and ruffles. • lefl0 Mm shl"m"

Speaking of laundries remind* us of cleanliness which in

turn reminds us of filtered Marlboros and unflltered Philip

Morris—both cUsan and fresh to the taste—both available

in soft pack and flip-top box.

UM Student Nurse

To Attend National

NursingConvention

by BETTY KARL '61

Dorothy Fedoryshyn, '61, a

member of the School of Nursing

has been elected to represent the

District 1 Nursing Student Asso-

ciation at the annual National

Student Nurses Association Con-

vention to be held in Miami, Flo-

rida. April 28—M:

The Campus Beat
by MONETTA WRONSKI '63

lav 2.

Miss Fedoryshyn, because of

her outstanding work in the Dis-

trict Association as a member

and an officer, was elected from

among the 709 members of that

organization, which includes
schools of nursing from the fol-

lowing college and hospitals:

U of Mass.; Providence Hospital

and Holyoke Hospital, Holyoke;

Mercy Hospital and Springfield

Hospital, Springfield; Franklin

County Public Hospital, Green-

field; Cooley-Dickinson Hospital,

Northampton; St. Luke's Hospi-

tal and Pittsfield General Hospi-

tal, Pittsfield.

Present at the Convention will

be nursing student representa-

tives from each of the fifty states,

who will attend discussion groups,

banquets, and lectures by nation-

ally-and world-renowned profes-

sional persons in the medical and

nursing fields.

Patricia Malinowski, '61, will

represent the U of Mass School

of Nursing at the Convention.

Miss Fedoryshyn has also been

chosen as a candidate for the of-

fice of Corresponding Secretary

of the Mass. State Council of

Student Nurses. Ruth Chadwick

and Jean Rodgers, '62, are can-

didates on the District Associa-

tion ballot for the offices of Vice-

President and Treasurer respec-

tively.

—Excuse me, sir. I'm a report-

er from the Collegian and I un-

derstand you're being considered

for the Presidency.

Weeellll, I was considering try-

ing out, but I understand there's

a group on campus campaigning

for someone else and . . .

No, sir, not THAT presidency.

I mean, I heard you were going

to be president of the University.

Weelll, I was thinking of re-

tiring from my present job, and

if the salary and other thing!

are acceptable . . .

But, while you mention it, sir,

there will be a brief but impor-

tant meeting of the Students for

Kennedy Club on Tuesday, April

6th, at 7:30 in the Barnstable

Room of the Student Union.

Have you had an opportunity

to look over our lovely campus

yet, sir?

Weelll, no, you see I got here

just a little while ago and could

not find a parking place—some

sort of conference going on, I

understand—so I went to get a

cup of coffee and couldn't find a

seat either . . .

I'll be glad to show you around,

sir.

Weelll, thank you.

Now, this is the Student Unirtn

lobby, sir, where the B'nai B'rith

Hillel Foundation will hold their

elections tomorrow, April 5, from

12:00 to 5:00 o'clock.

This is the Collegian office.

Why is everyone doing nothing,

sir? Well, they're just waiting till

someone finds some ribbons for

the typewriters, sir.

And this office belongs to the

Handbook. They're having an or-

ganization meeting here Wednes-

day at 7 p.m. All freshmen, soph-

omores, and juniors interested in

preparing next year's Handbook

are invited to attend

Weelll, what's going on out

ther6? Perhaps, I've been work-

ing too hard!

No, sir, those are just the char-

iot races. No, sir, I don't think

they're part of the regular phys

ed course here, sir.

What's that red-headed man

doing over there?

Him, sir? Oh, he's just giving

out tickets to illegally-parked

chariots and those without stick-

ers, sir.

I'd take you out to the Engin-

eering Building, sir, but I see

you aren't wearing engineer's

boots, and the CE's haven't got-

ten around to paving north lot

yet. They're too busy holding el-

ections and meetings, such as the

(Continued on page 5)

Two Departments To Install

Educational TV System
by SHARON CLARK '63

Two closed-circuit TV net-

works to be used for demonstra-

tions and lectures will soon be

installed in the University's

Speech and Home Ec depart-

ments, according to Professor

Raymond Wyman of the Educa-

tion Department. He expressed

hopes that within the next few

HIP, HIP, HURRAY
for the

GREYHOUND*way
to save money!
Got the good word about

Greyhound Scenicruise'r

Service*? It's the latest,

the greatest way to go . .

.

with air conditioning, pic-

ture windows, air suspen-

sion ride and complete
restroom! You'll have a

ball headin' home on a

Greyhound — it's often
faster than other public

transportation, and always

less expensive!

COMPARE THESE LOW,

LOW FARES:

New York .

Albany
Washington
Chicago

$4.90
. 2.65
11.90

. 20.50

'plus tax

BAGGAGE PROBLEMS? You can take more with you on a

Greyhound. Or, send your belongings by Greyhound Package

Express. They arrive in hours and cost you less!

IT'S SUCH A COMFORT

TO TAKE THE BUS... AND

LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US!
GREYHnijND

years it may be possible to ex-

tend the use of educational TV
to other University departments.

Each set will cost about twen-

ty thousand dollars, and a re-

pairman must be on call at all

times.

Mr. Wyman pointed out that

not only will educational TV al-

leviate the teaching shortage,

but the lectures will inevitably

become more stimulating, Tt. also

offers greater possibility.1* '<>«

experiments and demonstrations

in large lecture sections.

He went on to say that if this

system were to be extended to

other university departments,

one instructor would be able to

teach several classes simultane-

ously. He felt that this would be

particularly feasible in courses

BitCh as freshman English and

math.

When asked how the attend-

ance problem would be handled,

Mr Wyman said that, an instruc-

tor could be sent to take at-

tendance at the classes, but that,

because much more supplemen-

tary information could be pre-

sented in televised lectures, it

would be to the students' advan-

tage to attend classes.

He felt that discussion groups

wruld become more frequent,

and materials from televised lec-

tures would be carefully ana-

lyzed in small groups where

questions, opinions, and ideas

could be thoroughly discussed.

In conclusion, Mr. Wyman said

that this system is working very

well at the Washington County

school system In Maryland, and

h*> has great hopes for its de-

velopment at the university.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Greek Ball date; 6*6,

dirty blonde, blue eyes. Last

seen Thursday in the vicinity of

thr Hatch. Please contact John

Coman, 315 Baker.

Lost: Brown man's wallet.

Please contact John Sampson
333 Baker. The cards in It *re

iuiportant to me.

Found: Pen. In Machmer
Hall. Call Nick Constan Al-6-

6162 and Identify it.

DR. FIELD . . .

Continued from page 1

and fifteen years of experience

to present and solve some prob-

lems encountered by those being

interviewed. He will also accept

and attempt to answer any ques-

tions following his talk.

Dr. Field has been Director of

Guidance here since 1951. He

came to UMass from the Univer-

sity of Maryland where he had

held a similar position. His back-

ground, experience and personal

vitality form the basis of the

claim that fnis will be an inter-

esting, entertaining and certain-

ly necessary meeting for anyone

at all interested in "Interviews

Their Purposes and Techniques."

R. D/S . .

.

(Continued from page S)

groom; Philip W e i n m a n n,

another groom; James Guernsey,

Dr. Shurr, a vet ;
Dena

Uretsky, Agnes Gooch; Hal

Hinds, Brian O'Banion; Marcia

Hubbard, Gloria Upson; Karen

Mich, Doris Upson; John Kane,

Claude Upson; June Crasco,

Pegeen Ryan and a great many
friends of Mame Dennis includ-

ing: Rosemary Hussey, Julie

Mendrick. Carol Friar, Ray
Woodis, John Urban, Linda

Gagnier, Philip Weinmann, and
Elaine Borash.

UM Civil Engineers

Elect New Officers

For Coming Year
At a recent meeting of the

local chapter of the American

Society of Civil Engineers the

officers for the coming year

were elected. All members of the

junior class, they are as follows:

President, Manuel A. Marks;

Vice President, Reginald Mc-

Dougall; Correspond ing Secre-

tary, Thomas Marcello; Record-

ing Secretary, Harold Williford;

Treasurer, Leonard Warburton;

and Publicity Chairman, Charles

F. Costa.

WMUA Schedule

Monday and Tuesday

1:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4;0f Campus Caper

5:00 News and Weather

r>:05 Campus Caper

5:30 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 Public Service E.T.

(Mon.)

United States (Tues.)

7:00 B.B.C. (Mon.)

Public Service E.T.

(Tues.)

7:15 Impulse (Tues.)

7:29 News Headlines

7 :30 Musicale

9:00 News and Weather

9:05 Showcase

10:00 News and Weather

10:05 Swingtime

11:00 News and Weather

11:05 Swingtime

12:00 News and Weather

12:05 Sounds and Jazz

1:00 News and Weather

1:05 Sounds of Jazz

2:00 News, Weather—Sign Off

CAMPUS BEAT . .

.

(Continued from page A)

Warn to be held Wednesday at 7:30

in the Student I nion. At this

meeting, finals will be held to de-

termine the local representative

in the New England Speech Con-

tent sponsored by the national

ASCK. A movie will also bo

shown and refreshments will be

served.

The Student Senate is interest-

ed in establishing a Circle K Club

on this campus. The Circle K
is a junior order of the Kiwanis

Club. Its purpose will be service

to the University community. All

male students interested in this

are asked to contact Joe D'Amico

313 Mills.

Who's that fellow combing his

hair and admiring his reflection

in the campus pond ?

Him, sir? He's a member of

the Ya-hoo staff, getting ready

for the photographs which will

be taken for the May issue Wed-

nesday at 7:15 in the Common-
wealth Room.

I've heard that this is a dry

HEADING HOME?

While you're on vacation, see IBM about your future,

If you're a senior or graduate student who stil]

hasn't found out the facts about the varied career

opportunities at IBM, now is the time.

You'll get a warm welcome at any of the more

than 200 IBM Branch, Regional, and District

Offices. Just call, ask for the manager, and make

an appointment.

He will tell you what sort of company we are . .

.

what we do . . . how rapidly data processing is

growing. And he can tell you what we offer quali-

fied graduates in earnings, career training, job sat-

isfactions and opportunities for rapid promotion.

We want ambitious men and women with good

scholastic records for openings in direct and in-

direct sales, applied science, administration, pro-

gramming, systems, manufacturing, engineering

research, and product development.

See your Placement Officer for more information,

and please feel free to call me for the location of

the IBM office nearest your home:

C. W. Sink, Branch Manager

International Business Machines Corporation

273 State Street, Springfield 3, Mass.

Telephone: STate 5-5371

DATA PROCESSING DIVISION IBM

campus. Do you think that alco-

holism is serious threat to col-

lege students?

Well, sir, I really don't know,

but you Might find out about that

at the Nursing Club meeting

April 6 in the Public Health

Build'ug at 8 p.m. After the busi-

ness meeting at 7 p.m., Dr. Hilma

tlnterberger will speak on "Al-

coholism and the Young Adult."

The nurses must be sort of lone-

some, because they have invited

the Pre-.Md Cltfb to join them at

this meeting.

Would you like to take a look

at Stock-bridge, sir? It's pretty

deserted now that most of their

students have left, but just so

that they won't be forgotten the

Forestry Club is sponsoring a

**Stump-Jumpers and Trap-Snap-

pers Brawl" Wednesday from

&12 p.m. in the Sunderland Town

Hall, just after their combined

meeting with the Rod and Gun

Club in Skinner Auditorium at

7:30.

Dress will be "come as you are"

for square and round dancing.

All Forestry and Wildlife stu-

dents and their guests are invit-

ed. Tickets are $1.00 a couple

and may be purchased in the For-

estry library.

Did you want to see the rest

of the campus, sir? You don't

look too well; kind of green, if

I may say so.

Weelll, you see, when I couldn't

find a seat in the Hatch, I went

to the Commons to eat and I guess

something just didn't agree with

, . , .Excuse me, please.

YOUTH FESTIVAL . .

.

(Continued from page U)

viet thinking on world questions;

all of the Iron Curtain delegates

were meticulously screened, with

no one known to have friends or

relatives in the West permitted

to go; secret police accompanied

the delegates on all trips outside

the Festival grounds, to prevent

any possible Red defections.

By contrast, Sondern says, the

non-communist delegates were

disorderly and disorganized, and

totally untrained for the job at

hand. Although the majority of

American kids at Vienna were

non-C ommunists, they were

"amateurs playing against pro-

fessionals."

Says Sondern: "One group at

Harvard did realize the implica-

tions of the Vienna show and

tried hard early in the Summer
to shape up prospective dele-

gates into some sort of organ-

ized front equipped to oppose

Soviet propaganda. But it proved

too little and too late."

Only about two dozen of the

320 U.S. delegates made an im-

pression, Sondern writes. They

managed to get to the floor in

various meetings and talk con-

vincingly about American life.

But most of the others were

naive victims of the well-planned

confusion foisted on them by the

Reds. They couldn't get proper

accreditation, were directed to

the wrong seminars, and allowed

themselves to be trapped into

internecine tights over credent-

ials. Moreover, they balked at

the uncomfortable conditions at

the Festival quarters and moved

into hotels in the city. This re-

moved them from the main Fes-

tival forum, and cut their effec-

tiveness even more drastically.

For the next youth spectacle,

probably in 1966, Sondern as-

serts that the United States has

two alternatives, "We can boy-

cott the Festival and thus under-

line its Communist character; or

we can exploit the opportunity by

sending a deputation that really

represents our country and is

geared to make its presence ef-

fective,"

"If we choose the latter

course", he adds, "the time to

prepare is now."
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New England Championship

Goal Of UMass Linksmen
As Spring Practice Begins
Twenty young golf aspirants

recently were greeted by Chet

Gladchuk at an organizational

meeting. Of these twenty, 14

have been members of either the

frosh or varsity teams at the

University.

The returning veterans in-

clude only two seniors, Bryan

Burk and Captain Garry Cross.

Also Bob Dion, Pete Hatfield,

Mike Megliolio, Jack Conway,

and Bill Marshall, all sopho-

mores on last year's squad, will

be battling for the coveted posi-

tions.

Since all of these men were

valuable members of the varsity

last year, they should qualify for

this spring's squad.

Because of the talented array

of candidates, Coach Gladchuk

is undecided as to how many
members he'll retain. Depending

on the qualifying scores, any-

where from 10-12 men should

make the cut.

Others trying for the posi-

tions include seven from the '59

edition of the "Little Redmen".

They are Charles Dyer, Ron
Rainka, Larry Schmoyer, Bill

Scully, Dave Osterhout, and

Webster Olson.

Another promising candidate

is Dan Pierre, a junior, who has

competed in tournaments on the

national level.

This year's qualifying round

will be held at the Orchards

Country Club in South Hadley,

site of all home matches. Each
man must play 72 holes in a pe-

riod of three days. Since they'll

be touring the course four

times, their scores should be

representative of the ability of

each.

The team will be out to im-

prove last year's 8-2 record. The
only defeats were administered

by URT and UConn. If the links-

men are able to get by the latter

team this year, they may well

have an unblemished record.

Following ten matches, seven
of which are at home, the golf-

sters will journey to Maine.

'

There they'll compete in the New
England and the Yankee Con-
ference championships which will

be held at the Portland Country
Club.

In fhese two matches last

year the UMass club made a
very respectable showing. The
Redmen finished fifth in New
England and grabbed second in

the YanCon.

Coach Gladchuk feels that this

year's group should be one of the

best in the history of the school.

When asked about the team's
chances of going all the way in

the New England's, Gladchuk
stated: "If one or two of the

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Open Every Night until 11:00

On the Comer Next to

Hills House

by BILL LENNON '61

frosh come through, we should

take all the marbles."

FROSH CANDIDATES
Eighteen men will be compet-

ing for positions on the fresh-

men team. Based on their handi-

caps, the leading boys appear to

be the following: Jack Dolby,

Bill Dunsmore, Peter Grazio,

Harry Morrissey, John Donarsky,
and Charles Noble.

The schedules of both teams
are as follows:

VARSITY
April
IS Brandria Home
29 Boston Cotlcg-

•

V«w Hampthirr Home
May
3 Rhode Island Home
4 AIC

Connecticut
I Vermont

WPI Home
• Trinity College Away

10 Amherat Coller* Home
IS A 14 NEIG 4 YanCon; Portland
20 SprinrSeld Away

FRESHMEN
April
27 Williaton Academy Home
May
7 Mt. Harmon Away

11 Worcester Academy Home
14 Williaton Academy Away
17 Amherst College Home

Adventures At A Co(W)Rec(k) Night

Various Free Sports
Available Every Friday

by SUE ASHLEY '62

The day: Friday; the time:

7:00 p.m.; the place: WPE—and
you are there! This is Co-Rec
night—fun night for campus co-

eds. You're standing there in the

lobby when an attractive, ener-

getic physie blurts out "Hi!"

and, before you can interject a

reply, adds "See ya' in the pool."

Consequently, without hesita-

tion you follow the crowd into

the dressing room and on to a

hasty dunking in the aqua-blue

contents of the modern WPE
pool—and what do you know

—

a great conglomeration of your

buddies is there, really whoopin'

it up.

An hour fires by almost unno-

ticed when someone suggests go-

ing upstairs for badminton and
volleyball. Then someone else

has to perplex you by inserting

the possibility of going bowling

or playing ping-pong. You won-

der what to do until the co-ed

you were swimming with makes
up your mind for you.

That was a typical night of

Co-Rec activities at WPE; it is

not an annual or even biennial

occurrence; it happens every

Friday night—and YOU, my U-
Mass compatriot — should be

there. A great way to have a

fun-filled evening, to meet new
and interesting people, to let off

a little of that "study-action"

steam, is available and waiting

for you every Friday night at

WPE—and it's all free.

What do you say? See you
at Co-Rec this Friday night

—

O.K.?

Cheever Scores Twice As Lacrosse

Squad Loses To Powerful Williams 16-3
The UMass varsity lacrosse

squad lost to a superior Wil-

liams crew, 16-3 Saturday.

Despite what the score may
imply, the Redmen played ex-

tremely well. Goalie Glorioso

was brilliant as Dave Cheever

scored two goals. The other

UMass tally was chalked up by
Bob Glew.

Williams was New England
Ohampion two years ago and was

runner-up last year. The Ephs
are rated as one of the best.

teams in the East. They have a

dozen men on tfheir team from
Baltimore, where lacrosse is a

thriving activity.

During the regular season,

UMass doesn't play Williams, as

the Ephs are in another league.

They are altogether in a differ-

ent class from UMass, and the

loss shouldn't be taken too hard.
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CHARLIE LYMAN
18 RIGHT FOR
PRESIDENT
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Spotlight

On Sports
by AL BERMAN '62, SPORTS EDITOR

The Boston Celtics were in the

driver's seat Sunday as they en-

tered the fourth game of the

playoff series with the St. Louis

Hawks. They had mauled the

Hawks, 102-86, Saturday in Keel

Stadium, and were Well on their

way to the crown.

But the Hawks turned the

tables on the Celtics Sunday as

they trampled the Boston team,

by an almost identical score of

106-86. That ties up the series at

2-2, as the teams return to Bos-

ton for the fifth game tomorrow
night.

In Saturday's game record-

breaking Tommy Heinsohn scored

30 points. Heinsohn, who this

year broke Bob Cousy's record

for the most points scored, is ra-

pidly turning into one of the

highest scorers in the NBA.

HEINSOHN VS. COUSY

Though it is doubtful that

Heinsohn will ever be able to

match the color and versatility

of Cousy, he certainly will re-

place Mr. Basketball in the scor-

ing department.

Even in rebounding, Tommy
can vie with the tallest of

#
his

rivals. Several times this year

he has topped giant Bill Russell

under the boards and is proving

to be one of the most Valuable

players on the Celtic's team. It

seems as though Holy Cross has

been tue founder of basketball

heroes, both Cousy and Heinsohn

coming from there.

SPOT QUIZ

1. Boston's new pro football

team has finally found a home.

Contracts have been arranged for

the team to play its 1960 games

in Boston University Field, the

old home of the Braves. What
W1IV, VHiviMi * i **• •« —. w*. -. - - —~X VaTWIi-> wiiL w

AFL entry? ... 2. Who is the

heavyweight wrestling champion

of the world and Whom did he

dethrone? ... 3. Everyone knows

that Ted Williams is the last of

the .400 hitters in baseball, What
was Ted's highest batting aver-

age, in what year was it, and

what is his lifetime average?

DISORGANIZED RED SOX

The Red Sox are pretty dis-

organized at the present, with op-

ening day just two weeks away.

As of now, the only definite po-

sition is third base, to be occu-

pied by Frank Malzone. The rest

of the infield, the entire outfield,

the pitching and the catching all

remain a mystery right now.

For first base, the Sox have

Vic Wertz, Pete Runnels, Ron

Jackson and Marty Keough. Run-

nels will probably be saved for

second base, and Keough will un-

doubtedly be needed in the out-

field, leaving Wertz and Jackson

to vie for the position.

At second base, Runnels is just

about the only decent player the

Spring Soccer,

Gymnastics Club
Meetings In Cage
There will be a meeting to-

morrow of all those students in-

terested in Spring Soccer. It will

be held in Room 10 of the Cage
at 5:00 p.m.

In the same place on Wednes-
day at 5:00 p.m. there will be a

meeting of the gymnastics club.

Sox have. At shortstop, there is

either Don Buddin or Pumpsie

Green. Even though Green is ob-

viously the better of the two,

Buddin might still get the nod

because of the fanatical favor-

itism he has in the front office.

OUTFIELD PROBLEM

In the outfield is where the real

problem lies. With the retirement

of Jensen and the advancing age

of Williams, the Sox are left with

little to speak of. Gene Stephens

is almost a surety; but after him

the question is unsettled; Marty
Keough, Ron Jackson, perhaps

Vic Wertz.

The catching situation depends

heavily upon the outcome of the

Russ Nixon Deal. If the Sox do

not get Nixon, then Haywood
Sullivan, long praised but little

used backstop, might get a

chance.

The addition of Tom Sturdi-

vant to the hose mound corps is

a boon to the hurling potential

of the team. But besides Sturdi-

vant, Brewer, and maybe Delock,

where do the Sox find themselves

in the pitching department? A
sorry situation for the Bean-

towners.

ANSWERS TO QUIZ

1. The team will be called the

Boston Patriots. Many authori-

ties think that the Patriots could

be the best team in the newly-

formed AFL ... 2. Walter "Kill-

er" Kowalski is the heavvweight

wrestling champ. He dethroned

Edouard Carpentier to gain the

title ... 3. Ted hit .406 in 1941.

His lifetime average is .348 which

along with Stan Musial's like av-

erage, is the highest of any ac-

tive player. Williams' lifetime to-

tal was damaged .002 points by

his disastrous .264 last season.

BASEBALL FINANCE

More than 800 major league

games will be televised this year,

at a cost of $39.6 million to ad-

vertisers. The Milwaukee Braves

and the San Francisco Giants are

the only clubs that do not televise

games. The remaining 14 teams

will receive a total of $12.4 mil-

lion in broadcast rights.

According to a survey in "Tele-

vision Age," beer, oil, cigar and

soap companies continue to spon-

sor most of the baseball telecasts.

The survey also indicated that

over a long run (three years),

the telecasting of baseball games

seems to have helped attendance

rather than to have hurt it. It

cited a total combined attendance

rise for the last three seasons of

2,600,499 as evidence.

OTHER FACTORS

The magazine survey failed to

state, however, whether or not

other factors contributed to the

attendance rise. Undoubtedly the

great increase of night games,

allowing more business and

working people to attend, is a big

consideration.

Also to be considered are the

various "gimmicks" now common
among baseball public relations

men, such as: raffles, frequent

ladies' days and family days,

where several people can get ad-

mitted for a fraction of the regu-

lar colt.

All in all, there shouldn't be

too great a hurry to ascribe all

of the attendance increase to tele-

vision.
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Thirty

UMass
Schools Enter
Science Fair

Thirty Western Massachusetts
high schools will send their top

student scientists to the UMass
Regional Science Fair scheduled
on April 24.

Exhibitors at the regional fair

will be selected from those who
have already participated in pub-

lic and parochial high school fairs

throughout the region. Winners
at the regional event will have
the opportunity to participate

later at the state, New England,
and national levels.

The regional fair is conducted
by a committee of faculty mem-
bers at the University, with fi-

nancial support coming from
various industrial, patriotic,

scientific, and professional or-

ganizations in the area. The As-
sociate Alumni organization at

UMass will sponsor the principal

speaker, who will be John Turke-
vich, professor of chemistry at

Princeton University and a man
regarded as an outstanding

spokesman of American science.

He will address the awards cere-

mony audience at the close of the

April 24 event.

Schools presently entered in

the third annual University fair

include: AGAWAM High School;

BELCHERTOWN High School;
CHICOPEE High School:
GREAT BARRINGTON-Searles
High School; GREENFIELD
High School; HATFIELD-Smith
Academy; HOLYOKE - Holyoke
High, Holy Rosary, Precious

Blood, and Sacred Heart; HUNT-
INGTON High School; NORTH
ADAMS - St. Joseph's High
School: NORTHAMPTON-St. Mi-

chael's High School; PITTS-
FIELD High School; SHEF-
FIELD-Mt. Everett Regional
High School; SOUTH DEER-
FIELD-Frontier Regional High
School; SOUTH HADLEY High
School; SOUTH VERNON-Pio-

Naiads Offer

Open House
Water Ballet
The Naiads, the girls' swim-

ming group, will present two pro-

ductions of their annual water
ballet during open house week-
end, April 9 and 10. Show time
on both Saturday and Sunday
afternoons is 3 p.m.

The Naiads are a group of

synchronized swimmers, under
the direction of Miss Esther Wal-
lace of the Women's Physical

Education Department. The group
is sponsored by the Women's
Athletic Association.

This year's show is entitled

"Ripples in Rhythm", and it

takes its audience around the

world. Various forms of the dance
as practiced in this country and
other nations of the world will

be shown. The precision numbers
range in scope from solo per-

formances to numbers featuring

20 participants.

The Naiad's professional-like

show is presented annually as a

climax to a year of practice and

preparation. The public may view

the show tre* of charge, with

tickets, this weekend at the

Women'i Physical Education

Building pool.

neer Valley Regional High
School; SPRINGFIELD-Classical,
Commerce, Technical and Cathe-

dral; WARE High School; WEST
SPRINGFIELD High School;
WESTFIELD-St. Mary's High
School; WILBRAHAM-Minne-
dhaug Regional High School;

and WILLIAMSBURG High
School.

Class Officer

Primary In

SU, April 12
by SANDRA GIORDANO '63

The primary for the election

of the officers; president, vice-

president, secretary, and treas-

urer, for the classes of '63, '62,

and '61, will be held on Tuesday,
April 12, in the Student Union
lobby. Nomination blanks for

these offices and for Student
Senate offices may be obtained
in the Dean of Men's office and
must be returned there by Fri-

day, April 8. The primary will

cut the nominations for class of-

ficers down to two candidates for

each office.

The final ballot will be held on
Counseling Day, April 28. Vot-
ing for the three senators from
each class will also be held at

this time.

According to Bill Knowlton, *61,

a Junior Senator at Large and
Chairman of the Elections Com-
mittee; "The nominations are

open to anyone, but a candidate

should be interested in the ac-

tivity and should expect to put a

good amount of time and work
into the job. The Student Senate

and the Class Officers are pri-

mary organizations through
which the desires of the stu-

dents can be fulfilled." Therefore,

he urges that the student body
"Get out and vote" for the can-

didates they believe to be most
qualified for the jobs.

At The State House

Motor Boat
Registration
Is Required
The Massachusetts House has

accepted an adverse committee re-

port on a bill to require the Com-
monwealth to pay a sum of mon-
ey yearly in lieu of taxes on U-
Mass Buildings used for faculty

housing.

This action took place on voice

vote without debate.

Motorboats Regulated

Nine hundred copies of the

newly-enacted act regulating reg-

istration of motorboats with an
engine of 10 or more horsepower
were ordered by the Senate. This
is the bill which required an 18-

hour session of the Legislature to

enact last week. The bill was
signed by Governor Furcolo after

a March 31 deadline at midnight
but was accepted by the Coast
Guard. There is intense interest

among boatmen and sportsmen
as to the details of the new law.

Wilton Vaugh, press secretary to

the Governor, will lead the new
registration bureau which will be
in, but not part of, the registry

of motor vehicles.

State Offi'-C* . '.undine

The committee on state ad-

ministration is expected to file

its report on Governor Furcolo's

bill for a state office building

some time this week, it was
learned after the committee com-
pleted on all-day hearing on state

office building legislation.

The committee filed reports

with the House Clerk recommend-
ing that a bill for constructing a

state office building by a state

commission be referred to the

House ways and means commit-
tee. It also recommended that a

second bill which would revise

the present office building act to

comply with constitutional re-

quirements be sent to the ways
and means committee.

RD's "Auntie Mame"
To Open Tomorrow

A tint if Maine, the spring pro-

duction of the Roister Doisters,

opens tomorrow nt 8:15 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

The play is the story of a con-

tinuing struggle between Mame
Dennis, dilettante in the famous
Algonquin circle^ of wits, and
Dwight Babcock, a stuffy New
York banker.

The object of the conflict is

the orphaned Patrick Dennis,

who is intrusted to Mame's cus-

tody, but whose financial sup-

port is under the thumb of Bab-
cock. As Mame puts it: "I have
all the responsibility and he has

Loans Made
Available By
H.E.L.P. Plan

by CAROL KIBITZ '62

HELP, the Higher Education
Loan Plan, is an authority to

guarantee loans made by com-
mercial banks to residents of

Massachusetts to help them fi-

nance their college education.

The Plan was set up by an act

of the Massachusettes legislature

and is open only to sophomores.
juniors, and seniors since the stu-
dent must have satisfactorily

passed the first year of college to

be eligible.

The loans are limited to $500
a year or a total of $1500 over

three years and become due and
payable six months after gradua-

tion. However, at this time, the

loan can be re-written to be re-

paid in equal monthly install-

ments for thirty-five months.

Terms of the loans are quite

libera!. The student applies at

the local commercial bank of his

choice and the bank certifies the

application through the Place-

ment Service here at UMass.
Further information about

HELP is available at the Place-

ment Office.

Dance Band To Give Concert Sunday

all the authority."

Mame, whose motto is, "Life is

a banquet . .
." wants to teach

Patrick to "Live!", but Babcoek
insists that the hoy receive a

"conservative" education at an
"exclusive and restricted" Con-
necticut school.

Cast is Largest in RD History
The play, including over 50

character roles, has the largest

cast the University's 50-year old

RD's have ever employed. They
range from a Lithuanian bishop
to a cussing country bumpkin;
from the sophisticated actress,

Vera Charles, to the "clackatty"
secretary, Agnes Gooch. As one
member of RD's put it, " 'It

takes all kinds of people to make
a world,' and they all seem to

be in Auntie Mame."
With such a large and diverse

a cast, no one would doubt the
tremendous problems in provid-
ing costumes. These problems are
intensified by the fact that in the
quarter-ofa-hundred scenes, each
character appears in different
dress. Auntie Mame alone wears
over 20 different outfits during
the course of the play.

Complex Staging is Problem

Auntie Mame involves the most
complex staging problems ever
to be produced in Bowker. As
many scenes must be completely
changed in a matter of seconds,
mobility was at a premium in

designing and constructing set*

A common comment on Mame
is, "They said it was impossible,

. . . and it is." But impossible or
not, the curtain will rise tomor-
row at 8:15 in Bowker. Tickets
are on sale at the Box Office in

the Student Union, or may be
purchased at the door.

"New Sounds In Jazz." will be the University Dance Band's contribution to Open House Week-
end. The concert, which will combine the talents of 18 UMass students, will be presented at 3 p.m.

Sunday in Bowker Auditorium.

In presenting "New Sounds of Ja«," the band will introduce two names to the jaw field—John
Maggs, '62, and Dick Fenno. John is the director of the group at present. Dick is a graduate of the

Berklee School of Music in Boston. These men have combined their talents in composing tunes
and arranging some of the old standards for the concert. Together they have given the band its

own distinctive sound.

Parents Are
Welcomed To
Open House
Shannon McCune, provost of

UMass, has extended a personal
invitation to parents to visit the
University during its forthcom-
ing Open House April 9 and 10.

In a statement issued from the
provost's office, McCune pointed
up the family aspect of the Open
House event which this year is

expected to draw more than
5,000 guests to the campus.

Directing his remarks to the
need for dynamic interest on the
part of youngsters in a college
career, McCune urged parents to
bring their pre-college age sons
and daughters to UMass for the
annual showing of the institu-
tion's progress and development.

"I would like to suggest to
parents that they take advantage
ot this excellent opportunity to
bring their youngsters to a uni-
versity campus. Visiting the dif-
ferent exhibits as parents and
children together can do a lot to
develop career" interests.

"And if it is not possible for
parents to visit the campus this
weekend, then certainly all Com-
monwealth citizens should feel
free to join in the Saturday guest
tours conducted when the Uni-

versity is in session beginning at
10;30 a.m. at the Student Union."
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On Visitors Program
A good deal of Monday's editorial page

of the Collegian was devoted t<> the Dis-

tinguished Visitors Program—and, it seems,

rightly so, for this is a tremendously im-

portant innovation and so precedent setting

ftl to be worthy of national news coverage.

One facet of the issue, however, was not

discussed; the fact that, in a state which is

historically famous for its contributions to

knowledge, and internationally known for

its institutions of higher learning, the un-

dertaking of a program of this nature and

.scope by the students themselves implies not

only a commendable interest on the part of

the undergraduate body, but also a culpable

apathy on the part of the state legislature.

While huge fortunes are being spent to

construct new highways, only pennies, pro-

portionally, are spent to pave the road to

knowledge.

Perhaps we must realize that the super-

highways in use and under construction are

necessary for the efficient egress of industry

which the tax system is chasing out of the

state; yet the need to expand and improve

educational facilities is also vital to the Com-

monwealth. The situation is critical now, for

thousands of able and deserving students are

denied admission annually and these condi-

tions will continue to worsen in the future

as the number of those seeking an education

double and even triple.

If the legislature has failed to provide

for our present student generation, there

seems to be little hope for the students of the

future.

All this has been discussed and debated

in the past. It is only now that definite ac-

tion has been taken, and most notably by the

students. Perhaps our elected representa-

tives, who always profess an interest in edu-

cation, yet never seem to produce sufficient

facilities, will feel a little red-faced when

they realize that the "youngsters", whom

they govern, have surpassed them in initia-

tive and foresight.
T. C.

In A Very Minor Key

Sydney Herbert Wood:

An educated man is one who can entertain a

new idea, entertain another person and entertain

himself.

—Quoted in The Treasury of Inspirational

Anecdotes, Quotations and Illustrations,

edited by E. Paul Hovey (Reveil)

Robert Louis Stevenson in Virginibus Puerisque

and Familiar Studies of Men and Books:

Hop*, they say, deserts us at no period of our

existence. From first to last, and in the face of

smarting disillusions, wo COftUttttS to expect good

fortune, better health and better conduct, and that

go confidently that we judge it needleBS to deserve

them.
—Dutton

Letters To The Editor

Young Democrats

To the Editor:

This letter is a rebuttal of the article by Mr. Pete Watson en-

titled "Two Party or Not Two Party," which appeared m Friday
'

s

Collegian. Although I did not intend my letter to be an attack on the

two party system, it was so interpreted by Mr Watson. It was sim-

ply an attack on partisanship as practiced by the Young Democrats

Club.

I -mould only re-emphasize the points I made in my last letter,

but first, would like to point out one glaring fallacy in the argu-

ments of Mr. Watson.

A person with ideals does not have two choices, as Mr. Watson

claims. He has three: 1) to support the party that comes closest to

his ideal on the issue; 2) to do nothing; and 3) to continue to pursue

his ideal by trying to convince others of the Tightness of his ideas.

Where would the world be without people of this third category.

Mr. Watson and most of us belong in the first group. It is to this

group that I direct this letter.

In searching for the party that comes closest to satisfying our

ideals, we in this country have the freedom to make our own choice

of party on each issue. For me, this a cherished freedom, and I will

not let any club make the decision for me. Members of the Young

Democrats Club are obliged to support the Democratic party in all

policies, in all candidates, though these policies and candidates may

not be close to the ideals of the members, even though the other party

may come closer. The Young Democrats will support the Democratic

party even to the detriment of their country, if such a case arises.

This may be denied by Mr. Watson's group, but remember, the

Young Democrats accept all policies of the party, without question.

If a poll, y is detrimental to the nation, a Young Democrat has no

choice but to support it.

If this is not true, how can the motto of the club be "partisan-

ship"? How can an object of the club be "the support of the party

platform when questioned . .
.?"

This is not an attack on the two party system. This is not an at

tack on any particular person. This letter is written merely to point

out the dangers of partisanship as practiced by the Young Demo-

crats Club, and, I presume, by the Young Republicans Clubs where

they exist.

I repeat. You who honestly think the Democratic policies will al-

ways be the best on each issue, you who are willing to accept and

support every policy and candidates of the Democratic platform,

simply because these things are of the Democratic party, be a Young

Democrat. You have my sympathy.

Bob Trudeau '62

The New Orthodoxy
by JAMES A. MERINO. '60

It is argued by some that in the West, described

as a Judeo-Christian culture, basic education ought

to include a universal metaphysic which is common

to Judeo-Christianity as sharing in a common in-

tellectual and religious heritage. This metaphysic

would not be concerned with the doctrines of this or

that particular religious or secular faith: rather, it

would relate the common ultimate principles to the

common ethic and morality of the Judeo-Christian

tradition.

In the nineteenth century, the doctrines of Posi-

tivism (". . • that philosophic position which holds

that the only genuine knowledge available to man

is the data of the various sciences, mathematical,

physical, biological, and social, and the ascertain-

able relationships among those data", from: A His-

tory of Contemporary Philosophy by J. V. Mullaney,

p. 8) were formed. In general, Positivism declared

metaphysics—the attempt to ascertain certain first

causes and ultimate principles beyond immediate

experience—as either meaningless or only the opin-

ion of an individual, and having no universal rele-

vance.

But Positivism developed its own universal

metaphysic peculiar to itself. Empirical science is

but a method for ascertaining knowledge of the ex-

periencial universe. The Positivists, by declaring em-

pirical science the only source of knowledge, placed

the method beyond immediate experience, placed it in

the realm of ultimate principle, and hence made of

it a metaphysic. And it is this metaphysic which

modern positivists would have exclusve in basic edu-

cation.

Some modem Positivists tend to argue that the

proponents of a Judeo-Christian metaphysic are

afraid of empirical science; hence the insistence on

teaching this metaphysic as part of basic education.

Somebody may indeed be afraid of something;

as said above, some modern Positivists demand their

metaphysic to be exclusive in the schools. But: Who
is afraid of what? The proponents of the Judeo-

Christian metaphysic are not afraid of the em-

pirical and analytical sciences. Are the Positivists

afraid of subjecting their metaphysic to a challenge,

to competition? Again: Can it be that the Positivists

have come closest of any group in the modem his-

tory of western civilization to success in largely

banishing from the secular, basic educational in-

stitutions any form of intellectual competition?
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Deplorable Academic Atmosphere

To the Editor:

With June coming my days as an undergraduate arp fast coming

to an end. At this point I feel that I am qualified to make an observa-

tion which concerns both the faculty and the students. If one reflects

for a moment on the academic atmosphere of this campus, he may

come to the conclusion, as I have, that it is in a deplorable state. I

attribute the cause of this deplorable state to the faculty as a whole

and to the policies of the administration.

I can count on one hand the number of instructors that I have

had the pleasure to study under who in my opinion understood their

subject, knew how to teach, and had a sensible philosophy on educa-

tion. The rest of the faculty seem to be concerned only with satisfy-

ing the cou-se itinerary and enforcing school directives. I always got

the feeling of being cheated when I had to attend class, because if I

missed daily recitations or quizzes or if 1 cut three times I might be

failed in the course. When an instructor has to rely on these methods

in order to have a decent quorum in his class I usually find he is a

dull lecturer and adds little or nothing to the course. Quizzes and

daily recitations should be used as an instrument of teaching and

learning and not as a factor in computing the final grade of a stu-

dent. I like to think of an instructor not as a task master or an inter-

preter of the text, but as one who has definite knowledge and ideas

of his own on the subject and who is making a positive contribution

to the course.

If the U of M wants to raise its academic standing to reach the

level of the well known Eastern schools, more than just improving the

quality of the faculty is necessary. The administration will have to

give back to the students the responsibility of learning. The sooner

the educators on campus let the students know that it is their respon-

sibility to come to class and prepare their lessons the sooner the

amount of quality students will increase.

I believe it is the duty of the faculty to create an atmosphere

that will develop academic competition. Students should not be re-

minded to do their readings or keep up with their assignment* or be

compelled to attend class. Good students should be self motivated and

not pressured by their professors, and the weaker students who have

not learned to discipline themselves should find the going rough. It

seems to be the American way to lake the road of least resistance.

So it is not surprising to find students at the University lax and

looking for the easy way out. A faculty that has a sound philosophy

on education can correct this apathetic condition and cultivate a more

academic minded student body.

D. J. S.

'ICONOCLAST
by JIM TRELEASE »63

The following is printed with the understand-

ing that it is in satire and humor. The quotes are

actually those of Dr. Graham. The author, with

respect for Dr. Graham, satirizes only with regard

to his non-sectarian Crusades and not in conjunc-

tion with his religion, (which, Graham has stated,

is separate from the Crusades).

Two weeks ago, Look and Time Editor, Henry

Luce, featured America's own "conquistador" in a

prologue to the African riots; a man with Rocke-

feller's smiles, Kennedy's profusion of hair, and

Fidel's vehemence in speech. Yes, sitting there amidst

the native youths on Life's cover, Billy Graham was

being featured for nearly the 46th time in a Henry

Luce publication since 1955. Thus, when Billy calls

to his audience, "Come forward and make your

decision and renew your faith in the Lord, . . . De-

cide now . . .
," we are of the assumption that he is

speaking of Time magazine subscription renewals.

Before discussing Dr. Graham, (he is a doctor,

by the way, ... I think he got his doctorate in busi-

ness administration), perhaps we should look into

his childhood background. His religious manifesta-

tions began in 1949, in Los Angeles, (contrary to

popular belief, it was not the Hungry i). For a great

while he entertained the thoughts of becoming a

baseball player but refuted these ideas because of

the frustration brought about by not being able to

make the major leagues. These frustrations are

plainly evident in some of his teachings today. For

instance, The Nation magazine not long ago hopped

on him for stating that the marital act is "in itself

sinful". Here in this theBis we see Graham, due to

his sports frustrations trying to destroy the Little

Leagues of America.

His Crusades to Save Souls are well known in

every town, village, city, or London Park. His most

widely acclaimed effort was the New York rally. It

was here that he delivered the famous "If millions

pray, there is hope for New York" speech, which

has since provoked Casey Stengel to open all spring

training games with an hour of prayer.

Don f

t mi§8 th* vert ravus of Dr. Graham*•

achievemenUl
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UMass To Hold High
School Math Contest
Secondary school students

throughout the state will compete

in the tenth annual High School

PliM Examination in Mathemat-

ics to be held Saturday, May 7,

under auspices of the UMass
Mathematics Club.

Richard M. Kennedy, mathe-

matics instructor at the Univer-

sity and contest director, has

announced that the examination

this year will be held at twelve

i. nters throughout the Com-

monwealth.

Caah prises totalling $l,ooo

and appropriate gold and silver

medals will be awarded for the

four hest papers in the state and

eleven regional winners. First

prize is a cash award of $150

and a gold medal. Scrolls and

certificates of merit will also be

awarded for other creditable

papers. Contestants will take a

two-hour examination covering

elementary and intermediate

algebra, plane geometry and

plane trigonometry.

Secondary school undergrad-

uates may register for the ex-

amination by applying to their

school principals for necessary

forms, or they may register

directly with the Contest Direc-

tor, Mathematics Department,

University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, Mass. Registrations in

both categories must be post-

' nked not later than midnight,

April 29, 1960. Last year, over

1,100 students from more than

200 secondary schools partici-

pated. Approximately 300 awards

were made to students represent-

ing- more than 100 of the schools.

As in previous years, the con-

test is being sponsored by a

number of life insurance com-

panies interested in encouraging

outstanding young people to

enter the actuarial profession.

Prof. Brown Is Awarded
Grant For Book Research

Richard H. Brown, assistant

professor of history at UMass,

has been awarded an Andrew
Mellon Post-Doctoral Fellowship

for a year's uninterrupted work

toward completion of a book in

the general field of American

history.

Funds for the grant, which

carries a stipend of $6,000,

derive from the estate of the late

Andrew Mellon. who was

Hoover's Secretary of the Treas-

ury. The fellowship is adminis-

tered bv the University of Pitts-

burgh where the Massachusetts

historian will do research and

writing for a book on Martin

Van Buren and Jacksonian

politics.

A graduate of Yale University,

where he also received the M.A.

and Ph.D. degrees. Brown has

been on the UMass faculty since

1955. Previously he had been a

lecturer in history at the Uni-

versity of Connecticut. He is a

member of the American Histori-

cal Association and the Missis-

sippi Valley Historical Associa-

tion.

U.S. Students

Offered Jobs

On Continent
American students will have

the opportunity, under a re-

cently-inaugurated program, to

spend a summer in Europe at

very low costs. The program,

under the sponsorship of the

American Student Information

Service, (a non-profit organiza-

tion in Germany) includes peri-

ods of both summer employment

and student tours while overseas.

The ASIS offers "package

programs" which include round-

trip flight fare from New York

to Amsterdam, plus all-summer

insurance and first-night hotel

accommodations. Anyone wishing

to spend the summer abroad for

independent travel or for study

in Europe may also utilize the

ASIS facility.

*

Last summer an experimental

group of 300 Americans, includ-

ing one UMass undergraduate,

were in the program. This sum-

mer about 2,000 participants are

expected.

The nature of the summer
employment varies from farm

work to resort or hotel positions.

Some child-care openings for

girls also exist. Most positions

include full room and board and

modest wages. Many jobs include

the opportunity to live with the

family of the employer in his

home. Job opportunities exist in

France, Germany, Austria, Swit-

zerland, England, and the

Scandinavian countries.

Further information can be

obtained by writing the ASIS
at Jahnstrasse 56a, Frankfurt/-

Main. Germany or by contacting

James Reinhold at Brooks House
on campus.

Contract Bridge
by F. KIELY

North
S—Q J 9

H—A J 10 9 4 3

D—8 5

C—6 3

West East

S—K 10 7 6 4 S—9 3

H—Q 6 H—8 7 5 2

D—A 4 3 D—Q 6 2

C—10 5 2 C—A J 8

South

S—A 5 2

H—

K

D—K J 10 9 7

C—KQ 9 4

Neither Side Vulnerable

North East South West

3H Pass 3NT Pass

Pass Pass

North had a hand containing

six hearts and no defensive val-

ues. He pre-empted three hearts

to shut out the opposition. South

held sixteen high card points, but

only a singleton honor in hearts.

He bid three no trumps and the

bid was passed out.

West opened the S-7 and the

Dummy's S-Q won. Declarer had

two lines of play to make his

contract. He could establish eith-

er the heart suit or the diamond

suit. He played to establish the

diamonds since he had more en-

tries to his hand. The D-K was

played and the D-7 was played

O
>\

IT'S A GREAT FEELING
To Wear An Arrow Sport Shirt

..-*»&*-

Adding a bit of dash to the campus

scene arc these traditional sport shirts

that boast easy good looks, lasting

comfort. Fine "Sanforized"' fabrics

enhanced with Arrow's authentic

buttondown collar. Carefully tailored

in pullover style. $4.25,

and regular models. $4,00.

-ARROW*
Whortvor you 90 . . .

you look bottor In an Arrow thlrt

Neat, masculine,

comfortable

Sec our new Arrow sport shirt collection designed

especially for the college man. Many traditional

prints with wash and wear convenience . . .

tailored for trim good looks in quality

fabrics. Drop in while we still have a

wide selection. $4.00 up.

F. A. Thompson & Son
13 No. Pleasant St. Amherst* Mass.

from South when East ducked.

The DA won. West knew South

had the S-A. Another spade led

by West would give Declarer an

extra spade trick. A shift was in

order. West played the C-2 and

East won with the C-A. The S-8

was returned; South ducked and

the S-K won. A spado return put

in his hand with the S-A.

Declarer was on the spot. He
had to take his tricks and run.

The H-K was overtaken by the

H-A in the Dummy. The D-5

was led. East ducked and the

I) .1 won. The D-Q foil on the

D-K. South took the D-10 and

the D-9, the C-K and the C-Q.

East took the last trick with the

C-J.

South could have established

the hearts and taken nine tricks.

The first Spade is taken with the

S-A. The H-K and the C-K are

led. If East docs not take the

first Club trick, South leads a

Spade to establish an entry to

the board. Declarer makes six

Hearts, two Spades and one Club.

If East takes the first Club

trick, the C-Q becomes a winner.

Undue Club Meeting

There will be a meeting of the

Bridge Club in Nantucket Room

of the Student Union Thursday,

April 7 at 1 1 a.m.

and a big variety to select from

at A&P's Delicatessen Department

Chinese Egg Rolls—Shrimp or Chicken

Chop Suey—Several Kinds

Bologna, Salami, Liverwurst

Variety Cheeses and Spreads

Cocktail Frankforls-Midget Bologna

Herring-Sardines-Wine Fillets

Potato Salads -Mexican Salads

Kilbosi-linguica-Cappacolla

Cooked Shrimp and Cocktail Sauce

Variety of Puddings Cheese Cakes

Old Fashioned Rye Bread and others

and many

more —

come In

and browse

34 BRIDGE ST
NORTHAMPTON

* there's plenty free parking
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Campus Calendar \nmm Members

by JUDY DICKSTEIN '63

Editor's Note—
The Campus Beat has been eliminated as such and all notices

will appear in the Campus Calendar.

Any humor previously associated with the Campus Beat will be

found on the editorial page.

Tonight:

0:30 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Leed's V.A. Hospital Volunteers, Skinner Hall (Orienta-

tion Meeting No. 2 tonight.)

Art Club, Nantucket Room, S.U. (Agenda: Suggestions

for a program for the fall semester and the Student

Art Show in May. All welcome.)

Amateur Radio Association, Gunness Lab
Chemistry Club, Goessmann Lab

Square Dance, Commonwealth Room, S.U. (New figures

will be taught; anyone interested in participating and

learning is urged to attend.)

Student Senate, Council Chambers

Forestry Club, Skinner

Newcomers' and Dames' Bridge, S.U.

Nursing Club, Public Health Building

Pre-Law Club, Bowd itch

Student Zionist Organization, S.U., presents Mimi

Samuels with slides on Israel.

Tomorrow

11:00 a.m.

6:30 p.m,

Bridge Club, S.U., to discuss future plans

Bridge Club, S.U.

Movie: "Sands of Iwo Jima", S.U.

8:00 p.m. Newcomers' Club Meeting, Skinner

8:15 p.m. "Auntie Mame", Bowker Auditorium

8:30 p.m. Movie: "Sands of Iwo Jima", S.U.

In planning your weekend, remember:

Friday:

8-11:30 p.m. Metawampee Mixer—an informal dance, Cape Cod

Lounge (Free! Music will be provided by the Dave

Cramer Band.)

8-12 p.m. Forestry Club Dance, The Stump Jumpers and Trap

Snappers Brawl, at Sunderland Town Hall, $1.00 per

couple

I

Amherst
CINEMA

NOW - 6:30 - 9:00

United Artist's Mighty Epic in Color

Yul Brynner — Gina Lollobrigida — George Sanders

"SOLOMON and SHEBA"
in TECHNIRAMA

Ask For Student

Comment On Bills

A list of all student senators

follows, with thei' addleetOl. If

any student has a gripe, com-

ment, or suggestion to offer, the

senators would welcome com-

ment. The senate members would

particularly welcome comment
from constituents at this time

over the controversial Sheerin

(S-35) bill. Anyone unable to

reach a specific senator is asked

to call the Senate Office (AL
3-5241) where someone will be on

duty to answer questions.

SENATE ROSTER

Senator Constituency Residence
1. Achenbach. Linda—At-Large. 1962

114 Mary Lyon
2. Anderson, Judy—Arnold, 407 Arnold
8. Armstrong, Bob— At-Large, 1960

111 Mills
4. Carr, Henry—Hills, 489 Hills

5. IJurke, Stephen Van Meter
125 Van Meter

6. Croteau, Don—Commuters, Amherst
20 South Prospect St.

7. D'Amico. Joe—Mills. 313 Mills

8. D'Avanxo, Andy—Adams, 125 Adams
9. Dnbiel, Lucy—Lewis. 310 Lewis

10. Dunleavy, Jim—Butterfleld

205 Butterfleld

11. Finnegan. John—At-Large. 1961

303 Baker
12. Fishel, Boh—Commuters, AL 8-3787,

Leverett, Montague Road
13. Greenfield, Richard—Chadbourne

211 Chadbourne
14. Hallenbrook, Louise—Sororities

Chi Omefr*
15. Jones, Carol—Hamlin, 802 Hamlin
16. Knight. Jack—Fraternities

Lambda Chi Alpha
17. Knowlton, Bill—At-Large. 1961

AL 8-7905, Amherst, 18 So. Prospect
18. Lincoln. Bobbie—Dwight. 202 Dwight
19. Madden, Francis—Fraternities

Phi Mu Delta
20. Madden. Judy—At-Large, 1961

403 Arnold
21. McLean. Bruce—Commuters

Fairview. 880 Prospect St.

22. Moschos, Mike—Brooks, 320 Brooks
28. O'Leary, Jim—At-Large, 1962

210 Chadbourne
24. Onksen, Sue—Crahtree. 220 Crabtree
25. Osbaldeston, Gail—Knowlton

226 Knowlton
26. Osetek. Ted—Wheeler, 407 Wheeler
27. Parker, Janet—Mary Lyon

814 Mary Lyon
28. Perry, Sally—Thatcher. 808 Thatcher
29. Renton. Penny—At-Large, 1960

CM Omega
80. Sheerin, Ted—Commuters, Amherst
81. Smith. Marcia—Leach, 214 Leach
82. Strong. Archi»—Van Meter

116 Van Meter
88. Sundlln, Ray—Greenough

209 Greenough
84. Tacelli, Tex—Fraternities.

118 Sunset Ave,, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon

85. Trudeau, Bob—Van Meter
204 Van Meter

86. Turner, Richard—Baker, 845 Baker

87. Twohig, Dennis—Married Student
Suffolk House

88. Valentinetti, Riahard—Baker
840 Baker

89. Wood, Marilyn —At-Large, 1962

206 Lewis
40. Zelis. Bob—AtrLarge. I960, 212 Mills

Library Addition To Open
For Guided Tours Thursday

Men who face wind and weather

choose the protection of...

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION

Skin protection, that is. Old Spice rrfrrahea and stimulates, guards against the loss of vital

skin moisture. Feels great, too. Brisk, bracing, with that tangy Old Spice scent. It does seem

to attract female admirers, but what red-blooded

man needs protection against girls? 1.00 ?t*»um s m u i_ t o m

hv sue gallachlk *6i

The now wing of Goodell

lihrary will be Open for visitation

Thursday afternoon, April 7, in

honor of National Library Week
and in connection with this year's

theme for open House Weekend
"Education for Democracy."

Special features to t>e seen wa
the display of book jackets con-

cerning "Education for Demo-
cracy" in the old section of

Goodell and a Flexowriter ma-
chine. This machine is one of

the few of its kind in college

libraries and is the "pilot instal-

lation in New England", quotes

Mr. Hugh Montgomery, Librari-

an. The Flexowriter produces

catalogue cards at a faster speed

Mid neater than could he dune on

any kind of typewriter. It even

cuts its own tape!

The fourth, fifth, and sixth
(

levels will he shown on the

guided tour Thursday. The my-
riad of oblique angles visible in

the architecture and the light

walls convey a vivid impression

of vastness and grandeur. The
accoustieal tile ceilings and rub-

ber tile floors add impressive

silence to the atmosphere. Of
particular interest on the sixth

level is a Treasury Room to con-

tain rare books and college his-

tory files and a Faculty Study

Room with Philippine mahogany
walls

— Photo by Morton

Criminologist

To Address

Chem. Club
Dr. Albert Genua, founder and

director of the Hartford Institute

of Criminology, will address the

Chemistry Club Wednesday,

April 6. Dr. Genua, a nationally

recognized authority in the field

of forensic chemistry, will speak

on "Scientific Crime Detection.'*

In addition to his position at

Hartford he is the head of the

Physical Science Department at

Westfield State Teachers College,

and a consultant to many state

and municipal agencies. The ad-

dress, which is open to the pub-

lic, will be in Peters Auditorium,

Goessmann Laboratory at 8 p.m.

WMUA Schedule

Wedneeday and Thursday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:0."> Campus Caper

5:00 News and Weather

5:08 Campus Caper

5:90 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 B.B.C. (Wed.)

Public Service E.T.

(Thurs.)

7:00 Public Service E.T.

(Wed.)

C.B.C. (Thurs.)

7:15 Call Assn. (Wed.)

7:20 News Headlines

7:.'tt) Musical.-

0:00 News, Weather, Ski Re-

ports

0:05 Showcase

10:00 News and Weather

10:05 Sounds of Jazz (Wed.)

Swingtime (Thurs.)

11:00 News and Weather

11:05 Shoes Off Session (Wed.)

Swingtime (Thurs.)

12:00 Dig (Wed.)

Sounds of Jazz (Thurs.)

1:00 News and Weather

1:05 Dig (Wed.)

Sounds of Jazz (Thurs.)

2:00 News, Weather—Sign Off

LOST & FOUND
Lost: Women's black calf-skin

gloves at. the Drake about two

Weeks ago. Fiona return to Judy
Konopka, 103 Mary Lyon.

Lost: Glasses with pink frames

in pink case in vicinity of Sigma
Kappa on night of Mass Ex-

change Supper. Please return to

Nancy Bollman, 206 Lewis, or to

SV Lobby Counter.

Lost: Tan barracuda jacket,

taken from outside Hatch be-

tween 12-1 Saturday. Please re-

turn to Larry Winokur, 115 But-

terfield.

Lost: Tan trenchcoat, taken

from Union between 3-5 Thurs-
day afternoon. Name in pocket

flap. Greg Baler, 308 Van Meter.

Lost: Pickett slide rule with

initials R.K. burned into case.

Lost in north lot. Robert Kudera,

Phi Sigma Delta.

Lost: Tan trenchcoat, lost in

Commons. Return to Warren P.

Shepard, 218 Middlesex. Name in

coat collar.

Lost: White leather jacket, in

lobb) ouLside of Hatch. Tim
Let end re. 220 Baker.

Lost : News reporting second

and third places in the Greek's

Chariot Race. If found, return to

everyone.
1

l 1| . —P^»»^^M^—

Annual Breakfast

Sponsored By CA
Sunday April 10

In keeping with the tradition

of Open House Weekend, the

Christian Association will spon-

sor its annual Open House Break-

faat.on Sunday morning, April

0, in f-fn* One of the Dining

Commons.

The program of the breakfast

will include the installation of

new officers and a charge to the

graduating seniors by the Revs.

Seely and Claassen. This event is

not only for students but has

traditionally given parents and
friends an opportunity to view

the Christian Assoication.

Included in the breakfast menu
is juice, ham and eggs, fried po-

tatoes, and rolls. The tickets are

available from dormitory and
house representatives and in the

CA. office at 99(*

.
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Lordenmen Battery Shows
Good Form; Ready To Go

Here are the probable moundstays of the UMass nine this season.
Left to right: Dick Catalini, who had a 1.80 ERA last year, Ed
Connolly, who, until the injury to his arm, didn't relinquish an
earned run in 29^ innings last season, Gerry Glynn, a good
hitting pitcher, and Paul Wennik, who was out of action last year.

Rod And Gun Club

To Map Plans For

Approaching Match
Plans for the Eastern Inter

collegiate Casting and Fishing

Match will be made at the month-

ly meeting of the University Rod

and Gun Club at 7:30 tonight at

Skinner Auditorium.

Some of the members of last

year's fresh and salt water teams

will be present. Bob Roys will

talk briefly about the activities of

the fresh water teams of the last

two years, and Leslie Turner will

discuss the salt water team.

Practice sessions for the events

in the fresh water match are ex-

pected to be set for April, on the

College pond.

Two films, "Alaska Angler's

Paradise", and "Fishing Fun in

Newfoundland", will be shown.

Prospective members of teams
and sportsmen interested in the

activities of the Rod and Gun
Club are welcome to attend.

The battery of the UMass
nine is probably the strongest

point of the team. After weeks
of practice, both in the Amherst
Cage and at the University, the

pitchers and catchers have
worked themselves, for the most
part, into fine shape for the fast-

approaching season.

Coach Earl Lorden will rely

greatly on pitchers Gerry Glynn,
Richard Catalini and, if his bad
arm improves, Ed Connolly.

Senior Bob Eichom, of UMass
hoop fame, will have to prove
himself, having missed a season
last year, and, consequently, be-

ing behind the others in experi-

ence.

Paul Wennik, another mound-
man who was unable to pitch

«ast year, is back with the squad,
and is showing fine form.

The Lordenmen have some
promising newcomers to bolster

their already formidable mound
staff.

Sophomores Cliff Bullock, Carl
Elmstrom and Lew Pia, who
showed fine form with the frosh

will be oil hand to back up the

moundstays.

A senior transfer from B.U.,

Fran Bogan, also looks good.

Senior Ed Kelley, a three year
veteran, will probably be behind
the plate, although captain Ar-
mand Sabourin, also a fine catch-
er, is a nominee for the job. If

Throw With Your Left

Coach Earl Lorden shows some of the finer points of the game
to onlooking members of the UMass baseball team. Coach Lorden

is looking forward to surpassing last year's 10-6 record, seeing

UConn and Maine as the teams to beat. If Coach Lorden can

clear up his outfield problems, he'll have a good chance of ful-

filling his wish.

Kelley takes the catching slot,

Sabourin will he the foca! point

in the outfield, being the only
veteran out there.

A solid hitter for last year's

frosh, Ted Osetek, will also be

on hand.

All told, it looks as if UMass
fans are in store for some fine

pitching and catching perform-
ances this season.

Photos by PATZ

Gerry Glynn

CHICKEN BARBECUE
MEALS 99* AND UP
Make your plans early

CALL RALPH SOMES - Berkshire House
AL 3-3411, Ext. 415

THE ROISTER DOISTERS

of the University of Massachusetts

Present

8mith Smith Smith Smith Smith
Smith Smith Smith Smith Smith
Smith Smith Smith Smith Smith
Smith Smith Smith Smith Smith
Smith Smith Smith Smith Smith
Smith Smith Smith Smith Smith
Smith Smith Smith Smith Smith

VICE PRESIDENT 63

SEATS MAY BE RESERVED AT:

$1.25 or $.90 for Thursday, April 7

$1.60 or $1.25 for Friday, April 8

$1.60 or $1.25 for Saturday, April 9

by contacting the University Box Office or at the door. All

shows begin at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY
"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Opan Every Night until 1 1:00

On the Corner Next to

Hills House

SPORTSENSE
by BEN GORDON '62

Things are looking up for

L'Mass. As spring training con-
tinues, it is becoming more and
more apparent that UMieland
will see winning teams in the
final months of school.

The baseball squad has finally

made it outside, and is obviously

a spirited ball club. One minor
problem is the temporary loss of

their own field because of the
mud, but they seem to find the
Women's Athletic field quite ade-
quate.

Coach Lorden is pleased with
his club, and commented that the
team should do pretty well. The
season will begin in earnest when
the Lordenmen meet Coast
Guard, away, next Saturday.

Dick Garber's lacrosse team,
despite its loss to Williams,
shows great promise, also. The
Ephs are regarded as one of the

top teams in the nation, and the

loss was not vital. Dave Cheever
the big sparkplug will be lead-

ing the team in two scrimmages
this week. Coming — rematch
against Williams, on Saturday,
and a game with the Connecticut
Valley Lacrosse Club on Sunday.

RECORDS FALL
All sorts of records have been

broken in the National AAU
swimming championships held at
New Haven, and when the

spectacular results of the NCAA
championships are also consid-

ered, it appears that the U.S.

will be quite a contender in the
Rome Olympic games.

It's been done again! A new
shot put mark has been set. Bill

Nieder, competing in the Texas
Relays, threw the 16 pound
sphere 657". exceeding Dallas

Long's recent record throw by
V'/i". Who's next? All eyes will

be on the Easter Relays in Santa
Barbara, next Saturday, for the

answer to this question, fur

Long, Nieder. Parry O'Brian and
Dave Davis will face each ether

in the shot put event.

The current racial dispute in

the south seems to have had no
effect on North Carolina State
College, the first Negro having
been elected to co-captain its net

* team. Irwin Holmes, a Negro sen-

ior, is the first of his race ever
to be captain of a varsity team
of any sport in the Atlantic
Coast Conference.

Townsend Swazye, who last

year captained the Harvard scul-

lers to victory against Yale on
the Connecticut River, was a

vital cog in Oxford's defeat of

Cambridge in their 106th boat

race this week. Jolly good show,
Townsend, old bean.

A NEW GOAL
"The barriers of MS will be

conquered just as my high jump-
ing mark will some day be sur-

passed," commented jumping
John Thomas of B.U. John has
been appointed honorary sports

chairman of the Massachusetts
multiple sclerosis campaign now
in progress. Here's to his con-

tinued success.

Six players from the NCAA
University All-Stars were named
to the 1960 Olympic team. In-

cluded are All-Americas Oscar
Robertson and Jerry West. These
players were vital factors in the

defeat of Peoria's AAU cham-
pions in the Olympic trials

—

California's towel chewing Pete
Newell being the champs' men-
tor.

All America Jerry Lucas jf

Ohio State's NCAA champs was
also elected to the Rome-bound
Olympian squad.

UMass. Coach Steve Kosakow-
ski's championship netmen will

launch their season against

Coast Guard, here, this Saturday
at 2:00 p.m. Let's get down to

the courts and give the team the

boost any team needs to be suc-

cessful. Start the season off

right; the teams are playing for

you, so show that you're behind

them.

Catchers Ted Osetek, Ed Kelley and Armand Sabourin will pro-
vide a competent staff for the handling of UMass pitchers, this
season.

FRESHMEN:

CHARLIE LYMAN
IS RIGHT FOR
PRESIDENT
CLASS OF '63

Thesis Paper

Carbon Paper

Binders

A. J. Hastings,
INCOWOMATID

NEWSDEALER ft STATIONER
Amherst, Mass.
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FOODS
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-

FREE
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MIXER
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University Open House To Be
Main Attraction This Weekend

John H. Dittfach (I.), associate pro-
essor vt mechanical engineering at the University of Massachu-
setts, is shown supervising display of turbo-jet airplane engine
for All-University Open House beginning tomorrow. On right,

graduate student Jean Mador of Northampton.

Open House Display To Be

Held By Engineering Dept.
Music converted to color and

the freezing of water by boiling

are among the many demonstra-

tions being planned by the

School of Engineering for the

University of Massachusetts
Open House scheduled to begin

tomorrow morning at 10 a.m.

The electrical engineering de-

partment will feature its "photo-
rhythmicon" in a spectacular dis-

play nf music projected in color

And the phenomenon of freezing

water by boiling will be demon
strated by the chemical engineer-

ing department.

The civil engineering depart-

ment will show a model of the

ment, The chemical engineering

department will operate the Uni-

versity's nuclear reactor in a

demonstration of Geiger tubes

a/nl radiation properities.

The exhibits mentioned above

represent only a small fraction of

the total number of displays be-

ing readied for viewing tomorrow
and Sunday. All exhibits and
demonstrations will be open to

the puldir beginning at 10 a.m.

on Saturday and 1 :W> p.m. on

Sunday.

Everything from "hot dimes*'

to hatching chicks will he on dis-

play at the University at the an

nual Open House to be held Sat-

urday and Sunday < April !» and
10).*

The "hot dimes" will result

from the irradiation of ten-cent

pieces in the University's atomic

reactor in a demonstration of the

use of a Geiger tube for detec-

tion of radiation. Under con-

trolled and completely safe con-

ditions, the reactor v<ll be viewed

by Open House guests in actual

operation as University scientists

conduct experiments in the trans-

mutation of elements.

A small glass-topped incubator

is also expected to be a major

source of interest at the Univer-

sity event. As in previous years,

the poultry science department

will feature its popular chfck-

hatching display. Intended chief-

ly for younger visitors, the dis-

play invariably produces squeals

of delight from the gathering of

tots at the incubator.

The department if geology will

have displays set up in most of

its laboratories on the second

floor of the north wing of the

new Justin Morrill Science Cen-

ter. Graduate and undergraduate
members of the Geology Ciub .and

Sigma Gamma Fpsilon, geology
honor society, will be on hand to

tmei at'l null ol illuuuie 'i aim lie-

Massachusetts Turnpike 1
. A model

of a reservoir, "magic faucets,"

and structural testing will also be

featured.

Jet and vibration testing, an

automotive research engine, and

a jet and piston aircraft engine

will be demonstrated by the

mechanical engineering depart-

Horrors Of Nuclear Fallout

Shown In UMass Exhibition
by ANN M. RtAZIRI! '62

"Only those v\ho have never

been present at the birth of a

deformed baby, never witnessed

the whimpering shock of its

monther, dare to maintain that

the risk of going on with nuclear

tests is one which must be taken,"

The S.U. Governing Board
Plans Constitution Revision

by FRED DAVIS '62

At a meeting last Monday the

Student Union Governing Board
discussed the possible revision of

the current Constitution and
voted on the appointment of two
new members. The hoard also

discussed balloting and paging in

the Union, and heard reports

from Operations and the I'm

gram Council.

The Constitution committee
recommended that a single con-

stitution be drawn up which
would allow the Program Coun-
cil to set up its own procedures

through its by-laws. The Council,

however, would still be respon-

sible to the Union Hoard in policy

and budget levels. The commit-
tee also recommended the addi

tion of three student members
appointed by the board upon ap-

plication. The Constitution is to

be submitted at the May 2nd
meeting of the board.

The replacement of one of the
faculty members who had served
for two years was discussed and
the name of Sarge Russell, Karl
Hendrickon, and Paul Proeopio

were submitted to the President

The board also voted to reappoint
Mr, Ames, the alumni representa-

tive for another term.

The problems of balloting in

the Union were discussed and a

Committee was appointed to as.

certain the possibility of building
a special h<>\ for voting and to

have the box placed in a specific

location on the Union counter. A
motion to have the box placed

(Continued on pnge 5)

so Dr. Albert Schweitzer has

said.

Have you, the general public,

ever been witness to such an oc-

currence- This week a nuclear

fallout exhibition of photographs
and drawings, intended to show
the damage which will be in-

flicted on human life—and count-

less generations of children not

yet born—if the testing of nu-

clear bombs is continued, may be

.^'•'•n in the Commonwealth Room
of the Student Union.

Hut pictures tell only part of

the story — the blood-curdling

destruction is revealed .to only

those who have experienced the

trauma of warfare, such as the

tragedy of Hiroshima.

Radiation has always existed in

the world — no one knows how
much damage is being done by
extra radiation. Hut it is logical

to assume that nuclear testing in-

creases the amount that is avail-

(Continued <>n p&Q% 5)

Senior Class Meeting To
Held In Union This Monday

Final discussion of the class gift and 25th reunion gift will high
light a special senior class meeting Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock in
the Student Union Ballroom.

Senior class president Conrad Ferrara expressed his concern over
the poor attendance at the meetings thus far.

"Only 36 seniors attended the last meeting," Ferrara stated. "It's
S shame that such a small minority has the power to control the de-
sires of the whole class on such important matters." he added

Ferrara disclosed that all seniors will bl
toward the reunion gift. The money will have
'seniors get their cape and gowns early in May,

aaaeMed ten dollars

to be paid when the

guide guests throughout the de-

partment's laboratories. Attempts
will be made to simulate and
demonstrate t h e catastrophic

forces within the earth which
manifest themselves as devastat-

ing spectacles.

The synthesis of silk and nylon
will be demonstrated by the

chemical engineering department,

and the chemistry department
will join with industrial concerns
for exhibits of modern develop-
ments in the entire chemical field.

The Hay State Dairy Classic,

always a feature of Open House
will he held Saturday from :»

a.m. to I p.m. in Urinneli Arena
Preliminary judging in fitting

(Continued on ftnge & I

Official documents concerning dedication of recently com
pleted Army Air Force K.O.T.C. center are conveyed to Col.
James, R. Weaver, head of the dept. of mill science, by Dr. John
Cillespic, secretary of the University, On right. Major James P.
C»en, assistant professor of air science, representing Col. John C.
Merchant, head of department of air science, who was absent
when picture was taken. The new building, Dickinson Hall, will

be dedicated at ceremonies to be held Sat. at 10:30 a.m. during
University's Open House.

Adelphia Gets Its Budget
As Senate Reverses Itself

by AUDREY
The Adelphian budget was re-

considered, amended and passed

Wednesday evening at the Senate
meeting. Other budgets passed

were those of the Concert Asso-
ciation, the Debating Society, the

Engineering Journal, the Foreign
Student Aid Fund, the Handbook,
the Index, and Mortar-Board. The
budget of the Freshman Direc-

tory was postponed for one week,
week.

Senator Hill Knowlton '00, who
brought up the motion to re-

consider the Adelphia budget, ex-

plained that because "the budget
was not covered fully enough last

week." it should be reconsidered.

In his opinion, "we (the Senate)
goofed. They deserve another
hearing." He asked that the rules

be suspended to allow an Adel-
phian to speak from the floor in

order tO "clarify their position."

Hill Chouinard acted as spokes-
man for Adelphia. "We regard
the Senate's action of last week
I result of misunderstanding and
lack of information," he said.

After listing the various activi-

ties in which the honor society

participates, Chouinard itemized
the budget. He concluded by stat-

ing that "in cutting thV Adelphia
budget from the tax, the Senate
is delivering a death-knell to

tradition."

Although Gail Oshaldoston '01,

Senate treasurer, discovered |
discrepancy in last year's budget
request for a banquet, the matter
was cleared up during a short

RAYNER '61

recess.

Two amendments were intro-

duced by Knowlton to re-ap
propriate a total of $2-10, $100
for the annual initiation banquet
and $140 for the new Adelphia
Alumni Association, With the ap-
proval of these amendments, the
entire budget was considered ami
passed.

Another controversy arose over
the budget of the Freshman Di-
rectory, better known as the
Mughook. President Rob Zelis '00

said that the Senate had taken
ovei the responsibility of the
Mughook because of the poor
handling by the organization pre-

Viously in charge of it. "We are
not an efficiency center," he
stated, and went on to recommend
that the. issue bo postponed for
a week during which an activity
group he found to take over the
handling of the book.

The budget, of the Handbook,
the Index, and Mortar Hoard
were passed as amended and
those of the Foreign Student Aid
Fund, the Debating Society and
the Engineering Journal were
passed as they were. The latter
calls for the incorporation of a
plan by which the journal will
become self-supporting in six
years.

It was announce,) that then
win be a "gripe session" m Baker
Dorm on Tuesday, April 12.

The referendum concerning
Sheerin's motion will be included
in the Spring election on Apnl
4.O.
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On Liberal Education

And Comparative Religion
In striving to seek a truly liberal education it team to

me that the University has left out an extremely important

element—Religion—Why do we go to college if not to be-

come familiar with our fellow man and to make an attempt

at understanding hia basic beliefs? Many students enter a

dormitory for the first time never realizing the variety of

friends they are to make. Often, in the course of the first

few months of college life many of us experience embarras-

sing incidents with fellow students upon having theological

discussions, in which few of us are qualified to speak. A
course in Comparative Religion on the introductory level,

should be offered. At Boston l'ni\ersity this course is avail-

able to all students and at Smith College it is compulsory.

Whereas most freshmen have Introductory Psychology, So-

ciology, Government or Economics as electives, why not add

Comparative Religion to be offered by either the Philosophy

or Sociology departments. In discussing this matter with a

number of fellow students, I found an overwhelming inter-

est, to the extent that many would elect a religion course.

U. of Mass. is now in the process of expanding both

structurally and academically and it seems that the School

of Liberal Arts should not continue to limit itself but to ex-

lend its courses to cover every branch of the Arts.

If we are to be well educated adults and are supposed

to face the world with an open mind, then I deem it neces-

sary for each and every student to gain at least the funda-

mental knowledge of the major religions of the world.

Anita Belt

On Class Gifts And Apathy

Last week the senior class voted to have each member

donate $10.00 to invest in a mutual stock fund. Since in true

UMass tradition, only thirty-one seniors attended the meet-

ing, the class Executive Board has decided to try again. An-

other meeting will be held on Monday. April 11, at 4 p.m.

in the Student Union.

This mutual stock plan is a unique idea that may set ?

precedent for future graduating classes. If $10 is collected

from each member, the class will realize about $7100. In-

stead of presenting this sum as an outright gift, the class

will invest it in stocks for twenty-five years, hoping to ac-

cumulate at least $25,000. At the 25th reunion, the 1960
1.4.-, ,-.:]i J n^;j^ Kori* frhi

Whether or not the seniors are in favor of this plan,

they ought to attend Monday's meeting—the tost meeting

on this plan; the final decision will be reached. Opponents

ought to speak up Monday, and not complain after the deci-

sion has been reached, as is the usual case.

T. M.

"The New Orthodoxy": A Reply

by FRANK THOMPSON '60

James P . Merino ("The New
Orthodoxy"— April 6) has, I be-

lieve, misrepresented modern
Positivism. He has, furthermore,

quoted a source which is guilty

of the same unfortunate misrep-

resentation. Mr. Merino and J.V.

Mullaney misconstrue the Posi-

tivist's system when they claim

that he declares empirical science

to be the crnly source of knowl-

edge. (And I assume that by

"empirical sciences" merely the

senses are meant.) It is obvious

that no Positivist who is con-

sistent with his system can make

such a statement. To do so would

be to contradict one of his own
propositions, namely, that em-

pirical knowledge by its very

nature cannot ever be certain in

the sense that mathematics is.

The Positivist seeks t<> find the

source of his knowledge about

the world; he discovers that all

this knowledge can be accounted

for by sense impressions. He does

not catagorically deny that

knowledge can come from other

sources; but as a scientist h rt

makes generalizations on his own

experiences. Thus, the Positivist

does not deny traditional meta-

physics. He very honestly finds

the Judao-Christian metaphysic

meaningless. One cannot deny

that which is meaningless. Nor
can one in all honesty advocate

the teaching of something one

views as meaningless. It would

indeed be a very curious con-

science that could foster the dis-

semination of nonsense.

With his characteristic logic

Mr. Merino calls all Positivism

a metaphysic. Even the boldest of

the Scholastics, I believe, would

be loath to make such an asser-

tion, since he would thereby risk

the danger of excluding physical

existence from his own philoso-

phy in favor of an all inclusive

metaphysic. Moreover, I should

judge such folly to be dangerous

to the Judao-Christian metaphy-

sic, for Mr. Merino's assertion in-

advertently equates his tradition-

al metaphysic with Positivism, a

same which might not find favor

with the system he represents.

Only if he succeeds in setting

up this equation can Mr. Merino
establish grounds for the fear-in

spired competition he so ardently

hopes for. I must admit that I can-

not see the remotest possibility

of there being competition in the

schools between the traditional

metaphysic and Positivism. And
if there is fear on either side, it

is not so much fear of imminent
battle as it is fear of having one's

Roister Doister

Theatre Column
by RALPH

"Gosh, she's a character! Yeah,

that's for sure." Sound familiar?

What does it mean, though?

Would you like to be referred to

in such a manner?
Without too much research in-

to the minds of those who use

such terminology as the above,

one finds that a "character" is one

who is different from most peo-

ple within a certain group.

Depending upon one's attitude,

this difference may be described

as a novel out-look, appearance,

manner, and way of life. The

phrases quoted above are usually

accompanied by shaking of the

head and amused chuckles, (nei-

ther symptom is indicative of

any fatal disease, however. So

don't worry if you observe them

frequently). Used benevolently,

the term "character" usually

denotes some humorous aspect of

the described, and a fond toler-

ance on the part of the describer.

So what does this have to do

with theatre, already? So you

haven't seen Auntie Mame al-

ready? Well, that's what I'm talk-

ing about — Auntie Mame — be-

cause she is a type-specimen of

a "character" if ever there was
one. And she's far from a fossil,

although pretty well preserved.

The whole show might be

viewed as one large character

sketch. It's a sketch, at any rate!

T.H. Wenning, commenting after

the opening of Auntie Mame on

Broadway, Oct. 31. 1956, called

it a "one-lady show". While the

subordinate roles of O'Bannion.

Gooch, Babcock, the Upsons, and,

of course, Patrick, do support

Mame, they are distinct charac-

ters in themselves, and demand
respect aside from their purpose

as foils for the "Bohemian flib-

bertigibbet with a flair for kind

hearts and outrageous costumes."

Rosalind Russell, who starred

in both the Broadway and Holly-

wood production of Auntie Mame,
describes Mame best, I think.

"I like Mame. For one thing,

she loathes bigots. Her
tongue is flamboyant, but her

heart1

s right. She can't stand

second rate in anything. Sfie

has spirit."
'

There is just one aspect in the

description of a "character" as

given in the beginning .from

which Mame deviates, and that

lies in the attitude of the

describer towards her. "Fond
tolerance" is hardly the reaction

resultant from Mame's startling

apartment and personal decor,

her devastating wit, incurable op-

timism, sophisticate snobbery,

and humanitarian hedonism.

What is the reaction? Well, ex-

perience is still the best teacher.

You may still be able to get

tickets for the Roister-Doister

production of Auntie Mame for

tonight if you hurry. Tomorrow
.is sold out. already. And, by the

way, seniors, don't count on see-

ing "Mame" at graduation, be-

cause RD's have decided they

aren't going to go through any-

thing like "Mame" twice. Tickets

are on sale in the S.U. lobby

from 111, and 2-4:30.

men defect to the other side. The
issue is being decided not by bat-

tle, but by desertion from one

kind of camp to another. Since

until the nineteenth century the

camps were all of a kind the de-

fector from Judao-Christian met-

aphysics had no camp to defect

to. The processes of communica-
tion are still slow in the realm of

ideas, so I am afraid Mr.

Merino's issue will not be settled

in his lifetime.

The Iconoclast
by JIM TRELEASE

Evangelism For Fun And Profit. Part II

When Dr. Graham goes on these Crusades, he speaks at day or

night rallies, although occasionally he'll schedule a double header be-

cause of a rain out. His audiences are greatly moved and, in turn, the

concession stands really move; popcorn and hamburgers being the

mainstays. When he traveled to India, he ran into trouble. The pop-

coin boomed but hamburgers just wouldn't sell. You know how the

Indians feel about the persecution of that minority group ... the

cows. His speeches, while he is stationed in more modern cities, deal

with everything from the Bible to juvenile delinquency. As for the

lattei subject, Billy often says that parents should take a more active

interest in their children, spend more time with them sharing ideas

and fun. So he spends months and months preaching this over the con-

tinents, then returns to his modest (?) $30,000 home in the Carolina

hills where his wife introduces him to his three children on his oc-

casional visits home.

And of course there was the London Crusade. The British pa-

pers growled at him for this one particular incident. A little boy came
up to him after one rally and said, "Would you save my dog?" To
which Graham replied, "My concern is saving human beings and I

have no time for animalsV Right after he said this, a group of foot-

ball players in the audience got up and left in disgust (no reflection

on our own . . . they were Rugby players, coach.) Recently someone
asked Graham why God chose him above others for this work. And
Bill answered, "When I get to heaven that's the first question I'm

going to ask him." This provokes me to wonder whether Billy will

make the answer a multiple choice or a matching test?

The New York Times, in an article printing the results of hia

Scotland Crusade, showed that in Glasgow, church attendance had in-

creased from 56,503 to 67,178 persons a month after his visit. But, it

went on, a year later attendance had fallen off again by 5,200 per-

sons. This shows that the Graham-habit, like "No-Doz" and "Somi-
nex", can be broken and rarely has lengthy after-effects.

And just recently, the Graham tours were revived when he
traveled to Africa on a Crusade to win Tom Mboya back for the AFL-
CIO. This remark has probably gone over the head of the average
UMass student because the Collegian will write about African cul-

ture, dance, and art but not about labor leader Mboya. Why won't it

write about him? Because he's not registered with RSO. Right? At
one rally in Africa, they had almost 50,000 natives, but, in speaking,
Graham kept mumbling and stuttering till many thought he was
sick from the heat. But this isn't true. Actually, he just wasn't used
to lecturing to half-dressed audiences. So the following day, he had
an assistant, strangely resembling the one in our locker room, at the
door passing out towels to those who needed more clothing. This one
native came up, was handed a towel, but refused it with the words,
"It's not one of ours!" As if this wasn't enough for Billy, Time
magazine reports that on tour he suffered from insomnia. He tried
everything to get to sleep . . . praying, reading, and even counting
. . .$1.05, $1.10, $1.15, etc.

From Africa, he traveled to Israel. His Crusade here failed . . .

Liz, Marilyn and Sammy wouldn't change their mind. This defeat
almost caused him to retire because he felt if he came back next
year and got into some fights, it would be bad for himself and reli-

gion iii general. Luce had a complete layout ail set Lo go to press with
the scoop on his retirement, but Wilt Chamberlain beat them to the
punch.

Letter To The Editor
4

Overlooked
To the Editor:

We girls in Dwight feel that we are operating at a disadvan-
tage. Since November we have been promised additional phones, as
the ONE phone we have cannot possibly keep up with the popularity
of the 168 girls in the dorm. Our dates are forced to develop cal-
louses on their index fingers from constantly dialing 3-9256 and be-
ing rewarded by a disappointing busy signal. This is ridiculous in
view of the fact that most other dorms have three phones.

Dwight has also been overlooked in the installation of a conver-
ter for station WMUA. As the situation now stands, when we are
forced to face a dateless evening (because of the phone situation),
we cannot even tune in WMUA to console ourselves.

We demand equal rights! We find it impossible to continue with-
out the aid of the telephones we love.

;
K.C., S.B ., J.C., J.B.
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Then 1 Is one tiling (one thing

among others, that is) about this

campus that really annoys inc.

We have absolutely no tradi-

tional legends or fables. It's just

about enough to make s girl

give up and switch to Northamp-

ton School for Girls oi- auch. We
have no wild tales of legendary

student-heroes with which to -im-

press freshmen or visitors. Not

without a little glimmer of guilt

can we talk about the days when

tin- girl with the waist-long

blonde hair and very bare feet

rode her beautiful golden palo-

min > to classes in Old Chapel.

We are forced to lie when we tell

of tin' old days of '67 when -n

ambitious freshman, upon hear-

ing that there Were two-nnd-

.-n. -half men to every woman on

campus* took the news to heart

and assumed the proportions of

two-nnd-one-half men—Whereby

be became the biggest athlete

and ladies' man in the history <>f

UMass.

NO! .-\ i us ami SISCK. » i»a%L

no SUCh fokelore. (Sigh.) We
mus1 therefore, fellow student.-,

receive our benefits from legend

vicariously. We must read LIFE,

April 11. I960, in order to brush

mi of) our folklore. (Oh dear! I

don'1 know what I'm going to do.

It' become an obsession with

me, and I just don't know how

I'm going to stop myself. Every

we - k I get sneakier and sneakier

sboul the way I tell you altout

the new LIFE!)

In part IV of LIFE'S "Folk-

lore of America" series, featured

in this week's LIFF, their are

twelve full-color pages of folk-

tales and legends, each with

wonderful, wonderful illustrations

by .James Lewicki. We see the

tale of the Gloucester harW
pent, the tale of the witch of

Wollneot, the Cape Cod legend

of "Old Stormnlong," the story

of the Yankee Pinldler and what

he did to the women of Martha's

Vineyard, plus many other tid-

bits such as "Mike Fink's Lesson

t,» his Wife."

The feature is interestingly

written, well -illustrated, and a

great escape from folklore-less

I'M.

JuM In Time

Just in time for June, a new

note has been added in night-

wear. I am personally horrified,

but I feel that this new trend is

something about which the cam-

pus—even those poor, misguided

souls who haven't had a chance

to buy the new LIFE yet—

should be informed. "Bikinis

have moved to the bedroom."

LIFE has the story, and yes,

even the pictures, (gasp) I can't

tell you any more about it

—

you'll have to see for yourself

—

I can't describe it.

And For The Hatch
Hod Lauren is his name, 20

years old, and "still shy." (How
nice.) He's a new singer, and I

mention the article about young
Mr. Lauren for the edification

of all those who fall into the

category of anti-juke-box-in-the-

Hatch, for it would .seem that

Rod is out to sell records. And
since his looks and manner recall

James Dean, because he says, "I

like to sing sad songs, music for

lonely people," he just may ac-

complish his goal. Freshman
.women take notice, and all those

against juke-boxes to arms. We
may have a new community
threat on our hands.

Look, Ma, No Curlers!

Since this column seems to be

developing around the campus

this week, I might as well finish

in the same vein.

A new film in the international

flavor which seems to be so

rapidly coming into vogue, Five

Branded Women, deals with the

stories of five women in wartime

Yugoslavia who have been ac-

cused of collaborating with Nazi

troops, and who are punished by
having their hair shorn. Having
been driven from the town in

shame, the girls join a group of

guerrilla troops and redeem

themselves by fighting heroically

against those who have invaded

their country.

The movie includes the acting

ability of such notables as Vera
Miles, Silvana Mangano. Barbara

Bel Geddes—and the compara-
tively new faces of Italian ('aria

Gravina, and French Jeanne

Moreau. As reviewed by LIFE,
the movie is previewed as being

a much better film than its

somewhat schmaltzy title would

predict.

"But," you are all probably

wondering, "what does all this

have to do with the campus?"

Aha! Now couldn't you gu

Why, of course, it's the haircuts

four of the actresses submitted

to for their roles in the film.

The heads of the quartet are

rather bare, somewhat reminis-

cent of a small boy with a new
hair-cut.

What I'm getting at is the

idea that this is just the kind

of movie that could set off a

whole flood of new hair styh s.

UM without long, golden tresses.

Forewarned is fore-armed.

Gentlemen!

School Of Nursing

Prepares Students

For Family Living
Five years ago, the Trustees

of the University, upon the rec-

ommendation of the faculty, es-

tablished a School of Nursing.

The School is located in the

Western Massachusetts Health

Center.

The basic professional nursing

program prepares qualified high

school graduates for a career in

professional nursing, for mar-

riage and family living. It aims

to equip the student with those

understandings, attitudes, skills

and appreciations which are es-

sential for a competent nursing

practioner and health teacher.

During the first two academic

years at the University the stu-

dent builds an educational foun-

dation upon which to base the

more specialized portion of the

nursing program. Liberal Art

courses including the humanities,

biological and physical sciences,

as well as the behavioral sci-

ences, are taken with other Uni-

versity students.

The clinical aspects of the pro-

gram are developed in the junior

and senior years. Instruction and
correlated clinical practice are

offered in the care of the phys-

ically and the mentally ill and in

teaching, treatment, rehabilita-

tion, prevention and health con-

servation for all age groups by

the nursing faculty of the Uni-

versity and allied professional

staff of selected cooperating

agencies. The agencies cooperat-

ing with the School of Nursing

include the Springfield, Wesson

Maternity, and McLean Hospi-

tals, the Visiting Nurse Associ-

ation of Springfield and the

Springfield Health Department.

A Bachelor of Science degree

is granted upon the satisfactory

completion of the program.

With the Sororities
by JUDY MADDEN '61

CHI OMEGA
A terrific Pledge Formal was

held Saturday night, March 26, at

Hotel Northampton, and a buffet

dinner followed Sunday. Pinnings

dinner followed on Sunday. Pin-

nings during the big weekend of

Pledge Formal (March 25-27

were:

Nancy Pizzano t<> Ed Rodri-

guez, TC;* Betty Smith to Jim

Rosenberg. TC: Jan Parker t i

Bob Maso, BPE; and CsjpoI N

to Walter Park-. PSK. Mrs. Ms
field's tea on Sunday, April '..

was a great success. We're all

very happy to have Vickie Roch-

ette back with us after her ap-

pendectomy. The Chi O's enjoye I

their exchange supper with Sig

Ep Wednesday night, April 6.

Kana Lillie is to be Chi O's rep-

resentative to S.W.A.P. Spring

Housecleaninc was held on Sat-

urday. April 2. By the way, in

appreciation for the work heaped

upon them, the pledges almost

threw Judie Doering (House

Manager) in College Pond. Russ

Devereau was elected Chi Ome-

ga's nomination for King of

"HER" Weekend.
PI BETA PHI

Congratulations to Marty

Hume and Carol McDonough on

being initiated into Alpha Lamb-

da Delta, Freshman Women's Na-

tional Honor Society; an extra

congratulations to Carol McDon-

ough on being elected President.

Congratulations to Betty Bam-
ford on being elected secretary

to the Christian Association. Last

Monday evening the Pi Phi's en-

tertained Mrs. Tanner from the

Placement office at supper. After

supper, Mrs. Tanner gave an in-

teresting talk on the Important

requirements necessary in obtain-

ing a successful job.

GAMMA CHI ALPHA
Big weekends usually mean

Dorit just sit there!
You'll enjoy today's copy of this publication

much more if you'll get up right now and get

yourself an ice-cold bottle of Coca-Cola.

(Naturally, we'd he happier, too!)

BE REALLY REFRESHED

Bottled under authority of Ihe Coca-Cola Company by

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Mess.

big news and Gamma Chi has

some in the form of an engage-
ment :md a pinning. .Line Mas
siniano '(>1, (President of GCA)
became engaged to Lennls Hello

'60, QTV. Sondra Gary "61, be-

come pinned to Dave Jeffrion '60,

PMD. Pest wishes are extended

to them. Mr. and Mrs. William

Davenport, owners of the Mt.

Pleasant Inn, where Gamma Chi is

eating this year, have I n chos-

en patron and patroness of GCA.
They were honored at a dinner

Wednesday evening. A scholar-

ship Dinner was held Thursday

evening for sisters and pledges.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
On Sunday afternoon ths

pledges of Kappa Alpha Theta

were presented at a tea held in

their honor. Congratulations fn

Carol Amarantes who has been

chosen as a cheerleader. On Mon-
day evening Theta pledged Elias

Emery. Congratulations to Breu-

da Mason who has been elected

to Phi Kappa Phi and Sandy
Baird who has been initiated into

the Alpha Lambda Delta, Wom-
en's National Honor Society. To
celebrate her birthday, the sen-

iors took Mrs. Hamilton, our

Housemother out to dinner at the

Pall Mall steak farm. The volley-

ball team defeated the Phys. Ed.

majors to capture the champion-
ship. Good work girls.

PHI DELTA NU
Congratulations to Merrilee

Atkins '(>2 who was recently

elected to Alpha Lambda Delta,

Women's National Honor Society.

Dotty Buckman 'fil is the new
president of the 4-H Club.

Drill Team
Travels To
Washington
The Flying Redmen Drill

Team of the UMass AFIiuTC
Detachment left Thursday for

the Cherry Blossom Festival in

Washington, D.C This will make
the third annual trip for them
to the festival to compete in the

national competitions held there.

This year the team won the

8th annual New England Air
Force ROTC Drill meet held at

W< stover A.F.B. In the past they
have umi five of these meets in

a row and finished a close second

last year. In 1058, after winning
the area competition, the Flying

Redmen performed in the na-

tion's capital, placing second

amony all Air Force entries and
sixth in the national (all

schools) competition.

Our Chorale
Goes Touring
On April ID and 11 the Uni-

versity Chorale will go on its

annual spring tour. The places

to In- visited this year are

Worcester, West wood, Waltham,
and Haverhill. The 50 member
group will sing works of Bach,
Beethoven, Cesar Frank, Rand-
all Thompson, Handel, Brahms,
and others.

The Chorale recently complet-
ed a successful engagement at
the St. Stephen's Episcopal

Church in Pittsfield. The Chor-
ale appeared with Dr. J. Paul
Mather, who was making his

final speech in Massachusetts.

The LTniversity Chorale will

have its last on-campus perform-

ance of the year on Wednesday,
May 11.
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On Liberal Education

And Comparative Religion

In striving to see* a truly liberal education it seems to

rue that the University has left out an extremely important

element—Religion—Why do we go to college if not to be-

>me familiar with our fellow man and to make an attempt

at understanding his basic beliefs? Many students enter a

dormitory for the first time never realizing the variety of

friends they are to make. Often, in the course of the first

few months of college life many of us experience embarras-

sing incidents with fellow students upon having theological

discussions, in which few of us are qualified to speak. A

course in Comparative Religion on the introductory level,

should be offered. At Boston University this course is avail-

able to all students and at Smith College it is compulsory.

Whereas most freshmen have Introductory Psychology, So-

ciology, Government or Economics as electives, why not add

Comparative Religion to be offered by either the Philosophy

or Sociology departments. In discussing this matter with a

number of fellow students, I found an overwhelming inter-

est, to the extent that many wo 1 1 elect a religion course.

U. of Mass. is now in the process of expanding both

structurally and academically and it seems that the School

of Liberal Arts should not continue to limit itself but to ex-

tend its courses to cover every branch of the Arts.

It we are to be well educated adults and are supposed

to face the world with an open mind, then I deem it neces-

sary for each and every student to gain at least the funda-

mental knowledge of the major religions of the world.

Anita Belt

On Class Gifts And Apathy

Last week the senior class voted to have each member

donate $10.00 to invest in a mutual stock fund. Since in true

UMass tradition, only thirty-one seniors attended the meet-

ing, the class Executive Board has decided to try again. An-

other meeting will be held on Monday, April 11, at 4 p.m.

in the Student Union.

This mutual stock plan is a unique idea that may set a

precedent for future graduating classes. If $10 is collected

from each member, the class will realize about $7400. In-

stead of presenting this sum as an outright gift, the class

will invest it in stocks for twenty-five years, hoping to ac-

cumulate at least $25,000, At the 25th reunion, the 1960

gi"
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Whether or not the seniors are in favor of this plan,

they ought to attend Monday's meeting—the Inst meeting

on this plan; the final decision will be reached. Opponents

ought to speak up Monday, and not complain after the deci-

sion has been reached, as is the usual case.

T. M.

"The New Orthodoxy": A Reply

by FRANK THOMPSON '60

James A Merino ("The New
Orthodoxy"—April «>) has, I be-

lieve, misrepresented modern
Positivism. He has, furthermore,

quot.-d a source which is guilty

of the same unfortunate misrep-

resentation. Mr. Merino and J.V.

Mullaney misconstrue the Posi-

tivist's system when they claim

that he declares empirical science

to be the only source of knowl-

edge. (And I assume that by

"empirical sciences" merely the

senses are meant.) It is obvious

that no Positivist who is con-

sistent with his system can make

such a statement. To do so would

he to contradict one of his own

propositions, namely, that em-

pirical knowledge by its very

nature cannot ever be certain in

the sense that mathematics is.

The Positivist seeks to find the

source of his knowledge about

the world; he discovers that all

this knowledge can be accounted

for by sense impressions. He does

not catagorically deny that

knowledge can come from other

sources; but as a scientist h*

makes generalizations on his own

experiences. Thus, the Positivist

does not deny traditional meta-

physics. He very honestly find

the Judao-Christian metaphysic

meaningless. On* cannot deny

that which is meaningless. Nor
can one in all honesty advocate

the teaching of something (MM

views as meaningless. It would

indeed be a very curious con-

science that could foster the dis-

semination of nonsense.

With his characteristic logic

Mr. Merino calls all Positivism

a metaphysic. Even the boldest of

the Scholastics, I helieve, would

he loath to make such an asser

tion, since he would thereby risk

tin 1 danger of excluding physical

existence from his own philoso-

phy in favor of an all-inclusiv"

metaphysic. Moreover, I should

judge such folly to he dangerous

to the Judao-Christian metaphy-
sic, for Mr. Merino's assertion in-

advertently equates his tradition-

al metaphysic with Positivism, a

game which might not find favor

with the system he represents.

Only if he succeeds in setting

up this equation can Mr. Merino
establish grounds for the fear-In-

spired competition he so ardently

Impes for. I must admit that I can-

not see the remotest possibility

of there heing competition in the

schools between the traditional

metaphysic and Positivism. And
if there is fear on either side, it

is not so much fear of imminent
battle aa it is fear of having one's

Roister Doister

Theatre Column
by RALPH

"Gosh, shea a character! Yeah,

that's for sure." Sound familiar?

What does it mean, though?

Would you like to be referred to

in such a manner?
Without too much research in-

to the minds of those who use

such terminology as the above,

one finds that a "character" is one

who is different from most peo-

pie within a certain group.

Depending upon one's attitude,

this difference may be described

as a novel out-look, appearance,

manner, and way of life. The

phrases quoted above are usually

accompanied by shaking of the

head and amused chuckles, (nei-

ther symptom is indicative of

any fatal disease, however. So

don't worry if you observe them

frequently). Used benevolently,

the term "character" usually

denotes some humorous aspect of

the described, and a fond toler-

ance on the part of the describer.

So what does this have to do

with theatre, already? So you

haven't seen Auntie Maine al-

ready? Well, that's what Pm talk-

ing about — Auntie Mame — be-

cause she is a type-specimen of

a "character" if ever there was

one. And she's far from a fossil,

although pretty well preserved.

The whole show might be

viewed as one large character

sketch. It's a sketch, at any rate!

T.H. Wenning, commenting after

the opening of Auntie Mame on

Broadway, Oct. 31, 1956, called

it a "one-lady show". While the

subordinate roles of O'Bannion,

Gooch, Hancock, the Upsons, and,

of course, Patrick, do support

Mame, they are distinct charac-

ters in themselves, and demand
respect aside from their purpose

as foils for the "Bohemian flib-

bertigibbet with a flair for kind

hearts and outrageous costumes."

Rosalind Russell, who starred

in both the Broadway and Holly-

wood production ot Auntie Maine,

describes Mame best, I think.

"I like Mame. For one thing,

she loathes bigots. Her
tongue is flamboyant, but her

heart's right. She can't stand

second rate in anything. She

has spirit.
"

There is just one aspect in the

description of a "character" as

given in the beginning .from

which Mame deviates, and that

lies in the attitude of the

describer towards her. "Fond

tolerance" is hardly the reaction

resultant from Mame's startling

apartment and personal decor,

her devastating wit, incurable op-

timism, sophisticate snobbery,

and humanitarian hedonism.

What is the reaction? Well, ex-

perience is still the best teacher.

You may still be able to get

tickets for the Roister-Doister

production of Auntie Mame for

tonight if you hurry. Tomorrow
.is sold out, already. And, by the

way. seniors, don't count on see-

ing "Mame" at graduation, be-

cause RD's have decided they

aren't going to go through any-

thing like "Mame" twice. Tickets

are on sale in the S.U. lobby

from 111. and 2-4:30.

men defect to the other iide. The
issue is being decided not by bat-

tle, but by desertion from one

kind of camp to another. Since

until the nineteenth century the

camps were all of a kind the de-

fector from Judao-Christian met-

aphysics had no camp to defect

to. The processes of communica-

tion are still slow in the realm of

ideas, so I am afraid Mr.

Merino's issue will not be settled

in hii lifetime,

The Iconoclast
by JIM TRELEASE

Evangelism For Fun And Profit: Part II

When Dr. Graham goes on these Crusades, he speaks at day or

night rallies, although occasionally he'll schedule a double header be-

cause of a rain out. His audiences are greatly moved and, in turn, the

concession stands really move; popcorn and hamburgers being the

mainstays. When he traveled to India, he ran into trouble. The pop-

corn boomed but hamburgers just wouldn't sell. You know how the

Indians feel about the persecution of that minority group ... the

cows. His speeches, while he is stationed in more modern cities, deal

with everything from the Bible to juvenile delinquency. As for the

lattei subject, Billy often says that parents should take a more active

interest in their children, spend more time with them sharing ideas

and fun. So he spends months and months preaching this over the con-

tinents, then returns to his modest ( ?) $30,000 home in the Carolina

hills where his wife introduces him to his three children on his oc-

casional visits home.

And of course there was the London Crusade. The British pa-

pers growled at him for this one particular incident. A little boy came
up to him after one rally and said, "Would you save my dog?" To
which Graham replied, "My concern is saving human beings and I

have no time for animals V Right after he said this, a group of foot-

ball players in the audience got up and left in disgust (no reflection

on our own . . . they were Rugby players, coach.) Recently someone
asked Graham why God chose him above others for this work. And
Bill answered, "When I get to heaven that's the first question I'm

going to ask him." This provokes me to wonder whether Billy will

make the answer a multiple choice or a matching test?

The New York Times, in an article printing the results of his

Scotland Crusade, showed that in Glasgow, church attendance had in-

creased from 56,503 to 67,178 persons a month after his visit. But, it

went on, a year later attendance had fallen off again by 5,200 per-

sons. This shows that the Graham-habit, like "No-Doz" and "Somi-
nex", can be broken and rarely has lengthy after-effects.

And just recently, the Graham tours were revived when he
traveled to Africa on a Crusade to win Tom Mboya back for the AFL-
CIO. This remark has probably gone over the head of the average
UMass student because the Collegian will write about African cul-

ture, dance, and art but not about labor leader Mboya. Why won't it

write about him? Because he's not registered with RSO. Right? At
one rally in Africa, they had almost 50,000 natives, but, in speaking,

Graham kept mumbling and stuttering till many thought he was
sick from the heat. But this isn't true. Actually, he just wasn't used
to lecturing to half-dressed audiences. So the following day, he had
an assistant, strangely resembling the one in our locker room, at the

door passing out towels to those who needed more clothing. This one
native came up, was handed a towel, but refused it with the words,
"It's not one of ours!" As if this wasn't enough for Billy, Time
magazine reports that on tour he suffered from insomnia. He tried

everything to get to sleep . . . praying, reading, and even eottJttiaf

. . .$1.05, $1.10, $1.15, etc.

From Africa, he traveled to Israel. His Crusade here failed . . .

Liz, Marilyn and Sammy wouldn't change their mind. This defeat
almost caused him to retire because he felt if he came back next
year and got into some fights, it would be had for himself and reli-

glofi 11) geneial. LttCS had a. complete layout all set to go to press with
the scoop on his retirement, but Wilt Chamberlain beat them to the
punch.

Letter To The Editor
*

Overlooked

To the Editor:

We girls in Dwight feel that we are operating at a disadvan-
tage. Since November we have been promised additional phones, as
the ONE phone we have cannot possibly keep up with the popularity
of the 168 girls in the dorm. Our dates are forced to develop cal-
louses on their index fingers from constantly dialing 3-9256 and be-
ing rewarded by a disappointing busy signal. This is ridiculous in

view of the fact that most other dorms have three phones.
Dwight has also been overlooked in the installation of a conver-

ter for station WMUA. As the situation now stands, when we are
forced to face a dateless evening (because of the phone situation),
wc cannot even tune in WMUA to console ourselves.

We demand equal rights! We find it impossible to continue with-
out the aid of the telephones we love.

KX1, S.B., J.C., J.B.
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MARILYN ARMSTRONG '60

T'i i is one thing (one thing

among others, that Is) about this

campus that really annoys me.

Wp have absolutely no tradi-

tional legends or fables. It's just

about enough to make a g'»l

give up and switch to Northamp-

ton School for Girls Of such. We
have no wild tales of legendary

stud mt-heroes with which to im-

press freshmen or visitors. Not
•|' . ! I'.Ml ifMrnir"!' of "ll'tfWIIIIOUL a lUiie fciiiiiiTicI <'« fiUnn

can we talk about the days when

the trirl with the waist-long

blonde hair and very bare feet

rode her beautiful golden pain

min » to classes in Old Chapel.

Wc are forced to lie when we tell

of the old (lays of '67 vl'en • n

ambitious freshman, upon hear-

ing that there were two-and-

one-half men to every woman on

campus, took the news to heart

and assumed the proportions of

two and-one-half men—whereby

be became the biggest athlete

and ladies' man In the history of.

UMass.

\*o! Mas and Black! We have

no such fokelore. (Sigh.) We
must therefore, fellow students.

receive our benefits from legend

vicariously. We must read LIFE,

A soil II. I960, in order to brush

,
i

.n our folklore. (Oh dear! T

don't know what I'm going to do.

It' become :in obsession with

me and I fusi don't know how

I'm going to stop myself. Every

we. k l got sneakier and sneakier

Shout the way I tell you about

the new LIFE!)

In part IV of LM E s "Folk-

lore of America" series, featured

In this week's LIFE, there are

twelve full-color pajres of folk-

tales and legends, each with

wonderful, wonderful illustrations

by .lames Lewicki. We see the

talc of the Gloucester hnrl>or

serpent, the t;ile nf the witch of

Wellfleet, the Cape Cod legend

of "Old Stormalong," the story

Of the Yankee IVddler and what

he did to the women of Martha's

Vineyard, plus many othel tid-

bits such as "Mike Fink's Lesson

to his Wife."

The feature Is Interestingly

written, well illustrated, and |

great sw ape from folklore less

I'M.

.IumI In Time

Just in time for June, a new

note has been added m night-

wear, I nm personally horrified,

but I feel that this new trend is

something about which the cam-

pus even those poor, misguided

souls who haven't had I chance

to buy the new LIFE yet—

should be informed. "Bikinis

have moved to the bedroom."

LIFE has the story, and yes,

even the pictures, (gasp) I can't

tell you any more about it

—

you'll have to see for yourself

—

1 can't describe it.

And For The Hatch
Mod Lauren is his name, 20

years old, and "still shy." (How
nice.) He's a new singer, and I

mention the article about young
Mr. Lauren for the edification

of all those who fall into the

category of anti-juke-box-in-the-

Hatch, for it would seem that

Rod is out to sell records. And
since his looks and manner recall

James Dean, because he says, "I

like to sing sad songs, music for

lonely people," he just may ac-

complish his goal. Freshman
.women take notice, and all those

against juke-boxes to arms. We
may have a new community
threat on our hands.

Look, Ma, No Curlers!

Since this column seems to be

developing around the campus
this week, I might as well finish

in the same vein.

A new film in the international

flavor which seems to be so

rapidly coining into vogue, Five

Branded Women, deals with the

stories of five women in wartime

Yugoslavia who have been ac-

cused of collaborating with Nazi

troops, and who are punished by

having their hair shorn. Having
been driven from the town in

shame, the pirls join a croup nf

guerrilla troops and redeem

themselves by fighting heroically

against those who have invaded

their country.

The movie includes the acting

ability of such notables as Vera

Mile>. Silvana Mangano, Barbara

Bel Gcddcs and the compara-

tively new faces of Italian Carla

Gravina, and French Jeanne
Moreau. As reviewed by LIFE,
the movie is previewed as heing

a much better film than its

somewhat schmaltzy -title would

predict.

"But," you are all probably

Wondering, "what does all this

have to do with the campus?"

Aha! Now couldn't you guessT
Why, of Course, it's the haircuts

four of the actresses submitted

to for their roles In the film.

The- heads of the quartet are

rather bare, somewhat reminis-

cent of a small boy with a new
hair-cut.

What I'm getting at is the

idea that this is just the kind

of movie that could set off a

whole flood of new hair styles.

UM without long, golden tresses.

Forewarned is fore-armed.

Gentlemen!

School Of Nursing

Prepares Students

For Family Living
Five years ago, the Trustees

of the University, upon the rec-

ommendation of the faculty, es-

tablished a School of Nursing.

The School is located in the

Western Massachusetts Health

Center.

The basic professional nursing

program prepares qualified high

school graduates for a career in

professional nursing, for mar-

riage and family living. It aims

to equip the student with those

understandings, attitudes, skills

and appreciations which are es-

sential for a competent nursing

practioner and health teacher.

During the first two academic

years at the University the stu-

dent builds an educational foun-

dation upon which to base the

more specialized portion of the

nursing program. Liberal Art

courses including the humanities,

biological and physical sciences,

as well as the behavioral sci-

ences, are taken with other Uni-

versity students.

The clinical aspects of the pro-

gram are developed in the junio'r

and senior years. Instruction and
correlated clinical practice are

offered in the care of the phys-

ically and the mentally ill and in

teaching, treatment, rehabilita-

tion, prevention and health con-

servation for all age groups by

the nursing faculty of the Uni-

versity and allied professional

staff of selected cooperating

agencies. The agencies cooperat-

ing with the School of Nursing

include the Springfield, Wesson

Maternity, and McLean Hospi-

tals, the Visiting Nurse Associ-

ation of Springfield and the

Springfield Health Department.

A Bachelor of Science degree

is granted upon the satisfactory

completion of the pmgram.

With the Sororities
by JUDY MADDKN '61

CHI OMEGA
A terrific Pledge Formal was

held Saturday night, March 26, at

Hotel Northampton, and I buffel

dinner followed Sunday. Winnings

dinner followed on Sunday. Pin-

nings during the big weekend of

Pledge Formal (March 25-27

were:

Nancy Pizznno to Ed Rodri-

guez. TC;" Betty Smith to Jim

Rosenberg, TC: Jan l'arker I
-

Rob Maso, SPF: and Carol Nm!

U) Walt, r Parks, PSK. Mrs. Mar-

field's tea on Sunday, April 3,

was a great success. We're ft"

very happy to have Vickie Roch-

et te hack with us after iter ap-

pendectomy. The Chi O's enjoyed

their exchange supper with Sig

Ep Wednesday night. April <>

Kana Lillie is to be Chi O's rep

resentative to S.W.A.P. Spring

Houseeleaning was held on Sat-

urday, April 2. P>y the way, in

appreciation for the work heap< I

upon them, the pledges almost

threw Judie Doering (Hoys,.

Manager) in College Pond. Russ

Devereau was sleeted Chi Ome
ga's nomination for King of

"HER" Weekend.
PI BETA PHI

Congratulations to Marty

Hume and Carol McDonough on

being initiated into Alpha Lamb-
da Delta. Freshman Women's Na-

tional Honor Society; an extra

congratulations to Carol McDon-
ough on hping elected President,

Congratulations to Betty Ram-
ford on being elected secretary

to the Christian Association. Last

Monday evening the Pi Phi's en-

tertained Mrs. Tanner from the

lacfiiiflil i mii i t- til nu|jj»f-i . .-\ i i > I

supper, Mrs. Tanner gave an in-

teresting talk on the important

requirements necessary in obtain-

ing a successful job.

GAMMA CHI ALPHA
Rig weekends usually mean

Dorft just sit there!
You'll enjoy today's copy of this publication

much more if you'll get up right now and get

yourself an ire-cold bottle of Coca-Cola.

(Naturally, we'd bo happier, tool)

BE REALLY REFRESHED

nfiiAK

w%&

tottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Mats.

big m I (iamma Chi h

•OHM in the fenm of an engage-

ment and I pinning. .lane Mas-
siniano '<u, (President of GOA I

became eiigagi-d to 1 <nnif Me
'co, qtv. Bondra Gary '61, be-

came pinned to Davs laffrion '60,

PM!>. Best Irishes are extended

to them. Mr. and Mrs. William

Davenport, owners of the Mt.

Pleasant Inn, where Gamma Chi is

eating this year, have been choa

en patron and patronesi of (JCA,

They were honored at a dinni

Wednesday evening. A scholai

ship Dinner was held Thur-

evening for sisters and pledge

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
On Sunday afternoon the

pledges of Kappa Alpha Theta

were presented at a tea held lit

their honor. Congratulations CO

Carol Amarantes who has been

chosen as a cheerleader. On Mon-

day evening Theta pledged Bliss

Emery. Congratulations to Brea-

ds Mason who has been elected

to Phi Kappa Phi and Sandy
Baird who has been initiated into

the Alpha Lambda Delta, Wom-
en's National Honor Society. To
celebrate her birthday, the sen-

iors took Mrs, Hamilton, our

Housemother out to dinner at the

Pall Mall steak farm. The volley-

ball team defeated the Phys. Ed.

majors to capture the champion-
ship. Good work girls.

PHI DELTA Nl

..^.a b uU*uuiis t,w ifit i i iM'c

Atkins V>2 who was recently

elected to Alpha Lambda Delta,

Women's National Honor Society.

Dotty Bookman '*>! is the new
president of the 4-H Club.

Drill Team
Travels To
Washington
The Flying Redmen Drill

i i .mi <>t the UMass AFKOTC
Detachment left Thursday for

the Cherry Blossom Festival in

Washington, D.C. This will make
Hm- third annual trip for them
to the festival to compete in the

national competitions held there.

This year the team won t

8th annual New England Air
Force ROTC Drill nwet held at

Westover A.F.R. In the past they

have won five of these meets in

a row and finished a close second

last year. In 1p.">8. after winning
mipetition, the Flving

i'. Imen performed in the na-

tion's capital, placing second

among all Air Force entries and
sixth in the national (all

schools) competition.

Our Chorale
Goes Touring
On April 16 and 11 the Uni-

versity Chorale will go on its

annual spring tour. The places

to be visited this year are

Worcester, Westwood, Waltham,
and Haverhill. The 56 niemlx'r

group will sing works of Bach,

Beethoven, Cesar Frank, Rand-
all Thompson, Handel, Brahms,
and others.

The Choi ale recently complet-

ed successful engagement at

the St. Stephen's Episcopal

rhurch in Pittsfield. The Chor-

ale appeared with Dr. J. Paul

Mather, who was making his

final speech in Massachusetts.

The University Chorale will

have its last on-campus perform-

ance of the year on Wednesday,
May 11.
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man Snyder, Temple Sinai, Springfield. Dining

Commons, Admission Free.

The Arts and Music Committee will present William

O'Brien, a concert pianist, who will give a Music

Hour in the Colonial Lounge.

Lutheran Club will have a meeting entitled "Lynch 'em"

in the Plymouth Room.

Tuesday, April 12th

6-6 p.m. . _ __ ...

Statesmen Tryouts, Main Ballroom of S.U. All parts

will be auditioned. Be prompt.

3-6 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Thirty Students To Compete

In Annual Dairy Classic

Music Hour
Will Feature

Gifted Pianist
Sunday afternoon, April 10,

from 3 to 5 p.m., the Arts and

Music Committee will present

pianist William O'Briein in the

Colonial Lounge. Mr. O'Brien,

soon to appear in New York

City, will present an exciting

program of classical music. In-

cluded will be pieces by Mozart,

Beethoven, ProkofiefF and Chopin.

The Arts and Music Committee

hopes to see all music lovers and

their families and friends at the

performance.

Ilooming Houses Must Not

Discriminate Says U. Of 111.
m i _•**_* n 4 «-» OT\ r\ L* ii T

A required laboratory exercise

in fitting and showmanship for

dairy production students, the

25th annual Bay State Dairy

Classic Ts scheduled Saturday,

April 9 in Grinnell Arena at the

University of Massachusetts.

Thirty students—including both

two-year and four-year animal

science majors—will fit and show

dairy heifers representing the

Holstein, Guernsey, Jersey and

Ayrshire breeds.

The public is invited to the an-

nual contest to be held from 9 to

4 p.m.

Contestants will vie for tro-

phies and plaques donated by

breed associations and other

agencies. Top award will go to

the Premier Showman of all

breeds. As an item of special in-

terest, there will be a parade of

farm animal babies.

Wesley Foundation To Show

Film On Albert Schweitzer
This coming Sunday evening at

seven o'clock at the Wesley

Methodist Church the Wesley-

Foundation will be offering the

film "Albert Schweitzer". All in-

terested persons are invited to

see this outstanding film, a new

dimension in film biography

which portrays Schweitzer's Hfe

in a living quality.

"Albert Schweitzer" is an 80

minute film of the life story of B

great man, featuring the great

man himself.

WILLIAM O'BRIEN

SAFETY SLOGANS
Lose a minute and save a life!

If you drive, don't drink. If you

drink, don't drive.

Death is so permanent.

Death rides behind glaring

headlights.

A ltttl* chance makes a big

crash.

(UPS) The Uni /eraity of Illinois

has just announced a new policy

denying University approval to

any rooming house which prac-

tices discrimination; all under-

graduates are required to live in

housing which has been Univer-

sity approved.

The adoption of this policy is

in agreement with fundamental

University policy on discrimina-

tion. In 1946, the Board of

Trustees stated that, "The of-

ficers of the University will con-

tinue the policy of long stand-

ing which favors and strengthens

those attitudes and social philoso-

phies which are necessary to

create a community atmosphere

in which race prejudice cannot

thrive."

This new statement strengthens

the Code of Fair Educational

Practice proposed by Student

Senate and endorsed by the Uni-

versity in 1968.

The University's present stand

and those of the Student Senate

and University in 1958, are the

result of many years of contro-

versy.

In 1955, the Senate proposed

that the University set up a

committee to investigate the

housing situation on campus.

This led to the formulation of

Model Educational Practices

Standard which was approved by

the Senate.

MEPS was the forerunner of

the Code of Fair Educational

Practices adopted in 1958. It

originally stated only that Lite

University encouraged non-dis-

criminatory practice in commer-

cially operated rooming houses.

Now, however, rooming-house

Air Conditlonlng-temperntures mmle to onter-

for all-weather comfort. Get a demons rnt ion !

See The Dinah Shore Chevy Show In color Sundays. NBC-TV—
the Pat Boone Chevy Showroom weekly, ABC-TV.

;*••••

ti»f»»ftff»«»ftftiifttff
t

Parkwood l-Door Station Wagon
J

*•••••*•" »**•»»»***'*»'•*# f*

BUcayne t-Door Sedan

OU CAN*T BUY ANY CAR FOR LESS... UNLESS /TlS A LOTLESS CARI

There's no secret about it— Chevrolet

can give \ou more basic comforts

and conveniences because it makes
more cars and builds them more

ientty. As a matter of fact, if

r low-priced cars gave you whnt
( 'hevy dncs, they couldn't afford to

be low priced, hut see for yourself

what we mean.

Vou have more ways to GO in Chevy
with 24 engine-transmission combina-
tions to choose from— more than any
other car in the industry. You also get

hydraulic valve lifters in all popular

engines— another Chovy exclusive

that hushes noise to a murmur and
prolongs valve life. Fuel economy?
The new Economy V8 gets up to 10%

more miles on every gallon and Chevy's
Hi-Thrift 6 is famous for the way it

skimps on gas. Credit Pull < 'nil sus-

pension for the unruflled ride—only
Chovy among the leading low-priced

three has the friction-free cushioning

of coil springs in the

rear. Try it for yourself f

soon—say, tomorrow.

for economical transportation

owners must agree to make their

facilities available without re-

gard to race or religion, or look

elsewhere for tenants.

Vice President and Provost

Gordon Ray stated that the

policy will apply when ownership

of presently approved housing

changes, but will not apply to a

house which is the private home

of the owner and in which no

more than three rooms are

rented.

Parachuters

Will Perform
On Saturday
The Parachute Club of UMass

will perform a daring free fall

jump over the Student Union

lawn this Saturday, April 9th,

at 12 noon.

The jump is being sponsored by

Van Meter Dorm for Open House

Weekend. The purpose of the

jump is to publicize Van Meter's

spring dance, "Sea Winds",

which will be held April 30th.

This dance promises to be the

best of the season. Music will be

provided by a band and a disc

jockey. Pizza will be served free.

Set your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for fast delivery, Javorable deals

WMUA Schedule |

Friday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:05 Campus Caper

5:00 News and Weather

5:05 Campus Caper

5:30 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 Public Service E. T.

7:00 Old Tunes

8:00 Crazy Rhythms

1:00 News, Weather Sign Off

Saturday
10:00 Sign On—News
10:05 Swingtime
11:00 XT „,,...

11:05 Swingtime

12:00 Mews
12:05 Sounds of the People

1:00 New.s

1:05 Jazz With Jumbo
2:00 News
2:05 Jazz With Jumbo
3:00 News
3:05 Campus Bandstand

4:00 News
4:05 Campus Bandstand

5:00 News
5:05 Broadway Showcase
0:00 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

0:45 Public Service E. T.

7:00 Campus Jukebox
8:00 Dancing in the Dark
1:0(1 News—Sign Off

Sunday
10:00 Sign On—News
10:05 Swingtime
11:00 News
11:05 Swingtime
12:00 News
12:05 Sounds of the People

1:00 News
1:05 Jazz With Wayne
2:00 News
2:05 Jazz With Wayne
8:00 News
3:05 Campus Bandstand

4:00 News
4:05 Songs for a Sunday

Afternoon

5:00 News
5:05 Brondway Showcase
6:00 Dinner Date
6: M0 News and Sports

6:46 Listening Post London
7:00 Public Service Transcrip-

tion

7:15 Washington Reports

7:29 News Headlines

7:30 Musicale

9:00 News
0:05 Brondway Showcase
10:00 News
10:05 Sounds of Jass

11:00 News
11:05 Shoes Off Session

12:00 News—Sign Off

Communion Breakfast To Be
Held Sunday In Commons

by GENE LAMBERT '61

The Annual Communion Break-

fast, sponsored by the Newman

Club for students and their par-

ents, will be held Sunday morn-

ing at 9:15 at the Dining Com-

mons. This event is a prominent

one in the Newman Club's An-

nual calendar. For, at this break-

fast, parents are allowed a view

of student activities, which is in

keeping with the theme of the

Open House Weekend. During the

course of the Breakfast, awards

are presented to Newman Club

members who, through their work

in the Newman Club, have con-

tributed to the success of its

aims.

The focal point of the event

is the presentation of a talk by

a prominent Catholic. This year's

speaker is the Very Reverend

Msgr. George Guilfoyle of New
York. Msgr. Guilfoyle is director

of the Catholic Charities Drives

in the New York area. His •dis-

course should prove to be ap

propriate and interesting to all

those in attendance.

Dr. William O'Donnell, profes-

sor of English at the ! fni<

will act as master of ceremonies*

According to the co-chairmen

the Communion Breakfast i

capacity crowd of over 500 is ex-

pfcted. There arc sotna ticki

still available. These will ba on

sale at the Student Union Lobby

counter until four o'clock Satur-

day afternoon.

Lost & Found
Will the person who took my

rust colored suede Jacket by atls-

take, yesterday, at Clark hall,

please return it to: Ted Kuczew-

swki, 125 Butterfield.

Will the person who took my
Botany Lab hook by mistake

from Clark Hall please return it

to Judy Rajecki, 422 Dwight

House.

OPEN HOUSE
(Continued from pane 1)

and showing Jersey, Guernsey,

Ayrshire and Holstein Fresian

dairy cattle will be followed by

competition for Premier Show-

man and the attendant Hood

Trophy.

The Language Laboratory in

Haehmer Hafi, opposite the Stu-

,1. -•' Union Building, will be open

on Saturday from Ps00 a.m. until

noon and from 1 :00 p.m. to 5:00

p.m., with a technician present to

explain how the Laboratory Is

Oged in teaching modern Ian

will be able to

listen to recorded materials used

in French, German, Spanish, and

Russian COuraes and Will also be

, g to record their own voices.

in the Student Union ballroom

there will be exhibits arranged

and supervised by members of the

German Club and the Russian

Club. Pictures, posters, maps,

hooks, magazines and other items

of cultural interest will be dis-

play ed, as well as a tape-recorder

for playing of typical materials

used in the classroom, including

folk-songs, poetry and other

literary material.

.Many receptions at student

residences are planned for Sun-

day from 3 to 5 p.m.

Full information on all activi-

ties will be available in a printed

program to be distributed both

davs at the Student Union.

COMPUTERS, CAREERS and YOU...

after you join Western Electric

Interested in computers,
eomputef techno!-

ogy and applications? Then you should inves-

tigate Western Electric si a place to buiW

your career. Telephony t<><l.i\ is l>nill amtmcl

computers. Tbe telephone cross-bar switch is

basically computer. Electronic switching

gee- uses computer principles.

At its new engineering research center and

at mod <>l its 89 manufacturing locations,

Western is relying llfOW and more on com-

puteri in doing its main fob .is manufacturing

and supply unit lot the Bell I eh phone S\ stein.

In its Othei major field Defense Communi-

cations and Missile systems the ttse ol com-

puters sj*dcomputer technology is widespread.

You'll discover quickly thai opportunities

with Western Kleetiu ue promising Indeed.

Here mmp.im gTOWth itanOS Ofl a solid base,

and vour own growth, too. We estimate that

engineers will find 8,000 supervisory jobs open

to them in the nest ten wars. 1 1.< re will be

corresponding opportunities lor career build-

ing within research and engineering. Progress

is .is rapid as your own individual skills permit.

\ud Western Electric maintains both full-time

ali-evpi 'uses-paid graduate engineering train-

ing and tuition refund plans to help you move

ahead in your chosen Meld.

Opportunities exist for electrical, mechanicol, indus-

trial, civil and chemical engineers, as well as in th»

physical sciences. For more information get your copy

pf Consider a Career at We*tetn tlettnt from your

Placement Officer. Or write College Relations, Room

200E, Western Electric Company, l°5 Broadway, New
York 7, N. Y. Be sure to arrange for a Western Electric

Interview when the Sell System team vl*<?J your campus.

MAMUMCTUHIN9 AND »um* UNIT OP THI Mil tVSTIM

Ham Newell

President Of
Rotary Club

by CAROL POIJBKK '62

Hamilton Newell, the printer

of YAHOO, the QUARTERLY.
and, for nineteen years the print-

er of the COLLEGIAN, will

s rve the Amherst community as

President of the Amherst Rotary

Club beginning in July. Mr.

Newell has held the office of

vice president for the past year.

Thfl Rotary Club, which is de-

dicated to community service

through the ideal of service hy

each Rotarian, is organized on a

national basis under a code of

by-laws. One person may rep-

resent eaeh classification from

the business and professional

men of the community, as Mr.

Newell does in the category of

printers.

On the community level, the

Rotary Club contributes to the

community chest, Boys Club and

Roy Scouts, Girl Scouts, and other

social agencies.

Rotary International, to which

all local clubs belong, is ded-

icated to a greater understand-

ing between countries with an

ultimate goal of world peace. "If

businessmen from different coun-

tries get to know and understand

each other, through Rotary, we

may realize a world fellowship

which can help us get peace."

Negro Rights

Committee To
Collect Aid
The Committ.o to Support

Negro Students' Rights an-

nounced that donations for legal

aid to the Negro students will be

collected in the dormitories on

Monday, April 11 from 7:30 to

11:30.

The group, composed of stu-

dents and faculty concerned about

rights for Negro students ar-

rested in Southern sit-in demon-

strations, elected Robert Fishel,

Chairman, and David Harrower,

Treasurer.

The group will continue its dis-

play in the lobby of the Student

Union about the demonstrations.

Also, an all-campus solicitation

will take place on Monday eve-

ning April 11th, in the dormi-

tories and houses.

The money will be added to

that received from other cam-

puses by the Legal Aid Fund to

Students being collected by the

National Association for the Ad-

vancement of Colored People.

S.U.G. BOARD
(Continued from page 1)

in a specific location to limit the

voting to two weeks was passed.

Also concerning the lobby counter,

the problem of paging was heard,

and it was recommended that

paging be done only in emergen-

cies and that the announcement

of University functions and meet-

ings be limited.

The Program Council reported

that the Easter Egg hunt for

children of faculty and students

was held Sunday and approxi

mately 125 children were enter-

tained. The Council also stated

that a hobby show conducted hy

the Recreation Department would

be held from May 2nd through

May 6th.

The report from Operations

concerned the loss of silverware

from the Hatch. The board was

told that the loS8 averaged $30.12

every week and the total year-

ly loss was $1,556.12. The board

felt that student awareness of

this fact would help alleviate the

situation.

The last item on the agenda

concerned the University Wom-
en's club activities. The board

voted in favor of having than)

pay for all social functions con-

NUCLEAR FALLOUT
(Continued from page 1)

able for the body to absorb. Such

poisoning could cause cancer of

the blood and bring disease and

deformity to babies for genera-

tions. If man is human, can he

allow this to continue?

Other examples cited from the

exhibit include the fact that

Strontium 90 is the most harm-

ful of all radiations. Just one

teaspoonful divided among the

world's population would be suf-

ficient to cause death to all.

What do you think the results

of a bombing of New York City

would he? A single H-bomb is

equivalent to a World War II

thousand-bomber raid every night

for 14 years. If one were dropped

50 miles from New York, it would

be powerful enough to exter-

minate nearly ever/one there.

The exhibition, prepared by the

Peninsula Committee for a Sane

Nuclear Policy, Palo Alto, Cal.,

has been presented here through

the cooperation of the Hamp-
shire-Franklin Committee for a

Sane Nuclear Policy.

For further information, books

concerning this subject may be

purchased in the University

Store, among which are: Radia-

tion: What It Is and How It Af-

fects You, hy Schubert and Lapp;

The Challenge of Man's Future,

by Brow; Why Smash Atoms, by

Solomon; and several others.

cerning the club alone. The next

meeting of the board is to be

held on May 2nd to discuss the

budget and the new constitution.

FRED DAVIS '62

THE ROISTER DOISTERS

of the University of Massachusetts

Present

rf^rty*{

Mam.faet.rlni ***** * CMca. III., KMtny, ft. ^^S^SJSiS^^f^^ &^»mlm£!£%
Gr«n*boro and Wlntton-Salem, N. C; Buffalo. N Y.| North »nJ.u. moon ' D "''

, Ar , M%0 w ^
nn-hnm. rit« nitla Fnalneerlng Rpwwch Cunlar. Pnnfi.tun, N. I, FH.-tvre Corp., Sfcofcie, HI «nfl ume hock, «t«. msu »». t.

SunSoft? i£. la 32 eltii. .rutal.at.0n ItMdqu^rs in 16 SRI i hMiSSSrlH I. 1S» ftroidwv. RM *>« 7, ft. ».

SEATS MAY BE RESERVED AT:

$1.25 or $.90 for Thursday, April 7

$1.60 or $1 25 for Friday, April 8

$1 .60 or $1 25 for Saturday, April 9

by contacting the University Box Office or at the door. All

shows begin at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.
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Lordcnmen Will Open Season

Against Coast Guard Saturday

Dick Catalini Picked To Start Game;
Gerry Glynn, Paul Wennik On Deck
Tln« Redmea baseball team will

oprn its season when it journeys

to New London, Conn., Saturday.

to clash with the Coast Guard

Academy squad.

The past history of this rivalry

lias been rather dim for the

Massmcn, having been rained out

last year, and edged out the

previous year, 1 1-1".

Coach Karl Lorden is hoping to

start the 1960 season off with a

win, and has nominated the

steady southpaw, Dick "Rocky"

Catalini to start, with Glynn and

Wennik ready if needed.

Although the depth and ver-

satility of the squad prevents the

I'Mass mentor from stating a

definite lineup, a probable start

ing squad for the opening game

is as follows: Ted Kelley will be

behind the plate, with either Bob

Eichorn or Ed Forbush at first

Bob Hatch will probably man the

second base slot, Al Holbrook or

Fran Pisiewski at short, and Boh

Roland in the hot corner.

Bruce Wolfe, Captain Armand

Sabourin and either Paul Foley

or Jack Walker will be at left,

center and right fields respective-

ly.

With breaks, said Coach Lor-

den, this year's squad can win

the YanCon title. UConn and

Maine being the teams to beat.

Paul Wennik

Paul Wennik, who was out of

action last year, will be one of

the focal points of the I'Mass

moundstaff. Paul pitched good

ball in his sophomore year, and

Coach Lorden will rely on him

a great deal this season.

The season should start off well

Saturday, for the squad looks

good, and Catalini shows every

sign of maintaining his 1 .SO ERA
of last year.

.

Photos hv PATZ

Pitching Prospects

The I'Mass nine, in addition to having a group of fine

moundstays in pitchers, Catalini, Winnek, Glynn and Connelly (if

his arm improves) has some fine reservists, (l-r) Fran Bogan, a

transfer student from Boston University who has shown fine

form in practice sessions, Carl Elmstrom, Cliff Bullock, and Lew
Pia, all of whom pitched good ball for the frosh squad last year.

Coach Lorden should have no pitching worries this season.

STEVE ... I call

BARBARA ... I tonight 8 p. m.

THIS IS A GOOD DAY FOR A BIRTH

Amherst Held Over Ends Mon.
CINEMA

46

SPECTACULAR ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL I I M
YUL OINA GEOROE
BRYNNER LOUOBRIGIDA SANDERS

SOLOMON and SHEBA
IN TECHNIRAMA and COLOR

»

STARTS TUES
, APRIL 12 (A FRENCH IMPORT)

Now Playing to CAPACITY CROWDS in

BOSTON, WASHINGTON, and NEW YORK

"THE LOVERS"

S. U. Game
Competition High

For the past few weeks tens.-

competitions have been held in

the Union, sponsored by the

Games Department.

These matches have covered a

wide scope of indoor sports, such

as bowling, ping-pong, and bil-

liads.

The ping-ponK tournament was

probably the most competitive,

the semi-finalists being George

Lepine '62, and Robert Ratay '61.

Ratay won in the finals with the

following scores: 2117, 27-21.

211 2 and 21 17 Bob completed

the tournament without losing a

single game.
The winner of the billiards

games was William Dunsmore
63. Dlinsmore defeated senior

Norman Quist in a closely con-

tested duel.

The men's bowling finals will

be held next Wednesday at 3:00

p.m.

Bob Eichorn

Bob Eichorn, who, along with

Wennik, was out last year, is

a capable pitcher and first base-

man, and should be an asset to

the team.

Other tournaments going on at

the present time are the women's
ping-pong and bowling matches.
Both of these are in the quarter-

final stage.

BUTTERF1ELD LEADS
In addition to individual com-

petition, fraternities and dormi-
tories am conducting bowling
matches. Butterfipld dorm hn<

showed brilliant form in its five

matches, winning all of them.
Raker dorm is trailing the leagu 1

leading Butterballs by five points,

and will be out to take first place

away from them next Wednes-
day night.

Intramurals In

Softball To Start
Intramural Softball will com-

mence on Monday, April 25. In-

dependent, dormitory and frater-

nity teams are welcomed to par-

ticipate. Rosters must be turned
in to Mr. Cobb in Room 15 of the

'age by 5:00 p.m. on Thursday,
April 14.

Anyone interested in umpiring
may apply by seeing Coach Cobb
in the cage.

Trophies will be awarded to all

winners.

FRESHMENi:

CHARLIE LYMAN
IS RIGHT FOR
PRESIDENT
(LASS OF *63

Catchers In The Vie

Catcher Ted Kelley takes a big cut at the ball as Catcher

Airpand Sabourin waits for the results. Captain Sabourin will

most likely be in center field for the opening game against (oast

Guard Academy. Ted had a formidable .317 batting average last

season, and by the looks of his swing, will better it this year.

Spotlight

On Sports
by AL BERMAN 62. SPORTS EDITOR

Red Sox bigwigs are still

rhapsodizing about the recent

Sammy White fracas. Several

fans have been stirred to remem-
ber a time when the Sox were

offered Oriole slugger (Jus Trian

dos for White and Pete Runnels.

That was last year, when Sammy
might not have resent ed being

traded quite so much. What a

difference Triandos could hav •

made to the Sox either at first

base or behind the plate!

WILLIAMS VS. MISIAL

Ted Williams and Stan Musial

met again, probably for the last

time on a baseball diamond, when
h»l>., W,..i Qnv ...,.i i '.. ...I ..-.., i .. ,.i., .1.

ed in a recent Cactus league

game.

Ted had two singles and B

walk in three times at bat, and
left in the fifth inning with th"

>i".\ .in- ,m, i - «. ttiu.-Mai siayeo in,

however, And eventually tier! the

game at 10-10 with a single, then

capped the day with a three. run

wallop off of Ted Bowsfietd. It

looks like the "Man" hasn't lost

his stuff yet.

The Montreal Canadiens are
n'j 1 choices to retain their

Stanley Cup versus the Toronto
Maple Leafs. Toronto Coach

Earl Lorden

Coach Earl Lorden shows his

team just how if* done as he
hits halls out |o the inficlders.

Ml» CO REC FRIDAY!
There win be no ( d Ki <• this

Pridaj night as vras !< lofted

In Me nd.-r. i'i i/o >/ m a ('.Mi-

trni y o some opinion, t ll Rec
is not held (»v» •r\ Friday night.

Punch Itnlach just shrugs off the

gdds, claiming that his team can

polish off Les Habs in six games.

Toronto eliminated the Detroit

Red Wings in six games earlier

in the playoffs, while Montreal
was easily vanquishing the Black-

hawks.

SPOT QUIZ

1. Speaking of hockey playoffs,

Montreal and Toronto also met in

the Stanley ('up finals last yea?'.

How many games did the Cana-

diens need to win the best-of

seven series? ... 2. The Celtics

and the Hawks are embroiled in

a hot NBA playoff series. Two
years ago, the two teams also

went to the wire in the playoffs.

Who won then ? . . . 3. Who play-

ed in the N'BA finals last year?
\\J i * W oil *hn f'wttA him'i t1**rl*t lilt • » i i i . » ' 4*-%'., ( t. . t

.

, ' I • '

grams recently exposed on TV,
?! wasn't too surprising when it

was disclosed recently that Sam-
my Snead took a "dive" on the

sports film, World Championship
Golf.

Thp program, telecast wpekly

in many cities, supposedly films

nrtoa] golf m;itfhfs between na-

tionally known golf pros. It sur-

prised most viewers to learn that

Snead had deliberately lost a

match to Mason Rudolph.

Snead claims that after play-

ing fifteen holes, he noticed that

he had one more golf club in his

bag than is allowed by the rules

of the United States Golf Asso-
ciation. Rather than announce the

error and be disqualified from the

match, he decided to lose the
round intentionally, which wolild

have the same effect.

The match was a tie until the
last hole, when Snead intentional-

ly three-putted. Rudolph thinks
he would have won anyway.

ANSWERS TO QUIZ
1. The Canadiens topped the

Leafs in only five games last

year ... 2. The Hawks upset the
Celtics two years ago ... 3. The
Celtics played the Minneapolis
Lakers last year. Minneapolis
pulled a big surprise by eliminat-

ing the Hawks in the prelimina-
ries, thus giving the Celtics a

comparatively easy time of it.

Now that Wilt Chamberlain
has pulled a Jackie Jensen move
on the Warriors (Chamberlain
quit at the end of the recent bas-

ketball season), many folks are

wondering if the "Stilt" thinks

he can making a living on his

singing.

FAIR AND WARMER

DRIVE FOR

EQUALITY

(See Page 2)
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H.E.R. King To Be Chosen

From Seventeen Nominees
The seventeen nominations for

king of HER weekend have been

announced by the SU Dance Com-

mittee. They are: Dwight— Bill

Tufts; Hamlin—Dick Mills; Ar-

nold—Sol Yas; Thatcher—Dave

Osterhaut; Pi Phi—Don Kelly;

Mary Lyons—Al Levick; Sigma

Kappa—Skip Steadman: Crab-

tree—Dave Darcy; Leach—Fran

Lovejoy; KAT—Connie Ferrara;

Lewis—Mike Mole; Gamma Chi

—Gerald Pineault; KKG—Bill

Boyle; Chi O—Russell Devreau;

Phi Delt—Steve Allen; SDT—
Jim Early.

Balloting for the five finalists

will be held on Thursday and Fri-

day, April 28 and 29, in the SU
lobby. The candidate with the

most votes will reign as king of

HER weekend, May 6-8.

Tickets for the dance, which

will be held May 7, will go on

sale in the SU beginning April

28, at $1.50 per couple.

The dance will feature Gus

Ravone's Band. The Statesmen

will appear at intermission.

Present plans for HER week-

end include theme parties at the

women's dormitories and sorori-

ties on Friday evening. The par-

ties and the dance will be planned

around a central theme, which is

"Some Enchanted Evening" this

year.

'Flying Redmen' Place Sixth

In National Championships

Photo by POPPLE

The crack "Flying Kcdxr.en" drill team is shown in formation

before the Reflecting Pool on the Mall, with Washington Mdnu

ment in the background.

The UMaas AFROTC trick

drill team topped 19 of their

counterparts to win sixth place

honors in the Air Force divi-

sion of the National Brill

Championships in Washington,

D.C. Friday. The "Flying Red-

men" also displaced 51 Army,

Navy and Air Force ROTC

teams in a field of 75 finalists

in the day-long competition.

The team was warmly received

by a wind-whippod crowd dur-

ing the Cherry Blossom Parade

Saturday night.

Regional winners and rep-

resentatives from nearly every

(Continued on page k)

Ten Junior Women Named
As Dorm House Chairmen
Ten junior women have been

chosen as House Chairmen for

the women's dorms where ap-

proximately 1660 undergraduates

will live next year.

Mary Ann Blais of Brockton

will be the Chairman of John-

son House, the new dormitory

north of Lewis, named recently

by the University Trustees in

honor of the late Mrs. Clifton

Johnson of Hadley. Mary Ann is

known as a capable organizer

and has been in charge of nu-

merous affairs at Arnold House

where she is now a Counselor.

She is active in Home Ec. Club

and in Kappa Alpha Theta.

Arnold's House. Chairman will

be Anne Reseigh of Somerset. A

Math major who is on the Uni-

versity's First Honors List, Anne

is also active in Christian As-

sociation and University Band.

Christ* Hahnenstein, a Gov-

ernment major from Haverhill,

will again head Crabtree House.

Another Honors List scholar,

Chrlsta was Co-Chairman of In-

RD's Huge Success With
Elaborate Auntie Mam e

9

ternational Weekend and is pro-

gram chairman for SWAP. She

is a member of KKG and active

in CA.
Dwight's House Chairman will

be Maren Simonde, a Bacteriol-

ogy major from Melrose. Maren,

an Honors List student, is active

in WAA and is a choreographer

for Naiads.

Carol Jones, who will head

Hamlin House, is a Math major

who also maintains an Honors

List average, while being active

in the Student Senate and New-

man Club. She also participated

in "The Flowers Grow Wild".

She comes from New Bedford.

Knowlton's House Chairman

will be Mary Leahy, an English

major with a 3-point cumulative.

A Pi Phi and Newmanite, she is

also a member of the Operetta

Guild. Mary is from Saugus.

Sheila Day, now a counselor at

Arnold, will become House Chair-

man at Leach House. She is a

French major from Gloucester,

(Continued on page S)

Highlighting Open House Weekend was the production Auntie Mame. Scene above is from the

sellout performance Saturday.

They said it couldn't be Hone!

But it was!

This past weekend on April

7th, 8th and 9th, the Roister

Doisters presented the hilarious

comedy "Auntie Mame." A tech-

nically difficult play to produce,

"Auntie Mame," combined tre-
V** « —* A *^ . , <-. ** f*4- * n f* #%V»M.4»» ««*.4-V« V. r\ r. . »

tifully done sets and excellent

technical staging, despite the

many difficulties presented by

such complicated staging.

Although the play got off to

a rather slow and tedious start

on Thursday evening, the natural

inhibitions of the actors gradu-

ally began to fade away because

of the nature of the comedy

—

subtle and otherwise. Improve-

ments could bo seen from night

AT THE STATE HOUSE

Bridgewater

Is Host For
Conference
Faculties of the nine state teach-

er colleges and the Massachusetts

College of art will gather tomor-

row at Bridgewater state teach-

ers college for their 35th annual

conference, the theme of group

meetings during the day being

"Liberal Education and Teacher

Preparation."

The educators will be wel-

comed by Stuart Macmillan,

chairman of the state board of

education, and Dr. Owen B.

Kiernan, state commissioner of

education. The main address will

be delivered by Dr. Charles R.

Keller, director of the John Hays

Fellows Program and former

professor of history at Williams

College. Speaker at the evening

banquet will be F>. Eugene Lar-

rabee, assistant professor of

aeronautical engineering at Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Techno-

logy.

State Coordinator Raymond 1.

Rigney of the Massachusetts

Commission on Atomic Energy

reported to Governor Foster Fur-

rolo late Wpdnesday that the

United States Atomic Energy

(Continued on page A)

to night. The actors seemed to

lose themselves into their parts

and actually became what would

be Auntie Mame, or Vera or Miss

Gooch. Although none of the

male parts, except for that of

young Patrick played by Barry
Keating, were exceptionally

certainly attempted the impossi-

ble. However, more than likely

many people left Bowker after

the play astonished at the fine

presentation of the "impossible"
which they viewed. Certainly, the

Roister Doisters; Mr. Henry
Peirce, Jr., the director; and

* »-<* j \j * »%_ ciiit, »»»»u iiuu ck i;ai t_ Jit

the female parts, espcially those
of Auntie Mame played by Joan
Sliarpe, Vera by Ann Meitzer,

Miss Gooch portrayed by Dena
Uretsky, Gloria by Marcia Hub-
bard, Mrs Upson played by Kar.

en Mich and Nora as played by

Pat O'Connell.

Adding tremendously to th#»

total effect of the presentation

were the magnificent sets and

revolving segments of the stage.

To attempt this as well as to pre-

sent it in such an effective man-
ner is indeed a commendable
ft«at. Probably never before has

a student production on this cam
pus been so technically elaborate.

When the Roister Doisters at-

tempted "Auntie Mame" they

the production should be com-
mended for their excellent con-
tribution to the enjoyment of
the public!

Senate Holds
Raker Dorm
Gripe Session

The second "Gripe Session"

sponsored by the Public Rela-

tions Committee of the Student

Senate will be held on Tuesday,
April 12, at °>-ftO p.rn, fa the

Rec Room of Baker Dorm. Carol

Jones, veteran senator for the

(Continued on page 4)

Two Foreign Students Work
For Home Econ. Degrees

bv RACHEL ( AVANAUGH '61

HANS van HERWIJNEN

This year two foreign students

in the school of home economics

have worked for their Master's

Degree under the chairmanship

of Miss Dorothy Davis, Assoc i-

ate Professor of Foods. Miss

Hans vanHerwijnen of the Neth-

erlands has done her problem on

SUM I MO

non-caloric sweeteners, and Miss
Sumi Mo of Korea has worked on

the development of recipes for

the making of yeast bread with
rice flour.

Miss vanHerwijnen is a teach-

er of Home Economics in the

(Continued on page 3)
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On Pursuing Ideals

Since the "sit-in" strikes began, many

College students in the North have supported

the Southern demonstrators. The reasons

many and varied. Some join because of

their sense of camaraderie among all stu-

dents regardless of race or nationality;

others, for the sake of a cause. Most North-

ern supporters, however, have a common

ideal with the Negro students—equal rights

for all.

Strangely enough, equal rights is con-

sidered an "American ideal" embodied in the

Declaration of Independence, the Bill of

Rights, and the Emancipation Proclamation.

But Americans do not consider themselves

idealists. They are practical people concerned

only with the realities of life. For them,

the Negro problem in the South is deeply

rooted in tradition and cannot be changed

overnight through demonstrations.

But people, unless they live in paradise,

must have ideals. By working towards these

goals, they hope to better their lives. Such

is the case of the Negro students. They must

fight against the mores that have for cen-

turies kept their race in subservience. They

realize their demonstrations will not sudden-

ly transform Southern attitudes; but they

must strive for their ideal even if it is only

a distant reality. Their goal is to be treated

with equal decency as other human beings.

Many white people, who are concerned

with the distance between the American ideal

of equal rights and the reality of the Negro

situation, are supporting the Southern

demonstrators. At the University, a Commit-

tee to Support Negro Students' Rights has

been formed to raise legal aid for the Negro

students arrested in the "sit-in" strikes.

They and their ideals deserve to be support-

ed by the entire student body.

T. M.

A Tradition Unbroken
Adelphia appeared in the Student Senate last

week to ask for reinstatement of two items cut from

their budget.

One of these cuts was for the Traditional-for-45-

Ycars Banquet held before initiation of the new

Adelphians. This $150 is appropriated to pay for

the meals of seven juniors and eighteen seniors

(honorary) to be initiated and the faculty and ad-

ministration members invited.

There exists on campus a rule which, para-

phrased, states: No member of an undergraduate

organization may be fed on funds appropriated from

the student tax.

This rule is not broken. It is not broken because

the new members are not members until initiation

. . . after the meal.

Arguments against reinstatement of the trim-

mings from the Adelphian budget were based on this

point: Since Adelphia is the highest men's honor

society on campus and the final 'resting place' of

the campus leaders, their method in avoiding this

rule is not in keeping with the standards and moral

responsibility inherent in the office assumed. There

was, however, no opposition to feeding the faculty

and the administration.

In defense of the reinstatement it was argued

that this was a tradition that had been sustained

for 45 years. With the killing of tradition by the

administration, the student, body needn't worry

about doing so. Also, it was pointed out that being

in Adelphia was the highest position which could

be attained by a male student. This was a small

price to pay to honor these men.

Forty-five years of tradition is fine . . . but . . .

at the student hodv . . .?

—P. W.

On The SaidAnd Not Said
by JAMES A. MERINO '60

Mr. Thompson's reply to my article, "The New Orthodoxy", ac-

me of confusion. He declares that I equated Positivism with

metaphysic, which I declare to be in conflict with the former. There

is indeed confusion; but it is not my confusion, it is Mr. Thompson I

confusion What I said was that Positivism developed its own meta-

physics; the very statement, "Metaphysics is meaningless" is a meta-

physical statement; for that statement must be meaningful accord-

ing to an ultimate principle, and as soon as anyone declares a prin-

ciple ultimate and final, he is asserting a metaphysic, i.e., something

beyond immediate experience.
.

(Incidentally, the error, which I concede, of confounding Posi-

t, ism with narrow adherence to empirical science, was mine, not Mr.

Mu. aney's. Vide my article, quote from Mullaney's book. But, even

so, there is more to knowledge and the getting of it than tm? em-

pirical and analytic science alone.)

Furthermore, Modern Positivists have not always so consistently

recognized the certainty of mathematics. So far as I know, it was the

Englishman, Ayer, who "saved" the consistency of Modern Positivism

by ass<-rting that verificability, or meaningfulness, can be attained

both empirically and analytically, in order to leave room for mathema-

tics—and this was asserted as late as 1939. In other words, from 1929

(the year of the formation of the Vienne Circle) to 1939—ten years

—modern Positivists (or Legical Empiricists) declared metaphysics

meaningless before they had arrived at a criterion for meaningful-

ness.
. ,

Again: the Progressive Education hogwash currently obtaining in

the public school systems is in the Positivist tradition. I recognize

however, that it is unfair to judge Postivism according to the un-

mitigated crassness of Dewey's disciples. (Dewey was not himself

opposed to traditional liberal education; but his worship of bald tech-

nology, to which this traditional education according to Dewey must

be a servant, I believe was the path to the current crass perversion

of his thoughts and ideas.)

Although in my first article I did not commit myself to the idea

of teaching a particular metaphisic in the schools, I say now that

since traditional Western ethics and morality rests on the Judeo-

Chris-tian metaphysic, it follows that that metaphysic should be

taught in the schools. Modern man is uprooted, conscious only of an

eternal present—essentially why we in America especially so avidly

adhere to a shallow Consumption Ethic—and the divorce, suicide, and

crime rates rise every day. The principles according to which we can

save modern man. give him a sense of roots, of community, and of

history, is to assert a metaphysic—empirical and analytic science

alone cannot do this. There are two positions one can take: that the

Judeo-Christian metaphysic must be revitalized and given new mean-

ing, or, that another metaphysic must be ascertained; I have chosen

the former.

THE ICONOCLAST
by JIM TRELEASE '63

EVANGELISM FOR FUN AND PROFIT: PART 3

As if his trip wasn't enough, Billy returned to the U.S. only to

urge Ike, who was in Washington on a furlough from TWA, to visit

Africa. The President was so "very receptive" to the idea, Graham

promised to loan him his American Express Traveler's Check book.

After his discussion with the President, Billy lunched with Nixon

(where Divk Beemed Very apprehensive because there are only eifhl
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months left to impeach Ike), conferred with Secretary of State Her-

ter, and then divided his afternoon between the Bureau of Internal

Revenue and the Bank of America.

Graham's radio and TV shows, "The Hour of Decision," are now

carried by ABC, NBC, Mutual, the Canadian network, and your local

art theatre. Speaking of the latter establishments, even with Gra-

ham's documentaries they follow their tradition of showing at the

base of the screen printed translations in English, Latin, and Hebrew

go as not to offend, by omission, Jewish, Christian or ethnic groups.

TV Guide gave his television show a very poor rating because they

said the plot was overworked. His documentary films include, "Ca-

ribbean Crusade," "File on the Heather," "Eastward to Asia" (i.e.,

dealfl with Graham's theory of Manifest Destiny), and "Battleground

Europe", all of which were directed and produced by Gen. Mark Clark

in conjunction with our Armed Forces guarding U.S. schools in the

South.

There are even Billy Graham recordings dealing with the Cru-

sades in song and music. Mahalia Jackson does a bit on one album

with lyrics by Johnny Mercer and Irving Berlin. On the flip side,

Odetta and Brnbeek bring out the decisions with their stint on jazz

and poetry at the Taj Mahal.

As for books, Billy has an unauthorized autobiography out en-

titled, oddly enough, "Billy Graham," although his biography by

Parkinson, is ninth on the best seller charts and is called "The

Law and the Prophets" but a printer's error caused the title to come

.nit at "The Law ami the Profits." Billy's other literary efforts origin-

ally appeared in the Watchtower magazine under various pseudonyms

and have since been extended to book form by other authors. Th«

biographies he has aulhored are: "Dear and Glorious Physician", the

life story of Oral Roberts; "The Ugly American", Max Factor's life;

"This Is My God", Henry Luce, of course. The non-fiction books in-

clude "Exodus", depicting George Jessel's efforts to buy Israel from

David Ben-Gurion; "Africa; Race Violence in Race for Freedom"

(this was sub-titled, "Not Only in America"); "The Day Jim Bishop

Died;" and "The War Lovers", the history of the ROTC program.

Yes, brethren, as we have viewed Mr. Graham's accomplishments

through these two columns, we see a man who has risen from a base-

ball aspirant in Los Angeles to an evangelist who haR brought reli-

gion into the hearts of millions of adults and children; which is good

since it keeps the latter mentioned off the streets on Sunday morn-

ings (or Saturday in some cases). His current Crusade to Save

Woolworth Lunch Counters for Smith girls is bound to meet with

success and we are all looking forward to his newest book, co-authored

with Bob Kennedy "How Hoffn Runs the Little League in Your

Community." Of course, Life magazine. Wafrhtower, the Pilot, and

Christian Science Monitor will carry it in serial form.

DRIVE
FOR EQUALITY

by NANCY WARREN '61

Tonight a representative of the Committee to

Support Negro Students' Rights will visit each

dormitory and house on campus to ask for dona-

tions to the Legal Defense Fund of the National

Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

All money will be used to pay fines and legal de-

fenses of students who have been arrested in the

South for participating in the sit-in demonstrations

in luncheonettes and drug and chain stores.

For the past two months, there has been a wide-

spread and vigorous movement in Southern colleges

and universities protesting racial discrimination.

White and Negro students have joined together and

demanded equal service from businessmen in their

Communities. The tradition in the South since the

early days of slavery has been that the Negro must

stand while his white master is seated. This pre-

Civil War custom has been carried over to the

twentieth century despite the abolition of slavery.

It is most evident in the refusal of restaurant pro-

prietors to allow Negroes to be served at the same

counters with white customers. Many stores have

separate counters for Negroes or sections where

they may be served while standing. The new

generation of Negroes realizes that the struggle

for equality is theirs to win or lose. Yet they are

determined to win equal rights by peaceful and

legal methods. Their protest is guided by a code

of non-violence adapted from the teachings of

Ghandi. These modern freedom fighters have sub-

mitted to name-calling and physical abuse from all

sides, buut there has been little fighting back, little

loss of temper.

The injustice which our friends are suffering is

more than one of long in-grained tradition. There

is the greater evil of injustice under the law. There

are laws in our country which prohibit discrimina-

tion. There are laws to protect the citizen, even

when under arrest. Yet these laws have been used

as instruments to destroy the freedom of men be-

cause of the color of their skin. The students taking

part in the sit-in demonstrations, following the

code of non-violence, have been arrested for disturb-

ing the peace. They have been taken prisoner on

the charge of interfering with commerce as they

sat quietly at the lunch counters and asked to be

served. The Negro can buy anything which the store

has to sell, but he cannot sit down and eat a meal

with the other customers. Instead, he is thrown

into jail. There are laws in America, and the laws

can be enforced if the American peopie will speak

out and demand that they be enforced. This is our

job. We can act in many ways to further the cause

of equality. The Committee for the Support of

Negro Students' Rights has suggested that we
contribute to the fund by which the NAACP will

provide a lawyer for every student who has been

arrested in the recent demonstrations. Each case

will be tried and appealed if a just decision is not

reached. This plan will be expensive. They need

our help.

Oberlin College held a ten day drive and suc-

ceeded in raising $2,709.10. The University of Mas-
sachusetts can do as well.

The Drive for Equality will be held on Monday,
April 11 from 7:30-11:00 p.m. No one can say any
longer that there is nothing he can do. Here is a
specific instance where the need is clear and the

cause is worthwhile. GIVE!

IN A VERY MINOR KEY
To quote from the lead story in last Friday's

Collegian—"Everything from 'hot dimes' to hatch-

ing chicks will be on display at the University at

the annual Open House . .
."

Perhaps in the excitement one missed a revela-

tion unmatched by any excepting possibly the

miracle of Fatima in 1917—the opening of the new
library addition . . . for guided tours.

Displaying vastness and grandeur as adver-
tised—in a way only an empty building can—the

4th, 5th, and 6th floors were the subject of this

latest of sightseeing tours being offered.

The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd floors are at present vir-

gin woodland being used as storage—for the psy-
chology department, for the drama department . . .

Complementing the aforementioned vastness is

the overpowering prevalence of silence—dull, empty
silence.

In truth—without such vastness and silence we
students would have a difficult time studying there,
wouldn't we??
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HOUSE CHAIRMEN
(Continued from page 1)

worked on Campus Chest,

dorm affairs, and is affiliated

with Pi Phi.

JoM Kornstein of Dorchester

will be House Chairman of Lew-

is. She is active in SDT, Hillel,

and the Education Club.

"Frannie" White, a Physical

Education major from Spring-

field, will become Chairman of

Mary Lyon House where she is

now a Counselor. She is active

in WAA, Student Union commit-

tees, and Kappa.
Thatcher's House Chairman

will be Roberta Bernstein, an

Honors List English major from

Lawrence. She is a Precisionette,

a Naiad and a member of SDT.

Interest is high in the selection

of House Counselors. There are

212 applicants for the 64 Coun-

selorships.

Asked on what basis Rouse

Chairmen & Counselors are cho-

tm Miss Helen Curtis, Dean of

Women, said "I rely almost

I00 r
/f on students' recommenda-

tion's from the present House
Counselors, Senate Women's Af-

fairs Committee and Judiciary.

They recommend House chair-

men who are "tops" and who

have qualities of democratic

leadership. Scholarship, dependa-

bility, maturity, and real inter-

est in the dorm are considera-

tions." There is also an aim to

keep the group representative of

a variety of backgrounds and in-

terests, including some who are

affiliated with sororities, some

who have chosen to be unaffiliat-

ed as a matter of principle, and

students of various religions,

majors, and ' schools.

SENATE AGENDA
566 Be it resolved that no

SATF monies may be used to

and seniors to the SWAP Con-

ferencv except in the cat* of the

annual appropriation to the

SWAP Committee which may bi-

ased to send any member of the

Committee t<> the Conference,
(Resolve: Twohig)

567 Moved that the Student

Senate appropriate $88.00 to

send four delegates to the Stu-

dent Workshop on Activities

Problems. Two of the delegates

are to be Senators and one dele-

gate to come from each of the

Judiciaries. (Resolve: Strong)

"Oh, to be in Elba...

now that Winston's there!"

ITS WHATS UP FRONT THAT COUNTS
The mystery is solved! Napoleon's

famous gesture was just to reassure

himself that he had plenty of cigarettes.

His army may have traveled on its

stomach, but the old boy himself

Wouldn't have been caught at Waterloo

if he hadn't been checking the Belgian

bistros for a spare carton of Winstons!

There's l rare smoking treat rh.it comes

from Winston's famous Filter Blend—
which means a careful selection of tine,

mild tobaccos specially processed for

filter smoking. Try a pack real soon,

and you'll agree that...

Winston tastes good—

like a cigarette should!

Professor Fenton's Paper

To Be Discussed At Tufts
"Party Politics and Political

Responsibility," • paper prepared

by John H. Fenton, professor of

government at r Mass, served SI

background for discussion at the

annual Tufts Assembly on Massa-

chusetts Government held April

8 and 9 at Tuft.- University

Participants at the conference

this year considered "The Chang

ing Role of State Government in

the lOHO's." Prof. Fenton's paper

analyzes the following questions:

the role state government should

play in the future of collective

bargaining1
; state government

responsibilities concerning union

gains and the business climate;

and the position state govern-

ment should take in regard to

COmpuUory siekr irance,

unemployment compensation for

iStn n in workmen'

compensation laws, and compul-

sory arbitration.

A graduate of the University

of Kentucky, Prof. Fenton re-

ceived his Ph.D. degree from Har-

vard University. A member of

the University staff since last

September, he is the author of a

book. Politics in the Border

States, and several articles in

professional journals. Recently

he received a grant of $8,260

from the Social Science Research

Council for a study of Mid-We st

politics.

w. 1. stvHoiot Tfti*eea eo wimtoh-mim. «
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FOREIGN STUDENTS
(Continued from page 1)

Netherlands. Miss vanHerwijnen

was a student at UMass in 1956-

1957. This year, she was again

granted a leave of absence to

complete her Master's degree in

Home Economics. She is also the

recipient of a Fulbright Travel

Scholarship. In addition to her

special Foods project, Miss van-

Herwijnen has taken courses in

audio-visual aids and Food Tech-

nology. She expects that the AVA
course will enable her to make

better use of the modern facili-

ties in the new Dutch school

where she teaches.

Through her work as dietitian

in a hospital, Miss vanHerwijnen

became acutely aware of the need

for inexpensive, easy-to-preparo

desserts for Dutch diabetics. Re-

cently, a Dutch non-caloric swoet-

ner tablet appeared on the mar-

ket, but the manufacturer offered

no recipes for the product. Miss

vanHerwijnen used these tablets

in her research and was success-

ful in developing recipes through

experimental procedures. Des-

serts were made wilth the Dutch

product and compared with the

same recipes using saccharine or

sugar. She developed desserts

consisting of gelatin, dried and

fresh fruits; yogurt and choco-

late puddings. Two taste testing

panel* consisting of diabetics and

non-diabetics stated that the des-

serts were palatable. All mem-
bers of the panels were extreme-

ly enthusiastic over the desserts.

The factory that produces the

lahlets provided Miss vanHer-

wijnen with enough tablets Cor

her experimental work, and it

likely that they may publish a

booklet containing her recipes.

Last week Miss vanHerwijnen

was inducted into Omieron Nu,

the national Home Economics

Honor Society. A; the d08C of

the school year, she will return

to the Netherlands, where she

plans to teach in the Alkmaar
school for If"me Economics.

An awareness of the poor nu-

trition standards in Korea stimu-

lated Miss Sumi Mo of the Seoul

National University in Seoul,.

Korea to conquer the problem of

making bread with rice flour in

place of wheat flour. Miss Mo
began work on this in 1955 when

he wrote a letter to Miss Doro-

thy Davis of the Home Economics

faculty here inquiring for in-

formation. But Miss Mo found it

nearly impossible to work with-

out the aid of an instructor, for

Seoul National University has no

facilities for graduate work in

Home Economics. She knew that

Korean people prefer rice to any

other grain — and yet the nu-

tritive value of rice alone is very

low. Miss Mo went to the United

States Information Service in

Seoul to obtain the address of

Dr Helen S. Mitchell, whose book

Nutrition In Health and Di-

seoss she had read in the Uni-

versitv's library* Dr. Mitchell re-

sponded with permission for Miss

Mo to come to the University of

Massachusetts, and later obtained

a sponsor, a Catholic bishop in

Korea. Miss Mo arrived in Am-
herst in January, 1959.

Upon her arrival on campus.

Miss Mo immediately began her

work on the preparation of bread

with rice flour. The outstanding

thing about rice flour is that it

contains no gluten, and stales

very quickly. Miss Mo learned

that by steaming the bread at a

lower temperature the fermenta-

tion rate was aided. Also, pre-

soaking the rice in water and the

addition of rice wine to the

dough gave a favorable product.

Because margarine is very ex-

pensive in Korea, Miss Mo sub-

stituted a shortening composed
of ejrjr ynlk Bttd COttOSlSeed Oil,

which was used in the dough. A
prolonged mixing period was also

found beneficial to the final

product.

Miss Mo has developed eighteen

yeast bread recipes, making use

of additional ingredients such as

dried shrimp, dried sardines,

ime seeds, all kinds of nuts,

and red beans. Powdered seaweed

was also incorporated into the

dough. All of these foods, popular

in Korea, added considerable nu-

tritional value to the bread.

Miss Mo's recipes are readily

adaptable in the Korea home and

should produce a highly favorable

product. In addition it will be

possible to cut down on the time

spent in the kitchen for the Ko-

rean housewife. For many years

Korean Home Economists have

been advocating a change in the

eating habits, but this is a dif-

ficult task and cannot he accom-

plished quickly.

Miss Mo believes her breads

will he an innovation for Korean

nutritive standards, for they are

V to prepare, and at the game
time inexpensive,

M Mo will receive her Ms
tor's Degree In Home Economics

in June. Following that she will

attend the University of Minne-

sota for three months, and then

will teach Home Economics in the

Seoul National University's Col-

lege of Agriculture on September
1st. where forty Home Eco-

nomics students are afready

awaiting her.

7ht OkLlvm&i.

"Some after dinner speak-

er* don't need introductions
half a* much as they need
conclusions."
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STATE HOUSE
(Continued from page J)

a ha* awarded re-

irch contracts totaling $102,912

t „ h institutions in this

awards are:

to the University ol

M > uhuM-tts, for study of The

Effect of I'ltra-violet Radiations

M the Leakage of Substances

from Yeast Cells.

|67,&07 to the Massachusetts

General Hospital, for research

in Mechanisms of Protein and

Nucleic Acid Synthesis, and

Their Possible Relationship to

Radiation Damage:

$29,540 to the Massachusetts

Eye and Ear Infirmary, for

Study of the Healing of Corneal

Wounds with Radioactive Iso-

topes with Special Reference to

the Plastic Artificial Cornea.

The Campus Calendar
Monday

|..m. Handbook office

—

meeting of the Handbook statr.

Tuesday

6:46 p.m. Cage—Varsity golf

team.

7:00 Barnstable — meeting of

DRILL TEAM
( Continued from page. 1)

part of the country took part in

the I960 Drill team competition.

Tht. 75 participating teams

Here the "cream of the crop"

drawn from over four-hundred

Army, Navy and Air Force

ROTC units in the United

States.

Captain Leon Pfeiffer, Asst.

Professor of Air Science and

officer in charge of the "Flying

Redmen" commented after the

results were announced: "The

toam looked exceptionally sharp

and I was very disappointed

When we were not awarded a

trophy. However, this does not

detract from the team's success

since we wore competing
against the top 75 teams in the

nation."

Crowd Frightened—Team Calm

While the UMass team was

presenting its seven minute

routine — including intricate

twirling of rifles with hay.

netes fi\ed — the "ooV an I

"ah's" of tne crowd changed to

cries of dismay as one of the

bavonets came loose. Hinged

GRIPE SESSION
(Continued from page 1)

women's dorms, commenting on

the first session at Arnold said

"the girls appreciated the oppor-

tunity to air their complaints."

Dennis Twohig, Senate Vice-

President, remarked, "If the stu-

dents don't turn out at these

'Gripe Sessions', I can only sur-

mise that they are satisfied with

their Student Government."

There will be ten Senators-

five male and five female—at

the Baker session.

Tex Tacelli, Chairman of the

committee, extends an invitation

to all males on campus to come

Tuesday and learn more about

the Senate operations.

precariously on the end of the

gun barrel the bayonet com-

manded the anxious attention

of the large crowd. Disregard-

ing the flashing blade the

cadets finished their precision

demonstration and received
tumultuous applause.

Thousands View Parade

Although the cherry blossoms

are not expected to be in bloom

until the middle of this week,

thousands of people were at-

tracted to the annual festival

in the nation's capital this

weekend. A steady 30 mile an

hour wind and cold tempera-

ture failed to daunt the crowd's

enthusiasm, however.

Cadet Lt. Col. Allan Wolff

T>0 rommpnds tho "Flyinsr Red-

men" while T/Sgt. Mark W.

Bi-enzo, Instructor of Military

Training, is the team's coach.

those interested in going to Cuba

during spring vacation.

Thursday
l! \\l:0i) a.m.—Worcester—Open

Commuters' Club meeting and

Coffee Hour to elect new officers,

vote on new constitution, plan for

spring picnic and hayride.

Library Hours

Thurs., April 14, 8-6:0©

Fri., April 15, 8:30-12 noon

Closed Sat. and Sun., April 16

and 17

Mon., April 18, 8:30 5:00

Closed Tues., April 19

Wed.Fri., April 20-22, 8:30-5:00

Closed Sat. & Sun., April 23-24

Tuesday

7:00 p.m. — Franklin — AIEE
meeting. Speaker: Mr. Samuel

Lockslin. Topic: "Why Study In-

dustrial Engineering?"

rSCIENTIFIC ADVANCES 801-802

Progress of Women (toward men)

Dr. Allure

Magnetism of men who use ordinary hair tonics studied. Conclusion:

barelv existent. Magnetism of men who use 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic stud-

ied. Conclusion not yet established since test cases being held captive

by neighboring sorority. Examination of alcohol tonics and sticky hair

creams (rubber gloves recommended for this class). Result: repelled

women. Frequent use of water on hair cited: this practice deemed

harmless because 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic mollifies its drying effect.

Female Appraisal of Contemporary Male. Conclusion: Student body

O. K. if student head kept date-worthy with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic.

Mass Education

Piechota Winner

Of ASCE Award
For Prize Paper

Stanley Piechota T.O is the

winner of the local American

Society of Civil Engineers' stu-

dent prize paper contest hpld

Wednesday night.

Piechota's paper, ''Design of

an Instrument for Measuring

Temperature Gradient in Soil,"

will now be presented at the New
England contest to be held at

Northeastern University on May
14.

The judges of the contest were

Prof. J. Savereid of the Speech

Department and Dr. Charles

Carver of the Civil Engineering

Department. The papers were

judged for their content and

presentation.

The other Contestants were

Richard J. Correia '60, David A.

Jones '60, David J. Nelson '60,

and Ricardo Paroni '60.

MIT has undertaken to supply

ideas to Oklahoma City Univer-

sity towards building up the

school academically.

The idea of a trustee, it was

agreed to by MIT President

Stratton. Three programs have

I n started. Twenty five of the

coming year's class are being put

in a special honors program; five

outstanding professors in key

areas are being sought by MIT,

along with a "senior academic

leader" who will integrate the

new program with the whole col-

lege. Hechinger of the NY Timet

consider* this a break through in

the traditional ways of leader-

ship of the great universities:

academic sponsorship.

The Council on Medical Tele-

vision of the Institute for Ad-

vancement of Medical Communi-

cation in NY is arranging with

educational TV stations schedul-

ing courses for physicians to

keep them informed on current

developments of research. It is

felt that watching a pre-organ-

ized program with synopsis and

visual aids would be less time

consuming than reading journals

and attending meetings of the

medical association.

Despite the lapse of almost six

years since the Supreme Court

decision for school desegregation,

94% of the South 's Negro stu-

dents are still in segregated

classes. These statistics were

compiled by Southern School

>few?, a monthly journal of the

Southern Education Reporting

Service.

In a fifty-six page report the

MbniMions policy of Harvard

was discussed; it rejected the

idea of assembling an ideal class

balanced by geography, social

and economic background, and

interests and field of study. It

also called for a search for in-

dividuals with intellectual compe-

tence and moral quality.

In discussing the difficulty of

spotting intellectual promise the

report comments that certain

qualities of mind "transcend pre-

( Continued on page 5)

NOTICE
Room Reservations for

September 1960 Men
Undergraduate Students

4H iind*>r«Ti''ua*'** ^tud^nts. **v -

cent those who commute from

home or live in fraternities are

required to live in University

dormitories.

Room reservations will be

niade, for thoqp who havp not

previously reserved rooms and

who wish to change dormitories,

at the Housing Office in the base-

ment of Draper Hall beginning

at 8:30 a.m. each morning on the

following schedule:.

Class of 1961—April 26 and

27, 1960

Class of 1962—April 28 and 29,

1960

Class of 1963—64—May 3 ami

4, 1960

Basement rooms in Baker and

Van Meter will not be available .

Students now living in dormi-

tories who plan to live in a fra-

ternity or be married by next

September or who do not ptan

to return are requested to notify

the Housing Office immediately.

Frank B. Thomas
Housing Officer

WMUA Schedule
Monday & Tuesday
4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:06 Campus Caper

5:00 News and Weather

5:05 Campus Caper

5:30 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 Public Service E.T. (Mon)
U. S. Senate (Tues.)

7:00 B.B.C. (Mon.)

Public Serv. E.T. (Tues.)

7: in Public Service E.T. (Mon.)

Impulse (Tues.)

7:30 News Headlines

7:32 Musicale

!>:()0 News and Weather

Chem Major
Starts Honors
Project Here

Ronald Carlson '60 is making

"A Polarographic Investigation

of the Lead-Alanine Complex Ion

System" as part of the Univer-

sity's honors program for out-

standing students.

Mr. Carlson explained that his

project is to determine the co-

ordination numbers (number of

alanine amino-acid groups) and

the dissociation constants (stabil-

ity) of complexes in the lead-

alanine system over a wide pH
(acidity) range.

"My experiments have already

yielded valuable evidence," said

Mr. Carlson. "Indications are

that these complexes are chelates

(ring compounds). We have even

been able to construct probable

structure diagrams for two of

the chelate complexes."

In addition to his academic

work, Mr. Carlson is also a mem-

ber of the Chemistry Club, the

Ski Club, and in his freshman

year was admitted to Phi Eta

honor society.

-YO'JR SHO.VPLA^F

AMHERST
CINEMA

Tues., Wed.. Thurs.
'A story of illicit love, with

one of the most daring

climaxes ever filmed!"

explode... in the most

daring love story ever

"

!):0T» Showcase
10:00 News and

10:06 Bwlngtime
1 1 :00 News and

11:05 Swingtlme

12:00 News and

12:05 Sounds of Jazz

1 :nn NeWI sod Weather
i:or> Soundt <>f 1mm
2:00 Mews Weather Sign Off

Weather

Weather

Woath.-r

^tairine teanne MORUU - tean Marc BORY

tert bv Inuis MMIF - A Zenith Inteffnatmital Releas

See it at 7:15 and 9:15

"Superb Adult Film Farel"

Student Zionist Organization

Establishes UMass Chapter
A new chapter of the Student

Zionist Organization has been

established at the University of

Massachusetts. S.Z.O.'s purpose

is to interpret to the general com-

munity, students and faculty,

the history, meaning, and prom-

ise of Zionism and the State of

Israel. Meetings held Wednesdays

evenings at 8 p.m. feature Israeli

song and dance, discussion, and

refreshments.

Among the most outstanding

activities held during the last

two months wore a mock Israeli

Parliament and an Intercollegiate

Cumzitz (Party) attended by

Hrandeis, BU, MIT, and U of M.

As a climax, an Israeli Cabaret

Night is planned for late May.

Officers are Martin Mould, '63,

President; Micky Wenig, '62,

Secretary; Joel Kangisser, '63,

Treasurer; Avi Kaplan, '6M. Hillel

Executive Representative; Mimi

Samuels, '61, Programs Chair-

man; Laura Goldman; Publicity

chairman.

MASS EDUCATION
(Continued from page A)

cision, retentativeness and logical

consistency." They are looking

for those with "the ability to

perceive the most complex rela-

tionships, incisiveness and origin-

ality in the formulation of ques-

tions, and unorthodox daring in

the search for answers."

In addition to these "truly

brilliant members of society," it

recognizes those with the

"warmth, tenacity, moral cour-

age and practical judgment

which make men outstanding in

government and business, in the

liberal professions, even though

they would never achieve dis-

tinction in the library or labora-

tory."

One of the Harvard commun-

ity, Dean Bender, stated that a

fiorinmin class composed entire-

ly of potential Group I students

would probably be disastrous for

the college. In his own class only-

one of the summa cum laude

graduates has made "a signifi-

cant contribution to society."

Bender defended the policy of

uiving preference to Harvard

sons, stating, "Historically Har-

vard has consisted of an almost

unique mixture of gentlemen

and scholars. Traditionally, the

gentlemen have supported the

scholars with heavy contribu-

tions. We're in the process of

liquidating the gentleman. Is this

a safe thing to do?" he asked.

EKW

Do YbuThinkibrYourself?
(DIG THIS QUIZ AND SEE IF YOU STRIKE PAY DIRT )

"You can't teach an old dog new tricks" means

(A) better teach him old ones; (B) it's hard to get

mental agility out of a rheumatic mind; (C) lets

face it-Fop likes to do the Charleston.
AD bD cD

When your roommate

borrows your clothes

without asking, do you

(A) charge him rent? (B)

get a roommate who

isn't your size? (C) hide

your best, clothes?

AD bD cD

When a girl you're with

puts on lipstick in public,

do you (A) tell her to

stop? (B) refuse to be

annoyed? (C) wonder if

the stuff's kissproof?

AD bD cD

If you were advising a

friend on how to pick a

fdter cigarette, would you

say, (A) "Pick the one

with the strongest taste."

(B) "Get. the facts, pal-

then judge for yourself."

(C) "Pick the one that

claims the most."

AD bDcD

It's a wise smoker who depends on his

own judgment, not opinions of ethers,

in his choice of cigarettes. That is why

men and women who think for them-

selves usually smoke Viceroy. They've

studied the published filter facts; they

know only Viceroy has a thinking man's

filter. And Viceroy has rich, full tobacco

flavor—a smoking man's taste. Change

to Viceroy today!

If you checked (B) on three out of four of

these questions—you think for yourself!

Hormone For Plants Studied

By Senior Jane Holmes
Jane Holmes '60, is presently

undertaking honors work in

botany.

Miss Holmes is studying the

effect of gibberellie acid, a

growth hormone obtained from a

fungus, on the natural growth

pattern of the tomato and on the

numbers and types of water-con-

ducting cells formed in that

plant.

Gibberellie acid is known BO

give interesting results when

sprayed on higher plants. Per-

haps the most characteristic re-

sponse is an increase in the rate

of growth which causes dwarf

beans, for example, to appear like

pole varities. Othlpr effects include

the formation of larger fruits and

earlier flowering.

She has found that a much

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows

-

0^®.^ H«A ?H, NK.HG HANS F.LTER-A MM«S2S5

Increased initial rate of growth

in th«> tomato is followed by

sooner o-ssatioii of growth and a

significant change in tho types

,,f water conducting cells formed.

Advising her in her work is

Edward L, Davis, assistant pro-

fessor ta the botany department

at tho University. While at the

University, Miss Holme* has been

a member of the Women's Ath-

letic Association, was elected a

member of Phi Kappa Phi, na-

tional scholastic honor society,

and has been an nonor student

for four years.

Miss Holmes will attend grad-

uate school at Indiana University

where she will be a teaching as-

sistant beginning in September.

She plans eventually to teach

botany on the college level.

Amherst C Of C 'Gratified'

At Response To Free Buses
_ ... . , T . mi.. t^tt— ...,•„„ iv.r,o K»pn an useful. It trusts
Editor's Note: The following

is taken from a letter received

by tfie Collegian from the Am-

herst Chamber of Commerce-.

During the past college year

over 21,000 free bus rides have

been provided under the direc-

tion of the Amherst Chamber

of Commerce, between the Uni-

versity and Amherst center. It

began with the opening of the

University in September and

ended this last weekend because

of Easter vacation and the

soon-to-follow finals.

For five hours each Friday

and Saturday afternoon the bus

made three complete trips an

hour. Many times the bus was

filled to overflowing. The

Chamber of Commerce is grati-

fied that the service it provided

has been so useful. It trusts

that it has cemented good rela-

tionships between the Univer-

sity and the town of Amherst,

and made clear that the people

of Amherst are interested in

the welfare of the University

students. The Chamber plans to

resume this bus service for the

third year at the beginning of

the University term next fall.

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: One large rock —

found in an Amherst jewelry

store window—may be picked up

at Amherst police station.

LOST: Will the person who

took my rust-colored suede jacket

by mistake Thursday at Clark

Hall, please return it to Ted

Kuczewski, 125 Butterfield.

We'd like to admit right here and now that the

main reason we run advertisements like this is to

get you, dear reader, to drink Coca-Cola to the

virtual exclusion of all other beverages. The

sooner you start going along with us, the sooner

we'll both begin to get more out of life.

BE REALLY REFRESHED

Bottled und.r authority of Tho Coco-Colo Company by

Coca-Cola BottliiHi Co. of Noithiwpnm, Northampton, Ma*.
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REDMEN SQUADS SWAMP COAST GUARD ACADEMY

Sabourin 's Homer Leads
Redmen To 9-6 Victory
Captain A r m i e Sabour'm's

homer paced the Redmen nine

to a hard-fought, 9-6 victory over

the Coast Guard Saturday.

The lead changed hands sever-

al times. The Redmen started off

fust as Boh Hatch, leadoff hatter,

singled to start the 19^0 season.

Sabourin, Bob Eichorn and Ted

Kelley then walked in succession

to force in a run, but the three

men were left stranded.

Paul Wennick, the surprise

starter, pitched well until the

bottom of the fourth when the

Coast Guard picked up four un-

earned runs. In the top of the

fourth UMass had tallied two

runs on singles by Foley, Hol-

brook, Wennick and Hatch.

Gerry Glynn came in to put

out the fire in the fourth and

finished the game to gain the

win.

The Coast Guard led 4-3 until

the top of the sixth when Glynn

was hit by a pitch and Sabourin,

who had been hitting in tough

luck all day, Wasted a home run

to deep left field.

With that incentive, the team

perked up and was never headed.

Snakebeaters

Down Conn.
Valley Club

The varsity laerosa team edged

the Connecticut Valley Lacrosse

Club at Willistun, Conn., Sunday,

7-6. Connecticut Valley, who went

Undefeated last year, topped

UMasa 9-6 iast spring.

The score was tied 8-3 at the

half, and went slowly to 5 5, and

then 6-6. Connecticut Valley tied

the score at six all with 1:20 left,

Then, with only four seconds

remaining on the clock, Bob Gih-

ley scored on a pass from Armie
Caravielln to give I' Mass J he \ic-

tory.

Billy Maxwell - red threo-

nines for UMass, Bob Gibiey hit

twicp all told, and Cnravinllo and

Dick Hoss each tallied once.

When Connecticut tied the

game at 1 :20, the score was by

Bob White, who was the U.Mas*

captain and leading scorer two
years ago.

Goalie Dick Glorioso's quick

reflexes and the close defense of

Foote, Cullen. and Swift, all

were major factors in the Red-
men win.

The lacrosse squad spent its

teasofl officially next Thursday,
when it travels to Connecticut

again, this time to meet Wes-
leyan.

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

little Store
Open Every Night unfit II .00

On the Corner Next to

Hills House

by M \KK KATZMAN fil

Coast Guard managed f " store

pie i
.ji; in f fir sixth arii)

ninth, hut to no avail as the in-

spired Redmen scored one in the

seventh without benefit of a hit.

Karl Lorden'i squad scored two

more in the eighth on Kichorn's

double, Kelley'a single, a walk

to Bob Roland and a single by

Foley.

They didn't stop there. In the

2 Years Undefeated

nnx score
UMA8S AH R H RUI
Hatch, 2b 6 2 S 2
Sabourin, >

' 5 112
Eichorn. H> 3 12
K«l!ey. e S 1 2 3

P'wski. 2b 5 12
Rr.lund, rf 4

Foley. If 4 1^1
Holbrook, ** s l 1

W.nnick. p 2 10
Olynn. p .'10
Totals S!« 9 14

ninth Hatch got his third hit

of the day, Mole second, and

scored on Ted Kelley'a double,

to put the game on ice.

DIAMOND DUST
Bob Eichorn. playing his first

game in two years, was on base

five times with three walks and

two hits. Newcomers Fran Pi-

siewskj and Monk Foley both

chipped in with two hits apiece.

Ted Kelley drove in three runs

to l<
-ad the attack. As a whole

the team had a copious batting

average of .880.

Gerry Olynn, the big right-

hander from New Bedford, was

outstanding as he struck out

eight and was tough in the

clutch.

DAVE CROTTY readies himself to return a nerve during the

match with Coast Guard Saturday afternoon. KEN BARROWS,
in the background, and Crotty have been an undefeated double*

team for two years.

COAST GUARD Alt R H RRl
I'arent, 3b i I

a. Ratey 1

Hiller, cf 3 1

b. Nelson 1 1 1

McCann, If ,i 2 1

Lomer, rf ^i 1 1 1

O'Donovan, lb 3 1 1

Smith, as
*

White, p
f

1 2

Hurdian, c 4

l.egget, i>

S3 1 7 4

a. grounded out f il Pari i»t in ninth
b ginpled fi»r Nel son in nin th

t. fiyed out for Lckk ?t in ninth
UMasa W.nnirk. G ynn (3), ami

Kelley
Coast fiunrd- Whi fe. l.i-KKC iT and

Hurdiiwi
UMa*3 100 it 2 1 21- 9 14 3

Const Guard Hull 4fi2 001- 6 7 o

Tennis Team Sweeps Every

Event From C. G. Invaders
by AL BEKMAN 62

The skies may have been

gloomy Saturday, but things

were bright on the tennis courts

as Steve Kosakowski's crew

swept both the singles and dou-

The Latest In Tennis Chapeaux

DICK THOMPSON sets himself to slam a Coast Guard serve

back for another point. ERNIE HORWATH in the background,

combined with Thompson to sink their double« opponents Satur-

day afternoon. Brisk, cold winds forced Horwath to don his

warm-np jacket during the entire match. Thompson, sporting a

checkered beret, added color to the meet, which was the only event

on the sports calendar for Open House visitors to view.

Puckmen Kyan And Roland
Win Post- Season Plaudits

hies of a meet with the Coast

Guard Academy.
The squad's four returning let-

termen, Sid Poritz, Ken Barrows,

Bill Thompson and Captain Dave

Crotty easily took their contests,

BS also did John Thomas and

Ron Carlson. Carlson's match

was the first he has played since

his freshman year; and if Satur-
, I «» t » .- nr», ... .. ilfqt. tirilf "** iffiTM'S rs €t

will be .* welcome addition t«»

the team.

In doubles competition, Sid

Porits teamed up with John'

Thomas to walk over Cliff Spell-

man and Dick Robinson of the

(oast Guard, while Krnie Hor-

wath and Bill Thompson defeated

the Academy's "Woody" Wood
and Don Greenman.

UNDEFEATED PAIR

Seniors Dave Crotty and Ken
Barrows, who have been unde-

feated as a duo for almost two

years now, added to their string

by walloping "Woody" Wood
and Don Greenman.

Coach Kosakowski's men com-

piled eight wins in nine dual

matches last spring as well ah

winning the Yankee Conference

team crown for the fourth time

in the last five years.

By the looks of Saturday'n

sweep, the tennis team is well

on its way to another crown.

The scores:

SINOLSB
I Vuritx (UMi over Spelmat. (CCt

8-0. 6-2.

I Harrowa (I'M) ever Robinson (CO)
i,-2. 6-2

I ThnmMon (i?Mi ov«r W...-1 ui..
6 ! 8-9.

4 Crotty (till over Greenmftn ICG)
6-S, 6-0.

ft. Thomaa (t.'Mi over Shrum (CC>
6 0. 6-2. *

rt Carlann fllM* over PotffU {CO I

i;-i>. 6-1.

DOUBLES
1 P..ritr *nrt Thomas IIIMl over Spel-

mnn and Roitinson (CG) 6-2, 0-0.

2 Crotty and Bftrrowi ,'t'Mi orer
W'xki «nd GrMMD i C'G i 8-1, 8-0.

% tl,,-wK'»' nrni Thompson (Ulfi nvfr

Shrum and Potent (CG) 6-S. 6-2.

1FC SOFTBALL
All fraternity softball man-

agers should send score cards

and notes of games to Pete

TfjmplA at &\g Ep on the night

of the games, in order to have

them covered in the Collegian,

or phone him at ALpine '.i-

9234.

A Tense Moment

by BEN GORDON '62

It is better to give credit where

credit is due late than not at all,

and pucksters Bob Roland and

B!lly Ryan certainly have plenty

of praise coming to them.

Both men, juniors on Coach

Steve Kosakowski's hockey
squad, played exceptional ball

during the late hockey B< ason,

and both were given honorable

mention on the All-New England

hockey squad.

Roland, the team'.- goal tender,

had a formidable average of 33

saves per game, and Coach KoSS'

kowski stated that it would have

been very hard to play without

him. In addition to his All-New
England honor, Bob, who now
lives in Miami, was named num
her two goalie in the Christmas

tournament held at Bnwdnin Co|-

1»K-.

Bob is a great all around ath-

lete, playing in the hot comet*

f.n Coach Lorden's baseball

squad, and having been a good

grid man until he suffered a leg

injury.

In return for his great efforts.

Bob has been unanimously elected

captain of next year's hockey

team.

Billy Ryan, who hails from

West SprThgfield, is another out-

standing member of the team,

holding the position of high scor-

er for the 1 !»:>',> V.o season. Billy

was able to receive the All-New

England nomination even though

he was handicapped throughout

most of the season by an in-

jured shooing hand, on which

he wore a cast.

Bill's scrappy playing m the

right wing slot will be a welcome

light for Coach Kosakowski next

year, and, with Roland returning,

also, the team will have a fine

nucleus.

SID PORITZ and JOHN THOMAS, two of the bulwarks of Coach

Steve Kosakowski's tennis team, here show gome of the form

thai makes them so valuable. The pair, both of whom won their

individual singles matches, teamed up to provide • hriek wall for

the efforts of the Coast Guardsmen. Mere Poritz shows his form

while serving during Saturday's match.

Bobbie Hanna

Vice-President '62

!

Vacation

Thursday

5 p.m.
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SU Hobby Show
To Run May 2-6

by DAVID R.

The Metawampee Collectanea

"Hobby Show," sponsored by the

Student Union and the Depart-

ment of Recreation, will be held

in the SU from May 2 through

May 6. The Hobby Show will be

open for exhibits by both stu-

dents and faculty of UMass, as

well as their families.

The forthcoming exhibition is

the final project of the Recrea-

tion Leadership course conducted

by Dana Harlow, Instructor in

Recreation.

Registration forms for the

event may be obtained in dormi-

tories, sororities, fraternities, the

Union, the Faculty Club, or the

department of Recreation offices

in Curry Hicks Cage. These forms
must be completed and returned

by 4 p.m. on Wednesday, April

27.

BAKER '63

All hobby displays should be

set up on Monday, May 2, be-

tween 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. Students

should plan to bring their ma-
terial to the campus after the

Easter vacation. Exhibits may be

claimed on Saturday, May 7, be-

tween 8 a.m. and noon. Ample
insurance coverage will be pro-

vided for the protection of all

exhibits.

An estimation has been made
that over 10,000 hobby collec-

tions exist within the University

community. These represent miles

of travel, hours of work, and an

unlimited amount of interest.

Exhibition hours are Monday,

May 2 from 0-10 p.m. and there-

after daily from 2-10 p.m. Each

night between 7-8 p.m. two ex-

hibitors will demonstrate their

hobbv material.

UMass Now Offering

Weekly Guest Tour
TnereaseH attendance at last

weekend's Open House "has

spurred University officials to re-

omphaftize the guest tour pro-

gram held on ram pus each Sat-

urday when the University is in

session.

"A. public University should

he open at all times to the citi-

zens who support it. And certain-

ly it should be open for inspec-

tion by parents of youngsters who
are interested in gaining admis-

sion." The statement was issued

today from the office of Shannon
McCune, provost of the Univer-

sity, after a highly successful

Open House held last Saturday
and Sunday for approximately
6.000 visitors.

Students, faculty members and
administrators participate in the

guest tour program. Aim of the

weekly event is to give visitor?

an extended look at the Univer-

sity in actual operation and to

meet with officials to discuss uu-

mission policies, academic pro-

gram, and related matters.

Beginning at 10:30 a.m. each

Saturday, the program includes

an address of welcome by the

provost or a representative, a

question and answer period, a

walking tour of the campus led

in small groups by student lead-

ers, and a luncheon (at nominal

cost) in the Dining Commons. In

case of inclement weather, the

tour is replaced by a presenta-

tion of color slides of campus
buildings and student activates.

Family groups and others in-

terested in the guest tour pro-

gram may obtain a flyer lletfafl

events and showing routes lead-

ing to the University by writing

the Provost's ( Mrico, University

of Massachusetts, Amherst.

1500 Foreign Teen-Agers
To Visit Campus In July

More than 1500 teen-agers

from 47 countries will partici-

pate in an adventure in interna-

tional cooperation this summer
at UMass, it was announced

today by Harold C. Durgin, Uni-

versity Conference Coordinator.

Held under the direction of the

American Field Service, the four-

day visit, involving extensive

planning now being undertaken

by the University Conference

Office, will be part of the inter-

national exchangee program con-

ducted yearly by the AFS. Under
this program, secondary school

students from foreign countries

are placed in schools and homes
in more than 1285 American
towns for a year of study and

participation in American life

At the same time, American
youngsters from almost every

state travel abroad to study and

live with families in other coun-

tries.

Participants in the University

program, all holders of Ameri-
can Field Service International

Scholarships, will arrive July 22
for four days of workshops and
seminars. Evenings will be de-

voted to various kinds of recrea-

tional activity, including a talent
show, dance and other entertain-

ment. The 'students will also

participate in athletic events
under guidance of approximately
150 counselors who will accom-
pany the large contingent.

At present all the students
are living in private homes and
attending high schools from
Maine to California. Under these

conditions, the American Field

Service hopes to promote friend-

ship and increased understanding
among all students participating

in the exchange program. As a

private organization, the AFS
fosters cultural and educational

experiences and is not affiliated

with any religious, political or
other organization.

Class Officer

Balloting Is

Spirited
Results of the class officer

primary elections held yesterday

in the SU include several close

races for the final balloting on

pre-registration day, Thursday,

April 28.

An omission of Joan Werner's

name from the class of '63 Secre-

tary ballot will necessitate a spe-

cial election among the four can-

didates before the final election

for that position. Other candi-

dates for the position are: Sue

Streeter (inc), Nancy Speight

and Margie Mentes.

Primary results, as released by

the Senate elections chairman

follow with finalists indicated by

the numbers one and two beside

their names.

CLASS OF 1961
President

1 Roger Riikonen (inc) 235

2 Don Croteau 5

Vice-president

1 Bob Mushkin (inc) 196
*} Mo ****** T-T** *•*•! C»
-- A - i * » *ii.*«.i,.t 111

Thomas P. Kennedy 98

Secretary

1 Judy Konopka (inc) 148

2 Donna Brooks 91

Rosemary Kamis or. 76

Carol Rogers * 7?
Art Winn 46

Treasurer

1 Denny Harmony (inc) 247

CLASS OF 1962
President

1 Bernie Murphy (inc) 290

2 Roheit C. Broijgi 124

Fred Shotz 112

Cliff Bullock 93

Vice-president

1 Charles Curtis 210

2 Carol Neal 192

Al Siano 137

Bobby Smith 103

Secretary

1 Jean Havey 221

2 Laura Ritter (inc) 194

Janet Stewart 170

Gary Blank 77

Treasurer

1 Deborah Read (inc) 213
2 Anne Hall 1 56

Harriet Cutler 12f,

Sandy B rod sky 83

Paul Sibley 75

CLASS OF 1963
President

l Mob MtcMaster (inc) 346

2 Charles Lyman 294
Peter MacDonald 203
Larry (Cooch) Murphy 170
Peter 6, Bracci 149
Tom Dodge 109
Saul Gliserman 78
Philip John 1

Vice-president

1 Peter Smith 256

2 Kenny Weinbaum 213
Karen Peterson 177

Bobbie ILinna 173

Matthew Collins 109

Dick Towers 107
Tippy Phillips 103

Barbara L. Viera 76

George E. Mull in 67

Lester Meale 45
William Bale 1

Treasurer

1 Mimi Halper (inc) 483
2 Lloyd David 210

Judie Wilkinson 202
Elaine Ricker 193
Dorothy Bubon 183

Avoiding The Draft

Reported Unlikely

Newsiveek Surveys Graduate's Dilemma
by JAMKS RE1NHOLD '61,

Pentagon officials have stated

that the chances are 99-1 against

any otherwise-eligible individual

avoiding the draft at present. This

figure was reported in a recent

Newsweek article surveying the

draft situation facing America's

young men.

The draft law was first passed

in 1940 and continued until early

1947 when it was dropped. Later

in 1948 the draft was reinstated

when the Communist threat was
recognized. Since then the law has

been renewed rive times, the most
recent of which was in February
1959. The law requires that

every male American be re-

gistered at age eightee-n, al-

though actual eligibility for the

draft extends from age 18 V-z to

26 years of age. Currently the

drafting age is generally at 22Vfe

to 23 years.

There are currently an esti-

mated 1.5 million men in the

draft age group, although less

than 100,000 men are presently

being inducted annually.

Draft Call Timing Uncertain

With the ever-present question

of the draft, the immediate
future of fresh college graduates
is often in doubt. Even though
it is current policy to take men
at age 23, there is no assurance
that one will he called at exactly

that time. The exact draft calls

are determined for local boards.

An individual 23 years old as-

suming imminent draft may be

delayed several months, as long
as his local board's monthly
quotas are being filled by "volun-
teers for induction". To volun-
teer for induction is to inform
your draft board that you are
immediately available and wish
to be called as soon as possible.

Job Applicants

Encounter Difficulty

The uncertainties of the draft
leave many men unsettled as to

future plans. Job applicants often
find that prospective employers

BRUNO DE PALMO '63

are reluctant to hire men with

draft imminent over their heads.

The Newsweek survey quoted a

California banker as stating,

"We usually wait until a young
man has completed his draft re-

quirements. If you take a man
and put him through training

and then let him go off for two
years in the Army, we have to

start him again from scratch,

and this isn't worthwhile." News-
week also revealed that many
employment agencies find that

employers have specified that

applicants be either 4-F or have
finished their military obliga-

tions.

Robert J. Morrissey, UMass
Placement Officer, has stated

that many employers would
rather hire a less-qualified appli-

cant than take the risk of hiring

a 1-A man and having him in-

ducted into the Army shortly

thereafter. In the draftee's

absence, the employers must still

fill the positions temporarily; by
law, however, a man drafted

from a job must be rehired when
he is again available. Morrissey
stressed that employment by
companies on government con-
tract is not sufficient to warrant
draft deferment.

Deferment Criteria Listed

The following are recognized
criteria for draft exemption or
deferment:

Occupation in certain essential
fields, such as teaching, agricul-
ture, science and engineering.
Final decisions as to essentiality
are made by the local boards.
For example, the Hampshire
Coonty board in Northampton
has generally recognized defer-
ment requests for teachers,
whereas boards in other localities

may have different policies. Oc-
cupational deferment requests
must originate with the em-
ployers and are subject to

periodical review.

(Continued ,»i page 3)

Burnham Reading Contest
To Be Conducted April 28
The 81st annual Burnham

Reading Contest will be held

Thursday night, April 28, at 8

p.m. in the Middlesex Room of

the SU.

The contest will consist of

poetry, prose, and drama. The
individual topics will be disclosed

at the contest. The contestants

will be judged on voice and dic-

tion, stage appearance, communi-
cation of material, and over-all

performance. The judges are:

Mrs. Fred Cahill, Miss M. Char-

lotte Mulpin, and Rev. Jere Ber-

ger. Three prizes will be

awarded: the first, $25; the

second, $15; the third, $10.

The Burnham Rending Contest

is the oldest oonteai on campufi,

having been established three

years after the University was
founded, Burnham gave money
to the University to establish a

"Declamation Contest" in which
contestants would memorize pas-

sages and recite them. In time,
the money ran out and the form
of the contest changed. The Uni-
versity sponsors, with the help
of private donations, the present
contest in which students become
familiar with the gubjeel and
fffve an interpretive reading
on the material rather than
memorize it.

The contest is open to the
student bndy Preliminary exams
SVC given and those who qualify
are eligihle to compete in the
contest. This year's qualifying

contestants are: Paulette Demi-
tropoulos *61, Armand Caraviel-
lo V,i, .Inyne Hayden '62, Joan
Sharpe '60, Patricia O'Connell
'61, Harold Lane '00, Norman
Siegel '08, Donald Lavierdiere
'60, and Thomas Caldwell '61.

The chairman is Heinz Briegel
*60.

The public is invited to attend
this contest.
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EDUCATIONAL ASPECT
Education involves much more than the

formal schooling one receives at an institu-

n ; it includes the total knowledge acquired

in the process of becoming a productive

member of society. This is too often forgot-

ten by too many students, resulting in a nar-

rowing of interests and the developing of in-

tolerant attitudes characteristic of a closed

mind. While these students may fulfill their

academic requirements, they fail to take part

in the social and cultural activities of our

campus community. They therefore fail to

develop the poise and flexibility which are

necessary to harmonius social interaction

and personal satisfaction. Books alone will

not equip an individual for the complex prob-

lems and responsibilities of adult life; social

contact and the exchange of ideas are also

necessary. The student who withdraws from

campus life cannot expect to be eminently

successful in his chosen career. If he cannot

deal adequately with the problems in the

sheltered and guided existence of our college

community, he will never be able to cope

with the cold, hard world outside.

The opportunities to interact with people

of differing backgrounds and beliefs are

plentiful here at the University of Massachu-

setts, as are the opportunities to view many
aspects of our culture. The student who de-

sires more fro\n college than 120 semester

hours of facts and figures should take ad-

vantage of these opportunities; he should

take part in as many campus activities as

possible — clubs, committees, fraternal or-

ganizations, etc., and he should attend the

various displays and performances of artists

Who visit the campus. By increasing his

knowledge of our culture in all its rami-

fications he will develop the broad interests

and open mind which are the marks of an

educated person, and he will develop all ad-

justive flexibility which will allow him to

master his life situation.

—T.C.
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Letters To The Editor

Greeks Make Better Romans?

To the Editor:

This past week of so called Creek activities has been an

exemplary display of the apathy of the Greek world to co-operate in-

stead of compete. One of the highlights of this glorious Greek week

was the "mass exchange" supper, alias mess exchange supper. It

seems that very few know even the basic principles of etiquette. Guests

in the respective houses were not made to feel welcome or in most

cases were ignored or entertained by other visitors. It is a new facet

of "Mass Hysteria" that fraternity men should debate over who will

have the pleasure of taking a girl's coat and which magazine to read

in her presence while she and their other guests sit by trying to

make conversation among themselves. Perhaps we were rtnttl in

thinking that a guest in someone else's house would be treated as a

guest.

Sad to say this was not the only example of bad manners ex-

hibited. Dinner also proved to be a disgrace to Emily Post—house-

mothers served last; "brothers" eating stripped to the waist; all

guests seated at one table; no ashtrays and therefore ashes were

deposited on the plates after dinner; etc. Oh, we wonder if any of the

fraternities have heard of putting serving spoons ino the serving

dishes?

Of course, not all the blame can be placed on the fraternities,

when sorority girls enter fraternity houses attired in their daily cos-

tume—sneakers, skirts and sweaters. This must be a new phase in

GRACIOUS LIVING!
Now to another of the highlights of this past Greek week—Greek

Banquet. It was a picnic, minus the ants! Although the meal was its

usual cold and unappetizing self, the guests were in rare or usual

form. They again displayed their unmixing and uncooperative selves.

The climax of the Banquet came when respected dignitaries were in-

troduced and hissed. At that moment we were ashamed to be a part

of the Greek World.

Let us not be hypocritical concerning Greek comradeship and

brotherhood. Has it gone forever? Let's not wait and see what next

year brings.

In conclusion, however, we must not fail to give a "pat on the

back" to the participants in t>he chariot races. They did a marvelous

job in making the chariot races the most outstanding feature of Greek

Week. It's evident that the Greeks make better Romans!
Irate Greeks

In Defense of Dining Commons
To the Editor:

In response to the numerous letters which have been appearing

in the Colleginn lately concerning the Dining Commons, we, the un-

dersigned, have a few complaints of our own.

Why do those who so obviously dislike Commons food persist in

reaching for the biggest pieces and asking for double helpings for

everything? They insist upon having meat without gravy, and no

spinach, please, and then wonder why those behind the counter are

confused! We have even had requests for just carrots when the vege-

tables are mixed! And the ice-cream! One would think we ran a

Howard Johnson's chain. After all, even if we did have 28 different

flavors, someone would be dissatisfied.

To those thoughtful individuals who feel that the Commons work-

ers are being overworked and underpaid, you are certainly doing your

utmost* to see that we earn what we do get. There are some students

who think that every day is April Fools Day and delight in tipping

sugar shakers upside down, sticking bottle caps on the tables, and un-

screwing the salt shaker tops. The workers should not be expected

to clean up messes made by juvenile students.

In regard to the quality of the food served in the Commons: with

over 1400 students to feed, it is practically impossible to produce the

same quality food that is served in your own homes. The reason it

does not taste like home-rooked food is because it isn't home-cooked

food.

Another common practice among the students is to take the

silverware back to the dorm with them, and then complain because

we run out of knives. Equally annoying are the greedy individuals

who take as many napkins as they can carry from the counter, and
then complain when the supply is exhausted. There have been nu-

merous derogatory remarks and complaints concerning the organiza-

tion of the Dining Commons, hut if certain people persist in behaving
like children, they will be treated like children.

Irate Student Workers

To the Student Body
We of the committee would like to thank all the persons who

gave to aid those students in the South who are fighting for their

Rights as American citizens.

Our thanks also go to those persons who gave of their time in

order to make this drive a success.

The Committee to support

the Negro Student's Rights

Classified Classics

From a Vermont Development Commission advertisement of u

local farm for sale: "If purchased before the next heavy windstorm a

barn is included."

(The Reader's Digest)

• • •

From the Anderson, Ind., Daily Bulletin: "Will the party who
picked up the black cocker spaniel puppy Saturday on Wendell Road
either return him or come back and get three-year-old boy he belong 1?

to?"

(The Reader'a Digest)

THE MUSIC MAN
By VERN PERO

It's always a pleasure to congratulate someone

on the campus for a job well done, and for that rea-

son I am very happy to congratulate the University

Dance Band on the quality and the success of their

concert in Bowker Auditorium last Sunday after-

noon. After a rather weak start the boys began to

pick up steam. I think it is safe to say that the big-

gest hand of the afternoon was awarded them for

their concluding selection, Lullaby of Broadway.

Throughout the afternoon they relied rather

heavily on stock arrangements of jazz classics, hut

•very now and then they thoughtfully introduced

an original number or two into the proceedings, en-

riching them considerably. These fellows have a

whale of a lot of talent, developed in spare time,

and never given full and complete recognition. A
couple of the men in particular shbwed a com-

mendable capability in the difficult art of improvi-

sation, and in one or two spots I can truthfully say

that I forgot completely about their amateur status

and found it quite easy to accord them the full at-

tention and recognition they deserved.

The main failing of the concert was not in the

music itself or in the performance but in the spaces

between. The introductions of the numbers were so

sloppy, ill-prepared, unvaried, and inaudible that it

was annoying. Even the common practice of intro-

ducing the members of the band was confused up to

a considerable extent. For a local event, of this nat-

ure in particular, it is very important to let every-

one have his bow. These people worked hard and

deserve all the credit that comes their way. Yet

when they were introduced I doubt if anyone heard

their names unless they were sitting in the first or

second row. It's a shame and T think that if it is

brought to their attention it won't happen again.

Another unfortunate thing about the show w^
the absence of the band's fine vocalist, Miss Ann
Shutty, whose vocalizing always adds something

special to the enjoyment of those present. Anyone
with even passing experience at programming mu-
sic realizes that, when possible, a vocal rendition

or two should be added to a band concert just to

break things up. And had she been there, I am sure

Miss Shutty would have made a considerable con-

tribution to that end. T do not know the reason for

her absence. Perhaps it was unavoidable, and fo-

this reason I will make it clear that I am merely
commenting on the situation as it appeared to me
and I haven't the slightest intention of blaming
anyone.

I was disappointed too that we didn't get to

hear more from the band's talented guit&ruti, Al

Gurka. One of the mainstays of the organization in

my opinion, Al's masterful plucking and chord mani-
pulation were heard only briefly on one number, and
I think it is a shame that we couldn't hear more.

The rest of the solos were adequate, and as T

have said above, really good in spots. We need more
of this action on the campus, and for that reason
I am only too happy to take some time out in this

space to give a group of talented young men a well

earned pal on the back. Smooth out the rough spots
boys, polish up the personality end, and the pres-
entation should attract a great deal of attention.

Collegian Policy on Letters

We request that all letters written to the Colic
gian be signed with the writer's name. We will with-
hold the name upon r<f|u«-st, but we will not print
any letters which come in unsigned. This is done to
protect our responsibility to the Collegian and to it**

readers.

IN A VERY MINOR KEY
As campus elections are often poorly attended

by virtue of the "unknown" quality of the candi-
dates—I offer this solution.

If by chance you do not know any of the candi-
dates running go to the front of the union and sur-
vey the group of signs.

This should be done after a high wind.

If you are a conservative in nature pick the
candidates whose signs have not blown done.

This represents solidarity and unbending nature.

If you are a liberal pick the candidate whose
signs have blown down.

This represents flexibility and the ability to

adapt to a given situation.

If you are a tree pick the candidate who puta hia
sign on you . . ,

Campus Calendar
Tonight

7:00 p.m. - Square Dance, Commonwealth Room, S.U. (Callers:

Lennie Bull, Dick Sawyer, and Pete Cabana)

7:30 p.m. - C.A. Vespers, Old Chapel Auditorium

8:00 p.m. - Ski Club, S. U. Sport Parachute Club, S. U. Ballroom

Tomorrow
NOTHING! Happy vacation!

SU VACATION SCHEDULE
Thursday, April 14 7:00 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Friday, April 15 8:00 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Saturday $t Sunday, April 16 & 17 - Closed.

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday,

April 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24 - Building opens at 8:00 a.m.

For closing hours, watch the bulletin boards.

with

Max Shulman

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf, "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

COLLEGE: THE FOE OF EDUCATION

In your quest for a college degree, are you becoming a narrow

specialist, or are you being educated in the broad, classical

sense of the word? This question is being asked today by many
serious people— including my barber, my podiatrist, and my
little dog Spot— and it would be well to seek an answer.

Let us examine our souls. Are we becoming experts only in

the confined area of our majors, or does our knowledge range

far and wide? Do we, for example, know who fought in the

battle of Salamis, or Kant's epistemology, or Planck's constant,

or the voyage of the Beagle, or Palestrina's cantatas, or what
Wordsworth was doing ten miles above Tintern Abbey?

If we do not, we are turning, alas, into specialists. What,
then, can we do to escape this strait jacket, to broaden our

vistas, lengthen our horizons, to become, in short, educated?

Well sir, the first thing we must do is throw away our curricula.

Tomorrow, instead of going to the same old classes, let us try

something new. Let us think of college, not :is a rigid discipline,

but as a kind of vast smorgasbord, with all kinds of tempting

intellectual tidbits to sample and savor. Let us dive in. Let

our pent-up appetites roam and snatch where they will.

Itf$ wattlewms.
We will start the day with a stimulating seminar in Hittitc

artifacts. Then we will go over to marine biology and spend a

happv hour with the mollusks. Then we will open our pores by

drilling with the ROTC for a spell. Then we'll go over to journal-

ism and scramble a font of Bodoni. Then we'll go to the medical

school and palpate a few spleens. Then we'll go to home

economics and have lunch.

And between classes we'll smoke Marlboro Cigarettes. This,

let me emphasize, is not an added fillip to the broadening of our

education: it is an essential. To learn to live richly and well is

an important part of education, and MarlboTOe are ail important

part of living richly and well. Do you think flavor went out

when filters came in? Well, ha-ha, the joke is on you. Marlboro,

with its Selectrate filter, delivers flavor in full measure, Savor

without stint or compromise, flavor that wrinkled care derides,

flavor holding both its sides. This triumph of the tobacconist's

art comes to you in soft pack or Sip-top box and can be lighted

with match, lighter, candle, Welsbach mantle, or by rubbing

two small Indians together.

When we have embarked on this new regimen— or, more ac-

curately, laek of regimen- we will soon be studded with culture

like a ham with cloves. When strangers accost us on the street

and say, "What W8J Wordsworth doing ten miles above Tintern

Abbey?" we will no longer slink away in silent alwshment. We
will reply loud and clear:

"As any truly educated j>orson knows, Wordsworth, Shelley,

and Keats used to go the Widdicombe Fair every year for the

poetry-writing contests and three-legged races, both of which

they enjoyed wildly. Well sir, imagine their chagrin when they

arrived at the Fair in 177<> :ind learned that Oliver Cromwell,

jittery because Ciuy Fawkes had just invented the spinning

jenny, had canceled all public gatherings, including the Widdi-

combe Fair and Liverpool. Shelley was so upset that he

drowned himself in the Bay of Naples, Keats went to London

and became Samuel Johnson, and Wordsworth ran blindly into

the forest until he collapsed in a heap ten miles above Tintern

Abbey. There he lay for several years, sobbing and kicking his

little fat logs. At length, peace returned to him. He composed

himself ami, noticing for the first time the beauty of the forest

around him, he wrote Joyce Kilmer's immortal Trees . And

that, smarty pants, is what Wordsworth was doing ten miles

above Tintern Abbey" * ,9*)

M

•» H,'u,m•,,

« *

Poet* and peasant* alike know that if you like mildness but

you don't like /liters, you can't do better than Marlboro'*

companion cigarette—Philip MorrUh

Avoiding The Draft . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

Rejection for failure to meet

physical and mental standards.

Newxweek stated that about one-

third of all draft-age men are

rejected for physical or mental

defects. Among draftees only,

the rejection rate has been climb-

ing from 34.7% in 1956 to 48.8'

;

in 1959. The rising rate is caused

by the fact that the armed serv-

ices presently can afford to be

very selective.

Fatherhood. Although fathers

are not actually exempt, they

are rarely being inducted at

present.

Hardship cases. Again, exemp-

tion is up to the policy of the

local boards.

Graduate study until age 26.

Providing sufficient academic

averages are maintained, draft

exemption may be granted.

Draft Liability Extended

Draft exemption automatically

extends the period of liability

beyond age 26 to age 35. For this

reason many do not apply for

deferment, but elect to take

their chances. Few people are

aware, however, that under prea

.•nt law drafting is limited to

those under age 2»">. Unless this

law should be changed, DO one

over 26 will be drafted, regard-

less of his classification.

A primary criterion for stu-

dent draft deferment is the

Selective Service College Quali-

fication Test, given annually.

Miss Mary E. Kennedy of the

Hampshire County board has

stated that all college students

should take this examination

when it is offered. The deferment

grade of 70 is achieved by ninety

per eent of tWoso taking it.

Draft Law Controversial

The draft law has always been

a controversial subject, and can

be expected to come under fire

in 1963 when Congress will again

debate its renewal. Although the

draft is presently furnishing less

'than 100,000 men annually

(against our total military man-
power of 2.5 million), officials

insist that it must be continued.

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY

SUMMER SCHOOL
1960 Session

June 27 - August 5

* Co-educational

* For Graduate and qualified

Undergraduate students

* Credit Transferable

Institutes in:

ARCHAEOLOGY
ART

LITERATURE
MUSIC

PSYCHOLOGY
THEORETICAL PHYSICS

* Special Colloquia, Lectures and Concerts

For further infoirnaliori, clip and mail to-.

Brandeis University Summer School, Rabb C-13

Waltham 54, Massachusetts

Please send details of Institute

Name

Address

Please check: Graduate Undergraduate

Defense officials have stated that

without the existence of the

draft, volunteer enlistments

would drop below the level of

sufficiency.

Lt. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, 66,

tead Of the Selective Service

System, summed up the situation

in Neiesireek: "We can't tell a

man when he will be drafted and

give him a number and a date

on the calendar.

"All we know is that we are

drafting men around the age of

23, and that just about everyone

who is qualified physically and

mentally, and isn't otherwise de-

ferred, will be called by the time*

he is 26. That's the way it looks

for the next few years. It's pos-

sible that a few may slip by

—

but very few.

"Under the Universal Military

Training Act every young man
is obligated for six years' mili-

tary service, active and reserve.

That's it. Our job is to count 'em,

sort 'em, and deliver 'em.'

WMUA Schedule
Wednesday
4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:05 Campus Caper
5:00 News and Weather
5:05 Campus Caper

5:30 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 B.B.C.

7:00 Public Service E. T.

7:15 Call Assn
7:29 News Headlines

7:30 Musicale

9:00 News and Weather
9:05 Showcase
10:00 News and Weather
10:05 Sounds of Jazz

11:00 News and Weather
11:05 Shoes Off Session

12:00 Dig
1:00 News and Weather
1:05 Dig
2:00 News, Weather—Sign Off

P
Chicken
Barbecue

MEALS 99c AND UP

Make your plans early

CALL RALPH SOMES
Berkshire House

Al 3-3411, Ext. 415

Men who face wind and weather

choose the protection of...

QMcffiice
AFTER SHAVE

LOTION

Skin protection, that is. Old Spice refreshes and stimulates, guards against the loss of vital

skin moisture. Feels great, too. Brisk, bracing, with that tangy Old Spice scent. It does seem

to attract female admirers, but what red-blooded

man nerds protection against girls? 1.00 /<>»««« M U l_ T O M
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Lacrosse Team Makes Ready For

Oncoming Season; Prospects Good
Rugged work-outs and stiffly

competitive scrimmage* ha

itified to the ability of this

year's UMass lacrosse team.

The Garbermen, compoeed of a

number of returning veterans and

promising sophomores show

every sign of being the best la

eroi Be team in UMaaa history.

The Snakebeater's recent win

over the Connecticut Valley La-

crosse Club in the last five sec-

onds of play followed the more

decisive defeat of William's Col-

lege's second team, the previous

day.

This second team, said Coach

Dick Garber, is the equivalent of

the quality of teams which the

Massmen will play this year,

Williams being considered one of

the top teams in the nation.

The scrimmage had barely be-

gun when Bob Gibley took in a

pass from Captain Hilly Maxwell

and fired the hall past the Wil-

liams goalie into the nets.

Shortly after, Dick Hoss scored

the first of his six unassisted

goals of the game. At 6:20 of the

same period. Dick drove in for

hli second tally.

Bob Gibley then received an

from Phil Williams as he

ted for the second time in the

period.

Williams then racked up two

quick o'nee and the first period

ended with the Garbermen ahead

4-8I Ma

The second period opened with

Williams coming back from be-

hind to score two goals in rapid

succession. UMass went ahead

again as Em Morse and Dick

Hoss tallied late in the period.

Again the Ephs came back to

tie the score only to have Dick

Hoss retaliate with three con-

secutive goals. The score at the

end of three periods; UMass 9,

Williams 6.

The surging squad from Wil-

liams held the Massmen scoreless

•n the fourth frame, themselves

scoring three goals to deadline

the game and send it into over-

time.

The Redmen lashed out for four

goals in the overtime, as opposed

to only one by the Ephs, and won
13-10, the UMass goals being

scored by Armand Caraviello,

Phil Williams. Billy Maxwell and

Jerry Cullen.

Thus, it appears thnt the snake

beaters are ready for a rigorous

season. Although the loss of last

year's highest scorer, Larry

Treadwell, is a treat one, Coach

Garber feels that Gibley will be

a more than adequate replace-

ment.

Dick Glorioso, who won an

honorable mention as All-New

England goalie la-t year will he

back in the crease with John

"Bumps" Bamberry and Paul

Ryan on deck. Billy Maxwell,

leading assist man for the Gar-

bermen last year will be accom-

panied in his attack position by

Gibley, and Phil Williams. Boh

Glew and John Brooks are also

capable attackmen.

Gerry Cullen, Bob Foote and

Pete Staffon will make up the

Redmen first defense line, with

Dick Hoss, Armand Caraviello,

and Dave Cheever composing the

vital midfield positions. The

sophomore line of Dean Kaup-

pinen, Bill Hailer and Bob Glew

SPORTSENSE
by BEN GORDON '62

Six runs in the last four in-

nings paved the way to UMass'

initial win of the season and

greater days lie ahead, from the

looks of things.

Pitching against Coast Guard,

Gerry Glynn looked like a pro on

the mound, and was backed up

by a hard hitting squad. If the

men from UMass can keep it up,

they're on their way to taking the

VanCon crown from UConn.
Coach Steve Kosakowski

couldn't be more pleased with his

court jesters, they're not losing

a single set against the same
hapless New Londers.

Matt Zunic's crew has obvious-

ly gained prestige in the basket-

ball world, for they Wave been

added, along with West Virginia

also shows great promise. Dick

Reilly, Walt Glinski, Mike Chre-

tien and Bob Woodbury will be

ready to fill in on defense, while

John Bonfess, Em Morse, Bill

Hailer, Gordie Wallace and Jim
Ellingwood will be on deck for

midfield work.

"If we play like we know how,"

commented Coach Dick Garber,

"we could have a very good sea-

son."

ftlSTfloff Ujpyf&TKU Y*V?
#0 TEST YOURSELF!

Take a look at this ink blot. Dehibit yourself. What
do you see? If you see your last blind date in it, we
sympathize. Because it lopks like a lobster to us.

Of course we're crazy about lobsters, but we don't

like to take them out. What we do like to take out

are L*M filter cigarettes. They're the ones with flavor.

Fact is, L*M has found the secret that unlocks flavor

in a filter cigarette. So fine tobaccos can be blended

not to suit a filter but to suit your taste. We just

mention this. If we didn't, who would?

-J ^Q PILTBRS

LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

Reach for

flavor . ,

.

Reach forM
• two i iagatt * myn tsbmm o«

and Buffalo, to Syracuse's hoop

slate for the 1960-'61 season.

More energy than meets the

eye is being burned to change

the despairing UMass gridmen

into a winning team.

The UMass Eootball Booster

Club, established to promote
athletics at the University, will

honor Coach Chuck Studley and
other UMie sports notables at a

M e e t-t h e-C o a c h e s Night in

Springfield, April 21.

Among the guests will be Di-

rector of Athletics Warren Mc-
Guirk, Erosh Coach Dick Mac-
Pherson, and coaches Chet Glad-
chuck, Dick Anderson and Bob

Delaney.

HIGH SPOTS
The U.S. can justly boast about

their shotput men, four of whom
are widely considered to be the
world's best. Parry O'Brian, Dave
Davis, Dallas Long, and Bill

Nieder are all Olympic material,
but at the Stanford University
tryouts, July 12, one will have to

be eliminated.

One of the nation's top track
coaches, Dean Cromwell, predicts

that Long will cop the gold medal
in Rome, O'Brian taking second
place. He made no mention of
which of the other two athletes
will compete.

NYU's bespectacled Tom Sand-
ers is the first draft choice of
Red Auerbach's champion Cel-
tics, and Red can certainly feel

fortunate in obtaining the "best
pivot man in the country".

Baseball in the area will ap-
pear in full force when Amherst
and Tufts, Williams and Colby,
and A1C and UConn all clash.

LOUIS'

FOODS

76 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

Easier

Cards

A. J. Hastings,
INCORPORATED

NEWSDEALER ft STATIONER
Amherst, Mass.

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

POOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAOAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Open Every Night until 1 1 00

On the Corner Next to

Hill* House

KARISC, & COOL

Thursday Movie:

Yul Brynner

Ingrid Bergman

"ANASTASIA"
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Don Juan
Production
A special production of George

Barnard Shaw's "Don Juan in

Hell," his play within 1 play, will

Iks presented Saturday evening,

April :H>, 8:15 p.m. at Bowkef

Auditorium.

The presentation, drawn front

Shuw'* play, Man and Superman,

won critical acclaim for a

quartet of stars who brought it

to Bros way and later on toar

throughout thf United States.

This production, by the First

Drama Quartette, featured Agnes

Moorehead, Charles Laughton.

Ci'dric Hardwieke, and Charl<-s

Buyer,

The University performance,

modelled after the original pro-

duction, will feature James Ru-

berti,
r
6l, Speech major previous-

ly seen in Our Town, Time Re-

inernhcred, and Memory of Two
Mondays, who will play Don

Juan, the cynical lover. Robert

Shilansky, a senior Psychology

major, w*ho has been seen on

the boards of Bowker in Tifter

at th* dates, Infiertt the Wind,

and Timt Remfwhertrf, and

In Hell
April 30

who has won Rest Actor Award

in the Interclass Plays, will por-

tray th** Devil who adovcates the

worship of love and beauty.

Ju ; ith Rothstein, will portray

Dona Ana, who prompts Don

Juan to say, "Wherever woman
is, is hell." Dona Ana's father,

the Commander, who assumes th"

role of the statue (according to

Shaw) because he is so much

more admired in marble than he

was in real life, will be played by

Norman Rothstein, '59, who was

featured in Inlterit the Wind,

J.B., and Memory of Two Mon-

days. "Don Juan in Hell" is un-

der the direction of Arthur E.

Niedeck, head of the Department

of Speech. Robert T. Williams,

who designed the sets for the

Roister Doister productions for

the last three years, will be tech-

nical an! lighting director.

The production is sponsored

for the benefit of the Massachu-

setts Reeiew. Tickets may be ob-

tained at th«* box office in the

Student Union and at the door.

Robert Shilansky '60 gestures in Mephistophelean fashion at

.lames Rnberti '61, who plays Don Juan in the UMass production

of Shaw's Pen ./""« /" We//. Seated are Mrs. Judith Rothstein

and Norman Rothstein who take the roles of Dona Ana and the

Commander.

Senate Strikes Out Jackets

Adds Raincoats To Budget

At Ihe State House

Gov. Furcolo

Recommends
New Building
The House ways and means

committee will hold a hearing on

Governor Furcolo's recommenda-

tion for a state office building at

11 A.M., Wednesday, May 11, it

was announced Tuesday.

Postponement of the bill, which

has been approved by the com-

mittee on state administration,

was necessary because the House

will have the committee's ver-

sion of the Governor's $463.2 gen-

eral appropriation bill up for dis-

cussion next week. The budget

is expected to be reported this

week.

In addition to the state office

building, the Governor sought ap-

proval of other state buildings in

the general vicinity uf the office

building site, including one for

the state division of employment

security and others for the de-

partments of correction and

mental health. The overrall pack-

age, including interest on bond

issues, exceeds $50 millions.

Republican members of the

House were called into caucus on

the state office building by the

minority leader, Rep. Frank S.

Ciiles of Methuen, also a candi-

date for the GOP nomination for

Governor, who went to Washing-
ton to discuss with General Serv-

ices Administration Franklin G.

Floete federal requirements be-

fore the national government will

approve a new federal building in

Boston.

A surprising feature of the

GOP caucus was the members'

willingness to vote a bond issue

for the state office building, plus.

if necessary, the employment

security building which Adminis

trator Floete wants as a buffer

against a possible blight area

near the federal building. There

seemed to be almost unanimity

on this point.

Even more surprising was the

number of the Republican House

members who appeared to be

agreeable to accepting the Gov-

ernor's proposal in its entirety

in an effort to get the stalled

Government Center project mov-

ing toward realization.

Japanese Arts Festival

Begins Here Friday
Japanese art and culture will

be featured at the Pine Arts

Festival to he held at I'M.i-

from April 20 to May 1.

Sponsored by Mortar Hoard,

senior women's honor society,

with support from the Associate

Alumni organization, the Festival

is an annual event dedicated to

fostering greater interest and

participation in the arts among
students at all area colleges. The

general public- is cordially invited

to attend all events,

The Festival will begin with a

The Band Uniform Budget ac-

count and a motion to prevent

seniors from using Student Acti-

vities Tax Fund monies to go to

SWAP conferences were the sub-

jects of debate at Monday's spe-

cial Senate meeting.

Band Uniform Budget Amended

The Band Uniform Budget was

amended to add the raincoats for

the Precisionettes.

President Bob Zelis moved to

strike out Dance band jackets and

ties to compensate for the rain-

coats. Senator Ted Sheerin, dis-

turbed over the number of tax in-

creases, felt that the jackets did

not merit an increase.

Senator Dennis Twohig moved

that no SATF monies be used to

send senior* to the SWAP con-

ference.

Presi ent Zelis stepped down
from the chair to point out that

the SWAP conference was for the

three underclasses, not for sen-

iors. The purpose of SWAP, he

said, is to train personnel for

next year's student organizations.

Senator Bill Knowlton was

against the motion because he

felt that the Senate shouldn't set

policy. "Let each organization

decide whom they will send," he

said. The motion was passed 10-9.

A student petition was pre-

sented to the Senate requesting ft

Constitutional Convention to

amend the Student Government

Constitution to read: the Student

Senate shall not be able to in

crease the Student Activities Tax
from its May 31, 1960 level with-

out two-thirds approval of th;»

student body by a referendum.

REGISTRAR'S
ANNOUNCEMENT

Thursday. April 28 has been

designated as Counselling Day,

On this day pre-registration for

the fall semester will he accom-

plished. Departments will be

making detailed announcements

in their classes and students

should check with their depart-

ments in advance of that day to

determine whether specific ap-

pointments have been established.

There is a $5.00 fee for failure

to pre-register on Counsellinn;

Day. An earnest attempt will be

made to give those students who

pre-renister on time the hourly

program they prefer. No such

attempt can be promised for un-

exeneed students who pre-register

late.

Students are admonished to

give careful attention to ilv

course selections made for the

fall semester. Once made, they

should not later be ehaaged.

MISS YOKO ITO, Soprano

lecture nr. Japanese grt at !) a.m.

Friday, April 2i>. in Shattuck

Auditorium of the Western Mas-

sachusetts Public Health Building.

The speaker will !»<• Charles W.

MaeSherry, associate professor

of art at Smith College. Ma.-

Sherry's talk will be given pri-

marily for students in University

art courses but is open to any

interested persons who wish to

attend.

On Saurday, April 30, Mrs

Yasu Mari. a Japanese wood-

block artist, will give a talk an I

demonstration of her work at

1 p.m. in the Commonwealth
Room of the Student Union. At

8:30 p.m. Robert Barker of Wor-

cester, teacher of art at the

Wachusett Regional High School

will follow with a lecture on

Japanese drama. During the

afternoon mevies of Japanese lif"

and culture will be shown con-

tinuously in the Council Chamber
of the Student Union, and the

day's activities will conclude with

a coffee hour at 4:30 p.m.

A special feature on Sunday,

May 1, will be a Japanese song

recital by soprano Yoko Ito of

the Fuiiwara Opera Company.
Miss Ho, descrihed as having "a

superb voice and skilled singing

technique." has toured the United

States appearing m Madame
Butterfly and the Mikado. The

Japanese artist will also give a

program of traditional dances.

The event, scheduled to begin at

3 p.m , will be held in the Stu-

dent Union.

A Japanese tea ceremony will

he held in the Colonial Lounge of

the Student Union at 4 p.m., and

at 7 p.m. the movie "Gate of

Hell," a Japanese classic, will be
tthtjwn mi D,)ivJ.«r AuditoWum.

Continuous exhibits will be on

display in the Commonwealth
Room, the Colonial Lounge and

the Book Store. These will in-

clude a showing of Japanese

prints on loan from the Boston

Museum of Fine Arts, a display

of Japanese crafts, and a collec-

tion of various items brought

back from the Orient in 1X77 by

Col William Smith Clark, the

University's third president who
helped found Hokkaido Univer-

sity in Sapporo, Japan.

All events are open to the

public free of charge.

Final Elections Of Officers

To Be Held This Thursday
Final •lections for all class of-

ficers and senators-at-large will

be held all day Thursday, April

28, 1900, Counseling Day. For

the class of 1961, Roger Riikonen

(incumbent) is running against

"a -vote" Don Croteau. Roger has

been President of his class in his

freshman and junior years. Cro-

teau, who received his five votes

as write-in ballots, insisted that

he's "still not a candidate*" Bob

Mushkin (incumbent) opposed

Perry Harris for the Vice Presi-

dency, Judy Konopka (incum-

bent) is battling Donna Brooks

f,»r Secretary, and Denny Har-

mony is running unopposed as th->

class Treasurer.

In the .lass of 1982, Bernie

Murphy (incumbent) hopes for

re-election over Bob Broggi;

Charlie Curtis is opposed by

Carol N'eal for Veep; Jean

Havey, a surprise primary victor

is running against incumbent

Laura Bitter; and Deborah Read

fights Annie Hall for the Treas-

urer's job. The race for vice-

president and secretary promises

to be close as the margin of vic-

tory in the primaries was only

eighteen and twenty-one respec-

tively.

The class of 1963 turned out in

large numbers for the primaries

and the Thursday election prom-

sea even greater numbers.

Bob Mr Master (incumbent) is

running against Charlie Lyman
for President; Pete Smith opposes

Kenny Weinbaum for the Vice-

Presidency; and Mimi Halper (in-

cumbent) faces Lloyd David for

class treasurer.

In the Senator-at-large fight,

siv vetpran campaigners are seek-

ing positions. Linda Achenbach,

present secretary; and Jim CV-

Leary are sophomore candidates,

Gail Osbaldeston, treasurer; Den-

nis Twohig, Vice-President; John

Finnegan, chairman of Men's Af-

fairs Committee; and James Dun-

leavy are the junior aspirant*.

Four of the six are members >f

the Executive Committee.

The Chairman of the Elections

Committee would like to remind

(Continued on page 5)
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S35: Student Endowed Chair

The annual spring elections for class of-

ficers and senators-at-1arge ^ill he held to-

morrow. Turnouts in the past have not been

gratifying. Many students are apparently

too indifferent to exercise their right to vote.

However, there will be something addi-

tional on the ballot tomorrow : S35, the mo-

tion to tax the student body $1.50 per se-

mester for the purpose of establishing a

Distinguished Visitors Chair in order to at-

tract outstanding people to our campus.

So much has already been written about

this motion and its merits that there is little

point in repeating it.

However, this is an opportunity for the

student body to follow up and support one

of the best ideas on campus in a long time.

It is a chance to show that we are genuinely

interested in improving and broadening the

intellectual scope available to us. It should

not be wasted.

Therefore, we urge you to cast your bal-

lot in the elections tomorrow—both for the

candidates of your choice, and for S35.

Grading System Outdated

by LLOYD J. TERAN '62

While the University presently strives to meet

and rcc' in the renoTOfckm of education standards,

one Jpect'remains antiquated-the grading system.

The present grading system, based on 4.0, accepted

as adequate when the University was smaller, no

longer sufficiently serves our purposes. With en-

rollment steadily increasing each semester, a mark-

ing system which would separate the "better stu-

dent's academic accomplishments from those who

»-« iif^n Bfieomnlished" Is needed.

~ , 4.-„,o T cvigrcrpst which WOUld
mere are l\\u systems - ~^s^—

remedy the situation effectively. The first is a 10

point system in which achievement! would be graded

in the following manner: A equals 10, A minus

equals 9, B plus equals 8, B equals 7, B:mtotta

c0„ni c R . D nius equals 2, D equals 1. While this

system docs not Je*v« provision for u decimal figure

after the number (no marks like 7.7, 8.4; etc.) in

a etnmilfltfve average, it certainly is far more pre-

cise than the present system.

The second system which I propose, which is the

more popular throughout the country, utilizes the

4 system in a more preeise method. This system,

too. divides grades into plus nnd minus. A equals

4.0, A minus equals 3.7, B plus equals 3.3, B equals

8.0, . . . D plus equals 1.3, D equals 1.0. In this

system not only can the present decimal point be

retained in a cumulative average (3.5, 2.7, etc.), but

the cumulative also would serve as accurate a re-

port of marking as possible.

Both systems are far superior to the present

system, which makes no allowance in grades be-

tween a high or low C. In a grading system which

makes recognition of the fact that a 79 is better

than a 70, there is reason for a student to strive

for every point possible. In our present system, the

student who receives a B plus on every exam ap-

pears to be in his final mark no better than the one

that receives grades of B's and B minus on all his

exams.

While a changing in the grading system would

involve slightly more paper work for the instructors

and the administration, they should remember the

purpose of grades— to record the achievements of

students.

'ON THE BEACH'

A Review

by MELVIN STEINBERG

PART I

Stanley Kramer is an honest, admirable, well-meaning man, al-

together a rarity in the world he inhabits: Hollywood. Moreover

he is again making films with serious themes. Let it be »»d at the

outset, then, that I wish Mr. Kramer well. But I also wish that this

picture wore very different. ,

On the Beach deals with nothing less than the end of the world.

It comes in 1964 as the result of an accidental nuclear war, which

devastates the Northern ' Hemisphere and fills its afiosphere wit*

radioactive particles; these particles are slowly dnftmg so^uthwanA

condemning the inhabitants of the rest of the earth to a less sudden

but no less sure doath. The film shows, how a hopeful theory of de-

creasing radiation is disproved by the voyage north of a nuclear

submarine, and how the prospect of the end affects a group
>

inU-

mately concerned with this voyage: Dwight, the American captain

of tho submarine; Peter and Julian, his Australian liaison and sci-

entific officers; Mary, Peter's wife; and Moira, an Australian girl

who falls in love with Dwight. .

The theme of the destruction of the world is not precisely a

modern innovation, of course. ("It won't be water but fire noxt

time!" ffoes the gospel song.) But the mecnanisms portrayed as

brineing it about have certainly become more up to date. In George-

R. Stewart's novel, Earth Abide,, mankind is virtually wiped out

by a mysterious plague, arisen from some obscure ecological imbal-

ance, like tho plagues which periodically afflict other species. The

bomb has figured in Oboler's Five and Belafont's fhe World the

Flesh, and the Devil (originally titled The End of the World) and

it offers endless possibilities. But, unlike other destruction myths,

On the Beach portrays an end which is a complete end—for the

human race and, we are told, for most or all other forms of life.

A truly formidable death-wish?

Now tho problem of war and human survival is the most im-

mediate, if not the most fundamental, social and political question

confronting the human race. It is a topic that has bred widespread

cynicism and despair among ourselves, the victims of any future

large-scale war. .

Nonetheless, to make a film on atomic war for theatrical distri-

bution in the United States is to buck every prevailing political

trend of the past ten years. Or at least this was the case when

Kramer, a year and a half ago, began On the Beeen, That it ap-

pears now, when the Khrushchev-Eisenhower exchanges have

brought, a lowering of tension and the likelihood of some actual

«t*ps toward lessoning armaments, will make Kramer's intrepidity

seem less. This is all to the good for the nation; and it may prove

all to the good for Kramer, whose picture will be received as part

of a trend. But the situation has not basically changed; the Soviet

and Capitalist orders still stand at missiie-points, prepared in tfie

end to commit social hara-kiri rather than allow the other to pre-

vail.

As things now stand, it may well be thought that tho moral of

On the Beach is that small nations should be kopt from having

atom bombs. The moral, in any case, certainly has nothing to do

with the real political task of our times: replacing regimes which

undertake suicidal arms races with regimes that do not. And be-

cause the problem is therefore posed as one of accident-prevention,

the film like the novel avoids the true human horror of our situa-

tion, and remains in the end r trivial diverrion.

But the horror cannot really be escaped.

In a dream I sometimes havo, I am standing on a high hill

looking out over the San Francisco Bay area, which is my adopted

home. It is dusk, the lights of the cities and bridges are beautiful,

the air is soft. My eyes notice a glow to the north, somewhere on

the far shores of the Bay—rather like the glow of a steel plant

against the sky. But this ^low suddenly becomes brighter, and ex-

pands. It looks, I toll myself curiously, almost like a bomb blast!

And then as it prows still brighter and larger, and begins to as-

sume the mushroom shape, and boils upward, I realize that it is a

bomb, and that it has all started. Sweating and paralyzed, I watch

the neon signs and car lights far below, knowing that at any in-

stant a searing glare will cook us, and that it is all over . . .

Not Why: But What And How
by JAMES A. MERINO '60

America approaches the 1960 elections with

several vital problems.

Among them: Education—this is a problem both

physical and intellectual; physical because we des-

perately need increased and expanded facilities

quickly; intellectual, because our public schools

have come under the control of irresponsible philis-

tines, the principal tenet of whose dogmas appears

to be anti-intellectualism.

Urban Development—our cities are becoming

more ugly every day; not only slums become a

source of blight, but even new developments are

so built as quickly to become blights, and this in-

cludes government housing as well; and so-called

suburban development has turned into ugly com-

mercial string towns, with gerry built homes of

tasteless uniformity contributing to the effect.

Defense—we have, according to those who pur-

port to know, great striking power; but the prob-

lem apparently is distribution and potential; and

the so-called "space race" upon which we have so

far wasted billions.

There are other problems: our mid-west storage

bins overflow with surplus food while half the

world starves; our overall economy seems to func-

tion in a special preserve, completely oblivious to

the world market; according to some commentators,

our industrial might is concentrated in producing

consumer goods to a degree which fosters waste,

stretched credit, the rape of resources, all to en-

courage consumption.

Why we have these problems still with us is

very simple: No one is really doing anything about

them. But in order to do something about them, we

must agree on what and how. And the problems

of what and how cannot become the property of

politicians campaigning for office on platforms and

techniques devised by Madison Avenue. These prob-

lems are so vital that both political parties, all the

people, must be convinced of the tightness of the

whats and hows adopted; to do otherwise, to formu-

late a policy of what and how based on a party

platform, on a "majority" decision, with large seg-

ments of the population opposed, would be disas-

trous and futile. These problems are too vital for

the nation to flit back and forth between "progres-

sivism" and "reaction", for that is the road to self-

destruction. Agreement must be universal.

HENRY WARD BEECHER:
"I can forgive, but I cannot forget," is only

another way of saying, "1 will not /or^*»>*." For-

giveness ought to be tike a cancelled note'—lorn in

two and hiirned np, so that it can never be shown
against one.
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Image Of America'

A European scholar and priest has written a stirring defense of

American capitalism in which he credits Henry Ford with having

sparked a revolution that makes the Russian Revolution pale to little

more than a changing of the palace guard.

In Image of America, R. L. Bruckberger, a Dominican priest,

says: "I consider 1914 a momentous year in history because it was

the year in which Henry Ford, by establishing the eight-hour day

and more than doubling wages at one stroke, finally freed the worker

from 'proletarian' servitude.

"The year 1917, on the other hand, no longer fills me with the

slightest awe. The year 1917 stands for no more tha* a palace revo-

lution which substituted a red czar for a white one."

Profits motivated Ford, Father Bruckberger notes, only as a

means to keep his factories going and expand his company's opera-

tions. He thought of business primarily as a public service. The au-

thor recommends that every young person seeking knowledge of

political economy be required to learn by "heart this statement made

by Ford:

"I do not believe we should make surh an awful profit on our

cars. A reasonable profit is right, but not too much. So it has been

my policy to force the pries of the car down as fast as production

wmild permit, and give the benefits to users and laborers, with re-

sulting surprisingly enormous benefits to ourselves.

Read Image of America, by Pr. R. L. BrucWberger.

LETTERS
Thanks

To the Editor:

The Open House Committee and I wish to ex-

press our thanks to ail the .students who participated

in any way in making Open House a most success-

ful weekend.

John M. Zak,

Campus Coordinator
University Open House

Social Policy at UMass
To the Editor:

Last year's committee met with the Dean of Wom-
en, Miss Helen Curtis. At this meeting this commit-

tee acquired for the girls a very great social im-

provement, namely 12 o'cloeks on Friday evenings.

I believe that this is a step in the right direction

toward treating the girls at UMass as adults.

This year there will be other pertinent questions

asked. I believe that one of these questions will per-

tain to coffee hours in the Sororities. When a girl

goes out with a gentleman it is only common cour-

tesy for her to invite him in for a cup of coffee,

thereby showing that she has many of the social

graces that are so much in demand by an adult so-

ciety.

We cannot tell the students at the University

that they are adults and continually treat them like

children. If the girls are to be classified as adults,

Dean Curtis, then please treat them as adults.

G .M. S. '61

Attention!
Would those members of the Young

Democrat Club planning on going to the Na-

tional Convention at Harvard this weekend

please call me at Al 3-7905 if you missed the

meeting Tuesday night.

Peter Watson

Essay On S. Africa
Bigotry and bias ar» hard to kill. Two bullets

won't do it.

y
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University Women Honor

Retiring Faculty Members
The Stewards Club of Food Head of the Chemistry Dept.;

Management in the Dept. of

Food Technology will again serve

its smorgasbord to an all-faculty

dinner dance sponsored by the

University Women. This event,

which honors faculty members

retiring from the University, will

be held in the Student Union

Ballroom on April 29 at 6:30

p.m.

Students who will be in charge

are: Richard L. Ellis '61 and

Carl Pelott '61, comptrollers; Al-

fred Clayton '61 and Donald

Harris '61, preparation; Joseph

Garrity '61 and Alan Bagge '61,

service; David Knauber '61 and

Joe Gagliard '61, procurement.

Those faculty members to be

honored at the dinner-dance are:

Charles P. Alexander, Professor

of Entomology; Jessie L. Ander-

son, Asst. Prof, of Seed Control;

Helen S. Mitchell, Dean of the

School of Home Economics;

Adrian H. Lindsey, Head of the

Dept. of Agricultural Economics;

Ernest J. Radcliffe, Senior Phy-

sician; Frank P. Rand, Professor

of English; Walter S. Ritchie,

Oliver C. Roberts, Assoc Pi

of Pomology; Dale H. Sieling,

Dean of the College of Agricul-/

ture; William H. Tague, Asst.

Prof, of Agrie. Engin.; and John

H. Vondell, Assoc. Prof, of Poul-

try Husbandry.

Van Meter Dorm
To Hold Informal

Dance Saturday
Van Meter dormitory is spon-

soring an informal spring dance,

"Sea Winds", on Saturday eve-

ning, April 30, at 8 p.m.

Music for the dance will be

provided by the Johnny Magg
orchestra with vocalist Ann
Shutty. Singer Buffy S. Marie

'62 will provide intermission en-

tertainment. Admission and re-

freshments at the function will

both be free.

A singing group of four men
from Van Meter will tour the

women's dormitory area Thurs-

day at 6 p.m. to publicize the oc-

casion. Prior to the dance Satur-

KOTC Team
Marches In

Competition
The Bay State Rifles will per-

form at a Pershing Competition

in the Commonwealth Armory,

Boston, on Saturday, April 30.

After thrilling hundreds of

Open House visitors two weeks

ago with a snappy display of

precision marching and split-sec-

ond timing, the team, commanded
by Cadet Major Jim Brown, has

high hopes for a first place finish.

Captain Howden, the team advisor

said, "We hope not only for the

team's sake, but also for the Uni-

versity's sake that we take first

place."

Last year the team copped

third place, just missing second

place by half a point.

A nucleus of last year's team,

with the addition of four junior

cadets, will be there Saturday to

march. Their added experience n

drill will be needed when th

team drills against such crack

outfits as MIT, Harvard. BI'

BC, and Northeastern.

John Finnegan

Of Pol-Science
John Finnegan V>1 was elected

President of the Political Science

day, escorts will go to the wom-

en's dormitories to accompany

women going stag.

IRE-AIEE Elects

Officers For 60-61;

Activities Planned
The IRE-AIEE has elected

their officers for the 1960-61

academic year. They are: chair-

man, Richard DeCrasse;

chairman, Carl Forsberg; treas-

urer, John McClung; Secretary

(AIEE), Stanley Baran; Secre-

tary (IRE), Howard Roth; pro-

gram chairman, Gregory John-

son; publicity chairman, Anthony
Angelopoulus; refreshment chair-

man, Chester Gallup; member*

ship chairman, Edward Beaupre.

There was a 100 f
; turnout of the

senior and junior members and B

60$ turnout of the sophomore

members.

A meeting of the heads of the

IRE-AIEE is scheduled, for Mav
2nd in Providence, R.I.

The annual IRE-AIEE picnic

is scheduled for May •".. Tickets

are Toe and are available at th*

Engineering Building.

Lucky Strikes Dr. Frood declares:

Graduation is all a

matter of degree
rtpnr Or. Frood: I'm working my way

through college. I have delivered news-

papers, worked as an usher in the local

movie theate: and rolled bandages for

the school infirmary. What can my col-

lege life possibly prepare me for?

Beaver

Dear Beaver: Publishing, motion pic-

tures, medicine.

C01 t^» t&>

Dear Dr. Frood: I am about to gradu-

aie top girl in my class. I have decided

to take up a career, ralher than squan-

der my intellectual achievements on

bawling babies, dreary housework and

a sloppy husband. Don*t you think I

have made the right decision'.'

Smart Gal

to al! the friends he has maoV in cnVcpe.

Is there any action I should take?

Dean

'Jc8t&$2P*

graph at left was taken. At right is a

recent photo. What does the older gen-

eration have to say about this?

Serious Student

Dear Smart: I do, and I feel safe in say-

ing that I make that statement on behalf

of every man in America.

Dear Dean: Give him a big smile, put

your arm around his shoulders and say,

"How'rc things, pal?"

i0r, <&> %&i

Dear Dr. Frood: In the past four years,

1 feel that I have become a wiser and

better man. How much do I owe to my

college for this?

Grateful

Dear Grateful: Shhh! Somebody must

have forgotten to send you the bill.

c^» c^> <^>

Dear Dr. Frood: The older generation

claims college life is too soft. Just a lark.

Well, I am iinishing four years, and look!

The day I enrolled in college, the photo-

Dear Serious: Just what we've said all

along. Parties, parties, parties!

i0» i0» t0i

Dear Dr. Frood: Yesterday I visited my

bo\ friend and 1 saw two I ucky Strikes

burning In an ash tray. One had lipstick!

Was I right in slapping him in the face

and leaving the room? Scorned

Dear Scorned: No. Why get jealous just

because other girls smoke the same brand

vou do?

cO» C0* *0»

Dear Dr. Frood: What a mess I have

made out of college! I am flunking out

because I have been so la/y. I can't get

a job because I have made such a poor

record. I have no friends because I have

no college spirit. What is there left forme?

(hastened

Dear Chastened: You can always serve

as a horrible example.

*» t0> <0»

Dear Dr. Frood: I was outraged to learn

that I rich, spoiled senior is planning to

give sports cars as graduation presents

© «. r. e*.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

L.S./M.F.T.— Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.
is./v.r.r.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

'
Product of J&j6»*i**»c&kw^V-y-"£6~* is «r mMU «MT

Is President

Association
a- al ..ii last aighi at the

monl fche Student

I aion. Finnegan is th<- chairman
<if Men'.-; Affair.-: Committee of

th.> Student Senate and repres-

aati tlif junior claaa at lar^-.

A member of AGR he was also

a student coordinator for the

open house weekend.

Carol Lilly '61 who has serve I

as secretary for the past year

was elected vice president.

Larry Rayner '61, editor of the

Cullftnan, was elected secretary.

Dirk White '01 honor student

was sleeted treasurer and Tex

Tacelli V>2 was chosen to be Pub-

licity Chairman.

All the officer* are Government
majors.

For next year Finnegan out-

lined a program which calls for

increased membership and noted

guests to speak each month.

Lost & Found
Lost: Gold and black onyx class

ring (High School) S.H.H.S.

Lost on balcony in gym April 8.

Return to Dick Paquetle, 403

Butterfield.

Lost: Timex watch between

XO and Lewis House, March 81.

Contact Box 10 Collegian Office.

Taken by mistake: White

blazer Tuesday afternoon at

Chem. 2 lab. I have yours, which

is too l>iy. Please contact Natalie

Smith, 408 Thatcher.

Information Given
About Junior CJase

Caps And Gowns
Caps and gowns for senior cla - -

women will be givei out May 2,

I m Memorial Hail basement.

On Monday and Wednesday
caps and jrowns will be distri-

buted between 10-12 in the morn*

intf and from 2 to t in the after-

noon. The hours are the same for

Tuesday with the addition of 7

to '.> in the evening.

The gowns are rent-free but

there is a 35 cent charge for any-

one wishing to keep the tassel

from the cap. Also tlie s] 0.00 con-

t 'iti.it on for the 26th Reunion

Gift will he collected at that time.

Seidor class men wd »b!e

to acquire their caps and gowns

on May 1*".. 17, is at the same
limns as those fOT 'he women.

LOUIS'

FOODS

76 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Dpen Every Night until 11KM

On the Comer Next to

HilU House
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Contract Bridge
by F.

At the last meeting the Bridge

Club was visited by two busi-

ness men. They were John Brodd-

man and John Massaut. Both

gentlemen are attending a six-

week Business Administration

seminar given by the University.

By chance, they are bridge

players as well. I spoke to them

for a few minutes about them-

selves and bridge,

Broddman is a retailer from

Stockholm, Sweden. After this

seminar, he plans to remain in

the U.S. to continue his studies.

After learning bridge while in

college, he continues to enjoy the

game. He thinks it is the only

card game which requires

thought.

Massaut is a lawyer by pro-

fession and resides in Amster-

dam, Netherlands. One of his

hobbies is bridge, but he thinks

bridge is also a disease.

They told me in Europe, bridge

is a social game. It is rapidly

becoming more like a mathe-

KIEI.Y
matical formulation. It can never

become a formula due to vari-

ables such as distribution. Arti-

ficial systems stress bidding and

point count but this tends to

de-emphasize card playing.

They stated that there are

many systems used in Europe.

Each country has a different

system. In Sweden and the

Netherlands, Culbertson is popu-

lar. Artificial systems such as

the Italian Club systems are be-

coming popular.

I asked, "Who are the best

bridge players?"

They replied, "The Italians

are generally considered the

best by everybody including the

Americans."

The results of last Thursday's

bridge game are: 1N-9 Higgin-

botham - Fitzgerald; 2N-S Tobi-

as - Battis, 3N-S Crabtree
Thompson; 1E-W Dubis - Lipman,

2E-W Heyman - Smart and 3E-

W Dixon - Swan.

Dean Of B. C. Law School

To Address Pre-Law Group
Father Drinan, Dean of Boston

College Law School, will speak

tonight with interested students

on Boston College in particular

and Pre-Legal studies in general.

The meeting, sponsored by Col-

legium Legis, will be held in

Crabtree Lounge at 7 p.m. Any
person contemplating a legal

career is invited to attend. The

Boston College Law School is one

of the two schools that have

taken the greatest proportion of

students who go on to Law
«?ohor>! frnm the UMass.

Father Drinan holds the LI..B.

and LL.M. degrees from George-
town UiiTWrsfty Law CTenfer. We

la a member of the bars of the

District of Columbia, Massachu-

setts and the United States Su-

preme Court.

He is a member of the Ameri-

can. Massachusetts and Boston

Bar Associations. He is also

chairman of the Family Law-

Committee of the Association of

American Law Senou'is alio, trie

Boston Bar Association.

Father Diinan completed hi.;

studies at Fordham University,

Weston College and the Jesuit

Seminary in Florence, Italy. Ho
has contributed a number of ar-

ticles to a score of periodicals

vrhich include tb.e ffwt9«94wn

•«., >, « •««•«',•* '.... MM

Anachronism?
Not really. 'Cause if Coke had been

around in Caesar's day, Caesar would

have treated himself to the sparkling

good tasto, the welcome lift of Coke!

Caesar's motto— "I came, I saw, I

conquered." Pretty good motto for

Coke too—the prime favorite in over

100 countries today 1

Drink

Cmfcfii

BE REALLY REFRESHED

Bottled und.i authority el Tr» Coca-Colo Company by

Coc.-Col. Bottling Co. of Northampton. Northampton, Matt.

Fellowship Is

Awarded To
R. C. Albrechi

Robert Charles Albrecht of

Syracuse, New York, has been

awarded the Bankers Trust Com-
pany Fellowship at the Harvard

Business School. Albrecht will

enter the two-year program lead-

ing to the Master in Business

Administration degree at Har-

vard in September.

The Bankers Trust Company of

New York each year provides a

Fellowship for two men at the

Harvard Business School, one in

the first year and one in the sec-

ond. The stipend is $1,500 for

each academic year.

Albrecht attended high school

in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, spent

a year (1951-1952) at Union Col-

lege in Schenectady, and expects

to receive his B.B.A. from UMass.

in June. At the UMass he has

been vice-president of the fresh-

man scholastic honor society and

was active in organizing a free

tutoring service conducted by the

members of this society for all

freshmen. He also assisted in

tutorjng mathematics during his

sophomore year, and was a stu-

dent assistant for the finance de-

partment. He has been vice presi-

dent of Phi Eta Sigma honorary

society, and vice-president of

Beta Gamma Sigma, Business

Administration Honor Society.

Law Journal, Commonweal and

Social Order. He writes reg-

ularly for America, the Nation-

al Catholic Weekly, of which he

is a Corresponding Editor, i a>ner

Drinan writes on Church State

rt-laliotis, Family Law and Juris-

prudence, subjects he teaches at

the Boston College Law School.

Campus Calendar
This Evening

6:00 p.m. I.F.C. Council of Committees, S.U.

6:30 p.m. C.A. Vespers, Skinner

French Club Dinner, S.U.

7:00 p.m. Fraternity President's Assembly, S.U.

Student Senate, S.U.

Amateur Radio Association, Gunness

Education Club, S.U.

Square Dance, S.U., Instructions given; everyone welcome.

Callers: Lennie Bull (7-8:00), Pete Cabana (8-9:00), and

Dick Sawyer (9-10:00).

8:00 p.m. Arts and Science Lecture: "The Method of. Analogy," Dr.

Peter Heller, Department of German, S.U.

First Meeting of the UMass Flying Club, S.U.

Tomorrow

COUNSELING DAY ... NO CLASSES

2:00 p.m. Rev. Raymond Fedje Counseling, S.U.

3:00 p.m. Varsity and Freshman Baseball vs. Williams, Alumni

Field
'

6:30 p.m. Bridge Club, S.U.

Movie: "Anastasia," S.U.

7:00 p.m. Women's Affairs Committee, S.U.

8:00 p.m. Burnham Reading Contest, S.U.

8:35 p.m. Movie: "Anastasia", S.U.

Friday

2:00 p.m. Varsity Tennis vs. Rhode Island

Rev. Russell Claussen Counseling, S.U.

3:00 p.m. Varsity Baseball vs. Vermont, Alumni Field

Keep in mind

May 2-6 Mettawampe Collectanea Hobby Show, S.U.

May 6-8 H.E.R. Week-end. Dance Saturday night, S.U.

NURSING NOTES
by BETTY KARL '61

"Family attitudes toward

drinking arc more important

than the fact that the family

does or does not drink," stated

Dr. Hilma Unterberger, in her

address on "Alcoholism in Young

Adults," at a Nursing Club

meeting held in the Public Health

Building last Wednesday evening.

Dr. Unterberger, a psychologist

in the Mass. Dept. of Public

Health, Division of Alcoholism,

explained that potential alco-

holics are likely to come from

families who "make an issue out

of alcohol", whether or not such

families use liquor. She named

the alcohol itself, the family

background, and psychological

problems as three of the main

"ingredients" which make an

alcoholic.

"A potential alcoholic's first

drink is likely to be a signifi-

cant experience for him," stated

Dr. Unterberger, explaining that

alcoholics tend to recall vividly

where and when they first tasted

an alcoholic beverage, whereas
non-alcoholics tend to forget this.

Other facts about alcoholism

brought out by Dr. Unterberger
were that alcoholics tend to start

drinking later in life, (average
age — 16 Ms yrs.), than do "so-

cial drinkers," (average age —
15M» yrs.), and that this condi-

tion affects each social class

equally; she commented that

lower-middle class alcoholics are

more likely to be seen in

alcoholic clinics, while the "skid

row" types are more likely to be

found in jails. Fifty-sixty per cent

of the clinic patients can become
"controlled alcoholics", she

stated, adding that alcoholics

cannot be cured per se.

Dr. Unterberger concluded by

explaining the functions of the

lay groups such as AA and

"Alanon."

Voting For H.E.R.

Weekend King Set

For April 28-29
Voting for the selection of th.»

five finalists for King of H.E.R.

Weekend will take place tomor-

row and Friday from 9 a.m. to 8

p.m. in the S.U. Lobby.

Tickets for the H.E.R. Week-

end Dance, to be held Saturday,

May 7, will be placed on Bale

Thursday in the Union. Every

25th girl will receive a free tick-

et.

The dance will feature Tony

Ravora's band, with an appear-

ance of the Statesmen during the

intermission. The student named

as King will be announced during

the dance intermission.

Other activities planned for the

weekend include theme parties at

the women's dorms and the

sororities on Friday, May 6, and

a ja"z concert on Sunday after-

noon, May 8.

With The Fraternities
by STEVE SHUSTERMAN '62

Week
With the successful Greek-

faek behind us, the election of

new IFC officers this Wednesday

night, and the final exams looming

nearer and nearer, the Greek So-

cial Calender shows only the final

house "flings" to go. Pledge

Formats, House Formals, or pie-

nics to close out the school year

will be in vogue for all of the

houses in the next few weeks.

This weekend AEPi will hold

their annual Pledge Formal at

the Hotel Weldon in Greenfield,

TKE will hold their Pledge

Formal at the Wyekoff Country

Club, Holyoke, and PSD will have

theirs at the River Ixcige in So.

Hadley. In the near future TEP
will have their formal May 14,

at the Wayside Inn. SAE will

also have theirs on May 14, and

KAPPA SIG will have their

Pledge Formal on May 18 at

Toto's. This Wed. night AGR
will honor their Alumni at their

ELECT

Gail

Osbaldeston
Scnator-at-Large

'61

Student Zionists Sponsor
Essay Contest On Israel
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Ira L. Jacobson, national pro-

jects chairman of the Student

Zionists Organization, has re-

cently announced that the organi-

zation is sponsoring an annual

essay contest, in which a free

trip to Israc) will be awarded.

The trip will comprise .seven

weeks of tours, studying, and

Rgriruiturai work. It will be

sponsored by the Student Zionist

Organization in cooperation with

the Jewish Agency for Israel.

The competition, open to all

collegp or university students

in the U.S. or Canada, will close

midnight, May 1, 1960. All es-

says must be typed double-

spaced, and must include the

name of the institution at which

the applicant is enrolled. The

winner will be announced in the

y ;....: -i Collegiate, the organi-

zation's national newspaper.

The essay topics are: "What
Israel Means to Me", or "Israel's

Moral Responsibility bo the

World." The essays, 1,000 to

2,000 words in lentrth. are to be

submitted to Israel Summer
Institute Contest, Student Zionist

Organisation, 515 Park Avenue,

New York 22. N.Y.
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ufaste
Bringing new knowledge to eager finger tips

no need to - - just

brouse around the

A&P for a snack

to please the palate.

34 BRIDGE ST.

Braille has opened up bright new worlds for thousands and

thousands of blind persons. However, the difficulty of trans-

lating printed material into this complex "touch language"

has limited the number .md variety of publications.

To make more Braille material available, a method of tran-

scribing the printed word into Braille automatically has been

developed by IBM scientists in cooperation with the Ameri-

can Printing House for the Blind.

The text, in punched card form, is processed by a high-speed

IBM electronic computer. The computer can translate a

300-page book into its equivalent Braille in less than an hour.

It takes all kinds of talents to develop computer systems

that can handle complex jobs like this. Expanding computer

applications at IBM have created opportunities in research,

engineering, programming and manufacturing. Perhaps one

of these IBM careers is the "future" vou've been looking for.

NORTHAMPTON

and be sure to visit

the choice, delectable

Delicatessen Dept.

IBM
You arc invited to contact your College Placement Officer to find out

when our interviewers will next visit your campus. Or write to Manager

of Technical Employment, Dept. 874, IBM Corporation, 590 Madison

Avenue, New York 22, New York.

Alumni Banquet at the Old Mill

in Westminister.

This yenr's rFC competition >*

also coming to i eloee with only

the Soft V»a ll season remaining.

At this point THETA CHI holds

the lead with Hi points, SIG El*

is not far behind with 61 points.

and just behind them is SAE with

56 points, and ASP with 38.

In other news, congratulations

and best wishes go to SIG EP
on their recently started new
chapter house. Also anyone wish-

ing to hire a chariot, they're

available.

Salk Polio Vaccine

Is Made Available

Again For Students
Ernest J. Radcliffe, M.D., Sen-

ior Physician at the UMass In-

firmary, has announced that the

Salk polio vaccine inoculations

will again be available to stu-

dents here. The shots, which are

offered without charge to th?

student body, have not been

available here for two years.

Beginning May 3, these vac-

cine shots will be available at

the Health Service offices during

regular hours.

Final Election . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

all students that voting takes

place all day. No classes are

held on Thursday, so that all stu-

dents will have an opportunity

to exercise one of their most

prized rights, that of voting.

In the election held Tuesday,

Sue Streeter and Joan Werner

were the two finalists for Fresh-

man Class Secretary.

WMVA Schedule
Wednesday and Thursday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:05 Campus Caper

5:00 Ncv/s and Weather
5:05 Campus Caper
5:30 Dinner Date

G:30 News and Sports

6:45 B.B.C. (Wed.)

Public Service E.T.

(Thurs.)

7:00 Public Service E.T.

(Wed.)

C.B.C. (Thurs.)

7:15 Call Assn. (Wed.)

7:29 News Headlines

7:30 Musicale

9:00 News, Weather, Ski Re-

ports

9:05 Showcase
10:00 News and Weather
10:05 Sounds of Jazz (Wed.)

Swingtime (Thurs.)

11:00 News and Weather
1 1 :05 Shoes Off Session (Wed.)

Swingtime (Thurs.)

12:00 Dig (Wed.)
Sounds of Jazz (Thurs.)

1:00 Ne'vs and Weather
1:05 Dig (Wed.)

Sounds of Jazz (Thurs.)

2:00 News, Weather—Sign Off

7M OCcC 7m&i

A rumor is about as hard
to unspread as butler."

PETE SMITH
Vice-President

63
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Holy Cross Defeats UMass

Frosh In Twelfth Inning, 7-6
A desperate rail}, which cul

minated in the scoring «»f three

runs in the last of the ninth, al

lowed the UMass frosh baseball

tram to send their game with

Holy Cross into extra inninjjs.

In the twelfth, however, th«

Crusaders were able to squeeze

across a run. and won, 7-6.

Pitcher Rod Corey started tor

the Massmpn, and after giving

up three run- in the first two

innings, settled down t<> pitch

shutout hall until the seventh

when he tucd and was replaced.

The frosh. going into the ninth

trailing by three runs, appeared

i .) hav.- been counted out hy then

f,.cs, but were soon to prove the

adage that the pame is never

over until the last out.

Back to back sin pies by Dave

Krukonis and Tony Simonc. and

a triple hy Bob Hughes accounted

for two runs, after which l.arr\

O'Brian singled to score Hughes

and tie the game up.

Holy 'toss came hack in the

twelfth, starting the inning off

with a walk, and following up by

a single and I sacrifice fly to win

the game.

The little Redmen showed that

they have the makings of a win-

ning team, said Coach Dick Berg-

(juist, and are looking forward to

p good season.

The strong point of the team

is the infield, with Pete Larkin

and Neal Harris at first, Lurry

O'Brian at second, Jim "Corky"

Schmoyer at short, and Tony Wil-

liams in the hot corner. Dave

Pochini will see a lot of action as

an auxiliary fielder.

The mound staff also looks

good. Roy Corey, Paul Murphy,

Bill Shaw, Al Aragona, Pete

Mracci and Jim Brown all show

promise.

Dave Krukonis will do most of

the catching, and Dick Johnson

Men In The Crease

Senior Dick Glorioso. goalie for the UMass lacrosse squad,

and winner of an honorable mention for all New England Goalie

last year, is flanked by sophomore goalies Paul Ryan and John

"Bumps" Bamberry.

• * * * * •
• * * * * *

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Senator-at-Large ==:

61
RE-ELECT
John

FINNEGAN
DEPENDABLE • EXPERIENCED • CAPABLE

s Senator-at-Large * *
J J J J

Chicken

Barbecue

MEALS 99c AND UP
:

I

Make your plana early

CALL RALPH SOMES

Berkshire House

AL 3-3411. Ent 415

uiui

Salaam

Tennis Rackets

Tennis Balls

A. J. Hastings,
INCOtrOtATlD

NEWSDEALER A STATIONER
Amherst. Mm*.

ami Tuny Simene will be alter

nating in left field, while Boh

Hughes and Neal Cullinan vie for

the center slot. Bill DelVecchio

will be in right.

The Frosh play only five home
games this year, two this week,

the second being against Wil-

liams, Thursday at 3:00 p.m. on

the new field hy Stockbridge.

Let's get down and see the game.

SPORTSENSE
bv BKN GORDON 62

Lacrosse
Team Beats
Duke And
Wesleyan
Coach Dick Ciarber's lacrosse

squad has recently returned from

a successful trip south, defeating

Duke University 9-5, in Durham,

North Carolina.

This was the furthest distance

the snakeheaters have traveled in

their five years at the University,

and it was well worth the effort,

the team showing what it can do

against stiff competition.

The Massmen, trailing 5-4 at

the half, came back with five

goals to sew the game up.

Billy Maxwell tallied twice and

had two assists, while Dick Hoss

also fired in two. Phil Williams,

Armand Carviello, Gordie Wal-

lace, and Boh Gibley had one

each.

No sooner had the Redmen re-

turned from Duke, when they

traveled to Wesleyan and won
their first scheduled game of the

season 11-9.

The Massmen led 7-5 at the

half, and outscored their op-

ponents 6-2 in the second frame.

Dick Hoss was the standout

for the Redmen in this game,

scoring fuur goals, and making

five assists. Captain Billy Max-

well also played well, with three

goals and one nssist

Bob Gibley, who is playing ex-

ceptionally well for his first year,

scored twice, Williams and Chre-

tian each tallying once.

On the whole, the team looks

good, the f»fft nslvc arm being the

mnj"<r ? t ri!!ff i"int. The defensive

midftetds, heing first yeai men
will need practice, commented
Coach Garber.

Traveling to their foes' home
fields, the UMass nine, after de

feating Coast Guard and Am-
herst y 6 and 1*3. respectively,

lost three straight ones to the

Rhode Island Rams and Maine,

It seems as though the RtMVs

will be the big surprise of th-'

season, for after having been

edged out by the defending

champs of UConn 3-i, and having

split a two game series with

Maine, the Rhodies squeaked by

the Redmen 5-4. Don't anyone sell

them short this season.

Coach Lorden had predicted

that Maine would be tough, but

he may not have expected to drop

two to them in a double header,

the first scheduled game being

rained out the previous day. The
final blow is in their being shut-

outs, 1-0, and 7-0.

The 11 man pitching staff of

the champs from UConn will be

an extra added factor for th •

Lordenmen to contend with this

season. Veterans Risley, Leach

and Clement head this formidable

staff.

Coach Steve Kosakowski's

sharp netmen will meet New"

Hampshire today at the foe's

court. The team did not lose a

set in their last match against

Coast Guard.

ODDS AND ENDS
Bill Nieder outshone shotputter

Dave Davis in the Santa Barbara

Relays, throwing the In' pound

weight 63 feet I'i inches. It VC:n

a disappointing meet to man.

fans, no records being broken in

this long-awaited contest. Nei-

iter'a previous best had been an

overwhelming <">•' which he

R* a\ -racked up at the Texas

April 2nd.

Davis, who threw only 62 feet,

2% inches, ha: had a throw of

fi.'t feet I0 , j inches to his credit.

Larry Mackay, who played "the

best tennis of my life," ..cored a

7-5, 8-3, 6-4 victory over Austra

lia's top ranked netman, Neal

Fraser, in the River Oaks In-

vitational Tournament. This vic-

tory is a great boost to U.S. ten-

nis hopes.

After running a 3:58.6 mile, 19

year old Dyrol Burleson, of the

University of Oregon, said he

could run faster.

John Thomas is back at it

again, jumping 7 M 2" against

Dartmouth. This isn't bad, consi-

dering that it was an outdoor

meet, and observing that the out-

door recor is 7*1", held hy a

Russian.

Spring practice has started for

the gridmen, and a lot of hard

work is ahead of them under the

direction of Coach Chuck Studley

who is determined to get the

team into winning form by next

September.

Now, When I Was Playing

Ron Rainka. winner of the Student Union Bowling Crown,

and Bob Gray, runner up, are presented their trophies hy Mr. Wil-

liam Scott, Director of the S.U., Mr. Larry Truheart, Games Area

Manager, and Neal Goldman. Recreation Organiser.

- PIONftl VALLEY'S FINEST -

Amherst Cinema

Lacrosse coach Dick Garber shows his players how it is doni

(reach Garber is looking forward to a good season with the team,

and his hopes look as if they will be realized from what the team

ha-v turned out thus far.

Hon Rainka
Wins Stu. U.

Alley Title
A hundre! spectators saw the

Student Union crown a new bowl-

ing champion, recently, when
Ronald Rainka won the annual

Student Union bowling tourna-

ment by defeating Robert Gray

B35-498 in a five string match.

The match was characterized

by many splits, Rainka finishing

strongly with 838 points In his

last three strings, while Gray
could not get out of the Ws.
The scores were: Rainka 88,

[04, US, 107, and 118; Gray MHS,

110, 9 8, 90, and 97.

This annual tournament is

open to all students at the I'm

vcrsity, and started with a field

of M contestants this year.

NOW • 6:50900

A light-hearted leer at love among adults - -

Tony Dean Janet

CURTIS MARTIN LEIGH

"Who Was That Lady"
A COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTATION

SAKK DRIVING TIPS

"If you drive, don't drink—If

you drink, don't drive" is a good

motto for the holiday season.

You may be the world's best

driver but what about the other

fellow?

All traffic signs mean caution.

DON JUAN IN HELL"

Bowker

Sat., April 30

8:15 p.m.
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Massingham Gefej
student Tax Rate Is Reduced;

Mugbook Stays Under Senate
IFC Presidency

by BILL AVERY '63

Gordon Massingham of QTV*
was elected president of the In-

ter-Fraternity Council for the

coming year Wednesday night,

April 27, at the last IFC meeting
of the year.

Clark Lennon (TKE) was
elected executive vice-president

and Bill Lockwood (AGR) was
elected the Administrative vice-

president.

Warren Ball (ASP) was elected

secretary for the coming year
and Dave Burke (KS) was
elected to the office of treasurer.

Tom Campbell (TC), retiring

president of the IFC said "I am
very optimistic that our choices

will do a good job next year."

Dave Hefler (AGR) retiring

Administrative V i c e-President

added that "These men elected

have done a good job on the Jun-
ior Council of Committees and
we have high hopes for them next

year."

The presidents of all the fra-

ternities will now choose a sopho-
more representative from each
of their respective houses. These
sophomore representatives, along
with the newly-elected executive

members of the IFC, will be in-

stalled into their new offices at

the annual IFC banquet to be

held at the Whately on May 11.

The junior officers of the IFC
will be the same men who oc-

cupy the offices of sophomore
representatives now.

Mr. William Starkweather,
faculty representative will re-

main the advisor to the Frater-

nity presidents.

American Antique Furniture
Displayed In Hobby Show

by DAVE BAKER '63

Among the many entrants in

th«» Hohhy Show in tht> S.U. May
2-6, will be Sidney W. Kauffman
head of Physical Education at

UMass.
Sidney Kauffman has many

hobbies one of which is fish-

ing in which he makes his own
rods and ties his own flies. He
collects and restocks guns and
reloads his own shells. The new-
est of his hobbies is sports car

racing.

The hnhby he wli] be display-

ing at the hobby show is part of

his collection of 18th century
furniture.

rvSUiiiTisn came to the univer-

sity as an instructor in 1937 and
"didn't know an antique from a

piow." He attended public auc-

tions and gained on interest in

how old things were put together.
if was a challenge to see if he

could do as well. He began col-

lecting early American furniture

for his home; when he couldn't

find certain pieces he went to

museums and made patterns of

them. Using hand-hewn wood of

CContinued on page 5)

Shewn above are four items from Sidney Kauffman's works.
The pipebpox. used in the 18th century for men to deposit their

pipes before going into a church, is made of curly maple. Mr. Kauff-
m«n carved the eagle out of pine with a jaeknife and the Egyp-
tian head from Philippine Mahogany. The table was handmade by
Profeaaor Kauffman from Queen Anne style made of Maple.

The Student Senate has re-

duced the student tax rate $1.50

per year, from the present rate

of $20.00 to a laaic rate of $18.50

per semester for the next school

year.

The new budget was passen
Wednesday after many hours of

financial diligence, to the delight

of the Senators when the tax re-

duction was announced.

The Freshmen Directory budget
remained within the Senate when
the budget was passed 20-8

despite the efforts of Senator
Dennis Twohig who led the move
to have the Directory budget
taken out of the Senate.

Senator Andy D'Avonzo felt

tho Senate was best qualified to

give the Freshmen a Directory at

a decent price, which would not
be guaranteed if the Directory
were in the hands of a private

organization.

President Bob Zelis said the

sole reason the Directory was in

the Senate was for the sake of
efficiency. but 4 he added, th<»

Senate shouldn't be "an efficiency
center."

The Senate, Zelis said, could

by DAVE MANLEY '63

still guarantee a decent price by
their control of the budget of any

Senate President Rob Zelis

'60, who presided over his last

Senate meeting Wednesday
night.

organization which took over the

Directory.

A move to reconsider previous

Senate action on the issue of

Precisionette raincoats or Dance-
band jackets was defeated.

As a result, the Band Uniform
Budget was passed with the item

of raincoats replacing the item

of jackets.

Both items, said Senator D'-

Avonzo, couldn't be in the budget
without increasing the tax rate.

The WMUA budget was passed

with the stipulation that al!

dormitories must be provided

with means to convert FM to AM
frequency.

Senator Ted Sheerin, disap-

pointed in the Ya-Hoo, urged
defeat of it's budget Decease the

magazine was not a good rep

CContinued on page 5)

S35 Approved; Osbaldeston,

Finnegan, Knowlton Elected
In the elections held last night

the referendum 385 revmmted SOS

Aeronca "Chief" on display in front of the S.U. Behind Ronald
Lane *62, charter member of Flying Club, Bob Hazlet, pilot, and
Parker Shanahan '60, president of club.

UM Flying Club Organized;
To Give Lessons Tomorrow
An Aeronca "Chief" was landed

on the soccer field Wednesday
and displayed in front of the

Student Union to publicize the

first regular meeting of the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts Flying
Club. The plane was flown by
Bob Hazlett, manager of the

Turners Falls Municipal Airport.

At the meeting,. Parker Shana-
han '60, President (pro-temp) in-

troduced the pro-temp Vice-Presi-

dent, Jack Giurleo 61 and the
club's faculty advisor, Professor
Anthony W. Zaitz of the Speech
Department. Shanahan spoke at

length on the purpose and method
of the club. A licensed pilot him-
self, he explained that the pur-
pose of the club is to provide
members with an opportunity to

fly and to learn to fly, safely

and at low cost. The club already

receives a reduced rate on flying

votes for repealing it and 915
votes for approving the retervn
dum. The election results aiv
as follows:

Class of 1961

President

Roger Riikonen (Incumbent)
—269
Don Croteau—48

Vice-President

Perry Harris—139
*Bob Mushkin (Incumbent )

—
165

Secretary

Mudy Konopka (Incumbent)

—

201

Donna Brooks—105

Treasurer

Denny Harmony (Incumbent)
—290

Senate—three chosen
John Finnegan (Incumbent)—

214

•Gail Osbaldeston— 151

Jim Dunleavy—107
*Bill Knowlton (Incumbent)-
186

Dennis J. Twohig—135

(Continued on page 5)

(Continued on page A)

CONNIE FERRARA. Senior Class President, donates the find
$10.00 for The 25th Reunion Gift Fund to Dick Gaberman and
Dave Wilson. Seniors will have an opportunity to contribute at
Memorial Hall during measurement for cape and gowns.
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Necessity For Change Of Attitude
The letter from D. J. S. (April 6) eoa-

earning the "deplorable academic at-

mosphere" :it the University aroused an

Immediate impulse to argue. The aca-

demic atmosphere :it the University may

not be ideal, granted, but is it really

deplorable? Faculty and administration

ha 1
. attributed causes of the exist-

ing conditions. What about the student

on campus? I have a feeling that the

student can do a great deal to improve

the situation that has been deplored.

Although this is my last year here

also, I would find it very difficult to

count on just one hand the many pro-

fessors 1 have had who not only knew

their material but also stimulated the

openly receptive student. It is too bad

that D. J. S. will graduate with a feel-

ing of having been cheated. Kven though

it must be admitted that there are pro-

fessors who answer to the description

D. J. S. offered, there is danger of gen-

eralizing too much and consequently un-

deremphasizing the fine quality of much

of our faculty.

As for the administration, when did

they ever remove the "responsibility of

learning" from the students? Entrance

requirements have become increasingly

difficult to satisfy. Many of us who

Started college in 1956 might not even

meet the present standards for entering

freshmen. Curriculum has been greatly

Improved since the class of '60 began

and the administration continues to work

on it. The Administration seems to be

vitally concerned that the University be

a first-rate academic community, in

terms of more than mediocre faculty,

students, and curriculum. The Adminis-

tration must be able to operate under

the assumption that the students are

fulfilling their responsibilities of learn-

ing. It is hoped that the time will come

in the near future, if the above assump-

tion is justified, for administration to

consider a few changes in policy, par-

ticularly regarding cuts, auditing of

courses, and reading periods before

e\ams.

My sympathies go out to the frus-

trated faculty person who tries every

imaginable method to create the desired

atmosphere in his classes, who wishes

he didn't have to remind students to

keep up with the assignments, and who

cannot elicit any kind of response by

way of animated discussion. On the other

hand, the frustrated student is equally

as unfortunate, who must take regular

quizzes to show that he has kept up with

the reading, who feels he has to "parrot"

a professor's lecture in order to receive

a better than average grade, and who

has an idea that a professor has missed

his calling. In the last analysis, the

blame for the situation must not rest

entirely on the shoulders of faculty and

administration. The student body has a

serious responsibility to assume. It is a

two-way process: students should be

stimulating professors at the same time

they expect to be stimulated by them.

What it needed is a change of attitude

and a clearing of the air. Faculty needs

to realize their students are more than

mediocre and are interested in education

for more than vocational purposes. Stu-

dents need to redefine the relative values

of the "big three" of the campus: aca-

demic pursuits, extracurricular activities,

and the social whirl. Independent study

must be encouraged enthusiastically by

both faculty and students. Why do such

a small number undertake honors work

in the senior year? In the class of 1959

there were only 20 people who received

departmental honors from 11 depart-

ments. (There were about 116 who grad-

uated with a 3.0 or higher.) Are students

afraid of a little extra hard work in their

senior year or are they lazy? Are they

fully aware of the extra "fringe bene-

fits" such as privilege to take graduate

courses for credit, not to mention the

educational experience which independ-

ent study allows? Should department

heads have to go searching for people to

do honors? There is an interesting at-

titude towards this question of academic

honors at Radcliffe: Each student is an

honor student until she disqualifies her-

self and the majority work hard in or-

der not to disqualify themselves. A sen-

ior thesis is the culmination of under-

graduate study.

There are healthy signs at the Univer-

sity now and the situation is not

deplorable. The crucial questions are al-

ready being raised and then followed by

action. The Honors Council is at work to

improve the honors program and to

solve the dilemma of what to do for the

superior student as far as encourage-

ment and recognition are concerned, and

what to do for the average student who

must be urged to produce at a maximum
of quality and effort. Administration is

willing to listen to the student body,

particularly with regard to the aca-

demic life at the University. Lastly, the

students are awTare of what's going on

and must continue to be aware and to

re-evaluate values and attitudes toward

education.

With mutual trust, respect, and a

strong sense of responsibility, the ad-

ministration, faculty, and student body

can do a great deal to clear the hazy

academic atmosphere at the University

through co-operative efforts. Patience

and a desire to strive for a lofty but. not

impossible goal will be needed. Those

who will continue on next year have the

lead now, and, I'm sure, the best wishes

of the Senior Class.

By J. R.

ROISTER DOISTER THEATRE COLUMN

"You dear attractive dewy-eyed ideal-

ist, todayyou have to learn to be a realist

. .
." So runs the first line of one of the

tongs from the current Broadway mu-

llcal, The Sound o>f Music. The advice

in this song is especially applicable to

theatre aspirers, for in almost no other

field of occupation is the glamour 30

blinding.

Carol Lawrence, in an article in The

Theatre magazine, describes theatrical

Stardom as "an intangible halo that

nimble floats above a performer's head

like fickle cigar smoke." Miss Lawrence,

who first caught some of that "fickle

Cigar smoke" as Maria in West Side

Story, now has star billing with Howard

K. el in Saratoga. She tells briefly of the

realistic side of preparation for theatri-

cal stardom in her article "How Hard

Stardom?" mentioned above.

She started at seven years of age to

train as a dancer, and state;, "I truly

believe that dance is the necessary

foundation for any performer with the

drive toward a place on the musical

comedy stage." May 1 add that this is

not restricted to the female sex. How
about the couch jumping and tango by

Rex Harrison in My Fair Lady? Try do-

ing that without training!

Most interesting in the article were

by RALPH

Miss Lawrence's observations on the

American theatre and its effect on those

aspiring to it.

"In Europe an artist is recognized for

one facet of talent, be it singing, danc-

ing, or acting. But the American public

has been waterlogged with almost round-

the-clock entertainment on television and

all the pressures brought to bear on the

star of a show. After weeks of relent-

less rehearsing, comes opening night and

the critics. Nerves and tensions build

to an unbearable height and then you are

asked to be at your best and judged.

The spotlight that follows you to center

stage is not rose-colored and the only

with all the spectacle that is presented warmth you receive is from the hands

in efforts to keep attention at any cost.

I'm sure that this is a major factor m
what has become the trend of the Ameri-

can musical comedy performer of today

—the all-round, good at anything, per-

sonality. Roles in musical comedies de-

mand more than a big voice and a nice

personality because audiences are expect-

ing more if they are to leave their com-

fortable living room-theatre and pay

$9.20 a seat for their efforts. Perhaps

it is just progress that so much more is

demanded from today's performers, but

it does make the climb to stardom even

steeper. The American artist must train

and continue to perfect himself in all

directions now, and to stop studying does

not mean a standstill, but a regression.

It isn't enough to merely create a role—
the real test is maintaining it eight

times a week. That is where the study

pays off—in technique.

"Even technique cannot compensate for

of your audience. Somehow you become

numb to anything else but pleasing

them."

Still star-gazing? Here is perhaps the

hardest part of the job to accept for

those who now in college really feel like

individuals.

"One of the responsibilities of a star

is to maintain the magical illusion of the

person he or she is portraying. There is

no place on the stage for the rerd

you, your pains or your problems
—unless it helps the performance. Even

off stage an illusion must be maintained.

Clothes, make-up and hair must be just

so, and even more important, your at-

titude is subject to approval at all times.

Being sick or exhausted is no excuse for

rushing from the people who wait out-

side the stagedoor after a performance."

Please think, dear would-be Oliviers

and Booths. Cigars are an acquired

taste.
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Our recent vacation presented me with the op-

portunity to visit my home in Springfield where w •

now have two distant relatives living with us . . .

my mother and father. And so much for Moth.:'

and Father's Day. I'd toys to elaborate on the futil-

ity of those days hut I'm quite sure we'd receive

letters of caitigation from such illustrious celebra-

tois as Beverly Aadland's mother, Cheryl Turner'.;

in • miy, and even, Gamble Benedict's grandmother

But there I go again . . . knocking revered institu-

tions. We shouldn't kid Beverly because she's had a

tough life bringing up her mother.

Most of Springfield's residents remained muc'i

the same as I left them . . . either in debt to J. M.

Fields or under arrest. The city itself was still un-

der the knife of the O'Connell & Sons construction

firm. Yes, that's the same firm that can be credited

with drowning out our lecture sessions with their

noise from drills, tractors, and card games. Tense

digging projects were originally planned by the

UMass Board of Trustees as an outlet for the

hostilities of the late (and truly great) President.

The holes continue to be dredged but J. P. is no

longer available to explain them. Lord knows what

the digging is accomplishing!! And even he is in-

disposed.

But let's not digress. Back in Springfield, I was
relieved to see that the old haunts were still around

although a lot of them have added extensions to

their edifices. Woolworth added pickets. Yes, they

had members of every race picketing in front of the

store . . . white, black, yellow, red, and a few pastels

mixed in too. I couldn't help but ponder at the mis-

take on one side of the controversy. While one

group, picketed the store as being prejudiced, I found

display.-. (Aside at various counters selling Nat Cole,

Johnny Mathis, Ella Fitzgerald recordings, Tonto
bow and arrow sets, and France Nuyon and Anna
Kashfi photographs. One of the sides is mistaken

or hypocritical. Oops!,Almost got serious there for

a minute, Have to watch that.

Also over the holidays, I had a chance to see two
very entertaining movies. The first was at the local

"art" theatre which specializes in foreign films. Now
I'm sure you've always had a hidden desire to see

one of these pictures but were afraid of being seen

at such a showing. It's the posters outside iiu- tinm
tre which really get you. They read: "A PICTURE
THAT SHOCKED THREE CONTINENTS ... A
BOLD STORY OF A DELICATE SUBJECT . . .

ACTUALLY FILMED IN A COLONY . , .

A LOVE STORY WHICH MAKES ANTHONY
AND CLEOPATRA READ LIKE A NURSERY
RHYME." None of these titles are as effective in

drawing teenagers as the number one standard . . .

"FOR ADULTS ONLY". Brer waten the people as

they pass the billboards outside the movie? The kids

will stop, passively look, and then pass on . . . around
the block and come back for another look to make
sure. Little old ladies have it down to a science. They
walk by with their bundles and accidently, on pur
pose, drop one. As they scramble up and down the

Sidewalk for their fruit, their eyes are busy rend-

ing the racy reviews and catching the eye-gathering
photos. It was the "art" theatre who first featured
tlx' Academy Award winner "ROOM AT THE TOP
of Raker Hill?" But anyway, the first picture I saw
during the vacation was "The Seventh Seal" which
was under the dilution of that current sensation
Ingmar Bergman. I had been humiliated only a few-

weeks previous to this when, at a party, someone
mentioned that "Ingmar Bergman's new picture is

in town." I immediately put in, "Well, PR never for-

give her for that Rossellini thing!" They quickly
added, "The name is Ingmar . . . not Ingrld," and
I added, "Oh, yeah! I read where he was making a

ftw pictures. Do you think he'll beat Patterson
next time?" Plenty of smarts!

The other picture I saw was the comedy put out.

by the UMass botany department in conjunction
with the public health professors, "Please Don't Eat
The Daisies". 1 laughed so hard at this movie that
I cried. Even the pictures in my wallet were crying.

So I took them out and gave the weeping photos to

a little old lady selling Wntehtower magazines on
the corner and told her that she could make a mint
with them if she got them blessed.

Nearing home, I glanced over the hedgeways and
byways only to Spot Princess Margaret pleading for
a few gueats.
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AN ADVERTISEMENT

as seen by

MARILYN ARMSTRONG '60

"Jump »n Joy," "Jump Fun,"

"The Big Jump," "Jumpsville,"

"Jump-O-Rama" — these are

names of trampoline centers

springing up in mainly the west-

ern part of the country.

It seems that a new sport craze

has come to take the place of the

hula-hoop and the frisfcee, for

since Inst fall, the number of

jump centers has increased from

three to 150.

The trampoline, originally a

device of tumblers, has become a

rather popular toy. Nowadays

everyone is going in f<»i public

bouncing—reducing matrons, re-

laxing executives and children—

and thousands of people are pay-

ing their forty cents for a half

hour on the trampoline. Miniature

golf is out. The trampoline is in.

TjTFF. magazine for May 2,

I960 has the story and pictures

recording the bounce boom. It

seems that all who try jumping

like jumping, so the jumping

business is jumping along with

the tide.

Now if women itudents can

have 12 o*clockson Friday nights,

its can easily see that this is as

Ultra-progrsssive university tha:

we're attending. Bo what's the

mattf? I don't see any trampo-

line center outside of the gyral

what's wrong? Our three-year-

old union is outdated. What's I

pool hall compared to a Jumps-

ville iump-o-rama ? I? W ling
could hi replaced as a cheap date.

CAMPUS CHESS

Meanwhile, on the Herkeley

campus of the University of

Calif nia a new men's and a ROW

WO lett'l dorm face each other

fheaves forbid!) across a quad-

rangle. And since the 01 windows

of the oight Story buildings make

a perfect M-sqaare chessboard,

the men challenged the women

to a gianl chess game to "get

acquainted." The students used

yard high chessraeni and moved

them about in the windows. The

ootcom of the giant game Is in

the new LWE along with some

pretty Interesting pictures. And

Incidentally, who says I'Mass

girls are homely!

RONEBKEAKER
With color photographs by

Mark Knuffman, in a tm-pag'

picture story LIFE for May 2nd
tells the tale of a really bone-

breaking sport—steeplechasing!

All horse-lovers, sport-lovers, and
photography enthusiastis will en-

joy this one.

DROPOUTS
In part one of a series, LIFE

explores the tragedy of high

school dropouts—teenagers who
never stay long enough to re-

ceive a diploma.

A serious problem of many
causes, the dropout tragedy is

often ignored. Sociology, Psy-

chology, and Education majors
wi'l especially find this article of

interest and importance for LIFE
estimates that between 1960 and
1970 from a total high school en-

rollment of 33 million, there will

be 12 million dropouts. 12 million

young people will not finish high

school, and many of these youths

will find it most difficult to find

employment. LIFE for May 2nd

tells readers some of the reasons

why.

THE FALL OF BURLESQUE
Mademoiselle Fifi has dirty

feet, and it seems that she was
one of the main causes of the fall

of real burlesque.

Hack in the old days, burlesque

was advertised as "fun for all

the family." This was burlesque

in its heyday. But what's hap-

pened? For the family! Yeah-
bbut, that means mothers and
even little tiny kiddies! Hearsay
mostly tells me that there've been
changes made, and LIFE shows
what caused them. (And, there

are pictures of Fifi.)

A BIG ISSUE

A nice big, fat issue, LIFE for

May 2, I960 has a lot more in it.

F'rinstance: Color pictures of

France—travel for 19 cents; the

angry students of Seoul: Latter

Day Saints' 1 00th anniversary;

Adam, S Society Snake; Qroucho's
first role as a Gilbert and Sul-

livan actor; the mystery of a

weeping madonna; football fan-;

try to really make the team for

the new American Football

League; fa-hions—this time from
England and royal designers; and
"My Fair Lady" at Moscow.

There's a lot in this issue,

gang, and even the ads are espe-

cially good— honest] You'll see.

WMUA Schedule
Friday

4:00 Sign On—News, Weather

4:05 Campus Caper
.",-00 News and Weather

5:05 Campus Cap
5:30 Dinnner D
0:30 News and Sports

<;:4.r, Public Service E. T.

7:00 Old Tun.

3:00 Crazy Rhythms
1:00 News, Weather—Sign Off

Saturday
10:00 Sign On

Swingtime
News
Swingtime
News
Sounds of the People

News
Jazz With Jumbo
News
Jazz With Jumbo
News
Campus Bandstand

News
Campus Bandstand

News
Broadway Showcase

Dinner Date

News and Sports

Public Service E. T.

Campus Jukebox

Dancing in the Dark
News—Sign Off

With the Sororities
hv JUDY MADDEN '01

News
10:05

11:00

11:05

12:00

12:05
1:00'

1:05

2:00

2:05

3:00

3:05

4:00

4:05

5:00

5:05

6:00

6:30

6:45

7:00

8:00

1:00

Sunday
10:00 Sign On -News

Swingtime
News
Swingtime

10:05

11:00

11:05

12:00

12:05

1:00

1:05

2:00

2:05

3:00

3:05

4:00

4:05

5:00

5.05
6:00

6:30

6:45

7:00

7

7:

7:

:15

:29

:30

9:00

9:05

10:00

10:05

News
Sounds of the I'.ople

News
Jazz With Wayne
News
Jazz With Wayne
News
Campus Bandstand

News
Songs for a Sunday
Afternoon

News
Broadway Showcase
Dinner Date
News and Sports

Listening Post London
Public Service Transcrip-

tion

Washington Reports

News Headlines

Musicale

News
Broadway Showcase
News
Sounds of Jazz

SIGMA DELTA TAB
Best wishes to Ronny Mats

on ht-r engagement to Don Taub

of TEP and to Margie Jacobs

on her engagement to She! Gros>

..or of TEP.

PI BETA PHI
The Pi Phi's held an exchange

rapper with Alpha Sig on Tues-

day, April 12.

Pi Beta Phi extends welcome

to its two new sophomore

pledges. Pledged Wednesday

evening were Judy Kelly and

Jackie Kearns.

PHI DELTA NU
St.-ve Allen, SAE, is PDN's

candidate for HER Weekend
King.

Marilyn Bennett '61, our presi-

dent, will represent us at SWAP
Conference.

Phi Delta Nu is also repre-

sented in Judson Fellowship.

Carolyn Zoia is the vice-presi-

dent and Joan Copeland is the

Wayne Offers

TV Courses
Detroit, Mich. (LP.)— Four

closed circuit courses will be of-

fered by the College of Liberal

Arts and four by the College of

Education at Wayne State Llni-

versity next fall. A grant of

$100,070 from the Ford Founda-
tion will be used to pay the sal-

aries of the eight professors who
will participate in the program

of instruction.

The television courses will be

done on video tape and at the

end of the fall semester, all will

be evaluated, modified and re-

recorded in order to insure the

highest possible quality of in-

struction. The courses will be

presented over closed circuit in-

to university classrooms. It is

planned to present each lecture

at least three times each week to

permit maximum registration.

The University now has three

moms used for this purpose and

four more will be converted.

cnui! n

dent

Sylvia An-
Barr

on their

11:00 News
11:05 Shoes Off Session

12:00 News—Sign Off

Karon I

of the Zoology Club.

Congratulation!

derson '»'-<» and Si

*60, our houseboyi

election to Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society.

PDN's Annual Senior Banquet

will be held May 3, at the Lord

Jeff.-ry as a farewell to our

illustrious seniors.

Welcome to our new pledge

Nancy Flood '62, and our new
sisters, .Eleanor Govoni '63, and

Priseilla Hynes '63.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Kappa Alpha Theta was well

represented at Fort Lauderdale

this past vacation. Among the

lucky girls were Pris Gordon,

Bo Oliveri, Sue Powell, Ann
Doane, Ann Hall, Jan Ingham,

Connie Lodger, and Nancy Eisen.

Pris Gordon and Bo Oliveri were

fortunate enough to fly to Cuba

for a short visit.

Jackie Hogan and Mary Anne
Blais spent a few days in Wash-
ington, D.C.

Best wishes to Nancy Mac-

Auliffe who is engaged to Joe

Crocetta of PSK.

CHI OMEGA
Numerous tans came back

from Florida and eleven of them

are floating around Chi O. The
lucky gals are: Marica Placzek,

Penny Ronton, Barbara Pureell,

Betsy McCormick, Carolyn

Walsh, Leigh Henderson, Joanne

Aijala. Dorees Waakiewits, Laura

Ritter, Joan Rubenstein, Barbie

Wood and Carol Lufkin.

A new Chi O pinning: Sandy
Hill to Mai Rice, SPE. This

weekend the pledges v hr.

taking over the house. "M" %

an annual event which enables

|
the pledges to get to know the
other members of the pledge

class better.

The initiation ceremonies took

place Wednesday and Thursday

afternoon.

The seniors are looking for-

ward to the Junior-Senior Ban-

quet to be held soon. The juniors

pay tribute to the seniors by
treating them to dinner. The
place is kept secret until the day
of the banquet.

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

The best tobacco makes the best
H J. Hc>tmi,is Tobieco Co., Wlnftm-Ssltn, N. C t. .

onMMaaimtanaWMmMaj
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Provost McCune And Dr. Shute To Speak

Before Wesley Foundation On The Orient

"The Old and The New In Tho

Orient" will be the topic under

discussion by Provost Shannon

McCune and Dr. Clarence Shute,

head of the Department of Phi-

losophy, on Sunday evening at

7:iio P.M. at Wesley Foundation

at the Wesley Methodist Church.

Both men have recently visited

the Orient and have become well

acquainted with its problems.

Provost McCune spent his

early years in Korea, a son of

missionary parents, and has

since had a strong interest in the

Orient and its problems. Last

November he returned from

Japan, having spent time par*

ticularly at Hokkaido and the

University there.

Pr. Clarence Shute teaches

eastern philosophies here at the

i

OnCampus
with

MaxShulman

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

A GUIDE FOR THE LOVELESS

Gentlemen, take warning. June is almost upon us— June, the

month of brides. Have you got yours yet? If not, don't de-

spair. You don't have to be rich or handsome to get a girl. AH

you have to lie is kind, considerate, thoughtful, and obliging—

in short, a gentleman.

For example, don't ever call a girl for a date at the last min-

ute. Always give her plenty of advance notice— like three

months for a coke date, six months for a movie, a year for a

prom, two years for a public execution. This shows the girl that

she is not your second or third choice and also gives her ample

time to select her costume.

And when you ask for a date, do it with a bit of Old World

gallantry, A poem, for instance, is always sure to please a

voting lady, like this.

/ think you're cute,

Daphne Ln France.

I'll put on a MtU,

And to/be you to a dance.

In the unlikely event that you don't know any girls named

Daphne La France, try this:

/ think you're cute,

Winifred Jopp.

I'll pui on a suit,

And take iiou to a hop.

In the extremely unlikely event that you don't know a Wini-

fred Jopp either, try this:

/ think you're cute,

Isabel Prall.

I'll put on o "nit,

And take you to a ball.

1 /y

\m youJoi lornY£f:^<*g4t*&/*9
If there is no Isabel Prall, Winifred Jopp, or Daphne La

France on your campus, it is quite obvious why you've had

trouble finding dates all year: you've enrolled in an all-male

school, you old silly!

Next let us take up the question of etiquette once you are

out on a date with Isal>el, Winifred, or Daphne. The first thing

you do, naturally, is to offer the young lady a Marlboro. He

sure, however, to offer her an entire Marlboro— not just a

Marlboro butt. Marlboro butts are good of course, but whole

Marlboro* are better. You get an extra inch or two of fine

flavorful tobacco- and I mean flavorful. Do you think flavor

went out when filters came in? Well, you've got a happy sur-

prise coming when you light a Marlboro. This one really de-

livers the goods on flavor, and when you hand IsaM, Winifred,

or Daphne a whole, complete, brand-new Marlboro, she will

know how highly you regard and resect her, and she will grow

misty and weak with gratitude, which is very important when

you take her out to dinner, because the only kind of coed a

college man can afford to feed is a weak and misty coed. Latent

titties show that a coed in a normal condition eats one and

a half times her own weight every twelve hours.

At the end of your date with IsaM, Winifred, or Daphne,

make certain to get her home by curfew time. That is gentle-

manly. Do not leave her at a bus stop. That is rude. Deliver

her right to her door and, if possible, stop the car when you are

dropping her off.

The next day «end a little thank-you note. A poem is best.

Like this:

For a wonderful cwning, many thanks,

habti. Winifred, or Daphne,

I'll tnk( you nut for sonu wore merry pranks

Next Saturday if you'll hnph me. 6 1*» «« »•««•

* •
tir cant pin you rhyme but we'll give you good reason why
you'll enjoy Marlboro and Marlboro's unaltered companion
cigarette, Philip Morris, One word says it all: flavor*

University and spent his Sab-

batical leave last semester in the

Orient. Last summer, Dr. Shute

attended a conference for east-

ern philosophers in Hawaii and

then proceeded to Asia to tour

Asia, and India in particular.

There he met and talked with

philosophers and the people.

Our Eastern neighbors have

undergone some turmoil as the

West and its technological civili-

zation has spread into the lives

of the Oriental. Problems arising

from this change are many, and

will be a part of our discussion

on Sunday evening. Particularly,

with Korea, India, China, Japan,

and Tibet in the news today, such

a program is of utmost interest.

It would be of interest to all to

view tho Arts Festival before

the program, also.

All are invited to attend the

program.

Stockbridge Senior

At Washington

Youth Conference
by BRUNO DE PALMO *63

The 51st annual Whitehouse

Conference on Children and

Youth was held from March 27

to April 2. Richard Robinson, i

Stockbridge senior, was anions

the 1200 selected delegates. The

delegates were selected on a na-

tion-wide basis and received a

personal invitation from the Pre"

ident.

The purpose of this conference

was to discuss various problems

confronting today's youth. 6500

business and education leaders

were also present at the confer-

ence and with their help the dele-

gates drafted a 1600 point rec-

ommendation for the President.

Ths iiir^e mam t , »p",,~s suggesteu

were: 1) Youth should be active

in civil rights actions, 2) Em-
phasis should be shifted from thy

juvenile delinquents, who are a
2'' minority, to the average stu-

dent, 3) The government should

supply aid for youth problems.

The conference was opened with

a speech by the President. The

delegates were arranged in 210

workshop groups to facilitate dis-

cussion. Among the distinguished

guests present at the discussions

was Art Fleming, Secretary of

Health, Welfare, and Education.

UM Modern Dance Club To
Give Annual Concert Tonight

Peggy Gonyea; Debbie Green-

berg; Denny Harmony; Jane

Henry; Bryna Lansky, secretary;

Carol Kozik; Betty Mislak; Pris-

cilla Lincoln; Paul Oliver; Janet

Parker; Shelly Prentiss; Kathy
Nancy Stiles; Mindy Flicop; Pris-

On Friday evening, April 29,

The Modern Dance Club will pre-

sent its annual concert. The Con-

cert will take place at Bowker

Auditorium at 8:00 P.M. Admis-

sion is free.

The cast is comprised of stu-

dents and all choreography has

been done by students

DANCERS — Nancy Baker;

Connie Blais; Donna Bonner;

Sandy Brodsky, president; Thea

Brown; Alice Buonu. Amy Clay-

man; Jan Crowley; Nancy Eisen;

Norma Fairbanks. WAA Rep.:

cilia Wahlem; Lizette Walter;

Carol Zak.

LIGHT DESIGNER — Ben
Benoit.

STAGE CREW—Barry Brooks,

Valerie Ask, Tsunejiro Asakura,

George Bergen, Nancy Flood.

MAKE-UP—Mary Ann Blais.

UM Flying . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

and will be able to offer still

lower rates to its members when

a club aircraft has been pur-

chased. The first meeting was

well attended. Nearly 90 people

were shown two color movies on

the problems and advantages of

learning to fly.

The club is open to all mem-
bers of the University commu-
nity, and will hold its next meet-

ing at 8:00 p.m. Wednesday, May
4 in the SU. Saturday and Sun-

day, April 30 and May 1, there

will be flying lessons and demon-

stration flights available at re-

duced rates all day, weather per-

mitting. Transporation will be

provided, leaving for the Turners

Falls Airport from the SU at

various intervals. All members of

the University community are in-

vited.

Lost & Found
Lost: White cotton UMass

jacket lost outside of W22 by El-

liot II. Gaffer, 412 Van Meter.

Lost: Tan wallet lost in the

Men's Physical Ed building by

Frank Defreitas, 433 Van Meter.

Would appreciate the return of

at least the wallet.

Lost: Light colored jacket

taken April 26 from Goess, 151-

152. Name inside. Please return

to Dick Forster, 407 Van Meter.

A future as exciting

as the jet age itself

can be yours ... erf o

TWA AIRLINE HOSTESS!

FOR SALE
35 FOOT

FURNISHED TRAILER
With or Without 5 Wooded
Acres. 10 minutes from U.ofM.

Inexpensive quiet living.

Tel. AL 6 6169

TWA— the nation's leading airline — will train you at

company expense . . . and pay you while you train!

First on your flying schedules will be interesting cities

in the U. S later you may fly to world famous cities

of four continents on TWA's international routes.

APPLY NOW
for TWA training classes starting soon. Here are the

qualifications: Minimum age 20; height, 5'2" to 5'8";

weight, 100 to 135 lbs.; vision, 20/100 or better, cor-

rected to 20/20; attractive; natural color hair; clear

complexion; unmarried; 2 years college or equivalent

business experience.

Contact Mm. Marllyi Hamnwnd

Every Thuridiy, I A.H.-4 P.M.

Tram World Airlines

4M BnyUton Street. Boston. Massachusetts

TRANS WORLD AIRLINES

UNflii
offers

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT WITH
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
FOR UNDERGRADUATES

nd
PERMANENT CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES FOR

GRADUATES
Unique employment opportunities

with challenging poe«ihilities, limited
only by your unbltton nnd nhillty.

with R well entnhlished Internntlonnl
orgnnixation. are avnilnble to grad-
uates itttri iinilerRriiduatOT.
Employment ran !••• arranged In

one of the lfiOO brnnehe* of the
SINGER Sewing Mnohlnn Company
near your home. Undergraduate*
gain valuable huaineaa experience
while earning salary plus commis-
sion, Your itotenUnl abilities will be
I. .loped hy our proven training
program.

Successful men who wish to finance
their education may continue on a
pnrt-tlme basis during school term
and will be given a graduation career
opportunity with a chance for Ad-
vancement In Domestic Sales. For-
eign Distribution, Advertising, En-
gineering, Finance, ete.

I or personal Interview, write, stat-

in* name and locntlon of college,

area of desired employment, course
or major, and year of graduation.

SINGER SEWING MACIIINB CO.
Singer Itulldlng

149 Broadway New York «, N.T.
Attention: Mr. F. A. Kolyer

Dlr, of Salea Promotion
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In this colonial setting which typifies the Kauffman household

is a curly maple table. Mrs. KaiifTman adds to her husband's col-

lection many oriental dolls, including the two Chinese dolls on

I he table.

Hobby Show . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

the type used for Early-Ami rfi

Furniture, Kauffman, using only

hand methods and no glue, put

the furniture together with wood-

en pins. The handcraft method

he uses sat those of the isth een*

tiny.

Some nf Kauffman's creative

work which will 1)" on display a

a Molly Pitcher Table and a gun-

itock made out of Curly Maple,

a freak type of Rock Maple. This

wood is native r*> the United

Statei hut it is very rare. The

•rood in the stock and the table

was obtained from a Curly

Maple near Phi Sigma, that wa>

felled by the hurricane of 1938.

Included in his display will be

Borne of bis bead sculpturing! in

This is only one of the many
exhibits to be shown in the show.

Elections . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

Class o-f 1962

President

Bernie Murphy (Incumbent)-

359
Robert C Broggi— 100

Vice-President

*Char1es Curtis—255
Carol Meal—1*38

Secretary
Mean Havey—283
Laura Ritter (Incumbent)-

165

Treasurer

^Deborah Read (Incumbent)

258

Anne Hall—210

Senate—Three chosen

*Mary Jane Stack—244

Mames O'Leary (Incumbent)

—

271

Sally Perry—181
Bruce A. McLean 121

Linda Acbenback (Incumbent)

—sir,

Class of 1963

President

*Bob McMaster (Incumbent)

—

410

Charlie Lyman—389

Vice- President

*Pete Smith—526
Kenny Weinbaum—261

Secretary

Sue Streeter ( Incumbent )-

496

Joan Werner—272

Treasurer

*Mimi Halper (Incumbent)

427

Lloyd David—378

Senator

Nancy Ridill—286

Marilyn Coris— 101

Ruth Shepard—136
Larry Korb— 121

Ann Burns— 147

Barbara Sncidcr 2t)>'

Bruno De Palmo— 108

Archie Strong—09

Mina Lowe— 181
it n.m_ 1 <n
tvaien ivcinj^it"'

Nancy Baker— 173

FJaine Abrams 1 01

Dick Valentinetti—210

*

aTJ|r Autlintttr

Vuttnttdmim

Now , . . in short sleeves

Two ideas to keep warm weather

in the fashion front: a soft

batiste with University styling . .

.

nnd luxurious transact oxford,

in pullover model. The button-

down coliai with the perfect

arched flare looks smart

wit* or without a tie. Both $5.00.

-ARROW-
Wherever you go

you took better in an Arrow thirt

See our University Fashions

for warm weather days

Arrow's favorite soft roll b\ittondown takes you

handsomely through the summer in the cool

comfort of short sleeves, lightweight

"Sanforised" fabrics. $5.00. Shown also

all silk stripe lies, %2M).

Stop in today whde the selection is ample.

F. A. Thompson & Son

13 No. Pleasant St. — Amherst, Mass.

Kauffman also has an extensive collection of sportiiiR equipment

which include the Old Krag (Spanish-American War) and an

8mm Manlicker, nnd a .22 caliber pistol. Me made the rifle stocks

with curly maple and the pistol case with mahogany.

Collegium Legis To Sponsor

Symposium On Natural Law
by STEVE

Collegium Legis, the Univer-

sity Pre-Law Club, is sponsoring

a symposium <in the subject of

Natural Law on Monday, May 2.

Fred V. Cahill, Jr., Dean of the

College of Arts and Science, will

moderate a panel of three out-

Btanding educators from the Uni-

versity faculty.

Clarence Shute, Head of the

University Department of Philo-

sophy, will approach the ques-

tion of Natural Law I mm th«

point, of view of the Classical

philosoph 'is. Shute took his first

lucky nnd went on to Columbia

University where he took his

Master and Doctoral Degrees,

Glenn Tinder, a member* of the

University Department of Gov-

ernment will also participate on

the panel. He has been a men •
of the University faculty for

seven years, imuei- noios ue

grees from Pomona College and

DOYLE *60

the University of California.

The third participating pane 1

member will be Dr. Louis Croen-

baum of the University Depart-

ment of History, (ireenbaum

earned two degrees at the Uni-

versity nf Wisconsin, and took

his Doctorate at Harvard Uni-

versity. He has also spent con-

siderable time studying abroad.

When these faculty members

give tin ir answers to the ques-

tions: "What is Natural Law?"
and "Is the concept for Natural

Law valid?", there is hound to

bp n wealth of interesting dis-

cussion.

After the faculty has had its

opportunity to explain its posi-

tion, there will be an opportunity

for those attending to question

tlir- panel members. The sym-

posinm is open to the public, and

the Pre-l«W club invites every-

one ,,. attend Hon., May 2, MH3Q,

7:30 pan, in the Student Union.

Don Juan To Be Presented

By Massachusetts Review
When Shaw was alive it was

impossible to gel to hear the cen-

ii.,l icene of Man and Superman

No sooner was Shaw dead t
!

several of his works once more

gave life to "in Stage, and among
the revivals was the amazirrjl.

successful and original present :i-

tion of "Don Juan in Hell." This

interlude wai done by itself, and

it held hundreds of the Ttl

varied audiences spellbound by

the simple magic of voice anl

meaning.

Today the whole literate world

is troubled by the questions

which Sham raises in "Don Juan

in Hell." Kvents have taught m
that the fate of each man and

Caps & Gowns To

Be Given Seniors
Caps and gowns for the SK.V

IOR Class will he given out May
2, 3, 4 and not the Junior Class

:is announced in Wednesday's

Cotlsgian. The schedule for Hit

girls is as follows, at the same

hours:

A .1

rWl
S-3
There

Tuesdaj

May 2

May 8

May 4

will be

evening as

Also the $10 contribution will he

collected at that time.

no hours fo:

announced

the future of the race are per-

manently in jeopardy. What can

we do about it? "Don Juan in

Heir' addresses Itself to the

question by making a woman,
her father, and her lover wrangle

and justify themselves once the

adventure of life is done. The
Devil is not the conventional

stage figure who spouts all the

advanced liberal ideas. It is Dona

Ana who is conventional — sin-

cerely so, just as her father is

conventional with hypocrisy. As
for Don Juan, we are told that

he is a sound thinker. We there-

fore watch four kinds of aware-

ness at cross purposes, from the

woman to the philosopher.

"For all those who love pleas-

ut'o—the pleasure of an almost

bodily satisfaction—quite apart

from the satisfactions of wit,

eloquence, and philosophy," the

Max$achu*ett* Review will pre-

sent "Don Juan in Hell" tomor-

row evening at 8:lo in Bowker
Auditorium. Tickets may he ob-

tained at the box office in the

Student Union and at the door.

Senate . .

.

(Continued from pag* 1)

resentative of the University.

Senator Bill Knowlton said the

students would he outraged if

the popular campus magazine
was d topped. The Ya-Hoo budge*

passed,
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REDMEN EDGE WILLIAMS IN

TWELFTH 7-6; WENNIK STARS
IN RELIEF; FROSH WIN 6-1

The Massmen held off the stub-

bom Williams team to win in the

last of the 11th, 7-6. The win-

ning run was knocked in by Paul

"Monk" Foley as he watked with

the bases loaded and two out to

force in Capt. Armand Sabourin

who had singled to lead off the

inning.

Rocky Catalini started for the

Redmen and was very effective

as he gave up single runs in the

1st and in the fifth, while strik-

ing eight. But in the ninth the

roof fell in. Due to shoddy sup-

port by the infield, Williams

scored once and had the bases

loaded with one out. Don Leroy

pinch hit for Jim Adams and

doubled to deep left to clean the

bases and tie the score at 6-6.

All four of the runs scored in

the ninth were unearned. Catalini

pitched well enough to gain the

victory but was a victim of poor

support. Paul Wennik came in

to put out the fire and hurled

2 2/3 innings of hitless ball as he

completely baffled the Eph's

with his sharp breaking curve.

He got credit for the victory

which was his first and if he re-

tains the form he had today, he'll

soon have many more.

The Redmen were held score-

less until the fifth when they

erupted for five runs. Catalini

started it off with a single, Sa-

bourin tripled to score him and

came in himself on Eichorn's

single. Three more came in on

walks to Kelley, Walker, Hoi-

brook and Roland and a single

by Catalini.

They scored one more in the

8th on a walk to Foley, a two

base error and a passed ball. The
score stayed 6-2 until top of ninth

when the Ephs tied it only to

lose to the Redmen 7-6 in the

12th.

Diamond Dust
• The Redmen looked better to-

day than in their four previous

outings as they broke their losing

by MARK KATZMAN '61

streak but they are still not play-

ing the ball they are capable of.

This win may be the start of it

long string as the Redmen with

their brilliant pitching staff and

formidable array of potential

hitters can still finish with a

good season and are still very

much in the Yankee Conference

race. The next two games
against Vermont are the stepping

stones needed to ascend to the

top.

Prior to this game the Redmen
dropped one to Holy Cross 12-3.

The lone bright spot here was
the hurling of Sophomore Cliff

Bullock who pitched very well in

the last 6 innings. He gave up 3

earned runs and was around the

strike zone with regularity. He
shows promise of being a main-

stay of the staff in years to come
and a valuable member of this

WILLIAMS ab r b rbi
Hriggs, ^b 2 1

b. Freeman 1

Newton, ss S 1 2 2
Adams, 2b 4

e. Leroy 1 1 3
Whitney, p
Fogg, c, lb s 1 1

Smith, cf 4 1

Haeffner. 3b 6

Stegroan, rf 2

Lazarua. rf, c 1 1 1

Ryan, If, c 3 2 1

Grinnel, p 3

Temple, p
a. Sehreiber. 2b 2 1

Mosa

MASSACHUSETTS ab r h rbi

Hatch. 2h 3 1
O...V, OV

Sabourin, c 6 2 a 1

Eiehorn. cf 5 1 2 1

Kelley. lb 4 1

Walker, rf 1 1
Hoibrook, sa 5 1 1

Foley, If 3 1 1 1

Roland. 3b 3 1

Catalini. p 4 1 2 1

Wennik. p 1 G o o

year's team.

The outlook from here on in

is optimistic. If the Redmen can

tighten up their defense and hit

up to their potential, we could

have a strong season.

FROSH WIN
Not to be outdone by their

Varsity counterparts, the fresh-

men nine with the aid of a five

run fifth and solid pitching form

by Paul Murphy and Bill Shaw
went on to trounce Williams

frosh 6-1.

The five run fifth was started

off by Pete Larkin's single. Then

Simone singled, Murphy sacri-

ficed with Larkin scoring on

a catcher's error. Hughes then

doubled to left scoring Simone

and Murphy. Williams singled

scoring Hughes and he took sec-

ond on the throw to the plate

and scored on O'Brien's single.

They added one more in the 8th

on a two base error and Corey's

single. Bill DelVecchio led the

attack with 3 hits in 4 times at

bat. Bill Shmoyer showed fine

form out in field as he ranged to

his right and left at his short-

stop position to make many fine

plays.

Score by inning*
Williams 000 000 100—1 6 2

UMasa 000 050 OU—
UMass.—MURPHY. Shaw 8th and

Krukonis
Williams—DONAVAN. Edwarda 5.

Goldberg 8. and Lum

Score by innings
l/Mnsa 000 006 010 01—7 10 6
Williams 100 010 004 00—6 7 1

2B Leroy. SB Fogg. Sabourin, SB
Walker. Sac. Newton. Lazarus. Hatch.
Eiehorn. Roland.
LOB UMasa 13. Williams 10
BB Catalini fi, Wpnnik 1, Crinnell 3.

Whitney 4. Moas 2
SO Catalini 8. Wennik 1. Grinnell 3.

Temple 3. Whitney 8.

R-ER
Catalini 6-2

Wennik 0-0
Grinnell 6-4
Temple 1-0
Whitney 1-1

Moss 0-0
Winning Pitcher: Wennik (1-1)
Losing Pitcher: Whitney (0-2)

Remaining Baseball
Schedule

April

29 vs. Vermont (H)
30 vs. Vermont XH)

May
3 vs. I 'Conn (A)
7 vs. UNH (A)
9 vs. Trinitv CA)
10 vs. Boston Univ. (H)
12 VR. Rhode Island (H)

14 vs. Turin (A)
10 vs. A.l.C. (H)
18 vs. UConn (H)
21 vs. UNH (H)
30 vs. Springfield (A)

June

4 vs. Amherst (H)

Men who face wind and weather

choose the protection of...

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION

Skin protection, that is. Old Spice refreshes and stimulates, guards against the lost of vital

•kin moisture. Feels great, too. Brisk, bracing, with that tangy Old Spice scent. It dom seen

to attract female admirers, but what red-blooded

man needs protection against girls? 1.00 ,•<..,«, H U l» T* O N

Footrickmen Lo*e To

Springfield 94-41;Ward

Sets Frosh Record
by JOE LIPCHITZ '«

The University of Massachu-

setts track team dropped its first

meet of the season to a st'rong

Springfield College on Wednes
day by a score of 91-41 at Spring-

field. This meet was to be held

here at the University but neither

the track nor field areas were

ready for competition.

Against this powerful Spring-

field team the Redmen were able

to take only three firsts, five sec-

onds and seven third places, the

runners being able to take twen-

ty-two points and the field men
scoring sixteen. The three firsts

were taken by two field events

man, Cassidy in the high jump
and Kindred in the hammer throw

and the third first place was

taken by LaPier in the 120 yd.

high hurdle.

Strong men for the Footrick-

men were Ev Brinson in the 440

and 220, Jim Reilly in the 100 yd.

dash and the Broad Jump taking

Lew Wennik came in to put

out the fire in yesterday's game
in the ninth against Williams

and pitched 2 2/3 innings of

hitless ball to claim the victory

for the Redmen.

WAA Sports

Intramural Games

Begun Thurs. For

Softball And Tennis
The Girls Intramural Softball

Tournament began yesterday un-

der the following schedule:

5:00 p.m.

Chi O — bye

Dwight vs. PDN
SK vs. Crabtre*

6':30 p.m.

Leach vs. KnowHon
Pi Phi vs. Mary Lyon
GCA vs. KAT

Also this year the umpire may

two seconds, Jim Keelon in the

880 gnd Jim Hainer in the two

mil*.

With the potential that the

UMass aquad has there should be

no doabt that once they, get roll-

ing the team to stop them will

be Holy Cross when the two

teams meet here at the Univer-

sity on May 11. This will be the

big dual meet for the Footrick-

men just before the Yankee

Conference Championships that

will be here on May 14 at

10-00 a.m.

Ward Sets New Hammer Record

Big Dick Ward set a new

Freasmsn If lb. hammer throw

record for both the University

Frosh and the Springfield Col-

lege freshman field by throwing

14* foot lt'/i inches. This is not

the farthest Dick has thrown in

practice however as one of his

tossos reacts* 1S5 feet.

With sll this though the Fresh-

men could not pull this one out

and dropped the meet to Spring-

field 1%-Wl. However Dave Balch

took both the mile and two mile

runs and the Cobbmen swept the

high jump and the javelin throw

attempting is- make up the de-

ficit points, and even agile Al

Gartft in ths Bssrd Jump was
not eaowgii to do the job.

The ssxt Freshman meet is

against UConn on next Tuesday
down at Stem.

Golfers Beat

Brandeis, 6-1
by BILL LENNON *61

The UMass linksmen started

their season in fine style as they

upended Brandeis, 6-1, Tuesday

afternoon on the Orchards Course

Pete Hatfield was medalist for

the day as he carded a 76 to de-

feat his opponent 7-6.

Csp4aia Gary Cross, Mike
Megiiela, Jack Conway, Barry

Schmoyer and Burke also easily

won their matches. Dan Pierre,

playing in the number three posi-

tion was the only Redman to lose

his match. Pierre was edged

when his opponent carded a 78,

the second lowest score of all

the competitors.

This afternoon the golfsters

will be seeking revenge when
they face UNH and Boston Col-

lege in another home match on

the Sooth Hadley course. The
Redmen have lost by identical

scores of 4-3 the last two times

they have faced each of these

clubs.

be tho male coach that some

of the teams have this year, re-

viving an old tradition.

The Tennis Tournament also

started yesterday at four o'clock.

The schedule of teams and op-

ponents are to he posted in th •

dormitories.
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Eight UMass Students Visit

Cuba During Spring Recess
by RAY SUNDLIN '63

During the spring recoss,

eight UMass students spent the

week in Cuba as guests of the

Cuban government.

The students who went on the

trip were Paul Dupont '63,

George Peloquin '63, Arthur

Winer '62, Hank Rogosin '62,

Bob Armstrong '60, Norm
Eykel '61, Robert Lefrancois

*62, and Ray Sundlin *63.

The trip was planned by the

Cuban National Institute of

Tourism, with the cooperation of

the Student Senate.

INIT, the National Institute of

Tourism, proved to be a lavish

host for the UMass students.

They arranged tours and set up

trips to the various points of in-

terest. These included seeing the

Tropicana night club, rated as the

most beautiful night club in the

world, the National Theater, De-

partment of Justice, the Marti's

Monument, and the Capitol build-

The students saw the Agrarian

Reform in action when they

toured INRA, the National Insti-

tute of the Agrarian Reform, and
' i i ' < ' • t > > v. . J * ^. j - - . . • - •'•••..» i » »

farms. The workers on the co-ops

joined voluntarily and their spir-

it of nationalism impressed the

visiting UMass students. The land

for that particular farm was tak-

en over by thp Cuban government
when the former Minister of Ag-
riculture under the Batista re-

gime fled the country. Since the

land has been taken over, pro-

duction rates have gone up and

the workers' conditions have

greatly improved.

In an interview with Comman-
dante Cubella, the president ef

FEU, the student governing body

of the University of Havana, the

students had a chance to ask

questions on Cuban policy, Cuban
affairs, and U.S.-Cuban relations.

Cubella expressed concern over

the widening gap in relations be

tween the U.S. and Cuba. When
questioned about his views on

Communism, he stated that he

did not believe the Cuban people,

because of their extreme patriot-

ism, would ever allow Commu-
nism to take over Cuba.

The students stayed at the

Hotel Colina, where the room
rates, normally $12-14 a day,

were reduced to $2.00 a day for

the UMass students.

Members of the group were
guests at parties at the Havana-
Hilton Hotel. „

They also visited the political

rallies to promote better relations

between Cuba and Venezuela, and
heard speeches by the major pol-

itical leaders of Cuha.

The overall impression of the

UMass students was that Cuba
is a safe, fascinating1

, and de-

lightful country. They would all

like to return to Cuba someday.

Information on special student

IH.M ..2 w ~. -^ « . ....^, ^*v- > •/.,... < >> .

by writing Jose Peunte Blanco,

National Institute of Tourism,
Havana, Cuba, or by contacting
Ray Sundlin in the Student Sen-
ate office.

Natural Law
Symposium
Field Tonight

by STEVE DOYLE '60

At 7:30 tonight in the Stu-

dent Union Council Chambers
four outstanding faculty members
will meet at the request of the

Pre-Law Club, Collegium Legis,

to express their views on the

topic "Natural Law."

Moderated by Dean Cahill

and having the right to cross-

examine one another, Dr. Clar-

ence Shute, Head of the Philos-

ophy Department, Dr. Louis

Greenbaum, University History

Department, and Dr. Glenn Tin-

der of the Government Depart-
ment are certain to provide a

wealth of information on this

interesting topic.

The discussion will open with

a treatment of the question

"What is Natural Law?" then

procoed to a discussion of its

validity. The various speakers

are sure to introduce comments
nnd ideas based on experience

in their individual fields. It is

expected that the wide scope of

interests of the speakers will

lead to a corresponding width

in substance of a rewarding

disussion.

Tho public is invited to at-

tend the symposium, and fol-

Physics Club
Hears Foster
On Wednesday evening Mr.

Lcc Foster delivered his lecture

on "Nuclear Shells" to the Phy-
sics Club.

In his discussion of the nu
cleus, he made reference to the

basic equation involving the

energy of the nucleus and the

probability of tho neutrions. He
also discussed the coulombic

forces between neutrons and
protons; he made analogies be-

tween atomic structure and nu-

clear structure to make ex-

planations simpler, but ho
pointed out that these two
structures are not mathema-
tically analogous.

He also discussed the decay
of radioactive isotopes of the

elements. He made use of the

belt of stability to indicate the

ratio of neutrons to protons in

radioactive elements. Mr. Fos-

ter ended his lecture by an-

swering questions from the

audience.

Following the lecture, the

Physics Club held a short meet-

ing in which the president asked

the members to try to increase

the enrollment.

lowing the presentation of ma-
terial by the speakers, the audi-

ence will be given an opportu-

nity to ask any questions de-

sired.

Lectures, Displays Highlight

Mortar Board Art Festival
This past weekend was the

scene of a three-day Arts Festi-

val devoted to displays of the

"Arts of Japan." This festival,

sponsored by the University's

Mortar Board Society, held events

throughout the campus.

The Festival Weekend began

Friday, April 29, with a Suture

on Japanese Art given in the

Public Health Building by Dr.

Charles W. BfacSbtrry, associate

Professor of History and Art at

by SHARON CLARK '63

Smith College, a distinguished

authority on Japanese Art.

Dr. MacSherry spoke on the

various art forms that are prev-

alent in Japan today and their

history.

Saturday th*' entire afternoon
was devoted to Japanese Art. The
presentations ran the gamut from

Wood-Block Printing to Drama.
Mrs. Yasu Mori demonstrated

the technique of W*

—Photo by I^onard
TEA CEREMONY—Portion of Japanese Tea Ceremony held in

Colonial Lounge yesterday is shown above.

Mrs. Mori emphasised the rlol i-

eacy involved in the rutting of

the Wockg and the subtle color

tones that may be produced >n

the inking and printing of the

blocks. Many of Mrs, Mori's

prints are on display in the Cum
monwealth room along with many
Japanese prints anil paintings.

On the same afternoon Mortar
Board presented Mr. Robert B.

Barker, a dramatics instructor at

Wachusett Regional High School,

jvho lectured on Japanese Drama,
Mr. Barker emphasized the Wes-
ternization of Japanese Drama as

he witnessed it during his stay in

occupied Japan. Mr. Barker dis-

cussed the two schools of Jap-
anese Drama; one, Kahuki, which
stresses "stage effect and visual

appearance rather than plot" and
the other, Nodrama, which is con-

cerned with purity of sound and
th" desire for imagined beauty.

Following these presentations,

the large audience adjourned to

the Colonial Lounge for a coffee

hour.

Sunday's program began at two
o'clork with Mis* Yoko It-a who
interpreted both traditional an 1

contemporary selections of Jap-
anese song and dance. Miss Ito's
song* ranged from chanties to
love poems. She then interpreted
a traditional Spring Rain dance.
Miss !to climaxed her perfor-
mance by sjngin 0, "L'.n Be! Die "

an aria from the opera Madame
(Continued on page 3)

Legislators Will Visit

UM Campus Saturday
by AUDREY

On Saturday, May 6, a number
of State Senators and Represent-

atives from Worcester County
will visit UMass campus for a

Uniyersity-Stat.- House Day,

which has been planned for the

purpose of giving UMass stu-

dents a chance to be hosts to

their legislators.

The program for the day in-

cludes a luncheon, to which many
student le?,ders are invited; a

tour of the campus and a special

visit to the new addition to

Goessmann Chemistry Laboratory

which houses the University's

recently acquired atomic reactor;

and an informal meeting with

the deans of the various colleges,

during which Dean H. B. Kirshen

of the School of Busines Ad-

ministration will give a short

speech and some of the Univer-

sity's problems, such as the fae-

ulay pay scale and the teacher-

student ratio, will be discussed.

An informal question-answer

period will be held from 8:80

to 4 o'clock in the Cape Cod

Lounge in order to allow Wor-
cester County students to meet

nnd talk with their legislators.

The University-State House
Day is a new attempt by the

Student Senate to incorporate a

better understanding between
students and their reprosenta

RAYNER *64

itves. The entire program has

been initiated and organized by
the students and has received

monetary support from the Stu-

dent Senate. Members of the ad-

ministration have approved the

action wholeheartedly and have

expressed a hope that students

and legislators will have a mu-
tually enjoyable time.

This will be the first time that

most of the legislators have

visited the UMass campus. It is

hoped that they will be able to*

see the University from the stu-

dents' point of view. In a letter

from Representative Frank S.

Giles, Republican minority lead-

er, hfi stated that "this is a won-
derful idea. The committee is to

be commended for instituting this

program. It will undoubtedly

bring a closer understanding be-

tween the legislators and the

student body." The idea was also

wholeheartedly endorsed by Rep-

resentative Henry C. Donnelly,

Democrat from Worcester.

Mike Mosehos '62, chairman
of the University-State House
Day Committee, expressed, his

belief that "this is a positive

step toward creating better re-

lations with all people concerned

about the University. I hope that

next year Representatives and
Senators from other areas of the

state will also be our guests."

UM Leaders
To Be Tapped
Wednesday

Tapping of new Maroon Keys,
Scrolls, Adelphia, Mortar Board
and Revelers will highlight Stu-
dent Leaders' Night at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the Cage

All those who will be partici-

pants or who will sit on the plat-

form are requested to be present
at 0:30 p.m. by co-chairmen Don
Moriarty 'BO and Penny Martin

The program will open with a
short welcoming address by sen-

ior class president Conrad Fer-

rara.

Acting University president

Shannon McCune will also speak
and will announce the list of

senior men and women who have
been elected to Who's Who in

A mcrican. Colleges nnd Univer-
sities.

This is always a feature of

the program as Dr. McCune
usually interjects humorous
anecdotes about each of the

recipients into the announce-
ment.

John Finnegan '61, member
of the Student Senate, will an-
nounce the list of most valuable
members of Recognized Student
Organizations. The MVP's are
selected by the members of oach
group.

Numerous scholarship
awards will be made through-
out the evening with the pres-

(Contrnued on page 3)
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A PARADE
FOR THE HOBBY SHOW
Now 1 don't htfve anything against

lobby shows. In fa t, I U seriously consid-

ering exhibiting my collection of unmatched

socks. But Saturday morning, a time as dear

and serene as Sunday morning, was pierced

by the shrill piping of the Hatfield Drum

Corps. These white shirted militant troopers

stormed their way through the SU lobby and

then lined up before the entrance of the

Hatch and serenaded like a Salvation Army

Band for the forth-coming Hobby Show in

the Student Union.

No one could possibly argue that we don't

need hobby shows. What in the world would

we do between weekends if it weren't for

hobbies? But does a dignified exhibit for

our leisure-time activities require all the

flim-flam of planes dropping from the sky

and the campus trammeled by the feet of

this youth group? Does our three button

WMCA, i.e. the SU, require all the emotional

appeal of a bonds for victory drive to adver-

tise future events?
D. Li.
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A REVIEW

DON JUAN IN HELL
by LORRAINE GELPEY '62

A readine of "Don Juan in Hell" was presented

at Bowker Auditorium Saturday night in a benefit

performance for the Mateaclnm tt* lit view. "Don

Juan in Hell" is an interlude in George Bernard

Shaw's play, Mm and Superman. It is a conversa-

tion in Heil amone- the sixteenth century libertine.

Don Juan, read by James Ruberti; Ana—a lady who

had in her youth scorned the love of Don Juan.

Judith Rothstein; the statue of Ana's father who

had come down from h.-aven for a visit, Norman

Kothstein; and the Devil, Robert Shilansky.

The conversation's framework is a comparison of

Heaven and Hell, as Shaw depicts them. Tn Shaw'.*

Hell of art, music, love, and beauty, no one has any-

thing to do but amuse himself. The s«mls in his

Heaven spend all eternity in contemplation and in
,

working to glorify th-m-lv. ig, Most of the souls in

Heaven are bored silly but are too conscious of the

glamour and the stature of their positions to admit

it. in fact, the Derfl claims to have hem so bond in

Heaven that he left it and organized his own estab-

lishment which is, he figures, more to Mankind.

"Don Juan in Hell" is an entertaining satire of

England at the beginning of the twentieth century

and a satire of Mankind in general. It d—ll with

man and woman. sr\ and marriage, courage and

cowardice, war and prace, life and death.

The reading Saturday evening was laudable,

though not flawless. The lighting and setting had a

rather effective simplicity. Robert Shilansky's pof

trayal of th« whining, sentimental, self-satisfied but

clever Devil was brilliant. Beautiful Judith Roth-

ht. in did a graceful job in characterizing a well-

bred lady. Her husband, Norman Rothstein, was a

credible old army commander turned statu*. The per-

sonality of Don Juan, however, never emerged from

James Ruberti's unconvincing orations. Despite this

weakness, the reading was successful. It was a cul-

tural event that hopefully should have many se-

quels on this campus.

MISS YOKO ITO

SPRING RAIN
O, Lovely Nightingale, playing with

Fragrant plum flowers in Spring rain!

Even the bird wanders after its love with all its heart.

Freed from every bondage, I should like to be along with you,

Just like that bird along with flowers.

A Japanese Afternoon

by SALLY MALLALIEU *63

Sunday afternoon many turned out to see the Japanese Song and

Dance presented by Miss Yoko Ito, a graduate of Tokyo Academy of

Art and Music, and the Japanese Tea Ceremony by Miss Kuyoko

Motomochi. Amid the cheerful spring decorations of Japanese art and

pink and white cherry blossoms in the Commonwealth Room of the

Student Union, Miss Yoko Ito sang several Japanese songs reflecting

various moods and activities in Japanese life. With a pure soprano

voice Miss Yoko Ito conveyed to the audience the beauty of the cherry

blossoms in "The Cherry Blossom Song," the joy and youthful spirit

of the Japanese maidens in "The Rice Planting Song," the vigorous

cheer and inspiration of the pearl fishermen rowing their boats

through the shining Japanese waters, and many other aspects of

Japanese life represented in traditional and contemporary songs. Last

of all, she sang "One Fine Day'' from Puccini's Madame Butterfly.

The program was concluded with a Japanese dance charmingly and

gracefully performed. The dance, Miss Yoko Ito's translation of a

verse called "Spring Rain," reflected through many graceful and

precise movements the beauty and freshness of the spring season.

It was accompanied by exotic Oriental music.

The Japanese Tea Ceremony, following the songs and dance, in-

tended to exemplify through many intricate and graceful techniques

the principles of harmony of heart and mind, respect, serenity, sim-

plicity, and naturalness. It was originally intended as an instruction

to Japanese warriors, the samarais, who were believed to lack these

virtues. During the ceremony no social distinctions are made; all

classes are seated together. The room in which it is held is so low

that all have to bend to enter it. (The bending of the participants

signifies their humility.) The hostess enters the room, kneels, bows

to her guest, and with a small folded cloth wipes the utensils care-

fully. She washes the tea cup and then puts the tea and water in it.

After serving the tea to the guest, she bows and waits. When her

guest has finished, she cleans the utensils as before, bows to her

gaest, rises, and leaves the room. Everything in the tea ceremony is

ilu in > with the utmost precision and grace according to traditional

pattern.

Altogether, these two events, Miss Yoko Ito's Song and Dance

and Miss Kuyoko Motomochi's Japanese Tea Ceremony, provided a

very interesting and enjoyable Sunday afternoon.

THE ICONOCLAST
by JIM TRELEASE '*S

With the advent of spring, I like to look back

fondly upon those days when the cold winter winds

launched their battles against dormitory windows

and facades and when the Van Meter heating sys-

tem was as errant as Jack Paar lunching with Walter

Winehell and Dorothy Kilgallen. It was finally re-

solved by the members of that dormitory to in-

sulate their rooms from the billows of frost. After

many nights of concentration and experimentation,

those angry young men, in "trying to sustain ex-

cellence," came up with the right insulation fabrics

. . . Playboy. Rogue, and Gent.

Most of you (in reference to innocent readers)

have, one time or another, pondered on whether or

not to pick up one of these publications at the corner

drug. Possibly the fear of having your local minis-

ter, rabbi or curate walk in and observe you froth-

ing at the mouth over such delicacies as Jayne or

Jill deterred you in such an adventure. Therefore,

if you are among the frustrated, may I dissect one

of these "pulps" which I found last Sunday float-

ing pass my window (probably thrown from an

upper* floor by its occupant when his parents and

girl friend unexpectedly paid him a visit).

For libel purposes, let's call our magazine "En

Garde!". Like Time and Newsweek, our covers oft

times boast the presence of famous figures. This

magazine is dedicated to two things: jazz and hu-

man anatomy; but since we have a predominantly

college reading audience, the radial, femur, and

clavicle are always labeled on our forms. Its jazz

section is bolstered by the presence of that illus-

trious critic, Nat Hatsoff. New albums are reviewed

monthly along with an inset of the best album

cover for May

—

"Jerty Mulligan Meets Frances

Horwich". Our jazz girl of the month is also a

popular feature. Always curvacious and lovely, this

month's is a complimentary addition to any dormi-

tory wall ... as a matter of fact she will probably

upholster your entire wall. Yes, our selection this

time is Thelma Middleton. Despite the fact that it

is a foldout page, we were not able to include all of

Thelma so be sure to buy next month's for part two.

The two sections can be connected by using your

tube of Plastic Steel.

After many complimentary letters, we've decided

to make the "travel" section a regular unit in our

mag. Thus, we see our travel editor, that retired

world traveler, Mrs. John Foster Dulles, scooping the

Orient in an illustrated article on Syngman Rhee

and family ... on the run.

Finally, wc have our pictorial feature of the

month, "May's Grassing Partner". Here, once again,

is another fold out page (two this issue, gang, but

despite the greater cost, we chalk it up to "better

things for better living through near-sighted postal

inspectors"). Yes, back by popular demand after

her refreshing performance a year ago when she

posed so daringly against the twilight background

of the UN building, Eleanor Roosevelt. Confidential-

ly, it's an eye- filler.
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Editor's Note:
We wish to apologize to Dr. Milton Steinberg of

the physics department for the previous appearance

of his name a<? reviewer of the film 'On the Beach'.

Dr. Steinberg has been invited by this editor to con-

tribute a future article concerning the development

and technology of atomic weapons. That section of

the review which appeared last Wednesday was writ-

ten by Ernest Callenbach and appeared in the winter

issue of Film Quarterly. The second part of the re-

view will be printed this coming Wednesday.
—T. M.

THE POETRY OF JAPANESE ART
by ELIZABETH A

"The Arts of Japan", through the efforts of Mortar

Board, brought to campus the exotic and the impressionistic

elements which characterize for Westerners all of the

Oriental arts. On display for the annual festival was a rep-

!, nt at ho exhibit of traditional and contemporary paint-

ings and prints and modern, brilliantly coloured posters,

showing an accent of European influence.

The works of Hiroshige of the nineteenth century were

predominant with 14 pieces shown, primarily from the

Tokaido series. A principal leader in the Ukiyo-ye or Popular

School of painting, Hiroshige has depicted landscapes in the

Zen spirit. The works of Sesshu (1420-1507), a Zen monk,

who is considered the greatest of the sumi-e painters, were

also on display. Included in the exhibition were several wood-

block prints done by Mrs. Yasu Mori, who had given a demon-

stration in this artistry Saturday afternoon.

Japanese art, in contrast to the art concepts of the Oc-

cident, is poetic representation. It is the depiction of aspects

of nature which produce emotion. The art relies on the

imagination of the spectator to discover and experience

emotion in the art work. The Japanese artist regards nature

as his complete inspiration and regards himself as an a?pect

of nature. This subjective flavor of the Japanese art has been

derived in good measure from Buddhism. The art created is

product of not only the artist's inspirations, but his state

of mind, his colours, his brush or, in print-making and sculp-

ture, his chisels. So the intensity of the moods of nature

. SCHWECK '62

captured by him is the poetic, not the slavish copying of the

traditional Western artist. Instead, the Japanese art reflects

the shorthand, concentrated, inspired essence—the spirit of

an instant.

In order to convey these moods, the great artist has been

known to make as many as one hundred tracings of his ori-

ginal motif. After observing the most minute details of his

subject and memorizing what is unique, the artist would,

working only from memory, put down on tracing paper the

idea-replica and emotion-mood images. The cherry blossom
must be known as well as the characters of the Japanese
language; then it is possible to speak with the brush as in

poetry, to depict the moods and ideas and to dramatize nat-

ure. Sketch after sketch is made, for by changes and inven-

tions the artist hopes to arrive at the desired objective. In

his process he is searching for the form which he is sure
exists, but which he is not yet master of.

In their poetic approach to art, the Japanese have made
no use of perspective or of light and shadow effects. Instead

of the continuously receding plane, the pa inters have em-
ployed several planes. The prevailing colours are cinnabar
(the vermillions), the earths, and the pigment from burnt
walnut shells (the blacks and tints of grays), which is used

as the regular writing medium. Due to the striving for bril-

liant, deft suggestions with simplicity in stroke, the Japanese
paintings and screens are light and ethereal—in contrast to

the heaviness of much of Western art expression.

UM Leaders . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

entation of four Student Or-

ganization for Scholarship

grants of $200 being among the

most prominent.

The climax of the night will

come when the tapping cere-

monies by the five honor soci-

eties occur. Each group takes

its turn circulating through the

crowd and dramatically taps

the unsuspecting new members.

Concluding the program is

the traditional j u n i o r-senior

women's processional to the col-

lege pond where senior women

float candles across the pond to

junior women in an impressive

ceremony.

Prof. Woehrlin Addresses

Philosophy Club On Marx
Last Tuesday evening the

University Philosophy Club
presented as their guest lec-

turer Professor William Woehr-

lin of the History Department,

who lectured on "The Theory and

Practice of Marxism."

Prof. Woehrlin introduced his

remarks by stating that Karl

Marx cannot be dealt with ex-

clusively in either the historical

or the philosophical sense.
"Rather, Marx is somewhere in-

between, as evidenced by his

own statement that "while

AT THE STATE HOUSE

Colleges Will

Giles To Cut
Late today, the House com-

mittee on ways and means will

report in the budget for the fiscal

year beginning July 1.

The committee will chop from

$4 million to $8 million from the

$463 million recommended by

Governor Furcolo. The exact

amount of the cut will be de-

termined at a committee ses-

sion behind closed doors this af-

ternoon.

It will be a balanced budget

that may even leave a tidy sur-

plus for the following fiscal year,

thanks to steadily increasing tax

revenue.

Rep. Michael' P. Feeney (D-

Boston), chairman of the commit-

tee, will read the chairman's cus-

tomary statement on the budget

in the House Chamber tomorrow.

Action is slated to begin Wednes-

day.

Giles To Cut More

House Republican leader, has had

Be Re-named
Budget More
his assistant, Rep. William W.

Jenness of Quincy, himself a for-

mer member of the House, scru-

tinizing budget figures for well

over a week. He is due to report

today or tomorrow.

The House Republican leader

has already served notice that he

will attempt to make further cuts

in a budget he regards as too

full of fat. The ways and means

cuts will only encourage this.

State Office Building

Meanwhile, no action is in

sight on the state office building.

The Governor announced just a

week ago that Rep. Giles would

file a bill which would encom-

pass all the features of the $26

million state office building and

add a landtaking and construe

tion of an Employment Security

Building north of Cambridge St.

The Governor's own plan calls

for construction of a reception

and classification center, a small

(Continued on page 4)

philosophers have only inter-

preted the world, the point is,

however, to change it."

He continued by saying that

through a study of history

Marx placed man in a rational

and understandable realm and

then attempted to predict his

future. Prof. Woehrlin empha-

sized that in all his analysis of

man, Marx was "primarily in-

terested in the unity of theory

and practice." According to

Marx, all theory is worthless if

its originator is simply an

"armchair philosopher." Suc-

cessful practice is all that

proves a theory true.

Prof. Woehrlin stated that,

according to Marx, anything

that is not a policy of action is

idealism and must be avoided as a

"waste of time and energy." He
related his remarks about

Marxist theory to presont-day

Soviet policies. He stated that

the Russian party upholds no

consistent doctrine and seems

rather to vacillate between objec-

tive analysis and subjective

dictatorship. The single thread

of consistency in tho party's

actions was the assertion of the

party's monopoly of power.

In conclusion, Prof. Woehrlin

observed that, ironically, all

that was left of the Marxist

Doctrine of theory and practice

could be summed up in a state-

ment the Soviets have made

about the term "A m e r 1 C • n

Pragmatism"— it is "something

arbitrary, capable of being used

for the pleasing falsifications

which satisfy the reactionary

politics of the exploiters."

Lectures, Displays . .

.

(Continued front page 1)

Butterfly. A graduate of the To-

kyo Academy of Art and Music,

Miss Ito is now studying at the

New England Conservatory of

Music.

Following this, the Arts Fes-

tival presented a Japanese Tea

Ceremony. According to the girls

that took part in the ceremony

this traditional and highly-formal

ceremony has as its major aim,

the achievement of a calmness

and serenity in a harmonizing

state of mind. The ceremony, de-

vised by a commander during the

Japanese Feudal period, is one

of simplicity and naturalness rec-

ognizing no social distinctions.

Kuyoko Motomochi and Irene

Almo, two graduate students at

Smith, conducted the ceremony.

The Weekend Festivities came
to a close Sunday evening with

the showing of the movie "Gate

of Hell," a Cannes Film Festival

Award winner.

Two Groups
Will Play At
Jazz Concert
Two groups will be featured

at the HER Weekend Jazz Con-

cert, Sunday, May 8th, at 2:00

p.m. in the SU ballroom. The

concert is sponsored by the Arts

and Music Committee.

Each group specializes in a

different style of jazz. Dixieland

will be presented by the Now
Orleans Jazz Doctors. In the past

they have appeared on television

in the Springfield area.

The Leonard Katz Jazz Quin-

tet will present modem jazz. The

Quintet is known for its many
performances at fraternity and

sorority parties on campus.

Tickets will be on sale at the

Student Union ticket window

starting tomorrow. Admission is

50c.

College Students Participate

In D.C. Sit-In Conference
Over 400 students from 38

states gathered in Washington,

D. C, for a USNSA-sponsored
National Student Conference on

the Sit-In Movement last week.

After a day and a half of

listening to informed speakers

and discussing the issue among
themselves, delegates to the Con-

ference passed resolutions en-

dorsing the Sit-In Movement,

condemning reprisal actions of

government and educational of-

ficials, supporting the ideology of

non-violence, recognizing student

responsibility and the need for

student action, and calling for

increased interregional coopera-

tion in both the North and the

South.

The Conference began with a

general session giving the his-

tory of the movement. Speaking

for the Negro students who have

been involved in the Sit-ins were

Al Rozier, editor of the campus

newspaper at North Carolina

Agricultural and Technical

School and Bernard Lee, former

student body president at Ala-

bama State.

Several points were echoed

throughout the weekend. First,

the need to make tho movement

a truly national one, pointing

out that segregationists gain

much comfort from the mani-

festation of indecision in other

arras. And second, the sit-in is

not an end in itself.

Mahendra Widjesinghe, a

p-vaduate> student from Ceylon,

received a standing ovation for

(Continued on page 5)
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State House . .

.

(Continued from page S)

mental health center, state lab

oratories building and, ultimately,

a second office building.

Both the Governor*! plan and

Rep. Gilds' plan are designed to

provide a buffer for the proposed

federal building on Sudbury St.

on the fringe of the government

center. The other buildings would

be city.

There is no sign as yet of Rep.

Giles' bill. According to reports,

four House Republicans are

drafting the measure hut all pro-

fesa ignorance. If the Legislature

refuses to admit it under sus-

pension of rules, the Governor

has said he will sponsor it in

a special message to provide an

alternative plan.

Gov. Furcolo has announced

that, if Rep. Giles' plan is not

approved, Rep. Giles will then

support the Governor's plan.

Sunday Laws Holiday Laws

Two important matters will be

before the House this afternoon

for. action. One is a cash sick

benefits plan based on the law

now in effect in California. TV'

other would make the Sunday

laws apply on ten state-wide hol-

idays. Both were reported favor-

ably last week by ways and

means.

That committee still has more

than 500 matters before it.

Colleges Re-named
The State Board of Education

has voted to rename the Com-
monwealth's nine state teachers'

colleges in accordance with a new

law enacted by the Legislature

and signed by Governor Furcolo.

Effective Sept. 1, they will be of-

ficially designated state colleges.

The colleges are located in Bos-

ton. Bridgewater, Fitchburg,

Framincrham Lowell. \*<>rth

Adams, Salem, West field and

Worcester. The former Massa-

chusetts School of Art in Boston

was renamed the Massachusetts

College of Art last year.

- The Division of Staff- Teach-

ers' Colleges will now become the

Division of State Colleges.

— Photo by Popple

THE BUBBLING SPRING, shown above, is featured in the Meta

wampee Collectanea, the all-campus hobby show opening today at

the SU. The fountain, provided by Bob Kemp, is one of many

unique displays among the 71 entries. The displays include taxi-

dermy, antique furniture, ancient coins, mobiles, rugs, shell-

craft, antique political items, and miltary miniatures.

Boroff: Views On American
College Students, Faculties

UM Chapter
Of Chem. E'a

Hold Election

Not satisfied with finding that

students "go to college because

it's the thing to do," and that a

"college degree has become a B.

$. tn most students," David Bor-

off, the Brooklyn College English

instructor who has recently been

criticizing American education,

has now leveled his sights at the

faculties, curricula, and adminis-

trations of America's colleges and

universities.

In an article in Harper's

Magazine: "American Colleges:

What Their Catalogues Never

Tell You," Boroff observed that

"collrg-p professors and students

(Continued on page 5)

The UMass student chapter of

the American Institute of Chem-
ical Engineers held its annual

• lections at a meeting last

Wednesday.

Those elected to office are:

President, Larry Soulo '61; Vice-

president, John Rizos '62; Secre-

tary, Steve Paquette '62; Treas-

urer, Paul Beau pre '61; and
Pwg-i-am Chainnan. Jim Dun-
leavy '61.

SCIENTIFIC ADVANCES 801-802

Progress of Women (toward men)

Dr. Allure

Magnetism of men who use ordinary hair tonics studied. Conclusion:

barely existent. Magnetism of men who use 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic stud-

ied. Conclusion not yet established since test cases being held captive

by neighboring sorority. Examination of alcohol tonics and sticky hair

creams (rubber gloves recommended for this class). Result: repelled

women. Frequent use of water on hair cited: this practice deemed

harmless because 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic mollifies its drying effect

Female Appraisal of Contemporary Male. Conclusion: Student body

O. K. if student head kept date-worthy with 'Vaseline
1 Hair Tonic.

Materials: one 4 oz. bottle of 'Vaseline* Hair Tonic

Vaseline

r

HAIR TONIC
In the bottle and on your hair

the difference is clearly there!

Vaseline

HAIR
TONIC

Drts and Conditions

Jhe Natural Way

iS |'4 Scalp am

anttruil

MAlfl
TONtC

«*<•« tot Ut't i*«

ClP

Sig Ep To Get New House;

Break Ground For Addition

B. C. Announces New Training Course

For Mobility Specialists To Teach Blind

— Photo by Morton

BUFFY ST. MARIE, popular sophomore folk-song artist, enter

tains during intermission at "Sea Winds." a dance sponsored by

Van Meter dormitory Saturday night. Music was provided by

Johnny Magg.

College students are being

asked to consider becoming "mo

bility specialists" who will be

| to ti'ach the blind.

The new field of instruct ion will

be inaugurated at Boston Colli

in a 14-month program begin-

ning Juno 27, 1!>H0

Application forms may be ob-

tained from Joseph Runci, Boston

College, Chestnut Hill 07, Massa-

chusetts.

"The program will produce

teachers who will instruct blind

men and women to walk more

easily and with greater safety.

Teachers will learn not only

new methods of instruction, but

also the nature of the human
senses and of blindness itself,"

according to Mr. Runci.

Eligible are college students

who have earned their bachelor's

degrees. Candidates must be in

good health, of good moral char-

acter and with visual acuity cor-

rectable to 20/20.

Each traineeship is in the

amount of $3800, covering full

tuition and living costs for the

11-month course.

The curriculum will include

psychology of learning, abnormal

psychology, orientation to work

with tlif blind, dynamics of blind

ness and rehab n, nature

and training of human senai .

ileal a tation

,(',, human behavior and

ease work principles. Weekly sem-

inars with medical, education-

al and social work experts as

Well as observation and clinical

experiences with the blind are an

integral part of the program.
The course will be given at

Boston College and at St. Paul's

Rehabilitation Center Tor the

Blind, Newton, Mas ,

Graduates of the course will

be granted a Master in Education

degree afid will be prepared for

careers at rehabilitation centers,

schools, and public and private

agencies for the blind.

Boroff Views . .

.

(Continued from page u)

are actors in a vast comedy; a
mad travesty of solemn ritual,

wasted time, and trumped up
claims."

Basing his findings on a two-

year study of a dozen campuses,

where he talked with presidents,

deans, professors and students,

An eight-year old dream has

started to become a reality at 9

Chestnut Street. Sigma Phi Ep-

silon broke ground Monday for

the construction of a new $105,000

addition to its chapter house.

The one-story brick and stucco

structure expected to be com-

pleted early in the fall, will

house the fraternity's social

rooms and housemother's quar-

ters on the ground floor, and a

100-man dining, hall, kitchen,

and storage space in the base-

ment. It is expected to be com-

pletely paid for in 15 years.

The construction is being done

by I). A. Sullivan & Son of Hol-

yoke, now finishing work on the

newest women's dorm, Johnson

House. James* A. Britton of

Greenfield is the architect. Ho
was also the designer of Maeh

mer Hall.

— Photo by Tillman

Campus

Calendar
Wednesday

4:00 p.m.—Men's athletic field—

Cheerleading tryouts for men;

no experience necessary.

Thursday

11:00 a.m.—Worcester Room

—

important meeting of the

Commuters Cub for election

of officers, organization of

plans for Spring Day, voting

or. the new constitution, and

to produce the Freshman
Commuter's Booklet. Last

general meeting of the school

year.

Frood finds the "right girF

for marriage-minded seniors

•r "is

^5

Awaiting yow Awiival
Clean, comfortable and reasonable accommodations
for male students, clubs, teams, administrators and
groups in the heart of midtown New York, close to

ail transportation and nearby Empire State Build-

ing. All conveniences, cafeteria, coffee shop, tailor,

laundry, barber shop, TV room, tours, etc. Booklet C
Rates: Single Rooms $2.40 $2.60; Double Rooms $3.40 $3.80

WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE Y.M.C.A.
356 West 34th St . Mew York, N. Y. OXford 5-5133 (nr. Penn Sta.

'*

NOTICE TO SENIOR MEN STUDENTS
If you require funds to complete your

education, apply to the undersigned.

STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION INC.

610-612 Endicott Bldg. St. Paul 1, Minn. Phone CApital 2-5184

•VASICINE IS A RfGlSTIRtO TRADEMARK OP CHIStSROUGH POND ft. INC.

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY

LAW SCHOOL
Founded 19on

Fully approved by the American B.ir Association

Coeducational Day, Evening wd Gfadnatt Divisions

8* i-enty college* and univerxitieH represented by student body

Scholarships available for outstanding applicants

V<>r catalogue, application form .i>ul other information, write.

Registrar, Suffolk I niversitj Law School

Hi icon l I'll Boston I i Massachusetts

CApital 7-1043

Dear Seniors: Thousands of you have asked me, "What kind of girl should I marryT Well,

here she is! She is beautiful. She is talented. She is understanding. She smokes your favorite brand

(Luckies, what else?). She has an independent income. She is happily married. So there you are,

Seniors! Now go out and find one for yourself.
rf^A *f/Uwf

Product of J8* jd******* $&x**h&y>a*y- Ja&x** is our middU name

Boroff found fault with much of

America's higher educational in-

stitutions.

From scholarly journals to

extra-curricular activities, from
professors to students, and from

administrators to curriculum*,

Borvff concluded that colleges

can be divided into two cate-

gories; "those which we might

call adolescent reservations,

fenced otF from serious adult con-

cerns, and those Which represent

a transition to adulthood."

Pertaining to curriculum and

teaching, Boroff complained

about the scarcity of new ideas,

depth and breadth. "Talk to stu-

dents and you can compile a
bleak anthology of boredom, in-

ertia, and ineptness among
teachers."

To combat the creeping leth-

argy fhat encompasses faculty,

Roroff suggested establishing

visiting1

professorships or lec-

tureships for talented outsiders,

like business men, journalists, or

trade-union people.

Also, he proposes more sem-

inars for the exchange of ideas

and teams of teachers handling

the same class in opposition to

each other. In this manner, Bor-

off hopes to stimulate not only

students, but also stagnant pro-

fessors.

Boroff was very critical of pro-

fessors and their "rage to pub-

lish." As the writer termed it:

"There is, no doubt, an organic

connection between first-hand

scholarship and teaching. There
can be a special excitement for

the student in contact with a

mind working on the frontiers of

knowledge, On the other hand,

there "has to be a halt to the

trivialization of scholarship, the

rage to publish." These journals

Boroff termed "a floodtide of the

dull and repetitive—an expanse

of spirit in a waste of footnotes."

An important point in Boroff's

criticism was fhat the basic

skills should hp taught in high

school, and that the arts should

be the domain of the college in-

stead of what is now an inade-

quate combination of both.

On evtra-eiirrirular activities,

RomtT commented that. "the

brash imperialism of personal

services and student activities

strive to dominate the students'

ite md aocial life . . . File

administration lavs down the

gr rules an< aei umpire

for the nursery games." Boroff

contrasted today's "organized

fun" with the horseplay of the

twenties.

lie said "at least the hell-

raisers then were autonomous.

Their infantilism wasn't spon-

sored hy the administration."

"We are now in a position to

try to leap for excellence," Bor-

off concludes. "We have the

students: we even have the

teachers. All we need is the will."

~ T.OST flND FOUND
LOST: "College Mathematics

First Year," and "Comtes Mo-

dernes~,
M and French and Math

notebooks, in the Hatch Satur-

day morning. Please return to:

Arleen Shapiro, 312 Lewis House.

LOST: Will the person who
stole my rocket please return it

immediately. It has deep senti-

mental value. Frank Witham,
Chadbourne House.

CORRECTION!
The meeting of the UMass

Flying Club, originally scheduled

for Wednesday evening, will be

held on Thursday, May 5th, at

s p.m. in the Commonwealth
Room of the Student Union.

CM r e»

Students Participate . . .

(Continued from page S)

an extremely perceptive socio-

logical analysis of the situation

based on the white man's desire

to maintain "order" and his own
supremacy over the* Negro in

the process.
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Redmen Split With Vermont;

Glynn Brilliant In 6-0 Win

The UMass baseball tram.

after losing to Vermont 1-3

Friday, came back to gain D

split of the series behind Gerry

Glynn's five-hitter.

Friday's game was a heart-

breaker as Bob Eichorn and Paul

Wennik gave up only two earned

runs and with a little support

would have had an easy time

gaining the win,

Vermont scored an unearned

run in the first but the Redmen

came back to tie it up in the

second on Ted Kelley's double

ami Paul Foley's single. Two

walks and Jack Walker's single

put the Redmen ahead 2-1 but

Vermont scored once in the fifth

and once in the sixth to pull

ahead 3-2. UMass pulled up

even again as Bob Hatch tripled

and came across the plate on

Bob Eichorn's infield out. How-

ever this was all to no avail as

two throwing errors in the

eighth inning gave Vermont a

run and the victory.

GLYNN STOPS VERMONT
On Saturday, however it was

a different story as Gerry Glynn

pitched the best gnmr of his

career, a strong five hitter, which

was one of the finest pitching

exhibitions seen at Alumni Field

for some time.

Gerr» r had near" perfect con-

trol as he walked only one w Ink-

striking out nine. Only two men

readied tnita *»^ i^-> •><-» ti ~

hit nut of the infield. Glynn got

perfect support in the field and all

he needed at the bat. The big

blow was Jack Walker's two-run

triple in the fourth. Al Holbrook

hy MARK KATZMAN '61

added tWO insurance runs when

lu- homered with Paul Fob: y on

base.

The Redmen now stand

iference with an overall

of 4-5.

The B«* Sfor*»
Friday

VERMONT
Isles, 88

Pucutt)*. «
rici. 3b

JuriHt, rf

Carmoli. 3b
Cassidy. cf

Brown, 3b. rf

Kvans. If

Silveria, lb
Hobhie. p

1-1 in

record

I'M ASS
Hatch . 2b
Sabourin, cf
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Kelley, lb
Foley. If
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Walker, rf
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Roland. 3b
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Golf Squad Downs New Hampshire

And Boston College In TriMatch
by BILL I

The Redmen gnlfsters ran

their season record to 3-0 Friday

as they dumped New Hampshire,

6-1, and edged Boston College,

1-3, in a tri-meet on the Orch

..,-,!« Course in South HadW.

Captain Garry Cross defeated

both of his opponents as he

carded 4 birdies and 4 bogies to

come home with a 72, par for

the 63R4 yard layout,

Brian Burke, who was only a

stroke off his teammate's hot

pace, also dumped both of his

challengers.

Another double victor was

Mike Megliola, whose two over

par, 74, enabled him to stretch

e?:non '61

his winning streak in match play

to nine. The left-handed junior

won his last six matches last

year and has been undefeated

this season.

Rounding out the double win-

ners were Barry Schmoyer, who

finished with a 76 for the after-

noon. The Redmen's seventh

man, Marshall, was edged by

both his opponents.

The other two Redmen, Pete

Hatfield and Dan Pierre, both

split with their matches. Hat-

field, playing in the number one

position, and Pierre, number

three man, both defeated their

Wildcat opponents and lost to

the BC men.

Tuesday UMass will host

URI and the following day they

face UConn and AIC on for-

Doiit just sit there!
You'll enjoy today's copy of this publication

much more if you'll get up right now and get

yourself an ice-cold bottle of Coca-Cola.

(Naturally, we'd be happier, tool)

/>«/VA,

6<?(c7a

EottUd under authority of The CocoCola Company bf

Coca-Cole Settling Co of Northtmirton, Northampton, Maw.

ign soil.

FOR SALE
1948 SHULT TRAILER

All Utilities Installed

4 Rooms

4 Miles from Campus

Call: B Richardson

Trailer Ct., Pelham

AL 3-5929

Tucs, Thurs., 9-2 p.m.

—FOR SALE—
1952 J DOOR BLACK BUICK with

good tires and clean interior.

Call AL 3-9289 after 5:00

M Cohen

Saladin

SII) PORITZ '61, in the forecourt, and JOHN THOMAS 61 com-

bined to edge their Uttl opposition in their doubles match. These

two Redmen were the only members cf the victorious team to

win their singles matches.

Tennis Team Takes 2

From URI And Spfld.

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

POOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Open Every Night until 11 00

On the Corner Next to

Hillt House

The UMass
team continued in its winning

ways this past weekend as it de-

feated Rhode Island and Spring-

field, 5-4 and 9-0, respectively.

by AL BERMAN *62

varsity tennis won, 6-2, 6-2. So actually, if the

number seven score counted in

the final tally, the Redmen would

have won, 10-0.

The victory over the Rams was

an unexpected one. After being

behind 4-2 at the end of the

singles competition, chances

lnnked pretty bleak. But the

Redmen came from behind to

take all three doubles matches

and eke out a 5-4 win.

Sid Poritz and John Thomas

were the only men able to win

in singles, and they eombined to

whip Bob Carlson and Don Em-
manuel, R.I.'s top men, 5-7, 6-4,

fi i. Dave Crotty and Ken Bar-

rows continued their undefeated

htreak, winning 6-2, d-(, »--;

and Ernie Howarth and Bill

Thompson clinched it for UMass,

winning 6-1, 3-6, 6-3.

It certainly was no easy vic-

tory for the Redmen. as all the

double*) matches went to three

sets.

Things were a little more

simple Saturday, though, as

Coach Steve Kosakowski's men

trounced Springfield College, 9-

0. Hrwarth was moved up to

number six spot for that one,

and came through with a victory

6-2, 6-4.

Ron Carlson, who normally

plays sixth, played the number

seven man of Springfield and

The UMass tennis crew is now
3-0, as it heads for Tufts today

and Connecticut Wednesday.

Rhode Island, whom UMass beat

Friday, had previously edged

UConn, 5-4.

FRIDAY
1. Poriti (UM) over Carlson. (URIt.

6-2, 6-0.

2. Emmanuel (URI) over Barrows
(UM). 6-2. 6-2.

3. Thomas (UM) ovr-r Cain (URI'.
fi-?. i

4 Kfa*Mtf M'RTl nv» f>.>1»v (I'M)

6-3. 6-4. •

',. Miller (URI) over Thompson (UM).
6-2. 6-3.

6 Libutti (URI) river Carlson (UM).
4-6. 9-7. 6-1.

1. Poritx and Thomas
(

C-JM>
,

Carlson and E .ftianut-l 'Unii
6-4. 6-4.

2. Barrow* and Croity (UM)
Kleghly and Cain (URI). 6-2

6-2.

3. Howarth and Thompson (UM)
Miller and Slader (URI), 6-1.

f,.3

over

over
5-7,

over
3-6.

SATURDAY
(ITM) over Thanse (S),

(UM) over Hiehwii

6-2.

(S),

!. PoritE
6-2.

2. Barrow*
M, 6-2.

3, Thomas (UM) over Walsh (Si. 6-2,

4 Trotty
I !.

S. Thomas (UM) over Rauhenheim.r
(<.), 6-2, 6-2,

fl
Hownrth (UM) over Williams
6-2, 6-2.

1. Poriti and Thomas (UM)
Chass* and Hlehwa (S). 4-6,

2, Barrows and Crotty (UM)
r.ibbs and Walsh (Si. 0-7, 6-0

I. Howarth and Thompson (UM)
Thompson and RnuVwnheimer
7-5, 6-0.

(UM) over Gibba (SI, 6-1.

(S).

over
10-H,

over

over
(SI.

Glorioso Shines As UMass

Snakebeaters Trounce Tufts
by BEN GORDON '62

Backed up by the fine goal

tending of goalie Dick Glorioso,

the UMass lacrosse squad de-

feated Tufts 11-3, Saturday on

UMass territory.

Although Coach Dick Garber's

proteges were not playing up to

par in the first three frames, they

led the men from Medford 5-3 al

the end of the third quarter. The

Massmen brdke away in the

fourth stanza, blanking their foes

and scoring six goais themselves.

Dick Hoss was again high

scorer for the snakebeaters, with

three Roals to his credit. Dave

Chepver, Bob Glew and Captain

Hilly Maxwell were close behind

with two tallies apiece, Glew and

Cheever each coming through

with vital assists.

Gordie Wallace racked up one

tally and two assists, while Bob

(Jibley scored once.

This win was ample revenge

for the Massmen's loss to a

strong M.I.T. team last Wednes-

day, 14-12, in the last minute

and a half.

The UMies led 8-4 at the half,

trailed 10-9 at the end of three

frames, and lagged behind 12-10

with four minutes left to play.

With some deft clutch playing

the Garbermen tied the score

12-12, MIT breaking the tie as

the result of a loose ball in front

of the UMass net.

The Redmen played well enousrh

to win. commented Coa< h Garber,

and it was a tough loss.

The snakebeaters are at some-

what of a disadvantage, playinjr

without four of their first string

players due to Spring football

practice.

M.I.T. is leading the North di-

vision with a 4-1 record, while

UMass and Amherst College are

tied for second, each having a 3-1

season thus far. This should make

things interesting when the men

from UMass clash with their

cross-town rivals Wednesday,

May 4 at the opponent's field.

Student Leaders' Night—7 p.m. at Cage

COLLEGIAN

ELECTIONS

6:30 P.M.

THURSDAY

Council Chambers
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HER Weekend King
To Head Festivities

Photo by Lane

Nominees for king of HER Weekend: Fran Lovejoy, Bill

Boyle, Steve Allen, and Russ Devereau. Absent from picture:

Mike Mule.

The five finalists for King of

HER Weekend are Russ Dever-

eau '60, Fran Lovejoy '62, Bill

Rnylp *fil
:

Steve AHen '61, and

Mike Mofe '62. The king of th

e

weekend will be announced at

he Han'"*' Sa fQ"^» u pvoninp'.

Music will be provided hy Tony

Ravosa's orchestra, a campus

favorite at dances and pledge

formais. Albert Madeira of the

English department will be Mas-

ter of Ceremonies for the Inter-

mission show which will feature

the Statesmen. The king will be

announced and crowned at this

time.

A Jazz Concert featuring The
New Orleans Jazz Doctors and

The Leonard Katz Jazz Quintet,

afternoon :n

Ballroom at

will be held

the Student Union

2:00 p.m.

Tickets for the "Some En-

chanted Evening" Dance will be

on sale this week in the Union
and at the door Saturday eve-

ning. Price is $1.50 per couple.

Tickets for the Jazz Concert will

also be on sale in the Union dur-

ing the week, and Sunday before

the concert. Price is fifty cents

per person.

Shaker Art
On Display

Here At SU
An exhibit entitled "Shaker

Craftmanship", currently being

circulated throughout the U.S. by

the Smithsonian Institute Travel-

ing Exhibition Service, is to be

on view at the S.U. from May
8 to 31, 1960. The exhibit is bein^

sponsored by the Union Arts ami

Music Committee.

Thirty-five original water co-

lors and fourteen mounted photo-

graphs are included to illustrate

Shaker craftmanship in furni-

ture, costumes, textiles and

tools. These water-color studies

are among the finest in a collec-

tion of 15,000 done by W.P.A.

artists in the late 1930's, now
deposited with the Index of

Amercian Design.

Historically, the Shaker reli-

gion dates from its founding in

1800. The Shakers lived sepa-

rated from the outside world with

which they maintained oniy limit-

ed contact. They had no formal

creed or liturgy; avoided political

activity, the theatre and sports;

but took a stand against poverty

and slavery. Their mode of life

is distinguished by nurity, sim-

plicity and utility, and «s reflect-

ed in their arts, crafts, and arch-

itecture.

The HER Weekend activities

promise to provide one of the

biggest and most unusual college

weekends this year.

Alumni Plan Events
For Commencement

by ROBERT BABEAU 61

Commencement weekend at U-

Mass will be h<<!d Friday through

Sunday, June '.i, 1, and 5. The ac-

tivities begin with the opening

session of the third annual

Alumni College and an Alumni

Buffet on Friday, followed by

Alumni Day on Saturday. The
Baccalaureate Service and Com-

mencement Exercises will be held

on Sunday.

All alumni and their families

have been invited to return to the

I Mass campus for the weekend.

Classes of '10, '11, '13, '15, '16.

19, '20, "21, '25, *30, '35, '40, '45,

"50 and '59 will be observing their

1960 reunion. The central head-

quarters for all alumni will be

Memorial Hall, where all alumni

will register upon arrival in Am-
herst.

Weekend Events Listed

The official program of the

scheduled events is as follows:

Friday, June 3

10:00 A.M.-11:00 P.M.

Registration Desk Open—Me-

morial Hall

5:30 P.M.

Alumni Buffet—Main Dining
• Room, Commons

8:00 P.M.
Session I

Alumni College

Saturday, June 4

9:00 A.M.-11:00 P.M.

Registration Desk Open—Me-

morial Hall

At The State House

Furcolo. Asks

$175,000 For

Student Aid
Governor Furcolo has filed a

special message with the Legis-

lature calling for a special ap-

propriation of $175,000 for the

coming fiscal year to finance a

program calling for increased

medical education opportunities

for Massachusetts students.

The program is part of an ar-

rangement worked out between

the New England Board of High-

er Education and the University

of Vermont College of Medicine

which will make it possible for

up to 70 students from Massachu-

setts to attend the medical school.

Only 50 from Massachusetts are

now enrolled there.

Each Massachusetts student un-

der the plan will pay the school

a resident tuition of $550 annual-

ly rather than the $1500 non-resi-

dent tuition fee they presently

pay.

The Commonwealth, in turn,

will pay the University $2500 for

each Massachusetts resident ac-

cepted by the College of Medicine,

This will help defray the cost

(Continued on page S)

UMass Constructs New Infirmary

fmB

ARCHITECT'S SKETCH OF THE NEW
— Ph«t» by Morton

$900,000 TRI-WING INFIRMARY.

Construction of the new UMass infirmary has begun. It will be located at the base of Baker Hill be-

tween the President's garden and Brooks Dorm. It will be a tri-spljt-level brick and concrete building.

There are three wings forming a flat Y. This design is especially advantageous for future addition.

The first floor will house the administration and business offices along with the emergency ward,

out-patient ward, shot rooms, and other medical facilities. The second floor holds mainly two-patient bed-

rooms and various other medical facilities. The third floor contains the five-patient bedrooms. There are

a total of 30 bedrooms with 104 bedB. The new infirmary will have the latest and finest medical facili

ties. Among these are two solariums, an X-ray room and a laboratory. There are two electric elevators,

one for patients' use and the other for freight.

The present out-patient and contagious disease wards were built in 1914. The bed patient ward

was formerly the forestry department's horse barn until it was moved and renovated to the present medi-

cal facility. The present infirmary has a capacity 6f twelve men and twelve women. The staff consists

of two doctors, five regular nurses, and four part-time nurses, Dr. Radcliffe, member of the medical staff

for 30 years and present head, will retire in August. An increased staff is planned for the new in-

firmary.

The infirmary was designed hy Kirley of Amherst and is being built by D. O'Connell's Sons. It is

scheduled to be finished by next February and operative by the spring semester. The building is expect-

ed to cost around $900,000, exclusive of furniture and equipment.

S.U. Ball-

i>:00 A.M. -Noon

Session II

Alumni College

12:06 Noon
Alumni Luncheon-

room
Alumni Medal Awards

2:15 P.M.
* Alumni Parade to Alumni Field

(from S.U.)

i<:00 P.M.

Baseball Game
Massachusetts vs. Amherst Col-

lege

6:00 P.M.

Class Reunion Banquets
9:00 P.M.

Roister Doister Play, Bowker
Auditorium

Sunday, June 5

11:00 A.M.

Baccalaureate Services—Cage
2:30 P.M.

Commencement Exercises

—

S.U., East Side

The Roister Doisters will pre-

sent Thornton Wilder's "Our
Town" on Saturday, June 4. One
performance will be presented at

9:00 P.M. in Bowker Auditorium.
i ne tickets, which can be re-

served in advance by writing di-

rectly to R,S.O., Student Union,
are $1.25 and $1.60.

Alumni College Planned
Alumni College will provide

special lectures and seminars so

that alumni can continue to dis-

cuss contemporary topical ques-

tions. The College, established in

1958, is an activity dedicated to

making formal education a life-

long process. This year "juvenile

delinquency" will be the theme of

the discussions. A major lecture

is tentatively scheduled for Fri-

day evening, followed by a dis-

cussion period on Saturday to be

led by social workers and law
officers. Alumni will be invited to

actively participate in discus-

sions.

Senate Hosts
Legislature

Here Friday
Student Senator Michael Mo-

schos '62, chairman of the Uni-
versity-State House Day Com-
mittee, has announced the follow-

ing Worcester County State rep-

resentatives and senators will be
here on Friday, May 6, for the

UMass "State House Day": Rep.
Henry Donnelly, Rep. Anthony
Burke, Rep. David Hamilton,
Rep. Thomas Fanell, and Rep.
Ernest Johnson, all from Wor-
cester; Rep. Thomas Fallon of
Clinton; Rep. James Kelly of Ox-
ford; Rep. Gerald Lombard of
Fitehburg; Rep. Robert Mahan of

Leominster; Rep. Charles Driscoll

of Northbridge; Rep. Martin
Walsh of Gardner; Rep. John
Dovoren of Milford; Rep. James
Nolen of Ware and State Sen.
Paul Benoit of Southbridge.

Chairman Mnschos has stated

that it is hoped students here
will take this opportunity to

(Continued on page h)
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ON CARYL CHESSMAN ,

AND THE DEATH PENALTY
by PETER WATSON *61

CARYL CHESSMAN EXECUTED
Red light bandit Carvl Chessman died Monday minutes before a

muddled call authorizing a short stay of execution could reach the

warden.

TWELVE YEARS ON DEATH ROW
The call, a last attempt to save the convict-author from the gas

chamber would have meant his ninth stay in twelve years. In the

courts for twelve years, the case was turned down by the Supreme

Court of California two hours before his execution.

AN INTERNATIONAL INCIDENT

Prior to President Eisenhower's South American trip, Chessman

was scheduled to die, but reports transmitted to the State Depart-

ment of possible riots if he were executed were relayed to Governor

Brown of California, who granted Chessman a stay.

A POLITICAL FOOTBALL
So volatile that none dared touch it, the Chessman case became

a political football. Governor Brown, criticized strongly by the legis-

lature on the stay granted, turned the case over to the legislature by

calling a special session to consider abolition of the death penalty. It

never got out of committee*.

WHO IS CHESSMAN?
Caryl Chessman, convict, author, rapist, and "lawyer". Before his

death this man had achieved in the eyes of the nation and the world

a unique spot. He was at once a beast, martyr, a public embarrass-

ment, and a symbol. As a symbol he achieved his greatest status, for

Chessman was not a man but an issue. Chessman was the death penal-

ty.

WHAT IS THE DEATH PENALTY?
The vehicle by which Caryl Chessman was destroyed is antiquated-

The death penalty has proven no deterrent to crime, nor will it so

long as human beings are involved. In an advanced society such as

ours it is the state's responsibility to try to repair and rehabilitate,

not destroy.

The death penalty serves no other purpose rather than to satisfy

Hannibal's law or possibly to save on food for the prison.

Also to be considered is the moral question of "whether any man

has the right to take the life of another man . .
."
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'07V THE BEACH': A REVIEW—PART II
by ERNEST CALLENBACH

Shute, for all his stiff-upper-

lip approach, at least dramatized

the realities people faced: they

throw up in secret, they weaken,

they grasp at life. When the sub

puts in at devastated U.S. ports

Shute tells us of the burnt and

blasted houses there, and the

bodies; while in the film, the

efficiently photographed viewing

through the periscope shows us a

San Francisco entirely all right,

except devoid of men. (In the

novel Seattle is so described, but

as an exception owing its good

luck to its seaward anti-aircraft

missile defenses.) This curious

pulling of punches extends
throughout the film; in fact, it is

its basic strategy, and dictates

the curious ending on a note of

hope which will be discussed be-

low. It is most worrisome in the

exposition sequences at the be-

ginning, which are intended to

make a sense, of doom and horror

grow upon us, but only make U3

wonder how they can take it with

such bloody calm. True enough, at

a party people get drunk and

argumentative. "If everybody

was so smart, why didn't they

know what would happen?"

"They did." And someone else

complains, "I didn't do anything."

These scenes are excruciatingly

didactic as well as wooden and

unmoving. Psychologically, they

are nowhere. (It should be noted,

incidentally, that dutiful accept-

ance, with a tinge of derange-

ment, is the uniform reaction por-

trayed. Nobodv gets hysterical,

nobody just sits down and stops

functioning, nobody abandons

usual inhibitions — nobody does

any of those things which are in

fact done in disaster situations.

Nor is this odd calm suggested

as the result of some guilt reac-

tion either political or theologi-

cal.)

Now the explanation for the

war offered by Shute is trivial

(Reprinted from Film Quarterly)

film any better? Is it not like

saying that the explosion of a

missile was caused by the failure

of such-and-such a valve, when

in fact the question is precisely

how that valve came to be faul-

ty? If we are all killed it Is not

going to be "because" of some-

body's itchy button-finger or

even because of a mistaken inter-

pretation by the Commander in

Chief of blips on a radar screen;

it will be because of the total

power struggle between Washing-

ton and Moscow, and because we

have not been able to stop that

struggle by transforming it into

a struggle for the world we, and

not the oligarchs on both sides,

truly want. The logic of prepara-

tion for war leads to war, per-

haps by accident, but more often

by design; and most people have

heartily participated in this in-

sanity. The likelihood of im-

minent death is our doing, and

cannot be palmed off on some

unlucky individual scapegoat.

(On the Beach is peculiarly

American in its supposition that

by pointing to an immediate

cause one can understand a

phenomenon. This works well

enough with simple machines, of

the kind our folk heritage has

been built upon: because of a

nail in the road, the tire was lost,

etc., etc. But it is not very use-

ful in politics.) If we in the

United States continue to tolerate

the kind of regime we have, we

are practically bound to get

killed, sooner or later, by their

bombs or ours, or by some small

nation to whom we have given

bombs. The marvelous accident

will be if the bombs are not set

off.

The ending of On the Beach

sinks deep into cliches. Dwight
has his men vote on what they

want to do; they decide to sail

home to die. Moira's father loses

his stock so that they can have a
Fnliati»* ill i . i i i .and contemptible. But is the "ac- few more weeks of lit

cident" theory offered by the blessing the departed, seals his

garage and guns his Ferrari. The

admiral drinks to his devoted sec

retary. The billiard balls come to

rest on the club table. At th»

very end, a haze seems to fill the

streets; there is a crash on the

sound track. But with them come

more banalities.

And for a closing note of "af-

firmation", a Salvation Army
meeting is shown—large at first

and then dwindling, as people be-

gin to sicken and die. Over the

speaker and the band hangs a

banner reading THERE IS STILL
TIME . . . BROTHER, and as the

crowd thins, the camera closes in

on STILL TIME and TIME. (The

San Francisco preview audience,

at least, showed that it had not

lost its sense of reality: when the

banner appeared, laughter broke

out.) All this is not meant, I'm

afraid, as the sickening irony

that in reality it would have been,

but as the voice of the film-

makers pointing out, in case any-

body missed it, the supposed

moral of the film. This moral, it

will be considered by the good

hearted but politically unsophis-

ticated, is that there is still time

for men of good will to take heart

and support organizations like

the UN—that well-known bringer

of peace which prevented the

Korean War, the Indo-Chinese

War, the Algerian War, and other

troublesome details of recent

times—when what is necessary is

a fundamental change of our in-

ternational policies.

In the end I find my mind re-

turning to the concrete images

that the film omits: the dream,

photographs of twisted Japanese

cities and people, film records of

bomb explosions, missiles on the

launching pads, the onset of

symptoms that men have already

suffered and are likely to suffer

again. It has all been so scaled

down and civilized in On the

Reach that the end of the world

spprns like not such a bad show

after all.

On The Death Penalty «* JAMES A MER,N0 *
The concluding section of Mr.

Watson's article presents his op-

position to the death penalty. He
gives two main arguments and

one clever, but irrelevant, hint.

He declares that the death

penalty does not prevent crime;

and further that in an "advanced"

society such as ours the object

ought to be rehabilitation not

destruction.

That tlu« death penalty does not

prevent crime is not a very pro-

found comment; as long as we
have people, we shall have crime.

That the state attempt to prevent

crime is also a good point, but it

is not a sufficient argument
against the death penalty. The
reason for the death penalty is

justice. Crime is in nearly every

society "graded"' as it were, with

To the Editor:

Last Saturday was 4-H Horse

Club Leader's Day in Grinnell

Arena. During the afternoon a
riding demonstration was given

by a group of girls from Smith
College.

Why must we have girls from
Smith College come to put on

horse shows when right here we
have horses of our own ? Our own
Morgans have won many ribbons

in the National Morgan Shows
and in the Eastern States Ex-
positions for many years. But the

sad fact is, that all students are

varying punishments differing in

intensity as the crimes become

more serious. Since the Constitu-

tion forbids the exile of men of

Chessman's ilk—men who have

refused to live in harmony with

other people in the society, this

refusal stemming from their own
will — to places where they can

rob, rape, murder, and commit
every other such crime to their

hearts' content; and since com-

mon sense tells us that there is

no point in using tax revenues to

keep such creatures alive, then 1

is only one alternative left in the

punishment for certain crimes

—

death.

This is not to say that we do

not strive also to prevent. and to

rehabilitate (this is also not to

say that I agree with and sup-

Letters to the Editor
forbidden by a rule to handle any
of the University horses.

The University of Connecticut

also has a number of horses, but

the students there are not ham-
pered by any rule such as we
are. There is an extensive pro-

gram at the University of Con-
necticut in which the students

may work with and ride the

horses.

Why cannot the students here

enjoy the same privileges that the

students at tha University of

Connecticut do?

Francis DeCaro '63

port the whole system of punish-

ment now prevailing in this so-

ciety); but prevention and re-

habilitation demands the concur-

rence of the will of those to be

rehabilitated. Mr. Chessman was
in prisons nearly twenty years

out of forty; he consistently re-

fused to respect and to live in

harmony with the rest of the

members of the society. He was
indicted for kidnapping, and also

for attempting an un-natural sex

assault on a woman—both acts

are extreme examples of the de-

liberate and willful flouting of

the value our society purports to

hold highest, i.e., the uniqueness

and sanctity of the individual in

his private person; and for that

Chessman died—as he ought to

have.

To the student body:

I would like cordially to invite

all the students from Worcester

County to come to the Cape Cod

lounge in the Student Union from

3:30 to 4:00 on Friday, May 6th,

to meet with their state rep-

resentative* and state senator*

who will be the guests of the

University-State House Day Com-

mittee.

Michael Mosehos '62

Chairman, University

State House Day Coram.
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Schedule Announced Butterfield Honors Housemother
For SWAP Weekend
The schedule for the Third An-

nual Student Workshop on Ac-

tivities Problems was announced

by Dick Bresciani, '60, Chairman.

The Conference begins on Fri-

day, May 6, when the delegates,

representing various campus or-

ganizations, leave for the Oak n'

Spruce Inn in Lee, Mass. On Fri-

day night, the delegates and

members of the faculty and ad-

ministration will hear the key-

note address which will be de-

livered by Dr. William Dietel,

Dean, Amherst College.

The main work of the Confer

ence is done on Saturday at which

time problems pertaining to cam-

pus activities will be discussed.

The discussion topics include:

Session I: Organizations and

Advisors; Greek Economics;
Athletic Policy: The New Look

in U.Mass. Football; The Student

Senate: A representative body or

a political machine?; Expanding

Honors with the Campus.

Session IT: Student Publica-

tions: Responsible to whom?;
The Law of Diminishing Returns

on our expanding campus;
Greeks: Coming or Going; Acti-

vity Deadwood; Rules and Regu-

lations concerning activities pro-

cedures.

Session ITT: Use and Misuse of

-the Student Union; Honor So-

cieties—I definition; Social Regu-

lations: stringent or flexible?;

extracurriclar activities; Greeks

and Civil Rights.

Each delegate will attend one

discussion group in each session.

In the evening the accomplish-

ments of the 1959 SWAP Confer-

ence will be evaiuated. At this

time there will also be an oppor-

tunity to present any ideas not

covered in the day's discussions

and to question members of the

faculty and adminsitration.

Kleinercnan

Chief Justice

Of Judiciary
The Men's Judiciary elected

Michael Kleinerman 'fil as Chief

Justice for the coming year at

*heir Monday night voting. Lau-

enee Tripp '61 was chosen sec-

retary.

Newly chosen members of the

judiciary are David Clancy '63 of

Quincy, Frederick E. Karshik '62

of South Boston, and Robert J.

Guerin '62 of South Had ley. Pres-

ent members remaining on the

board are Laurence Tripp '61 of

Charlton, Chester J. Goguen '62

of Gardner, and Michael Kleiner-

man '61 of Springfield.

Members graduating in June

are Donald Kelly of Pittsfield and

George Bowman of Medford.

SAFETY SLOGANS
At parties and other festive

gatherings, arrange rides (or call

taxis) for guests who have been

imbibing.

The residents of Butterfield

House held a buffet party Sun-

day night in honor of their house

mother, Mrs. Sally Dirks. The

celebration, in honor of Mother*!

Day, acknowledged Mrs. Dirks M
the perfect "mother away from

home."

The affair was planned by

dorm social chairman Gene Lam

bert '61.

Earlier in the day, Mrs. Dirks

had been invited out to dinner by

her son and daughter-in-law, who

were in on the surprise. When
she arrived back at the dorm

later more than 100 residents

were waiting to pay their respects

to one of the most popular house-

mothers on campus.

Ralph Grasso '60, a dorm coun-

selor, presented Mrs. Dirks with

a handsome gift on behalf of all

the residents.

Mrs. Dirks promised that in re-

turn for the party, she would

make pancakes for the whole

dorm one morning.

At the State House . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

of medical education which is

estimated at $5000 annually per

student.

"While the plan will provide

some additional medical educa-

tional opportunities for Mas-

sachusetts students," the Gover-

nor said, "it is at best only a

temporary way of meeting a

growing problem.

"The need to find means of

training the number of doctors

our state will require in the year-

ahead is very much with us."

When things get too close for comfort

(Pj^C^Jee STICK DEODORANT

Ccpn&f fo 7^ AMCotA, ^(a&t !

• Old Spice Stick Deodorant brings you safe,

sure, all-day protection!

• Better than roll-ons that skip.

• Better than sprays that drip. y^ pusne CASf

• Better than creams that are greasy wmit
FOR INSTANT USE

1,00 etotttand messy.

By land or by sea—you need this Social Security!

— Pholo by Patz

Campus Calendar
This Evening:

6:30 p.m. Student Leaders Night, Hicks Cage
Chemistry Club Banquet, SI*

Outing Club, final meeting of the year, Nantucket Room,

SI

7:00 p.m. Square Dance Club, SU
Amateur Radio Association, Gunness. Tho club is offer-

ing ft<ee message service via amateur radio to any-

one in the I .S. or its possessions.

Thursday, May 5

:

11:00 a.m. Commuters Club Meeting, SI

5:00 p.m. Scrolls Initiation, SU
0:30 p.m. Mortal' Board Initiation, Skinner Lounge

Collegian Staff Elections, Senate Chambers, SU

8:00 p.m. UMass Flying Club, Commonwealth Boom. SU

10:00 a.m. Journalism lecture: Leslie Moore, < • ' >• editor

the Worcester Telegram, Machmer Hall, E18

2:00 p.m. R< v, Russell Glaussen, Counseling, SU.

8:00 p.m. Cafe Esque, sorority beatnik pavty; Sigma Kappa,

19 Allen Street

Continuing throuyfa Frtda^f!

2-10 p.m. daily Metawampee Collectanea Hobby Show. Demonstra-

tions nightly at 7 p.m. and 8 p.m.

•#•*?, •«• VMM MAIIft. «©».•••»! »••• »«t MM «•** CO«»"»

Ivy League
Is it ever Ivy! Why, Coke is the most

correct beverage you can possibly

order on campus. Just look around you.

What are the college social leaders

going for? Coca-Cola! So take a leaf

out of their Ivy League book and do the

same! Enjoy the good taste of Coke!

I)iimU

faaQa

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Colo Company by

Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Mast.
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Sew/or Wins Trophy

At AIC Tournament
Wendell Leary '60, culminated

his collegiate debate career on a

brilliant note Saturday April 30 at

the AIC Debate Tournament H

was awarded the First Speaker*!

Prize Trophy which was given

for the best speeches during three

rounds of debate. The competi-

tion was stiff. Boston University,

which annually produces excellent

teams, had one of its debaters

who attended the National Debate

Tournament at West Point earlier

this year Batea and Trinity, two

other top N»-w England debate

schools, were also at this tourna-

ment with their best debaters.

This was the last intercolle-

giate debate tournament for the

UMass Debate Society this sea-

OnCamp
with

MaxShulman

^; '{Author of '7 Was a Teen-age'Dwarf" ,

< 'The Many

Loves of Dobie Gtllis ,
etc.)

EUROPE MADE SIMPLE: No. 1

Bummer vacation is just around the corner, and naturally all of

you are going to Europe. Perhaps I can offer a handy tip or

two (I must confess I have never bees to Europe myself, but

1 cat a lot of Scotch broth and French dressing, so 1 am not

entirely without qualification.)

First let me say that no trip to Europe is complete without

a jfcit to England, Scotland. TOdes, Ireland, France, Germany,

Spain Portugal, Italy, I.ichtenstein. Holland, Belgium, Switzer-

land Luxembourg, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Po-

hnd Czechoslovakia. Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Russia,

Greece, Yugoslavia, Albania. Crete, Sardinia, Sicily, Hungary,

Romania, Bulgaria, Lapland, and Andorra.

Let us take up these eountries in order. First, England.

The capital of England is London—or Liverpool, as it is

sometimes called. There are many interesting things to see in

London chiefly, the changing of the guards. The guards are

changed daily. The old ones are thrown away.

\... .I,,., "must" while in London m n visit to Buckingham

l' :i i'.,. cnientty in the afternoon* Her Majesty the Queen

come* ..nt on the > alenny ol thi palace and waves I

gubiects below. The lovsJ *uhiccti< wave back at

et loyal

Queen.

continue to wave as long a- Her Majesty
However, they onlj

is craving. This ol oouw istru origin of wave tengtht fromwhicn

we have derived mimermi* benefits Including radio, television

and the k&V Gypsies

Be sure ateo wifea you are in London to visit the palace of

the Duke of Marlborough. Martoorougk is spelled Marlborough,

but pronounced Marlboro EngKah spelling is very quaint but

terribly disorganised. The late < teorge Bernard Shaw, author of

Jo'.s Boyf, fought all hJf life to simplify English spelling. He

once asked a friend, "What does g-h-o-t-i spell'- The friend

pondered a bit and replied, < toeteer" Run sniggered. "Psht* ,"

said Shaw, "C-h-o-t-i does not sjm'II goatee. It spells fish. Ok

as in enough, o as in wom<n, U as in motion"

It must be remembered, however, that Shaw was a vegetarian

-which, all in all, was probnbly a good thing. As Disraeli once

remarked to Cuy Fawkes, "If Shaw were not a vegetarian, no

lamb chop in London would be safe."

But I digress. We were speaking of the palace of the Duke of

Marlborough -or Marlboro, as it N called in the United States.

It is called Marlboro by every smoker who knows flavor did

not go out when filter came in. He sure yOU are well supplied

with Marlboros when you make your trip abroad. After long,

tiring day of sightseeing, there is nothing so welcome as a fine,

flavorful Marlboro and a foot bath with hot Kpsom salts.

Epsom salts nan be Obtained in England at Epsom Downs.

Kensington salt- can be obtained at Kensington Gardens, Al-

bert salts can lie obtained i f Albert Hall, Hyde B&lte can be

obtained at Hyde Pnrk. and the crown jewels can be obtained

at the Tower of London.

Well sir, now you know all you need to know about England.

Next week we will visit the Land of the Midnight Sun France,
gi IftflO Mm Hh illnun

» * *

And you also know oil you need to know about smoking:

Marlboro, it you want the best of the Alter cigaret ten-Philip

Morris if you want the best of the unaltered cigarette*.

son on the national topic "Re-

solved: that Confreei should

have power to reverse decisions

of the Supreme Court". Vic

Gagnon '60, the outgoing Presi-

dent of the Society said: "The

debate season was a highly suc-

cessful one. We went to more

tournaments this year than ever

before, and we had good success

at them." The Harvard Tourna-

ment, which attracts 90 colleges

from coast to coast, was one of

the tournaments added to the list,

along with the Eastern Regional

Tournament at Providence, which

is the semifinal round leading up

to the National Debate Tourna-

ment at West Point.

The UMass debaters were tied

for top honors at the Amherst

and the Vermont Tournaments.

They did very well against the

best debaters in the East

throughout the season.

Debate activities on campus

expanded also. The Third Annual

Intramural Debate Tournament

was held early this semester.

Legal cases were used and this

was well received by the par-

ticipants. The Debate Society also

sponsored an Experimental In-

tercollegiate Tournament in

March. Nine New England col-

leges participated and debated on

legal cases.

Contract Bridge
by FRANK KIELY

While most of the school was

preparing for the finals, a small

group of the UMass Bridge Club

invaded Cornell for the annual

Cornell Invitational Bridge Tour-

nament Saturday, April 22 and

Sunday, April 23. The tourna-

ment was open to all students

from the invited colleges. It was

divided into two parts: the Open

Pairs game and the Team of

Four game. Both were divided in-

to an afternoon and evening ses-

sion.

UMass had seven pairs in the

Saturday game. They played their

best game and after the first ses-

sion, Dubis-Lipman were leading

the field. Following them were

several other UMass pairs who

were also slightly above aver-

age. Then came the evening ses-

sion
—"Clancy lowered the boom".

Most of the teams seemed to

falter in the evening session. The

best pair, Dubis-Lipman, fell

below average. The result was

that no University team placed

in the top three for this event.
I

Sunday, the Team of Four

game was held. There were three

teams entered. Most of them had

very little experience in this type

of competition. This was exposed

in the afternoon session when no-

body finished above average.

However, in the evening session,

they bounced back and all of the

teams finished above average.

The team of Clayman-Israel and

Kiely-Pelton finished first. This

gave UMass third place in the

Team of Four.

Trophies and Master Points

were given to the victors. All who

attended felt it was a worthwhile

weekend.

Wednesday, May 4, 1960 at

6:15, the Bridge Club of the Uni-

versity will hold elections for

next year's officers.

Dean Of Women Announces

1960-61 House Counselors

Senate Hosts . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

meet with their representatives.

An informal get-together has

been scheduled from 3:30 to 4

p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge of

the Union. Moschos stated "In

visiting the State House recent-

1v fh*» most frpniipnt comment I

heard from the legislators was

that when they attended meetings

of this sort they never met any-

one from their constituencies.

They are deeply interested in

hearing" from Worcester County

students". The scheduling of fu-

ture si-ssions of this nature will

depend upon the student response

on Friday.

The University-State House

Day is a np»- attempt by the Stu-

dent Senate to bring about a

better mutual understanding be-

tween the student body here and

their legislators.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: White evening bag in

vicinity of Dwight House. Please

return to Jere Lyons, 305 Dwight.

Dean of Women Helen Curtis

has announced the following ap-

pointments as counselors in the

women's dormitories for the com-

ing year. "Selection was more

difficult than ever before, with

more than 160 applicants to choose

from," stated Miss Curtis.

Arnold
Anne Reseigh 'Gl, Chairman

iiiileen Berenson *62

Sarah Dion '62

Linda Frissell '61

Judith Madden '61

Janet Parisi '62

r)f) r,r, ° Po"e '62

Mary Jane Stack '62

Janet Taylor '62

Crabtree

Christa Hahnenstein '61, Chm.

Elisabeth Bamford '62

Jnditfl KpMpv 'H2

Jacqueline Kearns *62

Charlotte Kimball '62

Priscilla Lincoln 6^,

Audrey Smith '62

Dwight

Maren Simonds '61, Chm.

Fanet Grant '62

I'atrica Howorth '62

Roberta Lincoln '62

Carol Neal '62

NOTICE TO SENIOR MEN STUDENTS
If you require funds to complete your

education, apply to the undersigned.

STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION INC.

610-612 Endicott Bldg. $». Paul 1, Minn. Phone CApital 2-5184

Edith Schwartz '62

Barbara Winslow '62

Hamlin
Carol Jones '61, Chm.

Carol Hunnewell '62

Judith Iverson '62

Marsha Katseff '62

Henrietta Menkes '61

Carol Mentor '61

Patricia Valiton '63

Knowilun
Mary Leahy '61, Chm.
Ruth Butterfield '62

Judith Graham '61

Marcia Howard '62

Elizabeth Karl '61 (2nd. sem.)

Gail Osbaldeston '61

Doris Piercy '61 (1st sem.)

Nancy Stiles *62

Leach

Sheila Day '61, Chm.
amy ri C arr ol

Barbara Gaterlewicts '61

Patricia Kraft '62

Rita Liseiotti *«2

Gertrude Meyer '62

Merle Swardlick '61

Lewis
Joan Bornstein '61, Chm.

Lucy Dubiel '62

Doris Mollis '62

Agnes Peltier '61

Priscills Wahlen '61

Nancy Warren '61

Doreen Waskiewicz '62

Mary Lyon
Frances White '61, Chm.

Jean Condon '62

(Continued on page 5)

A fufure as exciting

as the jet age Hself

can be yours . . . as a

TWA AIRLINE HOSTESS!

TWA — the nation's leading airline— will train you at

company expense ... and pay you while you train!

First on your flying schedules will be interesting cities

in the U. S later you may fly to world famous cities

of four continents on TWA's international routes.

APPLY NOW
for TWA training classes starting soon. Here are the

Qualifications: Minimum age 20; height, 5'2" to 5'8";

weight, 100 to 135 lbs.; vision, 20/100 or better, cor-

rected to 20/20; attractive; natural color hair; clear

complexion; unmarried; 2 years college or equivalent

business experience.

Contact Mrs. Marilyn Hammond

Evtry Thursday. 9 AM 4 P.M.

Trans World Airlines

410 taylston Street, Boston. Massachusetts

THAWS WORLD AIRLINES
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Study Relates College

Failure To Personality
by RUTH WALLACE '63

The information summarized below was taken from a recent

study: "The Relationship Between Study Beluivior and Personality

for Academically Successful Students" by Gerard A. Gladstein, U. of

Chicago, 1957 (Dissertation abstract).

A topic of general interest in

any educational institution is the

factors which lead a student to

succeed or fail. It is a general

assumption that a high degree of

intelligence, strong motivation

and good study habits are neces-

sary for success in college. Re-

cent psychological studies have

found evidence that another fac-

tor—personality—is related to

academic success. The study re-

ported attempted to determine

the relationship between study

habits and personality traits of

successful college students. The

criteria of success being no F's,

at least a C average, and an A
or B in the course for which the

study habits were noted.

Three distinct personality

types wore identified which were

each represented by a definite

syndrome, or group of predom-

inant, relatively constant traits

peculiar to a certain type. The

three typos wer6 the stereopath,

or authoritarian; the non-stereo-

path, or anti-authoritarian; and
the rational. Each type will be

discussed separately in regard

to: a very generalised" view of

background, personality charac-

teristics, and study behavior.

The non-stereopath rather fre-

quently tends to be a first gener-

ation American, have very well-

educated parents, and have no re-

ligious affiliation. He has a high

level of intelligence, excels and

majors in the social sciences and
humanities, and is an outstand-

ing - student with wide cultural

and intellectual interests. Other

Characteristics are an intellectual

and social impulsiveness, definite

independence, verbal skill, chal-

lenging manner, flexible behav-

ior, rejecting of authority, and

highly personalized social rela-

tionships.

Three underlying factors in

the non-stereopath's study behav-

ior seem to be directly connected

with his basic personality syn-

drome. His study behavior

guided by his uosires to be witn

others, to communicate hUus,

and to understand material, lie

studies in a variety of places,

usually alone, as a defense

against his desire to be with peo-

ple, but occasionally with others

because of this desire and be-

cause he likes to get others view

points.

.Difficult reading does not frus-

trate him but challenges him to

understand mostly by his own ef-

forts. Ho likes class discussion,

frequently asks questions, and

takes notes mostly on the ideas

which challenge him and which

he intends to work upon later.

In studying for his exams, he

is more interested in learning

somothing than in the grade he

will receive. He tries to recon-

sider the course in its entirety

rather than restudy each separ-

ate part.

The non-stereopath's approach

to others is of key importance.

He views figures of authority

realistically, feeling no need to

accept their ideas without criti-

cal examination. His feelings of

aggression are freely expressed

to keep his own independence,

and he clearly appraises himself

through introspection.

The stereopath, on tho other

hand, is an almost opposite type.

Usually his family has lived in

America for several generations,

he is either Catholic or of a fun-

damentalist Protestant denomi-

nation, is of average intelligence,

does very poorly in social scien-

ces and humanities, and usually

goes into law, medicine, business,

or engineering. He values high-

er education only for its techni-

cal preparation. This group ac-

counts for the highest drop-out

rate. The main underlying fac-

tors influencing his study behav-

ior are his dependence on author-

ity, need for order and routine,

desire for practical achievement,

and necessity for concrete mean-

ing. The strongest factor is the

dependence on authority to which

he may develop an unconscious

hostility. He studios alone in the

same place and depends heavily

on study aids, rigid time sched-

ules, systematic review, and mem-
orization—all of which reflect

upon his need for order and rou-

tine. Difficult reading frustrates

him, and he seeks outside help

for understanding. His class at-

tendance, questions, and notes

are aimed at helping prepare for

future exams. In preparing for

oxams he relies heavily on mem-
orization of main points, practi-

cal, and concrete terms, and a

thorough understanding of the

theoretical concepts. He values

his grades highly, as holping his

vocational goals. The ritereopath'.-.

need for authority figures, order,

and practical success seem cen-

DON'T LET THE MONTH OF JUNE COME TOO SOON

It's an important month for you . . . and for IBM

June may mark the start of a career of rapid

advancement for you with IBM. We need ambitious

college graduates, with good scholastic records.

for careers in direct and indirect marketing, ap-

plied science, programming, systems, and other

areas. We've been expanding rapidly . . . and we

promote from within.

Whether you're majoring in engineering, science,

math, business administration, or liberal arts, you

should know about IBM and what we have to offer.

See your Placement Officer for more information.

If we have already interviewed on this campus,

and you did not get to see us, please write or call:

Mr. C. W. Sink, Branch Manager

International Business Machines Corporation

273 State Street, Springfield 3, Mass.

Telephone: State 5-5371

DATA PROCESSING DIVISIONIBM

iial in determining his study be-

havior.

The third type, the Rationals,

an not so cloar-cut. They come

from varied backgrounds, fall in-

to no specific occupational classi-

fication, and are brighter than

the stereopaths. The underlying

factors affecting the study pat-

terns of the Rationals are a high

level of behavior flexibility, noed

for accomplishment, and restrict-

ed emotional responsiveness. The
ability to vary his activities is

partly accounted for by his un-

emotional, logieal approach to a

situation. Thus most study alone

and in the same place unless co-

operation with others would be

beneficial. The typical Rational

is frustrated by difficult reading,

devises his own study system,

prepares a lesson partly to be

ready if callod upon in class, and
memorizes only the material he

considers profitable. In preparing

for exams, which he considers a

frightening challenge, he memo-
rizes the mainpoints emphasized

by instructors and attacks each

part in a systematic fashion. His

goal is academic achievement,

which for him means both under-

standing and good grades.

House Counselors . .

.

(Continued from page k)

Diann Coyle '62

Linda Hadley '61

Joan Hebert '61

Judith Leonard '62

Gail Roycroft '61 (2nd sem.)

Elaine Steinberg '61 (1st sem.)

Thatcher

Roberta Bernstein '61, Chm.
Anne Hall '62

Janice Ingham '62

Dorothy Ravgiala '61

Deborah Read '62

Martha West '62

Johnson
Mary Ann Blais '61, Chm.
Judith Allen '61

Ruth Ann Brown '61

.1 i ri ire Gage '61

Ruth Henderson '62

Marilyn Pratt '62

Marjorie Proctor '61 (1st sem.

if possible)

Carol Veno '62

w MLA Schedule
Wednesday and Thursday
4:00 Sign On—News, Weather
4:05 Campus Caper
5:00 N'«ws and Weather
5:05 Campus Caper
5:30 Dinner Date
6:30 News and Sports

6:45 B.B.C. (Wed.)
Public Service E.T.
(Thurs.)

7:00 Public Service E.T.

(Wed.)

C.B.C. (Thurs.)

7:15 Call Assn. (Wed.)
7:20 News Headlines

7:30 Musicale

9:00 News, Weather, Ski Re-

ports

:>:05 Showcase
10:00 News and Weather
10: on Sounds of Jazz (Wed.)

Swingtime (Thurs.)

1 1 :00 News and Weather
11:05 Shoes Off Session (Wed.)

Swi-ngtime (Thurs.)

12:00 Dig (Wed.)

Sounds of Jazz (Thurs.)

1:00 News and Weather
1:05 Dig (Wed.)

Sounds of Jazz (Thurs.)

2:00 News, Weather—Sign Off

IhtJMxL Itrm

"What a lot of women
ooM like to do with last

ir*« dress in get into it/*
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Who's Got It?

Two members of Coach Dick Garber's lacrosse team vie for

the ball in one of their inter-«qtiad scrimmages. The team, which

has done very well thus far. is slated to be the finest team the

University has seen in five years.

Frosh Nine

Edged Out By
Maroons, 4-3

by JAY BAKER '63

In an exciting game the frosh

baseball team was edged out 4-3

by the Springfield College fresh-

men in ten innings last Monday.

The first UMass run came in

the sixth when Al Aragona sin-

gled with two men on base. Two
more Little Redmen runs came in

the seventh inning when, after

two walks had been given up,

Corky Shmoyer smashed a double

to left, driving two men across

the plate. It was tied three to

three going into the last of the

tenth when a two error play

cost UMass the game.

Al Aragona went the distance

for the Little Redmen and

pitched a fine game.

Baseball Pix
m

To Be Seen

With Hobbies
Mason A. Dickinson of the Phys.

Ed. department will enter a dis-

play in the current hobby show,

featuring baseball pictures from

1894-1960. The pictures will in-

clude team shots of Mass. Agri-

cultural College, UMass, high

schools, and Amherst College.

Try to make this exhibit— it

should be quite interesting.

GOLF
m%, _ t'Mneq ItriVm^n will

travel to UConn today to play

a double match with A1C and

UConn.

SPORTSENSE
by BEN GORDON *«2

Olympic time is fast approach-

ing, and hopeiuis throughout the

country are training for the

Olympic trials, some of which are

to be held at Stanford University

this summer.

The United States will have no

problems as far as the high jump

is concerned, for Jumping John

Thomas of B.U. has already

established a new world record of

TVk". John accomplished this

astounding f»at during the Penn

Relays, in which 4400 athletes

competed.

Complications might set in as

far as the shotputters are con-

cerned, however, for Olympic of-

ficials have announced that the

Olympic trials will not be the

decisive factor in choosing con-

testants for the compotition in

Rome. The officials will make the

final choice, and in the case of

Long, Neider, Davis and O'Brian,

it will be a tough one, one of

them not being able to make the

journey.

JOY IN NEW ENGLAND
The Huskies of UConn have

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

POOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstop"

The

Little Store
Open Every Night until 11:00

On the Corner Next to

Hill. House

finally been stopped. Their two

'ear diamond »innin«r streak of

24 games was brought to a sud-

den halt when Dick Colwell of

Maine stopped the StorrBmen

with five hits, in a 5-2 ballgame.

It looks as if the YanCon race is

going to boil down to a duel be-

tween Rhode Island, Maine and

UConn; the Huskies still aeem to

have makings of a championship

team, and should take the crown

again this year.

Coach Steve Kosakowski's net-

men are well on their way to an-

other title, having won their

fourth straight match against

previously unbeaten Tufts. They'll

travel to UConn today lo add an-

other notch to their record.

TOO TALENTED
It seems as if the athletic pro-

gram at the University is run-

ning into some little trouble. Pos-

sibly, the "blame" could be placed

on our athletes, who are just too

talented!

Apparently many players are

engaged in more than one spring

sport, one of these being foot-

ball. Coach Chuck Studley, in his

attempt to bring a winning grid

team to the University, feels that

the members of the Redmen must

devote their athletic time to

spring football.

Dick Riley, Pete Staffon. and

Rob Footek. defensemen for

the snakebeaters, will be key

factors in the squad's game
with Amherst, today.

This takes the players away
from their other sporfs, and pnse=?

a problem for those other teams.

Now, you may ask yourself

whether Coach Studley is justi-

fied in his actions, actions which

inadvertently hurt other teams at

the University.

It is this writers opinion, that,

despite the hardships suffered by

other spring sports, such as la-

crosse and track, Coach Studley

is on the right track.

For years now every able

bodied, red blooded student at

UMass has been grumbling for

a respectable football team. Now
that there is hope on the horizon,

everything should be done to

foster the hopes of all concerned.

The others will merely have to

grin and bear it.

Dick Garber's lacrosse team is

one of the hindered teams, but

one would hanMy notice it from

the work they've been turning

out. The snakebeaters are strong

threats to take the crown in the

North Eastern Division and will

play a crucial match today when

they take on the Jeffs from

across town. Both teams have 3-1

records, and both want second

place (temporarily of course) to

M.I.T.

EATON'S
CORRASABLE

BOND
in H^nvy, Medium,

Light and
Onion Skin Weights

A. J. Hastings.
INCOtPOtATfD

NEWSDEALER ft STATIONER
Amherst, Maw.

LOUIS'

FOODS

7« N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

Spotlight

On Sports
by AL BERMAN

There will soon be more shifts

in the National Basketball As-

sociation. The Minneapolis Lakers

have received permission from the

other club owners to move their

franchise to Los Angeles. The

only proviso to the move is that

the Lakers be able to come up

with a schedule that is suitable

to the other seven clubs in the

league.

The Boston Patriots have se-

cured a contract with the Ameri-

can Broadcasting Company that

will assure them of a large fi-

nancial bundle during the coming

season. The Patroits will, along

with the other AFL teams, have

games broadcast on Friday

nights. That is to obviate any

conflict with the NFL, which

plays on Sundays.

The deal alone will bring to the

Patriots more cash than the old

Boston Redskins or Yanks could

muster up in a season .from gate

receipts.

SPOT QUIZ

1. What is Mike Holovak,

former Boston College head foot-

ball coach, doing now ? 2. Ire-

land is noted for its green pa's-

fures. How many golf courses arc

located in that small nation,

which is about the size of Maine?

Would you say 50, 100, or 200?

'62, Sports Editor

years without batting over .240

is finally beginning to prove him-

self. He is currently hitting .355,

fifth in the American League.

Of course, it's early yet, but

here's hoping he can keep it up.

ANSWERS TO QUIZ

1. Holovak is currently work-

ing as a scout for the Boston

Patriots. 2. There are 200 golf

courses in Ireland, it says here.

3. Venerable Branch Rickey, who
has been such a boon to baseball

for the past 50 years, is presi-

dent of the new league.

First it was Wilt Chamberlain,

and now it's Roosevelt Grier, 285

pound tackle of the New York
Giants, who is embarking upon a

singing career. Rosey, however,

is not making a fool of himself

by attempting to perform rock

V roll with a voice like a stran-

gling bobcat, as is the Stilt. Grier,

instead, has a good voice and id

performing with the Penn. State

Glee Club, singing popular bal-

lads and some heavy bluos (Sum-
mertime, St. Louis Blues, etc.).

MINORS HAVE TROUBLES
One problem that's bothering

many people is the rupturing of

the minor leagues by the con-

stant shifts of the majors, and
by the proposed moves of the

.*>. Whu is tne president anu major new league. Thie aC'tiuiia iiaVt-

organizer of the proposed Con-

tinental Baseball League?

FAMOUS LAST WORDS DEPT.

It's ironical to note that Balti-

more's sparkling first sacker

Jim Gentile, who belted in three

runs in last Wednesday's sack of

the Sox, was passed up by the

Red Sox because the front office

didn't think he could hit well

enough to cope with the long

right field wall (380 feet) at Fen-

way Park. One more typical Hose

decision.

Speaking of Sox decisions, it

looks like Don Buddin, who has

been hanging around for five

brought a few cities from several

different minor leagues into

major status, but have left gap-

ing holes in the American As-

League, and the Southern Asso-

ciation. It's just another example

of how big business sometimes
will force its way in and ruin

smaller concerns.

GYMNASTS CLUB
There will be a Gymnastics

Club meeting on Wednesday,

May i, at 5:00 p.m. in Room
5 of the cage. All members
must attend.

The first attackmen of the lacrosse squad have put in fine

work this year. Captain Billy Maxwell, a leading scorer for the

snakebeaters, takes a breather with Bob Gibley, a fine first year

man, Dave Cheever, and Phil Williams. Dick Hoss, another out-

standing attackman and high scorer, is absent.

FOR SALE
1948 SHULT TRAILER

All Utilities Installed

4 Rooms
4 Miles from Campus

Call: B. Richardson

Trailer Ct., Pelham

AL 3-5929

Tues, Thurs., 9-2 p.m.

—FOR SALE—
1957 2-OOOR BUCK BUICK with

good tirei and cl««n interior.

C*H Al 3-07R9 «ft»r 4 00

W Cohen

ON

SCHOOL SPIRIT

See page 2
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McCune Stresses Student Role At Leaders' Night
Five Honor Societies Select New Members;
Fraternities Dominate Adelphia, Maroon Key

d.fl •!

that is the

NEW EXECUTIVE BOARD—Front, Pat Ward and Larry Ray-

ner. Rear, Mike Cohen, Don Johnson, and Al Berman.

Rayner Is Elected

Editor Of Collegian
by BILL

Larry Rayner '61 was re-elected

to the post of executive editor

by a vote of 34-22 at the Colle-

gian elections last Wednesday
night.

Larry has been on the paper
si nee September, 1958 and has
held various jobs from reporter

through Executive editor.

Pat Ward '61 was elected to

the office of Editorial editor. Pat

joined the paper in the fall of
'58. Since that time she has been
an editorial writer and co-Edi-

torial Editor up to the present

time.

Don Johnson *61 was elected lo

AVERY '63

the office of News editor. Don
joined the paper last fall and
has been make up editor and art

ing news editor.

Al Berman '62 was re-elected

as Sports editor. Al has been on
the paper since his freshman year
and has held the office of Sports
Editor for four months.

Mike Cohen 61 was unanimous
ly chosen Business manager, suc-

ceeding Stephen Kaplinsky. Mike
has been Advertising manager
and assistant Business Manager.

Laurence Popple '63 was re-

appointed Photography editor.

Jazz Concert Is Featured
In HER Weekend Festivities

Despite our

opinion, we all

ness of purpose

"endeavor to grow all waya,"

laid Dr. Shann > M > line, the5

main speaker at Student Leaders'

Night.

"Every studem I as a role," he

-aid, and the campus leaders can

direct these students towards im-

ovement of th» and

iht- growth of the individUi

Next year's leaders

•'tapped" among
prise and kisses

Adelphia, the s»

or society gave

ing scholarships:

The Jean Paul

ship of $150.00 t<

of PSK; and thre

arships to Rober

r

*eams ol sur-

joy.

.»ut the

a-

V

Ed Ssupel r
61

$100.00 schol-

Mushkin '61,

TC, Warren Bal» '61, SAE, and

A HER WEEKEND jazz con-

cert will be presented Sunday at

2 P.M. in the SU ballroom. The
show, sponsored by the Arts and

M.isie committee, will feature two

groups, The New Orleans Jazz

Doctors and The Leonard Katz

Quintet.

The Jazz Doctors, named after

the tune, "Doctor Jazz," have

been playing traditional jazz in

clubs, on TV and at the East's

leading colleges for four years.

Featured is banjoist Gil Roberts,,

whose recordings for Columbia

and Vocalion are listed in Black-

stone's Index To Jazz as collec-

tors' items.

Like most authentic traditional

jazz bands, the Jazz Doctors have

no arrangements. Their music is

produced by unrehearsed impro-

visation.

The band appeared in recent

Winter Carnivals at Dartmouth,

Middlebury and R.P.I, and last

Saturday played before 3,000 at

Brown.

The Leonard Katz Jazz Quintet

has been playing in and around

the Amherst area for the past

five years. Before a local demand
for progressive jazz grew, the

nucleus of the group, Lenny and

drummer Paul Ingram, played

Dixieland sessions where "The

Muskrat Ramble" became a

vehicle for the latest harmonies.

The group in its present form
has been in existence for about a

year.

Jazz lovers, Sunday is your op-

portunity to hear both traditional

and progressive jazz!

Senate Prexy
Steps Down;
S35 Praised

by DAVE M VNLEY *63

Senate President Bob ZeJis 'fiO

stepped down from the podium
for the last time at Tuesday's

Senate meeting, terminating,

what one Senator called, a "eon-
•;.:-,• r-ial" and "active' ar

reign.

In his farewell address, Zelifl

said, "this past year has b.

nothing spectacular, but the

Senate has progressed, slowly but

solidly," toward it's goal, that of

"asserting students' rights."

Zelis then turned the chair over

to President Pro-Tern, Dennis

Twohig 61, who in* turn presented

the gavel to ex-president Zelis.

"Sometimes, he (Zelis) ha>

been wrong, sometimes right,'

said Twohig, "but no one has

furthered the spirit of student

government more than this man.''

(Continued on page 5)

This is just another example
the Banjo- Gil Roberts, Pianist

Carr, Drums Larry Shumwsy,

of BIG DICK W VRD'S thirst for

-Paul Waldron, Trombone—Cliff

and Cornet—Tony Pappaa.

Ken Cutter '61

.

Th.1 ten Adelphian tapped

from the class of *60 ar

Joe Crocetta, PSK; Thomas
Campbell, TC; Dick Bresciani,
KS; Michael Dube, KS: David
Hefler, AGR; Donald Knlly, SPE;
D'u d; Arthur Mahoney,
TC; Harold Dutton, QTV; James
Caines, TC.

Adelphians Class of '»*>!

B > luikonen,
imp, TKK.

mm, QTV; E

, Philip
I >rdon Mas-
ard Szupel,

PSK; Marshall Myers; TEP;
James Earley, TC, John Mitchell,
SPE; Hugh Calkin, TC; John
Sweeney, TC.
Three members of the faculty

were tapped as honorary mem-
ben ;>f Adelphia. Mr. Sargent
Russell, Mr. Mark Brenzo, and
Dr. Richard Stein.

Mortar Board, dedicted to pro-

moting spirit and scholarship

among University women, tapped.

Roberta Bernstein, Patricia

(Continued on page 4)

NEW SENIOR ADELPHIANS— (I r) Front row, Hal Dutton,
Art Mahoney, Tom Campbell, and Dave Hefler. Back row, Dick
Bresciani. Joe Crocettn, Don Kelley, Mike Dube, and Dick Mac-
Leod.

Harvard's Louis Lyons Will

Address UM Honors Convo
Louis M. Lyons, an outstanding

Boston newsman and curator of

the Nieman Journalism Fellow-

ship at Harvard University, will

address Honors Day Convocation

on May 12, at 11:00 a.m in Bow-
ker.

The convocation will open the

University's annual Honors Day,

designed to "point up scholarship

for everyone" quotes Arthur S.

Levine, Professor of Food Tech

nology, and tO provide recognition

for students whose scholastic at-

tainments qualify them for mem-
-hip in the various national

honor societies. The public is in-

vited to attend the convocation.

Mr. Lyons, an alumnus <f the

I diversity, received an honorary

doetonite of humane letter^ from

(Continued on page I
LOUIS LYONS

Assistant Catholic Chaplain

Introduced To Newman Club
At the final meeting of the

Newman Club this past Tuesday

evening Father Powers introduced

to members present the new aa*

sistant Chaplain to Catholic stu-

dents. Father Joseph Quigley. In

hia introduction Father Power

stated that with the growth of

the University and the growth of

the Newman Club it was neces-

sary to acquire another man to

help in the guidance and direc-

tion of the approximately 2,000

Cotholic .students on campus.
Father Quigley is a native of

nearby Ware. After a year at

A. LC. he entered the service and

for three years during World War
II served in the Field Artillery.

He received his B.A. from
Fordham prior to entering St.

John's Seminary in Brighton.

Father Quigley had previously

been stationed at St. Mary's
Parish in Weatfield,

Speaking about his first im-

pressions of the University, which

he hadn't visited in ten years,

Father said that it had grown
immensely, that he was very

(Continued on page $)
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The Derbies

The Kentucky Derby will be run tomor-

row This is an annual sporting event of

,rreat excitement, and it brings to mind an-

other annual event of equal excitement and

greater importance - the UMass F.nals

Derby.

All the horses that will run in the Ken-

tucky Derby have run in a great many other

races this year-all in preparation for the

big one.

All the UMass students have been taking

exams all year-but finals are the big ones.

But here the parallel breaks down—be-

cause the horses that will compete in the

Derby stop racing and train for a certain

period before the Derby. The need for this

training period is obvious.

A training—or studying—period could

certainly be used here to prepare for finals—

and it ought to be longer than the one day

reading period we now have. Here the pre-

liminary races—or hour exams and papers—

often don't end until the last day. of classes.

Other schools have two or three days'

reading period before finals; some have as

much as a week.

The horses get the best of everything for

the Kentucky Derby ; why not the same thing

for the students in the UMass Finals Derby?
P. W.

Apathetic World

Student apathy has long been a problem

for those who are interested in maintaining

the standards of the University and even im-

proving on them. The very people who stand

to profit most from an increase in the value

of the University, the students, show a sing-

ular lack of interest in any activity or event

which is outside what they consider the

"scope" of their daily lives. Most students

live out their small little lives in small HtHe

worlds, never contributing anything of them-

selves, never taking advantage of the myriad

opportunities which make themselves avail-

able, never raising a definite or logical

opinion on any issue. Perhaps this is iust a

reflection of the attitudes prevalent in our

nation, for Americans are notorious for

their inability to see beyond the borders of

their own land or think in terms of anything

but Thunderbirds and bank accounts. Yet it

is the students who, instead of reflecting at-

titudes in our culture, should be re-apprais-

ing them, criticizing them, forging a strong-

er steel from the old iron.

Supposedly, college students are well-

suited to be critics and modifiers; their edu-

cation tears down SO many dusty beliefs and

strips the royal robes from so many ideas

and ideals, that they are able to see issues

of local, national, and world importance in a

clear light.

Many students, though, simply do not

care what happens. Like the legendary mon-

keys, they hear nothing, see nothing, do noth-

ing—with one extra attraction: they are

nothing. They come and go and leave no im-

pression. They are the true nebbishes of our

society, for at a time when they have a uni-

verse of knowledge and culture before ihem,

they shut the door. They not only shut it,

they bolt it, and it is only with great diffi-

culty that they can be aroused to do anything

at all.

University students may not be able to

reshape the world while here at school; but

they can destroy the lack-lustre and listless

atmosphere surrounding them and croate an

aura of lively and useful thought. If they

fail in this, there is little hope that they will

ever «xert any great or beneficial Influence

in the world.
T. C.

ON SCHOOL SPIRIT

by PHILIP JOHN '63

As a few hundred students conclude that "unconquerable" barrier,

the infamous freshman year, it occurred to me, one of these few hun-

dred, that I should like to make some contribution to this momentous

time of our lives, in the interest of school spirit, by offering my re-

flections on a subject that has been turning over in my mind for sev-

eral months. The subject, and what better: school spirit at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

What is this curious phenomenon on which various notables of

our illustrious student body have seen fit to comment from time to

time? Is it boisterous, animated cheering for "our" team while m at-

tendance at that established college institution—the football game?

Could it be that school spirit entail ; getting oneself drunk and having

a gay old time in order that one might refer back in later years to

the "good ol' college days?" Does school spirit mean that one must

express his individuality by habitually taking the opposite side from

the administration because everyone knows that the people in^ South

College are archaic and conservative, as well as "Victorian?"

Perhaps, at one time, long ago, cheering at a football game for

the team was conceivably in accord with my conception of school spirit.

One could take pride in the fact that his team defeated mighty Maine,

Rhode Island, or even Harvard. But college football has become more

than a game. Suddenly that idolized creature, the star, has become

elevated to a position out of proportion to what he deserves as a rep-

resentative of an institution of learning. Thus it is that I feel not a

feeling of pride if the team wins, not a feeling of despair when we

lose, but rather, a feeling of indifference in either case. I realize that

the team representing my school is an organization quite distinct and

separate from the purpose of the game in the sense of promoting

sportsmanship, as well as departed from the purpose of this Univer-

sity, or any other, as an institution of learning. Football comes to mind

as the outstanding example of what I am trying to illustrate. Other

sports might similarly be included.

Drinking and college seem to be two words that are closely asso-

ciated with each other. Of course, at the University of Massachusetts,

there isn't theoretically any such thing as drinking because we have

rules against this undesirable activity. Nevertheless, only the most

naive of persons would venture to say that the consumption of al-

coholic beverages at UMass is unheard of. Various, acquaintances have

presented me with arguments in favor of drinking at college, the

most interesting being that drinking should be part of one's education.

Even if this ridiculous rationalization is valid, if we can say anything

at all for the society in which we live, the "students of the bottle"

seem to be engaging a little too much in homework, as demonstrated

hy various performnnrps of returning to one's dormitory after a typi-

cal Saturday evening out. The gase .us stench emitting from the for-

est of enclenched humanity that one comes upon when returning his

date to her dormitory is hardly indicative of the true school spirit

which I would want to associate with the University of Massachusetts.

F hop* that I am not totally alone in this opinion. Again we come upon

an all too common aspect of college life that is all too often associated

with the "spirit of Metawampee."

The administration of this school, as I am sure is the case with

most other schools, is the constant brunt of adverse student opinion,

frequently of a childish nature. I would be the last to denounce the

right of democratic criticism of any administrative body. But in this

instance, the criticism reveals the direction in which UMass school

spirit leans. As I write this now and think back over the school year,

it appears that the question, "Why won't President Mather let us

drink ?", was voiced far more than, "Why doesn't President Mather get

us more and better teachers?" About the latter question there doesn't

seem to be any appreciable interest among our illustrious student

body; but the former would inspire many to a heated attack on the

administration's policies. School spirit? Think again.

Dean Curtis has been described as "Victorian" so many times that

it surprises me that she isn't selling Prince Albert pipe tobacco on the

steps of South College. Ex-President Mather and Dean Curtis seem

to have beta the favorite victims of the student body in thtir attack

against the conservatism of a paternal administration. Almost no one

was willing to denounce the student body itself because of its irres-

ponsibility, the major contribution to the conservative tendencies of an

administration responsible to our parents as well as the state of Mas-

sachusetts. School spirit could have been applied here.

In conclusion, I would like to state what constitutes the magic

words—school spirit. Simply, it is the collective desire of the student

body to make the University of Massachusetts the best institution of

learning in the country, if not in the world. A considerable task, in-

deed, but one that is not impossible if the students wish to make it so.

How? By devotion to the business of educating ourselves, of seeking

the truths for which any university worthy of its name is striving; by

constantly attempting to make ourselves the best individuals possible

during our brief stay at the University, that we might better rep-

resent it. But the hardest thing of all is to throw off the empty cheers

which matter not in the final evaluation of our lives, the drunken

pastimes which serve only to debauch our minds and bodies, and th"

petty criticisms which occupy our thoughts while crowding out the

truly important problems of life. Only after we have done these things

can we honestly say that the school spirit of the University of Mas-

sachusetts lives.

Roister Doister

Theatre Column
by RALPH

You Never Cam Tell. Well, maybe you can't; but

I can tell that the Amherst College Masquers cur-

rent play should be a thoroughly enjoyable produc-

tion.
,

Although termed by the author as one of his

"pleasant" plays, the stage directions at the be-

ginning of Act I leave one wondering.

"You observe that the professional furniture and

apparatus are new, and that the wallpaper is

designed, with the taste of an undertaker, in fes-

toons and urns; the carpet with its symmetrical

plans of rich, cabbagy nosegays, the glass gasalier

with lustres; the ornamental gilt rimmed blue

candlesticks on the ends of the mantelshelf; the

ormolu clock under a glass cover, its uselessness

emphasized by a cheap American clock disrespect-

fully placed beside it and now indicating 12 o'clock

noon, all combine with the black marble, which gives

the fireplace the air of a miniature family vault, to

suggest early Victorian commercial respectability,

belief in money, Bible fetishism, fear of hell always

at war with fear of poverty, instinctive horror of

the passionate character of art, love and Roman
Catholic religion, and all the first fruits of plutoc-

racy in the early generations of the Industrial

Revolution."

One would almost guess the author's name to be

Shaw. Incidentally, the sets carry out the ideas ex-

pressed above beautifully.

When asked why this play was chosen, Mr.

Charles Rogers, a member of the Amherst faculty

and set designer for the show, explained that they

felt the need of comedy after the heavy drama of

last fall's production the Lower Depths, and the

Oresteia. The general idea kept in mind when the

Masquers' plays are chosen by director Walter

Boughton and the society is the aim to present plays

which are seldom seen but which have good literary

value. Ymt Never Can Tell certainly is suited to this

theme.

About the only real difficulty in producing the

play, Mr. Rogers said, was getting period furniture

and props. The play is set in 1896, and the production—,,„ -T-o- i»B4ui m-4- i-. r....j .. .1.-. »>*-;-»-. -v.,;*. ~~4 J..JI1
(.lew wag inn u put in nun a. miiu.-i .1 t mui uiiii >iiin

of that vintage. With great luck they have pur-

chased the dentist chair, (with red velvet, yet),

and have been able to borrow an old foot-powered

drill. The only problem remaining is what to do with

the chair after the show. Several Amherst students
1. « »- - 1.....%* ,......,..+ ;... - /% l.,,.» » frs*. 4-^oi** i*onrtie «nuvc uuen viluijn uJi^ t*J »>•-«.> it Iwi L2»V*X . -v ...... \i.

realize study may be boring, but need it be painful?)

Michalc Naess, who played in Lower Depths,

takes the male lead supported by Erina Posner from

Mount Holyoke, Anne Cox from Smith College, and

Mrs. Dennis Johnson. The show starts May 6 and

runs through the 10th. Curtain at 8:15.

In talking with Mr. Rogers and Mr. McGoun,
technical designer for the show, an issue which has

long been obscure was clarified to me. My question

lay in the system whereby girls from off the Am-
herst campus, (naturally), are cast in Amherst plays.

The deal is this: notices of casting meetings are

sent to the University, Smith and Mt. Holyoke a

week before the date of the meeting. All. girls may
try out. It is not necessary to be a member of any
dramatic group or to be a speech or dramatic major.

Mr. Rogers stated that they often preferred U
of M girls in view of the transportation problems
inherent in the locations of Smith and Mt. Holyoke,

and expressed the wish that more U of M girls would
try out.

Perhaps they too suffered from the delusion

that formal dramatic affiliations were necessary.

The mist is now cleared. Lo, the sun! Please do not

be shy, O dramatically inclined maidens. Prithee,

think of the advantages!
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Remember Greek Week and

this year's first chariot races?

Remember those poor, panting

men, dragging their chariots

through the milling crowd? Of

course you do! But did you know

that at three tracks in Idaho

rancher* from two associations

race every Sunday on rubber-

wheeled chariots? Now how

pwh d<> }OU think ynu know?

See what LIFE for May 9, I960

can do for yooi • n an

coueable ?

A NF.W STAB
Probably those poor Greek

charioteers need some iort of

reward for running so fast

—

don't you agree'.' Weii, pafea 85

through 88, plus the cover of the

new LIF1 have been printed for

them and for the other souls OB

campus, deject el by the Imminent

exams,
Yvotti' Mimieux is LIFE'l

predicted new star. Pronounced

Me-Me-Oh, Yvette graces the

cover and the inside of this

weelt'l MFE, "communing with

nature and herself." To see what

Hollywood may be corning to, sec

Yvette.

AGAIN—THE DROPOUTS
Continuing what was started

last week, LIFE gives us the

answer to the question of what

may be done for high school

dropouts—the youths who leave

high school before graduation.

This issuo describes, with WOrdi

and pictures, the only program

in the U.S. designed to aid drop-

outs on a sizable scale.

Called "Job Upgrading," this

Detroit program provides a 16-

week course which includes

classes, work experience, and

job placement. At the end of the

period, some of the dropouts

have regained confidence, and

return to the regular high school

program. Others get permanent

jobs, or "work experience" jobs

to learn what working in the big,

wide world is like.

Along with the regular Job

Upgrading program, as much

guidance as possible is Incorpor

ated. It fs often that kindly

interest is what dropouts need

and what they often never

receive.

Embattled Democracy—Greece

In part four of a six-part

series, LIFE this week explores

the modem problems of an an-

cient land. Greece is the first

nation so far examined in the

.aeries, which border* on the Iron

Curtain, but despite troubles

both internal and external, this

country now has a strong freely-

elected democratic government

—

but still beset by problems. The

article is both interesting and

worthwhile—Government majors

in particular may appreciate it.

Big Bank Changea

Here in the little hamlet of

Amherst (vice capitol of western

Massachusetts), nestled in the

Connecticut River valley with

lots of trees and flowers, birds,

professors, and wildlife, a spade

is a spade, a rose is a rose, and

a bank is a bank. But outside,

where life is not so cruel and real,

a bank is not a bank—at least not

as we know the Amherst National.

It seems that there are lots of

changes being made. As LIFE
for May 9 puts it. "Once they

(banks) resembled ancient marble

mausoleums but today they are

glass-and-metal palaces. Inside,

the old black and white of cold

marble and harsh iron has been

replaced by inviting boudoir

pastels." Then5 arc drive-in banks,

fly-in banks, and sail-in banks

for people with cars, planes, and

boats. There are banks that, to

get more business, treat cus-

tomers to coffee, tea, gifts, even

an ice-show. Banks may stock

umbrellas to lend patrons in

case of rain. An Atlanta bank

sends valentines. There is a drive-

in bank which supplies dog-bfs-

cuits and water to canine friends

of customers. All this, designed

to appeal to the "average Ameri-

can." The new, the lovable, even

the folksy banks, Ah me.

Dr. Agarwal

Wins Prize

With Paper
Dr. Paul D. Agarwal, profes-

sor of electrical engineering at

UMass, was the recipient of an

award for distinguished publica-

tion at the northeastern district

meeting of the American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers held

in Providence May 2-4.

Dr. Agarwal's paper on "Eddy

Currents in Solid and Laminated

Iron," published last May in

Transactions of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers,

was declared winner of second

prize at the annual awards ban-

quet for members of the north-

eastorn district of the Institute.

Prize-winning papers were chos-

en from among all the publica-

tions submitted last year by New
England members of AIEE.

Dr. Agarwal, a native of India

who is now a citizen of this coun-

try, is a graduate of Benares

Hindu University. He received

his doctorate in electrical engi-

neering from the Polytechnic In-

stitute of Brooklyn.

A member of the UMass staff

since 1957, he is also a consult-

ant in the field of magnetic ma-

terials and induction motors. He

With the Sororities
by HJDI MADDEN '61

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
The theme for Friday night's

party at Theta will be a Hoe-

Down party. Music will be pro-

vided by Paul Ingram's band and

everyone is welcome.

On Monday evening Theta

pledged Nancy King.

Congratulations to Mary Jane

Stack who was elected Senator-

at-Large from the Class of '62.

SIGMA DELTA TAU
Congratulations and best wish-

es to Ann Slafsky upon her en-

gagement to Edward Segel of

Maiden.

PHI DELTA NU
P.D.N.'s party for H.E.R.

weekend Friday, May 6, is Her-

nando's Place—20's style featur-

presently serves on the AIEE
National Committee on Induction

Machinery as well as the Basic

Sciences-A p p 1 i e d Mathematics

Committee of that organization

and is the author ol numerous

papers in electrical engineering

and related fields.

Program For

Honors Day

These are the silver w:n£3 of a

U. S. Air Force Navigator. As a

flying officer on the Aerospace

team, he has chosen a career of

leadership, a career that has

meaning, rewards and executive

nnnnrfiinifv
-it

The Aviation Cadet Program

M the gateway to this career. To
qualify for this rigorous and pro-

fessional tramin high school

West Virginia

On the political scene, LIFE
takes readers to West Virginia

and, once again, the Humphrey-

Kennedy battle.

And Still More
LIFE for May 9, 1960 takes

readers to post-riot Korea;

readers are taken outside and

inside the walls of San Quentin

to witness Caryl Chessman's last

fight for his life, and the big

debate on capital punishment.

There's an article on Art Carney,

going up, up, up; the Astronauts

are seen again, this time learn-

ing to escape from a capsule at

sea. There's a beautiful full-

color story of water lilies under

LIFE'S garden news, while fash-

ion news highlights earrings.

This week's LIFE will be a

gyeal pre-€*XMna tension easer

for you, gang. It's on the news-

stand today, and it's only 19**

—

beats cigarettes, and doesn't

touch lungs. Read it.

diploma is required ; however, two

ur more years of college are highly

desirable. Upon completion of the

program the Air Force encourages

the new officer to earn his degree

so he can better handle the respon-

sibilities of his position. This in-

cludes full pay and allowances

while taking off-duty courses un-

der the Bootstrap education pro-

gram. The Air Force will pay I

substantial part of all tuition costs.

After having attained enough
credits so that he can complete

course work and residence require-

ments for a college degree in 6

months or less, he is eligible to

apply for temporary duty at the

school of his choice.

If you think you have what it

takes to earn the >ilver wings of

an Air Force Navigator, see your

local Air Force Recruiter. Ask
him about Aviation Cadet Navi-

gator training and the benefits

which are available to a flying

officer in the Air Force. Or fill in

and mail this coupon.

There 's a place for tomorrow*s
leaders on the ~wr y >^
Aerospace Team. I ^^

At j-^^«^«
ir rorce

MAIL THIf COUPON fOOAY
AVIATION CADET INFOiMATIOM

DIPT. SCIOS
BOX 7401, WASHINGTON 4, D.C.

a

1 I am between 19 and 26Vi, a cltiftn

of the U. S. and a hi** school graduate

with years of college. Please

tend me detailed information on tha

Air Force Aviation Cadal program.

NAML_

STKffT.

CITY

COUNTY. . STATE.

HONORS DAY, MAY 12, i960

11 A.M. Convocation in Bowker
Auditorium. S p e a ker

:

Louis Lyons, alumnus

and Nieman Fellow.

2 P.M. Military Review. Ath-

letic Field.

4 P.M. Initiations to Honor So-

cieties. Middlesex Room,

S.U.

6 P.M. Banquet for Honor So-

cieties. Student Union

Ballroom. Provost Mc-

Cune will welcome new
members and present

awards.

8 P.M. Sic-ma Xi Lecture.
Peters Aud. Guyford

Stover. Dept. of Aero-

n a u t ical Engineering,

M.I.T., will lecture on

"Whither Space Tech-

nology?"

ing the Contemporary Jazz Trio

of Amherst College.

Two of our sisters, Karen

Tucker and Jeanette Morin are

exhibiting hobbies in the Hobby

Show. Karen will show her pen

and ink sketchings of horses and

Jeanette will demonstrate floral

arrangements.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Sandy Gates, new President of

KKG, will represent Delta Nu
Chapter at National Convention

in California. Westward Ho! ...

and all that, Sandy.

The Banquet for the new ini-

tiates was held in the Sun Room

of Hotel Northampton Monday

night. Botty Lukov received an

award for the highest point aver-

age, and of the new initiates:

Bette Murm] and Sandy Russell

were honored. (Personal thank-

you to those who lent Vespas,

cars, and helicopters for trans-

portation to "Hamp!")
Kappa is pleased to welcome

hack her house mother, Mrs. Aro

Nelson. We're all so pleased to

|
hear that you are feeling better.

GAMMA CHI ALPHA
Congratulations are in order

for Jayne Hayden '62, who won

second prize in the Robert Burn-

ham Speaking Contest, held on

April 28 in the Union. Gamma
Chi will have a South Pacific

Beach Party at the Mount Pleas-

ant Inn on May 6 for all sisters,

guests and their "economically

relieved" dates on HER Week-

end.

Initiation was held on Wednes-

day. April 27, in Skinner

Lounge. The following from the

Class of 1063 became sisters:

Judith Hancock, Lisa Xor.lbersr,

Shirley Ingslls, Cary O'Connell,

Barbara LeBarnes. Margaret
sIo-um'.-..- Cathv strnonuck. San-

nVa Carlson, Rfta Blake, and

Suzanne LaCroix.

Those from the Class of 1962

who become sisters were: Nancy

Hanion, Marcia Hargraves and

Marv Ann McKay.

Mass. Speech And Hearing

Association Has May Conf.
On Saturday, May 7th. the

Massachusetts Speech and Hear

ir.g Association will hold its

spring meeting at the UMass

Student Union.

One hundred speech and hear-

ing therapists, students, and in-

terested persons are expected to

attend the conference, which will

open with a morning panel dis-

cussion on "Therapeutic Ap-

proaches to Danny, a Young

Stuttering Child". Participants

include Dr. Robert He.jna, Uni-

versity of Connecticut; Dr. Al-

bert Murphy, Boston University;

Mrs. Catherine Perry, Emorson

College; Mr. Gerald McCarthy,

Public Schools, Glens Falls. New
York and Merlin Farms, LeyoVn,

Massachusetts; and Dr. Inez E.

Hegarty, University of Massa-

chusetts.

The luncheon speaker will be

Albert Murphy. President, Mas-

sachusetts Speech and Hearing

Association. His topic will be

"Objectivity, Subjectivity, and

Research with the Handicapped."

The afternoon panel will be

nvponto,! hv members of the

Audiology Clinic, Veterans' Ad-

ministration, Boston, Massachu-

setts. "The Veterans' Adminis-

tration Program in Audiology"

will be discussed by Dr. Jay Mel-

rose, Chief Audiologist and

Speech Pathologist; Dr. Benja-

min Bell. Chief of Eye, Ear, Nose

and Throat Service, and audiol-

ogists, Miss Jean L. Davidson,

Oliver 1-. Welsh. George E. Hill,

and Jack M. Wyetn.

Rotri stration will open at 9 a.m.

Miss Catherine Hanifan and

Inez Hegarty, UMass depart-

ment of speech, have served on

the local arrangements commit-

t«e for the meeting.

Students assisting from UMass
will be Carolyn Baker, 1962,

Lawrence-. Janice Crowley, 1961,

Springfield; Janice Marshall,

1961, Brockton; Mary O'Connor,

19H1, Holyoke; Elaine Olbrych,

1961. Chicopeo: Carole Znk, 1961,

Greenfield : and Jane Tyson, 1960,

Mount Holyoke College, Lorain,

Ohio.

Summer School

CLARK UNIVERSITY
INTERSESSION - JUNI 6-25

One Course — Three semester hours

SUMMER SESSION - JUNE 27-AUG 12

Two Courses Six semester hours

Coeducational; Arts - Sciences - Education - Business

Write for Bulletin, Worcester 10, Mass.
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Personality Is Related To
Classroom Performance

The information summarized below was taken from a recent

study: -The Relationship Between Study Behavior and Personality

for Academically Successful Students" by Gerard A. Gladstetn, U. of

Chicago, 1957 (Dissertation abstract)

It has been discovered that

personality traits are closely re-

lated to the actual classroom per-

formance itself. A study was

conducted at Syracuse Univer-

sity in which three special class-

es composed entirely of rationals,

stereopaths and non-stereopaths

—were set up in the Citizenship

course that was required for all

liberal arts freshmen.

The sections were taught by

the same instructor who kept a

daily journal. At the end of the

first week he described the non-

atoreopaths as "bargaining" and

"critical"; the stereopaths as

withdrawn, "lacking in curiosity

or initiative" and lacking in par-

ticipation; while the rationals he

saw as courteous, friendly, re-

sponsive, a<nd future campus

leaders.

Inside of a month, however,

the instructor modified his first

views. He now found "the ration-

als confident, passively coopera-

tive, and lacking in critical

thinking and imagination. Dis-

cussion was possible in the

Btereopath class only if guided

foy numerous leading questions.

The non-stereopaths, however,

turned out to be the, most stim-

ulating and enjoyable class since

they accepted nothing without

critical examination and discus-

sion, yet maintained a friendly

attitude.

There were no significant dif-

ferences between the three sec-

tion* on the final exam, but the

stereopaths showed significant

and similar gains in a post-test

relation to the authoritarian

characteristics, while the non-

stereopaths and rationals showed

no change on post-tests relating

to these characteristics.

This shows that the Citizen-

ship course influenced a change

in attitude away from an

authoritarian or stereotyped pos-

ition. In the realm of general ed-

ucation, then, the stereopaths

while the most difficult and most

lacking, are receptive to special

measures which are suited to

their needs.

Leaders' Night . .

.

i Continued from page 1)

Binkley, Mary Anne Blais, Judith

Fredmaa, Christa Hahnenstein,

Judith Konopka, Bryna Lansky,

Constance Ledger, Mary Morn-

son Patricia O'Connell, kail

n-^nldeston and Anne Reseign.

The Maroon Key, honorary

service organization of Sopho-

more men, tapped:

Edward Hammond, Robert

Kittredge, John Donasky, Myer
Rosenthal, Harry Morrissey,

Brian Graves, Carl Lindell.

Robert Slesinger, Ronald Rus-

iecki. James Brescia, John Cam-

nanale, Robert Craig, Saul Ghser-

man John Miller, Kenneth Fallon,

Howard Harris, Howard Wain-

stein, Michael Caroline, Peter

Bracci, Timothy Nevils, Steven

Forman, James Schmoyer, John

Gounaris, Charles Noble and

Anthonv DiMauro.
Scrolls, the sophomore women s

honorary service organization,

(Continued n* page &)

Agronomy Banquet

Promises To Be

An Annual Event

The first Agronomy Faculty-

Student Banquit. which promises

to be an annual affair, was held

in the Student Union on May 2.

Master of Ceremonies was Greg

Terkanian, '60 President of the

Agronomy Club. Guest Speaker

was Rathindra N. Roychoudhury,

who gave an interesting talk on

the people, customs and history

of India. Eugene Hill '60 was

presented the American Society

of Agronomy Outstanding Senior

Award.

A business meeting was held

after the banquet at which the

following officers were elected

for the Agronomy Club for the

year 1960-61: Ted Kuczewski, '61,

President; Peter Wood, '62, Vice-

President; Douglas Hawes, '62,

Secretary-Treasurer.

Brad Ilohrer

Is Elected

WMUA Head
WMUA reports its slate of new

officers n< de'.-rmified by their

election meeting which was held

Thursday afternoon at four o'-

clock. It is as follows:

Station Manager — Brad Rohrer

'62

Campus Calendar
THIS EVENING:
2-10 p.m. Metawampee Collectanea Hobby Show, SU

7:00 p.m. Hillel Service, SU
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, SU

7:30 p.m. Amherst Camera Club, Hasbrouck

7:30 p.m. Film on Africa, SU

SATURDAY, MAY 7: .

8:30 a.m. New England Conference on Graduate Education, SU

9:00 a.m. Massachusetts Speech and Hearing Association, SU

9:30 a.m. 4-H Club Agricultural Field Day, Bowker

2:00 p.m. UMass Math Club High School Prize Examination, Engi-

neering Building

9:00 p.m. H.E.R. Weekend Dance, SU

SUNDAY, MAY 8:

2:00 p.m. Jazz Concert: Leonard Katz Jazz Quintet, SU

MONDAY, MAY 9:

2:00 p.m. Reverend Albert Seeley Counseling, SU

2-8 p.m. AXLE. Picnic, Groff Park, Amherst, Members Free,

Guests BOe"

5:00 p.m. Sociology 25 (Special) Examination

Classes in Morse code, for those interested in obtaining their

amateur radio operator's license, will be conducted every Monday,

Wednesday and Friday night at 6:00 p.m. in Gunness Laboratory by

the Amateur Radio Association of UMass.

Production Director--Owen Jones

'63

Technical Director— Eric Sand'!

'63

Business Hanager—
hercr '61

-Fred Salt?.-

Lost & Found
Lost: Blue green reversible

Riookline High School basketball

jacket. Lost at old lacrosse field

next to tennis courts. Return to

Michael Ellison, 136 Sunset Ave.

Lost:: Taken by mistake in

the Union, a Logic Bnok (by

Capi) and a notebook. Name on

both books. Pat Brinkley, Pi

Beta Phi.

Found: Sum of money. Identi-

fy by amount, approximate time

and place of loss. Monetta Wron-

ski, Collegian office.

Lost: A Brownie Bullet Cam-

era in WT
est Machmor, Friday,

April 29. Please return to Gitta

Cohen, 205 Arnold House.

Air Conditioning-temperatures made fo order-for st1-weatt»»r comfort Set T»<« MB.* SVr# n*v* «rinw to &*« •-«*•¥» war "/_•»,» r»,i p^no Rfcmv Shnwroom weeMv ABC TV

The fmpala Convertible with Body by Fisher!

Why shouldn't you be driving An first-choice whisking along the highway, cushioned by FULL

car right now? You couldn't do hotter by your family— TOIL SPRINGS at all four wheels, you'll have your

or your family budget—than to pick out one of Chevy's own smooth-running account of why Chevy's '60s

18 FRESH-MINTED MODELS, load up its VACA- best seller. And right now when

T ION-SIZED TRUNK and take off on one of those beautiful buys are in full bloom

springtime trips Chevy to dearly loves. Once you're at your dealer's!

LCIC Backs

Wide Student

Celebrations
Tho Lunch Counter Integra-

tion Committee (LCIC) today is-

sued a "call to action," urging

college students throughout the

country to participate in the

forthcoming anniversary celebra-

tion of the Supreme Court's de-

segregation decision. Tho nation-

wide campus demonstrations will

he held on May 17, the sixth an-

niversary of the historic ruling.

In Boston, 10,000 college stu-

dents from Lie i*ew Lng'and
area will join residents in a

march to the Common. Tho flay

wiii aisn feature the firing of a

"second shot heard 'round the
1 •'!," a! Concord. The Commit-
*,.,. r,,.. »i,,. i i..r..»w,. ,,r M.-.-tir.

Luther King bopet to send a spe-

cial speaker to this ceremony.
Other major demonstrations are

being planned in New York, Chi-

cago, Los Angeles, and Berkeley,

to celebrate the success of South-

ern students in th^ir fight for in-

tegration

.

The LCIC has received support

from the NAACP, the AFL-CTO,
and other national organisations

for its leadership of student ac-

tivity harking the Southern sit-

ins. Individual encouragement

has come from Mrs. Eloanor

Roosevelt, Harry Belafonte, Ar-

thur M. Schlesinger, Jr. '38, pro-

fessor of History, and Jackie

Robinson. At the University the

Committee is seeking the help of

the Young Democrats and Re-

publicans, the Liberal Union, and

other groups devoted to student

political activity. The LCIC is

politically nonpartisan.

At an oiganizational meeting

last week, chairman Franklin J.

Bardacke '63 reminded LCIC
leaflets that "freedom is Romo-

thing to act for, as well as to

stand for. To defend our freedom

we must fight those who would

deny it to others." Citing the re-

cent democratic advances in

Korea as an oxample of the pow-

er of student political action,

Bardacke expressed the hope

that May 17 demonstrations

would be organized on more than

200 campuses.

"The demonstrations will do

more than celebrato progress al-

ready made," he concluded.
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for tconomieal

Save—right now—during the Spring Fever Selling Spree at your local anthxwized Chevrolet dealer's

Assistant Catholic . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

pleased with it. and that he was

looking forward to meeting many

of the student* sad settling down

to work.

Father Quigley will ho living

St St Brigid's Parish House un-

til the new Newman Center li

built in the near future. For the

remainder of the semester Fathei

Qalgley will be in the Catholic

Chaplain1
! office at the Student

L'nion every day.

Senate Prexy . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

The constitution for the dis-

tinguished visitors' chair, (S5)3

was passed.

The constitution was drafted

by an Ad Hoc committee, headed

>y Senator Bruce McLean, and a

Pittsfield lawyer.

Senator Twohig called S85 the

noblest deed the Senate has done

all year. The Senate applauded

Senators McLean arid Ted Sheer-

in for their work on S35,

Newly elected class officers

and senators-at-larg.' were sworn

into office by Joe Harrington of

the General Court.

Three appropriation bills were

referred to Finance Committee.

They are for sums of $-10.00,

$40.00 and $1,900.00 requested by

the Ad-Hoc Committee on Ab-

sentee Voting, Amateur Radio

Association, and the Flying Club,

respectively.

There will be an open meeting

of the Finance Committee at S:00

Monday, May 9, in the Senate

Office. Anyone interested is

urged to come.

Leaders' Night . .

.

Continued from page k)

chooses its new rm-mbers on th"

in of lead< rship and scholar-

ship shown in the freshman year.

ThoSO tapped are:

Bette Broberg, Jean Bruen,

Laona CsrreU, Kathryn Connolly,

Beverly DeMarco, Dorothy Good-

win. Roberta Hanna, Ann Kelly,

Barbara Lavalette, Linda Leder-

man, Carol Madison, Carol Mc-
Donough, Elizabeth Nurmi, Sara

O'Reilly, Sandra Russell, Valerie

Smith, Susan Streeter, Patricia

Valiton, Barbara Viera and Bar-

bara Wood.
Revelers, an organization to

promote freshman spirit and

orientation, tapped;

Wesley Honey, Joni Knowles,

Barbara Feldman, Mary Jane

Stack, James O'Leary, Jane

Benoit, Mimi Halper, Fran Love-

joy, Nancy Pizzano, Neal Scott,

Alice Kdg'erton, Paul Sibley and

Jim Mahon.
Among the many scholarships

given out, were four at $200.00

each, awarded to Judith Ander-

son '«*, Joan Ziske '61, Ted

tek '62, and Judith Conway
»02, by SOS.

JoAnn Russell '00 was given

a $l.5on graduate study award.

After the ceremonies at the

cage were over, the junior and

-.nun- women formed on either

if the campus pond.

Singing "When Twilight Sha-

dows Deepen" the seniors Mooted

candles to the opposite side of

the pond, where the juniors re-

plied with singing of the same

song.

Take my shirt, my lit. notes and

my cuff links... but get your own
.m: •

-i-

"
"

.

YOU TELL HER, MAN. The Court King is your shoe... professional traction-tread soles,

flexible instep, full cushioning. A pro on the tennis court, but just as right with slacks.

Louis Lyons . . .

(Continued from page I)

the University in 1948 for his

contributions in the field of jour-

nalism. He has also been rec-

ognized with awards for excel-

lence in news reporting and

analysis. In 1958, as m rs analyst

f,»r station WGBH in Boston, Mr.

Lyons was given the George

Foster Peahody Award for news

reporting by a local station. In

the same year he also received

the Richard Lanterbach Award

for "substantial contributions in

the field of civil liberties.** This

was followed by a citation in 1959

by the Overseas Pres* club for

distinguished reporting of foreign

affairs.

For many years a reporter and

editorial writer u<r the Boston

Globe, Mr. Lyons was appointed

curator of the Nieman Fellow-

I ships at Harvard in L939. These

and a big variety to select from

it A&P's Delicatessen Department

Chinese Egg Rolls-Shrimp or Chicken

Chop Suey-Seversl Kinds

Bologna, Salami, liverworst

Variety Ch***^*< ""^ Spreads

Cocktail Frankforts-Midget Bologna

Herring-Sardines-Wine Fillets

Potato Salads-Mexican Salads

Kilbosi-linguica-Cappaeolla

Cooked Shrimp and Cocktail Sauco

Variety of Puddings—Cheese Cskes

Old Fashioned Rye Bread and others

and many

more —

A GIRL HAS RlfiHTS. Like having a Champion Oxford made just^J^^^
fashionable new taper toe~or round toe, if preferred. Light in weight, cool and colorful.

Get U.S. KEDS-male or female- at any good shoe or department store.

come In

and browse

SAFETY SLOGAN!
Don't venture into the street

—

walking or driving — if you've

been drinking.

%umjf

! »r# r«|l*tef#d tr»d«m«tM «f

United States Rubber

34 BRIDGE ST,
NORTHAMPTON

* there's plenty free parting

Rot
20, New YofK

fellowships provide eleven experi-

enced American newsmen
with the opportunity to study at

Harvard for one year to improve

their journalistic background. The

Nieman fellowships were estab-

lished at Harvard in 1938 in me-

mory of Lucius W. Nieman,

founder of the Milwaukee Jour-

nal, at the request of his wife.

Most recently, Louis Lyons was

honored at a testimonial dinner

at the Harvard Club for his his-

toric role in journalism. A special

feature in the Boston Sunday

Globs was devoted to reporting

the event and honoring their

former employee.

WMUA Schedule
Friday

1:00 Sign On—News, Weather

1:05 Campus Caper

5:00 News and Weather

5:05 Campus Caper

5:30 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6:45 Public Service E. T.

7:00 Oid Tunes
8:00 Crazy Rhythms
1:00 News, Weather—Sign Off

Saturday
10:00 Sign On—News
10:05 Swingtime

11:00 Mews
1 1 :05 Swingtime

12:00 N>•
12:05 Sounds of the People

1 :00 News
1 j05 Jazz With Jumbo
2:00 News
2:<>5 Jazz With Jumbo
3:00 News
3:05 Campus Bandstand

4:00 News
10Fi Campus Handstand

5:00 News
5:05 Broadway Showcase
6:00 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sporls

6:45 Twl. lie Service E. T.

7:00 Campus Jukebox
X:00 Dancing in the Dark

1 :00 News—Sign Off

Sunday
10:00 Sign On—News
10:06 Swingtime

1 1 :00 News
1 1 :05 Swingtime
12:00 News
12:05 Sounds of the People

1 .00 News
1 :05 Jazz With Wayne
2:00 News
2:05 Jazz With Wayne
8:00 News
3:05 Campus Bandstand
1:00 News
l.i).') Songs for a Sunday

Afternoon

5:00 News
5:05 Broadway Showcase
6:00 Dinner Date

6:30 News and Sports

6: 15 Listening Post London
7:00 Public Service Transcrip-

tion

7:15 Washington Reports

7:29 News Headlines

7 :30 Musicale

!):00 News
9:05 Broadway Showcase
10:00 News
10:05 Sounds of Jazi

1 1 :00 News
11:05 Shoes Off Session

12:00 News—Sign Off
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Redmen Clawed By Huskies

13-7; Face N.H. Tomorrow
The Huskies from Connecticut

powered by home runs off the

bats of Ted Kosior and Joe Kopp,

scored seven rung in the 4th in-

ning to take a commanding 9-1

lead Tuesday as the Redmen ven-

tured to Storrs.

The Redmen fought back to

score 6 runs in top of the sixth

as Armand Sabourin led off with

a walk; this was followed hy a

single by Bob Eichorn, a walk to

Mnnk Foley and a single to right

scoring two runs by Al Holbrook.

(Jerry Glynn then singled scor-

ing Foley and Bob Roland hit a

single that scored Holbrook; Ed

Connolly capped the rally with

by MARK KATZMAN '61

a sharp single driving in two

more.

This was all futile though as

Conn, came back to score 4 times

in the eighth to put the game on

ice. The final score was 13-7.

UMass plays again Saturday

against U. of New Hampshire at

Durham. Coach Lorden will prob-

ably throw either righthander

Glynn <>r lefthander Eichorn.

THE BOX SCORE
UMASS «b r h rbi

Hatch. 2 5

Sabourin. c S 1

Eichorn. cf 5 14
Kelley. 1 B

Foley. If 3 » *

Bush, m 1

Holbrook. S 4 2 1 2

Walker, rf 8

Glynn. If 2 12 1

Roland, S, rf
CaUlini
Connolly

UCONN
Antannaio, a

Miller, rf
Gervaiae
Koeior. 2b
Halliwell. 1

Kopp. c

Nocern. Sb
Mendenre. If

Dicarb. Sb
Luatetr. cf
Clement, 1

Schuler
Degresgio
Rialey

5 I

1

S •

40
ab
4

4

1

4

2
4

I
1

4

5

1

1

I

36

7
r

1

I

o

1

9

1

o

1

8

I

I

1

12
h
1

1

1

1

I

1

1

2
8
1

7

rbi

1

I

8

8

1

1

18 12 10

r h c

UCONN 020 700 04X 13 12 1

UMASS 000 001 600 7 12 1

UMASS Catalini. Connelly 8 and Saborin

UCONN Clement. Degr^Klfio 5. Rialey *.

and Kopp.
Winning PlUher : Clement.
Loaing Pitcher: CaUlini.

UMass Lacrosse

Team Downed By
Amherst Men, 8-7

by BEN
The UMass lacrosse team lost

a heartbreaker 8-7 to the Am-

herst Jeffs, at the latter's home

field last Wednesday.

This defeat Rave the Jeffs sec

ond place in the North Eastern

Conference, and caused the Red-

men to drop to third, both teams

having been lied for second be-

fore the game. M.I.T.'s snake-

beaters command the first place

heights.

The Massmen, although they

played fine ball in the last frame,

did not perform as we!! as they

are able during the first three

In contrast to the sub-par per-

formance of the UMies, Am-
herst's men played excellent ball.

Their defen«p was superb, and

their stickhanriling and catching,

said UMass Coach Dick Garber,

was probably the best the Red-

men will see this year.

The Jeffs took the Massmen by

surprise in the first quarter of

the game, scoring four goals to

the latter's none.

Things setled down after that,

the men from Mass holding their

cross-town rivals scoreless in the

second stanza, while firing one

into the nets themselves. The

half ended with UMass trailing

4-1.

Each team scored three times

in the third frame, while in the

final period the Garbermen made

a desperate but abortive attempt

to catch their foes. They scored

three times during this closing

OKHON 62

chapter. But this was not enough

to offset the effects of Amhersfs

sole goal in the frame, and the

game ended with the Massmen

down by one point.

Dick Moss was again high

scorer, firing three goals into the

nets. Emery Morse, Billy Max-

well, Dave Cheever and Roger

Chretian each scored once.

Although this game was a

tough one to lose, the Redmen

still have a good chance of win-

ning both the North Eastern Con-

ference and the New Englan 1

Conference championships.

The snakebeaters will be look-

ing for revenge when they travel

to Worcester to ciash with Wor-

cester Polytechnical Institute,

Saturday.

AEPi Sets

Two Bowling

Team Marks
Tuesday evening AEPi's bowl-

ing team shattered the high team

single and team triple records.

Led by Manny Hamelburg's pro-

digious 363 total and a 158 sec-

mid string, AEPi defeated ATG
8-0.

Other members of the team and

their scores were Neil Goldman

321, Sam Levy 318, and Bob Gins-

burg 287. The previous high team

triple was 1271 and the high

team single was 451. AEPi bowled

1289 and 456. Hamelburg just

missed the high single of 160

held.hy Tony Piraino of LCA.

Here are two men who form

part of the nucleus of Coach

Steve Kosakowski's YanCon

championship net men. DAVE
CROTTY and KEN BARROWS
Mv* rw»«*n undefeated in' over

two yearn r*f varsity doubles

play, and show no signs of let-

ting up on this astounding

pace.

High YanCon Hopes

—FOR SALE—
1952 2 DOOR HACK BUICK with

good tires and clean interior

Call AL 3-9289 after 5 00

M Cohen

University Netmen Make Journey In

Quest Of Fourth Straight YanCon Title

Coach Steve Kosakowski's ten-

nis team will head for Durham,

- YOU* SHOWPIACI -

Amherst Cinema
NOW It must

end Sat.

H

MURDEROUSLY FUNNY!

COiUMMA nCTVM* -*»> o

A CAIKH MMD WOOUCTKX

_ r Man In Havana
**** Alec Guinness

Burl Ives* Maureen OBaraErnie Kovacs

Noel Coward-Ralph Richardson* Jo Morrow

SUN.
MON.
TUES.

I«rry
L.wiaL.

in

"VISIT TO
A SMAU PLANET

plus Co-hit

In the Waka
of a Stranger"

New Hampshire tomorrow for the

Yankee Conference competition.

The squad is in good shape for

the event, having already de-

feated three of its YanCon foes

during regular season play.

After dumping the Coast Guard

in its first match, the tennis

team went on to sack New Hamp-
shire, Rhode Island, Springfield,

Tufts and Connecticut, to end up

with an impressive 6-0 at present.

The Redmen are solid favorites

to retain the crown they won last

year, and all aspect* would tend

to look toward a confirmation of

that prediction.

After the YanCons. the crew

will face A.l.C. and then head

for the New Eng4ands on the 14th.

Ward Up And Over

This is just another example of BIG DICK WARD'a thirst for

records as he goes over 6'2" to set a new Froah record and tie the

varsity record for the University.

Track Team Stopped
By Springfield Crew

by JOE L

A determined University of

Massachusetts track team could

not sustain the onslaught of

Springfield College last Tuesday

and lost by a score of 74^-47^1.

This was the second loss in a

row for the Redmen who were

without the service- of Jim Kee-

lon.

In other events, Ev Brinson,

Emo Barron and Jimmy Reilly

have been steady pointgetters for

the Footrickmen.

In the Freshman meet, Dick

Ward set a new high jump record

IPCHITZ '62

well as a new 16 lb hammer

throw record of 153 ft. 9 in.

Dave Balch won both the mile

and two mile running away.

The Cobbmen seemed to be in

record breaking mood Tuesday as

Ballou broke Tord Svenson's U-

Mass Froah record o.f 1956 with

a throw of 188 feet.

The next meet for both the

varsity and Freshmen is tomor-

row at two p.m. here at Alumni

Field. The varsity will host Tufts

while the Cobbmen will meet

Tufts and Amherst Freshmen

for the University Freshmen as teams.

UMass Upends AIC;

Upset By UConn, 4-3
by BILL L

The University of Connecticut

smashed the eight game winning

streak of the UMass golfers

Wednesday as they upset the

Redmen, 4-3, at the Willimantic

Country Club. The meet's third

mber, AIC, was blanked by

the Storrsmen and downed by

the Redmen, 6-2.

The Huskies' Jack Meikel was

medalist for the day with a 70.

Second low man was Dan Pierre,

who brought in a flashy 36 35-71

card for the par 71 layout. This

strong showing enabled him to

drub both of his opponents, 7-6

and 3-2. CConn's Hal Jameson,

who lost, 3-2, came up with two

eagles during the trek around the

IH holes.

Other double winners for the

Redmen were Barry Schmoyer,

ENNON '61

to nn r) n«»rr'* Cwn-" 74 Roth of

these men have been undefeated

during the current campaign.

Fete Hatfield, playing first

man, suffered a double defeat as

did Mike Megliola, who experi-

enced his first loss after winning

ten consecutive matches.

Brian Burke and Red Dion

split their matchea, defeating

their AIC opponents and losing to

the men from UConn.

Tuesday afternoon the Redmen

blanked visiting Rhode Island,

7-0. This was sweet revenge for

the 52 loss administered by the

Rams last season.

The Redmen, now sporting a

5-1 record, tune up for the New

Englands this afternoon when

they faee WW and Vermont in a

tri meet on the Orchards Course.

SDP Competition High

Qualifying Trials Near

As
End

by JACK KNIGHT '60

Competition for the Sigma Delta

Ptl High Point trophy is in full

swing as the last week of qualify

ing trials draws near.

The trophy will be awarded to

the man who scores the highest

number of points in Sigma Delta

Psi competition.

Sigma Delta Psi is an honorary
athletic fraternity and member-
ship can only' be gained by com-
pletion of the following tests.

THE SIGMA DELTA PSI TEST
1. 100 yd. dash 11 3/5 sec.

2. 120 yd, low hurdles .. I ft sec.

3. Running high jump - qualify-

ing height depending upon
height and weight of candi-

date.

4. Running broad jump . 17 ft.

5. 10 lb. shot put; 160 lbs. to

throw 30 ft

ft, 20 font rope rlimh , 12 hoc.

ft,

9.

Baseball throw 250 ft.

or javelin 130 ft.

Football punt 120 ft

100 yd. swim 1% min.

10. I mile run 6 min.

11. Front hand spring landing on

feet.

12. Hand stand 10 aec.

13. Fence Vault chin high

14. Good posture . . . Standard B

15. Scholarship eligible for var-

sity competition.

Competition for the trophy will

run up until May 15 und all mal«»

students are eligible to try for

the award.

Testing for membership will be

held every afternoon at the athle-

tic field. All interested candi-

date* should*- report to Coach
Footrick at the field any after-

noon. Testa for new candidates

will run till the 21st of May.

Liorary

U. of H.

Dr.

Dietel

See page 2
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Dietel Denounces Student Failure To Assume Leadership

Provost McCune Gets

Doctor Of Laws Degree

SWAP Speaker Attacks Educational System

At Annual Conference On Campus Problems
by LARKY RAYNER, *61, Editor in-Chief

Dr. Shannon McCune, acting

president of UMass, will receive

the honorary degree of Doctor

of Laws from Clark University

during its annual commencement
ceremonies on June 5.

Dr. McCune has been acting as

president since this spring. He

is a Clark University graduate,

having received a doctorate from

there in 1939.

An authority on Far Eastern

affairs, Dr. McCune served as

Deputy Director of the Far East

Program Division of the U.S.

F.conomic Cooperation Adminis-

tration in 1950-51. Also in 1951,

he was Acting Chief of a Special

Technical and Economic Mission

to Indonesia for the E. C. A.

During World War II he

served as an economic analyst

and was Chief Economic Intel-

ligence Officer of the U.S. Board

of Economic Warfare and For-

eign Economic Administration.

Dr. McCune received his edu-

< ation at the College of Wooster,

Syracuse University, and Clark

University. He joined the faculty

at Ohio State University in 1939

and served until 1947 though on

leave during the war years. In

1917, he v.a * r,rvr»i r* «*« Q r^ <> >............ M a-.

sistant professor at Colgate Uni

versity. When he left there in

1955 to join the University of

Massachusetts faculty, he was a

full professor and chairman of

the Department of Geography.

Dr. McCune has also held visit-

ing professorships at Miami of

Ohio, Harvard, University of

Chicago, University of Washing-

ton, Minnesota, Columbia, Mc-

Gill, and Johns Hopkins. In 1953-

54, he received a Fulbright award

as a visiting professor at the In-

stitute of Geography at the Uni-

versity of Tokyo.

In 1951-53 he served with a

Colgate University committee, -

working under a Rockefeller

grant, to study the impact of

ROTC training on liberal arts

colleges. He has also been a con-

sultant to the Asia Foundation

of San Francisco on book pro-

jects for Asia and is a member

of the U.S. National Commission

on UNESCO. He is a member
and officer in numerous proies-

sional societies and has authored

some 90 articles in geographic,

educational, and international af-

fairs journals. He is the author

of the book, Korea's Heritage,

A Regional unit Social Ceo-

hy.

A blistering attack was made

on the American Fducational

system in general and I 'Mass in

particular by SWAP keynoter

Dr. William Dietel last Friday

night.

The annual conference, held at

the Oak and Spruce Inn, South

Lee, is designed to bring to the

surface campus problems for

discussion in an informal atmos-

phere. Approximately 75 dele-

gates from campus groups and

15 administrators and faculty at-

tended the conference

Dietel, a former history teach-

er at UMass and presently the

Assistant Dean of Students at

Amherst College, pointed out

that college students have been

in the headlines for the past six

months in South Korea, Tur-

key, West Germany, and South

America, because they have ac-

cepted the role of leadership. He

said that we might conclude from

this that students are losing

apathy.

But. he charged, "Korean and

Turkish students are quite un-

like you. The worlH looks to the

younger people for leadership in

time of crisis, but our educated

youth is not willing to accept so-

cial responsibility," Dietel said.

"Instead," he charged, "You

have chosen to do nothing, pre-

ferring self-i' terest. You feel

that individuals cannot do any-

thing about world problems."

Dietel referred to the "vast

gap between the political and

the intellectual community."

"Students today," he said,

"are searching for the highest

possible salary and the best pos-

sible chance for advancement.

Good students are very, very

few."

Dietel said one of the prob-

lems is that "we can't make up

our minds about the goals of

higher education. The true func-

tion of the university is to bring

you back to the meaning and

purpose of higher education."

There has been a profound

change in the stated purpose of

the university, he declared. "The

university began with liberal

arts, around which it is still cen-

tered, but it is dangerous to con-

fuse technical training with the

liberal arts. Specialized schools

such as eng-ineennar and business

steal a liberal arts stamp of

equality.

"Liberal education should pro-

duce a free, moral person such as

is routed in the Judeo-Christian

tradition," Dietel asserted.

He stated that "No university

can educate one who does not

wish to be educated."

Among the questions which

Dietel posed were: "What do you

think of college education today.

Is it succeeding?" and "What

do student leaders do to stretch

the intellectual mind?"
He pointed out that only three

of the 15 discussion groups

would even touch on intellectual

problems.

"The absence of a Phi Beta

Kappa from the UMass campus

should alarm you," he stated.

He commended 885, but said it

was only the beginning. "I think

it is a terrific indictment of the

legislature," he commented.

"The students should crave the

best possible teaching at every

level."

He suggested that the students

select the 20-25 "best courses"

available at the university and
publicize them.

(Continued on page S)

grari

N.E. College Groups
Sing Here Saturday

Third Annual SWAP Conference
Discusses Varied Educational Problems

(Editor's Note) Following are secretary's re-

ports of each of 15 discussion groups of the 3rd

STATESMEN—Fran Lovejoy '62, Ken Chase '60. Ed Hazlett '62.

Steve Allen 11, Bob DeWolfe '61, Bob Bury 60, and Hap Lud-

lum '61, and, center. Bill Benner '62, one of the vocal groups to

appear. May 14, al the Intercollegiate Song Festival.

The Inter-Collegiate Song
Festival, w*hich include* varioui

vocal groups from the New

England collego area, is sched-

uled for Saturday. May 14, at

g o'cltck in the S.U. ballroom.

The festival will be conducted

on a non-competitive basis ex-

emplifying individual styles,

which wlitt provide interesting

a*id enjoyable entertainment.

The talent of these groups is

indicated by their backgrounds

and experience, which, for

many, includes television ap-

pearance* and recording as

well as participation in New
England social functions.

Among the groups to appear

at the festival are the M.I.T.

Logarhythms; the Four Col-

leagues in Agreement, girls from

the University of New Hamp-
shire; the Mt. Holyoke V8's;

(Continued on page S)

Annual SWAP Conference held tfiis weekend. It

ii ayainfii Collegian policy to print such long

stories hut we feel that this information is of suf-

ficient importance to merit such action in this

case. Readers who are pressed for time might sean

the topics of discussion looking for those of par-

ticular interest to them.

ORGANIZATIONS AND ADVISORS

1. Resolutions: Every organization should include

in its constitution the specific duties and responsi-

bilities that will be expected from the advisor; a

memorandum should be sent to the advisor outlin-

ing his duties as drawn up in the constitution; the

advisor, in turn, should send back a signed state-

ment that he will accept these duties.

a. This constitutional definition should have

some flexibility.

b. Organization should adhere to defined role

of advisor.

2. Each organization should define qualifications

of advisors for themselves—role differs from club

to club.

a. Advisor is legally responsible for action of

organization.

b. Better part of advising is to do as little as

the advisor possibly can, therefore not dom-

inating the organization.

S. Responsibilities of organization to advisor:

a. Communication concerning meetings.

b. Working agreement with advisors about

number of meetings, etc.

c. "-Minutes on meeting necessary—important to

be given to advisor if he misses meeting.

d. Inform club of what is going on; take re-

sponsibility for club.

e. Organization must be interested in advisor.

4. Resolution: Senior class officers should help

the freshmen and the freshmen officers to select a

good advisor for the class.

a. An escape clause whereby a class would not

have to carry a mediocre advisor for four

years was discussed.

5. Student Activities Office can be of assistance

in finding an advisor for an RSO group.

6. Idea of a handbook of advisors and what is

expected of an advisor was thought to be too gen-

eral to be effective.

7. Strong executive board must override an over-

active advisor who should not be a member of such

an executive board.

8. Figurehead advisor: every advisor should be

welcome to participate in an organization if he is

to assume responsibility.

GREEK ECONOMICS
1. Total picture

a. Efficiency goal with quality and reduced

price.

2. Procedures

a. Contracts given on basis of bids with quality

and price balanced,

b. -Billing Procedure-deposit account of two

months in Fraternity Manager's Office.

1. All bills paid by F.M.O.

2. Deposit accounts are balanced monthly.

3. Deposit account is geared to size and

spending power of house.

c. Bids—protection against market fluctuations

by differential against publishing rate.

3. Organization

a. Student representatives and advisors make

up Board of Directors

b. Stewards Council

4. Disadvantages

a. Payments absolutely on time

b. Storage problem

5. Advantages

a. Savings— 10"^ - 18%; proportionate savings

to number communally buying.

b. Credit power

c. No change in bill charge

d. House pays only one bill in place of many.

e. Aid of experts.

Recommendation: that stewards and presidents of

each house meet with Mr. Rogers in the fall to

discuss the advantages of belonging to the com-

munal buying system, particularly the sororities,

after the system has been established by the fra-

ternities.

ATHLETIC POLICY:
NEW LOOK IN UMASS ATHLETICS

1. Hopes for the future

a. Men's physical education building.

b. New football field.

fContinued on page k)
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THE CHALLENGE
AND

THE CHARGE
The keynote address of the third annual

SWAP Conference was delivered by Dr. Wil-

liam Dietel, Assistant Dean of Amherst Col-

lege, and former professor of history at the

University.

Dr. Dietel leveled the charge of setting

our sights too low—of being short-sighted,

willing to settle for mediocrity, and of com-

mitting ourselves to apathy.

His challenge is to raise our sights, to

realize that we have the potential ability to

do what we will, if only we will attempt it,

and not revert into the morass of "What's

the use?"

Here on campus is the place to begin. If

an atmosphere of intellectual apathy pre-

vails, we have an obligation to ourselves to

fight against it, to make the University com-

munity an intellectually stimulating one. We

are part of the atmosphere, and it can be as

good as we are willing to make it.

This is not to say that extracurricular

activities should all be jettisoned — but

rather that they should be meaningful and

creative. There is no point in maintaining

vestigial activities—those that no longer are

of any value. The role of student leaders can

be to lead something that is challenging and

worthwhile.

Dr. Dietel laid down a challenge, not a

charge. He did not propose we do something

in order to negate our critics, but rather

that we accomplish something positive. He

asks us not merely to repair a faulty situa-

tion, but to build a better one.

More Spaghetti. • •

To the outsider it would appear natural

to assume that the four "valley schools"

would enjoy a large degree of interaction and

cooperation. In most cases this is not the

case. There is some interaction but a piti-

fully small amount. With a long way to go,

a starting point would be the attendance and

support of those functions open to the pub-

lic held at the four schools.

Often University students miss a lee-

ture, show, or panel discussion held at one

of the other schools. They miss it because

they simply don't know about it.

We are fortunate here at the University

in that we have a central location at which

the day's events are posted—the "spaghetti

board" in the Union.

Why not another "spaghetti board" to

handle functions at the other three schools?

The scope and length of this second board

would be limited to those functions either

open to the public or those to which the Uni-

versity has been specifically invited.

Implementation of this plan would come

through the four calendar offices—cooperat-

ing in seeing that the other schools receive

lists of events applicable to them. Each of-

fice would then assume responsibility for in-

forming their respective campus by virtue

of some central bulletin board.

P.W.

Honor Or Honorary?
by JAMES D. LEONARD '60

At the annual selection of members to the four major honor so-

cieties at Student Leaders' Night last Wednesday, members of the

freshman and junior classes were elevated to places of esteem and

respect by being tapped for membership in these organizations. But

there is a difference in the meaning of the words honor society and

honorary society. The meaning of the word "honorary" is, by Web-

ster: "Designating a title or place which is held without rendering

service or without receiving emoluments or privileges to it." Are ours

honor societies or honorary societies?

Let us quote the stated purposes of these groups as found in the

Handbook and Index:

Adelphia is the senior men's honor society founded at the University

of Massachusetts in 1915, to foster and uphold the highest type

of fellowship ideals, and interests at the University. The group

stimulates and promotes leadership among the upperclassmen;

and rewards them by a final recognition before graduation.

(Handbook)

Adelphia was founded on campus in 1915 and from that time onward

has dedicated itself to the interests of its alma mater, and to the

recognition of junior and senior men who have proven their

worth, value and dedication to their University. (Index)

Isogon is the local chapter of Mortar Board, the national senior wom-

en's honor society, whose purpose is to promote college loyalty,

to advance the spirit of service and fellowship among University

women, to promote and maintain a high standard of scholarship,

to recognize and encourage leadership, and to promote and stim-

ulate a finer type of college woman.

Maroon Key is the honorary service organization of sophomore men

which recognizes potential qualities of leadership in twenty-five

men from the freshman class.

Scrolls is the honorary service organization which gives recognition

to women of leadership and scholarship in the sophomore class.

(Handbook)

There is stated clearly in the purpose of these four honor socie-

ties the recognition of leadership and the requirement of service. One

can take issue with the words 'leadership potential'; such a quality is

an immeasurable thing. If one has leadership ability, it will assert

itself in participation by the individual within various groups.

Granted that a freshman doesn't have too many opportunities to lea<l

in campus activities, but there are many opportunities in the campus

organizations in which he can demonstrate the willingness to assume

responsibility; membership is certainly open to him in student gov-

ernment and class offices, as well.

What are the criteria for selecting members, and class officers as

well, for these societies who would fulfill their organization's intended

objectives and honor what is significant in the activities of the Uni-

versity? In the qualifications for membership in Omicron Delta Kappa
Society, a group similar in purpose to our senior honor societies, the

national constitution limits the membership to those who are in file

upper thirty-five per rent of their class, who are of high moral char-

acter, and who have attained distinction in one of the five following

phases of collegiate activity:

1.) scholarship, 2.) athletics, 3.) student government and reli-

gious afFairs, 4.) publications, 5.) speech, music, drama, and other

arts. There are also restrictions placed on the percentage of mem-
bers selected from each category in order to distinguish members

from the major areas of interest in the academic community. I be-

lieve that these are reasonable criteria on which to base the selection

of the undergraduate members of a collegiate community most worthy

of esteem. It is also a means of forming an elite organization to mold

a climate in which other organizations can fulfill their various func-

tions to the betterment of the campus and the benefit of participating

members.

^ On Freedom Of The Press
As with all freedom, press freedom means freedom

from and also freedom for.

A free press i* free from compulsions from whatever

source, governmental or social, external or internal. From
compulsions, not from pressures except in moribund so-

ciety empty of contending forces and beliefs. These pres-

sures, however, if they are persistent and distorting—as

financial, clerical, popular, institutional pressures may be-

come—approach compulsions; and something is then lost

from effective freedom which the press and its public must

unite to restore.

A free press is free for the expression of opinion in all

its phases. It is free for the achievement of those goals of

press service on which its own ideals and the requirements

of the community combine and which existing techniques

make possible. For these ends it must have full command of

technical resources, financial strength, reasonable access

to sources of information at home and abroad, and the nec-

essary facilities for bringing information to the national

market. The press must grow to the measure of this market.

For the press there is a third aspect of freedom. The

free press must be free to all who have something worth

saying to the public, since the essential object for which a

free press is valued is that ideas deserving a public hearing

shall have a public hearing.

—A Free and Responsible Press

by the Commission on

Freedom of the Pres?

LETTERS AT THE STATE HOUSE

A Petition For Peace
To the Editor:

Are you willing to take a step for peace? Many

students all over the world are. Iri the United

States students are finally becoming aware of

their duty and right to take an interest and an

active part in the search for peace.

UMass students will have a chance to join their

fellow students throughout the nation in a students'

appeal for peace. A petition for an honest effort to

reach a peace agreement at the Peace Conference

next week is going to be taken on Tuesday, in the

Student Union. Two United States students are to

present the petition to the four main Conference

delegates.

The petition has two purposes: 1) it will stand

as a declaration of what United States students

feel, and 2) it is the voicing of public opinion, a

necessary first step in the search for peace.

It is no longer a case of wiping just ourselves

off the earth. If we keep on, we will extinguish

all life on this earth. Peace must be foundf

Sandra Morton '62

'J' tiiitdik

Leading Poet's

First Novel In Thirty Years

The first novel in thirty years by Hilda Doolittle,

who under the nom de plume "H.D." has become

widely known as one of the leading poets of the

twentieth century, has been published by Grove

Tress Inc. Publication of H.D.'s new novel, entitled

BID ME TO LIVE, is an important literary event

that marks the return to her own kind of lyrical

prose by one of the most influential writers of our

day.

During her youth, H.D. lived in London among
a group of writers that included her husband Rich-

ard Aldington, Ezra Pound, D.H. Lawrence, and

Amy Lowell. Now, in her maturity, the poel rt$Lurnb

to the days of the First World War and gives

us a narrative with overtones that bears the un-

mistakable imprint of major literature.

A brilliant recreation of the past, her new novel

is perhaps the most perceptive and finely shaded

portrait yet published of a period otherwise known
chiefly through D.H. Lawrence's AARON'S ROD.
It is, as H.D. herself calls it, a madrigal of "war-

time love and death" in the London of 1917.

Julia, heroine and wife of Rafe Ashton, lives in

a shuttered room on Queens Square. Into Julia's

trance-like world of unreality enters Frederick,

the waiter with the flaming beard and the driving

genius whose scandalous, volcanic novels no one
dares publish. In the heroine Julia Ashton, H.D.
adds a portrait to the gallery of women in modern
fiction unsurpassed since the days of Virginia

Woolf. A young wife no longer entirely loved and
no longer entirely loving, Julia emerges as a vi-

brantly sensitive character through H.D.'s evocation
of her feelings, moods, sensations, and memories.
H.D. preserves with startling honesty the imme-
diacy of experience with all its agonizing and often
contradictory shades and nuances.

H.D. (Hilda Doolittle) was born in 1886 in Beth-
lehem, Pa., and was educated at Bryn Mawr. After
1911 she lived abroad and became a leader of the
Imagist Movement.
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Maloney Bill To Propose

State Office Reorganization
A sweeping reorganization of

the central business and admin-

istrative office of the state if

envisioned in a proposal Ad-

ministration 'Commission-
er Charles F. Mahoney an-

nounced he will submit to Gov-

ernor Furcolo next week.

"Legislation for the reorgan-

ization of the 37-year-old ma-

chinery controlling the central

administration department of

the state government will be

the most important to be filed

since the last constitutional

convention," said Commissioner

Mahoney.
Mahoney said that a 125-

page bill has been drafted to

revise four chapters of the

General Laws and will be sent

to the Governor with his report

recommending and explaining

the changes.

"Adoption of the reorganiza-

tion proposal will provide the

mechanism for effective com

dination of the 200-odd apr-ncie*.

boards, departments and com-

missions now within the execu-

tive branch of the state govern-

ment," he continued.

"The legislation is designed

to reorganize the state com-

mission on administration and

finance and will streamline and

modernise the core structure. It

will provide the Governor with

the tools to control the cost of

government and improve gov-

ernment service, and provide

him with authority commen-

surate with his responsibility to

do the job."

Legislative leaders are of the

opinion that such a drastic re-

organization would require

i.utny Weekl of study to develop

all its implications and thus

would endanger plans to pro-

rogue before the national conven-

tions in July.

FINGOLD The Legislature

enacted and sent to Governor

Furcolo a bill to name the State

Library the George Fingold Li-

brary in honor of the late At-

torney-General.

The Governor's office an-

nounced that he signed a re-

solve for a study of a suitable

memorial to the late Frederic

W. Cook, who served as secre-

tary of state for 28 years.

HIGHWAY Rep. Peter J.

Cloherty (D-Boston) announced

he will attempt to amend Gov-

ernor Furcolo's billion-dollar

highway program to require

payment to cities and towns in

lieu of taxes on taxable pro-

perty taken during the con-

struction of highways, and to

pay $200 to any family forced

to move for the expense of

moving. The highway bill is

now being studied by the House

ways and means committee.

COMMUNISM A resolve to

revive and continue the special

commission studying commu-

nism and subversive activities

in the state will be up in the

Senate today following a favor-

able report by its ways and

means committee.

HISTORIC CITIES AND
TOWNS WOULD BE AU-
THORIZED to establish his-

toric district within their bor-

ders under a bill sent to the

Governor by the Legislature.

Today the Governor signed an

(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from pag* 1)

the Trinity Pipes, one of the

outstanding male groups to be

present; and the Bluettes, con-

sisting of twelve girls from

Simmons College.

To make the program com-

plete, the UMass Statesmen

will also perform. Some of the

highlighted events of their sea-

son include singing at Mill

Ball, the Fall Fashion Show,

various banquet-, and two tele-

vision appearances.

Tickets for the festival are

now on sale at the ticket office

in the S.U. Admission is 75*.

Dietel Denounces . •

.

(Continued from page 1)

He referred to the Ga\gH6n

memo on the "state of the Uni-

versity," which questioned the

student-faculty ratio which, as he

pointed out, PU recently raised

from 13-1 to 15-1 by the Mas-

sachusetts legislature. He said

that the students realise the

ratio is bad, and although re-

senting the mass lecture classes,

lack the confidence to criticize

this policy.

Attacking the extra-curricular

activities, Dietel asked if there

wasn't an over-abundance of

energy spent in social activities.

Newman-Sponsored School

Meets At B.C. June 12-19
The annual Newman School

of Catholic Thought will be

held this year at Boston Col-

lege, from June 12th to 19th.

The school is conducted by

Newman Club chaplains under

the sponsorship of the National

Newman Club Foundation, and

has been designed primarily to

meet the needs of Catholic stu-

dents who attend secular col-

leges in the New England area.

Father Power, Newman Club

chaplain here at the University,

will be one of the resident in-

structors at the week-long pro-

gram. During the week the stu-

dents will be afforded an excel-

lent opportunity to examine

many of the contemporary

problems conflating Christ-

ianity and to discuss with stu-

dents and chaplain? from other

schools the spiritual, academic,

and social problems encoun-

tered in the promotion of New-

manism on a secular college

campus. Daily classes in theo-

logy, philosophy, and Church

history, and a choice of a half-

V. N
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This Classic Knit Sport Shirt by

Arrow has long been favored by

the university man. Year 'round

comfort, smart styling in 100%
cotton. Completely washable. $4.00.

Also shown. University Fashion

walk «horts, slim, pleatkss

front. $5.95 up.

-ARROW-
W/ierever you go

you look better In an Arrow thirt

Choose from our

Arrow knit shirt collection

A fitting choice for the man who prizes

good looks as well as comfort—this Arrow
knit shirt with custom detailing. See our

many handsome models in solid styles or

with contrasting trims. In long-wearing

British mesh. $4.00.

F. A. Thompson & Son

dozen seminar topics will allow

student! to pursue the answers

to questions in which they are

specifically interested.

Mass will he offered each

morning, and community Ro-

sary and night prayers will be

recited daily. In addition to

academic and spiritual benefits

which may be realized, an ex-

cellent social program is planned

for each evening, so that a

very enjoyable week is in store

for all those wishing to take

advantage of the opportunity.

Any student who would like

to attend the school may inquire

at the Newman Club office to ob-

tain further information.

He Indicated t hat he did not think

this time was spent wisely, us-

ing the SI PMTC report which was

Ittbmlttod by the Winter Carnival

committee as an example.

"The CulUii >n, i and WMUA In-

dicate tin- tone of the extra-cur-

ricular activties," he said, de-

scribing the Collegian as "a high-

ehoo] newspaper, upgraded ever

so slightly."

He said that higher education

has been victimized by the "sub-

sidization of the semi-profes-

liona] athlete."

Dietel concluded with two main

points. He said, "You have the

ability to become first-rate stu-

dents. What you need is to have

faith in yourselves."

"You have sold yourselves

short," he said.

He further argued, "Your

horizons are far, far too limited.

You count yourselves out before

the battle begins and remain

blind to the possibilities of to-

morrow."

he. Old. limefe

"One thing that keeps
America on the move is the

lack of parking «*pare
"

The Campus Calendar
Monday

7:30 p.m. — Worcester Room,

meeting of Math Club. Dr. Archer

of Math Dept. will speak on

"Mathematics, Pure and Applied."

Public is invited.

Wednesday
\ n and 7-10 p.m.—Mem Hall,

Operetta Guild auditions for

"Thunder In The Hills." Appl -

cants for all phases of production

are requested to attend.

May 10-24

Commonwealth Room—Annual
Student Art Exhibition soon-

sored by Art Dept. and Art Club.

Oil paintings, water color-;,

prints, drawings. Everyone in-

vited.

13 No. Pleasant St. Amherst. Mass.
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It « Kgitlimn •««€»».«, CO"* 'OK* !»»• »«« COCA-COLA OOM.AM*.

De gustibus
non est disputandum"—and, quit*

literally, there's no question about it—

when it comes lo taste, Coca-Cola wins

hands down. In Latin, Greek or Sanskrit,

•'Have a Coke" means the same thing-

it's an invitation to the most refreshing;

pause of your life. Shall we?

Drink

((**&&

BE REALLY REFRESHED

Bottleu under authority of Tho Coca-Colo Company by

Coca-CoU Bottling Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Mom
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c. Second section of athletic field and physical edu-

cation field.

d. Assembly hall and field house.

e. Second baseball diamond.

2. Problems
, , ,

a. Getting good students, good athletes to come to

1 Great competition from prestige schools

2. Great competition from schools willing to

accept with financial aid, students in the C-D

grade bracket.

3. Getting publicity for our athletic, academic

programs to prospective freshmen

b. Solving the problem

1. Alumni help in scouting for s- ,
UMass

L' Great number of scholarships

8. Building up reputation of our *~VM and academic

departments.

We are at a disadvantage, athletically speaking, by

not lowering academic standards to raise athletic ones.

It seems, we felt, that we must use more effort in inter-

esting srlmlasti.'ally-athletically qualified young men to

come to the university.

THE STUDENT SENATE
The main problem brought opt at this meeting was the

lack of communications between the Senate and the Stu-

dent body. The general opinion was that the student body

felt that Senate was too concerned with money matters.

Suggestions to improve this were: more publication

of committee work; other organizations on campus should

have a responsibility to the Senate (i.e., they should not

degrade it, but try and get people to run.)

1. Is it truly representative?

a. Small percentage of students vote.

b. There is a lack of knowledge »s to all the func-

tions of the Senate.

2. It is a low Prestige group

a. People don't want to belong—no recognition.

b. Students think Senate spends too much time on

money matters—should spend more on bills like

S35, NDEA.
c. Students don't know what goes on in committees-

Senate could give news releases to the Collegian.

d. Perhaps Senate should put out accomplishment

record.

3. Necessity for Senator not to engage in a large

number of activities.

EXPANDING HONORS WITH THE CAMPUS
1. At present ucademic things do not raceive proper

emphasis on this campus.

a. An honors council does exist at present

1. composed of seventeen faculty members.

2. Makes policiei and gives direction but has no

responsibility

2. There is not enough incentive to do honors work

a. Lack of public relations as bo the value and op-

portunity that participation in an honors program

could involve.

1). Individual department! are asked to rule on stu-

dents Lhey do not know well; therefore the only

basis for selection being grades.

C, Problem exists in that many students enter into

narrowly prescribed fields, thereby being divorced

from general subjects, which results in a loss of

contact with matters of the mind.

3. No gene: a! awareness of the honors system and its

aims and rewards is present.

a Lack of awareness until Junior year,

b. No knowledge or pride among freshmen as to the

meaning of a Dean Scholar.

4. Resolutions that were proposed:

a. Establishment, of an Honors Colloquium which

would start in the freshman year and carry

through the four years of college.

1. To interrelate various fields of study (i.e.

History as it pertains to English, etc.)

2. To enable a sharing of ideas and intellectual

experience as a whole.

b. Expansion of the faculty situation in regard to

discussion lounges

.\ Selection of an honors director, an administrator

who would be concerned with the entire honors

program and all problems pertaining thereto (as

already proposed by the present honors council.)

Summary
It was generally felt that an expanding honors system

with central direction carrying through the four years of

college is necessary to engage students intellectually so

that they will be able to interrelate general subjects,

thereby maintaining contact with matters of the mind.

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
Resolutions:

1. Communications BoArd to be formed.

a. made up of leaders of each student publication

b. to discuss problems of each

c. report back to .committees

2. Research director

a. purpose—to see if clubs are satisfied with Cnllcginn

coverage

b. send out post cards to get this information.

3. Set policy for newspaper

a. concerning what club reports should be printed.

b. formed by governing board.

4. Interest Freshmen in our atudent publications

a. by eending out post cards describing the publica-

tion and inviting them to join.

5. "Reporting in depth" emphasized in Collegian.

6. Bulletin board for club notices

a. on which clubs could put notices of coming meet-

ings, etc. This would alleviate the problem of going

through "red tape" in order to get reports in the

newspaper.

7. A two-week unit in Freshman English courses on

newspaper critiques

8. Reports will be written by editors -of student publi-

cations to aid their successors.

a. applies especially to Imler editor.

LAW OF DIMINISHING RETURNS
ON OUR EXPANDING CAMPUS

Ideas:

1. The heads of departments should be aware of the

strong points of the men in their departments and utilize

them.

2. Professors correct their own subjective exams.

3. Student must learn to take the initiative toward

closer contact with faculty—see them during their office

hours, etc.

4. Lectures should not be so rigidly scheduled as to

omit discussion of pertinent questions that may not be

clear to thp student.

Suggestions for implementing improvements:

1. Vocal and effective student action to head of depart-

ment—Deans—Provost

2. Teacher critiques—students should have voice in

evaluation of a teacher.

note:—lack of faith in student opinion.

3. Need for academic master plan to correlate with

physical master plan.

4. Channeling to curriculum committee of Student

Senate.

5. Support, of both men's and women's dorms faculty

"teas".

Conclusion: Large lecture sections seem to be necessary

because of increased enrollment and the present eco-

nomics. The trend is toward less expensive, large lec-

ture sections for Freshman and Sophomore survey

courses and to use the money saved for greater expan-

sion in the Junior and Senior years. It is more impor-

tant to have fewer men of high quality than a lot of

second-rate teachers. It was noted that some men are

well suited for the small class but ineffective for the

large section. The reverse is also true. Small discus-

sion groups added may have merit.

GREEKS—COMING OR GOING
1. Alcohol Ban

a. Fraternities have the wrong- idea. When they say

that if they ban drinking the fraternity will fall

apart, they ai*e saying that a fraternity exists for

drinking alone.

b. Fraternities must reorganize their system of at-

tracting Freshmen.

c. The drinking ban is difficult to enforce because

students .can compare this wfth years before. The

eueceaa <>f this policy will take time.

d. The fraternity average went up—result of pro-

hibition ?

e. If the drinking ban is not strictly enforced it is

worse than useless.

2. Size of system in proportion to campus

a. The quota-limitation system should encourage lo-

cals to develop.

b. A new type of punishment other than fining

should be devised in the houses.

3. Leadership of Campus
a. Fraternity student who makes up 30'r of the

campus population dominates campus activities.

b. Greeks encourage their members to be active in

other activities. There is a more personal atmos-

phere and fraternities develop potential in their

members.
c. More interest should be stimulated in dormitories

to involve independents in campus activities.

d. Fraternities and sororities should offer themselves

to the new President of the University as service

organizations and not develbp an antagonistic at-

titude.

e. All fraternities and sororities should seriously

evaluate their aim and purposes and how well

they follow them,

f. Pledge periods should be more intensive and
more probationary, otherwise they lose their value.

g. Panhellenic Council should look into the possibil-

ity of forming an organization of sorority presi-

dents.

ACTIVITY DEADWOOD
Resolutions:

L Prestige and tradition are not adequate reasons for

preserving an organization.

2. The RSO subcommittee should take a more active

part in keeping our organizations and their aims
together.

3. Evaluation of any questionable groups should be

from both within and without:—a committee to

study these groups should be formed from mem-
bers of this discussion group, including Dean Hop-
kins, R.S.O. subcommittee on organizations, and
specifically Mortarboard, to study Scrolls, and
Adelphia \* rtud- he Maroon Key. Other groups
specifically *m -d as needing help, were Com-
muters Cluu ani Revelers.

RULES AND REGULATIONS CONCERNING
ACTIVITIES PROCEDURES

1. There is no way to eliminate the procedural rules

and excess regulations in activites, but we should

try to enlighten the student body along these lines.

2. The Student Union Governing Board is the only stu-

dent group with any power to make or change

the Union-RSO red tape.

3. Some regulations, especially organizational consti-

tutions, are necessary to define purposes and to

give continuity to the groups.

4. The current policies of RSO seem satisfactory, but

any suggestions are welcomed by both the SUG

Board and the Senate. The power to change is

in the hands of the students, and we should use it,

if necessary.

USE AND MISUSE OF THE STUDENT UNION
Ideas:

1. Student interests and activities should take prefer-

ence over any other activities in the Union.

2. The Student Union Governing Board is the one to

inform the student body of the current financial

problems of the Student Union.

Conclusions: The Student Union Governing Board should

make the students aware of the current financial prob-

lems of the Student Union and of the possibility that

solution of these problems will mean an increase in the

student union fee.

HONOR SOCIETIES
Conclusions:

1. In what terms are honorary societies justifiable?

a. Scholastic standards may be too low, but if they

are performing services they are justifiable.

b. Should promote spirit among independents in

dorms.

c. Need to reappraise activities.

2. Everyone should realize and understand the aims

and activities of societies.

• 3. Perhaps there could be a sliding scale for choosing

members for honorary societies with scholastic and ac-

tivity criteria.

a. There should be a form for all honor society

candidates on which they put their activities.

SOCIAL REGULATIONS: STRINGENT. FLEXIBLE
Conclusions:

1. Role of Administration

a. Important point is that the reasons for all rules

should be made clear to students.

2. Role of Students

a. Communicated to the students in general that

rules are not made by just the administration, but

by their fellow students as representatives of the

student body

3. Resolutions

a. SociaT committee have calendar include only open

events and institute some system of gathering in-

formation about events that are closed if this is

felt to be necessary.

b. Handbook should list all committees of importance,

explain their functions, and whom to contact if

problems and questions arise.

THE RESPONSIBLE STUDENT
1. Suggestions to control overburdening the responsible

student.

a. personal control impressed Upon students from

upper-classmen, who perhaps have learned their

lesson. ,

b. Research done on problem of hours spent, number
of people involved, a norm set, and distribution

of this information.

c. Point system—jobs rated on hours involved and
performance.

d. Time and responsibility classification of jobs.

e. Rook to Freshmen: "Hints how to combat over-

abundance of extracurricular activities".

f. Lightened course load and payment for work.

2. Administrative control is bad—takes away personal

search for maturity.

3. Control—Committee: one Mortarboard, one Adel-

phian, plus five or six others.

a. Should he able to obtain concrete information on
activities, amount of time, etc., and examples of

cases and statistics showing results of over-

burdening. Then he will have a concrete basis for

judgment.

GREEKS AND CIVIL RIGHTS
Conclusions:

1. The ultimatum set for December 31, 1960

a. All existing sororities and fraternities now on

campus must be rid of all clauses of discrimina-

tion according to race, religion, or nationality in

their constitutions by December 31, H)f>0.

b. All locals on campus wishing to affiliate with a
national must securo local autonomy from the

national—be able to select its own members.
c. All nationals should work positively for local op-

tions through their nationals.

2. The recommendations system could be helpful, but

not dictatorial.

3. The nationals can give continuity, stabilitity and a
formal training which locals cannot give. However, some
of the national rules make the locals more desirable at

specific times.

4. The members should analyze their constitutions and
charters to see if their beliefs and aims coincide. Any
difference could be brought up at national conventions.

Senior Does

Research In

Horticulture

Student 9
sPetitionForPeace

Circulates On Campus

PAUL JENNINGS

Paul Jennings '60 is present-

ly undertaking honors work in

horticulture.

Jennings' project is concern-

ed with tho deposition of radio-

active calcium in the vegetative

and reproductive portions of

the tomato plant. A low level of

calcium within the tomato plant

is associated with and the prob-

able cause of the destructive

physiological disease known as

blossom-end rot. By growing

plants in a nutrient solution

containing radioactive calcium

as a tracer, the location of cal-

cium within the plant can be

This year is an election year

and one will hear the words
"see you at the polls" more
than once in the next few
months. Here on campus we
are going to have our own
poll, a poll for peace. It is in

the form of a Student Petition

—Appeal to the Summit.

The petition contains eight

points: 1) cessation of further

production and testing of nu-

clear weapons, (2 foreign poli-

cies aimed at total disarmament

with adequate inspection and

peace as its ultimate goal, 3) uni-

fication of Germany by free elec-

tion with Germany standing as

a disarmed, neutral state, 4) a

determined at different stages

of growth. The resultant data

can be used to determine the

fertilizer requirements of the

plant to prevent further oc-

curence of the disorder.

Advising Jennings in his

work is Donald M. Maynard,
instructor in the olericulture

department. Jennings has been

a member of Alpha Gamma
Rho fraternity, where he served

as president in his junior year.

He is also a member of Alpha
Zeta agricultural honor so-

ciety, the Olericulture Club and
a member of the Inter-Frater-

nity Council.

An honors list student for

four years, he plans to go to

either Purdue or North Caro-

lina to do graduate work. Even-

tually he hopes to do agricul-

tural research.

stated and practiced policy of
equal justice for all racial, na-
tional, religious, and political

groups, 5) cessation of domin-
ance of smaller nations by
military, political, or economic

means, 6) universal member-
ship in the United Nations, in-

cluding Red China, to insure ef-

fective disarmament inspection,

7) a joint effort through the

United Nations to eliminate

poverty in the world by tech-

nical and industnal aid, 8) a

pooling of scientific and indus-

trial skills for the peaceful ex-

ploration of space.

This petition is available to

both students and faculty.

CO-ED
CORNER

In Spring, young men's

hearts turn to thoughts of . , .

pinnings: Beth Stone, '63, PBP,
to John Quayle, Sig Ep; and

Amy dayman, '63, to Mike

Needleman, a Sigma Nu at U.

of Maine. Best wishes to you

both.

Knowlton welcomes back

Margie Brown, '62, who had a

prolonged Easter vacation due

to a back injury.

Performing in last weekend's

Modern Dance production of

"To Dance" were Knowlton ites

Thea Brown, Carol Zak, Nancy

Baker, Amy Clayman, Bonnie

Scally, and Nancy Stiles. Con-

grats on a fine performance,

girls.

When things get too close for comfort *

your best friends won't tell you.. .

but your opponents will

!

• Old Spice Stick Deodorant brings you safe,

sure, all-day protection.

• Better than roll-ons that skip.

• Better than sprays that drip.

• Better than wrestling with creams that

are greasy and messy.

*&/$*

NEW PLASTIC CASf

POft INSTANT USC

>lCe STICK DEODORANT CcTr*&4 /6 ffe, /1£ACuj2, ^(a^t /

At the State House . .

.

(Continual from page S) P
act which authorizes Concord*

to Bet up an historic district

commission.

Fifty thousand application

blanks for the registration of

motorboats in Massachusetts

were distributed througlmut the

state for the benofit of boat

owners by State Direetof Wil-

ton Vaugh of the new Division

of Motorboats.

He reported to Governor
Foster Furcolo that the State

Registry of Motor Vehicles will

start registering the motor-

boats Monday starting at 9

a.m. The applications may be

filed at thp Central Headquar-
ters of the Registry at 100

Nashua Street, Boston 14, Mas-
sachusetts, or at any of its 23

branch offices in the major

centers of population through-

out the state.

The Director informed the

Governor that the. blanks are

being made available at the

regular U.S. Coast Guard life-

boat stations, the Coast Guard

Auxiliaries, the Power Squad-

rons, the Registry and its

branches, the Metropolitan Dis-

tiir* Police Sl.it ions, the Police

I in the cities and towns along
'the seacoast, i*>at yards, yacht

rlni.s. boat dealers, builders and
insula net' agents.

At a meeting of 50 members
of Governor Furcoio's Advisory

Committee for Safe Uoating

held ;it the state House, Been

G. Townes, Jr., President of

th«* Hiiitiarock Boat and Marine
Company, was appointed Chair-

man; Lt. George F\ Stewart,

fJSCGR, of Mast Boston, Vice

Chairman and Richard P. Bank
of Mai'llwiro.

The Governor's Executive

Committee on motorboating is

going to study all existing local

boating regulations and make
recommendations to the Direc-

tor of tho Division of Motor-

boating following its next meet-

ing, May 20, I960.

The Registry branches are

located at Lawrence, Fall

Rivor, Northampton, New Bed-

ford, Framingham, Greenfield,

Chicopee, Holyoke, Haverhill,

Hyannis, Maiden, Oak Bluffs,

Worcester, Brockton, Water-

town, North Adams, Pittsfiold,

Southbridge, Fitchburg, Lynn,

Quincy, Lowell and Springfield.

Art Department Workshops
Teach Ceramics Technkjues

JUSTIN BRADY OF AMERICAN ART CLAY COMPANY

Students of Art at the Univer-

sity will have an opportunity to

participate in a ceramic workshop
as part of the Art Department
program today and tome TOW.
Workshops will be held at the

Liberal Arts Annex, Room 11

from 1 to 5 p.m. Students will

participate in forming and decor-

ating clay shapes following a

demonstration of wheel throw-

ing, hand methods of pottery

making, glazing, decorating and

other ceramic teehniqie

Justin Hrady, who will conduct

the workshop, has a bachelor of

arts degree from Indiana Univer-

sity and a master of fine arts de-

gree from Alfred University.

Prior to joining the staff of the

American Art Clay Company in

1953, he taught ceramics at In-

diana University and New York
State College of Ceramics. Much
of Mr. Brady's time at Amaco
has been spent in the ceramic re-

search laboratory. Now he con-

ducts workshops during the

school year and is an instructor

in the Amaco Summer Work-
shops in Indianapolis.

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY

LAW SCHOOL
Founded 1906

Fully approved by the American Bar Association

Coeducational Day. Evening and Graduate Divisions

Seventy colleges and universities represented by student body

Scholarships available for outstanding applicants

For catalogue, application form and other information, write:

Registrar, Suffolk University Law School

Beacon Hill Boston 1 i, Massachusetts

CApital 7-1043
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TENNIS TEAM IN 3 WAY TIE FOR YANCON TITLE I Honors Day Convocation 1 1 A.M. Tomorrow In Bowker

Fourth StraightForRedmen
As VermontAnd UNHShare

The University of Mass. tennis

t.am went to Durham, New
Hampshire over the weekend only

slight favorite! to retain their

Yankee Conference Crown and,

despite the predictions, finished

in a three way tie with New
Hampshire and Vermont.

But the tie was more of a vic-

tory than at first it may seem.

Everyone, but everyone at the

meet wanted the Redmen to lose.

They had won the title three

years in a row and, as Coach

Kosakowski put it, "We were like

a ukunk at a lawn party."

Trui'. tht- Redmen weren't a-;

powerful 81 they had been in pre-

vious Vears, hut they weren't t<>

be denied, regardless of the ef-

forts of the rest of the Yankee

Conference to stop them.

Every man on the sepjad con-

tributed at least one point to the

final total. Number one man Sid

by AL BERMAN 62

Poritz won his first match but

was then eliminated by UConn'*

Bob Foster, the eventual runner-

up in the singles title.

Poritz then combined with John

Thomas to gain another point for

UMass in the doubles competi-

tion before they were knocked

out by New Hampshire's cham-

pion duo of Magehau and Wilder.

Ernie Howarth, John Thomas

and Bill Thompson were able to

reach the finals, and while the

former two were then defeated,

Bill Thompson went on to give

UMass its only first place, tho

number four singles.

Another big win was in the

number two doubles matches,

where Ken Barrows and Dave

Crotty won their semi-finals

match on the last day to give

UMass the tie. before they were

defeated in the finals.

Great Team Effort

Thus in a great team effort,

the Redmen were able to come

up with 13 points to tie New
Hampshire and Vermont for the

title. Connecticut was fourth

with 11, Rhode Island had 10,

and Maine also played.

The victorious Redmen wiH

next meet A.I.C. here tomorrow.

A big crowd is expected to greet

the University's only champion-

ship team so far this year.

SINGLES— Finals
1. Mattenau (NH) over Foster (UC>,

6-1. K-3.

2. Wilder (NH) over Kelsey (UV). 6-2.

3-6, 6-1.

3. Leviuky (UC) over Thoma* (I'M).
H-fi 6-4

4. Thompson <UM> over Diller (UV),
fi-2 H-6 6-^

5. Ryan (UC).' over Miller (UR1), 6-4,

9-7.

6. Libutti (URI) over Howarth (UM).
6-2. 1-6. 9-7.

DOUBLES—Finals
1. Maicenau and Wilder (UNH) over

Foster and Levitsky (UC). 6-2. 6-4.

2. Diller and Rutner (UV) over Barrows
and Crotty <UM). 6-3. 2-6. 6-8.

3. Snow and Lamb (UV) over Miller

and Slater <URI>. 9-7. 4-6. 11-9.

Sub Catcher Leads Redmen
Nine To Victory Over UNH

The Redmen beal the \

of New Htunpsl

Saturday, ^6-4,

stitute receiver, t

Bruce Wolfe and sing,

ter to score Gerry Glynn i

sixth to make the score aftei

the Redmen had been losing 11.

He later singled to left In the

ninth to score Glynn, who was

on base with his fourth hit of

the day, with an insurance run.

The Redmen started early as

Hatch walked. Wolfe singled, and

Sabourin was hit by a pitch. Hol-

brook walked to score Hatch but

thai was ail. The Wildcats tied

il up in the second on a walk and

U
two an uued three

mor •
I .... ja four walks,

'. an error to make it

: nn weathered the storm

ent on to pitch the next

„ innings of scoreless ball as

ue held the Wildcats in the palm

of his hand from the third inning
on.

The Redmen backed him up

with some solid hitting as his

roomie, Bob Eichorn, started it

off with a long double to right

center. Ike came in on Al Hol-

brook's long triple to right. Monk
Foley then boomed a prodigious

blast to dead center which landed

at the base of the fence and was

Only Three More To Go

CHARLIE LAPIER '62, in the black uniform took third in this

event, the 120 high hurdles. The Redmen took most of the running

events, but lost badly in the weight events. ^^

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Open Every Night until 1 1 :00

On the Corner Next to

Hills House

FOR RENT

TWO BEDROOM furnished

apartment, living room,

kitchen with automatic laun-

dry, stove, refrigerator,

country setting on large es-

tate in the Deerfield vicinity.

Utilities supplied, $60.00 per

month. E. F. Perkins, EMer-

son 9-4309. Follow Rte. 116

through South Deerfield lo

Strout Realty sign, then top

of hill.

good for three bases thus scor-

ing Holbrook. He scored on an

infield error and the score was
4-4 until Os'etek came through

in the sixth and ninth.

FROSH WIN TWO
The Freshman baseball team

had a successful weekend as they
beat Springfield 13-3, and UConn
5-1.

"Corky" Schmoyer led the at-

tack against Springfield with

four hits and six RBI's.

The UConn game was tied 1-1

going into the tenth as the UMies
scored nfie run on Schmnyer's

single in the sixth. Bill Shaw
was the winning pitcher as

Hughes singU-d in the winning
run.

Footrickmen Lose
To Tufts 79-56

The Massachusetts varsity

track team lost to Tufts Satur-
day afternoon on Alumni, 79-56.

TDK SUMMARY
100-yartl dash Won by Hughes IT) ;

2d. McNutt (T>; 3d, Reilly (M). Time— :10.4.

220-yard dash Won by Brinson (Mi .

2d, McNutt 1T1. 3d. Whalen (T). Time— :28.1.

440-ynrd run Won by Brinson (M);
2d. Whalen (Tl; Sd. Weeks (M). Time— :!>1.6.

Half-mile run Won by Lamarre (Mi,
2d. French (Ti ; id, Johnson (Ml. Time
-2:08.4.
One-mile run Won by BuHohmann

(Ml: 2d. Hart iT> ; 3d. Konerson (Mt.
Time— 4: :37.

Two-mile run Won by Hainer (Ml.
2d. Barron (Mi; 3d. Atkinson (Ml.
Time— 10:36.2

120-yard hi*h hurdles—Won by Krey-
<r (Tl : 2d. Th..rn pson <T): 3d. I.aPier
(M). Time- :lf> ,

220-ynrd low hurdles—Won by Brin-
son (M); 2d. Mr.Nutt (Tl : 3d. Whalen
(Tl. Tim.' M i

Running hiKh jump— Won by (tie!

Bashian <T|, 11 ighes (Tl ; 2d (tie).

Cassidy (Ml. In Pier (Ml. Atkinson
1M1. Height 5' 10".
Running broad jump—Won by Reilly

(Mi; 2d. Huifh.-* (T) : 3d, Schneider
(Tl. Distance 21" 4>/i".

Bole vault W»n by Hughes (Tl

;

2d. Allen (Ml. 8d, Atkinson (M).
Height 11' 6".

16-pound shot Won by Beaseley <T|:

2d. Peterson (Ti ; 3d. Karshick (M).
Distance— 49' !»4"« _
Discus throw Won by Beaseley (Tl

;

2d. Peterson iTi; 3d, Kindred (Ml.

Distance— 129' 10".

Javelin throw Won by ronlin (•):

2d. Peterson ( Ti ; 3d. Beiueley <T).

Distance- 174' 3'/'. MJ
Hammer throw—Won by r^ff

(T); 2d. Kindr.-d (If); M. 8h«lnter

(Ml. Distance— 161' •".

The Gang's All Here

These seven UMass golfsters were responsible for the double vic-

tory Friday afternoon. From left to right they are as follows:

PETE HATFIELD, GEOKGE MARSHALL, BRIAN BURKE.
BARRY SCHMOYER, COACH GLADCHUK, CAPT. GARRY
CROSS, DAN PIERRE and MIKE MEGLIOLA.

Golfers Down WPI
6-1; Blank UVM 7-0

by BILL LENNON '61

The Massachusetts golfmen initial match of the season, 13*4-

l x
/z, Saturday afternoon to Mount

Hermon. John Donasky's 77 was

low for the losers.

continued to strengthen their po-

sition as one of New England's

powers Friday as they blanked

Vermont, 7-0, and routed WPI,

6-1. The meet was played on the

Redmen's stamping grounds, the

Orchards, where they have been

undefeated this season.

Garry Cross, medalist for the

afternoon with a 76, easily dis-

posed o.f both of his opponent*.

Brian Burke and Dan Pierre, both

a stroke off their captain's pace,

also recorded double victories as

did Mike Megliola, Barry Schmoy-

er, and Pete Hatfield. The latter

man, playing in the first position

was extended to 21 holes by his

Engineer opponent.

The only loss was suffered by

George Marshall, who was edged

by his WPI opponent.

The Redmen, now boasting a

7-1 record for the season, play

Trinity at the Wethersfield Coun-

try Club this afternoon. Tomor-

row they host their crosstown

rival, Amherst, in the final meet

before the New Englands.

Frosh Lose

The Redmen papooses lost their GARR CROSS, Captain

Lacrosse Team Wins;

Hoss And Maxwell Star
by BEN GORDON '62

The all around adept playing

by the members of Coach Dick

Garber's lacrosse team led to a

thundering 13-4 victory over the

stickmen of Worcester Polytech-

nical Institute in Worcester, last

Saturday.

It appeared as if the Redmen
were in for a nip 'n tuck battle,

for at the end of the first quar-

ter the score stood at 2-2.

Towards the end of the second

frame, however, Dick Hoss cap-

tured four face-offs, sending two

into the nets himself, and feed-

ing Captain Billy Maxwell the

remaining two, resulting in an-

other pair of goajs, the score at

half-time being UMass 6, WPI 2.

A booming third stanza re-

sulted in six points for the Mass-

men as opposed to only one by

their foes. The final quarter gave

one goal to each team, the final

score being 13-4, UMass.

Dick Hoss and Billy Maxwell

were the highlights for the Gar-

bermen, Hoss scoring five goals,

and Maxwell four. Hoss now has

a total of 23 goals in 6 game*,

and ranks second or third in

scoring throughout the country.

These two men have worked

well together throughout the sea-

son thus far, and don't appear

to be ready to stop just yet.

Phil Williams had two tallies

and two assists to his credit, while

Emery Morse and Dean Kaup-

pinen fired one apiece into the

nets. Dave Cheever also looked

good, making two assists.

In addition to the fine offensive

play, John "Bumps" Bamberry
played a great game in the

UMass goal. John has been look-

ing good all year, and proved

himself able to continue the fine

goalwork of Dick Glorioso.

The UMass snakebeaters will

play two home games this week,

Tuesday against Trinity (3:00),

and 'Thursday against Brown
(4:00).

UMASS CHORALE

CLARK UNIVERSITY

JOINT CONCERT
Tonight
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Editor-in-Chief Ousted
From UConn Paper
"Scampus", a special humor

edition of the Connecticut Daily

Campus, has produced a contro-

versy at UConn culminating in

the expulsion of their Editor-in-

Chief, Richard McGurk.

Charged as being "obscene and

pornographic," the issue was con-

demned by the faculty and admin-

istration. A resolution was intro-

duced into the Student Senate to

publicly apologize to the adminis-

tration. A debate quickly devel-

oped between McGurk and sever-

al senators. The senators charged

that "Scampus" was in very poor

taste and derogatory to the U-

Conn student body. They said

that the issue was not a true

opinion and, as the paper is sup-

ported by student funds, the stu-

dents' opinions should be in-

cluded.

McGurk emphasized that in-

terest in the paper was rapidly

rising. He did admit however,

that this particular issue of the

Scampus was not
#
a real issue

and the staff was "chagrined"

over it.

The motion to apologize was

defeated. A new resolution im-

mediately arose to place the pa-

per under the authority of the

Senate. McGurk retorted that this

was censuring the paper, a light

the Senate does not have. He

stated that the Senate's con-

stitution gives them no authority

concerning the paper other than

paying for it, while the paper's

constitution gives him every right

to run the paper as he sees fit.

He said that he nor the staff

would apologize or retract the

issue. The senators said that the

paper served the student body

and should be subject to their

will. The debate continued after

which it W'as opened to student

discussion.

To culminate the controversy,

McGurk was expelled as Editor-

in-Chief and the staff was re-

primanded. Artwood Northby, di-

rector of the Division of Student

Personnel, said, "It went beyond

the realm of common decency

and hurt so many innocent peo-

ple." McGurk contended, how-

ever, that this action was an at-

tempt to stop publication of the

paper.

Northby said the staff would

elect a new editor and continue

publication of the paper.

Graduation
Invitations

The Senior Class Commence-
ment Committee announces that

invitations and tickets for grad-

uation may be picked up Mon-

day, Tuesday, and Wednesday,

May i6, 17, 18 in the basement

of Memorial Hall between the

hours of 10-12 a.m. and, 2-4 p.m.

Tickets and invitations may be

picked up Tuesday evening May
17 between 7 and 9 at the SU
Lobby by students who cannot

make the above hours.

Chorale And Clark Chorus

To Present Concert Tonight

THE UMASS CHORALE will appear in a joint concert with the

Clark University Chorus tonight in Bowker Auditorium.

A joint concert by the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Chorale

and the Clark University Chorus

will be given in the University's

Bowker Auditorium, tonight at

8 p.m. The concert is open to the

public at a small admission

charge (students free with ID).

The University Chorale of

fifty voices, under its director,

Professor John King, will open

the program with numbers in-

cluding "How Lovely Are Thy
Dwellings Fair" from Brahms'

"Requiem" and Lassus' famous

"Echo Song" for double choir.

Louis M. Lyons To Address
UMass Honors Convocation
UMass will honor its out-

standing scholars at a special

convocation to be held tomorrow

at 11 a.m. in Bovker Auditorium.

Main speaker at the event will

be Louis M. Ly>ns, award-win-

ning news analyst and curator

of the Nieman .journalism Fel-

lowship at Harvard University.

A UMass alumnus, Lyons will

speak on "The Meaning of

Professor Relly Raffman of

Clark University will direct the

guest chorus in several Mad-

rigals and motets; among them

Morley's "Easter Motet" and Las-

so's "Matona, Lovely Maiden."

Included will be his own composi-

tion, "The Passionate Pilgrim."

The two directors will then

alternate in conducting the com-

bined choirs of ninety voices in

Uach's Cantata 106, "God's Time

is the Host of All," Randall

Thompson's "Alleluia," and Irv-

ing Fine's "Father William"

from the suite, "Alice in Won-
derland."

Frosh Plan
4
<Black Friday

Bop" At Union

Communication." The public is

invited to attend.

An annual event, the Univer-

sity's Honors Day Convocation

provides special recognition for

students whose scholastic at-

tainments qualify them for mem-
bership in various national honor

societies as well as for awards

made by the University.

Phi Beta Kappa Scholar To Be

Named

A highlight of the convocation

will be the naming of the Phi

Beta Kappa Scholar. Although

the University does not have a

regular Phi Beta Kappa chap-

ter, it is permitted to name one

senior in the arts and sciences

curriculum as its top-ranking

scholar at each commencement.

Four Phi Kappa Phi Scholars

will also be named, one for each

class at the University. Phi Kap-

pa Phi is a national scholastic

honor society which recognizes

major achievement in any field.

In addition to the more than 60

initiates who will be tapped tor

the society, four will receive spe-

cial recognition as representing

the highest-ranking students in

their respective classes.

Sigma Xi To Admit Members

Sigma Xi, national science

honor society, will admit more
than 50 faculty members and

students into the society, 10 of

these as full members and 40 as

associate members.

Other societies which will rec-

DICK DUDA. Saxophonist,

with the Dave Cramer Quartet.

This Friday, May 13, the

freshman class will sponsor a

dance, The Black Friday Bop, to

be held in the SU ballroom from

eight to eleven.

The theme Black Friday Bop

was chosen because the dance is

to be held on Friday the thir-

teenth. Playing appropriate music

for this dance will be Dave

Cramer and his quartet 'with

Dickie Duda on the sax.

Superstitious people are ad-

vised not to attend because of the

presence of black cats.

The dance will feature free

pizza, free refreshments, prizes,

and beer mugs. Each person at-

tending the dance will receive a

beer mug as a favor as he en-

tors the room. Since Bermudas

are the appropriate costume for

the Black Friday Bop, there will

be a knee judging contest. Fac-

tors under consideration by the

judges will be the hairiest legs,

the legs most likely to succeed,

and the most expressive knees.

The purpose of the dance ac-

cording to Carele Stone '63 is "to

promote class spirit and have a

well-deserved good time before

finals."

The thirteen-cent tickets will

be sold from nine to five at the

SU ticket office.

ognize outstanding students in

particular fields include: Tau
Beta Pi, engineering; Omicron

Nu, home economics; Alpha Zeta,

agriculture; and Beta Gamma
Sigma, business administration.

Freshmen with distinguished

scholastic records will be ad-

mitted for membership in Phi

Eta Sigma (for men) and Alpha
Lambda Delta (for women).

The schedule of activities for

Honors Day tomorrow will open

with the main convocation in

Bowker Auditorium at 11 a.m.

Provost McCune will preside at

the convocation.

ROTC Will Conduct Spring

Review

At 2 p.m. the ROTC detach-,

ments here will conduct their

annual spring military review at

the Athletic Field.

The Sigma Xi initiation cere-

monies will take place at 4 p.m.

in the Student Union. The Hon-
ors Societies banquet at the SU
has been scheduled for 6 p.m. in

the main ballroom. The welcome
to initiates and the presentation

of awards will be made by Pro-

vost MeCune.

The Sigma Xi science lecture

will be held at 8 p.m. in Peters

Auditorium of Goessmann Labo-

ratory. Professor Guyford Stever

of the department of aeronau-

tical engineering at M.I.T. will

speak on "Whither Space Tech-

nology?" in a lecture open to the

public.

Statesmen Will Participate

In Inter-Collegiate Songfest

The M.I.T. Logarhythms shown with entertainer Danny Kaye in

Boston. The group will perform here Saturday.

The M.I.T. Logs will be fea-

tured at the Inter-Collegiate Song
Festival, Saturday, May 14, 1960,

at 8 p.m. in the SU Ballroom.

This group is a professional vocal

octet originally organized in

1949. Since that time they have

been featured at all of the lead-

ing New England Colleges and at

the large hotels in and around

Boston and New York. In addi-

tion to their performances at

Close Harmony festivals and*

other social functions, they have

appeared on television and with
the "Pops" at Symphony Hall.

The Logarhythms have also re-

leased three record albums for

RCA and will record a fourth in

the near future. Jn addition to

the M.I.T. Logs, there will be the

Mt. Holyoke V 8's, the Bluettes

from Simmons, the Trinity Pipes,

the Four Colleagues in Agree-
ment from the University of New
Hampshire, and our own States-

men. Tickets are now on tale at
the Union. Admission is 75 cents.
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THIS WE HONOR
by James Leonard '60

When a univ.-rsity community selects students to honor socie-

ties the values of that community are reflected in the achievements,

dualities of personality, and leadership ability possessed by the in-

dividuals so elevated to esteem and honor. The announcement of the

.lection of next year's honor societies caused such a furor among

,„pus leaders and the general populace that I thought it worthy of

investigation by the campus press to determine what were the quali-

fication, of the people we have so honored. This might seem a vin-

dictive attack on the personalities of the members of these organiza-

tions It is not. When people are tapped for honor and esteem it is a

matter of public concern to know those qualities which we are honor-

ing This article was researched as objectively as possible and I wish

to thank the Dean of Men and his staff for the information which they

supplied.

Below is a chart listing each instance in which a member of one

of the honor societies has participated in an area of the extra-cur-

ricula. Undoubtedly members, in listing their activities, have made

omissions, but I am sure that it is indicative of the individual activi-

ties of the membership of these four groups.

Government

1. Class Officers, Student Senate, Judiciary,

Religious Group Leaders

2. Participation in Campus Community

Efforts, i.e. Campus Chest, International

Weekend, etc.

Athletics

1. Team Captain or Manager

2. Team Member
3. Intramural Participation

Publications

1. Editors, Executive Board Positions

2. Staff members

Performing Arts

1. Executive Jobs or Leading Roles

2. Member or Staff

Academic

1. Scholastic Honor Societies

Residence Groups

ft. Greek House Officers, Dorm Officers

and Counselors

2. Dorm Councils

Maroon Adel- Mortar

Key Scrolls phia Board

1 3 16

4 6 9 28

11

9

3

10

5

2

3

1

2

2

4

4

11

2

1 4

10 8

1

UNILATERAL DISARMAMENT by Carol O'Loughlin '63

I sometimes wonder if it has

ever occurred to those people op-

posing disarmament, that human

beings have never remained sta-

tic in their attitudes for any

gnat length of time. If this is

the case, then how can we ex-

pect the "cold war" to last in-

definitely? What leads us to be-

lieve that our situation is actual-

ly far enough removed from past

world situations to entirely

change human nature? Looking

at the "cold war" as merely a

phase in history, it is impossible

not to realize its passing. Now,

the countries of the world are in

possession of enough nuclear ex-

plosive material to shatter the

foundations of the earth. If this

cold war does not last indefinite-

ly we have only two alternate

courses of action, to use our

bombs in a war which would in-

evitably destroy all human life,

or to abolish them. Keeping these

bombs, praying for peace and

preparing for war, is merely

causing cold war tension.

Unfortunately, the word dis-

armament inspires more fear in

souls than the words hydrogen

bomb or fallout. This, regretfully,

seems to be due to a somewhat

bellicose policy which our gov-

ernment has cleverly put forth

as a "peaceful policy." Although

we are putting 60% of our na-

tional budget into weapons, and

our entire national framework

rests upon devices to kill others,

we are a "peaceful" country

—

peaceful simply because we have

not yet used these weapons as

direct killers. The words hy-

drogen bomb and fallout should

inspire more fear for two life in-

volving reasons, the first being

the fact that man has never re-

frain..! from using any powerful

thing which he lias possessed; he

used fire, gun powder, dynamite,

and he even used the atomic

bomb. When the cold war does

eventually stop who can predict

that we will not use our more

modern and effective weapons

when a critical situation arises?

So often have men discovered

new power which they have

bemoaned using, yet never haw
they abstained from using it. If,

by chance, we do not use these

weapons, but merely continue the

arms race and nuclear testing,

the eventual effect of radioactive

fallout may, within generations,

eradicate or seriously damage the

entire race. From only tiMNM

tests actually held, serious phy-

siological effects are being felt.

However, people find it easier to

disregard the startling figures on

the effects of fallout rather than

think seriously of our country's

disarmament.

The cry is heard that if we

alone relinquish our bomb test-

ing, the danger would not he re-

duced. These weapons would still

be in existence, and we would

merely place ourselves at the foot

of the arms race. How can we be

at the bottom of the arms race

if we are not in it? You cannot

lose a game that you are not

playing! If we did disarm, we,

one of the major powers in the

world today, it seems to follow

that the anxiety in the other

major world power would de-

crease; since the need for the

bombs — protection from us-

—

would be greatly alleviated. Per-

haps she would reduce the fre-

quency of her nuclear testing.

Any partial abandonment on her

part, added to our total abandon-
ment would sharply curtail the

future fallout danger. Fearing

the possibility of this other ma-
jor power using those* weapons
she does not relinquish, upon us,

many people recoil at any sug-

gestion of disarmament. To use

an H-bomb on an unarmed coun-

try would be a most untaetful

move for any other nation to

make. In the first place there are

much easier ways of overpower-

ing an unarmed country. No
other nation, if there were any
other alternative, would choose

to capture a totally annihilated

country as a spoil of war, a coun-

try which she would not even be

able to occupy, because of the

resulting radiation. Secondly, if,

ai we are prone to believe, the

other nation's aim is world com-
munism, she would not make this

stupendous task any more diffi-

cult for herself by gaining the

rancor of. every country in the

world by bombing an unarmed
country. This nation is not so

blind as to believe that pure force

is stronger that persuasive con-

version; and, we should attend

to this persuasive aspect of com-
munist infiltration. In the long

run this will produce far more
communists than innumerable H-
bombs. Communism will be voted

into America before it is bombed
in.

(Continued on page k)

THE ICONOCLAST by Jim Trelease '63

This lift il based on information supplied by 22 Maroon Keys. 20

Scrolls, 9 Mortar Boards and 9 Adelphmns.

There are some enlightening facts which can be gleaned from

this chart concerning the Adelphians selected from the junior class.

Ail nine members of Aueipuia have iiclu mctjOr OII*^Co *n ^...l *raiix

nity houses. One has been elected to a departmental honor society

and one plans to do honors work. But the group average of the sen-

ior men's honor society of the University of Massachusetts is 2.1. It

is not the purpose of Adelphia to honor solely the academic—we have

scholastic groups for this purpose—but it seems a sad commentary

on the values of an honor society which claims to exemplify the best

qualities of campus leadership that the averages of more than one-

half its membership are equal to or below the average of the male

student population. But four of the tapped listed no permanent extra-

curricular activities other than holding offices in Greek houses and

ex-officio positions on inter-Greek committees. I believe that there is

a difference in being the head of a homogeneous social group and lead

ing an organization which renders some service to the entire campus

community.

Contrast this group with Mortar Board, a group of high scholas-

tic achievement (qualifying average 2.6 and group average 3.0),

whose members have provided leadership in most areas of campus

activity and still have found time to participate in numerous campus

projects.

In the Maroon Key we find that of the twenty-five men of a

thousand-man freshman class who have shown the best leadership

ability, twenty-four of them fortunately (for whom?) have joined

fraternities. The participation of these men has been normal and they

Imld a respectable group average of 2.3. But when one looks at the

achievements of those who didn't get tapped it raises some doubt as

to the objectivity of the selections. No class officer, even several who

have fulfilled their duties with merit, no freshman senator, and only

one member of an academic society were selected. When one mem-

ber was admitted with a 1.3 average lirst semester of last term, and

when one member of the class of 1962 was tapped nearly a year to

the day he was suspended from the University for disciplinary causes

one wonders whai type of leadership we are honoring.

The Scrolls are a group with a cum average of 2.7, and I know-

that the editors of the Collegian were contacted several times and

asked to nominate staff members deemed worthy of this honor. An
attempt was made to select a comprehensive group of freshman wom-

en leaders.

The fault in the selection of the men's honor societies lies in

the inability of the selecting panel to objectively screen all possible

candidates. The success of Mortnr Boards in electing an outstanding

group of proven leaders lies in their using a standard application

form for every member of the junior class and maintaining high

standards of excellence in each phase of the candidate's college career.

We, the community, have a right to accept nothing which is average

or below average in those we have elevated to groups of honor and

esteem.

Perhaps you were among the many who journeyed over to Curry Hicks cage last week to see Stu-

dent Leaders Night. Here is where next year's leaders are "tapped". To the honored, this night serves

as a Confirmation or Bar Mitzvah, a night to remember. There is much discussion aj to whether the

societies an honor or honorary groups. If you were chosen it is an honor society, if you were NOT
chosen it is honorary. But the basic purpose of these people is to lead their fellow students.

Therefore, at the smokers for Maroon Key each hoy is questioned as to his character, health, party

beliefs, and grades. The questioning might go something like: "What's your average?" ... "A 3.7,

sir," he replies proudly . . . "Sorry, that's too high. You wouldn't able to meet your fellow students on

their own level, Next?" . . . "My average is a 0.9, sir." . . . "You're in, kid!"

Another charge leveled at the societies is that they are too political. Nonsense! So what if only a

handful of independents were "tapped"! The campus realizes that the new Civil Rights bill hasn't been

in existence that long to guarantee justice. The actual program was opened with a message from the

new IFC president who spoke on "Greeks: the chosen race." Amidst cries from his loyal followers, the

Fuhrcr (as he is known to his ciose friends) pointed out the duty of every fraternity man or sorority

sister to clean up the campus and clean out the Impurities . . . the independents. Weren't they the "car-

riers" for the Asiatic flu two years ago, asked Willie. If they continue at their present rate, we'll have

a mongrelixed campus! He sat down amid cries of "Sig heil, Wil'iie!"

As a result of his speech, if there is a fraternity man on duty at the Union lobby counter, inde-

pendents will have to go around behind the counter in order to buy a newspaper,
But when Adelphia was "tapped", the indies finally won out as Dick MacLeod was among the sen

iors honored. Dick is known as the Dr. Martin Luther King of the independents. It was under his leader-

ship that the new policy of pacifism was employed by the indies . . . such as prayer meetings in front of

a different fraternity every night.

Finally Dr. McCune spoke to the assembled. His speech was brief and to the point because his jin-

rikisha was double parked and he had a meeting with the Board of Trustees that night to discuss the

possibility of offering Syngman Rhee the Presidency slot at the University. Dr. McCune retraced the

independent's history on campus . . . going back to when they were Imported in chains by fratoroiti< I

and sororities to serve in their kitchens and build their floats for them. Finally, former Dean of Women
Harriet Beechnut Stowe wrote her startling novel about fraternity slaves, "Uncle Tom's Cabin." And fi-

nally there arose the case of a pledge who de-pledged and took his slave with him into another house.

That young slave, Dred Scott, brought his plea to the Men's Judiciary, where the Misery Compromise
was handed down to him whereby he was sent to serve in the Commons.

In the end. it was through the efforts of the late President .J. P.M. that the indies were freed and
are today utruggling for survival among the brothers and sisters. The Shan from Japan ended h>
speech with: "I ask you this one question, brethren. Will there ever be a white-collar independent? But

we are not gathered here to question but rather to pay increased devotion to those Adelphians and Mor-
tar Hoards who here gave their graduation chances that this campus might live. And this campus, under
me, shall have a new birth of freedom, and this campus OF the fraternity, BY the fraternity, and FOR
the fraternity shall not perish among the O'Connell construction diggings."

And as the great man stepped down from the stand, there was a strange feeling among the listeners

that all this had been said once before long ago. And then I remembered who said it , . . Raymond
Massey.

In all seriousness, congratulations to those honored that night. The campus looks forward to in-

creased spirit under your leadership. As to the independents, don't worry about getting "shot down"
... it happens to the beBt of them. Just ask the Central Intelligence Agency and pilot Francis Powers.
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Concert To Accent Pop Music .
The Campus Calendar

The University of Massachu-

setts Concert Band, under the

direction Joseph Contino, asso-

ciate professor of music, will pre-

sent their last concert of the

season, a pops concert, this Sun-

day, May 15 at 7 p.m. The con-

cert will be presented on the Stu-

dent Union Terrace, and admis-

sion will be free. Benches will be

set up on the lawn for the audi-

ence.

The band will present a varied

program of popular music, in-

cluding selections from "South

Pacific," Whitney's "Rio

Grande," Verdi's "Triumphal

March," Osterling's "Busman's

Holiday," the overture from "The

Marriage of Figaro," "Jamaican

Rumba," and a novelty selection,

"Fantasy of Rhymes." David

Wentworth, student conductor,

will lead the band in several of

its selections. The program prom-

ises to be of interest to a great

variety of musical tastes.

In the event of poor weather,

the concert will be held in the

Student Union Ballroom.

The band recently held their

annual banquet, at which awards

were given to members for their

participation in the band. Cary

Begun, manager for the 1959-60

season gave the welcome and

Professor Contino and John King

spoke to the group.

JOSEPH CONTINO
Band Director

Sir Isaac Newton is struck

by anothergreat ideal

As sure as little apples, Newton knew that what goes up must come down.

But when it comes down to a

really pleasurable filter ciga-

rette, it's what goes up—in front

of the filter, that is-that makes

the difference!

And there's where Winston

had an inspired idea - Filter-

Blend! Winston specially selects

choice, mild tobaccos, then spe-

cially processes them for filter

smoking. The result: Filter-

Blend up front of a modern fil-

ter. That's what makesWinston

a complete filter cigarette.

Filter-Blend also makes

Winston America's best-selling,

best-tasting filter cigarette.Take

it from Sir Isaac:

11 You don't have to be hit on the head to know that

Winston tastes good like a cigarette should!"

Tonight

6:30 p.m.—C. A. Vespers, Skinner

7:00 p.m.—Phi Kappa Pi Initiation, Skinner

Student Senate, S. U.

7:30 p.m.—University Women's Style Show, S. U.

Math Club, S. U.

8:00 p.m.—Joint Concert: UMass Chorale and Clark U. Glee Club,

Bowker

Tomorrow
11:00 a.m.—Movie Committee, Norfolk Room, S. U. Important!

2:00 p.m.—Reverend Raymond Fedje Counseling, S. U.

Spring Military Review, Alumni Field

3:00 p.m.—Spring Military Tea and Reception, S. U.

3:30 p.m.—Varsity baseball vs. Rhode Island, Alumni Field

4:00 p.m.—Sigma Xi Initiation, S. U.

Beta Gamma Sigma Initiation, S. U.

6:15 p.m.—Bridge players interested in being on the team vs. West

Point this Saturday and Sunday, S. U.

g-OO p.m.—Sigma Xi lecture: "Whither Space Technology," H. Guy-

ford Stever, M.I.T., Goessmann

Grove Press Inc. Offers

College Literary Contest
Grove Press Inc. has an-

nounced a writing contest for col-

lege students to be known as THE
EVERGREEN A W A R D. The

winner of the contest, whoso

work will be published in NEW
CAMPUS WRITING No. i. will

be awarded a cash prise of 1500.

Any student, graduate, or un-

dergraduate enrolled in any col-

lege or university anywhere in

the world is eligible to partici

pate. Entries may be in the form*

of any literary material: stories,

poems, plays, essays, etc, The

eontest opened on May 1, I960

and closes September 30, 1961.

Entrants in the contest should

provide proof by a registrar or

teacher that they arc registered

in a college or university. Manu-

scripts are to he in English,

typewritten on one side only,

double-spaced, on 8% x 11 in.

white paper. Each manuscript

should be submitted separately.

Poets should submit, preferably,

a body of work, consisting of

six or more poems, N*o manu-

scripts will be returned unless

accompanied by stamped, ad-

dressed envelopes.

Manuscripts should be sent to

THE EDITORS, NEW CAMPUS
WRITING. Antioch College, Yel-

low Springs, Ohio.

Dutch Visitor Comments
On American Education

H.J.MYN010S TOiACCO CO., WINSTOIMAtl*. H.C.

JOHN MASSAUT

One of the participants in the

Experiment in International l

iii^'s jet program is John Mas-

saut. of Amsterdam, Holland. The

JET program calls for the ex-

change of junior e x t C Q I I V 8 I

among the participating nations.

Massaut, along with eleven other

young businessmen are taking a

six-week seminar here coordi-

nated by Lawrence Hackamack

of the management department.

Massaut, 32, is a corporation

lawyer for a Dutch chemical and

pharmaceutical company. As a

lawyer working in the legal de-

partment, he advises on the

legality of eollective bargaining

contract agreements with the

plant's 1,500 employees, and also

handles national and interna-

tional licensing agreements and

contracts. In the Netherlands, the

influence of labor unions has in-

creased since the war, and the

socialistic government partici-

pates in more areas of employ-

ment regulation than is done in

this country. In the Netherlands,

neither the employers nor the em-

ployee may terminate a labor

agreement unilaterally.

The JET program is designed

to survey the American economy.

and in give its pari • pants an

Impression of American finance,

management problems, labor
relations, and business organiza-

tion in general.

Asked to comment on his im-

pression of the American educa-

tional system. Massaut Doted

that great differences exist be-

r.F. and Dutch edu-

cational aysi -. For example, in

Holland there is a six-year gym-

nasium, whose finals qualify a

lent for admission to the

\jn\ versit ios. Thes'"1 examinations

are state-proctored and conse-

quently schools receive S, poor

standing if they pass unworthy

individuals. The universities are

state and/or municipally sup-

ported, with tuition- being about

$75 a year. The universities do

not provide or supervise housing

and board accommodations. Cus-

tomarily, students maintain their

own residences, even if their par-

ents live within commuting dis-

tance of the school.

The main difference, he states,

in the atmosphere at universities

here and there is the relationship

.between professors and students.

Tn the Netherlands, a college pro-

fessor commands authority and

respect for his position in the

community. Here, Massaut finds

the relationship is less formal,

even to the point where an in-

structor tries to appeal to the

student. There, the student must

rise to the levol of the professor;

here the instructor comes down

to the level of the student.

One of Massaut's major dis-

appointments while staying here

at UMass was the lack of social

contact with male students. He
was quite astonished at the dat-

ing customs here, especially the

goodnight scenes on the steps of

the women's dorms nightly. In

Europe, he stated, only the

cheapest people would kiss on

the street, showing that they

don't have their own apartment

or place of privacy.
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Operetta Guild

Will Present

'Thunder In Hills'

The Operetta Guild, still re-

ceiving plaudits for "Bells Are

Ringing/' is wasting no time in

preparing for its next campus

production.

In October, the Guild will pre*

sent an original musical drama,

"Thunder In The Hills," written

by UMass alumni Bob Boland

and Russell Falvey.

Auditions for all phases of the

show are being held today at

Memorial Hall from 4:00-6:00

and from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. Those

interested in participating in

any of the many activities con-

nected with staging such a show-

are requested to attend one of

the sessions.

While the show won't be pre-

sented until next semester, all

significant roles will be cast

now, so that the beginning of

actual production may get un-

derway immediately in the fall.

Disarmament - . .

(Continued from page t)

Another reason so many prac-

tical minded people are hesitant

about the idea is because our **n

tire economic bulwark is in de-

fense. It seems ironic that, in our

country, in order to live econom-

ically we must produce wea-

pons which will kill. There is no

economic compensation for th<

dollars spent. They will not bfl

eventually returned to the treas-

ury. They are irretrievably lost.

We are now protecting demo-

cracy with weapons. Isn't demo-

cracy strong enough to exist by

its own fitness and the will of

the people? If it is not and if

it becomes no longer the will of

the people, then it has no right

to be called democracy. Wouldn't

a bettor protection for democracy
be to strengthen its moral posi-

tion in the world? If half of that

portion of our national budget

which is used for "defense" were

put into economic and technical

assistance to foreign nations we
would be strengthening demo-

cracy while obtaining possible

future reciprocal assistance in

the way of trade relations with

these nations. In this manner,

our economy would not be a sta-

tic entity, existing for relative

goodness.

We are making no progress

toward peace in the world if our

position remains resting upon

"defense". We may develop de-

vices to halt the progress of a

bomb-carrying missle, but one

day when our device fails, what

then? One day in a relatively

small war, when we say, "Let us

drop just one bomb, so that the

war may be ended now," what

then? I can see only two courses

of action: to use the bomb, or to

destroy it. How can there be any

doubt as to what must be done?

— NOTICE —
Kemben of Adelphia, Mortar

Board, Maroon Key, Scrolls, Re-

velers, the Men's and Women's
Judiciary, the Handhtmk, and the

officers of each class are re-

minded that pictures for the

Handbook will be taken on

Thursday, May 12, 1960, in the

Barnstable Room of the SU.

Do }buThinkforYburself?
(TAKE OFF ON THIS QUIZ AND SEE WHERE YOU LAND*)

IF YOU ARE caught by the Dean
in :m infraction of a rule, would

you (A) try to impress him with

your sincere personality? (B)

develop a strong argument
against the injustice of the rule?

(C) confess and take the conse-

quences

AD bD CD

X

^,. "YOU'VE BUTTERED your

f' bread- now eat it" implies

1/77] (A) a veiled threat made

^zL\\ by a margarine manufac-
^ir^-J tur^r; (.P) Y''U can't eseap?

the resufa Of what you do;

(C) stop talking and eat!

AD BD CD
IF YOU ACTUALLY found a

pot of gold al the end of the

rainbow, would you (A) run

to see if there was another

at the other end? (11} m ike

an appointment with a psy-

chiatrist? (C) hire a rain

maker to make more rain-

bows?

AD BD CD
YOU'RE THINKING of chang-

ing to a filter cigarette -

but which one? Would you

(A) depend on what your

friends tell you? (B) figure

out what you want in a

filter cigarettp and pick

the one thai gives it to

you? (C) go for the one

with the strongest taste?

AD BD CD
It's a wise smoker who depetlda on his

own judgment, not opinions of others, in

his choice of cigarettes. That's why men

and women who think for themselves

usually smoke Viceroy. They know the

Viceroy filter is scientifically designed to

smooth the smoke the way a filter should

A thinking man's choice . . . has a smok-

ing man's taste.

*lf you checked (B) on three out of four of

these questions— you think for yourself!

Viceroy

KtNGSizc

THE MAN WHO THINKS FOR HIMSELF USUALLY CHOOSES VICEROY

A Thinking Man's Choice—Viceroy Filters

... HAS A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
• 1 BSO. Drown * Will lumnon TMiareo (*»

State Dept. To Offer

900 Fulbright Grants
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About nine hundred Fulbright

scholarships for graduate study

or pre-doctoral research in 30

different countries will be avail-

able for the 1961-62 academic

year. In addition to the Fulbright

Awards, scholarships for study

in Latin America under the Inter-

American Cultural Convention

are also offered for 1961-62.

Applications for both the Ful-

bright and IACC Awards will be

available on May 20, the Institute

of International Education has

announced. HE administers both

of these student programs for

the U.S. Department of State.

The Fulbright scholarships cover

travel, tuition, books and main
tenance for one academic year

The IACC program makes one

or more awards available for

graduate study in several Latin

American countries. IACC schol-

arships cover transportation, tui-

tion and partial to full mainte-

nance.

General eligibility require-

ments for both categories of

awards are: 1) U.S. citizenship at

time of application, 2) a bachelor's

degree or its equivalent, 3)

knowledge of the language- of the

host country sufficient to carry

out the proposed study project

and to communicate with the peo-

ple of the country, and 4) good

health. A good academic record

and demonstrated capacity for in-

dependent study are also neces-

sary. Preference is given to ap-

plicants under 35 years of age

who have not previously lived or

studied abroad.

Applicants will be required to

submit a plan of proposed study

that can be carried out profitably

within the year abroad. Those

who plan to take dependents may
be asked to submit a statement

of their financial ability to pro-

vide for their round-trip trans-

portation and maintenance.

Applications for Fulbright and

IACC scholarships for 1961-62

will be 1 accepted until November

1, 1960. Requests for applications

must be postmarked before Oc-

tober 15. Interested UMass stu-

dents should consult Donald W.
Cadigan, Fulbright Program Ad-

visor.

Three UMass students have

been awarded Fulbright scholar-

ships for the year 1960-61. Miss

Kr:ms received an award for

study in Australia. Miss Cecilo

Brault, a graduate student, re-

ceived an award for study in

France at the University of

Paris, Faculte d<s Lettres. Miss

Sally Collins Kane has been

nominated as :m alternate for the

French government award.

Army ROTC Announces

New Advanced Program
Modifications in the Army

ROTC advanced course program
have been announced. These
changes, it is planned, will ma-
terially vitalize the ROTC pro-

gram of instruction.

Beginning with the academk'
year 1960-61. advancpd ROTC
cadets will take about 20';> of

their military instruction in uni-

versity-taught subjects, ••"•'''

Bcience, psychology, government,

and communications.

Some Inherent militarj topics,

such as crew-served weapons,

will generally b« taught only

during the slx-wfeek summer

camp session.

At UMass the changes mean
that advanced cadets in the Army
program will take only three

class hours of ROTC instruction,

and will take one academic sub-

ject each year to satisfy their

military requirements. These

changes in curricula are planned

to heighten the general educa-

tional background nf cadets, and

to lighten the on-campus train-

ing load on students, especially

those seeking technical deft rets.

The ROTC is viewed as a ma-

jor source of Army officers, cur-

rently producing 12,000 per year.

Levine Announces Schedule

Of Senior Honors Exams
The schedule of examination of

candidate! for Departmental

Honors was announced yesterday

by Arthur S. Levine, professor

of food technology and chairman

ef the UMass Honors Council.

The oral examinations of the

seniors, thirty mlmites In d u a-

tlon, will be conducted '»\ n i
• m

I

of three members of the -te

dent's depart merit or from related

fields. All interested professional

staff members are invited to at-

tend these sessions.

The series of examinations,

starting today and running
through May 19, will determine
whether the candidate should be

recommended Por graduation with

Departmental Honors. All e ;im-

Inatfons are scheduled for rooms

in Machmer Hall.

Wednesday, May II, room

Eg*! 'i p.m. Ronald H. Carlson;

.T:.*]0 Joyce Craift; 4:80 Sumrer

Hair. Room WM7: 8 p.m. Haul F.

Butler; 4:00 Donald Robmr; 1:80

Joanne Russell.

Thursday, May 12, room E27:

3:30 p.m. Cert rude A. Davidson,

Room W.TT: 4:30 p.m. Robert D.

Shilansky.

Friday, May 18, room E28: 8

p.m. Donald Savage; 3:30 Vic-

tor Gagnon; 4:00 Bruce Gregory;

and 4:30 George Lost Room W37.

3 p.m. George R. BorsteH; 8:80

George R HeV'eiry.

Monday, May 10, room £28: 3

pm. David Nelson; 3:30 Leon
Herbert; 4:00 Robert T. .lone i;

4:80 Fred .1. Kaplita. Room W87:
8:80 p.m. Richard Willey; 1:00

Frank Thompson; and 4:30 Su-

san Nichols.

Tuesday. May 17, room K27:

3 p.m. James L. Cooley; 8:80

Charles Gotchell; 4:00 LoUifC

Morton: 1:80 Diane Dor Sat

sian. Room W37: 3 p.m. Norman
H. Garitliier; 4:00 Harbara Gold

berg] and 4:80 Raymond P,

Tripp,

Wednesday, May 18, room E2.'t:

3 p.m. Meredith Gonyea; 3:30

Haul Jennings; 4:00 James
Downey, 4:30 Elisabeth Rice,

Room W37: 3 p.m. Frances

Richards; 4:00 Edwin Mardsen;
4:30 Mrs. B. MacRitchie; 5:00

Ronald Loring.

Thursday, May 19, room E27:
.'{ p.m. H. Jane Holmes; 3:30

John H. Peck; 4:00 Richard A.

Prescott; 4:30 Richard Rllej.

Room E28: 8 p.m. Richard S.

Correia; 8:30 Stephen Doyle;

4:00 Richard Riley. Room W37:
3 p.m. Elizabeth Grant Sbrader.

Contract Bridge

West
S-KQJ6 5 3

H-6
D-J8
C-A 10 9 8

NORTH (DEALER)
S-7

H-Q5 4

DA K 9 7 6 4

C-6 5 2

EAST
S-10 6 2

H-A 10 9 8 7 3 2

D-Q10
C-7 3

SOUTH
S-A 9 8 4

H-KJ
D-5 3 2

C-6 5 2

EAST-WEST Vul.

The following hand was played

in a friendly Bridge game at the

University of Massachusetts. The

bidding was very short. North

showed his long diamond suit

and South went to Three No
Trumps with stoppers in the un-

hid suits and three little dia-

monds.

West opened the S-K North

and East followed and South

ducked. West continued the S-Q.

Dummy discarded a low club and

South's S-A won. Declarer led

the D-3 to the D-A. Both de-

fenders followed. The D-K
dropped the remaining diamonds.

Declarer ran off four more
Diamond tricks from the dummy
and discarded the C-4, the C-J

and the H-J from his hand. East
and West discarded four times.

East threw two low clubs and
two low hearts. West threw two
low clubs and two low spades.

Declarer was left with this end
position:

North
H-Q54
C-6 5 2

West
S-J6
H-6
C-A 10

EAST
H-A 109 8 7

WMUA Schedule
Wednesday and Thursday

tesaisaaMBssaaissB

SOUTH
S-9 8

H-K
C-KQ

Declarer needed two tricks

for his bid. The C-4 was led

from the Dummy. West won with

the C-A. The Heart six was re-

turned and East's H-A won. De-

clarer claimed two tricks with

the H-Q and the C-Q for the bid.

The last trick was held by the

S-J in West's hand.

Last Thursday, May 5, 1960

elections were held for next

year's officers. Elected were:

President-Chairman, Richard

Thompson; Secretary Grace Gry-

bko; and Publicity, Peter Pelton.

The results of last Thursday's

Duplicate Bridge game were:

INS Kiely-Smart 2NS Reid-Reid

Awaiting (Jotd AwiivaL
Clean, comfortable and reasonable accommodations
for male students, clubs, teams, administrators and
groups in the heart of midtown New York, close to

all transportation and nearby Empire State Build-

ing. All conveniences, cafeteria, coffee shop, tailor,

laundry, barber shop, TV room, tours, etc. Booklet C
Rates: Single Rooms $2.40-$2.60; Double Rooms $3.40*3.80

WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE Y.M.C.A.
356 Watt 34th St., New York, N. Y. Oxford 5-5133 (nr.Penn Sta )

1:00

5:00

5:06

5:80

6:90

6:45

7:00

7 . 1

K

i .1.'

7:29

7:30

9:00

9:05

10:00

10:05

11:00

1 1 :0r,

12:00

1:00

1:05

2:00

Sign On—News, Weather

Campus Caper

News and Weather

Campus Caper

Dinner Dat.

NeWl nnd Sports

B.B.C. (Wed.)

1'ublic Service E.T.

(Thurs.)

Public Service E.T.

(Wed.)

C.B.C. (Thurs )

Call Assn. (Wed.)

News Headlines

Musicale

News, Weather, Ski Re«

ports

Showcase
News and Weather .

Sounds of Jazz (Wed.)

Swingtime (Thurs.)

News and Weather

Shoes Off Session (Wed.)

Swingtime (Thurs.)

Dig (Wed.)

Sounds of Jazz (Thurs.)

News and Weather

Dig (Wed.)

Sounds of Jazz (Thurs.)

News, Weather—Sign Off

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: a Wittnauer watch with

a gold expansion band. Lost Mon-

day near the Cage. If found re-

turn to Bill Dugan, 128 Butter-

field.

Lost: A trench coat with

striped lining taken by mistake

outside E22. I have yours with

plaid lining. Contact Marty
Mould, 320 Baker.

Lost: Tan raincoat taken from

outside Peters Auditorium, Mon-
day noon. Please return to Colle-

gian Office, David Manely, 417

Brooks.

and 3 NS Dubis-Lipman; 1 E-W
Thompson-Crabtree; 2E-W Glen-

non-Glennon; and 3 E-W Ander-

son- Moorehou.se.

HAIR AND SHAKESPEARE 331

Essentials of Good Grooming

Prof. Tonsorial

Introspective reading of the Bard's works to prove that grooming was

a motivating factor. Close observation indicating that Shakespeare's

heroines were disillusioned by bad grooming: Lady Macbeth by

Macbeth's hair that went witchestt way (alcohol tonics, obviously).

Ophelia by Hamlet's "melancholy mane" (hair creams, no doubt).

Classroom lecture on how to present the perfect image by grooming

with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic. Proof beyond an ibid of a doubt that you

can use all the water you want with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic. 'Vaseline'

Hair Tonic replaces oil that water removes. Keeps hair neater longer

and attracts the op. cit. sex as Romeo did Juliet.

Materials: one 4 oz. bottle of 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic

Vaseline

HAIR
TONIC

W// i '^^t»» jlitdral wJir

ami Condition^

r

T*ADE M»»K» Vaseline

HAIR TONIC
In the bcttle and on your hair

the difference is clearly there!

MAIR
TONtC

(•W«l (M CM*I»«I

•an im mux* »•»

mil ImIhH

i.IIH<.> M«lt ••*

IlRtfrutf

nji| - >>^si ^ in<

<\

ROTC Announces Awards
Tomonow the combined Army and Air Force ROTC units will

participate In the Annual Spring Review. As is the custom, all cadets

wh<> hnve won medals or awards during the past year receive the

awards at Spring Review. TheM awards are as follows:

AFKOTC AWARDS
Awarded to: Cadet Sumner Barr AS TV

Cadet Norman Streeter AS III

Cadet James Cooper AS I

The Reserve Officers Association Medal

Awarded to: Cadet Stanley Pieehota

The Air Force Association Medal

Awarded to: Cadet Edward Supel AS III

The Air Cadet Squadron Trophy
Awarded to: Cadet Archie Babaian

The Amherst Rotary Club Award
For: The cadet who has the greatest achievement in the physical

sciences or engineering and who also displays leadership qualities

and has high moral character values.

Awarded to: Cadot Lawrence Govoni

The Amherst Lions Club Award
For: The greatest achievement during the summer training pe-

riod.

Awarded to: Cadet Eliot Sohmer
The Amherst Post, American Legion Trophy

Awarded to: Cadet Harold Peterson, Jr. AS II

The Sons of the American Revolution Medal

Awarded to: Cadet James Mercer III, AS II

ARMOR ROTC AWARDS
The Association of United States Army Medal

Awarded to: Borden E. Howl and MS III

Superior Cadet Ribbon Awards
Awarded to: James G. Shields MS IV

Lawrence J. Dowd MS III

Demitrios M. Moschos MS II

Peter Haebler MS I

Armed Forces Communications Association Award
For:

Outstanding in Scholarship in Elect rial Engineering

Awarded to: Richard P. Lipman MS IV

United States Armor Association Scroll

Awarded to: James H. Brown MS JV

The Massachusetts Reserve Officers Association Medal

Awarded to: George Lust MS IV

The Amherst Rotary Club Trophy
Awarded to: Alv'n S. Nathanson MS I

The Military Science Award
Awarded to: Donald E. MacLeod

The Elizabeth McNamara Trophy
Awarded to: John G. Young MS II

The John C. Hall Trophy
Awarded to: Theodore A. Souliotis MS II

Military Science Trophy
Awarded to: Valdis A. Augstkalns MS III

*co«t- i» » uroutt uro »«»ot-M»»«. comtiCMT itM TMt coeo^coo oommmt.

De gustibus
non est disputandum"—and, quite

literally, there's no question about it—

when it comes to taste, Coca-Cola wins

hands down. In Latin, Greek or Sanskrit,

"Have a Coke" means the same thing-

it's an invitation to the most refreshing

pause of your life. Shall we?

Drink

&*!§&

BE REALLY REFRESHED

< y AftCLlNI •S A RfOltTIRIO TRADVMAHM Or CMHIBBOUOH fONO S IMC. Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

Coc»-Cola Bottling Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Man
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Redmen Batter Terriers In

12-4 Romp As Eichorn And
Hatch Homers Pave The Way
The UMsas nine, powered by

homeruns off the bat of Bob

Eichorn and Bob Hatch over-

whelmed the hapleaa B.U. nine

12-4.

B.U. started off well as they

hit Wennik for three runs on

three hits, a walk and a hit bat-

ter. Connolly came in to put out

the
#
fire and he allowed only one

more run the rest of the way.

After the first, B.U. had trouble

putting on an offensive display

as Connolly mowed them down

striking out twelve.

The Redmen came right back

as Bobby Hatch led off the U-

Mass half with a home run.

The score was 3-1 when
UMass came up with five in the

third as Connolly, Hatch, and

Roland singled to load the bases.

Sabourin walked forcing in one

run and bringing up Eichorn. Ike

then laced one into deep right

center for a grand-slam home

run.

The score was upped by the

Massmen to 7-4 as Capt. Armand

by MARK KATZMAN '61

Sabourin doubled down the left

field line, went to third on an

error and scored on a wild pitch.

They scored two more in the sev-

enth on a triple by Hatch and

singles by Sabourin, Tomasetti,

and Osetek. The finishing touch

came in the eight as Connolly

and Roland walked and Sabourin

reached on an error. Bob Eichorn

then doubled to left center to

drive in three more and bring his

total for the day to seven.

DIAMOND DUST
Eddie Connolly showed once

again that he is a good-hitting

pitcher as he hit two line sin-

gles. In addition to his hitting

Ed showed his last year's form

as he struck out 12 and gave up

only one run. The Redmen are

now 6-6 and have won three out

of their last four.

Varsity and Freshmen games
against Trinity Mon. were rained

out.

The Varsity plays Rhode Is-

land Thursday at 4:00 at home.

Lacrosse Squad Defeats

Trinity 8-2; Hoss Stars

Sparked by the goal-getting of

Dick Hoss and the crease work of

Dick Glorioso, the UMass snake-

beaters defeated Trinity College

8-2, here, yesterday.

The Redmen never lost the

lead, having attained the advan-

tage early in the first quarter as

a result of Dick Hoss* goal, and

going on in that frame to outdo

their foes 2-1.

Goals by Hoss and Gibley

enabled the Garbermen to lead

4-2 at the end of the first half.

During the third Rtanza not

one goal was scored by either

team, but the Massmen broke

away in the final frame with

four big goals to put the game

on ice.

Goalie Dick Glorioso played an

outstanding game in the crease,

especially in the first half where

he made many crucial saves to

keep the lead in the hands of

UMass.

Dick "Bear" Riley, playing for

the football-bound Cftflen, per-

formed exceptionally well on de-

fense, making many key plays.

But the high spot for the Red-

men again, was Junior Dick

Hoss, who shot five into the

nets, raising his total to 28 goals

in seven games (an average of

4 a game).

Bob Gibley and Phil Williams

also came through with two and

one goals, respectively.

UMass Golf Team Blanks

Jeffs; Win Ninth Match
The Massachusetts golf team

won their ninth match of the

season yesterday when they

blanked Amherst, 7-0, on the

Orchard's course. Bob Dion and

Pete Hatfield carded 74's to take

low honors.

Captain Garry CroBs was a

stroke behind the leaders. Other

double winners included Mike

Megliola, Dan Pierre, Barry

Schmoyer, and Brian Burke.

Monday the linksmen trimmed

Trinity, 6-1, on the Wethersfield

Country Club. Garry Cross was
medalist with a 77. Jack Conway,
substituting for Barry Schmoyer,

received the only defeat.

This afternoon the Redmen,
sporting a 9-1 record, leave for

the New Englands, which will be

played at the Portland Country

Club on Friday. The Yankee Con-

ference champion will also be

crowned after Friday's play.

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOMT ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Open Ivery Night until 1 1KK)

On Hie Corner Next to

Hills House

FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM furnished

apartment, Jiving room,

kitchen with automatic laun-

dry, stove, refrigerator,

country setting on large es-

tate in the Deerfield vicinity.

Utilities supplied, $60.00 per

month. E. F. Perkins, EMer-

son 9-4309. Follow Rte. 1 16

through South Deerfield to

Strout Realty sign, then top

of hill.

Btttol UniT«r*ity ab r h rbl
MeKen n*. If 4 1 1

Leone, tb S
Hamilt. lb 4 1 1

Punonakis. Sb 6 1 \ 1

Crow, u 4 1 1 1
Archnrd. ef 3 1

Urbsntkf. rf S 2 2
laUsl. c S 1

MrCormaek S

84 4 8 4

UMim ab r h rbl

Hatch, tb 8 S S 1

Roianfl. Sb 4 2 1

Sabourin. c 4 S 2 1

Eichorn. cf S 2 2 7
Ho(brook, aa 2
Buah. m 1

Tomaaaetti. aa 2 1

Oactek. rt 4 1 1

Foley. If 1

Glynn. If 8

Kalley. lb 4 1

Wennik, p
Connolly, p 8 2 2

86 12 IS 10

B. U. 100 010 000 4 8 8

UMASS 108 010 23* 12 18

Netmen Take
A.I.C. Crew
7-2; Unbeaten

by AL BERMAN '62

The UMass tennis squad
soundly thrashed A.I.C. here

Tuesday, 7-2, despite a cold wind

and frequent showers.

The Redmen, now 6-0 for the

season, took all of the singles

matches, but lost two out of the

three doubles contents as Coach

Kosakowski gave some inex-

perienced men a chance to play.

The next match for the squad

is not until Monday, when Fair-

field University will come here to

put the lid on the UMass season.

THB RESULTS
1. Poriix <UM> over Gillb (AIC). 8-0.

8-1.

2. fUrrowa (UM) over Willa (AIC). 8-0,

6-0.

8. Crotty (UM) over Hatch (AIC). 6-2.

6-0
4. Howarth (UM) over Grinnell (AIC.

6-0. 6-1

6. Carlaon (UM) over Whalen (AIC).
6-1-. 6.1.

6. Tboaaaa (UM) over Smith (AIC),
6-0. 6-0.

Dooblee

Gillit and WU!«_£AJC}
MiS Rllyerd

! (AI
(UM).

over Bete*
6-2. 6-4.

Crett* and Howarth (UM)
Hatch and Whalan (AIC), 6-1. 6-2.

CerdduttS and Smith (AIC) 3?«r Ber-
man and Carlaon (UM). 6-8, 4-6.

64.

HOLE IN ONE CONTEST
All students and faculty are

invited to enter the Hole in

One contest to be held on the

Student Union lawn, Tuesday,

May 17 at 9:30 (a.m.)-7:30

(p.m.)

Trophies will be awarded to

the winners.

SPORTSENSE
by BEN GORDON '62

Once more students at UMass engagement

are raising their hopes for a suc-

cessful football season next year,

and, for a change, these hopes

can be justified.

At the one and only intersquad

scrimmage this spring, Coach

Chuck Studley's gridmen looked

aa if they'll be a match for any

of the leasts they'll meet dar-

ing the 1960 '61 season. Passing,

blocking and general ball hand-

ling looked great. Who knows,

maybe the "wait 'till next year"

adage won't be just words.

ODD SPOTS
Another gold medal for the

U.S. may be in view, for Al Oer-

ter, who threw the discus 184'

10 V»" in the previous Olympics

at Melbourne, recently hurled

the platter 190'7%" to establish

himself as a strong threat to re-

peat his journey to the games.

Speaking of the Olympics, it

seems as if the committee in

Rome is having a bit of trouble

getting the Olympic village ready

in time for the Games in August.

Rain has made it quite diffi-

cult to build the housing facili-

ties for athletes from 86 nations

and their families, and furnish-

ings must also be brought in.

The Olympic officials in Rome
have also stated that no liquor

will be served at the games. This

was not taken sitting down by

the French and Belgians, how-

ever, who declared their inten-

tions to bring their own wine

and beer. Who ever heard of

prohibition nowadays, anyway?

Wedding bells will soon be

ringing for Ail-American Pete

Dawkins who has announced his

to a University of

Maryland Coed. Pete captained

the 1958 Army team, and is now

a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford, and

an excellent rugby player. Not

ever having played the game
before coming to England, Pete

has been selected to play on the

Oxford team which will meet

Cambridge in their annual duel.

Olympic contenders Parry O'-

Brian and Bill Nieder don't seem

to be hitting it off too well,

Nieder has charged that Parry

will not compete against him,

and O 'Brian says Bill can't win

the big ones. Time will tell, boys.

UMass football football coach

Dick MacPherson was the guest

speaker at the Springfield Col-

lege award event, yesterday.

Mac returned to his alma mater,

where he played great ball under

Coach Ossie Solem, in great

form, having led the UMass frosh

to a 22-8 victory over the

Maroons early in the year.

In intramural bowling, the

Butterfield Butterballs have first

place all but in the bag, having

beaten second place Baker dorm
5-2.

Dick Hoes, the top scorer for

the UMass anakebeaters is well

on his way \o a spot on the na-

tional team. Dick has scored 28

goals in 7 games, and shows no

signs of stopping his present

rate.

Senior Bob Eichorn is leading

the league in hitting. In fact, he

is the top slugger in the Western
Mass. college lineup, with an

average of better than 400.

Bob is without a doubt one of

the best all-around athletes U-
Mass has seen in a long time.

•
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- VOUS SHOWSIACI -

Amherst Cinema NOW at 6:30 A 9:00

"All the characters of the RICH and EARTHY Novel

. . . Re-live their shame and fear on the Cinemascope

Screen . .
."

Robert
Mitchum

Eleanor
Parker

George
Peppard

MHOME FROM THE HILL
—IN CINEMASCOPE & COLOR—

rr

TENNIS RACQUETS

TENNIS BALLS

GOLF BALLS

A. J. Hastings,
IWCOSSOtATH)

NEWSDEAltt A STATION!*
Amhrrst. Maes.

LOUIS'

FOODS

76 N. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

BOB EICHORN, currently the

leading hitter in Western

Maw., had another big day

as he hit a grand-slam home

run and a bases loaded double

to drive in 7 runs against B.U.

FROSH BASEBALL

The frosh baseball team will

take on the Windham College

nine on the new field behind

the tennis courts, Friday at

3:00 p.m. The frosh have done

well thus far, and have high

hopes for a win, Friday.

Concert Band Gives Last Performance Sunday At 7 P. M-

FROSH!
DON'T FORGET

TONIGHT-
BLACK FRIDAY BOP

SU Ballroom
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Senate, SU Sponsor

Reading By Frost

Gail Osbaldeston Is Chosen

As Vice-President Of Senate
by DAVE MANLY '63

At the Senate elections hold

Wednesday, the following werv

chosen: C>ail Osbaldeston 'fil,

Vice-President Pro Tern; Linda

Achenbaeh '62, Treasurer Pro

Tern; Sue Onksen '62, Secretary

Pro Tem.
Dennis Twohig '61, automati-

cally became President Pro Tem
when ex-president '/el is stopped

down.

Candidates for the office of

Vice-President were Senators

Osbaldeston, John Finnigan '61,

Bruce McLean '62, Mike Moschos
'62. and Bill Knowlton r

61.

Senator Osbaldeston, Senate

Treasurer for the past year, and

chairman of the Finance Commit-
tee said in her nomination

speech, that in her capacity of

GAIL OSBALDESTON '61

Treasurer, she had tried to make

foundations for the Senate in fi-

nancial affair--. She '

•

do the gams as Vice Presidenl

Senator Finnigan, nominated

by Senator Arthur Tacelli '62,

H lave don< i i H

Both Sei McLean and
m ,

. r ell . t ere

for the office McLean referred
•

.-'

on th<- Distinguished F

»ir Program and on the ROT* 1

Referendum.
Moschos stressed the serious-

ness of s prO-tem office, for tt

could very we I to

for that office in th

school vear.

r Knowlton, surpr.

the Senate, declined nominal
in favor -if ting Senator

reason he

Maroon Key Investigated

By RSO Committee

was that certain

'I am self-an

hitious." he said.

ate

—Photo by Everett Kosarick

Poet Robert Frost will be heard in one of his famous talks at

the University of Massachusetts Monday, May 16.

The event will be hold in the Student Union ballroom beginning

at 7:30 p.m. The Student Senate and the Union are sponsoring the

leading which is open to the public free of charge.

More than 1500 persons are expected to attend the reading. Mr.

Frost will remain after his talk to chat informally with members of

the audience.

Students currently taking English 2*; should find this talk of in-

terest to them, since they will be discussing his works all next week

in class.

Student Opinion Sought

In Choice Of President
by LARKY RAYNER

UMass Board of Trustee mem-
ber John Haigis said the Board

is interested in knowing "What
kind of a President the students

want."

"Do the students want a

scholar, administrator, forceful

person, or exactly what type of

President?", he asked.

He made the statement at the

recent Student Workshop on

Activities Procedures Conference.

He also said the Board would

not go searching for this in-

formation but would consider

student opinion if it came to

them.

Blasts Legislators

Haigis, in commending the

•61. Editor in-Chief

Senate sponsored State House

Day, said that the students must

take a more active role in public

relations for the University. "The
Greater Boston area legislators

really do think of anyone

west of Worcester aa an

Indian. Only students can bring

about a change in this attitude."

Haigis also flatly denied that

politic! play any sort of role in

the selection of the president.

"Since we have more control

by the legislature than almost

any other of the 49 states," he

said, "our relationship with the

legislature is very Important."

(Continued . w pnqe J>

The RSO committee Tuesday

instructed the Maroon Key So-

ciety to "revtcn their constitu-

tion" and suspend all financial

activity.

The action was precipitated by

a long discussion which revealed

certain discrepancies in this

year's selections. "Two years ago,

the Key agreed to tap no fresh-

man on disciplinary probation

but this year tapped two such

persons." Also the committee

agreed that the incoming fresh-

men should not meet this type of

individual as a member of an

honor society.

Some of the members felt

that "the Maroon Key elections

had degenerated into a popularity

contest in which various campus

groups had handed together

politically to obtain membership

for particular individuals."

It was unanimously decided

that Provost MeCune would send

a letter to the past and present

presidents and to the adviser,

with copies being sent to al" che

"Individualism"

Stressed By
Louis Lyons

by MARIE FOLEY '62

"Qualities of leadership, style,

and taste need to he exercised in

universities."

This is what Louis Lyons,

class of '18 said at the Honors

Convocation here Thursday.
There were about two hundred

people in Bowker, mostly faculty

and wives.

"A good university tends to

make a man think for himself,"

said Lyons. This was the most

important point stressed in his

talk—the n«**d for individualism.

The purpose of a student's

years at a university, he said

was, "To study, to learn, to

grow, and to equip oneself better

/Continued on pngt 3)

other members, asking the Ma-

roon Key if thoy thought that

they had lived up "to the letter

and the spirit" of their Consti-

tution.

The organization is requested

to answer the Provost by 10

a.m. Monday and exactly what

action is to be taken will be de-

cided at the RSO meeting Tues-

day.

aenai or Arch ie

i i am am*
fur ih<* Sen-

Stronff '<•!<

nom inator '>'
< ,a ii usbs ton,

called her a "terrific organizer,*

saying the onice >f vice-Pres*

idenl needed such a person.

Senator Tacelli said the pre-

requisites for the office were,

"initiative, cooperation and the

time to work," Senator Finnigan

has all these tf'ri sites Tan
said.

fContinued ov pope 8)

Simmons College Bluettes

Feature Song Festival
The Bluettes from Simmons

College will be featured this

Saturday night at the Intercol-

legiate Song Festival in the Stu-

ilent Union Ballroom at 8 p.iti

The Bluettes were organized

in 1944 and since that time they

have built up their repertoire

include pop tunes as well as the

(dd standards. They have per-

formed at various school func-

tions at Simmons, and ha- e slso

And It's Free . . .

participated at Close Harmony
Night at U.N.H. To add to their

outstanding achievements, they

have also made two records.

Along with the Bluettes will

lopear the M.LT. LOGS, the

TRINITY PIPES, the MT.
HOLYOKE VS's, the FOUR
COLLEAGC E S IN AGR!
MFNT from U.N.H. and I M
own STATESMEN. Tickets are

now oil sale at the Student
i nion.

The Bluettes from Simmons College, who are appearing at the

Intercollegiate Song Festival Saturday in the SI Ballroom.

The admission charge, previously set s1 7 ."»<•, has been dropped.
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OUR NEW PRESIDENT
John Haijris. a trustee of the University, said recently

that th.- Board lift seriously interested in student opinion

about th.- next president "What type of person do the stu-

dent^ feel the University needs?" he asked.

UMass needfl an outstanding scholar who has achieved

his Doctor's degree in liberal arts. Such a person is needed

to achieve the respect of, and bring respect to the Uni-

versity.

UMass needs an able administrator who can examine

every aspect of a problem before making a decision but will

be forceful enough to back up that decision once it is made.

UMass needs a president who will not only follow

through with the plan of continued expansion but will also

take steps to draw up an "intellectual" master plan to match

this physical one.

UMass needs desperately a person who is quite fami-

liar with the Legislature and the problems involved with

dealing with that body. He should already know who is

friendly to UMass before he can be expected to carry

through this expansion program.

UMass needs a president who will continue the policy

of giving the students a voice in the University's affairs

but will see to it that the students will continue to exercise

these privileges responsibly.

UMass needs a person who is intimately familiar with

its many problems. It cannot afford to have a new president

who has to "feel his way around" for a year.

UMass needs a president who has the personal magne-

tism to smooth over some of the bitter feeling toward the

University as well as win us some new friends.

UMass needs for its next president Provost Shannon

McCune.

L. R.
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

"fey, vw you GUV0 wez imkz a uttta no»^
COVUN' IN LA2T NlTkS/"

Rebuttal
by MICHAEL PALTER '63

When one espouses an opinion,

it is his duty to present a logical

set of argunvnts to hack this

ition. Quito frequently, how-

ever, one is carried up and away

on a cloud of idealism and im-

practicality.

The opinion I am referring to

is that of disarmament. What has

happened to the writer of "Uni-

lateral Disarmament" (May 11,

1960) has happened to many. It

is simply a case of believing so

strongly in the principle of dis-

armament that one irifts from

the logical, multilateral approach

to the illogical one.

Quoting now from the article in

question

"How can we be at the bottom

of the arms race if we are not

in it? You cannot lose a game

that you are %ot playing."

Apparently, the writer of the

above is not cognizant of a sad

but well known fact. It is simply

this: He who ha> the biggest guns

has (mysteriously) the most in-

fluence and is rifrht (morally) a

remarkably targe percentage of

the time. To add to this, the big-

gest gun doesn't give a hell who's

in the game! What is important,

however, is who he (the biggest

gun), can get his hands on. The

people of the low countries (who

were not in the game of military

build-up) could not pick up their

marbles and go home when Der

Fuhrer's boys marched in.

Moral: One need not be in

game to be sore loser.

Quoting now from the article in

question:

"We are now protecting demo-

cracy with weapons. Isn't demo-

cracy strong enough to exist by

its oxen fitness and the will of

the people? If it is not and if it

becomes no longer tfie will of the

people, then it has no right to be

called a democracy. Wouldn't a
better protection for democracy

be to strengthen its moral posi-

tion in the world?*'

Fable: There was once a

strong-willed, moral bee without

a stinger, called Adam (Smith,

I believe) who met an equally

strong-willed bee with a stinger

(let's call him Nicolai). It seems

that the boys had a little argu-

ment . . .

Moral: Morality is nice, but

nice guys don't win ballgames.

Of course we want complete

disarmament; so do the Russians.

This build-up only nurtures seeds

of hate and constitutes a serious

drain on the fronomy (as prof-

itable as this may be to some).

Of course we want peace; so

do the Russians. So why be uni-

lateral and tempting when you

can be bilateral-multilateral and

securo.

Moral: If you do something, do

it right!!!

THE TRUTH ...

AND THE A.E.C.
by T. MARTIN '60

The Atomic Energy Commission is charged with the responsibil-

ity for the development of nuclear weapons, the development of

peaceful applications of nuclear science, and the policing of those

various aspects of nuclear science which relate to the health of the

general public. It has been suggested that the interests of the Com-

mission are thereby divided; war and health are not compatible. We
should, therefore, like to explore the past actions of the Commission

and to' examine, if there be any, the evidences of conflicting interests.

In a New York Times article dated March 11, 1954, we read,

"During the course of routine atomic tests in the Marshall Islands,

twenty-eight United States personnel and 236 residents wore trans-

ported from neighboring Atolls to Kwajaleen Islands according to

plan as a precautionary measure. The individuals wore unexpectedly

exposed to some radiation. There were vo hums. All are reported

as well." (Italics ours.) Lot us examine the words italicized above.

Firstly; the tests are called "routine atomic." These tests were later

reported to be of hydrogen weapons, the accidental irradiation in-

volved a bomb with an explosive force of approximately fourteen

megatons. Secondly; consider the words, "according to plans," "pre-

cautionary measure," and "exposed to some radiation." Would the

Commission have us believe that it had planned on irradiating thos<-

people or merely, that its plans had gone awry, despite the subse-

quent assurance of Dr. Libby (of the A.E.C.) to the effect that, "great

care is taken to insure that no danger results from fallout." Further,

does the Comission call the removing of the victims after irradiation

a precautionary measure? Thirdly; the statement, "There were no

burns." In the same edition of the Times we read a report of Marine

Cpl. Don Whitaker, who had occasion to see the victims shortly after

their "precautionary" removal from their homes. He says of thorn,

"They were suffering from various burns and radioactivity." Lest we
should doubt the Cpl.'s report let us rofer to an official publication of

the A.E.C, titled Some Effects Of Ionizing Radiation On Human
Beings, published in July 1956. Included in this work are descrip-

tions and photographs of radiation burns suffered by the natives.

But this was in 1954, things have changed, or have they?

The A.E.C. has in the past, and does now, frequently compare

the fallout radiation dosage received by the world population to that

received from, so-called, "natural background radiation," i.e., radia-

tion from naturally occurring mineral deposits, live objects, etc. The
implication has invariably been that any radiation which is of an in-

tensity comparable to background radiation is harmless. (See, for in-

stance, the A.E.C.'s news release containing comments of Dr. Libby.

dated, March 27, 1958.) Yet, in the May, 1959 edition of The Bulletin

of Atomic Scientists, we aro told that a group of scientists have suli

stantial evidence to the effect that natuial background radiation is

responsible for approximately 59? of all cancer deaths in the age

group 0-10 years. Furthermore, this articles goes on to report that

current average fallout radiation probably increases the incidence

of cancer in this age group by 1%. (We might comment here fhat

this average fallout radiation is about 109r of the average background
radiation. However, on the ninth of April, 1954, U.S. News and
World Report stated that a fallout level of radiation "200 times nor-

mal background" was detected in Montana and Wyoming. A careful

search of the literature will convince the reader that this is not a

unique circumstance. We might suggest that the A.E.C. has inter-

preted the available data in an optimistic manner.

Since space is short, let me list two further instances of "opti-

mistic" reporting by the agency which guards our health. 1.) During
the past two years the American and English governments have
been officially credited with the explosion of 19 megatons of thermo-
nuclear weapons. More recently, on the other hand, official sources
report that, of the total of 173.4 megatons equivalent explosions siiv <

1949, the Soviet government has detonated 26.6 megatons. Draw your
own conclusions! 2.) In the May eighth, 19."»D \mm <>f S,i,nee, Dr.
Kulp, a respected investigator, states that 10% of all children have
twice the average ingested burden of atomic products, with 17r hav-
ing five times the average burden. Dr. Libby, on the other hand, has
seated that the chances of anyone having as much as three times the
normal burdon, are tIM m a million. According to Dr. Kulp's data,
of one hundred million people, one million will receive a lifetime dose
from radioactive fallout equal to the background dose.

Let OS suggest that it would be wise to suspect the official pro-
nouncements of the A.E.C. Further, let us suggest that some other
government agency (e.g., the Health, Education & Welfare Depart-
ment) might better police our atomic health.

AN ADVERTISEMENT

Letter
It is our opinion that the pur-

pose in breaking the traditional

Honors Convocation into two

parts was to give equal recogni-

tion to both student leaders and

outstanding scholars; however, it

seems that in comparison to the

"splendor" of the recently held

Student Leader's Night, the Hon-

ors Convocation has degenerated

to the atmosphere and appear-

ance of a lecture. We were dis-

appointed in that no individual

recognition was given to the

scholars for whom the Convoca-

tion was intended. In the past,

public announcement of these

outstanding students has been

made to the Campus community;

however, this year the only in-

strument of communication was

the printed Honor's Day Pro-

gram. We feel that all scholas-

tic awards, such as the Phi Beta
Kappa scholar, the Phi Kappa Phi

scholars, and the various awards
given by Honor Societies should
have been made known at this

time, rather than at an Honor's

Banquet attended only by in-

vited scholars. This reminds us
of the Women's "Who's Who"
Convocation which developed into

merely a meeting of leaders for

the purpose of admiring one an-
other. Surely these superior stu-

dents should be considered aa
examples for the entire campus.

The atmosphere of an informal
lecture was augmented by the
absence of such formalities as a
platform party, as seen recently

at the convocation honoring
those recognised for participa-
tion in the extra-curricular.

If there is not enough time

during the day for a convocation
of the same calibre and reputa
tion as shown at Student Lead-
er's Night, then why not devote

an entire evening {o the Scholas-

tic leaders as well?

The University is an academic
institution; we therefore feel

that the curricular should be

stressed as much, if not more
than, the extra-curricular. There
has been considerable discussion

concerning intellectual apathy at

the University. If respect Is to

be given by the student body to

tho intellectual pursuits, such af-

fairs as the Academic Honors
Convocation must be given the

proper emphasis and esteem.

Yours truly,

Oail Osbaldeston '61

Pat O'Connell '61

as seen by

MARILYN ARMSTRONG '60

Margaret marched majestical-

ly down the aisle, met Tony, and

was wed in a ceremony of pomp

and beauty. The service was

telecasted in Britain and the

United States; however, few of

us, grinding away at end-of-

semester papers and reading the

books we never bothered with

until now, were fortunate enough

to see what was probably the

biggest, most publicized, and

most anticipated wedding for

quite a while. It's not every day

that a princess marries a com-

moner in England, and thus Mar-

garet's wedding was watched

with great interest — a pretty

princess and a male Cinderella

married in near medieval
splendor.

LIFE's pictures of the wedding

take readers where television

couldn't, for the photographs de-

pict not only the ceremony, the

wedding party, the couple's de-

parture for a Caribbean honey-

moon on the royal yacht, but

also regal guests and the people

who wore attracted to the spec-

tacle. LIFE's coverage is in-

teresting and unique—not to be

missed.

Spy Cry

Poor Pilot Powers, poor State

Department, poor President.

What a pickle to be in. A typi-

cal Hatch comment would be,

"How unsmooth; how sloppy."

How so.

LIFE for May 16, 1960 has

pictures of the unfortunate pilot,

Powers, and of his family and

plane, the U-2. Timely and im-

portant, this article is one not

to be missed.

Germany and Arms

At the summit meeting there

will be talk not only of Powers

and the U-2 missions, for there

is another problem: Germany.

Starting in 1955 under the di-

rection of NATO, West Germany
began its rearmament as a check

against possible Communist ag-

gression, and this fact has be-

come a major source of worry to

Khrushchev.

LIFE's picture story tells of

the rearmament and its prog-

ress—the men, the weapons, and

a few ancient traditions revived.

Bathingsuit Bedlam

It you've been wondering what
you might wear to the beach

this summer, LIFE has color

shots of what you might or might
not w<ar. Swimsuit styles seem
to be regressing, and have final-

ly slipped back to the '30s for a

"new" look. And some of the

suts are pretty strange, pretty

strange. In fact, some of these

ceat ions you'd have to see to

believe.

At the Ranch

The LBJ ranch was "peaceful

and prosperous" when Lyndon
Johnson returned for his Easter

vacation in Texas. The possible

Democratic candidate is pictured

in LIFE at home with his family,

his acres, and his livestock re-

laxing and being "revitalized."

It's an interesting article that

LIFE presents about this news-

maker—and the color shots are

beautiful.

Art for the Army
A Pittsburgh millionaire, G.

David Thompson, recently of-

fered his entire collection of art

works by modern masters, plus

his house as a ready-made mu-

seum to the city and was turned

down. Selling parts of his col-

lection for more than $1 million,

he has now begun buying rela-

tively unknown moderns, "start-

ing life all over again."

LIFE for this week has a

full-color article on this gentle-

man and his prized collection. It

must be a must for modern art

enthusiastis.

And On and On
This week's issue is full of

things you won't want to miss

—

items of great importance and

items of great interest. Next
week the things covered in LIFE
may be crucially important

world history—this week, these

items should be understood.

But all is not seriousness in

the May 16th issue — we see

Father's Day in the first grade,

Elvis Presley in his return to

television, and Frank Sinatra.

Dick Clark and the payola con-

troversy are reviewed, and
there's a story on the wild con-

vention of 1911.

Get out of your finals shell.

Take your mind off that depart-

mental paper. Look alive. Read
LIFE I

Senate Elections . .

.

(Continued from page J)

Senator Trudeati, in nominat-

ing Bruce McLean cited his past

record with particular reference

to his work on the Faculty Chair

Program and the KOTC report.

McLean, Trudeau said "is sincere

in promoting the future of the

Senate."

Senator Moschos said nomina-

tor Jimmy Donh-vey, "has done

a lot of good work in the Senate."

Senator Knowlton, speaking for

Osbaldeston said, "I want to see

a good person in office; Gail is

that person. She did an excellent

job," he said, "as chairman of the

Finance Committee, and she can

do just as good a job and get as

much cooperation in the office

of Vice-President."

Senator Richard Greenfield,

speaking for Finnegan, said, "he

is able to command respect with

both faculty and Senators. Fin-

negan," Greenfield said, "has the

personality and forcefulness" for

the office.

Senator Bob Trudeau, Bruce
McLean supporter, said, "Mc-
Lean's experience warrants your

vote."

Senator Osbaldeston won a

majority on the first ballot.

The candidates for the office

of Treasurer, Linda Achenbaeh
and Archie Strong, both stressed

experience. Candidate Achenbaeh,

the outgoing Senate Secretary,

Phi Eta Sigma Initiates 15;

New Officers Are Selected
With short ceremony Thurs-

day afternoon, Phi Eta Sigma,

the Freshman Men's Honor So-

ciety, initiated fifteen new mem-
bers. These students, all of the

class of 1963, have obtained 3.4

or better academic averages dur-

ing their first semester.

At this time, Prof. George R.

Richason of the Chemistry Dept.

was initiated as the honorary

faculty member. Prof. Richason

was selected by the new initiates

because of his interest in student

education and because his stand-

ards of instruction reach that

level sought by academically

oriented students.

The initiates chose for their

new officers:

Howard L. Shainheit, Pres.

Horace H. Waters, V.P.

John K. Southard, Jr., Treas.

Robert J. Ireland, Seer.

Raymond F. Lawlor, Hist.

The other initiates were:

Steven F. Alger, James H.

Coopee, Arthur Crago, Geoffrey

Davidson, George Drury, Richard

H. Hayes, John F. Kelley, David
Morrison, John W. Riesen, Myer
Rostenthal.
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said she had "a good, general

knowledge of the Senate" due to

her position as Secretary.

Senator Strong said his eco-

nomic experience came from be-

ing on the Finance Committee.

Achenbaeh also won on the

first ballot.

Opponents for the office of

Secretary were Sue Onksen '62

and Bob Trudeau '61.

Senator Onksen, very apprecia-

tive of the nomination, felt she

could do a good job as Secretary.

Senator Trudeau emphasized

his qualifications and interest in

the office.

Senator Onksen also won on

the first ballot.

The Campus Calendar
This evening:

7:00 p.m. Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, S.U.

Square Dance, S.U.

7:30 p.m. Amherst Stamp Club, Goessmann
8:00 p.m. FROSH. Are you tired of studying? Looking for a way

to let off steam? We've got the perfect remedy.

BLACK FRIDAY BOP in the S.U. Ballroom from

8-11 p.m. Chase away those study blues. Tickets now on

sale at the S.U. counter for 13^.

8:1 Fi p.m. Actors' Workshop One Act Plays, Bowker.

Saturday, May 14:

9:30 a.m. Massachusetts Association of Homemakers, Skinner

11:00 a.m. Delta Kappa Gamma Society, S.U.

12:30 p.m. JUNIORS. There will be a bus leaving the S.U. at

12:30 p.m. for Forest Lake Park for those Juniors who
are not able to procure private transportation to the

Junior Mix. The bus will leave the Mix at 5:00 p.m. to

return to the campus.

8:00 p.m. Intercollegiate Sing, S.U.

Sunday, May 15:

2:00 p.m. School of Nursing Convocation, S.U.

7:00 p.m. P >ps Concert, University Concert Band, S.U.

Monday, May 16:

12:00 noon United States Department of Agriculture Luncheon, S.U.

1:00 p.m. Calendar Board, S.U.

2:00 p.m. Reverend Albert Seely Counseling, S.U.

3:00 p.m. Varsity Baseball versus American International College,

Alumni Field.

For Sale

1952 Chevy

2 Dr. Black

Excellent Running

Condition

AL 3-7778

- YOUR SHOWPIACE —

Amherst Cinema NOW Ends

Saturday

From the pages of the Lusty BEST SELLER

Robert Eleanor George

Mitchum Parker Peppard

"HOME FROM THE HILL"

Special Engagement Starts SUNDAY
"It's all about LOVE 6 MARRIAGE
and how to mix the two . .

."

DORIS DAY — DAVID NIVEN

in

"Please Don't Eat The Daisies

Student Opinion . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

"There is a great deal of hos-

tility as a result of a forceful

president," the trustee comment-

ed.

He further asserted "there is

a great challenge in education to-

day. I decry anyone who says

anything against the University

without knowing about it. UMass
doesn't have to take second place

to any university."

Senior Men's
Caps, Gowns
Are Available

Caps and gowns will be distrih-

uted May 16, 17, 18 from 10-12

and 2-4. Also, Tues. night from

7-9, to senior men.

A-J Mon., May 16

K-R Tues., May 17

S-Z Wed., May 18

Louis Lyons . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

for life."

"An education must be more
than a mere path to a job",

Lyons pointed out.

He congratulated the students

who had received honors, and

advised, "Don't settle for less

than your standard."

Lyons remarked about the dif-

ficulty this state University has

in securing public cooperation.

He commended the Boston Globe

for their stand against the cut-

ting of the University's budget.

Louis Lyons was formerly as-

sociated with the Globe, and is

presently Nieman curator at Har-
vard. An alumnus of the Uni-

versity, he also received an
honorary doctorate from here in

1948.

Notice To Seniors
Any senior who has not re-

ceived his IBM card for his In-

dex may pick it up on Monday
at the roeeivinsr department be-

hind Draper Hall.

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: "LesContes Modernes",

a French text. If found, please

contact John A.ho. 102 Baker.

LOST: Tronch coat with plaid

lining. Taken by mistake from
outside Peters Aud. from 1-3 on
Wed., May 11. I have yours with

striped lining and slash pockets.

Mine has a Falcon label. Carl

Anderson, 403 Van Meter.

Lost: A tan raincoat outside

Peters Auditorium. Please return

to Collegian office, David Man-
ley.

99

FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM furnished

apartment, living room,

kitchen with automatic laun-

dry, stove, refrigerator,

country setting on large es-

tate in the Deerfield vicinity.

Utilities supplied, $60.00 per

month. E. F. Perkins, EAAer-

son 9-4309. Follow Rte. 116

through South Deerfield to

Strout Realty sign, then top

of hill.
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UMass Bows To Holy Cross

Host Yan Con Meet Saturday
by ABE SHEINKEK *61

A surprised Holy Cross track decision with the Crusader year

squad ran into some spirited

competition from the UMass

cindermen as they subdued the

Redmen 80%-54 , a -Wednesday at

Alumni Field.

Sparked by triple winner

Charlie LaPier and record-break-

er Ev Brinson, the UMass squad

amassed a creditable point total

against one of the most power-

ful track forces in the Northeast.

LaPier beat his Crusader op-

ponents in the high jump, high

hurdles, and low hurdles; and

Ev Brinson, who has been run-

ning superbly all Spring,, broke

the school 440 yard record of

">1.6 seconds with a 50.3 clock-

ing, although he was second to

one of the famous Holy Cross

distance men. Brinson also added

a fine 22.4 second 220 yd. dash

victory.

Jim Reilly won the broad jump

;.nd took second in the 100 yd.

dash for eight points while Dick

Adley won his first javelin-toss-

ing contest of the season with a

fine 18U334" effort after a few

weeks on the gridiron. Senior

Jim Allen kept up a consistent

pace in the pole-vault with a

steady 11 '6" leap for the other -

Redmen victory.

The Crusaders were led by

their unbeatable distance crew of

Simmons, Bowers and Barker

who aided their sweep of the

880, mile and 2 mile. Their one

two punch of gridsters Hennehan

and Promuto scored most of the

points in the weights.

Frosh E^ged Out

The Redmen freshmen ended

Up on the short end of a 69 66

lings. Dick Ward's victories in

the high-jump and hammer and

Charlie Romeo's record-breaking

victory toss of 128' in the discus

paced the Cobbmen attack. Oth-

er bright spots were Loren

Flagg's second in the 100 yd.

dash and Al Garsys first place

in the broad-jump.

Yankee Conference Here

Tomorrow

This Saturday the University

of Massachusetts will host the

13th annual Yankee Conference

Track Meet for the first time in

many yearc.

Field events and time trials

will sfart at 9:30 a.m. and run-

ning events are at 1 :00 p.m. This

should prove to be the best Yan

Con meet ever, with a fierce duel

among Maine, UConn and Rhode

Island for top honors. Outstand-

ing stars in the meet in addi-

tion to Brins'nn, LaPier and

Kindred of UMass, are Gene

Civens of UConn, last year's

double sprint winner and record-

holder; Dave Gardner of UConn
returning double winner in the

hurdles; Terry Home of Maine

a 180 foot hammer-thrower and

156 foot discus man; Vin Mac-

Alcon, Rhode Island's 49.1 second

quarter mile record-holder; Reid

Cranshaw, UConn's 240 foot

javelin thrower, and many others.

This is one of the finest track

meets in New England for com-

petition, with many of the meet

records comparing favorably with

national standards. Many of

these marks stand to fall tomor-

row.

Lacrosse Team Whips
Brown In 11-4 Triumph

by BEN GORDON 62

lacrosse team, had a little trouble at first fromThe UMass
overcoming a two goal deficit in

the early stages of the first

quarter, went on to defeat the

Brown University Lacrosse Club,

11-1, here yesterday.

After the men from Brown had

made two quirk tallies in the

opening frame, junior Dick Hoss

streaked one in from in front of

the net for the first of his four

goals. Emery Morse made the

assist QH this play.

The Garbermen evened the

score when, late in the first

frame, Billy Maxwell breezed one

by the Brown goalie.

Phil Williams broke the dead-

lock early in the second stanza

as he tallied with an assist from

captain Maxwell. John "Moose"

Burgess followed up with a

fourth goal, Maxwell figuring in

it with an assist.

With four seconds'1 to go in the

half. Brown came through with

their third score, making it 4-3

UMass at halftime.

Emery Morse and Billy Max-

well started the second half off

with two successive goals.

Brown made their last goal

and then Dick Hoss scored for

the second time, late in the pe-

riod.

The final chapter was all U-

Mass*. with Dick Hoss scoring

twice, and Phil Williams and

Mike Chretian accounting for one

apiece, Williams aiding Chretian.

The game ended with the UMaaa
snakebeaters ahead, 11-4.

On the whole, the Massmen
looked good. Penalties hurt them

in the first stanza, but after that

they settled down to a steady

game.

John Bamberry was outstand-

ing in the Redmen goal, making

many fine saves. The Garbermen

the hard checking of their op-

ponents, but overcame it quick-

ly, Pete Staffon, Emery Morse

and Dean Kauppinen putting in

fine work along with many
others.

Billy Maxwell, who accounted

for two goals and two assists,

and Dick Hoss, who scored four

times were the offensive stars

for the Massmen.

His four goals enabled Hoss

to equal his goal average, and

Dick now has a total of 32 goals

for eight games.

The Brown club, bringing a 4-

6 record into this game, must be

commended, for they are not a

recognized team on the Brown
campus, and do everything on

their own; all of their trans-

portation, meals, equipment, etc.

must !)•• paid by themselves, and,

considering their handicaps, they

played a fine game.

The lacrosse squad will travel

to Middlebury, Vermont, Satur-

ay, to attempt to boost their rec-

ord to a formidable 6-2.

Special Sports Feature

Spring Football Practice: Its

Opposition And Its Support
by AL BERMAN '62. Sports Editor

The recent Spring football practice at the University has stirred up controversy in many areas

concerning the value of such sessions. The practice, held from April 25 to May 7, has been opposed

and supported by many people in various capacities. We have massed the arguments of all these

people into two separate factions: the opposition to Spring practice, and the backers of it. The pur-

POM of this article is not to support either faction, but merely to present the different points of view

and let the public decide for itself. We will first consider the argument of the opposition.

OPPOSITION CLAIMS THAT SPRING FOOTBALL BITES INTO ACTIVITIES OF
REGULAR SPUING SPORTS

Originally, the Spring practice session was not scheduled to conflict with other Spring Sports.

That led the various coaches and athletes to believe that football aspirants could engage in a Spring

activity. Too, we have the fact that University regulations allow any upperclassman to participate in

two sports at a time. Thus, the coaches of the Spring sports started to build their teams. In some in-

stances, men that played football were the nuclei of those teams. One good example is the lacrosse

squad. Because of the innate roughness of lacrosse, it demands the same type of player that would

normally be found on a football team. As a matter of fact, in many schools lacrosse is used as a

spring primer for football.

The football practice began shortly after the Spring Athletic season had begun. An e .; was

passed out to the football players stating that THEY COULD PARTICIPATE IN ANOTHER „«'ORT

AS LONG AS IT DIDN'T INTERFERE WITH THE PRACTICES AND SCRIMMAGES OF THE

FOOTBALL TEAM. The mandate also stated that any player missing even one practice would be

dropped from the roster.

Naturally, the strict attendance requirements wreaked havoc among the Spring teams that de-

pended upon football players. The players themselves had little alternative. The football team is

allotted a huge -urn of money each year for scholarship awards, while most of the Spring sports that

were affected have no money for scholarships. Therefore, IF A PLAYER HAD MAINTAINED AL-

LEGIANCE TO HIS SPRING ACTIVITY, HE WOULD HAVE BEEN DROPPED FROM THE
FOOTBALL SQUAD AND CONSEQUENTLY WOULD HAVE LOST HIS SCHOLARSHIP.

So the evacuation began. Teams that were once predicted to be division champions were left

weakened suddenly without much hope even for a winning season. On top of the physical problems

created by the departure of the football players, another problem arose

—

the morale of the other play-

ers on the spring teams. The football players at times were forced to miss the practice sessions of the

Spring teams. Then when they could make a game, they naturally were not able to perform as well

as was originally expected. Of course the non-starters were disturbed that they, who had attended all

the practices, were forced to sit out and watch the football players ruin their team's chances of win-

ning.

As a result, wc see that all Spring sports were made to suffer because of the football practices.

To top it all off, the finals scrimmage was scheduled at a time when two Spring teams had games.

Is the entire structure of the athletic program to be crumbled by these Spring practices? That

is the basic argument of the opposition. "The philosophy of most coaches is that the individual is more

important than the program. It seems that under the new system, the program is more important than

everything.

BACKERS CLAIM VALID REASONS FOR TEMPORARY INTERRUPTION OF SPORTS
CALENDAR

The backers of the Spring practice have many logical replies for the opposition. They are quick

to point out that every consideration was made of the Spring teams. The organizers of the football

practice spent many days working entirely on a solution to the problem of confliction. Yankee Confer-

ence rules stipulate that a footfall team must hold 10 days of actual practice within a 15-day period.

There was no way around that. After much deliberation it was reluctantly admitted that there was

no way of scheduling 10 days of practice without interfering with some other sport. Also, the attitude

must be the same toward all Spring sports. It would be wrong to allow the players on one particular^

Spring team to miss practice and not to allow those on another Spring team to do the same. Ob-

viously, the question was to decide whether all players on Spring teams should be excused from con-

flicting football practices, or whether none should be. There were two major reasons for the final deci-

sion.

First of all, most football plavers are under scholarship assistance, IF THEY ARE BEING PAID
MONEY TO PLAY FOOTBALL, IT IS ONLY REASONABLE TO EXPECT THEM TO CONSIDER
FOOTBALL ABOVE ALL OTHER SPORTS. Freshmen, by University regulations, are forbidden to

engage in more than one sport at a time. Secondly, when a poll of the football players was made to

determine which would have ronflirtions with other sports, the results were deplorable. All of the

quarterbacks, the starting ends, tackle and guards— IN SHORT, 20 OUT OF THE 53 MEN WHO
FINISHED SPRING TRAINING WANTED TO LEAVE FOR OTHER TEAMS. TO ALLOW ALL
THOSE MEN TO MISS PRACTICE WOULD NEGATE THE WHOLE PURPOSE OF THE PRAC-
TICE. No one could be allowed to leave. Indeed, if their excuses were allowed, there is no doubt that

some players would have gone out for Spring sports merely to get out of attending the rigorous foot-

ball sessions.

The hackers also contend that football should be the most important sport in college. A good foot-

hall team brings many things in its wake: more money, a national

reputation, etc. These results, maintain the backers, are extremely

necessary for a college, and other sports should be willing to sacri-

fice somewhat to attain them.

Realizing the damper effect Spring practice has had upon Spring

sports, the planners of the practice have explained that the present

practice schedule was only to be used this year. Because the football

coach and his staff are new here, they had to have a period of time

to get acquainted with the players. They had to separate the men
from the boys, develop their skills to suit their new methods, and

'find out the capabilities of all the applicants. There simply is not

enough time to do all that in the fall. Normally, when a coach knows
mogt of the players, these things are not necessary. Next year will be

different.

Spring football practice has

just ended and this is only one

example of the workouts Coach

Studley has been giving the

team to get them in shape for

the coming Fall season.

This Spring the Coach gave

heavy and extensive workouts

to the team over the ten day

period keeping the cream of

the nearly eighty applicants

for next year's rough and ready

team that is ready and willing

to take on all comers and beat

them.

Knocking Heads
THERE IS REALLY ONLY ONE PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED

There are the conflicting arguments of both sides. Next year,

perhaps, the system will he changed Undoubtedly there will have to

be a Spring football practice. Most other colleges have them and

there's no reason why UMass can't do the same without hazarding

other sports. An effort must be made by both sides to resolve the

situation by modified scheduling. For the whole problem is the con-

flict of schedules, and intelligent compromise must be made to re-

move that conflict. Failure to do so might result in the complete

vaporization of the athletic program at this University,

Hole In One Contest
A free hole-in-one contest spon-

sored by the Department of In-

tramural Sports under the direc-

tion of Justin Cobb, is being

held on the east side of the Stu-

dent Union lawn on Tuesday

May 17 from 9:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m.

This contest is open- to all Uni-

versity students and faculty and
trophies will be awarded to the

winners. Students must bring

I.D.'s.

-
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Education's

Effeet . .

.

See page 2
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Graduation Day |UM Faculty To Don
To Be &&&?" 4 The Theatrical Masque
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This year the commencement

exercises will be held on Sunday,

June 5th at 2:30 P.M. Acting

President Shannon McCune will

be the featured speaker on this

day of splendid pageantry.

The R.O.T.C. commissioning

ceremony will start the day's ac-

tivities at 10:30 a.m. with

Colonels Marchant(A.F.R.O.T.C)

and Weaver (R.O.T.C.) presiding.

From 1:00-2:00 P.M. there will

be a concert by the college pond

for the parents, performed by

the Northampton Concert Band;

followed at 2:00 p.m. by a con-

cert on the Old Chapel bells,

played by Mrs. D. Lillie. T^he bell

concert will be followed by the

commencement processional at

2:30 p.m.

The procession will form on

the south walk of the Student

Union. The Honorary Class

Marshals, Governor Foster Fur-

colo and Mr, Murray D. Lincoln

'14, president of CARE, Inc., will

lead the faculty and graduating

seniors to the Student Union

amphitheater. The invocation

will be given by Rev. Albert

Seely,. chaplain to Protestant

students; followed by some ex-

tended remarks of Shannon Mc-

Cune. After the address the

graduate student honors will be

given out, followed by the reces-

sional. The students will proceed,

by schools, to their designated

places to receive their diplomas:

Arts Sci Memorial Hall

Engineering Engin. Bdg.

Business » . . . Draper Hall

Education Machmer Hall

Nursing .... J. Morrill Sci. Cen.

Home Economics . . Skinner Hall

Agriculture . . . Stockbridge Hall

Phys. Educati ,n Cage

Grad. Students . . South College

There have been two changes

in the program this year: First.

the baccalaureate ceremony has

been eliminated; and second, the

parents' reception will be held in

the Student Union from 3 to S

P.M. the day before the com-

mencement.

as perennial

UMass School of Nursing

Holds Parents' Day Convo.

Once every five years, the

UMass faculty throw off their

academic robes and don the thea-

trical masque.

The UMass School of Nursing

Parents' Day Convocation was

held yesterday, at 2 p.m. in

the Commonwealth Room of the

Student Union.

The theme of the convocation

was "What Nursing Means to

Us."

The narrator of the convoca-

tion was Ann Allyn 'CO. It cor,

sisted of Expectation*, a Dormi-

tory Scene presented by four stu-

dents in the Freshman Class,

Progression, two scenic phases

presented by the ten student!

from the Sophomore and Junior

classes and Realization, a re-

minicent scene presented by

three graduating seniors.

The students that took part in

t h e convocation presentations

were: Judith Carmel '68, Janet

Hardy '63, Judith Moron '68,

Judith Wright '63, Rachel Al-

len '62, Ruth Chadwick '62, Jane

Brightman '62, Patricia Gray '62,

Carolyn Sherriff '62, Elaine Nor-

ton '61, Geraldine Auteillo '61,

Jane McNeil '61, Elizabeth Karl

'00, Lorraine Bieniek '60, and

Catherine O'Connor '60.

The graduating seniors that

took part in the ceremonies were

Mary E. Barnes, Pediatric Nurs-

ing, Martha Leep, Maternity

Nursing, ami Merike Mand, Reha-

bilitation and Team Nursing.

The Convocation was followed

by an informal reception in the

Colonial Lounge.

The convocation was presented

by the Faculty-Student Affairs

Committee. The faculty advisors

for the Convocation were: Mary

A. Maher '60; Evelyn M. Byrne,

senior advisor; Elizabeth A.

Clarke, junior advisor; and Wini-

fred A. Kelly, freshman advisor.

UMass Presidential Salary

Debated By State Senate
The State Senate intends to

hold up all pay raises for high

state officials until some sort of

pattern has been established.

Senator John E. Powers said

that all further action will be

delayed until the fiscal picture is

clear.

Senator Powers continued by

saying, "Had the Senate bowed

to unfair publicity and propa-

ganda, if we gave in and gave

separate increases to the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts and none

to the state teachers' colleges, the

three technological schools, and

the Maritime Academy, we would

have destroyed the educational

system in Massachusetts."

Mr. Powers went on to say,

"that he is not judging whether

the UMass president is worth

Original Art

Is Displayed

In The Union
Original works by student art-

ists at UMass are now on display

in the Commonwealth room of

the SU. The exhibit, an annual

event, will continue until May

24 and is open to the public free

of charge.

Oil paintings, watercolors,

prints, drawings, and dimentional

designs are included in the show-

ing sponsored by the University's

art department and the student

art club.

All pieces -elected for exhibit

are the products of regular class

work by University art majors

and others. Individual instruc-

tors are responsible for choosing

particular works which appear in

the show.

The following purchase prizes

will he awarded' beat painting—
$20., best water color—$15., best

print—$10, Following the ex«

hibit these pictures will then be

placed in the president's office,

The faculty show, equivalent

to the Campus Varieties, usually

takes a humorous vein, and has

always been quite successful as

such, having the untouchable wits^

of Dean Helen Curtis, William*

i Bniy) B ar k h a r d t, tftd Bed

(Chief) Blasko,

i s.

As in the past, the show, called

Faculty Frantics this year, has

an unusual theme, which will not

be divulged until the night of the

first performance, Friday, May
20, in Bowker Auditorium.

All students attending the first

performance are hereby request-

ed to keep the theme a secret SO

that those attending on Saturday

night will find the plot a pleasant

surprise.

In past productions it has been

expected that the faculty will play

roles radically different from

their everyday status. A dean has

been a Western hero, a police-

man has been a crook, and a

president has been a "son of the

beach".

It is now the students' turn to

be judge and jury.

This year's performance will

benefit the Student Organization

for Scholarships, as well as the

Massachusetts Review. Tickets

will be on sale at the Student

Union box office this week. All

tickets are general admission at

the price of one dollar.

UMass A.F. of T. Bill Recommitted

To Ways and Means Committee
Th& Incriclat i»>n -^iinn^iirivl hV

the University of Massachusetts

Chapter of the American Federa-

tion of Teachers, H. 2834, provnd

ing for a special legislative com-

mittee to make a study of the

salary structure and fringe ben-

fits of professional staff at the

University and other state col-

leges, and approved in its earlier

form, H. 1597, by the Student

Senate, has been revived and

recommitted to the House W
and Means Committee of the

General Court, after an adverse

voice vote in the House.

The Rill is now supported by

Senator John E. Powers, Pres. of

the Senate, and Representative

Thompson, Speaki I of the House,

and a campaign is now underway
to have this measure recon-

sidered on a roll-call vote. The
bill is now in its crucial stage, and

members of the faculty who
signed petitions in support of this

measure, and students interested

in furthering its passage, may
write to the House Ways and

Means Committee, c/o Rep. Mi-

chael J. Feeney, Chairman, State

House, Boston, Mass.

Student Christian Movement

Holds O-AT-KA Conference

$20,000 or $25,000 per year." He

said, "that we might give him

$25,000 to put his salary in line

with that of the presidents of

other universities."

Senator Edward C. Stone, said

that he thoroughly agreed with

Senator Powers regarding this

situation but that he felt that

the state would be able to get a

better man for $20,000 than for

$11,000.

Senator Elizabeth A. Stanton

asked that the bill be held by the

committee on bills in third read-

ing until the salary raise bill for

the university president is re-

viewed. As approved by the house

this bill would let the trustees

sot the president's salary any-

where from $20,000 to $25,000.

Drill Team
To Perform
At Air Base

Next Saturday the Flying Red

men Drill Team will put on three

performances at West over Air

Force as a part of the activities

for Aimed Forces Hay

The team, led by Cadet Lt. Col,

Allen Wolf«\ tame in sixth in the

national competition at the Cher*

ry Blossom Festival held in

Washington, P.C. this year, and

won first place in the New Eng-

land Area Armed competition

which • was held at Westover

earlier this year.

The Student Christian Move-

ment m New England will hold

its antiual o-At-Ka Confer*-;

from June ti through June 12 at

Fast Sebago, Maine, The theme

of the conference this year will

he " Heboid the Man". Reprea

entatives from the University of

Massachusetts Christian Associa

lion will join students from other

colleges throughout New Eng-

land to study the problems fa<

ing Christianity today. The f/ocua

.if the week will be on the chal-

lenge to Christiana as responsible

persons enmeshed in a tangle of

personal relationships, as rc>

ponsible churchmen in a society

which equates religion and i

pectability, and a< responsible

citizens in a troubled and teftSC

world. The program includes

morning chapel, concentrated

Bible study, small seminar
groups ami platform speakers, as

well as a fair share of recreation

and informal discussion.

The conference is held at Camp
ii At Ka on Lake Sebago. There

are facilities for swimming, boat-

ing, soft ball and mountain climb-

ing.

Anyone who is interested in at-

tending is invited to stop in at

the Christian Association office

for more information. Applica-

tions should be in by May 20.

y college student with ques-

tions and doubts, regardless of

the character and depth of his

belief and faith, should find this

week a KWrec of provocative

questioning and fresh under-

standing of The Man and man.
Among the speakers will he

Richard P. Unsworth, Chaplain

and Assistant Professor of Smith

College; Leonard G. Clough,

minister Of the Church of Christ

at Dartmouth College; Harvey

0, Cox, Program Associate of

I

< ontinued on page 3)
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'Weather' Flight

F. Powers flew the "weather" flight

O'er Russia's iron-curtained might

Trying to see what he could spy

For C. I. A., from way up high.

His plane, a U-2, was equipped

With cameras, infra-red, that clicked.

And instruments that are so keen

To check the radiation scene.

The Russians way way down below

Tracked him on their radar though,

And soon a rocket sped his way;

Those Russians didn't mean to play.

Poor Powers had to "hit the silk,"

Poor Powers had to "spill the milk."

And Mister K would shout with glee:

"A-ha !" Red-handed, caught were we.

And soon the propaganda line:

"U.S. 'aggression' not so fine."

Was heard all o'er the world around.

"Keep U-2 planes on your own ground.

Look, see how we can shoot them down."

But, Mister K, he wore a frown

;

For though he'd rant and rave and hiss;

How many U-2's did he miss?

How many more got by the track?

How many more are coming back?

And in his bed most every night

He'll damn that U-2 "weather" flight.

By W. C. Vinal

3fln> 4HaB0arl?usrttB OtoUrgtai.
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NEURONS
OF THE WHIM-WHAM WORLD

by ELIZABETH A. SCHNECK '62

A new specter has appeared on the contemporary

scene. Hovering over the future is the personal fortune-

controller—an innovation which had primarily been

brought about to ease the thinking process for a more

and more complex world. With the cold glare of a glass

eyed stuffed monkey, the spirit-augurs now have man un-

der its spell. Running on sewing machine oil for blood and

D.C. for vitality, it has outdone George Gallup in an-

notating and calculating the statistical averages about

man. Minus the infallibility of the human element, this

genie—the digital computer—is the key to status seeking,

because you have to creep through this new maze in your

struggle for status.
,

So impressed with their creation of technological de-

velopments and so carried away with the idea of a scien-

tific "thinking" machine, man is nihilating the man in

man and becoming instead an automaton. The electronic

neurons of the computer have become determining factors

for man's very existence. To be "in" you must fall into

the right impluse series. Since the computer works on the

most likely of probabilities based on averages, discre-

pancies from the average have no place on the I.B.M. card.

The problem is no longer merely to contend with the in-

stitutionalized mediocrity of interest groups. The in-

dividual, as well as society, must now struggle with the

menace: mass-ification based on the aye and nay impulse

of a computing device indifferent to human frailities and

human genius.

An easy solution to the problem would be the invention

of still another screening device to weed out certain groups

of mankind. This, to measure potential creativity. How-

ever, at the same time such an invention could bring

about a great crisis in society. The P.C.M. may prove em-

barrassing if computations were to reveal another group

to be more creative than ourselves.

With creativity thus in low esteem and inferior be-

cause it doesn't measure our greatness, the government

would be in a position to allocate funds for a new com-

mission. The purpose of this commission would be to set

up a program for the development of one more machine.

This, to establish the value of everything. The question

is: what would the V.E.M. establish? With such a tool

society would be able to rig it to get more desirable re-

turns. The programmer in setting up the data to feed

into the machine would be able to sneak in a particle, a

minuscule amount, of sentiment, so that it wouldn't be

completely "heartless." In its later stages it might be

called the machine Retomorp.

In A Very Minor Key
I well realize that it is the habit of seniors to issue

sentimental or sedimental observations as they hopefully

proceed towards graduation. I have lived at this institu-

tion for four muddy turbulent years and I have seen: the

end of the Freshman Weekend, the Soph-Frosh Rope Pull,

Fraternity drinking, cars for juniors. I have seen this

pass. I have been a member of a class who heard second-

hand reports on what occurred on Spring Day. I have seen

the Commuters leave Mem. Hall, Mather leave UMass

and have drunk coffee at the C Store. This I have lived

through. But now the Drake's is defunct. It is time to

leave.

THE ICONOCLAST by JIM TRELEASE '63

Well, it's been a long year with an abundance of per-

sonalities filling this space. Nikita Khrushchev's visit to

our shores was our first effort. It's too bad Ike can't re-

turn this excursion . . . and all because Disney had to get

smart . . . Charles Van Doren cried all the way to the

bank . . . The Louis Prima and Keoly Smith of the news-

room, Chet Huntley and Dave Brinkley, bore the brunt

end of this pen last October . . . Everyone learns the hard

way sooner or later, especially the kid who was expelled

from UMass for voting in the Miss Rheingold contest

. . Our thanks to the Commons for taking all the re-

marks in good humor. Incidentally, samples of Commons

food were found in pilot Francis Powers' suicide kit . . .

Way back in November, Dick Clark and his Holy Strollers

wer^ getting the needle and tomorrow—who knows—he

may get the chair ... It was a year which saw the pass-

ing of some of our great leaders—Earl Long, Alan Freed,

and Jean Paul . . .

In December, the recitation of the "NDEA Loyalty

Oath" was the highlight of the President's Christmas

party . . . Many thanks to one Charles O'Rourke who may

not have coached a championship ball team but took like

a champion more than his share of kidding . . . February

brought out 'the accusations of the Air Force that certain

church pastors were subversive and card-carrying com-

munists. The method of accusation later received the

title of Weaverism . . . Speaking of the man and his

troops, this year saw the opening of those two new ROTC
fraternity houses—Cappa Hatha Way and Sigma Bar-

ringer. The latter now has been closed by the Dean of

Men. It seems the brothers there burned a tank in the

street and some neighbors complained. They didn't mind

the fire but there were 10 pledges in the tank. The broth-

ers objected that they meant no harm; as a matter of fact

they love their pledges . . . especially toasted. Anyway,

the Dean doMd the house for the year. Lately, if you're

not SHOT down, you're SHUT down.

March winds howled coldly as I bid President Mather

good-bye with a special "Suddenly Last Summer" column.

This was followed by a rebuttal from those two con-

noisseurs of "poor taste", John Sheehy and Gary Por-

ter. Nevertheless, they're two sweet kids for speaking up

for good taste but, gang, even Duncan Hines had dissen-

ters at the start . . . Then came the series on the Little

League's number one enemy—Billy (the price is right)

Graham. May I thank those readers who had the kindness

not to accuse me of being an atheist. Just think, letters

like that would certainly have ruined my chances of get-

ting a scholarship to Jack Kennedy's Summer Divinity

Camp. My sponsor in the scholarship competition was the

chaplain at Saladin's . . ,

While Mort Sahl was revealing his personal idols to

Time magazine a few weeks ago, I jotted down a few of

my own. Sahl has a "father image" in F.D.R. and I have

a "mother image" in Beverly Aadlarai . . . The

Collegian recently carried an editorial plugging Dr. Shan-

non McCune as the next President of the University. I'd

like to see him get the job, but things look grey for the

Doctor right now. He wants to live off campus and you

know how the Administration feels about that . . . Look-

ing forward to next September, I hope the summer months

supply me with some good icons to write about . . . may-

be Ike and Nikita getting together at the World Trade

Fair and this time having an argument in the bathroom

instead of the kitchen, Major Huff being assassinated at

summer camp, Kennedy switching to the Salvation Army,

or Eleanor Roosevelt joining up with Mickey Hagarty for

a night club act.

I just got my summer job—writing sympathy cards

for the Klu Klux Klan. Have a nice summer and see you

next September.

Education's Effect

On Student Values

by SALLY MALLALIEU '63

In a recent survey of college students' values (under-

taken in the 1950's by Philip E. Jacob, Professor of Polit-

ical Science at the U. of Penn.) a number of amazing

and relevant conclusions about American college students

values, about the value-outcome of a college education,

and about the influence of curriculum, instructors, and

teaching methods upon values were arrived at.

It was found, for instance, that the values of college

students are, for the most part, homogeneous. The ma-

jority are "gloriously contented" and supremely con-

fident that their destinies are determined by themselves

rather than by external circumstances. Most are self-cen-

tered, "intending to look out for themselves first and ex-

pecting others to do likewise," and most aspire first of

all for material gratification for themselves and their

families Of the rewards sought from higher education

"vocational preparation and skill and experience in so-

cial adjustment" predominate. Politically, most college

students are "irresponsible" and "often illiterate" though

they are "dutifully responsive toward government" in that

they expect to obey laws, pay taxes, and fulfill required

military service. Although most students express "a need

for religion as part of their lives," their religion is not

a guide to important decisions in the secular world for

the place of "God" is the church and home, not in busi-

ness, club, or community.

The Value Outcome of a College Education

At the end of the college career there is "more homo-

geneity or greater consistency of values among students"

than there is at the beginning. "Fewer seniors espouse

beliefs which deviate from the going standards than do

freshmen," for, on the whole, the impact of the college

experience has been "to socialize the individual, to refine,

polish, or shape up his values so that he can fit com-

pletely into the ranks of college alumni." Fortunately,

however, most college grads are more tolerant of radical

ideas and unconventional people and "less prejudiced

toward minority groups and alien cultures" than are en-

tering freshmen. In addition, they appear to be "less su-

perstitious" and "otherworldly" in their religious beliefs

than their fellow countrymen.

Influence of Curriculum

The impact of the curriculum, in particular, upon stu-

dent values has been negligible. No significant changes

in values have resulted from the character of the cur-

riculum. Whether a student has pursued a conventional

liberal arts program, an integrated general education cur-

riculum, or one of the strictly professional-vocational

group his values do not differ greatly from those of his

fellow-classmates.

The quality of teaching has also had "relatively little

effect upon the value-outcomes of general education. By

and large the impact of the good teacher is indistinguish-

able from that of the poor one, in terms of his influence

upon the values held and cherished by his students."

Finally, Jacob's survey has discovered that the method

of instruction seems to have only a minor influence upon

students' value-judgments. Apparently the assumption

among educators has been that small discussion groups

and other aspects of "student-centered" teaching have a

greater influence upon the learning and value-judgments

of students than do the methods of mass-education. Con-

trolled experimentation, however, has revealed that:

1. "Students taught 'permissively' usually do about as well

as others (sometimes a little better actually) on ob-

jective tests of knowledge acquired by the end of a

course.

2. Likewise, the method used makes no major difference

in changing students' attitudes and beliefs.

3. Student-centered teaching has apparently resulted in

a somewhat more satisfactory emotional and sociai ad-

justment by the students, and a more congenial learning

situation."

These arc the major conclusions drawn from the Philip

K. Jacob Survey. They seem to indicate that the effect of

college education upon the values of students will remain

negligible in spite of any changes in the curriculum, the

quality of instructor, and the method of teaching. To

some, perhaps, this appears shocking and discouraging.

It is well to remember, however, that the personal values

of individuals are formed through primary relationships

(a sociological fact.) A» a result, the individual, for the

most part, reflects the values of his family or closest

associates whose values in turn reflect generally the

values of the age. Seen in this light it becomes reason-

able that values are little affected by curriculum, quality

of faculty, and teaching techniques.

This is not to say, however, that these three features

of education have nothing to do with what and how much

the individual learns. In the context of this article, only

personal values, standards for behavior, not subject learn-

ing are being discussed.

WMUA Announces A New
Special Program Series

WMUA wishes to announce a

series of special programs for the

enjoyment of UMass students

and the residents of the Amherst

area.

Monday, at 7:30 p.m., WMUA
will program live from the SU

the celebrated poet Robert Frost,

recording and interpreting his

most famous and popular works.

Tuesday at 8:00 p.m., a read-

ing, by the faculty, of George

Bernard Shaw's "Don Juan in

Hell" will be broadcast live from

Bowker.

Both evenings promise to be an

exciting adventure in the world

of literature, ao be sure to listen.

Also, in the student interest

with regard to finals, WMUA is

changing its regular program-

ming to music for studying. This

new schedule will be carried as

far as possible into the finals

week. Thus, another student serv-

ice from WMUA.
Starting Monday, the 16th:

Regular programming 'til 9,

then:

!)-ll "Subtle Sounds"

11-1 "Shoes-off for Studying"

1-3 "Night-owl Classics"

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: One Gold Scroll Pin in

the vicinity of the Union or

Machmer. If found please return

to Kathy Connolly, Thatcher.

Lost: One tan jacket with plaid

lining in Fernald Hall, on May

12, between ten and eleven p.m.

If found please return to Dave

Kaufman, Butterfield.

Lost: One red banlon sweater

in the Student Union cloakroom

Thursday night between six and

eight p.m. Please return to the

Student Union Lobby Counter or

Skinner Hall.

Lost: One gold Wittnauer

Watch. If found please return to

Bette Labier in Mary Lyons

House.

Take my shirt, my lit. notes and

my cuff links ... but get your own

LOOK FOR THE BLUE LABEL*

YOU TELL HM, MAN. The Court King is your shoe... professional traction-tread soles,

flexible instep, full cushioning. A pro on the tennis court, but just as right with slacks.

Student Christian . . .

(Continued from page 1)

the American Baptist Conven-

tion; and Nichols T. Goncharoff.

former Soviet citizen and pres-

ently the Secretary for Interna-

tional Education of the National

Council of YMO.Vs; and Frank

M. Coffin, the Democratic Rep-

resentative of Maine's 2nd Dis-

trict in the U.S. Congress. A fea-

ture of the program will be Jules

Dassin's film presentation, He
Who Must Die.

Eileen Sisk

At University

Of Virginia
Eileen Sisk '60 is spending this

semester abroad at the Univer-

sity of Vienna under the auspices

of the Institute of European

Studies.

The program, designed for

American students, provides
courses in English given by

Viennese professors. The group

goes on tour of Italy, Yugoslavia,

and Greece at the end of school

on June 30. They have already

toured England, France, and Ger-

many. They also have taken part

in many special seminars and side

trips throughout the semester.

Sue Nichols '60 participated in

this program last year at this

time.

The Institute of European

Studies has offices at 35 East

Macher Drive, Chicago, Illinois.

A URL HAS II8HTS. Like having a Champion Oxford made just for women. Comes with

fashionable new taper toe-or round toe, if preferred. Light in weight, cool and colorful.

Get U.S. KEDS-male or female -at any good shoe or department store.

*Bo«h U S. K»4i »nd '*« •»•»• >•*'•» "•»»""'<• »•""•• °'

United States Rubber
R0Cfc«ltller Ortler, N>-w York 20, N*w York

Student Opinion Sought On
Impact Of UMass Community
Editor's note:

Please fill this out and leave it at the SU Lobby Counter or at the

Collegian Office before Wednesday night. The validity and interest

of a subsequent report depends upon the number who reply. Thank

you.

Your school Major Class year Sex

Do you enjoy college life? Yes .... No ....

Do you find that it distracts you from studying?

Do you find your curriculum rewarding? Yes No

Do you think IfcftM is a strong correlation between your curriculum

and t,he "outside world?"

Do you think your years in college compensated for, or improved

upon, "experience"?

Is the college experience to you a limbo? an end? a means?

Do you think you are underachieving? Yes No .... Why?

In which of the following areas have your professors influenced you?

Scholarship

Personality ....

Ideas ....

Outlook on life ....

Other ....

Do you think the personality of the professor has any effect on the

amount and kind of learning that takes place?

Are you reticent or expressive in class ? Yes .... No Why ?

Do you often discuss a lecture with others after class? Yes

No If not, why not?

If you had children of college age would you recommend UMass to

them ?

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: One white gold Hamilton

watch with a black suede strap.

The initials S.B.S. may be seen

on the back. Reward offered if

returned to Susan Sidney in

Hamlin.

Will all WMUA announcers

please check the bulletin board

and note changes in schedul-

ing.

When things get too close for comfort*

your best friends worth tell you...

but your opponents will

!

• Old Spice Stick Deodorant brings you safe,

sure, all-day protection.

e Better than roll-ons that skip.

• Better than sprays that drip.

• Bettor than wrestling with creams that ^^ r KWC A

are greasy and messy. preset

FOR INSTANT USE

1.00 pmnm

(yMcfyjce STICK DEODORANT &?«& fo ffa/im& sAtUt, J
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Five Records Broken As

URI Overpowers YanCon

Track Rivals; UMass Last

Third Place Coming Up

Five meet records were broken

and one was tied at the thirteenth

annual Yankee Conference Track

meet held here Saturday.

Rhode Island won the meet for

the twelfth time with 66 points,

with the otheY YanCon members

far behind: Maine, 35 Vi; UConn,

33; Vermont, 15'/*; UNH, 8; and

UMass, 7.

The assault on the meet stand-

ards began early in the day when

Terry Home of Maine broke the

hammer record by eight feet

with a toss of 182 feet, one inch.

Al Torgan of URI threw the dis-

cus 157 feet, 11 inches, and U-

Conn's Reid Cranshaw sailed the

javelin 212 feet, three inches, for

two more morning markers.

Continuing the torrid pace in

the afternoon, Karl Lisa from

URI was clocked by three timers

in 9.4, 9.5, and 10.0 seconds for

his upset win over Gene Givens

of UConn in the 100 yard dash.

According to the rules, he was

given 9.5, but the record was dis-

allowed because of the obvious

errant timing. His 9.5 would have

qualified him to compete for a

spot on the Olympic team.

Givens came back in the 220

yard dash with a 21.4 second win

to break his own record, and

match the Olympic qualifying

time. URI's Vin McAloon tied his

440 record of 49.1 seconds and

Will Spencer of Maine broke the

Everything You Need

Available

When You Need It

FOOD, MILK, STAPLES

TOILET ARTICLES, FILMS

MAGAZINES, STATIONERY

"On the Campus Doorstep"

The

Little Store
Open Every Night until 11 :00

On the Cerner Next to

Hills House

by ABE SHEINKER '61

880 mark with a fine 1 :53.5 clock-

ing.

These records, as well as a

13 feet, three inch pole vault by

Sarkis Kajian of URI are new

Alumni Field marks. Mike Kim-

ball of Maine (mile and two

mile), and Torgan, (shotput and

discus) were the meet's only

double winners, as eight of last

year's champions repeated their

winning performances.

The Redmen came up with

some sparkling efforts, but the

competition was just too good.

In his best mile run, Ralph

Buschmann finished third in

4:27.4, breaking the school var-

sity record.

Captain Roger Kindred, third

in the hammer; Jim Reilly. fourth

in the broad jump and tied for

fourth in the high jump with

Charlie LePier; and Ev Brinson,

fourth in the 220, were the other

UMass scorers.

Jim Allen cleared 12 feet for

the first time in the pole vault,

and Joe LaMarre ran a personal

best of 2:01 in the 880, but these

men just missed places.

MEET FINEST ON RECORD
As the records show, this again

turned out to be one of the finest

track meets in New England.

The sound victory for Rhode Is-

land was not as easily gained as

the score indicates, for every

point was hard-earned.

Tomorrow the Redmen end

their outdoor season against

Brandeis at 3:00 here.

THE SUMMARY:
Bt«mtr: .1. Horn* (Me); 2. Pella

(URI): S. Kindred (UM) ; 4. Ineaon

(UNH). Di»t. 182' 1".

J.Kelin: 1. Cran>haw (UC): 2. Mc-

Clure (URI): 3. Fishburn (URI): 4.

DeaauteU (UV). Dist. 212 8 •

Broad Jump: 1. Hale (ME) : 2, Harriaon

(UC); 3 Emery (UNH); 4. Re.lly

(UM). Diat. 21' 10".

DUra.: 1. Torian (URI) : 2, Home
(Me) ; 3. Martin (UC) ; 4, Willard

(UV). Diat. 157' UM .

Mil.; 1. Kimball (Me) : *• P«rk,B
/

(UV) 8. Buschmann (umi, «i

Pelcrer (UNH). Time, 4:23.3.

100 Yard Da*: 1. Lisa <UKI>
:

2.

Givena (UC): 3. Carter <URD. *.

Guimond (URI). Time. 9.5 aec.

440 Yard Daah: 1. McAloon ^}^'.
Steimle (URI): 3. Lehman (UNH) .

4. Conro (Me). T.me, 49.1 «.
120 Yard Hlsh "»*'-'V /"ww?.

(URI) I 2. Barry (UV); ». Whit,

ton (Me): 4, Joyce URI). Time. 1B.Z

aec. 4
»«« Yard Daah: 1. Givena (UC) ; 2,"
LJ (URI "8. Carter (URI): 4. Brin-

son (UM). Time, 21.4 sec.

Two Mile: 1. Kimball (Me); 2 Kol-

,?rom (UV): 3 MacGregor (UNH).

4, Cross (UC). Time 9:48.5.

99* v.ril Low Hurdle*: 1. Gardner

(UC)- 2 McA!% (URI): S. Jac-

quart (Ur.I): 4. Joyce (URI). T,me.

oi q sec.

CutU (UV): ? W' lson ,'^R
Steimle (URI). Time, 1:53.5

u-.ati Junvo: 1. Harrison (UC)
H,
5eUs

JU
rURirand hkJM

LaPier (UM) and Reilly

Height, 6 feet. ,

Shotp-t:: 1. Torgan (URI): I. D.n-1.

(UC»; 3. Home (Me), 4.

(UC). Distance, 4S reei.

't/'SV; S*WJ>*i. '

Nagle (URI). Height. 13 3 .

Redmen track captain ROGER KINDRED is .11 •£tVkjl

£

the mighty toss that brought him a third place in the hammer

competition Saturday.

Lacrosse Team Trounces

Powerful Middlebury, 6-0
by BEN GORDON '62

2, tie,

4. tie,

(UM).

Martin

2. Pat-

UMass javelin hurler DICK

ADLEY prepares to fling his

spear during YanCon meet

Saladtn
1

UMass Places 5th

In N.E. Golf Tourn.
Rodman Pete Hatfield wa ?

among the leading scorers in the

N.E. Invitational Golf Tourney

held in Portland Sunday.

UMass finished third in the

YanCon and fifth overall in a

contest marred by poor weather.

Coach Dick Garber's lacrosse

team defeated the well-rated Mid-

dlebury squad 6-0, Saturday af-

ternoon at Vermont.

The team, playing with a dif-

ferent lineup, put in their best

game thus far, said Coach Gar-

ber, and, if they retain that form,

will do well in their remaining

games against Holy Cross (Tues-

day at 3:00 p.m. here) and Wor-

cester Academy.

Both the offensive and defen-

sive play was the best seen this

year. Dick Hoss and Billy Max-

well starring on the former, and

Goalie Dick Glorioso on the lat-

ter.

Hoss came through with two

goals and two assists, while Max-

well converted Hoss's assists to

goals, and figured in two assists

himself, Phil Williams and Mike

Chretian making a tally apiece.

Goalie Glorioso was amazing in

the crease, making saves when

the UMass net was threatened by

opponents coming in alone for

the shot.

John Burgess, who accounted

for one assist played well also.

A lacrosse event to take in

this week will be the varsity-

frosh game to be played either

Tuesday or Wednesday (probably

Tuesday). The seniors and fresh-

men will team up to take on the

other members of the varsity

squad, and will attempt to bring

home the victory for the first

time, the middle class never hav-

ing been beaten in this contest.

Frosh Defeat

Windham Jr., 5-0

On Six-Hitter
by JAY BAKER '63

The freshman baseball team

held Windham Jr. College to six

hits as two UMass pitchers

combined to hurl the Ml shutout.

Starter Paul Murphy went five

innings for the Little Redmen

but was replaced by Rod Corey

who then proceeded to strike out

eight of the final twelve batters.

The five runs all came in sepa-

rate innings.

"Corky" Schmoyer was the

batting star of the day knocking

in two runs with a double and a

single.

The final two games of the

season will be played May 18 and

against Amherst and Wor-
21

Tuesday or Wednesday (probably coster Academy.
yMyMA.
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jf UJedication RSO Committee Withdraws
Recognition Of Maroon Key
A recommendation to withdraw

recognition of the Maroon Key

Society passed unanimously by

the RSO Committee Tuesday.

Since Provost McCune was out

of town, the action of the com-

mittee is in the form of a rec-

ommendation, and final action is

up to the Provost.

The motion provided that the

Committee would "withdraw rec-

ognition until the method of se-

lection is revised and a new

Maroon Key is elected. A com-

mittee will be appointed by

Chairman McCune to assist the

Key in setting up this new meth-

od of selection."

Acting Chairman Richard

Foley pointed out that this

Flying Club To Get Plane
With Student Senate Loan

To ED YORK, for his integrity, enthusiasm and diligent

work for the University-and to all seniors who have con-

tributed much without seeking reeognition-we dedicate this

final edition of the 1959-60 Collegian
The Editors

The work of Ed York, Colle-

gian photographer, is especially

known and appreciated by most

seniors. He was named Photo-

graphy Editor of the Collegian in

his freshman year and has per-

formed in an exemplary man-

ner for the four years he has

held that position.

Few even among the under-

classmen have missed seeing the

"cutline"—"Photo by York"—on
some of the literally hundreds of

pictures taken, processed and

published by this student artist.

His pictures have appeared in the

Index, Ya-Hoo, and Quarterly in

addition to the Collegian.

Yet, during this entire period,

Ed York's own picture has never

been published in the Collegian.

It appears here for the first

time.

Ed's only public recognition

came this year when he was

named among the "Most Valu-

able" members of the Collegian

staff and was awarded a certi-

ficate by the Student Senate.

A major in wildlife and edu-

cation, York's home is in Stough-

ton, Massachusetts.

The name of Ed York is well-

remembered for his numerous

"photo studies" of various campus

events. Perhaps his most success-

ful series—judging by results-

was that of Ellie Galbraith who

was selected "Best Dressed Girl

On Campus" by the Collegian

editors last spring.

Praised by Glamour

The pictures published in the

Collegian plus several others

submitted to Glamour maga-

zine^ "beat dressed coed con-

test" were the subject of a com-

plimentary phone call from tho

Editor of Glamour in New York.

As a rpsult of this highly com-

petent photographic representa-

tion, Miss G a 1 b r a i t h's good

ciothes, taste and natural beauty

were recognized and she was

named one of the "Top Ten Best

Dressed College Girls In Amer-

ica."

York's outstanding work was

noted on yet another occasion

this year. On the August night

that former President Mather an-

nounced his resignation, Ed was
called upon to take a family por-

trait of the Mathers. Less than

an hour after he was called, Ed's

photographs were on their way to

Boston where they were printed

in the Boston Globe only five

hours later.

High praise was given the

speed and quality of York's work
that night by the Globe City

Editor. President Mather also

complimented the quality and

(Continued on page S)

The Student Senate loaned

1.900 dollars to the TMass Fly-

ing Club last nisht for the pur-

chase of a plane and sufficient

insurance.

Senator Gail Osbaldeston '61

emphasized that this action is a

loan, and is not to set a prece-

dent for other UMass organiza-

tions. She explained, "We are

doing this on the merits of this

club alone and any other club

will have to go through the same

procedure. The Flyinir Cluh is to

become incorporate! under the

laws of the State of Massachu-

setts." Ted Sheerin '60, speaking

for the motion, stated that,

"this is a chance for the Senate

for the student body." The mo-

tion will not cost the students

any money.
Until the loan is paid in full,

the Student Senate will hold the

mortgage of the plane.

The Finance Committee tabled

an appropriation of $187.50 for

the Phi Eta ;
:igma Honor So-

ciety. Senator Osbaldeston said

the committee wanted to investi-

gate honor societies in order to

formulate future Senate policy

concerning these organizations.

The Senate intends to make a

formal distinction between spe-

cial interest groups and those

open to the general student body.

The Student Senate appro-

priated $4o0 to the Student Lead-

ers' Conference, which will be

held September 9, 1960, only

after amendments concerning the

levying of a registration fee

were defeated.

Senator Mike Moschos '62 re-

quested and received a sum of

money to send Senator Tex

Tacelli '62 and himself to Boston

to make negotiations with state

legislators for a University-State

House Day in September.

Senator Bruce McLean '62,

urged defeat of any move on the

part of the Kennedy for Presi-

dent Club to draw up a constitu-

tion.

The club, he said, "will be

dead-wood" after the November

elections.

Senator Linda Achenbach '62,

opposed to this suggestion, said.

means the Key will not be able

to appear in the Handbook unless

the situation is cleared up be-

fore it goes to press.

The old Maroon Key will be

asked to continue to function if

they so desire. Dean Hopkins

pointed out that if they choose

not to, there are many other

groups on campus who would be

willing to assist in the orienta-

tion program in September.

In reply to the letter sent out

by Provost McCune, the adviser

and both presidents (past and

present) said there is a need for

such a society and that the fault

lies with the selection method.

Other Motions

Two other motions were passed

by RSO: one provided for sound-

er business procedures for RSO
organizations, and the other

thanked the three seniors tot

their efforts on the committee.

"Who are we to deny them a

basic freedom which is to or-

ganize under a constitution. It is

(Continued on page 9)

SAE Is Ordered Closed;

Brothers Take To Dorms
SAE is now closed and the

members are living in the dorms

at their own expense. The reason

behind Dean Hopkin's drastic

blow stems from the actions of

SAE following a warning that

any further complaints from the

neighbors around SAE and AEpi

woohl be sufficient to cause him

to close both houses.

The Dean was forced to issue

his warning after an automobile

was rolled over in front of

AEpi and all it's windows were

smashed. On the night following

the Dean's warning, SAE con-

ducted a pledge initiation cere-

mony at their house on Sunset

A v e n u e—neighbors complained

to the. Dean about the noise

coming from SAE; Dean Hop
kins in turn called SAE and told

them to close their house.

The men of SAE plan to

examine their problems and pre-

sent, a plan of action and reor-

ganization to the Dean that they

hope will show cause to re-open

next fall.

Cast For Operetta Guild's

'Thunder In The Hills' Chosen
The Operetta Guild will pre-

sent Thunder in the Hills as

their fall production. This play

was written by two UMass
alumni, Robert Boland Who was
responsible for the book and

lyrics and Russell Falvey who
was responsible for the music.

The show will be produced Octd-

ber 19 - 20, 1960.

The following cast has been

announced

:

Feaa Dunham, Stephen Allen

'61; Maw Dunham, Karen Can-

field '68; Abe Ollis, Kevin Lavin

'61; Coots Bemis, Eugene Lam-
bert '61; Robey. Gary Blank '62;

Polly Pyeitt, Judith St. Jean '61;

Lizzie Creech, Jean Alden '62;

Sam Duckworth, Tom Dodge '63;

Abern Henner, Richard Shields

'63; Melissa Henner, Arlene An-

derson '62.

Jake Corem, Arthur Crago

'62; Miss Jezebel Appleton, Shar-

on Farbman '63; Mr. Woolford,

Paul Cwiklik '63; Joe Kane, Don-

ald Brown '61; Margit Kane,

Beverly St. Marie '62; Tom Gen-

try, Allan Couper *6J; Jeb Gen-

try, Donald Patrell '63; Molly,

Janet Fortin '63; Ballad Singer,

Eugene Lambert '61; Willy Dun-

ham, David Manley *63.

I

—th*m by WltkMfci

This is a scene from a famous play which will be put on by mem-
bers of the Faculty tonight and tomorrow night. All those unen-

lightened should attend.
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STUDENT-UHI^M

Letters to the Editor

To the Editor:

Congratulations on last Monday's paper—it contained some very inspiring food

for thought for those who wish to be inspired.

I know the Collegian staff has, in the past, made some attempt to doctor campus

apathy, but unfortunately it seems that these attempts to rouse the somewhat dormant

mind of the student have met with little success. I should think that denunciation

and strong criticisms from the outside, such as Dr. Dietel's address to the members

of the SWAP Conference, would be powerful enough to waken us who are the victims

of such an attack. It is only one form of defense.

As Dr. Dietel stated, the students of this country are not aware of their responsi-

bility to society, or at least, I might add, they are considerably less adequate in this

respect than Korean, Turkish, and Hungarian students have proved to be. However,

perhaps this is a legacy passed down to us by our forefathers in the form of a

stereotyped idea; success is often measured by an ostentatious display of the almighty

American dollar. This conception is, ideally, a false one because one cannot always

achieve a feeling of inner personal success. But the typical American swallows it

—

hook, line and sinker because he is too often not oriented into real social maturity.

The term "social maturity" is obscured by a narrow and immature definition in

this country. It does not encompass obligating responsibility to the whole of humanity

but rather, involved with a clannish sense of duty to the individual's immediate circle.

Surely in the face of such a precarious world situation we of the United States

cannot afford the risk of this lethargic attitude toward our fellow man.

To coin a very old phrase—todny's students are the loaders of tomorrow; and

the present leaders are now looking to us for signs of our faith in democracy and

our compassion for mankind.
Ann Slayton '63

To tho Editor:

How can the University claim that the dining commons is giving us a balancer!

diet V I have no complaints over the flavor of the meals served as I deem it unreason-

able to expect home cooked taste from mass institutional cooking with a limited

budget. My complaint is that the commons diet is too starchy and too greasy. Since

1 have a by no means uncommon problem of acne and overweight, I was orripred by

my family doctor to limit my intake of starch and fats. This means in effect that all

fried, creamed Mid ©the? .", Ffftsy dishes, butter, whole milk, and desserts are strictly

forbidden. I have been able to eat in the past three days at the commons black tea,

fruit juice Mid plates of vegetables. Even the latter only too often lpaves little puddles

of grease on the plate, and the salad is too often canned fruit.

Having decided that 1 can get no hungrier by fasting completely than by picking

over thr- common's offerings, I am withdrawing my patronage of that institution and

devoting the time I would ipend complaining to studying. I prefei in empty stomach

to a polka dot complexion.
Anne Havey '63

May 13, 1960

To the Editor:

So now we have it. We have been caught red-handed in the act of spying. Even

worse, we have itatad our intentions to continue this violation of international law.

The good will that we have built up among the peoples of the world has been

weakened. The United States, the fervent moralist, has been reduced to the role of

the expedient politician.

Why has this come about?

The I -2 incident is merely a by-product of something much bigger and infinitely

dirtier; the "cold war." And we should know, for we have witnessed the growth of the

East-West split and the subsequent build-up of animosity, indeed, hate. This situation

has made U-2 spy-flights inevitable, almost necessary. This situation has made Mc-

Carthy and men like him inevitable. If you doubt me, just look around.

We, (the two power blocs) are scpiared off and we are placing chips on our

shoulders as often a* each day passes. We hurl diatribes at each other and bombard
our peoplet with hate propaganda. Yellow journalism is back in flower and our lives

art shaped by it. We gleefully exhibit our new weaponry, dotsigned to kill and maim
as nothing has before. And while we propagandize and exhibit, we poison our atmos-

phere in the quest of "cleaner" and more efficient killings! ! 1

But now, through the ideological chaos that has engulfed the earth (and threatens

to destroy it), now we have a chance.

In Paris, our leaders will have a go at renson and understanding. In Paris, the

politician will succumb to the diplomat (hopefully). And in Paris, perhaps a great

question of our century will be answered:

Have we grown up?
After 50 years of intermittent carnage

—

Have we grown up?
If we haven't, isn't it about time?

Michael Palter '63
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A Campus Showing
by ELIZABETH A. SCHNECK *62

One step into the Commonwealth Room of the

Student Union and you will find there the Univer-

sity's first exhibition of original art works done by

students on campus. Boasting aspiring artists, the

two-year-old art department, in conjunction with

the very recently organized art club, is currently

presenting a show of student art. Included are oils,

watercolors, pen and ink drawings, prints, and

dimensional designs, as well as a few pieces of

sculpture.

The impressive student collection of approxi-

mately 180 pieces contains primarily works rep-

resentative of the modern vein in art. Yet, the cam-

pus exhibit seems to reflect a conservatism in both

expression and color usage. The quality in technique,

by and large, approaches that of many so-called

professionals. And certainly several of the paint-

ings, notably the oils, are equivalent, if not superior,

to some works hung in many community and re-

gional art shows.

Before its opening last week, the show was

judged by Mr. Ian Maclver, Mr. Donald R. Mathie-

son, and Mr. Elliot Offner of the University art de-

partment and Mr. Darr of Amherst College. Pur-

chase prizes in three classes—oils, watercolors, and

prints—were given by the President's office. Prize-

winning works will later be hung in the adminis-

tration huilding.

Taking first place in oils was Ann Shutty's

painting of a gypsy's mandolin done in a pastel

treatment and throwing a misty cast on the sub-

ject. Barbara Mahoney's painting—a somber group

of children in brown and maroon tones with high-

lighting in pinks, blues, and greens—certainly fol-

lowed close behind with Honorable Mention. A two-

prize winner, Emma Spalding won first place for

her watercolor $181 in the show and honorable men-

tion in the category for prints. "Evolution", a wa-

tercolor by Arthur Winer, took the honorable men-

tion award. The purchase prize for a print went to

Barbara Goldberg's 3175. Of the dimensional de-

signs, all showing much creative ability, Eleanora

Theodores, (first) and Merrilyn Borden (honorable

mention) received awards in the two-dimensional

grouping. Winners in the three-dimensional forms

included Jerry Wyman (first) and Maura Driscoll

(honorable mention).

This student exhibition certainly was the "cul-

mination", as Dr. Paul F. Norton, head of the art

department, says, of a year's efforts to awaken,

inspire, and create interest in the arts on campus.

In A Very Minor Key
Richard McGurk, editor of the Connecticut Daily

Campus, was expelled from school after the annual

parody issue, Scam pus was found to be in unques

tionably poor taste. Roughly speaking, this can be

boiled down to a student's being thrown out of

school for displaying poor judgment in an extracur-

ricular activity. (The peg on which this is hung is:

"conduct unbecoming a student.") Can't you just

see what could evolve from this?

We would have football players who fumble

being expelled, student Senators who vote with tho

minority being expelled (if they're defeated, then

they have obviously committed an error in judg-

ment) . . . the possibilities are endless.

We might even come to the day when student

John Smith is expelled from school for getting a

math problem wrong—poor judgment, and certainly

giving a wrong answer is "conduct unbecoming a

student" . . .

Discussion and dissection of the controversial

Maroon Key erupted last week when the charge that

the Key had degenerated into a functionless body

brought about the "freezing'' of their funds.

This is deplorable! The Key is not useless!

My proposal would make the Key of definite

and great use—not only to the campus—but to a

great deal of the outside world as well.

In conjunction with our program for bringing

distinguished men and women to our campus the

Key could—by their service to these people—help

and, at the same time, lower the student TAX as-

sessment! Through their unselfish efforts to pro-

vide help to these men and women we would be

justified in lowering the amount of honorarium of-

fered.

Implementation of this program would neces-

sitate our following the example of New York, Chi-

cago, San Francisco and other great cities in one of

their older customs.

Why not give to our distinguished visitors a Key
to the campus reef

WHY A
FLYING

CLUB?
The Flying Club of UMass is

an organization with purpose. It

has been formed by students to

stimulate interest in flying, to

provide members of the Univer-

sity Community with an oppor-

tunity to fly at low cost, and

subsequently to enable those in-

terested to obtain their private

pilot's license at equally low

rates.

The Club is presently engaged

in an attempt to secure a loan of

$1900 from the Student Senate,

the money to be used to purchase

an airplane and insurance to

cover the craft and its users. The

loan will be paid back with mon-

ey collected from rental of the

airplane to the members of the

Club.

The idea of a collegiate flying

is not new. The U. of Illinois has

its own Institute of Aviation,

along with a spendidly equipped

771 acre airport. The Institute

has taught more than 311 faculty

members and 4000 students to

fly, and the airport has received

over $250,000 from receipts. The

12th annual National Intercol-

legiate Flying Association meet

was held this past weekend at

Ohio State University Airport,

Columbus, Ohio. According to

Flying Magazine some 350 col-

legiate flying enthusiasts from

40 colleges and universities

across the country were expected

to compete for 30 trophies to be

awarded in various contests of

precision flying.

It's time for UMass to get off

the ground. Objective comments,

pro and con, are invited, and the

Club extends a hearty welcome to

all who are interested.

John J. Gould '62

Buffy St. Marie will sing from

11 to 11:30 Friday night on the

Barry Brooks, Show, Crazy

Rhythms, on WMUA.

UMASS POLL
Results have been tabulated

from the opinion poll which ap-

peared in Monday's paper.

The respondents, evenly di-

vided among males, and females,

were unanimous in their belief

that "the personality of the pro-

fessor" has "an effect on the

amount and kind of learning that

takes place." They were almost

equally strong in their feeling

that the college experience is a

means rather than a limbo or an

end. The majority felt that the

curriculum is rewarding, that

there is a high correlation be-

tween the curriculum and the out-

side world, and that the college

experience compensates for ex-

perience.

In reply to the question of

whether they would recommend
UMass to their children of col-

lege age they were divided.

Some of the reactions to the

question of whether they would

recommend UMass were: "No.

The atmosphere here is one of

shame rather than pride." "Most
bright students want to transfer."

"No. Because of the atmosphere
created by the majority of stu-

dents. (Non academic.)" "This

place could be greatly improved,

but yes I would."

Eighty per cent of the res-

pondents thought they were un-

derachieving. The most frequent

reasons cited were they were not

studying enough, that they didn't

have enough thought courses, no
motivation pervades the attitude

of the campus, lack of self

discipline and that they found

college life distracting.

AN ADVERTISEMENT

as seen by

MARILYN ARMSTRONG '60

Monday I received a letter

with a tall order in it. The letter

was from LIFE magazine, and

it concerned a five week forum,

running in the magazine starting

in the May 23rd issue, for the

writings of ten distinguished

spokesmen from all fields of

American endeavor who will at-

tempt to articulate the national

purpose of America as they see

it. The letter said this, "As you

sit down to write your last

column for LIFE, we want to ask

you to write not about LIFE, but

to devote your space entirely to

America's national purpose as

you see it."

See what I mean? Tall order!

I have always bumbled along

in my English major fashion

believing that probably Ameri-

ca's national purpose was all

decided with the Declaration. A
national purpose or goal was a

cut-and-dricd issue—I'll admit it

—I never even bothered to wonder

about it. Men inestimable times

more intelligent than I ever

thought of being had already

cogitated, discussed and articu-

lated that America's purpose was

"life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness." This was the purpose

—who was I to wonder?

But now it would seem that it

is time not only for me, but for

all of us to wonder. What is

America's national purpose? Or

does America have a national

purpose, anyway? Come to think

of it, I guess no history book

ever stated just what a national

goal might be—did it 7 Men have

made statements in the past

which have stood without evalua-

tion, but it would seem that

nothing has ever been proclaimed,

"THIS is America's national

purpose." When asked, we differ

in opinion and look to older and

wiser minds for answers. But at

present, this answer concerns

vitally not those behind us, but

the students seeking higher edu-

cation right now. We will be

most affected by the course of

our national purpose.

With LIFE'S tall order in mind,

I wonder and three possibilities

are presented to me: America's

national purpose might be plain

survival, preservation, or world

responsibility for self-govern-

ment.

Plain survival. Ah, yes. The

news on the radio every morning

is gruesome, isn't it? We see

ON THE BEACH and, "There is

still time . . . brother ..." Some-

body might push that dreaded

button anytime. How much time,

brother? Any time, brother?

Plain survival, not science fiction

anymore, might be a running

candidate for America's national

purpose, and a logical and good

one. Sometimes it doesn't seem

like so much, but we like being

around, and we like other people

being around to keep us company.

Preservation. Not so general

as plain survival, this possibility

for national purpose involves

keeping what we have in the way

of democracy. We like to read an

uncensored newspaper. We like to

have a meeting, to go to church,

to say what we want when we
want to say it. We appreciate

our liberties and want to pre-

serve them. Perhaps this, then,

might be said to be America's

national purpose.

World responsibility for self-

government. This third candidate

is the loftiest-sounding of the

three, for it involves what in a

sense is altruism. We, as Ameri-

cans, are proud of our form of

government, and we realize that

its advantages far outweigh its

shortcomings. We wish democracy

to be spread in order that other

peoples might enjoy what we
have found to be good. We feel a
responsibility not only toward
other functioning democracies,

but for nations under oppression.

Perhaps our national purpose is

our responsibility for world self-

government and democracy, to

spread to all nations ideals of

justice.

Wondering about these three

possibilities, I find that although

there is much admirable in each,

something is lacking in all. Man
has deadly weapons with which

ho might end all controversy.

Each of my possibilities seems

tied to these weapons, and I

\vonder how this can be avoided.

Survival without any weapons ?

Preservation without armament?
World responsibility without

readiness? The button is still

evident, waiting to bo pressed.

Perhaps then, these three are

not possibilities for a national

American purpose at all, but

merely possible functions of a

modern democracy in anxiety, I,

find that my three are not really

national in scope at all, but more

general, world-wide. The voice of

another student is what reminds

me of what I find I believe to be

the national purpose. He tells

me: Realization. Realization of

the common, oft-stated, repeated

American ideal of equality, a

goal of democracy. America is

the place where everyone has the

same chances, where everybody

gets a fair shake. Rags to riches.

Nobody to somebody. Remember?

I think we need to look inside

to find what America'3 national

purpose is. We need to achieve

what men set out to achieve with

the Declaration of Independence

and the Constitution. Back where

I started. It's the goal we don't

know we haven't reached.

RSO Groups
Finish Books
By May 27

Account books for all RSO
groups must be brought up to

date and left in the proper mail-

boxes in the Student Activities

Office on or before May 27, 1960.

Treasurers who have unfin-

ished business a§_ of that date

must leave summer addresses or

detailed instructions for author-

ized procedures during their ab-

sence from campus.

Harrington

Is Elected

To Judiciary
Reporting on the Men's Judi-

ciary elections the Collegian

failed to include Joseph Har-

rington '61 as one of the newly

chosen members.

Thus, new members, in addi-

tion . to Harrington, are David

Clancy '63, Frederick E, Kar-

shik '02, and Robert J. Guerin '62.

Ranking Scholars

Granted Awards
By Phi Kappa Phi

At the Honors Banquet which

was held May 5, Phi Kappa Phi

made the following awards to the

ranking scholars of each of the

four undergraduate classes. The
recipients were class of I960,

Raymond P. Tripp, Jr. - $60.00;

class of 1961, Anne J. Reseigh -

$50.00; class of 1962, Merrilee R.

Atkins - $50.00; class of 1963,

Patricia A, Adams - $25,00.

Raymond Tripp, an English

major from Middleboro, was
named the Phi Beta Kappa Schol-

ar. James G. Evans and John H.

Peck received the L. R. Wilson

Award in Geology.

Also the Sigma Xi Undergrad-

uate Award of $100.00 for rec-

ognition of a developing research

interest and of superior achieve-

ment in science or engineering

went to Charles L. Getchel.

Contract Bridge

WEST
P
P
P

NORTH
S Qx
H AKxxx
D AKx
C AKJ

WEST (Dealer)

S KJxx
H Qxx
D xxxx

xxx

SOUTH
S XX

H JlOx

D xxx
C Qxxxx

NORTH EAST
2 H P
3 H P
P P

EAST
S AlOxxx
H xxx

D xx
C xxx

SOUTH
2 NT

1 II

Last Saturday, the UMass
Bridge Club played a match with

the West Point Bridge Club.

The match was conducted as a

team of eight, one team from

each school. The University won
19-13. The game actually was
closer than it sounds, as the U.M.

team picked up the lead in the

first rounds and split the last

two rounds in a hotly contested

second half.

The deal illustrated is from the

match. It shows the demand
placed upon the players. After

West's pass, North is in a

quandary. With 24 high card

points and a mediocre five card

suit, he doesn't know whether to

open 2NT or 2 Hearts. Each bid

is "cheating" a little. After some

thought, most North players elect-

ed to open 2 Hearts, as the spade

RSO Office Has
MVM AwardsReady

The recipients of the Student

Senate's Most Valuable Member
and Honorable Mention Awards
may now pick up their pins and

citations at the RSO office.

Dedication . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

competency of his work.

Working for the Collegian dur-

ing the past four years, Ed York

has given untold hours of bis

time and energy that the stu-

dents at UMass might enjoy and

benefit from better photography

holding made No Trumps unat-

tractive. When partner respond-

ed 2NT, North rebid hearts or

gambled on 3 NT.
Four Hearts, by careful can

make five with a Spade lead or

six with any other lead. A small

diamond is led from East. De-

clarer wins with the Ace. The
A <•< and King of Hearts are

played and the Queen drops on

thn second heart trick. The high

clubs Ace, King and Jack are

played. A low heart is led to the

Jack, Declarer can now discard

B low diamond and a low- spade.

Now he concedes a single spade

trick.

If North opens 2 NT, South

must bid 3 NT. All pass. East

opens the spade suit with his

fourth best and the defense

cashes five spade tricks to set the

contract.

Senate . .

.

(Continued from page 1)

not up to the Senate to deny
thnm this right."

The Kennedy for President

Club's constitution remained in

effect.

Senator Tod Sheerin, an out-

going senior, left the Senate

with this message,

"Next year I certainly hope
that the students will carry on

the continuing work to improve

the University, to bring it into

the community of the State."

and a better newspaper.

Today we are proud to honor

our page with his picture.

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
a. J. Bwwldi Totmwo Co.. Wlniton-S«l#ni. N. ft
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Robert Small. '63, fright) the new Metawampee. receiving the

Indian headdress and baton from Ted Souliotis. manager of the

Redmen Marching Band.

Robert Small

Chosen New
Metawampee

Robert Small. '68, is the new

Metawampee of the Redmen
Marching Band. In the fall Bob,

as Metawampee, will be seen

leading the band during the half

time shows at the football games

and leading the parades down to

the rallies, as well as drilling the

band during rehearsals.

Bob was recently chosen from

I group of eight applicants, tak-

ing into consideration the skills

of leadership necessary for group

coordination during rehearsals

and shows. His home town is

Yarmouth, Cape Cod. There he

was a member of the Dennis-

Yarmouth Regional High School

Hand for six years, being cap-

tain his last two years. At UMass

he has been playing the tuba : n

the Redmen Marching Bund, the

Concert Band, and the ROTC
Band.

China, Germany, & Disarmament

Provocative Subject Of Seminar
"China, Germany and Disarma-

ment" was the provocative sub-

ject of a seminar in the Plymouth

Room of the Student Union last

Monday evening, at 8:00 p.m.

Mr. Luther A. Allen of the

University government depart-

ment, Mr. Peter Rowe, an in-

structor in international relations

at Smith College, and Mr. Russell

Johnson of the American Friends

Service Committee presented the

key issues in a short Introductory

discussion, and the remainder of

the seminar was devoted to tht!

questions and discussion from the

odience.
Professor Allen is a recent

recipient of a State Department

grant to the University of

Saigon, Viet-Nam, under the In-

ternational Education Exchange

Program.

Mr. Rowe is a member of the

Hampshire-Franklin Committee

for a Sane Nuclear Policy and is

interested in the political effects

of nuclear testing.

Mr. Johnson, recently returned

from an international seminar in

Poland, is the New England

Peace Education Secretary of the

American Friends Service Com-

mittee.

The plan for the seminar

originated in the recent "summit

Sociology
Spin a platter . . . have some chatter .

and sip that real great taste of Coke.

Sure, you can have a party without

Coca-Cola—but who wants to! (&ft£

lettUd under authority of The. Coca-Cola Compony by

Coca-Cola Settling Co. of Northampton, Northampton, Mass.

petition" campaign on campus.

During the circulation of the

eight-point student-initiated peti-

tion to the leaders of the United

States, the Soviet Union, Great

Britain and France, many stu-

dents expressed the desire to get

further information on the issues

involved in peaceful solution of

international problems.

More than two hundred and

fifty UMass students signed the

petition, which was carried to the

summit conference by a Harvard

student and a University of Chi-

cago student as part of a nation-

wide move to voice student

opinion at the Paris talks.

Commenting on the petition

campaign, Pre fessor Robert R.

Archer of the department of

mathematics stated: "The success

of the student petition to the

heads of governments represent-

ed at the summit conference

would appear to be a local ex-

pression of a world-wide trend of

student agitation against the

rigidities nf outmoded policies

and institutions of many govern-

ments."

Professor Paul A. Lauter, of

the English department said:

"The response of students at the

University and elsewhere to di-

rect actions for peac*e and

equality should destroy the 'beat

generation' myth. Only those

who continue to acquiesce in

policies involving the madness of

nuclear war and suppression of

'Continued on page 6)

Campus Calendar
Friday. May 20

4:00 p.m. Freshman Picnic, Student Union

7:00 p.m. Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, Student Union

8:15 p.m. Faculty Frolics, Bowker
Saturday, May 21

8:00 p.m. Student Zionists: International Night at Cafe Tel-Aviv,

Women's P. E. Building

8:15 p.m. Faculty Frolics, Bowker
Sunday May 22

3:00 p.m. Dames Graduation, Student Union

3:00 p.m. Music Hour, Student Union

4:30 p.m. Annual All Sports Banquet, Student Union

Monday, May 23

7:15 p.m. Chess Club, Student Union

Tuesday, May 24

7:00 p.m. Movie: "All The King's Men," Student Union

Wednesday, May 25

6:30 p.m. Christian Association Vespers, Skinner

Thursday, May 26

1:30 p.m. Heads of Men's Residences, Student Union

6:30 p.m. Bridge Club, Student Union

7:00 p.m. Movie: "East of Eden," Student Union

Friday, May 27

12:00 p.m. Stockbridge Class of *60 Picnic, Look Park

7:00 p.m. Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, Student Union

Saturday, May 28

10:00 p.m. Stockbridge Alumni Day Registration, Memorial Hall

(Continued on page 6)

With the Sororities
by JUDY MADDEN '61

PI BETA PHI
Congratulations to Mai Kolazyk on her recent engagement to

Jim Shields TKE, and to Beth Stone who was recently pinned to John

Quayle SPE. The Pi Phi's enjoyed their annual Senior Banquet which

was held at the Log Cabin in Holyoke.

Weekend before last was Pledge Weekend at the house. The

pledges invaded the house and had an enjoyable weekend.

GAMMA CHI ALPHA
The South Pacific Beach Party held on Friday of HER weekend

was a rousing success due to such things as loads of people, great

decorations, cocoanuts for punch glasses, and a skit by the Sarah

Bernhardts of the group. And oh, let's not forget the FRISBY.

Student Leaders Night had its share of rewards for Gamma Chi.

Joan Zisk '61. received a scholarship from SOS. Judy Konopka, Sec-

retary of the class of 1961, was tapped for Mortarbord. Congratula-

tions to both of you. A recent pinning: Donna Bonner to Dick Page

SPE. Congrats!

SIGMA KAPPA
Congratulations to both Carol Grady and Paula Ross on their

recent engagements.

We would like to express our thanks to AGR for the very enjoy-

able "spaghetti supper" held May 5.

Sigma's new initiates are Connie Balutis, Elaine Carlson, Barbara

Cushing, Miriam Drew, Carolyn Eldridge. Connie Gardini, Carol

Hajjar, Rose-Mary Kirchner, Barbara Lundgren, Arlene Mawaka,

Frances Maziarz, Christina Merrill, Lois Moczarski, Marie Mortimer,

Jeanne Mullaney, Carolyn Price, Elaine Ricker, Nancy Ann Ringoen,

Beverly Rzeszutek, Charlotte Scannell, Beverly Smith, Patricia Stec,

Carol Tarr, and Joan Werner, class of "63; Carol Kibitz and Jeanne

Saulnier, class of '62.

The Sigmas would like to congratulate Marilyn Clapper for win-

ning a major prize in Reed & Barton's 1960 Silver Opinion Competi-

tion. Her entry was selected from those of more than 14,000 univer-

sity women who entered the contest this spring.

SIGMA DELTA TAU
Many Congratulations are in order this week—congratulations to

Bobbie Bernstein, Judy Fredman, and Bryna Lansky on their tapping

to Mortarboard, also to Linda Lederman on becoming a Scroll, and

to Carol Langbort upon receiving the Scroll Scholarship.

At our Recent Scholarship Banquet, Jackie Siegel was presented

with a plaque for having made the greatest improvement seholas-

tically in a semester.

(Continued on page 6)

A future Of exciting

os the jet age itself

can be yours . . os a

TWA AIRLINE HOSTESS!

TWA — the nation's leading airline— will train you at

company expense . . . and pay you while you train!

First on your flying schedules will be interesting cities

in the US... later you may fly to world famous cities

of four continents on TWA's international routes.

APPLY NOW
for TWA training classes starting soon. Here are the
qualifications: Minimum age 20; height, 5'2" to 5'8";

weight, 100 to 135 lbs.; vision, 20/100 or better, cor-

rected to 20/20; attractive; natural color hair; clear

complexion; unmarried; 2 years college or equivalent
business experience.

ClltMti Mra. Harllya NoMfcMi

Ctrtry Tkerseay, I A.M.-4 fM.

Traas WtrM Ahliati

4M •riiUn Strttt, Nttta, MattMkettftt

TRANS WORLD AIRLINES

!

The 1 2 Most Valuable Members of the Class of 1 960

BOB ZEUS
President of the Student Sen-

ate for two yeais, Bob Zflis al-

ways had control of the situa-

tion on the floor. He gained stu-

dent representation on many
faculty committees and fought

for the Faculty pay raise hill.

Bob also served on the Colle-

gian Publishing Board, Pre-Med
Club, Newman Club, RSO Com
mittee, SUO Board Chairman,

PMD, and Calendar Coordinating

Board and other activities.

In addition, Bob has been on

the Dean's List four years.

Bob's forcefulness and intel-

lectual honesty has won for him

great respect as well as a place

on Adelphia and "Who's Who
Among Students in American

Colleges and Universities".

ELIOT SOHMER
Eliot Sohmer, Vice President

of Adelphia, served as Secretary

of IFC and Steward to TEP.
In addition to his outstanding

service to the fraternity system,

He was Cadet Colonel of

AFROTC, which made him re-

sponsible for the training of 850

Cadets.

Eliot also made the Dean's

List for three straight years and

has been an outstanding campus
leader.

A mature, enthusiastic, and

conscientious person with high

standards, Eliot's respect by the

community is evidenced by his

election to Adelphia and "Who's
Who Among Students in Ameri-

can Colleges and Universities".

JOANNE RUSSELL
Joanne Russell as President of

the Christian Association has

provided the campus with many
interesting and enlightening pro-

grams.

Treasurer of Mortar Board,

she has done honors work while

participating in such activities as

International Weekend, House
Chairman, and Edwards Fellow-

ship.

A leader in every sense, Joanne
has blended academics with ex-

tracurriculars to win her a place

on "Who's Who Among Students
in American Colleges and Uni-

versities."

TED SHEERIN

Ted Sheerin perhaps made the

most outstanding single contribu-

tion to the University with his

"S35", which provides for a stu-

dent tax to pay for superior

teachers.

Ted also should be remembered

as one of the fighters for the

University pay raise bill last

summer.
Well-known for his lengthy

service to the University, Ted
participated actively in the Col-

legian, Student Senate, Political

Science Association, and the

Young Democrats Club this year.

MARLENE SANDLER
Mariene Sandler has prest-nted

many excellent programs as Pres-

ident of Hillel Foundation. A
member of SDT, she has put her

energies into many other activi-

ties including Student Union

committees, History Club, Cam-

pus Chest, Campus Religious

Council, and Campus Blood

Drive.

It is not surprising that a per-

son with such dynamic vitality

should be named to "Who's Who
Among Students in American

Colleges and Universities".

DON KELLY
Don Kelly will be remembered

for his two years of service to

Men's Judiciary.

As Chief Justice, Don held the

Judiciary long into the morning

carefully deliberating important

decisions, for which the whole

campus respects him.

A four year honor student, Don

is a member of SPE, Faculty

Discipline Board, and Ski Club.

His quiet reserved manner has

won him a place on "Who's Who
Among Students in American

Colleges and Universities" and

senior Adelphia.

FLO STEINBERG
In addition to her activities as

a member of Mortar Board, Flo

Steinberg has been a member of

Hillel Foundation, President of

SDT, Ya-Hoo, Student Union

Governing Board! Sonioi Execu-

tive, and History Club.

A personality that matches her

warm and friendly smile has won
her a place on "Who's Who
Among Students in American

Colleges and Universities'*.

DAVE HEFLER
The University can thank

AGR's Dave Hefler for his work

in preserving the fraternity sys-

tem. As the Administrative* Vice-

president for IFC, Dave super-

vised the Council of Committers,

the IFC workhouse. The ideal

fraternity man, Dave had a

strong hand in the Winter Car-

nival, Military Ball, Interfrater-

nity skits and sing, and the

Greek Week program.

His outspoken sincere man-

ner has won him many friends as

well as a place on "Who's Who
Among Students in American

Colleges and Universities" and

on senior Adelphia.

TOM CAMPBELL
President of TC and IFC, Tom

Campbell was largely respon-

sible for bringing a Fraternity

Manager to UMass.
Tom has also participated in

many non-fraternity activities

such as Associate Editor of the

Index, Christian Association, So-

cial Activities Committee, Senior

Executive Board, Campus Vane
ties, and Management Club.

Tom, also should be credited

for bringing the fraternity sys-

tem successfully through its most
trying years.

He was recently named to

"Who's Who Among Students in

American Colleges and Univer-

sities" and senior Adelphia, testi-

fying to his sincerity and warm
personality.

* Jo

PENNY RENTON
Penny Reiiton, a member of

the Student Senate for three

years, served as Chairman of the

Women's Affairs Committee in

her senior year.

Her other activities include Chi

Omega sorority, Christian Asso-

ciation. Campus Religious Coun-

cil, and Publishing Board of the

( 'oUeffinn.

Her quiet manner and warm
personality have won her many
friends and a place in "Who's
Who Among Students in Ameri-

can Colleges and Universitie

TAMMY IDE
Tammy Ide, President of Mor-

tar Board, has put much time and

effort into a wide range of ac-

tivities

Besides her Mortar Board Ac-

tivities, such as the Fine Arts

Festival, Tammy has been a

member of the Collegmn, Chris-

tian Association, Pi Beta Phi,

Senior Class Committee, and the

Open House Committee. Her

many achievements were rec-

ognized when site was named to

"Who's Who Among Students in

American Colleges and Univer-

sities",

DICK MaeLEOD
Dick MacLeod, as Editor,

brought the Collegian from a

third class to a first class news-

paper and was instrumental in

winnng the Faculty pay raise.

He also has served on the In-

ternational Relations Club, Open
House Committee, Military Ball

Committee, Political Science As-

sociation, Granville Air Society,

and RSO Committee.

His tactfulness and dynamic
personality has won him many
friends from the student body

and administration as well as a

place on senior Adelphia and

"Who's Who Among Students in

American Colleges and Univer-

sities."
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Campus Calendar . . .

(Continued from page i)

10:30 p.m. Stockbridge Class Day Exercises, Lilac Garden or Bow-

ker in case of rain

7:00 p.m. Stockbridge Class Banquet, Lord Jeffery Inn

9:30 p.m. Commencement Prom for Stockbridge, Lord Jeffery Inn

Sunday. May 29

2:30 p.m. Class of 1960 Stockbridge School Graduation, Bowker
3:30 p.m. Stockbridge School Graduation Reception, Lilac Garden

or in case of rain Student Union
Wednesday, June 1

6:30 p.m. Senior Banquet, Wiggins' Tavern

Thursday, June 2

1 :00 p.m. Senior Picnic, Forest Lake Park
Friday, June S

8:00 p.m. Soph-Senior Hop, Toto's

On&npis with

MaxShuIman

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf","The Many
Loves of Dobie GiUis", etc.)

TILL WE MEET AGAIN

Today I conclude my sixth year of writing columns for the

makers of Marlboro and Philip Morris cigarettes. It has been

my custom during these six years to make no attempt to be

funny in this final column. (I have achieved this objective

many times during the year also, but never on purpose.) The

reasons for the lack of levity in this final column are two: first,

you are preparing for final exams and, short of holding you

down and tickling you, there is no way in the world to make you

laugh at this time; and, second, for many of us this is a leave-

taking, and leave-takings, I think, ought not be flippant.

If I have brought you a moment or two of cheer during the

past year, I am rewarded. If I have persuaded you to try

Marlboro or Philip Morris cigarettes, you are rewarded.

Let me pause here to express my heartfelt gratitude to the

makers of Marllwro and Philip Morris. They have given me

complete freedom in the writing ol these columns. There has

not been the slightest hint of censorship. They have never

changed so much as one comma in my copy. I wish to take this

occasion to state publicly that I am forever grateful to these

enlightened tobacconists and I hereby serve notice that if they

find it in their cori>orate heart to engage me for another year

of columning, I phall require a substantial increase in salary.

The money is not what matters—not as money, that is, but

only as a token. I want to be assured that they love me as

much as I love Marlboro and Philip Morris. And what, indeed,

is not to love? Marlboro is a cigarette which proves beyond

civil that flavor did not go out when filters came in. Philip

Morris is 1 cigarette that is pure mildness from lip-end to tip-

end. Both of these estimable smokes come in soft-pack or

flip-top box. Neither is ever sold in bulk.

ffiMtyf.pwfr, d&W
The summer lies ahead. For underclassmen summer will be

a hiatus, a breather in which to restore yourselves for next

year's resumption of busy college life. For seniors there will

be no more college. You must not, however, despair and abandon

yourself to idleness. There are other things to do in the world

besides going to school— basket weaving, for example, or build-

ing boats in bottles, or picking up tinfoil, or reading "War and

Peace." Many graduates fall into the erroneous lielief thai their

lives are over when they leave college. This is not so. It is

possible to make some sort of life for yourself with a bit of

ingenuity ... or, if that fails, dye your hair, change your name,

and enroll at some other college.

Whatever the future holds for you, be assured that the makers

of Marlboro and Philip Morris join me in wishing you the best

of everything. We have taken great pleasure— the makers nnd

I— in bringing you this column each week throughout the school

year. We hope a little pleasure has accrued to you too.

May good fortune attend your ventures. Stay happy. Stay

healthy. Stay loose.

• ItM M»i ffliulmaa

• * *

We, the maker* of Marlboro and Philip Morris, can only
echo kindly old Max's parting words. Stay happy. Stay

healthy. Stay loose.

Soph-Senior

Hop Set For

June 3
The Soph-Senior Hop, present-

ed by the Sophomore class, will

be held on June 3, from 8-12 p.m.

at Toto's. It is an informal dance

and the cost is $1.25 per person.

Music will be by the Corvettes

aw1 Tony Ravasa. Refreshments

will be served and a door prize

will be given.

Sophomore men and women
have permission to stay on cam-

pus for this function.

Tickets will be sold next week

at the ticket office and also at

the door the night of the dance.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Taken by mistake from

Student Employees Rest Room of

the Commons between 11:00 and

1:00 Tues. a white UMass jacket

(medium). If found, please re-

turn to Richard Chase, 112 But-

terfield.

Lost: One almost brand-new

white blazer taken from the coat-

room outside the S.U. Ballroom

on May 12 at the time of the

Honor's Banquet. Please return it

to Arnold House or to the S.U.

Lobby Counter. Anne Reseigh,

Arnold House.

Seniors Graduate

Sunday, June 5th
Time Schedule for Graduation

Day—June 5th

Sunday, June 5:

10:00 a.m. ROTC Commission-

ings S.U. Lawn
1:00-2:00 p.m. Band Concert

College Pond
2:00 p.m. Students line up on

south side of Union
2:30 p.m. Graduation Proces-

sional

Disarmament . . .

(Continued from page i)

the rights of individuals are the

beaten."

Professor Melvin S. Steinberg,

of the physics department stated:

"The response to the petition is

highly encouraging. Hopefully it

points to a renaissance of student

involvement with alternatives to

the destruetiveness of the con-

temporary world."

With the Sororities . . .

(Continued from page k)

Mrs. Schwartz, our regional advisor, made her annual visit over

our Parents' Weekend. She brought with her many plans for a com-

plete renovation for our house.

Parents' Day Tea was a success. All parents were quite impressed

with our new dining room (that they have paid for).

Good luck to Sylvia Kurzberg, our newly elected social chairman!

Your first event, our H.E.R. weekend party, was excellent, Sylvia.

Keep up the good work.

CHI OMEGA
The Chi O's are all very pleased with the results of Student

Leaders' Night. Three of our illustrious Seniors will be found in

Who's Who. They are: Marcia Hubbard, Vicki Rochette, and Pennie

Renton. Next year Mary Morrison and Pat O'Connell will be taking

an active part in Mortar Board. We're pleased to add that Patty

also has the honor of being the new president of Mortar Board. Six

Happy Chi O Freshmen—Bev DeMarco, Sara O'Reilly, Anne Kelly,

Carol Madison, Kathy Connolly, and Barbie Wood — are proudly dis-

playing their brand new maroon Scroll hats. Anne will be taking

over the office of vice-president and Sara, that of secretary. Next

year's Freshmen will become well acquainted with four Chi O's sport-

ing red and white striped jackets. Our new Revelers are Joni Knowles,

Alsie Edgerton, Nancy Pizzano, and Mimi Halper. Those receiving

honorable mention were: Nancy Boyd, Denise Harmony, Pat O'Con-

nell, Sandy Hill, and Joyce Rollins (who was selected most valuable

cheerleader).

Our congratulations go again to Pat O'Connell who won first

prize in the Burnham Speaking Contest.

H.E.R. weekend was a "rocking" success for the CM O's, espe-

cially with Tex and the Corvettes to provide a little "rock 'n roll" at

Chi O's Carnival Friday night. We're sure the neighbors enjoyed the

"serenade" as well as we did.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kappa had a Scholarship Dinner last Thursday evening. Hamburg

for those showing no improvement in scholastic average; roast beef

for those who helped boost that point average.

The Alumni Committee has given the word that the place at 311

Lincoln Avenue will have a face-lifting this summer. You'll never

recognize Kappa come fall!

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Many Thetas were thrilled and honored at the convocation May

4. Six of our freshmen were tapped as Scrolla. They are Betty Bro-

berg, Lee Carroll, Dotty Goodwin, Barb Lavalette, Val Smith, and

Pat Valiton. Chosen for Mortar Board were Mary Ann Blais and Con-

nie Ledger. Our new Revelers are Barb Feldman and Mary Jane

Stack. Mary Jane also won two scholarships. The S.O.S. scholarship

went to Judy Anderson. Congratulations, girls! Best wishes to Marty

Trask who is pinned to John Tillotson of Sigma Nu, Norwich Univer-

sity. Marty also won the scholarship bracelet for the greatest im-

provement in her average. The bracelet was presented at our scholar-

ship banquet on Tuesday evening. Friday evening after dinner, the

pledges held a kite-fly which Theta plans to make an annual event.

The kites were handmade and the results proved interesting.

PHI DELTA NU
"Hernando's Place" proved to be a real hot affair over H.E.R.

Weekend; everyone had fun including the jazz band.

Welcome to our new pledges: Sarah-Jean Carpenter '62, Janet

Hardy '63, and Leslie Williams '63.

Congratulations Mcrrilce on bcinjr named Phi Kappa Phi Scholar

for the Class of 1962.

Silvia Anderson '61, one of our departing seniors, will enter the

Elliot Pearson School at Tufts University for graduate study. Ann
Fitzgerald '62, will enter John Hopkins School of Nursing in Sept.

Good luck to them and our graduating seniors. We are going to miss
you all.

wta#
CboKno-

no need to - - fust

brouse around the

A&P for a snack

to please the palate.

34 BRIDGE ST
NORTHAMPTON

and be sure to visit

the choice, delectable

Delicatessen Dept.

Football: Redmen 3-5-1

As New Era Begins
The Massachusetts gridiron

heroes ended their 1959 season

on a happy note as they upended

YanCon foe, UNH, 19-6.

An opening 21-16 upset victory

over Maine's Black Bears started

the season which was to see the

end of the O'Rourke era.

The following week the Red-

men were cheered on by a large

delegation of UMass fans among

the 10,000 at Harvard. This

wasn't enough, however, as the

Redmen went down fighting,

36-22.

Delaware made its first visit

to Alumni field a memorable one

for the Blue Hen fans, as t^ie

men from down under trampled

their ho3ts, 42 12.

Still searching for victory num-

ber two, the Redmen journeyed to

UConn where they helped the

Huskies celebrate Dad's Day,

26-0.

The following week the Rhode

Island Rams provided the op-

position for the Redmen's home-
coming game. The Redmen, how-
ever, wound up on the short end
of a 30-6 count.

The sixth game for the Red-

men ended in a scoreless tie, as

they slogged around in a sea of

mud with Northeastern for the

greater part of the afternoon.

For the second successive year

the BU Terriers played in a

downpour on Alumni Field.

Again they won by two touch-

downs, this time the result was
20-6.

Finally, after six winless

matches, the Redmen got back on

the victory trail as they mauled

Bramleis, 25-6.

The Massachusetts men thus

<»nded with a 3-5-1 record. Short-

ly after the final game the big

chief hung up his headdress. He
has since been succeeded by
Chuck Studley, who hails from
the Big Ten's Illinois campus.

Swimming: Knight.

Rutkowski Shine
This year the varsity swim-

ming team, led by Captain Ben

Knight and sophomore Matt Rut-

kowski, matched their last year's

slate with a 3-6 season, scoring

victories over Tufts, Holy Cross

and Worcester Tech.

Knight and Rutkowski were

consistent doubles winners for

the Mermen, Matt in the 220 and

440 yd. free styles, and Ben in

the 50 and 100 yd. events.

Knight was the sole UMass swim-

mer to place in the New Eng-

land Intercollegiate Swimming
Championships held at UMass.
Lettermen Daw Desjardins,

Captain-elect Dave Goldstein and

Amos Dixon performed well for

the Rogersmen in the breast

stroke, back stroke and butter-

fly events, respectively, while

Andy Grace, Jack Knight, Bill

O'Nejl, Dave Osterhaut, and

Steve Peters added the necessary

depth to the team.

Don Saluta, John Cushing and

Charlie Leverone did the fancy

diving for the Redmen.

See Tht !hneh Short Chevy Show m eotu, < n

professional drivers got

27.03 mpfi
in the Mobilyaa Economy Run

TV -the Pa! Boom Chevy Shio fro '' teklf, ABC-TV
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"Car of the Year"

by editors of

Motor Trvnd
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Corvair 700 k-Door Sedan

Besides wringing extra miles from every gallon, and besides stacking up as 1960'a

outstanding car—look what else Corvair has in store for you. The smooth-as-butter

ride you get from independent suspension at all four wheels. Tht increased

traction that comes with the engine's weight over the

rear wheels—where it should be in a compact car. A
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practically flat floor, a folding rear seat, Ave jaunty

models, including the new Monza Club Coupe.

Basketball: Hoopsters Lose

3, Face Tougher Schedule
The varsity basketball team

finished in a triple tie for sec-

ond place in the Yankee Confer-

ence, after being ahead most of

the way.

Bob Eichorn, Doug Grutehfield,

Mike Mole, Fred Naedele, and

Charlie Fohlin were the starting

five; and together with a strong

bench including Captain Leo Le-

Blanc, they proved to be the

strongest court quintet UMass
has had in a long while.

Next year will see a tougher

schedule for the Redmen, as they

will face Manhattan and Canis-

ius, as well as Syracuse and

other formidable opponents.

The squad will have to get

along without the services of

Bob Eichorn, Fred Naedele, and

Leo LeBlanc, who graduate next

month.

Golfers Best Ever;

Lose Cross, Burke
Coach Chet Gladchuk'* golf-

era approach the end of their

season with a 9-1 record, having

one match yet to play.

In the New England competi-

tion the squad finished fifth in

a field of 21, placing third in the

Yankee Conference.

The loss of Captain Gary Cross

and Brian Burke through grad-

uation will be a blow to Coach
Gladchuk's squad, but Pete Hat-
field will be a sound nucleus for

the 1961 team.

Steinberg, Bazos
Shine For Hooters

This year's soccer team, men-
tored by Coach Dave Bischoff in

Larry Briggs' absence, had a

tough row to hoe, but for the

material they had, did well.

Captain Gerry Steinberg, Grant
Bowman, Goalie Charlie Cor-

reia and Nick Bazos were out-

standing for the booters.

Jack Knight Wins
Two Major Titles
Jack Knight ended his college

athletic career on a bright note

as he won the Varsity Track

Spring Decathlon title and the

Sigma Delta Psi High Point

Trophy.

The latter trophy is the first

annual award made to the Sigma
Delta Psi athlete who scores the

highest number of points in the

year's competition.

The Decathlon title is made to

the Track Team member who
scores the highest total points in

the ten event contest.

Jack has bo^n n member of

Sigma Delta Psi for two years, a

three year letterman on the

Swimming team and also earned

a letter in Spring Track.

FRESHMAN BASKETBALL
The frosh, led by the 15.7

points per game average Dick

Conlin, completed their season

with a 7-7 slate. Tom Hallinan,

a 6*7" sky scraper, also playod

well. Those men should be some
help for the varsity next year.

Gymnasts, Led By
Briegel, Winners

Heinz Briegel led the gymnasts
to a successful 4-3 season this

year.

Coached by Bob James, the

squad looked good throughout

the season. In addition to Cap-

tain Briegel's outstanding per-

formances, others shone for th«

Redmen.
Charlie Paydos and Jim Bit-

good on the flying rings, Fred
Peterson on the parallel bars,

rope climb and rings, and Alan
Ober on the sidehorse all per-

formed well.

Bitgood will be next year's

captain.

Lacrosse Team Is

6-3 As Hoss Stars
In its short six year history at

UMass, Coach Dick Garber's La-

crosse team hag developed into

one of the finest teams in its

division, having a 6-3 record to

date, with one game with New
Hampshire yet to be played.

The team's three losses, to

Holy Cross, Amherst and M.I.T.,

have all been by narrow margins.

Certainly the outstanding mem-
bers of the team have been jun-

ior Dick Hoss and Captain Billy

Maxwell. Hoss has amassed a

total of 36 goals and 11 assists,

while Billy Maxwell has come

through with 19 tallies and 10

assists.

Goalies Dick Glorioso and John

Bamberry played great ball in

the create, and wen vita) factors

in the success of this year's team.

Phil Williams also played excep-

tionally well.

Frosh Eleven, 2-3,

Led By Al Hedlund
Sparked by the adept passing

of quarterback Al Hedlund, the

UMass froth football team fin-

ished its season with a 2-3 card.

Registering victories over

Springfield College and Brown
University, Coach Dick MacPher-

son's squad showed a great deal

of potential, and such players as

Al Hedlund, Sam Lussier, Ken
Kezar, Pete Schindler, Torn Bro-

phy, Steve Forman, Bill Collins

and Mike Deneen, among others,

will soon be putting in their time

with Coach Studley's Redmen,

next year.

Track Team Hindered By
Great Lack Of Manpower

for NmMiMl inintporlnlirm

Check the low price tag at your local authorized Chevroltt dealer's

The UMass track team ended

a sub-par season with a crushing

victory over Brandeis, 90-46 hero

Wednesday. The Redmen scored

nine victories and one tie in the

fifteen events with Roger Kin-

dred (hammer and discus) and

Charlie La Pier (high and low

hurdles) being double winners.

LaPier also tied for first in the

high jump.
Over the indoor and outdoor

seasons, the cindermen, with a 2-

8 record, were hampered by lack

of manpower, a must in track

and field competition.

FROSH TRACK
Tho Redmen freshmen track

record of 4-4 doea not show the

squad's performance. They broke

eleven frosh records against the

stiffest competition Coach Cobb's

men have ever had to face.

Indoors, Dick Ward showed

that he may be one of the great-

est track men ever to wear a U-

Mass uniform.

CROSS COUNTRY
The UMass cross country team

proved itself to be one of the

most successful teams of the

year, compiling a six and two
record for the season. Besides the

seasonal record, the Footrickmen

finished fourth in the Yankee
Conference and eleventh in the

New England's.
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UMASS 1960 SENIOR ATHLETES OF THE YEAR
Heinz Briegel

HEINZ BRIEGEL is what they call an ex-

pert in his field; the gymnast of gymnasts. His
awards could fill a book. Some of them are:

X.E.A.A.U. all around gymnastics champion in

1958; also in that year he came in third all

around in the ECAC competition. He has only
been beaten three times in dual matches, and
two of those were by Jeff Cardinali, Olympic
candidate.

Briegel is also, a scholar. He won the ECAC
award given to the .scholar-athlete of the year.
For this award, scholarship is the first quali-

fication. He is an inspiration to other students.
If there has been any success in gymnastics at

UMass it has been by his example. As Coach
Bob James puts it: "He's a rare bird." We sa-

lute you. Heinz Briegel, for being the perfect
combination of gentleman, scholar, and athlete.

ARMAND SABOURIN. V8".

I Vi pound sportsman from

Northbridge, has found his si/r

no handicap in either football

or baseball, two sports in which

he excels.

He came hack from a broken

leg early in 1957 to start the

final football game that year,

and since has been a steady

performer on the gridiron. He
is a hard-driving halfback, and

a breakaway threat at all

times.

As much as Sabbo has ac-

complished in football, those

deeds are overshadowed by his

feats in baseball. Having played

three positions on the Red-

men nine, he worked his way
through left field, right field,

and presently is a catcher and

Captain of the baseball team.

Armie's accumulated batting

average over his three years

with the team is a healthy .276.

Perhaps Baseball coach Karl

Lorden gave the greatest praise

of his captain when he said,

"He has tremendous drive and

competitive spirit, and you

can't measure that with cold

figures."

Bob Eichorn

Armand Sabourin

ey:Tennis And Hock
Better Things Ahead

The varsity tennis team was the only UMass
squad to go undefeated this year, as it finished up
with a spotless 7-0 record. The team brought the
Yankee Conference crown to UMass for the fourth
straight year, though this year it was shared with
New Hampshire and Vermont.

Most of the team will be returning -next year,
hut three important men will graduate in June.

The key doubles team of Dave
Crotty and Ken Barrows, along
with Ron Carlson, will he leaving

the team this year.

Sid Poritz, number one singles

man, will he back, though, as also

will be John Thomas, Ernie Ho-
warth, and Bill Thompson. With
some help from this year's frosh

crew, next year could be another
big one for the tennis team.

HOCKEY
Coach Kosakowski's other

group, the hockey team, didn't

fare as well as it might have.

Finishing with a 5-12 record, it

fell short of pre-season expecta-

tions.

The team will lose Kelley,

Rotenberg, and Cheever by grad-

uation, and they will no doubt
leave a hole in the ranks.

While Coach Kosakowski re-

fuses to get excited about next

year, he sees better things ahead

for the team, barring any un-

foreseen difficulties.

The UMass hockey team had

qualified for the Little three

hockey title, even though the

University is not in competition

for it.

Coach Start jokingly pointed

that out earlier in the season, M
he mentioned that the Redmen
bad defeated Amherst, Wesleyan,

and Williams, the little three

teams.

Steve Kosakowski: Coach Of The Year

BOB EICHORN, after winning nine letters

in high school, came to UMass to continue his

outstanding athletic versatility. In basketball.

Bob capped his three years on the team by this

year having been elected to the Yankee Confer-

ence a!! star team. A left-hander all the way. he

has a good drive and one hand jump shot.

In baseball, after being a mainstay of the

mound staff, Ike switched to the outfield and

added more laurels to his record. His steady and

powerful hitting has been a happy surprise for

UMass baseball fans his year. He is at present

the only member of the squad hitting over ,300.

A fine aii around athlete, Ike, like Armie Sa-

bourin, is a member of Kappa Siema fraternity.

Baseball: Graduation
Leaves Outfield Gap

Tht> UMats baseball team, one of great potential,

failed t<» show the typp of ball thpy could have
played this year. The record at this writing is 7-7,

and in YanCon competition 3-5.

The pitching staff, which was counted on heavily,

didn't come through quite as well as was expected.

Gerry Glynn won three to lead the team, as Wennik
chalked up two victories and Catalini and Connolly

one apiece.

The pitching was brilliant at

times but it could not muster thr-

necessary consistency which is

needed to win in such a short

season as the Redmen have.

The hitting was on the dismal
side as Bob Eichorn was the only

regular hitting over .300. Capt.

Armand Sabourin came through
with some timely blows but the

red of the team hit in spurts.

The fielding was the thing that

cost the Redmen the most as the

team averaged almost 3 errors a

game and lost three games be-

cause of unearned runs in ninth

and others due to earlier errors.

The outlook for next year is

promising as Connolly, Wennik,
and Bullock are back as pitchers

The infield shapes up pretty good
with Fran Pisiewski, Lou Bush,
Don Tomasetti, Bob Roland and
Ed Forbush back. The outfield

srems to be the major problem
as Paul Foley is the only return-

ing starter.

Although Redmen didn't win
any championships, they never
gave up fighting and with a few
breaks could have had a much
better record. They lost three
YanCon games by one run as
they had trouble getting the big
hit.

Again this year we have selected tennis coach STEVE KOSAKOWSKI as coach of the year.

For the fourth year in a row he has produced a championship tennis team. Sporting a 7«0 record for

the season. Steve looks forward to another successful vear.

That's all for this year, the out-
i>mk fur next year is good.
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